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CALENDAR, 1918.

Sanuai'g



Punch's Almanack for 1918

TT'in ^- . "EEMEiiBEn THE GOLDES BULK, GENTLEMEN. KEEP A LEG EACH SIDE OF THE HOUSE AND YOU CAN'T COME OFF."

W I? -Ux-^

SJLL
/

-*$

Patlrc. "YOU SEKM IN TBOUBLK, 5IY MAN. CAN I HELP YOU?"

Tommy. -YES, Sin. You MIGHT TELL ME HOW NoAn GOT THIS BLITHEIIISG KIND OF THING INTO THE Aitic."
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First Lady Driver (novice). "Bui WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU HAYI: A BREAKDOWN '.'''

S,;;lil ditto (old haiul). "DEAD EASY, MY DEAB. JUST SEND A WIRE TO H.Q. YOU BBK, YOU HAVE THE WIIOI.K BlUTIBIl ARMY
BEHIND YOU IP ANYTHING GOES WHONQ."

i;-r-zealoua Tommy (fur !n minim;- of 1th olijertin).
" Onr. BIGHT. Dos'l .I:T NASTY. I MUST 'AVK COME A I.JT TOO FAR. Wi. '

NOT KXPECTKD HKRE THi HKXT WEEK. SEK YOU LATER. SO LONi.!' 1
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HOW TO REALISE CONDITIONS AT THE FRONT.

"YUS I SFK WHAT THAT IS 'OLK IX THE "THE MEN IN CUE SHOP AS DOES THKSI3 ''I TAKES ON ANY JOB NOW SOT AS I

PE MOST tlKELY NOTHING SERIOUS JOHS TV THE OBNAEY WAY IS ALL AT CARES FOB 'EM, BEING LITEEY USED TO

THE FRONT BELL PAPERS AFORE THE WARPIPE

\

"liUT \VOT'S A BIT O' DISCOMFORT IF IT WINS THE WAR? AN 1

IT'S TIMES LIKE THESE AS BRINGS AHT THE REAL STRENGTH
OF A MAN

" "AD A LETTER FROM MY BIIOTHEE OO 'S AHT SAYS TKB
WEATHEB'S SOMEFINK CEOOL MUD AN 1 RAIN

AN' MUD. IRKXCHES is 'ARF FULL AN' GITTIN' DEEPEU
ALL THE TIME

"Us IN OLE ENGLAND FINDS IT 'ARD TO REALISE; BUT I DOES
MY BEST TO BRING IT 'OME TO FOLK."
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THE HERO.

'
I WANT YOU TO MAKE ME A TUNIC BASK? TlB, ONE OB TWO 1UBBON1

TO OO OHIT

CaOSS D.S.O. AND A V.O. OOU

LECIOM or HONOUB, C.U.Q. AXD so FOBTH Tea WOUHD STBIPKB

1KD MAKE AS SMART A JOB
OF IT AS YOU CAS, WC 'I YOU ?

BECAUSE

I WANT IT FOB PBTVATB TIIEATIUCALS."



GERMANY AND THE NEXT WAR (COMMERCIAL).

COMBING OUT THE ARMY FOB OVERSEAS COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS.

LIKELY MEMBERS OF THE PBUSSIAN GUARD UNLEARNING THE GOOSE-STEP.

Y/- *
dfuAtiOK.

IOM fen a

HUN POLYGLOT PREPARING COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS FOR A DESCENT ox LONDON.
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GERMANY AND THE NEXT WAR (COMMERCIAL).

THE BRAVEST MAN THAT EVER LIVED.

THE PIBST BOSCH TO THY AND DO A DKAL WITH EKOLAWD.

TRAINING COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS FOB LITTLE SET-BACKS is THEIR OVERSEAS CAMPAIGNS.
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Subaltern. "BETWEEN OURSELVES, SIR, THERE'LL BE TROUBLE WITH THIS TERRITORIAL CAPTAIN. HE 'B INSUFFERABLE."

Major. "WHAT OF IT? THEY SAID THAT ABOUT ME."

Subaltern. "An, YES, SIR. Bur sou 'BE A REGULAS. THAT'S DIFFERENT."

WHEN I review the kind of prey
To which I 've dealt the fatal blow,

No claim to gallant feats I lay
Such as have earned the M.V.O. ;

Not very big has been the

game
Whose haunts I have con- .

trived to ravage,
But small and relatively tame

(Though ducks are some-
times very savage).

The stag, I own, is fairly large,
But never on his native hill

Have I received him at the

charge
(I always take him standing

still) ;

Nor can I, if the truth be

said,

Eecall the case of any coney
Turning at bay, with lowered

head
And eyes aflame, to strike

me stony.

No pigeon hurtling through the air

Has ever broached me in the breast,
Nor no infuriated hare
Has put my courage to the test ;

THE BIGGEST GAME OF ALL.

Bather, when I have sought to prove

My prowess, they avoid detection,

And have a tendency to move

Eight in the opposite direction.

Or those that want to break your bones

With hoof or horn(their habits vary)
The elephant in sultry zones,

lha bison on the boundless prairie.

But now I thank my stars (and

moon),
Likewise the powers that

rule Whitehall,
For giving me this priceless

boon
To hunt the nastiest brute

of all ;

Bo on the pachydermous Hun
I '11 try to do my bit, or quota,

And with my jolly little gun
Learn him to play the giddy

Gotha. O. S.

An Alarming Sacrifice.

"To BE SOLD.

A Lady disposing of her entire

Wardrobe." Irish Paper.

Beasts that are fond of eating men
I never yet have chanced to meet ;

I have not probed the lion's den
Or crossed the pard upon his beat,

"Miss gives lessons in Scien-

tific Voice Production for Singing,
Elocution and all other classes of

Speech Defects."

We have always regarded Elocution as

a Defect which only needs a little

judicious treatment to remove it.
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THE SECRET PANEL.

1617.

1917.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS.

THE AMERICAN "CROOK" DRAMA.

Characters in the Utory.

JAMES, BY MEANS OF A FORGED LETTER OP INTRODUCTION,
MAKES THE ACQUAINTANCE OF THE DAWKINS FAMILY. FOB
THE FIRST TIME HE HESITATES IN THE PERFORMANCE OF HIS
PROFESSIONAL DUTIES.

THAT NIGHT, IN THE NEW YOHK UNDERWORLD, HE is

DISTRAIT, AUD FINDS THAT HIS CAY COMPANIONS IN CRIJ1U

HAVE SO ATTRACTION FOR HIM.

,\

HIS PROFESSION GROWS MORE IRKSOME TO HIM AS HIS
RELATIONS WITH THE DAWKINS FAMILY BECOME MORE INTI-
MATE.

AFTER SOME DAYS JOSH B. DAWKINS, FINDING ALL HIS
POSSESSIONS DISAPPEARING, CALLS IN THE AID OF THE
DETECTIVE, JEFFERSON.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS.
THK AMI'.KICAN* "CHOOK" DltAMA.

JEFFERSON, DISUTISKD AS AN KLDHULY PBOFESSOR, COMES
TO STAY WITH THK PAWKINSES. JAMES, FEARING THAT HIS
IDENTITY MAY NOT BE UNKNOWN TO THH DETECTIVE, CUBLS
HIS HAIR. i.AMIE LOVH8 HIM MORE THAN 1

AT DINNKB THH DBTECTIVK'S SUSPICIONS ABB AROUSED.
Till; HUMAN SLF.UTH TBACK3 THE POOTMAS'S FOOTPRINTS IX
THE TUBliKY-PILB.

rr;
1

:;;]

1

J.'fferson. "I HAVE SECURED
T Irt THIEF. Hl3 FOOTPRINTS
HKTRAYF.D HIM, HE IS Tl-
FINOEBED JlM IN DISGUISE."

James. "THAT MAN is INNO-
CENT. IT WAS I WHO OAVH
HIM THB CAST - OFF BOOTS
WHICH HE IS WEARING."

Jeferaon. "Wuo DARES TO
BAT I'M AT FAULT? I AM
JEFFERBOM, THE DETECTIVE."

Jama. "Axo I I AM TKX-
PTNOERED JlM, THB CBCOK.
DO YOU RECOGNISE MB W1TU
MY HAJB USCUBLED?"

James. " T H E INNOCENT
SHALL NOT SUFFER ON MY
ACCOUNT. TAKE ME AWAY TO
EXPIATE MY CRIMES."

Mamie. "FATHER, I LOVE
HIM. DO NOT PROSECUTE."

Josh B. Dawkins. "MY BOY, YOU HAVE A NOBLE HEABT.
TAKE HER WITH A FATHER'S BLESSING. HEB MABBIAOU
PORTION YOU HAVE ALHEADY."
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French Farmyard Chorus {yivcn many times Jaily). "THAT SOUNDS LIKE A Boscil SHELL COMING OVEB "

fitlS^JP
IT IS, TOO."

I- . * . Rv<V.Tw,L^_

(As the shell falls well away). "WHAT'S ALL THE PUSS ABOUT?"
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Secon&Lieutenant Tomkiiu. "TURN ODT THE GUAKD, MAN. CAN'T TOO BEE THE GKNERAL'S COMING?"
Sentry.

" SERGEANT WILKINS, YOU 'RE WANTED OUTSIDE."

Corporal.
" GUARD. Dis WOTCHER MOVIS' FOR ? 'TAIN'T QUARTER-DAY."
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THE HOHENZOLLERNS UNDER A GERMAN REPUBLIC.

THE EX-KAISEB is APPOINTED TO THE POST os OFFICIAL GATIIEUEB OF SCUAPS OF PAPEB,

THE EX-KAISEE is ORDERED TO KING A JOY-BELL ox THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE INAUGURATION OF THE GEnilAN KEPUBLIC.
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\ N\v

LITTLE TICH poves of the

greatest
assistance tothe

Reid Telegraph Service./

*
}

/m M?HoRATIODOTTOMLEY
contents himselfwith the

post ofAdvisory Instructor

to the Prime Minister. ^
C.

1

,d
VJTS;

VI,

VKTl

M? BERNARD SHAw,with suprem?"
self-denial, consents to

act as a Scarecrow on

the Land.

F CA8Y'
ANTI-SHRAPNEL

H5LMET

CHARLIE CHAPLIN devotes
+ ... ITIT >-D T i^tbLTi turns nei

his
energies

to
recruitmg. taste ,. mi| |jnery toaccount .

^ .. LORD HALSBURYjoins the
y
eGABYUESLYS turnsher Boy Scouts.

PUNCH'S NATKl



M? GEORGE ROBEY

^^j places
his gifts

the disposal
of the Special

Constabulary.

IT

- - -

tLoRoNoRTHCLIFFE
as Press Censor,-,

curbs the
f \

\\*Da//y
^Afa//.

is
appointed

Chaplain to the

Forces.

1

fe

* \

-*

?K

G.K.CHESTERTONisin
element as Chucker-out h RD

,
DERESFORD as a

ihe War Office. North Sea Buoy Scout-

iR WILLIAM RICHMOND

having successfully

camouflaged the

inside of the Dome
of S* Pauls, transfers his

activities to the outside

I SERVICE EOR ATJ
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THE HOHENZOLLERNS UNDER A GERMAN REPUBLIC.

THE EX-KAISEB STARTS m BUSINESS AS A SECOND-HAND WABDIIOBE DEALEB.

m%WWi ^

LITTLE WILLIE TRIES TO EAKN AN HONEST PENNY.
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THE HOHENZOLLERNS UNDER A GERMAN REPUBLIC.

LITTLE WILLIE TAKES HIS PLACE IN A SAUSAGE QUEUE.

LITTLE WILLIE OFFERS TO CARBX A LADY'S JEWEL-CASE. (Application refused.)
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MINCE MEAT.

(By our Charivariety Artistes.)
SIR AKTHUU YAI-P is making a ploa

for simpler Christmas cookery. Wo
arc informed that a popular tailoring
establishment has generously offered

to assist the campaign by putting out
an attractive lino of youths' unstretch-
ablo waistcoats.

We read of so

many War contrac-
tors who allege that

they arc losing
money, that we arc

relieved to learn that

one of them, more

enterprising than his

distressed comrades,
has obtained a, posi-
tion as super in a

forthcoming panto-
mime entitled The
Forty Thieves.V
We are informed

that there will be no
Smithfield Show this

year. It is being
strongly urged in

certain quarters
that, rather than
abandon the his-

toric event alto-

gether, a few fat

stock classes for

German prisoners
should be shown.

Owing to the in-

creased cost of all

commodities and the

scarcity of fruit this

your, it is feared that
an epidemic of anae-

mia' may break out

among Christmas
puddings.

*...*

Fortunate are
those people who
this time last year
put Christmas pud-
dings in cold storage.

asks a weekly paper. Tho suggestion
is manifestly absurd.

* *

A well-known novelist pronounces
himself to bo in favour of happy endings.
Ho is said to have the cm-dial support
of the KAISEB.

Sir AitTnuii

* *

CONAN DOYI.E asserts
tint, lifo in the astral plane dues nf

" It is simply a miracle," says the

Cologne Ga:<-tle, "that the Germans
have so loyally stood by thuir leaders."
We are for once in agruuniont with our
Bosch contemporary.

* *
*

l'ill<ii/e Worthy (to visitor).
WAR, BUT I DOAN'T RECKON
WUZN'T NO WAR."

"
\VlTLL, SUR, THEY TALKS A LOT AUDIT THIS VERB
AS I BE ANY BETTER OFF THAN I WUZ WHEN THVB

Is the confetti custom dying out?
We ask because at a police court a
witness recently stated that, as a wed-
ding party waa leaving the church,

defendant hurled a

heavy walking-stick
at thorn.

I

Over two hundred

dogs have been
taken into custody
by the Metropolitan
Police for wearing
no collars. Tho
modicum of dress
which the law im-

poses is surely not
unreasonable.

* *
*

We are exceed-

ingly sorry for the
American ollicer in

London who told a

pressman that the
coffee he had been

drinking all the
week was abomin-
able. It now ap-
pears that our un-
fortunate ally had
been drinking Go-
vernment ale all the
time.

"There is, after all,

no reason why a woman
should have to cook
her own dinner, and

why, for say fifty houses,
there should not be only
one cooking of meals
one very large joint
cooked and one large
pudding made instead of

fifty small ones."

Weekly Paper.

We can dimly pic-
ture the pudding, but
what animal will

supply the joint ?

They should, of course, be carefully
dusted before being served.

: *

Irische blatter is the title of the now
Irish-German review published in Ber-
lin. It is pronounced "Irish blather."

*
f

*

The Ministry of Food is said to be

considering the question of prohibiting
the delivery of food by van. In several

quarters the self-delivering sausage is

said to have already made a successful

appearance.
* :;:

"Are policemen's feet growinglarger?"

differ essentially from that on earth.
A number of people in consequence
have decided to hang on here for a bit.

A device appears to have been per-
fected by which the petrol and other

by-products hitherto wasted by the

motor-cyclist will be saved, the machine
being driven entirely by the smell.

* :=

" Ham and bacon should only be eaten
at breakfast," says Sir ARTHUR YAPP.
The absence of the customary ham and
pickles from our fashionable thcs dan-
sants will be keenly felt.

Another Impending: Apology.
From the report of a benevolent

society :

"As several hon. subscribers have shown
practical sympathy with the poor Treasurer,
evidently believing in helping those that help
themselves, re 's OOINQ TO BE ALL BIOHT."

"Vox et Preterea Nihil.
THE TOILET CLUB
CULTIVATES YOUR HAIR,
STUDIES YOUR HEAD."

It seems a pity that the artists of this

club, who apparently undertake to do

something else than talking, should

adopt the motto of ordinary barberism.
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JONES'S "WONDERFUL YEAR."

JOXEB'S CLERKS BEING ALL CALLED UP, LADY SUBSTITUTES
ABE ISTBODUCED.

JONES BECEIVES TUB QLAD EYE.

HIS OFFICE IS CONVERTED INTO A F.UBY GLADE. " WITHIN THE ROSEBUD PETALS SWEET
LURKS CUPID'S FATAL DABT."
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JONES'S "WONDERFUL YEAR.'

TRANSFIGURED BY LOVE, JOKES BECOMES A KNOT. HE ORGANISES A CHEAT ADVANCE.

BUT HE HAS A SET-BACK. HIS MILITARY RIVAL, HOWEVER,
TURNS OUT TO UE THE LADY'S BROTHER, AND

JONES GAINS HIS OBJECTIVE. SO ENDS A WONDERFUL VEAIl.
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THE BASHFUL V.C.'S WELCOME HOME.

r
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Bluejacket (showing a new watch to friend). "LOOK AT THE LCMINOC8 DIAL?"
Entire Stranger (on seat in front).

" DON'T MAKE PERSONAL RKMARKS!"

A..S.C. Driver (late cinema, actor). "AND TO THISK I'M DOISO THIS FOR NOTHING!'
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THE PROPAGANDISTS.
[It ifl quite probable that when peace comes the Central Powers will begin active propaganda with tho object of getting into the

good graces of tUoir lato enemies.]
-

n iBiWiim^ li .
I!

~

JsQ-^&
&&K^- ?), f/L Yt. j' J

A DEMONSTRATION BY MRMBE1.S OF THE "GERMANIC LEAGUE OF LOVE."
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THE PROPAGANDISTS.

WIIH1

THE FBKR BESTAUIUXT.

PEACE FWLWIlHElMl
Happy

HOHENZOLLER^ ?p

SWEET CONTENT

ENGLAND

WHY
BEAR
MALICE?

WE
BEAR
NONE?

,LE8T *I FORGET
us

WAR IS F001-1SHNES5

Pi

PBOPAGANDIXG BY POSTER.
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GEORGE'S V.C.;

OR, COALS OP FIRE.

[Mr. Punch's great War Story, specially

-/Itten and illustrated by Miss Effio M.

Timson, after consultation with her brother

and other friends now in khaki.]

THE Colonel of the Nth Blankshires

was seated in his office. It was not an

imposing room to look at. Furnished

simply but tastefully with a table,

officers, for use of, one, and a cha

ditto, one, it gave little evidence of

the distressing scenes which had been

enacted in it, and still less evidence

of the terrible soene which was to

come. Within these walls the Colonel

was accustomed to deal out stern justice

to offenders, and many a hardened

criminal had been carried out fainting

upon hearing the terrible verdict, "One

day's C.B."
But the Colonel was not holding the

scales of justice now, for it was late

afternoon. With an expression of the

utmost anxiety upon his face he reac

and re-read the official-looking docu-

ment which he held in his hand. Even
the photograph of the Sergeant- Major
(signed,

" Yours ever, Henry "), whicl

stood upon his desk, brought him no

comfort.

The door opened and Major Murga
troyd, second in command of the famous

Blankshires, came in.

"Come in," said Colonel Blowhard.
The Major saluted impressively, anc

the Colonel rose and returned his salute

with the politeness typical of th

British Army.
" You wished to see me, Colonel?

"

" I did, Major." They saluted eacl

other again.
" A secret document o

enormous importance," went on tlv

Colonel,
" has just reached me fron

the War Office. It concerns the Regi
ment, the dear old Regiment." Bot!

men saluted, and the Colonel went o

hoarsely,
" Were the news in this docu

ment to become public property befor

its time, nothing could avert the defea

of England in the present world-wid

cataclysm."
" Is it as important as that, Colonel ?

said the Major, even more hoarsely
anything.

" It is, Major."
The Major's voice sank to a whisper.
" What would not HLNDKNBURG give

o see it," he muttered.
"
Ay," said the Colonel,

" I say that

o myself day and night :
' What not

'hat what would what
'

Well, 1

ay it to myself day and night. For

:iis reason, Major, I have decided to

ntrust the news to no one but your-

elf. Our Officers are good lads and a

redit to the dear old .Regiment
"

they
aluted as before" but in a matter of

bis sort one cannot be too discreet."
" You are right, Colonel."

The Colonel looked round the room

pprehensively and brought his chair

a little closer to the Major.
'The secret contained in this docu-

ment Are we alone?"
"
Except for each other, Colonel."

" The secret," went on the Colonel,

'is this: that on and after the 23rd

of the month men in category X3 are

o be included in category X2."

" My God," gasped the Major,
"

i

HiNDENBtB3 knew 1

"

" He must not know, Major," saic

the Colonel simply.
" I can trust you

not to disclose this until the time is

ripe?
"

" You can trust me, Colonel."

They grasped hands and saluted.

At this moment the door opened anc

an orderly came in.
" You 're wanted by the Sergeant

Major, Sir," he told the Colonel.

".Ah, excuse me a moment," sac
the latter to his second in command
knowing how much it annoys a

Sergeant-Major to be kept waiting
He saluted and hurried out.

"Just a moment, orderly," said th

Major.
The orderly came back. "

Yes, Sir,

he said.

"Did you give that message to Mis
Blowhard ?

"

"
Yes, Sir. She says she canno

play golf with you to-morrow becaus
she is playing with Second-Lieutenan

Lord Smith." He saluted and with-

rew.

Left alone the Major gave vent to

is rage.
" Lord Smith \

"
he stormed.

Curse him 1 What can she see in

bat puppy? Thrice have I used my
nfluence to send him away on a

musketry course, and thrice baa he

eturned. Could I but turn him out

f the Regiment for good, I might win

ho love of the fair Miss Blowhard,
he Colonel's daughter." In a sudden

mssion he picked up the Manual of

lilitary Law and flung it to the ground.
All at once an idea struck him and

crafty look came into his eyes.
" By Jove," he cried,

" the secret

locument \ The very tiling."

To put the document into an envelope
was the work of a moment. Taking

up a pen he printed on the outside in

irge capitals these words :

FOB IIINDENBUKG
GERMANY.

With a diabolical smile he sealed the

nvelope up, rang the bell, and ordered

second-Lieutenant Lord Smith to be

wrought before him.

"You wanted mo, Sir?" said Lord
Smith on his arrival.

Of all the distinguished officers in

ihe Nth Battalion, Lord Smith was

jerhaps the most brilliant. Although
ie had -held his commission for three

years he had only been arrested twice

ay the Provost-Marshal the first time

'or wearing a soft cap when, as an

officer and gentleman, he should have
worn a hard on^, and the second time,

three months later, for,wearing a hard

ap when, as an officer and gentleman,
he should have worn a soft one. No-

body can deny that these were serious

blots on his career, but it was felt in

the trenches that his skill with the

rifle partialfy atoned for them.
"
Ah, Smith, my boy," said the Major

genially,
" I just wanted to know the

address of your tailor. Wonderfully
well-cut tunic this of yours." He went
over to him and, under pretence of
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examining tin- cut of his tunic, dropped
tlio envelope cautiously into one of the

pockets.
Someuha! .-.in-prised at the compli-

ment paid to his tailor, hut, entirely un

suspicious, Lord Smith gave him-the

required address.
' Thanks," said the Major.

"
By the

way, I 'vo got to go out now ; would you
mind waiting lien; till tin; Colonel comes
hack '.' J fe lias left, an extremely impor-
tant document on his tahloand I do not

like to leave the room unoccupied."

"Certainly, Sir," said Lord Smit.li.

Left alone, our hero gave himself up
to thought. For some reason he dis-

trusted the Major ; he felt that Hies

were rivals for the hand of Rosamund
Rlowhard. On ten Sundays in suc-

cession ho had been forced to attend

Church Parade, what time the Major
and Rosamund were disporting thcm-

selves on the golf links. It was only
on Saturday afternoons that ho had a

chaiuio of seeing her alone, and yet he
felt somehow that she loved him.

"Ah, Smit li, my boy, ''said the Colonel

as ho hustled in.
"
Always glad to see

you. My favourite subaltern," he went

on, with his hand on the young man's

shoulder; "the best oflicer who ever

formed a four at bridge I mean, who
i.irmed fours; and a holder of no

fewer than three musketry cortiticates."

Lord Smith smiled modestly.
"There, 1 must get on with my

work," went on the Colonel, sit! ing
down at his table and turning over his

papers.
" You find mo very you find

me you find good Heavens!
"

" What is it, Sir'.
1
"

"I don't find it I've lost it; the

secret document !

"

" Was it very important, Sir?"

"Important!" cried the Colonel.

"If lliNiiKMtria; -but wo must get
to work. Summon the guard, blow
the fire-alarm, send for the Orderly
Sergeant."

Itt less than a minute the room \\as

full of armed men, including the Major.
" Men of the Nth I'.lankshires," said

the Colonel, addressing them,
" a docu-

ment of enormous importance lun been

stolen from this n i. Unless that

document is recovered the fair name
of the Regiment will be irretrievably
tarnished."

"Never!" cried a Corporal of the

Signalling Section, and there was a

deep murmur of applause.
" May 1 suggest, Sir," said the Major,

"that the pockets of all should be

searched? I myself am quite ready
to set the example," and as he spoke-
he drew out three receipted hills and a

| price list of tomatoes, and placed them
before the Colonel.

One by one they followed his example.

Suddenly all eyes were fixed on
Second-Lieutenant Lord Smith, as with

horror and amazement upon his face

ho drew from his pocket the official-

looking envelope.
"I swear I never put it there, Sir,"

he gasped.
"
Perhaps I ought to tell you, Sir,"

said the Major,
" that I asked Lord

Smith to keep an eye upon the docu-

ment during my absence. No doubt

he placed it in his pocket for safety."
Several men ap-

plauded this sugges-

tion, for Lord Smith
was a general fa-

vourite.

The Colonel gave one

glance at the envelope,
and then, .with lire

Hashing from bis eyes,
held it up for all to

see.
" How do you ac-

count for this ?
"

ho

cried in a voice of

thunder, and with a

gasp of horror they
read the fatal words

FOU

they hacked the buttons
oil I ,ord Smith's tunic, they dug thostars
out of his sleeves, they tore the regi-
mental badge from his cap: they tore his

collar, they tore his tie, thoy took his

gold cigarette-case ; and still ho stood

there, saying proudly,
"

I am innocent."

"Go! "
said theColonel, pointing with

his sword to the door.

Suddenly there was a commotion
outside and a I :

| figure pushed
ils way into the loom.

"
Father," cried Rosamund Blow-

haid, "spare him. Ho is innocent."
" Rosamund," said George, for so

wo must call him now, "
I am inno-

cent. Some day the truth will bo
known." Then ho took a lender farewell
of her and, casting a glance of mingled
suspicion and hatred at the Major, ho
strode from the room.

ir.

The patient in the Xth bed at the
Yth Base Hospital stirred restlessly.

"
Water," ho murmured, " water."

A soft-footed nurse rose and poured
some over him. "Rosamund," lie

breathed, and with a smile of content

dropped peacefully asleep again.
Who was ho, this mysterious patient

in Number X bod '.' Obviously a gentle-
man from the colour of his pyjamas,
his identity disc proclaimed him to bo
Private Smithlord of the Qth Blank-
shires. There was something strange
about him. Only that morning' he had
received the V.C. from Sir DOUGLAS
HAIO, the R.S.V.P. from General Pt-

TAIN, the Order of the Golden Elephant
from our Japanese Allies, the Order of

the Split Haddock from the President
of Nicaragua, and the Order of the

Neutral Nut from Brazil. Yet ho
cared for none of these things ; he only
murmured, "Rosamund!" Who was
Private Smithlord?

Though so little was known of him

r.KKMANY.

The Colonel and the other officers

i drew their swords, the rank and file

the story of his prowess wa-; on every

lip. An officer from his regiment who
had gone out alone to an observation

post had Lo3n surrounded and cut

off by the ouemy. Threatened on all
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sides by guns and bombs of every

calibre, lie had prepared to sell his life

dearly. To attempt a rescue would
have been madness; even the

most reckless Town Major
would have blenched at the

idea; and the Regiment, in

the comparative safety of

their trench, could only look

on helplessly.
All but Private Smith-

lord. Hastily borrowing the

Colonel's horse, he urged
the gallant animal up the

trench and away over the top.
And then began a race such
as had never been seen at

Epsom or Melton Mowbray.
"
Gad," said a sporting subaltern, who

in peace days had frequently entered

for a Derby sweepstake at the National
Liberal Club,

" the beggar can ride

what?"
An answering cheer rang out from

all ranks.

Over wire entanglements and across

shell holes dashed Private Smithlord,

firing rapidly with his revolver all the

while. Nearer to the ill-fated officer he

drew, and then suddenly he was in the
midst of the enemy. Lashing out right
and left, he fought his way to the man

foreign decoration and wondering what

language he would have to speak this

time.

he had come to rescue, pulled him up old rival.

"It's an English Colonel," said the

nurse.

Suiithlord saluted and begged the

nurse to show him up at once. In
another minute Colonel Blowhard had
entered.

" I wanted to thank "you," said the

Colonel,
" for so gallantly rescuing an

old friend of mine Major Murgatroyd,
belonging to the Nth Battalion Blank-

shires, but now attached to the Qth."
Smithlord could hardly repress a

start. In the excitement of the mo-
ment he had not recognised the features

of the man he had saved. It was his

behind him and, amidst a hurricane of

bullets, charged back to the British

lines. Nor did he pause till he arrived
at the Colonel's dug-out.

" I have brought him back, Sir," he
said, and fainted. When he awoke it

was to find himself in the Xth bed of

the Yth Base Hospital.
And who is it in the next bed? It is

the officer whom he rescued. Do we
recognise him? Alas, no. Although
unwounded by the enemy, the exposure
of that terrible day had brought on
a severe attack of mumps. We can-
not recognise him. But the nurse
assures us that it is our old friend,

Major Murgatroyd.
" A visitor to see you," said the nurse,

coming in and waking Private Smith- i

lord up.
" Can't you say I 'm out ?

"
said

' It is curious," went on the Colonel,
" that in features you resemble another
old friend of mine, Lord Smith."

" My name is Smithlord, Sir."
" Ah ! Any relation ?

"

"None," said Smithlord, crossing his

thumbs under the bedclothes.
" Do you mind ringing the bell ?

"
he

went on, feeling that at all costs he
must turn the conversation. " I think
it is time for my medicine."
In answer to the Colonel's ring a

nurse appeared.
" Nurse Brown has just gone out,"

she said. " Can I do anything for

you?"
" Good Heavens ! Rosamund !

"
cried

j

the Colonel.
"
Yes, father, it is I," she replied

simply.
" I have come to France to

find the man I love."

you. Private Smithlord, my daughter,
Rosamund."
The two looked at each other face to

face. The intuition and ready
wit of the woman pierced the

disguise which had baffled

the soldier.

"Father," she cried, "it's

not Smithlord, it 's Lord
Smith. George!"

" Rosamund 1

" cried

George. We cannot keep
the secret any longer from
our readers ;

it was Lord
Smith.

"
Tut, tut, Sir, what is

this ?
"

said the Colonel. " I

turned you out of the Regiment three
weeks ago. What the deuce," he

said, for, like all military men, he was
addicted to strong language "what
the deuce does this mean?"

" I was innocent, Sir."
"
Father, he was innocent."

" Ho was innocent," said a hollow
voice from the next bed.

"Murgatroyd?" said the Colonel.
"But this gallant follow was the man

Smithlord, expecting it was another
|
who - By the way, let me introduce

In amazement they all looked at the

officer lying there.

"Rosamund," he cried, "am I so

greatly changed ?
"

The Colonel handed him his pocket
mirror.

"
Yes," sighed the Major,

" I under-
stand. But I am Major Murgatroyd."

"
Major Murgatroyd !

"
they all cried.

" This gallant fellow here, whom I

now know to be Lord Smith, saved my
life

;
I cannot let him suffer any longer.

It was I who hid the secret document
in his pocket. I did it for love of you,
Rosamund." He held out his hand.
"
Say you forgive me, my dear Lord

Smith."
Lord Smith shook his hand warmly.
But little more remains to tell. A

month later our hero was back in Eng-
land. Fortunately the Quarter-master
had kept his buttons

;
and in a very

short time he was back in the dear old

uniform, and the wedding of Second-
Lieutenant Lord Smith to Rosamund
Blowhard was one of the events of the
season.

And what of Major Murgatroyd ? He
has learnt his lesson ; and as com-
mandant of a rest camp on the French
coast he is the soul of geniality to all

who meet him. A. A. M.
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I AM BIDDEX TO THE WAU OFFICE. I ui:rAirr FOE rr. I ATPBOACII IT.

I EXTEB. I AM KOT OBSEBVED. I AM STILL KOT OBSliBVED.

I JLX OBSEEVED. I AM SPOKES 10 (ASD STILL LIVK). I COSTKUK TO BE SPOKES TO.

I AM SPOKES TO QUITE SICELV. I Jlf SttAKEX ffJ.VCS WITH. I TAKE MY LEAVE.

THE CIVILIAN AND THE WAR OFFICE.
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AMERICA'S YEAR.
FRANCE WELCOMES THE HEIRS OF -jnr. I'II.OKIM
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A FAIRY WENT A-MARKETING.
A FAIRY went a-marketing
She bought a little fish

;

She put it in a crystal bowl

Upon a golden dish
;

All day she sat in wonderment
And watched its silver gleam,

And then she gently took it up
And slipped it in a stream.

A fairy went a-marketing
She bought a coloured bird

;

It sang the sweetest, shrillest song
That over she had heard

;

She sat beside its painted cage
And listened half the day,

And then she opened wide the door
And let it fly away.

A fairy went a-marketing
She bought a winter gown

All stitched about with gossamer
And lined with thistledown ;

She wore it all the afternoon

With prancing and delight,
Then gave it to a.little frog
To keep him warm at night.

A fairy went a-marketing
She bought a gentle mouso

To take her tiny messages,
To keep her tiny house ;

All day she kept its busy feet

Pit-patting to and fro,

And then she kissed its silken ears,

Thanked it, and let it go. R. F.

The dancers . . . fairly brought down tlir

house with their artistic footwork."
Provincial Paper.

Not "the light fantastic."

PBOFITEEBISG.

Chickens weighing 321b. realised anything
from 10s. 6d. to 12s. The Chairman remarked
thai these exorbitant prices for poultry lessened

the amount of meat available for poor people."
Western Morning Xeics.

In the West Country where they raise

those gigantic fowls such prices may be

excessive, but to Londoners they seem

miraculously moderate.

VOL.
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CHARIVARIA.
" WHAT do we ask for? And what do

we stand for?" asks an evening paper
leader. Wo do not profess to have the

detective instinct unduly developed, but

we think the answer must be, "Butter."
* *

" I do not boast," said tho KAISER
in a recent address to his troops. Then
who started the scandal ?

* *

A young man of twenty-one has been

sentenced to a year's imprisonment for

burglaries at the house of his mother.

The growing tendency of the State to

interfere with family life is becoming
intolerable. * *

We hear that there will be a great
: boom in matrimony after the War.
Meanwhile it is satisfactory to note

that severe measures are being taken

against wife-hoarders.

Owing to the fact that so many of

our grown-ups are now engaged on

munitions, children in pantomimes are

this year much younger.
* *
*

A German steamer has sunk a light-

, ship off the coast of Sweden. The pur-

pose of the accident has not yet been
ascertained. * *

*

It is reported that the University of

Heidelberg has decided to show its

profound contempt for American Kultur

by forbidding all reference to "unser

Chaplin." * *

Not long ago a leader from The Times
was used by a Surrey clergyman as a

: sermon, and last week Bishop WELLDON
wrote the leader in The Daily Mail.
It is not known who had the better

bargain, but there is still a good deal
of bitter feeling between the Surrey
congregation and the Carmelites.V

There are brighter days in store for

journalists, it seems. A gentleman
writes to The 'Evening News to say
that he finds newspapers excellent for

lighting fires. + ^

A man fined one pound for giving a
false air-raid warning said he did it to

get his sister out of a public-house.
Owing to the match famine he was
unable to carry out his original idea of

.setting the place on fire.

* *
" I will take no profit from anything

produced for any Government during
tho War," HKNHY FOKD is rep
to have said. He is vastly mistaken if

he thinks ho can rido rough-shod over
our War Office like that.

A correspondent of The Daily Ex-

press reports the discovery that Tues-

day is much the finest day of the week.

Sir DOUGLAS HAIG is being communi-
cated with.

:
.. *

There is no truth in the report that,

as an answer to the Irish-Americans'

declaration of allegiance to the Allied

cause, M. DE YALERA has threatened to

put an embargo on the export of police-
men to New York.

/ V
At PopllMMv#nigek the authorities

commandeered cheese* at one largo store

and took it to another shop. We
understand that it went quietly.

WAR CHANGE.
BEFORE the War his chief character-

istics were gentleness and a soft solici-

tude.

With his eyes searching my very
soul, his whole being alert to respond
to my desire,

" What is your pleasure,
Madam ?

"
he would ask.

In that distant past, seeing him there

inscrutable behind the bacon machine,
I have fondly imagined that one day
I would answer his question, and, lead-

ing him gently away from his sides of

bacon and his drums of cheese and out
beneath the portcullis of rabbits into

the sunlight, I would show him, in

flights of fancy, all that is my pleasure,
and ask him, was it his, wrapped in

obsequious dignity, to stand and serve.

You see, I wondered. But now
now I shall never ask that question.

I begin with an ingratiating smile.
" Can you let me have

"
I say.

He interrupts me and his voice is

hard and cold. " No butter, no bacon
and no tea," he says.
There is consciousness of power in

his voice and I seem to wilt under tl.e

glance of contempt with which he dis-

misses me.
" Xo tea," he repeats, turning the

knife in the wound.
" I thought you might possibly spare

me "
I dare to begin to suggest.

"Ten to-morrow prompt," he inter-

rupts authoritatively.
" And wait out-

side. You '11 find a queue there." The
note of triumph rings in his voice.

He watches me as I creep out of the

shop, says
" Well ?

"
over his shoulder

to the next customer, and lovingly flicks

the dust from the imitation stacks
of tea.

So now I am answered, and it seems
that I alone among all his suppliants
am capable of a sympathetic under-

standing.
After years of unnatural obligcance

(no, I know there isn't, but there ought
can one wonder that he wallows

in an orgy of impolite refusal ?

I seem to see him there all these

years chained, as he felt, to a vast con-

suming appetite, ministering to insatia-

bility. He saw us all as mouths,
greedy and clamorous, eating into his

life and who knows what high adven-
turous dreams. And he, counter-bound
and stifling in his own politeness, could
do no more than helpfully supply what
these maws demanded.

Suddenly to find himself able, with
little pecuniary loss, to speak his mind !

What if he shows at times the temper
of a tyrant ? Who would not abandon
himself to such a situation ?

And there is another side to him
since his release. At times ho warms
to a very geniality of wrath. He
expands. He holds forth. He tells

me how I 'd never believe, and wouldn't
credit, and could scarcely imagine the

subterfuges to which the general public
will descend in an endeavour to evade
a \viso grocer's liberal rationing. He
waxes wroth over a spoilt, an overfed
and self-indulgent nation.

So now I shall never ask him what
is his pleasure. For I know.
But I wonder will he ever again

ask me the old question ?

A Fatherland Poet was busy of late

In making the KAISER a new Hymn of

Hate;
Perhaps, ere its echoes have time to

grow dim,
The Huns may be learning a new Hate

of Him.

" It is nevertheless true that our attack . . .

failed because its objects, whatever they
might have been, were not achieved."

North Mail.

Mr. BELLOC must look to his laurels.

"If he [51. Caillaux] is innocent, he hag
had the most confoundedly bad luck I A pre-
vious Joseph hardly had worse when some-
body else put a silver cup into tho mouth of
his sack." Truth.

"What is Truth?" said poor little

BENJAMIN._
"Ravenna, which had no importance from

a commercial, naval, or military point of view,
and which had been spared by the Gothas, the

Vandals, and tho French sack of 1512, had
suffered badly from an Austrian bombardment
a few hours after Italy had entered the war."

Paper.

Wo hope the Gothas will not make up
for their previous clemency.

Extract from a letter received by a
Vicar :

" You will no doubt agree that, in view of
tho fact that His Lordship the Bishop will

preside as Chairman of the Lecture, which I

intend to give at the Victoria Hall on Monday,
it will bo necessary to use even- effort to fill

tlio Hall."

Fortunately the Bishop had a sense of

humour, and said,
" Send.it to Punch."
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AN EASY CONUNDRUM.
FIRST \VATC.IKH ON 'nip. KuiNi:. "Til i;si; iOOUBSED BRITISH, OUR SO IT. \< 'VA-l'l. AND

CULTURED MANNHEIM TO BOMB!"
SECOND DITTO. "WHAT DEVIL TAUGHT THEM THIS BWGHTFULNESS?"
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WILFRIDS WAY.
Wilfrid is just a horse only just.

:Ie has the soul of a cow and the

utumers of a mule. He is not even

jood to look upon, and his pre-war
jccupation must have been something
ory civilian indeed. However, he got
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OUTSIDER'S MKNTAL PICTURE OP THE MEANINO OF IHE NEWSPAPER PHRASE, "A SENSATION WAS CAUSED IS 8OCIBT* CIBCLEK."

TO A WAR-TIME PLUM-PUDDING.

PHINCE of all puddings, one time redolent

Of Orient spices magically blent

With peel that was a poignant memory
Of terraced orchards sloping to the sea ;

Fulfilled of currants fresli from Zaute's crates,

Raisins of Seville and delicious dates

From groves that ancient Tigris sprawls upon,
And figs that grew on cedared Lebanon ;

Whose generous girth proclaimed, concealed within,

Almonds of Jordan whiter than the skin

Of moon-faced houris fresh from Paradise,

And half-a-pint of brandy of great price

Oh, I have loved thee, Pudding, and my joy
Was to walk into thee, a care-free boy,
While sobbing parents hade mo give it best,

Saying no human ostrich could digest
So many or such helpings ; sisters wept,

Fearing the worst ;
but I, unheeding, leapt

Hard on thy unbroached flank, crying,
" On ! Sir Duff,

And cursed be he who cannot hold enough !

"

Age could not dim my ardour ;
skilled it not

How monstrous thou emcrgcdst from the pot,

Or if thy heart were dour as driven lead

I simply took my spoon and laid thee dead.

And all through Maida Yalo my fame went forth,

And sporting uncles living in the North

Gathered about the festive board to view

The struggle, laying bets of five to two

That all my stoam was gone, my footwork slow.

And fourteen rounds were more than I could go.

Alas ! alas ! I little thought I should

See U-boats do what Nature never could ;

That I who once leapt blithely to the attack

Should, like a pallid schoolgirl, hang me back,

Running dank digits through my troubled hair,

And roll my eyes and mutter,
" Give uie air !

"

After three helpings I who in my day
Had scarcely paused till thou wast stowed away.
The reason ? Ah ! it is not hard to guess :

Thou art no more plum-pudding, but a mess
Of prunes and treacle ; thy false curves conceal

Ground rico and grated carrots and the meal
That thrifty Scots devour. They bore thee in

With holly stuck in thy deceptive skin

And set thee down, unfit for man or brute,

A stodge, a fraud, a Hunnish " substitute."

I gazed upon thee with a practised eye,

Prepared to pluck an easy victory ;

We closed, and in one hideous trice I knew
That Whipcord Smith had met his Waterloo.

And they who gathered to the historic feast,

Deeming me good for thirteen rounds at least,

Talked of foul play and called the tiling absurd

When I was going groggy in the third,

And heaped abuse on my defeated head
As 1 was being lifted into bed.

Enough, since I am called upon to make
This bitter sacrifice for England's sake.

But some day, when the hateful strife is o'er,

Thou shalt be for it, pudding, as of yore ;

Fruited and spiced and sugared thou shalt come,
And all of forty inches round the turn,

And I will do thee in, even to the utmost crumb.
ALGOL.
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FREE MEALS.
WIIKV WILLIAM bad not crossed the

Rhine
And food could still bo found,

How often did wo all decline,
'

If someone asked us out to dino,

Upon tbe smallest ground
!

Because his talk was imbecile,

Because bis face was plain,

One used to miss tbo loveliest meal

And not get asked again.

Less oft to-day do men endow
Their famished friends with food

;

Free dinners aro free dinners now,
And to refuse, as all allow,

Is rather mad than rude;

While prudent folk, with frank delight,

Both indigent and rich,

When asked "to come and dine some

night,"
Make answer,

" Thank you ;
'which ?

"

My old friend Hubert, like some bee,

From host to host doth flit

For dinner, lunch and even tea

(I do believe he 'd breakfast free

If he could manago.it) ;

Till, having drained all other flowers

And reached an anxious point,
Ho flies to Streatham and devours

His Aunt Jane's Sunday joint.

In olden days he only knew
Those in the social swim,

But now he takes a broader view
And feeds with all (though very few
Have ever fed with him) ;

Only, I think, he has a doubt,

Only the world looks gray,
When different people ask him out

To dinner on one day.

And surely thus shall strife conclude
When 'rations got so small

That peers with peasantry have chewed
And men are glad to take their food
With anyone at all ;

Though, at the worst, I don't expect
The War will thus be done :

A starving world would still object
To eating with the Hun. A. P. II.

THE MUD LARKS.
No one, with the exception of the

Bosch, has a higher admiration for the

scrapping abilities of tbe Scot than I

have, but in matters musical we do not
bear ear to ear. It is not that I have
no soul ; I have. I fairly throb with
it. I rise in the mornings trilling trifles

of MONCKTOX and croon myself to sleep j

o' nights with snatches of NOVELLO.
I do not wish to boast, but to hear

me pick the "Moonlight Sonata" out
of a piano with one hand (the other

!

strapped behind my back) is an unfor-

gettable experience.
I would not yield to PADEREWSKI

himself on the comb, bones or Jew's-

harp, and I could give A. GABRIEL a run

for his money on the coach-horn. But
these bagpipes !

It is not so much the execution of

the bagpiper that I object to as. his re-

stricted repertoire. He can only play
one noise. It is quite useless a Scot ex-

plaining to me that this is tho " Lament
of Sandy M'acpliorson

"
and that tbe

"Dirge of Hamish MacNish;" it all

sounds the same to me.

Tbebrigade of infantry that is camped
in front of my dug-out (" Mon Eopos ")

is a Scots brigade. Not temporary
Scots from tho Highlands of Commis-
sioner Street, Jo'burg, and Hastings
Street, Vancouver (about whom I have

nothing to say), but real pulcka, law-

abiding, kirk-going, God-fearing, bayo-

net-pushing Gaels, bred among the

crags of the Grampians and reared on
thistles and illicit whuskey. And every
second man in this brigade is a con-

firmed bagpiper.

They have massed pipes for break-

fast, lunch, tea and dinner; pipes-solos
before, during and after drinks. If one
of them goes across the road to borrow
a box of matches a piper goes with

him raising Cain. Their Officers' Mess
is situated just behind "Mon Kepbs,"
so we live in tho orchestra stalls, so

to speak, and hear all thero is to bo

heard.

One evening, while Sandy Macpher-
son's (or Hamish MacNish's) troubles

were being very poignantly aired next

door, Albert Edward came to the con-

clusion that the limit had been reached.
"
They 've been killing the pig steadily

for ten days and nights now," said

he ;

"
something 's got to be done

about it."
" I'm with you," said I ;

" but what
are we two against a whole brigade?
If they were to catch you pushing an

impious pin into one of their sacred

joy-bags there 'd bo another Second
Lieutenant missing."

"Desist and let me think," said

Albert Edward, and for the next hour
he lay on his bed rolling and groaning

the usual signs that his so-called

brain is active.

The following morning he rode over
to the squadron, returning later with
the Mess gramophone and a certain

record. Thero are records and records,
but for high velocity, armour-piercing
and range this one bangs Banagher.
It is a gem out of that "

sparkling galaxy
of melody, mirth and talent/' (Press
Agent speaking),

" I Don't Think,"
which scintillates nightly at the Frivo-

lity Theatre.
" When the Humming-birds are sing-

ing
"
is the title thereof, and Miss Birdie

de Maie renders it renders it as she

alone can, in a voice like a file chafing

corrugated iron.

We started the birds humming at

t I'M., and let it rip steadily until

11.15 P.M., only stopping to change
needles.

Albert Edward's batman unleashed

tho hubbub again at six next morning ;

my batman relieved him at eight, and

so on throughout the day in two-hour
shifts. At night the line guards carried

on. Tho following morning, as our

batmen threatened to report sick, we
crimed a trooper for " dumb insolence

"

and made him expiate his sin by tend-

ing the gramophone. O'Dwyer, of one
tho neighbouring ammunition columns,
came over in the afternoon to complain
that his mules couldn't got a wink of

sleep and were muttering among them-
selves ;

but we gave him a bottle of

whiskey and he went away quietly.
Monk of the other column called an

hour later to ask if we wanted to draw
shell-fire ; but we bought him off with
a snaffle bit and a bottle of hair lotion.

The whole neighbourhood grew res-

tive. Somebody under cover of the dark

took a pot at the gramophone with a

revolver and winged it in the trumpet.
Even the placid observation balloon

which floats above our camp grew
nasty and dropped binoculars and sex-

tants on us. We built a protective
breastwork of sand-bags about it and
carried on. As for ourselves we didn't

mind the racket in the least, having
taken tho precaution of corking -our

cars with gunners' wax.
Then one evening we discovered a

Highland bomber worming up a drain

on his stomach towards our instrument.

Cornered, he excused himself on the

plea that it was a form of Swedish
exercise he always took at twilight
for the benefit of his digestion. An
ingenious explanation, but it hardly
covered the live Mills bomb ho was

endeavouring to conceal in a fold of his

kilt. We drove him away with a barrage
of peg-mallets; but secretly we were

very elated, for it was clear that the
strain was telling on the hardy Scot.

As a precautionary measure we now
surrounded the gramophone with a
barbed wire entanglement, and so we
carried on.

Next day wo saw a score of kiltie

officers grouped outside their Mess,
heads together, apparently in earnest

consultation. livery now and again

they would turn and glare darkly in

our direction.
" Tho white chiefs hold heap big

palaver over yonder," Albert Edward
remarked. "They're tossing up now
to decide who shall come over and
heard us. The braw bairn with the
astrakhan knees has lost

; be 's cocking
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Little Girl (to aunt, who is staying in the house on a visit). "ARE you GOING OUT, AUNTIE? You 'VE GOT A HOLE IN YOUR VEIL."

Aunt. "HAVE I? I'M AFRAID I HAVEN'T TIME TO CHANGE IT NOW."

Little Girl. "Oil, WELL, IT'S NOT A VERY BIG ONE AND, AFTER ALL, I DON'T SUPPOSE ANYONE WILL KNOW YOU'RE MY AUNT."

his bonnet and asking his pals if he 's

got his sporran on straight. Behold
he approacheth, stepping delicately. I

leave it to you, partner."
I lay in the grass and waited for the

deputation. The gramophone, safe be-

hind its sandbags and wire, was doing
business as usual, Miss Birdie yowling
away like a wild cat on hot cinders.

The deputation picked his way round
the horse lines, nodded to mo and sat

down on the oil-drum we keep for tho

accommodation of guests. He ner-

vously opened the ball by remarking
that the weather was fine.

I did not agree with him, but refused

to argue. That baffled him for some
seconds, but he recovered by maintain-

ing that it was any way liner than it

had been in 1915. After that outburst

he seemed at a loss for a topic of con-

versation, and sat scratching his ear as

if he expected to get inspiration out of

it as a conjurer gets rabbits.
" Ye seem verra partial to music ?

"

he ventured presently.
"
Passionately," said I.

"Ah hem!. Ye seem verra partial
to that one selection," he continued.

"
Passionately devoted to it," said I.

"
Lovely little thing ;

I adore its senti-

ment, tempo, tremolo and timbre, its

fortissimo and allegro. Just listen to

the part that 's coming now

"When the humming birds arc singing
And the old church bells arc ringing

We'll canoodle, we'll canoodle 'neath the

moon.
Down in Alabama
You '11 be my starry-eyed charmer

;

On my white-haired kitten's grave we '11 sit

and spoon, spoon, spoo-oo-oon.

Nifty bit of allegro work that eh,

what?"
He nodded politely.

"
Ay of courrse,

sairtainly; but er er don't yo find

it grows a wee monotonous in time '?

"

"
Never," I retorted stoutly.

" Not
in tho least. No more than you find

the Lament or Dirge of Sandy Mac-

pherson or Hamish MacNish mono-
tonous."

He cocked his ears suddenly and
stared at me. Then his chubby face

split slowly from ear to ear in the

widest grin I ever saw, and up went
both his hands.

" Kamerad !

"
said he. PATLANDEIS.

Intelligent Anticipation.

From tho "Ladies' Letter" of The
East Anglian Daily Times of. Monday,
December 24th :

"London, Sunday Night.
"Christmas is over, and those lucky ones

who were favoured with holidays have in many
instances returned to their labours . . ."

Horace to the Pacifist.

" Hoc caverat mens provida Eeguli
Dissentientis condicionibus

Focdis et exemplo trahentis

Perniciem veniens in scvum."

Carm. III. 5.

'Tvvas this that Regulus foresaw

What time lie spurned the foul

disgrace
Of Peaco whose precedent would draw

Destruction on an unborn race.

Conington's Translation.
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TO ALL AT HOME.
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[Owiug to the dearth of taxi-cabs the habit, hitherto confined to station porters, hotel boys and commissionaires, of annexing

one while it is still occupied is spreading to the general public.]

LIEUTENANT WEYMOUTH-MILLS AND Miss SMYTHE-HOSKINS, WHO HAVE BEEN DINING AT THE CAKLTOX. AUK DETEKMINKD TO CKT TO

THE GAIETY THEATKE, EVEN IF THEY HAVE FIRST TO TRAVERSE THE NORTHERN HEIGHTS OF KILEVHN.

THE QUEEN OFTHE ADRIATIC.
IT would not matter about meeting

Houlton every now and then in the

street, the train or a lunching-place, if

I had not chanced to run across him
a few summers ago in Venice ; nor
would it matter about having run
across him a few summers ago in

Venice if I did not now chance to meet
him every now and then in London.

But, after the recent Italian reverse,

the concatenation is getting rather

deadly.
The trouble is that our acquaint-

anceship is of strictly Venetian origin,
it was of the slightest even then,

consisting chiefly in Houlton and his

wife, after breakfast, asking me the

way to some church or palace, and
in my answers by virtue of which
I acquired in their oyes, all unwar-

ranted, an authority amounting to in-

spiration. It used to amuse me to

think how easily such reputations can
1)6 acquired :

" To have been there be-

fore
"

is almost the golden rule; but it

doesn't amuse me any longer. I meet
Houlton loo often.

Before the Italian debacle we merely
used to pass the time of day, or nod,

or ask each other when the War would
be over and shake our heads sapiently,
with inscrutable smiles, in reply, and

get disentangled as quickly as possible.
But since the Germans reinforced the

Austrians and assailed theFriulian plain
there is no getting rid of Houlton like

that. He buttonholed me on the very
next day and began the new campaign
by remarking mournfully, in subdued

tones, almost as though we were in

the room below the body, that we
should never meet on the Giudecca

again. It was there that ^^e had first

met, in a pension kept, I regret to say,

by a German's widow (I regret, of

course, not that she was a widow, but

that she was a German at all), and it

is there, no doubt but " under entirely
new management" that he had been

hoping to meet me once more. But
with the onset of the Huns that hope
seemed to be extinguished. Houlton
had already surrendered Venice; not

only was her fall a foregone conclusion,
but her total destruction too. He had
been in his last gondola, eaten his last

scampi, fed his last pigeon under the
camera's eye.

Such is the authority with which, as
i I have said, he has invested me that

the expression of the fact that I per- j

sonally intended to take a much less
j

j

gloomy view immediately restored his

buoyancy.
"Then you do really think," he

concluded a long series of Venetian

reminiscences "
you do really think

my wife and I may venture to look

forward to another holiday there?

That is wonderful. You have no idea

how you have cheered me."
Next day he cornered me again and

wanted to know if I knew whether all

the Tintorettos (he hesitated between
Tintorettos and Tintoretti and finally
rested on Tintorettos) had been taken

away and concealed in places of safety.
A man at the Bank had told him that

that was so; but he could not feel any
confidence about it until he had my
corroboration. Again I sent him away
with a mind at ease.

At our next meeting, in the rain, in

Threadneedle Street, he stopped me to

recall the Armenian monastery on the

island on the way to the Lido.

"If the enemy gets Venice," he

asked, "will those Armenians be mas-
sacred too?"

"
Surely," I said,

" there would not be

'such an atrocity as that. It is the
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Turks who massacre Armenians, not
tho (ionnaiis or Austrian*."
'Mut they're all Allies,

1 '

ho replied,

dwelling fondly on tho worst.

"True," I said, "but 1 am prepared
to bet supposing, which I doubt, that
Venice falls that that little colony of

scholars is spared."
1 le wont away with tears of gratitude

in his eyes, as though it were my |MT-
sonal exorcise of clemency that, li;ul

done it, and I had the feeling that he
would catch an earlier train homo that

evening to bear the glad news.
Tho next time, so far as I can remem-

ber, was at BIUCH'S, and he came over
to my table to ask if I thought YER-
ROCCHIO'S statue of COU,EOM was all

right. After tho bomb which had fallen

some weeks before on the Ospcdale
close by, the Italians surely would
have wished to move it. But the fear

troubled him that it might be too heavy
to move.

I agreed that it would be heavy, but,
sinco the statue had been brought
there and set up, obviously it could be
taken down and removed. That which
man has done man can do

; and so on.
This struck him as a novel idea, and

he was again enormously relieved.

"After all,"I said, "there is no reason
to suppose the Italians any less keen
about preserving their treasures than
other nations are."

Ho thanked me warmly and with-
drew.

Last week I met him again, full of

fresh forebodings about our Venice's
fate. By "our Venice" he meant his
and mine. The advantages gained by
the enemy hero and there on the Italian

lino bad depressed him anew. The
evening before, be said, Mrs. Houlton
and ho had spent two melancholy but

delightful hours looking through their

Venetian photographs and re -living
their happy Venetian fortnight. How

i tragic to think that never would they
see those beautiful things again the

Doges' Palace, the Bridge of Sighs,
St. Mark's, the Campanile.
Again I reassured him, and he told

me of the joy that would be Mrs.
Houltou's on hearing my words. But
his pleasure will bo of very short

duration, and the bore will recom-
mence ; for Houlton is one of those

people whoso minds move in circles.

Meanwhile I am, oddly enough, begin-
ning really to want to meet him again
in Venice. I know of a secluded, dark
and very deep part of the Grand Canal
\Yhich was absolutely made for him.

" Our Prisoners in Turkey," says a
headline. At this season wo would
sooner have read of "

turkey in our
Prisoners."

Orderly Sergeant.
" LIGHTS OCT, THERE."

Voicefrom the Hut. "IT'S THE MOOX, SEBGIXT."

Orderly Sergeant. "I DON'T GIVE A D s WHAT IT is. PI~T IT OUT!"

Our Submarine Fliers.

"AIRCRAFT FLY 400 FEET BELOW LEVEL
OF DEAD SEA."

Heading in Provincial Paper.

"It was a picturesque throng. From the
outskirts of Jerusalem tho Jaffa road was
crowded with people who flocked westward to

greet the conquering general. The pre-
dominance of the tarbrush in the streets

added to the brightness of tho scene."

Daily Express.

That is not its usual effect.

From a review of an anthology for

soldiers :

" Within sonic 20 pages tho fighting man is

offered W. K. Henley's most familiar poem,
Jim Bludso,' etc." Times.

We hope the compiler has also included

something from JOHN HAY'S "In
Hospital."

How to Save Matches.
" Ho stopped and re-lit his cigarette with a

great light in his oyos." -Scottish Paper.

"Did Mr. over pause to think of tho
hidden sympathy, the fine sentiment, attached
to a pair of socks knitted by a woman for ' an
unknown soldier." I understand factories can-
not copo with tho demand for these articles."

Montreal Weekly Star.

The writer certainly ought not to have

given the show away.

The London Correspondent of The
Descrct .\Vic.s-, published at Salt Lake
City, signs himself as follows:

"HAYDEN CHURCH.
apaM, mfwy w/p wyp wvp ypvp."

It is not clear whether this is merely
natural exuberance or whether a Welsh
strain in the writer is indicated.
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(intinl Old Gentleman. "WASHING-DAY, I PRESUME?"

Lady.
" Ho NO, SIK. WE 'RE EXPKCTIN' OP A HAIB-HAID AND WE 'KE ALL A-OOIN' TO SUBKENDEU."

THE LONE HAND.
SHE took her tide and she passed the Bar with the first o'

the morning light ;

She dipped her flag to the coast patrol at the coming down
of the night ;

She has left the lights of the friendly shore and the smell of

the English land,
And she 's somewhere South o' the Fastnet now
God help her . . . South o' the Fastnet now,

Playing her own lone hand.

She is ugly and squat as a ship can be, she was new when
the Ark was new,

But she takes her chance and she runs her risk as well as
the best may do;

And it 's little she heeds the lurking death and little she

gets of fame,
Out yonder South o' the Fastnet now
God help her . . . South o' the Fastnet now,

Playing her own lone game.

She lias played it once, she has played it twice, she has

played it times a score
;

Her luck and her pluck are the two trump cards that have
won her the game before ;

And life is the stake where the tin fish run and Death is

the dealer's name,
Out yonder South o' the Fastnet now
God help her . . . South o' the Fastnet now,

Playing her own lone game. C. F. S.

"DORTY DOODLES."
How Dorty Doddles as a name for a person originated

is not quite clear. The best and most probable account of

the incident is this. It happened in the reign of the third

female tyrant of the nursery, on a New Year's Day a good

many years ago. The third tyrant had been behaving very

riotously, having even gone so far as to refuse to put on

her nightgown ;
had slapped her Prime Minister, the nurse,

on the cheek not a violent slap, but an unmistakable one,

and had then careered round the nursery without a vestige
of clothing. The nurse had appealed in vain to the tyrant's
better feelings, and the two preceding tyrants,

who had
each in turn been deprived of their tyrannical privileges by
the advent of a successor, had then joined forces with
number three, and the nurse had assured them all that

their parents had far too many naughty daughters.
This saying had been rapturously received, and they had

all shouted,
"
Naughty daughters," in chorus as loudly and

as well as they could. In the case of the reigning tyrant
this had gone no further than shouting "Dorty Doddles"
at the top of her voice. When later on her male parent
had come in to tuck her up in bed he found to his surprise
that a new demand was made upon him. He was asked

insistently to tell her "all about Dorty Doddles." He as-

sumed that these mystic words were the name of a person,
and told his story accordingly, and this is how it ran :

"
Dorty Doddles was a little girl of extraordinary good-

ness and kindness who lived by herself in a little cottage
near a wood. She had once had a mother, but her mother

' had gone out one day and had never come back. Every
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day Dorty Doddles bought for hor
mother, and every day she sought in

vain. J5ut she was a bravo little girl
and continued her search in spite of all

disappointment i,

" One morning Dorty Doddles set
out quite early on lior quest. She had
not gone very far whon she found her-
self walking along a patli that was new
to her, but she stepped boldly on in

spite of a feeling that some adventur
was about to happen. Suddenly tw
huge St. Bernard dj,r s came boundin
along to meet her. Dorty Doddles hel

up her hand and the dogs stopped an
wagged their tails.

' We are not reall

dogs,' said one of them,
' but wo are

King andQueen who have been changci
into this shape by the wiles of a wickei

magician, and we cannot be restored ti

our true selves until a little girl ha
blown a blast on the silver bugle tha

hangs above the castle gateway. "Tha
will I do,' said Dorty Doddles, and thej
all walked on very happily together."

They had not gone much furthei

when, lo and behold, two white pussy
cats with bushy tails came leaping
along the path, and Dorty Doddles

again held up her hand, and the cats

stopped.
' We are not really cats,' saic

one of them,
' but we are a Prince am

Princess wlo have been enchanted by
a -wicked magician, and we cannot be
changed back until a little girl blows
a blast on the silver bugle that hangs
above the castle gateway.'" So these two joined the procession
and all walked on together.

V Soon afterwards two large blue
birds came sailing through the air
towards them and announced them-
selves as a Duke and Duchess who had
fallen into the power of the wicked
magician and were unable to cast off
their plumage until a blast had been
blown on the silver trumpet." At last they arrived at the castle

gateway and there, lo and behold, high
up above the great arch hung the silver

bugle on a golden hook. 'Alas', said

Dorty Doddles, 'I can never reach it.'

But the birds soou eased her mind

Special Coiutable Btiik, (reading). "'ON DRAWING YOUR TRUNCHEON BKIXC. IT SMART: YACROSS YOUB OPPONENT'S INEE8 OB 8H1S8. IF THIB HAS NOT THB DESIRED KHFRCT HAWKTHE TRUNCHEON SMABTI.Y AND 8TIUKE YOUB ADVERSARY ON THE POINT OF THK JA\vTHEN SECURE HIM AND BEPOHT TO YOL-B SUPERIOR OFFICEB ' "

~~ v.. They seized her
by hor leather belt, flapped their great wings and soared
into the air with her until she was able to take the
bugle from its hook. Then she put it to her lips and
blew a resounding note, and the birds came down
gently and placed her again upon the earth. When she
looked round, dogs, cats and birds had vanished, and in
their place stood a King and Queen, robed in purple, a
Prince and Princess of unniatchablo beauty, and a Duke
and Duchess of

and

years. ___j ^ vumij .,.
since she had to look for her mother. So she went home
quietly, taking with her a casket of diamonds and rubies
and the silver bugle which had done such wonderful things."
Such was the opening chapter of the story singularly

inapposite to the occasion of Dorty Doddles. E. C. L.

Taking no Risks.
"On December 31st, at 11 a.m., wo shall hope to hold a

night Service." Parish 3tagoMae.
Mi.l-

n
-

Dorty Doddles to stay with them for many

Amsterdam. From January 1 the weekly fat ruti.ju in
will be reduced from 90 bo 70 grammes, allowiiiR fur special rati.m-
for the sick, Ac. The Berlin papers calculate that thi- mean- ;il most
65.5 grammes per head of the population."

WILLIAM w ill have to get a smaller helmet.

" M. Clcmeuceau's decision to prosecute M. Caillaux for hixh '

iijK'iis perhaps the bitterest and most serious political conflict in tin-
history of the FourUi H*>nnMi/' " u^m,./!. .</... /:,.,.,..;,...

^^ ^^vj i^uuic LU BMJ uiui many i opens pernaps tne bitterest and most serious political QCBut Dorty Doddles could not accept this invitation history of the Fourth Republic." Maticliester Guardian.
e had to look for her mother. So she went home With so many republics cropping up daily on all sides

Eussia, Finland, Ukraine, Siberia, the Bashkirs, and tin-
Amur our contemporary may be excused for assuming
that our French friends have improved the opportunity by
overthrowing their Third Eepublic and setting up a Fourth.
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AT THE PLAY.
" ALADDIN."

OXK should approach the discussion

of a Drury Lane Hardy Annual with

the reverence due to a British Institu-

tion. If it doesn't satisfy you, you
must look for the fault in yourself 01

your environment advancing years,

imperfect digestion, the Duration or

what not. I must try to let this thought

govern my attitude in regard to Aladdin.

Frankly, I found it on the dull side,

with little of mechanical novelty, no

new' tlirill of situation, and scarcely
:i single fresh wheexe. 1 remember

only one attempt to tell a funny story;
it was about a dog and a Daddy and it

was old and not very good for children to

hear. There were some passable songs,
but there was hardly any good singing;
and the dances were not so brilliant as

to justify the introduction of dummies
in ridicule of the art of another Hall of

Mirth. The chief source of spontaneous
laughter was primeval ;

it was the merry
Widow Twankay's habit of taking up,
with studied inadvertence, a sitting

posture on the unresilient floor.

Excellent work was done by the
scene -

painters and the sqhemers of

colour
; but the beauty of the set pieces

was nearly always damaged by the in-

tervention of some grotesque figure
that let it down. The device of contrast,
so admirable when employed intelli-

gently as between the dignity of the
Slave of tlie Lamp and the buffoonery
of the Slave of the King was here

merely abused. By the way, you may
have wondered why it was that the
two Slaves, aic\\ practically omnipotent
in the original, should have been so
distinct in their methods

; why the Slave
of the. Lamp could raise a palace for

Aladdin with n wave of his hand,
while the other had to busy himself,
with such masterly futility, over the

contemptibly practical details of planks
and scaffolding. The explanation is

easy. The scene-shifters, though very
fleet at their job, were not fabulous
wizards

;
and something had to be done

at the front to keep us quiet while the
great labour battalion was putting up
its dome behind the scene.
The authorship of the text is as-

cribed to Messrs. F. ANSTEV, FRANK
Dix and AllTBCB GOLEUIS, I can only
guess what share wa* taken by each

;

but I seemed to recognise Mr. ANSTEY'S
hand in the diction of the genie of the
lamp, in the Gilbertian humour of the

Kmpci-^r of Cliiini, and in that general
freedom from inconsequence which is

the mark of the logical mind. For my-
self, 1 could have desired a little more
irresponsibility. The solitary advantage
that you got from assisting" at the per-

formance of a thread-bare theme is

that you have no difficulty, as with a

Eevue, in following the plot, and can

afford to have any number of dis-

tractions. Yet in a Kevue they give

you all sorts of side-shows totally un-

related to the main issue (if any), and
here there was very little diversion

that did not arise out of the tale and
its traditional distortions.

In the dialogue we had some clever

making of bricks without much straw ;

but very few topical chances were
taken. Still, I hope that the many
ollicers in the audience gathered from
the allusions to butter and margarine
that wo are bearing our terrible trials

at home with a fortitude worthy of the

race.

Miss MADGE TITHERADGE was a very

SLAVE AND SUPER-SLAVE.
Slave of the Ring . . MR. WILL EVANS.
Slave of the Lamp . . MB. CALEB POUTER.

gallant and clean-limbed Aladdin.
Mr. STANLEY LUPINO, as the Widow
Ttrankay, bore the brunt of the attack
with remorseless humour. The fact that
his wounds were mostly behind is no
reflection on his indomitable courage.
Mr. WILL EVANS, as the Slave of the

Ring, was more reticent, but there was
much eloquence in his face. The
Abanazar of Mr. EGBERT HALE was a

joyous rogue; and Mr. HARRY CLAFF
made an admirable Emperor of China,
with a nice sense of the absurdities
of Opera.

I don't know what became of the

Harlequinade, as 1 left after the Na-
tional Anthem, and it hadn't occurred

by then, though we were well on into
the fifth hour. I never can understand
why we should be given so much more
for our money (not mine, I ought to say)
at Drury Lane Pantomime than at any

other exhibition. Perhaps the children,
whose show it's supposed to be, mis-
take quantity for quality. But to me,
who come somewhere between the two
childhoods, it seemed that there was

scarcely a single scene which would not
have been the better for rationing.
And this brings me back to my intro-

duction. If there is fault to find I

must believe that it lies with me and
the peevishness of middle ago.

. o. S.

BALLADE OF THE INCOMPE-
TENT BALLADIST.

WHEN first I started out to rhyme
Above a score of years ago,

The Ballade's sweet recurrent chime,
Its alternating ebb and flow,
I thought extremely comme-il-faut,

And strove the instrument to handle ;

But now for doggerel bards I know
The Ballade game 's not worth the

candle.

If steeped in roguery and crime,
As VILLON was, or schooled by woe,

You may upon this ladder climb
To an immortal afterglow ;

But if your life be staid and slow,
Unruffled by the breath of scandal,

This is a fruitless field to hoe
The Ballade game "s not worth the

candle.

It isn't played in pantomime;
The Georgians label it "old clo',"

And leading prophets of our time,
Like Mr. WELLS and "Captain COE,"
And votaries of I'Art Nouvcau,

And wearers of the bare-foot sandal,
Would probably endorse the mot

The Ballade game 's not worth the
candle.

ENVOY.

Prince, though the gods on you bestow
A gift denied to Goth and Vandal,

Yet for the eagle as the crow
The Ballade game 's not worth the

candle.

From a company report :

"Directors' gees, 031 12s. lid."

We suppose this large sum represents
what is technically known as

'

over-iiding commission."
an

" The twenty-fourth annual meeting of the
Irish Convention was held to-day in the

Regent House, Trinity College."
Dublin Evening Idati.

We knew it had been sitting a long
time, but

Extract from letter received by a
firm of house-furnishers :

"Also if you feel quite sure our fleet is

strong enough to keep the Germans out, I
should like a comfortable Couch, second-hand
would do quite well, mahogany frame. . . ."
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Arliat (to Tommy, home on leave, acting as model for picture to be entitled "Going aver the Top "). "All I>INX\ KEX W1IAI IT IS. IT
DOESNA SEEM REALISTIC ENOUGH. HAVE WE FORGOTTEN ANYTHING?"

Tommy. "DON'T THINK SO, OUV'NOE, ON'Y THE TOT O' BUM YEB DIDN'T SERVE AHT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

As a War Correspondent Mr. G. WARD PRICE has two

great merits: he gets his effects without indulging in

flowery language, and he does not congratulate himself

upon making his way into places whore he had no right to

be. His book, The Story of the Salonica Army (HODDER
AND STOUGHTON), will once and for all (let us, at any rate,

hope) stop the tongues of thoso who twaddle that our

troops in Macedonia are having a picnic.
" If it were a

picnic," Mr. PIUCE says, "one can only say that people out
there keep extraordinarily quiet about the good time they
are supposed to bo having, and show praiseworthy self-

sacrilico in trying to get away from it and back to the
Western front." Ignoring the natural difficulties of the

country, the lack of railways, of decent roads and of

practically all the necessities of quick campaigning, our
arm-chair critics have spoken of the Salonica Army as if it

had nothing to do but amuse itself. Actually, in spito of

everything, Hies, Bulgars, mosquitoes, malaria, our men
have done marvellously well, and have grasped every oppor-
tunity that has come their way. When one remembers
that for a long time the Greeks wore rm uncertain quantity
and might at any moment have attacked us from behind,
one does not wonder at the care with which General SAUKAIL,
had to plan every move. As to the original undertaking
of the Salonica Expedition, Mr. PKICE states the reasons

for and against, and leaves his readers to settle the question
for themselves. But when I remember how often the

All-highest has stated that he was going to hurl the Allied

troops into the sea, I fancy they must be a considerable

stumbling-block in the way of Teutonic ambitions. And
for my own part I salute gratefully these Allied armies who
have performed a thankless task with so great efficiency
and courage and reticence, and also thank Mr. PRICK for

having given us just the book for which thoso of us who
want to know before we criticise were waiting.

Military experts will toll you that this is a "Q." war,

moaning thereby that the Quartermaster-General's depart-
ment is the ono which matters. "

Intelligence," however,
is not without interest, and as to that some say one thing
and some say another, but all are agreed that it is very
mysterious and alluring. Mr. MAX PEMBEBTON makes the
most of it in his ruthlessly exciting story, Her Wedding
Niijht (JENKINS). It would require some expert Secret
Servant to tell us whether there is any truth at the back
of it or not; I should say that there is at least a little,

notwithstanding that people begin whipping out pistols on
page 3 of it. Of tho other stories in the book, "The Lady
of tho Waxen Flower," which deals with Intelligence nearer
" the field," is no less exciting, but is much less convincing.
Those who are in the field themselves, or have ever been
there, will notice one or two details in which the author
has gone wrong. The other six stories touch upon current
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affairs in France, but have nothing to do with Intelligence.

In none of them does Mr. PEMHERTON fail to do himself

justice. It may l>e said that he never attains great artistic

heights, but he always shows himself to be an expert,

indeed an "old soldier," in his business of telling a good

But that the libel is there I must in the interests of history,
not to say ecclesiasticism, insist. It is barely possible that

a thirteenth-century Bishop of Worcester, sufficiently in

advance of his time to quote SHAKSPEAHE, would assist a

pious Crusader to break into a convent and woo the

story well. In "Annies of the Night" ho reminds the I Mother-Superior, his one-time Jinncee. But credulity

reader, delicately but clearly, of the pain which France in boggles at the discovery that a complacent Pontiff cheer-

particular has suffered since August, 1914; in " O'Flanna- fully issues a bull or a rescript or an absolution or What-

man's Submarine" he maintains a delightful vivacity, of , ever it is that Pontiffs do issue, releasing the lady from her
ga
which I, though I count myself
never thought him capable.

amongst his admirers.

One of the most delightful volumes of its kind that have

come my way for a great while is ALICE MEYNELL'S new
book of essays, Hearts of font rarer* ;/ (BURNS AND GATES).

"Delightful" is the only word for it, full, that is, of a deep
and quiet enjoyment that repeats itself afterwards in

memory, as at the recollection of something treasured from

the lips of a friend. All Mrs. MEYNKLL'S essays have this

vows on the ground that she had embarked on the con-

ventual life under a misapprehension as to her lover's

connubial arrangements. For Mrs.
as

BARCLAY'S constant

admirers these large demands on the imagination will

doubtless have no terrors; and I may safely prophesy a

popular acclaim for her latest exploration into the deeps
of romantic emotionalism.

The peace-loving, logical and fair-minded German author

of J'Accuse has returned in the first volume of The Crime

companionable quality of good talk ; only in talk, however (HoDDEU AND STOUGHTON) to a task which one feels he

good, one must needs be up and speaking; and here 1 am I

bitterly dislikes, but yet to which he realises that he is

more than content to sit

and listen. She has a

half-dozen of themes, all

bookish DICKENS as a

man of letters, an appre-
ciation of TENNYSON, the

art of the BRONTES. Well-

worn subjects, you ob-

serve, do not alarm one
who has always some-

thing fresh and personal
to contribute to their dis-

cussion. I wish I had

space to quote: Perhaps
1 myself got most plea-
sure from the paper on
DICKENS. Here Mrs. MEY-
NELL'S detailed knowledge
of her author was such
as to put me out of

countenance. How came
I, for example, to forget
that perfect but strangely

Profiteer.
" THAT 's ausT LIKE THOSE MUSICIANS.

HOUR; AND BEE HOW SLOWLY HE PLATS."

called. When Germany
recovers from her mad-
ness of Prussianism one
of the few things left her

to rejoice in will be this

that the most ruthless of

all the exposures of her

sin comes from a German
hand. The writer here

retraverses the ground of

his previous work in the

light of the production of

the German apologists,

particularly HELFFERICH
and BETHMAKN-HOLLWEO
himself ; and with a re-

morselessness that would
seem to render further

reply impossible exhibits

the innumerable paltry
omissions, corruptions,
mutual contradictions and
stark fabrications that ap-

un-Dickensian phrase about the Tite Barnacle, who " died
J
pear in their attempt* to bolster up a hopeless case. If there

with his drawn salary in his hand/' which is here cited as
j

is still anyone in this country who doubts that Germany and
an example of the master's wit ?-... It is superfluous at ! Austria did deliberately seek war and ensue it, whilst all the
this time to praise Mrs. MEYNELL'S prose. Throughout Entente countries with almost incredible forbearance strove
this little book you have it at its best, clear as fresh- for peace, it is his duty to read here and be convinced. All

running water, instinct with an ordered beauty that comes the old legends, such as the Anglo-Belgian conspiracy, the
not from an effortless facility, hut by the conquest of that

! early Russian mobilisation and the unlimited Hnglish
just perceptible friction (which she herself twice speaks
about here) as of " water to the oar, or air to the pinion,"
which is the true " movement of vitality." In short,
Hearts of Controversy

is a book that, having read once, I

look forward to reading often again. "What did Mrs.
MKYNELL say ?

"
I shall ask, and take it from an honourable

shelf to refresh my memory. A happy prospect.

I have always wondered what the Index- Expurgatonua
is really like. Some deny its very existence, while others
assert positively that it contains the name of every modern
novelist except Father HUGH BENSON and the author
of The Cardinal's Snuff Box. If that is so, FLORENCE
BARCLAY'S latest effort, The White Ladies of Worcester

(1'cTNAM), can hardly fail to be proscribed. I hasten to
assure the many admirers of Mrs. BARCLAY'S works that
it is solely in the interests of fiction and without malice or
uneharitableness that she libels the Holy Roman Church.

assurances of support, are here annihilated boyond intelli-

gent resuscitation, while, on the other hand, a challenging
mass of coherent evidence is hurled at the Prussian apolo-
gists. This is not a book to while away a pleasant hour
or two. It is long, necessarily somewhat reiterative, and,

though most excellently translated, by no means easy to

read. But it will stand for centuries.

Tin

More Cannibalism in England.
Extract from a private letter :

" Mother seems well but very worried about servants and food,
latter is very scarce in Tadworth and though we have a possible.
widow and boy

'

in prospect they are still uncertain. ''

" The world's output of oil was 46,000,000 barrels in 191(5. of which
300.000,000 were produced in the. United Stall's.'' -t'inan- ml Ma'J.

We have often wondered what was the final destination
of the widow's cruse.
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RECULER POUR MIEUX SAUTER.
THE SPECIAL COSSTAHLK, TIIF. FIKHCE DOG AND TUB CIAS JUSK.

CHARIVARIA.
Tin: KAISKH, it is understood, has

issued a statement to the effect that,

though the earthquake which destroyed
Guatemala city was due to natural

causes, it must not bo presumed that

he had been left entirely unconsulted
in the matter.

,. : :

.

:

4

Sir ARTHUR YAPP'S mid-day speeches
have greatly reduced food consumption.
Workers everywhere have gladly gone
without their dinners in order to dis-

agree with him. :.
:

...

'

,'

'

Heavy catches of sprats are now

being lauded, says the Board of Agri-

culture. All that is needed is some
device for preventing them from turn-

ing into haddocks or whiting on the

way to market. ... ^'

*

There is no truth in the report that

Mr. 11. G. WELLS has been summoned
for ink-hoarding. ... *'

*

We understand that the recent vio-

lent agitation of the seismograph had

nothing to do with The Evening Xeir?,'

report that grocers in some pails were

actually asking customers if they could

do with a t'e\v pounds of sugar.
* *

We arc in a position to deny the cruel

rumour that the School of Camouflage
is about to commandeer the Albert

Memorial. ^ .

;:

The Ijoipzig .Y<v's/r Xiirhrichtfii de-

clares that Mr. LLOYD GEORGE will

soon be dangling from the gallows

"already prepared for him." It is

thought that they must have been read-

ing a back number of The Spectator.
*.*

A London dairyman has been lined

five pounds for washing milk bottles in

a horse-trough. His plea that he did

not know it was bad for the horses

was ignored. ... ^

Turkey, it appears, has sent an ur-

gent appeal to Berlin for funds. Since

General ALLENBY'S advance, they point
out, so much has been swallowed up
in running expenses.

*.*
" Wo laughed at M. Pichon's speech,"

says the Kolni.sche Zeituntj. If Ger-

many can get a laugh out of anything
in these days she is surely entitled to it.

*.
*

The 1918 Overture by Count O.KR-
xix :

" Come to my Brest."

*.
*

A member of a London firm has told

a morning paper representative that in

one year he caught forty thousand mice.

This just shows what can be done by

dogged determination and a mousetrap,
and we leave it to the KAISER to explain
how lie hopes to defeat a nation of mcu
like that. ,.

,
'

*

Farmers in the West of Ireland com

plain that they have no bad po:
with which to feed the pigs.

*
A French postman, connoted

stealing seventeen thousand pounds
from registered letters, has been re-

leased under the First Offenders Act.

The GERMAN CROWN PRINCF is re-

ported to 1)0 greatly heartened by this

clemency.

A London munition girl has won a

prize for the nearest estimate of the

Imperial revenue for the December

quarter. The statement that she sent

the total of the family's earnings by
mistake is attributed to envy.V
We understand that the man who

.
on January 1st entered a London post-

1

oftice and asked if it was illegal to keep
a cheese without a licence is still at

large. *
. .

The United States Government has

decided to take the finger-prints of all

German subjects. Our own system of

dealing with ' hidden hand
"
prints will

not be studiously followed.
"

" Standard boots are coming," says
The Daily Mnil. Our astute contem-

porary continues to keep its ear to the

ground. * -,

An awkward situation has been

created hotween the Food Production

Department and the FOOD CONTROLLER

Bishops Stortford hen, who has

laid an egg containing three yolks and

weighing four ounces. The former

department, wishes to compliment her,

while the latter threatens a prosecution
for hoarding.

\ i . il IV.
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BRITISH GOTHS AND GERMAN GOTHAS.

rOn the threaten.',! commandeering f the UritUh Museum f,.r the

ard
;
with a ntf to the Mother of Parliaments.]

\VHKKK shall we stow oui- Ministry of Air'.'"

Thus spake our Masters, plunged in contemplation :

Wo want a building which the Town could spare

\s doing no good service to the nation;

Bo that if FriU heneath the moon's bright sphere,

Should choose it as a proper mark to shatter,

Provided that he missed Lord KOTHKUMKHK,

It wouldn't really matter.

"Though the Savoy would lit us like a glove;

Though Ritz and Carlton, Claridge's and Berkeley

Are eacli the very place in which to shove

Our personnel, both militant and clerkly;

We would not give the public needless pain

Or wantonly deject their gastric juices,

Turning to warlike ends a hallowed fane

Designed for holier uses."

And so the Expert Mind surveys the list

Of less important structures and engages,

As rubbish-space that never would be missed,

The garner of the wonders of the ages;

And in the shrine that Art had made her own
Her wealth consigned to collars, swathed in wrappers

Shall sound the cackle, over tea and scone,

Of giddy glad-eyed flappers.

Well, if they count it just a lumber-store

For stuffy relics of the dead antico ;

If all that heritage of ancient lore

Seems small beside the claims of Mumm and Clicquot;
I know a House of Curios, dull and trite,

Far more adapted to a general clearing;

Mummy of Parliaments ! I would 1 might
Have done the commandeering. O. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Herr TON KOHLMAXX, disguised as a labourer. Count

CaEBNiy, disguised as a working man.)
Kuhlmann (aside). I wonder who this fellow is ? Very

thoughtless of TROTSKY to have had him shown into this

room. No matter ;
I must play my part and keep up the

illusion. (Aloud) Good morning, comrade ; peace be with

you.
Czernin (aside). Who can this miserable fellow be ? They

ought to have told me ho was here. However, in for a

penny in for a pound. (Aloud) Good morning, brother ;

peace be with you, and may the Proletariat triumph !

K. That is what I always say. Yes, let its triumph be
swift and complete.

G. We are evidently well met. Your sentiments are

exactly mine. We want a democratic peace, and mean to

have it. If only KUHLMANN could be brought to see matters
as I see them !

K. You must not mistrust KUHLMANN. I know him
well, and can vouch for his sincerity; but I am "not at all

sure of CZERNIN.
C. Do not be rash in your judgment. I know CZERNIN

through and through, and am certain he is one of us to the
last drop of his blood.

K, That being so, let us shake hands upon it.

[He jumps up, and as he does so his scratch wig and
his false beard drop off. CZEBNIN stoops to pick
them up, and his wig and beard also drop off. They
look at one another in astonishment.

K. Marvellous ! Those eyes ! That nose ! That mouth !

That haughty air. To think that I should find my CZKUXIX

here !

C. I too am struck with wonder at discovering my col-

league Ki'Hi.MANN beneath the beard of a labourer. 1 was

entirely deceived. But we must sec to it that these things

do not diop off again.
A'. I agree. We must be more careful.

C. If TUOTSKY saw us now ho would think we had given

the show away, for he is already a little suspicious. But if

we can onlv keep up the pretence that we are sound social

democrats we shall get everything we like out of him.

A'. All we have got to do is to lure him on with vague

talk, and before he knows where he is ho will find that wo
have got the whole of Russia in our pockets.

C. Tell me have you been able to induce your All-

Highest to consent to inarch through Petrograd in the

disguise of a peasant? That would indeed be a great
stroke. My august one is quite ready, but he refuses to go
unless yours accompanies him.

K. I own I have had some difficulty there. My Imperial
fellow could not get his mind away from the plan of

parading through' Petrograd in shining armour on a milk-

white steed. You know what he is when lie once gets a

notion into his head ; but I hope I have made him see

reason. At any rate his dress is quite ready. When he

puts it on he will look the born image of TOLSTOI.

C. Capital ! Keep on hammering at him until he

consents.

A. At present he is very busy composing sermons which

he means to deliver in the cathedral of St. Isaac. lie says
he has converted the Russian God into a firm ally of the

German Empire.
C. Ah, well, I suppose he must be humoured. But tell

me do you really think that these proceedings of ours will

bring us nearer to peace ?

K. Of course they will not. France and England are

still to bo overcome, and we all forget America. When I

mention that my Emperor laughs ; but it is no laughing
matter.-

C. How like your Emperor that is. Ho drove us all into

the War, and now he cannot or will not get us out of it.

But peace we must have in one way or another or we shall

all be irretrievably ruined.

AT. That is what I always toll him, but it has little effect

upon him. And now let us go and meet TROTSKY.

[They resume their u-igs and beards, look at them-

selves in the glass and leave the room.

" A party of ton Germans, who were captured in au armed lunch at

one of the outlying Fiji islands." Eveniny Paper.

The poor follows were evidently reduced to their iron rations.

On the question of commandeering the British Museum
The Daily Neu-s writes :

"With the exorciso of proper caro it will take months to remove the

exhibits from volunteer guides."

We have evidently been much mistaken in these seemingly
harmless people.

" The gravity of this problem is focussed in the effect upon prices of

paper counters used as real money. If one thousand counters of paper
are equal to one piece of gold, whilst the thousand and one particles
are as money given the same verbal denomination of value, the price
of an ordinarily 1 article becomes 1,000, except in so far as modified

by quantity, quality and quick turnover, in relation to the said article,

as well as by computed exchanges and the frequency of turnover of

the credits employed by those who either directly or through re-

presentatives make the exchange computation." Daily Paper.

Now we know why eggs are sixpence each in the winter.
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THE LATEST AIR-RAID.
SCUNU Luxurious Restaurant of Capacious and Eligible Hotel.

FIBST iNuisi-K-NriADLE. "I SEE THERE'S BEEN SOME TALK OF COMMANDEERING THE
BRITISH MUSEUM FOB THE AIE BOARD."

SECOND DITTO. "WELL, WHAT ABOUT IT? THEY MIGHT HAVE TAKEN A PLACE THAT
REALLY MATTERS LIKE THIS."
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A CHILD OF (MATURE.
:.>st triumph. Ho would take dp I memories shining

from his eyes, was,

position near some youthful in the intervals of transferring coppers
SH-M:VIS of character ilecliirc that

;
threateu him with instant extinction

;

from his hands to his pockets, invoking
our brave youths \\ill never velum to

their pre-war civilian occupations.
Take Jacob. Jacob's past life was

at lir-t shrouded in mystery ;
but later.

in confidential mood-;, ho would souie-

if he failed to give him his cue, and,
|

C Company in his best book-making
with ono hand thrust deep into his ;

style to roll up and have their money
tunic pocket, stand dismally awaiting a

'

ready. As this had been in full swing
certain fiasco. Often, when the squad
marched briskly oil in response to a

times partially lift the veil and disclose a
I

command, Jacob would be left behind

deep in thought. Subsequently ho

would endeavour to explain in hoarse

super-cockney accents that ho was

really important features of his career
!
stone-deaf in the right ear, and " vcri-

pictmvsque panorama,from which iane-

course, police, magistrate and prison
would stand out in bold relief. The

remained 'hidden.

for three weeks it was felt to be advis-

able to remove Jacob to the splendid
isolation of the Rifle Range.

Hero, except for a tendency, when

signalling the score, to take into con-

sideration the financial opportunities
of a marker, Jacob improved wonder-

avderveuring
"

in tho left. Should the
|
fully, and was' in due course granted

code of honour. Loosely built, un-

kempt, he was wont to shamble through
his tions

I

rc.'

Jacob's sti'.-cess was mainly duo to R.S.M. couio to the a.-iistance of the
|

six days' leave. On the third morning,
liis physical presence and to his unique bewildered subaltern, Jacob \\ould in- of his vacation Jacob paid a purely

clino his left c;-,r close to the dignitary's
j

friendly and unofficial visit to the O.G.

mouth, at the same time vigorously Depot, lamented the insidious tempta-
tlie transport-lines with a hang-dog i indicating the other ear with

expression on his heavy sunken face thumb,
and with guilt \\ .

:

large upon him.

Military policemen
would arrest him in-

stinctively and for-
!

mulate a charge later

at random. Though
theoretically unfair,

results usually justi-
fied the proceeding.
The odds were al-

ways heavily against |

him. Jacob fully
realised this, and
would make a clean

breast of whatever i

was required. He
j

knew that no seri-
'

ous curtailment of

liberty would result.

As to honesty, |

Jacob clung bravely :

to tho moral rule

never to steal from Mv '" A1! -

, . SUCH A LOT OF PAPER."
a friend without due '

WISH YOU'D CLT DOWN YOUK MIU.lXKItY BILLS. TllEV LSI: I' I

warning. Any occasional lapse was en-

tirely due to his sporting instinct. It

tickled him vastly to stand refreshment
to an unsuspecting acquaintance with
tho proceeds from that gentleman's
purse ;

but he invariably returned the

purse on leaving the canteen. He was

So Jacob was removed to another

sphere more intellectual in character.

He became a Sanitary Expert ; and ho
remained in this exclusive section until

it leaked out that he paid a weekly
sum to his fellow-artists in lieu of

active co-operation in their work. The

and camouflaged pitfalls of a

city, borrowed seven shillings
with extreme deli-

cacy, and took the

next train back to

camp.
When the R.S.M.

inspected the men's

quarters at 3.15 P.M.

he found Jacob a-

slecp in bed and in-

dignantly rolled him
out. Jacob breathed
a sigh of martyrdom,
waved a long arm
in the R.^.M.'s face,

and grunted that ho
was not really there

at all but away on
leave.

A f t e r a bout a

year's service Jacob

developed ennui.

Racing had become
a national duty. His
deafness had become
acute. He. felt that

So he relinquishedhe had done bis bit.

not so generous to strangers from other question then arose whether it would
camps. He regarded those as his law-
ful prey. He would inveigle them to
a neighbouring copse, introduce his

be advisable to permit Jacob to con-
tinue to practise his own idea of

efficiency or to introduce the. military"crown and anchor
"

plant and wring >

conception of labour to his notice.
them dry. Nine times out of ten be could

manage this by some cunning artifice.

On the tenth time, if the prospect were
unfavourable, he would calmly collect
all tho stakes, pocket his little black

japanned box and stroll away with in-

jured dignity, leaving his dupes fiw.cn chanced to wander round the lines on
C Company's bath night. He found

Tlie Colonel finally compromised by
placing him in charge of tho Camp
Baths, and for three complete weeks
Jacob worked carefully and unobtru-

\
old times' sake."

sivoly. In fact all would have been

quiet and peaceful bad not the .

When Jacob voluniarily arrived a long queue of men lined up outside
soon after the partial cessation of horse-

,

the door of the bath-chamber in per-
achig fce v.as put to drill with the feet order, each man paying twopence

Drilling was perhaps 1, is
:

to the janitor. Jacob, with splendid

Preparing for Reprisals ?
'

\\.-i iitecl . Devil Teaming Machine, OOOr.p.m. :

-late |>riri'. particular".'
1

.Muni h( -v/i c (liKinlian.

J.AiiY v.Mits to hiiv Miiall I'iani. (no
lil(lrrll)."- 7-W/,v.s,'i,jl (! 11,

bis uniform.

I met Jacob a few days ago in London.
He looked very down on his luck. In
the intervals of wiring flowers together,
however, he grinned cheerfully at mo
and shook hands with warmth. I

thought that his opon-air training had
unsettled him and brought him down
to this level. A corner of the Police

Gazelle- poeped from his pocket. I gave
him five shillings for a straggling
button-bole of Michaelmas daisies.

Jacob's face- lit up.
" Back Royal

Ruby both ways," be whispered,
" for

splendid Not even a Baby Grand.
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/'. 'n <it<' aimjiinia (to Hern .-hii /in* </. nuni'tfil an ctcori of equal funk i. THAT 'a WOT \vi:'VK "AI.TKII FOIL
OVER sriiciAi/. I SEED 'IM MYSELF THIS MOHXIS' AX' ARRANGED IT."

DUCCY 'An;'.-.

THE DESERTERS.
WHKRK arc the maids that used to lay my table

Aiid cook my meals and (.sometimes) scrub the floor?

Florrie and Maud and Emily and Mabel,
All, all are gone to prosecute the War ;

In reeking vaults and mountain dells

They tend their sheep and fill their shells,

While my wife answers all the bells

And no one shines my Sam Browne any more.

Where is Elix.abcUi, whose eyes wero argent?
How like a homo her hospital must bo,

Winnie 's a " Waac," and bound to be a Sergeant,

Judging from how she dominated mo
(Only I hope she never stoops
To talk like that to lady troops) ;

And Maud, who dropped so many soups
What does she do with bombs and T.N.T. '.'

Our car stands starving in the dusty garago,
But Mabel drives a whacking Limousine ;

And when they sprinkle us with bits of bariM

Wo know that much of it was made by Jean :

Our income slowly disappears.
While they get more than Brigadiers
No wonder now the agent sneers,

" You can't get girls to come to Turnhaui Green."

Do they look back and hope that wo are happy,
With no one left to fuss about our food ;

And when some foreman is extremely snappy
Recall with tears my courtlier attitude?

Rather, I ween, with mirthful hoots

They think of Master cleaning boots,
And thank their stars, the little brutes,

They bear no more the yoke of housemaid-hood.

And what will happen when the Bosch goes under,
And all these women fling their swords away?

Will the dear maids come back to us, I wonder'.'

Shall I be able to afford their pay '.'

And will they want Muuition rates ?

All, who can read the ruthless fates'.'

Meanwhile wo wash the dirty plates
And do our whack as willingly as they. A. P. If.

More Secret Diplomacy.
'The ariui.ilicu shall begin at twelve noon on Deorinlwi- 17, 1197. ;

aud shall last until twelve noon January 14, 1U1H/'

liirmiitgham Daily Post.

Much would have been saved if this had Ixjen published by
RICH Mil) Cu.ru-Di:-LiON.

From an article by Miss CORELU :

"Like n glorious ship that h;i3 lain too lontf in dry dock, it miut !*

rlriinsed of weed and )>arimcl<- and lami<-ln-d unhindered into the

o|x<ii sea." .Yds/i's Magazine.

That dry dock must want a bit of overhauling too.

IVrl ' r will In1 a littlo di-appoiulnl on
aud hiMrinf: Kalcdin. (.'urtainly . lir-t sivinn linn

would I'O at ;ill like 1 Voila, a Napuk-on.'
"

Krening Paper.

Perhaps not; but with so may half-baked linguists about
we can't be sure of anything.
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UNOFFICIAL LETTERS.
I HAVE been privileged to see an ex-

amina;:M paper, set for the subalterns

of a certain Battalion, on "
Military

Corn ce." The first three ques-
tions do not intrigue mo greatly, but

mis 1 and "> arc a different mat-

ter. Jli'iv. 1 feel that I can bo of hftlp

to my fellow-subalterns. Forthesetwo
->ns deal with a point of etiquette

whose importance at thia critical time

cannot be over-estimated.
"

(,;,
'. - -Write an unofficial

letter a^kim: your Colonel to dinner.

<Ju-' i. Ditto to your Briga-
dier."

Nov, it i- obvious that if cither of

ions is to be answered satis-

factorily iL will not be enough just to

give onu sample letter. The manner
of your invitation will depend on iriany

tilings, as, i:>r instance, (1) your position
in the Regiment; (2) why you want
the Colonel to come to dinner with you ;

(3) what vou 'vo got for dinner and
so on. Another point to bo considered

is whether you propose to have the

Colonel and the General to dinner on
the same night. To some extent this

simplifies matters. One. write-; at

least this is how I always used to do
it one writes to the General, mention-

ing that the Colonel is coming too and

apologising for him as rather a, bore,
and one writes to the Colonel, mention-

ing that the General is coining too and

apologising for him as still more of

a bore, and one puts the letters into

tlio wrong envelopes and forgets to

stamp either. Unfortunately one can

only do this once. It is not enough
therefore for the real lover of etiquette,
who must be master of every occasion
as it arises. Let us then postpone our

meeting with the Brigadier and con-
sider how best to deal with the Colonel
of our Battalion.

I have said that the first point to

consider is your position in the Regi-
ment; obviously the newly-gazetted
cadet of eighteen will not be in the
same position as the elderly gentleman
who has kept his one star through
years of strife, and can still remember
the day when he took tho Colonel on
his knee ;>n 1 bade him listen to the
tick-tick. At the same time it is only
fair to suppose that the latter class of

subaltern, whether at school or Varsity,
a-; Editor or Member of Parliament,
has learnt to write some sort of a letter

adequate to convey even the intricate
idea that he wishwi tho company of

bar gentleman to dinner with him.
It is therefore lo the younger subaltern
not so well versed in the affairs of the
world that I propose to offer my advice.

letters to Colonels, then, may be

divided into the following classes:

(1) Tho Earnest; (2) The Formal;

(3) The Friendly. According to why
you want the Colonel to come to dinner,

to some extent according to what you
have to offer him, you will base your
decision as to which of these styles you
will use.

I. THE EARNEST.

DI:AR COLONEL, As one who is in-

; erected in the welfare of the Regiment
I have long felt that there are certain

matters which I should like to talk

over with you in a more friendly man-
ner than is possible between us on
the parade ground. After nearly two
months' residence with you the im-

pressions which I have formed of the

general tone and bearing of the Bat-

talion must be of a certain value. 1

do not wish to suggest for a moment
that my knowledge of army matters is

to bo compared with your own ; rat her

do I wish to suggest that this very

familiarity of yours with military life

must blind you to a good deal which is

most striking to tho newcomer. My
impressions, then, are at your service,

and I for my part shall bo willing to

listen to, and consider carefully, your
comments upon them. It seems to mo
that this interchange of thought can
best take place (as they say)

" across

the walnuts and the wine." 1 have, as

it so happens, just laid in a pound of wal-

nuts, while my aunt last week sent me
a bottle of ginger \vino as yet unopened.
Will you therefore give mo the pleasure
of your company at dinner on Thursday
next at seven o'clock ? In case you
may wish to prepare yourself with a

few notes, I may say that the following
are among the subjects which I hope
to raise :

(1) The uses of an Adjutant.

(2) Tho language of company com-
manders.

(3) Ragging in the Mess.

(4) Tact in our senior officers.

Looking forward to tho pleasure of

your company,
I am, Yours cordially.

P.S. A verbal answer on the parade
will sullice.

II.- THE FORMAL.

O.C. Nth Blankshircs.
Paras 1-5 Domestic Orders by Mrs.

Mnffct, commanding No. 9, Terrapin
Terrace, Shrimpton-on-Sca, dated 2/1/18
aaa Begins aaa Consomm6 Turtle Tab-
lets two, Soles Dover four, Turkey small

one, Omelette jam large one, Bellinger
bottle one aaa ends aaa.

For your information and necessary
action. H. BROWN-SMITH, 2/Lt.

III. THE FAMILIAR.

PEAII OLD COL., Are you for Night

Ops on Thursday ? I don't think I

shall go, it's so beastly cold. Come
and have a bit of dinner instead at
" Tho Sailors' Arms ;

"
there 's some-

thing rather special in the way of

petticoats behind the bar, which
however mum 's tho word. Nous ver-

rons cc quo nous verrons, as our gallant
Allies say. Henry is coming too if ho

can, but ho is orderly corporal this

week and may find it difficult to slip

away. This is quite betsveen ourselves,
of course. Ho is a cheery soul; I

fancy you met him in the orderly-room
lust week, but he was not at his best
then.

Well, cheerio till Thursday.
Yours ever, BERTIE.

With these letters before him the

young subaltern should have no diffi-

culty in asking his Colonel to dinner ;

with his General, however, he must
strike a different note. In this case
the only wear is humility.

Brigadier- General Jones.

HONOURED SIR, I trust you will

pardon my temerity in addressing you,
but I am hoping that you will be

gracious enough to grant mo an un-
usual favour. A few relations and

very old friends of mine Sir JOHN
JELLICOE, Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, Sir

WILLIAM ROBERTSON, Mr. THOMAS
HARDY, and President WILSON are

dining with me on Saturday. They are
all most anxious to have tho honour
of meeting you, and, if you would con-
descend to como, my uncle (Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE) will drive his car round to

call for you at about eight o'clock.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant.

It is to bo hoped now that tho sub-

altern will be able, not only to get full

marks in his examination paper, but
also to meet with assurance the niany
problems of etiquette which confront
the young soldier. Should he, how-
over, still be appalled by the difficulties

which lie in the way of a gentleman
who wants to ask another gentleman
to dinner, my advice to him is simple.
Don't ask him. A. A. M.

Fashions on the Land.
" Wanted, old white shirts for scarecrows

;

4d. each and pay postage." The Hasaar.

"The King has awarded the Albert Medal
to Dorecn Ashburnham, aged 11, and Anthony
Farrer, aged 8, residing at Coivinclian, Lake
Vancouver, in recognition of the great bravery
displayed by the children when attacked bv a

conger, measuring 7ft." Soutliport Visitor.

According to other papers the creature
was a cougar, but in matters of spelling
The Southport Visitcr witness its own
title was always original.
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QUEUE-MANIA.
Tun suspicion that all was not well

with Old Dobson came lirst to mo on
tin; day whoii J met him hurrying
home with a small packet of sugar.

Waited in a queue forty-five tuin-

ute.s for this," ho said.

"Did you? Sickening,'' said I.

" Oh, I don't know about that. It "s

not unamusing. There's a certain

citnuii-wli'ric about a queue. I rather

like it."

1 looked at him suspiciously, but he

appeared to be quite serious, and in-

deed my experience of him was that

ho had never intentionally made a

joke.
About a \\tvk later I was greatly sur-

prised to see Dobson, of all people, in the

queue outside the pit of our local music-
hall. The doors were just opened, but

\\hen he arrived at the barrier ho

\\rigglod out of the crush and made
nil clown the street.

"Hullo," I said, overtaking him.
'

why didn't you go into the Empire?
"

I haven't been into a music-hall

for twenty years,"
said Dobson.

"Then why ?"
Ho looked round to sco that we

not overheard and then took my arm

confidentially.

" The fact is, I simply can!t resist a

queue," he said.

Three days ago I looked out of my
window and to my surprise saw
Dobson's head appearing above the
fence which protects my villa residence
from the road, lie was standing on
the pathway, and as I watched I saw
that every minute or so he moved

along a pace or two.
I went out in the garden and looked

o\i'i the fence.
" Oh, that you ?

"
said he. "

Thought
I 'd come round for a chat and a smoke.
But I must take my turn, of course,

like every one else. Oh, I beg your
pardon," he put in suddenly, as he took

oil' his hat to an imaginary lady in

front of him; "I fear 1 have broaden
on your heel. Yes, very seasonable

weather, isn't it ? I hope you were not

inconvenienced by the air-raid last

night?
"

While he prattled on thus I went
out at the gate and along the path to

him.
"
Dobby,

'

I said,
" as you are an old

friend 1 have nmdo arrangements for

you to come in at once in front of all

these people."
" I couldn't hear of it," said Dobson

stoutly.
" It wouldn't be cricket. No,

1 '11 take my turn."

It was twenty minutes before I wel-

comed him at the door.
" I shan't keep him long," he called

over his shoulder as he entered the

house.

Ho was perfectly normal on all other

subjects, but I could not persuade him
to stay more than a quarter of an hour.

" I must make room for the next

man," ho said. " It would never do for

me of all people You know ] 'm

writing a book on Queue Etiquette.
I shall call it Tips for Queues, I think.

Good-bye."
That was a week ago. Yesterday I

saw him standing patiently on tho

pavement of the main road. It is im-

possible to say for certain what was
his objective. Tho Geological and

Archaeological Museum was only a
short distance away, but surely even
Dobson would never

Well, well, it's a wad little story.

Her Saving Grace.

Little girl, inadvertently supporting
Lord KHONDIIA: "

Scantify, O Lord, this

food to our

\Vantfd, M:m, Military I'nfit. 10 drive

horse and help hide v

'.T.

Would suit one of our camouflage artiste.
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He. "WHAT'S THIS? ANOTHER NEW DINNEB DBESS! AND WHEN WE ABE TOLD TO ECONOMISE '.'

She. "HOW SILLY YOU ABE, GEORGE ! THIS ISN'T A DINNEB DBESS. THIS IS A 'BEST BOBE FOR WEABY WAIi-WOltKERS.
1

rr. w. B.

I OWE a grudge to "Enid," the

doddering old man who writes the Food

Economy Notes in my evening paper.
I had just read how to use up the odd

fragments of pheasant which bother

economical people so much in these

trying times, and then I came to a

paragraph headed, "A Useful Winter
Hint." It said that the proper way
to treat a hot-water bottle was not just
to throw it into the bed, but to make
a kind of tent above it of the clothes.

Then the air gets warm and the bed
is equally wanned all through, instead

of having a Sierra Leone patch with

huge areas of Nova Zembla on each
side of it. I could see that " Enid "

was just filling up his column, but the

idea struck me as a useful one.

Now I am an authority on hot-water

bottles. I am responsible for the great
idea of the Mottle or motor hot-water
bottle which will run round the bed
and warm it all equally. Years ago
in these columns I placed this magniti-
cent idea at the disposal of British

manufacturers. Alas for their lack of

enterprise !

I am, as I say, a confirmed hot-water

bottler, and if anyone alleges in Eliza-

bethan language that I am a " luxur
"

I reply that the bravest man I know

always has three hot-water bottles in

his bed when he comes home on leave,

and would have six only he does not

wish to be considered greedy. Why,
the most cheering thing about the War
to me is the fact that all the rubber

hot-water bottles in Berlin have been

commandeered. It shows the German

higher authorities must be getting cold

feet.

Naturally it was my first impulse to

test this novel idea. I rang the bell

immediately after dinner. "Jane," I

said,
"

fill the largest hot-water bottle

we have with boiling water and bring
it to me."

"
Yes, Sir," said Jane, without turn-

ing a hair.

When the bottle was brought I took

it up to my bedroom and with the aid

of a fishing-rod joint made a kind of

marquee of the bed-clothes. Then, con-

fident that the bed would be warmed
equally all through, I went downstairs
and fonjot all about it-

At about half-past eleven I heard a

shriek upstairs and a cry of "George,

burglars !

"
from my wife. I put on my

special's helmet to overawe the in-

truders, grabbed my truncheon to lay
them out and rushed upstairs.
"In our bedroom," gasped my wife,

" and I 've sprained my ankle on the

stairs."

I burst in, and there in the dim

light I saw a strange white figure on
the bed.

" Hit the burglar first and argue with

him afterwards
"
has been my motto

ever since I joined the specials.
Crash came my truncheon. The

fishing-rod broke into smithereens and
one fragment perforated the hot- water

bottle.

Then I had to explain matters to

my wife, .who, disregarding my refer-

ence to "
Enid," said that it was the

kind of mad thing that only a man
would do.

It is
" Enid" who, to use the classic

sentence of Serjeant Busfuz, has been
the ruthless destroyer of my domestic
oasis. I am malignant enough to wish
him on the coldest night of the year
that worst of human evils a leaky hot-

water bot tie.
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THE CONFIDENCE TRICK.
CKKMAN l'i:ui: J >I:I.K(,ATE (to Russian "Idealist"). "NOW, JUST TO PROVE YOUR BELIEF IN

MY HONESTY, SUPPOSE YOU LET ME HOLD THE KEYS OF YOUR STORE -CUPBOARD.
NO ANNEXATIONS, OF COURSE."
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Officer (to sentry, who claims to have killed a German, who iras attempting to twim tlu canal). ".BUT How DO YOU M5OW YOU KILLED

Sentry. "WELL, Sin, AS SOON AS 'E BEES ME 'E DIVES. I THROWS A BOMB AT 'IM, AND
THEJ^IjasES

on. i ma TO THE SURFACE."

BEADING BETWEEN THE LINES.

DEAR MB. PUNCH, I write in some
haste in order to provide your readers

with a helpful little note about the

Brest - Litovsk Peace Negotiations.
There are many points about this dip-
lomatic debate that the Entente Allies

find it difficult to understand. And one

is this. The Gorman delegates pro-

pose that the future government of the

occupied provinces of Russia should be

determined while German troops are

still in possession by
" a plebiscite

on broad lines" (an/ breite Linicn).
It is clear enough, of course, that the

breadth of the lines will bo assured by
the presence of enemy troops and the

absence of half the natives ;
still the

phrase has puss/led many readers. May
we not cull a few parallels from recent

history '!

Any close student of the German
Press must have observed, for instance,

that it was on broad lines (bci u-fite

licihen, in the vernacular) that the

enemy lamented the sinking of the

Lutitcmia. It was also on broad Jines

(zu freie Xcilen,\\\ the original) that he

kept the treaty regarding Belgian neu-

trality. One may go further and say
that it was on the very broadest lines

v;/, s /,' Kii'/rhf. in his own language)
n the Buttle of Jntlnnd.

Putting these instances together you
will conclude that these interesting ex-

pressions (which are in hourly use in

the streets of Berlin) may be freely

rendered by the British phrase,
"

I don't

think." I am, yours helpfully,
STATISTICIAN.

The New Language.
" A now order fiactted last night, gives the

power to tho Minister of Munitions to direct

that lights of any specified class or description
shall be extinguished or their use restricted."

Daily L'apcr.

" Fiaetted
"

is the very word to describe

the issue of these fiats.

" German commercial travellers arc offering

subscriptions to German papers, and Germany
promises shortly to open direct postal and

telegraphic communication with Germany."
Daily Tdeijraph.

Germany apparently intends to remain
on speaking terms with Germany, even

if nobody else dees.

"The Imperial Government Iia-. pun -lniM :!

in Australia '26,000 tons of next season's rab-

bits, approximately 19,000,000 carcases, at the

prices previously paid.
"The Imperial Government has purchased

in Australia 20,000 tons of next season's ralv

bits, approximately 19,000.000 carcases, at the

pri<-i", previously paid." 7Mi?/y 1'n^i'i-.

The bunnies in tho second consignment
will probably be of inferior quality. .

THE UKRAINE.
MY knowledge of it, in the main,

Was drawn from BYRON'S thrilling

strain,

And pictures of that hapless swain

Itazi'ppii, much against the grain,
Without control of hit or rein,

Cavorting madly o'er the plain.
But lately I 've contrived to gain
Some information less inane

About the district and the vain

Efforts of anarchs to constrain

The dwellers in the broad Ukraine.

They 've not thrown up a TAMERLANK,
Nor yet a writer like MARK TWAIN ;

But then they do not read HALL CAINE ;

They're simple folk, and much more

sane,
With fewer maggots in their brain

Than those in Petrograd who reign ;

They're not pro-Germans, like Sinn

Fein-
So for the moment I am fain

Not to despair of the Ukraine.

"Bermondsey now provides shelter for

97,000 people dining air raids. In 18 posi-
tions in the borough are electric signals show-

ing a red light for a warning and a green one
fur 'All clear.' These will be switched on

simultaneously from the town hall."

Daily Pci/icr.

Then how is Bermondsey to tell

which switch is which'.'
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ANOTHER FAIRY.
THE pages of Ptniclt give, every now

and then, delightful proof that fairies arc
to bo seen by those \vlio have the eyes
and perhaps a suflieicnt longing ;

but
I have not hitherto been too much
blessed with (lie (rue vision. Fairies
in my drab life have been as rare us

they are apparently normal and num-
erous in the daily round of " E. F." (to
whom my combined envy and lion

but I too scorn at hut to have entered

Arcady. In other words 1 too have
seen a fairy, lint with a difference.

When "
1.1. V." sees a fairy, whether

it is shopping, or playing at the 1..

of the garden, or frolicking on a foun-
tain's jet, or bestriding a moonbeam, it

looks like a .fairy that is, a tiny iri-

descent crystal drop of sublimated

humanity. IJut my fairy looked so
unlike anything that is associated with
the word that I am beginning really to

think of myself as being something
rather special in discernment to have

recognised him at all.
" K. ]?.," at any

rate, has to do no detective work : her
visitants are unmistakably of another
world; whereas mine resembled nothing
so much as a taxi-driver and who,
especially of late, would look for a fairy
on the box of a taxi-cab?
Ho was short and thick-set, with a

reddish face, a moustache and rather a

shaggy head. Other men have looked
like that, but an invincible cheeriness
and alacrity marked this one out as a

being apart. A very small quantity of

either of these commodities has, alas!

recently been sullicient to distinguish
noticeably any member of his calling ;

but ho had enough to make him un-
usual in other walks of life too, even

shall I say? as an assistant in that
establishment where " Callisthones

"

enjoys such remarkable luck. lie had
indeed so much that I can account for*

him
only by the supernatural theory.

For this is what lie did. lie drove care-

fully, he never resented any encroach-
ment made by another vehicle on his

lino or liberty and you know that dark
malevolent glance which drivers can

give each other, capable of a thousand
nuances of offence or contempt; and
sometimes they don't even give a glance
at all, but merely the slightest inclina-

tion of the censorious face towards the

guilty, or the faintest turning of the
head? Well, lie never did that.

Nor did lie extract nerve-shattering
explosions from his hooter. Nor did
his back look forbidding, or at any
rate antipathetic, as so many taxi-

drivers' backs can do and perhaps like

to do. And lie offered to help with the

luggage (did you observe that I said
" offered

"
?) ; and he made no gestures

Sits Conductor. "WHERE TO, MADAM?"
Passenger (who has recently given up Tier ear). "THE STOTIKS -Qi'it KT.Y

Tuiix MADAME Fnas KTTE ; AXO I SIUST BE AT TIIK CI.VB 4.30 BHAIU-/'
ro-siDLE.

either of despair or impatience when
he was stopped capriciously at one or
two shops not in the original pro-

gramme; and well, to sum it all up,
he so generally diffused radiance that

when we parted at Victoria I felt that
I had lost more than a friend, an in-

fluence for happiness.
The result was that all unknown to

him I took out my pocket-book as he
drove away and made a note o his

number, in order that honour might be

given where honour is duo ; and this

fairy who for my benefit, and as a re-

ward from the Little People for I know
not what merit of my own, had taken
human shape for that occasion only
and for mo only.

That may be the case. But the off-

chanco should always be respected, and
therefore don't lose the number : ] I Yf 7:.'.

is it: H 5772. So that if you see that dumb. The mm had .- >u[>. "/>,,Hy X

Disxi:;: AT Tin: L'l:

;i yr.imuphono with a large
horn Mowing its lini-s ...ut. and six for!

from it the loudest bray it could prodii
lost, and the machine mifilit Irivo been dead

number you are assured of a pleasant Proximity to the Jiosch has, we
experience unless, of course, as I 'had a deteriorating effect upon our
cannot help feeling, lie really w : i> a Uble-mann.
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A DESERVING CASE.
" COULD you spare a trifle?

''

said the

. -looking individual with a money-
box slung bandolier-fashion across his

shoulder. " 1 assure you that you would
nover regret it, and every little helps,

you know."
" You are hiking a good bit on your-

self by giving that assurance," J replied,

noting that the person who had spoken
was soliciting contributions for what
he was pleased to call the General
I

'

pkcep of Public Personalities. I read

all that on the card he was wearing.
This, I take it,

"
I said,

" has nothing
to do with the War? "

"
No," ho said sadly,

"
nothing to do

with the War."

countenance this further call on the gen-

erosity of the hard-working multitude."

My new acquaintance took me con-

fidentially by the sleeve. Ho seemed

very earnest, and as I listened to his

words 1 was hound to realise there was
something in tho cause he advanced.

know how draughty it may be when the
conductor is too busy to close the doors I

a miserable individual who was fated

to have his ablutions made a public
peepshow, a thing indefensible in itself.

" I could cite many instances of this

shocking neglect of the most ordinary
Tears were shining in his eyes as he precautions. A very celebrated revue

explained his motive.

"I appeal for those who are in no
sort of position to assist themselves,''
he said gently.

" This is not a matter
which can be permitted to slide owing
to the KAISER and HINOENBUBG. I am
pleading for the poor ill-clad folk on
the hoardings. Unless something is

done they will be passing the bitter

inclement months just as they are. It

fairly makes me shiver even to think of

"I thought as much," I said, "and it. I am collecting for the poster people.
I am surprised and not a

little pained. There are

far too many of tlu^e BO-

callcd societies. Can't the

Public Personalities look

after themselves '? Most
of them have fat salaries."
" Please don't be angry,"

protested the other. " If

you would only listen a

moment. There is the poor
lady at the telephone. She
is iu for a bout of double
or possibly treble pneu-
monia, and
"Don't you believe it,"

1 said. "Those Exchange
ladies can look after them-
selves, and it is their own
fault if they insist on wear-

ing peekaboo blouses in

cold weather."
The owner of the col-

lecting-box sighed wearily.
" You are raising your voice," he

OUtst Inhabitant (viewing aeroplanes). "Lo.su ME, IF I SEE AS MONY
WONDEBS IN THE NEXT FIFTY YEABS AS I 'VE BEEN IN TI1K LAST HUNDRED
I DINNA KEN WHAT THE WOULD WILL BE LIKi:.

'

Wo all know them,
them day and night-

We travel with
|
side folk,"

-poor little babies
j

to them

actress may be seen any day standing at

a corner exposed to all kinds of weather.
She is wearing only a thin mantilla.

This may be pardonable in the tropics ;

here it is disgraceful. And perhaps the
saddest case on our list is that of the lady
who is expecting a telephone message.
Is she to remain crouching by that

cheap white rocker, elad merely in a
more than hastily donned pink dress-

ing gown, right through the bleak and
bitter winter, on through the chilly

and treacherous spring ?

Is nothing to be done for

her? She has apparently
sprung from her couch to

answer the 'phone ; but

you know how congested
tho wires get these days.
A nice girl undoubtedly ;

and there is faith and

hope in the Exchange in

her shining eyes, but she
little knows what it means.

Beauty in distress must

always appeal to us."
" All this is very griev-

ous," I said, discarding the

shilling idea and drawing
out a red Treasury Note.
"I certainly had misjudged
your mission."

" Thank you, Sir," said

I

the other.
" But the river and sea-

1 asked "you will attend
as well, I hope take them

murmured. "Whisper, and I shall out in the open, "\vitho"ut so much as a
j

blankets and hot bottles? I remember
hear." stitch, and the others, serious-minded

j

now I saw last winter, when snow was
I suppose I can raise my voice if it adults who are absolutely blameless, falling, a pretty girl in a punt and a low-

pleases me so to do ?
"
1 put in severely, for they never sought this painful pub-

""-> 1 1 ~* -1 ; -- i '-~ - -1-- -*

"Everything is being raised, and there 1; "''" ""

is no reason why voices should he left

out. v

1 moved away.
" But do at least just hear how the

matter stands," cried the melancholy-
looking supplicant.

" This is some-
thing which brooks no delay. Already
the battalions of winter are upon us.

Coal is going up. You will never regret
a kind action."

" I ani not so sure/' I said. " You
arc not selling flags. And as for these

possibly well meaning civilians, on
win. so behalf you are seeking the larg-
esse of a pillaged public, surely it is

unnecessary. Statesmen and music-
hall artistes can buy their own bromide
and fur coats. I do not believe for a
second that Mr. LT,OYD GKOBHE would

licit y.
I was rather impressed and began

to disentangle a shilling from a riotous
crowd of coppers in my pocket."

It 's like this," my informant went
on :

" a few friends met together and
decided that it was a shame to let these
unfortunate people suffer any more. Ifr

may be all very well in summer-time,
but you know what the British climate
is. Take for instance the pitiable case
of that poor baby fumbling for a frag-
ment of soap. Its bathroom is open to
all the winds that blow. Think of the

poor girl who is kept standing at a
bathroom door waiting waiting like

Mariana; but J/j was clothed,
and in her case it was not merely soap
she expected. There used to be a gen-
tleman on the Underground and you

necked costume, and in the icy days of

last March I recall noting a party of

laughing young women about to bathe
at a marine resort."

"
They shall all have our best atten-

tion," said my friend,
" even if we have

to recall the expert billstickers from the
Front. Good day, Sir, and thank you
kindly."

More Profiteering.

'Handsome large orange and white St.

Bernard dog, perfect companion, prize winner
7, worth 20/-." The Bazaar.

" The King has awarded the Albert Medal
in gold to Private (acting Lancet Corporal)
James Collins, of the Hth Field Ambulance,
R.A.M.C." Daily Cluvii idc.

We congratulate our contemporary on
its discovery of this new and appro-
priate rank.
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THE JIB CRANE.
(An incident of lnt Summer.)

AT an hour that seemed immediately
after sunrise there was a kind of vol-

canic upheaval in the cot alongside my
bed and a high voice piped out vigor-

ously :

"
Hallo, Daddy, is this to-day ?

"

"
No," I muttered drowsily,

"
it

night. Go to sleep, you young beggar."
liut the young beggar climbed relent-

lessly on to my bed, sat upon my chest

Napoleonically and continued :

" What day is this, Daddy ? Is this

Saturday ? Arc you goin' to the office ?"
It was Saturday. I was not going

to the office. I was contemplating a

restful day at homo. Ho knew all that,
and without giving me timo to equivo-
cate he demanded, "'Well, will you
make me a crane '!

"

"A crane?" said I. "How do you
mean a crane ?

"

Only too well I know how he meant.
I recalled a day at the seaside when
my young hopeful saw a boy with it

toy crane lifting buckets of sanft on to

a gangway which the fishermen had a

fancy to use for getting at their boats
and where none but ho desired sand.
The boy was such an obvious nuisance
to the men that the sight of him in-

spired my son to an instant demand
for such a toy as that crane. In a large
paternal way I had replied to his eager
request :

" You wait until wo get home, old

chap, and I '11 make you a crane, a
better crane than that."

I meant it at the time I did really.
I saw, at that moment, exactly how I

should construct the crane with cotton-
reels for pulleys, you know, and an
effective but simply-designed winch
made out of oh, any old thing. I had
felt that I could not continually refuse
the child everything he wanted, having
already rejected his plea for a live

donkey and a motor-car to take homo
with us.

So now, in bed, when I feebly parried
with " How do you mean '?

"
my son

promptly explained how he meant.
" Like you said at the seaside, Daddy,

an' a hoy was liftin' luggids when the
boatmen tried to walk on that little

wooden road an'
"

As if a man wnnted to bo reminded
of what ho had said at the seaside !

There was no escape, however. We
rose and dressed. I found that the
construction of that crane was not to
1)0 a leisurely artistic job. I was ex-

pected to make it now, before break-
fast. No, tlio boy did not want to eat

(

his porridge all he wanted was that

D;i<i<ly should make his crane. Simi-

larly he did not want Daddy to waste

THE SEAMY SIDE OF CAMOUFLAGE.
Mrs. JenJiini (u-hote son JHU been wo'undrd by a nmywr).

"
I CALLS IT TREACIU:I:Y.

MRS. 'ARRIS, SETTIN' ox A THKK AND mnran' vor 'UK A LEAP."

any precious time on eating. He was

good-humoured but terribly firm about
that until Daddy became terribly firm

without being at all good-humoured.
Then the child wept grievously, where-

upon threats were uttered that, unless

he instantly became a good boy, I would

certainly not make him a crane. He
became good, became almost angelic,
with disconcerting promptitude, thus

automatically putting me on my honour
to construct that piece of machinery as

soon as breakfast was over.

Eeally the boy's "goodness" gavo nu;

a rather uncomfortable feeling ; for now
that the job was actually confronting
me I was seized with a horrible doubt
whether I could make a crane after all. i

In my youth I used to mes.s about

with a hammer and a lew nails and
knock together a rabbit-hutch or some-

thing of that kind, but 1 was never a
real handy man. and he:e 1 \\a-.going
to expose my incapacity to my confi-

dently expectant son.

After breakfast I lillcd my pipe and
leaned back in my chair beside the

table, which drew from my employer
the protest:
"Don't smoke your pipe, Daddy;

make me a crane.

I rose with a si^h and we adjourned
to (lie garden, where, behind the tool-

shed, I knew there was a pile of wood,
some of which might reasonably be ex-

1 to prove useful as raw material

for my or, rather, t In- bo\ 's -pi;

I picked out a narnr. ul, sitting
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on tho garden-seat, I gazed lit it, trying
to seo iu it tlio embryo of a crane.

i But I couldn't.

Tho boy watched me with tho critical
'

coldness of a police magistrate ; his
'

ga/e pierced to my guilty soul.

"Don't sit on the seat, Daddy," he

urged ;

" make my crane."

"Bo quiet," I snapped, "or else I

won't."

He gazed at me for about ten seconds

and inquired :

" Are you thinkin', Daddy?
"

"Trying to," 1 grunted.
" Don't think, Daddy," he mildly

suggested ;

" make my crane."

I drew out a bit of paper and a

pencil and began to sketch something
that an imaginative and sympathetic

I person might mistake for a crane. The

youth regarded my doings with obvi-

ous suspicion.
" What are you writin', Daddy ?

"
he

inquired.
" Don't write

; dyust make
me a crane."

" I 'm drawing a crane. Can't you
see ?

"
I asked irritably.

" But I don't want a crane drawed,"
he responded,

" I want a real crane to

lift luggids, like you said at the seaside,
an'

" Look here, young man," I sternly
declared, "you just go and play sea-

side on the sand-heap. How can I

make a crane with you dancing all

over me?"
With feverish haste I rummaged in

the wood-pile and found a six-foot lath,
an inch wide, half-au-inch or so thick.
Out of the tool-house I disinterred a
two-foot rule and a very rusty saw. I
sawed the lath into two pieces, with
the unavoidable help of the boy, who
came and stood just where tho end
of the saw could catch him, trod on
my toes at moments of crisis, and put
out a helping hand with an unexpected
and sudden dart which nearly cost him
a finger.
When he realised that I was fairly

embarked upon the job a subtle change
came over his manner. He ran about
the garden, picking up silly oddments of
stick ami thrusting them upon me with
such remarks as, "Will this do for your
crane, Daddy ?

"
or " Here 's a splendid

stick for your crane, Daddy."
Tho position had altered. Daddy

was spending the day at home just to
make himself a toy crane, and his

I

devoted little son was humouring the
old man in this eccentric pastime. Not
until, after four hours of strenuous
labour, an actual crane emerged, cap-
able, in skilled hands, of lifting three or
four pounds 'weight, did ho relax his
attitude of patronising consultativeness.
t was really a jib crane, much to the

astonishment of the manufacturer, and,

if it showed rather too strong a ten

dency to jib when least expected, still

it woulcWft "
luggids."

For quite half -an -hour, with the

maker in close attendance for emergen
cies, that marvellous bit of mechanisn
was tho pride of a gratified youngster'
heart.

That was several days ago.
Now it stands forlornly perched upon

two boxes near the back-door. Milk-

men, bakers and errand lads who cal

upon us are amazed at its ingenuity

They stand and gaze at it, in their

employers' time, with admiring awe
It is still intact, and its owner would

weep outrageously if anything happened
to it.

But nothing ever does happen to it

In splendid isolation it thrusts its three

foot jib in air. Its hook the making
of which, from a stiff bit of wire, gave
me a blistered thumb hangs seduc-

tively over its pulley, but never catche:

anything, not even a glance of tho boy's
blue eye.
On tho sand-heap at the other end

of the garden the boy sits banging an

empty biscuit tin with a penny wooden

spade. Ho is quite happy in the music
thus evoked. Tho idea that he could be
tho relentless taskmaster who dragged
me from my bed and made me spend a

rare day of leisure in the hard toil of

inventing and making the jib crane is

inconceivable.

=
A Reformed Russian Calendar.

IT is rumoured that the Bolsheviks
are drawing up a new calendar. Up
to tho present the following scheme
has met with most approval. The
unit of time is to be one millennium.
This will be divided into a thousand

parts, each to bo known as a year.
Each year is to be divided into ten

months, all of equal length, while these
in turn will consist of ten weeks of ten

days apiece. The day will be composed
of ten hours. Each hour will contain
one hundred minutes of one hundred
seconds. It is further announced that
the only opposition so far has come
from a group of reactionary astro-

nomers, but that the military forces
of the " Government "

have the matter
well in hand.

"
i..u GIIIEB OF CALVES RESTRICTED."

luddcrminster Times,
No more ris clc rcait.

"Mind you, gentle reader, I admit the
bureaucratic menace. It hits one in the eye,
one catches one's feet in it." Mr. HOJJLKT
BLAJOftnaat in " The Sunday Herald."

It looks as if Mr; BLATCHFORD had
encountered a particularly offensive

specimen of the Ked Tape Worm.

TO "BARTIMEUS."

(From a grateful Landsman.)
ALTHOUGH the movements of the sea
Have always been a grief to mo
And still at times disastrously

Affect my corpus vile,

Sailors of high and low degree
I long have honoured highly.

But now we honour them far more
Than ever in the days of yoro
For all they 're doing in the War
To guard and shield and free us ;

And this is where tho man on shore
Can learn from " BAKTIMEUS."

For lately, when I couldn't stick

A "
fearless

"
book which made me sick

And positively long to kick

The author to the ceiling,

By luck I chanced on your Long Trick
And found immediate healing.

Relentless realists protest
You only have one type tho best,
Drawn from the Islands of the Blest-

Of comrades, sons and mothers ;

They 'd rather see you foul your nest
Than praise the " band of brothers."

No matter ; leave their ink to flow
;

It cannot work you weal or woe ;

The verdict of the men who know
' The truth in its essentials

Should make the armchair critic slow
To challenge your credentials.

The naval officer you paint
Is not at all a plaster saint

;

He doesn't always brook restraint ;

He isn't prim or stolid ;

But still ho 's void of any taint

That 's mean or low or squalid.

And then you write of wondrous tilings
That pluck our hearts' most secret

strings
The tender grace that childhood flings
On scenes .of stern endeavour;

The news that joy and comfort brings
Or chills the heart for ever.

3o when young writers, void of ruth,

Portray the flower of England's youth
<\s ill-conditioned and uncouth
In short as Huns might see us

. turn for solace and for truth
To you, good "BARTIMEUS."

Commercial Candour.

From an advertisement :

" ' Few things arc impossible to diligence
\nd skill.'

EAT MARMALADE."

Beneath a portrait :

11

Lady has cared for 2,000 officers."

Sunday Paper,

\ truly large-hearted woman.
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John (caught rrd-liaildrd and milking tlte lest of it}. "WELL, IP I WAS THE MOTH KB AND YOU WAS THE LITTLE BOY. AXD I FOUSD SOU
BTEALINO rOITED MEAT, AND I KNEW HOW FOND YOU WERE OF IT, I WOULDN'T SAY A WORD TO YOU."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. JOHN MASKKIKLD has already to his credit one finely
-

told chronicle of the War. If The. Old Front Line (HEixk-
MANN) hardly gives scope for the picturesque writing that

delighted us in his Gallipoli, it is none the less a profoundly
moving record of scenes and places which not for genera-
tions to come will our people think upon unthrilled. The
writer's aim in this small hook has been a careful descrip-
tion of the old British lino, as it existed at the beginning
of the Battle of the Somme, with the prospect that in the
future it may be needed for aid in identification. "Even
this war will some day end, and the ruins will be rebuilt,
and the fields full of death will grow food, and all this

frontier of trouble will bo forgotten. One summer with its

flowers will cover most of the ruin man can make, and then
these places from which the driving back of the enemy
began will be hard to trace." Here is a book from which
emotion has been almost as of purpose excluded, but in the

passage above you may see what Mr. MASEFIKLU the poet
makes of such a theme. I should mention that his nine

chapters are illustrated with some war-photographs, more
dramatic, I think, than anything of their kind I have yet-

seen. Also there is a map, one of those queorly polyglot
charts wherein a path may run from "Flat-iron Copse" to

"Bazentin-lo-Grand." The writer mentions his hope of

following up this description of the old lino by an account
of our share in the battle. It is a hope that will be

widely shared.

I am a little puz/.led by A German Deserter's Wai
Experience (GRANT RICHARDS). It purports to bo written

by a young man who in civil life was a miner, but was
doing his second year of military service as a sapper in

garrison at Coblenz when the War broke out. Ho was
with the forces that invaded Belgium and afterwards

poured into France, and for fourteen months he took part in

every kind of fighting. At the end of this time ho had had

enough of it, and, having secured a furlough, he wont away
and never came back, but escaped into Holland and event-

ually got clear away to America, where, as I gather, this

book
, appeared in serial form. I see no reason to doubt

the genuine character of the document, though it is pos-
sible that hero and there the writer was helped. Since
EHCKMANN-CHATHIAN'S Consent there has been no more
powerful indictment of War and its makers than is to be
found in this volume. The anonymous author of the
Preface apologises for the deserter's lack of literary art.

No apology was required, for some of the descriptions (as
of the Belgian horrors and of hand-to-hand fighting) are

extraordinarily vivid and direct pieces of writing. The
German defeat in the battle of the Maruo and the utter

chaos that ensued are also brilliantly described. No words
of hatred and contempt are strong enougli for the author
to apply to the German officers with whom ho is brought
into contact, from the CKOWN FBINCE down to his own
company commander ; ho puts them all down as brutes
and cowards. Incidentally I observe that, in war-time, dis-

cipline in the German army is slacker than I had supposed,
for, according to our author, a good deal of "back-talk"
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takes place between oflicers and privates Otheib have

described the squalor and loathsome brutality of war, but

dono it with so fierce a pen as this German
few have

desorler.

When Host \\~ltitel<i<lx, impoverished but rich with

even- maidenly charm, journeying to an unpromising situa-

tion as nursery governess, found herself in the same rail-

WS7 compartment with Vm< V.n/m; film-star and Wat-

widow who had boon married and left at the church door,

and was now {join" to her own oven more unpromising

position as the daughtar-in-law
of a family she had never

Men and didn't in the least care about, what do you sup-

pose thev did'.' Miss BERTA EUCK tells us that they

Weed to swop identities, or rather that Vcra suggested

i he plan :in<l Hose was bluffed by a variety of circumstances

into carrying it out. Presumably, as Miss EUCK fixed the

affair, she lias got to bo believed ; though I admit that the

change did impose something of a strain on my credulity,
. , i ; , . . ; t i . virYt isl> i.' 1 1 1 1 V\*.i Q Im.vwi IPM till ft

the first chapter I was pleased, but hardly startled, when

the returning Thomas (who had cast an approving eye on

many charmers during his tour) discovered, like Peer Gynt,

that destiny had been awaiting him all the time at the

place from which he started. But this is by the way ; it

isi0 the visits of Thomas that form the attraction of the book,

and the various establishments that welcomed him, each

with its distinctive atmosphere very happily suggested,

from the ducal mansion (where a house-party of the smart

stole his evening trousers) to that abode of dogs where his

adventures moved me to the laugh acknowledged above.

Certainly so cheery a guest deserves an immediate place

on your own list of week-enders.

Those who know Mr. STEPHEN GKAHAM through his

Eussiau books realise that his resilient mysticism sees the

good which he wishes to see, and will always appeal rather

to an emotion than to a reason. In quite the queerest

Vsiitiiiib*-' * ,~~,,~~ o jijj.il f\/t

despite the ingenuity with
^vhich

she has handled the (M

circumstances. Anyhow,
Hose is welcomed with

open arms by the delight-

ful parents of her sup-

posed husband, and goes
with them to Paris "to

meet a relative," and in-

cidentally to be decked

out in all the loveliest

clothes that the imagin-
ation of woman could

compass. One observes

here that when Miss

EUCK called this story
In Another Girl's Shoes

(HODDER AND STOUGH-

TON) she was consider-

ably understating the

position. Naturally .you
will already have guessed
that the mysterious

" re-

lative
"

is no other than

the missing bridegroom,
whose arrival creates a

novel of the past year, or any other year, Priest of the Ideal

(MACMILLAN)", he pursues the same engaging method. He
~ .

1 n Pm.m 4- 4- /A 4- !-/ van /1/iv

WAR ECHO FRCCM THE PAST.

"SISTERS, THE CHABM DOTH NOT SEEM TO WORK. METHOUGHT SOMKTHIM;
WOULD GO WRONG WHEN WE USED THAT VIPER'S TOISON SUBSTITUTE."

offers it to the reader

as " a divining-rod for

spiritual treasure in him-

self, a touchstone for the

hidden gold of the ideal."

Its obvious sincerity and
a rather disarming in-

genuousness redeem this

offer from mere pretenti-

ousness, and the reader

will be helped or infuri-

ated according to the

complexion of his tem-

peratr.ent. The story is

a sort of mystical medley
or revue, the record of

a pilgrimage made by
Washington King, repre-
sentative of an American
billion - dollar syndicate
anxious to purchase such

of our real old spiritual

treasures, cathedrals,

petting- stones, gargoyles

situation of farcical comedy only less improbable than the and the like as had ceased to mean much to us here, and

behaviour of his bride. Nonsense, of course, but for with them to build up a suitable religious background over

anyone who wants a cheerful fairy talo all about pretty there. With him goes Hampden, a licensed lay-preacher

clothes and nice meals I fancy Another Girl's Shoes will of the Church of England, and, I am afraid I must say it,fancy
be found very comfortable wear.

These are days when a new humourist so he be genu-

inely amusing should find his welcome assured. That is

one reason why I expect you to thank me for an intro-

duction to Mr. H. B. CBEBWELI., whose book, Thomas

(NISHET), lias brought me one laugh, several chuckles, and

a pleasant sufficiency of smiles. These last are indeed

Mr. CRKHWELI/S staple commodity ; he is no farcical jester
ick your sides with impossible buffooneries. Granted

Tliiniiiffi and his circle of friends, the adventures that befall

him during his visits to them are all within practicable
limits. Tlii.m.i* was in ascending degrees, a civil servant,
a motorist, and a visitor. Before and above all else he was
the born visitor. It follows that this book, which is the

record of a holiday spent by Thomas, partly in his car,

partly in the spare bedrooms of a varied acquaintance,
contains so much garnered wisdom on the topic that it

might well be called the vade-mecum of the dropper-in.
There is also a certain slight story and somo flavouring of

, but as this latter is quite obviously settled in

a chartered prig, appraising these treasures and showing
how much more they really mean to us than our apparent
casualness would lead you to suppose. I tako.it that what
is chiefly wrong with the book is the form and its

amazing lack of humour. The people in it' might be quite
tolerable to those of their spiritual kin. To me Hampden
was merely a woolly-brained blameless ass, and this eannol

have been the effect intended. But what I should like to

testify to is Mr. GRAHAM'S love of England, and that may
well be allowed to cover a multitude of artistic sins.

I commend The Thistle to your notice not only because
it is the Souvenir Book (No. 2) of the Scottish Women's

Hospitals, but also because it is a bargain at the eighteen

pence charged for it. The illustrations are really wonder
ful, and the letterpress escapes that taint of the patch-quil
which experience teaches mo to look for in such produc
tions. I am not going to mention any names, for th<

simple reason that if I began I should not know when anc

where to stop. But I urge you to discover for yourselves
what good work is here, and so help a really fine cause.
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CHARIVARIA.
"Ax excellent potato buller,"

I lie Ministry of 1'oocl, "can he made
I'm

1

livcpcnco a pound." "Take t\v<>

ounces of butter . . ." they say. Yes,
i)ut from whom '.'

*
'

Tho Berlinei '/'m/.'/ilidt understands
that Turkey will lie invited lo join

Germany in ;i combined sitlaek on a

by our contemporary, ami there was
no hitch or collision.

* *

Eleven outbreaks of lire in London
ear uro estimated to have

6343,000. It is not thought likely
that, there will bo any great demand for

them at this price.
* f

Since the shortage of meat and I

several dogs have, formed the opinion

car. We understand
denied the accu

4

*

that the. beast
)f "joy riding."

new front. Turkey, however, it, ap- thai chemists might.do good business
with a mouth-wash to take away the

taste of postman.
* *

In Ireland three centenarians have

pe;irs, has intimated that pre\ ions en

I'agemenls, from \\ hicli she lias not yet
recovered, prevent her from accept ing
the kind oll'er. ^

A heifer which got loose at Tollbridge
last, week is slated to have

|

entered several shops before

being captured. The animal
lias been informed by Lord
UIIONND.V that it must not

pick and choose in that way.
:|:

'

It was so cold last week
that wo were not surprised
to learn Hint. Smilhfield

Market was ordered to re-

lease one thousand frozen

lambs for the hospitals.
* *

The HKCUKT.VHY you SCOT-

LAND states that he has seen
more porridge consumed in

London than in the whole
of Scotland. Many Scots
have written to him to say
that they did not know there
was a competition, and what
are the prizes, please ?

* *
#

" Think seriously before

using a motor vehicle,"

urges the Petroleum Execu-
tive in a recently issued leaf-

let. The prevailing practice
of hiring a couple of taxis at a time, so
as to have a spare one in case of emer-

gency, must cease.
''.- '','

W.A.A.C.'s are to bo classified as
" Mobile

''

and " Immobile." VERDI
would never have assented to this dis-

tinction. "La donna e mobile" was his

view.
.,.

...

*
"

A dog exhibited at a Chicago show
is said to be worth one thousand dollars

an ounce. The gentleman who sent

M \uv BBAKMO*,O| i. has just,

ited her one hundred-and-fourt h

birthday. It is said that tho old lady

di-tinctly remembers butter when it

was a popular table commodity.

The sensational statement ia made
by a food expert that ho thinks tho

pork sausage will die a natural death
within a month. \Yo shall certainly
demand a post-mortem,

* *
*

The Tower Mridgo magistrate last

died within a few days of .each other, week made nil order to destroy ninety-
ami there is some talk of aOovermnent two old cheeses. Upon hearing the,

I

sentencewo understand that

several of them broke down
!
and had to bo assisted from
the cuiirl . . ^

A report that the cheeses
bad been handed over to the

fury of the Beefeaters at

the Tower caused grave
' concern among humani-
'

tarians. ^ ^
*

The reassuring news that
a million acres of timber are
to be planted within tho
next forty years under a new
State scheme has encour-

aged Smith Minor to re-

sumo work on his rabbit-

hutch.
, ,

Bewilderment was re-

cently expressed in court as
to tho manner in which six

thousand pounds had been

got rid of by a man who
neither smoked, drank nor

gambled. An ingenious lay-
man has since hazarded tho

inquiry into the health conditions of ! opinion that tho fellow mnst have been
the island. ... . buying food with it.

Shopper (coaxingly). "You WON'T FORGET AN OLD CUBTOMKR, Mn.
BONES, IP YOU 'APPEN TO 'AVE A 'IDDEN 'AND OP PORK.''

There is a demand for tho introduc-

tion of tho metric system info this

country. The weakness of our own
system is exemplified by the recent

police-court prosecutions showing that

some shopkeepers were under tho im-

pression that fifteen ounces constituted

a pound of butter.

Burglars who broke into a shop at

A brood of chickens has been hatched
out at Lewes with a hot-water bottle.

This feat has confirmed the growing
impression that in the matter of sub-

stitutes we have now very little to

learn from tho enemy.
* *

A Derbyshire Food Committee has

accepted tho apology of a butcher for

selling meat at more than schedule
a cheque for rather more than two Waltham Abbey prepared a meal of prices. Other butchers however wish
ounces has been told that nothing less tinned beef, cakes, biscuits, fruit and ' ' '

'

than the complete dog can be pur- 1 strawberry and raspberry wine, leaving
untouched the intoxicants in tho shop.
This is certainly another great victory
for the teetotalers.

* *

chased.

The Evening Xctrs reminds us that

the display of shooting stars which
it had predicted duly came olT. Ad-
mirable arrangements had been made

In Essex a bullock has been conveyed
to a slaughter-house in a private motor-

it to bo understood that this must not
be regarded as a precedent.

*..
"
::

At a certain Berlin suburb people
who fail to do their share of compul-
sory si)ov.

-

-sbovelling are to be pilloried
in a black list. They also run the risk

of being snowballed at the best chilis.
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WINGED WORDS.
i~ roi*'!

:

A'II-M.N'S speech '

he enemy's 111

\YlI.l.l\M H. TO HIS TliOOl'S.

MY cannon-fodder! If your ea-vr sight

01,. rending from the empyrean

A rloud of ilutti'i-ing objects, snowy white,

1'., not uplift the speculative pu-an,

Singing, "Here come from Heaven above

A million samples of the pacifistic
dove!

Clap on your tin hats! These apparent birds

\,v -ust the deadliest missiles of destruction

A Hock of pamphlets stiff with poisoned words

!y designed for your untutored suction;

10 your dug-outs; get away
the infernal wiles of WILSON, U.S.A.From

In language calculated to deceive

Innocent souls that never met a liar,

He says that you are ill-advised to cleave

To low ideals when he can show you higher

You who, by My august decree,

Take all your best and brightest notions straight from Me

And what are these ideals that I have taught '.'

A Fatherland secure from vile invaders;

Liberty to pursue a culture fraught

With peaceful triumph for our thrusting traders;

My eagle poised on every breeze

To symbolise the German freedom of the seas.

Add, too, My purely altruistic aims:

Divine protection underneath My aegis

For smaller nations, covering all their claims,

Even the right to rank as WILLIAM'S lieges;

Each land to voice its local views

By some elective means which I Myself will choose.

And I'm the bar to peace, this WILSON cries,

Knowing that none for peace has laboured harder!

Thus would he tamper with Imperial ties

In hope to freeze your military ardour;

While you obey My sceptred will,

Your chance of terms, he says, is practically nil.

So you must not suppose this winged print

Comes from our German God for your reflection;

I'll always let you have an early hint

If anything arrives from that direction ;

No heavenly counsel can be lent

Save with the Senior Partner's previous consent.

0. S.

THE SKIRLIN' O' THE PIPES.

(A Play suited to a Repertory Theatre.)

ACT I.

SCENE. The kitchen of McNab's cottage in Inverdrochit

evening. Outside, the wind howls dismally. McNab sit.

glowering at the fire. A few minutes after the curtail

rises he relights his pipe, which has gone out, then resume,

his glowering. After a long pause there is a knock at tht

door. McNab evidently does not hear it. It is repeated
He glances at the door, but takes no further notice miti

the knocking becomes almost continuous.

McNab (rising and placing his pipe carefully on th

chimney-piece). Ay!

[He noes slowly to the door, opens it cautiously and

admits his friend McTavish, whose teeth are chattering

audibly with the cold. The two shake hands without a

word. McTavish removes his bonnet and they come to

the fireplace.
McNab sits in the same chair as before.

McTavish finds another and draws it up. A pause.

They both light their pipes and glower at the fire. A

long pause.
McNab (conversationally). Ay.
McTavish (not to be outdone in the matter of sociainlity).

'Mphm.
[Another pause. In the distance outside, the sound of the

bagpipes is heard. The performer is no musician. A

pause.
CURTAIN.

ACT II.

K.NK as before. The same evening (evenings are long

in Inverdrochit). McNab and McTavish have not changed

their 2>ositions.
A long pause. McNab rises and goes to

a dresser, from which he brings a bottle of whisky

and tumblers. He pours out two generous drams, hand-

ing one to McTavish. He then lifts the kettle from the

fire and offers to fill McTavish's glass. McTavish shakes

'his head and McNab puts back the kettle. Solemnly wav-

ing their glasses to each other they drink.

McTavish (smacking his lips). Ay.
McNab (rising, wiping his mouth with the back of his

hand and rmtting his glass on the chimney-piece). 'Mphm.

[He sits down again and they continue to glower at the fire.

Outside, the noise of the pipes draws nearer and nearer.

They are being very execrably played. The distress of

both McNab and McTavish is visible. A pause.

The clock strikes. A long pause. A piece of coal

falls out of the grate. Another pause.

CURTAIN.

ACT III.

SCENE, the same (there are very few cottages in Inverdrochit).

McNab and McTavish cling to their original positions.

Their attitude is increasingly restive as the noise of the

pipes becomes more intolerable. A long pause. McTavish

moans as the piper comes to an appallingly discordant

passage. McNab rises, puts his pipe on the chimney-

piece and finishes his glass. He glances uneasily round.

McTavish knocks the ashes noisily out of his pipe on the

bars of the fireplace, then puts it in his pocket. The

bagpipes are now very near ttie house. McNab goes to

the drawer of the table, from which he produces a carving-

knife. He tests it on his thumb and looks questioningly

at McTavish.
McTavish (in reply, gloomily). 'Mphm.

[He glowers at the fire again.

McNab, with the knife in his hand, goes out resolutely,

closing the door behind him. A pause, during which

the pipes reach their climax in an unearthly wail then

silence. McTavish's tense glower relaxes. Another

pause. The door opens and McNab re-enters. He may
almost be said to be smiling. He looks at the knife in

his hand with an affectionate interest and puts it back

in the drawer.

McTavish (interrogatively]. Ay?
McNab (luith gusto). 'Mphm.
McTavish (chuckling). Ileh ! heh 1 heh 1

McNab comes back to Jiis chair. Both light their pipes

again and resume their steady glower at tlie fire.
The

silence (broken only by the dismal howling of the wind)
continues. A very long pause.

CURTAIN.
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AT 'THE SUPERFLUITY."
THE WHITEHALL WONDER. "OF COUBSE A CHOBUS LIKE THIS IS NO USE TO ME. JT

OUGHT TO BE TEN TIMES THE SIZE."
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-ri-

Gladys (familiar witk tlie phrase,
" lo atop a, Itullet ").

"

BS'T BEES IN ALL DAY. I DO HOPE SHE HASN'T STOPPED
OH, MOTHKH, I '41 GETTING SO AWFULLY ANXIOUS ABOCT MY KITTEX.
A DOG."

SHE

THE BUNS OF EXILE.
f" To me the 7,oo is one of the saddest sights

in Uie world."
'

IT gave me a distinct shock when I

read it. I have always enjoyed my
Sunday afternoons at the Zoo, always
taken at its face value the air of nour-
ished ease that sits so well upon the

more popular of its denizens. My own
favourites had never received me with

anything but friendly if expectant
smiles. How was I to know that

tragedies of pent-up longing, unfulfilled

desire, corroding nostalgia lay beneath
the mask of friendship, indifference or

contempt ? I mention indifference and

contempt because it would be idle to

pretend that I am accorded the same
warmth of greeting in all quarters of the

gardens. The wart-hog, for example,
plainly regards me as a more cipher.
He does not like buns, and an earnest

attempt to propitiate him with a pail
of nice ripe swill merely led to a mis-

understanding with the officials of the

Underground Railway.
The Egyptian cat, again, has never

been, ordinarily pleasant with me. In-

deed this irascible personality, I am
informed, has only once been known to

smile, and that was when a bibulous
bus-driver called him "pretty pussy"
and tried to tickle his neck. The
keeper declares it was what the bus-
driver siiiil tluit made the cut smile.

For myself, after my initial failure to

arouse his interest with a clockwork
mouse on a string, I have simply
passed by on the other side where the

mongooses live.

But these surly or indifferent ones
had always seemed to me thg exception.
In the main I had always found niy
friends, furred, feathered or scaled, to

be possessed of a generous share of

cheery philosophy, sparkling wit and
even of undisguised but never ill-bred

levity. Were their lives, then, mere
travesties of existence, tragedies of

prison yard and cell, an endless beating
against bars of tortured spirits crying
to be free ? I should never have sup-
posed it, and yet Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY
assures me it is so, and on sucli subjects
as prison bars, wife-beating navvies, un-

just judges, defaulting solicitors' clerks

and other symbols of oppression he
has always been to my simple mind an

authority from which appeal seemed
superfluous. How could he be mis-
taken about it ? And yet

I took the first train to Regent's
Park. On the way I thought out a

plan of campaign. My friends biped,
quadruped and multiped should hide

nothing from me in the goodness of

their hearts. Their painful secret, if

|

it existed, I would compel them to
. share with me at all costs.

I decided to begin on James, the

dromedary. Our friendship has been
'

more or less one-sided, and, while his

dry humour appeals to me, it has

always seemed to me to savour un-

necessarily of the mordant.
"
Well, James," I began,

" I suppose
you have seen it?" James eats the

paper everyday, being interested, or so

he says, in some relatives who are

fighting in Mesopotamia. James is

inclined to swank about the War, and
likes to pretend that he is waiting to

be called to the colours. The fact is

he is well over military age and would
never be categoried higher than B 3.

" Of course I saw it," replied James
somewhat testily.

" Rather a lot of

bilge, between you and me," he added,

carefully measuring the distance be-

tween the lapel of my coat and the top
of the railing.

" Are you sad ?
"

I asked, gently dis-

entangling the brim of my hat from
James's upper lip. (His length is as

good as ever, but his direction isn't

what it used to be.)

"Personally, I am never sad," ho

replied.
" There is so much of interest

within our grasp if we only keep our
outlook unimpaired. But you must
not expect mo to speak for these wild
animals. Of their crude emotions 1

know nothing.''
James, who has eaten more keepers

than anyone else in the menagerie,
rather overdoes, in my poor opinion,
this affectation of being tame. But his
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.Inn rican Officer (to Sammy, coining over on traiuport).
"
SAV, YOU 'KB wouSDKD ALHKAUY?'

Sammy. "THAT'S SO. TEDDY ROOSEVELT SHOOK HAND8 WITH ME ON THE QUAY.'
1

remark gave me to think. After all,

his race has been inured to the sway of

man for countless generations, though
the man does not live that can become
inured to the sway of James and his

kith. I must seek my information else-

where. .1 bade James farewell.
"
What, not one ?

"
he demanded dis-

gustedly. I explained that no buns
were to bo had, but finally compromised
on an old tobacco pouch which I had
intended to throw away. James ex-

pressed a grudging satisfaction.

I passed on to the abode of an old

and tried friend, Grumpy, the venerable

bison, whose shaggy exterior and repel-
lent demeanour hide a heart of gold.

Grumpy is never subject to moods.
This is partly because his rations have
not been curtailed by the War. Buns
he never cared for, and the occasional

lump of kitchen salt that I bestow on
him suffices to keep ns on terms of

do.M.'st intimacy. On the other hand
no one has ever suspected Grumpy of

being flippant or Laodicean.
" Will you please give me your views,

your real views, on captivity '.'

"
I asked

him when the customary greetings
had been exchanged. Grumpy snorted.

There is only one person in the world

who can snort like Grumpy, and that
is an elderly Conservative M.P. whom
I sometimes meet at the club. He
snorts just like that when anyone men-
tions Disestablishment.
"As a matter of fact," replied Grumpy,

" I was born in captivity, old as I am.
But my father used to tell me of the

old days before he was cr civilized."
" Did he miss them much '?

"
I asked.

" I mean the '

far-rolling prairie
'

and
all that?"

"
1 le never said so," replied Grumpy.

" He used to boast of all the fights he
had won ; but between you and me I

think they er brought him into the
fold just in time. He had been badly
mauled the week before by a big young
bull, and it 's almost certain the coy-
otes would have got him."

" But the ' thunder of a million

hooves,' and so forth?" I murmured,
faintly mindful of my MAYXK HKID
and FENIMORE COOI-KH. "Oh, that,"

said Grumpy shortly,
" that 's all moon-

shine. Father said they only ran when
Indians were after them or there was
a I'm.-. What he liked was to sit all

day in the mud. '

I derived much satisfaction from my
brief chat with Grumpy. But after all

his impressions were only second-baud.
I determined to speak to Isabella, the

hippopotamus. But Isabella was peev-
ish because her bath was insufficiently
warm. Besides, we are not particular
friends. Giving Isabella a bun is Kite

handing a ten-shilling note to a War
Bond Tank. Nothing less than a myriad
such contributions makes enough im-

pression on her to earn a collective grunt
of appreciation. For myself, I like my
buns to produce what the patent medi-
cines call "instant relief

"
in the face of

the donee.

With Fiji Sliimpo, the Japanese
ape, I was scarcely more successful.

"Fleas aro fleas," said Fiji brusquely,
"whether captured on the heights of

Fuji
- yama or in Regent's 1'ark."

"
Banzai," ho added, which 1 take to

bo the Japanese for " Got him !

"

Lastly I took my questions to Tom,
tho piping crow. He of all the denizens
of tho '/MQ is most truly my guide,

philosopher and friend. Ho combines
wit with discernment, wide faculties of

observation with fluent powers of ex-

pression. I unearthed from uiy pocket
a twist of paper containing four sidtanas

and a torpid cockroach. I had stood

in a <|iicuo exactly threo hours for the
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Tho cockroach I had come

y more easily. Tom listened sympa-

thetically while I unfolded my troubles.

His replies wuro.a masterpiece of con-

sidered logic.

\\V animals," he observed,
' have

jcen rightly described by a French

philosopher as
'

happy little stomachs.

All our other emotions are transitory,

imt hunger is with us always. When

not actually asleep wo are cither eating

or looking for something to eat (thank

you). Hunger is tho mainspring of all

mir actions. In the next cage but one

to this you will find a godwit, a very

dccont follow, by tho way, who used

to travel every year from Greenland to

Patagonia and back in search of food.

He tolls me that they went in flocks, and

tho chance of surviving tho journey was

less than that of a soldier going over

the top in Flanders (thank you).

"You ask," ho went on, "if we are

happy in captivity. Once we realise that

we are not to be hurt and that food is to

be had for the asking, wo are happy pro-

vided we are not sick. Mark you, I do

not say that all captivity is pleasant.

Even here there is room for improve-

ment. Insufficient variety of diet (thank

you), too close confinement, the sub-

jection to improper temperature, the

proximity of unpleasant neighbours
all these drawbacks occur more or less.

But they are remediable. Confinement

as such, if accompanied by plenty of

food, opportunities for exercise, com-

panionship and self-development, is not

objectionable. After all," he added,

"your respectable business man, who

spends his life between his villa and his

office, is as much a captive (thank you'

as we are. His idea that he is free is an

illusion. Man," concluded rny friend

a little maliciously, it seemed to me
"

is at least consistent. He shackles

himself with habits and conventions

and needs and encumbrances as mud
as he imprisons us with bars and wire

netting."
Tom paused expectantly. There wa<

only the cockroach left.

" One more question," I said,
" anc

I am done. How is it that you neve

strike that last note of
'

Pop ! goes th

weasel' right?"
He looked at me thoughtfully.
" You humans," he said,

" hanke
after perfection. That is why yo
know so little about happiness (than

you). ALGOL.

"
Cairo, Friday.

Router's correspondent at British heac

quarters in Palestine, writing on Thursrla

from Delenda est Gaza, says : . . ."

Australian Paper.

Not everybody has the good fortune t

be educated at Vivat Etona.
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MUFTI ONCE MORE.
Lines on a prospect of Three Weeks'

Leave.)

VHAT though the camphor's barrage

lines

Have failed to stop the looting

\nd moths have marred thy chaste

designs,
Oh ante-bellum suiting !

Oh stylish weeds wherein I wooed

ivangelino and Ermyntrude,
Oh pair of spats that once astounded

Tooting !

Vhat though, I say, this fancy vest

A fearsome sight discloses,

Where winged things have found a nest

And snatched their impious dozes,

And battened on the sacred woof,

\nd made it bed and board and roof,

Wearing, I doubt not, gas-masks on

their noses?

lonscious, at least, that long ago

They took the town with splendour,

Shall I not put them on and blow

The war-time mufti-vendor?

Though I look somewhat like a sieve,

Shall not men, seeing me, forgive?

There are no shades to-day so sweet,

so tender.

Shall they not also say,
" This proves

How soon, how swiftly laughed he

At all our petty peace-time grooves,
And challenged Fritz the crafty ;

These were the 1914 cut ;

[n those dim days he was a nut ;

Just now, of course, they seem a

trifle draughty "?

Yes, I am proud ; my chest is filled

With triumph, and I smack it
;

What do I care for punctures drilled

Straight through a service jacket?
These are my wounds this well-lovec

tweed,
Laid on one side for England's need,

Less like a tweed now than a tennis

racquet.

Then up, my ancient suits and ties !

In vain the tailors peddle ;

In vain for me the sempstress plies

Her spinning-wheel and treadle ;

The voice of British Honour speaks
In these my perforated breeks,

Each orifice becomes a bloomin

medal. EVOE.

The Scientific Touch.

"I couldn't help but feel that my sleeping
room would be haunted for evermore by th

spectrum of poor grandfather."
London Magazine.

"BRITISH GUNNERS' FINE wonK IN ITALY,

Open Cities of Padua and Trcviso Bombc
with ' Particular Fury.'

"
Daily Mirror.

It looks as if something was wron
with the registering.

A TEAGEDY OE THE WAS.

IT is all over I Never again shall I

e able to practise that self-deception

vhich used to make life worth living.

Che veil has been rudely torn from my
yes and at last I see myself as others

!e me.
He was such a nice-looking, open-

aced boy, too the one who dealt me
lie blow. I had noticed him in the

rowd and hoped it would come to my
ot to minister to him. Little did I

:now.

1 had consented to go down twice a

.veek and help at the canteen. I did it

vith my eyes open and not labouring
under the misapprehension that it was

in invitation to stand behind a counter

ooking like a beauty chorus and serv-

ng out glad eyes and badinage to the

Tommies with an occasional slice of

sake. I knew it meant some hours of

mstle and bustle to keep things going,
lours of heavy service in the produc-
ion of boiling water, hours of washing-

up. I was well awa' o, in fact, that 1

vas in demand, not for my looks, but

or my efficiency.

All the same there really seemed no

reason why I should not make niysell

ook as nice as possible. Praise be to

Allah, I have curly hair and the sort

of complexion that makes certain of

my friends wonder (audibly) whether it

s only powder, or paint as well. Eew

people realise at a first glance that ]

im nearer forty than twenty.
I put on my nicest hat, the one that

comes down a bit coquettishly on one

side ;
I chose my prettiest blouse, of a

blue that makes my blue eyes bluer ; I

said to myself in the glass, "Tom was

right. You ivould pass for nineteen

sometimes by gaslight."
And then this.

He was, as I said, a nice-looking boy
and when lie gave me an. unprovoked
smile over the heads of his companions
I hoped that perhaps I reminded him

of his best girl. Quite young, too, he

Was so young, in fact, that I have since

come to the conclusion that he had not

yet had time to lose that instinct whicl

children seem to share with animals o

knowing a great deal about you the verj

instant they meet you.
For, as soon as he got near enougl

to the counter to be heard, this is wha
he said :

" A cup o' tea, please, mother I

"

" General Alleiiby arrived in Cairo to-day
and was warmly received at tho station by
distinguished gathering. A British infautrj

guard of honour was drawn up inside- an
MaeCabc.in Boy Scouts were posted at th

exit." Globe.

The Cadet Corps, we presume, of th

Jordan Highlanders.
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LIQUID FIR.E FOR, GROUSE.
^

nil i

THE HORRORS OF PEACE.

Till: 1U.X AWLIES HIS WAK-TIME METHODS OF EFFICIESCY TO THE I'l KIOSKS OF SfOKT.
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COMBING-OUT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

The Queen. "I DO WISH WE'D GOT EXEMPTION FOB OOB JESTEB. THIS WOMAN BOBES ME STIFF

THE TOWER

WHEN we are slow in effort, weak in will,

Querulous in the lesser strains of war

Or craven in the greater, when the hill

Of Destiny seems higher than her star,

When from the clay that bears their impress still

Depart the dreams that were, the ghosts that are

When tliis befalls if over this might be

England, seek thou the Tower of Memory.

When babbling fools, for Russian follies ripe,

And chinless knaves, more full of words than wit,

Play on the hills of Hell their oaten pipe
And sing of sweet pools in the sunless pit,

When the long sword is loosed in Honour's gripe

By the cold fingers of the hypocrite,
And faint forebodings frustrate her decree,

England, climb thou the Tower of Memory.

Walk there awhile, before the day is done,

Beneath the banner and the battered casque
Where carven heraldry in bronze and stone,

With lily and with cross and leopard's mask,

Spandrils the arch. Thou shalt not walk alone ;

There dead men live again and dead lips ask,
" What of the isles of England and her sea?

"

Till whispers fill the Tower of Memory.

From brows burnt dark by Syrian sun and wind
Flash the blue eyes that awed the Saracen ;

Souls long since given to God in utmost Ind
Walk once again in images of men ;

OF MEMORY.
Lords of the world and masters of the mint],

Who sailed lieyond the sea-mark of their ken,

And for their England dreamed all things save three-

Dishonour, ruin and darkened memory.

Stand in the Tower of Memory till the West

Breaks round the dropping sun in splintered flame
;

There is a chronicle deciphered best

By crimson light the inerasible shamo

Of traitor foeman and, far bitterest,

Of alien hearts clad in a kindly name ;

Know who are bondsmen, know that thou art free

While thou canst hold the Tower of Memory.

Across the epic arras curves the trace

Of fading vows in counterfeited gold ;

There hangs the cast of every traitor face,

With every cunning line and evil fold.

Look long, O England, for that very race

Peers o'er thy foaming frontiers grey and cold ;

Look long, for who shall blind or baffle thee

If thou but hold the Tower of Memory?

A Consistent Absentee.
"
Through being absent from the December meeting of the

Town Council Alderman missed his first attendance for thirty

years." Yorkshire Evening Post.

"R. Muns. Fus. Temp. Capt. C. P. ,
from York E.

(
to; bo

temp. Capt. (Nov. 22, 1917, seny. Sept. 13, 1936)." Times.

Is this the official tip for the end of the War ?
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A TACTLESS INTRUSION.
KAISEU (addressing Regency Council of Poland). "AS AGAINST TUE CALUMNIES OF THE ENEMY

I FEEL GRATEFUL THAT MY UNREMITTING EFFORTS TO BE THE CHAMPION AND
PROTECTOR OF THE PRINCIPLES OF HUMANITY-

NEWSBOY. ''GREAT GERMAN NAVAL VICTORY! BRITISH HOSPITAL SHIP TORPEDOED!"
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ON A SEA FORT.

oerneaiu-jaajoT. 'Now THEN, WHAT ARE roo GBOUSING ABOUT?"

Gunner. "ME GROUSE', MAJOR? I WASN'T GKOUSIN' ; I WAS ONLY WOXDEBIS' ALOUD TO MESELF 'ow TUB BLAZES ME SCRVBBI

THIS BLIXKIH' TABLE WAS GDIS' TO WIN THE BLINK1N 1 WAR."

Seryeant-lfajor.

THE WATCH DOGS.
LXIX.

MY DEAB CHARLES, I have come to

the disinterested and impersonal con-

clusion that I am IT. Other men may
be General Officers Commanding ; /
am the Particular Officer commanding
A. B. A. S. Jones.

That is the whole of him :
" A. B. A. S.

Jones." I have changed his name, of

course, but the initials I wouldn't alter

for worlds. Whatever he may think of

them himself, they are the joy and

pride of my life. Jones is a sailor, a

real pukka nautical and naval sailor,

and I, a soldier, command him.

I have always held myself out to

command any old thing you like, from
an infantryman to a third-class air

mechanic, from a gunner to a driver,

from a sapper to a nondescript civilian

who was found to have got into uni-

form so quickly that lie had omitted
to take the oath of allegiance. Some
come from overseas, and with one I

have to hold converse in French, because
ho can't speak my native language and
I can't speak his. But the climax of

my assorted supremacy was achieved

when, recently, my office door burst

open and, preceded by a strong smell

of ozone, in blew A. B. A. S. Jones.

We got to the essence of the thing
at once, over the matter of the initials.

At once I took exception to the excess

of Christian names and absence of

descriptive prefix.
" Come, come, my

lad," said I,
"
you cannot go about

these days in that naked sort of way.
You must be a private or a gunner, or

a sapper or something. You seem to

forget that there is a war on."

lie was disguised, I should tell you,
in khaki. Even so he would stick to

it that he had given me the truth,

the whole truth and nothing but the

truth about himself. Cross-examined
on the point and reminded that he was

upon his oath, he declared that he was
a naval rating. Our Mr. Booth, who
lias never yet been found wanting,

thereupon remembered that ho had

urgent business with the Quarter-

master-Sergeant and left the office

hurriedly. George was silent for the

first time in his life, and refused to

venture an opinion in the presence of a

superior officer. I was left to battle
I with the problem myself.

"And what," I asked, "is a naval

rating, when you 've caught it ?
"

Jones referred to the initials again and

said he was an able seaman, and the

only little rift there has ever been in our

mutual lute goes back to that. He will

have it that he has got the letters in

their proper order, prefix first and Chris-

tian names next. For my part I can

never bring myself to spell sea with a
" B " when there is an " S "

handy.
" And so you are a sailor ?

"
said I.

"
Yes, Sir," said he.

The correct answer, I pointed out,

was "
Ay, ay, Sir." But Jones didn't

tumble to it ; to be honest, it was quite

apparent that he was in reality just

another darned civilian, like the rest of

us. Personally, I refuse to be honest

on this point. I insist upon the pre-

tence being kept up ;
if a war is worth

making at all it is worth making

properly. It was necessary to show
A. B. A. S. Jones that one was a strict

disciplinarian.
" You are a sailor?

"
I said.

Jones acquiesced witli that sloiiy,

straightahead, noncommittal stare

which I take to be common to both

services.
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"Then," I admonished him, "you
should give your Iron surd a hitch when
addressing an olliccr. Sf;md down."

Goorgo congratulated mo on my
manner of handling a dillicult situation,
without having committed myself to a

technical phrase. The " Stand down "

particularly impressed him
; it had, ho

said, a professional smack about it,

though it might not bo the right

profession it .smacked of. Jones later

on unburdened himself to our Mr.
Booth, pointing out that ho was in the

Army now and had loft his ship.
" You should have brought it with

you," said our Mr. Booth. " It would
have come in handy for our next leave."

In fact, tho whole department thought
it hail thoroughly defeated tho Senior
Service. " You wait," said I ;

" there 'a

the Admiralty to bo reckoned with yet.
I bet that all those Model Dwellings
in Whitehall aren't full of people doing
nothing."

I was right. There was tho usual

preliminary lull, during which the new-
comer went about his work, drew his

rations and grew fat and rosy. But
meanwhile the trouble was accumu-

lating, and Army forms were collect-

ing on some distant unfriendly desk.

Eventually some Admiral or other came
ashore, went to his oflico, saw the Army
forms there and at once burst into such

language as is entirely foreign to us

soldiers. Slowly but surely his nautical

clerk reduced this language to the more

seemly but no less biting form of the
official minute, and we were right in

the middle of it.

George pushed off to Italy ; our
Mr. Booth went sick ; I found excuse
to bo elsewhere than in my office,

which I left in charge of a new recruit.

Tho correspondence continued to pour
in, insisting on the point that naval

ratings cannot be transferred to Army
units, and had Admiralty sanction
been officially obtained for this man's

discharge?
I was at last compelled to return to

business on receipt of a piteous note
from rny good friend at tho War Office

who obtains and delivers to mo from
time to time these specialists, snaffled

from any available source. If I didn't

do something to help him, he said, he
would fraternise, and bang would go
A. B. A. S. Jones.

It was a long and a bitter battle. My
pursuers were far away, it is true, but
these nautical fellows are used to shoot-

ing with deadly aim at victims they
cannot see. Eventually wo compro-
mised ; for all their outward harshness
the seafaring ones recognised, and, no
doubt, understood, my affection for my
old salt. It being understood that, as

East is East, etc., tho transfer of a naval

Laily. "IT'S DISGRACEFUL! Yon ABE HOT xnsma THE SLIGHTEST EFFOHT TO HELP
IN ANY WAY."

Tramp. "MADAM, TOU WBOXd ME. I FBEQtJEXTLY DEPUTISE FOB LADT KUIEXDS Of
IN THE QUEUES."

rating to my military unit was for ever

impossible; yet, as a concession, this

particular man might be borne as at-

tached.
" A. B. A. S. Jones," said I, clearing

my husky throat,
"
your transfer was

a ghastly mistake and is hereby can-

celled. Nevertheless you aro attached
to my service."

"
Very, Sir," said ho, with some little

liberty, no doubt, but with what ad-

mirable tact !

Yours ever, HENRY.

" Tho Council confirmed tho minutes of tho
Education Committee, which recommend. -.1

that tho salaries of all elementary school

teachers, except student teachers, bo advanced

per annum, dating from April 1, 1917."
Yorkshire Post.

The teachers are unanimously of opinion
that the Council's humour was in bad
taste.

The Shipping Shortage : War-work
for Women.

" Was this tho faco that launched a thousand

ships ?
" MABLOWE (Faustus).

WASTED, a few HELENS, as above. Apply
Director of National Service."

From a review:
"A big vory fat man, whoso stealthy move-

ments recall Count Fosco in tho Moonstone."
Times Literary Supplement.

The Count's movements in that story
aro so exceedingly stealthy that few

people have detected his presence at all.

"At Cullompton, Devon, an engine-driver
was fined 10 for.feeding peasants with barley
and oats. He la id a line of grain for a distance
of nearly 300 yards across a common."

Westminster Gazette.

Wo are sorry his'generosity met with
such a rebuff, especially after the pains
he had taken to avoid a queue.
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THE NEW INDUSTRY.
T \\ \s never taken so unawares, never

so bewildered and abashed I may even

say outraged as when, at the break-

fast table the other morning, m the

house of a friend hitherto notable for

tin- quietness and refinement of his

own and his family's demeanour, J

was suddenly made the target of the

loudest combined roar of protest that

ever split tho welkin. And what do

you think I had done ? No more than,

after reading a letter (to do which I

had, 1 hardly need say, asked and

obtained my hostess's permission), to

begin, as usual, to tear it up. No

sooner had my thumbs and fingers

irranged themselves to perform tins

simple and very normal action than

tho united lungs of
~~

ny so-called hosts

'atlier, mother and

children uttered
what I can describe

only as a howl of ex-

ecration, unearthly in

its volume and sud-

denness. And all this,

[ learned, after I had

;omo to myself and

my shattered nerves

wcro calming down,

merely because, if you
please, owing to the

scarcity of matches,

spills have to be made;
and I was wasting a

piece of paper.
" Good heavens !

"

I said to myself,
" to

think that the delicate

decorum of such nice

people as these can go

by the board at the thought of the loss

of one, or perhaps two, spills ? This is

war indeed." And then, being what-

ever else I may be no slacker, I flung

myself also into tho fray and became

so keen and, I may add, so expert
that I too am preparing a somewhat
similar vocal effort with which to

chock and admonish others as reckless

as my dead self.

I am also in a position to assist an

industry which will soon be spreading
even into the homes of profiteers and

munitioners, and must occupy most of

tho energies of our youngest and our

oldest. For spills catch life at both

ends ; only the newest babes arc too

immature, only the centenarians too

ripe, to fold them.
For the use of beginners a few hints

are now offered as to tho manufacture
of spills styles, materials and so

forth tho whole calculated, if care-

fully assimilated and (with or without

!
mitted to memory, to convert even our

old friend, the veriest ignoramus, into

a perfect spiller in the course of a few

minutes.
To begin with, the implements.

These are inexpensive and to be found

everywhere. If not in evidence they

may, as a rule, be obtained from tho

nearest pockets. In short, and without

being too funny about it the hands.

which neither flames nor goes out, but

smoulders and smokes. I have seen

a young mother with her children

about her watching the deplorable

operation on her knees on the carpet,

rolling a whole Horning Post (a two-

penny paper now, mark you) into one

of these inefficacious tubes ; and then

we all had to use matches.

So much for the actual manufacture,

"Next, the material-paper, of which
'

in the best way, of spills. Next, their

ever since a paper shortage was an- - --* " "f "" ' ' ""*

nounced there has been no lack. The

best paper of all for this purpose is

perhaps that on which bills are made

out ;
but begging circulars are also

good. Letters from admonitory aunts

often burn brightly ; catalogues of bar-

gain sales give good results.

use. The chief use of spills is to ignite

what used to be known as " Tho Indian

Weed," but has lately, by an Oxford

professor of the highest standing, been

called "The Sister of Literature" I

refer to tobacco. And I may say here

that it lias been decided by the Corn-

am saies give yuuu -.. mittec of the Thirteen Club that the

\nd now for method, where, I regret bad luck which inevitably followed the

i act of making one
match suffice for three

smokers is no longer
'

to bo feared. Now
that tho means of

illumination is paper
the penalty has been
removed. Supersti-
tious folk, of whom I

am chief, will receive

the news with plea-
sure. The purpose of

spills, then, is to ignite
tobacco in one or other

of the forms in which
we absorb it, but

, chiefly of cigarettes.

They can, of course,

be used also to light
other things ; but that

is rare.

Truly economical
and patriotic persons

- blow them out when

" YES, THE POSTAL SERVICE IS IN A WRETCHED>SONDITION. WHY, LAST MONTH I

RENT OUT NEARLY A HUNDRED STATEMENTS OF ACCOUNT, AND, S<

LEARN, ONLY TWO HAVE BEEN RECEIVED."

to say, controversy comes in. For there

are no fewer than three distinct schools

of spill-making, two of which un-

doubtedly disseminate heresy. If I

am to be your mentor, you must fold.

Disregard all soft counsels in the direc-

tion of rolling, and fold, fold, fold.

Spills, it must be remembered, should

not be too long or too thick. One
side of a sheet of ordinary octavo note-

paper should make two serviceable

specimens. The method which I advo-

cate and shall never depart from is to

tear the sheet in half, downwards, and

then fold the two halves, long-ways,
into four folds, firmly pressing the edges
with the thumb-nail. Those who, all

mistaken and astray, favour the rolling

system require rather larger pieces of

paper and therefore are less economical,

or, if you prefer it, patriotic, than I.

There is also a third party, utterly
obscurantist, pinning its faith- to

aggrandised form of rolled

their function has been fulfilled and put
them back in their receptacle to be

used again ;
but

them on the fire.

most people throw
I put them back.

resort to any advertised system) com-
1 sembling an alpenstock

an

spill re-

length,

Another Anti-Aircraft Weapon.
FRENCH BRING DOWN SIX GERMAN

AEROPLANES.
CLEARING THE Am.

EFFECT OF THE PREMIER'S SPEECH.''

Edinburgh Evening Dispatch.

FEUILLETON8 IN WAR TIME.

I Io loves her, and proposes, but annoyed
at his manner, she refuses him, though she

really lobes him . . .

Frank Heatherly sank into the chair by his

desk, his face oddily pale . . .

His whole instant was to tear the instrument

from its place and fling it on tho ground 50.

Di dhe fool hink he was made of money ?

(Do not miss Monday's instalment.)
"

Daily Paper.

Wo certainly shall not; though we

hardly expect the present form to be

maintained.
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THE DUTY OF THE DIARIST.
["The Iliary is .1 form of literary Mtivit]

in which the competition of the great is not
l,o ! f.-aivcl. A nre;it lmlll |,.ls Ilejth r the
1,'isuro nor the inclination to roconl the evenl-
of his time. Ho leaves that to others, and ii

wo can only become personally acquainted wiih
jN-ople \vho-e :;:i\ ings mid doings arc worth pre-
serving, there is no reason \vh\ we should not
all lie successful diarists." OtOtKDtr.

l,oN<i haunted by a vaguo dosiro
Of literary fame,

I iu( lacking themes to lend me fire

Or clarify my aim,
At last I am relieved of doubt ;

No more I grope and beat about
The bush

; I've learned the true way
out

A Diary 's the game !

One great advantage of this mode
Of labouring with the pen

I learu is this : you take a road
Untrod by famous men ;

They haven't time to note or jot
Down interesting things red-hot

(Though PKPYS and GBEVJLLE, MOOKK
and SCOTT

All did it now and then).

Again, if anxious to succeed,
You need not cut a dash

By tilting at each cult and creed
Or venturing on rash

Predictions of the race you "11 run

Pope, Caesar, Devil all in one ;

That sort of diary was done
To death by MARIE BASH.

But while you need not be a star
To be a Diarist,

The method will not take you far
Without the proper grist ;

In other words, you 've got to mix
With people who have gifts or tricks,
Whoso views on life and politics
Deserve an annalist.

Here The Observer's counsel ends ;

The problems still remain,
How to acquire these brilliant friends
Who common folk disdain

;

How one whose intellect is dim
Can work his way into the swim
The world where wisdom, wit and

whim
And " all the talents

"
reign.

No matter
; though I 'm growing grey,

And though my friends are few,
And for the things they do or say
Unnoticed hitherto,

Who knows but I may hail the birth
Of some new minister of mirth,
Borne village WILCOX, or unearth
A rival to LE QUEUX !

Food in Egypt.
,

" In the afternoon the Sultan received
Conte do Scrionne, who presented to His
Highness three of the principal officials of the
Suet Ciuui." Egyptian

Orderly Officer. "WHAT AUK YOUB OKDEKS?"

******

FOR THE CHILDREN.
Mr. Punch ventures to plead on be-

half of the pitiful case of those poor
children who are suffering from air-

raid shock. For every child that has
been wantonly killed by the Huns,
many score have suffered terrible in-

jury to their minds and nerves. For
these innocent victims of cruelty a home
has been opened at Chailey, in the lovely
Sussex Weald. It is named after St.

Nicholas, the patron saint of children.
Hero they are given the chance of re-

covering strength, courage and happi-
ness. In fine weather they learn garden-
ing and nature study, and indoors they
sing and dance :uul have stories told to

them. Mr. Punch is confident that

many of his readers, if only out of

gratitude for the greater safety which
their owu children enjoy, as compared
with poorer ones in humble and more
exposed conditions, will generously re-

spond to his appeal. Gifts should be
addressed^to the Hon. 'Treasurer, St.
Nicholas Homo for Kaid-Shock Chil-

dren, Chailey, Sussex.

Our Heroes.
Mr. Seymour Hicks is the hero of the week .

He is now admitted to be the author of th.-

English version of 'Faisous uu revc,' which
was produced at the St. Martin's Theatre on
Holiday night." Sunday Chra.

The fighting services must not imagine
i that i

'jnopoly of heroism.
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THE BALLAD OF GODSON'S BEARD.

I 'LL tell you a yarn of a sailor-man with a face more fierce

than fair . .,

Who got round that on the Navy's plan by hiding it all

with hair; . ...
Ho was ono of a hard old sailor-breed and had lived his

life at sea, , ,
,

But he took to the beach at the nation's need and fought

with the E.N.D.

Now Brigadier-General Blank's Brigade was tidy and neat

and trim,

And the sight of a heard on his parade was a bit too mue

for him.

What is that," said he with a terrible oath, "of all that

is wild and weird?"

Vnd the Staff replied,
" A curious growth, hut it looks very

like a heard."

And the General said,
" I have seen six wars and many a

ghastly sight,

Fellows with locks that gave one shocks and buttons none

too bright, . _

But never a man in my Brigade with a face all fringed

with fur;

And you '11 toddle away and shave to-day "but Godson

said,
" You err.

For 1 don't go much on wars as such, and living with

rats and worms,
And you ought to be glad of a sailor-lad on any old kind

of terms ;

While this old beard of which you 're skecred it stands foi

a lot to mo,
For the great North gales and the sharks and whales and

the smell of the dear grey sea."

New Generals

behave,

crowded to the spot and urged him to

But Godson said,
" You talk a lot, but can you make me

shave ?

For the Navy allows a beard at the bows, and a beard is

the sign for me
That the world may know, wherever I go, I belong to the

King's Navee."

They gave him posts in distant parts, where few might see

his face,

Town Major jobs that break men's hearts and billets a

the Base;
But whenever he knew a fight was due he hurried there bj

train,

And when he 'd doue for every Hun they sent him off again

Then up and spake an old sailor,
" It seems you can't 'av

'eared,

Begging your pardon, General Blank, the reason of this sarn

beard ;

It's a kind of a sart of a camyflarge, and that I take t

mean
A thing as 'ides some other thing wot oughtn't to b

seen.

" And I 've brought you this 'ere photergraph of wot
vsed to be

Afore he stuck that fluffy muck about 'is phyzogmy."
The General looked and, fainting, cried,

" The situation

grave,
Tho beard was bad, but, Kamerad I he simply must no

shave I

"

nd now, when the thin lines bulge and sag and man goes

down to man,

great black beard like a pirate's flag flies ever in the van;

nd I 've fought in many a red-hot spot where death was

the least men feared,

lut I never saw anything quite so hot as the Battle of

Godson's Beard. A - *" **.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

Marshal HINDEXBVHQ and Herr BALLIXO/ the Ilambunj-
Amerika Line.) .

Herr Ballin. I trust, Marshal, that-this time rumour has

ome small foundation of truth.

Marshal Ilindenburg. I don't know what particular one

mong the thousand rumours you refer to, but if I might
e allowed I should advise you to disbelieve them all.

B. But this is a rumour that grows stronger every day,

ince it is very pleasant to the ears of those who hear it.

t declares that peace is already on the way, there being

low a broad basis for negotiation.
II. That rumour I advise yu to believe less than any of

he others. Not if I can help it shall there he negotiations

or peace until we have achieved a complete and crushing

victory over all our foes, and especially over England.
B. A pleasant prospect indekl you hold out to us. For

hree years and a half we have poured blood and treasure

nto your military' machine. Millions of our best and

jravest have gone to feed your ambition and that of your

master, and of our hardly-earned substance but little is

eft. Things cannot go on like this. We have secured the

illiance of Austria, Turkey and Bulgaria, which means

hat, in addition to defending ourselves, we are forced to

defend them too. So well have you and your friends

nanaged affairs that we are hated and opposed by the rest

of the world ; and all that has been won for us by a whole

;eneration of industry lies about us in ruins ;
and even if

we were to win the victory you speak of we should find it

almost impossible to keep a place among the nations of

the world.

II. This is fine talk for a loyal German subject. Your duty-

is to obey when the KAISEB commands, and not to oppose

your petty interests to his will. Germany above everything.
B. That, I suppose, is the reason why you added America

to our enemies. It was not enough that we should have

;o tight England and France and Italy, but you and your
"riends must seize America, unwilling as she was, and drag
her into the conflict. You pretend to laugh at America

and talk of fighting her with the Potsdam Fire Brigade;
but I know Americans and you do not, and I tell you it

was a black day for Germany when you forced America to

take her stand against us.

II; You had better leave policy alone and go back to your

ships, which perhaps you understand.

B. My ships! Where are they ? What has become of

them? They, with everything else that made Germany
respected, have been thrust into the fire, and nothing is left.

H. The army is left, and so long as we have that I fear

nothing.
B, The army ! The army ! I tell you I am tired of all

your heel-clicking and sword-rattling, and there are many
who agree with me. What is the use of your army to us
if all our industry is to perish and we aro to live for ever

in a circle of enemies? Even in Russia you cannot make

any progress, and so it is everywhere. You win a little,

and then you are checked, and it is all to begin over again.
And then, when the basis for an honourable peace is

suggested, all you can do is to cry for everlasting war.

[Left wrangling.
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THE QUEUE HABIT.
Old Lady (to post-office clerlt), "Do YOU HAPPEN TO BE ABLE TO OBLIGE MB WITH A STAMP THIS Monxiuo, Miss?

WITH A COUPLE OF POSTCARDS IF YOU 'BE NOT OUT OF THEM."
AND I COCLD DO

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

No library of works about the War can be considered

decently equipped without a copy of The Complete
Despatches of Lord French, which, beautifully printed

(in a limited edition) by the Westminster Press and illus-

trated with excellent maps and portraits, to which is added
a full list of "

mentions," have been published by Messrs.
CHAPMAN AND HALL. Even a layman has the right to admire
the simple and restrained idiom, the orderly arrangement,
the essential modesty of these despatches. Two qualities
of the well-loved Commander who bore the shock of the
most desperate days of the War stand in especial relief

generosity in his tributes to his subordinate commanders,
and tact in dealing with the difficulties and inevitable dis-

appointments of liaison, such as the " most unexpected
message

"
from General JOFFRB as to the overwhelming

advance of the German divisions on the eve of the retire-

ment from Mons, and the "fatigue" of General SOBDET'S
horses. Of Sir DOUGLAS HAIO and his divisional and

brigade commanders, the Field-Marshal, in a rare de-

parture from the plain level of his narrative, says,
" Words

fail me to express the admiration I feel for their conduct,
or my sense of the incalculable services they rendered [at
the first battle of Ypres] . I venture to predict that their

deeds during those days of stress and trial will furnish

some of the most brilliant chapters which will be found in

the military history of our time." Of the poison gas at

the second battle of Ypres this verdict is worth remember-

ing :
" As a soldier I cannot help expressing the deepest

regret and some surprise that an army which hitherto has
claimed to be the chief exponent of the chivalry of war
should have stooped to employ such devices against brave
and gallant foes." It must be good to have bean called to

such a burden, to have carried it so finely, to have recorded
the story of it witli such a simple candour.

It is not to be denied that Mr. HABBY TIGIIK has at least

the courage of his convictions. These teach him that
women are as sheep, happiest in following the well-worn

path marked out for them by generations love, matrimony,
maternity. The book that he has written to prove them is

called, inevitably, The Sheep Path (WESTALL). Its heroine,
Arethusa Mr. TIGHE is clearly a counter - revolutionist ;

none other could have dared such a name! is shown
hesitating between love in the commercial equivalent of a

cottage, and 800 a year with the encumbrance of a

middle-aged husband. A conquering passion for plenty of

butter with her bread (it 's all right ; this is a pre-war tale)
drives Arethusa to turn her back on tho sheep-path and
choose Jonathan Jones and comparative affluence. Tho
result shows Mr. TIGHB as an author with a very real gift
of observation ; the development of Arethusa from girl to

womanhood, and the whole relations of the wife and her
husband are quite admirably drawn ; the story here is at

its best, sympathetic and sure in scenes wlicro it would
have been fatally easy to blunder. In the end, of course,
Arethusa returns a ses moutons. Widowed and im-

poverished (I had frequently suspected that winter in
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Homo and a villa at Portofino must be stretching the eight

hundred dangerously thin) she takes up again her old

work and the love she rejected in chapter one, thus

providing a tine exception to the rule about eating your
cake ami having it. Mr. TIGHK lias written a clever and

sincere story, on which I congratulate him heartily, with,

however, an entreaty that in his next lie will guard against
a slovenly use of English that gives cause to the judicious
to grieve and obscures his real talent.

There is a story of an English author who, on arriving at

Khartoum, informed the Governor that he could only stay
for forty-eight hours, but that he wanted "to get at the

back of the Arab mind." Mrs. T. P. O'CONNOR, though
she hails from Texas, where they live and act quickly, and

Calder and its people, Mr. WATSON changes to a note o!

grave beauty that makes the end of his book unexpectedly
impressive. There is no great matter of plot, except the
love of two men for a delicate girl a middle-aged ministei
and the young son of a rich Southerner who is trying to

buy out the girl's father. These two parents, by the way,
are excellently drawn foils : the old laird, a dreamer, un-

practical, beaten on all sides by circumstance; and the

climbing opportunist, who bends circumstance to his own
ends and watches, not unsympathetically, the futile struggl
of his antagonist. But the book abounds in good porf raits.

It lias atmosphere, too, so that you can all but feel the keen

damp air, full of peat and ling scents, that seems to blow

through its pages. And by his art Mr. WATSON can repro-
duce not only the wild landscapes of Scotland, but the

though she stayed for more than a year in Ireland, does not I tenderness and the unconscious humour of her people. In

profess to have got at the

back of the Irish Question in

Herself Ireland (HuTCHiN-
SON), but she has fallen in love

with the country and written

a lively, enthusiastic and dis-

cursive record of her impres-
sions. She was pleased with

everything and everybody ex-

cept Belfast and the Dublin
slums and the Dublin Corpora-
tion and the publicans. Poli-

tics and politicians, she tells

us, leave her cold ; but there
is little doubt as to her sym-
pathies, though she does not
jbtrude them aggressively.
Dublin was her head-quarters,
jut she visited Limerick and

alway, Cork and Killaruey,
as well as the North, conversed
with all manner of people, re-

vives old stories and legends,
describes the art treasures of

Dublin and the wonders of its

ioo, re-discovers SWIFT and
STELLA," and devotes the

jest part of a chapter on Irish
vit to anecdotes of Father
IEALY. (She has omitted,
lowever, one of his best say-
ngs, of a very tall young lady
named Lynch: "Nature gave her an inch, but she took
an L.") It is a vivacious, unmethodical chronicle, rich in

digressions, personal and even intimate sketches of her
friends and travelling companions, shrewd remarks and not
a little guide-book padding. Her tone is mainly uncritical,
which is the safest way in dealing with Ireland at present,
and she is not always accurate. For example, Parknasilla,

short, his variety of heather-
mixture is as attractive as any
I have met.

" RUSSIA IS DOOMED, SlB DOOMED !
"

"WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY 'DOOMED'?"
"NEVER MIND WHAT I MEAN, SIR.

MEAN BUT WHAT I BAY THAT MATTERS."

as

and
[ have good reason to know, is not situated on a low cliff ;

3 Mrs. O'CONNOR'S reproduction of the brogue is more
vigorous than faith ful. But criticism is disarmed by her frank
admission of her limitations and her modest comparison of
her book to the hors d'nuwc served before a banquet.

One might perhaps pardonably say of Mr. FREDERICK
WATSON that, as the son of IAN

'

MACI.AREN, he had been
sducated in the Kailyard school. What use he made of
this upbringing he has already proved, and now does so
"gain with his new story, Children of Pasxngc (Mr.TurKx)
It is a tale of Scotland and of Scots' folk, told with a very
pleasant charm of style and much quiet fun, at least in the
earlier chapters ; later, when the world-tragedy falls upon

The Heritage of Elisa

(ARNOLD) is concerned with
a question which I suggest
for discussion in cellars and
tubes, or wherever people con-

gregate and are allowed to

argue. Eli.ii; was a girl of the

streets, and Roger Arkwrii/lit,
a young man of philanthropic
instincts (but cautious withal),

suddenly discovered that she
was his cousin and entitled to
the millions which he had in-

herited. What ought he to do?
i On the spur of the moment you
I would say that there is only one
! thing to do. But once begin to

think it over, with Miss MARY
J. H. SKRINE to state the case,
and there is another side to it.

However, she evades the issue

by killing off Elise. True that

Roger was on the point of re-

vealing tho secret to her, but
the fact remains that he did
not. Nevertheless this much
stands to Miss SKIUNE'S credit,
that ono does not condemn

Roger as a mere mercenary, but recognizes and appreciates
his motives. It is a thoughtful tale, and though its subject
is not too pleasant the seriousness with which it is treated
saves it from tho fear of offence. The most dramatic touch
comes at the end, when Elise, in ignorance of her wealth,
bequeaths all she possesses to a benevolent and broad-
minded parson, who finds the will and tears it up. Roger
had some luck.

A Further Sex-Problem.
"A GIANT DAIRY BULL.

Another hull of iho late Mr. George Taylor's breeding was Darlington
Cranford 48th, which gave 763 gallons in ten months." Local Paper.

" William
, grocer, was fined 40s. for selling war bread iniiiimvd

containing 93.08 per cent, of Epsom salts, which a medical officer
declared was injurious to health." Liverpool /M.

The idea was sound, but overdone.

IT'S NOT WHAT I

In a description of the attacks by German aviators on the
ancient monuments of Padua The. I'.ill Hall Gazette men-
tions "the damage done to the basilisk of Saint Antoine."
It seems an odd pet for a Christian saint to keep.
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ngly dillicult to keep it free from
i rincs and other impuri

*.*
The War Otlico has commandeered

t he French Gallery, Tall Mall, where tho
MATTHK.W Muns Exhibition is being
hel<l, just to show the Air Ministry
that that sort of thing can !

those who know how.

Whisky must not be suld now by
auction without permission of the FOOD
CONTROU.KH. A very small quantity
may still be obtained by priva'e en-

'!'::> YYarinm^ter County Cour.t 1ms
held that the Post Ottico is not liable

for the contents of registered letters.

The silly public of course thinl.s it is,

CHARIVARIA.
" LMT u.s return," said Sir At CKI,ANI>

( 1 KIM IMS," to the faith of our fall icrs and

recognise that by the sea we live."

That 's certainly what they do at

Brighton, where the raid-funkers go.
* *

A Hussian youth appealed to tho

Law Society Tribunal last week for

exemption on the ground that ho is an

anarchist. The occasion when he calls

the Sergeant -Major "comrade" is

ily looked forward to.
* *

A black Leghorn hen belonging to

i gentleman in the suburbs has laid an

weighing five ounces. Since his

good fortune we understand that he

has been overwhelmed with offers of

marriage.

Writing to Tin' Kccnimj
\VN-.S- the HOT. 1". -L Conor. H

states that he has invented

an instrument by which ho
'.mid detect transmission of

force oven in a hen's egg.
This of course is much better

than shaking tho egg at

i ne's ear and shouting,
" Are you there '.'

"

* *
i

i

The latest news from

Brest- Litovsk seems to in-
j

dicate that the KAISEB!
desires peace, at any rate

for the duration of the War.
*'.' ':'

"Soldiers alone can de-

cide the War," said a Ger-
man Socialist in a recent

-q
>i -eeli. It is not known

\\hether this is a slap at

Mr. TROTSKY or Mr. HILAIRE BET.LOC. 'and no doubt the illusion is well worth
::

'.,.
* the extra twopence.

A prisoner who was recently con-

Ic \\ellory valued at several hundred

pounds has heeu stolen from a High
Holborn ]' by burglars, who
smashed tin- ;

.
1 lock of the shop. It

'y that thieves do not,

cise a little more thought for ot

Now, of course, the, jeweller has to buy
allot her lock.

Young j;i. '/-.mi-lie are said

to have grown beards lo avoid military
si rvicc, but there i to believe

that Sir An KI.\NH Gi:inu:s \\ill shortly
comb them out. ,f +

tagiod of I he quoin; habit is

iing in unexpected directions. At

Stoke Newington there were three hun-

dred and fifty applications for a baby
offered for adoption. ^ ...

/';(.: Pessimist.
FKHHUAUV."

If I-'i:iuti:u:r r.n.r. <;/:/.> JILIII:!''

victed at Liverpool confessed to one
hundred and seventy-three cases of

housebreaking. It is from men of this

class that our professional criminals

most, frequently recruited.
* Xc

Tho price of skinned rabbits has been
feed at one shilling and ninepenco;
imskinned, they may be sold at two

shillings per musquash.
;;.

Special measures are being taken at

Funchal to deal with any further at-

tempt to bombard tho port. Tho idea

of confusing tho Huns by sending men
:i in small boats to make a u<'i--o like

;i Madeira cake is said to have been

sfully developed.

The Great Eastern Railway announces
t hat after February 1st it will no longer

>1\ sea-water. It has become in-
1 settling (Town.

" I appeal to every butcher," says a

leading glycerine manufacturer, "to

place a notice in his window stating
he will pay his customers a halfpenny
a pound for bones." Still it is a poor
bargain for the customer who has just

paid a shilling a pound for them.
* *

According to a lecturer at Kensing-
ton Town Hall, workmen came out on

strike in Egypt so far back as fifteen

hundred years ago. Mr. BAKNKS wishes

it to be known that no charge against
Mr. WINSTON- riinicinr.r, is indicated

in this connection.

A quarter of a pound of butter was
f'..-:nd in a turnip field tho other day.
Asked what he proposed to do, the

finder stated his intention of taking

At Hitchin a woman was

cooking a sausage when it

dissolved into liquid. Ex-

ports regard this as a great
advance upon the old -

fiishiotied sort; which sim-

ply exploded.

The Mayor of Tiverton,

Devon, has sold bis motor-
car and bought a donkey
and cart. Every possible

precaution is being taken

at the Guildhall to conceal

the news from the LORD
MAYOR'S coachman.

A fish measuring sixteen

feet in length has been
washed ashore near Fresh-
ni*h Point. An American
visitor writes to say that

it is certainly the largest
whitebait he has seen in this country.

I
ji

to now t.ln- .-. Hi -.inner has been without
a mouthpiece." Globe.

Very clever of him to consume at all in

the circumstances.

" \VharnclilTu War Hospital, Middlcwood rd.,

Sheffield (South Yorkshire Asylum). Attend-
ants Wanted for duration of war ; men not

eligible for the army; wages 35, increasing
,uall\ to B80."

Daily Ttle,jrai>h.

Frankly, we shrink from this estimate

of the duration.

" The honorary freedom of the Feltuiakcrs'

forrod, this moruiiiK. at the

Guildhall, London, upon a largo number of

prominent men . . .

Tii' 1

principal mourners were . . .

The funeral arrangements were carried out

by , Ltd., Newcastle."
PrarincirtJ Paper.

a. cottage in the iieighbourhood and It seems to have been a melancholy

vor..
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ENGLAND'S CALL TO THE RABBIT.

COMK out, come out, and play the game;

i;,.!(ily v;u-ate your I)UITO\V ;

Slack not nor shirk for very shame,

I ',ut Iw your watchword" Thorough" ;

Step forth M briskly as you can

Ami face the mus\c like a man.

Stay not, to share the Cutlibert's fate,

But chuck your role of coward ;

\Ve watch you, knowing well how great

The sacrifice and how hard ;

In all your paws your courage take

And do your turn for England's sake.

Shiill she, the land that gave you birth,

Go short of food and sicken '.'

She needs you for her hollow girth

Disguised as curried chicken ;

Come, ere the precious hour is lost,

And join our patriot holocaust.

We are prepared to comb you out

By way of fuse or ferret,

But you would sooner earn, no doubt,

The meed of willing merit

Posthumous knighthood (K.B.E),
Or damehood, as the case may be.

Yonder the Boy-Scout waits to shoot

(Dulce pro patria mori !
) ;

Give him the moribund's salute

And rush to death and glory,

Passing, amid ecstatic Cheeros,

Straight to Valhalla's hall of heroes.

And should the errant scatter-gun
Wherewith he hopes to hit you

Misjudge your swiftness as you run,
Halt and remain in situ,

And let him pop and pop and pop
Until you ultimately drop.

Or, if you have no strong desire

To meet a death so messy,
And feel that in a noose of wire

Your corpse would look more dressv,
Insert your neck within a trap
It 's all the same to ARTHUR YAPP.

So shall your valour save the race
And strike the KAISER stony ;

And o'er your carcase, singing grace,
We '11 bless the name of coney,

And say,
" His end was very good ;

He died as British rabbits should."

The Order of Precedence New Style.
"The aim of the Committee on Wool Textile

Production is not to enable every man, from
the dustman clown to the duke, to "clad himself
in Government-controlled apparel.

''

Men's Wear.

A Very Irregular Verb: Bolo, Bol-
shevi, Boschero, Bustum.

" The water supplies have been largely shut
off, and milk was distributed by the fanners
with difficulty." Evening News.

We deprecate these insinuations.

THE MUD LARKS.

A JAI- halibut fisher who landed at :

Big Silver Camp four years ago told
'

mo that ho found a family of skunks

housekeeping in the office and a grizzly

licking berries off a bush by the engine-
shed.

In my day it was a lusty camp.
Two hundred and seventy there were

of us on the pay-roll, men of all nations,

nesting, like cormorants, on cliff ledges

high above the Pacific surf.

Big Silver, king of the Coast Range,
loomed over us, forest-flanked, snow-

bonnetted, his hoary head, like that

of Mr. W. B. Y HATS' friend, "hid among
a crowd of stars."

It was a pleasant camp in summer.
Gulls swooped and cried about the

crane head; seals sunned themselves

on the flat rocks below the cliffs; now
and again on the lazy swell seaward

a whale would blow. But in winter

it was altogether another story. The
Pacific woke out of its trance and sent

its white horses charging landward in

foaming squadrons that nearly shook
our little shacks off their perilous

perches.
liain fell for weeks on end; snow

buried us six foot under. Winter on
that coast was, in the vivid language of

the West, "a ring-tailed snorter."

1 lived in a six-bunk shack known
as " Little Dublin

"
along with a brace

of machine men, a powder monkey and
Mike Duggan, the shifter.

We were "all-white" in "Little

Dublin" and very exclusive, and, as

we saw nobody who came up to our

dizzy standard, the sixth bunk remained

empty all the summer.
Mike Duggan was the bright star

of our galaxy. He was the best type
of Western "rough neck," six foot of

wire and raw hide, humour and effi-

ciency. He had prospected from the
Arctic Circle to Mexico, from Korea to

the Porcupine. When a " mucker
"
put

his pick into a missed hole and all was

flying rock, blackness and groans it

was Mike's cool voice ringing through
the inferno that kept the Dagos from

stampeding.
When the Camp Liar told a tale of

the cold on Hudson's Bay that froze

the steam at a kettle's spout into a
bubble of ice it was Mike who had put
out a fire in Alaska by chopping the
frozen flames off the back of a stove
with an axe. I never saw a situation

he couldn't master or heard a yarn he
couldn't cap.
When the first frost of winter nipped

us by the nose Mike cast his eye on
the empty bunk and voted that it be
filled. "The more the warmer," said
he. We were in complete agreement;

but who should be the lucky man?
"

I low about John the .Bohunk?" he

asked. \Ve stared at him, aghast. A
Bohunk ! A wild, jabbering foreign
animal from some dark Central Euro-

pean hinterland, who in his natural

state had very probably dressed in

woad and hair, slept in a tree, devoured

his young and drunk his bath-water.

Such a one in " Little Dublin," the all-

white, the exclusive! We told Mike
that he had gone mad, or, speaking the

language of the land, had ants in his

attic, bats in his belfry. He let us

have our hiss, all of us; then, when our

steam was spent, calmly proceeded.
"
Listen, you mutts. Winter has

done arrived and somebody 's potter do
bull-cook round this joint, sweep the

floor, shovel the drifts, tote wood, light
the stove and keep her roarin'. Whose

goin' to do it? You? He'.' Any of

us ? No, sirree, we 're all too high-fed
and noble-minded. Now I 've been

takin' account of this yer John, and
he's just a poor, simple ignorant
Bohunk with one bug in his bonnet
and that is to bo mistaken for a white
man. We '11 have the silly dub in

here, make out to learn him how to

behave white, and in return he does the

chores, all of 'em. Does it go?
"

We made a show of objecting, but

Mike was Mike, and next night the

sixth bunk was no longer empty. Our
victim was originally a denizen of

Hungary, I believe, but we made no
subtle racial distinctions in the Nortb-

West; all that was not white, Dutch
or Dago was Bohunk to us. He was
a squat touzled creature, with bow

legs, hairy paws and the pathetic eyes
of an Aberdeen terrier, ever upturned
to his hero, Mike, in dog-like devo-

tion.

If anyone ever had to work his way
through college it was that wretched
Bohunk. Never did the door open but

an avalanche of snow fell within. A
trail of slush followed every pair of

boots across the floor. The stove was

tricky to light and a glutton when lit
;

a night's supply of fuel necessitated at

least six trips to the \vood-pile, fifty

yards away down the cliff path. And
all these details had to be faithfully
attended to by the Bohunk in return

for the inestimable advantages he was

receiving by living in our company.
Sometimes when the so-called Pacific

was booming against the jettv with

exceptional fury and the Behring gale

whooping like a drunken cow-puncher
down the stove-pipe he would falter,

turn sulky and mumble that it was
someone else's turn to tote wood. Then
we would shake our heads sadly and
tell him what a disappointment he was
to us after all our trouble. "Gee,
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OUT OF CONTROL.
LORD EHONUDA. -MY NEXT ILLUSION, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, IS THE ONE-AND-

NINEPENNY BABBIT. I NOW DROP THAT SUM INTO THE HAT, AND IN ITS PLACE

THE BABBIT WILL " [Babbit disappears.
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John," we would sigh, "it's evident
you 're still just a common ordinary
Bohunk, with no ambition to better

yourself;" then, turning from him
in despair, exchange reminiscences of

imaginary Bohunks we had met in
fictitious camps who by acts of heart-

rending self-sacrifice had put their
Bohunkhood from them and become
white, even as we. The poor devil would
bear it as long as possible, then with a
sobbed,

" Me go, me go me John, no
dam Bohunk," he would dive out of the
door and disappear, and Mike Duggan
would close one twinkling blue eye.

I do not know if John achieved merit
Did was formally admitted to the great
VMnto Brotherhood with the Springwhen the toting of wood became no
onger necessary), for I went South
>efore the thaw, and years rolled in
xstweeu myself and Big Silver Camp.3ut not long ago I met Mike Duggan
igam. There is no coincidence in this

;

J ranee has drawn all the wandering
eet of the young men.
Horace Algernon Fox-Forsythe, who

vas last seen in a state of nudity
putting pearl shell on a sloop off the

i-

AwhipaJago, is now cook and.

captain too of abargeouthc La Bassge

;

Canal. "
Pip

"
Vibart, chief of staff to

j

Pancho Villa in that Libertador's most
; lucrative

filibustering excursions, is

now an A.P.M. and the terror of evil-

;

doers in his corps' area. The Lost

j

Legion has 'listed at last.

I found Mike Duggan amid a litter
of pumps, piping, drills, windlasses!
and thigh boots, sergeant of a Canadian

, Mining Company. He dragged rue
into his bivouac, thrust mo into the

j

sole chair, produced some Belgian
cigars from a bandolier and some rye-
whisky from a case marked "High
Explosives," and we drank to the old
days and our continued good health.
"Darned if my flunkey ain't gone an'

i let the stove out consaru him !

"
said

j

Mike, hammering on the shanty wall
with

a^level
rod. " 1 11 wake the cuss

iiq). Take another bito at the snake-
juice, Jim boy. Well, how 's this Intor-

;
national Free-for-All usin' you ? Me,I'm salubrious, enjoyin' every minute
Of it. I'm like a natural drunkard
what s had to put up with live-cent
Ix'crs all his life bein

1

suddenly let loose
Hi a brewery. We useter think we 'd
aid somullnn' to write mother about if

we d shot a dozen six-foot Burley holesm the old days, didn't us ? Forget it !

Obliterate them memories ! Nowadays,
old timer, I touch off T.N.T. an'
ammonal by the hundred-weight, by
the ton, and lay blame hills over oil
their backs. Gosh ! they '11 haveter re-
write their maps of Yurrop when 1 Ve
done with her; I'll lift her lid off.

Dodgast that yerlackey, he ain't brin^ed
the wood yet."
He took up the level rod and be-

laboured the wall once more .

" That
oughter fetch him. Say, Jim, was you
at Messines ? No ? Well, you should
of. One of them little- eruptions was
pushed by Michael P. Duggan. Some
of that ridge was wafted into France,
some into Holland, some is still on its

way. Great sufferin' snakes, but it was
a hi-yu skookum up-lift ! Oh, there
you are at last, \Vhite-wings, Greased
Lightning!' This last to the erring
batman, who had entered with an
armful of fuel. As the man bent over
the stove the lamplight struck his face
and, jumping to my feet, I held out a
glad hand.

"By Jove, if it isn't old John Bo
"Brown," prompted Mike, "John

Brown."
"
Well, how 's John Brown V

"
I said

'

Plenty dam fine and dandy, Jim,"
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he stammered, grinning ;uul wriggling

\vitli embarrassment. Then treeing his

|,;i.\\
I'nii y grasp lie nipi>ed the

ribbon oil Ills' chest :ilid tilt: t\\o gold

stripes on his sleeve with a hairy foro-

!ing<-r. ".Mo .John, plenty dam good
uhite man iioir not '.'

Vu belcher," said Mike and I

ber, speaking the language.
I'ATI.ANOKR.

CHILDREN OF CONSOLATION.

BY the red road of storm and stress,

Their fathers' footsteps trod,

They coino, a cloud of witnesses,

The messengers of God.

Cradled upon some radiant ^leam,
Like living hopes they lie,

The rainbow beauty of a dream.

Against a stormy sky.

Before the tears of love were dried,

Or anguish comfort knew,
The gates of homo were opened wide

To let the pilgrims through.

Pledges of faith, divinely fair,

From peaceful worlds above,

Against the onslaught of despair

They hold the fort of love.

A WAR SACRIFICE.

WHKN at the beginning of the year

my wife suggested that we should both

make a further war economy, I had no
j

ditliculty in deciding what to do. I'

determined at once to give up smok-
!

ing. The resolution, momentous as it
j

was, cost me little effort. Naturally a
j

man of strong will, I have long accus-
,

lomed myself to acts of self-denial, !

particularly in connection with my ;

smoking career. For the last ten years j

I have on each 1st of January definitely

forsworn tobacco for the future in

Bverj form, and in 1916 I burnt my
pipes behind mo on at least four dif-

ferent occasions. A fairly good record,

you will agree.

My wife was dead against the idea.

She was sure I should never keep to

my resolution. Besides, she liked to

see mo smoking ;
a man about the

house without a pipe in his month,
she said, always reminded her of a dog
without a collar. I confess that her

attitude surprised and pained me. But
was I, merely in order to give her the

pleasure of seeing me pulling at my
pipe, to go on spending on tobacco a

weekly sum which should have been at

the service of the country '.'

Finally I hit on a compromise. On
all occasions when 1 was not Actually
with my wife 1 would give up tobacco ;

but in order to seem to comply with her

wishes I would, when in her presence,

n-icntatiously smoke an occasional

l',;li<i/<Mjnc.
" J'Aimixuiox, Jimu) IT.KSUN siN'.n.u:. I-LKAM:.

'

pipe. Thus I should have the satis-

faction of feeling that I had made a

double sacrifice first, in conquering a

bad habit, and, secondly, in denying

myself, for my wife's sake, the total

abstention on which my heart bad been

set. You may judge of the amount of

hard thinking it cost me to reach this

decision when I tell you that, though I

started pondering on the problem imme-

diately after dinner, it was not till li \.M.

that I knocked the ashes out of my last

briar and went slowly up to bed.

On the following morning my wife

started her household duties as usual

by helping Jane to make tho beds. I

brought an easy-chair into the kitchen,

placed a pipe in readiness on the mantel

piece, and took a stroll in the garden till

she should come downstairs. Already I

was beginning to miss my \\ife terribly.

'A pang of regret shot through me as

I reflected how often I had neglected
her iu tho past. Life at the best was

'all too short. For tho future I would

make amends by spending as many of

its hour* as possible in her company.
1 was just on the point of going up-

stairs (with my pipe) to see if 1 could

help ber when she entered the kitchen.

I immediately sat down and lit up.

We spent a very happy three hour.-,

together in the kitchen, and at lunch I

suggested that it' 1 always sat there up
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to mid-day we might effect an economy
iu fuel, since there would bo no need to

hiive a study fire going. She seemed

a little doubtful about it, I thought,
but promised to give the matter her

consideration.

It is my wife's custom to rest a while

after lunch on the Chesterfield in the

drawing-room. As she does not allow

smoking there, I decided at first this

afternoon to go for another stroll in

the garden. But it was a cold raw

day, and soon I found myself inside

the house again. Something seemed to

impel mo irresistibly towards the draw-

ing-room door. I opened it softly
and listened. Yes, she was how shall

I put it ? she was breathing deeply. I

proceeded on tip-toe across the room,
sat down close by the fender and lit my
pipe. For an hour or so 1 sat there,

affectionately regarding the face of my
sleeping wife.

At last she stirred. Within three

seconds I had stuffed my pipe into my
pocket, plunged into an armchair and
buried myself behind the newspaper.
She opened her eyes and started slightly
on seeing me.

" Is that you, Horace ?
"

Yes," I answered truthfully.
and sniffed. canShe sat up

smell smoke."
When presence of mind is needed I

am seldom at a loss. I sniffed too.
"
Something burning in the kitchen !

"

I exclaimed, and, leaping up, I dashed
from the room.

It was on the eighth day, I think,
that my wife struck. Returning home
to tea that afternoon after a brisk
walk into the country, I found a note
for me on the hall table. She had
gone, she wrote, to stay (she hoped
snly temporarily, but the duration of
:ier visit depended on myself) with her
nother. Much as she loved me, she
'elt that there were limits to the num-
jer of hours that any husband, however
devoted, should spend in the society of
lis wife. She had guessed my secret,
she said, and proposed an alternative,
which was that I should reverse my
jrocedure and confine my smoking to
occasions when we were not together.

A DEAD LANGUAGE.
LOOKING decidedly worried, the young

French Lieutenant, after a rough pas-

sago along the corridor of the South-

ward-bound night express, precipitated
himself into the compartment occupied

by the English Colonel who had been
so polite to him at Edinburgh.

"
Pardon, mon Colonel, millc-pardons!"

he gasped as the train, taking a curve
at high speed, playfully flung him on

top of the Colonel, who had been doz-

ing peacefully in a corner. " There is

danger," he added, saluting as he re-

gained his equilibrium.
The Colonel, shocked and breathless,

fortunately remembered that the French
are our Allies, and refrained from ex-

pressing his heartfelt opinions.
" It is my duty to report to you, my

Colonel, that there are two very sus-

picious characters travelling by this

train," the Lieutenant proceeded hastily
in his precise English, and paused dra-

matically. "I believe them to be Ger-
man spies, my Colonel, and I thought
you would wish to investigate," he
continued impressively, lowering his
voice. "

They talk a strange language
which I cannot identify. It is neither

English, French, German nor Italian
I comprehend and speak all these

and each man has with him a bag of

strange tools or weapons."
" Humph ! Sounds mysterious," com-

mented the Colonel, now thoroughly
awake and quite interested. " Where
are these foreign workmen ?

"

"
They are not workmen, my Colonel,

and they are travelling by the first-

class in my compartment," explained
i I i- *

parted. He found on re-entering his own
compartment that his mysterious fellow
travellers were still engaged in an ani
mated discussion in their own tongue
The strange men merely glanced at th
Colonel when, a few minutes later, hi

entered the compartment and, having
successfully borrowed a match, sa
down beside the Lieutenant to listen.

"
Art' the fourth tee ower the burrn ]

sclaffod my drive and had to tak' the
niblick to get oot," the stranger in the
hairiest and loudest suit was explaining
to his companion.

" The' rough 's a

whins, but I put the ba' on the pretty
chanced a baffle shot although I 'd got
a hanging lie, and got a pull on it, bul

it just slithered ower the bunker on the
left o' the fairway the aue they ca' the
Maid.cn and the mashie took mo bang
up to the piu and I got a four. Halved
it, mind ye, and got a bogie after sclaff-

ing my drive."

'No' an
mented his

easy bogie

companion
either," com-
" but you get

the Lieutenant,

my suspicions.

That is what aroused

They are dressed

[f I would agree
come back to me.

to this she would

In a crisis where rapid and decisive

(as I just
action is imperative
now hinted) always

I am
at my best. I

eizod my hat, strode to the post-office
md telegraphed as follows :

"
Accept

uggested arrangement. All forgiven.
Please return immediately."

"Day Girl, age 15, strong, oner."
South Wales Kcho.

oor child! Only fifteen, and has
Iready had her day.

strangely also, these men, in grotesque
costumes. I think they are masquer-
ading as English sportsmen."
"They may be German spies," said

the Colonel,
"
disguised as English

sportsmen returning from their allot-

ments. Have you questioned them ?
"

" One of the men endeavoured to

engage me in conversation, but I
could not understand well. He spoke
the English with what you call the
accent guttural, n'est-ce pas ? and
when I responded brusquely he com-
ments to his companion in his own
language. It is an extraordinary lan-

guage, my Colonel, interspersed with
words which sound like English.""

Probably one of the Scandinavian
tongues," said the Colonel thought-
fully.

" I 'd like to have a look at the
fellows

^

and see what I can make of
"em. Go back to your

can
own carriage

and I '11 come along in a few minutes,
ostensibly to ask you for a match."
The Lieutenant saluted again and de-

as far nearly wi' your mashie as I do
wi' my cleek."

" I used to play a fine shot with a
mashie-niblick myself." broke in the

Colonel, to the amazement of the

Lieutenant, and proceeded to converse
with the strangers in their own lan-

uage.
"
Well, what do you make of them,

Sir?
"
inquired the Lieutenant eagerly,

half-an-hour or so later, when he had
followed the Colonel back to his com-
partment.

" One of them is a plus three man
and the other is scratch," the Colonel
answered absently.

"
They 've been at

Carnoustie. Once I did a ninety gross
there myself and I was

putting."

rather off my

He became aware of the fact that
the Lieutenant was gazing at him in
blank perplexity, and -he laughed.

" You don't understand even now.
Those chaps are survivals of a pre-war
period, and they 've made me feel quite
young again. It was a dead language
we were talking, Lieutenant. Jove !

I liked those baggy Harris tweeds, and
it brought back old memories to argue
about Dunlops and Challengers and
BRAID and VARDON."
"But but the language, my Colonel,"

inquired the Lieutenant, completely
mystified

" what was the language ?
"

"
Golf, my friend, golf," said the

Colonel. " You should learn it
; but don't

use the idiomatic phrases in drawing-
rooms." ^

De War Spirit.
"
Leading British Scientists, headed by Sir

Jauies De War and Professor Waynflete, have
issued a circular to Fellows of the Royal
Society, requesting them to renounce German
honours and degrees." Australian Paper.
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Docker (to Jack, who lias been silently regarding him). "Wor YEB STARIN' AT, NOSEY?"
Jack. "YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE SPOKE, MATE. I THOUGHT YOU WAS PART OF THE CAMMYFLAGE SCHEME."

MILDRED.
OH twine the empty cup with yew

\Vhcre once the godsend glistened !

Lone, lone amidst a shop-bought crew
There was one egg superbly new
And longed for; now there isn't.

The egg that Mildred used to lay !

How tenderly she tucked it

Each morn within its bed of hay,
When all her pals for many a day
Had got c6ld feet and chucked it.

But now by winter's icy trance
Poor Mildred too is smothered ;

And now at breakfast is no chance
To spot, to seize by bold advance,
The egg that Mildred mothered.

For always, having broached his shell
With mute but anxious features,

Someone would say, '! I am not well,"
And someone rise to ring the bell,

Crying,
" Remove the creatures !

"

But always someone would bespeak
St. GKOBGK or else St. PATRICK,

And, helped by heavenly favour, sneak
The egg, the glorious eg'g. Last week
My uncle did the hat-trick.

But now no more, or not again
Till Mildred shall recover

The careless ease, the artist's vein ;

Both Susan and Eliza Jane
Think that she will,

" Lor' lovelier!
"

Then let us hang large cabbage stalks

For her to jump and eat 'em,
And charm her with instructive talks
And take her out long healthy walks

All around the arboretum,

And mix her puddings made of scraps
More succulent than over,

And tie her throat with many wraps
Till triumph at the last, perhaps,

Shall crown the great endeavour
;

Till hot-foot she shall come to say
"In accents arch and sprightly,

Something has fallen in the hay !

"

And, if the boon be mine that day,
I hope they '11 boil it lightly.

I EVOE.

"In a list of commodities required abroad
appears the following.:

' MACHINERY ron MAKING NOODLES.' "

Board of Trade Journal.

It seems superfluous. We have plenty
of noodles of natural growth, thank you.

Self-Determination intheWestern Area.
"Domestic Servant, age 32, tired of being

battered about, wants place where could have
few hours weekly for self-culture : good, clean,
careful, plain cook. No Registry or Nagging
Ladies uceda1pply."ManchestcrEvcningNeu's.

" Our peace-terms have been stated, and
with all their imperfections they are not so
bad as a democratic manifesto."

Mr. Afxoui BKXXETT.
Mr. BENNETT'S democratic " comrades"
will not thank him for his candour.

"A wholesale dealer at Smithfield told the
Central News that considerable harm is being
done by what he termed the '

exaggerated
statements as to supplies.' 'Some people
think that because they see a few Argentine
quarters in the market the supplies are more
than they really are.' He said.

' Such is not
the case.'

"
Westminster Gazette.

We had suspected it all along.

"On January 17 M. Eene Baziu, of the
French Academy, will speak on '

Anglais et

FraniJaJB ; les raisons que nous de nous aimer
les uns les raisons quo nous arons de nous
aimer les uns.'

"
The Observer.

We beg to assure M. BAZIN that, in

spite of appearances, our patriotic con-

temporary would be the last to wish to

upset the Entente.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Mvmltii/, JuiiiKiri/ Htli. The Theatre

Royal, Westminster, has resumed tlio

two - houses - a night" system. The

Lords, who have been putting in over-

time while tlie Commons were rest

iiif,',
\\eiv again busy \vitli Woman's

Suffrage; in the Commons Sir Arck-

I.AND Cii:i)Di:s was in charge of the

Combine-out Hill.

Singularly unlike his brother, (lie

I.run en mi: ADMIRALTY, hoth

in voici- and mien, Sir ArcKLANn re-

sembles him in distrust of his oratorical

ability. What bo humorously called

his "notes" lay in a huge pile on the

brass bound box, and to them he stuck

most religiously for the hour-and a-half

that bis speech lasted.

It was a good speech, crammed full of

important facts and figures, and showed
that its author had thoroughly mastered
his difficult subject. But one could not

help wishing that, following the PRIME
MINISTER'S recent example, he bad

consulted Mr. ASQUITH that artist, in

condensation before he made it.

I am afraid, however, that Mr.

AsyrrrH, being a cautious man and

morbidly timid of Labour, would have
struck out the passage in which
Sir AUCKLAND, rising for once to his

full height, fulminated against the

young men sheltering in the shipyards
and munition factories who were quite

willing to let -their fathers light for

them and wounded men be sent to the
Front again and again.
When the DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL

SERVICE at last sat down, no one rose

from the Front Opposition Bench either

to criticise or to pay the usual compli-
ments to a Minister making his maiden

speech. Happily Mr. PRINGLE is equal
to any emergency and promptly tilled

the breach, though, needless to say, the

proportion of compliment to criticism
in bis remarks was as the poor penny-
worth of bread to the intolerable deal
of sack in Falslti/'.* tavern-reckoning.
His rebuke of some of the less judicious
obiter dictti in Sir AUCKLAND'S oration

there was a passage about casualties
and another about Russia which cer-

tainly would not have survived the

Asquitbian blue-pencil-was a little

like a certain gentleman rebuking Sin,
but in the main ib was a good debating
effort, and freer than usual from the
cocksureness which is the self-imposed
obstruction in the way of Mr. PKINGLE'S

Parliamentary progress.

^Tiif.'/iii!. .l,ii/iiiir// I ")///. In the

Upper Chamber a final effort was made
to defeat Woman's Suffrage. Lord
BBBBBFOBO supported the opposition,
not because he thinkswomen indifferent
to politics, but because he fears they

will take to them too kindly. He drew
a gloomy picture of the future, when
women would conduct all the business

of the House of Commons, while mere
men had to look on from behind the

bar- iff a reconstituted i/rille. But only

A.N l.NTKKUIBLE ANSWEIl '.

''

ME. LYNCH.

sixty-two Peers supported his view, and
the Suffragists surmounted their last

obstacle by a majority of 28.

The independence of Finland has

already been recognised by the Ger-

man, Swedish and French Govern-

ments, but news of it has apparently
not yet reached our Foreign Office.

At least Mr. BALFOUR spoke of Finland

being now " in process of constituting
herself an independent Republic/' and
intimated that the British Government

-Mi:. G'.'N. ];\I;NI-:S MTS ON Tin: VVixsioN
VOLCANO.

were waiting until the process was

complete. Further pressed, he said

that before according formal recogni-
tion they ought to know " what the

Russian people think on the subject,''
but omitted to explain whom in present
circumstances he means by

" the

Russian people."
To a question whether unity of

command, in the sense of the appoint-
ment of a generalissimo, had been
established on the Western Front, Mr.
BONAB LAW replied in the negative.
"An incredible answer," said Mr.
LYNCH

;
and when an identical question

regarding the Italian Front received
the same reply, he strode out of the
House after ostentatiously tearing up

|
his Question-paper. It is generally

; thought that his anxiety to win the
i War would have been more completely

I

demonstrated if ho had converted the

fragments into spills.

Captain COLIN COOTE took his seat

for the Wisbech division. So little

interest is taken now-a-days in by-
elections that hardly anybody could put
a name to this tall slim figure in khaki.
Would it not bo a good idea if,

" for

the duration," at any rate, the SPEAKER
were formally to announce to the House
the name and constituency of the

newly-elected ? I put aside, as un-
: worthy the dignity of Parliament, (be

suggestion that these details should be
flashed upon a cinema-screen.

Wednesday, January 16//1. Mr. SNOW-

DEN, as they say,
" has a nerve." He

actually wanted to know why the Con-
scientious Objectors in the Non-Com-
batant Corps do not receive the full

increase in pay recently granted to the

lighting -men, and seemed surprised
when Mr. FORSTER informed him that
as they were not employed in the

danger-zone their pay would only con-
form to their liability.
A new official reason has been found

for the continuance of horse-racing.
Hitherto the necessity of keeping up the
breed of horses has been the principal
motive alleged; but the CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHEQUER now stated that, in

his mind, the main consideration was
non-interference with the " habits of the

people." Were it not for the beneficent

existence of bookmakers they would
not know what to do with their spare
cash and might be clamouring for

Premium Bonds.
Without waiting for the pei mission

of the PRESS CENSOR Tin- Ihdiij Mail
announced the sinking of a hospital
ship a day ahead of the rest of the

Press; but the HOME SECRETARY, for

reasons unexplained but easily con-

jecturable, feared that it was not pos-
sible to take proceedings. Instead he
has reported the offence to " the reprc-
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scntativcs of the newspaper proprie-
tors." In the event of my Lord BUKN-
HAM administering thoir collective ro

priniund to my I.onl N'oitTnci.n-'i-i: in

the House of Lords, I hope I may be
there to see.

Mr. Ciiritrim,!, had quite a full day.
First ho found his name in all the
headlines in consequence of a speech
delivered about, him by Mr. BAHNKS in

Glasgow. Then ho came down to the
Jlousf! and learnt that the Government
had decided to publish the final report
of the Dardanelles Commission, the
more mention of which always gives
him goose-flesh. After that ho dis-

creetly withdrew while Mr. BAHNKS,
under the -guise of a personal explana-
tion, made a hearty meal of everything
that ho had said the day before.

It was all the fault of the Scotch

reporters notoriously inaccurate fel-

lows. They ought to have known that
when he referred six or seven times to
Mr. CHURCHILL'S order he was really

referring to the Cabinet's order; that
when he said " Mr. CHURCHILL butted
in" he meant "we butted in"; and
that his description of the Govern-
ment as "

living on the top of a
veritable volcano

"
had no reference

to the MINISTER OF MUNITIONS, who,
as everybody knows, cannot be sat

upon.
Thursday, January lltli. Members

learned with some* concern the FOOD
JoNTuoLLEit's intention to reduce the

price of fish. They fear it will have
;he effect of driving this wholesome
bod from the market, and would
sooner have a herring in the hand
;han two in the queue.
The Board of Education is composed i

of many eminent persons who never'
lold a mooting. Sir CHARLES BATHUKST
considers that it is otiose and ought to be
disbanded; but Mr. FISHKB deprecated
nterference with "this dignified body,"
which never interferes with him.
On the now Military Service Bill the

Jlstermen's plea for conscription in
Ireland was rejected after Sir AUCK-
,AND GEDDES had declared that it

vould be of no use as a solution of the
>resent difficulty. He did not give his

easons, but they are believed to be
Conventional.

The rest is silence, for, on the motion
of Mr. PRINGLE, the House went into
Secret Session in order that Mr. HOGOK
night use language presumably unfit
or publication. Whatever it was it

lid not prevent the second reading
>eing carried without a division.

How it Strikes the Journalist.
"
(From the P.A. Special Correspondent)

The front of attack was I!,000 words."
Dublin Ereiiiibi ^[ai!.

I
\

I A" /***

Visitor (at Girls' Club). "Or COURSE you KNOW, DEAR CURLS, LADIKS NKVKII TU.K TO
GENTLEMEN UNLESS THEY HAVE BEEN PKOPEBLV INTRODUCED?"

Head Girl. "WE KNOWS IT, MUM, AND WE FEELS sonny FOR YEU."

A QUEUE SONG.
A JOCULAR burden rings in my ear

Of Butter and eggs and a pound of
cheese ;

It tells of good cheer ere food was dear,
Of a time of plenty and peace and

ease.

With bread, thrown in there was ample
fare

In Butter and eggs and a pound of
cheese

For men to repair all the wear and tear

Of bodily tissue, though busy as bees.

Carnivorous folk might ask for more
Than Butter and eggs and a pound of

cheese,

But that was before the stress of war
Had simplified meals with a steady

squeeze.

For butter has almost fled from our
ken,

And eggs are fetching enormous
fees,

And tho laying hen is on strike

again,
And my grocer has run clean out of

cheese.

So I 'm bidding good-bye to tho old
refrain

It isn't attuned to times like these
And I sing this strain as I stand in

the rain,

Mtuyarinr, rice and potatoes, please t
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JAIvlt HAD TOO MUCH BEE1I, SAM V
'

ISN'T."

MELODIUM MEMORIES.
BY MELODEA.

Ax KxKKtisi; IN THE NEW ADVEBTISIXG.

I WOXDK.K if anybody who has never
tried it has the faintest idea of what
the stimulus and uplift o a variety
entertainment can be when one is, so
to speak,

" clown and out
"'

? Last

night, for example, 1 was tired beyond
words and was in despair until a friend,

linking his arm in mine, said by an

inspiration,
" Come to the Melodium.

Always the best show in London
; and

this week better than ever. Let 's have
od a dinner as Lord RHOXDDA,

Sir AuTiiru Y.M'i- and our own eon-
sciences will permit and then go to
the second house. Twice nightly, you
know." It WHS a brain wave! Not
since hist week, when, after my invari-
able habit, I was again among the

audience of the Melodium, have I bee-n

so beatifically happy.

My weariness and harassments began
to melt away directly we entered the

great comfortable auditorium, so taste-

fully decorated with just those touches
of brightness here and there that mean
so much. The costly curtain had not

yet risen, for my friend and I were

early ; we know enough about the
Melodium programmes to l>e unwilling
to miss a moment of them. The superb
orchestra was playing a sparkling tune,

keeping time with the brilliant con-
ductor as only the Melodium orchestra

can, whilctheanticipatorycrowd flocked
in all agog for the joys to come. It
did me good to see them. Let the

pessimists and Lansdowniteswho would
make England downhearted go to the
Melodium and watch the thousands
there all intent on innocent diversion.

Let the food queue grumblers see how
cheerfully these sensible folk will stand

outside the early doors for hour after

hour, never uttering a complaint even

though it rains and snows. An object-
lesson indeed !

But to the wonder of the programme,
which seems to mo perhaps I am
wrong, but that is the impression con-

veyed to improve every week. Think
of such a galaxy of stars in one

evening as Bonnie Bessie Rabia, the

Great Little Much, the Eight Imbecile

Grocers, Reely and Trevvly, Posco, and
those favourite mirth-makers, the Levi
Lewis Co. in a side-splitting sketch,
"The Best "Ole." Imagination boggles
at it. It is too lavish. But that is

the Melodium way.

The head and front of the evening
was, of course, the one and only Bessie

Rabia, who was at the top of her form
over the top, I might say, to use a

phrase which will appeal to the many
military patrons of this favourite house
of entertainment. I don't know what
it was probably the electricity that
this woman of genius always infuses

into an audience but her effect was
astounding. Always topical and tren-

chant, I hardly need say that she has
a song about Food Control. More than
a song an epic, with such a tune to it!

Wo all came out humming it, while
those who were fortunate enough to

remember the words sang it too, revel-

ling in the sly satire of its lines:

Now RJIONDDA is a wonder, I dou't think
;

Let Sir ARTHUR YAI'I-'

Take away oul- pap,
But w.e must have something to drink.

Feats of dexterity are always fasci-

nating, but never can there have been

quite such perfect juggling as that
evinced by Posco, the marvellous boy
equilibrist. CIXQUKVALLI in his palmy
days was a master, but I venture to

consider Posco even greater than he.

Certainly some of his tricks notably
balancing a walking-stick on the very
tip of one finger for nearly a minute of

time CINQUEVALLI never offered the

public at all.

And then the back-chat couple
what can I say of them ? I have heard

many exponents of this difficult art in

my time, from the Two MACS onwards,
but none of them can compare in

wit and alertness with the Melodium
humorists, Reely and Trewly. Which
is the funnier it would be hard to say.
Go and make up your minds about it

for yourselves ;
that is my advice. I

defy anybody, however tired, to hear

Reely wish Trewly
" A Yappy New

Year "
without feeling the better for it.

No tonic like an honest laugh.

The acrobatic troupe called the
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Dli \nf I. NOW, AL'NTY, I CAN' (1KT BOTH Ifi <> OSK OF THKtii: SOCKS YOU 'VE MAUK FUU

'BUT HCBKI.Y, MY DKAR, IT'S NOT SO EASY TO WALK THAT WAY?"

mhee.ilo Grocers galvanised the house
>v their drolleries and evolutions.

If tliere is a better performer on a

>ne-string fiddle tlian Grimalkin I

-.liould like to Iiear of him.

Standing up now and then in my
seat I was able to recognise other niem-
>ers of the audience, which numbers
\vic-u nightly some of the most distin-

guished personalities in London. To

ny great satisfaction I saw that a very
tear neighbour of mine in the stalls

CALLISTHENES."

' M.\N-l'owi:n SCHEME.

In Id (luring the wook in cou-
rt ith ,i (iovi niment bomb-out scheme,
representatives of the Tnido Unions

> AurUuiid (ieddrs, concluded this

>>u."l't\>i-incial J'iq>er.

'hat ought to shift the slackers.

From 'I'll,.' /.7(((7, Mini's Part in the

'ai', hy Sir ll.utuv II. JOHNSTON :

The .Nilmir race is ... remarkable for

disproportionately long legs o their men
Mien. They extend on the eastern side

Nile right down into the Uganda Pro-
otorate."

'hat a pity that'this remarkable tribe

i not liave been brought to the
111 Front, where they could so

take barbed-wire entanglements
j their stride.

OUR MIGHTY ATOMS AGAIN.
"THE K.\MHLKI:." in

of the 16tb, informs us that " Mr. Harry
Grattan's little daughter is promising
to follow in her father's footsteps," and

adds,
"
Although still a tiny mite, she

has astonished her school teachers by
writing 'revues.'

"

But is it fair to stop here ? The his-

trionic profession has no monopoly of

precocity. Philosophers are to be found
in every second pram and our nurseries

are thronged with amateur strategists.
The musty maxim, Si jeiinesge savait,

has long been relegated to the scrap-

heap. Youth does know, and means
to let us know that it knows.
A few striking concrete examples of

this prevalent juvenile activity may
servo to justify our statement.

Thus we understand that Master
ANTH'NY Asy ; in, of whom little has

been seen in the illustrated papers
since the resignation of the late Prime

Minister, has nearly completed his

great paraphrase of Paradise Lost, in

which the principal characters are as-

signed to modern politicians. His
tutors are said to be abs6lutely petrified

by the brilliant characterisation and

majestic imagery in which the work
abounds.

Then the hereditary instinct for bio-

graphy has declared itself with irre-

isistible force in Master CH HOI 1,1..
'

who has been engaged from his earliest

infancy on a Life of his father. This
colossal work will occupy ten volumes,
'seven of which are already written.

;The advantage of living in the sanie

house with the hero depicted is too

obvious to call for comment. Even
BOSWELL only occasionally enjoyed
this privilege.

Instances might be multiplied almost

indefinitely; it is enough merely to

mention the forthcoming Love Sonnets,
written hy the granddaughter (aged

two) of a Labour Leader, or the Essays
by a Flapper, who is none other than

the grandniece of a well-known Earl

(belted). Ifc is only right to add that

the young lady in question has reached

the comparatively mature age of tliir-

|

teen. But Messrs. Stodger, who are

about to publish her book, have issued

a preliminary prospectus containing a

sworn affidavit by their reader, made
before a Commissioner of Oaths, that

beside these Essays those of BACON arc

a tiling pour rire and those of ADDISON
and L\MB positively puerile.

Our Civilian Army.
MI .: uf the men \vero iu khaki.

military uniforms varied the s
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THE HERO-BIGAMIST.
" WHAT," said Francesca, "does the Recorder really do ?"

"The Recorder?" I said. "I am not quite sure about

him, but I think ho does quite a lot of recording."
" Do you mean that he lills up his spare time with it ?

"

" No," I said,
" I don't mean that. In fact I mean just

the opposite. It 's his business to record, and ho fills up his

business time with it. But we never see him recording.

He does it in the dark, you know, and then in his spare

limo he acts as a Judge at least that 'a how I fancy it's

managed. But what has made you so keen on Recorders

this morning'.'
"

"This paper says that4ho Recorder had before him a

man charged with bigamy."

"They will do it," I murmured. "
They find it difficult

to keep away from marriage when they 've once got started."
"
Well, this man had fought at.Mons." .

"A splendid exhibition of heroism," I said.

"That is exactly what the Recorder said; he said that

the man was a hero, and he was going to treat all Mons

fighters brought before him as heroes. So he discharged
him and

" And there was loud applause in court, and the Recorder

said the court was not a theatre, and if it occurred again he

would have the court cleared !

"

"No," she said,
" I don't see that."

" That 's odd ; they mostly say that."

"Perhaps," she said, "it's only full-blown Judges who
say that kind of thing. Anyhow, I don't see that the

Recorder said anything of that kind. He just told the man
he was a hero and let him go ;

and ho added that he meant
to deal with all similar heroes in the same way."

" It 's a grand recognition of courage," I said. ." In these

namby-pamby days we ought to reward a display of the

primitive virtues."
" But what," said Francesca,

" about the poor second
woman? She doesn't get much of a show, does she?

"

"
No," I said,

" she doesn't ; but then, you see, she never

fought at Mons." .- .

" Then of coXirse," said Francesca,
" she isn't a hero, and

so she has got to take her punishment for having believed
a hero who deceived her."

" The Recorder didn't say anything about her, did he?
"

"
No," said Francesca,

" I can't find that he did. He just
invited all heroic bigamists to trot up before him and he 'd

see that nothing was done to them. That sounds like abol-

ishing the Ten Commandments in favour of the old army."" It means more than that.* If it is logically carried out
it means abolishing the Criminal Law of England."
"But perhaps Recorders are not logical."" I don't think they have to pass an examination in logic

in order to become Recorders."
"
No," she said,

" I should think not. And yet women
are not allowed to go to the Bar or to be promoted to the
Bench."

" But you can soon alter that. In about a quarter of .an
hour from now six millions of you will have votes, and you
will then be in a position to tell the Recorder what you
think of him." .

" I shan't think too much'of him," said Francesca, "even
if ho does allow heroes to dabble in bigamy." R. C. L.

War Geography.
;<

Skegncss and Harrogato were the coldest places on the English
coast, with 12deg. and 8deg. of frost respectively." Daily Telegraph.
Our contemporary ought not to give away military secrets
like this. The next thing we shall read is that Harrogate
lias been bombarded by a submarine.

"QUIEN TIENE LENGUA A ROMA LLEGA."

Spanish Proverb.

" He, that hath a nimble tongue may even r/et to Rome."
So say the lightfoot gipsy folk who know all Earth as home.
But since the world is very big they drift about in Spain
And take their fill of wandering and then set out again.
Some lead, along the Seville road, a life of dusty ease,

Some cross the rolling Mancha and the snowy Pyrenees,
And northward to the Puy de Dome and eastward to

Marseilles

They clip the mules in patterns and they dock the donkeys'
tails.

Alas! the world has lost its way, as never gipsy could,
And shells are blasting from our sight deer-track and

beechen wood,
Where FRANCOIS PREMIER loved to hunt and soothe his

soul of old

When sated with an Entente's pomp and sick of Cloth of

Gold.

The little twilight winds at dusk which stirred the sleeping
leaves

Now moan around each riven branch while all the forest

grieves
That where the wood-smoke used to rise from gipsy fires

aglow
The star shells and the Verey lights now hissing come and go.

Yet you may find the gipsy men spread far from sea to sea ;

'Tis still the land of Romany wherever they may be ;

And some are back in Egypt, whence the earliest Gippy
came ;

They may take the field as soldiers, yet the wandering 's

their game.
And, though the dials must risk their lives in many a bitter

fight,
Still on Piave's blood-stained banks their brazier glows at

. night,
For under arms the wander-folk yet find a chance to roam
Where he that hath a nimble tongue may even get to Rome.

SALVAGE.
JUST now the authorities are taking a keen interest inu

salvage. This means that we, the 2nd Royal Fermanagh
Fusiliers, when not actively engaged in fighting battles, sally
out in parties of thirty, forty and sometimes more, and mop
up any material that may be lying about shells, shell-cases,

corrugated iron, bully-beef tins, picks, shovels and rifles.

Yesterday, X Company, led by Captain O'Neil, set forth at

6 A.M. with instructions to collect shells, shells and yet more
shells from a certain corner of Y area. At 3 r.M. the party
returned, the men had their dinners, "got down to it," and
all was peace.

At 5 P.M. our. Adjutant received instructions "to report
in person at Division H.Q. (Q) without delay." Q did not

keep Maloney long, but passed him on to another dug-out,
two doors off, where a Brigadier-General of Artillery, com-

plete with Staff-Officer in attendance, awaited him.
"Ah, are you the Adjutant of the Fermanaghs?" he

began.
" I wish to congratulate you on the magnificent

way your men worked this morning."
Maloney, glowing with pride, waited for him to continue.
"Two thousand shells did they shift from Y area; and

my men have had to spend the whole afternoon shifting
them back again. You collected the whole of one of my
Advance Ammunition Dumps."
Maloney met the Brigadier with his undefeated smile.

Ah, Sir," said he,
" aren't they the bhoys !

"
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War I'liimlrr (refilling on the telephone to desperate appeal for replacement of a burst cittern). "WKI.r., MADAM, IP THK r.r.vr

OISTKIIS IS l-RUENTLY BEQUIBED FOB THE FRONT, AJiD YOU CAS SEND US AN ' A '

CERTIFICATE, WE CAS PROBABLY TACKLE THE JOB THE
V.j.l'K AFTEB NEXT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THESE German writers! Well might the one just
inhabitant of the Fatherland (supposing such an indi-

vidual to exist) cry aloud to bo saved from his propagandists.
The latest solo upon the Teutonic trumpet is played by no
less high-sounding a performer than Lieutenant-General
Baron VON FREYTAG-LOHINGHOVEN. This gentleman occu-

pies, it appears, the position (to which however there

are other claimants) of " the most distinguished soldier-

writer of Prussia," his expositions of the noble science of the

jack-boot having procured for him, by a deliciously native

touch, the decoration Pour Ic Mfrite (Peace Class). The
exalted Herr Baron has embodied his most distinguished
conclusions upon the world-tragedy (which is not at all

what he would call it) in the little book before me, Deduc-
tions From The. World War (Cox STABLE). These deductions

could hardly have appeared at a moment more unhappy for

their author or more fortunate for a world that was perhaps
in some danger of believing the Prussian wolf repentant.
To all who have been conscious of the luro of such an
amiable folly let mo commend the deduction which sums

up the Baronial philosophy :

" Any such agreements [to

prevent future wars] will after all only be treaties which
will not on every occasion be capable of holding in check
the forces seething within the States. The idea of a uni-

versal league . . . would bo felt as an intolerable tutelage

by any great and proud-spirited nation." So there you
have it. Not for the first time, but seldom more forthright,
have their own pens condemned the murderers of faith.

1 suppose that what C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON don't

know about the dramatic possibilities of the motor-car is

hardly worth knowing. Their new volume of stories, Ti<jf-r

Lily (MILLS AND BOON) shows their store of petrol-adven-
tures to be still unexhausted. Probably, but for considera-

tions of crispness, the book would have been called lie \\'lio

Stole and liodc Away, since this is the title of the longest
and most important tale in the collection. It is a liri.sk

affair of an heiress, of fortune-hunters and (of course)
a god in the car, and gets its topical interest from the fact

that the scene of it, ranging from Innsbruck to the Piavc,

has lately attained some tragic notoriety. Some of the

other stories are concerned with gambling at Monte Carl').

always a background rich in suggestion and intrigue ; hut

though these provide usually a promising situation they
left me, for the most part, with a feeling that t lie ilfinnn--

mcnt, explanation, or whatever it is, had scarcely fulfilled

this promise. Can it bo, I wonder, that Mrs. WILLIAMSON
murders the victim, or arranges the coup, or generally

complicates matters after this exhilarating fashion and then

leaves poor Mr. W. to find the best solution ho can ? One
other story tells of the trick played by a rich young woman
upon an equally rich young man who criticised her philan-

thropic methods ; it is called " A Cure for Wealth
"

a bad

title, since the young man was so far from being cured that

his relapse (ho married the millionairess) left him richer

than ever. It is a merry little piece of nonsense that would
make a good curtain-raiser.

In view of the perpetual interest that attaches to the
1

greater crimes of violence down the ages, Mr. RAFAEL
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Sut.vriNi has done a shrewd thing in his Historical Nights'

l-lntfrluinmcid (SKCKHR), gathering together for our delec-

; ;it ion, in a sanguinary sheaf, some horrific talcs of sundry

is not glorious adventure I do not know what is, and ifc

would seem that there still may be glamour in war. As a

history of General SMUTS'S sweep down the Pangani river,

of terror, and presenting his historical characters beginning later than the conquest of the Kilimanjaro country
in" a setting of known fact with plausible embroideries and ending before the approach to the Central Kailway, the

of conjecture. Of these thirteen tales ominous number
!
hook is a businesslike account of a fighting retreat by the

no fewer than eleven are tales of murder, private or Huns and of resistance much more strenuous on the part

judicial, achieved or attempted. This would perhaps seem of tsetse and mosquitos ; yet when it is told by the author,

what morbid idea of entertainment; but the author new homo from listening to strange bird-songs in a land
,i , g nut focus on the horrors, but rather on the play of where the stars are strange, it is no wonder that it becomes

and the trails of character. And I must say, who something infinitely more. There is a glow of tropic heat

am no expert and can oppose no counter-contentions to his and beauty about it, a vista of dry desert and hard blue

audacious theories, that ho has contrived a very respecta-

ble entertainment. K://io, D.YHNLKY, Lady ALICK LISLE,

COLIQNY'S Huguenots, GUSTAVUS III., CKSARK BORGIA'S

brother GAXDIA and some three thousand citizens of Nantes,

are among the list of the victims, and the tragedy-comedy
of the great Affair of the Diamond Necklace and an escape
of CASANOVA from prison f

are the only two bloodless

episodes. 1 think I dare

commend the book even to

the gentle. The average

iinregenerate man ought to

enjoy it all hugely.

Mr. GERARD FIENNES, in

S'ra Pon-i'i- aml Freedom

(SKHFFINGTON), states that
" the British boy, taught

history in the schools, can

name live British victories

on land to every three at

sea," and goes on to remark
that the proportion is a

strange one for the greatest
Sea Power in the history
of the world. If his book

compels attention to the

elementary fact that the

British Empire has de-

pended for its development
upon its sea-power it will

do a sound piece of service.

We are, and always have
BISCUITS.

mountains, and a sense of the bigness of the new crude
land that has gained a soul from the fighting travail of lean

suffering invaders. And the book has a heo, or rather
two. One is the writer, though little enough he seems to

guess it, _and the other is the General whose greatness
warred with the greatness of waste Africa and wrought

|

upon it victory. Not often

has actual war been written
in terms of such artistic

beauty.

Given a story-teller who
knows the wild places of

the earth and the speech
and trafficking of men who
live dangerously, and novel-

writing becomes an easy
matter. For novel-reading
is essentially the pastime of

men and women who live

in easy-chairs, have three
meals a day, and police-
men to keep the tramps
away circumstances under
which the call of the wild
never fails of its appeal. To-

j

day the Spirit of Valour is

abroad in the world and
mere danger has lost much
of its attraction, but the

Spirit of Adventure never
beckoned so insistently ;

and
men who sniff atfifteen-inch

>/...//)/mi(.
" 1>ON'T YOU WANT NO DOG BISCUITS TO-DAY?"

Sportimj Miner's Wife.. "Doa BISCUITS!. WE CAN'T AFFORD con
OUB TOG 'S GOT TO EAT WHAT WE EATS SOW."

. .J shells in .trance can thrill atbeen, far too ready to take
mr Navy for granted. Mr. FIENNES, though very rightly the popping of the novelists' six-shooters in the Alaskan
claiming the Battle of Jutland as a British victory, argues
that, if it was not so decisive as a people nourished on the
I raditions of the Nile and Trafalgar were inclined to expect,
the fault did not lie with the Navy, but with the loose
talkers who have never appreciated the changes which
modern developments have brought with them. We want
to be educated before we have any right to criticise, and I

suggest Mr. FIENNES' book as a pleasant and profitable
study for those of us who have neglected to instruct our-
selves in naval affairs. Here you will find an account of
both ancient and modern Sea Powers, a carefully considered

judgment upon our Navy's actions in the present War,
and some excellent illustrations. "

Whenever," says Mr.
IMKNNKS, "a tyrant has come into conflict with aea-powor
it has broken him.'' It is a consoling thought, and I
recommend it as a tonic to the most determined pessimists.

wilderness. All of which is a prelude to the practical state-
ment that you should buy The Triumph of John Kars
(CHAPMAN AND HALL), read it and send it to the Y.M.C.A.
for the delectation of our fighting men. You may be too

sophisticated to enjoy it yourself that is your misfortune
but they will not be, and the important thing is that you
should send it to them. Mr. EIDGWELL CULLUM is a past-
master of this type of fiction, and his story of the Yukon
lacks none of his accustomed entertainment. The lure of

gold, the glamour of saloon and dance-hall, Indians and
trappers, fur traders and prospectors, all contribute to our
entertainment. The villain is perhaps a little too villainous,
and the hero rather more heroic than mortal hero could

reasonably be expected to be. That is of no consequence.
The types are truthfully drawn, their talk is real talk, and
we are made to realise the enduring warfare between the

,

iron North and the unconquerable soul of Man the Pioneer.
BRETT' Yorxus latest romance, M.nrliiny ri I'mi,,,/' More than that for live shillings no decent reader would

(COLLINS), deals with all manner of fascinating things such ' demand. ___^_________
as sound boys choose for their literature ; vet it is no novel TI An -vr

,.,,,,
'

-,
i- n ., . .'

' Tne Milan Municipal Cbimoil. which is a, socialist body, has ibut a volume dealing in all seriousness with a part of the [a stirring appetite
"

impaign in hast Africa now happily concluding. If this
'

A silly thing to

to the population."-^,,,, Zealand HeraW.
do during the food shortage.
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(Inn-ri-. "I'M M:I;Y souuv. MA'AM, BUT WE HAVK xo 1.1 MI- sn;.u:."

J,inli/. "BUT I .VI-.ST mvr. i.i MI-. How DO vou KXPECT FIDO TO CATCH A SPOOXFUL OP DBMKIIARA FROM TIM: USD OF ins

CHARIVARIA.
'I'm: i-iiiiiour that the War Bond

Tank a I, Nottingham so far forgot itself

as to try to bite Mr. RAMSAY MAC-
DONALD in tlic leg has Ijpon traced to

Bolshevik sources.

" Tlio basis of the Labour l'art\,"

said Mr. SMII.MI;, must lie broadened
to include brain - workers like Lord
BKKKSFOKD." Tin's looks like a na-ty
sniack at Coinniander BKLLAIKS, M.l'.

The village of Crundalc, in Yorkshire,
is to bo sold by auction. To ensure
brisk bidding there is sonio talk of

throwing in a couple of pork chops
with it. .. ..

'

:|:

"

A Sunninghil] tradesman njicns liis

shop thrco days a week as a butcher
and three da\s as a fishmonger. Our
own butcher opens one day a week as

ft purveyor of meat and live dins as a
matter of habit. ... .

:'.

'

For the convenience of Herman
prisoners of v, ar desirous of escaping
from British internment camps, we un-
derstand that it is likely, in order to
avoid confusion, that the <]ueue s\siom
will lie introduced.

Great interest has been aroused at

the Front by recent journalistic sensa-

tions, and there is some talk among
the troops of asking Sir DOUGLAS J FAH;

to send a special correspondent to the
Fleet Street theatre of war.

:;; r-

"
Pineapples cut into slices," sa\ s a

Cricklewood fruiterer,
" make an ex-

cellent dish." This is much better than
the old custom of swallowing the pine-

apple whole.
'

*'

"
If the standard price of milk in your

district is 7 .W., "says Tin- Kn nin.i
" do not ask for a pennyworth, but two-
fifteenths of a quart, and one-thirtieih
of a pint instead of a halfpennyworth."
^j-'he

latter suggestion sounds very pro-

mising and has the hearty support of

the milk-trade.
;::

.

;:*

*

"Better days in store," says a notice

in a Hamsgatti shop window. What
we \\ant is Butter da\ s.

A dairyman charged with selling

unsatisfactory milk explained to the
Bench that his cows were suffering
from shell-shock, lie himself is now
suffering from shell-out-shock.

Field-Marshal vox I IINDKNIU HI; in-

i

dicates that be is preparing a scheme to

combat the British Tank*. Tin's lends

[colour
to the recent rumour that the

(ierman troops wore being served out
with tin-openers.

An admiral butterfly seen basking
in the sun on the Dorset coast has
been captured by a resident. The in-

trepid fellow, in a graphic description
of tho encounter, sticks to his story
that tho butterfly snapped at him
several times. ...

.,,

At a London police court a man was
alleged to have sold a bottle of coloured
water as whisky to a Scotsman for

fifteen shillings. Restoratives are still

being applied to the victim.
* ::

Thieves who broke into a Smbiton

provision storo ignored the cash and
consumed a quantify of salmon, con-
densed milk anil apnles. The police

theory that they were, in search of food
is regarded by |o,- ;l | opinion as being

sound.

\\ith reference to the gentjeman in

the North of Knglaud who boasted that
bo had a reply \,\ return of post from
tho War OHicr .-,1 to state
I bat it \\ . i;ht.



THE STRANDING OF "GOEBEN."

GG

' :1
'

H HIMSKI.F (!O.

\i.L.\n is good! He makes me laugh inside!

.1 trip the Turkish Trot with light and free limbs

For joy of punctures blown in (lix-l-fii'ti side,

Or (if you like it better) Si/ltmi Shim's.

I '.cached on the Narrows' shore she lies a
wreck,^

Having, in Teuton parlance,
"
lightly grounded,

\nd there, 1 hear, she gets it in the neck

All day and night by British airmen pounded.

Never again, we'll hope, the beastly thing

(This is indeed a providential loss for us)
_

Snug at her moorings off Stamboul shall swing

And stain with German bilge my balmy Bosphorus.

No more her alien officers, I deem,

Shall here behave like little gods on castors,

Or train their cursed guns on my harcom

To mend my manners to my German masters.

No more emerging from a year's repose

(The time to readjust a damaged piston)

Shall she decline conclusions with her foes

And run for harbour with a heavy list on.

Tracing to her the source of all my woe,

I might have worn a visage yet more shiny
Had she but definitely gone below,

"
Spurlos vcrsenkt

"
beneath the open briny.

Still, as a stranded hulk, she suits my game,
And scarce had pleased me more by disappearing,

For I can now declare a foreshore claim

And do a little salvage profiteering.

Meanwhile within a note to WILLIAM dear,

Alluding to his natural annoyance,
1 shall enclose a largo unblotted tear,

Like crocodiles that camouflage their joyance.=== 0.8.

Long-Distance Diving?
"
Splendid diving at Portland, Ore.

,
was seen a few days ago when a

young fellow, on being shown a point marked on the surface by a

buoy, went down into twenty-five feet of water and in four minutes
located and brought to the surface the three thousand dollar family
heirloom ring lost by a Philadelphia lady. The recovery of this small

object from twenty-five feet of water is called the finest diving feat

along the Maine coast in years." Montreal Weekly Star.

Wo should like to have been told whether, in swimming
from Oregon to Maine, he went round Cape Horn or utilised

the Panama Canal. %

The Lower Depths.

"During the week [ending December 26] eleven ships over sixteen

hundred tons went to the bottom and one under." Malta, Chronicle.
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"IXEXECRABLE Hl'N SSIl'KS STRETCHER-BEARERS."
Neir Zealand Times.

We should have spoken more positively on the subject.

"WASTED. Man to Slaughter, in spare time." Oxford Times.

We hazard the thought that the advertiser has borrowed
his hobby from WILLIAM, KAISEB.

" Trained Gymnastic and Games' Mistress required at once, in first-

class Girls' Boarding School (seaside) ; young married lady or widow

(temporarily) might be suitable." Yorkshire Post .

The "
tempy

"
spirit is very infectious.

A PATRIOT POACHER.
BEFOHF. the War old Abe was our village outcast. The

Squire glowered on him when they met. When the Vicar

preached on dishonesty everyone said what a pity it was

that Abe was not there to hear the sermon ; for he usually

spent his Sunday mornings supervising his snares. The

only person who loved Abe was Grimmond, our policeman.

Ho proposed to rise by means of Abe to the giddy height

of an inspectorship. Abo was the only person in the

neighbourhood who could ho relied upon to give him a case.

Kvory few months he and the policeman walked oil to

the Petty Sessions together. It is true that Abe from the

dock usually denounced Grimmond as a gross perjurer, but

when the Chairman had said that it wa^ quite time this

poaching nuisance was stopped and had commended Con-

stable Grimmond's vigilance and had lined Abe forty

hillings and costs then policeman and prisoner walked

amicably home together.
When' Grimmond went off to the War, Abe was quite

onely. His only friend had vanished. He made a des-

perate attempt to enlist, but the British Army has no use
f

or a recruit who has lost two fingers from the right hand

through the premature explosion of a shot-gun carried

under the coat. And even the recruiting officer whistled

when Abe described himself as thirty-six, and advised him

to go home and teach his grandchildren to speak the truth.

Life became very dull for Abe. Instead of the wily and

indefatigable Grimmond, Abe merely had to circumvent our

two specials the Squire, whose rheumatism kept him
indoors on all damp evenings, and the Vicar, who mooned
round his beat meditating on sermons. As Abe said,

" It

ain't worth troubling to shove the rabbits under your coat.

He jus' looks at you and says, 'Finally, brethren.' A
rabbit ! I could take a elephant past "im."

It was not till the food shortage began that old Abe
revived. Now, instead of sneaking away a few rabbits

in the publican's cart, he walks boldly up to the station

with a couple of dozen. " See here, Mr. Simmonds, I

want these sending off hy first train to Middleden. Don't

let 'em miss it now. Those poor folk '11 'ave nothing for

their Sunday dinners if we don't keep up food supplies."
The village was thrilled at our War Bond meeting when

Abe rose and said, "Put me down for twenty pounds' worth,

if you please, Sir. And I think we ought to remember our

'eroes at the Front, so I 'd be glad if you 'd let me buy a

War Certificate one of them that keeps on growing for

Constable Grimmond."
The Squire's wife thanked Abe personally when he came

round just before Christmas and presented two brace of

pheasants to our Bed Cross Hospital ; and Abo replied,

"Don't mention it, Mum ; you're 'eartily welcome; and if

they 'adn't stopped breeding pheasants round 'ere it 's not

two brace but twenty brace you should 'ave "ad."

Then Abe came to church in a top-hat and frock-coat he

had bought secondhand, and the Vicar, not knowing him,
shook him hy the hand and said he was always glad to

welcome new residents in the parish.
But the climax came one evening when the Squire

addressed our Food Economy meeting and old Abe rose

unsolicited from the back to support him. People hung
on his memorable words :

" We got to save food. We got
to increase food supplies. What we want is more 'ares and

rabbits, and what I says is that, if this 'ere Ministry of

Munitions keeps on 'olding up thin wire, we shall lose this

blinkin' War."
Before it is over I expect that old Abe will be made at

least a Member of the Order of the British Empire in

recognition of his services as Local Rabbit Controller.
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FOR THIS RELIEF MUCH THANKS.
GERMAN KAISER. "MY POOR, POOR FRIEND! THIS IS A TERRIBLE ACCIDENT THAT

HAS BEFALLEN OUR BELOVED GOEBEX."

SULTAN OF TURKEY (concealing Ins satisfaction). "IT IS THE WILL OF ALLAH."
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THE MUD LARKS.
\Vi: fell asleep with goose leathers

of snow whirling against the carriage

windows, and woke to see a shot-silk

sea

" Have you of any English papers ?
"

"
Yes, Sir, there 's The Times and

Tit-Bits."

flinging white laco along a fairy (Is it possible that the land of VIRGIL,

coast ou ouo side and pink and yellow of HORACE and DANTE knows uot The

villas nesting among groves of palm Daily Mail?)

also short conversations for current
|

The Italian countered with a " Viva
use. /' Inghilterrtt

''

and swept on with his

monologue.

and orango on the other.

Of course this sort of thing doesn't

happen in real life,"said Albert Edward,

flattening his proboscis against the

pane.
" Either it 's all a dream or else

those oranges will suddenly light up;
CmwiK GHOSSMITH, in a topper and

spats, will trip in from the O.P. side ;

girls will blossom from every palm, and

all ranks get busy with song and prance
tra-la-la!"

The Babe kicked his blankets off and
sat up.

"
Nothing of the sort. We 've

arrived in well-known Italy, that 's I

all. Capital Rome. Ex-
"

ports old masters, chi-

anti and barrel -
organs.

Faces South and is cen-

trally heated by Vesuvius.
We rattled into a cutting

the sides of which were
decorated with posters :

GOOD HBALT AT THE
ENGLAND," "Gooo LUCKY
AT TOMMY," and drew up
in a flag-festooned station,

on the platform of which
was a deputation of smiling
niifiiorinas, who presented
the Atkinses with post-
cards, fruit and cigarettes,
and ourselves with flowers.

"
Very ban eh, what?

"

said the Babe as the train

resumed its rumblings.
All the same I wish we could thank

them prettily and tell them how pleased
we are we've come. Does anybody
handle the patter ?

"

Albert Edward thought he did.

Used to swot up a lot of Italian

(iive me, please, many biscuits."

"No, Sir, we have no biscuits; the

fabrication of them has been avoided

by Government."
"
Waiter, show me a good bed whore

one may sleep undisturbated."

In the train :

" Dickens ! I have lost my ticket."
"
Alas, you shall pay the price of

another."

A jocular vein is recommended with
cabbies :

" Coachman, are you free ?
"

"
Yes, Sir."

" Seems to want something," said

Albert Edward. " Wonder if C/ESAR is

too technical for him."
" Eead him something from The Encj-

lish Soldier in Italy," I suggested.
The Babe thumbed feverishly through

tho hand-book. " ' Let us get in
; the

guard has already cried
'

No, that won't
do. ' Give me a walk and return ticket,

please
'

That won't do either. '

Yes, I

have a trunk and a carpet-bag' Oh,
this is absurd." lie cast the book from
him.
At that moment the engine hooted,

the trucks gave a preliminary buck and
started to jolt forward. The Italian

sprang upon tho running board and,

clinging to the hand-rail, continued to

declaim emotionally through the win-
dow. William became
alarmed. " This chap has

something on his mind.

Perhaps ho 's trying to toll

us that a bridge has blown

up, or that the train is

moving without a move-
ment order, or the chaulY-

cur is drunk. For Heaven's
sake somebody do some-

thing quick !

"

Thereupon Babel broke

loose, each of us in his

panic blazing off in the

foreign language which
came easiest to his tongue.

William calledfor a bath
in Arabic. The Babe de-

manded champagne in

French. Albert Edward
. declined inensa, while I, by

"Then long live liberty." (the luckiest chance, struck a language
Very young subalterns with romantic

;

which the Italian recognised with a glad
notions may waste good beer-money on

; yelp. In a moment explanations were

It niter Undicr (during a thaw).

foreign phrase-books and get them- over and i had
selves enravelled in hopeless inter-

national tangles, but not old Atkins.

him into the

literature when I was a lad : technical
| The English soldier in Italy will speak

military stuff about the divisions of what he has always spoken with corn-
Gaul by one J. C.ESAR."

; plete success in Poperinghe, Amiens,
"Too technical for everyday use," I Cairo, Salonika, Dar-es Salaam, Bagdad

objected. "A person called D' ANNUNZIO
is their best seller now, I believe."

"
Somebody 'd better hop off the bus

at the next stop and buy a book of
the words," said the Babe".

At the next halt I dodged the depu-
tation ami purchased a phrase-book
with a Union Jack on the cover, en-
titled The

En<iji*h x<>l<Ue>- in IlaJy,

published in Milan.

Among military terms, grouped under
the heading of "The Worldly War,"
a garettn (sentry-box) is donned as " a

watchbox," and the machine-gunner
will be surprised to find himself de-
scribed as " a grapeshot-man." It has

and Jerusalem, to wit, English.
But to return to our train. At night-

fall we left the fairy coast behind, its

smiling signorinas, flags, flowers and
fruit, and swarmed up a pile of perpend-
icular scenery from summer to winter.

During a halt in the midst of moonlit
snows our carriage door was opened
and we beheld outside an Italian officer,
who saluted and gave us an exhibition
of his native tongue at rapid fire.

'lie's referring to us," said the
Babe. " Answer him, somebody ; tell

him we're on his side and all that."

promptly.

V Italia," William exclaimed

carriage and slammed the door.

The new-comer was a lieutenant of

mountain artillery. He was returning
from leave, had confided himself to the
care of an R.T.C., had in consequence
missed every regular train and wanted
a lift to the next junction. That was
all. I then set about to make him as

comfortable as possible, wrapping him
in one of the Babe's blankets and

giving him his maiden drink of whisky
out of William's First Field Dressing.
With tears streaming down his cheeks
he vented his admiration of the British

national beverage.
In return he introduced me to the

Italian national smoke, an endless cigar
to bo sucked up through a straw.

Between violent spasms I implored the
name and address of the maker. Wo
were both very perfect gentlemen.
Wo then prattled about the War ; he
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i\yi:;r. "VouB DKii.i, is HOITI.N; i,n u KIT is siiunx; AJiu YOU'IU: NK\I:K LI i.j Tim:.''
Itecruil. "SoBnv, SIB. IT'S ALL owmu TO THIS DREADFUL KUBOI-KAN WAH. '

boasting about the ten-Hie depths of more whisky if in return I would crawi
O 11/\\1' It* wlllstll 1 i <\ i ] ) ,1 Kin linf-j-lii-if* i ., 1 , ^ 1 ,, . , .> 1 1^. . - I. ^ 1 . 1 __. 1_ It . _ 1snow in which lie did his battling, while up his mountain and uioet the chamois
I boasted about the Flanders mud. We and edelweiss.
broke a.l tout ovoti on that bout. He) Later on, as I was making up my
ained a bit on mountain batteries, but

|

bed for the night, Albert Edward poked
his head out of the cocoon of horse-
blankets in which he had wound him-
self.

got it all back, and more, on tanks.
Ho had never seen one, so I had it all

my own way. Our tanks, after I had
finished with them, could do pretty
nearly anything except knit.

Defeated in the Held, he turned home
to Rome for something to boast about.
I should see St. Peter's, he said. It
was magnificent, and the Roman art

treasures unsurpassable.
I replied that our cathedral at West-

minster was far newer, and that the
art in our National Cold Storage had
cost an average of 5,473 19s. l\d. per
square Coot. Could he beat it ?

That knocked him out of his stride
for a moment, but he struggled bock
with some remark about seeing his
Coliseum by moonlight.

I replied that at ours we had modern
electric light, MrurnY and MACK, Vis i \~

TJ.EV and the Bioscope.
\\hether he would have recovered

Iroin that I know not, for at this

moment the
know not,

lights of the junction
iwinkled in at the frosted windows and
le took his departure, fust promising
Q call in at our and sutler some

"By the way, what ungodly jargon
were you and that Italian champing
together so sociably ?

"

"German," I whispered; "but for

the Lord's sake don't tell anybody."
PATLANUEK.

Journalistic Caution.

"Almost unbounded excitement prevailed
iu Napier on Thursday morning when the news
cauic through that the Allies had snM-hni
through the lliudenburg lino. . . .''

Dominion (Ifew Zculami).

"Wanted, Several Pounds Devonshire ov
other Butter weekly for invalid. Also Eggs,
1'Vnvls and Babbits." IVoriiiciai Faivr.
We gather that the invalid is in an
advanced stage of consumption.

"The new men arc not sulliciontly pro-
moted. Wo believe it is a fact that not more
than 4 per cent, of those who have joined the

Army since 1'Jll havr been made brigndier-
gonorals." tiuiidai/ Pictorial.

Well, even 200,000 Brigadiers should
be enough to carry on with.

A LITTLE BIT OF SKIRT.
IN Balaam of the 'nineties I was young
And drained the cup of pleasure to

the lees ;

Played billiards, lounged in baas and
moved among

High - collared youths who glibly
talked of "

gees,"
And by the wild companions of those

days
Was universally proclaimed expert

At chasing (in their doggish turn of

phrase)
" A little bit of skirt."

Times change t'.r/.,
on Saturday I fared

Forth to the butcher's (Ethel watched
the twins) ;

In consequential accents he declared,
" No loins or shoulders, fillets, chops

or shins;"
And then he gave the most unkindest

cut

(Twinges of memory! oh, how it

hurt !
)

" I 'm *orry ; I can give you nothing but
A little bit of 'skirt.'

'

A Painful Ambiguity.
"
Monthly Conference .f M to the

II- .i-l i'n and am
|j ,,. such."

Wie Life ,,t J-'uith.



STAFF-WORK.
-Is this tho Officers' Hospital?

1

Ronny called out as ho came up the

"carriage sweep" (nWc House-Agents

advertisement) by which my temporary

ivsidonce is approached.
" No, it 's one of the stately homes

of.England,"
I answered. My bed is

pushed into the window in the daytime,

and from this O.P. (it
is on the first

floor) I command the carnage sweep

and a short piece of the main road.

"I arise from dreams of thee,

And a spirit in my feet

ll;is led mo who knows how ?-

To thy chamber window, sweet"

sang Ronny. I threw an empty cigar-

ette box at his head and bade him come

up. Ronny 's high spirits had to be

excused, for this was the first of his

fourteen days' leave from France.
" Slacker"!

"
he said as he entered my

room. " Why aren't you under military

supervision ?
"

"The military authorities have

wearied of me," I answered,
" and now

I enjoy half-pay and comparative free-

dom. Only comparative, for my sister

is a veritable dragon."
" I 'm gliul to hear it," said Ronny.

" Why should you get off scot free while

I bear tho heat and burden of tho day ?
'

He came and looked out of the

window, and as he did so the girl with

the yellow jersey passed along the road.
" Who 's that?

"
asked Ronny.

"I don't know. She passes every

day to do her marketing in the town.

I 'm always weaving romances around

her. Sometimes I imagine her a Cin-

derella ill-used by her ugly sisters
"

" She didn't look very ill-used," put
in Ronny.

" or else the pampered niece of a

fabulously rich uncle. Or, in my less

cheerful moments, when my leg 's very
troublesome, I imagine her the wife of

some fat fellow with a cushy job at the

base."

then hastily affixed his sheet of paper to

the gatepost and hid behind the laurels.

The next minute the girl in the yellow

jersey appeared, stood a moment read-

in" Ronny's notice, and passed on.

Then he emerged from his hiding-place,

took down tho notice and returned to

tho house.

He came into my room surveying his

sheet of paper with every appearance

of satisfaction.
"
Very good staff-work," ho said.

" If all doesn't go according to plan it

won't be my fault." Then he dis-

played the following to my horrified

gaze :

"OFFICERS 1 HOSPITAL.

GIFTS OF FRUIT AND FLOWERS GRATiirULLY

RKCEIVEU."

"
Ronny," I said severely,

" this is

beyond a joke. This is obtaining goods

under false pretences."
" Wo haven't obtained them yet," said

Ronny. "But I hope very much that

we shall."
"
Well, I hope very much that we

shan't."
" I rather fancy you must have lost

your nerve a bit," he said, regarding me
with a speculative eye.

" And of course

you haven't been able to observe the

girl in the yellow jersey so closely as I

have. -When I told you that I thought

she was a vivid personality I was, if

anything, understating the case. You

should see her eyes. By Jove, they 're

s imply
" He rose and surveyed

" What a horrible idea!
"
said Ronny.

"But I think you ought to get to

know her. I 've read in some rotten

book that the companionship of vivid

personalities is good for the disabled.

That's why I came down to see you;
and I 'm almost certain that the girl in

the yellow jersey is a vivid personality
too. I shall have to devise a scheme
for introducing her to you."

" For Heaven's sake don't," I cried,

knowing Ronny's schemes of old. But
lie remained sunk in deep and, to mo,
ominous thought.

" I have it," ho said at length and
left the room, and a little later I saw
him in the carriage sweep with a largo
sheet of paper in his hand. He stood

looking down the road (or a while, and
\

himself in the looking-glass.
" I wonder

if I'd better put my new tie on," he

said, smoothing his hair.

"
Luckily it 's a thousand to one

against her bringing fruit and flowers,

which I suppose is your idea," I said.

" And if she does I shan't let you butt

in."
" My dear old thing," said Ronny,

" I have one sole advantage over you
at the present time. You are warm
and dry and well-fed, and you are re-

garded by everyone who doesn't know

you as a No. 1 size hero. But I have

just this over you, that if the lady in

the yellow jersey arrives bearing fruit

and flowers I can step lightly to the

front door and explain the er mis-

take, while you must wait here in the

office for me to report."
"
Well, she won't come, any way," I

said. " If she does anything she '11

send her gifts by an underling."
" I see you don't understand good

staff-work at all," said Ronny.
" We 've

provided for that. I should take the

parcel hack myself. You will see that

" Well, I 've known tho Staff to err

on the side of optimism before," I said.

The morning and a good part of the

afternoon passed without anything to

report in our pait of the line. Then

my sister, who had been lunching out,

came in.

You will bo interested to hear I

have met tho girl with the yellow

jersey," she said.
" You haven't !

"
cried Ronny and I

together. Then, "Bringing fruit and

flowers?
"
asked Ronny.

" No," said my sister.
" Why should

she? But she did make rather an

extraordinary remark. She said she

had meant to call on us to-day, having
heard we were respectable that was

before Ronny arrived, of course but

that she had seen a notice on our gate

that this was an officers' hospital, so

thought she must have made a mistake

in the address."

There was silence for a space, and

then I murmured, "Very good staff-

work," to no one in particular. But

Ronny was already at the door.
" Where are you going?

" we asked.
" To explain about the notice, of

course. Where does she live?
"

"Oh, this was one of your stunts,

was it ?
"

said my sister, who lapses

occasionally into the vernacular.
" I

shan't tell you where she lives."

Ronny put on his most engaging
nanner.
" You 're not going to be so inhos-

pitable as that ?
"
he said.

I am. But it doesn't matter," she

added after a pause,
" for she 's coming

;o tea to-day after all."

At that moment a light step sounded

on the gravel below.
" Didn't I say within twenty-four

iiours ?
"
asked Ronny complacently.

How like the Staff !

"
I said.

within twenty-four hours tho objective
will bo attained."

" And the objective is to introduce

mo to the lady in the yellow jersey?"
" That is so. It is purely altruistic.'

War Work.
" WANTED, Two Dozen Living Flies weekly

during the remainder of winter for two Italian

Frogs." Brighton Herald.

"GERMANY DAY BY DAY.

Major-General Ernst von Below wasrnarrie

last week to a kinswoman, a widow named
Frau Else von Below, who before her marriag
was a von Below." Daily Paper.

It doesn't look as if this marriage wen

made in Heaven.

" Musician was similarly complimente<
for his cornet solo,

' The Holy City,' his encor

being
' Land of Hops and Glory.'

"

Suburban Paper.

The Kentish National Anthem ?

"The rivers have registered a 10 to 11 fee

rise, whilo tho highest flood over known a

Stives, Huntingdonshire, was recorded."

Daily Sketch.

And you should have seen the Thame
at St. Aines.
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THE DURATION.
ir mother, who is seeing her hinlatul jf to Trance). "MUMMY, MAY I GO A5D EE DADDY OFF TO TUB FRONT wm:s I'M

big

THE NEW DIPLOMACY.
'

OLIM," writing in ah1 the dignity of

J print in a recent issue of The
, pleads for the abolition of all

Embassies, on the ground that " an
Ambassador is a pompous and expen-
sive form of envoy

"
and " a survival

of the dead past." But is not " OLIM "

knocking at an open door? A good
many of our Embassies have been
ended by the War, and the new
arrangement by which ourAmbassador
at Washington has been replaced by
a High Commissioner with unpre-
cedented powers who still retains the

))osi of Lord Chief Justice of England,
undoubtedly points to a reorganisation
of the Diplomatic service on the lines

-'id by "OHM." Indeed the
of Lord KKADIKG is, we under-

only the first of a number
of similar appointments, dictated, in
" OHM'S" own phrase, both by con-
venience and economy.
Thus we understand that Mr.

WINSTON CHURCHILL will shortly pro-
ceed as Grand Plenipotentiary and
Serene High Commissioner of the

British Government to the seat of

the Government of the Ukraine, with
the view of establishing friendly re-

lations with the anti-Bolshevist ele-

ments. Mr. CHURCHILL'S distinguished
record as a cavalry officer renders him
peculiarly i]tialilied for negotiating with
the Cossacks. And in the interests
of convenience and economy ho has

generously offered to retain his post-as
Minister of Munitions.

Another appointment which is prac-
tically settled and will doubtless win
the approval of the entire British

Empire is that of Lord ROTHEUMKHE
to the Governorship of New Guinea.
Here again the dictates of convenience
and economy will bo most happily
consulted, for, having a most efficient

astral body at his command, Lord
ROTHEKMF.RE will continue as Aii-

Minister to provide for the urgent
aerial needs of the Navy and Army,
and devote all the resources of his
subliminal consciousness to the solv-

ing of the problems involved.
We have also good authority for

staling that Lord NoBTHCUFFB, at the

urgent request of the PHIMF. MINIMTU

and the War Cabinet, will shortly pro-
ceed on a great propagandist and
publicity campaign to Tibet. The

I

exact designation of his new office

has not yet been decided upon, but it

will probably bo "
Supreme and Un-

j

controlled World-Interpreter of Great
|

Britain in the Far East." A special
feature of his mission will bo the

founding, staffing and organising of a
number of newspapers, a sphere of

activity in \\hich the Tibetans have
hitherto been deplorably backward.
Here again the dictates of economy as
well as convenience will be handsomely
consulted, as Lord NOHTHCLIFKI-: will

continue in his absence to hold the post
of Foreign Secretary (Extraordinary).

i Preparations for a suitable reception

j

are already far advanced at Lhasa, and
I the GRAND LAMA is said to be in a stale

I

of intense emotion at the prospect of

i entertaining his illustrious guest.

The hiiUVn hand may find in the ulum.it<>
result that it has cut off more than it out,

-tilrei

And then it \\ ill get into trouble with
Sir A in in; it
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Instructor.
" GO ON 1 Kll.r. Ill VOD DON'T COME HEUE TO BE LEARNT TATTOOES'."

THE BLESSED ISLE.

(Written after a short experience of Lord KHONDDA'S

sugar-rations.)

I FAINT, I languish. Set me on an islo

Where only nut-shells pop beneath the palm,
And turtle unto turtle all the while

Says,
" Where did that one go to ? "yet is calm

(Knowing which tree it was the young ape shinned

up),
And storms are not nor strafes, nor any wind up.

,

And further inland let me find a grove
Where the ripe cane drips juices all day long,

And build a temple by that treasure-trove

To Saccharina, subject of my song ;

'

For worse than Fritz and his envenomed gases
I do detest this shortage of molasses.

And there the maple shall be also found

No whit less nectar'd than the Orient sweet

And just as nutritive, and all around

The woods be carpeted with bashful beet,

And vast refineries and mills be handy
Churning all day illimitable candy.

There let me sojourn for a few brief weeks
And bind the barley-sugar's golden braid,

And sticky both my hands and both my cheeks

And sport with Demerara in the shade,
And cut great cubes like glittering alabaster,

And be the batman of the Quartermaster :

And quite forget at last the fume, the fuss

Of this unsweetened twilight where we groan,

Saying,
" You must not shake the caster thus,"

Or " You shall have one lump and one alone,"

Or " Herbert is a dear boy, greatly gifted,

But oh, so careless with the moist and sifted."

Ay, give me respite, give me but to breathe

That honeyed atmosphere in dreams at least,

And tread those spicy avenues and wreathe

My head with caramels and make a feast ;

And let no voice of outraged auuthood speak up
When I put fourteen cubes into my teacup.

And pale hut happier let me hear the call

Of duty after dalliance and awake

Ready to bear whatever may befall

The endless wiring or the iceless cake,

The Bosch, the 5'9s, the old trench fashions,

Or even England under sugar-rations. EVOE.

The Alternative.

"\Yanted, Concert Parties and Artistes for Saturday ConcrrU.

near Leeds; must be tip-top or useless." Yorkshire 1'apcr.

We could recommend quite a number of the latter kind.

"MEAT CRISIS.

ACUTE WEKK-F.XD SCAUCITY.

After the experience which tens of thousands of people must have

undergone during the past week-end it is idle to mince words."

Daily Paper.

But what else can one do ? One must have something
to eat.
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IN SUSPENSE.
THE IRISH ANDROMEDA (gazing u-anly at her various Champions in Convention). "IF THESE GENTLEMI'N

WOULD COME TO SOME EARLY AGREEMENT FOR RELIEVING THE SITUATION IT WOULD
GREATLY CONDUCE TO MY COMFORT."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
January '21st. In the pre-

sent state of our relations with Russia

it is fortunate Unit wo have a Foreign
Ministerwho is especially acute in draw

ing nice distinctions. When Mr. KING

rushing in where even au archangel

might, fear to tread, inquired whethei
Russia was still au Allied State for the

purposes of the War, Mr. BALFOVR re-

plied, "As far as treaties can make hei

so, she is." Even Mr. TROT/.KY could

hardly take exception to that admirably
diplomatic sentence.

St. James's Square, once a sylvan
it for cats and clubmen, is now a

wilderness of bricks and mortar. In

reply to Sir ARTHUR FELT, the FIRST
COMMISSIONER OP WORKS disclaimed all

responsibility for the transformation,
which is the work of the American
Y.M.C.A. The blame, if any, attaches

to the nniicenu monde and not to our
own Sir ALFRED.

Several Members intended to oppose,
for all they were worth not a large
amount in some cases the passage of

the Military Service Bill. Their prin-

cipal objection was that it gave too

much power to the Director of National
Service. But Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES
has not forgotten the use of a good
bedside manner, and by promising his

patients to show them the prescription
that is, to lay his regulations ou the

Table of the House lie induced them
to swallow what they seemed to regard
as a disagreeable dose.

Tuesday, January %2ml. In a care-

fully-balanced speech Lord CUIWON
admitted a platonic affection for Pro-

portional Representation. It was
"
complicated

"
but not "

unintelli-

gible
"

as if anything could be unin-

telligible to that massive brain !

"difficult" but not "impracticable."
He would like to see the experiment
tried, but nevertheless advised their

Lordships to vote against it. Lord
CREWE said "ditto to Mr. BURKE," but
the Peers preferred .the arguments of
Lord CHAPLIN and Lord COURTNEY (for
whom " P. R," has furnished, probably
for the first time in their political lives,
a common enthusiasm) and carried
the proposal by a majority of ninety.
Thus for the second time in a fort-

night, Lord CUHZON found himself in

the unenviable position of Bo-Peep.
By way of answer, I presume, to the

charge that the politicians interfere too
much with the conduct of the War, the
Government have decided that the
soldiers shall have a chance of taking
their part in politics. Accordingly to

any soldier, commissioned or not, who
is adopted as a Parliamentarycandidate,
special furlough is to lie granted. It

is anticipated that this new method o:

'

wangling
"
a few days' leave will be

very popular in the trenches.

Another injustice to Ireland has been
discovered by Mr. Fn;r,i). Ordnance-
workers under the Agricultural Depart-
ment in his praceful country are, it

A GOOD BEDSIDE UANNEK.
SIB AUCKLAND GEDDES.

seems, paid only twenty-nine shillings
a week, while similar workers at Wool-
wich are paid forty-seven shillings. It

was delicately explained to him that
he Ordnance Survey to which the
"rishmea belonged was concerned with
the manufacture of maps, while the

special business of Woolwich was to

construct the means of altering them.

Bo-i>Ei-;r.

I.OKD C'UrtZON.

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUEI
had "

nothing to add
"

to his previous
answer about the increase in race

meetings; but, lest he should be ae
cused of encouraging gambling, assurer'

the House immediately afterwards tha
the Government had no intention o:

issuing Premium Bonds.
Mr. TREVELYAN complained that

among the pamphlets seized in

recent raid was one containing
message to the British Labour Con-
ference from the Bolshevist " Ambassa-
dor

"
in London, and demanded that

the pamphlets should be at once
returned,

" in order that the Russian

representative might be allowed to
address the British working-class in
what words he pleased." As his words
seern to have included "gross mis-

representations of the attitude of the
British Government to the Russian

people
"
the HOME SECRETARY declined

the request, and added that ho was
Considering the question of prosecu-
tion. The House loudly cheered the

discovery that there are limits to the

privileges of those who "
lie abroad for

;he good of their country."
Wednesday, January "23rd. In the

absence of Sir LEO CHIOZZA MONEY
the SECRETARY OF THE ADMIRALTY re-

ceived the full force of Mr. HOUSTON'S
daily cascade of Shipping Questions.
\n attempt to divert it, by the request
*hat his tormentor should put his views
n writing, was met by the reply that
he had already done so to the extent
of ten pages of manuscript ;

and Dr.

MACNAMARA, fearing trouble with the

Paper Commission, did not press the

suggestion. But I noticed that he
seemed quite interested a little later

on, when Mr. MACTHKRSON, in the
course of an answer on Army dentistry,
spoke of the care now taken " in the
treatment of jaw-cases."
On the motion for the adjournment

a number of Members went head- hunt-

ing. This classical sport, as practised
by the Dyaks in Borneo, involved the

discharge of poisoned darts through a

blow-pipe, and the House of Commons
has not materially altered the method.
As the attack was led by Major DAVID
DAVIES, formerly Private Secretary to
the PRIME MINISTER, it is supposed
that the Head of the Government was
the object aimed at

; but most of the
shots went wide and hit the Head of
our Army in France. Mr. MACTHER-
SON'S defence would have been more
effective if he had not been careful to

explain that he was " not speaking for
the War Cabinet." The head-hunters
included Mr. KENNEDY JONES, who
(tcste Mr. ROCHE)

" moves in the best

political circles," and Mr. KING, who
only argues in them.
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Thursday, January %-itk. Echoes of

last night's debate \\vro still rumbling
through tho House this afternoon.

Mr. BONAR LAW, on the invitation of

Sir HEDWOKTH MKUX, strongly depiv
catod Press attacks upon distinguished
sailors and soldiers, hut when further

invited to put the Cr.xsoit into motion
described the suggestion as " easier to

make than to carry out."

Mr. HOUSTON'S latest complaint
against tho shipping authorities is that

a cargo of "premier jus" has been
held up in Argentina. Members who
had jumped to the conclusion that the

commodity was a species of "ginger'
specially intended for tho stimulation
of 1'rimo Ministers, were disappointed
to learn that it was only "refined ani-

mal fat."

A notable addition to the many ex-

cellent maiden speeches delivered tin's

Session was made by Lieut-General
Sir A. HUNTER-WINSTON. "

Forcible,

eloquent, and vivid," as Mr. HERBERT
SAMUEL rightly described it, this fresh

breeze from tho WESTON front blew

away all the remaining opposition to

the Military Service Bill.

THE "SPOKE."
DEAR MB. PUNCH, An article re-

cently appeared in your pages, entitled
" The New Industry

"
and dealing with

the manufacture of spills, which must,
I think, have deeply shocked all careful

students of this subject. It cannot
have been the writer's intention to

mislead, yet it is strange that bo should
not be aware that the spill, in which
ho takes so childlike a delight, is

already obsolete and went out, in the
best circles, some time before queues
came in. It has been finally super-
seded by the very device to which he
so contemptuously refers as an "

ineffi-

cacious tube," namely the spoke.
I froely admit that a spoke made out

of a whole Morning Post is impossible
and indeed ridiculous. It must be
made of a single whole sheet of news-

paper, and should be light and firm,

crisp and hollow, and some four feel; in

length.
It can hardly be necessary at this

time of day to give any detailed account
of the properties of the spoke, but I

may perhaps point out its leading
features namely, that it lies in the
fender and lasts for a week.
Would you picture it in action ? I

take it up absent-mindedly as my pipe
goes out, and without rising from my
armchair, without taking my eyes off

my book, I prod gently in the grale,

pluck up a little head of flame, bring it

with a turn of tho wrist in contact
with my pipe.

Chincae Sleu-aril (to new Giinlai/cr). "LAST VOYAGE HE SUBMALIXKD."
Gunlauer. " THAT 's EXTOEMELY SAD, OSWALD. HAVE YOU WBITTEX TO TIIE ADMIRALTY

AIlOl'X IT?"

But what does our spillman do?

(1) He springs up.

(2) Pulls out several spills fvom the
vase on tho mantelpiece.

(3) Puts back the superfluous ones.

(4) Stoops down with the selected

one.

(5) Burns his fingers.

(6) Lights it.

(7) Lights his pipe.

(8) Puts out the spill.

(9) Puts it back.

(10) Sits down and (inds his pipe is

out.

(11) Starts again.
It may be that he is one of those

who prefer, after the sedentary life of

.he ollice, to take exercise this way in

;he evening. Jf so lie is unamenable

to reason. But let me tell him that in

the hearts of his countrymen the spoke
has already proved itself not only
superior to spills but. (in the immediate

neighbourhood of the hearth) siqierior
: :'hCK.

I am, yours as usual,

STATISTICIAN.

"If you arc unablo to ofler your services

during the daytimo you can help to carry
wounded and other men at Victoria from
twclvo until midnight." Weekly Dispatch.

It won't take you a moment.

"The Arethusa took part in tho attack on
Admiral Hipper's bottle-cruisers."

Jfanricli and Ikircrcuurt Keicsman,

A new typo ; believed to be a species of

drinking-vessel.
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|1
I

Kobiiic (who is eatiny aiti'jtlierd'i pie, aiul hat been talil nut tu be wasteful). 'MuiUUB, mar 1 EAT mm? IT'S SUCH A PAKTI< **;.
NASTY BIT OP THE SHEPHERD."

editor of The Appreciate, \ month
later lie came to report progress and

greelod me with effusion.
" Uncle Dick," lie said,

"
you are a

real benefactor."

"Well," I replied,
" I suppose tin's

means that you arc now prosperously
launched on flic sea of literary journ-
alism '.'

'

"That's ii rather large deduction,"
said the llutter; "hut, anyhow, I've
written a review for The, A/>[vcit<Ji:
it hasn't appeared, ami I don't think it

will. I5ut no matter;
' more was lost

on Mohae/ field.' I've had a great
time with old Craw ley .Bland. 1 took

your letter of introduction. [ was
shown up into Ms sanctum, and he

'minowdhered and minandhoml and

blandandherod,' a- Mi/lr/mcy would
ha\e saiii, for the space of a quarter of

an hour on the privileges and duties of

criticism. Finally he handed me a

book for review, with instructions that

as far as possible I should give due

prominence to" the personal note, and
I ho\\ed my-eh out in a super-fatted
condition."

- "And then you wont home ;md

butchered the book '!

"

"Oh, no, Uncle Dicli. I didn't cut, it

up and then sell the copy and buy a.

bottle of brandy with the proceeds, like

Bludyer. I faithfully carried out my
instructions, and did so all the more

easily because it happened that 1 had
been at school and Oxford with the

author. So 1 began by observing that

knowledge of an author's antecedents

and environment was always helpful
in appraising his work, and described

|

how Mr. Blank, owing to the sudden
|

failure and imprisonment of bis
father]

as a defaulting solicitor, had l)eeii
j

obliged to cut short bis academic
career and take to journalism under an

assumed name."
" You put that in the review ?

"

"Yes. You see it was greatly lp

his credit. Besides ho never liked his

father."
"
Any other personal note

" Not much. I said that, although
he suffered from epileptic fits, he was
the best bridge-player of his time at

Oxford and a master of the art of

ornamental objurgation rather a good
phrase that, I thought. And then at

the end, after saying the book was
marked by vitality

'

and '

artistry,' I

expressed surprise that, having pub-
lished his lirst novel with Broadwood,
he had issued this through the bouse of

'

Pougher. 1 put it in that delicate way

just for people to road between tlio

lines, for you know the sort of bilge
that Poughor habitually prints."

" So tho Editor turned you down ?
"

"Yes, I meant him to, after the way
he bad turned mo up at our interview.

But he wrote me a priceless letter, re-

gretting that in the exuberance of youth
1 had so crudely misinterpreted his

instructions."
"
Hatter, you are incorrigible. What

would you have done if Crawley Bland
had printed your review ?

"

" '

Imagination's widest stretch ih

wonder dies away.' But I knew my
man. Journalistic soap-boilers don't

run those risks.''
" So literary journalism is off

'

now, 1

suppose. And what *s the next move V
"

' " I don't quite know. I 'in thinking
of becoming a professional singer
oratorio, Albert Hall, you know."
But ho didn't. Six weeks later the

Hatter deserted the Muses for Mars
and has remained methodically sane
ever since.

Mi. Bon fruits will MUR, assisted by
.veil known vocalists. All seas free."

Keening Paptr.

Count Hi-:nTi.iNfi \\ill he glad to hear of

this.
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TWO LITTLE ADVENTURES.
ON Friday last it became my duty to convoy to Buxforc

a lad aged ten years and a-half who acknowledges me as

his father and is convinced that my proper task in life

during his holidays, is to minister to his amusements and

to afford him my companionship. Ordinarily he is of a

lighthcarted, not to say rollicking, disposition ;
but on this

occasion he was going back to school, and his high spirits

were slightly dashed by the knowledge. I do not say he

was gloomy, for that would be untrue, but ho was conscious

every now and then of life's seriousness when it has to be

lived under the eyes of masters, and there came into his

face, like a cloud sweeping over a sunny landscape, a tinge

of regret for the less severely regulated joys of home. I do

not blame him ;
I like to see a boy put a bold face on his

return to school, but it is pleasant also to know that he

appreciates his home.

Well, we jogged along in our cross-country train, and at

last, after many stoppages, we arrived at Buxford as the

shades of evening were closing in. Our school was two
miles distant, but in the station-yard there were n.o taxis

or vehicles of any kind. A porter who was consulted

proved to bo a pessimist.
" Sometimes," he said,

"
you

could get a conveyance, sometimes you couldn't ;

"
and this

apparently was some time when you couldn't. Was it any
use waiting? "Well, you never could tell whether a fly

mightn't turn up."
As he uttered these philosophical reflections I became

aware of a movement, and up the hill there came slowly out
of the heart of the shadows a no, it couldn't be yes,
indeed it was a HANSOM ! How had it come here, this

.habby disused gondola of the ancient streets of London ?

Old memories came flooding back at its aspect. I hailed
it and became its temporary possessor, and the boy and I

tucked ourselves into it as best we could.

It is not too much to say that our drive was a lurid

one. The driver began by handling a lever and closing
the doors on my fingers. All the old fears and all the old

inconveniences were there. The horse, poor beast, was the
slowest and the laziest in the world. It never fell down,
but was always on the verge of falling, and constantly in

imagination I saw myself and the boy describing parabolas
in the air and landing on our heads in the middle of the

slushy road.

Besides, the driver owned and used a whip the lash
of which often missed the flanks of the horse and showed
a tendency to entangle itself in our eyes. .This led. to an
interchange of amenities with .the driver, and what between
anger, terror and strong words he and 'I were fairly ex-
hausted when at last we arrived at our destination^ The
boy alone wa=i calm, and; I afterwards strove to impress
upon him the memory of the historic occasion when he
drove in a ghostly hansom with a demon driver to his school.
For myself I marvel how men endured this, terrifying sort
of carriage for so long. This was my first small adventure.

My second had taken place before the first began, but I

place it second because it was slighter and not so full of
violent emotions. During part of our journey we had as a
fellow-traveller a very young officer, over whose feet I

tripped as I entered the carriage and with whom I ex-
changed reciprocal apologies. He appeared to think that
this incident had given me some claim upon his courtesy,
for when next he produced his cigarette-case ho offered me,
with a most winning smile and with extreme politeness, a
cigarette. Here, I thought to myself, is a youngster who
has no use for the alleged surliness of the travelling
Englishman. He is probably on leave from the Front and
is going to see his home. Being therefore very happy he

is determined to make everybody else as happy as he can,
and witli this view ho gives mo a cigarette.

I watched him with a sympathetic interest. As our

journey proceeded he became restless, and at last, when wo
stopped at Fiddington, lie sprang up, seized his belongings
and flew rather than stepped out of the carriage on to the

platform. There he gave a shout, a loud and joyful "Ah !"

and, rushing forward, was gathered into the arms of a lady
whom I guessed to bo his mother. I had only a glimpse,
for the train quickly moved on and the light was beginning
to fade, but that glimpse kept me happy until we came to

Buxford. If this should happen to catch the eye of a young
and good-looking officer who on Friday week travelled to

Fiddington I should like him to realise how much pleasure
ho gave to a fellow-traveller by his gift of a cigarette and

by his joyous greeting of a gentle lady. E. C. L.

THE HELLES HOTEL.
WHEN I consider how my life is spent

In this dark world of sugar-cards and queues,
Where none but babes get proper nourishment
And meanly men remunerate the Muse,

I dream of holidays when Peace is sent,
But not such dreams as common persons use

I know a headland at the Dardanelles
Where I shall build the best of all hotels.

I know a cliff-lop where the wealthy guest
From languid balconies shall each day view

Far over Sarnothrace the tired sun rest

And melt, a marvel, into Europe's blue,
To come hack blushing out of Asia's breast
And hang, at noon, divided 'twixt the two,

While shuttered casements looking out to Troy
Shall faintly stimulate the Fifth-Form boy.

There shall they have, with those delicious skies,
All that rich ease for which the Armies prayed,

Nor dust nor drought nor shortage of supplies,
But long cool glasses in the cypress' shade,

And starlight suppers, and, of course, no flics,

And in their bathing-place no mules decayed ;

Shall swim in the JEgean, if they want,
Or go and do it in the Hellespont.

There shall they hear from olives overhead
The cricket call to them and no shells sing,

While painted lizards flash before their tread
And in green gullies trills the sudden Spring;

Shall walk, unblinded by disease and dread,
Where myrtle beckons and rock-roses cling,

And find it difficult to tell their aunts
The proper names of all these funny plants.

There shall they see across the storied Sound
Some snow-peak glisten like a muffled star,

And murmur, " That 's Olympus, I '11 he bound,"
And tread old battle-fields where vineyards are ;

With scarred young veterans they'll amble round
The Turks' entanglements at Sedd-el-Bahr,

And practise at a reasonable charge
Heroic landings in the hotel barge.

But there are dates when tourists shall be banned,
High dates of April and of early June,

When only they that bear the Helles brand,
A few tired Captains and the Tenth Platoon,

Shall see strange shadows in that flowery land
And ghostly cruisers underneath the moon :

And only they shall scale the sunny hills,

And they alone shall have no heavy bills. A. P. H.
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'WHAT'S rp, ALF? You I:OS'T EF.KM HALF IN A IIAOK!"
"SO-I-D YOU BE IF YOU SAW A 1 LINKIN' CIVILIAN FANNING VOl'B BEST OIRI. WITH HIS BEASTLY EXEMPTION CiBD.'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(/?// Ifr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THOUGH I have found The Stucco House (Uxwix) a singu-
larly depressing work, this is less my ground of complaint
than a suspicion that the gloom is there for its own sweet
sake, and without the excuse of any more artistic purpose.
The house was that in which Jamie and Catherine con-
tinued the troubled existence which you may recall from a

previous book, and brought up, very badly, an increasing
family. Detestable, every one of them (the picture on the

wrapper does them no more than justice, and I can't say
anything worse than that), so that I found myself pain-
fully indifferent to the long-drawn shipwreck, mutual
loathing, drink, lunacy and every kind of disaster that

finally overwhelms the group. But what 1 should like to
ask of Mr. GII.HSHT CANNAN is (so to speak) some statement
of his war-aims. What is he out for? Is the tale an
ndictment of conventional morality, of mental stucco-

jlastering, of the commercial idea or what? Surely in

any case Jamie himself, who cared for none of these thi'ngs,

night have been presented as a rather more endurable
Sharacter. The fact seems to be that Mr. CANNAN'S people
ack humanity; they impress mo as figures of tin cleverly
minted to look like men and women, but empty, so tha't
their fall produces clatter but no sense of tragedy. The
}ity of this is the greater because Mr. CANNAN as artist has
ust that quickening sense of beauty which should save
lim from his present fault of co'.d cleverness. He can give
you the essentials of a scene or a situation unforgettably,
whether it be like the home-coming of Jamie in the begin-
ling of the book, with its wonderful sketch of Mersey-side
andscape, or a sordid grotesque such as the cheese-cake
pisode that marks his domestic downfall. For this I

should compare him to TCHEXOV, but he misses the Rus-
sian's sympathy and affection for his characters. It is

perhaps the absence of this that makes Mr. CANNAN'S
catastrophes so hollow-sounding.

My reading of Dust (DUCKWORTH) has produced in me
the sensation of an unexpected encounter with the antique.
Perhaps because I had supposed that these careful records
of Lancastrian or Yorkist domesticity had had their clav.
Far from it, however ; here is Mr. JOHN L. CARTER detailing
for us the home life of Leeds, the intolerant manufacturer-
parent, the uncomprehending mother, the revolting (in
both senses) daughter in fact the whole dreiry menace,
as though we were back in 1890 and the Repertory Drama
yet slept within the womb of Time. I hardly think I need
give you any precise report of it nil. You know by now

{

how the son's evening hours and courtships will be resented
by the stern parent, how the business will decline, the

I daughter marry the curate, and -all the trivial uninteresting
round of it. True, when Mr. CAUTF.R allowed us to observe
his paterfamilias embracing the girl from the confectioner's,

I

1 anticipated some ray of novelty : but all that came of this

I

was (inconsequentially) a resolve on the part of Mr. and
Mrs. Curate that theirs should bo a union in name alone,
which of course plunged us straight into a convention even
older than the Manchester School. The fact .is, I am
afraid that these Northern parlours are no longer the happy
hunting-ground for realistic fiction that they once were;
nor perhaps is Mr. CARTER equipped with the manner that
would enable him to tell an arid tale refreshingly. Dust,
in short, is a title all too fatally apt.

AVir ami Oil (CONSTABLE) is a volume of hitherto un-
published work letters, thoughts and some graceful verses,
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\vitli reprinted assays and criticisms collected the real lover of tlie free life, to Daphne, who is only play-

aiid edited as a memorial to" a very accomplished writer ing with it, that I most cordially commend. Some of us who
mid charming character In Mr. A/C. BRADLEY. EDITH have talked glibly about the delight of caravans and the

SICIIKI. led a double life ;is a laborious scholar and versatile I open road will, after reading Miss CROSHIE'S book, recognise

critio and as a friend of the poor and unfortunate, a
j

sadly that this is not our natural sphere.
.- patronage, but '

In the early pages of 'J'lii'
'J't>iiijiliii,j Tlwmjht ( MILLS AND

friendship not bounded by gifts and easy patron

expressed in austere, con-taut, self-denying work and

sympathetic companionship with her proteges. It was a :

BOON) Mr. (or Miss) HYLTON CLEAVKK tells us how lletly, the

beautiful life, sustained by a deep religious faith, lighted accomplished and industrious junior typist to an engineering
with a Vine intelligence and enriched by varied interests ! firm in the City, is oppressed by her superior, the wicked

JIM! staunch lo\ allies. Of the letters and she belonged \

Miss linrkxliaif, and is rescued by John, the junior partner,

to '

generation that used the pen, not the
typewriter,

so who shortly afterwards marries her and drops out of the

that the\ have a gracious leisurely air I enjoyed especi- . book. John is a veritable ///</// flu'rni KT. Bill and Pftcr
this kind, only more so. Bill secures little

'iiniioii as his own without much difficulty ; but

I'i'ti'i; a confirmed romantic, gets started on the wrong
path and does not find it easy going. Ho has once seen an

ally one packed with irreverent humour about the crown- are also of

ing of the T>ards at an Kisteddfod (dare one be as flippant Marijaret (',

on so sacred a subject now that Cymry is in power'.') ;
and

a letter more human than that of the usual writer on

pilgrimage, describing her visit to GKORGE SAND'S garden
|

attractive girl-child in a black bus outside a public-house,
at Nohant. Perhaps the "Thoughts" selected from her and ho hunts for her all the world over. Eventually he
notebooks do not always escape
truisms, and they are too

seriously felt to be em-
broidered with mere wit.

But here and there is a

jewel of insight or wisdom.
A short study of East-end

life, written with a certain

grim power and here pub-
lished for the first time,

shows the writer

unusual mood.
in an

the charge of being finds her (but he doe.-n'i really lind her, you know) at a

ball. She has become the,

wicked .!//. BarJcsJuiu)

(see above), and she nearly
traps the foolish /V/V/,

whose Aunt Isuliel just

manages to save him. I

ought to add that the
author writes of rowing
and of Henlev Regnita
with a truly infections

enthusiasm. The descrip-
tion of the race in which

I

" The -Metropolitan Row-

ing Club
"
wins the Grand

Challenge Cup is an ex-

cellent and stirring piece
of work though it is un-

usual, i think, for a cox-

swain lo urge his crew on

by calling upon them to

"Dip! Dip! Dip!
"

\or
was it customary, 1 be-

lieve, at Henley or at

other Thaiires lirna! tas to
: announce the end of a

race by firing a pistol.

COMBIN0-OUT IN THE MIDDLE AGBS.
The Official Torturer (applyingfor exemption). "I VKIIY MUCH DOIT.T n

A SUBSTITUTE COULD BE FOUND; AND I WARN YOU, GENTLEMEN, THAT
INEXPERT TREATMENT IS SURE TO CREATE A FEr.LIXG OF VNRKST AMONIi
THE PRISONERS IN THE ROYAL DUNGEONS."

Permit me to introduce

you to an admirable piece
of fun with a lot of sound
sense attached to its tail.

Its name is Escapade
(ARNOLD), and Miss MARY
CROSBIK'S purpose in writ-

ing it was to help us to

escape
" from the pressure

of war thoughts for an
hour or two at a time." I

have known other authors
who have been imbued
with the same beneficent

idea, but none of them has been more successful in carry- ;
These, however, are trifles. The great point is" thai

'

I'drr
ing it out. Daphne Carey, a rich and young American wins Iiai-h,im and thus brings to an end a sound, whole-
heiress, believes herself disgusted with the world of flunkey- some and interesting story,
dom, and buys a small island somewhere off the S.W. coast
of England, on which she means to forget all about tiresome
lovers and live the simple life. On her way to the island
she meets a trio of strolling vagabonds, and promptly takes
them with her. All three are types, and in their special
line perfectly delightful. Jitstina, a middle-aged lady who
lias left her rich husband because she longs for freer scope,
is nominally in charge of this troupe, but as at critical
moments she is always talking hot air or painting cloud
effects there is no depending upon her. Her adopted
daughter, .////, is really the mainstay of the party, the only
one who has the true spirit of vagabondage in her, the
untamed creat ure loathing bridle and bit. Henry, Just ina's
son (also adopted, and no one was ( .ver more adopt-
ble than hei, struggled hard with a poem of gigantic

dimensions, and tried for all he was worth to be tinconven-
nonal. JUit he had a suburban mind, and when attacked
by measles was practically done for as a vagabond. Of
iourse men from Dap/ine's abandoned world enter into the
story and add to the fun of it, but it is the attitude of Jill,

\ HEARTLESS THIEF.
Tis not because, returning last night late,

\Vo found my wife's few jewels, brooches, rings
And such-like, gone and with them all our plate,
I feel for thee a large Teutonic halo
And curse thee thus, O man who stole these

things.

"Tis not for this I long to spill thy gore,
But, man to man, 1 ask thee, was it right

'1 o use my last five matches, treasured more
Than gold, and leave their corpses on the floor,

Having thus robbed us by their precious light'.'

DICK Tup.riN would not so have stained his fame,
Not thus would SHEPPAKD his career have marred.

All just men's hatred shall surround thy name,
And lor this tinal, Hunnish, deed of shame
A righteous judge shall give thee ten years' hard.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT seems a pity that tlie Treasury

should have decided not to issue five-

shilling notes, when they would have

proved so useful for wrapping up the

Sunday joint. .,.

..

*
'

A sensation was caused in a London
suburb last week when it was reported
that a young woman had accidentally
swallowed some margarine.

It appears that tho man charged at

Eastbourne with wandering plead, si

that he joined tho queue at lledhill.
* *

On inquiring about the lady who
stated in the County Court that she
had been frightened

by a rabbit, we find

that it was not a one-

and-nine-pcnny one.
: *
*

A large piece of

shrapnel is reported
to have fallen on a

building where a Food
Committee was sit-

ting. We doubt, how-
ever, whether even
this sort of thing will

ever succeed in mak-

ing air-raids really

popular. # ...

It is stated that the

paper shortage is caus- !

ing great anxiety to

boot and shoe repair-

ers, who fear that if

supplies are any fur-

ther restricted they
may bo compelled to

use leather.

Guardians to present tho workhouse impression that it was Spring. On
barrel-organ to the < r Museum, being informed of its mistake it replied

philosophically, "Well, I've got first

According to a Geneva telegram,
" a

'

place in the queue, anyhow."
new typo of Zeppelin is undergoing

**
its trials over Lake Constance." Its The Ministry of Food states that
tribulations will no doubt be undergone under the ne\v rationing scheme meat
elsewhere. -

" Lantern slides," says a c./ntein-

porary,
" are tho latest device to be

used by tho Food Ministry to acquaint
the public with the position of food

supplies." Wo usually have recourse
to the microscope to locate ours.

*
,

*

A Chicago bride

revolver by her father as a wedding-
present. We have before now noticed

will include sau^a^c-. \\ -velcome the

iring implication.

T1IK NYMI50I, ill-' TlIK T\NK.
\.\ l'rci\u I Smith i-.iid that tin- ^appeal

' Julian
'

v.a- mad' to all .lasses to

the wherewithal for tin- carrying on
of the war. If they kept up the start they
th. id made I.e,th would come out with a re-

11 atshigh, M in the country."

Edittmtrgh Kivning \eic>.

Tlio printer, at any rate, has played up
splendidly.

"Families Supplied."
" Pair, 1,

Ij6."Tlie Lady.

Safe Bind, Safe Find.

Letter received by
a firm of safe manu-
facturers :

"Would you kindly
scad me one of your cata-

logue!!, on your secret

safes? I have been away
two yean in a foreign

port,
and I am coming

home some time in Janu-

ary ; and I think it would
I* very safe to keep my
money in also my wife, it

would be better for her
while I am away on active

o."

TlIKATlUCAL MANAGERS ARE EXPERIENCING A CONSIDERABLE AUGUST OF TBOCBLK
AND EXPENSE IN ENGAGING PERSONS TO ACT AS CROWDS. ONE MANAGER, IN HIS
ROMAN ARENA SCENE, HAS GOT OVEB THE DIFFICULTY WITH TUB HELP OP A LABCE
LOOKING-GLASS TUAT REFLECTS TUB GALLERY.

A commercial traveller has been sum- 1 the strong objection that some women
moned for using bad language to a taxi-

driver. It is only fair to the taxi-driver

to say that he did not know the lan-

guage was had till a policeman told

him so. ,,.

The Marquis of AHERUAVENNY is sell-

ing his Monmouthshire estates, which
include two mountains. He is said to

bo breaking up his collection of the

latter.

"Tho Variety Artistes' Federation,"

says a news item,
" advocate Parlia-

mentary representation for their pro-
fession." We think they might well be

content with the excellent substitutes

they have in the House.

We can think of no finer example of

the splendid self-saciitice of the age
than the decision of tho Colchester

have to using the word "obey" in the

marriage service. * *
*

Owing to the activities of tho Pan-
Germans the KAISEK desires it to be

known that it isn't his War any
longer. # *

" The present Parliament," says The

Evening Neivs,
"

is the longest since

Charles II." This, we understand, is

denied by the Kitchen Committee, who
claim that it is merely thinner, which
makes it look longer than it really is.

*..,*

"
People that have no towns have no

history," said Dr. A. SHADWELL in a

recent speech. But they sometimes
have butter, which is a far rarer boon.

t-. *

An evening paper slates that a tor-

toise arrived at Blackheath under the

"The Price of Foods
Commission visited a tan-

nery to-day. To-morrow
tho commission will re-

sume the taking of evi-

dence in the boot trade."
A u.ilralian Paper.

Nothing like leather, except perhaps for

eating.

Strange Behaviour of a Brougham.
"A brougham, in which a lady was riding.

shied at a coal dray in on Thursday last,
and sprang through the shop window of tin

s of Mr. ,
furniture dealer."

The Cabinet-Maker.

"In any scheme of coal conservation the

valuable by-products of the gaswords, essential

in peace and vital in war, must also be con-

sidered." Scots Paper.

Our politicians may be trusted to see

to that.

THK INITKD STATES' WAR PRE-

PARATIONS.
AN AMAZING PROGRAMME.

America's second million million will be

in tin- tii-itl long before the coming year i*

through.". Timei <>/ Ceylon.
"
Amazing

"
seems the right word.
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WILLIAM II. ON DEMOCRACY.
NOT for myself ; I little care

For loud Imperial pomp and show ;

None of the uniforms I wear

Affords mo satisfaction, no ;

My throne and crown, my high degree,

My busts that figure many a column

on,

All are but vanity to me
Just as they would have been to

SOLOMON.

From time to time I long to slough
The regal state that wraps me round,

To be reborn of common stuff

And move, like mortals, on the

ground ;

To seek, beyond the sacred pale,

Those joys that never gods like me
know,

And lead in some sequestered vale

The simple life as led by TINO.

But oh, my people ! 'Tis for them,
For their dear sake, I may not shed

This tedious orb and diadem,

Leaving my sheep unshepherded ;

How would they miss, with me away,
The fold that now my flock I pen in,

And wander off, an easy prey
To Socialistic wolves like LENIN !

Being a simple German breed,

They 're not at present ripe for that ;

A guiding hand is what they need
Before they play the democrat ;

As I observed to TKOTSKY'S crew,
I 'm all for "

self-determination,"
But any step with this in view
Must first secure my approbation.

So here I am and here remain,
And, should they bleat for better food,

I must, though mine the harder pain,
Adopt a blood-and-iron mood ;

Their rebel ranks with guns I '11 sweep
And into mutton have them pep-

pered,
Which is the just reward of sheep
That strike against their loving shep-

herd. O. S.

"A shoal of herrings unexpectedly made
their appearance off Deal." The Times.

In future Lord EHONDDA would be glad
to have notice.

"
Charming Black Bear Goat Fur Set in

now animal design. Sale Price 35/-."
Advert, in Sunday Paper.

We were afraid something like this
would happen when the Eussian bear
started to play the goat.

From a draper's advertisement :

"Up to date jumper . . . bordered with
seH material to true elastic fitting. Waist
sizes 13J to 14J." Daily Paper.

We are "
tightening our belts," aren't

we?

THE PASSING OF POLYDORE.
WE had been pulled out of the battle

right out of the mud into the snow-

drifts, into a rural area where the tiles

were on the roof and the pigs at peace
in the pleasaunce. We could hardly
believe it. The two junior subalterns,

who joined us last Autumn, spent hours

in speculation before they realised what

gave the landscape its unnatural look -

the absence of crump-holes, shell-cases

and army clothing awaiting salvage.
The dear lads had forgotten that there

existed fields of this unscarred and un-

littered variety. For we belonged to

an Army Field Artillery Brigade, who

require neither rest, rations, re-drilling
nor recreation like common gunners.
The youngsters thought that peace
must have been declared since there

were no longer shell-splinters in their

morning tea.

Obviously the occasion clamoured for

celebration. At first we thought this

might take the form of an illuminated

address to G.H.Q., in a casket specially
made by the Battery fitter, but various

considerations decided us instead to

have something special to eat. Plainly
a pig must die. Pigs in this blessed area

were prosperous and prolific. Family
parties of them foraged grunting before

every threshold; the straw of innumer-
able stables rustled to their obesity.
But there are pigs and Pigs. The

Mess Secretary, whose naturally aesthe-

tic taste had been perverted by months
of thankless catering, had his eye on
the very Pig we wanted an adolescent

hog in whom he saw, as the sculptor
fellow saw the angel in the block of

marble, innumerable savoury meals.
The family who were the guardians of

this noble creature we interviewed en
masse. It consisted of husband and
wife and three be-pattened daughters,
all bi-lingual and expert pig-dealers.
Thus they had us at a disadvantage, for

while we stated our terms in French

they discussed them in Flemish, re-

turning to the language of diplomacy
only when their conference resulted in

a decision.

We were still in a semi-stupefied con-
dition from the surprise of being brought
out of action, and finally agreed to pay
a price satisfactory to them.
So the Pig, who will live in my

memory under the name of Polydore,
had to be weighed. Having neglected
to train him to sit patiently on the

scales, his guardians had to coax him,
still unconscious of his destiny and

grunting amicably, into a sort of crate,
ths weight of which had been scrupul-
ously balanced by an equal weight of

bricks; -but we didn't insist on his being
tubbed before weighing-in. Polydore

was an even hundred kilos. A day
earlier or a day later and his price would
have involved calculation and decimals.

It was rather sad to see how many
volunteers there were to perform the

dreadful deed of his execution amongst
the very gunners whose billet Polydore
had so often shown his willingness to

share. They must have employed some

summary method far deadlier than the

ordinary civilian massacre
;
we heard

no cry, no soprano protest, no reproach-
ful swan-song. The spectacle of his

corpse was spared to us. One morning
we saw him as Polydore plump, rosy
beneath his camouflage, bristling with

vitality ; that afternoon wo inspected
him as mere pale impersonal joints.
These were for the men. Our choice

was his head, for we remembered appe-

tising pictures of refectory-tables lined

with round-paunched fathers smiling
with one accord to see the ceremonial

entry of the Boar's Head.
I will place it on record here thai

Polydore was a great success with tlu

troops ; he may be said to have gom
down with them. Let that be his epi-

taph. But his head ! First of all tin

estaminet-stove proved too small tc

contain ib entire, and it had to be clefi

vertically. This of course marred Poly-
dore's jovial expression and made cere

mony impossible. Then the senior sub
altern suddenly swore off pork for life,

having realised, in one of those strangt
flashes of insight that come to thinking
men, that crackling was neither mort
nor less than the material for saddlery

misemployed. And finally our discou-

ragement was completed by the carver's

exclamations of astonishment and even
horror when the moment came for him
to set about his business.

Whether all the pigs of France are

similar I know not, any more than I cat,

say whether our Mess-cook had treated

Polydore's head in some abnormal

fashion, but as it was presented to us

upon our plates none but an Eskimo
could have contemplated it without

quaking. All the most succulent and

adipose-forming constituents of Poly-
dore's diet seemed to have gone to his

head. We do not happen to number

any avowed Eskimos in the Battery,
and so we abandoned the dreadful re-

mains of our feast to the limber gun-
ners, who were at the time short of

lubricant for their axles. Next day the

axles of every gun-carriage but one were

lavishly over-greased, while the limber

gunner responsible for the exception

figured, dreadfully bilious, on sick

parade. Never again shall I see the

familiar fatuous full-faced smile of the

porker without a shudder and a dis-

quieting internal emotion.

Truly beauty is but skin-deep.
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AYEABY WILLIAM.
LITTLE WILLIE (calling on his Imperial Parent during the Berlin strikes).

" YOU 'BE NOT LOOKING

YOUR BEST TO-DAY, FATHER."

THEKAISISH, "NO, MY BOY; I THINK I WANT A REST FROM WHAT OUB I-'KIEM)

HERTLING CALLS 'THE UNBROKEN JOY OF BATTLK.
"
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behalf of my Company to express regret
j

Trusting that after this clear exposi-

LITTLE BIT OFF THE TOP. for the loss of your roof ornaments
',

tion of the case they will reconsider the

Win x is a semi-sih an retreat not
'

owing to the raid, but regret that I can matter and make a clean breast of it,

that'.'

There are (louhtless several answers \vheroabouts.
give you no information as to their I remain,

to this poignant conundrum, but the

one which concerns me the most is,

" When a private munition factory Bits

down within a bomb's throw of it."

Jf the space hel \\een my hedge and

the factory wall were not piled up with

I am, Yours obediently,
.JAMES J. BALDWIN,

Yours hopefully,
AUGUSTUS WINTER.

lames, as I happen to know, is prac-

tically the sole proprietor of Drainford

the mortal remains of disembowelled

motor bicycles, superannuated hip-

baths und other gew-gaws of civilised

life it would be more bearable.

Narrow as this space is, it was wide

enough for a bomb (unnoticed by the

: to drop into during .the last

air-raid. The resulting distribution of

Managing Director.
Munitions> Limited, and also an iron-

James seemed to lie entering into monger in wliat is known as a large

the, spirit of the thing, so I thought I i way of business in Market Street,

would carry on a bit more, and sent Drainford. He is quite a decent chap,

across the following reply at once:
'

but as keen as mustard to do business.

v i.i.. Next evening I received from him the
DE VR Sin Yours ot uneven date : , ,. .

, ,' ,1

., . ,,, - ,, .,,, following letter (with enclosure) :

(your typewriter is wobbly, isn t it ?J

to hand. DEAR Mu. WINTKI!, I am writing to

Am I to gather from your cold and i you in a friendly way to ask why you
formal letter that your Company are

j persist in writing such absurd letters

taking no steps to find out the where- to my Company. The Government are

favours and a wish for a little relaxa- ! ahouts of my property, carried off, or ; holding themselves liable for air-raid

tion caused me to write to the Managing : at the least driven away, by this bomb,
| damage up to five hundred pounds, and

Director of the works
, : f

! Bboold suggest your

(Drainford Munitions,

Ltd.).
DEAK Siu (I wrote),
Doubtless you are

aware of the attack on
the Drainford front

last night. That your

Company's delightful
edifice was unoccu-

pied and that my
household had fore-

gathered in the wine
cellar at the time are

matters for congratu-
lation to all concerned.

My particular ob-

ject in writing is to

ask if your Company
can give me any in-

formation as to the

whereabouts of one of

my chimney-pots (the
kind my chimneys wear, not the sort

with which you and I used to decorate

our heads iu happier days) which has

mysteriously disappeared since (and, I

believe, owing to) the explosion of a

bomb belonging to your Company ; but

chiefly as to the present habitat of a

patent cowl, its complement and con-
stant companion for many years, which
seems to have accompanied the chim-

ney-pot iu its flight.

Eagerly awaiting your favourable

reply,
1 am, Yours faithfully,

AUGUSTUS WINTER.

TOMMY IN ITALY
'THEM FLOWERS WERE GIVEN 10 YOU AS A DECORATION, ME LAD, AND NOT TO

CAMOUFLAGE YEHSELP WITH."

P.S. Thanks for the half bicycle,
the bucket of perforated design, and the
two cans deposited on my lawn, which
however I do not require. Perhaps
you will send for them.

This drew a formal reply iu the fol-

lowing terms:

DEAB SIR, I am in receipt of yours

which was undoubtedly their (your

Company's) property ?

This is how I look at it. The Huns
were clearly aiming at your Company's
esteemed works (and it wasn't a bad
shot either), therefore the bomb was
intended for your Company, ergo the
bomb was ipso facto presented to and

belongs to your Company as aforesaid.

From these premises (not my house,

you understand
;
I 'm using the word

in its legal bearing) it follows that, if

any part, piece or portion thereof alien-

ates the affections of any of my pro-
perty or causes it to leave my demesne,
thus depriving me of its use, functions,
and, if I may use the term in this con-

nection, usufruct (and the cowl was a

particularly fruity design of my own,
carried out by Simpson Brothers, of

the London Eoad), then and in that
case I hold that your Company is

morally bound to inform me as to

writing to them on
the subject.

In the meantime I

am sending you our
current catalogue, and
trust that, should you
obtain pecuniary sat-

isfaction from the

Government, you will

favour me with your
esteemed commands.

Mrs. Baldwin joins
me in kind regards and
best respects.

Yours sincerely,
JAMES J. BALDWIN.

I found this answer
most disappointing,
and 1 sent a reply to

it by hand, addressed
to James at the shop

in Market Street :

DEAR MB. BALDWIN, Thank you for

your letter and interesting catalogue ;

but surely these are spring and summer
cowlings, and I want one that will do
for hard winter wear as well. The

sample on page 231 is the nearest in

appearance to my lost treasure, but is

too rococo in design to suit my rather

severe chimney-stack, I am afraid. If

you have some of those delightfully

designed carpet tacks shown on p. 160

kindly let bearer have about half-a-pint.
Yours faithfully,

AUGUSTUS WINTER.

I also wrote to him as Managing
Director of Draiuford Munitions, Ltd. :

Re, Air-ltuid.

DEAH SIR, It has occurred to me
that in my previous letters I may not

have made it sufficiently clear that my
anxiety to recover the missing cowl

of even date and in reply I beg on
j perty, as aforementioned.

where your bomb has taken my pro- ! arises from particular affection for it.

Designed by myself, it has withstood
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1'iirultt Smith (laic assistant iu jialniiat, etc., JJund Street).
" WHO '!) HAVE THOUGHT IT? THEY SEEM 1O KNOW ME."

the down-draught and the breeze for

many years, and I doubt my ability to

plan such another. Moreover, the delay
would make my life more unbearable
than it is at present, what with the price
of marmalade and carpet tacks. You
would scarcely credit the price of a

tumblerful of the latter nowadays in

Drainford. I know, having recently

purchased some in the town.
I can only add that the assistance of

a search party from your Company's
esteemed premises would greatly oblige.

Yours faithfully,
AUGUSTUS WINTER.

P.S. -Since I wrote the above iny

gardener, u most worthy soul (but for

his habit of cutting the cheese for his

elevenses with a pocket-knife that he
uses for cleaning his pipe), has found
the cowl, practically intact, in the

rain-water cistern on my roof.

P.P.S. lie the selection of iron-

mongery deposited in my garden : as I

shall not bo placing any orders with

you, kindly send for the samples at

your earliest convenience.

I fear I may have unintentionally
hurt James's feelings over the price of

his carpet tacks ; at any rate the cor-

respondence has now closed.

BALLADE OF FKEE VERSE.

UP to the end of the great QUKKX'S
reign

Pegasus proved a tractable steed ;

Verse was metrical, mostly sane ;

"Fleshly" singers who wished to

exceed

Seldom, however great was their

need,
Held that prosody was a crime.

Critics were one and all agreed :

"Poets will never abandon rhyme.''

Now, inspired by a high disdain,

Grudging the past its rightful meed,

Georgian minstrels, might and main,

Urge that verse must be wholly freed

Now and for ever from rules that

lead

Singers in chains to a jingling chime,
Slaves of the obscurantist screed :

"Poets will never abandon rhyme."

MILTON and TEXNYSOH give them pain :

MAKINETTI 's the man they heed,

Grim apostle of stress and strain,

Noise, machinery, smell and speed.
Yet the best of the British breed,

Fighters who sing mid blood and grime,
Lend new force to the ancient rede :

" Poets will never abandon rhyme."

ENVOY.

Prince, Kern Hire is a noxious weed;
Verse that is blank may be sublime ;

Still, in spite of the Georgian creed,
Poeta will never abandon rhyme. ,

The Meat Shortage A Drastic

Remedy.
"Another new Order regarding the sale of

Sheep, mid bringing sheep into line with other

cattle, stated that a farmer may slaughter his

own household on condition that seven day*'
notice is given to the Food Committee."

Provincial Paper.

No more Illiterate Centenarians.

"By the new Bill no child could leave school,
in uo reason whatever, until it was 114."

Macclesfield Courier.

The proposal to constitute a Ministry that
will deal with matters arising out of the War
situation is viewed with favour and as reflect-

ing the policy of Mons. Posthuma."
Amtterdam Paper, quoted by

" The Times."

This, afterthree and a-half years of war!

Ehcti fitgaces, Posthuma, Posthuma.

"At Tuubridgc Wells, Arthur
, aged

thirteen, was ordered six strokes with the

birch on his birthday.'" Evening Paper.

We are sorry for ARTHUR, whose birth-

day, we understand, was always a

tender point with him.
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THE ETERNAL FEMININE.
UNDOUBTEDLY it was the best bille

I hud over mot in all my wanderings
with the B.E.F. True the room had

more than a flavour of the calf tha

occupied the stable next door. You
could not stamp upon the tiled flooi

without bringing down fragments
from the ceiling. A boiler in the ad

joining kitchen bulged through the wal.

and occupied a quarter of the alreadj

sufficiently limited space; a large worm-
eaten clothes-cupboard took up anothei

quarter, and tlio manure midden of the

Garde ChampStre might have been a

trifle further from the not too spot-
less window. But the room contained

oh, rapturous sight a bed ! and little

Germaine, my landlord's five-year-old

daughter, watched from the summit ol

the midden my first ecstatic embrace ol

its voluptuous oat-flight mattress and
eider-down quilt.
You know the expression of the

diffident man who wants to tell you
something but cannot quite make up
his mind to do so. That was how
Germaine looked at me and the old-

fashioned clothes-cupboard. The thumb
of one hand fairly corked her little

grenadine-smeared mouth (she had

lately lunched) ; the other grasped
Antoine, a cockchafer, miserably sus-

pended head downwards on a length
of cotton.

Twice she ventured into the room
and twice uncorked herself once to

absorb a proffered peppermint, and
once to introduce me formally to the

dangling Antoine. For the rest she
watched in silence the disinterring of

my household gods from pack and
pockets and their enthronement upon

1

lie flat top of the cupboard (most par-
icularly did she watch the cupboard).
And always she watched with that air

of being on the point of making some
iremendous announcement. At times
he suspense became positively oppres-

sive. Encourage her as I might, she
could not apparently bring herself to give
away the dreadful secret of the clothes-

upboard. Was she nerving herself to
disclose the family skeleton, or did
maiden modesty prevent her from
extracting some article of apparel?
STo, it could not be that, for if I left
the room she seemed to wait in a sort
of silent agony for my return. I gave
t up, and for the next half-hour forgot
Germaine and her undivulged secret in
he composition of a "

green envelope
"

etter home.
Then suddenly I became aware of a
uskily reiterated whisper of "

M'sieur."
There was no ignoring the beseeching
mportunity of that appeal, and I
urned to find Germaine, flushed and

eager, standing with one pudgy fist on
the handle of the mysterious cupboard
I felt instinctively that the crisis ha(

come. With a gesture worthy o

Professor VALENTINE presenting to a

large and expectant audience the
illusion of the Disappearing Donkey
Gormaina flung open the doors anc

revealed, clear against the black in

terior, a pair of tiny white kid button
boots !

For the space of ten seconds she le:

me feast my eyes upon the ravishing

spectacle ; then, apparently deciding ]

had had as much as was good for me
at a single dose, reclosed the cabinel

arid uncorked herself to whisper the
one word, " Dimanche."
That was enough. Germaine re-

corked herself and silently departed
with an air of complete satisfaction.

THE BALLAD OF PRIVATE CHADD.

I SING of George Augustus Chadd,
Who 'd always from a baby had
A deep affection for his Dad
In other words, his Father;

bntrariwise, the father's one
And only treasure was his son,

Yes, even when he "d gone and dona

Things which annoyed him rather.

For instance, if at Christmas (say)
Dr on his parent's natal day
The thoughtless lad forgot to pay
The customary greeting,

His father's visage only took
That dignified reproachful look
Which dying beetles give the cook
Above the clouds of Keating.

As years went on such looks were
rare

;

The younger Chadd was always there
Co greet his father and to share
His father's birthday party ;

The pink
" For auld acquaintance' sake"

Engraved in sugar on the cake
Was his. The speech ho used to make
Was reverent but hearty.

?he younger Chadd was twentyish
When War broke out, but did not

wish
To get an A.S.C. commish
Or be a rag-time sailor

;

ust Private Chadd he was, and went
To join his Dad's old regiment,
While Dad (the dear old dug-out) sent
For red tabs from the tailor.

'o those inured to war's alarms
need not dwell upon the charms

Of raw recruits when sloping arms,
Nor tell why Chadd was hoping
lat "if his sloping-powers increased,

'hey 'd give him two days' leave at
least

'o join his Father's birthday feast "...
And so resumed his sloping.

One morning on the training-ground,
When fixing bayonets, he found
The fatal day already round.
And, even as he fixed, he

Decided then and there to state
To Sergeant Brown (at any rate)
His longing to congratulate
His sire on being sixty.

"
Sergeant," he said,

" we 're on the eve
Of Father's birthday; grant me leave"

(And here his bosom gave a heave)" To offer him my blessing ;

And, if a Private's tender thanks

Nay, do not blank my blanky blanks!
I could not help but leave the ranks ;

Birthdays are more than dressing."

The Sergeant was a kindly soul,
He loved his men upon the whole,
He 'd also had a father's rdle

Pressed on him fairly lately.
"Brave Chadd," he said,

" thou speakest
sooth!"

happy day ! O pious youth !

"
Great," he extemporized,

"
is Truth,

And it shall flourish greatly."

The Sergeant took him by the hand
And led him to the Captain, and
The Captain tried to understand,
And (more or less) succeeded

;

" Correct me if you don't agree,
But one of you wants what ?" said he,
"And also which?" And Chadd said,

" Me !

"

Meaning of course that lie did.

The Captain took him by the ear
And gradually brought him near
The Colonel, who was far from clear,
But heard it all politely,

And asked him twice,
" You want a

what ?
"

The Captain said that he did not,
And Chadd saluted quite a lot

And put the matter rightly.

The Colonel took him by the hair
And furtively conveyed him where
The General inhaled the air,

Immaculately booted ;

Then said,
" Unless I greatly 'err

This private wishes to prefer
A small petition to you, Sir,"
And so again saluted.

The General inclined his head
Towards the two of them and said,

'

Speak slowly, please, or shout instead ;

I 'm hard of hearing, rather."
30 Chadd, that promising recruit,
Stood to attention, clicked his boot,
And bellowed, with his best salute,

" A liai>py birthday, Father !
"

A. A. M.

A pacifist meeting was broken up yesterday.
L crow rushed the pulpit, pulled the pastor
.own by his coat tails, threw him bodily across
he auditorium and out of the back door."

1'elciny Gazette.

ood bird.
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REPRISALS OFF.
'

J)1U NtllSE TELIi YOU I'D BEEN NAUGHTY, MtMMlE?" "
No, DAHLINU."

"\VKI,I,, TiiKN, I WON'T TELL YOU THAT NURSE DROPPED THE TOAST IN THE KIKE.'

THE MINISTRY OF ENTERTAINMENT.

THE suggestion of the manager of the

Coliseum, made at lunch at the National

LiheralClub (limcheon-rooins generally

having become the new forum), that his

employer, Mr. OSWALD STOLL, should

be appointed Ministerof Entertainment,

quickly led to developments. A meet-

ing of the entertainers and managers
of London was called on Sunday to dis-

cuss the matter. The new knight, Sir

HENHY TO/KK, was iu the chair, sup-

ported by a galaxy of talent.

The Chairman opened the proceedings

by a few remarks as to the gratifying

recognition recently accorded by the

Crown to the Music Hall profession.

(Hear, hear.) Doubtless, he said, a

Minister of Entertainment would be a

useful functionary. It was notorious

that the soldier on leave and the tired

war- worker found their greatest relief

in theatres and music-halls (Cheers)
and the propaganda play had, he was

sure, a line future if done rightly.

(Laughter.) So far, judging by the speci-
mens which had been produced at the

Coliseum, these plays could not bo said

to have been a shining success. \Vhal

they had now to do was to select with the

utmost care the right man. (Hear, hear.)
Lieutenant GBOSSMITH said that the

Minister of Entertainment must be

someone in touch with the world one
who moved about and was seen, not a

mysterious recluse. He proposed Mr.
LAUBILLARD for the post.

Mr. L\URILLAUD said that he greatly-

valued the proposition which had been
so unexpectedly (Cheers) made by
his friend, whom they were all very

glad to see there to-day, knowing as

they did how difficult it was for him to

snatch a moment from his naval duties;

but he, ttie speaker, did not feel quali-
fied, to fill the post alone. With Lieu-

tenant GKOSSMITII to share the burden
he might consider it.

Mr. C. B. COCHRAN said that lie failed

to see what a Ministerof Entertainment
would do. Every manager who knew
his own business and was at all alive

was a Minister of Entertainment as it

was. What would Mr. STOLL do if he
were appointed ? Would lie impose a re-

volving stage on every theatre ? Was the

propaganda play to be a staple '? If so

lie, the speaker, was entitled to be heard,

for be was the only person present who
i had been successful with it.

Mr. ALFRED BUTT said that he con-

i sidered the suggestion of a Minister of

Entertainment a good one, even though
he might not approve of the particular

way in which it was made ; but obvi-

'. ously a man should be chosen who not

i only was at the head of the profession
; but had already been entrusted with

Government administrations.

The Acting Manager of the Palace,

; following, proposed Mr. ALFRED BUTT
as the best possible Minister of Enter-

i tainment.
Mr. GEORGE ROUEY said that in his

opinion it was a mistake to appoint a '

manager. Try as they might to avoid

it, managers were almost certain to do

something beneficial to their own places
of amusement; whereas a comedian
had no such axe to grind. He named
no names, but he would remind them
as something of an augury that there

was present a comedian who not only
had been successful in organising u

number of War concerts, but who had

earned the significant title of " Prime
Minister of Mirth."

(Cheers.)
Mr. STOLL, rising with a dignity all

his own, said that he was both pained
and surprised by some of the remarks
to which they had listened. He had
understood that his own appointment
to the post of Minister of Entertain-

ment was certain ; and to hear so many
other suggestions was distressing to

him. Obviously he was the most fit-

ting person, because in a peculiar way
he combined intellectual and practical

gifts. He understood finance, he under-

stood HERBERT SPENCER and he under-

stood the British public. Also he had

never been seen without his tall hat.

(Cheers.) Furthermore he came from

Wales, where England was accustomed

to find her saviours. Should he be

appointed he could promise them that

lie would he unremitting in his energies
and

Mr. STOLL was still speaking when
a messenger arrived from Downing
Street with a note, stating that the

PRKMIEU had no intention of establish-

ing a Ministry of Entertainment.
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Officer. "Do YOU CALL YOUESELF A SOLDIER?"

Officer. "THEN WHAT THE DEVIL DO YOU CALL YOURSELF?"
Recruit. "No, SIR."

Recmil. "A CAMOUFLAGED CIVILIAN, SIB.'

A WATCH IN THE NIGHT.
" WATCHMEN, what of the night ?

"

"Eumours clash from the towers ;

The clocks strike different hours ;

The vanes point different ways.
Through darkness leftward and right

Voices quaver and hoom,

Pealing our victory's praise,

Tolling the tocsin of doom."
"
Optimist, what of the night ?

"

"
Night is over and gone ;

See how the dawn marches on,

Triumphing, over the hills.

Armies of foemen in llight
Scatter dismay and despair,

Wild is the terror that fills

War-lords that crouch in their lair."

"Pessimist, what of the night?
"

" Blackness that walls us about
;

The last little star lias gone out,

Whelmed in the wrath of the storm.

Exhaustless, resistless in might,
The enemy faints not nor fails ;

Thundering, swarm upon swarm,
He sweeps like a flood through the

vales."
"
Pacifist, what of the night ?

"

" We hear the thunder afar,
But all is still where we are ;

Good and evil are friends.

Here in the passionless height
War and morality cease,
And the noon with the midnight

blends

In perennial twilight of peace."

"
Soldier, what of the night ?

"

"
Vainly ye question of me ;

I know not, I hear not nor see ;

The voice of the prophet is dumb
Here in the heart of the fight.

I count not the hours on their way ;

I know not when morning shall

come ;

Enough that I work for the day."

"Two well-known clerics, the Bishop of

Exeter (Lord William Cecil) and Lord Victor

Seymour, vicar of St. Seymour's, South Ken-
sington ,

are the sons of peers, and hold courtesy
titles." Daily Paper.

So, apparently, does the latter's benefice.

Mr. Punch's Appeal for Raid-Shock
Children.

31st January, 1918.

DEAK MB. PUNCH, We are very

grateful to your readers for their quick
and generous . response to your appeal
for the poor children suffering from
air-raid shock, who are being cared for

at our Home at Chailey.
But, like Oliver Twist, may we ask

for " more "
help, as every post brings

fresh applications for admission ?

Believe me, Yours sincerely,
THE HON. TKEASUREB,

The St. Nicholas Home for
liaid-Shock Children,

Heritage Craft Schools,

Chailey,
Sussex.

Our Commercial Stylists.

From a Winter sales advertisement :

"MILLINERY
Beautiful Copies of the inimitable Parisian

Models.
' '

Daily Paper.

"Canadian Home Rule."
"After consulting its supporters the Quebec

Government has decided to enforce prohibition
in the Province of Ontario from May 1, 1919."

Kortli Mail.

Ontario, we understand, proposes to

return the compliment by enforcing

conscription in Quebec.

Message from a battery position to

the wagon-line, overheard by the tele-

phone operator:
"We have had no officers' mess rations for

48 hours
; please send up some buffer springs

and mineral jelly."

Iron rations indeed !

" A telegram from Vienna to the Ifuenchentf
Xeueste Nachrichien Kays Dr. M'Kerle, the

Hungarian Premier, had an audience with the

Emperor." Edinburgh Krcning Dispatch.

Our contemporary is to be congratulated

upon having been the first to discover

this distinguished Scotsman.

The Literary Manner.
"He is an ornament to the Church he

adorns. His flexible and learned style are a

positive delight to anyone who can appreciate
the fine points of English."

Sunday Paper on Dr. Henson.

We gather that the writer of this pas-

sage is an authority on style.
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THE HOME FKONT AND THE PEACE OFFENSIVE.
CIVILIAN

(o;i a visit to the trenches). "WELL, ARE WE GOING TO WIN THIS WAR?"
TOMMY. "JUST NOW, MATE, THAT DEPENDS ON YOU MORE THAN IT DOES ON MM."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, January 2H///. By way of a

little gibe at the usual effect of Lord

RHONDIU'S regulations Mr. WUICIHT

inquired whether ho would iix a price
for wood-pigeons, sparrows and rats.

Feigning an obtuseness which I am
sure he does not possess, Mr. PARKER

replied that it was a question for

the Food-Production Department, and

drove the questioner to explain that if

only the FOOD-CONTROLLER would fix

prices for these pests they would imme-

diately disappear.

Arniitijh iinimqi/e cuno. Mr. JAMBS
I.ONSDALE took his seat to-day in the

room of his brother, now Lord ARMAGH-
DALE. He was escorted up the floor by
Sir EDWARD CARSON, who looks twice

the man he did before he decided, a

week ago, to practise his well-known
virtue of resignation. When he left the

previous Temple of Coalition it was to

act as a battering-ram. Now, it is

understood, his rdle will be rather that

of a flying-buttress.
The Commons got through a lot of

work in a short time. Mr. WHITEHOUSE
and other patriots opposed the clause

in the Registration Bill which em-

powers a policeman to require any man
to produce his card. This, they said,

was "sheer Prussianism
"

a thing
which, except in Prussia, they cannot
abide. But the House accepted Mr.
HAYES FISHEK'S assurance that the
British constable, like another cele-

brated character, "is not a Prussian,"
and passed the Bill.

Tuesday, January 29th. In view
of a recent magisterial utterance, to

which Mr. Punch has already drawn
attention, I ought perhaps to say
that the Marriages Provisional Order

(No. 2) Bill is not a statute for the

encouragement or condonation of

bigamy. It is the Order that is pro-
visional, not the marriages.

Mr. FORSTER rejected as absurd the

report that in a stone quarry near
Calais, now worked by the Labour
Corps, a dentist could possibly be em-
ployed. Yet one would have thought
no profession would feel so much at
home in a stone quarry.

Letters on purely family matters
are occasionally delayed by the CEN-
SOR'S department because, according
to the HOME SECRETARY, they are too

long to be read, or too illegible.
" But

if they are illegible," asked Mr. HOGGE
with the adamantine logic of the Scot,
"what harm can there be in passin<*
them ?

"

On learning that the minimum price
for potatoes had been fixed at ten

shillings less in Scotland than in

England, Mr. WATT was mightily

indignant.
"

It was," he said,
" another

j

instance of the Englishman bullying
the downtrodden Scotsman." Mr.

j

CLYXKS, whom he accused of this

tyranny, is, I should estimate, just about

half Mr. WATT'S fighting weight.
The House of Commons owes all its

[

powers to its control of finance, yet,

except on Kudget nights, finance is

Mil. PAUKEH FKIUSING AN OBTLSKXKSS.

the one subject which is" sure to empty
it. There was hardly a quorum while
Mr. SAMUEL and other Members of the

Select Committee dilated on the growth
of national expenditure and suggested
means of curbing it. The CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHEQUER listened patiently,
even when Mr. SAMUEL quoted

" A
chiel "s arnang ye

"
in an accent which

BURNS (ROBEKT, not JOHN) would have
failed to recognise. This may have up-
set Mr. LAW, for his endeavour to explain

SCOTLAND BrLLIF.D BY ENGLAND.
Mit. WATT. MR. Cr.YNKs.

his recent speecli on the conscription
of capital will hardly increase his repu-
tation as a sound financier. Students

may be interested in the "
psychological

movements in the mind of the CHAX-
CELLOK OF THE EXCHEQUER," as Mr.

ASQUITH called them, but investors pre-
fer a more tangible security.

Wednesday, January 'Mill. Where
the fair sex is concerned the Senior
Service never forgets its chivalry. On
learning that pheasants might bo shot

during the close season Sir HEDWORTH
MEUX hoped that Mr. PBOTHEHO would
discriminate in favour of the hens.

I regret to say his example was lost

upon Mr. KING, who, in drawing atten-

tion to the food difficulties in boarding-
schools, laid special'stress on the desir-

ability of not reducing the rations of

growing boys. "And wily not grow-
ing girls, too, Mr. KING?" came in an
audible whisper from where the grille
used to be.

When the Lords' amendments to

the Representation of the People Bill

came up for discussion the Government

temporarily abdicated its functions and
left Proportional Representation to a

free vote. With the reins on its neck
and no fear of the Whip, the House
kicked up its heels in tine style. All

the party -households were divided

against themselves. Tory twitted Tory,
Radical railed against Radical, Labour
belaboured Labour. Mr. CHAMBERLAIN,
who was cradled in the Caucus, was
sure that under "P.R." party-organisa-
tions would bo more rampant than ever.

Lord ROBERT CECIL, who sees in

"P.R." an umbrella against
" the dan-

gerous storms to come," denounced
his late colleague as a " vehement and
violent obscurantist."

Similarly when Sir GEORGE CAVE,
most moderate of men, ventured to

mention a few of the practical diffi-

culties in the way, he was promptly
accused of " unintentional exaggera-
tion

"
by Mr. BALFOUR, whose enthu-

siasm for "P.R." is partly caused by
the reflection that had it existed in

1906 he might still be Member for

Manchester.
I rather think that Members in

general shared the view of Mr. AS-

QUITH, who was all for trying "P.R."

experimentally in somebody else's

constituency, but recoiled in horror
from the thought of its introduction

into his beloved Fife. In the end
"P.R." was knocked out by 110, the

largest of the many majorities re-

corded against it this Session.

Thursday, January 31st. To sup-
press Mr. LYNCH takes some doing.
But where Ministers and even Mr.
SPEAKER have failed Mr. J. II. THOMAS
succeeded. The patriot from Clare
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loudly demanded a further " comb-out"
of the cmbusi/uSs iti Clovorninoiit oflicos,

and declared that " Whitehall sticks in

tho gi/xard of the public." Then a

voice from the Labour benches, in quiet
but penetrating tones, asked, "Does
the over-anxiety on this question come
from Ireland ?

"
and Mr. LYNCH col-

lapsed into silence.

The efforts of tho Peers to improve
the methods of election to tho Lower
House mot with a further rebuff. Non
tali auxilio was tho feeling of the

majority of the Commons, who decided

to reinstate the "Alternative Vote"
which their Lordships had eliminated.

The debate revealed some ignorance as

to the exact meaning of the subject-

matter; but it is not true that a Scot-

tish Member, much concerned about

food substitutes, was heard to inquire,
" What are these Alternative Oats, and
are they any good for porridge?

"

HEAD-COVER.
LIONS have strength ; the nimble flea

Depends on his agility ;

But, being slow and feeble, Man
Protects himself as best ho can.

After three years of war my brain

Bids me take cover from the rain.

Work ! O grey matter, in my knob
To wangle me a cushy job.

;|: # # #

I often think it would be grand sport
To join the Inland Water Transport ;

Yoho ! a sailor's life for me,
But in the Inland Water T.

At ease on deck in well-creased slacks

I '11 watch men marching by with packs,
And thus by proxy feel once more
The stern realities of war.

Then, on the other hand, although
I'd like to be an E.T.O.,
And live in luxury with nil

KIRCHNEK'S best pictures on my wall,
I can't help feeling that I oughter
Try for Divisional Soda-Water ;

Or I could rest for many moons
Ground-oflicer to kite balloons,
Whose uniform is much more gay
Than that of our Y.M.C.A.
At other times I think I '11 go
Down to Etaples as Pierrot

I think it would be rather jolly
And quite a rest to be a Folly,

Although they tell me that the gem
Of cushy jobs is A.P.M.

* * * * *

And if in after-years my son
Asks me what mighty deeds I 've done
In the great War, I '11 simply yank him
Over my knee and soundly spank him.

"
However, you cannot for over bask in the

shade." Sunday Chronicle.

We never bask in the shade for more
than a year or two at a time.

Colonel (a renowned Spartan, to new Sub.).
" I DO HOPE rr '8 NOT GOING TO RMS, Ma. CRISP."

New Sub. "WELL, SIB, IF IT DOES THEY CAS POT ON THEIB GREAT-COATS."

Colonel. "On, THEY'LL BE ALL BIOBT. I WAS THINKING ABOUT YOUB FURS."

The Irish Touch.
" The Department of Agriculture prosecuted

John for having caused a brood sow to

be slaughtered without a licence from the

Department. Defendant admitted the offence,
but stated that the animal had met with an

accident, and that it was essential to kill it

in order to prevent her death."
Northern Whig.

" The official description is as follows :

Emily (aged 13), light blue hair, blue eyes,
dressed in black skirt and green blouse, black

boots and stockings.'
" South African Paper.

With hair that colour, EMILY should be

easily identified.

" Maxim Gorky . . . had a vicarious career

before he won fame as a novelist. Ho had

practically no childhood." Weekly Hispatch.

He seems to have begun his vicarious

career by being changed at nurse for a

grown-up man.

" Teacher wanted at nights to learn young
lady to write English language."

Glasgow Ilerald.

Badly wanted.

" There were food queues at Northampton.
Meat and fish were in very short supply and
rabbits almost unobtainable. There u.is a

rush for substitutes." Daily Sews.

Poor pussy 1

" WILTS. Charming seven-roomed cottage
to let, furnished (or apartments). Free air

raids." The Lady.

But why Wilts ? London can supply
them just as gratuitously.

" The plumbers were -vorking 48 hours to

the day last week. Even the piping days of

peace had nothing to equal it."

Sentinel.

It's the pipe-bursting days of war that

does it.
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1

come forward and speak the word of release. But I fear

your Majesty will find yourself stopped at every turn by
,

this Prussian.

The Emperor. Then we must proceed without him. It

is not we in Austria who are hated and distrusted ; it is he
alone

;
and I do not believe that it is written in the Book

of Fate that the world is to perish because a Prussian is

arrogant and mean. We are not yet over the precipice,

The 'Emperor. So far as it goes that is good and has my i though we are near to its edge. I desire to draw hack

approval ;
hut

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The Emperor of AUSTRIA and Count Czxnxix.)

The Emperor. My dear CZEHNIN, the only question is,

are we to have peace? It is quite useless to discuss any-

thing else, except in so far as it bears upon that question.

Count Czcrnin. I quite understand your Majesty, being,

in fact, of the same opinion myself, and

entire approval; but in

order to make our views

prevail we must proceed
from words to deeds. Have

you thought of the matter

in that light?
Count C. That is pre-

cisely what I have done.

I have indicated by every
means in my power that

Austria desires peace and
must have it. It is only a

few days ago that I made
an appeal to the PRESIDENT
of the United States.

Tlie Emperor. Yes, that

\\ a s well done. You carried

out my wishes to the letter.

But why has nothing come
of it ?

Count C. I must remind

your Majesty that in this

business we do not stand

alone. We have allies whom
we must carry with us if

our words are to have any
result.

TheEmperor. Yes, I know.
FERDINAND of Bulgaria,
MEHMED of Turkey, and
WILLIAM the German
Heavens ! what a collec-

tion ! Merely to mention i

their names leaves a bad
'

taste in my mouth. Are !

we to be for ever depressed
:

and wretched because we
'

cannot shake ourselves free
|

from these contemptible
men ?

Count C. If I may ven-

THE-NATIONS FvNDfORNvRSEs

A-TRIBVTE-FROM-THE-BRITISH-
EMPIRE-TO-BRITISH- NVRSES-

while there is yet time, and
so I bid you work with all

your might for peace, which
alone can save us.

Count C. Your Majesty
may rely on my whole-
hearted efforts. The devil

is in it but we shall get
the better of this Prussian

parvenu with his sabre-

rattlings and his stamp-
ings about in jack-boots.
I will in all things obey
your Majesty's commands,
so that your far-sighted
designs for peace may, if it

is still possible, be carried
1

out.

Tke Emperor. Good ! And
if there be a chance of let-

ting the Prussian know
what we think of him I

beg you will not hesitate

to seize it.

MR. PUNCH DESIRES TO SUPPORT THE APPEAL OPTHE UIUTISH WOMKN'K
HOSPITAL COMMITTEE FOR THE FUND THAT is BEING RAISED TO ENDOW
A COLLEGE OF NURSING AS A THANK-OFFERING FROM THE BRITISH
EMPIBE TO BRITISH NURSES. GIFTS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO THE
HON. TREASURER, THE VISCOUNTESS COWDBAY, AT 16, CAHLTON HOUSE

tune to say so, your Majesty^EBBACE
- s -w-l-

" Boy for newspaper office, age
about 11 or 15 years, state age."

Daily Dispatch."

Also state how old he is,

when he was born, and how
long he has been a boy.

From a Southsea hotel

prospectus :

" THE CANOE LAKE. This
sheet of water between the Es-

planade and St. Helen's Parade
is used chiefly for model-yacht-
ing. Its total area is about 3J
acres. A portion is laid out for

tennis, croquet and bowls."

As aquatic sports these are

new to us.

utters my sentiments with regard to them. FERDINAND, TONDHM
the shiny fox, cares for nothing except his own personal TT ,

safety ; the Turkish Sultan is a mere pawn moved hither
Half a score sailorraen that want to sail once more,

and. thither by the Prussian WILLIAM, and the Prussian i

Cruislng round tlie waterside with the Peter at the fore,

WILLIAM Half a score o' sailormen the sea '11 never drown
The Emperor. Stop, CZERNIN, stop ! The trade of bein ! (Seven da

5'
s in Pen boats a-drifting up and down

!),

an Emperor in Austria is difficult enough in all conscience
j

<->ut to find anotner smP and sail from London Town,
without the interference of this Potsdam drill-sergeant and

' Half a score o' sailormen broke and on the rocks,

professor of unctuous piety. There is something about' Linking down Commercial Eoad, tramping round the Docks,
this man so rancid that I can hardly bear even to think of

|

Half a score o' sailormen, torpedoed thrice before
him. Let him bluster as he likes, I, at any rate, am de- !

Once was in the Channel chops, once was off the Nore,
termined that Austria shall not be dragged down to utter

j

Last was in the open sea a hundred mile from shore,
ruin by such a man.

j

Half a score o' sailormen that want to sail againLmmt1C. Bravo, your Majesty, bravissimo ! There spoke And her cargo 's all aboard her and it 's blowing up for rain !

real Emperor and father of his people. For the War Half a score o' sailormen that won't come home to tea,
your Majesty is no way responsible. You came to the For she 's dropping down the river with the Duster flying free,. "

tl f vt*i.vy v\j
uiJV_fj-i_(_ii.tJJ.-HJ & VAl.WfJiJli.it: UWTVU V-UO Al V ^A \Y1UJ1 UJ.1D A-* UQUVsI. JJ V "^f-i

ie of your forefathers when it was already raging, and
j

Down the London River on the road to the open sea !

low, moved by the miseries of mankind, you are ready to
|

C. F. S.
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TilK LAWS OF MUSIC.
[Dedicated with profound iwrivnr.' to the

author <if the coruscating article on tl"

sulij(-'ct in a rucont manner of 'J'ltc Times.']
" liules and schools uro made for

fools," as Squinchlor says in his .-l/ilujr-

ixmx fur .lilmta a work proscribed at.

all academies, but of priceless value in

encouraging fruitful revolt against sys-
tems and soulless precision. Music has
its laws, but they cannot bo stated with
mathematical exactitude. Thus the
law of centrality, the first law which the

composer obeys, can easily he misunder-
stood by formalists. Of three things
in a row one must be in the middle,
but that does not make it central.

And as with geometry so with arith-

metic its rules are a broken reed to

the musician.

The laws of music stand apart from all

other laws, since they are most triumph-
antly obeyed by those who are entirely
unconscious of their obedience or of

the existence of the laws themselves.

MOZAUT, as wo showed recently, knew
nothing of the law of centrality, but
if we look at the texture of his work,
the density of the stuff, the quality of

his fibre, or at the period, the sweep of

the effort and prociousness of the mo-
ments, we recognise that he was at

least subliminally conscious of its para-
mount and insistent value.

This then is the first of those laws
to hearken to which is better than the
fat of rams that things which are in

the middle are not necessarily central,
and that conversely things which are
central must not be middling. There are
four others of hardly less vital import-
ance, all of which are splendidly obeyed
by our younger composers.
The law of antinomy, which Squin-

chler in one of his luminous prefaces
i defines as a reconciliation between the

categorical imperative and the cosmic

paulo-post-futuristic permissive, is that
which young composers follow when
they synthesize divergent planes of

emotional content instead of leaving
thorn to emerge independently in their

intrinsic fluorescence. It is this law
which Squinchler himself nobly illus-

trates by the two immortal semiquavers
that intrude upon the quavers in the

penumbra of his Aldcbaran. The law
of obscurity, which darkens without

hiding and produces an atmosphere at

once fuliginous and translucent, sug-
^sting a tropical twilight, is better

displayed in Bobolinkoff's excursions
into the crepuscular inane than in such

square-cut tunes as "John Brown's
"

or "O Dem Golden Slippers."
As Percy Cornstalk observes in one of

miely but pregnant apophthegms,"
It is better to aim at nothing and hit

it every time than to score a monotonous

First Munitioner. "My OLD MAN'S wos THIS MKDAL. Dos'i IT MAKE VEB JEALOUS?"
Second Munitioner (with great hauteur). "Nor ME ! MY BILL WEST OUT TO KILL GERMANS
SOT COLLECTIXU SOOVENEKK6."

string of bull's-eyes." The most luci-

ferous image of all antiquity was that of

the Chima;ra, bombinans hi cucito, and
Diarmid McGralloch has translated it

into terms of harmony more thoroughly
than anyone, unless we except Bertram
Bucktrout.

The law of exacerbation, which recog- j

nises the paralysing and enervating
effect of tranquillity and prescribes a
constant series of onslaughts on the

principal nerve ganglia, is more loyally

supported by Hercules Blogg than by
BKIU.IO/. or .RICHARD STRAINS. Audi

lastly the law of curvature demands
that the melody shall be sensitive and
serrated and titillate the hearer volup-
tuously. MKNDKLSSOHN and SPOHK mis-

took the curve for that of the railway
arch, but Prtnkevitchsvtnchtchitzky
and Quantock de Banville know that it

should droop like an intoxicated para-
bola.

These and their like are the law-
whicli bind musicians ; but tho books
never mention them. They are only to

be found in war-time in the pages of

The Time*.



AT THE PLAY.
'LOVE IN A COTTAGE."

I IMAGINE the author of A Man of

Honour and Human Bondage, tongue

in cheek and ono eyelid mischievously

pendulous, spreading his elbows to the

roguish work of writing Love in a Lot-

tanc.
" I will give them," says he,

"
heaps

of money ;
Como and Paris ;

some titles ;

some amusing lines and a few little

quips of my own ;
a few of other peo-

ple's, well worn, so that they at least

will be recognised with the tribute of

familiar laughter. I have done this

sort of tiling before, but this time I

will not be merely artificial, I will be

preposterous; not just pleasantly and

flippantly shallow but deliberately and

conspicuously insincere ; my satire shall

not be merely obvious, it shall be posi-

tively crude. And you will see they will

come and eat it but of my hand. . . ."

In the First Act the Hotel Splendide

on the Lake at Como shows you a

disgruntled millionaire; his spouse, a

tyrannical hypochondriac ;'a sweet run-

away wife, hired nurse of this unattrac-

tive patient ; sundry women
'

whose

tongues wag against so unsuitably

pretty a dependent; and sundry males

competing for her favour and mitigating
the severity of her bondage. The only

soft spot in the old millionaire's money-
bound heart, by the way, is his fatherly

affection for our charming Sybil. A
letter announces the suicide of her un-

satisfactory husband and her inherit-

ance of half-a-million, subject to the

condition of her not remarrying.
Act II. gives us our heroine charm-

ingly gowned. Toadying to' the new
rich takes the place of the feline

gossip and tyranny. Our Sybil flip-

pantly accepts the hand of a fortune-

hunter who doesn't know of the will's

limiting clause and who beats an igno-
minious retreat when he does ; she

refuses the proper hero, a pleasant

philosophical young doctor who neither

covets nor possesses the wealth that

everybody else, including Sybil, thinks

so desperately important. He takes his

refusal without dismay, biding his

Fourth Act. And Sybil, after distribu-

ting largesse to the parson and two
shameless spinsters, stretches out her

arms to Paris and freedom with a full

purse.
And then (Act III.) comes disillusion-

ment. At her famous fancy-dress ball,

to which an exiled minor king is coming
incognito, one of her guests borrows
ten thousand francs and another blandly
proposes that she shall be his mistress

to save him the trouble of working for

a living. So that when a telegram from
the young Como doctor bids her come

quickly to help a friend she forthwith

^^
leaves her house by the window while

the already announced royalty is mount-

ing the stairs. Possibly she is appre-

hensive as to the size of the loan he

will require or the nature of the liaison

he will propose. The curtain deprives

us of the sight of the royal chagrin

which is a pity.

It is, then, a disillusioned beauty that

in Act IV. comes hack to the azure

Como . . . Money is a disaster. Nobody
loves the rich poor things. They are

only milch cows ... It is her friend the

millionaire who is in trouble. His money
is rising up and throttling him. Even

as she is soothing him and reconciling

him to life with money (so arduous

and dubious a reconciliation" the par-

A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR TO LOVE
IN A COTTAGE.

Martin Arrol . . . ME. GAYER MACKAY.

Sybil Bruce .... Miss MAIUE LOHB.

son interrupts to beg her for help for

his church, and the two spinsters try to

negotiate a loan, which so annoys the

old- man that he goes off and shoots

himself.
'

. And the doctor has hardly
certified life to be extinct before he

returns to press his rejected suit and

the twain' declare for Love in a Cottage.

A most convincing sermon, is it not, on

this misery of riches?

Miss MARIE LOHB makes her first

trial of the adventure of management.
She has every reason to read the omens
as favourable. "Her fortunate keel"

should " touch golden sands," in the

words of her modest and polite pro-

gramme sonnet. She has the one in-

dispensable quality for success on the

London stage a charming prettiness,
which she uses with excellent effect in

the many changes of becoming costume

for which her thoughtful author had

provided. She was best in her little

moods of quiet roguishness. If she

did not seem to feel the more solemn

passages well, perhaps she had such

excuses as I have indicated.

Mr. MULCASTER'S doctor was a very

pleasantly handled young man, the

most satisfactory of the author's cha-

racters. Exquisite touches of humour

and tenderness in Mr. VALENTINE'S grim
millionaire were good to see. Miss

HAIDEE WIUGHT had to waste her line

powers on that foolish puppet, the

millionaire's invalid wife, and Miss

ELLEN O'MALLEY'S cleverness had little

or no scope in the peg part of a com-

panion. Mr. G.AYEB MACKAY scored

excellent points as the asinine and mer-

cenary lover ... I cannot think the

players believed. in their play, which

should have an excellent run. T.

MUSINGS ON MARMALADE.
[" The price of marmalade has hitherto re-

mained uncontrolled. The omission is now to

be rectified, and we understand-that during

the present week an Order will be issued by

the Food Controller fixing the maximum re-

tail price at Ud. a pound." Times, Jan. 29/ft.]

MARMALADE, though bread and meat

Contribute more to our nutrition,

One meal at least is not complete
Without thy bitter-sweet addition.

Far back in days upon the Cam
I mind me how, in strictest training

From thee 'twas otherwise with jam-
There was no call for our refraining

Thenceforth from youth right on to eld

With an allegiance staunch and stable

Have I enthroned thee, unexcelled

Emollient of the breakfast-table.

The home-made brand I most esteemed

Although at need I condescended

To purchased substitutes, which seemec

Of glycerine and turnip blended.

Still, though the vulgar name of

"
Squish"

Aptly at times described the mixture

Some form of marmalade, in disli

Or pot, was at my board a fixture.

But for a solid year at least,

Through war's demands on my ex

chequer,

Thy tonic attributes have ceased

To stimulate my morning pecker.

I missed thee, but thou wert too dear

My purse was never a Golconda

When lo ! on my enraptured ear

Falls this new Order of Lord

EHONDDA.

The glorious news is going round

Which indicates the resurrection,

Priced at elevenpence a pound,
Of this delectable confection.

And yet misgiving fills my mind

About this plan of maximurnming ;

For price means nothing if wo find

The thing itself is not forthcoming.
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"Wno '8 HK, FATHER?" 'HE'S A BEEFKATEB." IS THAT WHY LORD RHONDDA SHUT HIM CP IS THE TOWEB?"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Free Press (ALLEN AND UNWIN) is a reprint in volume
form of certain articles by Mr. HILAIBE BELLOC which
I remember in the trenchant pages of The New Age. In
them lie sets out to prove that the Common (or Capitalist,
as he calls it) newspaper is useless and dangerous, and ought
to be abolished ; and conversely that the hope of the future

lies in a Press genuinely free botli from the shackles of

private ownership and the tyranny of advertisement. In
ono respect at least I should join issue with Mr. BELLOC.
Never, I fancy, was what we call the influence of the Press
so apparently great but in reality so slight. We may all,

or most of us, buy more papers than ever before; but as

for that pathetic faith, which I seem to recall from the

early days of 1914, by which a statement read in The Daily
Something became ipso facto more probable than not

where, oh where is it now? Still, after making allowance
for Mr. BELLOC'S prejudices (notably that eagerness cher-

cher la juif which is still an obsession with him) the fact

remains that ho has stated clearly and well an exceedingly
strong case; though I cannot think that lie is altogether
kind in his comparison of the notes in The Spectator to
" the conversation of commercial travellers in a railway car-

riage." That any indictment of the "advertisement-run"

papers naturally resolves itself more or less into a puff of

certain organs notoriously not thus supported is perhaps
unavoidable. Mr. BELLOC'S little book is a half-crown's
worth of special pleading over which anyone, with whatever
result to his convictions, may spend a stimulating hour.

In a dedicatory letter Mr. Ilrc.n WALPOLE explains that
Tin' (liven Mirror (M AOIILLAX) was written before the War

and almost excuses himself for allowing it to be published
Both explanation and excuse are unnecessary. Mr. WALPOLE
is dealing with a subject which will bo as vital when the
War ends as it ever was. It is not so much a story of

family life (though it is that) as of Family. The Trenchards
we have here their history through three generations

were obsessed with the Family Idea. (Incidentally I may
say that longevity was a habit of theirs, and to crowd

uncomfortably under one roof was another.) Unfortunates
who were neither Trenchards nor connected with them

simply did not count. Whether in London or Cornwall,
which for some unintelligible reason is called "

Glebeshire,"
the Trenchards fortified themselves against the outer world.

Through their defences a young man thrusts himself and
has the temerity to fall in love with Kntherine, of the

youngest generation, the joy of the whole Family. How
the intruder is absorbed into and deadened by the Trenchard

atmosphere is cleverly told ; though the process of assimila-

tion would have been more impressive if ho hud had a

really strong will of his own. The triumph of the book is

Katherine's mother.
'

Till now 1 never appreciated how
devastatingly selfish a devoted mother can be. Though
Mr. WALFOLE'S wealth of detail is doubtless justified by
the nature of his theme, I confess that at times it strained

my patience. On the other hand I would gladly have been
told more about Vincent Trcnchard, who is announced to

he coming home from Eton, but (though I anxiously looked
for his arrival through, many pages) never puts in an

appearance. An Eton boy's breezy presence among so

many ancient and middle-aged people would have been a
welcorna tonic. It is a great pity that he got mislaid.

Stepsons of France (MI-RHAY) is a very happy title for

Captain P. C. WREN'S collection of tales of the French
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Foreign Legion. These episodes, sometimes blood-curdling,

in the outlandish careers of individual legionaries, be they

Kn^lish, Scottish or American, serve indirectly as an indi-

cation of the fighting spirit of France. If her stepsons
arc like tin's what must her sons bo '.' The tales are said

to be true, but I find it hard to believe that the gay and

lively imagination of the author has not had some play.

True, the depot of this regiment was once the ultimate

collecting-place of the world's most reckless, adventurous

and abandoned rips. Even for them, however, life could not

have been such a concentration of brutality and romance,

Miss SHARP is far too intelligent not to estimate such
rubbish at its proper value ; one recalls work of hers in

the past, contributions to The Yellow Book, for example, as

proof of this. And one feels sorry for her to-day.

Eli^filcth Allenliy in An Officer's Wife (JENKINS) was the

victim of a vexatious will, which made her whole income con-

ditional upon her remaining single. No doubt it was right
iu principle, but somehow it wasn't made to seem natural in

fact, that, having roused her Tony up to an enthusiastic pro-

posal, she should lie about this in the fear that the proposal
terror and humour. But no matter if Captain WKEN has might bo held up by chivalrous feelings on her account,

touched up the picture a bit ; these infantry units of the i After all, he was very, very young and she was very, very

grand Krencli army deserve to bo advertised on flaming
'

pretty, and they were together in a conservatory, and the

posters. I hope he will do the same for the other magnifi- lights were low and the palms were accommodating ;
it

cent troops to whom he refers from time to time ;
in par-

ticular the Chasseur Alpin requires to bo better known
out .of his own country,
that these tales do not

'

touch upon the present
War. This, I think, is just
as well. The achievements

j

of the Legion in the line
,

are better left to the his-

torian to be recorded as

they have been decorated

collectively. Readers of

Captain WREN'S stories,

who should be very many
and various, will not only

enjoy these reminiscences
of the past ; they will he

impatient to know of all

being done in the present

by the Legion.

Meanwhile it should he noted

I have been reading a

small book called A Com-
munion of Sinners (ALLEN
AND UNWIN), with the re-

sult that I would give
a good deal for a quiet
conversation with Miss
EVELYN SHARP, who wrote
it. She has apparently
composed the sketches in

this volume to express the

Mistress (to general, who lias been sent on an errand). "You ARE VEKY
LATE, MARY."

Mary. -WELL, MUM, THE BUTTER QUEUE GOT MIXED UP WITH mi:
'IPPODROME QUEUE, 'AN BEFORE I KNEW IT I WAS SWEP 1

IS."

only needed an " I 'd sooner be as poor as poor witli you,

darling, than as rich as be blowed by myself," and I don't

think Tony would have given the matter another thought

j

until some few weeks after

i
the honeymoon. How-

! ever, once they were mar-
ried the sequel developed
naturally enough ; and the
fatal will behaved in an

entirely normal and life-

like manner by remaining
valid till the very end. I

thoroughly approved of

Captain Grant, whether
he was to be regarded as

a virtuous villain or a

not too persistently heroic

hero. Hannah, as occa-

sional chorus, gave great
satisfaction, and I have

! met few women more de-

lightfully detestable than
Mrs, John Luttrell. There

was, too, a noteworthy
sympathy for the feelings
of other officers' wives
which will please many. A
word of advice, in conclu-

sion, to LOUISE HEILGEHS:
she should not permit her

women to use improbable
cattishisms; and next time

detestation of war that is of course common to us all.
j

she should get a man to edit her slang and bring it up to date.
Whether she objects to the present War chiefly, or to wars iu

general, is a point that may be left obscure. What is by no
means obscure is the perplexed irritation of the author over
the fact that the majority of her fellow-countrymen should
have found even the horror of war preferable to certain
other unpleasantness, to national dishonour for example.
On

every page that she devotes to this problem you will
read plainly the vexation of a clever pleader devoid of argu-
ments ; in their place she can give us nothing but vain
reiteration of the physically revolting aspect of bloodshed

Tony, meaning to be intensely human, appeared at times,

by reason of his selection of words, to be slightly common.

The Chronicles of St. Tid (SKEFFINGTON) gives us yet
another opportunity to admire Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS in

his out-and-out West-Country mood. Here we have sixteen

sketches of St. Tid, which is the Phillpottsian for Delabole,
and although none of them is remarkable all are readable.

Possibly the characters are not quite so quaint as we are
accustomed to find them in the author's West-Country

(as if there was a man or woman to-day who did not under-
j

tales, but what we lose in humour we gain in trueness to
stand as much

!), mingled with uneasy sarcasm at the sim-
j

life. For my own part I am never more content than when
sity of mind that would brave such terrors for an ideal Mr. PHILLPOTTS has seated a bevy of his creations corn-

incomprehensible to the better-informed writer. There is a fortably in an inn, and I may stay with them
certain sameness, not to say monotony, about the method of mtil the clock with muffled chime asserts that it is closing t.imc,

propaganda; the "quiet" puppet, generally
"in the corner," figures largely, with what the author clearly
intends as unanswerable objections.

" ' Why are the Ger-
mans called Huns? And why have we gone to war with
Hunland?' proceeded this tiresome young woman. The
old gentleman pretended not to hear." Really, of course,

And o'er the fluids now white with rime the company retires."

In this book there is not much bar-parlour gossip, but the
tale which appeals to me most is suggestively called " ' The
Green Man '

and ' The Tiger.'
"

However low this taste of

mine may be, Mr. PHILLPOTTS is responsible for having
created it, and I am grateful and unashamed.
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIKHI: is no truth in the report that,

the postponement of the sale of tho
MEDICI Letters at CHRISTIE'S is duo to

a belated offer on the part of the CKNSOH
to put a few finishing touches to them.

-: *

Nor is there any ground for tho
rumour that tho stoppage was duo to
the fact that tho A.S.E. had not had
time to consider tho matter.

:;<

Dr. DKLMER Cnorr, tho American
"Old Moore," states that in his opinion
tho end of the world will come in

tho year 3187 A.D. Every effort is

therefore heing made to push on
with tin; \Var in order that the two
events shall not clash.

#
The Lokalameiger points out

that Sweden has offended Ger-

many. We have felt for some
time that Germany was annoyed
about something.

* *

The Ministry of Food is care-

fully watching the production of

sausages. It is evident that there is

much nervousness existing among
sausages, for they seem of late to
bo going about in groups.

* *

Broadstairs residents claim to
have heard the cuckoo, while from

Ramsgate comes the almost in-

credible story that a butcher has
been seen in full bloom.

* *

The Kolnische Zeitung denies the

story that, while shaking hands
with the CKOWN PRINCE at a Berlin

meeting, a neutral journalist had
his pocket picked. At tho same
time it would bo wise in future to
insist on LITTLE WILLIE showing
both hands.

disappointed at not being ablo to carry
J remembering ihis number and adding

out their idea of sharing their plenty
with less fortunate British civilians.

*. *

The American millionaire who re-

cently offered to buy a pair of tanks
has since notified the Government that
to ensure safe delivery tho creatures
should reach New Jersey before the

mosquito season begins.
* *

" It is Germany," says a Hun paper,
"who will speak tho last word in this

War." Wo agree. And the last word
will bo "Kamerad!"

it to tho telephone number which you
want, it may ho possible to get through
to the wrong number without voluntary
aid from tho operator.

* *

According to Ti:
/ .Yctrs a

London bus conductor, upon seeing a
B in a shop window, stopped tho

bus. The choose however still sticks to
the story that it did not signal to tho bus.

CIIUKCII AND STAGE.
[A country Vii-ar has lately forbidden

Curate to appear on the amateur stage in

'Tis difficult upon the stage
Proprieties to keep ;

What should a poor young Curate
wear

As ho poses himself for sleep?
If his pink pyjamas ho selects

The Vicar declares ho 's shocked ;

If ho chooses to don a night-shirt
He '11 probably bo unfrocked.

Retaining his regular clerical garb
May save the Church's faco ;

But is going to bod with your trou-
sers on

An infallible sign of grace?

thePeople are requested by
authorities not to use the telephone
during air-raids. Should it be abso-

lutely necessary it is suggested that the
conventional "Are you there?" should
be replaced by some phrase less likely
to depress the operator, such as " How
are you all at home?" or "A nice bright
night for tho time of year."

* *

The finding of the Government Com-
mission that someone was to blame for
flic Halifax disaster has caused pro-
found dissatisfaction in naval circles.

* *
'',

Two recaptured German prisoners
who escaped from a Welsh internment
camp were found to be carrying haver-
sacks filled with food. It is understood
hat tho kindly fellows were greatly

Handsome. Blue- frontal
Parrot

; plain Talker
; cheap."
Prooiticial Paper.

We fear that the bird's talk was
plain to the point of rudeness.

Headline from an article on
domestic economy :

"FISH COQUETTES."
Kvening Paper.

We understand that the main in-

gredient in this attractive dish is

what lawyers call a. feme sole.

From a story entitled " The Girl
who was Incompetent":
"She had exactly twenty shillings in

her purse. Six of the twenty would go
for the week's rent of the shabby little

back bedroom she inhabited, tho remain-
ing fifteen lay between her and starvation."

It is absurd to call a girl incompetent
who can turn pounds into guineas.

Indian Food Hogs.
11 ' Don't congratulate ine,' he would say in

, . a tone of injured bnismierie,
'

it was tho menA ghost, with a,

;
clutching hand, has

j

who (lill it-
.

J

aild ho Wi|s K0 , luincly uneom .

been seen at Gllhngham. There IS avertable as if lie were wearing borrowed

popular superstition that a Quarter-

Officer. "Dos'i YOU SALUTE AN OFFICER WHEN YOU
BEE ONE?"
Labour Tommy. "I AIN'T IN YOl'B CBCSII, SlB.

is Mn. JONES'S COMPANY."
I'M

Violets are reported from a Sussex

garden, and Mr. OUTHWAITE, who as a

patriot would prefer them to be onions,
will ask a question about it in the
House of Commons.

*

superstition
master- Sergeant was hanged there in
the reign of CHARLES II.

Any attempt to brighten up the
literature of the day should bo encour-

aged. \Vo are glad to note that the

plums." Times "f India.

This and the other habit of wearing ripe
tomatoes should bo discountenanced in

War-time.

"Tiie Committee wish to impress on the

supporters of the b>-pi!.il all over Ireland that

I

the Matron can uti l.lcs of any sort,
.January issue of 1 he London ZvbpfcoM especially p. i .md poultry."

Irish Times.Directory has been brought up to date

by the inclusion of the postal number' Wo have heard of "asparagus chickens,"
of the various districts. By carefully but the vegetable epg is new to us.
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LETTERS FROM THE HOME FRONT.

MY UK \n Er.uixALD, I sometimes

fear that in the ordered conditions of

your trench life you lack imagination to

picture the cruel rigours of war as we

suil'cr them at home. You who, except

when you leave the Beaten
track for a

few days' excursion into the enemy s

lines, can always count upon that re-

gularity in the service of meals which

is so essential to a right assimilation

of food it is difficult for you to grasp

what it means to be uncertain where

your next pat of butter is to come from.

Will you 'believe it that last Friday a

friend of mine, after an exhausting

round of golf, could get nothing more

sustaining at the club than a dozen of

oysters, a medium -sized sole (Diep-

poise), an omelette aux fines herbes, and

a couple of peches Melba? No cheese

at all, mark you.
You cannot have figured to yourself

what is likely to he the effect upon one's

self-respect of being forced to live on

a diet of vegetables for five or six hours

on end (it may come to this!), when all

one's life one has ridiculed the fanati-

cism of those who adopt the vegetarian

creed. Nor can you conceive the humi-

liation endured by the citizen of a free

country when he is compelled to present

an official sugar-card before he can be

served with sweetening matter. You

are indeed fortunate to have none oi

these disintegrating anxieties to distract

you from the performance of your daily

duties.

And what do you know of the in-

describable horror of the queue, you
who have never so much as seen one

except outside a cinema palace- or a

music-hall? For you can hardly call

it a queue, in our bitter sense of the

word, when you move in single file up
a communication trench to relieve some

unit in the firing-line. In the first

place your forward progress is relatively

swift and continuous ; and, secondly

you are at least fairly well assured, as

we never are, of attaining your objec

at the end. You seldom arrive to fine

disheartening notices posted up on the

enemy's parapet: "No whizz-bangs to

day"; "No snipers"; "No gas," and

so forth.

Still, you must not think that we ar

complaining. Eest assured that we bea

these sacrifices, however involuntary
with a reticence worthy of the race

You should be proud of us. Grumbler

there are, of course, here and there ; bu

I for one have no patience with thos

who protest that they would give

good deal for a week or so at the Flan

ders front.

I naturally say nothing of the peril

to which we are exposed on the Horn

'ront. After all, your own life out

here is not entirely free from, danger.

lou too run a certain risk from enemy
embers. But you have your compen
ations which I think you may be apt

o overlook. You engaged yourself to

e a soldier and it is your business

ml therefore, no doubt, your pleasure

to be bombed. With us civilians it

s what I may call an extra an im-

osition which we never undertook to

olerate. In your case, again, it is

.art of a daily routine which has by

LOW, I hope, become an unconscious

abi't with you. With us, on the other

land, these air-raids are so desultory

md spasmodic in their incidence that

ve have not yet acquired the familiarity

vhich breeds indifference.

Further, unless you deliberately pro-

ect yourself into the zone of your own

jarrage you are largely immune from

he attacks of British guns. Whereas

we, as often as once a month or even

more, are compelled to seek cover from

he devastating duds of our Metropoli-

an artillery.

You will recognise, then, my dear

Eeginald, that, though you and I share

;he common burden of Armageddon, it

)resses on us in very different ways.
You are engaged, if I may so say,

upon an interesting expedition after big

game in foreign parts, where everything
ms a spice of exotic adventure. Bui

lere the War (which we never went out

,o meet) comes home to our very doors.

Once more I am not complaining

Nothing could be further from my
thoughts than to wish to unman you

by the tale of our sufferings. I only
want you to understand what we are

bearing for your sakes, because, if ]

know anything of your sympathetic
nature, a full comprehension of the

facts will only strengthen you in your
determination to complete the over

throw of an enemy who is causing so

much inconvenience in the home circle

Ever vour affectionate Guardian,=== 0.8.

Not a Swan's Song.

"The Navy Department has notified th

owners of the American steamer Texas, whicl

was reported two days ago to be singing afte

being rammed, that the ship is safe."

Daily Paper.

" Disabled Soldier seeks Financial Help.
Would any lady or gentleman interested i

soldiers aud poultry write ?
"

Tiroes.

One of the " Bantams
"
?

"WOMEN AT THE FEONT.
PRIVATE DENOUNCES ' OHOSS LIBELS.'

In the Upper House of Convocation

Canterbury at Westminster the Archbishop

Canterbury, dealing with the question
women's work at the front," etc.

Provincial Paper.

When did his Grace join up?

MY WICKET.
As I sit in this bleak camp, in the

epths of a North-country winter, a

udden ache comes over me for Summer
nd the South and freedom. I want to

abble (like Falstaff) of green fields

f green fields and white flannels, of

ay blazers and frocks, of the smell of

ut grass and all the keen clean leisure-

ness of country-house cricket. And

o, until my day-dream is interrupted

y the voice of the Sergeant-Major

rying aloud that the company is ready
o have its feet inspected, 1 will talk to

ou about my most memorable wicket.

It happened at a house in Sussex,

(vhere I was the only civilian I mean

ayman in a Pan-Anglican team of

lergymen.
I was a stranger, and the prospect of

meeting the clergy in bulk made me very

lervous, so before starting I wrote my-
elf a short but warmly expressed testi-

monial of character from the Bishop
of Sodor and Man as moral support,

lowever, they proved a most cheery

:ompany and they could certainly

play cricket. We stayed in the whole

>f the first day, making over four

iimdred.

Our opponents had several first-class

Dats, and their first three wickets pro-

duced two hundred runs ; then there

was a slump in the standard, and the

nnings closed for two hundred and

,welve. They followed on at three

o'clock, determined to play out time if

,hey could.

The heroes of their first innings a

gunner Major and a Cambridge Blue

came in again and gradually took root.

Bowler after bowler was tried without

success. Euns came slowly, but runs

lad ceased to count ; the whole question

now was, could we get their first three

wickets down in time for the subse-

quent procession to repeat itself ?

As usual, I had at the beginning o

the game warned my captain that no

useful purpose would be served by

putting me on to bowl.

On this occasion, however, things

were desperate. The captain came up
to me. " Have you never bowled ?

"
he

asked.

Hardly ever, unless I was captain

ing the side."
" Well, have a go this end. How do

you want your field ? Are you fast ?
'

"Far from it." I gave a glance

round the field.
"
They '11 do as the)

are, except that I want one man on the

leg boundary to stop the pulls."
"
Eight. Hugh, you go."

Hugh, a fat and benevolent-looking

curate with a pair of enormous spect

acles, sighed dismally.
"Be merciful," he pleaded as h
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passed me
wind."

1 1 'in horribly short in the

My first ball to the Blue was a superb

long-hop to leg. The batsman smote

it contemptuously past the square-leg

umpire, and Hugh, after a wild sprint

of fifty yards, failed by inches to save

the boundary. The Major at my end

Hugh was not a gracefulgrinned
runner..

I signalled to him to stay where lie

was and bowled the thing

one to the extras ;
which showed a very

gratifying improvement on my part.

I delivered my next amid a tense

hush of expectation.
It was (at last)

according to schedule, a slow one, pitch-

He
began to laugh and was bowled.

staggered back to the pavilion with the

tears streaming down his cheeks.

This was the turning-point of the

"ame. We won ten minutes from time
f T i l i XT -

,

person will deny that

pitched twice before it reached the bats-

man, again on the leg side. Hugh,

rushing back to his original position in

another frantic effort, again just failed

to reach the ball. This time

be sat down and rested his

head in his hands before throw-

ing in.
" What about having another

man out there?" suggested
the captain.

" I don't think so. You see,

in theory I 'm bowling entirely

on the off, and at any moment
I may begin to do so in fact."

" Uin !

"
he said. I don't

know what he meant, but the

Major, who seemed to have a

strong sense of humour, gave
a gurgle of laughter.

My third delivery was a

short one just wide of the leg

stump, and the batsman, with

the careless certainty of habit,

whacked it to the old place
behind the square-leg umpire.
I didn't see anything to laugh

at, and I 'm sure Hugh didn't,

but the Major lay on the ground
and shouted.

"Bowler's name?" piped
our host's thirteen - year

- old

daughter suddenly from the

score-tent.

"Other," I said hastily.
" A. N. Other." But it was useless to

try to hush it up. Everybody on the

field seemed to be shouting my name
for the next ten minutes, covering me

aeeoroinE so Bcneuuwj. Biun m, **- - -,,,., XT

ng on ^e off and breaking in. But by an innings and thirteen runs No

the batsman-a man of few ideas and arguments of mine could persuade the

hawk-like eye-hooked it round straight youthful scorer to credit mo with my
at the unfortunate Hugh, who was wip- wicket, but I think no right-minded

ing his dewy spectacles and continued

serenely to do so while the ball trickled

between his legs to the boundary.
A roar of laughter went round the

iield, and the Major showed signs of

hysteria. He was so far gone that the

fact that my next two balls were good

Oh, all right, Sergeant- Major. I

just coming."

'm

Worker's Wife. '"UBBY CP, FATHEB. OSE OP OUB CHICKENS
'AS LAID A EGO IN NEXT DOOB'8 PIANNEE !

"

w'ith confusion.

As I took off for my next ball I

suddenly noticed that the captain had,
without further consulting me, rein-

forced the apoplectic Hugh with a long-

legged prebendary from extra-cover.

Annoyed by this insult, I determined

that, at any rate, the next ball should

pitch on the off side of the wicket.

It did.

Point was very nice about it, but I

could see that he was more hurt than
he would admit. He insisted, however,
that it was his own fault entirely ; he

ought to have been on the look-out.

Mid-off pointed out that the previous
balls had each scored four to the bats-

man, whereas this one merely added

length and had to be treated with

respect seemed to him to be the crown-

ing absurdity of the whole incident.

The field changed over and the cap-
tain came up to me.

"
Reluctantly," he said,

" I must take

you off. We have all enjoyed your

A MATTER OF TEMPERATURE.
I HAD not seen Frederick since we

were at school together until

the other day, when I came
across him standing in the

snow and regarding, with a fine

air of proprietorship, the R.E.

timber dump of which he is in

charge. It was a nice dump.
I told Frederick so. I said he

must be a proud man to have

control of such unlimited fuel.

"Not fuel," said Frederick,

turning a pale eye on me.

The temperature of our Mess,
I remarked, was so inhospitable
that I felt I could not possibly
ask a long-lost friend into it.

So he led the way into his little

office, where we sat before a

roaring log fire.

I talked about the dear old

school. I quoted the senti-

ments of the Eton Boating

Song. I said how well we held

together always ready to ex-

tend a hand to one another in

the hour of need. I regretted

my slackness in the old days
and discovered an admiration

for the virtues of application
and perseverance which had al-

ways characterised Frederick.
" .1 > -i

over very much, and if we only had a think of it, I 'm

little more time to spare. . . . How- the talking. I

I put in some violent coughs, attributed

them to a weak lung, and mentioned

a tendency to chilblains. Sapping up
from yet another direction, I quoted a

report which argued that moral was a

matter largely to do with the temper-
ature of the blood. Now I come to

ever, you must come down later on and

do it for us again, and we '11 ask Hugh
down for the day."
Our fast left-hander began his run. . . .

"But look here," you say, "if you

afraid I did most oi

got little more than

monosyllables out of Frederick, cer-

tainly not so much as a handful oi

shavings.

Clearly Frederick was not a case foi

diplomacy. Timothy, rny batman, who
, ,

. , ,

were taken off at this point, what about ' overheard my impotent ravings latei

ur wicket ?
"

I in the da also came to this conclusionyour wicket ?l|_ll W1UKCU . ' iLi wA*C UOI V
t
UdOVJ ^/CVIJIO V\J vio wv^iJ-'*'-

Well, as a matter of fact it was, so to On that as on other occasions Timothy

speak, a posthumous wicket, but still !
decided to act and enlightened me only

mine by all the laws of cause and effect.

For, as the left-hander delivered his first and frozen

ball to the Major, that happy warrior sentry, whose duty it was to guarc

after the event.

I gather that a bored

iJiiii \j\j i;mj .tf-i-tv IV* j
UiiiJjU JitLlJlJy v wii AAWJ. DQUIU y j

*v j njou uuv Y * v > * o

once more lost control of his emotions,
j

Frederick's dump, beguiled some mo
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that night in friendly corners'!

with one who stayed to chat in spite
of the dark and tho cold. " Did ho

know," this ono aski-d,
" a bloko called

'Knery Coleman-- a little fair chap with
a ginger moustache?

"
No, ho did not.

Ho knew Bert Colonial), who was in

tho same section. Bert Coleimm was
a little chap, but you wouldn't hardly
call his moustache ginger; it was
dai-lush-like. There was also a Corporal
Coleman in the Umptieth Company
the same Division. Corporal Coleinan
was fair, but hadn't got no moustache.
And so on until two shadowy figures,

heavily laden, had crossed out of the

dump behind the snitry and were lost

in the blackness of the night.
The quest of 'JOnery Coleinan was

resumed twenty-four hours later. The
sentry, touched by the pathetic story
of Mrs. Coleinan, who sighed for news
of her 'Knery, forgot his duty, forgot
the dump and forgot even to blow his

fingers and stamp bis feet. He was
helpful ; he suggested that '.Knery
might have shaved his moustache,
might now be a corporal. Ho gave
elaborate directions to the place where

Corporal Coleman might bo found.

Timothy could hardly get away from
him, he was so interested in the Cole-
inan case.

Then Timothy tried daylight, for-

swearing the aid of 'Enery Coleman.
With two men and a hand-cart he
trundled briskly into the dump just as
Frederick emerged from the other side
of it. Timothy owed much, I under-
stand, to the moral effect of the hand-
cart.

"Cold morning, Corporal," Timothy
said politely.

" I just seen your oflicer.

Nine pit-props, eight feet long, six

inches diameter," he added, consulting
a piece of paper.

" Shall we take 'em
off of that heap ?.

"

"No, my lad," said the N.C.O., who
regarded a private of infantry as some-
thing very easy,

"
you '11 take 'em from

"ere." And he carefully selected nine

particularly twisty pit-props that might
have been designed by ARTHUR RACK-
HAM. "Now you can sign for "em,"
he added.

"That'll take

Staff-Sergeant (imtrufttng). "STOP WHISPERlV
'A BLOOMIN 1 SECRET THAT YOU 'BE A BEGINNER?"

TO 'JM IS PUBLIC ! D' YOU THINK IT '8

wrote,
" are clearly traceable to your

Battalion, if they come no nearer to

you than that. 1 know perfectly well
that you will plead an alleged inability
to trace the individual delinquents as
an excuse for your unwillingness to take

proper disciplinary action. It only re-

mains for me to say that any pleasure
have felt atmay nave teic ac renewing our

acquaintance, happily never intimate,
is overshadowed by regret that one
who had an honourable upbringing
should associate himself, in sympathies
and probably in deeds, with those who
are habitually addicted to larceny of

this order."

I replied :

" DEAR FREDDIK, To receive a letter

from you gave me a warm glow of

pleasure. If you won't let me thank

you for timber, believe me I am grate
ful for your bark.

plops, if you

us three journeys,"
says Timothy.

" I '11 sign when we got
the nine. Now, boys, up wiv 'em 1

"

They got eight pit-props away in two
journeys and sacrificed, a little regret-
fully, the ninth . . .

Timothy told me all this afterwards,
and I was very stern with him. I cited
K.B. and the penalties for theft from a
comrade. He told me, in fact, just
after I had received a note from
Frederick which had followed us to

billets in another village.
" A series of

mean thefts from my dump," Frederick to know my chilblains particularly accentuating the poet's meaning.

Frederick, named after you are now
much better.

" P-S. Dp you happen to have a
man named Henry Coleman in your
Field Company?"

There was an old man of St. Bees
Who lived for a month on tinned peas ;

Then he stood in a queue
From eleven till two

And asked for " two
cheese."

BREST NOGOTIATIONS."
Evening Herald (Plymouth).

This looks like a misprint ; but it is

really an inspiration.

" \Vcnrni
( an ,nore upon the flint, when rusty sloth
Finds the damn pillow hard."

Glasgow Daily Record.

You will be glad But we question the propriety of thus
ains nartir.uhirlv iinr.nnrnnrinr' flip nnnf.'o mpaninir
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THE SIMPLER LIFE,
i.

A EAT OFFENSIVE AND A COUNTER-
ATTACK.

IF anybody had told me a few weeks

ago that Elizabeth was ever likely to

be of the faintest use either to us or

to any other family of human beings,

I should merely have smiled. Our

latest general and the worst who has

ever commanded us, a veteran of forty-

six, combining a most forbidding ap-

pearance with every fault domestic

tlesh is heir to, she had, at the time

of our move into the cottage, success-

fully baffled three several attempts on

our part to dismiss her. On the first

occasion she had informed us next day

(with tears) that she forgave us; on

the second she had declared that she

never accepted notice on a Sunday ; on

the third she had refused to deal with

us in the matter save through the

medium of her solicitor. Finally we
took her with us to the cottage. It was

just possible that the kitchen range

might kill her ; at any rate there could

be no harm in trying.
Eats are really rather romantic ani-

mals till they take to shedding their

fur on the butter. Then it is time to

put your foot down. The great diffi-

culty is to put it down in the right

place, that is, on the rat. Hardly

any man has ever done it successfully

except by a fluke. And of course women
never attempt such a thing ; they pre-

fer to leap on to the mantel-piece.
We might have known that there

would be rats in a country cottage. It

was true that our landlord had omitted

to mention the fact ; but now I come
to think of it almost the only matter

he did mention was the rent. He is

a man of few words, disregarding in-

essentials and going straight to the

heart of things.
On the third night after our arrival

they started. It seemed to be a race-

meeting, and was possibly one of their

ordinary fixtures, though from the

number of events and competitors I

was inclined to regard it at the time

more in the light of a joy-gathering to

celebrate our advent. The course was

roughly circular and embraced the

whole of the ground floor below the

boards. Next day we missed a loaf ol

bread, a pound of margarine and part
of a ham, so no doubt refreshments hat

been included in the programme.
On the following night proceedings

were quieter, but morning brought evi-

dence of still greater activity in the

larder and the store cupboard. We al

felt that something must be done.

The problem was, what. Of course

there are several varieties of poison, all

guaranteed
" to destroy the vermin and

leave absolutely no odour behind." I

bought a bottle ;
but my wife disliked

the idea of leaving poison about the

house, even at night, since the younger
of our two children had more than

once been known to walk in her sleep,

and, as every parent knows, there is

scarcely an hour of the twenty-four
vhen a" little girl of three years old is

lot hungry. Elizabeth advised us to

x>ur tar into their dug-outs. No rat,

she said, could abide tar on its feet.

My objection to this was that the

enemy could easily counter by con-

structing fresh dug-outs, so that such

i plan of campaign would merely end

n the eventual honeycombing of the

whole place.

"Why not try a trap?" suggested

my wife.

'i shrugged my shoulders.
" I do not

know," I said,
" the precise number of

ats there may be at the present moment
n and about this cottage. Possibly it

runs into hundreds. With a trap we

might, or we might not, catch a couple
a week. Is it worth it ?

"

" No," she agreed.
That was really my point all through.

Half-measures, I felt, were useless.

By hook or by crook I must devise

some fearful devastating blow which

would either slay them or drive them
Tom the cottage en masse. Nights
and days dragged wearily by, nights of

fitful sleep broken by the horrid riot-

ings of our invisible foe; days of deep-

ening anxiety and desperate aimless

resolves. And then quite unexpectedly
it fell, the blow I dreamed of dealing.

But it was not I who inflicted it.

One morning at breakfast-time Eliza-

beth announced that two rats had run

over her face in 'the night. I did not

believe it, and for a very good reason

She said that in her dread of the crea-

tures she had gone to sleep with her

candle alight by her bedside. Had the

Boom been in darkness I could have

understood the accident happening
But on her own confession the woman's
face must have been visible. She stuck

to her story, however, and a little later

to my surprise I came across a deac

rat just outside her bedroom door

There was no mark of violence on the

body, which appeared plump and well-

nourished. Suddenly I understood

Elizabeth had spoken the truth. ]

picked it up by the tail, carried it into

the kitchen and showed it to her.
" Heart failure," I said.

Presumably its companion survivec

the shock and got off with nothing
worse than a bad scare. But the wore

must have gone round, for since tha

night there has been no trace of a ra

!
either in or anywhere near the cottage

THE PHRASE OF THE
MOMENT.

WHENEVER there 's a notice in the paper
Of trouble in the country of the Hun

Which makes me cut an optimistic

caper
Or fancy that the "cracking" has

begun,
Some leader-writer, promptly interven-

ing.
This deadly phrase discharges at my

door :

'Twere rash to overestimate its mean-

ing ;

'Twere foolish its importance to

ignore."

[f Labour in some influential section

Displays a wholesome hatred of the

Bolsh ;

[f weighty words, condemning insur-

rection,

Fall from the lips of, say, Archbishop
WALSH ;

Our Mentor, still oracularly screening
His vacillation, takes again the floor,

And begs we won't attach a serious

meaning
To statements which we oughtn't to

ignore.

Or if again some reassuring cables

Hint at a healthier attitude in Spain,

Or indicate the turning of the tables

Upon the Trotsky crew in the

Ukraine ;

Or if we get a lull in submarining,
That fatal phrase again is to the fore :

" Wo ought not to exaggerate its mean-

ing,
Nor yet its true significance ignore.

Suppose I read that Austria is seething

With discontent, that Turkey's in

the dumps,
That LITTLE WILLIE'S youngest child

is teething,
That HINDENBUBG is smitten with

the mumps ;

As sure as death or taxes or spring-

cleaning
It comes just like the raven's "Never-

more
"

:

" 'Twere rash to overestimate its mean-

ing ;

'Twere folly its importance to ignore."

The need of duly sifting fact from fiction

Cannot be too persistently upheld
In dealing with a foeman whose ad-

diction

To "shamming dead" has never been

excelled ;

But though our mood should not be

overweening
There's uo excuse for this eternal

bore

Who bids us not to overrate the meaning
Of something that it 's folly to ignore
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"LISTEN TO THIB, MllS. 'IQGINB. 'GERMAN OFFICIAL. THE ENEMY WERE REPULSED AT ALL POINTS."
"'THE ENEMY'? Do THEY DARE TO CALL US 'THE ENEMY"? IMPEUENCE!"

WAR-TIME APPAREL.
THERE is a shop in Holborn that I

find it very difficult during war-time

poverty to get out of. Even in these

days of high prices everything is ab-

surdly cheap there. There are baskets
of socks costing almost less than a
leash of sausages a pair ; silk ties at

fourpence-halfpenny each hang in ser-

ried rows above one's head ; pyjamas
that would startle a cab-horse to be
had for the price of a pound of tea, and

gloves for next to nothing at all.

I was passing the door the other

day, at least 1 hoped I was, but a
basket of ties at the door drew me in

to see if there wore others less garish
at the same price inside, and I was lost.

When I had bought two ties, one
black with white spots and one ditto
with purple ditto, I paid uinepence
and prepared to walk out. As I got
near the door the string which was
holding up the port-side of my trousers

j,'HYf notice and 1 turned back. A
bunch of rare and refreshing braces
met my gazo and I retired to a secluded

part of the basement to fortify my-
self with tenpence-halfpeuny-worth of

trouser anchorage.
My next attempt at leaving was

more futile than the first, and I found

myself in the basement, wearing a now

bowler at four-and-elevenpence. With
the silk lining of my old bowler marked
"
Superfine

"
inside my new purchase

I felt like a temporary gentleman.
By this time my loose silver was

thinning, and a nail-brush and a comb
reduced my exchequer by another ten-

pence-lialfpeuny.
"Do you mind leading me out?" I

said to a rattier attractive French or

Belgian shop-assistant, extending my
hand and shutting my eyes. But she
was evidently

" the girl who took the

wrong turning," because when I opened
my eyes I found myself in front of

boxes of wash-leather gloves, and she
was saying enticingly,

"
Look, Sare,

only two-and-elevenpence and wash
like new. Try a pair on. Ah, zey tit

you perfectly."
Whether the engaging smile made

the fit seem more satisfactory or not, I

certainly parted with another two-and-

elevenpence and made a determined
rush for the exit; but, chancing to

bump into a short stout gentleman who
was apparently in charge of the sock-

enclosure, I was fined one-and-twopence
for my carelessness, receiving in ex-

change a pair of socks that will compel
me to show a few inches of them on
the least provocation, so fascinating
are their clocks, which almost tell the

time.

I then gave myself up for lost and
ran amok. By the time I reached the

j

door I was staggering under a load of

j haberdashery and outtittings ; my over-

coat pockets were full of ties, collars,

, studs, socks, gloves, a nail-brush, a

tooth-brush, a comb and the remains
i of my old braces, which I was ashamed
to leave behind, and the string on

{ them was too useful to be abandoned.

[

I had under my arm a parcel contain-

J
ing a pair of purple-and-white-striped
pyjamas, a pair of ditto dittos of an
even rarer vintage and a cotton shirt

of choice blend.

As I met the chilly air of Holborn I

found that all my loose cash had melted

away, and, in order to raise enough
capital for my bus fare to Charing
Cross, I was obliged to re enter the shop
and realise a couple of collar-studs.

" One takes oft one's hat to a player who
is horrible dicta! unafraid to phiy English
music." Daily Paper.

We recommend songs without these
horrible words.

A squeamish young man of Red Hill

Once declared that "pigmeat" made
him ill ;

Now he plunges his fork

Into cold fat boiled pork
(When he gets it) with hearty goodwill.
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Indignant War-Worker. "AND SHE ACTUALLY ASKED ME IF I DIDN'T THINK I MIGHT BE DOING SOMETHING!

MISSED A CHABITY MATINEE FOB THE LAST THKEE MONTHS.

ME I AND I HAVEN'T

THE LAST SACRIFICE.

FALL in the pigeons. Fall them in two deep,
Pouters in front and fantails to the rear ;

And while you dig the scoop into the trough
Now for the last time make them cover off

AnJ prove the little squad and proving weep
Over their toes a pardonable tear.

So bright they are, so beautiful and gay
That all men joyed to hear their hovering wings ;

Only the jobbing gardener, Mr. Brown,
He never could abide them. But the town

Loved to behold them, tossed like driven spray
O'er the high church. Yet they eat corn and things.

Mere ornamental fowls, and not like those

Their active brethren of the service brand,

Who, borne in osier baskets up the line,

Care not a button for the 5.9,

And sometimes roost upon the Major's nose
And eat their rations from the Colonel's hand

;

Then, when the boys advance beyond the bags
To none knows where, because the wires are cut,
Come softly fluttering to a General's door
With tales of love and tidings of the War,

And he puts on his spectacles and wags
His finger at the dears and says,

"
Tut, tut !

"

(Addressed to Amanda, iclw is about to feed her pets.)

No, they are not like these. The nodding plumes
To rearward are a ceremonial dress ;

The forward bulging of the sheeny kit,

That anyone might say would pass them fit

That is but empty pomp, and none presumes
To comb them out. The birds are not G.S.

Nor are they doves ; they are not fit to bear

Soft olive branches for the Hun to take

And send again, a camouflage of lies,

Saying that everywhere men fraternise,

And now 's the time lor Labour not to spare,

But strike for home and sweet exemption's sake.

Still they must serve, although my heart is torn

And the great tear-drop wells into my eye.
What have they eaten then the utmost grain?
Form fours! and march them to the bagpipes'

strain,

And when they reach the irrevocable bourne

Halt and left turn, and fall them out for pie.

____^_^_____ EVOE.

"It is the time of testing. Not once nor twice in our rough ideal

story have such trials come." Tim Globe.

We infer that somebody has again borrowed our contem-

porary's copy of TENNYSON.
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CAIN.

MORE THAN FOURTEEN THOUSAND BRITISH NON-COMBATANTS-MEN, WOMEN AND

CHILDREN HAVE BEEN MURDERED BY THE KAISER'S COMMAND.



tion reminds me of a chapter in Out One of the best stories of the War

of ti Jl/n-li/, describing the Office has been relegated to the limbo

', vlry's yellow dog. The dog of legend. Mr. FORSTKR can find no

thing the corpse trace of the fortunate wheelwright who
arden. Ma.c re- was alleged to have received two suc-

died and its owner
into M<i.c .If/r/t'c'.s

turned it, Cooley riposted, and

so on tin cnjio, until, at the end
of a far from perfect day, all

that remained of the unfor-

tunate animal was its tail,

\\hich Mn.i-'f! hired man, who
had taken the place of his

wearied principal, interred in

the cabbage-patch.
Far lie it from me to suggest

which of the protagonists who
have been bandying the unfor-

tunate" P.B." backwards and
lorwards during the past few

days resembles the objection-
able Coolei/ and which the

hlameless Meat, Suffice it to

say that to-day the corpus vile

was in the custody of the_Peers and cessive cheques for 95 in payment of

THE WESTMIXSTKK NEIGHBOURS.

that, on the motion of Lord SKL-

HOKNH, boldly seconded by Lord LASS-

now.NE, who advised their lordships
not to l>e afraid of " the bogey men at

the other end of the corridor," they
once more flung it, curtailed by the

omission of the counties, back to the

Commons.
Content with this assertion of their

powers, the Lords proceeded to pass sun-

dry other Bills brought from the Lower
House. On the Bedistribution of Seats

an account for 9s. i)d.

Shades of 1906! To think that in

1918 we should hear from a Govern-
ment including a large infusion of

Liberals that they were employing
Chinese Labour not in South Africa,
but in Berkshire. Truly the wheel has
come full cycle in Cathay.
When Cooky's dog again came over

the fence in official parlance, when
the House entered upon the considera-
tion of " the Lords' amendments to Com-
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came to the conclusion that warrior-
j

ments
"

to the Bepresentation of the

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, statesmen of the kind required do not ; People Bill Members tempered their

Mauilai/, Fclintiin/ itJi. The long- i grow on every tree, and decided to get
'

animosity with a certain amount of

drawn-oat struggle between the two Ibis old uniform "same I commanded i discretion. They did not want to be

over Proportional Bepivseuta- the Irish Brigade" out of cold storage, .left with the tail on their hands or, in

other words, to lose the Bill altogether.

They would not, however, have " P.B."

j

at any price. London and Birmingham
i joined in protest against the proposal
! to make the boroughs the subject of

this electoral experiment. Mr.
AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN, who,
untrammelled by office, is be-

coming quite a lively speaker,
referred to an argument ad-

vanced in the Upper House
that "P.K." would be a safe-

guard against revolution. "Let
them try to keep out the At-

lantic if they like," he ex-

claimed, "but why should I

be the mop?"
Having knocked out " P.B."

by a majority of 97 the House,
r as a sop to the Lords, decided

to confine the Alternative Vote
to the Boroughs. The voting
was on strict party-lines, the

proposal being carried by 19o Liberal,
Labour and Nationalist Votes, to 194

I

Conservative. It was a great chance

,
for Mr. PEMBEBTON BILLING to show
the importance of a really Independent
Member. But, alas ! he was absent.

Wednesday, February Gth. " Last

day, take it all in play," as we used to

say at school. I suppose there was a

I good deal of make-believe about the

vehement oratory heard in both Houses
I
on this the final day of the Session.

: When Mr. BALFOUB heard Mr. CHAM-
: HERLAIN fulminating against the Peers

(who had again inserted an attenuated

j

version of
" P.B." and again knocked

j

out the "A.V.") for their audacity in

i trying to tinker a Bill for the election of

|

the Commons he must have imagined
that he had somehow got back to 1884,

j

and that the voice was the voice of

|
JOSEPH, not AUSTEN. For the moment

i

it looked as if rather than allow the
Lords to insert even the thinnest end
of the wedge of "P.B." the Commons
would sacrifice the Bill altogether and
refuse the franchise to eight million

people, three-fourths of them women.

[But are there really six million

women prepared to make statutory
declaration that they are over thirty ?]

Some pleasant chaff by Mr. BALFOUB,
who had no idea that his right honour-
able friend and late colleague held such

strong views about the House of Lords,
and by Mr. ASQ.UITH, who only wished
he had had his eloquent assistance eight
years ago, brought the House to a more
businesslike mood. A final effort to

retain some semblance of the Alterna-

tive Vote was defeated by a majority

(Ireland) Bill some of them protested , mons' amendments to Lords' ainend-

against giving two more members to

that already over-represented country :

but they did not insist on a division,
and meekly acquiesced in the Govern-
ment's proposal to amend the schedule

by substituting
" Parnell Street

"
for

" Great Britain Street." It was only
"a drafting amendment," as Lord PEEL
explained ; yet to those who remember
1886 and 1893 it symbolises a revolu-

tion.

Tuesday, February 5th. Before re-

suming the contest with " another

place
"
the Commons had a little busi-

ness of their own, in a list of 184

Questions. The information extracted
from Ministers was, as usual, in inverse
ratio to the curiosity of the questioners.
Still the House as a whole was glad to

hear that if the Germans transferred

their officer-prisoners to air-raid areas
we should not hesitate to do the same.
Ex-Colonel LYNCH was at first a little

disappointed to hear that the Versailles

Conference had not yet appointed a "WHY SHOVLD I HE THE MOP?'
Generalissimo for the whole of the ME. AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN'S REPLY TO
Allied forces. On second thoughts he LORD LANSDOWNE'S SPEECH.
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of 18; and then the Government,

putting on their Whips for tho first

time in the long history of the Bill,

carried tho motion to agree with the

Lords' amendment by 224 to 114. And
BO ended tho seventh Session of a

Parliament which by its own rash Act
should have committed suicide two

years ago. Tho KAISDH has a lot to

answer for.

TO THE WIFE SILENT IN WAR-TIME.

FAB as the Empire's bounds are flung,
She shall be honoured, she be sung,
Who keeps safe locked within her

breast,

Unboasted, unbetrayed, unguessed,
Bound as with triple chains of gold,
What things her soldier-lord hath told.

O woman, in our hours of ease,
Careless in chatter as tho seas ;

When pain and anguish wring the brow

(In point of fact, precisely now),
Accept the homage of a bard
Who knows it more than common hard
To bear, unmoved, from age and youth,
Humours, where you must know the

truth
;

To hoar them ever asking why
And smiling put the question by.
But when the Dawn shall break at

last

And the long vigilance be past,
Be yours this recompense sublime
To say,

" I knew it all the time !

"

And stand confessed by old and young
The heroine who held her tongue.

THEIR STRANGEST WAR EXPERIENCE.

FAMOUS ANDTYPICAL PEOPLE ON THINGS
THAT HAVK STRUCK THEM MOST.

Mr. PSINOLE, M.P.

The strangest sight of the War that
I can recall is the presence of the
PRIME MINISTER in the House of Com-
mons.

[Several other Members of Parlia-

ment have written to the same effect.]

Vacuus Viator.

The War has been so full of striking
incidents that I have some difficulty in

selecting only one; but I could not

help being struck by a police-court
scone which I chanced to witness in

the country the other day. The de-

fendant, who lived in a place where
even margarine was hard to get, was
prosecuted for having in his possession
a secret fifty-pound firkin of butter while

drawing margarine at the same time.
Two things struck me with peculiar
force. One was that he was fined only
a guinea and was apologised to by a

grovelling Bench. The other was that
lie was a clerk in what a well-known

lady novelist calls wholly hoarders.

Jones. "You 'BE LOOKING BATHER BELOW PAH. WHAT'S THE TROUBLE NOW?"
Robinson. "

I 'M WORRYING ABOUT WHAT WE 'LL HAVE TO WOBBY ABOUT WHEN THB
WAR'S OVER."

Mr. LESLIE HENSOX.

Nothing, I think, has made such an

mpression on me since the inception
of this vast European struggle as the
nterest of the public in the question
which could be decided only by the

proper authorities) as to whether I

should or should not go into khaki.

Mr. Thomas Atkins.

It was during my last leave a week
or so ago that I saw the strangest

sight of this war. I had just arrived
n London and as usual I had two
or three Bosch helmets with me as

presents for my pals and a parcel or so

or the old woman, and I was coming

away from Victoria all jolly when what
should I see but a long line of people,

shepherded by policemen, waiting to

get into a grocer's shop.
"
Nothing in

that," you'll say and perhaps there
wouldn't be to you ; but it was a strik-

ing experience to me because they were
all waiting for that horrid stuff, mar-

garine, while one of the parcels I was

carrying to the missus contained six

pounds of the best fresh butter from

Boulogne !

Mr. John Smith.

The thing that has struck me most
in this War was a piece of shrapnel in

the last air-raid.
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Fcod-Conirol Visitor. "WHAT is TUB SAME ov YOUR BUTCHER?"

Servant.
" GEOBGE, MUM. An' WE 'BE COIN' TO BE MARRIED IN APRIL."

DEAD-MULE TREE.
A SONG OF WISDOM.

IT 'a a long step round by the Crucifix for a man with a

mighty load,

But there 's hell to pay where the dead mule lies if you go

by the Bailleul road,

Where the great shells sport like an angry child with a

litter of broken bricks,

So we don't go down by the Dead-Mule Tree, but round by
tJie Crucifix.

But the wild young men come bubbling out and look for

an early grave ;

They light their pipes on the parapet edge and think

they 're being brave ;

They take no heed of the golden rules that the long, long

years have taught,
And they WILL go dotvn by the Dead-Mule Tree when they

knorv that nobody ought.

And some of us old ones feel some days that life is a tiring

thing,
And we show our heads in the same place twice, we stand

in a trench and sing ;

We lark about like a kid just out and shatter a hundred

rules,

But we never go down by the Dead-Mule Tree, KC aren't

such perfect fools.

And the War goes on and the men go down, and, 'be he

young or old,

An English man with an English gun is worth his weight
in gold,

And I hate to think of the tine young lads who laughed at

you and me
WJw wouldn't go round by the Crucifix but died at th

Dead-Mule Tree. A. P. H.

HIS FINAL ARROW.

(With apologies to Sir ARTHUR CONAN Doyr.i: and
"His Last BOIL-.")

MY name is Potson, as all the world now knows. I am

only a poor doctor and suffer from the consequences of a

wound received in a border skirmish in Afghanistan many
years ago. It is not for any merits of my own that my
name has become celebrated, but because I have enjoyed
the friendship and the society of the most illustrious and

most detective man known to this or any other age. That

man, as every reader will have guessed, was Picklock Holes.

It was his custom, when engaged on one of those marvel-

lous feats of investigation which made Continents shudder

and Scotland Yard grow green with envy, to take me with

him, net so much to help him I never aspired to that

as to be the recipient of his confidences and the foil for his

humour. "
Potson," he would say to me,

"
you are not

clever ;
in fact, not to put too fine a point on it, you 're a

fool ; but if I want any one to tell me how many beans

make five you will do for the job as well as any other man.

Of course you ask silly questions, but they don't worry me
now and therefore I can endure you."

" My dear Holes," I used to murmur, " I love your

quaint harshness and could not do without it. Load on and

wherever you go I '11 follow/'

I am now about to relate the last and perhaps the most
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Htvut Cuast Defence Gunner (to dittu). "'ALL RATIONS TO BE REDUCED EXCEPT FOB MOBILE FORCES.' ABE WE MOBILE, JIM?"

striking example of my wonderful friend's genius. Every-
one will remember the sensation that was caused a year

! two ago by tbe discovery that there was a shortage in
the accounts of the FOOD-CONTROLLER of one lump of sugar
and three standardized bread-crumbs. All kinds of guesses
\\ore hazarded to explain the deficiency and to discover the
culprit who was responsible for it, but none was successful.
It was thought at one time that German spies, whom this

country, by the way, has never sufficiently hated, were
responsible for the loss ; but this supposition proved to be
untenable. At last the War Cabinet decided to call in tbe

; MI ice of H<5les, and he, as usual, summoned me to his
Without a moment's delay I repaired to the Baker

Street room on which Holes had conferred the dignity of
his presence. I found him deep in calculations. Without
looking up or even responding to my greeting he continued
to cover sheets of paper with mysterious formula! until at
last he noticed that I was there.

"Potson," he said, "wo learn from the arithmetic books
that nine times twelve is a hundred and eight."

Are a hundred and eight," I ventured to object.
"Brainless chatterer," he hissed, "is this a time for

grammatical subtleties? Can you tell what this is?" and
ho handed me a fragment of something green.
"It belongs," I said, looking at it carefully, "to the

ible kingdom."
He gave me one of his piercing looks. "

Any fool," he
" could have told me that. Do you not see that it is

a
strawberry leaf, and do you not remember that, according

to my Detective's Manual, a strawberry leaf is always a clue '

the first importance ? Let us proceed. We will eliminate
'

the strawberry and the cream, because there is no cream to
be had, and the strawberry has already been eaten, and we
then find ourselves brought up against a ducal coronet."

"
Holes," I said,

"
you are a perfect marvel."

He waved me aside and continued :
"
Proceeding twice,

according to the well-known theory of ' Next Things,' we
find that the next thing to a ducal coronet is a Duke, and
the next thing to a Duke is a Marquis. This leaf was found
in the back-garden. Therefore it was found outside. Now
fetch Who 's IFfto, and look at this entry,

'

Outside, family
name of the Marquis of Bobstai/.' Ah, Henry Brabazou
Beltravers, Marquis of Bobstay, I think we have got you
fixed at last, and shall bring your career of crime to a
close." In a moment we had dung ourselves into a taxi,
and in about ten minutes we had arrived at the palatial
mansion of the Marquis of Bobstay. We found his Lord-

ship at home and were ushered into his library. He is a
stout man and evidently well fed. Holes grappled with
him at once, and after a short struggle produced from the

Marquis's breast-pocket a glistening lump of sugar. The
bread-crumbs were discovered in the ticket-pocket of his

Lordship's overcoat. On the following morning the
miserable man paid the penalty of his wickedness.

"
Holes," I said, as we came away,

" what made you
think of this?"
"I never think," said Holes; "I always know."

"
Wanted, General Servant, able to cook youug girl willing to learn

preferred." BeckenJuim Journal.

If the young girl is willing to learn we think she might be

given another chance.
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AT THE PLAY.
"NOTHING BUT THE TlJUTH."

THE statement in an advertisemen

column (reproduced from a critical juclg

mt'iit) to the effect that the new farce

at the Savoy was " ONE HIG SCREAM,'

might have excused the gloomiest fore

bodings. And at first they appearec
to bo justified when Mr. PAUL ARTHUR
as an American speculator, started witl

an irritating smile (directed into open

space) long before anything funny hat

heen said. We had also to suffer a goot

many preliminary platitudes on the

social necessity for telling lies. But as

soon as that delightful artist, Mr. A. E
MATTHEWS (in the part of Robert Ben-

nett), registered a bet of ten thousand
dollars that he would speak

"
nothing

but the truth
"

for four-and-twenty
hours, we knew that all was well. Only
to watch the eloquent spasms of his

knee-joints always gives me confidence

Some of the embarrassments thai

were bound to follow from his deadly
candour as when he was forced to tel

a charming young lady that her hat was
" awful

"
and her singing

" terrible
"

were easy enough to foresee ; but there

was a touch of freshness about the
ironic satisfaction which he took in

exposing the frauds of his partnei
Ralston an exposure which in the
end cost that unscrupulous finan'ciei

a good deal more than his share ol

the wager. For Bennett, in love with
his daughter, had undertaken to

"

in-

vest the sum of ten thousand dollars

which she had raised for a charity and
turn it into twenty thousand, Ralston

having guaranteed to double any sum
that she collected from twenty thousand
dollars upwards; and the exposure of

his attempt to plant shares in a worth-
less quicksilver mine on some' of his
friends determined a number of them
to subscribe heavily to the charity and
so get back on the guarantor.

I kept wanting to ask Mr. MATTHEWS
why he did not run away and hide
himself till the twenty-four hours were
up; hut the answer to this question, as
to so many other obvious ones that 1
am often tempted to ask from my stall,
is that, if playwrights were as intel-

ligent as their audiences, there would
never be any plays at all.

Apart from the fun of things, our
sympathies were kept all the while at

high tension. Would Bennett hold out
io the end, even unto 4 P.M. ? As the
curtain rose on the last Act the clock
was at 3.25. Thirty-five more minutes of

agony for him and for us ! Happily Mr.
O. B. CLARENCE, as a reverend victim of

fraud, entered to the relief of the teller
of truth, and helped to eke out the dread-
ful minutes with a courage that came

again and again and could scarce have

been more nobly iterative if he had been

aware (he was not
privy

to the wagei;
that he was killing time in a great cause

As Ralston, Mr. CHARLES GLENNEY'S
robust methods wore suited to his

part as leader of the offensive. Mr
MATTHEWS, defending the beleaguerec
Palace of Truth, could afford to nurse

his strength up to the end
;
and thougl

it was a near-run thing ho always
had some reserve in hand. Miss
KENEE KELLY as Ralston's daughter
was graceful and fairly sympathetic
Miss DOROTHY MINTO, who played a

music - hall flapper, was given little

chance for her gamineries, but she hac

one effective moment, when she recited

THE CONFESSIONS OP A TOO TRUE
LOVER.

liccndolyn Itahton . Miss REXEE KELLY.
Robert Tiennett '. ',' . MR. A. E. MATTHEWS.

with great gusto a tag from melodrama
about the seduction of innocence.

Altogether it was quite a good farce,

though I confess that I rather envied
;he susceptibility of an impressionable
young subaltern behind me who just
mrked for joy at every sentence. Still,
[ was always glad that most' of the
luinour was neither too subtle for me
nor too Transatlantic. And I can as :

sure President WILSON that this picture
of American Society, where the one
nan who shows any attachment to the
Truth charges ten thousand dollars for

elling it for the duration of twenty-
our hours only (he lies freely and
laturally the moment his wager is

von), shall not be allowed to shake my
confidence in the good faith of our
atest Allies.

"NAVAL TRENCH COATS."
Adi't. in "Men's Wear."

tfost useful when ploughing the ocean.

THE "COWRIE."
THE Gowrie wis the gangrel's name,
A trawlin' boat o' evil fame,
Twixt Forth an' Tay she went an' came
A score o' times a year;

Her skipper's name wis Sandy Tait,
Auld Kobbie Lumsden he wis mate,
Her crew wis ony that wad dae't,

An' I wis engineer.

Eh, Sirs, she wis a fearsome boat,
The owner wudna spare a groat
Tae gie the feckless lass a coat

O' paint, or grease the gear ;

An' ilka time I gaed below
I tliocht tae hear her boilers go,
An' ilka time I prayit low,

" Goad help the engineer."

Tae see her on the Sabbath day,
When dawn wis breakin' grtie an' grey,
Gaun skelpin' east ayont the May,
Wad draw an angel s tear

;

The reid rust lay on her like dew,
She loupit like a kengeroo,
An' ilka soul on board wis fou

Except the engineer.

Thae four years syne, I '11 testify,
Had ony Gairman lads been nigh
An' seen yon shamefu' sicht gae by,

They micht liae raised a sneer ;

For a' the tongues o' Leith wad gie's't :

" Is yon a boat or is't a beast ?
"

" Hae ! avo ye heidin' west or east ?
"

" Hae ! whaur 's yer engineer ?
"

Ah, weel, it shows ye never ken
When dealin' wi' seafarin' men

;

The Gowrie 's kin'o'changed since then,
An' gin ye wis tae speir,

Ye'se find that Tait 's got braw new
breeks,

That ae crew sticks tae us like leeks,
An' we've been sober ninety weeks,

Mate, man an' engineer.

Aye ance a week the Goicrie 's seen
At Leith, Dundee or Aiberdeen,
But whaur she gangs till in between

I canna mak' sae clear
;

But Lumsden 's bocht a guinea knife,
Tait sends mair money till his wife,

An', man, but I 've been seein' life

While I 've been engineer.

Whit wey ?
"

Awa' an' baud yer
: tongue !

But heed ye this bit sang I 've sung,
The best 's no' a' the saints among
When works o' war appear.

What gars the Gowrie pay again ?

What 's changit wild tae sober men ?

Speir o' the Gairmans, for they ken;
I 'm nae but engineer.

Iron Rations.

"To Farmers and Poultry Keepers. 20c\vts.

nails taken from cases, 12/6 per cwt."
Mancliester Evening News.
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Absent-minded Old Lady (handing in sugar-card at railway ticket-office).
"
HALF-A-POUND, PLEASE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

FOR the first time in the history of English letters a
book has been written capable of inspiring me with a wish
to visit China. This epoch-making result followed upon
my perusal of The Wanderer on a Thousand Hills (LANE),
a story of the modern Orient so sympathetic and know-
ledgeable and showing such an insight into the life that it

describes, that I should place it well above any attempt
to translate China for Western minds that has previously
come to my notice. Miss EDITH WHERRY has, I believe, an
earlier tale of the same genre to her credit, which I appear
to have missed

; this is certainly a misfortune that must not
occur again. The present plot an English child found by a

mourning Chinese mother, brought up as her own son, win-

ning the greatest honours of learning in the Celestial Empire,
and then (inevitably for story purposes, but how I regretted
it!) learning the secret of his birth and giving up all to
become a wanderer is cunningly fashioned to show as

many aspects as possible of native mind and character.

Throughout, too, you will be fascinated by Miss WHERRY'S
local colour in the strict sense of the word ; her pen-
pictures

of Chinese scenes have all the brilliance of paint-
ings upon rice-paper. Some day, as I say, I mean to
confirm their truth for myself. But for the present, when
piracy and preoccupation combine to keep us home-bound,
there should be the warmer thanks to a clever lady for

providing an unsinkable ship (dare I call it a trim-built
WHERRY? Perhaps not) to transport us to this land of

strange and fragile beauty, still whispering from her porce-
lain towers the last enchantments of Eastern faerie.

I am interested to note a revival in confessedly
" humorous "

fiction ; the latest volume of this kind that has come my
way being one with the rather odd title of Drifting (with
Browne) (HEINEMANN). Its author is Mr. BYERS FLETCHKR,
and he has contrived a book which, if it is not distinguished
by any specially dazzling wit, affords a pleasant enough
entertainment in its quiet, rather haphazard fashion. There
are two main characters in the tale the one who tells it

and Browne ; also a valet to look after Browne's comforts,
and later to save his life, and a sister of the narrator for

him to marry. You will observe that Mr. FLETCHER, recog-
nising that humour in bulk is apt to become unwieldy, has
diluted his with some proportion of sentiment. Unfortun-

ately his touch here lacks (I thought) the restraint that
makes the lighter passages so agreeable, and indeed verges
perilously upon the sloppy. Far more to my taste were
some of his reminiscences of such matters as the deal in

rubber shares (if indeed one should jest upon so grim
a theme!) or the amusing story of how not to get the
better of an old-furniture dealer. The conclusion of the
whole matter is that Drifting is a volume to be tasted
rather than gulped. One legitimate ground I have of

curiosity and complaint. Why should the title-page con-
tent itself with the curt announcement, "

Illustrated," and
convey no further clue to the artist of the many clever
and spirited drawings that adorn the text ? Surely this is

modesty in excess.
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Captain BIUTTEN AUSTIN is one of the few writers of

war fiction whose perspective has not been spoiled by his

experiences. I do not mean to suggest that in Battlewrack

(HODDER AND STOuaHTON) he does not see war as it is.

rather than a strictly historical account of a given period ;

and it is natural enough that the writer should now and

again he tempted aside into fascinating digressions. So,

though she has invited her readers to Central America,
That he does, and can depict it powerfully and even terribly, i they have to play a rather irritating follow-my-leader to

such stones as " Verdun "
and " Pro Patria

"
in the volume , China or Flanders or Finland as she chooses, and return

before me sufficiently attest. But he never makes the
j

sometimes along the track of almost identical phrases to

mistake of giving way to that atmosphere of sombre
]

the deeds and policies of her hero, the great President. Not
realism with which most war-tales are so easily and so

j

that the smoothness of her narrative suffers much, for

naturally clothed, which adds so much to their value as certainly there is little enough smoothness in the brutal
heroic literature, but takes away so much from their worth procession of receut Mexican politics, but it did seem at
as fiction. In romance, whatever its theme, if it is to perform times that the writer would have made better use of her
the common function allotted to this kind of light litera-

j

material had she been less willing to lecture for their good
ture, not only must the incidents and the actors be largely

imaginary, but the whole must be informed with a spirit of

pleasurable adventure not always very notably apparent in

various people all round the world myself and President
WILSON, for instance. Mrs. TWEEDIE declares herself as,
first and most, an admirer of DIAZ, and, secondly with

the real thing. In advancing this safe platitude I am far reservations a supporter of HUEETA, who might, she con-
from implying that fiction cannot find, in the monstrous

! tends, have pulled his country together but for the action_*_ 1 'I'll* il T* 1 -W~T . -. r*i . i

* -

system of chemical annihilation that we call war to-day,
' of the United States; while of course she is not slow to

something of the same
allure that it found when
war was a comparatively
bloodless and picturesque
affair of battleaxes or bell-

mouthed blunderbusses. At

any rate we may hope that

Captain AUSTIN will con-
tinue to see things through
the romantic spectacles j

which every good novelist

carries in his pocket, and
that his next sheaf of

stories will maintain the
excellence of his first.

COMBING OUT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Old Gentleman (who has just taken a (Jose of elixir to restore him tn

youth). "DASH IT! THIS STUFF MAY MAKE JIB LIABLE TO MILITARY
SERVICE. "

Mr. JACK LONDON wrote
Michael, Brother of Jerry
(MILLS AND BOON) for the

purpose of stirring up the

feelings of humane people
against the public perform-
ances of trained animals.
In a foreword he asks us
" to express our disapproval
of such a turn by getting up
from our seats and leaving the theatre for a breath of fresh
air." By such silent protests he considers that managers
will understand that these performances are unpopular, and
will remove them from their programmes. This then is
Mr. LONDON'S purpose, and a sound one without any doubt.
Michael, in the hands of his beloved master, Dag Daujlitnj,
sails the high seas and performs tricks from sheer love of
life and Ins master. But Dag, the dearest of old villains, had
stolen Michael, and in turn his idol is stolen from him. Then
iho painful incidents in Michael's career begin. Ho falls
into the hands of animal-trainers, who cannot find out the
wonderful trick he possesses, and treat him with abominable
jruelty. At last they discover it, and eventually he gets
sack to a more friendly atmosphere. But his cheerful spirit
s crushed, and no soberer dog ever stepped the face of
the earth.

_

The author's sincerity and skill make this tale
of Michael's tortures intensely moving. When Mr. JACK
TENDON died, animals lost a very true friend and the world
of letters a spirited writer. And never again can I watch
i performance of trained animals.

expose the wiles and dupli-
cities of the ubiquitous
Teuton. Her remedy for

the condition of Mexico,
which, alas! (to use a word
of which the authoress is

distressingly fond) does not
hold much present promise
of civilised stability, would
seem to be some form of

advisory control, which
must by no means extend
to inclusion in the Union

by her great neighbour,
though she seems to have
half a hope that England
may take on the job in-

stead. Heaven forbid !

In her delightfully illustrated book, Mexico : From Diaz
o the Kaiser (HUTCHISON), Mrs. ALEC TWEEDIF, aiv<ives us
personal study made by the light of her own experiences

Emily Trevor-Ward
was an ordinary pleasant
English girl, whom her
brother had invited to

South Africa for a holi-

day. While waiting his

arrival at Lourenyo Marques
she opens a telegram, addressed simply Trevor-Ward, to
find that it is for her brother, announcing the imminent
arrival of a lady who signs herself " Wife." As nobody
had supposed him married (as a matter of fact he was
not), and as the lady, when met by Emily, turned out to
combine every manifestation of the socially impossible, you
will perceive that Mrs. HOBACB TREMLETT'S latest story,
Emily Does Her Best (LANE), opens with a sufficiently
intriguing situation. I wish I could add that it continues
as well ; but the fact is that, while the setting and the side
issues are bright to brilliancy, the main problem of the

relationship between Jack Trevor-Ward and Pipsy (the
deplorable name of his alleged spouse) remains both
obscure and, to my old-fashioned taste, not quite what one
expects from an apparently harmless comedy of light-
hearted adventure. But all the rest is capital fun. There
are some excellently vivid scenes of life in the Portuguese
town during the early months of the War, a sufficiency
of espionage, and one admirably arranged surprise for a

startling finish. Mrs. TREMLETT writes evidently of things
she has known and seen, and with an infectious gaiety of

style that I should have enjoyed whole-heartedly had not
the plot of her tale kept me always a little out of ease. But
at least her freedom from convention is undeniable.
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CHARIVARIA.
A( i OKIH.W fo a German peri,

the CROWN I'UI.NCE recently present! d

tho Captain of a particularly successful

U-boat with a gold watch and chain.

The report docs not say whose.

Tho CoAL-CoNTKOr.I.KIi is stilled to

<;ono down a coal-pit for the first

time last week. On emerging ho told a

reporter that he would have recognised
the stuff anywhere from tlie pictures
ho had seen of it.

* -:=

'f

At a recent dance in a Sussex village
a young lady appeared
'

Margarine." Nothing more
has been heard of the young
man who dis as a

"Ono-and-ni no-penny Rabbit."

There is a strong feeling in

the country that tho oppon-
ents of the Government should

make a clear statement of t heir

vendetta aims.

Tho police are repotted to

be looking for a well-dressed

man who was seen to deposit
a bunch of carrots on the door-

step of tho House of Commons
on Tuesday in Food-Surrender
Week.

A neutral correspondent re-

ports from Amsterdam that

Food-Surrender Week in the

Ukraine does not promise to

ho tho success that was antici-

pated by tho Huns.
* *
*

An exceptionally fine dia-

mond has been given to tho
Red Cross for the sale at

CHRISTIE'S. It is said to be
worth its weight in butter.

has been signed between Ger-

many and the Ukraine; tho Bolsheviks
have declared that Kussia is out of tho

\\'ar, and Mr. FUI-:IH:ICICK Mom;\N, of

Wellington, has captured a queon-w a>p.
What a week ! + ,.

*

Tho Ministry of Food is contem-

plating a further reduction in the

strength of whisky. While declining to

commit themselves on tho subject of

still further reductions they undertake

only in extreme circumstances
will they tamper with tho smell.

As a result of the epidemic of house-

paper it is strongly urged that retailers

of food and foi utes should bo

compelled to display announcements of

what they have in stock, and not, as

heretofore, of what they have not.

"There is nobody living in Ger-

many," layi Men- I'oi/nioKF, "who
strictly speaking has not earned im-

prisonment." Only consideration for

Mr. I;\M-;\\ M ACDONAI,[)'S feelings has
oted us from expressing similar

According to the Gorman pape,
Ukrainians wen greatly delighted with

tho way they were treated

by tho Gorman diplomats at

Brest-Litovsk. Indeed there

is some talk of having another
war just for the pleasure of

talking peace again.

A sensation was caused dur-

ing tho recent Food Hoarders'
armistice when an aged pork-
pio walked into a suburban

police station and gave itself up.

A NKVv WAR TERROR.

More Strong Language.
"General von L'iwonfcld, for

many years commander of tho corps
of Prussian Guards, hag been placed
on tho retired list, aged seventy.
For many years ho was the personal
favourite of tho Kaiser among tho

gilded popinjays of tho Berlin-Pots-
dam dam set." Daily Paper.

" In order to keep tho naval towns

purely naval, the Admiralty steadily
freeze out all other forms of indus-
trial activity, and especially dig-

courage or prohibit shipping. It

would never do, in normal times,
to have Plymouth Hoe choked with
merchant ships."

Bristol Times and Mirror.

Of course it wouldn't. There
would bo no room for the per-
ambulators.

Gloucestershire police declare that
the deserter who was found concealed
in a wardrobe in his mother's bedroom
would in all probability have escaped
detection if ho had not attempted to

allay suspicion by making a noise like

a musquash coat. He seems to have
heard the "Tinkle, tinkle" story.

*

According to Professor Airniru
KKITII, eating alters the human face.

For ourselves, we do not expect to

undergo any facial change for some

A dairyman lias been heavily lined

Iling milk containing fifty-six per
cent, of added w :iter. The defence that
the milk got there by accident was
abandoned.

breaking at Brentford several nervous
inhabitants now display on their garden
gates the notice,

" No Hawkers. No
Circulars. No Burglars."

In connection with tho grampus
measuring nine feet in length which

appeared last week off Deal, we are

asked to say that some annoyance was
felt by tho local Volunteers because

they were not called out.

*
'

A IXEUTER'S i s ihat two
Australians have motored from Fre-
mantle to Sydney, a distance of two
thousand eight hundred miles, in one
hundred and seventy hours. It is

supposed that they were in a hurry.
* *

In view of the serious shortage of
j

Heading to a recent Army Council
Instruction :

" BOOTS. Steps to be taken to economise."

Knlrititr ambitlanAo.

RHONDDEL.
I WONDKB, have I dined to-day ?

My inner man would tell mo no,
And yet an hour or two ago

I had a dinner bill to pay.
Yes, I recall tho witty play
Of talk, the table white as snow

I wonder, have I dined to-day ?

My inner man would tell me no.

Only a Barmecide could say
How much to fancy's aid I owe.

Knough. Lord HnoNDDAwills itso;
But still my doubts will not away
1 wonder, have I dined to-day?

et.IV.
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THE SIMPLER LIFE,
n.

WILLIAM Rur-rs.

William Rufus is our pig. Why wo
called him that I do not know

;
ho is

not red or even pink, but yollow. By
all the rules ho should have been bacon

Borne time ago. Apart, however, from

the firm hold he has obtained on our

allections he is far too valuable an

animal to think of killing. One hoars

sometimes of pigs being experts in

arithmetic or thought-reading or danc-

ing the minuet, but how many, I won-

der, even of those more gifted of their

kind, could catch a rabbit'? Very few,

I venture to assert. William Rufus's

bag for 'the past three months has

averaged a steady five per week. How
does he do it? I will tell you.

At one end of the paddock where we
allow him to range with Spearmint,
our donkey, there is a bank riddled

with rabbit-holes. Worming his way
cautiously along the hedge to the mouth
of one of these, William Rufus lies flat

on the ground, tucks his legs beneath
him and buries his head under a tuft

of grass. As his skin is almost devoid

of hair these are all the preparations

necessary to complete his impersona-
tion of a giant vegetable marrow. Thus
he lies, absolutely motionless, the only
trace of the excitement under which he
labours being a slight extra tightening
of his tail into two rings instead of its

customary one. Presently a rabbit

pops out, pops back, pops out again
and has a good stare at the succulent-

looking object. At this point a third

ring usually appears at the end of

William Rufus's tail.

Finally Bunny's mind is made up.
" Ha !

"
he says, and goes greedily for-

ward. " Ha !

"
replies William Rufus,

and grabs him by the neck. Then he

brings him to the back door, lays him

carefully on the mat and rejoins Spear-
mint. That is all. Simplicity itself, isn't

it? But genius lies in doing simple
things that no one else has thought of.

With mice he is equally successful.

In dealing with them he adopts the dis-

guise of a Stilton cheese, an effect pro-
duced by humping his back into a sort

of circle. He regards the mice as a

perquisite and keeps them for dessert.

But it is not merely as a game-
trapper that William Rufus excels.

Besides keeping an eye on the children,
to prevent their running across the

paddock into the wood, he never fails

to open the gate for them and to close
it securely behind them when they go
for their daily drives with Spearmint ;

and every evening at sunset he col-

lects our six fowls and directs them to
their roost. We have grown so accus-

tomed to him in his rdle of general odd-

jobber that when ho develops some
fresli activity, as ho is constantly doing,
it passes now almost unnoticed Yet I

confess 1 was a little surprised when, a

morning or two ago, I discovered that

ho had plaited tho litter in his sty into

a really artistic straw mat.

In one respect William Rufus is indis-

pensable. Every Sunday morning, while

we are away at church, Elizabeth bakes

us what she calls a war-cake. Why
she does this wo do not know; what
she puts into it we have never dared to

ask. Every Sunday afternoon it is on
the tea table. We accept it, as we have

accepted Elizabeth herself, as one of

tho horrors of war. But we never eat

it. As soon as the meal is over I stroll

casually out into a corner of the pad-
dock invisible from the kitchen window.
William Rufus is waiting for me there.

It seems more patriotic than burying
it, and apparently he does not mind

obliging me. Nor does his health

suffer; but I suppose a fellow who
can eat coal is proof against almost

anything. ________=s

SENTIMENT FOR THE HALLS.
THERE were three persons in tho

room a short fat man, who sat close

beside the piano holding a note-book and
a stubby pencil; a tall thin man, who
occupied the music-stool and occasion-

ally touched the keys of the instrument

tentatively, much as an engineer might
test the working of his machine before

letting her go ; and a third man, both
fat and tall, who seemed to occupy the

position of general overseer. The three

had recently lunched, expensively, and
were now smoking very long cigars,
the smoke from which filled the room
fumes, one might say, of an industry
working at full blast.

The little man with tho note-book
had been writing in it for some minutes,

only pausing occasionally to moisten
the stubby pencil, which he contrived
to do rather cleverly without removing
his cigar.

" Now," he said at last,
" how about

this ?

"The thought of you will keep mo true,
Though parted many a mile

;

I want no prize but your sweet eyes,
No booty but your smile."

The tall thin man stroked the piano,
and nodded approvingly.

" Herrick at
his best," he observed.
"Eric who?" snapped the big-both-

ways man. "Dunno his stuff; but

anyhow that sounds the goods. Play
it.

On tho instant the tall thin man be-
came amazingly animated. He played
it. Probably other tenants of the

buildings may have cause to regret the

fact, since, once heard, it is practically

impossible to forgot it. That in this I

they are still a matter of some few weeks
|

ahead of the rest of London may be a

consolation or may not.
"
Yes," repeated the largo man

thoughtfully, "it sounds all Nol"
He became suddenly emphatic and ges-
ticulated with his cigar.

" I know
there was something wrong. It 'a that

'smile' at the end. Too weak alto-

gether. Lets the thing right down.
Can't you manage to get more punch
into it there?

"

The poet nibbled his pencil. "Love
heaven above seas roll- soul," he

murmured to himself in an experi-
mental undertone. All at once he

brightened visibly.
" Got it !

"
he cried. "

Change the
second and last lines and the thing 'u

done :

"The thought of you will keep me tru?,

Though seas we two may part."
" Us two," murmured the tall thin

man, unheeded.

"I want no prize but yoar sweet eyes,
No booty but your heart."

" Bravo !

" Tho overseer was moved
almost to enthusiasm. "That's an
Al cert, anywhere. Nothing like a

good old hearty finish." Ho chuckled

obesely at his own humour. "Play
it again, Charlie, and let's have the

twiddly-bits this time."

So Charlie played it again, and the

twiddly-bits were duly introduced
minor thirds and consecutive some-

thing -elses of a wistful and fatally

haunting pathos. And once again the

voice of the expert was lifted on a note ol

justifiable satisfaction. " If you ask me
boys," he said,

" we 're on a winner."
That was some days ago. Soon, in

any one of a dozen theatres, a sudden
darkness will fall upon the crowded
house, and rows on rows of second-

lieutenants, clasping each the hand o
an adjacent flapper, will thrill to thai

adhesive melody, and, as the lyric:-

reach at length their cardiac climax, will

murmur, a little awestruck as at some
miracle of wonder,

" Whoever wrote that might have
known us."

SHAKSPEAEE on the situation :

" A mess of Russians left us but of late."
" Love's Labour 's Lost," Act V., Sc. 2.

From Lord KNUTSFORD'S appeal for

the London Hospital :

" I have been run over by a motor-lorry
which brought in '20,000, but that is the sor
of thing that cannot be done too often."

Daily News.

We cannot agree with his Lordship, foi

we have known cases when it was done
once too often.
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THE LIBERATORS.
FIEST BOLSHEVIK. "LET ME SEE; WE'VE MADE AN END OF LAW, CREDIT, TBEATIKS,

THE ARMY AND THE NAVY. IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE TO ABOLISH?"
SECOND BOLSHEVIK. " WHAT ABOUT WAR?"
FIRST BOLSHEVIK. " GOOD ! AND PEACE, TOO. AWAY WITH BOTH OF 'EM!"
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THE EVIL EYE: A TRAGEDY.
"LooK at that blinkin' bird, Sir,"

said the Mess-cart driver.

The magpie sat on the head of the

horse and regarded the world with a

jaundiced eye, as one who has drunk

deep of the cup of life and finds the

dregs distasteful.

1 approached, wishing to exchange
greetings with him, but the bird fixed

mo with such a baleful glare that 1

fullered in my stride and hesitated.

At that moment the Mess-cart horse,

angered by a fly on his nose, flung up
his head, and with a bitter curse the

magpie dived into the depths of the

and was hidden from view.

Some weeks before, while we were en-

from an enormous appetite, and, reck-

less of dyspepsia, would seek out and

devour the most unusual articles to

satisfy his craving. Thus on one occa-

sion he appeared at the window of the

Headquarters Mess during breakfast,

and before the astonished and bulging

eyes of the Colonel removed from his

plate a sausage of noble proportions
and made his exit unmolested.

At the same time he showed him-

self to be an ardent collector of trifles

of any and every kind, and frequently
caused severe heart-burnings by his

habit of collecting some small article

that took his fancy, and which was, on
more than one occasion, its owner's

most cherished possession. For in-

stance, one day he was observed to

gaged in one of our periodical attempts cross the transport lines with unsteady
to cross France on foot, the magpie gait, bearing with an air of unctuous
had appeared from no-

where in particular and
attached himself firmly,
but without ostenta-

tion, to the transport.
t\t one moment there

was the transport and
no magpie, and the next
there was the transport
and the magpie. Like
that.

The men took to.him

at once, though some-
what awed by his pon-
tifical appearance and
iis remarkably evil eye.
He was christened 'Bas-

.us for no reason in

particular, and deve-

oped a fondness for

iding in the Mess-cart,

slightly to the embar- '"ELLO, 'ERBERT, GOT A JOB, OK ABE YER FOOD

rassment of the Mess-cart driver, for,

as the latter pointed out to me,
" Does

what 'e likes, 'e does, Sir. I can't argue
vith 'im. Fair mesmerizes me, 'e does,
with that eye of "is."

So 'Bastus settled down and became
notorious member of our flock, and

iis fame was noised abroad throughout
he whole Division. And it was felt

hat, could he but speak, it would be
veil worth the while of even such a
lardeued reprobate as the Mess-cart
Iriver to listen to him. Indeed the

ransport Sergeant himself, hitherto a
confirmed sceptic in such matters, ap-
>roached me soon after the bird's arrival
n a fruitless endeavour to negotiate
he loan of a silver sixpence wherewith
o slit the tongue of the bird in order
hat his speech might be loosened.
It soon became evident that the mag-

ie was not bound by afiy stringent
ules of morality, but was possessed of _________ ____ ._ ______iu

a, deep cunning and an abiding lawless-
j

that was more than
b
human!oithe

ness that would not have shamed one march to our new homo he rode pomp-
f our leading criminals. He suffered ously on the roof of the Mess-cart

pride a scarlet carpet-slipper, one of a

pair belonging to the Adjutant, tried

veterans that had weathered the first

battle of Ypres. The hue and cry aris-

ing from this particular outrage re-

sulted in the discovery of the criminal's
"
cache," a battered and rusty biscuit-

tin, lying beneath the bunk of the

unsuspecting transport Sergeant, and
containing, in addition to the carpet-
slipper, a comb, the property of his

ally the Mess-cart driver, three handker-
chiefs of various hues, one tooth-brush
of great age, a number of nails, several

repellent pieces of food in an advanced
stage of decadence, and a recent copy
of Battalion Orders.

So matters stood when the battalion,
covered with mud and glory, was re-

moved from the line for a short rest.

'Eastus appeared to share in the general
rejoicing and wore an air of conscious
rectitude and intelligent anticipation

casting evil glances around him, anc

by the wicked and sardonic glare in his

eye causing the inhabitants of several

villages through which we passed to

hurry indoors, crossing themselves.
Arrived at our destination, he re-

sumed his old mode of life, established
a now "

cache," levied a, toll on every
house in the village, and appeared
thoroughly to revel in his depraved
and debauched existence; till one day
a distinguished General, at a parade of

the entire Brigade, informed an inter-

ested audience that we had been chosen
to return to that very spot from which
we had come, and, giants refreshed, to
throw ourselves anew into the fray.

'Eastus, who had attended the parade
in the pocket of the E.A.M.C. Corporal,
was observed to appear slightly de-

pressed as we left the field, but in the

upheaval caused by
the General's words I

thought no further of it

until that afternoon I

was informed that the
Mess cart driver wished
to speak to me.

"It's that bird, Sir,"
he said ;

"
'e 's com-

mitted suicide."

As he obviously
wished me to accom-

pany him to the scene
of the tragedy I fell into

step beside him and
asked for the dreadful
details. It appeared
that 'Eastus had been
seen to walk across the

transport lines, wearing
an air of settled melan-

choly and disappear
behind the cook-house. Later in the

day one of the cooks, seeking the bird
to offer him some form of nourishment,
had discovered the corpse floating in a
bucket of water. " And it 's my belief,

Sir," said the Mess-cart driver, sol-

emnly,
" as that bird knew where we

was goin' back to an', not carin* for
the hidea, drowned hisself."

Wo entered the transport lines, and I

became aware of a small crowd gathered
in the centre of the field. They made
way as we approached, and revealed a

large and war-worn bucket filled with
water, on the surface of which lay the

magpie, his feet pointing heavenward,
and his evil eye wearing an expression
so utterly angelic that it was almost

impossible to recognise him.
Look at that blinkin' bird, Sir,"

said the Mess-cart driver.

"I kuow not on which side truth lies."

Mr. Kennedy Jones, If.P.

Judging by the newspapers, we should

say on both sides.
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'WolCHEIt EXPECT TO GET, NED?" WilTCIIEB MEAN, 'GET'? I 'VK COJIE TO PAY HE INCOME TAX."

FINANCIAL EMBARRASSMENTS.
Two moments of financial embarrass-

ment have recently been mine.
One occurred about a fortnight ago

in the Strand (where they are said to

be very common), and I blame no one
but myself. But then I go on my
blundering way through life blaming
no one but myself. It happened that I

wanted an evening paper, and, seeing
ahead of me a ragged but far from

unhappy-looking boy with a number
of ,S7<;/s, I decided to place my order
with him.

There \vas something about him so

characteristic of the London street

he had so much of the recklessness of

our young adventurers that, under a

generous impulse, as I handed him a

penny, I said,
" Never mind the change,"

accompanying the remark, no doubt,
with an expression appropriate to such
benevolence. His own expression how-
ever was very different, having in it

elements of incredulity and scorn.

Holding the penny in his hand, he
maintained an odd but distinctly oen-

sorious silence.

There being nothing so trying to the

pure philanthropist as to have his pure
philanthropy unacknowledged, I said

sharply,
" Yon might say

' Thank you
'

for it, anyway."
" Thank yourself," he replied.

" Wot
is there for mo to thank you for '? The
xtiir 's a penny, ain't it?"
And it was. The price had just been

raised and I had not heard of it.

I walked on, looking far bigger than
I felt.

My other experience was in one. of

London's Town Halls, where I was

e'ngaged on that most pathetic of enter-

prises, the pursuit of a Food Card.

After inquiring of many well-informed

While he was thus talking my fingers
in my pocket were busy stealthily identi-

fying among the coins a sixpence with
which to reward him, when ho startled

me by remarking,
" Oh, no ; there 's no

need to give me a shilling. It 's all in

my day's work."
I have used the word "

startled," but
it must not be thought, even although
a tide of hot blood rushed through me
as I realised how narrow had been

my escape, that I showed any sign of

discomposure. On the contrary, for it

is wonderful how rapid our muscular
reactions can be and how swiftly we
can readjust ourselves to new con-

ditions, my fingers instantly, even as

he spoke, relinquished the sixpence and
found a shilling, and this I presented
to him quite as though there had been

But it was

people I was ultimately directed to

this abode of civic consultation, and
there met with a stranger who turned
out to be the friend of my life the

[

no interruption of intent,

hall porter. Not only did he instruct a narrow shave,
me in the whole mystery, but he him-
self fetched one of the forms which I

should long ago have filled up, and

supplied pen and ink and blotting-

paper, and then proposed that he should
hand it in and save me the trouble of

doinj; so.

"BuTTEB FACTOIUKS CLOSED IN BAVAIUA.

Amsterdam, Jan. 13. The Bavarian Legis-
lature has ordered the closing of crematories
on account of thr warrity of coal."

Mnil and Empire (Toronto).

An echo of Kadaveruerwertttnfj ?
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EXCLUSIVENESS.

(A Mushiy on Hospital Behaviour.)

Will's1 night in the trenches is stilly

Ami raids and patrols arts no more,

When China has made peaco with Chile

And Turkey annexed Ecuador;
When homeward to hamlet and steeple

Tho soldier returns with a sigh,

I shall huild mo a cluh for the people
Who wore hit in tlio same place as I.

There are cluhs for the staid and the

flighty
And cluhs for the learned alone,

But give mo a man with a blighty

Exactly tho same as my own ;

For a love that can never grow colder,

For a kinship that nothing can part,

Identical hills in tho shoulder

Are hotter than birds'-eggs or Art.

In theshoulder.you mark mo. It rankles

When people accost me to tell

Platitudinous stories of ankles

That take such a time to get well ;

Or narrate how the medico tinkers

A fore-arm that suffered mishap,
Unaware that for serious thinkers

The fore-arm is right off the map.

How they wallow in alien details

Of where they were patched by the

vet!

It's the same with the elbow and knee
tales

These persons are not in our set ;

They have faced in the line of the

legions
The bullets and billets of Gaul,

But their deltoid and scapular regions
Have not been affected at all.

But we, when my club has been founded,
Shall sit by the smoking-room fire,

With our coffee before us, surrounded

By shoulders we love and admire
;

We shall show the decided improve-
ments

Observed in this tendon or that
;

We shall try to exhibit some movements
And empty the milk on the mat.

What a fervour will shine in our faces,
What wonderful yarns we shall spin,

Eeminiscently patting tho places
To prove where tho pellets went in !

O fortunate place of convention,
Where shoulders of equals shall rub!

And I think I 'vo forgotten to mention
I shall call it the Ilumerus Club.

EVOE.

The Latest Form of Frightfulness.
"At nightfall nil tho German puns in tho

sector suddenly opened."
Portsmouth Evening Ncics.

" '

C'ui moriatur homo, cui salvia crcselt in
horto? '

(' Why should a man die who raises

sage in his garden? ')." Common Sense.

Or worry about dead languages either?

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
VI.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXX.

George. Pray, Mamma, was the

famous liaflics one of these "
pro-

fiteers"? I think he must have lived

about the time you are speaking of.

Mrs. M. No, my dear boy, his time

was over before tho reign we have been

discussing. Ho is said to have been a

man of good birth and position, and to

have squandered his patrimony. He
then became, if I may use such a phrase,
a sort of gentleman robber, and pacified
liis conscience by robbing only the rich.

But his fame is more traceable to the

play made about him than to any of

his own good or bad deeds.

Riclianl. Is it true that everybody
used to smoke in those unsettled times ?

Mrs. M. Smoking was then a uni-

versal practice. In earlier times men
of fashion affected cigars or long rolls

of leaf tobacco, but were seldom to be

seen with them in public places. But
in this reign all ages and both sexes

engaged in a public and promiscuous use

of the cigarette, a small papor cylinder
filled with cut tobacco, often, I regret
to say, mixed with other deleterious

ingredients. Lady Babbleton, in her

Memoirs, speaks without shame of her

daily consumption of fifty cigarettes.
The embargo formerly laid on smoking
in places of business was removed, and
even small boys were seen puffing at

these noxious cigarettes at all hours of

tho day. The cult of the .tobacco-pipe,
which had previously been regarded as

a vulgar and unrefined mode of smok-

ing, attained extravagant dimensions.

The fashionable pipe-makers rose to a

position of fabulous wealth and import-
ance. Their shops were fitted up with
a sumptuous and semi-sultanic extrava-

gance ; young men and women of the

highest birth and the most polished
manners were retained as assistants

at very high salaries, and the power
and influence wielded by the heads of

these firms was so great that one of

them was appointed Chief of the Staff

as the result of a movement initiated

by the loading paper, and another was

appointed Archbishop of Canterbury,
though he was not ordained until after

his elevation.

Mary. What a droll idea! I cannot

imagine you, Mamma, smoking a pipe.
Mrs. M. I hope not, my dear, though

my grandmother was given several

pipss amongst her wedding presents,
one of which I believe cost fifty pounds.
The craze ultimately reached such pro-
portions as to call for legislative inter-

ference. It began with the Act for-

bidding tho use of cigarettes by all

parents, for, as it was logically argued,

it was impossible to expect tho young
to abstain unless their elders set them
a better example. Unfortunately this

method did not answer, and tho age
limit was reduced in successive Acts

until, by the prohibition of infantile

smoking and tho conscription of pipes,

smoking was finally stamped out.

Jlichard. I do not think anything
entertains me more than hearing about
these old customs. Pray tell us some-

thing about the books which they used
to read in these days.
Mrs. M. At this period perhaps the

most remarkable feature of literature

was the reverence paid to young writers.

I remember my grandfather telling me
that ho made quite a hit by a novel
which ho published while still at a

preparatory school, but that by the

time ho went up to Oxford his vogue
had entirely ceased, and ho resigned
the career of letters for that of scientific

agriculture. Nearly all the most popu-
lar books of the lime wore written by
authors who were still in their teens,

and those who had tho misfortune to

be over twenty were driven to falsifying
their birth certificates in order to satisfy
the requirements of publishers. Most
of the famous books of this period took

the form of onslaughts on established

institutions. Marriage was impeached
in the nursery, the revival of child-

bishops was advocated from the per-
ambulator, and the tyranny, and bru-

tality of the Public School system was
held up to execration by members of

the Lower Fourth Form. It was, in

the cant phrase of the time, the era

of tho boom of youth, of the assertion

of tho right of unrestrained self-ex-

pression. It was triumphantly shown
that age had no monopoly of wicked-
ness and vice, and that in varied and
vivid profanity the vocabulary of youth
stood supreme.
Mary. But you do not agrea with

that, do you, Mamma ?

Mrs. M. No, my dear, I was indulg-

ing in the dangerous practice of irony.
To proceed with my argument, the

logic of youth is often unanswerable,
but it lacks tho ballast of experience.
As a result of the enthusiasm which
one of j;hese books excited the writer

was elected to the headmastership
of a public school, but after a short

and disastrous attempt to establish self-

government by the boys he renounced
his republican and independent prin-

ciples and became a harsh and rigorous

despot.

"OUR YOUNG RUSSIANS.
LAW TO MAKE THEM SERVE DEAD."

Daily Paper.

But will they ? Lately it was hard enough
to get them to serve when alive.
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STEADINESS ON PARADE.
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^
n? I>M VERY BUST-" "DARLING, I ONLY LOOKED IN TO KNOW WHICH YOU FEEL MOST INCLINED TOHAVE FOB DINNEB-SIX-AND-A-QUABTEB OUNCES OP POCLTBT WITHOUT FEATHERS OB FIVE OUNCES OF IIABE WITH OFFAL?"

THE BATTLE OF OXFORD
STREET.

(By German Wireless.)
John Eobinson of Houndsditch

At his employer swore,
And so did Thomas Jenkins
And half a million more ;

They swore at their employers,
They swore to go on strike,

With one accord their tools to down,
Because the bread was much too brown,
And bade their friends in London town
To come and do the like.

Then forth from Nelson Circus,

Queen's Cross and Charing Bar,
From Londonpool and Liverbridgo,
And the Hill of Trafalgar,

In all their countless myriads
Poured the swift hurrying feet ;

Through Piccadilly Place they ran,
A pair of feet to every man,
And met in Oxford Street.

In Eegent Square the windows
Were battered sash by sash,

And the tall towers of SELFKIDGE'S
Fell with a sickening crash

;

Thy roofs, princely MAI>I>IN,
Lost every single slate,

And Swan and Snelgrove, Limited,
Were in an awful state.

Then up rose England'^Premier,
And rode with all his might

To call the Scots from Sheper Bush,
To call them to tho fight." Sir Scots," quoth he,

" come forth
with me,

Efde at your fullest speed,
And spifflicate our civic foe,
Who thus would strike a caitiff blow
In time of England's need."

The Scots with their shillalas

From Sheper Bush they came,
And from the National (. allory
The Irish did the same ;

From Buckingham's proud Palace,
The Abbey and the Mint,

What troops soe'er were quartered
there,

They also took tho hint.

They struck those caitiff strikers,

They fought them might and main,
Till all of them were woundod
And most of them were slain

;

The rest they put in prison
Old Bailey or tho Fleet,

For that they served their private
greed

In this the hour of England's need,
And ruined Oxford Street.

When the Pilsener is opened
And the Itauchtabak is lit,

And the sausage glows on tho embers
And the Jimqfrau gloats on it,

With " Hoch "
and " Hie " and" Him

mel"
Still is the story told

How from St. Paul's to Padding Gate,
All red with blood the roaring spate
Of Revolution rolled.

"Jewels to tho value of 1,203 were stolen
on Saturday night by burglars, who broke into
tho house of Mr.

, Hampstead, N.W.
The stolen jewels include a rope of nearly 400
pearls." Daily Paper.

" There is a steady increase in the flow of

gifts for the Kod Cross treasure sale which
Messrs. Christie are to hold in April. Tho
Silver and Jewellery Committee are anxious
to make the sale unique by offering a rope of

pearls of great price."
Same Paper, same day.

Let us hope that the craftsmen referred
to in the first paragraph have responded
fo the invitation in tho other.

There was an apparent food-hoarder
Who was charged with infringing tho

Order ;

But on searching his store

They found greens nothing more; .

EIo was just an herbaceous boarder.
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THE HOME FRONT AGAIN.
JOHN BULL. "KOTTEN BUSINESS THIS IN RUSSIA!"
ME. PUNCH. "I SHOULDN'T LET THAT WORRY YOU, SIR. WHAT WE'VE GOT TO

WORRY ABOUT IS ALL THIS CURSED BACK-STAIRS INTRIGUE IN OUR OWN PRESS AND
PARLIAMENT."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

C^Tl^i?HER!>
"HITHKRTO UHPUBLISHED VALESIINE BEST 10 MR. BONAII LAW I/AST WEF.K. BELIEVED LOST IN THE it>ST.

Tuesday, February 12th. Some ma-
licious sprite probably a species of

printer's devil took occasion of the

opening of the eighth Session of this

painfully protracted Parliament to play
his Puckish pranks. First ho so mal-

treated the Speech from the Throne
that when His MAJESTY came to read

it there was no trace of its most import-
ant passage the summons to repre-
sentatives of the Dominions and the
Indian Empire to take part in the

deliberations of the War Cabinet.

Next he turned his attention to the

Mover of the Address in the House of

Commons. For the most part General
LOWTHER'S maiden speech was an ex-

cellent blend of humour and common-
sense, fully deserving the encomiums
bestowed upon it by the Front Bench.
But just once the imp of malapropin-
quity managed to trip him up and made
him speak of our " unfounded" instead
of " unbounded

"
admiration for the

Navy and the Merchant Service.

The ensuing debate degenerated into
a series of personal attacks upon the
PRIME MINISTER by Members who, not
without high example, regard this as
the easiest road to fame. The only
persons who have a right to congratu-

late themselves on the discussion are

the Members of the German General

Staff, who may not have learned any-

thing that they did not know before, but

have undoubtedly had certain shrewd

suspicions confirmed.

Wednesday, February 13th. There
was a distinct drop in the temperature
of the House. This may have been

partly due to the absence of the PRIME
MINISTER, whose incandescence is apt
to be catching ; but chiefly, one hopes,
to the consciousness that yesterday's
scenes had not done much to help the

country's cause. No disturbance of

the new mood came from Mr. HERBERT
SAMUEL, who is emphatically not a fire-

brand, but a coldly-calculating critic.

In a more-in-sorrow-than-in-anger style
he contrasted the comparatively meagre
performances of the Administration with
the perfervid prognostications of its

ebullient Chief.

Of all the Ministers Mr. PHOTHKBO
alone came in for a word of praise not

entirely, I trust, in order that Mr.
SAMUEL might tire off his one and only
joke about Sir ALFRED MONO sowing
his wild oats in Richmond Park.
Mr. BONAB LAW, accepting a chal-

lenge that the critic had carefully

j
refrained from issuing, declared that

his speech amounted to a condemna-
tion of the Government, and that if the

House of Commons agreed with Mr.

SAMUEL it was its duty to find another.

Then in one of his engaging bursts of

^self-revelation he observed,
" I have no

more interest in this PRIME MINISTER
than I had in the last."

The House generally seemed to

agree with Mr. ADAMSON, who, before

changing horses again, wanted to be

sure that he was going to get a better

team. At the end of a statesmanlike

speech the Labour Leader declared the

comforting conviction that the over-

whelming majority of people, while de-

siring an end to the War, were opposed
to peace-at-any-price.

This declaration, coming from so un-

impeachable a source, should have given

pause to Mr. HOLT and the little knot

of Pacifists below the Gangway. But

they persisted in pressing their Amend-
ment in favour of entering upon immedi-
ate negotiations with the enemy ; and,

though receiving some unexpected sup-

port from Lord HENBV BKNTINCK and
Colonel AUBEEY HERBERT, both of

whom seemed for the moment to be

more concerned with the misdeeds of
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Pressmen at homo than of Prussians

abroad, they v.ere beaten out of sight

when i! cunic to t lie division.

The fulling ii\v;iy
of the Opposition

ni sonit! mra-uro due to :i BOO-

eilialiiry s])eeeh from l/>nl RoliriiT

CECIL, who incidentally remarked that

lie had himself prepared a scheme for a

:ie of Nations, hut bogged not to ho

cross examined ahout it. L'>rd l{oi:i.i:r

had fortified himself with a gigantic
file of The Times, l)iit no special signi

ficance is attached to this precaution

Thursday, l-','l,rnarij l\tli. '1'his being
the first day forQaestions, Members hud

])re]>ared a formidable catechum, com-

prising i:il items. Mr. J'KNNKKVTIIKK,

who desired to know what Germans
meant hy

" the freedom of the

was referred hy Lord KOBEKT CECIL to

the definition by Count KEVENTLOW,
who regards it as synonymous with

the possession by Germany of the coast

of Belgium and Northern Franco; but

some Members appeared to consider

that in quoting the COUNT as an auth-

oritative exponent of the German mind
tho Foreign Office might be laying up
trouble for itself. Would Britons like

to bo identified with tho utterances of

some of our own lire-eating publicists?
If Mr. PKMUEHTON BILLING is to be

trusted, ex-King CONSTANTINE still gets
his wardrobe from London. "

Any-
thing in reason, WILLIAM," he is re-

ported to have said to his Imperial
brother-in-law,

" but I draw the line at

Berlin-cut trousers." There is reason

to believe, however, that wherever TINO

procures the garments in question it is

Soriiir, \vho wears them.
The House discussed food with much

gusto, and Lord EHONDDA, sitting in

the Peers' Gallery, was tho typical list-

ener who hears little good of himself.

He smiled when someone alluded to

that Food-Controller of Ancient Rome
who began by setting up bis own statue

and ended hy decapitation. A "bust"
of any kind is totally foreign to bis pre-
sent aspirations.

ANOTHER DENIAL.
" HAVE you heard," said to me a

man with a strong sense of rumour
"that most of the animals in the Zoo
have been killed, to save food?"

" Not really ?" I replied.
"
Absolutely," said be.

In case this statement has reachee

other ears I wish to put it on recorc

that I, a truthful person, visited tin

Zoo a few days ago in order to see fo:

myself. And my report, made before a

Commissioner of Oaths and signed am
counter-signed by witnesses of th

highest probity, states

That I did, on tho afternoon o

THE IRREPRESSIBLES.
Tommy. "AsD TD THINK THERE'S A MUSIC-HALL COMEDIAN AT HOME i, KITING TIIUEB

HUNDRED QUID A WEEK FOB S1NOINO 'THE ARMY OF TO-DAY '8 ALL RIi.HT!
'

February 10th, at some personal in-

convenience and at a cost of two

shillings which was fourpence in ex-

cess of the fare, but the cabman had

(or said he had) no change visit the

Gardens of the Zoological Society of

London, in Regent's Pajk.
That I did make a tour of the said

Gardens and observed a vast number of

exotic creatures, tho exact meaning of

which, and particularly the mandril,

I have never been able to understand,

but which nevertheless were in the full

enjoyment of life in captivity.
That among those animals were

polar bears, other bears (including those

that imitate hat stands), apes, monkeys,
toucans, sugar birds (without cards),

squirrels, lions, tigers, leopards, spar-

rows, emus, snakes, vultures, alligators,

camels, mice and elephants.
That if tho Gardens are not at the

top of their form it is not to he

wondered at, considering tbafc it is

only by sea that their reinforcements

can come, but that a very brave effort

to carry on is being made.

Such was my report, and I trust that

it may not only still the voice of men-

dacity but stimulate readers to visit tho

Gardens. .

What we are Coining to.

Menu at an East End restaurant :

"
Special Stewed teak and potatoes."

"Two bullocks, worth 120, belonging to a

Haslcmcro butcher, have- died as a result of

poisoning through eating yew."
Krcninij A'jjircs.i (Liverpool),

(11 eating bullocks is the trouble with

tho FOOD-CONTROLLER.

" Godmundur Kamban received the Iwnoria

causa from tho College at Reykjavik, I

tho first and only time tho prize has been

!od." American Jieriew of lleiicics.

We can well believe this.
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City Man. "I SHOULD THINK LAST NIGHT'S KAID WAS THE WORST WE'VE HAD YET.''

Pacifist.
" WAS THERE A RAID? I WAS AT THE PEACE MEETING AT THE CONGRESS HALL, AND WE NEVER HEARD ANYTHING OF IT."

AT THE PLAY.
"THE FBEAKS."

IT would seem that some of our play-

wrights, eager as ever to hold up a
mirror to life, find that the times in

which we are living just now are too
dull and stagnant to stimulate the

imagination. Anyhow, here is Sir

ARTHUR PINEHO, doyen of dramatists,

straining after the grotesque and plant-

ing his novelty in a milieu that might
have been mid-Victorian.

By an incredibly far-sought artifice,

which I haven't the patience to report,
he introduces a company of travelling
freaks to the hospitality of a large
suburban villa. They consist of a giant,
a brace of midgets, a living skeleton
and a girl who can tie herself into knots

(but never does). Now I have nothing
against freaks as freaks ; they are

among the accidents of nature that
claim our pity; and though I should pre-
fer them not to exploit their physical
deformities in public I know they may
be driven to this painful course by
necessity, and in any case are no worse
than those who do the same thing with
their physical charms. But happily I

am not compelled to indulge a prurient
curiosity by paying to see them, since

it is fairly easy to avoid the attractions

of an itinerant circus. When, however,
Sir ARTHUR PINERO pushes them at me
on the stage, then I 'm done.
For an "Idyll" (the play is so de-

scribed in the programme) it was a
rather ugly spectacle, not sufficiently
excused by the author's anxiety to ex-

plain to us that even a freak may be
human ; may actually entertain senti-

ments of loyalty and self-sacrifice. But
did anyone doubt it? I was reminded
of those revelations of the intimate life

of exceptional people from which we are

supposed to learn with surprise that
a famous actor is fond of snowdrops,
or that a distinguished warrior is decent
to his dog. The concern which the
other freaks felt about the health of the
sick giant (though I could not share it,

having had so little of his acquaintance)
was the most natural thing in the world.
All the same, since my eyes are more
sensitive than my moral vision, these
marks of spiritual beauty did not
console me for the sight of so much
physical ugliness. I could have borne
it far better in a book.
Not that the freaks were all repellent.

Mr. BEN WEBSTER, as theliving skeleton
who had only joined the company in
the quality of an amateur, was no

'

thinner than I shall be after a couple
of months' rationing ; Miss LAURA
COWIE, who never looked like tying her-

self into a knot, can't help being attrac-

tive ;
and the giant was just a harm-

less figure out of pantomime. But the
three-foot-six midgets were pure freaks.

For some reason not confided to us they
had also a touch of the automaton
about them

; the gentleman midget was
most uncertain on his feet and both of

them had to be hoisted into their chairs.

I assume that they were children dis-

guised, and it was a very natural error

of judgment by which the young
daughter of their hostess, in a spasm
of almost maternal tenderness, lifted

the male, aged forty-one, on to her lap.
She was rebuked by the lady midget,
who protested in a rich American ac-

cent,
" I will tha-ank you to put my

husband down."
It was not easy to see how we were

to get any love interest out of the

scheme; yet Sir ARTHUR contrived,
with perfect seriousness, to make the

boy of the house (played very naturally

by Mr. LESLIE HOWARD) fall in love

with the girl freak, despite her habit of

speech, half cockney, half nigger; and
to maiKJOuvre his sister (pretty Miss

ELSOM) into romantic relations with
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;
.

SECRET DIPLOMACY.
Wife.-" GEORGE, THEUE ABE TWO STBANGE MEN DIGGING UP THE GAKDKS."

George. "Ii's ALL EIGHT, DEAR. A BRAINY IDEA OF MINE TO GET THE OAUDKN DUO cr. I WROTE AN ANONYMOCS LETTER TO rui:
FOOD-CONTROLLER AND TOLD HIM THERE WAS A LARGE BOX OF POOD BUK1ED THERE." Wife.

" HEAVESS I BCT THERE K !

"

tlio living skeleton. Here the author

lapsed into mere melodrama, and Mr.
BEN WEHSTKR (whatever he may have

thought of the absurdity of it) was

clearly resolved that we should not

mistake it for anything else.

Sir ARTHUR, as I hinted, was straining
after novelty, yet ho was curiously old-

fashioned in his dialogue. The obvious
humourof his female curmudgeon,Lady
Ball-Jennings, which ran through the

play with deadly iteration, might have
dated back to the period of the Albert

Memorial. And where does ho pick up
the modern boy and flapper who colour

their talk with such ejaculations as

"My godfather!" or "By jinks!"?
There was one moment in the play

that seemed to move the audience (I

was sitting in the last row of the stalls

and so had my hand as it were on the
heart-beats of the Pit). It was when
the local clergyman was invited to pray
for the recovery of the sick giant. Un-

fortunately the solemnity of the scene
had been spoiled for me by the reverend

gentleman's introductory remarks, in

which he had advised the company that

it was their duty in such cases to "
try

every resource, even prayer."
An excellent cast, including that)

most delightful of actresses, Miss IHKNI;

KOOKE, was wasted on an indifferent

play. Miss LAURA COWIE in particular
did good work under almost impossible
conditions. Perhaps the best features

in a strangely unsatisfactory entertain-

ment were Mr. FRED KERB'S incidental

reading from Macbeth, and a very clever

drop-curtain designed by Mr. CLAUDE
SHEPPERSON. O. S.

" Dover police have seized 163 stray dogs.

Soup is now sold at some London butchers'

shops." Evening Ncirs.

A sinister thought.

From a note on tho new Master of

Trinity :

" Among his many scientific achievements
was tho discovery of the nature of the catholic

rays, which are generated by electric discharge

through a vacuum." Horning Paper.

Surely tho last word must be a mis-

print for " Vatican."

From a letter on " Collection and
Distribution of Food Supplies

"
:

''The Case of Rabbits and Birds. Here
the marksmen of (he local Volunteer Regi-
ini'iits, or any good

'

shot,' should be liable to

be called upon." Westminster (!<i:.<-H<\

And then once again
" the crack of the

rifle will bo heard on the moors."

LKS BLUETS.
I WAS.croepin' on me crutches out o'

Fleet Street yesterday,
Feelin' gay as any sparrow jest to be

about at last ;

I 'd quite forgot me crippled foot, uiu

cares, as you might say,
When over on the Law Courts' side

three laughin' Frenchies passed,
'An' I haven't felt the same again

since those three Blueys passed.

For the houses all grew misty with a

faint horizon-blue,
While I thought o' cornflowers peep-

in' from a blackened harvest land,

With many a weary Frenchy fightin'
where those cornflowers grew ;

An' I 've got a kind o' homesickness
I cannot understand

Since I saw those little Bluoys goin'

laughin' down tho Strand.

Oh, cottages with gapin' roofs a-starin'

at the sky,
Oh, ruined gardens on the Somino

and trampled banks of Aisne,
There 's little left the Frenchies but to

beat tho Bosch or die.

I 'd go back to all wo hated so, the

noise an
1

tilth an' pain,
Jest to help those cheery Blueys win

their little homes again 1
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THE FUTURE OF COUPONS.
"Francesca," I said, "have you studied tho coupon

system which Lord EHONDDA has estahlished in London?

"Yes," she said, "I have. I have waded through solid

columns of it, and then I have re-waded to the beginning
and started all over again, and

"

" And you think you have completely mastered it ?
"

"
No, I am under no such delusion. I am not yet on

friendly and intimate terms with tho coupon system, hut

I have a nodding acquaintance with it."

"Tell me," I said, "how many coupons are there in a

sirloin of beef ?
"

"
If you will put tho sirloin on your writing-table I will

endeavour to weigh it with my mind's oye ;
but of course

you will first have to get the sirloin."

" Is the sirloin like a rabbit, then ?
"

" What do you mean? I never noticed a resemblance."

"Oh, don't you know?" I said. " llabbits were men-

tioned at an earlier stage of these proceedings, and they
became so bashful that they all disappeared and haven't

been seen or heard of since."
"
Well," she said,

"
if you put it in that way sirloins are

like rabbits, and so are legs of mutton and ribs of beef and

sugar and butter and lots of other things. As soon as you
mention them they retire, and to all intents and purposes
cease to exist. However, it 'a a great comfort to know that

the German ration is only half that of the Londoner."

"Yes, that's a great score, and I've no doubt that the

German rabbits have disappeared as completely as ours."
" Of course they have. Only a pacifist would attempt to

deny it."
" We are straying," I said,

" from the coupon system.
Can you not tell me more about it ?

"

" It doesn't affect us."
" No," I said,

" but it will. It is sure to spread from
London into the provinces. One morning we shall wake

up and discover that somebody has issued a decree as a

result of which our innocent village is under the coupon
system, and then we shall regret too late that we have
made no preparations for it. Come," I said,

"
expound it

to me with your usual force and brevity."
"
Well, it 's something like this. Everybody has got to

get a card with so many coupons attached to it."
" So many ? Can you not give me the exact number? "

"
No, that 's just what I can't do. Let 's call it four."

" It doesn't matter," I said,
" what we call it. It 's what

Lord RHONDDA calls it that matters."
"
Well; let us imagine that Lord EHONDDA calls it four.

Each coupon represents a certain value of -meat, and when,

you 'vo had your value you can't get any more. And if

you 're living in the country, where the coupon system
isn't set up yet, and if you go to London and order lunch
at your Club, they make you sign a declaration :

"

" What sort of a declaration? There are many." -

"Oh, I don't know," she said. "Probably the ona in

which you conscientiously believe that vaccination will be

prejudicial to the health of your child ; and then if they
don't like you they can call for tho production of your
National Eegistration Card."

" So that altogether I shall have a merry time when next
I lunch at the ' Ehadamanthus.' But surely, Francesca,
you have slightly embellished?

"

" I have told you," she said,
" the truth and nothing but

the truth about clubs, hotels and restaurants. As to the

rest, I own that I am not yet letter-perfect. I only profess
Lo have given you the general outlines of the scheme. But
why have you not studied it yourself ?

"

"
Because," I said,

" I am tired of coupons. My brain

reels under them. I foresee that everything will soon be
done by coupons. People will be born on the coupon
system so many coupons exchangeable for so many
babies weighing twelve pounds and over. They'll be

educated on the coupon system. Bright boys who now
got a scholarship will in future get fifty coupons a year.
Men and women will be married under the coupon system.
The girl who can bring a thousand coupons into settlement

will be looked upon as a rich match, and a youngster with

two thousand coupons a year will be run after by all the

matrons with marriageable daughters."
" And income-tax will be paid in coupons."
"Francesca," I said, "you area priceless treasure. I

will write to Mr. BOXAH LAW about it at once."
" I wouldn't do that," she said. " If you put the idea

into his head he may insist on paying you the interest of

your War Loan in mutton coupons."
" Or rabbit coupons," I said. E. C. L.

THE OPEN BOAT.
"WHEN this here War is done," says Dan, "and all the

fightin' 's through
There 's some '11 pal with Fritz again as they was used

to do ;

But not me," says Dan the sailor-man, "not me," says he;
" Lord knows it 's nippy in an open boat on winter nights

at sea.

" When the last battle 's lost an' won an' won or lost the

game
There 's some '11 think no "arm to drink with squareheads

just the same ;

But not me," says Dan the sailor-man, "an" if you ask me
why

Lord knows it 's thirsty in an open boat when the water-

breaker 's dry;

" When all the bloomin' mines is swep' an" ships are sunk
no more .

There 's some 11 set them down to eat with Germans as

before ;

But not we," says Dan the sailor-man, "not me, for one
Lord knows it 's hungry in an open boat when the last

biscuit 's done.

" When peace is signed and treaties made an' trade begins

again
There's some "11 shake a German's 'and an' never see the

stain;
But not me," says Dan the sailor-man, "not me, as God's

on high
Lord knows it 's bitter in an open boat to see your ship-

mates die." C. F. S.

Our Indispensable Industries.

" Tennis Ball Inflaters, Cutters, and Makers ; also Learners.
Caramel Wrappers Wanted, at onco." Manchester Paper.

From an article on Communal Cooks:
" Like the Israelites of old, they will bo required to make bricks

without stones." Gravescnd and Northfleet Reporter,

No communal pastry for us, thank you!

A Hint for Lord Rhondda.

"For many years patrons waiting for tho early doors suffered a good
deal of inconvenience owing to the squeezing and pushing to get to

the front, but this state of affairs lias been rectified by J. C. William-

son, Ltd., issuing instructions that patrons have to bo formed into a

queue. Tho carrying out of thia work has been entrusted to Mr. M.
Burke (the well-known champion club swinger)." Brisbane Courier.
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Old Lady. "CAN YOU TELL ME, PLEASE, WHAT HB'S BEEN ABBESTED FOE?" Hungry Queueiat.
"
INDIGESTION, I EXPECT, MADAM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT was of course inevitable that the humours the surface

humours of a V.A.D. hospital should before long provide
material for a book. Indeed, I pleasantly recall that the

thing has been done already, from the patient's point of

view ; and now here is Mr. EGBERT ERSTONB FORBES giving
us the otlicial aspect in Mrs. Holmes, Commandant (AuNOLD).

Ilaving just devoured every word of it, practically at a

sitting, I can testify to its entire and delightful success.

From the moment when that wonderful lady, Mrs. Holmes

(whom I thought, mistakenly, that I was going to dislike),

sets out to bully a hospital out of the indolent inhabitants

of Fairbridge, through all the bustle of preparation and the

months oi active work, to the quite charming climax, you
will find your attention held, as mine was, with tenderness

and laughter. Perhaps the best achievement of Mr. FORBES
is that his people the commandant herself, the staff, the

teller of the tale, and the varied procession of patients all

live individually and most convincingly. Moreover (and I

am not sure that this isn't even a greater exploit still)

through obvious dangers he carries his theme breast-high
above even a suspicion of sentimentality. The best chapter,
to my mind, is that which tells of " The Romantic Career
of Lance-Corporal Eainey ;

"
in this especially the facile

sigh could have been cheaply bought ; but it is to Mr.

FORBES'S credit fliat Eainey marches out of the hospital,

every man and woman in which he has reduced to helpless

adoration, as human and unidealized a figure as when he

entered it caked with the mud of Flanders. Briefly, my pre-
sent trouble is that there are some fifty odd hospitallers to

whom I wish immediately to lend my copy of Mrs. Holmes,
with appropriate comments. But Mr. FORBES and his

publishers need be under no apprehension,
nothing so unfair or so altruistic.

I shall do

The heroine in the Baroness VON HUTTEN'S Bag of

Saffron (HUTCHINSON) is in effect a. study of the perfect
little beast. Not that Cuckoo hasn't her good points, but
her conduct to her husband, whom she deserts in his sick-

ness and poverty for that Magnificent Old Eake, Sir

Peregrine Janeways, pushes beyond credible limits of

callousness. Duly divorced, remarried, richly gowned and

begemmed by the flamboyant baronet, she finds that her

ex-husband is dying of consumpton. Peregrine, asked for

a thousand pounds to save his predecessor, suggests that

his latest present, a pear-shaped ruby, is worth about that

and may be sold for this kindly purpose. Finding that

Cuckoo, confronted with a choice between her discarded

George's life and the ruby, is all for the ruby, ho begins to

wonder whether she can be quite a nice girl. But this

was a hasty judgment. For, learning that her George was

really dying in a pool of blood (but still saveable by money
apparently), she nobly surrenders the jewel. And then Sir

Peregrine shows himself an an optimist. He hangs round
his complex Cttckoo's neck the Bag of Saffron, which (like

the V.C.) is a little bauble of no intrinsic value but has a

chain of diamonds attached. It is given by a Janeways to

none but a really peerless wife (Peregrine's two first were

merely so-so). From which you will gather that the fond

author doesn't share my view of Ciickoo. But, at any rate,

she will admit that her creations are no ordinary mortals,

and I in turn will handsomely allow that here ia an

extremely entertaining and romantic volume.

To those whose feet are already pressing the downward

slope and who spend their reflective moments in looking
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backwards with regret rather than forwards with anticipa-

tion, the Eight Hon. G.W.E. BUSSELL'S Politics and Person-

alities (UNWIN) will make its strongest appeal. And even

the younger generation, though it may mildly resent the

author's designating as "politics" those dead issues which
have long since been relegated to the glass-cases of the

Political Natural History Museum, will find food for reflec-

tion in his detached and philosophical if somewhat archaic

views. Mr. BUSSELL is at pains to tell us that, like his

distinguished ancestors, he is a Whig ; but it is diflicult to

be really enthusiastic over such political cadavers as the

Hawarden Kite, Cobdenism, Dynastic Succession, Aristo-

cracy, etc., dissected according to the formulas of 1884. In
other chapters we find the author struggling rather pathet-

ically to fit Armageddon into a middle-Victorian microcosm
under the title,

" Ideals and the War," the ideals being
those of the Athenaeum Club in the eighties, and the War
being the same little disturbance that has made Mr. H. G.
WELLS'S Eepublicanism sound like an essay on the divine

right of kings. It is in i T
that nameless border-

j

land that lies midway
between history and

biography that Mr.
EUSSELL, is most com-

pletely at home, and it

is to be regretted that
in the volume before

us he makes so few ex-

cursions into it.
" A

Nest of Whiggery," "A
Queen Beady - made "

and "Miss Jenkins and
the Duke "

are quite in

his best vein.

Lieutenant ELLISON
HAWKS, in a series of

cheerful letters home
from the Front, gave
week by week to his

friends and relatives an

easily written and very
easily read account,
from the standpoint of

an officer in a trench-
mortar battery, of

things he saw during

longs to the " silent strong" type beloved by certain lady-
novelists. He is all right in the matter of silence, but is

neither so strong nor so attractive as he was meant to be.

Boy Woodburn, the heroine of the story, was the daughter
of a delightfully astute horse-trainer and a puritanical
mother. Bred from such stock she was naturally some-

thing of a hybrid ; but whether she was grooming horses or

riding them, or superintending a Sunday Bible class for

stable-boys, I believed in her all the time. Her father too
is admirably drawn, and though the pictures of life in

a racing stable convey the impression that it is a rogue's

game, I am not prepared to say that their colour is too

thickly laid on. But Jim Silver, who easily checkmated
the arch-villain of the piece times and again, left me stone-

cold. However he really does not matter much, and only
seemed to be there because a novel must have a hero of

some kind. Where Mr. OLLIVANT shows at his best is in

his descriptions of the Sussex Downs and in his sympathy
with animals. And his account of a very sensational Grand

National stirs the

pulses, although one

i

knows that Boy's horse
is simply bound to

win. Even that best

seller, Mr. NAT GOULD,
might be jealous of

such a sequence of

thrilling incidents.

COMBING OUT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
AT THE MAGICAL SUPPLY STOBES.

Shopkeeper (to youth equipping for war). "YES, SIB, YOU WILL FIND THE
IMPIIEGNABLE ARMOUR AND THE CLOAK OP INVISIBILITY EXTREMELY USEFUL;
BUT IN CASE OP ACCIDENTS I WOULD STBONOLY ADVISE YOU TO ADD A PAIR OP
SEVEN-LEAGUE BOOTS TO YOUR OUTFIT."

the big push of 1916; and this
narrative has since been offered to the world at large under
the title A Subaltern's Letters from the Somme (CLOWES).
I confess he worried me a little when he began, in notes
beneath his first few pages, patiently telling me what is

the weighty significance of such symbols as "N.C.O."
and "

C.B.," but before long we were very good friends.
As they were received one by one at a time when news was
scant, these letters must have been of absorbing interest;
but Mr. HAWKS would be the first to admit that by now
one would bo hardly justified in claiming much novelty for
them in the eyes of a public pretty well informed on such
matters as "

billets
"
and " brass-hats

"
and "kite-balloons."

All the same there is a touch of intimacy about the volume
that some of our more ambitious war-books have lacked.
Moreover the writer has the good taste to place some verses
from Punch on his first page.
mendation one may leave it.

Come In (CHAPMAN
AND HALL) is what I

should call an irritating
book. It contains one

overgrown short story,
clever with a kind of

ragged and slovenly
cleverness that only
serves to show what
Miss ETHEL COLBUKN
MAYNE could do if she

gave her mind to it.

Its theme, sufficiently

grim, is a study in the

pathology of mutual
boredom as between a

mother and daughter
cooped together in the

merciless intimacy of a double bedroom at an economical

private hotel. Told drily, but with understanding and a

half-cynical pity, it is a picture of woman's inhumanity to

woman that only one of the same gentler sex could have
written. So much for "The Separate Boom

"
; the rest of

the stories with one exception are more comfortable, if

less artistic. What point there exists in the not-specially

apt title is furnished presumably by the "room "
headings

of the various sketches, as " Four Ballrooms,"
" Three

Eooms," etc. Candour constrains me to say that most of

Miss MAYNE'S rooms contain nothing peculiarly worth the

trouble of entering for.

shows an unfortunate
Perhaps the silliest is that which
doctor-lover confronted with the

With this modest recom-

There is plenty of good work in Mr. ALFHED OLLIVANT'S
Boy Woodburn (JENKINS), but coming from the author of
Owd Bob I was a little disappointed by it. The hero be-

prospoet of having to give gas to the one woman. Experi-
ence teaches him that she will look far from her best under
the ministrations of the tooth-extractor. This seems quite

seriously meant. If Miss MAYNE really supposes auajs-

thetists to be of this fatuous kind, I can only sympathise
with her in an experience clearly less fortunate than my own.

Epochs of Irish History.

(1) Pagan era ; (2) Christian era ; (3) DE VALEHA.
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Private Puncher (the hope of "23" Company, slowly coining tu),
" WHAttoER MASSEll? DID 'E 'IT ME?"

Mis Second (bitterly').
" 'IT YES? DEAR ME, NO. IT WAS ONLY THE COLONEL'S 'OKSE WOT KICKED YEB. '

CHARIVARIA.
THE Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung com-

plains that there are on sale in Ger-

many spittoons embellished with the

likeness of HINDENBURG. For our-

selves, though we are not often in

accord with German taste, we regard
this idea as a very happy thought.

The decision of the Saffron Walden
Bench that tea is not food has caused

widespread consternation, and large
numbers of people who have been buy-
ing it in the oelief that it was are

angrily calling upon Lord BHONDDA to

give them back their money.
* *

A Bethnal Green tradesman, charged
with throwing one of his lady-customers
out of the shop, was told that if she
came there again and smashed his

windows he could summon her. This

may bo the technically right course to

follow, but is it quite the way to treat

a lady ? ,
; , ;'

'.

'

A man complained to the Bermond-
sey Food Control Committee that a dog
had eaten part of his food-cards. The
real object of the cards has since been

explained to the animal, who has hand-

somely apologised to Lord EHONDDA
for some heated personal remarks made
under a misapprehension.

"
By next Spring," eays'TAe Sydney

Telegraph,
" as far as Eussia is con-

cerned, things may be better or they
may be worse." Upon reading this, a

well-known Fleet Street War critic was
heard to gnash his teeth with envy.

* *

It is thought likely that the great

push about to be undertaken by the

Germans is nothing more nor less than
the sudden blow which they have been

threatening to make since 1915.
* *

Since a cyclist dashed into a steam
roller at Swindon last week, the road-

crushers in the district are said to be

so nervous that they will only venture
out in couples. .

;

. ^

A member of the Tobacco Control
Board has informed a contemporary
that the " outlook of the smoker de-

pends on the brand he smokes." The
outlook of his fellow-passengers will

also continue to hinge upon the same
factor. # #

Stating that in his opinion women

could get on without perambulators in

war-time Lord KIMBERLEY informed

the Norfolk Appeal Tribunal that he
never rode in one when he was a child.

We understand that several indignant
mothers have written to say that, if a

good smacking was also among the

experiences of childhood which he had

omitted, they would be happy to make

good the defect. ,
;:

A summons against Borough High
Street provision-dealers for having in

their possession cheeses not fit for

human food was dismissed on satis-

factory proof that the cheeses were not

intended for human consumption. The
Bench declined an invitation to visit

their training quarters.

On learning that a film record has

been made of the career of the PRIME
MINISTER, Lord BEAVERBROOK is said

to have dared anybody to produce a film

that would keep pace with his (Lord

BEAVERBROOK'S) upward progress.
* *

A defendant charged at Bristol

Assizes -with bigamy pleaded that he
bad no recollection of his second

marriage. Surely he could have made
a note of it on his cuff.

VOL. CLIV.
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THE WISE AND FOOLISH VIRGINS.

I KNEW a Virgin passing Wise;
No one could call hor dissipated ;

Never her course was known to drift

From those high principles of thrift

With which, in case of rainy skies,

Her brain had been inoculated.

She husbanded her frugal store;

Hor lamp with oil was well provided;
So wore her tins of sprat-sardines
Not stocked in view of submarines,

But garnered prior to the War
Against whatever chance betidcd.

I knew a Foolish Virgin, too,

With habits nothing like so proper;
Her lamp was woolly round the wick ;

She lived from hand to mouth on tick
;

Her ready cash she always blew,

And never saved a single copper.

From letting things serenely go
No fear of stringent times debarred her ;

If but to-day supplied good fare

The morrow for itself might care,

And consequently there were no

Sardines collected in her larder.

Which was the better Virgin? She
Who made of life a game of skittles,

Reckless of Want that follows Waste;
Or she who resolutely faced

The problems of economy
And practised Virtue with her victuals ?

Alas ! the latter Virgin 's found
Inferior in the moral order ;

Her dozen tins of sprat-sardines
Have been a source of painful scenes,

And EHONDDA'S fined her fifty pound
As a confirmed and shameless hoarder.

THE FLYING BEAR.

O. S.

Joan Minor has a flying bear. Its name is Teddy ; only
Uncle Gerald is allowed to call it Adam Zad (after KIPLING)
because well, because Uncle Gerald is allowed to do any-

thing.
In infancy there was little to mark it as of different clay

from the common run of bears. Even Joan Minor at the

first introduction, preoccupied with -scientific research as

to the nature and arrangement of her own toes, remained

unimpressed. But gradually, as acquaintance ripened into

friendship and friendship into love, we who were privileged
to be its intimates recognised that here was indeed one born
to greatness. It was not so much its moral character,

though the faults were always those of a great and generous
soul ;

it was rather the self-reliance and quiet dignity that

shone undimmed through every adversity and survived even
the impertinent assaults of the kitten.

But the day of parting came. Uncle Gerald was sent to

France and Teddy was sent with him to comfort him and

bring him back safe, a trust which so far he has most

faithfully performed. He has also found time to arrange
for Uncle Gerald's advancement from a mere private to the
rank of captain, and about a year ago secured him a
transfer to the E.F.C., followed by a heavenly period of

home-training, during which Joan Minor spent several

ecstatic week-ends at the town where they were engaged

in becoming proficient pilots ;
and now Undo Gerald's

last letter brings news of Teddy's crowning achievement.

DEAR PUDGE, You will bo glad to hear that Adam Zad
has been just splendid. I told you that I had tied him on
to my aeroplane right in front, where he can see every-

thing. I had to tie him very tight because I was afraid IIP

would try to jump at the German fliers, and if he had

slipped he would have had a terrible fall and I might not

have been able to find him again. Besides I don't think

Germans would be nice for him
tomcat.

Do you ?

Well, the other day he and I we're flying all alone, when

suddenly a lot of Germans came swooping down out of

nowhere. He shouted to me that they were coming, and I

tried to shoot them with my gun, which is just behind

where ho sits
;
but something went wrong with the gun

and it wouldn't shoot. The Germans were all round us,

and we had to dive to get away from them as we couldn't

shoot them. Wo went very fast, ever so much faster even
than you and Adam Zad used to run when you were at

homo together, and when we stopped I noticed that he
wasn't in his place. He had broken his string and was

clinging on to the gun.
As soon as I had time I leaned forward and caught

hold 'of him to put him in the seat beside me, as he
didn't look very safe where he was. One of his legs was

wedged tight in the gun and it tore a little as I pulled him

away, but it is nearly well now. And then when I tried

the gun again I found ho had been putting it right. Wasn't
that clever of him, Pudge'.' After that, of course, we went
back and shot at the Germans and killed two and drove

the rest away and came home to tea.

And now they are going to give him a ribbon and we shall

be able to cover up the place on his chest where the kitten

scratched him. It 's quite a nice ribbon with two white

stripes and a violet one in the middle. I was very sorry to

hear about Belinda's nose. I told you it wasn't good for

her to sit too near the fire.

Your loving Uncle, GERALD.

That is the plain unvarnished account of the affair by an

eye-witness. Imagine our astonishment when we read this

official perversion :

"Awarded the Military Cross. Captain Gerald T.

Smith, Royal Loamshire Regt., att. R.F.C., for great gal-

lantry and presence of mind. While flying alone over

enemy ground Captain Smith was attacked by a formation

of at least six hostile machines of the Albatross type.

During the encounter Captain Smith's gun jammed. lie

then descended to a lower altitude and coolly corrected the

fault under intense enemy fire. Resuming the engagement
he brought down two of the enemy aircraft and dispersed
the remainder in flight."

Not a word, you see, about Teddy ;
and now we are

wondering whether the stupid . people will arrest him for

wearing a military decoration without authority.

Euclid on Rationing
1

.

A ration joint is that which has position but not mag-
nitude.

Parallel lines are those which, in a queue, if only pro-
duced far enough, never mean meat.

If there be two queues outside two different butchers'

shops, and the length and breadth of the one queue be equal
to the length and breadth of the other queue, each to each,

but the supplies in one shop are greater than the supplies
in the other shop, then the persons in the one queue will

get more meat than those in the other queue, which is

absurd, and RHONDDA ought to see about it.
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A LA CAKTE.
WOBKINQ MAN. " WHAT 'S YOUE FANCY, MATE? MINE'S A COUPLE 0' SAUSAGES."
PEEE OP THE REALM. "WELL, SIB, I WAS WONDEEING HOW MUCH SADDLE OF MUTTON

I CAN GET FOB FIVEPENCE."
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THE MUD LARKS.
\VHI;N I was young I was extremely

handsome. I have documentary evi-

dence to prove as much. There is in

existence a photograph of a young
gentleman standing with his back to

a raging seascape, one hand resting

lightly on a volume of SHAKSPEARE,
which in turn is supported by a rustic

table. The young gentleman has wide
innocent eyes, a rosebud mouth and

long golden curls (the sort poor dear

old EOMNEY used to do so nicely). For
the rest he is tastefully upholstered in

a short-panted velvet suit, a lace collar

and white silk socks. "Little Lord

Faimtleroy," you murmur to yourself.

No, Sir (or Madam), it is ME or was
was young no

first photograph, who had chirruped
and done tricks with an indiaruhher

monkey to make me prick my ears and

appear sagacious. This man had the

mane of a poodle, a plush smoking-

jacket with rococo trimmings, satin

cravat, rings and bangles like the lads

in La Bolitme, and I knew myself to

be in the presence of True Art, and
bowed my head.

At the sight of me he winced visibly ;

didn't seem to like my looks at all.

However ho pulled himself together and
advanced to reconnoitre. He pushed
me into a chair, manipulated some
screws at the back, and I found my
head fast in a steel clamp. I pleaded
for gas or cocaine, but he took no notice

and prowled off to the far end of the

theatre to observe if distance wouldme, rather. When I

girl thought herself

properly married un-

less I was present at

the ceremony, got up
like a prize-rabbit and
tethered to the far end
of her train. Nowa-

days I am not so hand-
some. True, you can

urge a horse past me
without blindfolding
it and all that, but

nobody ever mistakes
me for LILY ELSIE.

Personally I was

quite willing to be re-

presented at the Na-
tional PortraitG allery

by a coloured copy of

the presentment de-

scribed above, but my
home authorities

thought otherwise,
and when last I was
in England on leave shortly after the ! lend any enchantment. Apparently
Battle of Agincourt they shooed me

j

it would not. The more he saw of

pleasing portraiture, an objct tl'ui't, an
ornament to anybody's family album.
The man Valpre was an artist all right.
A few days ago the Skipper whistled

me into the orderly-room. His table

was littered with parade states, horse-

registers and slips of cardboard, all

intermingled. The Skipper himself ap-

peared to be undergoing some heavy
mental disturbance. His forehead was
furrowed, his toupct rumpled, and he
sucked his fountain-pen, unconsciously
imbibing much dark nourishment.

" Identification cards," he explained,

indicating the slips.
" Got to carry 'em

now. Comply with Italian regulations.
Been trying to describe you. Napoo."
He prodded the result towards me. I

scanned it and decided he had got it

mixed with the horse-registers. It read
as follows:

Yes.
17 hands.

Bay,
Two.

Undulating.

Bored Bookmaker (trying to wake things up). "Now LOOK "ERE, MR. 'ARRIS, I 'Lr.

LAY YOU 4J OUNCES O' MARGABINE TO 3 OUNCES BEST END O 1 THE NECK THAT
SENIOR WEANGLEE 'EEE GETS TO THE COUNTER BEFORE THE MOTHER HUBBAED
FILLY THESE ON YOUE EIGHT."

off to Valpre.
" Go to Valpre," they

said ;

" he is so artistic." So to Valpre
I went, and was admitted by a hand-
maid who waved a white hand vaguely
towards a selection of doors, murmur-

ing,
" Wait there, please." I opened

the nearest door at a venture and
entered.

In the waiting-room three other
handmaids were at work on photo-
graphs. One was painting dimples on
a lady's cheek

; one filling in gaps in a

Second-Lieutenant's moustache ; one

straightening the salient of a stock-

broker's waistcoat. Presently the first

handmaid reappeared and somewhat

curtly (I was waiting in the wrong
room, it seemed) informed me that the
Master was ready. So I went upstairs
to the operating theatre. After an im-

pressive interval a curtain was thrust

aside and the Master entered. He was
not in the least like the artist of my

BOEN
HEIGHT
HAIR.
10YES.

NOSE
MousTAcnr HDgged.

'

COMPI.KXIOX Natural.
SPECIAL

MAKKK .

The Skipperpointed
1 to the blank space.
" That 's what I want

;

to know special
i marks. Got any? Snip,
! blaze, white fetlock,

! anything?
"

"
Yessir," said I.

]

"
Strawberry patch on

: off gaskin."
Ho sucked thought-

fully at his fountain

pen.
"
Mmph," he

said,
" shouldn't men-

tion it if I were you.
Don't want to have to undress in the

middle of the street every time you meet
an Intelligence, do you ?

"
I agreed

that I did not not before June, any-
how. The Skipper turned to the card

again and frowned.
" Couldn't call it a speaking likeness

exactly, this little pen-picture of you,
could one ? If you only had a photo-
graph of yourself now."

" I have, Sir," said I brightly.
"Good Lord, man, why didn't you

say so before ? Here, take this and

paste the thing in. Now trot away."
I trotted away and pasted Valpre's

objet d'art on to the card.

Yesterday evening Albert Edward
and I were riding out of a certain

Italian town (no names, no pack drill).

Albert Edward got involved in a right-

of-way argument between five bullock

wagons and two lorries, and I jogged
on ahead. On the fringe of the town
was a barrier presided over by a brace

done their bit, and the result was a of Carabinieri heavily caparisoned with

me the less he seemed to admire the

view.

Suddenly the fire of inspiration lit his

eye and he came for me. I struggled
.with the clamp, but it clave like a
bull-terrier to a mutton chop. In a

moment he had me by the head and
started to mould it nearer to his heart's

desire with plump powerful hands.

He crammed half my lower jaw into

my breast pocket, pinned my ears back
so tightly that they wouldn't wag for

weeks, pressed my nose dowTn with his

thumb as though it were the button of

an electric bell and generally kneaded

my features from the early Hibernian
to the late Grasco-Roman. Then, before

they could rebound to their normal

positions, he had sprung back, jerked
the lanyard and fired the camera.
Some weeks later the finished photo-

graphs arrived. The handmaids had
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HOW THE CAMOUFLAGE IDEA FIRST DAWNED ON THE MILITARY MIND.

war material, whiskers and cocked hats
of the style popularised by BONAPARTE.
Also an officer. As I moved to pass
the barrier the oflicer spied me and,
not liking my looks (as I hinted before,

nobody does), signed to me to halt.

IIad I an identification card, please?
I had and handed it to him. He took
the card and ran a keen eye over the

Skipper's little pen-picture and ValprS's
" Portrait Study," then over their alleged

original. "Lieutenant," said he grimly,
" these don't tally. This is not you."

I protested that it was. He shook
his head with great conviction, "Never !

The nose iu this photograph is straight ;

the oars retiring ; the jaw, normal.
While with you [Continental polite-

ness restrained him] . Lieutenant, you
must come with me."
He beckoned to a Napoleonic Corporal,

who approached, clanking his war
material. I saw myself posed for a

firing squad at grey dawn and shivered
all over. I detest early rising.

By this time the Corporal had out-

flanked me, clanking more munitions,
and I was on the point of being marched
off to the Bastille, or whatever they
call it, when Albert Edward suddenly
insinuated himself into the party and
addressed himself to the officer.

" Half
a minute, Mousewer [any foreigner is

Mongsewer to Albert Edward] . The

photograph is of him all right, but it

was taken before his accident."
" His accident?

"
queried the officer.

"Yes," said Albert Edward; "sad
affair, shell-shock. A crump burst

almost in his face, and shocked it all

out of shape. Can't you see?
"

The Italian leaned forward and sub-

jected rny flushed features to a piercing

scrutiny ;
then his dark eyes softened

almost to tears, and he handed me back

my card and saluted.

"
Sir, you have my apologies and

sympathy. Good evening."
" Albert Edward," said I, as wo

trotted into the dusk,
"
you may be a

true friend but you are no gentleman."
PATLANDER.

' MR. PROTHKEO OS POOD AND PRICES.
TUB PAMPEBED PIG."

Daily Paper.

We protest against this vulgar abuse
of one of our most respected Ministers.

"The consumption of both wine and whisky
is, of course, still greater than the supply."

Evening Paper.

Another case of " dilution."

"Man (young) wishes situation as plough -

ni;in. with two woiueu workers and a half

one." Scotsman.

In Ireland " a half one
" means a little

tot of whiskey, so in this case the phrase

may be a synonym for "a small Scotch."
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THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
VTI.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXX.
(continued).

BicharJ. Was it not in this reign

Mamma, that there was the Ministry
of All the Talents, or somosuch name?

Mrs. M. Tho title you refer to was

applied to a Ministry in a much earlici

reign. You are prohahly confusing it

with the famous "
Ministry of all the

Ministries," which held office in this

period. Tho tendency of Ministries

to increase in size had reached what
was supposed to bo the limit in the

case of its predecessor, which contained

no fewer than twenty-two memhers,
which, as some ofits critics remarked,

might be cricket but was not politics.

George. But I thought the great ob-

jection to politics was that so often it

was not cricket, which it ought to be.

Mrs. M. That is a point, my dear

boy, which I must leave you to discuss

with your father when he comes in to

tea, as my recollections of cricket are

growing rather hazy. Anyhow, while
the Ministry which succeeded the large
one I have mentioned was nominally
much smaller, as only a few members
formed the inner Cabinet, the number
of Ministries or Departments went on

increasing more rapidly than ever. I

remember my grandfather telling us
that whereas in the early stages of

this development the familiar comment
about once a week was,

" Great Scott !

Another new Ministry I

"
later on this

surprise gave place to a languid curiosity

expressed in the daily question at the
breakfast table,

"
Well, what 's the new

Ministry to-day ?
"

Mary. Pray, Mamma, who was
" Great Scott

"
?

Mrs. M. The origin of this phrase,
as of another in vogue about the same
time,

" Great Caesar's ghost," is wrapped
in mystery. Moreover, the investiga-
tion of oaths or ejaculations is seldom

edifying. To resume: some of the new
Ministries, the formation of which
was suggested by immediate national

urgency, were harmless and necessary
enough. Such, for example, was the

Ministry of Margarine, the head of
which presided over a Board of Synthe-
tic Experts ;

or the Pork Board, directed

by the Minister of the Piggeries. But
after a while the founding of new Depart-
nents seemed to be no longer dictated

ay utilitarian or business motives, but

ay the desire of mere multiplication, as

hough some special credit attached to
State intervention in and control of
as many fields of human activity as
possible.

Thus there came into existence the

Ministry of Fiction, the aim of which

was avowedly to harness imagination
to the service of the State, to issue

licences to writers and to provide
thorn with suitable themes for the

exercise of their talent. This was a

most laudable notion in the abstract

but the attempt to carry it out led to

the famous strike of the novelists, which
was only settled, after much effusion

of ink, by a compromise, in which the

Minister of Fiction was forbidden him-
self to publish novels, and his Advisory
Board was elected by the votes ol

writers with a certified circulation ol

at least fifty thousand copies per vol-

ume. On these terms the Eev. H. G.

Wells, who had accepted the post of

Minister, resigned his office and things
went on very much as usual.

Tho Ministry of Millinery, formed to

discourage undue extravagance in dress,
was in existence for six weeks and only
cost the country about half a million

pounds sterling. Its fall was precipi-
tated by the patriotic but perhaps in-

judicious attempt of the Minister to

enforce the universal adoption of a

standardised suit of papier-mache a
material in the manufacture of which
lie took a deep personal interest in

the month of February.
Then there was the Ministry of Patri-

otic Psychology, employing a staff of

ix thousand brilliant journalists, under
She direction of a great newspaper pro-

prietor, the aim being
" to mobilize the

sympathies and antipathies of mass
opinion in the interests of the Govern-
ment." Their efforts were so successful
hat a Ministry of Conciliation had very
hortly to be established with a view
;o counteract the influence of the six

ihousand, to tranquillize public opinion
and compose the constant friction and
:ollisions which arose.

Mary. I am getting rather tired of

all these old Ministries. Can't wo get
on to something more interesting?

Mrs. M. Your impatience does not

surprise me, and I will try to finish the

subject as quickly as I can. In the old

days the distinction between the Gov-
irnment and the governed was broad
and clear. Under the "

Ministry of all

the Ministries
"

it had largely disap-
jeared. Not one man in ten thou-
sand could have given a list of Minis-
;ers and their functions, and the same
was true of the Ministers themselves.

Many of them did not know each
ther by sight, and when they did were
lot on speaking terms. So finally
he Government had to appoint a

special Minister of Ministries, whose
duty was to answer questions in tho
rlouse about the new Departments,
vhat their powers were and by whom
hey wore appointed. As the Minister
n question seldom know or was allowed

to state who was responsible for the

appointment, was discreetly vague in

defining tho powers of tho new Minis-

tors, and could never give a better
reason for their selection than that

they wero " believed to be better quali-
fied for the post than anyone else,"
tho questions on the subject became so
numerous as to threaten to occupy the
whole time of Parliament. Ultimately,
by tho joining together of some Depart-
ments and the suppression of others,
the number of Ministries was reduced

successively to 150, 100, 75 and ulti-

mately to 22.

THE BATTLE OF BUNNINNADDEN.

[According to The Pall Mall Gazette, the
Sinn Feincrs have taken over two hundred
acres of grazing land in Sligo, disregarding
the objections of owners. PHIBBS DOOBEG,
near JUinninnadden, refused to give them any
land, and trouble is expected in the district.]

MUCH have I mused on men of old

Who wrote their names on Memory's
pages,

Unflinching heroes, uncontrolled

By tho nice precepts of the sages,
Who never failed when rebus in anyustis
To stand foursquare for Freedom and

for Justice.

And of this breed I hail DOOBEG,
Who cared not, though the odds were

fearful,

But stuck it bravely out, good egg,

Scorning the counsel of the tearful,
And utterly refused to give his acres
Into the hands of traitors and law-

breakers.

And then, Phoebus! what a name
And what a place too, Bunninnadden,

To fill the sounding trump of Fame
And with its inspiration madden

To rarest ecstasy the living lyro
And set the fat a-fizzling in the fire.

While others made no show of fight,
But meekly, weakly, knuckled under,

PHIBBS, standing firm upon his right,
Defied the advocates of plunder,

Staunchly resolved at any cost to quash
The tyrannous edict of the Celto-Bosch.

The issue still remains in doubt ;

But whether PHIBBS should keep his

end up
Or be o'crwhelmed and driven out
And Fate unkind his number send up,

Yet still the name and deed our hearts
shall gladden

Of PHIBBS DOOBEG, tho Boy of Bunnin-
nadden.

" Sir Lewis Allenby is not likely to miss
any chance of punishing tho enemy in front
of him." Westminster Gazette.

This distinguished officer, who must
not bo confused with his namesake, Sir

EDMUND, the captor of Jericho, began
lis career in the well-known West-end
irm of Messrs. DOUGLAS and HAIG.
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Instructor (to man about tu point). "Ai THE TJIHOAT AND STOMACH. As you WEUE. BETTER LEAVE uia STOMACH AIXJXE A BIT IT'S
(, KITING WORN OUT."

CIVIL SERVICE.
"TALKING of narror squeaks," said

ant Buttle,
" the uarrerest as

ever I had by a long chalk was out at

Passchendaele, back in tho Autumn.
You remember that bit o' rising ground
where you was hit, Sir? Well, when
\vo went into tho lino again a fortnight
later, the Bosch had got that bit back,

which, seeing the trouble we 'd had over

it, was annoying. The orders to the

Brigade was,
' You took it before, and

you must take it again.'
' As you wore,'

in a manner of speaking.
" Wo had a toughish job round them

pill-boxes on the right, but after they
was took Fritz didn't put up much of

a show. You know what ho is, Sir, a

good fighter from cover, but when it

comes to close quarters hoppin" it pretty
smart. I took a dozen men forward to

see if we couldn't cut off some of them

coming out of the pill-boxes, and sure

enough, as I scrambled up out of a shell-

hole, there was a Bosch not ten yards
from me, looking this way and that like

a frightened hare. I rests my arms on
the rim of tho crater and draws a bead
on him.

" ' Got you, my boy,' thinks I, and I

looses off. You '11 remember some of my
scores for the Company Cup before the

War, Sir. I didn't used to drop more
than a point or two at six hundred

yards as a general rule. But peace is

one thing and war 'a another, and if I

didn't go and score a bloomin' miss !

Gee, I was angry. I lep up and rushed

upon Fritz with my bayonet, feeling
like a wild beast, rather overlookin' it

wasn't his fault I 'd missed him."
" I thought you said you 'd had a nar-

row squeak," I said. " It looks to me
almost as if the squeak was Fritz's."

" Wait a moment, Sir. He hadn't

had time more than to turn his head
j

when I was on him
; but at that mo-

j

meat I put my foot in a hole and come
j

sprawling down at his feet with my
rifle bouncing down the hill.

' Your
number 's up, Buttle," thinks I to my-
self,

' and all thro' scoring a miss at

eight yards in a good light on a still

day.' And then what d'yer think hap-

pened ? If old Fritz. didn't dash for-

ward, help me up, dust me down, and
then run and get my rifle and hand it

back to me. I never felt such a fool

in my life.
' What 's yer game '?

'

I

But anyway you 're my prisoner ;

'

and he gives a grin and shuffles off

along with one of the men what I was

sending back to report.
" Wo had a discussion in the evening

about that man. The Sergeant-Major
said that Fritz had just come to the

conclusion that it was high time the

War was over, so far as he was con-

cerned, like a good many of his pals

had. Young Thompson, what I 'd had
to dress down that morning, said Frit./.

had very likely mistook me for the

KAIBEB ; but I don't think he meant
mo to hear it.

"Well, the next day when we went
back blowed if I didn't see the very man
in one of tho cages. I gets hold of an

interpreter and explains about it to him
and gets him to ask Fritz why he acted

as he did
;
and you wouldn't guess the

answer in a hundred years. It seems
that in private life that man was an
attendant at a skating-rink in Berlin,
and he done it just from habit."

War-Fare.
" & .LTD.,

(' U'KKERB, C'ONFECTIONEBS <fe BREAD BAKI-Kri.

VNBREAKADLK ENOLJBH NOVELTIES."
Provincial Paper.

"Lost, a Cockatoo, tho 18th, good reward.''

Australian Paper.

After such a run of bad luck why not

try keeping a canary instead ?

"During extraordinary scenes i

yesterday, when a largo number of prisoners
i urged with cattle driving and intimi-

dation, the magistrates ordered tho court to

.rud. The prisoners also left and could

not bo found." Irish Independent.

Mr. DUKE has been greatly encouraged

by this example of prompt obedience to

a magisterial decree.
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EVERYONE A FOOD-CONTROLLER.
Pint Lady (in tramcar after two hours in the queue).

" DID YEit SEE THAT FOOD-'OG IN THE CHECK COAT AND SKIUT wiv A 'ALF-POUXD

OP MABOABINE IS EACH POCKET?" Second Lady. "WHY, YES I PINCHED ONE." First Lady. SO DID I !

THE COOKERS.
A SONG OF THE TRANSPORT.

THE Officers' kit and the long low limbers,

The Maltese cart and the inules go by
With a sparkle of paint and speckless timbers,

With a glitter of steel to catch the eye ;

But the things I like are the four black chimneys
And the smoke-tails scattering down the wind,

For these are the Cookers, the Company Cookers,

The cosy old Cookers that crawl behind.

The Company Cooks are mired and messy,
Their cheeks are black but their boots are not

;

The Colonel says they must be more dressy,
And the General says he '11 have them shot ;

They hang their packs on the four black chimneys,

They 're a grubby disgrace, but we don't mind
As long as the Cookers, the jolly black Cookers,
The filthy old Cookers are close behind.

For it 's only the Cooks can make us perky
When the road is rainy and cold and steep,

When the songs die down and the step gets jerky,
And the Adjutant's horse is fast asleep ;

And it 's bad to look back for the four black chimneys
But never a feather of smoke to find,

For it means that the Cookers, the crazy old Cookers,
The rickety Cookers are ditched behind.

The Company Cook is no great fighter
And there 's never a medal for him to wear,

Though he camps in the shell-swept waste, poor blighter,
And many a cook has "

copped it
"
there ;

But the boys go over on beans and bacon,
And Tommy is best when Tommy has dined,

So here 's to the Cookers, the plucky old Cookers,
And the sooty old Cooks that waddle behind. A. P. II

To the Memory of Dr. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson.

Mr. Punch would like to give further publicity to an appeal
for the New Hospital for Women, Euston Road, in memory
of the late Dr. ELIZABETH GAHUETT ANDERSON, who founded

it in 1866. In recognition of Mrs. ANDERSON'S work on

behalf of women it was she who pioneered the women's

medical movement and won for them a professional status

this appeal is made in particular to all women who
are earning their own living in whatever profession or

occupation.
The War has greatly enlarged the scope and needs of the

New Hospital for Women, which receives the overflow of

patients from other hospitals that have been taken over for

military purposes. It is hoped that funds may be raised

for the endowment of fifty now beds, at a cost of 1,000

each. II.E.H. Princess LOUISE has consented to preside at

a meeting of the Appeal Committee to be held at the

Hospital on March 14th. Donations should bo addressed

to the Hon. Treasurer of the Appeal Fund, Lady HALL, at

thejsfew Hospital for Women, Euston Eoad, N.W.I.

The Refinement of Cruelty.
"Herr Dittmann, Independent Socialist Member of the Reichstag,

has been sentenced by court martial for attempted high treason to

five years' refinement in a fortress." Evening Paper.

" Lord Rhondda will shortly issue an order prohibiting the use ol

eggs for any other purposes than human food." Daily Paper.

"
Tragedian

"
writes to ask why such an order was not issued

years ago. .

" The relegation of the older and slower ways of construction to the

Greek Kalends (which for months on end dislocated pedestrian and

vehicular traffic) will be welcomed by all lovers of progress."
Provincial Paper.

Just like the Greek Kalends. They always keep people

waiting.
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A PEICKLY PROBLEM.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, February 18th. In view of

a possible "crisis," Members listened

with ill-concealed impatience to the

usual string of trivial Questions. Scot-

tish Members, however, were aroused

when Mr. GULLAND was informed that

the Board of Trade could not amend

the Motor Spirit Order in order to

allow motor-car owners to drive to

church. You may still take a taxi to

the theatre, but that, according to Mr.

WAKDLE, is quite a different matter.

It is presumed that he was referring to

the fact that attend-

ance at divine worship

brings no grist to the

revenue; but the ru-

mour that the CHAN-

CELLOR OF THE EX-

CHEQUER, in order to

remove this anomaly,
is contemplating the

extension of the en-

tertainment - tax to

churches and chapels
the amount to vary

inversely with the

length of the sermon
has not yet been

confirmed.

Mr. FABEK was re-

quested to postpone
his demand for a

specific statement as

to how far our mili-

tary chiefs approved
of the recent decisions

at Versailles. Sir

HENRY DALZIED was
more fortunate. With
that passion for accu-

racy that character-

ises the PRIME MIN-
ISTER'S journalistic
cronies he inquired
whether there was any
foundation for the ru-

mour that Sir WILLIAM ROBERTSON had

accepted an important military post.

The LEADER OF THE HOUSE, with a

satisfaction that he did not attempt to

conceal, admitted that there was : Sir

WILLIAM ROBERTSON had that day ac-

cepted the Eastern Command.
This Command is not to be despised.

Commonly regarded as a feather-bed

for weary warriors it has proved a

spring-mattress for Sir HENRY WILSON,
who leapt from it to his present post
of Chief of the Imperial Staff. May
it preserve its resilience.

Tuesday, February 19th. It is no

disparagement to the many eminent

orators in the House of Lords to say
that not one of them could have

attracted such an audience as filled the

Chamber this afternoon. Peers and

Peeresses, Commoners and journalists,

had all come to see one slender boy,

whose ducal robes barely concealed the

nobler khaki beneath, take his place

among our hereditary legislators.

As a soldier who has already seen

service on two Fronts the PHINCE OF

WALES might, if he had chosen, have

told the Peers what the Army thinks

about the ROBERTSON imbroglio, though

not, of course, in the exact language
which I understand is employed in the

trenches. But he was content to listen

from his grandfather's old place on the
irui

cross-benches whue Lord DERBY en-

A CAUSE CELEBES.

deavoured to explain why the Govern-

ment had parted with the Chief of the

Imperial Staff. It is hard to say
whether their Lordships were con-

vinced. As Lord MIDLETON expressed
a desire for a Secret Session it may
be inferred that he would have liked

to use language unfit for publication.
In the House of Commons the PRIME

MINISTER was simultaneously engaged
in the same task as Lord DERBY,
but with greater success. Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE has no equal in the art of per-

suading an audience to share his faith

in himself.

Wednesday, February 2,0th. Dublin,

according to Mr. BYRNE, is suffering

acutely through the recent order pro-

hibiting the manufacture of ice-cream.

Unfortunately Mr. CLYNES was unable

to promise any relief, and it is felt

that the difficulty of preventing the

atmosphere of the Convention from

becoming unduly heated has been

materially increased.

Although the Palace of Westminster

is constitutionally outside the jurisdic-

tion of the Fooo-CoNTROLLEu, both

branches of the Legislature have pat-

riotically decided to adopt the rationing
scheme and to become Houses of Short

Commons. In the Lower Chamber the

Kitchen Committee will insist upon
carnivorous Members producing their

1

coupons, if their wives will let them ;

while in the Upper
all days will be meat-
less days.
The House listened

with keen appreci-
ation while Mr. MAC-
PHERSON described the

multifarious activities

of the War Office. It

is now the biggest tex-

tile manufacturer in

the world, and has
made enough khaki to

put a girdle round the

earth six or seven

times over. It uses

quinine by the ton

and cotton-wool by
the thousand tons,

while the steel that

used to go to the

manufacture of jam-
tins (now replaced by
wood - pulp cartons)
would have sufficed to

build a 3,000-ton ship

every year. An extract

from an officer's letter

describing the fight-

ing in Palestine, in-

cluding a cavalry-

charge not less heroic

and much more fruit-

ful than that of the

Six Hundred, was an effective inter-

lude in a speech which fully merited

the praise that it received from all

quarters. Mr. TBNNANT wistfully re-

called the days when he sat in Mr.

MACPHERSON'S place, and was not

allowed nearly the same latitude.

Thursday, February 21st. In pre-

senting for the lirst time the estimates

for the Air Force, Major BAIHD made

a speech which MI-.PEMBERTON BILLING

characterised as " nonsense," and which

therefore needs no further testimonial.

The gist of the reply to Sir CHARLES

HENRY'S inquiry whether the food-

restrictions would apply to domestic

produce was that, if you consume your
little bov's pet rabbit, it will be counted

"~j ~ j .

<

as part of the meat-ration, but it you act

upon Mrs. (BASSE'S instructions and
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Little Girl. " MUMMY, YOU WON'T ASK MB TO oo AND STAND is THAT QUEUK AT THE BUTCHEB'S, WILL YOU ? THEY 'VE LET SUCH
LOT OF PEOPLE IN, ONE BY ONE, THROUGH! A LITTLE DOOB IN THE 8HUTTEB AND I HAVEN'T SEEN ANYBODY COME OUT."

"
first catch your hare," the capture will

be out of the jurisdiction of the FOOD-
CONTROLLER. Lest this dictum should
load to a regrettable increase of poach-
ing among our law-makers, Mr. CLYNES

hastily added that the arrangement was

only provisional.

A WARNING TO PARENTS.
THIS is a warning to all parents, and

in particular to those who have ex-

pectations from wealthy but nervous
relatives. It applies also to all times,
but in particular to those nights when
the moon is more or less full.

Perhaps I shall best achieve my
purpose if I narrate the tragic experi-
ence under which my wife and family,
to say nothing of myself, have lost the
interest of my wife's Aunt Lotty. The
calamity occurred last week, when dear
Aunt Letty was paying a daylight visit

before hastening buck to the compara-
tive security of Oatlands Park, where,
since one of the early raids scared her

nearly to death, she has resided. It

happens that our house is at the mo-
ment blessed by, in addition to its

regular normal occupants, the presence

of my son Eoderick, whom an epidemic
of mumps has driven back to a homo
circle which parted from him at the

end of the Christmas holidays without

any regret whatever. Other parents
will, 1 am sure, bear me out when I

say that a healthy boy who is at home
when he ought to be at school comes
nearer manifesting the condition of

perpetual restlessness than anything
on earth, a fox-hound's tail not ex-

cluded.

But I make the story too long.

Enough to say that I left the house
after lunch on the best possible terms
with Aunt Letty, and walked to the

Club, perfectly secure in my mind that

certain little benefactions from her

(not to be disregarded in war-time)
were bound to materialise ; and tl^at

I returned before dinner to find that

she had left, with palpitations of the

heart, in a rage that nothing was

likely over to moderate, vowing that

no persuasion would over get her under

my roof again.
And the cause? The cause was a

packet of parlour fireworks with which
Roderick had been experimenting, en-

titled "The Dragon's Breath," the

directions for the proper exploitation of

which I will now copy from a printed

slip: "To show the effect of The

Dragon's Breath place one tcaspoonful
of the powder in a tube and say nothing
about it, then walk carelessly toward a

naked gas ilame or lighted candle and,
while your friends are thinking about
matters far removed from Dragons, put
the tube stealthily to your mouth,
point it towards the flame and blow a

strong and sudden blast of air into the

tube. The effect will be extremely start-

ling, as a stream of fire will be produced
reaching half across the room, and
before they have time to see anything
everything will bo the same as before

and the tube can bo secreted again.
Note Be careful not to point the tube
towards any person, but direct it rather

to a vacant part of the room, to avoid

any chance of accident." What had

happened was that Roderick, in his

zeal as a practical joker, had pointed
the tube towards Aunt LETTY.
To all you parents, then, and especi-

ally to those who have their boys on
their hands at this moment a patheti-

cally numerous class I say, beware of

The Dragon's Breath.
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Extractfrom Utter of conscientious houseJwlder in reply to appeal. -DEAR SIR, I REGRET DEEPLY THAT I AM UNABLE TO CONTRIBUTE

TO YOUR NOBLE CAUSE, BUT MY LOCAL HOSPITAL HAS LATELY BEEN MAKING HEAVY CLAIMS UPON ME."

WILLIAM'S GADGET;
Or, ETIQUETTE AND ELECTRICITY.

EVERY morning for the last two
weeks William has walked out of the

hospital with me at 11 A.M., wearing
on his left side what the nurses call a

splint, but he, with a surer grasp of

technical terminology, prefers to de-

scribe as a gadget. It consists of a

kind of semi-circular straight-waistcoat

made of japanned tin and nicely padded
with felt ;

it keeps the left elbow of

William at the same elevation as his

left shoulder by means of a small tray

projecting to the Hank on a metal strut
;

another small tray projecting in front

supports William's left hand. The
machine is fastened on to William by
means of three broad bands of white

webbing. Eemoved from William it

looks a little like a portion of an out-

rigger, but still more like the left-hand

side of a dentist's chair. It is on the

little tray in front, you see, that the

glass of tepid water would bo placed
if it were really a dentist's chair. It is

on the other little tray exactly, yes.
William does not like his gadget. He

says (ft)
that he can't light his pipe in

it ; (b) that ho feels like a half-opened
tin of Maconachie ration.

In answer to these two points I have

advanced t\vo considerations (1) that

I can easily use all the matches the

pair of us are able to buy, and (2)

that, anyhow, Maconachie rations are

better than meatless days. Besides,

we all like watching William being
interned in his great-coat every morn-

ing and having it removed from him
at night. The operation requires two
nurses. One of them holds William

firmly by the head, whilst the other

carefully draws the tarpaulin envelope
over the metal frame. It is a curious

and instructive spectacle, the taking
down and reassembling of William.

At 2.30 P.M., having partaken of

lunch, William returns to the hospital

by himself for massage, and it appears
that this journey is another tribulation

to him. Strung out over a distance of

three-quarters of a mile he encounters

a matter of seven hundred other ranks
of all regiments in twos and threes who
have finished their dinner and are now
leaving the hospital. Dogged perti-

nacity shines on every face. They are

going to see the pictures. All of them

wear red ties, but unfortunately for

William they are not all Socialists.

They salute him, and he has to answer
their salutes.

The other evening at 9 P.M., having
been extricated from his great-coat and

his gadget, he came over to my bed to

complain.
" How many times do you suppose

I have had to lift my right arm between
' The Blue Boar

'

and the hospital '?

" he

asked, sitting down wearily on my toes.

"I don't know, I'm sure," 1 said.
" Were you carrying any refreshments

on the little tray in front ?
"

" Two hundred and fifty three salutes,"

he cried wrathfully, putting a pillow
over my face; "and nearly every one

of them smiled. Do they suppose I 'm

wearing the thing for fun ?
"

"
Probably they think it 's the com-

bined body-shield and rifle rest that is

being sold so much just now," I replied,

removing the gas-mask, "or else the

One-man Tank."
" What would you do if you were in

my place '?

" he said.
" First of all I should get up off my

toes I mean off yours," I answered,
"and then

"
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" Arid what happens when I get to

UM manage room?" ho went on, pav-
ing no attention to my advice. "To
begin with, they tako off iny gadget
and put my arni into a little china hath
with two wires attached. They turn
on some taps and it tickles. I sit there

wriggling and laughing and saying,
I >On't, (.lease don't, lor about half-an-

hour. Then I move on to another
electrical whieh-was-it, uiul they pull
a lover and dab me all over with a little

pud like an orderly-room stamp for

letters
"

"If I were censoring you," I began
"Do shut up," said William. "After

that they squirt hot air at me with
a thing that 's called radial heat.

Then I get hand massage; then I am
thoroughly slapped

" You probably did something to

deserve it
"

"And then my arm is twisted about
in a most Hunnish manner for about
ten minutes until it 's time for tea.

I tell you I 've had enough of it. This
afternoon I spoke to the doctor. ]

made a brilliant and original suggestion
to him. I said I wanted an entirely
new gadget, one to fit on my right
hand side and support my right elbow
and right hand."

" What did he do?" I asked, feeling
a little more interested. " Send for

your temperature chart ?
"

" He asked me what the deuce I meant,
and I told him. I said that if I could
have a gadget on my right arm I should
ho obliged to salute with my left, and if

took salutes with my left arm all the

way between lunch and the hospital
should get exactly the same remedial
exercise for my left-arm muscles as I

now derive from being tapped and
hauled about and galvanised with his

beastly machinery. And what is more,
it would save voltage. I told him that
Lord EHONDDA says wo are short of
volts."

" And what did he say to that ?
"

I

isked.
" Me was rather curt with me," said

William. " lie said I was a grumbler,
fie said I had much better wear gad-
jets on both my arms and so save the
'rouble of saluting at all. He said
here were lots of worse gadgets than
nine. Ho said he had seen one that
would keep my arm above my head in
ho permanent position of a man stop-

ping
a bus. He asked mo how I should

ike to weai- two of those at once."
And what did you say to that ?

"
I

sked him.
"
Kamenul," said William. EVOE.

"
Lady would undertake needlework

nc) for one fowl weekly." The Lady.
Jut caii she do feather-stitching?

(not

I'LL TAKE TWO OUNCES OF HAKE; ONIv-AND-lHKEK-gUAIiTEKS OUNXKS OF KAHBIT;
HALF-OUNCE OF CHICKEN; ONE-AND-A-HALF OUNCES OP MUTTON WITH ONE-8IXTi:r.NTII (II

BONK; TWO OUNCES OF BEEF AND ONE OUNCE OF PORK; AND I'LL COMPLETE MY OBDEJI
AT THE END OF THE WEEK."

An Offal Bad Outlook.

WHO can the heartless ox recall

To still the people's cry for meat ?

His heart adorns the butcher's stall ;

Where is the breast where once it

beat?

Her caudal limb we do not miss

(Alas ! too widely queues prevail),
But what wo want to know is this :

Where is the cow that swished the
tail?

" Of course, we shall be wet with that most
'oolish of all proverbs, when wrongly applied,
on the '

swapping horses ' when in mid-stream.
\Yliat else are you to do when the stream has
;o be crossed somehow and your mount is

nicking and shying on the bank ?
" Th Globe.

But, as another proverb, when wrongly
quoted, says: "You may take a horse
o the bank, but that, doesn't get him
o mid-stream."

"
America, Mesopotamia, and Arabia are not

to remain under Turkish rule."

Church Family Neu:*/

President WILSON wilt be relieved.

"
Wanted, in February or March, a small

Country (unfur.), within 40 miles of London ;

low rental." Daily Paper.

Can you guess the advertiser ?

'Tis undoubtedly the

A simple young man of Herne Bay
Had never heard tell of " TAY PAY "

;

But the impact was such
When they came into touch

That he gave up all fats from that day.

"The shipping firm of Messrs. John
.Mid S ins has li-vii sinca about 1830 engaged
in the Mersey and Mediterranean tr.uli 1

,
in

the early days being known as the ' Z '

Line,
from the fact that the names of all thr

engaged in the service commenced with R.''

Kiiigsbridge Journal.

They needn't really have given a reason
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THE CRIMINALS.
THE scene of the drama which I am

about to unfold was a certain London

hotel, and tho timo was tho ovo of a

meatless day. We were five in number
all men and wo sat down to the

dinner-table with tho hunger that a

meatless day engenders, but with little

of that agreeable anticipation which

empty carnivora enjoy. For although
on meatless days there is often more
to eat than usual it neither fills nor

sustains, and most assuredly it does not

excite.

With the assistance of conversation,

nonsense and tho juice of the grape
we got through the first two or three

courses, in which fish and eggs and vege-
tables played their monotonous part ;

and then came a dish which caused each

of us to glance furtively at his neigh-
bour's plate, to see if it were an accident

or if he had some too. Could it be true ?

our eyes inquired as they met in wild

surmise. Could there be a substitute

for bacon as exact as this, or was it

tho identical goods ?. It was. Beyond
all doubt we were doing that astonish-

ingly infrequent thing: eating bacon,
beautiful adorable bacon, the authentic

flesh of the authentic pig !

Naturally the talk at once turned
to the question, "What is meat?" and
all kinds of dialectical skill and in-

genuity were brought to bear upon the

theme. "Meat," said one, "is solely
that kind of meat which butchers sell

beef, mutton, veal. The ' flesh of swine,
however fine,' is not meat within the

meaning of the Act." Another held

that the only meat which is not meat
is that of birds poultry and game. It

was, however, generally agreed that,

whatever was not meat, anything apper-

taining to cattle most certainly was.

Judge of our dismay and delight when
tho waiter brought the next course, arid

we were again rapt away into an incred-

ible Elysium ; for the basis of this dish

was tongue, indisputable tongue, and,
so far as nay own portion was con-

cerned, tongue at its best that part of

the light and tender tip with which the
ox says its wittiest things.
With so palpable a contradiction be-

fore us of all the decisions which wo had
reached, we gave up the discussion; and
I made a private note of this hotel as
a place to remember when Tuesdays
and Fridays seem to ho coming round
too often or (as I shall certainly do) I

lose my meat-card. And then this

most satisfactory and stimulating of

recent meals having come to an end,
we moved to another room and forgot
about it in the fumes of tobacco. The
thought of guilt, even if it over crossei
our minds, vanished. Besides, if any

one was to blame it was obviously the

landlord.

That was last Tuesday. This morn-

ing (Friday) I have a very different

feeling, and 1 am sure that those other

four malefactors will also bo trem-

bling if they too read The Times. For
look at the subjoined cutting :

" MEAT ON A MEATLESS DAY.

Mrs. Eugenie Hardiman, of tho Hoe Man-
sions Hotel, was charged at Plymouth yester-

day with serving bacon and sausages on a
meatless day, and ten of the guests at tho
hotel were summoned for consuming the moat.
For the defence it was pleaded that bacon and
sausages were not moat for certain purposes,
and that Mrs. Hardiman had been misled by
a newspaper article. Mrs. Hardiman was
fined 20s. on this charge and 10s. for not keep-
ing a proper register, and nine of the guests
were fined 10s. each."

And it isn't as if ten-shilling notes

grew on every tree.

EARTHED.
AY, 'tis a wold-fashioned akkud sort

of baath, an' it 's bin here a good long
while well, fowerty years or there-

abouts. But if so be as you 'm mean-
in' to have wan o' they porc'l'in beau-
ties put in and gives me the job o' doin'

it, I '11 take thissen offen your hands
an' make you an allowance for 'n. Sir ?

Well, us hain't a-goin' to quarr'l about
that ; an' this yere baath is wan as
I 'd like to have i' my own parlour,
fer to show to visitors, bein' as it 's got
a partic'lar hist'ry belongin' to 't.

You see, 'tis the way wi' these aowd
man'r 'ouses to be close up agin
the church as that there dissentin'

chap Benjamin Eden, as were 'alf sus-

picioned by the par'sh of votin' Eadical
i" the 'lection of '95, wanst put it,
" Church an' Staate be allus thick as

thieves thegither." But thissen, you
see, is banked up bang under agin the

churchyard, so 's you c'd step straaight
out o' this yere bathroom winder an'

take a short cut to church, if -you'd
a-minded, "stead o' goin' downstairs an*

trapesin' round the drive, which is

seemlier 'owever. Aowd Mrs. Belcher
tried it to-wunst, not long arter .this

winder were put in; but 'er got stuck
till Mas'r 'Erbert, as were clerk in

them days, come out at chancel door
to see who 'twas a-spilin' the Te Deum
wi' 'er 'ollerin'. So 'er wuz laate
arter all.

Aowd Squire Belcher 'ad the winder

put in as a sort of a safety-valve, along
o' the story I 'm a-goin' to tell you.
There 'adn't used to be nobbut tother

winder, which nobody cuddn't get out
on, as you may see fer yourself.

Squire Belcher were a aowd-fash-
ioned gen'elman an' dead set agen
praper 'ot-waater baaths, which wuz
fire-bran-new at that time. 'E 'oodn't

'ave none put in on the estaate, an' 'a

fell foul o' the matter even wi' Miss

Tyack, as rented Tudor 'Ouse offen 'un,
an' were a 'ooman as 'e respecked fer

the 'ardest-ridin' female i' tho Mid-
Mercian 'Unt.

" If ijcou aren't got no sort o' use,

Squire, arter a day's 'untin', fer ad-

.loosh'ns ah lib.," 'or says (George
Hyatt, as were 'untsman, over'eard
she say it),

" I "avo," 'er says. "I doan't
sit down to my dinner 'ithout I baaths,"
'er says.

" No more doan't I," says Squire." But you 'm a-do same as you 'm a-doin'
of now an' same's what me an' ivery
Christian an' all does. Can't the maaids

bring 'ee up all the hot waater as you
do want?" 'a says.
"No, Squire," says 'er, very peart-

like. "/ doan't allow of no maaids
comin' in when I 'm i' my baath and
wants mworo hot waater, an' yeou
'adn't ought to neether. I wunner as

Mrs. Belcher allows of sich goin's on,"
'er says.

Well, Squire Belcher 'e 'ooldn't give
in to she ner to no other faddy tenant
as waanted baaths put in. An' then,

begad, if 'a didn't goo an' 'ave a baath

put in 'isself this 'ere very baath 'twas

as is 'ere to-day. 'E called my aowd
father, as were i' the plumbin' line afore

me, an' 'e egsplains to 'm as the Doctor
'ad swore as there warn't no way for it, if

Squire wanted to 'unt the pack another

year, but settin' in 'ot waater up to the
chin three days a wik, along o' his suf-

ferin' from stiffness o' the jints. Doctor
defied 'im to sit i' the saddle else. So,
fer the sake o' the 'Unt, 'a was agree-
able on'y 'e vowed as 'twere to be kep'
secret 'bout him bavin' a baatb put in,

or bout they sh'd arl goo, workmen and
maaids, come Lady Day.

Well, now, you '11 agree wi' me as

'twere mortal foolish o' Squire to go
fer to make a secret o 's chin-up ad-

loosh'ns, 'specially seein' as 'ovv in my
aowd father's opinyun Miss Tyack
were privy to the hwole affair, 'er

bein' a monstrous mishtiful 'ooman
and iver so thick wi' th' aowd Doctor.

My father had used to saay as 'twas

she as set he up to 't, and anny road
'twas rather better iiur even 'lections

on the hwole affair comin' out. Fer

you caan't kip no secrets i' Dovedale

par'sh, not if you tries iver so.

Well, this yere baath were put in,

though Squire kip iffing an' offing, say-

ing as 'e 'd allus believed in gi'in' 'is

baath the run of a loose-box like, an'

not tyin' o 't up by the yud in a stall

but 'e durson't gie th' aowd. Doctor
tho go-by 'owever.

An' now the story passes on past
births an' buryin's, jyes an' sorr'ws,

marryin's an' givin'-i'-marryin's, to
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Tommy (home on leave, to engine-driver).
" Yon CAN WAIT IP YOU LIKE, Bttt, BUT I BHAN'T WANT YOU FOB KINE DAYS.

the next 'untin' season, when one
marnin' Squire were that stiff in 'a

jints as 'e thowt it better to stay at
hwome an' have his chin-full, in a
manner o' speakin', so 's to be fit next
time as houn's met.
But while 'a wore havin 's baath,

houn's up an' started a fox i' Ditch-

bury Bottom, an' while 'a were a-

simmerin' an' a-simmerin'' i' -the hot
waator, that theer fox were a-leggin'
it an' a-legpn' it straaight fer Dove-
dale. Houn's were close on 's heels, so
what does 'a do but double acrost the
brook, loup ower the churchyard wall,
an', bein' then at 's last gasp, I reckon,

spy the winder o' Squire's baathroom,
an' nip in at it afore you c'd say"
Spud." An' all the houn's in arter

'un an
1

all, begad ! Aio, aie !

Well, then there were a splutter if

yeou like ! When George Hyatt come
up, theor wore Squire, 'a said, a-standin"

up tnother-nakkud in 's baath, red an'

steamin', an' a-ravin' an' a-dancin' an'
a-damnin' away ninety to the dozen
[there warn't niver no stiffness i' the

i'ints o 's chops, anny road), an' theer
were the maddest tangle o' houn's as

.yer anny mortal did see in 's life afore,

Seorge said.
" Call off the houn's !

"
yells Squire,

so soon as 'e sees George a-peerin' in
at the winder. "Call off the houn's,

yeou dom' dolt !

"

" As if a man cud," said George.
'E cuddn't get in at the winder, an'

Squire 'e cuddn't get out o' the door
'ithout lettin' the houn's all through
the house, an' "a dursn't get out o'

the baath anny gate, but stud theer

a-splashin' an' a-swearin' i' the hot
waater, an' ilingin' soap, sponge, nail-

brushes ivery mortal thing as 'e c'd

lay's hands on, to keep that theer

rampagin' riot o' houn's offen-'un, as
was a-broakin' up o' the fox 'ithout

anny help i' this world from George.
" Down, Naylor ! Easper ! Blue-

bell !

"
'o yells (an' a lot more names

too what weren't houn's at all), as

some o' they comes a-whirlin' into the
baath atop of 'un. And 'a starts a-

heavin' of 'em off an' tryin' to hurl 'em
back through the winder. You niver
seed such a sight, George said. 'Twas
fer all the world like wan o' they
strugglin' shameful 'eathen statues

you sees picters of.

An' then next minut the hunt rode

up leastways the hwole first flight,
wi' Miss Tyack, as Squire allus ad-
mired fer 'er ridin', a-leadin' of 'em.

George Hyatt rushed an' caught

a-holt of 'er bridle an' kip* she back,

tryin' to egsplain in a delicate an'
tittin' manner how 'twere. But 'a

might ha' shut 'is chops an" kip' 'is

belly warm, fer Squire were a-tellin
1

all

the par'sh what were a-goin' on, all the
time, an' bo-damned but Miss Tyack

an' 'tis a clear proof to mo as 'er 'ad

got a holt o' the Squire's secret jest
leaned down from 'er saddle i' the most
owdacious an' ondacent manner, like as
'or was a-tryin' to peer in at the winder

ay, an' capable of it too an' calls

out,
"
Marnin', Squire ! I see as you 've

a-got a nice baath put in yourself," 'er

says.
Well, George Hyatt took 'is oath as

'er cuddn't see, but Squire warn't to
know that. An' 'e jest bellowed at 'er,

"Goo away, you faggit! you gallus
female!" an' then 'a made but wan
bound for the door an' out at it, an' the
houn's all artar 'un goo-oo-oo mis-

conceiving some'ow as 'e 'd a-got the
fox as they were a-breakin' up, I reckon.
I niver did 'ear what 'apponed when
they come to 's bedroom. W. B.

Food the Real Objective.
"
Undoubtedly, one of the aims of the Ger-

mans in continuing their advance is to secure
buns." Daily Dispatch.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

His Job (LANE) starts with the severe handicap of having
to live up to the promise of an altogether chavining picture-

wrapper. While I will not go so far as to say that this

promise was wholly fulfilled, there are at least two points

upon which I may unreservedly congratulate Mr. HORACE
BLEACKLEY his obvious command both of the inner

workings of the dye industry and the intricacies of Lanca-

shire idiom. Indeed, a half-dozen chapters of His Job are

enough to give the most uninstructed reader a grounding
in the mysteries of colour production ;

while I have seldom

met a novelist who seemed so securely at home amid the

hazards of dialect. After this introduction do I need to tell

you that His Job is the managing of the dye business that

came to the hero in hereditary succession, when he would

emphatically rather have been doing almost anything else?

He is one Ronald Egcrton, plucked untimely from the

this, if you have a taste for such fare, and then turn to

one of the short stories, called " The Day of Days
"

;

sentimental, I will not deny it, hut for charm and delicate

artistry this gentle little tale of two old spinsters squander-
ing their last savings on a motor-drive for wounded
soldiers easily attains a success that the Duchess and her
convulsive coterie pursue in vain.

Mr. ANTONIO DE NAVARRO divides his book, The Scottish

Women's Hospital at the French Abbey of lioyaumont (ALLEN
AND UNWIN), into two parts, the first of which gives us the

history of the Abbey itself, while the second tells us of the

noble work which is now being done there. The author
has been at infinite pains to collate the records of this

historic monastery, and he has told his tale in a style and
with a sympathy alike admirable, so that we approach the
main subject of his book with a real feeling for the senti-

ment of the place and the romantic environment of the

hospital that is established within the Abbey walls. I have

delights of Harrow and vowed to the uncongenial task of already had the privilege of writing in praise of the Scottish

revitalizing a dwindling enterprise. Incidentally we see I Women's Hospitals, and it is a theme which anyone
him snatching

Excited Gentleman. "
QUICK ! QUICK !

CARD HAS BEEN BLOWN OUT TO SEA !

"

such solace

as may be found in a

love - affair (which comes
to nothing) and some mild

flirtations with the stars

of Manchester pantomime.
Eventually, subdued to

what he works in, Ronald
is left, the perfect dyer,

heroically refusing the

temptations of a combine.

Perhaps the obvious moral
is susceptible of varied

interpretations. There is

much careful observation

in the story, notably in the

relations between Ronald
and his father; and, as I

say, Mr. BLEACKLEY knows
his theme. On the whole,
however, I should call His Job (the title continually tempts
me to add "or what a young man did") more interesting
as a treatise than entertaining as a romance.

The Duchess in Pursuit (MILLS AND BOON) is one of those
volumes agreeably made up of a short novel and a cluster
of shorter stories. I take it that the reason for this custom
is that fiction, like war-bread, is sold by weight, and that,
as The Duchess's pursuit lasts for less than a couple of

hundred pages, Miss I. A. K. WYLIE had to throw five odd

pieces into the scales. Anyhow I have rightly called the
result agreeable, if only for the impression that it pro-
duces of giving full value. It has also the advantage that,
if the novel fails to entertain, you have still more than one
further chance within the same covers. I am afraid I must
go on to say that this latter consolation was needed in the

present instance, since I found Miss WYLIE'S chief con-
tribution almost too wild for even the best-natured credulity.
A widowed and white-haired Duchess, with a " modern "

daughter, escapes from Park Lane, dyes her grey hair black,

captures the affections of the young poet "whom her

daughter has just offended, goes to Paris and has amazing
adventures with a pair of lovers and a derelict baby, finally

ending up by accepting her life-long admirer, and backing
herself and him to beat another elderly just united pair in

a grotesque race to England. Frankly the scheme is too

preposterous for me to do more than acknowledge the
nimbleness of Miss WYLIE'S invention. Skim through

THE LIFEBOAT ! MY FOOD-

who reads of their wonder-
ful work is glad enough
to be allowed to renew.
With unfailing tact Mr. DE
NAVARRO tells the story
of the Hospital at Eoyau-
mont (the only one " run

entirely by women"), in-

spiring us with his own as-

surance that the work done

by such devoted women on
behalf of such devoted men
must be twice blessed. The
sorrow of the patients when

they have to leave is the

best tribute to the kind-

ness and skill that abound

to-day in the Abbey. My
only regret is that a book so

delicately and delightfully
written should be burdened by so cumbrous a title.

The three stories that go to the making up of Cute

McCheyne (CHAMBERS), by J. L. WAUGH, are but slight
and unsubstantial things so far as mere plot and incident

are concerned. In the first story, indeed, which gives its

title to the book, no sooner has Mr. WAUGH laid the

foundations of a sound and interesting (if somewhat old-

fashioned) plot, than, hey-presto, he whisks it away and
leaves the reader foiled and gasping. This is not to say that

Mr. WAUGH has not a pretty gift for narrative by dialogue.
He has that and something more. He can tell a simple tale

in a simple and straightforward manner, and if he uses

sentiment he does so with discretion. But his chief merit
in my eyes at least is his delightful employment of the

Doric, the Scottish dialect that binds Scotsmen together
all the world over. In this point Mr. WAUGH is unsurpas-
sable. His dialect is the authentic stuff, crisp and forcible

and redolent of the soil on which his characters are bred.

Having read Cute McCheyne-'I feel that I could pass an
examination in the vernacular, for I know the meaning of
"
kenspeckle,"

"
fremit," "jalouse" (as a verb), "the haill

rick-ma-tic," and many another bit of Scots, for which and
for his stories I am grateful to Mr. WAUGH.

" CAILLAUX'S SAFE," says a newspaper heading. With-
out wishing to prejudice the result of his trial, we do not

endorse this forecast.
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CHARIVARIA.
A NEW list of essential occupations is

about to bo issued by the Government,
and many people arc wondering whether

eating is to be included.

With reference to the statement of

the Vossischr. XcHiai'/, that Germany is

preparing for another war, wo suggest
that if Germany knows of a better war
she can go to it.

^ ^

A wireless message reports that Gor-

man troops at Dubno have

captured 87G guns, -I .'Hi offi-

cers and 8,000 men. This

bears out the recent state-

ment of M. TROTSKY that

Eussia is demobilising.

According to a Petrograd
message the Germans are

advancing towards the capi-
tal in small bands. Tills is

the formation in which in

earlier days they used to

terrorise the English coun-

try-side. + ..

*
'

A piper preceded the

bride at an Edinburgh wed-

ding last week, but the

gallant couple nevertheless

insisted on going through
with the ceremony.

In his evidence before the

Select Committee on Prem-
ium Bonds, the Chief Con-
stable of Manchester told of

a workman who purchased
a piano because it filled a

recess in his room. "Tired
Father

"
writes to say that

tho workman is to be con-

gratulated upon discovering
so harmless a use for a

piano. * *

General OTTO VON BKLOW has boon
asked to direct the operations against
tho British front. It is supposed that

in some way or another ho has offended

tho K.usKit.
*

Higher omnibus fares are hinted at.

Nevertheless a large proportion of the

L.G.O.'s patrons will continue to ride

on foot.

Tho S.P.C.A. are asking that all

possible publicity should be given to

the case of tho munition worker who

contribution to the upkeep of lunatics

in Ireland. The Ministry protests that

it is already doing its best.

A baby otter is among tin; latest ad-

ditions to the Zoo, where ho has created

a most favourable impression by offer-

ing bis moat-coup vn-up
lion. *

Two men havo been charged at Deal
with stealing a thirty-six gallon
of Government ale. It is not known
what they wanted it for.

LIFE'S LITTLE COMPENSATIONS.
Smith (arrived in country on u'eek-end visit to family). "Wa.iT A

CHANGE AFTER STANDING ALL THE MORNING IN LONDON WAITING IN A

MEAT-QUEUE !"

Silver sugar-cases for tho waistcoat

pocket are among the latest novelties.

Wo understand that there is now being

placed on tho market a smaller but quite
artistic little case, to be worn on the

watch - chain, for carrying home the

week-end joint. ... ...

Wo are pleased to be able to say that

the capture of Gorman prisoners of war
in this country still keeps pace with

the escapes.

Last week an enterprising Cit y gontle-

iu;m, not wanting to use his moat-
ration card at lunch, ordered a steak

and kidney pie. ^ ^

A German report points o.ufc that

was recently fined ten pounds for going

away on a week's holiday and leaving
the cheese locked up in tho house.

* *

A bittern is reported to have been

shot near Windsor. Provision-dealers

declare that there is always a boom in

this class of bird. .

,

The report that a poster seventy-five
feet by forty-five feet, painted by Mr.

BERT THOMAS, is to be exhibited outside

the National Gallery instead of inside,

has revived the question as to whether

that institution is really moving with

the times. ;t

It has been urged that there ought
to be an increase of the Government's

Our Veterans.
"\rthur w:is eliarni <1 with

being a deserter (nun :

II.' ail mi t tad this, but stated

thatli hunt
siiieo 915. ... Hi' li;i'i

Mono a little bit more than the

average naval in an."

Express and Eclio (E.
"Gunner went to Franco

in February, 1015, and took part
in tho battles of Flourbaix, St.

Julien, Fcstubcrt, and Givon-

chy." Kingston Daily Standard

(Canada).

"Tho prico of fat cattle was
fixed at 74s. per cwt. in Septem-
ber, with a downward scale, until

it got to Os. in January, when
tho Food -Controller wag told

there would bo no beef in Janu-

ary, as it could not be produced
at tho price."
Tlte Fanner and Stockbreeder.

Our farmers' altruism is

notorious, but it has its

limits.

Notice received from a

railway company :

"I beg to advise yon that a
rabbit addressed to you has been
received at this station, and is

held at tho Owner's risk and

expense ... If not removed
within six months from the date
of this notice Rabbit will bo

sold."

Intending purchasers are

recommended to queue up at onco.

" No WONDER FOOD is SHOUT ! For every
100 blankets produced in a normal year before

tho war, 280 are now purchased by tho War
Office." Sunday Paper.

And now our grocer announces " No
blankets."

"Keillor's correspondent at Italian Head-

quarters describes tho magnificent spectacle of

British troop marching through Italy. They
are equipped with a great number of guns and

accompanied by endless lines of lorries, carts,

pontoons, and other accessories of tho com-

plete army,
and 4s. Gd.'

1

.N'rkou Colonial (\\-n- Xi-alatkl).

Even at tho present rate of Italian

exchange wo are afraid this sum will

hardly suffice for a prolonged campaign.
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"EASY FRUIT"
AND A HARD NOT.

O HOW loud the sabres rattle,

O how bravely flash the swords,

When your Bosches meet in battle

Russia's unresisting hordes!

Woo betide the wretched laggards
On the fringes of the fray

When the Red Guards fly the Blackguards
After pouching German pay,

And you follow by the railroad, finding nothing in

tho way.

Then indeed your glorious mettle

Shows you made of martial stuff,

When the" prey on which you settle

Hasn't strength to cry, "Enough!"
Thus were laid those deathless laurels

I
On the headpiece of the Hun

W7hen you downed, in easy quarrels,

Helpless folk that had to run,

When you wolfed the little nations with the odds at

ten to one.

But where you have met your equals,
Gun for gun and man for man,

We have noticed other sequels
It was always you that ran ;

With the fighting chances level

You assume a chastened air,

Lift your foul hands like the Devil

When he's sick and takes to prayer,
And it's "Katnerad, kindly put me in a cage and keep

me there!
"

Flushed with triumphs cheap and shoddy
Wrung from LENIN'S rabble crew,

You may tell your Teuton God he
Merits well of WILLIAM Two ;

But the West ah, there we hold you !

There, when next we come to grips,
Lies the issue which shall fold you

In the night of noon's eclipse,
With your favourite cry,

" Vee Victis," in your ears

and not your lips ! 0. S.

THE TROTSKY TOUCH.
I MET him in a large caf6 with a fantastic ceiling, a

favourite resort of Bohemians and other hair-hoarders. He
was a little man, dressed in dark shabby clothes, and the

fierce light in his eyes was faintly reflected on his elbows
and knees. He had a soft felt hat on his head and a good
deal of camouflage on his chin. He told me that he had

recently come from Russia, and had spent some time in

Finland disguised as a Swede. I was not surprised to hear
it. He looked to me tho kind of man who could have
deceived anyone by pretending to be a mangel-wurzel. He
tried to tell me the name of his native town, and when he
had finished and felt better he became eloquent.

" Over here you talk a great deal of the Bolshevist move-
ment," he cried; "but what do you know of its emotional

expression, the glory of its contributions to Art?
"

" Our Press has always tried to hide the worst," I said.
" The ineffable poetry," he went on,

" the unspeakable
painting it has produced, which, alas, are only too likely to

be lost to the world !

"

" Tell me a few of the ringleaders," I murmured.
" Runoff is the TYBT^US, if I may say it, of the uprising.

I wish I could quote his poems to you in their entirety. He
published them by wireless and 1 translated them myself.
What do you think of this from his Day of Deliverance ?

' In the distance is the thunder o tho enemy's guns,
Freedom is at hand.

My bayonet is beside me, there is plenty of vodka
;

The night is starless,

I am on guard.
But whom am I guarding ?

I am guarding tho Chief of the General Staff, the A.D.M.S.
and tho Army Commanders ;

Tho Soviet has imprisoned them,
They die at dawn.
In the distance are the flashes of tho enemy's guns ;

I have lost my bayonet, I have finished the vodka ;

The night is starless,

But to-morrow is Dawn 1
' "

"Stupendous, little great-nephew !

"
I shouted, fired by

his enthusiasm. He continued to croon:

" 'The enemy are upon us with bayonets and with bombs,
The wire is na-poo.
All around mo are horrible explosions ;

The parapet and tho parados are broken to pieces ;

But I am firm.

Importurbably, indomitably
With arms outstretched I walk into No Man's Land

;

Exhibiting my leaflets

I fraternise.'
"

" Are they all war poems ?
"

I asked after a short pause.
" Are there no songs of life and love, little steppe-son ?

"

" Are there not ?
"

he said. " Listen to this :

'

Yesterday evening tho frogs barked, the nightingales sang,

Everything was joyful, I sang and barked too ;

To-day it is raining, the samovar is cold,
I will go into the garden and eat worms.'

And this :

' Sometimes when I look at Ciivushka

I know that I love her ;

Sometimes when I look at Givushka

My heart is filled with hate.

It is something about the way that she does her hair,
Or else her clothes.'

"

" Incredible !

"
I cried. " And what about tho colour

barrage?
"

" It is almost impossible to describe," said the little man.
The pioneers of tho new movement called themselves the

Centrifugals, and I suppose Yelovski is the best. There
was always a little crowd round his ' Butter Queue.' The
colour motive was bright saffron, and to symbolise their

mental stress all the figures were standing on their heads.
" And how do you think the emptiness of the grocer's

shop was portrayed ? Simply a large square hole cut in the

canvas. And you should have seen ' The Exploded Mine.'

The whole canvas had been removed, cut up into irregular

pieces with a pair of scissors, and pasted fanwise on tho

wall over tho top of tho frame. And then there was
Scratchovitch's ' The Offensive.' It was sketched during a

spinning nose dive. The confusion was indescribable. The
chiaroscuro was magnificent. It was impossible to tell a

salient from a re-entrant. Tho whole bloodscape seemed to

leap out of the canvas and hit you in tho face."
" It would," 1 said faintly.

" Were there any portraits ?
"

"There was one of TROTSKY, by his greatest friend,

Thatchov. The face was hexagonal, and there was one

large single eye in the middle of it, partially closed. The
nose, with a fore-finger touching it, was on the right-hand
side ; but of the mouth, the mouth which has issued so

many manifestos and ultimatums, nothing could be seen."
" And why was that ?

"
I asked.

"Because," said ho, "it was at the back of his neck."

To conceal my emotion I rose and paid my score.
" And your friend ?

"
asked the waiter.

I turned round. The little man was gone. EVOE.
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THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
VIII.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXX.
(concluded).

Richard. Was nut the potato dis-

covered iu this reign, Mamma ?

Mrs. M. Not exactly, my dear boy,

though a second Sir Walter Raleigh
nourished in these times. But un-

doubtedly the potato attained to great

importance owing to the shortage of

meat supplies and the variety of pur-
1

poses to which it was turned. Flower- 1

gardens were dug up and

potatoes were planted every-
where. More than that, a

group of influential news-

papers devoted their entire

energies to the promotion
of potato-planting, and the

principal proprietor was ele-

vated to the peerage under

the title of Lord Tuberstock

in recognition of his services.

Manufactories were .estab-

lished to make paper out of

mashed potatoes, and an at-

tempt was made toprint books

on prepared potato-skins ; but

this was discouraged as inter-

fering with the food-supply.
A rival group of newspapers
took up the cause of parsnips
with equal energy.

Mary. Oh, Mamma, how
could they? I simply hatn

parsnips.
Mrs.M. My dear child, it is

very foolish and ungrateful to

speak disrespectfully of any
vegetable. The parsnip is un-

usually rich in what are calied
'

vitamines," or vitally nutri-

tious properties. In the end,

however, the two groups of

newspapers were amalga-
mated.

Gconje. I notice, Mamma,
that you are always talking
of amalgamation. What does it mean ?

Mrs. M. I am sorry not to have used
A simpler word, but amalgamation,
which means joining or mixing together
in one composite body, was a special
feature of this age. Ultimately all

newspapers were amalgamated into one

great corporation and editors ceased to

exist. Only journalists and proprietors
were left. So too with tho Government.
Coalitions gave place to Amalgamated
Ministries, and the Premiership was put
into commission ; that is to say, the
nominal Premier was in reality only
tho Chairman, without a casting vote,
of a Committee. There were Ministries

but no Ministers, at least they were not
known to the public, and it became very
hard to say who were in the Govern-

ment, as those who were supposed to

exercise most power disavowed all per-
sonal responsibility.

Jtirhanl. Were there no great men,
then ?

Mrs. M. Oh, yes, there were un-

doubtedly some very remarkable men,

great inventors, men of science and
discoverers. Thus, Lord Southmount,
the Chairman of the first Amalgamated
Premiership, discovered Lord Otterbeck,

though some authorities declare that

Lord Otterbeck discovered Lord South-

mount. Anyhow their personalities

THE SECRET OF GERMANY'S MAN-POWER.

DEAR M. PUNCH, I have now at

last solved the problem of the hour,
and I make haste to adopt my invari-

able custom of handing on my solution
for the benefit of your readers. It has,
of course, puzzled them to understand
where all the German soldiers come
from, or how it is that, at a time when
(as is clearly indicated by their adver-

tisements) they aro in train to launch
an overwhelming offensive in tho West,
they

LildtJ. "WILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME WIIEKE TO GKT A No. '.'

Army Doctor (automatically).
" PAEADE SICK TO-MOBKOW

should also be able to undertake

"\
a fresh invasion of Russia.

: Where, in short, have these
soldiers come from who are

flooding Russia ?

The truth has leaked out.

They are not soldiers at all.

Though it has more than
once been hinted at, the first

clear statement of this singu-
lar development occurs in an

appeal from the Bolshevist
Government for tho defence
of the Revolution, which,

they said, must shed its last

drop of blood "
against the

adventurous march of the

German ciipitalists."
So there you have it ; it is

by a colossal experiment in

dilution that the Germans
have achieved their concen-
tration against us.

Three pregnant reflections

occur to me :

1. That German exhaus-
tion in man - power must

surely be far advanced before

the capitalists were combed
out en masse.

2. That from what I have
seen of German plutocrats

they would be a fine sight on
a forced march.

3. That this is a war of

exhaustion, and so I hope our
own capitalists are getting

into training.
I remain, Yours again,

STATISTICIAN.

and activities became so indistinguish-
able that they were incorporated under
the joint title of Duke of Brockenbourne.

LordPulpington, again, discovered the

true principles of military strategy, and
a syndicate of distinguished statesmen
rediscovered the existence of tho for-

gotten island, of Ireland, which had
eluded the attention of the Government
under the alias of " Sinn Fein." In the

domain of literature a number of now

epithets were coined or popularised by
Sir HAEOLD BEOBiE.the great apostle of u sounds a bit wide of the target.

To Help Lord Rhonclda.
" The Jj.C.C. Education Committee are in-

creasing commencing salaries from 200 to

300 for assistant head fasters." Daily Paper.

ADVANCE ON THK EUPHRATES.
Ti:S MILES FROM HIT."

Daily Paper.

uplift and unction. When your father

comes in to tea we must ask him to

read to us Sir HAROLD'S famous descrip-
tion of the forehead of Sir OLIVER
LODGE, which he compared to the dome
of St. Peter's at Rome.

" Required immediately ,
Teacher (qualified

under Board of Education) for Woodwork
Cf.-iitrcs, for 10J days weekly. Salary 120-

5-lGO." Hiijhcr Education Gazette.

Nothing, you sec, is said about payment
for overtime.
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A DRAMA OF DORSET.
ONCK upon a time, in the old days

Iwforo ration-cards, there was a quarter
of a pound of butter. It \\as us patri-
otic a little pat as was ever bora in

Dorset and it yearned to do its bit. To
lir

>|
ii ead on hot toast for a soldier home

on leave; worked into a wedding eake
for a, V.C. and liis bride ; sent in a

mustard tin by a mother to her boy in

Minders, met by a shell on the way
and blown into his dug-out side by
side with a French roll and a barrel of

oysters these \\ere some of its day-
dreams. Hut it never breathed them
to anyone; it lay quite quiet on the

counter behind the rasher machine, and
it didn't contradict Mr. Jones when he
said " No butter to-day

"
to seventy-

five customers. It knew its time would
come.
And it did. Lord do Courcy Mangles

carried it home in his waistcoat pocket.
lie wasn't in the queue. Ho merely
looked in to inquire after Mrs. Jones
and the children and to remark how
well Mr. Jones was standing the strain

and he was sending him a braco of

pheasants.
" I shouldn't do it for ourselves, of

course," ho said to Lady de Courcy
Mangles,

"
it 's for the poor old Mater's

sake ; you can't eat cart-grease at

seventy-three, and perhaps I haven't

been as good a son as I might have
been. I wish it was twice as big."

Then, as luck would have it, he hap-
pened on the following recipe in the

Press :

"How TO DOUBLE YOUR BUXTEI:.

To a quarter of a pound of warm butter
take a quarter of a pint of warm inilk and
half a teaspoonful of salt. Work all together
into a paste with a spatula. Leave until cold,
when you will find the butter is twice its

original sieo."

It was quite true. The pat was very
proud of itself when Lady do Courcy
Mangles had finished with it. It was
rather pale and its sides trembled a
lit lie, but it tasted all right, she said,

she licked the spatula and gave
Lord do Courcy Mangles a bit on her
thumb. "Darling Mum," ho wrote,
" I 'm sending you half-a-pouud of Dor-
set. Stick to it yourself ; don't let 'cm
handle it in the kitchen."

But the Duchess was a selfless old

lady.
" As if I could swallow a mouth-

ful with a Convalescent Home for

Wounded Officers just opposite," she
said to Miss Gibbs, her companion.

" I

only wish there was more of it; I 'm
afraid half-a-pound won't go round."

" I '11 make it a pound," said Miss

Gibbs, who was a walking encyclopedia
of war recipes. And she did. The pat
of butter went paler than ever and it

trembled to its soul. But there was

"NOW COME ON, SoNM. WlllCH WAX AJU! XOU
Trawler Hand. "IT'S AM. IUGUT, LAD. THIS 'EBB STREET REMINDS HE.

Vl:ilV NEAB MAURIED A LITTLi: JURMAID FROM A PUB KOT FAIl FROM 'ERE."
O.NCt

the right stuff in it. It pulled itself

together and looked its most inviting
when the Matron uncovered it.

But the officers had aunts in Devon-
shire and weekly hampers. "There's
a Tommies' tea-party next-door," they
said ; "drop it in there with our com-

pliments."
"
Quite a hundred are expected, 1 'in

told," said the Matron ;

" we must give
them a taste apiece." And she went
ahead with a spatula.
The pat was the colour of ashes and

fainted clean away at tho finish. But
the Matron put it in an ice pack and it

lived long enough to smile at the pro-
moters of tho tea-party.

" It '11 do to

grease tho cake-tins," they said, "but

we '11 have margarine for tho bread-

and-butter."

That broke its heart. It gave one

choky sob and fell lifeless in the dish.

The Modern Joshua.
" KKYI.KNKO'S CALL: 'ALL TO ARMS! '

JUltCHO FALLS."

DaUy Grnji/.ic.

liKTi'KU NEWS.
>MEST 10 RELEASE ANOTHER SI.-ITI.Y.''

Mancliester Paptr.

And the sooner the better. Why they

j

should have over held up this valuable

commodity wo cannot imagine.

"The salaries paid to bank clerks are quito

inadequate, and ought not to bo continued."
Statist.

On the well-known principle that half

a loaf is worse than no bread.

"I met tho Cardinal walking near the- Aivli-

li! -hop's house a day or so ago. There was

little to inil
' his hat."

Daily M:

Still, a Cardinal's hat is fairly dis-

i tinctive.
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THE JOKE: A TRAGEDY.
CHAPTER I.

THE Joke was born ono October day
in Hie trench called Mechanics, not so

far from Loos.

We had just come back into the line

after six days in reserve and, the after-

noon being quiet, 1 was writing my
usual letter to Celia. I \viis telling her

about our cat, imported into our dug-
out in the hope that it would keep the

rats down, when suddenly the Joke
came. 1 was so surprised by it that

I added in brackets, "This is quite my
own. I 'vo only just thought of it."

Later on the Post-Corporal came, and
the Joko started on its way to England.

CHAPTER II.

Chapter II. finds mo some months
later at home again.

" Do you remember that joke about
the rats in one of your letters?" said

Celia ono evening.
" Yes. You never told mo if you

liked it."
" I simply loved it. You aren't going

to waste it, are you ?
"

"If you simply loved it, it wasn't
wasted."

" But I want everybody else

Couldn't you use it in the Revue ?
"

I was supposed to be writing a Eovue
at this time for a certain impresario.
I wasn't getting on very fast, because
whenever I suggested a scene to him,
he either said,

"
Oh, that 's been done,"

which killed it, or else he said,
"
Oh,

but that "s never been done," which
killed it even more completely.

" Good idea," I said to Celia. " We '11

have a Trench Scene."
I suggested it to the impresario when

next I saw him.
"
Oh, that 's been done," he said.

" Mine will be quite different from

anybody else's," I said firmly.
He brightened up a little.
" All right, try it," he said.

I seemed to have discovered the
secret of successful revue-writing.
The Trench Scene was written. It

was written round the Joko, whose
bright beams, like a perfect jewel in a

perfect setting However, I said all

that to Celia at the time. She was just
going to have said it hersolf, she told me.

So far so good. But a month later

the Eevue collapsed. The impresario
and I agreed upon many things as,
for instance, that the War would be a

long one, and that HINDENBURG was
no fool but there were two points
upon which we could never quite agree :

(1) What was funny, and (2) which of

us was writing the Eovue. So, with
mutual expressions of goodwill, and

hopes that ono day we might write a

tragedy together, wo parted.

That ended tho Eevue ; it ended the

Trench Scene; and, for the moment, it

ended tho Joke.

CHAPTEU III.

Chapter III. finds Celia still at it.

" You haven't got that Joke in yet."
She had just read an article of mine

called "Autumn in a Country Vicarage."
" It wouldn't go in there very well,"

I said.

"It would go in anywhere whore
there were rats. There might o.isily
bo rats in a vicarage."

" Not in this one."
" You talk about '

poor as a church
mouse."

"

" I am an artist," I said, thumping
my heart and forehead and other seats

of the emotions. " I don't happen to

see rats there, and if I don't see them
I can't write about them. Anyhow,
they wouldn't be secular rats, like the
ones I made my joke about."

" I don't mind whether the rats are
secular or circular," said Celia,

" but
do get them in soon."

Well, I tried. I really did try, but
for months I couldn't get those rats in.

It was a near tiling sometimes, and I

would think that I had them, but at

the last moment they would whisk off

and back into their holes again. I even
wrote an article about "

Cooking in the

Army," feeling that that would surely
tempt them, but they were not to be
drawn. . . .

CHAPTER IV.

But at last the perfect opportunity
came. I received a letter from a

botanical paper asking for an article

on the Flora of Trench Life.
"
Hooray !

"
said Celia. " There you

are."

I sat down and wrote the article.

Working up gradually to the subject
of rats, and even more gradually inter-

twining it, so to speak, with tho subject
of cats, I brought off in one perfect
climax the great Joke.

"
Lovely !

"
said Colia excitedly.

" There is one small point which has
occurred to me. Eats are fauna, not

flora ; I "ve just remembered."
" Oh, does it matter? "

"For a botanical paper, yes."
And then Celia had a brilliant in-

spiration.
" Send it to another paper," she said.

I did. Two days later it appeared.
Considering that I hadn't had a proof,
it came out extraordinarily well. There
was only one mis-print. It was at the
critical word of the Joke.

CHAPTER V.
" That 's torn it," 1 said to Celia.

"I suppose it has," she said sadly.
" Tho world will never hear the Joke

now. It's had it wrong, but still it's

had it and I can't repeat it."

Celia began to smile.
" It 's sickening," she said ;

" but it 's

really rather funny, you know."
And then she had another brilliant

inspiration.
" In fact you might write an article

about it."

And, as you see, I have.

EPILOGUE.

Having read thus far, Celia says,
"But you still haven't got the Joko in."

Oh, well, here goes.
Extract from letter :

" We came back
to the line to-day to find that the cat

had kittened. However, as all tho rats

seem to have rottened wo are much as

we were."
" Eottened

" was misprinted
" rat-

tened," which seems to mo to spoil the

Joke. . .

Yet I must confess that there are

times now when I feel that perhaps
after all I may have overrated it. . .

But it was a pleasant joke in its

day. A. A. M.

MINISTEBS A LA MODE.
Lord Wrombat and Lord Wallaby
Were two tremendous peers ;

Their riches far exceeded
The treasures of De Beers ;

Their fame was known through ev'ry
zone

Of both the hemispheres.

Lord Wombat and Lord Wallaby
Upon the self-same date

Wore both promoted to the charge
Of Ministries of State,

With power to do and carry through
Things strange and new and great.

Lord Wombat was appointed
Head of the Wireless Board ;

Lord Wallaby was chosen
To be First Crisis Lord ;

And simple men remarked, " The pen
Is mightier than tho sword."

Who summoned them to fill these posts
None seemed to know or care ;

Some said it was tho PBEMIER,
But nobody could swear

;

We rack our brains, the fact remains
That both of them are there.

Tho news of their appointments,
We readily confess,

Enraptured all tho Wallaby
And all tho Wombat Press,

But caused elsewhere a sort of scare

And deep uneasiness.

For though these wondrous creatures,

Compact of fire and zeal,

Are harmless when the Ship of State

Eides on an even keel ;

When storms arise it is not wise
To trust them with tho wheel.
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Absent-minded, Sidesman (in the grocery line). "No BUTTED, NO CHEESE, NO MA.BGAMNE."

THE MYSTERY SHIPS.

To " THE COASTEBS AND MERCHANTMEN- WHO ACCOMPANY THE LORD HIGH ADMIRAL."

THERE 'a order and law in a battleship's might ;

The cruisers proceed oa a logical plan ;

While even destroyers go gay to the fight

By, tactical units as well as they can ;

But far away out in a world of their own,
Where logic and limit are shivered to bits,

You '11 light on the ladies who labour alone,
The jocular gipsies who live by their wits.

Disciples of DRAKE and DUNDONALD,
The sea in their blood and their bones,

They sail in the wake of BOSCAWEN and BLAKE
And hail as an ally PAUL JONES;

For better than honour and glory
They reckon the frolics and quips

Which daily illumine the' story
That comes from the Mystery Ships.

They 're nautical zealots win never suppose
That right is defended by leisure and ease ;

The submarine, quaking wherever she.goes,
Can tell they 're abroad by the feel of the seas ;

There 's ominous oil in the wake of their work ;

The soles on the Dogger take cover amain,
And cry, as the stranger alights with a jerk," The Mystery Ships have been at it again !

"

Untutored, but versed in the oldest of creeds,
The King's Eegulations decay on their shelves

;

Between the Addenda, which nobody reads,
The Mystery Ships are a law to themselves ;

Their pictures and pranks are denied to the Press,
Till out of the offing as blithe as can bo

A weather-worn sea-dog of twenty or less

Blows in to the Palade to get a V.C.

The family fought in ELIZABETH'S time
From Bristol and Dover and Harwich and Leigh ;

From Barnstaple, Yarmouth and London and Lyme
They hurried away at the call of the sea ;

Their titles are writ in the Eolls of their Eace,
With laughter and love we can picture them still ;

Is mystery work to be done for HER GRACE ?

My lord in the Flagship can summon at will

The Lark and the Lamb and the Moonshine,
The Hazard and Happy Pretence,

The Wraith and the Smoke and the Merlin and Joke,
The Kiddle and Royal Defence ;

As quick as a cradle could spare them

They scuttled away from the slips,
For England, the mother who bare them,
The lirst of the Mystery Ships.

"Exactly like Home. Lady desires Chronic or Elderly People;
largo house." Liverpool Echo.

What is home without a chronic?

" The 37th meeting of the Irish Convention was held yesterday, and,
after some discussion, the Convention adjourned to afford members
an opportunity of considering the port." Evening News.

Let us hope with fraternal effect. It had been feared that

they would never reach it.
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THE EIGHT KIND OF QUEUE.
MB. PUNCH. " NOW THEN, LONDON !

"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, February 25M. Fifteen

G<is Bills had been put down for Second

Beading, but riot one got through. As
each title was read out by the Clerk

the fatal words,
" I object," came from

below the Gangway. Some Members,
it is clear, are not disposed to facilitate

any infringement of their monopoly.
This being the first day of compulsory

rationing the House was even more
than usually interested in questions of

food. A suggestion by Mr. MACMASTER
that the Army Council should fatten

their own pigs was resolutely de-

clined by Mr. FORSTEH, who does

not fancy himself as a swineherd
on an extensive scale. One HOGGK
at a time is his motto. His hand-

ling of the Member for East Edin-

burgh, who had been rooting riot-

ously among the Army Estimates,
was very deft.

At the end of the evening Mr.
BILLING attacked the Air Board

for, as he averred, keeping far too

many types of aeroplane engines
in stock, instead of standardizing
half-a-dozen and sticking to them.

Though ho reeled off his list of

machines with a great show of

authority he did not make much
impression on a small House. Ho
succeeded, however, for once in

getting Major BAIIID to take the

gloves off. Members who had

accepted the volatile critic's capa-

city as au aviator at his own valu-

ation were surprised to hear Major
BAIRD'S very different description
of it. When Mr. BILLING urged
the Air Board to go in heavily for

reprisals he did not mean to bo
taken so literally.

Tuesday, February 25</<. As
soldiers on leave have to be pro-
vided with emergency ration-cards,

Captain GARB - GOMM suggested
that these should be given them
before they start ; otherwise, judging by
this week's experience, we shall have
to introduce a new word of command,

have spoken as ho did,

world in which junior

It is an odd
Under-Secre-

taries rebuke members of the august
War-Cabinet.

Wednesday, February '21th. In the

course of a detailed defence of the Food

Regulations Lord RHONDDA observed

that he had no desire "to curry favour,"
but omitted to state whether he had

any substitute in view.

The FOREIGN SECRETARY is some-
times accused of undue reticence, but

he admitted this afternoon that the

Government do not regard ex-King CON-
STANTINK as a friend of the Allied cause.

the Government on its various sins of

commission and omission, varying from
too much beer to too few ships, and

including, of course, the appointment
of the new Directors of Propaganda.
On this last point Mr. BONAR LAW, while

personallyindifferent to the matter, con-

sidered that if propaganda be necessary
at all, people connected with the 1'ivs.s

would bo the right people to deal with
it. For the rest, if Mr. SAMUEL and his

friends thought the Government so in-

competent, it was their plain duty to

turn them out, instead of indulging in

far from helpful criticism.

HOSTILITIES ON
MB. HERBERT

THE HOME FIIONT.

GETS ON WITH THE WAI:

' Form Queues."
There seems still to bo room for

further co-ordination blessed word !

between certain departments of the
Government. Mr. BARNES once more

attempted to explain his attitude to the

12J per cent, bonus conferred by the

generous-hearted MINISTEB OP MUNI-
TIONS, but did not entirely succeed.
The impression that I gathered was
that ho approved of the bonus, but
did not approve of Mr. CHURCHILL.
At any rate Mr. KELLAWAY thought it

necessary to come to the aid of his

Chief with a spirited speech, iii which
he regretted that Mr. BARNES should

Mr. BILLING was so pleased at

The subsequent debate was

chiefly remarkable for the glowing
testimonial given by Mr. LYNCH, of

all people, to Lords NORTHCI.UTK
and BEAVERBROOK; and for a

searching analysis by Mr. BALFOUR
of the German CHANCELLOR'S latest

peace-effusion. "Why," he asked,
in reference to Count HERTLING'S
demand for guarantees from Bel-

gium "why is Belgium to be pun-
ished because Germany is guilty?

"

Even Mr. RAMSAY MACDONALD was
driven to admit that "there must
lie no humbug about Belgium,"
reserving to himself, I suppose, the

right to talk as much humbug as

lie pleased about other aspects of

the world-war.

Thursday, February 28/7;.

Questions were many, but not con-

spicuously important. Mr. ARTHUR
SAMUELS regretted that it had been
found impossible to develop certain

anthracite deposits in Cork, as the

soauis were much twisted and con-

torted, and the coal contained a

lot of sulphur. Irish coal would

appear to be painfully like Irish

politics.
The Ministry of National Service

is considering the recruitment of

women for the Air Service. No
difficulty about nomenclature, such
as occurred with the " Waacs "

this
j

and the "
Wrens," is anticipated in this

announcement that he offered to pay for
j case, for the flying ladies will iuevit-

TINO'S clothes provided that they were
j ably be known as tho "

Angels."
not despatched to Switzerland. It is

j

not known whether the Hon. Member
proposes to wear them himself, and if

so whether they include a fustanella.
Mr. CLYNES often reminds me of

BHET HARTK'S hero " he was a most
sarcastic man, that quiet Mr. Brown."

To-day a Scottish Member invited him,
when allowing increased rations to

invalids, to "consider the case of men
suffering from mental debility." Mr.
CLYNES politely replied, "I did not wish
to import any kind of personal reference

into my answer."
Undeterred by previous rebuffs Mr.

Shakspeare on Rationing.

Let the superfluous and lust-dieted

man
. . . feel your power quickly ;

So distribution should undo excess,
And each man have enough."

Kimj Lear, Act IV. Sc. 1.

"The word rrfiintiiire and its mysterious
meanings and mysterious threats have been
muoh in the mouths and the minds of people
of late.'' Times.

But don't run away with the idea that
HERBERT SAMUEL once more lectured it is a kind of meat-substitute.
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THE LADY WHO PAYS THE RENT.
"GI.OBY BE, TAT, BUT WHAT ABE YE DOIN 1 WITH THE PIG?" " GlVIN 1 THK CBATUB A BIT OF DIVAB8H0N.

PBICE BHE'LL BE rETCHIN' ME, 11OW COULD I BE DHBIVLN 1 HEB IS THK ASS'S CABT?"
Sl/'BE WITH THB

THE WATCH DOGS.
r,xx.

MY DRAB CHARLES, I am afraid my
letters will be few and far between, for

I am at the moment further away from

you Hi an ever, very busy on my own
in Timbuc (Censored).

It all started by a request to report
to the War Office. 1 bad nothing par-
ticular to report about, but I know it

is no use arguing wilh people, so I said

to myself,
" If they want me they shall

have rne," and wrote a sharp minute
to myself to tell me to do as I was
told and bo quick about it. I packed
up as many of my belongings as would

go into my bags ; distributed the re-

mainder amongst those to whom they
properly belonged ; said good-bye to my
little staff and gave them each a belong-
ing or two to carry to the station ;

told my successor that, though he could
never be like mo, ho must be as like mo
as ho could ; banded over the current

correspondence and directed that it

should all be held up for a fortnight
in order to give mo time to get well

away; made up my accounts to give
them a superficial appearance of in-

tegrity and fair play ; opened the office

door, paused, sighed heavily ; went out ;

closed oQico door ; opened office door ;

went in again to do all the things 1

had forgotten ;
was forcibly ejected by

my successor, who was engaged in tear-

ing up all my files and starting a new
and a better set of his own ; and eventu-

ally found myself in Whitehall, entering
the imposing front-door of an eligible
villa residence, and ultimately going for

a long, long walk with an even more

eligible flapper in a brown suit.

I think her name must be Flossie. If

she isn't Flossie, then it is either li-ttle

Clara or Ermyntrude who takes hold
of mo when I drop in at the War
Office to have a chat with the manage-
ment, and makes mo follow her about.

I 'd follow any of them anywhere, up-
stairs, downstairs, in the lift, along
thousands of miles of unsympathetic
corridor ; obeying their slightest whim,
advancing till they tell me to stop,

stopping till they tell me to advance.
To me they are the Goddesses of Battle;
to them I am a ne'er-do-well, with

whom they would never consent to be

seen walking but for the exigencies of

war. Oh, yes, my lad ; it is all very

well for you people, sitting in your nice

armchairs away from it all, to write

impudently that Sir WILLIAM ROBEUT-
SON must go, and the A.G. must go, and
the Q.M.G. must go, and everybody
must go, and what we must have is a
BUSINESS MAN. But just you step
into the lion's don yourself and do a
route march behind Flossie's haughty
pigtail, and at the end of half an hour
of her superciliousness you will look

forward to the time when you may bo

allowed to go yourself.
Flossie handed me over to a Colonel,

glad, obviously, to got rid of mo, but

not apparently thinking much of the

Colonel. He said,
" Good morning."

What a waste of time, when be ought
to have been getting on or getting
under. I said " Good morning

"
back,

thinking that as it was the same morn-

ing it might just as well be good for

both of us. Ho asked me what I

wanted. "
Nothing," Isaid. This caused

a stir ; it was a most unusual request.

Why had I come? To report. What
for? Duty. And so the War dragged on.

The Colonel sent someone to look me
up on a card index, being too lazy to

carry two or three hundred thousand
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BY SPECIAL REQUEST.
Customer. "HEKE, WAITER, TAKE A COUPON OFF THIS AND ASK THE BAXD TO PLAY l-'IYE-PESS 'OKTH OF ' THE llOAST BEEF OF OLD

ENGLAND.'"

names in his head. He gave mo a

cigarette. The Business Man would
have let me smell the smoke of a cigar.
That just shows, doesn't it ? However,
I smoked it while they were linding
out about me. Meanwhile the Colonel
went on with his work. Just fancy
that working when he ought to have
hcen getting on with the War.
The man who looked me up on the

index found I hadn't been previously
convicted, so wo all got down to busi-

ness. They wanted ine to run over- to

Tinibuc and do a job of work. I

rubbed my chin and said I wasn't sure
I wouldn't do it. They were glad to

hear that, because they had already
arranged the journey, booked the tickets

and announced my coming at the other
end. I said I should want a day or

two at home to get my things together.

Things do get so apart, don't they?
They had thought of that and had
allowed me a week. I wasn't for wast-

ing any of it on them, so I rushed off

home and spent the next days telling

people, in an off-hand modest sort of

way, that I had been specially selected

for the most important job in the War.

Everybody congratulated me and called

to mind brothers, husbands, fiancAs
and things who had each and all been

specially selected for the most impor-
tant job in the War.
On the last morning I hustled a

collar or two into a bag and then got
into a train. From that I got into a

tube, then into another train, then into

a boat, then into another train, then
into three more boats and four more
trains, and then, when I was quite sure
I had shaken the Hun off my track

arrived.

And what do you think I rail into

on the doorstep of the hotel? A real

fat and unmuzzled Hun himself, walk-

ing about just as you or I might do,
the very thing I 'd been itching to

meet these last three and a-half years.
And what do you think I did about it

when I did meet it? Took off my hat
to it and said, "Apr&s vous, Monsieur."

Well, I mean to say . . . really ! Now
your Business Man would never have
done that, would he ?

Yours ever, HESBY.

THE DIM AND DISTANT PAST.

MOST of us, it is well known, have
lost our memories during the War, so
that we havo no recollection of whut
took place before it. But I met a
man the other day who has preserved
the clearness of his mind. I don't

expect to be believed when I say that

he can recall not only 1913 but 1914;

yet he can ; and he allowed me to

draw him out. It was really a most
remarkable experience.

" I understand," I began, "that you
are about to publish your memoirs."

" That is so," he said. " I fear that

unless I do so the record of social

England in the early teens of the
twentieth century may be utterly lost."

" Tell me," I said earnestly.
" I so

long to know what life was like then.

Give me some idea of the scope of your
book."

" It will read like a fairy tale, I fear,"

he replied musingly.
" But it is all

true. For instance
"

ho paused and
lowered his voice " do you know that

even as late as July, 1914, you could
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walk through the streets of London all

day and never see a soldier V
"

"Nonsense," I replied.
" It is true. And you could occasion-

ally find a girl under nineteen who
didn't smoke."
"No?"
" And people wore full evening dress

in tho stalls."
" I don't believe it," I said. " And how

did tilings go generally'!' Smoothly?
"

"
Fairly. Tho year was marked by

certain functions that wore never inter-

rupted. In the early Hummer, for ex-

ample, all tho world went to Epsom to

see a race called the Derby."
"Epsom? Yes, I have heard of

it. There arc camps there now. And

hospitals. One on tho very top of the

bill, beside a grass track."
"
Yes, that is where the race was

run. Between horses. Why, I can

remember it was 1913 or 1912, so

long ago that even my memory is hazy
being present when a Suffragette

impeded the KINO'S horse."

"A Suffragette ?
"

"Yes, in those days, you know,
women wanted the vote and stopped at

nothing in order to get it. Those who
wanted it were called Suffragettes.
Then there was what was called 'Cowes

Week,' when all Society flocked to the

Solent to see people race with yachts."
"Yachts?"
"
Yes, pleasure

- boats. There were
cricket - matches then, too; what was
called first-class cricket was played he-

fore largo concourses of people. An
eleven chosen from one county met an

eleven chosen from another county, and
sometimes they played for three whole

days. The Universities also rriet in the

cricket-field, at a place called Lord's,
in St. John's Wood, once a year."

" You bewilder me," I said.
" But I have only just begun," he

replied.
" What do you say, for ex-

ample, when I toll you that you could

got a glass of beer for twopence ?
"

" Eubbisb !

"

" And a whisky and soda for six-

pence?
"

" Incredible."
" And butter was on every table'.'

"

" I simply don't believe it."
" Some of my most cherished mem-

ories," he said,
" are of meals. In those

days 1 refer to the early nineteen-hun-

dreds there was no lack of food, I

can distinctly recall entering a restau-

rant in Eegent Street, ordering a rump
steak and getting it. There were joints

too, from which one could have two or

even three helpings if one wished."

At this point 1 believe I must have

fainted, for the next thing that I heard
hud no reference to eating at all, but

bore upon politics.

'

LEFT.
.."HOW, TBQUT, TOO ON THE UIGHT ! DOJJ'T FOIUiET THAT WB MARClli.S BY Till;

SO KEEP TOUCH WITH THE LEFT, OB YOU 'LL BE TRIPPIKU UP TUB TRAMS !

"

" You have no idea," he was saying,
" how excited people would get over

party politics."
" What are they like?

"
I asked. '! I

have heard of politics, but not party

politics."
"
Well," be said,

" the country was
divided in those days I arn speaking
now of 1913 and even 1914 between
what were called Unionists and what
were called Liberals or Radicals. To
the Liberal all things done or said by
Unionists were black, and all things
said or done by their own leaders were

white, and vice versa. England was

really an odd country then. Why, I

can remember when the present Piu.vi:

MINISTER said the most awful things
about tho very men who arc now hon-

oured members of his Government."
But this was too much for me.
"
No, no," I said. " Don't tell 'me any

more. I can't bear it." And I began
to move off.

'

Why, do you know," ho persisted
with all the implacable cheerfulness of

the reminiscent, "do you know "

But the next moment I was out of

range.

More Iron Ration*.

From a report of Mr. MAITHKHSON'S

speech on tho Army Estimates :

" The jam rations alono needed for inoullih

consumption as much steel as was required to

build a 300-ton ship. They had experimented
successfully, and were iiow using for this pur-

pose wood pulp board, instead of steel, saving
60 tons of steel a week." ft/rtuktft Pus/.

From a sale catalogue :

"Our 'Bluo 13ird' Crcpe-de-Chine Niylit-

dress, good quality, flesh pink cmbi
bluo bird and finished blue ribbons. Aetna]

vnlue 5/9. White Sale 1'rice 30/-."

Well, you couldn't expect to get all

these colours in a " white sale
"
without

paying a bit extra.

Controlled Weather.

From a London Bank's '

Yearly
Review," just published:
" It must not, however, be overlooked that

in agricultural nutters much depends on the

weather. In most countries (!u\. niMn-nts

have not failed to take steps to deal with tin:

situation, and have U in .1 di"-rccs with

I

to increase the output.'
1

]

The prospect of having our weather

|

output increased seems to us to
'

appalling.

bo
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A RATIONAL EXAMINATION PAPER.

WF. understand tfiat it ha3 been decided to allot posts in

the Ollico of tho Fooi>-CoNTKOi.LKB according to the results

' xamination, and \vo have been able with great diffi-

culty to secure one of the papers recently set. We learn

with considerable gratification that Lord BHOXDDA has in

this in an excellent example. His Lordship and

Lady Jino.snnA at once went in for the examination, and

passed brilliantly in every paper. si sic omnes ! Here

is a specimen paper :

1. Show by the application of Grimm's- Law to the

I5ino!ui:-.l Theorem that the system of rationing by coupons
is (a) necessary, (b) desirable, (c) simple. Give in detail the

points distinguishing the existing British system from the

Gorman and other systems. Do you consider the British

system superior? If not, why not?
2. A City man named Alfred Adamson travels to London

from Surbiton by the 9 A.M. train on a Friday. When he

'ii> ho discovers that ho has left bis ration

card at home, and telegraphs to bis wife requesting her to

send the gardener's boy with the card to his ollice. State

what in your view are the chances (a) of the gardener's boy
reaching the office, (b) of Mr. Adamson getting any luncheon.

If Mr. Adamson had telephoned, would it have made any
difference? [Note. In answering this question it is to lie

assumed that Mr. Adamson's card has been entirely lost,

by being blown out of Mr. Adamson's dressing-room win-

dow, and that Mrs. Adamson will send her own card by
the gardener's boy. Is this lawful ? If not, who should

be punished, and how ?]

3. What is the least common multiple of a half-pound of

sugar, one sausage, a quarter-pound of margarine, three

oysters, one shepherd's pie, one pound of veal, half-a-pint
of butter beans and one kidney potato ? How many meat

coupons would this represent, a liberal allowance being
made for returned empties and goods damaged in transit?

4. A, a butcher in Bucks, stutters violently ; B, a grocer
in the same county, is cross-eyed ; C, a solicitor who is regis-
tered with A, cannot endure stutterers because they make
him nervous, and D, the solicitor's wife, who is registered
with B, has an overpowering .dislike to cross-eyed-people.

Suggest an easy remedy for this unfortunate situation, it

being assumed that all the other butchers in Bucks are

cross-eyed and all the other grocers are stutterers, except
one, who is about to join the Army.

5. Explain and amplify the following sentences: Bis
Rhonddat qui cito edit; Rhonddabnnt alii Protheron;
Rhonddari a Rhonddato ; Rhonddando vincit; Artificem
Rhonddat opus. [NOTE : Latin dictionaries may be used

by candidates who have had a public school education
and are aged more than thirty years.] What inferences as
to Lord RHONDDA'S disposition do you draw from these
sentences ?

0. Write a memorial ode, containing at least sixteen lines,
to a mutton chop.

7. What are the chief points of difference between a

poached egg and a French rhyme, and between a saut6

potato and a split infinitive?

Calendar Note.

Febriiari/ %'>th, 1918. First day of Compuls6ry Ration-

ing. Sir GEOBGE CAVE refuses the Rolls.

A suggestion for the programme of the band in Trafalgar
Square : The overture to Tancredi.

" Ex imo dirco onmos " from one learn all. And let us learn lessons
from what has passed and is now passing." Provincial 1'aper.
One might begin by learning Latin.

THE ROAD TO OONOESWARE.
(A Sony of the March with apologies to the Author of

"Mandalay.")
THERE 's a village in the distance, we '11 be getting there

to-night,
And per'aps we '11 'ave an easy or per'aps we '11 'ave a fight ;

We don't know what we 're doing and we ain't supposed
to care.

We only know we Ye always on the road to Oonoeswaro
On the road to Oonoesware, and there may be billets

there,
Or there mayn't, and if there isn't there '11 be 'caps of

open air,

'Eaps of jolly open air ;

We can bivvy in the Square,
But our Cooker's ditched be'ind us and it 's very 'ard to bear.

We walks along and wonders what on earth it's all about;
We 'ope that someone savvies, but at times we 'as our

doubt,
When the Adjutant looks worried and the Colonel seems in

pain,
And we whispers in our sorrow, "Ah, Vslost 'isself again";

Oh, 'e 's lost us all again ; can't we take the blooming
train?

The estaminays is shutting and it 's coming on to rain

On the road to Oonoesware,
'Course it isn't our affair,

But I wish some gent would tell "em 'ow to get to

Oonoesware.

We 'alts at level-crossings and 'as a lovely view
Of 'igh-class trains a-shunting, but they ain't for me and you ;

We only go on railways when there 's dirty work ahead,
And when we ride in motors it meana we 're nearly dead

Yes, it means you 're nearly dead, with your body full of

lead,

And a ticket on your tummy says,
" This man must not

be fed
"

:

But the Colonel sits 'is mare,
And it don't seem 'ardly fair

That we 'aven't all got 'orses on the road to Oonoesware.

And when our backs is breaking and death seems very near
We marches at attention and inspects the Brigadier ;

'E sees our tin "ats polished and our 'ipes got up to please,
But if 'o saw our blisters we should all be O.B.E.'s,

Bloomin' blistered O.B.E.'s, all a-wobbling at the knees,
And first we sweat like rivers and then we sit and freeze,

On the road to Oonoesware,
Ah, ker voolay, c'est la gair,

Only this "ere step they 're setting is enough to make you
swear.

But the old sun comes out sometimes and the poplars
climb the 'ill

Like a lot of silly soldiers at extended order drill;

And there's bits of woods and scen'ry, and the 'Uns don't

seem so near
When the band plays through the village and the kids come

out to cheer

All the kids come out to cheer and a man feels kind of

. queer,
And the girls they blow you kisses and the mothers

bring you beer,

On the road to Oonoesware,
Ah, it ain't all skittles there,

But I 'm somo'ow glad I 'm always on the road to

Oonoesware. A. P. H.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Leanir I. ( 'li-r

IN an admirable introduction to The Lwlniiil ti<

mewls (MAcr,KiiosK) Sir Jli<:iiiiKUT MAXWKU, emnplains that

the War Oflico lias systematically maltreated thorn for

many years. It obliged them to adopt a hybrid tniiforin,

consisting of Highland doublets and tail an trows, and then
refused to allow thorn to garrison their own capital, lest

tlu! Southern tourist should bo disappointed by the absence
of philabcgs sind spurnm-t. His remedy would bo to " tako

the brooks oil" tlio Lowlandera and clothe nil Scottish

regiments in the "garb of old Gael." They would look

more picturesque, no doubt ;
but that they would fight any

bettor no one who reads these stirring pages will be in-

clined to believe. Very wisely the various authors haves

confined themselves to the doings of the regiments before

August 1914. Their exploits in the present War will bo

recorded in another volume if indeed one will bo sufficient.

For the present campaign has furnished abundant evidence

that the Lowland Scots of to-day are one in spirit with
their gallant forbears. For an example of their discipline
it is suflicient to quote WKLMNGTON'B statement that not

a single man of the Scots Guards was brought before a

general court-martial during the Peninsular War, and tins

almost identical tribute that they earned nearly a century
later in the Soutli African campaign. Of their courage
one story is typical. At Haladava, an excited A.D.C. rode

up to the Colonel of the Scots Greys and told him that " ton

men who dare go anywhere and have no fear" were needed
for " a desperate job." The C.O., scarcely turning in his

saddle, calmly gavn the onler, "dreys, from your right,
number oil loll!" It would be en

;>-,
did s]';n-'i pel mil

,
li.

ipluto a do/on similar anecdotes regarding the Uo\

the Koyal Soots K'.isiliors, tho K.O.S. H.'H and the ('in

onians, whoso record -i am eunl imied in this sumptuous
volume. My compliments to all com-ei in .1 in il , pnnlm-
lion, not forgetting Mr. GKDI<(;I: KKCHKII, \\h<. e

pn-i

in colour of tbo old uniforms aro a plen .:>nt irininrliT nf the

days before " tho pomp and panoply of war
'

hud lu-

ll meaningless phrase.

In Murtif, tlir I'lirniu/itr.rfd (MrniiAv) Mrs. KATMII.IS
NoKKIS has chosen a simplo and almost oiinminnplaoei
theme, the strugglo of an i-n.-iytie, and iimbiticjim gii'l

towards sclf-expriisHion, and mado of it a vory hiiinan anil

moving record. The upward progress of Mnrti<: not in

woildly prosperity so much as in dinel.,pment <.( pi-rnon-

ality is no unreal aliaii-of "roses all the way." I'mm tho
.ii-nt when you first meet, her, y of a

decayed ('alifoimitn family, Mnrl.n: is l.hn boi n li^li

.lilted, unworthily matcrl, thn with utter linn,

ln^ieaved, B!IO struggles on, slum tompontilf
daunted, to this end that leaves her fighting Htill, but placwl,
established, thn captain of her soul. 1 can pi.n > the

book unre c!
vi'illy ;

hut, I -;m do nn III-HM than hint at the

sense of poise :u
, behind nil tho stnsHS of the

actual hapi>onings which r iy clearosl, imprc ,^ion.

Mrs. NouiiiH is scrupulouBly fair to her eliaim-leis. I

thn lo^s worthy are given their share of good, HO I bat I.

all live most humanly and convincingly. Mm In- in a long

tale, but I think you \\ill not wi*h it shorter by a sir<
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page ;
for observation and selection and (to express it in

one word) dignity, I have no hesitation in calling it one of

the best novels that has conie to rny notice for a great while.

Miss OLIVE WADSLEY'S latest- novel, rather quaintly
called Nevertheless (CASSELL), is a story about nice affluent

people and nice times ; one might also add, in a somewhat
different sense, Nice Goings On a tale of love and politics

and the romantic emotions, all as these were understood

in the piping days of a decade ago. There is a handsome

hero, who, on learning that his mother is unmarried, behaves

like a cad to her ; engages himself to and is jilted by a

smartly objectionable Lady Carolyn ; finally taking up with

a middle-aged woman, who, having counted the smart
world well lost for love (how, you may ascertain at first

hand), gets soundly rated by this unheroic swain and
deserted in her turn on the last page. Have I mentioned
the word "smart," perhaps more than once? If so it is

because this remains my prevailing impression of Miss
WADSLEY'S well-groomed and slightly waxworky person-

ages (at an emotional crisis it struck me as significant that

one of the heroines

could take approving
note of the hero's hair-

wash), who all live

in the best kinds of

houses and generally
seem to enjoy more

money and time and
food oh, but coloss-

ally more food! than

they knew what to

do with. What with
the Berkeley and the

Savoy and open-air
dinner at Eanelagh,
followed by supper
somewhere else, they
certainly do them-
selves amazingly well.

Perhaps this may
make for admiration
of a wistful kind.

Personally I found it

all very far-off and unreal ; but let Miss WADSLEY now pen
a topical sequel, showing all these expensive idlers involved
with the odd half-ounce (bone included) of their meat-cards
and I will promise her at least one enthusiastic reader.

When a novelist is modestly content to label his or her

story as " An Episode," one must of course admit that
criticism is to some extent disarmed. At the same time
I feel bound to observe that any episode that includes in
its tumultuous course a murder, an elopement, a romance,
a desertion, not to specify many other considerable events,
is in some danger of becoming overgrown. All these things
happened during a little visit that Lyndon Travess, the
heroine of Miss C. Fox SMITH'S new story, Singing Sands
(HODDEB AND STOUGHTON), paid to some relations who
lived at this spot of the romantic name. It may save you
from the disillusion that awaited Lyndon and myself to

say at once that Singing Sands the place, not the story
by no means carries out the exquisite promise of its beauti-
ful title. As for the book itself, that I must confess has
put me into some sort of quandary ; I think I should be
inclined to compromise by calling it a good tale badly told.

Miss Fox SMITH'S manner seems at times to combine every
possible exasperation ; it is lingering where the matter
demands speed, baffling where it should be clear, and

throughout uncertain, and even amateurish, to an almost

maddening degree, and yet one has further to admit that,
in the words of a celebrated tribute, she "

gets there all the
same." Perhaps this is the reward of sincerity; in part it

is certainly due to her feeling for atmosphere. Singing
Sands contains some pen pictures of Canadian landscape
that are suggested with quite wonderful beauty. I am
bound to repeat, however, that in this crowded episode of

Lyndon's visit to her remarkable relations you may find

the places more attractive than the plot, the setting than
the very unsatisfactory set. Which of course, being precisely
what Miss Fox SMITH intended, is only another proof that,

against every handicap, she has done what I knew she

would, and readied her objective.

THE BUTTER
USED IN THIS

ACT IS NOT

BUTTER

Green and Gay (LANE) is an excellently readable little

war-comedy that may commend itself to you even more for

the charm of its mise-en-scene than for the not specially

original thrills of its intrigue. The life at the old Convent
of Paix, converted into a war-hospital, is delightfully told;
Mr. LEE HOLT'S description of the orchards and gardens,

1 basking in autumn
sunshine, was vivid

enough to give one
reader at least a

nostalgia for mellow

apple-burdened Nor-

mandy, where that

special kind of wea-
ther seemed always
at its best. The plot,
if conventional, is

sufficient to hold one
curious about the next

j

chapter. Partly itcon-

j

cerns a mysterious
'

patient at the hospi-
tal, who has lost both

! speech and memory,
I and eventually turns

out to be well, as

he is beloved of the

ingenue, need I add
what he turns out to

be ? For the rest we have an affair of spies and secret

caves and submarines, all on lines that, if beginning to

get a trifle hackneyed (the petrol-mixtures as before),
have not yet quite lost their capacity for stimulating
interest. But even here I feel bound to protest against
Mr. LEE HOLT'S overwork of the "dropped clue." The
way in which his conspirators sprinkle the ground with
their most confidential documents seems to suggest either

some lack of invention on the part of the writer, or a
maladresse rare even in the records of the German secret

service. Also I do wish that he would revise his proofs
(of the novel, not the conspiracy) with greater care.

Twice in the first chapter I had to cope with passages of

which the grammatical meaning was at obvious variance
with the writer's intent a want of care that no pleasant
gardens or creepy caves could make me wholly forgive.

Another Injustice.
"An Order made by the Food Controller allows potatoes of the

varieties 'Hyatt's Ashlcaf Kidney,'
' Duko of York,' 'Sharp's

Express,' 'Eclipse,' 'British Queen,' 'Royal Kidney,' and 'King
Edward,' grown in England or Wales in the year 1917, without
Scottish or Irish ancestry, to be sold for seed purposes." Times.

But don't all potatoes derive from the ancient family of

MURPHY ?
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CHARIVARIA.
AMI NDSKX aimoiiiiees that

he \\ill start for the North Pole in

the Summer. Gossip has it that Mr.

I'nil.ir SNO\\J>I<:N' is be'ng pres-ed In

accompany him.
# #

The latest news from Ireland is that

County Clare, which has been showing
great "self determination," has now de-

cided on a separate peace with Groat
Uritain. ...

,,.

1

The Ministry of Food, it is
|

stated, is t hinking of comman-
deering the New Forest for'

pig-breeding, Any less enter-

prising department would have
lie !! content with a couple of

West End hoi.

Political neglect of agricul-

ture, declare.; SirC. MATHURST,
M.I'., has added a year to the

War. His critics are naturally

asking
" which year."

* *

It is reported that a certain

Government Oflicc will shortly
make an important announce-
ment on the question of Tape
Power. ^ ...

At a luncheon recently given

by the American Museum of

Natural History in New York
the guests were served with

whale. It was pronounced de-

licintis, and the success of the

California!! whitebait industry
is declared to be practically
assured. + .

;

.

At a benefit recently given
in honour of the leading tenor

of Salzburg the donations in-

cluded a sausage fourand a-half

feet long draped in the Austrian

Hag. By way of distinction,

the members of the operatic

company wore their ordinary clothes.

We are informed that a picture on
exhibition at one of the London galleries
has been covered with a huge sbeat of

brown paper by order of the CKNSOR.
There is some talk of purchasing the

paper for the nation.

The Burgomaster of Vienna has sent

an urgent message requesting that food-

stuffs from Ukraine may be sent by rail

at once. The Germans are understood
to have replied that when they have
taken all they want the residue will be
sent on to Vienna by pigeon-post.

LF.NIN'S newspaper states that the

Ksthonian bourgeoisie are putting l'< >1- ing of the forthcoming German ofTon-

sheviks to deatli. \Ve liavc felt for ivo in (ho West. In the absence of

some time that sooner or later some- gains they will of course still have the

thing serious

Bolsheviks.

would happen to the

It is all nonsense to say that K
will get nothing out of the War. With

i-> n
certain reservations we understand I hat

jday.
she will he allowed to keep the pi

'live of pocketing their pride.
* <:

*
It is rumoured that at a recent im-

portant gathering of newspaper .

it was decided to have- a WBLL8-leM

A postman has been lined in Dublin
The Berlin University is advertising

free instruction in Turkish. This is in

for throwing a brick at a wedding
' marked contrast to the expense the

Turks have been put to with

PYGMALION.
Maker of artificial delicacies for shop

WOULD ONLY COMK TO LIFE!"
"Oil, IF IT

the upkeep of

masters.

put
their German

* *

A certain medical oflicor has

applied for a reduction o( salar\

on the ground that he ha* le,s

work to do. No other symp-
toms have been observed.

* *

Chatham magistrates have
decided that crystallized violets

are a sweetmeat. This will

come as a surprise to those

who have been taking them as

an antidote for barber's rash.
* *

" Indian soldiers in France,"

saj's a news item,
" had over

fourteen thousand bottles of

hair oil from the Indian Sol-

diers' Fund last year." No
one will grudge it them, even
if it does mean an increased

shortage of margarine.
;; *

" We won the War in 1916,"

says The Cologne Gazette,
" and

we won the War in 1917."

They have only to win it once
more and it becomes their own
property.

couple when leaving the church. There
is really no excuse for this kind of

thing, for the price of confetti has

been very little affected by the paper
shortage. * *

*

" The British woman," says an es-

sayist,
"

is a remarkably clever woman,
generally speaking."

"
Generally speak-

ing
"

is perhaps a little unfortunate.
... . .

A large chunk of cliff near Bamsgate
fell into the sea last week. There is no
truth in the rumour that it was deli-

berately pushed in by a pacifist.

THE WAR PIC : A PALINODE.

MUCH obloquy was thine in

days of yore,
O Porker, and thy service

manifold

(Save for a casual mention, curt and

cold)

Ungrateful man continued to ignore ;

Nay worse, he ceased not daily to out-

pour
Abuse upon thy breed, to sneer and

scold,

Till every porcine trait, in days of old,

We learned to ridicule or to abhor.

But now the days of calumny are past,
These cruel innuendoes we disown,

And epithets designed to blame or blast

Take on a new and honorific tone ;

For England needs tbeo, blameless

, Porker, now,
" We shall not hesitate to pocket our 1 And PROTHF.RO salutes the sovereign

gains,"says The. Cologne Gazette, speak- 1

sow.
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LETTERS FROM THE HOME FRONT.

MY DEAR REGINALD, From certain

phrases dropped by you on the ove of

your return from your last leave I

gathered that you had formed curious

misconceptions of the War-conditions

which we are enduring at home. "
Well,

old dear," I overheard you say to your
sister,

" there doesn't seem to be much

wrong with England ;
I 've neverknown

her in hotter form." It seoms that your
friends had given you a champagne
dinner every night, followed by a revue

or a dance, or both, with a race-meeting
and a dav or two with the hounds

thrown in, and you camo to the unwar-

rantable conclusion that the War had

left us intact.

My clear boy, this is all what you would

call camouflage on our part. We put
on a brave face to hide our hearts, for

fear that we should unnerve you by
the exposure of our trials. Apart from

the fatigue which we suffer in the

service of the country we naturally
have no taste for such frivolities and

self-indulgence ; but we sacrifice our

own inclinations for the sake of the

dear boys from the Front, who have a

first claim upon us. This means a

constant strain, moral and physical,
for hardly a day passes but what we
have some friend or relative home on

leave, for whom we have to make a

pretence of gaiety.
And this applies not only to Society,

but to those professions, such as that

of the actor or the jockey, whoso duty
it is to provide entertainment and re-

creation for our fighting men a duty
bravely borne but very irksome to those

who are aching to be in the trenches

or to take up some form of work which
would appear to bear a more immediate
relation to the War.

I am sending you a photographic
weekly largely devoted to the recogni-
tion of those sacrificial types. You will

be interested in the full-page portrait
of your cousin Gladys, in a most attrac-

tive tea-gown, with the legend under-

neath,
" A BEAUTIFUL WAE-WOUKER."

She is, perhaps, not looking quite her

best, having over-taxed her strength
with assisting at charity matinees
and visiting Homes for Convalescent

Officers; though, with characteristic

self-effacement, she attributed her air

of fatigue to the fact that she had been

up dancing for six successive nights. I

happened to hear indirectly, for she
would never have confessed it herself,

that she had taken upon her this addi-

tional duty for the sake of a young
friend in the Household Cavalry who
was having a brief respite from Divi-

sional Staff work and stood in sore

need of mental relaxation.

So you see, my dear Reginald, you
must not be misled by disguises which

we wear for your sake to keep up your

fighting spirit. Nor has it ever been

consonant with the genius of our race

to advertise its virtues. Noblesse oblige.

The food-restrictions and theshortage
of petrol are begining to tell upon my
figure, a fact to which my tailor drew
attention the other day when taking

my Spring orders. Naturally the

obsession of this World-War absorbs

my mind to the exclusion of trivial

matters such as dress
;
and it is only

from motives of economy, in view of

the rising prices of clothing material,

that I allow myself to renew my ward-

robe. It enables me also to dispose of

my last year's clothes among the de-

serving poor, a form of charity which

always attracts me by its intimate

personal note.

In consequence of the rationing sys-
tem I am compelled to dine at home
with regularity, having at a consider-

able sacrifice contributed my meat-

coupons to the family manage. I miss

my dinner at the Club and that fellow-

ship of congenial spirits of one's own

age and way of thinking which is so

fruitful a source of mutual sustainment

in these dark hours.

I am averse, as you know, from any
change of habit ; but the War has

compelled many changes, even heavier

than this, in the ordered tenour of one's

life. In the circumstances I have found

it beneficial to take an extra glass of

port. It stimulates optimism and en-

larges one's outlook. I am sure you
will agree with me that it is the first

duty of a good citizen to employ every
means in his power to preserve and

strengthen his moral.

In conclusion, I have forborne to

dwell upon my personal efforts and
sacrifices. After all, you have your own
responsibilities, scarcely less exigent
than ours. By the time you receive

this letter you may be engaged in de-

livering or repelling an offensive on
which our very existence, yours as well

as mine, may depend. If anything
that I have said should serve to hearten

you with the knowledge of what some
of us, in our quiet unobtrusive way,
are doing on the home front for your
support, I am content.

Your affectionate Guardian,_ O. S.

" ' The Evil that Men Do .' Tho truth
of the familiar dictum ascribed to Mary
Antony is vividly illustrated by Bismarck's
action in regard to Alsace-Lorraine."

Daily Paper.

We suppose SHAKSPEARE was mis-

taken in attributing the "dictum" to

Mark Antony instead of to his clever

sister Mary.

THE SIMPLER LIFE.
in.

SPEARMINT.

OUR donkey is called Spearmint, after

the well-known racehorse. I christened

him this myself, to stir his ambition and

give him something to live up to. But
so far his speed limit appears to be four

miles per hour forwards, four and a half

backwards, and five sideways (right or

left); unless you approach him with a

parsnip or a round of hot buttered toast,

when lie makes for you like an overdue

express train.

As donkeys go, Spearmint is really
rather a nut. The prevailing note of

his colour scheme is a warm mahogany,
deepening into old-oak legs. His face

however is a dead-white from the ears

downwards, except for the small jet-

black moustache which by way of

piquant contrast covers his upper lip

and the entrance to his nose. His eyes
are dark and brilliant.

One reason why 1 am attached to

Spearmint is that I am sorry for him.

I know (though none of the others

does) that he may at any moment
be taken from us. He is living on
the edge of a volcano, or perhaps I

should say all round a volcano. Some
little while ago he swallowed a bottle

of rat-poison. Why he should have
done such a thing (unless out of sheer

bravado), or how he managed it, I

cannot explain ; but the fact, like the

bottle, remains. I can vouch for it,

because I saw him do it. Fortunately
the thing was corked and sealed, and

presumably it is still in the same con-

dition.

I am doing what I can for him. The
obvious thing is to shake the bottle as

little as possible, and so when ho starts

out of an afternoon with my wife and
the children my last words to them are

always the same,
" Don't- bustle him."

In the execution of this command they

always have his loyal assistance.

So far he has invariably returned in-

tact. I am not sure whether he realises

his position, but occasionally, when I

have taken him out of the trap and
turned him gently into the paddock,
his expression seems very thoughtful
as he strolls to the fence and stands

gazing over it towards the distant hills.

Does he know ? I hope not.

" Even according to cautious estimates,
Russia has now to reckon with a loss of terri-

tory comprising over a million square millc-

motrcs, or double the extent of Germany."
Evening Times (Glasgow).

This calculation is, we are afraid, too

cautious. According to the latest in-

formation the extent of Germany is

considerably over one square metre.
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THE
ONLY THING

THAT CAN ROB
US OF

VICTOKY
IS A SHORTAGE

DIVISION OF LABOUR.
TOMMY (off to the Front to ship-yard hand). "WELL, SO LONG, MATE; WE'LL WIN THE

WAK ALL EIGHT IF YOU 'LL SEE THAT WE DON'T LOSE IT !

"
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THE MUD LARKS.
WK were told off for a job of work

over the bags not long ago. The Staff

sent us some pigeons with their love,

and expressed the hope that wo 'd drop and

them a lino from time to time and let I gested.

them know how the battle was raging,
" Exercise is what

and where. (The Staff live in constant
'

my Sergeant firmly,

terror that one day the War will walk " By all means exercise

completely away from them and some

unruly platoon bomb its way up Unter

den Linden without

tiling about it.)

their knowing a

Next morning wo duly pushed off,

upside down for the last twenty-four exercising pigeons. The answer came
hours it isn't to bo wondered at," said back as follows :

my Troop Sergeant ;

" blood 's run to " Ask Albert Edward. All I know
its head, that 's what." about 'em is that you mustn't discharge

" Turn it the other way up for a bit birds of opposite sex together as they
d run the blood back again," I sug- stop and flirt.

P.S. You haven't got such a thing
as a bit of cold puddon about you,

guv'nor, have you? I 'm all in."

it, then," I sent the galloper galloping on to

aga

it, wants." said

said I.

The carrier demurred. "
Very good.

Sir but how, Sir?'
1

"Ask the Sergeant," said I. "Ser-

geant, how do you exercise a pigeon ?

and in the course of time found our-
j

Lunge it, or put it through Swedish

selves deep in Boschland holding a 1 monkey motions ?"

sketchy line of outposts
and waiting for the Hun

uiiii^i^lf .1

to do the sporting thing r^ .1,, I >'W i'

and counter. More time

passed, and as the Hun
showed no signs of get-

ting a move on we began
to look about us and take

stock.

Personally I felt that

a square meal might do

something towards cur-

ing a hollow feeling that

was gnawing mo beneath
the belt. As I was rum-

maging through my
haversack the pigeon-
carrier approached and
asked for the book of

rules.

Nowtotlieuninitiated,-
I have no doubt, pigeon-

flying sounds the easiest

game in the world. You,

just take a picture-post-
card, mark the spot you
are on with a cross, add
a few words, such as,
"
Hoping this finds you

in the pink, as it leaves

me at present I don't

think," insert it in the faithful fowl's

beak, say,
" Home, John," and in a

few minutes it is rattling into the
\

method, Sir; one might take it for a

LITTLE PROBLEMS OF FOREIGN FINANCE.

Tommy. "Bui LOOK 'ERE, MARCO, OLE SFOBT. IP TWEXTY-SEVF.N
FRANCS EQUAL A POUND, AND TWO LIRE IS WORTH A BOB, 'OW MANY LIRE
CHANGE OUGHT I TO 'AVE OUT OF A TEN-BOB NOTE AFTEK SPENDIN 1 SEVEN
FRANCS AND TUPPENCE-'A'P'NY V

"

The Sergeant rubbed his chin stubble.
" Can't say I remember the official

Albert Edward's post.
" Don't discharge birds after sunset,"

ran his reply ;

"
they 're afraid to go

home in the dark that 's all I recollect.

Ask the skipper.
P.S. Got a bit of bully beef going

spare? I 'm tucked up something ter-

1 rible."

I sighed and sent my
messenger on to the

skipper, inquiring the

official method of exer-

cising pigeons. Half an
hour later his answer
reached mo

" Don't know. Try
eating 'em. That 's what
I 'm doing with mine."
While on the subject

of carrier-pigeons, I may
mention that one winter

night I was summoned to

Corps II.Q. Said a Red
Hat: " Wo are going to

he rude to the Bosch at

dawn and we want you
to go over with the boys.
When you reach your ob-

jectives just drop us a

pigeon to say so. Here 's

a chit, take it to the

pigeon-loft and getagood
nippy fowl. Good night
and good luck."

I found the pigeon-fan-
cier inside an old London
omnibus which served

for a pigeon-loft, spoou-

Qeoetal's letter-box. This is by no
means the case. Pigeons are the kittlest

of cattle. If you don't treat them just

walk at the end of a string, or-

feeding a sick bird. A dour Lancastrian,
the fancier studied my chit with a sour

eye, then, grumbling that he didn't

know what the army was coming to

"These official pigeons," I interposed, i turning birds out of bed at this hour, ho

have got to be treated in the official

so they will either chuck up the game ;
manner or they won't work ; their

on the spot or hand your note to
j

mechanism becomes deranged. We had
HINDKNBUHG. To avoid this a book of a pigeon at the Umpteenth Battle of

Wipers and upset it somehow. Any-
way, when we told it to buzz off and
fetch reinforcements, it sat on a tree

licking its fluff and singing, and we
had to throw mud at it to get it to

shift. Where it went to then goodness
only knows, for it has never been seen
since. 1 am going to do the right thing

the rules is issued to pigeon-carriers,

giving instructions as to when and how
the creatures should be fed, watered,
exercised, etc.

On this occasion I felt through my
pockets for the book of tho rules and
drew blank. " What 's the matter with
the bird, anyhow?" I asked.

" Looks a bit dahn-'oarted," said the
j by this bird."

if

carrier;
"
dejected-like, as you might! I thereupon sent a galloper to the

say." ! next outpost, occupied by the Babe and
"
Seeing you 've been carrying it Co., asking him the official recipe for

slowly climbed a ladder and, poking
his head through a trap in the roof,

addressed himself to the pigeons.
"That you, Flossie? .No, you can't

go with them tail feathers missing to the

General's eat. Jellicoo no, you can't

go neither, you 've 'ad a 'ard day out

with them tanks. Nasty cough you 've

got, Gaby; I'll give you a drop of 'ot

for it presently. You 're breathin' very

'eavy, Joffre ; been over-eatin' yourself

again, I suppose couldn't fly a yard.

Eustace, you 're for it."

He backed down the ladder, grasping
the unfortunate Eustace, stuffed it in a

basket and handed it to me.
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The Latly. "On, MY VALIANT LORD, HOW REJOICED I AM TO SEE sou SAKE!
LOATHLY BEAST? THE FOOD-HOARDING ORDER, YOU KNOW "

BUT THINK YOU IT WAS WISE TO BRISO HOMK YON

" I hope this is a good bin!," said I,
"
nippy and all that '!

"

The fancier snorted, "Good bird?

Nothing can't stop 'im, barrages, smoke,
nothing. 'E 's deserved the V.C. scores
of times over ; e 's the best bird in the

army, an' don't you forget it, Sir."

I promised not to, caught up the
basket and lied.

I reached the neighbourhood of the
line at about 2 A.M. It was snowing
hard and the whole front was sugared
over like a wedding-cake, every

' rack

and landmark obliterated. For some
hours I groped about seeking Battalion

H.Q., tripping over hidden wire, tobog-
anning down snow-masked craters into

icy shell-holes, the inimitable Eustace
with me. Finally I fell head-first into
a dug-out inhabited by three ancient

warriors, who wore sitting round a
brazier sucking cigarettes. They were

Brigade Scouts, they told me, and were

going over presently. They were also
(iood Suiiiaritans, one of them, Fred,

giving mo his seat by the fire and a

mug of scalding cocoa, while his col-

leagues, Messrs. Alf and Bert, attended
to Eustace, who needed all the atten-

tion he could get. I caught snatches
of their conversation hero and there :

" Shall us toast 'im over the hra/ier a

bit, Alf ?
" " Wonder if a drop o' rum

would 'carton 'im ?" "Tip it into bis

jaws when 'e yawns, Bert."

At length Eustace's circulation was
declared restored and the three set

about harnessing themselves for war,

encasing their legs in sand bags, wind-

ing endless mufflers round their heads
and donning innumerable odd overcoats,
so that their final appearance was more
that of apple-women than scouts.

We then set out for the battle, Bert

leading the way towards the barrage
which was cracking and banging away
in yellow flashes over the Bosch linos.

Presently we heard a muffled hail

ahead.
"
Wazzermatter, Bort?" Alf shouted.

"
They 've quit slung their "ook,"

came the voice.

Fifty yards brought us bumping up
against Bert.who was prodding through
the debris of a German post with the

point of his bayonet.
" So the swines have beat it ?

"
said

Fred. "
Any soovenirs ?

"

" Nah !

"
said Bert, spitting,

" not a
blinkin' 'am-sandwich."

" Is this really our objective '.'

''

I

asked.
" It is, Sir," Bert replied.

u Best sit

down and keep quiet; the rest of the

boys will bo along in a jiffy, and they 'd

bomb their own grandmothers when
they 're worked up."

I put my hand in the basket and

dragged Eustace forth. He didn't look

up to V.C. form. Still I had explicit

orders to release him when our objec-
tive was reached, and obedience is

second nature with me.
I secured my message to his leg,

wished him luck and tossed him high
in the air. A swirl of snow hid him
from view.

I didn't call at II.Q. when I returned.
I went straight home to bed and stayed
there. As they did not send for me and
I heard no more about it I conjectured
that the infallible Eustace had got back
to his bus and all was well. Never-
theless I had a sort of uneasy feeling
about him. I heard no more of it for

ten days, and then, out walking one

afternoon, I bumped into the pigeon-
fancier. There was no way of avoiding
the man; the lane was only four feet

wide, bounded by nine-foot walls with

glass on top. So I halted opposite him,
smiled my prettiest and asked after

Eustace. " So glad he got home all

right," said I; "a great bird that."
The fancier glared at me, his sour

eyes sparkling, his fists opening and

shutting. I felt that only bitter dis-

cipline stood between them and my
throat.

"
Ay, Sir,'' said ho, speaking with

difficulty,
" he 's a great bird, but not

the bird he was. He got home all right

yesterday, but very stiff in the legs
from walking every step o' the way."

PATLANDER.
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THE MARK IV. LIGHT POCKET
CIGARETTE CASE.

IT was the eve of my oral examina-

tion in the Lewis gun.
I was sitting in my billet with a large

note-book on my lap, testing myself
with questions of " Mechanism," of
" Points after Firing," of " General De-

scription "in fact with all kinds of

questions which might in any way ho

connected with the "
Light Automatic

303 inch Lewis Machine Gun." I was

trying to practise concentration and

hardly looked up when the door opened
and a Staff-Sergeant-Instruetor entered

the room. Ho did not, I think, salute,

though I am sure that his cap was on,

but, producing an oblong cigarette-case

(which, now that I come to think of it,

was, I believe, my own), lie arrested

my attention. I had no time to say

anything, for he started off with his

lecture straightaway :

" 'Ere we 'ave the MARK IV. LIGHT
POCKET CIGARETTE CASE. Take it down
in your note-book, please, Sir, under
the heading

' General Description.' It

is made of aluminium for lightness;

length, 5j|- inches; breadth, 3 inches;

weight, when empty, 2 ounces, when
full, 3 ounces. It consists of two

slightly curved hoblong pans the

HUPFEH PAN and the LOWER PAN. The

hupper pan is convex and the lower

pan is concave."
Here he paused ; then with great

emphasis he went on :
" The reason

why : in harder for the case to come

flush against the ribs of a man's body.
The two pans are fastened together by
a HINGE and a IIAXIS-PIN. The haxis-

pin may bo removed with the aid of a
Mark IV. PUNCH by tapping from right
to left so.

" At the hopposite side of the lower

pan -we 'ave a STUD, which protrudes
through a SLOT or cut-away portion
of the lip. It is a matter of bin-differ-

ence which way you call it. This stud
is known as the CATCH-SPRING-HACTUAT-
ING-STUD, because it hactuates the

catch-spring.
" In order to hactuate the catch-spring

you depress the catch-spring-hactuat-
ing-stud with the thumb of the right
'and in this manner; and be sure you
remember, Sir, on tho day of the exam-
ination, that in border to bo a good
instructor you must illustrate as well
as demonstrate.

" I now liopen the cigarette-case so

and on the hinside of the lip of the
lower pan we see the catch -spring,
which consists of a steel SPUING RIB and
a PROJECTION which is hundercut.

" The spring rib is made of steel for

strength and is of two patterns. The
Mark I. pattern is shorter in length

than the Mark II. pattern, which wo
'ave here, and is 'eld in position by one
screw only. It has now been con-

demned and is only hissued to the

Expeditionary Forces, so we will con-

tent ourselves with tho description of

tho Mark II. pattern spring-rib which
is fitted to this case.

" It is 'eld in position by two small

screws, one at heither end. Tho screw
on tho right is known as the RIGHT
CATCH - SPRING - RIB - FIXING- SCREW, and
tho screw on the left is known as the

LEFT CATCH-SPKING-KIIi-FIXING-SCREW.

"Each screw is marked with a num-
ber. One screw is marked with a ONE
and the other screw is marked with a

TWO. Tho RIGHT CATCH-SPRING-RIH-

FIXING-SCREW is marked with a
"

He paused as though leaving me to

complete the limerick. Without look-

ing up from my note-book I blurted

out " a ONi'V."
"
Wrong and hincorrect, Sir," he re-

plied. "The right catch -spring -rib-

tixing-screw is marked with a TWO and
the loft catch-spring-rib-fixing-screw is

marked with a ONE."
" Why on earth didn't they mark

them the other way round ?
"

I pro-
tested.

His answer upheld the oldest tra-

ditions of the Army.
"
Becatise, Sir," he said,

" there was
a Liberal Guv-er-mint in power at the

time. And we will now go on to consider

the projection which is hundercut. It

is dovetailed into the steel spring-rib
and is hundercut in border to provide
a flange which springs into a corre-

sponding clearance or ree-cess on the

inside of the lip of the hupper pan
when the pressure of the thumb of the

right 'and on the catch-spring-hactuat-

ing-stud is released."

"One minute, Sergeant," I said;
" what 's that little scratch intended
for?"
He hesitated, and for a moment I

thought that I had caught him out,
but only for a moment. " That small

groove. Sir," he replied, with an air of

finality,
"

is for the Ilarmourer," which
of course settled the question.

" The Mark IV. Light Pocket Cigar-
ette-case," he went on, "contains, when
full, twenty -

eight rounds, fourteen
rounds in the hupper pan and fourteen
rounds in the lower pan twenty-eight
in hall. Eacli pan is provided with a

strip of Mark VII. EUSSIAN SILK ELAS-

TIC, which holds the rounds in position.
There are two methods of unloading
(a) Deliberate, (b) Rapid. In border
to give you practice in loading before

unloading I will now unload according
to method (b). Standard time, three
seconds."

He gripped the cigarette-case firmly

in one band, holding it open, and
started to shake it gently at first, then
more and more violently. Apparently
some of the rounds refused to be shaken
out, and, losing all control of him-
self, ho banged the cigarette-case on
the table; even my chair seemed to

vibrate.

Then at last I opened my eyes.
Russell was standing over me shaking
my shoulder.

"You've been snoozing, old dear,"
he said. " Get a move on or it will be

midnight before you've finished your
notes. Have a gasper ?"
Ho drew a cigarette-case from bis

pocket as lie spoke.
"Thanks," I said, looking at it sus-

piciously ;

" I prefer a pipe."

THE PLEASURES AND PAINS OF MEMORY.

THE correspondence on " Facial

Memory" in The Spectator seems to

have infected our readers also. At
least this seems to be the only expla-
nation of the budget of letters on the

subject which Mr. Punch has lately
received and from which he publishes
the following selection :

THE PREDOMINANT FEATURE.

Much Borcham, Herts.

SIR, It is an interesting question in

connection with facial memory which
feature impresses itself most deeply on
the recollection. Personally I am in-

clined to give the preference to tho
nose. This may bo due to the fact

that my own family is remarkable for

the prominence of that organ. Indeed
I had an uncle, a well-known entomo-

logist, whose nose was so long and set

at such a peculiar angle that he could

not smoke a cigarette without burning
the tip. He was a bachelor, a man of

considerable means, and I never forgot
him. The colour of people's eyes I

rarely notice, but I find a squint a de-

cided assistance to memory. Thus I

recognised an old schoolfellow who was
afflicted in this way after an interval of

upwards of forty years. But I ought
to add that he also had a pronounced
nose and a game leg. Voices, again, I

seldom forget. JOWETT'S voice, as 1

have noticed in my Conversations with
Celebrities (Vol. III. page 289), was of

a cheerful chirping timbre, that at once
arrested the ear, and bis nose too,

though not pronounced, was character-

istic (see page 294). Indeed I cannot

help thinking that it would be a safer

method for our police to take impres-
sions of the noses of criminals than to

rely on finger-prints. But as I have
dealt exhaustively with this subject in

my Luminous Lucubrations (Vol. IV.

page 792) I may content myself here
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Pacifist Visitor. "WELL, LITTLE MAID, AND WHERE is YOUR DADDY?'
P. V. "An! AND WHAT is HE DOING THERE?"
1'. V. "DEAR! DEAR! AND WHEN is HE COMING HOME?"

'

Small Scots Patriot. "Is FBAXCE."
S. S. P. (ttoutly).

" KILLING GEIUIMANS."
S. S. P. (very stoutly).

" WHEN HE 'a FEENISHED wi' THEM A'."

with a brief statement of my convic-

tion.

I ani, Yours faithfully,
IjKMUEL LONGM IHK.

A CKI/EL CONTKETF.MPS.

Emperor's Gate, S.W.

SIR, I much sympathize with those

whoso memory for faces plays them
false, having long suffered from this

defect. Ij; is not that I forget faces (in

this respect my memory is truly royal)
but that I am unable to pigeon-hole
their owners. For example, I remember

meeting a smartly-dressed man in Pall

Mall years ago whose face was perfectly
familiar. As he showed symptoms of

recognition 1 stopped and shook hands
with him, when to my horror it turned
out that it was my tailor, to whom at

the time 1 owed a rather heavy bill. I

am bound to say that he seemed even
more embarrassed than I was ; but I

don't think that tailors ought to fre-

quent Pall Mall during the daylight.
Yours faithfully,

" NOBLESSE OHLIGE."

A STRANGE STORY.

The Oaks, Gidlinyham.

SIB, This correspondence on the

subject of memory is most interesting.

Perhaps you will allow me to contribute
an experience of my own. As a rule,

my memory for names and faces is

excellent, but it is subject to occasional

lapses. For example a few years ago
a young man accosted me in the street

as I was leaving my house, reminding
mo that he had once been in my service

as a boot-boy. He knew my name,

though I had forgotten all about him,
and asked my assistance to enable him !

to pay his railway fare to Gloucester,
where his father was lying dangerously
ill. I lent him a sovereign, which he

promised to repay me ; but from that

day to this I have never heard from or

of him. Strange to say i found that

he had told a similar story to several

other residents in the neighbourhood.
As his narrative was most circumstan-

tial and his manner convincing, it has

occurred to me that he was also suffer-

ing from a lapse of memory, although
his last words to me were that he would
never forget my kindness.

I am, Sir, yours truly,
SAMUEL SWALLOW.

"LEST WE REMEMIIKH."

Look-ahead Institute,

', ''/, KiHijuiray.

Sin, Most contributors to this corre-

spondence proceed on the assumption
that a good memory is a blessing and
a thing to be cultivated. Personally I

am of opinion that it is far more im-

portant for success in life to cultivate

the art of judicious oblivion. As the

poet says,
" "Tig madness to remem-

ber, "Tis wisdom to forget." Acting on
this view I have organised a School of

Scientific Forgetfulness. Full particu-
lars will be sent on application to mo
at the 'subjoined address; but I may
say that my main aim is to disburden
the mind of useless knowledge and to

enable students to concentrate their

attention on the needs of the moment.
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ir/ o/ Profiteer.
" En CAN YOU TELL ME IF EP REALLY KKB PEOPLE EAT HERRINGS?"

Gratifying results have already been

obtained, and one of my pupils, whom
I have taught to eliminate all recollec-

tion of what he had learned at school

and the University, has been appointed
to an important post in the new Min-

istry of Information.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,
ANDREW THRUSTON.

The Passing of the Horse.
" Fifteen hundred dollars Sausage Making

Plant at sacrifice or exchange for five passenger
car (latest)." Montreal Daily Star.

"Tho Premier's wife also visited Samp-
stead, where she was met by 50 ladies in

national costume." Morning Post.

What exactly is the national costume of

the Hampstead Heathens ?

"Tho United States Government wireless

stations transmit the following message from

Washington: The Food Commission an-

nounces that the meatless days havo savec

140,000,000 pounds of beer in four months."
Manchester Paper.

Although it is perhaps unusual to

reckon beer by the pound, this is indeec

good news for the members of the

United Kingdom Alliance.

THE HOLE.
LINES TO A PROSPECTIVE TENANT.

THIS is The Hole ;
and here, my friend,

Your lessor all but met his end,

Only the gods were good
When out of heaven swung the bomb,

Diverting me a moment from

My day-long dreams of food.

Yet, as I organised a queue
Of such as congregate to view

Whatever sport 's afoot,

And heard men saying every minute
That "you could put two taxis in it

"

(But I had none to put)

I mostly wondered if you 'd mind
This gaping orifice behind
Your future kitchen-door ;

Yet fancied you 'd bo quite content

(If anything, I felt the rent

Should be a little more).

For think how scarce the croquet-lawns
In which this kind of crater yawns

So beautiful, so deep ;

In all this suburb, bruised and charred,

No hole is held in more regard
And you can have it cheap.

Only you must not fill it in,

But for all time the Prussians' sin

Shall be attested here ;

Others may mend their premises,
We 'II keep our wreckage as it is,

The perfect souvenir.

Save that around shall yew-treos grow
And some small tablet let men know
How nearly I was downed,

And folk will come in flocks to see

Who would not visit you or me
On any other ground.

And if your friends' war-ardour dies,

Or should your terrier fraternise

With dachshunds in the street,

Show them the hole and tell them bits

About the wickedness of Fritz

And how ho must be boat.

Maybe the croquet won't be grand,
But what a hazard lies at hand

For clock-golf, don't you think?

Or you may line the thing with tin

For gold-fish to revolve therein

Or puppy dogs to drink.

And since men say no second shell

Where one has fallen ever fell,

And I should like to know,
When next you hear the Archies roll

Please put your household in the hole,

And see if this is so. A. P. H.
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MADE IN GERMANY.
CIVILIZATION. "WHAT'S THAT SUPPOSED TO EEPEESENT?"
IMPERIAL ARTIST. " WHY, PEACE,' OF COURSE."

CmLizATiox. "WELL, I DON'T RECOGNISE IT AND I NEVER SHALL."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, March 4th. In moving
that a grant of twenty-five thousand

pounds be made to the widow of Sir

STANLEY MAUDE the PRIME MINISTER

paid a noble tribute to this very perfect

gentle knight who, after deeds that

restored the Nation's faith in itself, fell

a victim to his own chivalry. The
motion was approved nemine contradi-

centf, Mr. SNOWDEN being nobody.

My congratulations to Lieutenant-

Colonel WILL THORNE on his new rank

and to the 1st Battalion Essex Volun-

teers on having a C.O. who, in addition

to other merits, has a voice that should

be the envy of the sergeants' mess.

The MINISTER FOK AGRICULTURE was
much heckled regarding the shortage
of pigs, and when told that not a single

sty should be left unfilled, was under-

stood to say .that that depended more

upon the sows in the country than

upon the bores at Westminster. The
House had a further proof of Mr.

PROTHERO'S practical knowledge of

farming when, in alluding to the relax-

ation of local by-laws, he casually re-

marked that " no man minds the smell

of his own pig."

Tuesday, March 5th. Ot all the

Members of the House the last I should
have suspected, primd facie, of sym-
pathy with Bolshevism is Mr. MORRELL,
who is the brother-in-law of a Duke
and dresses the part to perfection. But
Pacifism, like Poverty, introduces one to

strange associates, and Mr. MOEHELL,
it appears, has in public meeting
advised the British proletariat to adopt
Eussian methods. But if he wants to

be taken seriously he must grow a
beard d la LENIN and eschew clean
collars and soap.

It was, of course, very ungenerous of

Mr. LYNCH and Mr. PKINGLE to com-

plain that Sir ERIC GEDDES was read-

ing his speech, and the SPEAKER was
quite right in rebuking them. All the
same I think the FIRST LORD, who can
make a very good speech if he cares to,
would find that his statements of naval

policy would gain in effectiveness if he
trusted more to his memory and less

to his manuscript.
For one Parliamentary innovation,

however, he deserves our thanks, and
that was the exhibition of an immense
diagram, illustrating the downward
tendency of the U-boat depredations.
There are other orators who might
with advantage imitate this method.
In fact there are some whose speeches
would be more enjoyable if they were
all diagrams.
The best news that Sir ERIC had to

impart was that the Allies have at last
realised the necessity of uniformity in

naval as well as military policy; the

worst was that owing to labour troubles

(for I didn't gather that he attributed

any blame to Admiralty methods of

dealing with the shipbuilding trade) our

|
output had fallen far below last year's
record.

Tin; ENVY OF THE SERGEANTS' MESS.

T.T.-CoL. WILL THOHNE.

Wednesday, March Gilt. Visitors

who repaired to the Upper House ill

the hope of hearing some brilliant

epigrams from Lord EIHKLESDALK, who
sought a return of the Government's
"
semi-ministerial, semi-departmental,

and semi-official
"

appointments, had
first to sit through a debate on the

important but seldom exhilarating topic
of foot-and-mouth disease. This de-

EEIC; OB, LITTLE BY LITTLE.
' There 's as bad fish in the sea as ever camo

out of it."

Sin Enic GEDDES.

pressing prelude may have taken the

sparkle out of Lord EIDBLESDALE, who
was not nearly so sprightly as usual.
In fact the best joke of the afternoon
came from Lord HYLTON, who on behalf
of the Government refused to give the
return because it would use up too
much paper.
On this subject Parliament is waking

up. In the Commons complaint was
made that a pamphlet published by the
Board of Agriculture contained two
pages of complimentary matter, and
Sir E. WINFREY promised that such a

lapse from official frigidity should not
occur again. In future the motto of

i lie. departments will be that of the

Dictionary of National Biography,
" No

flowers, by request."
Like all popular assemblies the House

of Commons passes rapidly from mood
to mood. Members of all parties were

plunged in sadness this afternoon by
the untimely deatli of JOHN EEDMONU,
snatched away just when his distracted

country most needed his moderating
influence. Of the many tributes paid
to his memory none was more moving
than the few simple words in which
Sir EDWARD CARSON told of a friend-

ship begun when they went on the
Leinster circuit together and lasting
unshattered by all the storms of poli-
tical controversy.

Within an hour Sir EDWARD was the
centre of a very different scene. Chal-

lenged to say whether he approved of

the supersession of Lord JELLICOE he
startled tho House by tho revelation

that, though a member of the Wai-
Cabinet at tho time, he had never been
consulted on the subject, and that he
considered it" a national calamity." Sir

CHARLES SEELY was not expressing a

solitary view when he said, "May I ask
whether there is any Government? "

From Mr. BONAU LAW we learned

that there is a Government, but that it

is not considered necessary to consult

it over such trivialities us the appoint-
ment of the director of our naval

strategy. That is a matter solely for

the civilian who happens to be First

Lord, who may, however, and in this

instance did, take the opinion of an-

other civilian who happens to be Prime
Minister.

Thursday, March lih. Mr. BYRNE
seemed to be disappointed to learn

that in Ireland (where Mr. DUKE has
been engaged in teaching tho young
idea not to shoot) no prisoners are now
being forcibly fed, and that those who
refuse to take food have to take the

consequences instead. He does not

approve of these substitutes.

That indefatigable sleuthhound, Major
HUNT, scored a notable triumph. His

discovery that " a large silk manu-
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Medical Officer. "BLESS ME, MY LAD, WHAT DO YOU WEIGH?" Recruit. "
ElOHT-BTUN-TWO, INCLUDING BONE, SlB."

factory" in Staffordshire bad been pur-
chased by

" a Gorman woman " was

pronounced by Sir ALBERT STANLEY to

be singularly accurate, save that " the

large silk manufactory
" was a small

fancy- shop, and that "the German
woman "

had been married to an

Englishman for fifteen years.
Even in these days a Vote of Credit

for six hundred millions is rather a

largo dose to swallow at a single gulp,
hut Mr. BONAR LAW sugar-coated his

pill with the explanation that it would
enable the House to have a long holiday
at Whitsuntide. As be also announced
a slight but welcome diminution in the

daily rate of expenditure, and furnished

a candid but, on the whole, encouraging
account of the position on our numer-
ous fronts, there was little criticism,

and the Vote was carried just in time
for Members to be " marooned "

in the

Tubes. .

What our Pro-Consuls have to suffer.

"To-day is tho Governor's birthday. His

Kxcelleney's quotation ill Lady Bertram's

Birthday Book is

Vis consili cxpcrs mnle mil sua.
His Excellency's career in Coylon has

already verified its truth." Ct'i/lon Paper.

"There were in the Dominion large quantities
of S. 1'. Hagmim muss, found to bo suitable
for dressing wounds."

Taranaki l>,til;i AVws (AVw Zealand).
We welcome the appearance of this new
scientist.

APPEALS TO THE YOUNG.
PEOPLE who say that there is any

lack of enterprise in tho thousand-and-
one Ministries of economy and propa-
ganda aro wofully out of it. Energy
is conspicuous everywhere. An idea

of the thoroughness with which the
Food-Control authorities are doing their

job may bo gathered by a few extracts

Irom the advance proofs of a series of

new versions of favourite tales for

children which are about to bo issued

on tho principle that you cannot catch
tho mind too tender.

We do not quote the stories in full,

but merely those parts where tho hand
of tho FOOD -CONTROLLER has fallen

heaviest. Here, for example, is a vital

passage from the revision of

" Little Red Riding-Hood ":

" Now, Eiding-Hood,"said her mother,
"I want you to take this basket of eat-

ables over to your grannie's."
" What have you put into it, mother?

"

asked the little girl.
" There 's a pound of butter, a dozen

eggs and six sausages," was tho reply.
" But, my dear mother," exclaimed

the child, "have you not read about
rations? This is a very unpatriotic and

dangerous proceeding."
" Nonsense !

"
said her mother

;

" tho

only danger is the Wolf."
" On the contrary," replied Little Red

Riding-Hood,
" I consider tho Wolf as

comparatively negligible. What I fear

is Lord BHONDDA. My conscience also

forbids me to contravene the regula-
tions."

" Bloss you, my daughter !

"
said her

mother. " What a treasure you are!

I was only testing your character and
nosv I am satisfied."

And with those words Little Red

Riding-Hood was presented with a now
shilling, a beautiful doll and a packet
of Lupicidc.
A somewhat similar motive is to be

found in tho next extract :

From the new " Hansel and Gretel."

The two hungry children were walk-

ing hand-in-hand in the dark forest.

At length they saw in front of them a

clearing among the trees.
" A house!

"
cried Hansel; and they

both began to run towards it.

" Such a curious little cottage," they
exclaimed when they came near it.

. In a few minutes they had reached

it, and Grotel, struck by something odd
about the appearance of it, touched the

wall with her hand. "
Wiry, it 's built

of cake," she cried delightedly.
" And tho roof is made of butter-

scotch," said her brother as he broke
off a piece.

" And it 's good too," he
added as well as ho could with his

mouth too full.

So tho children ale till their hunger
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"IS IT VEBY POWERFUL?"
"IT IS, LADY. FOE INSTANCE IF THERE WAS A GOTHA TWO MILES UP IT WOULD BEING IT DOWN TO FIVE HUNDRED YARDS."
"AND THEN I SUPPOSE ONE OF OUR EIFLEMEN WOULD DEAL WITH IT?"

left them. Then, being well brought
up, they began to reflect that perhaps
they were doing wrong.

"
No, little

sister," said Hansel gravely,
" we will

not go to the front-door. This is food-

hoarding a crime against the State."
"
Yes," said Gretel,

" and peculiarly

ingenious too, for who would think of

seeking for hidden comestibles among
the materials of the very fabric of the

building?"
"
Exactly so," replied Hansel,

" and
the guilt of the hoarder thus becomes
the more serious. Let us hasten away
and find a policeman."
So the two little patriots wandered on,

although suffering the pangs of greed,
until their search was rewarded. . . .

It is generally supposed that the

story of Blue Beard illustrates callous

turpitude to the full. But the Food
Department have a different opinion,
and in their version of the legend
other and even more serious crimes are
added to his account : duplicity and an
anti-social spirit almost beyond de-

scription.

From the new "Blue Beard."

After her husband had gone and the
last sound of his car had died away the

wife of Blue Beard tiptoed up the stairs

and came to the door of the secret

room. In defiance of all his instruc-

tions and in breathless haste she tried

the keys, and at length found one which
turned in the lock.

She paused and, placing her hand on
her bosom to still the tumultuous beat-

ing of her heart, she silently entered and
closed the door behind her.

Some hours later her lord returned
and found her seated in her boudoir,

pale but collected. Gazing into her eyes
he said sternly,

" Have you visited the
secret room in my absence, madam ?

"

The colour mounted to her cheeks
as she ran and threw her arms about
his neck. "You darling," she cried,
tears of joy coursing down her rosy
cheeks,

" how kind of you ! not to let

me know ! such heaps of margarine,
such quantities of sugar, such

"
Hush, my dear," said her dastard

lord, looking round him with the appre-
hensive manner peculiar to the worst
kind of citizen ;

" remember the ser-

Polyphone for Gramophone.
"
Parrot, grand talker ;

4 years ;
will ex-

change for good Gramophone and Records."
Manchester Paper.

Shortage.
A certain young woman of Hoddesdon
Asked for lunch and they gave her a

modest 'un.
" We 've no butter or bread
Or potatoes," they said,

"And all the rish (even the cod) is done."

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENT. No,
Horace, the quotation,

" His fair round

belly with food-coupons lined," is not,
as you suppose, from BACON'S As You
Like It, but from RHONDDA'S Whether
You Like It Or Not.

"Wo can honestly recommend those who
were not there last night to go to-night to

another performance they are having at the
Church of England Institute commencing at
9.30 and we feel sure that it will please even
the most exacting. The funeral takes place
this evening." Hyderabad Bulletin.

The English take their pleasures sadly
even in India.

UNION,

"BANDS OP HOPE,
43E1) ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

Staggering Possibilities."

Local Paper.

Surely these are just the possibilities
which Bands of Hope were intended
to prevent.
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DEEDS THAT OUGHT TO WIN THE V.C.

THE SUB-LIEUTENANT TAKES THE ADMIRAL'S Ql

THE FAMILY MOTTO.
" Ab uno disce o?nni:i," remarked the

Adjutant, who had been examining
some German prisoners aiid was dis-

coursing on the manners of the Bosch.
In the old days, when we despised

margarine and matches, the Adjutant
was a classical master at a public school,

and he still talks, as the Colonel once
told him,

"
like the end pages of the

dictionary."
"Your knowledge of Latin makes

you the boat misunderstood man in

the division," observed the Captain.

"Yesterday, for example, my orderly
asked mo where Quoante was, and what
it had to do with the War. That
floored me, but on making inquiries I

found he had heard you remark that

wo seemed to bo fighting now chiefly
to restore the stains quo ante. He was
under the impression that you said the

'State of Quoante,' and thought the

place must be one of the South Ameri-
can Republics.
"The Sergeant-Major, by the way,

seems to think your Latin tags are mi

original form of swearing. It would be

a revelation to you, old chap, to hear
him freely interpreting them to de-

faulters. And you should notice the

subalterns looking intelligent when you

are talking like a Roman senator. Re-
minds me of young Fudge, who hadn't

enough Latin to enable him to trans-

late his family motto.
"
Fudge, in spite of his unhappy

name, was quite a nice lad, the son of a

Midland manufacturer who had adapted
his plant to make aeroplane parts in-

stead of household ironmongery; and
soon after the youngster joined us as a

|

subaltern his father got a knighthood
j

because he paid such a lot of excess

profits tax. With the knighthood he

promptly acquired from the College of

Heralds a coat-of-arms and a family
j

motto of the "canting" kind, in

Latin, of course.
" The fellow who prepared the motto

must have been a bit of a humourist,
and he took advantage of old Fudge's

ignorance of Latin to explain that its

meaning was,
' Death has no fears for a

Fudge.' The old chap wrote to his son

his stationery was embellished with

the now coat-of-arnis urging him to

memorise the motto and say it when he

found himself in a tight corner. Young
Fudge, as I have said, had no Latin,

but he got the family motto by heart,

and always used it when he was just
about to go over the top. The men of

his platoon thought it was a prayer or

that he was cursing Fritz in Greek, and

some of them even took to shouting it

themselves as they went into action.

The Bosches must have revised their

opinion of British culture when they
heard our men bawling Latin, and they

usually bolted Irke rabbits.
" That motto certainly seemed to

inspire Fudge. He did well, was twice

mentioned in despatches, got his second

pip, and was awarded the M.C. Then
one night in Moss, when in an expan-
sive mood he quoted his family motto,
'

^fl'lius fuqerc qitam Jiuiri,' another
man told him that it meant ' 'Tis better

to fly than to die
'

; aud poor Fudge
crumpled up."

" Your moral seems to be that ignor-
ance of Latin is a good thing," re-

marked the Adjutant.
" But in the

end it let him down badly."
" Not at all," responded the Captain.

" When he recovered from the shock
ho had an inspiration. Under the im-

pression that 'fi/ere
'

indicated night

through the air, he transferred to the

Flying Corps, and now flaunts his

family motto with greater conviction

than ever."

From a patent medicine testimonial :

" No\v I cat whatever I desire."

Weekly Paper.
lord RHONDDA must be told about this.
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THE LAST POT.

LET others hymn the weariness and pain

(Or, if they will, the glory and the glamour)
Of holding fast, from Flanders to Lorraine,

The thin brown line at which the Germans hammer
;

My Muse, a more domesticated maid,

Aspires to sing a song of Marmalade.

Marmalade! 1 do not mean the sort,

Sweet marrow-pulp, for babes and maidens fitter,

But that wherein the golden fishes sport

On orange seas (with just a dash of bitter),

Not falsely coy, but eager to parade
Their Southern birth in short, O Marmalade !

Much have I sacrificed : my happy home,

My faith in experts' figures, half my money,
The fortnight that I meant to spend in Eome,

My weekly effort to be fairly funny ;

But these are trifles, light as air when weighed

Against this other Breakfast Marmalade.

Fair was the porridge in the days of peace,
And still more fair the cream and sugar taken ;

Plump were the twin poached eggs, yet not obese,

Upon their thrones of toast, and crisp the bacon

1 face their loss undaunted, unafraid,

If only I may keep my Marmalade.

An evening press without CALLISTHENES ;

A tabless Staff; immobilised spaghetti;
A SHAW with whom the Common Man agrees ;

A ZAMBRV searching vainly for NP:GRETTI;
When spades are trumps, a hand without a spade
So is my breakfast lacking Marmalade.

O BHONDDA (Lord) ! 0. KEILLER! Dundee!

O CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, Limited! O Seville!

O orange groves along the Middle Sea !

(O Jaffa, for example ! ) O the devil

Let Beef and Butter, Eolls and Eabbits fade,

But give me back my love,' my Marmalade.===== A - A - M-

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GERMAN Emperor and the Emperor of AUSTRIA.)

The Emperor of Austria. I say, Uncle. By tho way,
may I call you Uncle?
The German Emperor. Certainly you may call me Uncle

if you like. But why should you wish to ?

The E..of A. Oh, you've been very kind to me, you
know, in initiating me into the deepest secrets of state-

craft, and I felt that wo were more than merely one Emperor
to another. Anyhow:, a sort of irresistible Uncle feeling
came over me. But you 're quite sure you don't mind ?

The G. E. Quite sure. (Aside) What is ho driving at ?

(Aloud) And shall wo now begin our lecture?

T/t5 E. of A. Yes, Uncle, directly. But first, as your
dutiful nephew, I want to tell you something which struck

me as rather witty. Mind you stop mo if you 've heard it.

The G. E. I own I don't much care for witty strokes.

The E. of A. No, I know you don't. But you 're sure to

like this one. It 's really funny, and made me laugh a

good deal.

The G. E. Well, then, out with it.

The E. of A. Listen, then. They are saying in Vienna
that my glorious predecessor, the Emperor FBANCIS
JOSEPH
The G. E. A good man if ever there was one.

The E. of A. Yes, 1 know. Well, they say about him
that he is not really dead.

The G. E. I wish I could think so.

The E. of A. You don't quite mean that, do you, Uncle ?

Because, you know, if he were alive I should not be where
I am, and you and I would not be holding sweet converse

together.
The G. E. Oh, in that sense of course I did not mean it.

But proceed with your witty stroke.

The E. of A. Well, they say in Vienna that our revered

FRANCIS JOSEPH is not dead, hut that he sold his soul to

you in order to be young again, and that I, the Emperor
CHARLES, am not myself but am only a continuation of

FRANCIS JOSEPH, and that some day you will fetch me
away with an army of little goblins. Ha ! ha ! But I see

you don't laugh.
The- G. E. Laugh, indeed! How should a German

Emperor laugh when he finds himself compared to Mephis-
tophelcs ? For that is what it comes to.

The E. of A. How clever of you to see it at once! But
I am sorry you don't think it funny. It really means that

you are the devil of a fellow, and that I am only the slave

of your will. If I don't mind I don't see why you should.

But some people never get accustomed to our Viennese

lightheartedness. .

The G. E. (aside). A strange idea of lightheartedness
this young man seems to have. (Aloud) I must find out

if there is any witty story about you in Berlin, so that I

may tell it to you.
The E. of A. Yes, do. Then we shall know si nn Allemand

2)cut avoir de Vesprit.
The G. E. (awfully). YOUNG MAN !

The E. of A. Oh, I'm not frightened of you, Uncle. I

used to be, but I 've got over that. I try to teach myself to

respect you as a worthy man striving to do what he can in

a world that is wicked enough to have almost ceased to

believe in him:- You ought to -be grateful to me, Uncle.

If I wore really FRANCIS JOSEPH you might have found

things more difficult, for he know a great deal and was not

often liable to be deceived.' However, let us proceed with

the lecture. What is the subject to-day?
The G. E. The subject is, How a Monarch shall earn the

love of his subjects and the affectionate esteem of the whole

world. Have you your notebook ready? Then we will

begin. [Left, lecturing.

Another Impending Apology.
" At a meeting of the Parks Committee of the Birmingham City

Council yesterday, tho Administrative Sub-committee expressed the

opinion that it was in the interests of food-production that pigs should

be kept in some of the city parks. They, accordingly, recommended
that the superintendent should bo kept in some of the city parks."

Liverpool Evening Express.

"FAST CRUISERS FOR BRAZIL.
BUENOS AYRES, Friday.

Congress is considering a project for increasing the credit for the

fleet by fifty millions of gold pesos (normally 10,000,000), with a view

to tho construction of fast cruisers, submarines, hydroplanes, mines
and naval stations." Evening Paper.

The self-sacrificing attitude of Argentina towards her former

naval rival should receive the widest publicity.

"General Wanted
; good homo, high wages on munition scale, and

hardly any work
;
use of piano, bicycle, and drawing-room to enter-

tain her friends ; mistress will teach maid two modern languages, and
master will instruct hor in conic sections and the differential cal

culus." Sltfficld Daily Telegraph.

Mr. Punch is much obliged to the numerous correspondents
who have sent him the above paragraph, but he deprecates

jocosity on really serious subjects.
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The Ymtngtter. "I SUPPOSE YOU WAS SOMETHINK ELSE AFOBB YOU TOOK TO SOLDIERING?"
The Veteran. "Yus. WHEN I WERE A NIPPBB I USED TO SOUND TUB 'ALL CLEAB!' ox HAIO SIGHTS IN LONDON."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

PERCEIVING that Simple Souls (CASSELI,) was going to

amuso me, I said to myself that I would turn down the
corner of any page that held a specially quotable or enter-

taining passage a practice, I hasten to. add, only permis-
sible to the reviewer. Somewhere towards the end of

chapter two, however, I abandoned this plan. Moderation,
even in dog's-ears, must bo observed. The fact is that

Mr. JOHN HASTINGS TITUNKU has, as be6ts a dramatist, an

aptitude for " linos
"

that makes Simple Souls one of the
most titillating stories that I have met for a very long
time. I wish I could add that the tale is as credible as it

is amusing ; but I think that even Mr. TURNER can hardly
have hoped for many souls so simple as to believe in the

idealistic Duke of Wt/nningham and his quixotic union with
a daughter of the people* to whom he had once given tea at

the Zoological Gardens. But despite this unreality some

quality of a whimsical fairy-tale beauty in the drawing of

the two chief characters, and, above all, Mr. TURNER'S gift
of fantastic dialogue, give the book an appeal greater than

anything that its improbable scheme would suggest. I am
not saying that the wit, admirable as it is, does not some-
times get a little in the way of tho story. The epigrammatic
facility of almost every character may prompt a suspicion
that they are only Mr. TURNER himself in different dis-

guises ;
I say almost every character, for there is one excep-

tion at least in the Duchess's alcoholic father, a tiny portrait
of admirable fidelity and observation. Now and again the
author seems unable to resist "

playing the lion too," with

the result that some wildly audacious mot leaves tho reader
so dissolved in happy laughter as to be forgetful of the
situation. But as an irresponsible entertainment Simple
Souls remains a notable and indeed brilliant success.

'Though Miilhrrry Springs (UNWIN) is officially, and no
doubt in fact, a first novel, I believe I am right in saying
that its author, Miss MARGAHKT STORRS TURNER, is no
novice in publication. She lias now proved that she can
write a very agreeable comedy of intrigue, which would bo
moro than twice as good if it were rather less than half as

long. When Marie Louise was so abruptly deserted by
her fascinating father, on their way to the English home
that she had never seen, I looked forward (encouraged by
this excellent start) to a book full of the most entertaining
adventures. But somehow, when tho now impecunious
heroine had lx>on installed, under an alias, a^ social

organizer to the rising health-resort of Mulberry Springs,
most of the pleasant possibilities of the situation seemed
to molt away in floods of not very interesting talk. To
be mistaken first for' a princess, then for an adventuress,
seemed an insufficiently distinguished fate for so altogether
charming a heroine. And by tho time wo passed to more
strenuous happenings, not without drama, I have to con-

fess that the verbosity of everyone had begun to get a littlo

on my nerves. " I think you have the gift of springing
straight into the middle of things, without troubling about
the beginning or thinking of tho end," tho mother of Marie
Louise said to her. I have to rupoat the same criticism

to Miss TURNED, with a regret that, onco in the middle
of things, she flings about her such a cloud of words that
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beginning, middle and end are equally obscured. Wit, how-

ever, she lias already by nature; brevity will come by art,

and fulfil in a second novel (I hope) the promise of her first.

If you are an enthusiast for action untrammelled by the

probabilities, The Man of Sili-i-r Mount (CASSELL) is just

the book for you. Never, I venture to say, has hero wrung
from a modest allowance of time and space a tithe of

the adventures, hairbreadth escapes, desperate encounters,

bolts from the blue and gods from the machine that young
Han-y Dixon, its hero, enjoys. From the moment that

the good ship Dunbar sinks beneath the wave, leaving him
at the mercy of the elements and a couple of blood-

thirsty Mexicans, life for him may be described as one

continuous vaudeville. Far bo it from mo to do Mr. MAX
I'KMBKHTON the disservice of telling you how Silver Mount,
an island of the blest in the middle of the Atlantic, came to

be inhabited by the old Man and his band of desperados.
These and the cockatoos are

but a few of the objects of

interest to be encountered in

an island compared with which
tbe locus in quo of the Swiss

Family Iiobinson was as dull

as Battersea Park. For one

thing there is always a fight go-

ing on somewhere, and Harry
Dixon finds it every time. He
is there when the minions of

the Mexican Republic come to

smoke the old Man out, and
when the latter starts to wipe
the island clean of its Eliza-

bethan aborigines Harry is

still in the thick of it. When
the German fleet arrives (sub-

sequent to August, 1914) and

prepares to massacre every-

body, Master Dixon, reinforced

by an American detective, re-

mains in active eruption.

Finally, when the British fleet

appears and obliterates the

enemy, he is to be found

assisting at the obsequies.
And as it is patently impossi-
ble for anything to happen to

the Britisli fleet there is no-

thing left for it but that every-

predeceased his wife ;
but he failed to my great satisfaction,

for he really was a prince of bounders. Still I have a

grievance against Miss BlLBBBBAO for making me more
interested in Syd's failure than in anyone's success. And
that in a book of this genre is not quite right. Where, as

always, Miss SILBEBRAD triumphs is in the drawing of

character and in easy natural dialogue. I wish she would
leave mysteries to writers of less distinction.

DIXON SCOTT already has an enduring memorial in his

posthumous volume of brilliant studies of Men of Letters,
to which the versatile and appreciative MAX contributed a

preface. Follows a friend Mr. BERTRAM SMITH with a

sheaf of the young soldier-journalist's thoughts on A Number
of Things (FouLis). This handsome book betrays the fact

that for all his skill in the handling of words ho was better

journalist than essayist. His essays seem to miss the calm
reflective mood. They are restless, crammed full of good

] things, be it admitted, but still

crammed, uneasy and over-

elaborate. But a too vivid im-

agination is a fault rare enough
to count as a very considerable

virtue, and it is here found in

conjunction with a capacity
for taking exquisite pains.
And SCOTT could see. Perhaps
the best instance of this power
is the uncannily perceptive

"Motoring by Night" though
I would hazard that this would
be by no means his own fav-

ourite. He would no doubt have

preferred those studies of the

country by the ecstatic towns-
man which seem a little unreal.

S.O.S. AT SUBUEBAN PICTURES.

fin cases of emergency affecting any of the audience messages
are sometimes thrown on the screen by the courtesy of tho

u" 7"" u
YCl

^" management.]
thing and everybody should I

end happily, everybody, that is, who hasn't stopped
something in the stirring events of the previous few days.
Our hero returns safely to his native Edinburgh with a

wife, a fortune and the makings of a reputation for being
the biggest liar north of the Tweed,
reasonable-minded hero could expect.

More than that no

Should you agree with the publishers you will think
Tho Lynwood Affair (HUTCHINSON)

" another of those

stirring romances which, without being a detective tale,

has all the movement of an exciting mystery." Well, a mys-
tery it is, but of such an annsmic kind that very little excito-

ment is to be had out of it. Lady Lynwood, who for sub-
stantial reasons was unpopular with the family into which
she had married, died suddenly in her bed about 3.30 A.M.,
and on the same date and with equal abruptness her hus-
band died in a railway carriage at 3.45 A.M. Hence com-

plications familiar to the Law. In this case Syd Bond, Lady
Lynwood' s brother, sought to prove that the baronet had

I wish to treat Problems of
the Peace (ALLEN AND UNWIN)
with scrupulous fairness, but I

confess that it contains hardly
an argument that does not
leave me violently uncon-
vinced. The writer, WILLIAM
HARBUTT DAW SON, is an ex-

ponent of the "concessional"
school at (I should suppose)
its highest; development. Be-

ginning with some admirable

generalities about the world's

need of a peace, founded, not on treaties, but ideals, he

proceeds to elaborate this theory into a policy that in-

volves the concession to Germany of practically all the

points at issue. If, therefore, you retain any lingering

hopes of punishment for brutal aggression you must pre-

pare, under Mr. DAWSON'R tuition; to shed them now, or else

leave the book severely alone. When a writer heads almost
all his chapters with a quotation from RICHARD COBDEN it

can hardly astonish anyone to find the contents of those

chapters fiercely antagonistic to the " economic weapon."
The author happens also to be gently impartial on the sub-

ject of Alsace-Lorraine, and sympathetic towards the Impe-
rial aims of all Empires but our own. I hope I am not unfair,

for example, in taking Mr. DAWSON'S attitude towards the

German Colonies, which he would, of course, return practi-

cally en bloc, as typical of a policy that would not only
hasten to "grasp the blood-stained hand," but tactfully

press into it a substantial honorarium. It is, I confess,
an ideal that astounds me.
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CHAR1VARIA.
LATEST reports from Whitehall indi-

cate that nothing is being done to curb

the excesses of the Red Tape Guard.

V
" After what has taken place in

Russia," said a Conscientious Objector
at Tower Bridge Police Court,

"
I am

prepared to fight." Unfortunately for

the Bolsheviks the decision arrived too

late, but LENIN is said to be keeping
the man's name by him for use in any
further wars. + *

*

" I should like to see a number of

Hindoos imported solely to make cuvry,"
writes "Anglo-Indian"
in the Press. We have

often wondered what

kept Anglo-Indians so

fierce. % *

Some pictures said to

be worth several thous-

and pounds have been
taken from the Brine
Baths Hotel, Nantwich ,

despite the fact that

under the Defence of

the Realm Acts the

stealing of pictures is

illegal. * #

"What is a dud?"
asked Sir JOHN BADDE-
LKY at the Guildhall.

We suspect Sir JOHN of

having an eye on a

High Court judgeship.

We understand that

Japan has decided upon
what course to take in

regard to Russia, but
is still open to receive

suggestions from our

newspaper critics.

Following closely upon the recent

bank amalgamations comes the news
that a North of England gentleman
with a margarine-card has arranged to

amalgamate witli a London stockbroker
with a meat-card.

*
*

Commenting on the death of the no-

torious Captain of Koepenick, th-

nische /,ntun<j refers to him as "the

only man who ever succeeded in making
the German Army look ridiculous."

This is the kind of subtle flattery that
the HOHKN/.OLLERNS really appreciate.

* *

The Huns are distributing a publica-
tion called the " Anti-Northcliffe Mail

"

MEAT-SHORTAGE IN BINGOLAND.
SUSPICIOUS HOUSEWIFE DISCOVERS BUTCHER HOARDING AN ELEPlIiSIT FOB

BOOK CUSTOMERS.

An absentee at Lambeth was said

to have been dodging the army since

June, 1916. The War Office, however,
wishes it to be understood, in expla-
nation of its apparent inactivity, that

during this period it has had other dis-

tractions. ... #
*

We are informed by a statistician

that, if enemy aircraft visit the Metro-

polis every night, any resident in

Greater London may expect to be
killed on an average once in every four

hundred years. ... ...

The GOVERNOR of New Jersey has
issued a proclamation requiring all able-

bodied men to work or go to gaol. It

is thought that he must have been read-

ing some of our Parliamentary reports.

to British officer prisoners, and it is

thought likely that Mr. RAMSAY MAC-
DONALD should henceforth have a still

warmer place in his heart fcr his

"German friends."
* *

The German Federal Council has

passed an ordinance permitting tobacco

manufacturers to use the leaves of all

kinds of shrubs as substitutes for to-

bacco. The chemicals which went to

the manufacture of the German cigar
of commerce are now required for even
more terrible purposes.

* *
*

An evening paper is asking its readers

which is the windiest place in London.
So far this is quite the brightest jour-
nalistic idea for distracting attention

from the reduced size of newspapers.

tune twenty-seven years ago lias just
been fined tivo pour. uling. If

she had only notified the authorities of

what was about to occur, how different

everything might be to-dav.
* *

The Food Ministry announces that

one coupon will now purchase a double

quantity of bacon, provided the con-
sumer is content with gammon. Several

elderly ladies have written to Lord
RHONDDA expressing their pained sur-

prise at this ill-timed levity.

...

Boys under seventeen are to bo ex-

cluded from Liverpool billiard hulls, and
some of them are complaining bitterly

that if this sort of thing
is to be permitted there

might as well not be a

war on at all.

* *

A contemporary calls

attention to the fact

that more deaths are
caused by motor - cars
than by aeroplanes.
Still the motor - cars

have of course, had
more practice.

" ANGLO - BRITISH
FRIENDSHIP."

Headline in "
City Press."

A very necessary hint to

fomenters of domestic
strife.

"
Turning over the faded

pages of a century-oldmaga-
zine the other day, I chanced

upon ... a kind of an-

thology of the poems of

certain Dublin chimney-
sweepers of a hundred years
ago or thereabouts. . . . One
of the best specimens in the
selection is a piece from the
PEN OF A CLIMBINO-BOY,
named Billy Doyle, whose

employer, Daniel O'Brien, also wooed the nurse
in his dingy cellar abode." Irish Paper.

This lady must not be confused with
the heroine of SCOTT'S line,

" Fit nurse for a poetic child."

" As INDIAN ARTIST. ' Twelve Portraits
'

is the title of portfolio published by Mr. Amal
Home containing pencil sketches of some
notables of Bengal by Mr. Mukul C. Dey. Sir
J. G. Woodroffe write an introduction inwhich
he describes Mr. Dey as ' one of those young
Indians who have be the commencing of aa
Indian artich one under the influence of what
seems to rcmaissancc and is himself a notable

extinguish.' Mr. Dey's write his was ap-

pendi both in America and Europe and he is

the just Indian either. The sketches in the

portpolio show great event and we agree with
Sir John Woodroffe that the artist his seized

the fundamental characterise of his sitters."

The Englishman (Calcutta).

We do not know to what school of art

Mr. DEY belongs, but the printer is un-
A woman who told the KAISER'S for-

; donbtedly an impressionist.

Vill .
.
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DILEMMA OF AN ANTI-PATRIOT.

WHEN Britain first at their command
Who swear by Jingo's name was

led on

Against my wish to take a hand
In Europe's ghastly Armageddon,

I urged with all my vocal powers
That this was no affair of ours.

Though Germany's aggressive views

I could not greet with acclamation,

In taking sides one has to choose

One's own or else the other nation ;

And I 've contended all along
That England always must be wrong.

And when they talked of Teuton shame,
Of Belgium butchered by the enemy,

I called for proofs, reserved my blame,

And would not let these tales en-

venom me,
Or change the burden of my song
That England anyhow was wrong.

She claimed to follow Freedom's ways
And do to death the foe that barred

'em ;

I pointed, in a pregnant phrase,
To Liberty in league with Tsardom !

What were we doing in this galley ?

And none could face that crushing sally.

At length the Bolsheviks appeared,

Standing as Russia's liberators ;

I waved my cap in air and cheered

These noble self-determinators ;

On peace-at-any-price I found
Their attitude was very sound.

And now my two loves fight like cats,

And I between am torn asunder,
Not knowing which to shout for

that 's

The horrid doubt I 'm labouring
under ;

Which am I (both can't well be right),
Pro-German or Pro-Trotskyite ?

O. S.

THE WATCH DOGS.
LXXI.

MY DEAR CHARLES, Oh, what a

tangled web ! First I disguise myself in

khaki, grow a bristling moustache and
a tapering waist and pretend to be a

soldier; and then, when I am really

beginning to deceive everybody, includ-

ing myself, I am thrust into a gent's
winter suiting and a soft hat and have
to pretend to be a quite harmless
civilian. And now I ask myself, what
am I really? War is indeed an odd

thing and plays queer tricks with a

man. If they gave me a sou'-wester
and a torpedo and told me to push off

and be a sailor, I 've got to such a state

that I 'd do it and ask no questions

except about pay and allowances.
It is a most peculiar thing, but all

the Huns in this part of the world

have large napping ears. There is in

our own hostel a peculiarly long-eared

young man, dressed just like a gentle-

man, who has come to sit at the next

table, in order to hear all about it.

I say some very indiscreet things about

my pay ; and I 'm quite sure he is re-

porting to his chiefs, who sit at the

other end of the room and pretend they
don't know him, that there is a growing
discontent among officers in the British

Army as to their financial position, and
that a mutiny on the subject may be

expected at any moment.
He is a most fascinating lad, and I

can hardly take my eyes off him
;

I

notice that whenever he is near a mirror

he can hardly take his eyes off himself.

He never realised he could look so pleas-

ing to the eye until the Central Powers
dressed him up to impress Neutral

States ; and now he knows that he is

a blond Teuton god ; he can tell by the

crease in his trousers. As for us, it is

pathetic to see how he and his country-
men work themselves up to scowl at

us. An American here, who was in

Berlin till the split, says he told the

Germans what is their trouble ; they
are just in love with the English, and
it is their pique which makes them

carry on so. Upon my word, I am
not so sure he was wrong, and maybe
their animosity now is nothing to what
their clinging affection will be later on.

For myself, I prefer the animosity ;

one sees the Austrians here getting the

other thing, and it appears to give no
inner satisfaction. I have one of them
under my notice who belongs to the

breed of arch-nut, the kind that evokes

that telling phrase of the novelist,

"spotless evening dress." You know
what I mean. When I put on a stiff

shirt it is only to find that there is one
more laundry-woman gone mad; and
it takes a couple of steel clamps, with

a series of nuts and bolts, to hold the

two halves together, even in the middle,
where there used to be a soft job for a

small pearl stud. Then there is always
the other fellow, who gives you the

idea that in his life there are no such

things as laundry-women at all, and he
starts new, all over and through, every

evening. That is our splendid Austrian,
even more spick than he is span. He
has to submit to being surrounded by
all his overdressed allies, who vnU
shake his hand and won't take the

bands off their cigars before smoking
same. Us it amuses, but our American
friends can hardly sit still and do no-

thing about it. Terrible people for get-

ting to business, these U.S.A. fellows.
" Can't we steal their grease-cards."

they say,
" and watch them disappear

gradually?"
What the natives think about it all I

am sure I can't say. You know how
unpopular we always say we English
are when we get abroad ? Yes, it is

just possible we are a little conserva-

tive, a shade too critical of anything
which happens to differ from our own
idea. But anyhow we don't . bluster,
and I have the feeling that we are not

nearly so unpopular as the other fellows.

The other day there was an affair in a

teashop. Two Prussian gents, thinking
they 'd got nothing but a small woman
up against them, started on the Uomi-
nators - of - the - Universe tack. They
shouted for coffee and cursed the maid

audibly when she failed to bring milk
with it. And when she did bring the
milk they cursed even more noisily at

her attempts to take the sugar away.
She pointed out that, owing to laws and
wars and submarines and things, you
couldn't have milk and sugar in the

same coffee in that place these hard
times. So they did one of their big
offensives on her, and when they
thought they 'd knocked all the life out

of her they got up and said they
wouldn't have anything more to do
with the coffee or the milk or the

sugar or anything else in the place, not

even the bill.

But, making to go, they forgot about
tht) door porter, a large quiet prize-

fighter. He just barred their way,
tapped one of them on the shoulder and

said, quite nicely and amicably,
" Now,

you just go back and pay for your
coffee." The Prussian is as much diplo-
mat as soldier

; he knows when to fight

and, again, he knows when not to fight.
In this case lie returned and paid for

his coffee and came back to the door

again. But the natives of this placp are

very methodical and orderly of mind ;

they like to see things done neatly and

completely. The porter wasn't for let-

ting them go just yet. "Now look here,"

he said, almost affectionately this time,
"
you just go back and drink your

coffee." And, by HINDENBUBG, they
did. Yours ever, HENRY.

" CiOTHA-ATTKACIING NOSES." Star.

This should give a great fillip to the

temperance movement.

"An important section ot influential men
in Germany has, it is reported, decided to

endeavour to secure the conclusion of a general

peace on the basis of the status quo ante

vellum." Glasgow Evening Times.

Another scrap of paper ? No, thank you.

" TOWN PBOPEIITY WANTED TO RENT.

Fat wanted for fried chips ;
state quantity

and price." Scotsman.

A Scotch friend to whom this conun-

drum has been submitted suggests that

the answer is
" the hire the feuar."
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HANS OF COBLENZ

THE BOMBEEANG.
reprisal). "I AM DISAPPOINTED IN THE BRITISH!"
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'J'liti Jiantum. "'Avi; YOU GOT IOL a M.KAT TICKKT? '

Loni/slutiiks.
" WOT '8 MEAT TICKETS- t,or TO-

liantam. "You 'LI. WANT IT
:

FOIIK I'VK-IKXM: vav YER TO PUT ON YOUB KYE."

OUR GREATEST NEED.
IT will bo remembered that, under

the heading of " A Grave Warning," a

leading organ of the Press recently
issued this momentous announcement :

"
Ifc is hoped to reduce tho output of

the to one hundred and twenty
thousand copies daily, whereby a saving
of about five tons of paper per diem
will be effected. If this reduction is

not effected within a reasonable period
after Monday next, March llth, when
the increase in price takes place, it will

be necessary to adopt a drastic ration-

ing system, whereby the - can only
be supplied to those whose need is

greatest."
As might have been expected, the

demand to be enrolled among the fav-

oured one hundred and twenty thousand
was so terrific that the rationing sys-
tem had to be adopted forthwith and a
Need Ministry appointed to decide con-

flicting claims.

At the first meeting of tho Need Board
on Wednesday last tho first case that
came up for hearing was that of the

Archbishop ofCANTERBURY, who applied
for a year's rations. The application was
allowed, but tine Chairman warned the

ARCHBISHOP that the grant was sub-

ject to revision if he openly expressed
views which wore not in consonance
with the public interest.

Coupons for a year were unanimously
j

granted to Sir II. DAL/IEL, Mr. LYNCH
and Mr. S. L. HUGHES.

Mr. A r STEM CHAMBERLAIN and Sir;

EDWARD CARSON, who appeared in per-
sou to support their claims, failed to

j

satisfy the Board and were removed in

a state of acute inanition.

The case of Mr. Ebene/er Hopkins, !

of Peckham Eye, who applied for three :

months' rations on the strength of

having contributed a letter, signed
"
England Expects," was carefully con-

sidered, but on his admitting that the
letter had also appeared in The Mom-

\

iinj Gliosl the Board found themselves
j

unable to grant relief.

A remarkable instance of the nutri-
|

tive and restorative effect of the right i

sort of newspaper reading comes to
hand from Oxford. A well-known Pro-
fessor, who was discovered lying on
the pavement in tho High in a state of

collapse, was immediately revived by
a generous though ill-dressed stranger, !

who presented him with a well-thumbed
'

copy of the Educational Supplement of

the
,
with the words,

" Your need
is greater than mine." The spirit o!

Sir PHILIP SIDNEY is still alive.

We may also note that at the in-

quest held last week on Mrs. Jaggers,
of Moreton-in-the-Marsh, it was shown
that she was not suffering from disease

or lack of food, but only from extreme
intellectual malnutrition, the result o!

her failure to procure the for the

last week. The Coroner, at the sug-

gestion of tho jury, has forwarded a

full report to tho Need Ministry, in the

hope that the claims of the surviving
members of the family may receive

favourable consideration. They num-
ber seven, and are all suffering from
mental antenna.

The queues at the newspaper shops
all over the country have been larger
than ever during the past week. At
tho principal news-shop in Birming-
ham supplies ran short, and a riot was

only stopped by the intervention of

the Mayor, who arrived 011 tho scene
with ten copies of the -

, which he
distributed in quarter columns to the

famished populace. In Manchester an

arrangement lias been made with the

proprietors of all the cinemas for the

filming of tho leading columns of the
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THE MACEDONIAN AND HIS MOKE.
i'. "0 M:, V.'IIAT MKAN THl'.SE EOXE3 ON THK TOP? WUKKK THINK VOL' I I

every day. By this means it is

hoped to reduce tlio number of bur-

glaries perpetrated by desperate indi-

viduals whose thirst for information
has entirely obliterated their ability to

discriminate between tneuni and tititm.

.lf\vls and plalo they leave untouched,
but copies of the - - they must and
will have.

To Margarine.
Whether tho years prove fat or lean

This vow I here rehearse:
I take you, dearest Margarine,
For butter or for worse.

Xo man taken who is needed fin- foud."

Canadian J'tiiH-r.

" A joint dinner of all American university
men now in England will be held at tho
Restaurant to-morrow." I.vntltm 1'upcr.

Now we are awaiting the inevitable

articles in the German Press on " Can-
nibalism in the British Empire."

"Counsel for plaint ilT said Mrs. went
to llemc Bay with her two children with the
idea of opening a hoarding house."

Daily Mil ,",'.

Happily sho seems to have abandoned
tho idea, or she would soon have been
a defendant.

THE TRAFFIC PROBLEM.
Branson is ono of those people who

take kindly to rules. JIc iind I

happiness in "looking both wa\s.''

keeping to the right (or is it the left?),

eating one slice less and lighting his

cigarettes with spills
1 was not surprised when I mot him

at a Tube station to find his attention

I riveted on a poster giving
" IJints to

1 Travellers."
" Fine idea," ho said, catching sight

of me. " If everybody would obey tbose
instructions there wouldn't be all this

talk of congestion on tho Tubes."
I told him nobody could remember

all the tips given, but be derided nie.
"
They should do as I 'm going to,"

said he
;

"
get used to them ono by one.

'

Hurry on, please,' to-day; 'Hurry off,

please,' to-morrow, and so on. They '11

soon find themselves carrying out the

rules .instinctively."
I met Branson again about a week

later, on tho same platform. It was

eight o'clock in the evening. He looked

older, I thought, and worried.

I went up to him. " What 'a the

matter, old man ?
"

I said. He turned
on mo with a snarl. " It 'a this infernal

rule business," lie growled.
" I 've been

trying to get to Charing Cross for the
last two hours."

What's tho difficulty," I asked.
" You 've had scores of trafns."

He shook his head sadly and motioned
me to a bill on the wall beside us.
"

1 lints to Travellers," it read. " Please
do not attempt to enter a crowded car."

Justices' Justice.

"Tho Bench, in view of previous convic-

tions, was recommended for deportation."

North-Country 2'a^cr.

From a parish magazine :

"Aa Summer-timo begiug this year on
locks must he put b-iek oil

one hour tho Saturday evening previous.''

In face of this ambiguous advice we
intend to put our clocks on ; others can

them oack if they choose.

' From a notice issued by the Scottish

Food Commissioner :

" No sugar will be served in industrial

canteens. The usual allowance of ono ox. for

O\.TV .-eve u meals per week can be us d in

cooking."

Apparently tho meat-shortage has not

yet reached Scotland.
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THE DRYADS.

(Dedicated to the Women's Land Army.)

FROM out the dreaming forest's span,
Where all day long in flower-time

They listened to the pipe of Pan
Or round the young lacchus rau

In raiment even shorter than

Is quite the thing in our time ;

From marble fount and leafy nook,

From terraced lawns and shady,
Where Thais of the ribboned crook

Her dancing curls at Daphnis shook

Till Daphnis got fatigued and took

Up with some other lady;

They come, they como. But where are

now
Your silks, ye shepherdesses ?

Whore are the vine-leaves off your brow
And hung on what low-swinging bough
Your panther skins, which you '11 allow

Are somewhat draughty dresses ?

They come with pitchforks all a-poise,

And " Business first
"

their motto ;

With hobnailed boots and corduroys
The pageant of the nymphs deploys;
Beside them BOTTICELLI cloys,

So do the works of WATTEAU.

Observe Corinna whore she moves,
With bumpkin supervisors,

Along the valley's shining grooves,
With crack of whip and stamp of

hooves ;

And Lalage ! how she improves
The soil with fertilisers.

The south wind and the west wind blow ;

O'erhead the catkin dangles ;

And here and there on clumping toe

The clodbound hamadryads go ;

There isn't much that they don't know
About the price of mangels.

And not for Spring's command they
stayed

Like those whom legend hallows ;

On Winter morns they took the spade
While lingering Phoebus yet delayed,

They did their hair without a maid
And trudged the miry fallows.

Then here's the nymph! She played
about

Too long, too long looked showy
In pagan masque and revel rout,
But when she heard the war-god's shout
One must admit she did come oufc

Extremely strong, did Chloe.

And when she seeks the pillow's down
To lay her weary forehead on

She dreams not of her old renown,
The lynx's pelt, the paniered gown,
But plumes herself on wearing brown

Et-cctcras like Corydon. EVOE.

Commercial Candour.
"

Croup Specific, unfailing inaction."
Adut. in " U. P. Times" (India).

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
IX.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXXIII.

George. You promised to tell us

more about the revival of pig-keeping,
Mamma.

Mrs. M. Yes, and I will keep my
promise. The pig, my dear children,

is a very remarkable animal, and has

not always received fair treatment from

mankind. Some races, as you are

doubtless aware, hold it in positive ab-

horrence. Others, while freely availing
themselves of its many useful qualities,

do not hesitate to revile the animal

itself ; and even the English are not

free from reproach in this respect.
Hichard. Yes, Mamma ; only yester-

day Papa called Mary a "
greedy little

pig" when she asked for a third help-

ing of pudding.
Mrs. M. That only shows how deeply

this prejudice has spread, for your
father, as you know, is a most humane
and tolerant man. And yet pigs are

not wanting in intelligence. Indeed
the old hostility was considerably
modified by the appearance from time

to time of learned pigs, who were able

to tell the time, do simple sums in

arithmetic and even spell out sentences

in answer to questions.

Mary. Oh, Mamma, do give me a

learned pig for my next birthday pre-
sent !

Mrs. M. I will consider it with your
father. But to resume. Pigs are not

merely intelligent but highly palatable.

Perhaps no animal provides meat so

widely varied in flavour. Pork, bacon,

ham, brawn, sausages have all qualities
of their own.

George. Yes, Mamma ;
but are saus-

ages always made from pig ?

Mrs. M. My dear boy, strange stories

are told of the ingredients vised by un-

scrupulous manufacturers, but in this

household, at any rate, sausages are

above suspicion.

Mary. Mamma, why do we always
have sausages for breakfast on Sunday?

Mrs. M. That is a question, Mary,
hardly in accordance with the dignity
of our subject, though your father may
be able to throw light on the prevalence
of this curious custom. As I was say-

ing, pigs gradually came to establish

themselves in popular favour in the

reign we are now discussing, owing to

the shortage of imported meat. Indeed
their value was so generally recog-
nised that a Ministry of Pig-Production
was created, and the first holder of that

office showed such a patriotic sense
of his responsibilities that, being the

principal proprietor of a great group of

newspapers, on his appointment he

immediately resigned all direction or

control of these organs. This exhibi-

tion of integrity and independence was
not without its reward, for the PRIME
MINISTER immediately raised him from
the rank of Viscount to that of Earl,
and conferred on him the Order of the

Garter.

Richard. While we are on this sub-

ject, Mamma, why is it that you have
told us so little about the great dis-

pute whether BACON wrote SHAKSPEAUE,

beyond saying that it convulsed liter-

ary circles in this reign ?

Mrs. M. Because the theory, though
widely embraced, does not rest on good
authority, and, as I have often said

for example, in connection with the

story of HUBERT'S going to put out
Prince ARTHUR'S eyes in the prison I

never tell you anything in my history
of England that is not strictly true.

Richard . Thank you, Mamma. It

is a great comfort to know that we can

rely on your accuracy.
Mrs. M. I thank you too, my dear

boy, for your confidence. I was going
to tell you something about the revival

of eels as an article of diet, owing to

the efforts of Lord DESBOIIOUGII, but I

see your father coming in at the gate.
As a reward for your attention I pro-

pose that after tea we shall all join in

a game of drawing pigs with our eyes
shut. .

A PAIR OF INCORR1GIBLES.
THE tall soldier just returned on leave

from the Front mounted the motor-bus

in company with his proud little wife.
"
Well, it 's a comfort to get you back

again, George. Ay, but you look well

considering all you 've been through."
" Been through ?

"
protested George.

" I 've been lucky. All the time we 've

been in a quiet part of the line. Didn't

I tell you it was like being in camp,
only the food was better ?

"

"
Well, you did say so, George, but I

thought you was wrapping things up.
I know what you are."

" Fact. If you didn't hear the noise

you 'd never know there was a war on.

But how have you been doing ?
"

" Oh, wo 'vo managed fine."
" What about all these food troubles ?

"

"It's just the talk of them papers,

George. They make a lot out of a little."

" I tell you it fair gave me the hump
to think of you standing in a queue for

a bit of margarine or sugar."
"Don't talk rubbish. We've all

got tickets and everything 's distributed

proper."
" Haven't you had to go in queues,

then ?
"

" Didn't I write you a dozen times

how well we was managing '.'

"

" But have you had to go standing
in queues ?

"
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THE COAT THAT DIDN'T COME OFF.

' Mo with my washing and the

children to look after and the house to

keep cloiui ! I'd not waste my time
like that."

"
Well, that 's nil right. I did worry

than a bit when I read thorn

papt
" You take notice what I write to

\ou, George, iuul don't bother ahout a

puck of lies in papers."
.lust then another soldier swung on

to the bus and came and sat down oloso

by the couple.
'

Why, it 's ole Georgo !

"
shouted the

newcomer.
"

] fello, Joe. I 've just got in. Met
the missis at the station."

'Good afternoon, Mrs. Kay. Glad
to ^oe you. Fancy dropping on olo

George like this! Last time I saw 'im

he was up to his waist in mud looking

for a nice clean 'ole to put his head in

out of the way of machine-gun bullets.

And when we got 'im out, and was just

going to give'im some tea to warm i;n,

if a dud shell didn't drop right on the

billy and knock it and the stove about
a milo deep in the ground. Ah, you
should have heard George's language."

" And this was your quiet part of

the line !

"
said the wife indignantly.

"
Quiet !

"
said Joe. " If that 's quiet

I don't want a noisy place. By-the-by,
Mrs. Kay, I wanted to thank you for

what you did for my missis when she

'ad bronchitis. Look 'ere, ole pal, your
wife 's a sport. She 'd stand a hour in

a queue to get a quarter of tea for 'er-

self, and then another hour to get
another quarter for my missis. She
was on that game for a month. One
of the best-your wife is."

: iding in queues ! "shoutedGeorgc.
" Didn't you tell me you never stood in

queues ?
"

His wife looked at him deprecatiugly.
" It was only in a '

quiet part
'

of the

queue, George."
"Well," said Joe, "you're a pair,

you are."

Cupboard-Love P

From garrison orders :

H
, W.A.A.C., haviii}! reported for

duty as Area Controller of March 10th, 1918,
a on the strength of these Head-

quarters, and is attached to the Garrison

Adjutant for rations from that date."

"It would be a good idea to introduce the

r,:ition;il dish of the South of France, viz.,

bouile abaiKSC." Sunday PajHr.

And not a bad idea to adopt the

national spelling.
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WITH THE I.E.F.

Tommy. "BONO JOKKO, SIGNORA. ANY APPLES TO-DAY?' Signora. "NoN, NIENTE. ENGLISH ' NAPOO.'"

COMBED OUT.
IT was the fairest flower in Fashion's border,
A dream in tweeds that Messrs. Binks and Son,

"
Designers of Exclusive Clothes to order,"
Had brought to bloom amid a lesser run

Of "
stylish suits for gents." But this was spun

On Cumbrian looms that catch and weave together
Earth, sea and sky, white foam and purple heather,

Twilight's last blush and daybreak new-begun,
And blend them into one.

Business ensued
; it filled my soul with wonder

That two-pound-ten could buy as fair a thing
As ever gleamed amid the hoarded plunder
Of conquering Mogul or Arabian king,

Lord of enchanted lamp and magic ring ;

And "
Binks," I 'cried, "now is your opportunity

To show Great Mudford's uninspired community
That all your trousers are not built to cling

About the Brothers Bintj."

Binks did his best, and forth afield I carolled
On one delicious morn in early May ;

I saw my neighbours also fresh-apparelled
And knew myself more beautiful than they ;

In sober brown or unoffending grey
Or railway lines (the lure of adolescence)
They lacked the chic, the clan, the quintessence

Of flanerie that made men turn and say," How well Brown looks to-day !

"

At me alone did all the girls direct eyes,
For once oblivious of the studied art

Of Smith, who sports a pretty taste in neckties;
I had the curate groggy from the start

At crumpet worries, and the spinster's heart,

Monopolized by that ecclesiastic,

Woke to the larger life, attuned and plastic,

Whispering as I made ready to depart,
" Isn't he just too smart ?

"

Alas, frail cloth and frailer reputation!
Long years ago I laid tham both to rest ;

No subsequent sartorial creation

Preserved my bubble fume, no fancy vest

Or Futurist cravat repaid my quest,
Yet oft I cried,

" Some season yet to come '11

Find me once more the neighbourhood's Beau
Brummcl,

And Brown's approval be the acid test

Of who is really dressed."

And now comes Spring again, but no exotic
In new-blown vesture smiles 'neath heaven's blue ;

Rather men say,
" We must be patriotic

And for the present make our old clothes do."
What visions blind me as I hurry to

The attic drawer and shake the moth balls from it,

Crying,
" My king of suits, my Binks's comet

;

Once more Big Mudford's dudes shall be '

napoo
'

When wo appear on view." ALGOL.

"It is a fine scene, denoting
'

Eat, drink, and be merry, to-morrow
we '

Eat, drink, and be merry, for to-morrow we lose its spontaneous
significance." Liverpool Paper.

Some of us have a difficulty in grasping it even to-day.
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THE NEW CITIZENSHIP.
Mi;. L'l.Nui. "TASS, EDUCATION BILL; AND ALL WILL BE .MUCH UKTTKK."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

-Ml!. 1.1.IF

Monday, March llth. The debate
on the relations between the Govern-
ment and the Press duly took place,

:

but, contrary to the advance-notices ap-
'

pearing in rival organs, did little either
;

to shake or strengthen the position of
|

the Government.
For a moment it appeared as if Mr.

|

CHAMBERLAIN was going to drive home
j

his charge that the Administration \vas !

under the thumb of certain newspaper
:

trusts. But premature cheers from the i

Lloydophobists below the Gangway
j

warned him that he might he going
too far. " Non tali auxilio," ho muttered
in a scornful aside, and thenceforward
diluted his indictment until it became
as thin as Government ale.

Any gravity that was left in it was
dispersed by Mr. SPENCEB LEIGH
HUGHES, who in his best " Sub Rosa "

manner proved to demonstration that
if a Department of Propaganda was
required you did not want a person
like GKOKGE WASHINGTON to conduct
it. His; little hatchet would have cut
no ice at all. You must have stalwart

backwoodsmen, accustomed to grind
their own axes and not hampered by" needless scrupulosity."
The most surprising feature of the

subsequent speeches was the manner

HOSTILITIES ON THK IIOMK l-'I

"Through my heart first.''

in which Irish Nationalist Members
tumbled over one another in paying
tributes of admiration to Lord Noirm-
OLIFFK, whose faith in himself, if at all

shaken by previous speeches, must have
been restored by Mr. MC]\EAN'S touch-

ing confession that he had "
always

believed in Tim Daily Mnil."
Lord BEAVKRBROOK came in for K-ss

attention than his noble colleague. In
fact Lord HUGH CECIL was principally
concerned about the manner in which as

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
he would administer his ecclesiastical

patronage. As a result of to-day's debate
candidates for livings within his gift
have been warned against the further
use of that favourite hymn,

" The roseate
hues."

Tuesday, March l'2l/i.- In their

anxiety not to interfere with the deli-

berations of those patriotic Irishmen
who are trying to settle how Ireland
shall bo governed in the future the
Government are allowing it to become
ungovernable by anybody. That was
the point of a vigorous speech delivered

by Lord SALISBURY, who incidentally
remarked that the Irish Constabulary
would have no difficulty if they were

properly supported by the Government.
To this Lord CUKZON replied that it

Hi:. l'j/\xr.j.

was not a question of .support Lui: of

numbers. How could nine thousand
constables keep in order a population
of four and a-half millions ?

A concrete example of this arith-

metical problem had been supplied a

few minutes before in another place by
the CHIEF SWJKF.TARY. It had been

reported that the town of Kiltimagh, in

Galway, had been captured and held
for two days by Sinn L'ein vohi'ikn -.

The true facts of this " mischievous

tale," according to Mr. DUKE, were that

three hundred young men from outly-

ing districts met at Kiltimagh, >li;l a

little drilling, and then dispersed.
" The

tsvo constables who were on duty have

duly reported the occurrence." But

they do not appear to have followed
the famous example of their colleague,
who on asimilar occasion " surrounded
the crowd."
On the Consolidated Fund Bill Mr.

1-1,11-' JONES made his annual attack

upon beer. The best thing in his speech
was a quotation from a medical report
on tho effects of alcohol. Among these

are "
loquacity and an argumentative

frame of mind" and "uncritical self-

satisfaction of the subject with his own
performances." But as even temper-
ance orators have been known to dis-
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play those symptoms Uio House was
uot much impressed.

Wednesday, March LSth. Tlio Lords

spent a useful half-hour in a discussion

on fresh-water fish. Lord HITKMAS 1 1:1:

displayed a remarkable knowledge of

their habits, due, it is supposed, to his

former association with the Groat Seal.

The Army Council, in order to pet
on with the War, has prohibited the

sain of the high boots beloved by

"flappers," except during June and

July. Sir JOHN Jii;i:s protested, on the

ground that such footgear is "particu-

larly comforting in the winter," but Mr.

IMJRSTEH claimed to bo even hotter ac-

quainted with the subject-matter, and
declared that "

quantities of the goods
in question are only suitable for sum-

rcer wear." The incident will, I trust,

bo duly noted as an example of how
Britain met the crisis in her fate.

In some districts a nosv terror has

been added to death by the refusal of the

Registrars to issue a certificate except
in exchange for the deceased's sugar-
card. The practice has now been

oflicially forbidden, bub not until a

rumour had gained credence that no
male citizen between the ages of six-

teen and sixty-live would henceforth be

allowed to die without a permit from
the DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL SERVICE.
The case for Mr. FISHER'S Education

I Jill is so strong that it hardly needed
Mr. ACLAND'S vigorous advocacy. It

was not seriously threatened by Mr.
PETO'S objection that certain plays by
SIIAKSPKAKK and Sir JAMES BAUHIE
could not bo produced if child-labour

were prohibited ;
or by the frank obscu-

rantism of Sir F. BAXBURY, who de-

clared that higher education was often

a positive hindrance to a business man,
and implied that if by an unkind fate

he had proceeded from Winchester to

Oxford he would now bo sweeping a

crossing.

Thursday, March 14th. It was satis-

factory to hear from Mr. CLYNES that

our wheat stocks compare favourably
with what they were this time last

year. He still hopes to avoid the

rationing of bread-stuffs, but only if

people voluntarily accept the principle
that half a loaf in the hand is worth a

whole bread-coupon in the near future.

Not long ago Members were urging
Mr. ILLINGWORTH to adopt the Canadian

plan of using postmarks to advertise

the War Bonds. At last ho consented,
and now Mr. RONALD McNisiLL com-

plains because this patriotic superin-

scription tends to obliterate the address

as well as the stamp. But the POST-

MASTER-GENERAL, though bustled from

pillar to post, never turns a hair.

I assume that Mr. LEES-SMITH had
some patriotic purpose in view when

' /V\V *^ *"""
fc.

*?,^

Lady (to stall-holder "in aid of"). "My DEAR, I'VE HEARD vou'vi: TAKKS KKVEXTY
fOUNDS ALREADY. WHATEVER AUE YOU LOOKING BO MISERABLE FOR?"

Friend. "OH, WHAT'S THE USE WHEM THERE ISN'T A SINGLE PIIESS I'llOTOORArilU:
IN THE PLAC1 : ?

"

he set out to talk about Japanese inter-

vention in Siberia, and must commiser-
ate with him on the maladroitness of

expression that led the House to believe

that his object was to set the Allies by the

ears and to represent Japan as a greedy-

grab, rather worse than Germany.
His speech, however, had the nega-

tive merit of drawing from Mr. BALFOUR
a most illuminating account of the

Eastern situation as ho views it. Con-

fessing himself an optimist about

Russia, though not about her imme-
diate future, he made it plain that if

Japan were obliged to intervene she

would do so not as a spoliator but as

a friend, honestly desirous of helping
the Russians to pull themselves toge-

ther, and defeat the common foe.

" Miniature Pony, 10 hands. Quick to ride

and drive. Fast, can do 10 miles an hour
with no whip. Suit Bath-chair."

Exchange and \Iart.

Invalids desiring a rapid convalescence

please note.

A crafty old man of Dundee
Had hoarded a; packets of tea;

By camouflage tricks

He disguised them as bricks,

And no one 's the wiser but he.

" Tho wedding ceremony took place at

Ktiduiia, p.nd wo are informed tho happy pair
have gono to Bukuru. May good luck always
dodge their steps." Nigerian Pioneer.

No cause is given for this cruel curse,

but perhaps they had omitted to pay
their subscriptions.
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UP IN THE MORNING.
Second-Lieutenant Jerry and I share

a room in a farm. When we inspected
ii, for the first time by the light of an

electric torch, at the end of a march
one Arctic night, it looked a suitable

in which to store a broken-

down reaper-and-binder, preserved for

ic'it:d reasons; but our two ser-

vants set about it and turned it into a

: that suggests the interior of a

shack in a backwoods film. We have

e;icb a bedstead of wood and hen wire;

a strip of I'amoudago webbing disguises
the bleak nudity of the stone floor

;
the

departed window glass is represented
ite calico; there is

:in oil drum brazier on

(lie hearth, and a wide

chimnt \ that serves as

exit for nearly half the

smoke. Gunner Dexter,

my servant and proved

ally, lifts fixed an am
munition box against
the wall to hold my
books, adorning it with

frills cut from a page of

Tin' Daily Snij), and

pinned up the three

sentimental picture
-

post
- cards which in-

j

variably travel with us,

thus transforming this

haunt of rats and deso-

lation into a home from

home.
There is a mile or two

and a brick wall be-

tween us and Frit/, and
we do not worry about '

him unless he suddenly notices our
farm on bis map in the small hours
and we have to dive outside to dodge
shells in our pyjamas and British

Warms. (Our moral is so high that wo
quite often wear pyjamas o' nights ;

a

sure test.)

Jerry has two faults as a stable com-

panion two and two only. The first

is his habit of singing as he dresses,
and the second his morbid persistence
in cold baths. As I often tell him,
were I not a lover of music bis matu-
tinal exuberance would not depress me
as it does. As for his baths in any-
one less tactful I should regard them
as a series of studied taunts. When I

inhabited the temperate zone I too had
a cold bath every morning ;

but why
should Jerry constantly remind me of

those happy days ? Apart from the

personal innuendo underlying this habit

of Jerry's, I feel deeply its moral effect.

It works on my imagination so strongly
that if I am already up when he

indulges in it I feel driven to get into

bed again ;
while if I have not yet risen

I find it quite impossible to do so till

the effect has worn off.

His servant, blue-nosed and rigid-

fingered, brings in his canvas bath and

spreads it open with a sound of splinter-

ing ice, pours into it a bucket of snow-

water and little bergs, and then drops
in a sponge like a crackling mass of

brown coral. By the time Jerry, even

on his most resolute and offensive

a double quantity of shaving water for

him every morning. He has come to

'regard it as a matter of course that his

master, or "
bloke," lingers in bed till

the first lot is frozen over. Jerry
watches it as who should time him-
self by an egg-boiler, and when the
once steaming mug is cold and skinned
with ice, then Jerry rolls, vocal, from
his flea-bag and upbraids Tfaiiibird, ask-

morning.s, bas extricated himself from
'

ing that long-suffering soldier how it

his llea-bag, the floes on his bath are can be imagined that one should shave
united by new ice, and Jerry sits down

sits down and lathers himself

amidst the tinkle and crash 13!' a break-

up. He makes me think of a dugong,
very pink and tremulous and discord-

in an iced drink.

While in bed, our policy is Fabian;

morning parade seems a long way off;

Jerry has bjen heard murmuring applic-
able quatrains from old KHAYYAM into

his air-pillow. But,once
out in the cold, >pejd a!

all costs is our only hope.
It is a general practice
in the B.E.F. either to

sleep fully rigged, or, if

risking all and cultivat-

ing the luxurious py-
jama, to dress upwards.
It may seem strange
to neutrals, who con-
form to the habits of a

by
- gone era, to don

breeches, boots and
even spurs before the

simple necessary shirt ;

but, once breeched and

booted, your British

Warm and a muffler

transform you into the

semblance of a com-

pletely accoutred subal

tern; while there is no
Sam Browne or Trench
coat imposing enough

antly vocal, that has just come up to to carry off pyjama trousers, whether
blow anything but an encouraging

j

in action or on parade.

y-\ .

.

'

i. ''
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'
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'

MB. BIGGS LOOKS AHEAD

tableau to watch on a morning so cold

that the ordinary thermometer cannot

cope with it.

Dexter always manages to bring me
a cup of tea from somewhere, glorious

warm in a world of ice. I fancy he
steals it from the cookhouse close by,
or wheedles it out of Gunner Lavender,
the cook ; and if you have drunk deeply
of tea as brewed by the Army you
know what a potent liquid it is. The
first thing Dexter says is "Good morn-

ing, Sir, your tea," and the second is, [bird, severally and respectively, we are
" Which boots will you put on, Sir ?

"
j

but children and weaklings.
And then I try to remember which Dawn to me hereafter will not be

pair is dirty and which pair clean, so personified as a rosy-fingered damsel
that I may choose the former, and or a lovely swift-footed deity in amice

but as a sturdy littlesneak five minutes more warmth and
comfort while he polishes thorn.

Jerry, with all his Spartan habits
and aquatic tastes, usually gives a pain-

I ful display of procrastination before

! rising. Eainbird, his man, has to steal

grey, but as a sturdy little man m
khaki, crimson-eared with cold, her-

alded and escorted by frozen wafts of

outer air, bearing in one knobby fist a

pair of boots, and in the other a tin

mug of black and smoking tea.

Dexter and Eainbird see us in our
hour of weakness, that grim wan hour
before breakfast, but they are loyal fel-

lows, kind, considerate and thoroughly
motherly. The one who comes to your

stuff, and apart from the question of < bedside with a cup of tea though it

flavour which varies the one thing be but Army tea in a chipped enamel

cup has you at his mercy. And all

through our days of battle, no matter
how manfully we strafe the gunners
for ill - shorn jowls, no matter how
heroically we stand and watch Hun
shells falling in the next field, we feel

that in the eyes of Dexter and of Bain-
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Till; L'lUAK-BOX.
INTO the ilicory iiinl philo-.ophy of

writing lliis is not flio time to

enter. The theme is placid and there-

f.iic inopportune when a war is raging.

But, wero the occasion fill in*,', much
could be said us to the 'I ill

human character whore the epistolary
art is concerned : how this man will

answer letters punctiliously, and that

one, taking refuse in tho dictum that

after a fortnight all ld,iers an

themselves, will \\ ri'e nuiio at all ; how
this woman will tell all tho news that

matters, and that ono all the Qflwa that

doesn't matter. But tho present is not

tho time; a war rages.
None the loss, hut for tlie War tho

predicament with regard t.i letter-writ-

ing in which tho I'.unily of X liinls

itself at tho moment would never have

como about, and therefore it is better

that tho story should bo told now or

never. ("Never!" you perhaps say;
but you arc too late, for, see, it is

already in print.)
Tho X family livo in tho country,

in a house remote from postal con-

veniences; and it was a boon beyond
price when, just before the K usiu:

contracted hydrophobia from one of the

maddest dogs of war, a pillar-box was
erected at the pate of a neighbouring
farm by a not ordinarily too considerate

Postmaster-General.
After a while, in the dearth of able-

bodied postmen, the aged substitute

whoso duty it is morning and evening
to empty this box began to suggest
that, since very often it was empty to

start with, it would bo wiser to close

it altogether.
"What's the sense," ho would say,

" of my coming these extra two miles
either for nothing at all or for a single

postcard?" and " Why shouldn't i

here folks bo made to walk to the next

post-box, same as they used to ? Don't

they know there 's a war on ?
"

When these sentiments penetrated to

tho X family there was general panic.
Mr. X was in a panic because no man
likes to see comforts and conveniences

receding from him, and also because he
entertained tho hope of getting rid of

his house to some Londoner who had a

distaste for air-raids, and the adjacency
of the pillar-box made such a transfer

more likely.
Mrs. X \\ii-- in a panic because she

did not like tho girls to have to walk so

the next pillar-box oil dark nights
and in wet weather.
Tho girls were in a panic for the

same reason, and the servants shared
the sentiment.

Meanwhile the situation was becom-

ing grave, for every day hostility was

.

-Do yj utbES I'ASS 'i.ici:, Sm?' 1

"LOB 1 BI.E88 YOU, YES, MlBSCB 'CSDKri'h !

'

more and more apparent in the curve

of tho old collector's back.
"
Very well," said Mr. X, with Napo-

leonic resource,
" there 's nothing for it

but to write more letters. You must
all write more letters."

" We write all we can," said Gliulj s X.

"That's no use," her father replied.
" You must write more. There must be

enough letters or postcards in the bos

e\cry day to ensure its being retained."
' How many do you think will be

necessary for that?
"
Mrs. X inquired.

" That 's what we 've got to find out.

Wo can do it only by experimenting.
We'll begin with twenty."
And that is why, when other families

are making spills or doing other forms
of war-work, the X family are writ-

ing letters and postcards. Under the

shadow of the great fear of losing the

pillar-box they have become the most

'constant correspondents in tho world.
1 Almost anyone is liable to rec,

vo from them. They answer ad-

vertisements in which they have no

interest whatever. They inquire the

'. prices of things they have no inten-

tion of buying. They retail to distant

aunts the most trifling gossip. They
'

do up all the newspapers that come to

tho house and despatch them to the

ends of the earth. If only tho "
Lonely

Soldier" would reappear in The Tiiitf*

|

Personal Column they would bo Imp-

pier, but ho seems to have permanently
vanished. Once or twice, when it h;is

Ixjcn impossible to think of anyone else,

they have oven addressed envelopes to

each other and posted them.
So far these superhuman efforts have

met with complete success, for the box

remains open. But it is a desperately
hard and anxious task.
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EVEN IN OUR ASHES
I PROPOSE to relate a passage in the life of BenButterworth

of this parish. Unfortunately it is not very creditable to

Ben, hut that is not my fault. Ben is of an immense age
and is very proud of the fact. "I am turned eighty-five,"

he is accustomed to say,
" but I am good for a fair day's

work yet." He adds that lie don't go rumbusting about,

like some, hut keeps 'isself to 'isself and don't push his way
we're he ain't wanted. Ho is looked after by a widowed

daughter of uncertain age and stern principles, who keeps
him respectable and lets him out into the air with a short

clay pipe and a screw of tobacco.

Old Ben's great days come in the winter, for it is then

that the parish fathers draw him out of his leisure and

provide him with a real job. There is in this parish, on

the very edge of it, a narrow public footpath, some three

hundred yards in length, which leads to a river and is

heavily overhung by trees. In Winter, when the leaves

have all fallen or beea blown down, the pathway is clogged
with a thick and sodden carpet of decay, and hither comes
old Ben with a little barrow, a stumpy broom, a rake and

two bits of hoard which he us.es for transferring to the

barrow the heaps of leaves which he has raked together.
To what mysterious place he finally consigns them I

cannot say. He works slowly but steadily, and in the

result he clears every vestige of leaf from the path and
makes it once more a pride and a pleasure to the parish.
"'Tain't everybody," ho says, "as could get through with a

job like this. You 've got to know how to handle a rake

and how to make the most of your barrow. Some others

j

might think it was easy, but they ain't got my experi-

I

ence. I done this bit of work fifteen year and I knows
the ways of it."

Last December, when the appointed time for the path-
cleaning came round, old Ben was kept at home on account
of an illness which he called "Bronicle Toobs," and his

place was taken by a frosty-faced white-haired lad of

eighty, who executed his work with decent celerity and dis-

patch. So far as I could see he was hardly, if at all, inferior

to Ben in any of the finer points of their common art.

l?en, however, was of a different opinion. A week or two
after the last leaf had been removed he emerged to con-

template his rival's work. I came upon him as he was

critically observing every inch of the ground, and passed
the time of day with him. He made no secret of his con-

tempt for the usurper.
" This young feller who done my

job," he said,
" don't seem to know how to set to it. They

might as well have give it to a child to do. He 've left

these here leaves lying in 'caps and 'eaps, ah, and waste-

paper too, Sir you 're standing on a bit yourself, Sir. Ho
oughtn't to have undertook the work. It 's deceiving
people, that 's what I call it, and I shall tell him so if I

come acrorst him."
I tried to soothe the old man by telling him that the

whole parish had noticed and deplored his absence. This
however had but little effect upon him, for he had
already assumed that everybody must have been sensible
of the loss.

As I came home the same way a few minutes afterwards,
the old man's back was turned and he did not hear me.
He was engaged in an absorbing occupation. He had col-

lected from somewhere a great accumulation of leaves,
which ho was laboriously distributing over the footpath,
obviously in order to depreciate the effect of his rival's

work. When at last he saw me he pointed to his handi-
work and said triumphantly,

" He calls this cleaning a

path. Why, he don't know how to clean 'isself, let alone
a path."

MORAL.
WHEN all the land was waking up to war
And thousands rushed to put a tunic on,

Young Jimmy sat in drinking-shops and swore
He 'd be in civvies when the world had gone ;

Ho had no use for patriotic stuff,

And what was' Belgium when a man had beer?
"Just wait until they take you by the scruff,

But never volunteer."

Yet next week saw him sweating with the rest,

Presenting arms and padding it for leagues;
He did the rifle business with a zest,

But what he couldn't stomach was fatigues;
Yet when the Sergeant wanted someone quick
Young Jimmy was the first to answer,

" Hero!"

Though afterwards ho 'd say it made him sick

"Don't ever volunteer."

Young Jimmy was a terror at the Front
For digging-jobs and bombing and patrols,

Though all along he said, "A stunt's a stunt,
But don't go asking for a brace of holes."

And then one night he tried too big a thing
I saw him on his stretcher at the rear -

And what I think the lad was whispering
Was, "Never volunteer."

Old soldiers sit and grumble in the bams
And tell their wisdom to the young men round,

And this is all the burden of their yarns
" Don't do a blessed thing until you 're bound ;

"

But when there 's something dirty to be done
It '9 wondrous how this wisdom disappears ;

Of all the multitude I don't know one
Who never volunteers. A. P. II.

THE WELFARE OF THE BLIND.
AT the request of Sir ARTHUK PEAUSON Mr. Punch calls

the attention of his readers to the following sche.me :

On the recommendation of the Advisory Committee on
the Welfare of the Blind the Local Government Board
have decided to compile a register of all blind persons-
that is, of all persons who are too blind to perform work
for which eyesight is essential.

Circular letters have been addressed to all Public Health
and Local Education Authorities, Institutions and Socie-

ties for the Blind, Nursing Associations and Poor Law
Guardians, asking them to co-operate by forwarding parti-
culars of the blind persons who have come under their

notice. But, as the value of the Eegister will depend
largely upon its approach to completeness, it is hoped that

any blind person who is not in touch with any of those
bodies will communicate either with the Local Authority of

his area or with the Local Government Board, Whitehall,
direct. It should be clearly understood that the informa-
tion to be furnished will not be used, otherwise than for

statistical purposes, except upon the application or with
the consent of the person concerned.

At the same time the Local Government Board are

drawing up a list of Institutions, Societies and Agencifc
for the Blind, with a view to the compilation, in the in-

terests of the public and the blind themselves, of a Eegister
of approved Societies, and any such Society which lias not

already been invited to do so is asked to communicate at

an early date with the Secretary of the Local Government
Board.
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THE TRANSPORTS.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN A History of Departed Things (KEGAN PAUL) Mrs.

HENRY HEAD lias put to her credit a considerable achieve-

ment. She tells her story mainly in the form of letters

from one person, and she creates an effect so lifelike that

the story cannot possibly be anything but fiction. Bettina

is the " heroine
"
round whom as a centre such action as

there is takes place. For more than half the book I sub-

mitted with delight, almost with enthusiasm, to the charm
of this fascinating widow. There is about her letters a deli-

cate aroma of lavender and roses, and her comments on her-

self and her friends are both genial and humorous. So she

goes on, creating her own particular atmosphere, and being

steadily spoilt, I am sorry to say, by all who are brought
into association with her. Then suddenly she deteriorates.

She bitterly resents her daughter Fanny's engagement to

Ambrose, and when Fanny dies (quite wantonly and un-

necessarily) she herself, Bettina the beloved, the gentle and

generous, catches Ambrose's heart on the rebound and mar-

ries him ! Mrs. HENRY HEAD may plead the example of

Colonel Esmond and Lady Castleu-ood, but I cannot admit

any palliation on that ground, for I have never reconciled

myself to Lady Castleicood's second marriage. She may
say further that she is entitled to do what she likes with

her own, I reply that she must observe the rules. If

she meant Bettina to turn out inconsiderate and selfish and

disloyal she had no business to cause me to fall in love with

the said Bettina. Mrs. HEAD did this of set purpose, and
I owe her a grudge for having brought me up with a round

turn. Still I forgive her out of gratitude for the pleasure
I got from my early illusions. I think, by the way, that it

would have been easy to find -a better title.
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Anne's House of Dreams (CONSTABLE) strikes me as a

good example of what I might call the Economical Sequel.

You will take my meaning when I explain that Miss L. M.

MONTGOMERY, having safely and to my recollection very

agreeably got her heroine, Anne, engaged in a previous

volume, expends no fewer than sixty pages of the present
over her marriage and settling-down. Moreover, with a

wedding so diffuse it is safe guessing in fiction of this kind

that in due course another interesting event may be expected
to demand its meed of chapters. As indeed is the case here,

and not only once. For the rest, the story of Anne's happy-
ever-after is a record of no very sensational events in the

charming scenery (caught by Miss MONTGOMERY with equal

sympathy and skill) of the St. Lawrence Gulf. What drama
there is has to be supplied by Anne's neighbours, especially
beautiful Mrs. Moore, whose husband, after making her

miserable, ran away to sea,

but was unfortunately restored

to her some time later, child-

ish from brain injury. More

unfortunately still, Anne's hus-

band, being a doctor, saw that

a simple operation would re-

store the smiling imbecile to

his original capacities which
of course was precisely the last

tiling that his wife or anybody
else in the least wanted. How-
ever, he had his way, and be-

hold, when they got (so to

speak) to Mr. Moore's vital

spark, they found but in spite
of almost overwhelmingtempt-
ation I will not spoil the one
situation in the story by telling

you what they found. Any-
how, they found a comfortable
end to a pretty tale a tale,

however, which neither in

style nor scheme can I regard
as quite worthy of the quota-
tion from RUPERT BROOKE that

forms its text.

readers just what WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST stands for

in American journalism, even if he omits all reference to

that prime organ of pro-German propaganda, the Interna-
tional News Service HICAHST'S "

Eighty-ring Circus," as
The Chicago Tribune called it. And his chapter on West
Point offers a real oasis of informative matter in a some-
what trackless desert of small talk.

ful hero, the Chevalier

little kidnapped Count

Though an Englishman, Mr.
HAMIL GRANT is, as he himself

admits, a representative Ameri-
can journalist of the PULITZER
School, which means that _w.?E_1i"

The story of La Vendee never grows stale and in Sir
Isumbras at the Ford (MURRAY) D. K. BROSTER has made
a really charming romance of the last unhappy phase,
ending with the victory of HOCHE at Quiberon. The
picturesque but perhaps rather over- fanciful title suggests, I

imagine, the action of the splendidly reckless and resource-
de la Vireville, in retrieving the

Anne-Hilarion, and also saving
Raymonde, a Breton leader's

agent de correspondance, who
from being his enemy became
his wife. The writer is not
content with the skilful man-

agement of breathless inci-

dents; character and motive
i have free play, and his full-

length portraits of the Che-
valier brave, generous, yet

hardly forgiving a great injury
of his little friend Anne, of

Anne's grandfather and Elspeth
his nurse, of Grain d'Orge,
the gigantic and unwashed
Chouan sergeant, and of the

two old ladies, renegade aristo-

crats, are painted with a pre-
cision and plausibility uncom-
mon in this kind. If I have a

criticism it is that our author

rescues his favourites too easily
and too often from absolutely
certain death.

SWINGING THE LEAD IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Benevolent Old Gentleman. "So you SAY YOU FOUGHT IN Tin:

HUNDRED YEABS' WAR, MY BRAVE MAN?"
The Veteran. "YES, MY LORD. I JOINED UP IN THE FIRST

whether you derive entertainment or not from Both Sides of
the Atlantic (GRANT RICHARDS) it would be unwise to accept
as gospel all the author's conclusions. Superficiality and

inaccuracy are not unknown in a certain type of American
journalism, and that Mr. GRANT is on occasion both super-
ficial and inaccurate is sufficiently attested in the present
volume, as witness his solemn statement, made in all serious-

ness, that "Locksley prophesied the coming of the Parlia-

ment of Man." These shortcomings may be necessary, even
desirable, in the news-sheet, but the American journalists
that I know would be the first to admit that they are out
of place on the library shelf. Most of the gossip and anec-
dotes included in Mr. GRANT'S pages are the commonplaces
of the journalistic, financial, social and political worlds of

the Eastern United States, and while no American would
dream of taking them at their face value unsophisticated
English folk, with their universal ignorance of the United
States and their childlike faith in the respectability of half-

guinea volumes, might easily make that error. Tbe author
does good service in his attempt to explain to English

Without any sound reason,

except that I looked for one

story and got another, Ordeal

by Sea (JARHOLDS) a little dis-

appointed me. So high an

opinion do I hold of Mr. AR-
CHIBALD KURD'S views on

J naval questions that he will

perhaps excuse my feeling of grievance when I found that

his little book contained a mere collection of facts to the

total exclusion of ideas and theories. Still we cannot be

told too often or too nakedly the story of German crime at

sea. The record, as Mr. HUHD sets it forth, would be one of

unrelieved horror if it were not for the opportunities which

these crimes have offered to our gallant sailors to show an

undaunted courage in the face of an abominable foe. Let

those who urge us to stretch out friendly hands to the

enemy read these heart-rending pages, and they must
confess that however weary we may grow of war there

can be no peace so long as these savageries in which the

Hun still glories go unpunished.

" General Wanted in small private family ;
must be good plain

cook: no basement, boots, steps, knives or windows ; dug-out."
T}te Universe.

The last word is characteristically cryptic, but the stress

laid upon the absence of windows convinces us that it

applies to the residence and not to the General.
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CHARIVARIA.
COUNT HKKTUNU hopes that Livonia

and Esthonia will <illos\ Germany to

be in close relationship witli them.
It will have been noticed that Ger-

many is already very close where the
I'krainiuns are concerned.

:;-. *

LEXIX, it appears, is not without his

little successes. The Germans have

promised him that the Russian ll"et,

shall riot fall into the hands of the

lioitri/coisit'. .;.
.

;

.

Sir DOUOI.AS and Lady H\i<:

are to be congratulated upon
the birth of a charming little

Field-Marshal.
* *

" Wo must keep up our air

service," says The Culoijim

Gazette. Meanwhile the Allies

ii determined to keep it

down. ., ^

It is said that some of the

Germans on the Western Front
are much annoyed with the

KAISEU for talking of an offen-

sive with a war on.
!i:

r
The most striking innovation

which marks the inception of

the now Air Force is the com-

plete absence of red tabs. While
it will be interesting to watch
officers trying to look like staff-

ollicers, the most annoying part
is that junior officers will in

future have to be polite to

everybody. # ...

*

It is now expected that In-

telligence Officers will in future

wear no decorations except an

intelligent look.

Government is becoming so popular,"
writes a correspondent, "that the Pre-
mier lias been asked to givo two
matinees a week in addition to the

regular daily performance.'
1

Mr. lloitLKT SMII.UK has declared
that in his opinion thcits will bo a
Labour Government in llM-t. Wo have
hoard these early p^aee optimists before.

*
"

J!
'

says a news
ilem, "have produced figures to dis-

prove charges of profiteering." It would
bo more satisfactory if they were able

During a food debate in the

Austrian Parliament a free fight was

opened by a Czech deputy throwing
a piece of sugar at a German member.
There is a strong rumour that Lord
CHAPLIN intends to open his next attack

upon Lord RHONDDA with a pound of

margarine. ...
.,.

It is rumoured in Petrograd that

Maidenhead has declared itself a Re-

public and is ottering Germany a

separate peace. # *

Russia's war bill is given as

5,000,000,000. It is understood that

;iny has finally approved the ex-

penditure, hut decided that it mtut
not happen again.

"The daily resignation of the Spanish

Schoolboy (bring charged a penny more for having his foot-
ball inflated). "Oo, BOTHER! HAS WIND GONE UP now?"

to show that their patrons had pro-
duced figures as the result of their

expenditure. -: *

" Conditions iu the silk trade have
become acute," declares the Silk Asso-
ciation iu its annual report. At the

slightest provocation, it appears, the

worms come out on turn.
* *

"
Pig clubs," says a contemporary,

"are springing up everywhere." The

pig story is expected at any moment.
% :;;

A Chertsey farmer who gave a sack
of potatoes as a prize at a whist drive

subsequently won his own prize. It is

not known when he left Scotland.
* *

A British Dogs Wool Association has

been fonn>: I t) obl:ii:i wool from the
if <::;rUin du;M. It is doubt-

ful whether Wool from all d
>_,'!

<: 1:1 hj

used, but the Association i

bo exp ng with j\vnil d

lengths of dachshund.
* *

" Thoro is n:jtlim ' with whir
; bum this \

Mr. FINCH, of til') I; ind in M
-sodation. \Vo have

known a little thing like this to daunt
an en

1

:an.
* *

"Tokoepcaterpill from fruit

s," says a gardening j

"a strong alkaline HIP

should be used." This in, of

course, much he: not

quite so roue!.

of hiding behi i sud-

denly jumping mil and

<>."

A chemist's assistant has
been charged at Westminster
I'.ilieo Court with stealing hot-

ties of medicine. The enormity
of the offence is increased when
it is remembered that he took

several bottles labelled qmle
plainly,

" Not to bo Taken."
* *

The Chairman of the Woking
Tribunal, on learning that an

applicant had been attended by
ten doctors, remarked,

" It is a

miracle you are alive." We re-

gret we cannot publish the ten

neat little speeches made by the

doctors upon reading this an-

nouncement. ^ ...

Miss AGNES RKAIH.U, of Ash-

ford, who has just celebrated

her hundredth birthday, was left

an orphan, says Tke Evening
News, when quite young. This

supports a long-held contention

of ours that most centenarians are

orphans. * ...

The boat-billed stork at tho Zoo has
died. The post-mortem is not yet com-

plete, but there is reason to believe that

death was caused by tho bird's attempt-
ing to swallow its scissors ration with-

out sufficient mastication.
-

-

Tho Isle of Man Legislature is to have
another debate on Manx power.

*
Children of five and upwards, the

Food Ministry hopes, will bo able to

receive an increased meat ration in

May. Youngsters in all parts of the

country, it is stated, are making extra-

ordinary efforts to reach tho required

age during the next five weeks.

vor,. cuv.
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THATCH.
" Irish Players.")

MENDING THE
(l-'or

the Repertory of the

ACT I,

SCENE. The kitchen o/ Michael Bourke's cottage in Kerry;
a u-ild -n ifiht, with rain. Michael Bourko and his friend

Paddy O'Shea sit by the remains of a turf fire on very

rick,-/// chairs. The fire is the only light in the kitchen,

and then; is practically no furniture. Rain, drips from
the roof and occasionally hits Michael Bourke on the head.

When "the curtain rises the two men arc singing scraps

of old songs.

Michael Bourke. Do you mind this one, Paddy? (Tries

a note or two and then begins in a quavering voice)

And they locked the pride of Erin's Isle

In cold Kilmainham jail-1-1-1-1.

(He hangs on to the last note until a drop of water from the

thatch hits him on the head.) Bad cess to it!

[He looks around on the floorfor his hat and puts it on.

Paddy O'Shea (gazing into the fire and after deep thought).

Wouldn't it he the grand thing now, Michael, if you would

be after putting a bit of something on the thatch the way
you wouldn't be destroyed with the rain and it falling on

you?
Michael Bourke (with the water running from the brim

of his hat). That 's the grand notion you 've got, Paddy
O'Shea. (lie relapses into thought.) But sure the wind would

only be blowing it off again (again relapses into thought),
or maybe the hens would be flying up and destroying it

on me.

Paddy O'Shea (getting up with a certain amount of de-

cision). It 's yourself that has the bead on you, Michael.

(A pause.) Is it true that Murphy below is after getting a

new barrel of porter ?

Michael Bourke (rising with alacrity). As true as God 's

in heaven. [Both men go out.

CURTAIN.

ACT. II.

SCENE. The same as before, only worse. Five years have

elapsed. One of the two chairs has now only three legs,

and the hole in the thatch is bigger. A wild night. Still

raining. Michael Bourke and Paddy O'Shea, looking a
little older, arc sitting by the fire with their hats on their

heads. Both get liberally sprinkled with water from time

to time.

Michael Bourke (singing).

Oh, I knew she bad consented

By the roll-11-ll-lling of her eye-e-e-o.

Paddy O'Shea (who lias been beating time with his feet).
"Pis a great song entirely.
Michael Bourke (with the water running from his clothes

to form a pool on the floor). As fine a song as you '11 bear in

the kingdom of Kerry. Many's the time herself would

sing it before the rheumatics took her, and her not able to

move a finger till her death. (Gazes into the fire.) Maybe
we should go down to Murphy's below, or they '11 have the
stuff drunk on us and us not getting a drop at all.

Paddy O'Shea. Tis yourself that has the grand head on

you, Michael. [They go out.

CURTAIN.

ACT III.

SCENE. Worse than ever. Again a wild night and still

raining. Another five years have elapsed. Half the roof
has gone and the rain splashes on the floor. One chair
has now two kgs and a box to rest on, and the other is

carrying on with three legs. The rain has put the fire out.

Both men have their hats crammed down over the cars.

Locks of grey hair straggle out over the collars of their

coats.

Michael Bourke (singing).

Oh, the French are in the bay,

Says the Shan Van Voght.
Paddy O'Shea. It 's the voice of you would melfc a stone,

Michael Bourke.

[Michael Bourke sings on, ivhile Paddy O'Shoa turns

up the collar of his coat. The floor is now deep in

water and the wind whistles in through the hole in

the roof.

Paddy O'Shea (hesitatingly). Wouldn't it be the grand
thing now, Michael, if you would be after putting a bit of

something on the roof ?

Michael Bourke (interrupted). The divil fly away with the
roof ! What with Dublin Castle and the hens flying up on
me and the wind blowing out of the four corners of the
earth [Gives it up and goes on with his song.

Paddy O'Shea (hesitatingly). The young peeler's after

telling me this very day that Murphy below has the grand
stuff straight from GUINNESS in Dublin. (A pause.) Would
you be thinking of stretching your legs, Michael?

Michael Bourke (rising with alacrity, but not to be out-

done in circumlocution). Maybe wo would be hearing from
the young lads of things that does be going on in foreign
lands across the water. Let you be coming now, Paddy
O'Shea.

[They go out and leave the rain splashing on the floor.

CURTAIN.

THE SENTIMENTALIST.
I LIKE to think of my true love, remote from everything,
In some secluded silken room where she may play and sing,
And dream for hours and hours of me, yefc never find it

palls ;

But, alas ! she 's cleaning windows in a suit of overalls.

I like to think of my true love all lonely in a bower
Of roses, how she lingers there to pass a sunlit hour
Amid the perfume and the bees, dreaming she will be mine ;

But, alas ! she 's in a smock and breeks and she 's off to

feed the swine.

I like to think of my true love a-riding every day
All in her slender shining coach with prancing horses grey
A-riding stately through the town thinking of her dear

man ;

But, alas ! she 's in a motor-coat and she 's gone to drive a

van.

I like to think of my true love however she 's employed,
For somehow just the thought of her it makes me over-

joyed ;

I wish I had her stowed away and adequately dressed,

But, coat or breeks or overalls, 1 will love my true love best.

Another Impending Apology.
" The Sisters of the Community of the arc again generously

lending the Moat House, ,
for a series of week-end Retreats, and

Quiet Days and Half-days for laymen and women. The Moat House
is so easy of excess and so well suited for Betreats that the kindness
of the Community is much appreciated." Tlie Guardian.

From a notice of The Eton Rcvieio :

" Mr. 2G. Bernard Shaw pokes some rather elephantine fun at the
costume of the Etonian as seen in the streets of Windsor."

Daily Telegraph.

Is the world really large enough to contain two " G. B. S.'s
"
?

and, if so, does not the first of them think the last a
bore ?
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A WALK-OVEBP
THE KAISEU. "THIS IS THE DOOBMAT OP OUB NEW PBEMISES.

KARL. "ABE YOU QUITE SUBE IT'S DEAD?"
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BOLSHEVISED LITERATURE.
v iviruest from Kns-,ia for an adapted ver-

'

sion of Sli-ejiiny Paiinci.i has been received.

It is particularly requested that tho hero !

should not bo of higher rank than s^r^eant
and that the heroine should belong to the

proletariat. Tho deluded husband should be

"is, but in this case he must be pro-

perly poisoned at tho end. Autiuipntin^' a

demand for this sort of adaptation, I have
|

ny Bolshevising tlio best known story in
j

the world, CiiitlcrfHu.]

IN the best parlour, on the horse-hair I

sofa, with tho priceless old lace anti-
;

macassar, Cinderella was sitting. As)
she sat there she sighed to herself, for

sho was very unhappy. Why was she!

unhappy ? Because she was bourytoise. '

Her two elder sisters were not

bourgeoises. They belonged to the

proletariat. Every day they went
off to the Committee of Commis-
saries of all the Soviets of the Sol-

diers and Sailors and Workmen's
Institutes and made speeches, and
left poor Cinderella at home on the

horse-hair sofa. Sho was not really

buurgeoite. She belonged to the

proletariat as much as they did.

She too would have loved to go
to the Committee of Commissaries
of all the Soviets of Soldiers and
Sailors and Workmen's Institutes.

She wanted to make a speech.

Every day her sisters and her step-
mother made speeches, all speaking
together. Sometimes they issued

proclamations addressed " To All."

Oh, how she longed to issue a pro-
clamation "To All"! But her step-
mother and her sisters said that

she was bourgeoise. They dressed
her in tine clean clothes and made
her sit at home on the horse-hair

sofa. How cruel they were to her !

They were at a meeting of the
Committee of Commissaries to-

night. The Chief Commissary was
to read a new proclamation, calling on i

somebody else to do something. It
j

was said to bo the most important I

meeting of tho Committee of Commis- 1

saries ever held, for after the procla-
mation had been read all the Com-
missaries were to speak at once, instead
of only three at a time. Her step-
mother and her sisters had put on all

their worst clothes and had gone off

together to it. Poor Cinderella had
helped to dress them. She knew that,
however bad their clothes were, they
still looked like bourgeoisie, but sho
had to pretend that they were all oven
more obviously proletarian than ever,
and she had helped to tear holes in

their gowns and to put mud on them.
" Couldn't / come too?" sho asked

wistfully. "I have never made a

speech."
"
Nonsense, child," they said. ' c A

little bourgoise like you ? Why, they 'd
j

its height. Everybody was spcukin .

turn you out at once." And then they at once. Suddenly the figure of a new
tramped off and loft her.

As sho sat there sighing, suddenly
the door opened and her Fairy God-
mother appeared before her.

"AUTHOR'S NOTE. Failing a dcjiniti-

riilinij by the Soviets that fairies

bourgeoisie uiiil not members of the pro-
letariat I am unwilling to discard the

Fairy Godmother altogether. "People's
Commissioner," however, may be sub-

stituted if desired.]
" Why are you crying, child," sho

asked.

"Alas, godmother," said Cinderella,

Commissary was seen standing on a
table. In her hand sho held a pro-
clamation.

"Comrades, "she cried, and her voice
was so clear that everybody stopped to

listen to her,
" the Revolution is in

danger. I have made a great discovery.
It is this you are all bourgeois."

There was an appalling sensation.
"
Yes," sho went on,

"
you think

you belong to the proletariat, but you
don't. It is doubtful if anybody does.

However much you think you do there
is always somebody a little lower than

"my sisters have gone to the meeting i you to whom you seem incredibly bour-
n

i/i.'o/.s-. That is what you seem to

me. If there in such a thing as
the proletariat, which I doubt, it

is quite certain that I am the only
true representative of it. I am the
absolute limit in that direction.

1 will now read my proclamation.
It is addressed 'To All,' by which
is meant, of course, all the absolute
limits in the world. There will

naturally bo one of us in each

country. I call upon those com-
rades of mine to rise in their power
and stay their oppressors. Doubt-
less they will do so when they
have heard my proclamation."

She paused a moment and then

began, "To Ail."

At that moment the clock struck
twelve.

Later on it struck one and
two . . .

At three o'clock Cinderella was
still reading her proclamation . . .

She is reading it now. , .

^
.

"A special Memorial ('. .m-ert will be
held in the To\\ n Hall to-morrow (Sun-
day), by the Permanent Orchestra, to

- the late President, Mr.- . All \oeal

of Commissaries of all the Soviets, and friends wishing to pay their last respect are

I cannot go. I am bourgeoise. Bo- i^te* toat on tho orchestra."

sides I have no clothes."
" Cheer up," said the fairv,

" I can
]

soon give you clothes." And she waved a silent tribute would n <5 (loubt bo ^st.

her wand [or
" issued a manifesto."

AUTHOR] and behold! Cinderella was
dressed delightfully in the sort of clothes

which only a member of the proletariat
could wear. Even the beautiful fan in

in her hand became a proclamation,
and her boots alone would have let her
into any council of Soldiers and Sailors

and Workmen's Institutes.
" But remember," said tho Fairy God-

mother, "you must be back by mid-

night or something terrible will happen
to you."

Cinderella promised gaily and
tramped oi'!'.

''

'','- # ;: :;:

The meeting of Commissar;

Commercial Candour.
'B'oi I.IHE.VT VALUE, WK KNOW or MIMJ

I!!:JTKH OK VORSI:, THESE .\m: SIMPLY

'OUR OWN.'"
.hh't. in South J/Viow: Paper.

" There \vcre 150 million children under 10
in the United Kingdom."

Xurtli-.iriqiMi Daily Echo.

We hope this is not an attempt to

revive the War-baby scare.

"We look t'2 prisoners, including Orderly
.. Feldwebel, and four non-commis-

sioned otiicers." Evening Ai'ic.t.

It is a pity that Colonel Oborst es-

caped.
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THE WHIRLIGIG.
I MAY warn you at once that there is

nothing at all in this little episod*
as illustrating an experience that is,

I suppose, common to many of the inid-

(II. ageing in these tumultuous days.
".lolin is homo on short leave," his

mother wrote, "and we both want

you to dino here on Tuesday, to

soino friends of his, .Major and Mrs.
I'arkenluun."

Tins, of couifo, was very pleasant.
John's mother is one of tho most

charming hostesses in the world
; and

I have known John himself since lie

was ia sailor-suits. I accepted, as they
say, with alacrity.

All the way to the house I kept on

tolling myself to 1)0 sure and remember
that .John was now a grown man. It

is indeed obviously impossible to regard
as anything else a war-worn veteran

who has already collected two gold

stripes and as many stars. iJut one
had to be careful. Only that morning,
with secret blushes, I had emptied my
pocket-book of a little collection of

foreign stamps which, following an
ancient custom, I had continued to set

aside for him . . .

Of course all this clearly ought to

have prepared me for the Packet!hams ;

but somehow it didn't. Since the name
was unfamiliar to me, [ had been won-

dering (perhaps with a touch of jeal-

ousy) how long they had been intimates
of the household, and forming, as one

it such times, a mental picture of

tho pair. I am afraid indeed that i

detested them both cordially before-

hand.

And then the disillusion. I say
nothing about John, because he is

another story, and (to those of us who
can;) a very proud and thrilling one.

But those Packenhams . . . At first

I thought they hadn't come, and that

the pair of attractive children who
smiled shyly over our introduction must
be last-minute substitutes. Then I

caught the words,
"
Major and Mrs.,"

and began to realise . . .

It certainly was the queerest shock.

.Possibly both uniform and knee-skirts
have a tendency to rejuvenate ; but, so
far as appearance went, if either of the

couple had seen twenty, that was the
limit of it. I took Mrs. Packenham in,

and in the pauses of a conversation

elderly devoted to rabbits (as pets, not

provender) occupied myself with sensa-
tional speculations as to how long her
hair had been up.
But it was the gallant Major who

furnished my chief problem.
" Where

were you," 1 asked him suddenly,
" be-

fore the War ?
"

Jlo blushed (I had already noticed

The Suldicr. "\\'i-.i.i., NANMK, IP YOU'LL TKLL ME WUICKKAHOCTU yol'B >wn
AND WHAT BEGIMEHT HE BELONGS TO I'LL THY AND GET NEWS OP HIM FOB Yor."

Ilii Old Nulse. "
All, DKAIIIE, I CAN'T TELL YOU THAT. BUT I KJiOW HE'S IS TUB

TELEPHONE DUO-OUT."

this habit of his when addressed).
" In

the lifth with John," he said.
" Fifth division ?

"
(You see how

slowly my mind was working.)
"No form. School, you know. We

were there together."
I apologised, but not before his

natural embarrassment had deepened
the blush perceptibly. All at once the

sight roused in mo a sympathy almost

j

paternal ; and to feel paternal to a

i Major was an experience so bewilder -

ing as to hold me silent for a long while.
" You 're very quiet," said John's

mother at last in a concerned under-
tone. " Is anything the matter?

"

"Nothing," I assured her. "Only
I 'm trying to see life."

" And can you?
"

I contrived a wistful smile. " A!

this moment, no," I confessed. " It

seems to be going rather too quickly
for me."
"For me, too," said John's mother.

But she of course was looking at John.

the

A BATIONAL \7 IE\V.

WHKHE'KU one goes, one hears
4 ion

What food to cat, and just how much,
And many an impotent suggestion
The vital problem faila to touch.

Don't think mo all too vaiii, my brothers,
If I should venture to opine

That, after sampling many others.

No method 's quite so good as mine.

This is my system I '11 repeat it

To guide your palate when in doubt :

When there is food to cat, I cat it,

And when there's none I go without.
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TO MY LADY IN SPEING

(After much reading of Communiques
i>\>m the Western Front).

IP no artillery of vows
Nor creeping barrages of prayer

Compassion in your breast may rouse,

But I am still a stranger there

On bended knees with outstretched

hand
In No Man's Land;

If, when I only wait the sign

To compass with outflanking curve

The chosen portion of your lino,

You summon up your coy reserve

With rosy S.O.S 's llamo

And spoil my game;

If labouring thus I may but win,

Prepared by batteries of art,

A temporary footing in

The outpost trenches of your heart,

That is not good enough for me,
Ilermione.

For somehow I must surely seizo

Tho full objective I desire;

The buds have raided all the trees

And Spring has hurst the Winter's

wire;
A strong offensive round us thrills

Of daffodils.

The lark has stormed the skies with

son;:,

Delivering each time the goods;
Last Sunday as I strolled along

I found a primrose in the woods;
It gave no kind of warning shout

It just came out.

Then plague on all cajolings sweet
And drumfire of continued woe,

I '11 rush you, lady, off your feet

And take you prisoner ere you know;
Triumphant, forcible and frauk,

1 '11 play the Tank. EVOE.

A WAE-TIME CHILD.
I THINK that, to start with, Anne's

interest in me was first aroused by the
fact that I was possessed of only one

leg ; so you see there are compensations
in leaving one's limbs behind one in

Flanders.

"Poor ole leg," she used to say pity-

ingly; "ho got lost at France, didn't

be? Won't he never come back

again ?
"

She seemed so absurdly miserable
when I told her that he wouldn't that
I hastened to assure her that I didn't
mind in the least should, in fact, much
prefer the new bought leg that was
coming, which would never ache or be
cold or tirod.

"Never ache no more?" she echoed.
"I 'in glad," and so she was comforted.

It is a constant regret to me that

Anno was born thirty years later than I

was. There are so few Annes among
my contemporaries ;

besides it saddens

ine to feel that she really hardly remem-
bers the time when there was no war.

liven her toys and dolls she plays with

under war conditions.
" Xo butter and no margarine this

morning," I heard her cheerfully telling

her special favourite, Dolly Dumps, "so

you must just cat your breakfast with-

out
;
there 's treacle or honey, an' that 's

nil. 'Coz of the War."
Anne cherishes a pair of white ban-

tams which live in a little pen in a

corner of the paddock; she foods them
herself in the afternoons unless she

happens to be out or away, when some-
one looks after them for her. One
afternoon the gardener, thinking she

was out to tea, fed the bantams for the

night, and Anne, not knowing what be

had done, gave them several of her

small handfuls of food when she came
in later. She was terribly distressed

when she discovered that they had had
a double meal and for a long time re-

fused to be comforted. " I know Whitie
and Nobs has 'ceeded their rations ;

what will the FOOD TROLLER think of

me?" she asked pathetically.
"You nmst pull down the blinds," I

heard her severely admonishing the

dolls who live in the smart red dolls'

house in the corner of the nursery; "1
have told you before. Guv'ment will

have you it you don't."

To her Golliwog she was even more

emphatic.
" I 'in ashamed of you," she told him,

"taking away Dolly Dumps' biscuit.

I 'm afraid you must be a Food Hog,
and that 's nearly a Gorman, you know."

In the middle of the morning, yester-

day, I found her in the act of putting
her Teddy Bear (clad in bright pink
pyjamas) into the small wooden bed in

which he sleeps.

"Teddy ill?" I inquired sympatheti-
cally.

"No, he's been naughty." Anne's
voice sounded rather hard.

"What's he done now?" I asked.

Anne finished arranging the rose-

patterned eider-down smoothly over

Teddy's recumbent form, then, coming
over to me, she said, "I told him for a

great treat he might light the fire in the
dolls' house this morning, and," here
she lowered her voice portentously,
"he used a match for it!"

"Well," I said, "why was that

naughty? What ought ho to have
done?"

She looked at me in hurt surprise.

"Why, used a spill, of course. Mustn't
use matches in war-time."
"But perhaps there weren't any

spills," I pleaded, for Teddy is an old

pal of mine and I didn't like to feel he
was in trouble.

"Oh, yes, there was," said Anno re-

lentlessly ;

" there was lots and lots.

Me and Nurse made them yesterday,
and Teddy knew, 'coy. ho helped do the

twiddly bit at the end."

So there was no explaining away
Teddy's unfortunate lapse from the

paths of patriotism, and he stayed in

bed till luncheon-time.
I was watching Anne, the other even-

ing, carefully manoeuvring her little

flock of Noah's Ark animals up the
narrow gangway into the Ark.
"Do you know," I asked her idly,

"why the animals went into the
Ark ?

"

She paused in her occupation and
looked round, a gaudily-painted leopard
poised between her small pink finger
and thumb.
"Of course I know Air Eaid," she

said, and pushed the leopard in through
his little doorway.
Poor little Annes of to-day, who have

never known of other time but war-
time 1 _________

EEVELATIONS.
" TELL me about yourself," said the

subaltern, gazing at her in admiration;
"where you were born and all that.

No, really ? I knew some people there.

Did you always live there I
"

" No ; when I was seventeen my
father's business went bust through
the War and I had to earn iny own
living."
"You poor old thing. What did

you do?"
" I taught at the High School."
" You didn't ! What did you teach ?

"

"Mathematics."
" Good Lord, what a clever old thing

you must be ! What high school was
that ? No ! Why then you must know
the Petersons?"

"
Why, Kitty and I left school the

same term, only I went back to teach."
" So you know Kitty. I was sort of

engaged to her at one time."
" You 're not ' Bob

'

? don't tell me
that!"

"
By Jove, yes ; she often spoke

of Why, it must have been you 1

What was your father, by the way ?"
" Architect."

"Eeally? I never knew that. By
Jove, old thing, wo are finding each
other out."

They had been married two years
War years, though.

A young poultry-farmer of Bray
Wrote off for some ducks to Bombay;

When he opened the case

The sight of his face

Was as good as a farcical play.
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A WAR OFFICE GUIDE.
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THE FOOD HOARDER.
THK railway carriage was full of men

and smoke, anil from the time we left

Blowhole the talk was all of food.

Had wo been women, liy now we
should probably have got to the stago
of exchanging fatless recipes, or how to

concoct ribs of beef from a turnip and
some gelatine.

As it was, conversation was mostly
a dirge, on baconless breakfasts.

The man who sat next to me had not
lasted it for seven weeks and was quite

pathetic about it.

" You corno 'o:uo with nao some Sun-

day,
1

'

said his stout and jovial friend

sitting opposite,
" and we '11 give you a

treat. Why (and ho lowered his voice

slightly), I 'vo gut 'arf-a-dozen 'ams
and four or live flitches o' bacon

prime," he added with u gleam in his

eye.
There was a sudden pause, and the

man in the far corner took out his

notebook.
" I shall be obliged for your name

and address," ho said. " I am the

Food Inspector for this district and it

will be my business to call on you
shortly."
We sat in stunned silence while he

wrote, and when he got out at the next
|

station the stout man breathed heavily.
'

Ay," lie said, looking after him with
a slow smile,

" but 1 didn't tell yon
chap that that bacon 'a still running

j

about." _

TO MY GUN-LORRY.
LURCHING colossus of the rubbered

wheel,

Left, for my sins, iu my unhappy
charge,

What irony can speak the pains I feel,

What Billingsgate, what language of

the barge,
When poignantly I call to recollection

Tho ponderous jokes you 'vo played my
poor old Section '.'

How oft I 've tended you through dust

and heat

Or delved you out from depths of

soggy snow
;

How oft at frozen dawu I 've done the

feat

Of getting your intestine rods to go ;

And when you 've stuck, how frequently
my sorry

Drivers refer to " Little Aunio Laurie "!

A blend of choler and of cold disdain,
I stand and watch you wallowing

axle-deep
In loamy pasture, and should be pro-

fane

Wero I not rather more inclined to

weep ;

Then, roused at last my usually slow-

bile,

1 ask what silly ass first called you
" Mobile

"
'/

A Non-Stop Performance.
The Crucifixion

'
is to bo rundured at the

service in thf \S.-; I .!'. Church on

Sunday. Mr. will bait tlu; organ."
Scotch Paper.

From an advertisement of a new-

soap :

"
is indispensable to Mwuunirs,

Motorists, Plumbers, Blacksmiths, Bra-
lion Moulders. Siuldlcrs, Shoeniake-i ;, ;>ml to

all who desire Soft, White, Smooth Hand*.''

Our " rude mechanicals," as SHAK-
sri;.u;;: called them, seem to be

growing luxurious.
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Sunly.

Bunty.

' WHATEVEB 's THAT, MUMMIE?" Mother. "SPAGHETTI, DABLUTO."
' GOOD GBACIOUS I I THOUGHT THAT WAS THE STUFF YOU THREW OVER PEOPLE AT WEDDINGS."

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
x.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXXIII.

(continued).

George. Tell us something more,
Mamma, about the amusements of this

wonderful period.
Mrs. M. I think I told you that

playing-cards were introduced into

England in this re'gn. They were

invented, so it is said, to divert the

melancholy of Lord Southmount, caused

by the attacks of his ungrateful fellow-

countrymen.
"
Beggar my Neighbour

"

and "Nap" were the names of two of

the simplest of theso games, but there

were many others, such as " Whist "

and "
Bridge."

Mary. What funny names! And
why "Nap," Mamma?

Mrs. M. I really cannot tell you for

certain, my dear child, but I infer that

this game was specially prescribed as

an antidote to sleeplessness, which has
so often proved detrimental to the
health of those who work their brains
too hard.

Richard. Had not Lord Southmount
a very largo brain ?

Mrs. M. Yes, quite colossal. It

weighed two hundred pounds, or ounces,
I forget which, but it was quite the

largest on record. Indeed there is a

legend that in order to preserve his bal-

ance he was obliged to weight his boots

with lead. Cards, however, were not

played merely as a distraction from care.

Many people indulged in the pastime
out of sheer lightheartedness, and the

craving was so strong that they played
cards at all times and in all places, even
to the extent of going out for " whist-

drives," which I believe were a form of
"
joy-ride," as it was called. Another

feature of this reign was the revival of

old country songs and dances. People
collected folk-tunes from the oldest in-

habitants of remote villages, and the

number of centenarian singers was

quite remarkable. In the dancing
movement WILLIAM MORRIS, who in-

vented wall-papers,was very prominent.
Mary. What sort of toys did the

children have in those times, Mamma?
Mrs. M. Very few, I fear, as chil-

dren were mainly occupied with writ-

ing poetry ; but fairy-stories were very
popular with adult readers, and panto-
mimes, as they were called, though
originally intended for a juvenile audi-

ence, were almost exclusively attended

by people of mature age. The influence

of youth was also markedly shown in

the domain of art. Children, as I have
reason to know, Mary, from your last

attempt to delineate your father, are

not given to flattery, and some of the

great painters of this reign, made a

practice in their portraiture of repre-

senting their subjects, not as they were
at the time, but as they were likely to

appear after about twenty years of acute

indigestion or chronic alcoholism.

Mary. Oh, Mamma! I am sure my
picture of Papa wasn't like that.

Mrs. M. Well, here is your father ;

you had better ask him for his opinion.

THE CALL.
THE air around was trembling-bright
And full of dancing specks of light,
While butterflies were dancing too

Between the shining green and blue ;

I might not watch, I might not stay,
I ran along the meadow way.
The straggling brambles caught my feet,

The clover field was, oh ! so sweet ;

I heard a singing in the sky
And busy things went buzzing by.
How this could be I cannot tell,

But all the hedges sang as well.

Along the clover-field I ran
To where the little wood began,
And there I understood at lasb

Why I had come so far, so fast

On every leaf of every tree

A fairy sat and smiled at me! B. F.
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Old KingCoaz \outnaycalIforyourFood,

Hasusallin Control, You m^y callforyour Fun,

Anda ftringent old Soul is he ; Butnotafter Ten-tfiirfee.

NIGHT LIGHT SAYING.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
M, ndaij, March 18th. Sir ALFKKD

MOND gave a portentous
list of tbo

premises that he lias commandeered

for the Air Ministry in various parts of

tho Metropolis, nu.l, to judge by his

complaint that Mr. KENNEDY JONES

had prevented him from acquiring the

British Museum, it would seem that he

lias not iimilly abandoned his designs

upon that institution. His hope, per-

haps, is that when tho Trustees hnd

themselves entirely surrounded by the

enemy's outposts they will surrender

at discretion.

The shrinkage in the size ot eggs has

not escaped the vigilant gaze of Mr.

H.Mtrm-uT. His suspicions that Lord

RH'ONDDA is in some way responsible

for it has been deepened rather than

removed by Mr. CLYNKH' assurance

that the only specimens which weigh

less than twenty-four ounces a dozen

come from Egypt ;
for was not Egypt

tho homo of the first Food-Controller?

Members heard with satisfaction

tempered by envy Dr. MACNAMARA'S

statement that the Central Billeting

Board has acquired twelve hostels in

Glasgow, where, for the modest sum of

23s. a week, residents can obtain three

square meals a day. It is confidently

anticipated that tho shortage of labour

in the shipyards will be speedily reme-

died by a large movement of popula-

tion from the West End restaurants to

Clydeside.
Tho debate on the Education Bill,

which passed its Second Reading, was

one long eulogy, in various keys, of its

author, Mr. FiSBBB, who would be well

advised, in view of the hazards of tho

Committee stage, to offer a sacrifice to

Nemesis.
Mr. MARRIOTT led off with au excellent

speech ; though it was a little odd to

hear him in tho presence of tho Labour

Party inviting the House to "consider

what might have been lost to the

country if, instead of going on from

their private preparatory schools to

Eton and Winchester, Members of this

House had been forced prematurely
into an industrial career."

An appropriate reply was furnished

by Mr. O'GiiAHY, who recalled his ap-

prenticeship to " the art and craft of

cabinet - making." Who knows? he

may yet find it useful.
" I do not rise," said Sir EDWABD

PABROTT, "from the mere impulsion of

an itch for speaking." That was for-

tunate, for even without this stimulus

his speech filled nine columns of tho

official report. It was full of classical

allusions, but I missed my old friend,

Psiltacns loquitur.

'U, Mnrch IQth.lk was not

indurated conservatism but regard for

the public welfare that caused Lord

HALSBUBY to resist tho passage of Lord

BUCKMASTEU'S Bill enabling women to

become solicitors. Ninety-two years
!

experience of the ways of woman have

'convinced him that she can only see

: one side of a case. The female attorn, '

y

will, he fours, be quite unable to write

i

those conciliatory letters in tho early

"POULTUY."
MR. STAMTOX.

stages of a quarrel which so often pre-

vent it from developing into litigation.

It is distressing to record that the

Peers by a substantial majority refused

to endorse this idyllic view of the

typical
"
solicitor's letter."

Their Lordships then settled down to

an academic discussion on the League
;
of Nations, in tho course of which Lord

i LOKEBUEK revealed his entire agree-

ment with Lord LANSDOWNE'S famous

letter; and Lord LANSDOWNE himself,

while accepting the description of Ger-

many as " the anarchist of Europe,"

"THE LADIES."
Lono HALSBUKY.

nevertheless urged her inclusion in the

League.
In the Commons Mr. TREVELYAN

and other gentlemen who think that

war can be ended by talk once more

attacked what they call secret diplom-

acy. If tho mysteries of foreign ai't'airs

wore regularly confided to Mr. KING and

Mr. PHINGLE there would, they believe,

be much less danger of disputes ending

in war. Mr. BALFOUR differed. For

one thing, ho said, the House, with all

its merits, lacked a sense of proportion.

In his view "open diplomacy" would

lei'd to open quarrels, and so long as

he was Foreign Minister he would have

nothing to do with it.

Question-time, as usual, was largely

devoted to food. Mr. STANTON received

the comforting assurance that fifty

thousand tons of damaged grain, &c.,

will be available for
"
utility fowls

"
;

Mr. TYSON-WILSON complained of the

action of the PoOD-CoKTBQLLEB ii>

ing a house where the only evidence of

hoarding was a single pound of pepper

(believed to be part of the peck picked

by Peter Piper); and Mr. TCRTON was

informed that in the matter of sugar

His Majesty's Judges were treated

exactly in the same way as humbler

members of the community. Hence

the vogue in assize-towns of that well-

known ditty,
" A little bit of sugar for

the beak."

Wcdiu'Kiht;/, March ZOth. Lord Cru-

ZON made an earnest appeal to the

to save paper by foregoing the

daily supply of "Votes and Proceed-

ings"." If they pine for light fiction

let them satisfy themselves with the

War Cabinet's apologia pro vita sna,

just issued.

Eloquent upon many topics, the

volume is silent upon the luxuriant crop

of peerages and other titular distinctions

produced in the year 1917. Lord RKL-

BOKNE is still pressing for a sort of

log-ue raisonnc, recording the public

services of the recipients. But Lord

CUBI-.ON was obdurate. Tho public did

not ask for reasons when a TENNYSON or
j

a LISTEH, a FRENCH or a JKLLICOE was

ennobled; why should it do so when

the fount of honour poured its pleasant

drops upon Lord Blank or Lord Dash ?

In the matter of shipbuilding Sir

Eiuc GF.DDES declined to sit on the

stool of repentance. In fact at one

time he seemed more likely to throw it

at his critics, in the manner of the

famous JENNY of the same ilk. While

admitting that wo had lost a fifth of

our tonnage, and wanted an additional

100,000 tons a mouth to make up our

leeway, he claimed that in the circum-

stances the Admiralty Controller of

Shipbuilding had been highly efficient.

That being so, it was not quite easy to
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LaiJy (to butler). "HABiusox, youB COLD is VEKY BAD. You MUST KOT oo OUT TO-sicirr."

Sutler (reproachfully). "On, MILADY, DON'T MAKE AN 'OT-'OUSE FLOWER OF ME."

understand vvliy tliat official sliould bo

superseded by Lord PiniUE.oven though
a section of the Press has been clamour-

ing for his appointment.
The shortage of ships having caused a

deficiency of coal, Sir ALBEKT STANLEY
informed Members that they must do
with less gas in future. This dreary

I

outlook was temporarily relieved by tho

I

Member for Battcrsea, who, after a

lung interval of silence, treated tho
1 louse to " a nicht \vi' BUKNS."

Thursday, March 21st. As spokes-
man of tho Board of Agriculture in

the Upper House tho Duke of MARL-
BOBOUUH recently found himself called

upon to defend an order of the Board
which as a practical farmer he declined
to carry out. Pooh-Bah would have
scon no insurmountable difficulty iu
Mich a situation, but would have simply
issued another regulation forbidding
himself to obey himself. His (Irace of
Blenheim is made of less flexible stuff,
and took the more honourable course
of resigning his office and returning to
his lonely furrow.

Just before the House adjourned for
'ho Master Recess Mr. .Bo\Ai>. JY\w an-

nounced the opening of the long-adver-
tised attack on our lines in France. It

is believed that HINDENBURO would
have launched it earlier but for his desire

not to interfere with the groat offen-

sive conducted by his friends on tho
Westminster front.

THE GERMAN GRAVES.
I WONDER are there roses still

In Ablain St. Nazaire,
And crosses girt with daffodil

In that old garden there.

I wonder if the long grass waves
With wild-flowers just tho same

Where Germans made their soldiers'

graves
Before the English came?

Tho English set those crosses straight
And kept the legends clean ;

The English mado tho wicket-gate
And left the garden green ;

And now who knows what regiments
dwell

In Ablain St. Nazairo?
But I would have them guard as

well

The graves wo guarded there.

So do not tear those fences up
And drive your waggons through,

Or trample rose and buttercup
As careless feet may do ;

For I have friends where Germans
tread

In graves across the lino,

And as I do towards their dead
So may they do to mine.

And when at last the Prussians pass
Among those mounds and see

The reverent cornflowers crowd the

grass
Because of you and me,

They'll give perhaps ono humble
thought

To all tho "
English fools

"

Who fought as never men have fought
But somehow kept tho rules.=_ A. P. II.

A farmer's testimonial:

"I am using your Linseed Oil Mc.il for

,
cows :uicl fowls, and find it rom:irk:ililv

Rood in each case in producing flesh, milk mid
buttor and eggs."

The Bulletin (Sidney, .Y.S.H'.)

Wo beg to call Mr. PKOTHHRO'S atten-

tion to the words we have italicized.
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OUE FRIENDS THE BIRDS.

A GREAT deal of publicity has of late

been given to the Army's pigeons, some
of which acted as bank messengers
when the Tank was picking our pockets
in Trafalgar Square the other day ;

but no one has yet said a word for

another very remarkable ornithological
war organisation, which has its head-

quarters at Polperro.
It is not, of course, wise to divulge

all the activities which our propa-
gandists are prosecuting with so much
xeal and, it is to be hoped, success, but

Hie CENSOR having decided that the

time has come to let the public into

the secret of those vast structures which
liavo for so long puzzled the passers-by
at this Cornisli retreat we are glad to

be the first to lift the veil.

It is here that for some
mouths past the Parrot

Corps has been in training.
Colonel Bryant, who is

in charge of this interest-

ing and very ingenious
branch of public service,

willingly put his informa-

tion at the disposal of our

representative the more

willingly, perhaps, because
of the long embargo of

silence placed upon him,
silence and his ordinary
avocation being not too

compatible.
" The Colonel took me,"

writes our representative,
"

first to the class-rooms,
where the parrots arc in-

structed in the sentences

which they are to repeat as

they fly about the country.
Here we found one of the lecturers

addressing his pupils, all remarkably
attentive and intelligent-looking. They
were not at desks, as in an ordinary
educational chamber, but each occupied
a perch, and there were some hundreds
in all. At the time I entered, the pro-

vocatory class was in progress, and the
words which the lecturer was instilling
were those :

' Don't you know there 's a
war on ?

'

;

' We 're at war, you know
;

'

1 You seem to forget we 're at war '

all delivered with a sarcastic inflexion

that cannot fail in its purpose.
" In the noxt room, a food economy

class was acquiring phrases calculated
to promote the conservation of the na-

tion's supplies :

' Eat less bread," 'Eat
less meat,' 'Eemember the U-boats."

It is considered, not, I think, without

reason, that a voice from tho sky or

the upper branches of a tree enjoining
recollections of the menace of the Ger-
man submarine will have a curiously
far-reaching effect.

" Other phrases which these happy
and willing students are acquiring in-

clude,
' Are you doing your hit ?

'

with

tho accent on the yuii ;
and ' What have

you put in the War Loan ?
'

" ' In fact,' the Colonel remarked,
' the whole ground of patriotic and civic

duty is to bo covered.'
" '

Splendid !

'

I said.
' And where do

you get the birds '!

'

" ' We have breeding stations all over

the place,' said Colonel Bryant.
' There

is one, for example, in tho House of

Commons. And here,' he added, throw-

ing open another door,
'

is a very im-

portant department.'
" It was a room similar to those

which I had seen, but tho lecturer was

speaking German.
" ' This is under the Director of Pro-

" ' You seo,' said the Colonel, 'it is

necessary that the members of our

corps should bo in uniform and also
should attract as little notice as pos-
sible, and we therefore have to adopt
this course. The birds naturally don't
like it

;
their vanity is touched, and some

of their expressions of disgust are most
forcible. But being wise creatures they
come to recognise the necessity, and it

is really very interesting to see their

patriotic efforts to show that even
without lino feathers they can he fine
u:../i,. '

they start on this

birds.
" ' And when do

mission ?
'

I asked.
" '

Well, just as soon as tho paper
shortage admits of every gun licensee
in the kingdom receiving a leaflet de-

scribing the corps' uniform and for-

bidding him to shoot any
bird that wears it. Other-

wise, with the present
scarcity of food, the gal-
lant fellows might all be
killed.'

"'Are they aware of

that risk ?
'

I inquired.

'"Perfectly. But they
accept it with admirable

composure. You have no
idea what reserves of sto-

ical courage and purpose
aro hidden in the breast
of a parrot. They are out
to win the War and no-

thing will dissuade them.'
"I came away," adds

our representative, con-

cluding his report, "enor-

mously impressed."

WOT DO THEY 'AYE THEM VANS so LONG FOR?"
'OW'D THEY BE ABLE TO CAM, 'EM Til.IT IP THEY DIDN'T?'

paganda in Enemy Countries," said the
Colonel :

' Lord NOETHCLIFFE. The
birds are being taught phrases in Ger-
man bearing upon tho iniquity of the
Central Powers and the virtues of the

Allies, and when proficient they will be
released to fly to Germany and begin
the good work.'

" ' But how will they find their way
to Germany '?

'

" '

They have been crossed with Ger-
man homing pigeons. It was an idea
of his Lordship's," said my cicerone.

" ' We will now,' he proceeded,
' visit

the Camouflage Department.'
" Here a strange sight met the eye.

On one side of tho vast hall were myriad
parrots of all the colours of the prism.
In the middle wore a number of men
standing beside huge cauldrons of some
grey fluid with brushes in their hands,
and with these brushes each was dab-

bing at the plumage of a captive bird,

transforming its brilliancy into a neutral

monotone.

Owing to food restrictions

the survivors ou being titkuii to

;t looul hotel could only bo servc'l with hot
coffee." Morning Post.

Now then, Lord EHONDDA, see that

your rationing regulations are inter-

preted rationally.

'Girls Wanted, for Rock Rolling."
Blackpool Gazette and Xcics.

Sisyphus seems to have been called up-

"FORMS FOR THE INCOME TAX.
BEADY THIS WEEK.

Returns should b3 made by Feb. 31
,
but

the, time, will be extended." Canadian J'IIJKI:

The Dominion Revenue Department
appears to have laid to heart the old

proverb, quoted by GEORGE HERBERT,
" Reckon right, and February hath oue-

and-thirty days."

There was an old sportsman of Deal
Who religiously kept a tame eel ;

When Lord DF.SBOBOUGH said,
" Why not eat it instead ?"

He was deaf to his lordship's appeal.
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IF A
"
DOIMT-TRAVEL PROPAGANDA" IS STARTED.

WOULD-BE HOLIDAY-MAKERS BEIXO URGED TO FORGO THEIR EABTKR TRIPS.

THE PROBLEM OF THE GOAT.
I v\ONm',R if wo ha\c kept our bonne
iichc too long ....
I should point out that the fact of

ni\ l:i ing in possession of a reasonably
young and, as I heliovo, edible goat is

purely fortuitous. I have no normal
ti'afliu in gouts. My energetic sister-

in-law is entirely to blame. She set

on foot about a year ago a tremendous
scheme for furnishing goats' milk for

the needy. Consequently she became
a keen, almost :> porfervid, collectress

of goats. My farm was called upon to

act as a place of assembly a sort of

rail-head. And there this kid was born
ten months ago. He should, they say,

..eei i eu'en in adolescence, but no
one about the place could bo found to

kill him, and indeed ho was such a

bewitching little beggar that lie must
have touched the heart of a IIuu.

Now ho lias lost his charm. ][. is

clumsy and ungainly, with an insolent
manner and no self - restraint, lie

climbs trees, jumps dykes, devastates
the garden, steals anything he can find,

and, in a word, it is high time ho went.
I have never eaten goat, but I have

alw.-i\s supposed that it can be eaten
so long as it is

" seethed." But how-
do wo stand in (he matter';' 1'

goat couio within the scope of meat
rations, and if so is lie cattle and sheep,
or is he rabbits and fowls '.' I do not

think we can be accused of hoarding
him so long as ho is alive, but as soon
as ho becomes meat ho puts us in a

very awkward position. Having bred
and reared him ourselves we had not

supposed that there was any question
in the matter until I came across some

paragraphs the other day as to the

handling of self - produced food. As
producers of the goat I gather that we
have only a claim as to one-third of

him, provided of course that be ranks
as pig, fowl or rabbit.

And if he ranks as shesp or cattle it

is not now legal for a farmer himself to

kill him. He must bo sent to a public
market and "graded." I have not

gathered if I should bo permitted to bo

represented at the grading in order to

ensure that he was not given too high
a category.
However here is another thing. It

seems that all these difficulties would
ded if I simply had the goat out

and shot him. Then lie would rank
as game, like any other wild duck or

pigeon. And quite right too. I can
vouch for it that his mother came off

a neighbouring mountain and was as
wild as a hawk.
And then, again, 1 have ovory reason

to put him down as a pest, along with

sparrows and rats. He has destroyed
, half n ton of turnips since the

Now Year.

Well, now by forming a ' Goat Club
"

for the destruction of goats, after the

Sparrow Club model, I suppose I can
shoot him, if 1 can get together enough
beaters to put him across country in

good style. Any time would do ; there
is no close season now for deer.

And that raises another point. For
all I know he may be venison.

But I don't like the idea of shooting
him. I don't know if I can bring my-
self to do it. He has often eaten out
of my hand.

I should have no hesitation at all in

writing direct to the FOOD-CONTBOLLEH
for enlightenment, but I am con-
vinced that he would think I was pull-

ing his leg. I don't know why, but
there is always supposed to bo some-

thing funny about a goat. He seems
to rank in that way with the banana
and the Gorgonzola, and, perhaps one
should add, the township of Paisley.
But there is nothing funny about my
goat.

Something will have to bo done at

once. 1 feel that the thing is closing
in on me. I feel that after a few weeks'

delay, even if he met with a fatal acci-

dent, I should find myself helpless to

deal with him until 1 had laboriously
collected coupons to cover every par-
ticle of his anatomy. Bis.

"Boy wanted for factory near Elephant."
Daily I'.*

,

To attend to trunk calls, presumably.
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"POOR OLD SHIP!"

SHE wasn't much to brag about, she wasn't much to see,

A rusty crusty liookcr as a merchant ship could be ;

They s'unk her off tho Longships Light as night was com-

ing on,

|

And wo had to go and leave her there, and, poor old ship,

she 's gone.
All that was good of her, all that was bad of her,

All that we gave to her, all that wo had of her,

Poor old ship, she 's gone !

The times we spent aboard her, they was oftener bad than

good,
But bod or good, we 'd live the lot all over if we could ;

She's stood her trick as well as us, she's had her whack
of fun,

She 's shared it all with sailorruen, and, poor old ship, she 's

done.

Hard limes and soft times and all times we've been with

her,
Bad days and good days and all sorts we 've seen with her,

And, poor old ship, she 's done !

She 's stuck her crazy derricks up by half a hundred quays
She's dipped her clingy duster in the spray of all the

Her funnel 's caked with Cape Horn ice and blistered in

the sun,

She 's moseyed round above a bit, and, poor old ship, she 's

done.

North seas and south, and they 've all had a go at her,
Hot winds and cold, and they 've all had a blow at her,

And, poor old ship, she's done!

She 's trailed her smudge tho whole world round in weather

grey and blue,
She 's churned a dozen oceans with her blooming nine-knot

screw
;

She 's sampled all the harbour mud from Cardiff to Canton,
And she'll never clear another port, for, poor old ship,

she 's gone.
Ports up and down, and she's seen many a score of 'em

;

Seas high and low, and she won't sail no more of 'em,
For, poor old ship, she 's gone 1

And chaps that knowed her in their time, 'tween London
and Eangoon,

In many a sailors' drinking-place and water-front saloon,
Will set their drinks down when they hear her blooming

yarn is spun, A .

And say,
" I sailed aboard her once, and, poor old ship,

she 's done.

Many 's the hard word I once used to spend on her,
Ah, them was great days, and now there 's an end on her,

Poor old ship, she 's done !

"
C. F. S.

AIM INDISPENSABLE.
DKEADFUI/ things have been happening in our vilkge,

and we are not sure at all that the metaphorical sunshine
in which we are at this moment basking indicates anything
more than a temporary alleviation of our troubles. We
hope for the best, but we have been tossed about and
cheated so often that even our hope has become diluted.
We therefore invoke the sympathy of Mr. Punch, being
certain that ho at least will, so far as ho can, refuse to see
some of his most regular readers ground to powder between
tho upper and nether millstones of circumstance and fate.

Briefly the story is as follows :

There is in our village one butcher's shop with one
butcher attached to it. Other butchers there are in the

parish, who live miles away, have their own lists of cus-
tomers and declare that they can take on no others. They
might, they say, though with some difficulty, make a hard

push and accommodate one or two
;
but even if they could do

this they would find it all but impossible to deliver at such
a distance, and for all practical purposes they may bo ruled
out. Wo are therefore reduced for our rationed amount of

meat to our own solitary butcher. If he were removed wo
should be plunged into absolute meatlessncss. All of us,
no doubt, would suffer to the same extent squire, parson,
barber, grocer and peer; and that would, of course, be a

good thing, though the price of it would be prohibitive even
to tho richest.

Our own butcher is a young fellow on tho right side of

thirty. His complexion is of a ruddiness such as I have
remarked in all butchers with whom I have become ac-

quainted. His hair is magnificently greased and shines
with an enviable lustre, and he is altogether an agreeable
young fellow and a kind-hearted one, except when in the
course of business he is compelled to slaughter. Still, the

necessity of his business being admitted, I am certain ho
carries that business out with promptitude and dispatch
and with as much mercy as it admits. Earlier in the War,
when the great appeal was made for men, young Tadworth,
for that is our butcher's name, responded with tho rest.

Like many others, but with better reason, ho was per-
suaded, however, that his business was indispensable for the

community. Ho appealed to the Local Tribunal and was
granted exemption for some months. In the meantime he
had been medically examined and had been passed fit for

general service. This was a fatal tiling for him, for the

military authorities were determined and small blame to

them not to let ruddy-coniplexioned and obviously healthy
men like Tadworth escape from their net. In the course of

time his period of exemption drew to an end and he applied
again to the Local Tribunal. This time he was exempted
for two months, and was ordered not to appeal again with-
out the leave of the Tribunal. I do not propose to follow
him through all the ins and outs of his subsequent appear-
ances before one or tho other of the Tribunals. Sufiice it to

say that there came a moment when, all his power of appeal
having been exhausted, he was faced with the certainty that
he would be called upon to join up within about a week, and
we in the village were faced with the certainty of being
deprived of such butcher's meat as the FOOD CONTBOLLEB
purported to allow us.

It is all very well to say, as Lord EHONDDA does, that we
shall have so much meat per week, but the apportionment
is bound to bo illusive if there is no moat of any kind to

be got, owing to the departure of our butcher to the stricken

fields of Franco. Tho village will be surrounded with other

villages eating their fair share of meat, while we, owing to

Tadworth's painful and immoderate conditions of health,
are forced to do without meat altogether. I have omitted to

say that Tadworth has made most gallant efforts to dispose
of his business, but all in vain

;
nor has he boon able to

find anyone who would take it over temporarily. The
other day wo heard with despair that he had received a
final calling-up notice, and the spirits of the village sank
to zero. No sooner had this happened than ho received
another notice bidding him consider the former one can-

celled, and so we swing from hope to gloom and back again.
What will happen to us in tho end I cannot say, for, as
Mr. Barlow, the grocer, puts it,

" tho end is not yet." We
may have to live surrounded by a comparative plenty in
which wo shall have no share. Arc we right in counting
upon Mr. Punch's sympathy?
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[Perhaps the ordeal of WILLIAM TELE, was worse than we thought.]
Little Willif. "DADDY, CAN I H\VK TIIK A1TLB AFTEB YOU HAVE DONE WITH IT? WHY HAVE HOUSES FOUB LEGS? WHAT MAKES

SNOW WHITE? I SAW A DEAD CAT YESTERDAY. CAN A BABBIT 6INO? la THE MAS IK THE MOON LOXELY? WlIY 18 WATER WET?" ETC.

FOR BRITISH PRISONERS OF WAR.
Mr. Punch begs to make an appeal, to his London

readers in particular, on behalf of Prisoners of War of the
London Regiment. Lady VICTORIA HERBERT'S Scheme
has upon its hooks between nine hundred and a thousand
Prisoners of War, to each of whom a parcel of food, costing
nine shillings, is sent three times in. every fortnight. More
than half of these parcels are supplied by the guarantee of

individual "adopters," and it is for four hundred and fifty
men belonging to eight different Battalions of the London

Regiment that Lady VICTORIA HERBERT is now making
appeal. The parcels are made up in her own house by her
own staff. Mr. Punch begs his kind readers to give some-

thing to this good cause, making their cheques payable to

Lady VICTORIA HERBERT'S Scheme, crossing them "Lloyd's
Bank, Oxford Street," and addressing them to 5, Stratford

Place, W.I. -= =========
OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch'$ Staff of Learned Clerks.)

HAVING delighted greatly in Capt. F. BRETT YOUNG'S
most artistic work on the War in East Africa, Marching on

Tanya, I was much intrigued to find him, in the greater
freedom of a novel, The Crescent Moon (SECKER), returning
to the same adventurous scene. I know no author who
presents so vividly the strangeness (he objects to its being
called the "

mystery ") of waste crude Africa, and when, on
his background of strange scents, strange stars and strange
bird-calls, he projects some quite admirably-drawn char-

acters in a high state of melodramatic animation, he goes

far to satisfy the most rapacious of readers. Certainly its

atmosphere and characterisation are the best of the book,
and one has to confess to as little belief in the likelihood of

an English missionary and his sister ever being planted,
fresh from home and entirely without instruction in the

ways of the country, in the centre of what was German
East Africa, as in that astronomical novelty, a now moon
that persistently rises at sunset. But if Captain YOUNG
occasionally allows himself to appear uninformed he docs
not lack imagination or oven a qualified sympathy for that

celestial heathen deity, The Crescent Moon, so necessary to

his story, and for the Christian priest. Not unnaturally
the two came into violent conflict, since the obscure tribe

to whom the priest ministered still persisted in weird

moon-worship, involving it would bo hardly proper to say
what, but you can tako my word that your own parso'n
would never have approved of it. You may even find it a
strain to tako it all quite seriously, but, at any rate, the
Hunnish conduct of the German officer who egged on the
natives is quite convincing, and for the rest, atmosphere,
action and one or tvvo charming people well compensate
for a dash of the improbable.

ThcQiicstion ofAlsacc-Lorraine(B.ovDV.R AND STOUGHTON)
appears at an appropriate moment, for, although none of us
is likely to forget the wrong done in 1871, it is just as well

that a temperate statement of the case should be put before
us when the enemy is asserting a false historical claim to

those borderlands. It is true that in his littlo book M.
JULES DUHEM has a special cause to plead, but there is a
notable restraint about his advocacy. The truth is that he
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such a strong position that he does not need to conceal

it a gloss upon the facts.
"
Everywhere," he writes,

is in

or put
"the process of Germanization ends in complete failure,

and the specific cause of this failure lies in the unyielding

tyranny of German rule," and, he might have added, in

the hopeless inability of the Huns to understand any temper-
ament but their own. At one time they have used threats

and punishments, at another they have tried the effect of

bribes and blandishments, but always without shaking the

loyalty of these true sons of France. I have been profoundly
moved by the account M. DUHEM gives of their staunch-

ness, and beg you to read this book, which has been

admirably translated by Mrs. E. STAWELL, and see for

yourself what insults and sufferings the natives of Alsace

and Lorraine have endured during these long years, and
with how fine a courage.

I have. had occasion to observe more than once before

now on the pleasure I take in the novel that treats of

expanding fortunes. Any story built on the " From a

penny to Park Lane
"
motif is assured beforehand of my

delighted interest, if

only I can believe in

it. I must, however,

regretfully add that

this proviso altogether
rules out The Foolish-

ness of Lilian (LANE),
the developments of

which would over-

come the best willed

credulity. Lilian was
a factory girl, of sensa-

tional loveliness and

mysteriousorigin;and
the book treats of her
successful efforts to

rise on "stepping
stones of her dead
self to higher," or at

least more luxurious,

"things." I make no

complaint against
Miss JESSIECHAMPION
for frankly basing her heroine's fortunes upon a successful
combination of blackmail, gambling and usury. Indeed this

beginning promised a touch of originality pleasantly stimu-
lant. But, after all, it introduced nothing less hackneyed
than an engagement on the stage, with its inevitable result

(in fiction) of instant and overwhelming triumph. I do not
think that, in the course of a long career, I have read any
theatrical scenes so preposterously divorced from actuality as
these. Even so, Lilian wasn't satisfied, but continued her
foolishness to the extent of throwing up this amazing engage-
ment and starting again as private secretary to a gentleman
with a beard who but no, I lack spirit to tell you what hap-
pened there. One word of kindly-meant advice to the author :

Let her, before sitting down to her next story, make an

opportunity to hear two or more persons speaking ordinary
conversational English, and note the vocabulary that comes
naturally to their use. If (to take one example from a

thousand) she can find a father saying, in a moment of
relaxed and intimate talk with his daughter,

" Your instinct
was correct . . . there is no need to enlarge upon the pro-
cession of events," I will most gladly apologise. Till that

happens I remain unconvinced.

one day to gather in her own home as many of her friends,

jolly old incapables like herself, as she could lay her hands
on. " Wrack-straws

" was what she called them, and as for

each one who came there was a house shut up and quite
a number of domestics released for war-work, there really
was something in the scheme. Very well it worked too on
the whole. Moreover, thanks to the lively collaboration of
Miss JANET LAINO, who tells us all about it in Before the
Wind (DENT), it was a much more exciting affair than you
might think, unless you knew that one of the old dears was
really a burglaress in disguise, that Miss Barton's odd-job
man was a wounded V.C. playing detective pro tern., and that
her young lady companion was as nice a heroine as even
a V.C. could require. Further there was a German dug-out
on the promises, crammed full of empty cases labelled
"
high-explosive

"
(a circumstance never explained ; but why

worry about such a trifle in these stirring days ?), and finally
there was a Zeppelin raid timed with the most absolute

nicety to suit a crisis which gets itself handled in the end,
after giving one some moments of misgiving, in entirely
competent fashion. The authoress, whose Scottish origin

reveals itself unfail-

ingly in her use of

the word "
whenever,"

takes her war, you see,

something lightly.
Her opening pages
will be found per-

haps a little solemn
as compared with the

general tone, but that

is soon forgotten, and

altogether this is one
of the gayest stories

I have read for many
a dull day.

Lady Parishioner (at Village Mayic Lantern Entertainment),
" SunELY A LITTLE

LACKIN3 IN TACT, MY DEAR VICAU A SLIDE OP THAT CHARACTER FOB CHILDKEN ON
A MEATLESS DAY 1

"

Miss Caroline Barton, sweet and seventy, suddenly im-

pressed with her uselessness under war conditions, decided

"Tho blackthorn this

year is budding and

flowering at tho same
time

;
flowers usually pre-

cede tho bud."
Freeman's Journal.

And this is not the

only botanical curi-

osity connected with this shrub, for until the blackthorn is

well out the constabulary never begins to shoot.

From a review of a new book on music :

"Possibly a slightly larger proportion of exercises in the broadn-

rhythms (3s. 2d., 4s. 2d. , and G:s. 4d.) would have been an improve-
ment." Educational News.

But why stop here ') Why not a theme entirely composed
of Treasury notes (10j- and 1) ?

Little Jack Homer once made a corner,
And thought,

" What a shrewd wit is mine!
"

It was therefore the droller to see the CONTROLLER
Unearth it ; and, rny ! .what a fine !

What to do with, the Odd Coupon.
" The odd coupon we shall keep as much as possible for bacon. Wo

boil it whole and eat it cold to make it go far. If there is a scrap
over it is chopped and mixed with cooked haricot beans." Daily Mail.

" The; Vicar of announced to his congregation on Sunday that
he had acquired the plot of land for an extension of the pretty grave-
yard attached to St. 's Church. The unexpected intimation has
been received with the liveliest satisfaction by the parishioners."

Lancashire Paper.
It 's a poor heart that never rejoices.
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CHARIVARIA.
THK Haunted (lallery at Hampton

Court was opened to tho public; last

Saturday. The spectre ha-, not yet

appeared, and a rumour is going about

that there lias been a hilcli in re

Food-card.

\Yo read of an \merican journalist
\vlio ^turtod work si:;teer _oand
is now said to be worth 'JOO.OOO dollars.

Hi* frugality, good babits, total abstin-

ence and the fact that an uncle loft

him I!)'.*,!)!)!) dollars brought about this

result.

cei,nn mies of this kind that tho Ger-
man Niiv\ is ri >i at its' he-,t.

*

An alanning falling oft' in the birth-

L Mannheim is rejunted by the

FISHMONGER

At Hove eight hundred

ftre --aid to be un-

licensed. It is believed

that they elude arrest by
going into Brighton and

posing as Russian tripe-
hmmd-

Now that the speed ol

express trains is to he re-

duced it is hoped that pas-

sengers will not attempt
to pluck cabbages from
rail-side allotments while

the train is in motion.
* *

What might have proved
an awkward incident was
avoided at tho Zoo the

other day by the prompt
action of an attendant. It

appears that a dear old

lady, not knowing it was
a meatless day, ottered tin-

biggest lion a caterpillar.
* *

Surplices, we are told,

were worn on Sunday by
tho Kgham parish church
choir for the first time in

fifty years. It is not known
who mislaid them.

:;: *

According to a witness

at Lewes, gallons of beer are thrown : A South London housewife has won
down drains every day in many brew-

\

four tea services at four consecutive

Bero-Worttupper. "THERK I;OP:S Mus. TOMI'KINS' .

ONE OF THE OLD ' CONTEMlTIIil i

Tlic Cynic. "ALL 'USBANDS is CONIEMPLIBLBB !
"

-

T<i<ii'l>ltitt.
'

since

the \llied air-raids on tho town inanj
'mans positively refuse

to he born.

-Lord KIIONI>I>.\,"

news item, "has protested
to tint United Dairies,

Limited, against the de-

livery of milk by motor-
car." It could hardh

that an lip to-duto

Company would stick to

Id-fashioned method
of delivering milk by cow.

* ":

*
A Spaniard, disc

iii Paris with a wireless

lied on his

roof, informed the police
that bo merely used it to

get the correct time from
the Kiflfel Tower. It is

! thought that henceforth

j

he' may have to do his

own time.
,,. +

Railway companies are

considering the question of

doing away with the old

first-class three -seats- a -

side carriages. Several

prominent profiteers, it is

understood, have com-

plained that the arm -

rests prevent them from

occupying more than one
seat at a time.

erics. A correspondent writes to say
that he often wondered how they got
rid of the stuff. * ...

-.:=

'

Private IVKV CLKN KI.ANP, of the

United States Army, who takes si/e

fifteen in foot-gear, has been discharged
owing to the difficulty of getting mili-

l>oots to fit him. Tho possibility
of his being transferred to the Navy
and served out with a pair of battle

cruisers seems to have been overlooked.
>;< *

-':

It appears doubtful whether the War
has improved our manners. Only the

other day a Battersea motor lorry
dashed into a house at Hither Green
and sat down in tho drawing-room
without removing its bonnet.

A Iamb
si:

has been born at Welton
with live legs, but wo understand that

a recount has been demanded by jeal-
ous farmers in the neighbourhood.

whist drives. All that is now neces-

V
" My favourite month for marriage,"

says Miss ELLA SHIELDS in a weekly
sary is to win one war and then she '

paper, "is June." Nothing is said of

her opinion as to the best month for

resuming one's maiden name.NOTICE.
PUNCH AND PAPER SHORTAGE.

Owing to the further drastic

reduction in the supplies of paper,
no return of unsold copies will

be allowed after the Number to

be dated April 17.

Readers who desire to continue

to receive Punch regularly should
at once place a definite order with
their news-agents.

will probably have the nucleus of a

cup of tea. # .f
.;-

A Hull skipper reports that a torpedo
which missed bis ship made a circular

movement and returned towards the

submarine which tired it. It is in little

"CONCRETE SHIPBUILDING AT
BARROW."

Newspaper Headline.

Better than, all the abstract shipbuild-

ing elsewhere.

" A Car, still in active service, has a

mileage record of 27,000 miles. This car has
travelled a distance equal to more than ton
tim"i arouiid the world."

Barbados Advocate.

How the world has shrunk ! Rations,
we suppose.

1'nited Statos riti/.mship papers have
been refused by a Supremo Court Justice to

Roberto Picoiniiii, an upholsterer, of New
York, because in the spelling test he spelled
' cat

' with a '

k.'
"

Daily Express.

Hard lines, ROBERTO, that they did not

try you with " kitten."

\ .

.
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"THE SOUL OF A NATION."

THE little tilings of which we lately chattered

The dearth of taxis or the dawn .of spring ;

Themes we discussed as though they really mattered,

Like rationed meat or raiders on the wing;

How thin it seems to-day, this vacant prattle,

Drowned by the thunder rolling in the West,

Voice of the great arbitrament of battle

That puts our temper to the linal test.

Thither our eyes are turned, our hearts are straining,

Where those we love, whose courage laughs at fear,

Amid the storm of steel around them raining,

Go to their death for all wo .hold most dear.

New-born of this suprernest hour of trial,

In quiet confidence shall be our strength,

Fixed on a faith that will not take denial

Nor doubt tliat we have found our soul at length.

England, staunch of nerve and strong of sinew,

Best when you face the odds and stand at bay,
Now show a watching world what stuff is in youl
Now make your soldiers proud of you to-day !

March 28th.
'

O. S.

A BRIEF ROMANCE.
"THE return of the prodigal!

"
cried Peter as my manly

form darkened the entrance to the dug-out.
" But we shall

not kill the fatted calf at present. Luckily for Tony."

Tony looked up from the fervent pages of Love Tri-

umphant.
" Why luckily for Tony ?

"
he asked.

" Because of his curious resemblance to the fatted calf.

There might be some unfortunate mistake. But come in,

old son," Peter went on, addressing me "come in and

sing us songs of Kensington, and tales of far Mayfair."
1 was, as you will guess, newly returned from leave,

and, with a reminiscent sigh, I settled myself in the

corner.
" For fourteen glorious days I have lain upon silken

divans," I began,
" while lovely maidens danced before me

or brought nectar in golden goblets."
"
Very unwholesome. I don't care for the sound of it,"

said Peter. "I want something pastoral something with

fields in it and hedges and simple farming folk and cool

dairies and and all that."

But Tony protested.
"
Nonsense," he said ;

" we have

pastoral pleasures enough and to spare. Me for the divans,
as our good Allies would say."
"I have one story," I said, "which will combine both

and thus suit the tastes of all my patrons. It is the story
of Mirabelle."

" Mirabelle !

" murmured Tony with his eyes closed, and
there rose before his mind this is pure conjecture, of

course, but I feel confident of its truth there rose before

his mind the picture of a resplendent figure, all green sequins
and bare arms and raven tresses and diamond tiaras.

" Mirabelle !

"
murmured Peter, and there rose before his

mind pure conjecture again the picture of a slim land-

worker in smock and corduroy breeches, backed by a thick-

set hedge, and all about her the scent of the good brown
earth.

"
Mirabelle," I said,

" loves the country." Here Peter
smiled an appreciative smile. "But she lives in London."
"Good girl," said Tony.
" She lives in London in a house not a hundred miles

from Grosvenor Square."

-" Tony began, but I went" No house in London

straight on.
" Mirabello is the most enchanting person in the world."
" Dark or fair?

"
asked Tony.

"Both. Dark eyes and fair hair. If you knew her you
wouldn't wonder that on my arrival, as soon aa I 'd

cleaned up, I went off to see her. She received me with
acclamation."

" With a what?" they botli asked.
" Acclamation. Loud sounds of joy.

' Hurrah 1

'

and
that kind of thing."

'

1 'vo guessed it," said Peter. "It 's going to be a dog
or a rabbit."

"
Yes, or a parrot," said Tony.

" You remember it said

'Hurrah!' Or the Australian mynah at the Zoo. That

talks, and the Zoo isn't a hundred miles from Grosvenor

Square."
" You 're quite wrong," I said.

"Well, what is it?"
"It's a human girl. Why not?"
"And she said 'Hurrah!' when she saw you? Oh,

well, we must take your word for it," said Tony.
"You must," I said. "And you must take my word

for it that she got off early from her hospital most days,
so that she could play about with me, th inking it right
that soldiers on leave from France should have special

privileges. We had a topping time. Mirabelle enjoys
everytliiug and looks so nice while she's enjoying it. I

told her about you, Peter."

"Did you, though?"
" Yes. And she said she 'd like to meet you, and when

were you coming on leave?"
" I say, did she really ? I believe we should get on rather

well together. You say she likes the country?"
"Yes. I told her about you too, Tony, and she asked

when you were coming on leave."
" How ripping of her !

"

" I expect you 'd fall in love with her at once."
" I 'vo done so already," said Tony.
"It's no good," said Peter. "I'm first for leave, and

I've practically made up my mind to propose to her."

"Oh, no, you can't do that. I spoke first,
"

said Tony.
And they began an argument which became so heated that

I was obliged to intervene.
" I 'd better settle this at once," I said. " Under dif-

ferent circumstances she would no doubt have been pleased
to accept either of you fine handsome young officers, but

as it is she cannot."

"And why?"
" Because I am engaged to her myself." I said it quite

quietly and casually, but I was unable to keep from my
face a smile which I fear must have appeared idiotic.

"And this is your cruel way of breaking it to us," said

Peter rather bitterly.
But Tony was utterly dejected.
" To think," said he,

" that the romance of my life should
have ended like this."

Aeroplanes are Cheap To-day.
" Business Men's Week in Kendal and district produced a total of

War Bond subscriptions which was beyond the highest expectations.
The committee specially elected to conduct the arrangements set tho

district the task, at the behest of the Government, of raising 45,000
for 28,000 aeroplanes." Westmorland Gazette.

"Caesar's opera,
' Omnia Rome,' 1469, a capital copy of the first

edition, went for 180, against 600 in 1914." Scotsman.

This, no doubt, is the composition which caused such a

furore at the Coliseum in Eome.
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THE NEW TERROK.
BRIGHTON ALIEN (discussing (lie hmg -Histance gun with Maidenhead Alien). "YERK SHALL YE GO

NOW ? SHOOTLAND ?
"
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"WHAT WAS IT, EXACTLY, THAT YOUR SON OOT HIS JIEDAL l'OK?
'

"WELL, AS FAB AS I CAN SEE, JlA'AM, IT WAS 'IM AND THE ENEMY 'iM Oil THKM, AND IT 'Al'PESKD TO f,K 'IM.''

UNHAPPY RETURNS.
THE Captain and the Lieutenant sat

on opposite sides of the table in the dug-
out and regarded each other gloomily by
the light of a remnant of candle stuck

on the crown of the Captain's steel

helmet where it lay on the table. The

Captain sat with his hands in his

pockets and sucked repellently at an

empty pipe. The Lieutenant withdrew
his gaze from the depressing spectacle
of his companiou-iu-arrns and let his

eyes wander round the walls of the

dug-out, decorated with fungus-covered
photographs, culled from the loading
weeklies, of ladies high in the theatrical

world, in strange attitudes and stranger
apparel.

"
Happy days," said the Captain

suddenly and with great bitterness.
" Listen to it."

Outside (and in one or two places
inside also) the rain fell steadily, just
as it had been falling for the greater

part of a week. At the door there

began a duck- board track, which wound
away into the gloom of the evening, its

progress apparently governed by no
law save its own fancy and untram-
melled by any necessity of ever arriving

anywhere. On each side of the track

began the mud, which extended as far

as and a good deal farther than the eye
could see in all directions. It was the

very best kind of mud, soft, liquid, de-

ceptive mud, and one wondered, looking
at its evil exterior, how many unsus-

pecting souls had met their end beneath
its surface.

"Rations ought to be up soon," said

the Lieutenant. " Good luck to 'em."
"
To-day," observed the Captain,

with the air of one for whom death
cannot possibly have any sting,

"
is my

birthday. Twenty-six years ago the
little old-world country village was
electrified by the news that 1 had been
born. Flags were hung out, bells were

rung, the verger bought a clean collar,

and my father debated with the Vicar
at some length on the rival merits of

Percival and Erasmus as names for the

future Prime Minister."
"
Ay, grandad," interposed the Lieu-

tenant.

"And now," pursued the Captain,
" here I sit, a palsied hulk, the wreck
of a man that once was wont to cause
fair ladies to turn in the street to gaze
after him."

" Your back-view is the best," mur-
mured the Lieutenant.

" Will anyone remember my birth-

day?" asked tl.e Captain querulously
as lie warmed to his subject.

" No.

And again, No."
"I think I shall," said the Lieutenant.
"
To-day will ho exactly like yester-

day and exactly like to-morrow, as far

as I am concerned," went on the

Captain, moodily hurling his revolver

at a rat of mammoth proportions that

was seeking to drown its sorrows in a

pool of rain-water on the floor.
" Where

arc the costly gifts'? Echo answers,
Search me. No one will send me the

silver-backed brushes, the trouser-press
mounted in platinum, the silk pyjamas
or the last year's calendar. These

things are not for me. I am forgotten ;

and here I lie, passed over by the

hurrying throng, a mildewed wreck."

"Oh, is that mildew'?" asked the

Lieutenant with interest. " I just

thought you hadn't shaved for a week.
1 '

At this point the candle expired

abruptly, and the Lieutenant, after

vainly striking nine matches, lighted a

second fragment.
" Those rations ought

to be up by now," lie said.

Even as he spoke there arose in the

distance a tumult of voices, obviously

proceeding from some little distance

down the duck-board track. " That
sounds liko "em," said the Lieutenant,
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Tlie voices drew nearer, and it bc-

camo plain that they proceeded from

two persons engaged in heated converse

as they walked. The occupants of tlio

dug-out listened with interest to the

peculiar squelching noises that murked
the progress of the procession, which

pursued its way until apparently within

Bome forty yards of the dug-out.
I'.ven tlie face of the C:i.ptiiiii hail

begun to sho-.v traces of faint interest,

when on a sudden came a quick sliding

sound, a thick oils splash, one hurried

but forcible remark, and then silence.

Hut not for long. In a few seconds
the evening air was rent and ripped h\

the most, masicily and inspired How of

language that it, Itad ever been tlie

(^plain's privilege to listen to. On
and on it \\ent, rising to undreamed-of

heights of eloquence for over a minute,
and then faltered, died down and finally

coased, to be followed by an urgent
:st;moo. The other voice

now joined the anthem, and the sounds
that followed indicated to the relieved

listeners that somo wretched man was

being saved from a horrible end.

Presently there came a knock at the

entrance to the dug-out ; the waterproof
sheet which served as a door was thrust

aside, and a face, round, heated and mud-
besmeared, appeared at the opening.
"Good evenin', Sir," said the face.
" Good evening, Quartermaster- Ser-

geant," said the Captain; "and why
have you shed the light of your pre-
sence upon us in this wise? Come
inside and narrate to us of your adven-
tures upon the road."

Thus adjured, the face entered,
followed hy what at first sight the

Lieutenant took to be a section of the

bank of the Thames at Wapping at low

water, but which on closer investiga-
tion proved to bo the remainder of the

Quartermaster-Sergeant.
" Fell orf them perishin' boards, Sir,"

said the warrior. " And there "s a parcel
for you near as big as this dug-aht,
which I thought as 'ow I'd better bring

up myself, seeing us 'ow 1 was passin'
this way."
The Captain started, glanced at the

Lieutenant, and, pouring some whisky
into an aluminium cup, handed it to

the muddy Mercury.
"Thank 'ee, Sir," said tlio latter,

and, wiping his moustache on the back
of his hand, thrust his head through
the doorway and hailed some person
uiiMeii. Whereupon there staggered
in a small rotund private, tottering
under the weight of an enormous sack,

entirely covered with mud, which he
let fall on the floor with a crash. This,
when opened, disgorged a very large

parcel, securely bound in canvas and
fastened with stout cord.

.

I

iff)

xc

The Viiar. "THIS IS INDUED A MOST DELIUHTIT L Cfl> OF
Hostess. "Yes; POLLY MADE IT. SHE HAS GREATLY IMPROVED I-I.NO: MIK WEST TO

THAT GOVERNMENT OFFICE."

" Good night, Sir," said the Thames
at Wapping, and with his satellite took
his departure, their voices rising and

falling and dying away down the duck-
boards.

"Now, palsied hulk, what of it?"

inquired the Lieutenant, producing a

large knife.
"
No," observed the Captain,

"
let us

first of all gloat for a space and con-

jecture as to the contents of this won-
derful thing. Observe the contour of

the cake in the right-hand corner by
your foot. Verily a sturdy cake. Down
the side I would draw your attention to

the thick roll of magazines of <

date, whereby our hard-earned leisure

shall for a while be rendered tolerable.

Note also the small hard knobs denot-

ing footstuffs in various forms. You

may ask, how do I know all this? In-

stinct, is the reply. Moreover, what

[else but food for body and mind would

anyone send to our gallant lads at the

Front? What else would bo so ap-

preciated at the present crisis in our

affairs ? Therefore I say again, food it

is. Truly, Allah is great, and we will

have such a meal this night, good
Master Eidley, that the consequences
shall not leave us for many a long

year."
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" If you have finished the preliminary
address," said the Lieutenant,

" what
about revealing the glories that lie hid

beneath that calm exterior?"

The Captain cut the cord and emptied
the contents of the parcel out on to

the table. For a second there was
utter silence in the dug-out, and then

two loud gasps, as the Captain and the

Lieutenant regarded with protruding

eyes one steel body-shield (warranted
to turn a bullet at fifty yards), five

tins of antiseptic tooth-paste, one large
box -

periscope, seventeen Oxo - cubes,

three copies of The Church Times, and,

wrapped in cotton-wool, a large framed

photograph of a stout old gentleman
with long white whiskers and a bene-

volent smile.

With a shaking hand the Lieutenant

picked up a small card that lurked

beneath a tin of tooth-paste, glanced
at it and handed it to the Captain, who
had sunk back into his seat and was

reaching feverishly for his revolver,

forgetting that it lay on the corpse of the

gigantic rat in the pool of rainwater.

The Captain took the card and re-

garded it with the expression of one
who sees a snake in his bath. On it was
inscribed in a clear round hand :

" With birthday greetings from Uncle

Jasper." _^_______
WAR-TIME ECONOMICS.
WE had been to the meeting of the

local Food Vigilance Society, and when
we left the hall it was raining. My
wife said she was glad that she had
married a man who always carried an
umbrella.

It did not take me a minute to put
it up ; it is a peculiar umbrella, but I

am used to it.

" But why do you carry a thing like

that ?
"
she asked, as she took my arm.

"
That, my dear, is your fault," 1 said.

I have always been unfortunate with
umbrellas. My average is about four a

year, but I rather spoilt it last summer
when I lost three in two months.
The third was a birthday present

from my wife. It was a gorgeous thing
in green silk, with a gold waistband
and a tortoiseshell handle. I prefer
them plain. The third time I took it

out I left it in the train. When I told

my wife about it she said it was time
I economised, and I promised to do so.

Accordingly I went to my umbrella

shop, and told the proprietor, who had
come forward with the affable smile he
reserved for his best customers, that I
wanted a cheap umbrella.
He said ho quite understood, and

with a lightning flap he opened one.
" A plain serviceable article like this,"

he said. "Quite a good silk at the

price a guinea."

" A cheap one," I repeated.
His smile fell ten degrees. He said

the host was the cheapest in the long run.

"But it won't have a long run," I

said. "An umbrella lasts me barely
three weeks."
"In that case this might suit you."

He unrolled another. " A good strong
mixture. Twelve-and-sixpence."
"The cheapest you have," I said.

Ho savagely produced another.
"
Seven-and-sixpence," ho said.
" You have nothing cheaper than

that, I suppose?"
"Oh, yes, we have," he said, with a

sneer. "An umbrella we keep for

people who say they only want one to

go homo with. Cotton. Five-and-six."

I took it. I could afford to lose ten

of these a year and yet save money ; and
also gain a reputation for independence
of character and common sense, like

George Withers. Half the respect we
have lor George is due to his umbrella.

It is a family heirloom, with a whale-
bone frame ;

and the stick is a weighty
oak sapling. We joke about it, but we
are almost as proud of it as he is.

No one joked about my umbrella. I

noticed one or two furtive glances as I

placed it in the rack ; and afterwards
I saw people trying not to look at it.

I attempted one or two jokes myself,
but they fell flat. It looked what it

was a cheap umbrella. Never mind,
I should soon lose it.

It was neither ornamental nor useful.

Quite early two of the ribs came out
of their sockets and had to be replaced
each time I opened it. Then the stick

warped, and it was difficult to put the

thing up. Nor would it stay up. The
spring catch refused to act. I had to

brace the handle against my back and
hold the frame in position while I

fished for the spring.
Of course I did not leave that um-

brella in the train. I simply could not

forget it, try as I would. You may
forget to remember a tiling, but you
cannot remember to forget it. Not if

you play the game, as I did with that

umbrella.

Once I nearly succeeded. I was
talking eagerly to a friend as I left the

train, but an officious person ran after

me with the thing.
Several times when the light was

bad in the hall I managed to lend it to

friends, but they always sent it back
the next day.
And I found that while saving on

umbrellas I had to spend more on
other things. My friends could afford

to wear old clothes, but I could not
while carrying that umbrella.
As with . bent heads we struggled

homewards against the rain I summed
up the result of my war-time economy.

" A summer suit which I could have
done without ; a new overcoat my old

one is still good at least three pairs
of gloves, and two hats one way or

another that umbrella has cost me "

" Mind !

"
cried my wife.

Too late ! Another umbrella crashed
into us. Mine got the worst of the
collision : it collapsed an utter wreck.
The stranger hastily apologised ; said

it was entirely his fault, and he could
not allow a lady to suffer through his

clumsiness ; thrust his umbrella into

my hand, seized what was left of mine,
and disappeared.
The umbrella he left with me was a

very superior article. It had a silk

cover, an ebony stick mounted in silver,

with a malachite ball at the top ; and
it had a tassel.

I lost it next day.

THE CIRL HE OUGHT TO HAVE LEFT

BEHIND HIM.

Private Williams, the Marine,
Is the tallest man I 've seen

(Though I 'd tell him, were he smaller,
That his tales are even taller).

Once " on leaf
"
he went ashore,

Drank one glass of ale no more
(That 'a what all defaulters do,
One glass, yes ! but never two) ;

Yet, alas, there 's more to come,
For he got the maximum.
Eeader, wait until you 've heard
His account of what occurred ;

How it was he came to make '

Such a ludicrous mistake,
Such a lamentable slip

Brought his gal off to the ship,
Got himself into a mess
Just through absent-mindedness.

After several hours ashore
Ho forgot that " leaf

"
was o'er

Till he saw the "
Liberty

Boat "
about to put to sea.

That was quite a sad mishap,
For his gal was on his lap

(Gal just after William's heart,
"
Small, yer know, but proper smart"),

Sitting restful-like quite near,
Not a cable from the pier.
Private Williams, at the sight,

Calling out with all his might,
"
'Ang on, mates ! I 'm on me way !

"

Snatched his matches and his clay,

Parcels, pouch and other gear,

Bay 'net, bottle (ginger-beer),
But forgot the careless chap
What was sitting on his lap,

And, while running for the boat,

Crammed the lot inside his coat
;

Then, on duty so intent,
'

Clean forgot the incident.

Such the simple tale he tells.

Sentence: Fourteen days in "cells."
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"THE WATCH ON THE RHINE."
Vrj:-I<>\.)
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Old Lady (newcomer to district). "AND COULD YOU POSSIBLY LET ME HAVE BOMB FISH-HEADS?"

Harassed Fislintmiger. "WE DON'T SELL NO FISH-'EADS TO NEW FICES."

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
XI.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXXIV.

George. Was it not in this time that

there was the great dispute about edu-

cation ?

Mrs. M. Disputes about the best form
of education were of long standing, but

in this period they became more acute

than ever, owing to the quarrels be-

tween the men of science and the

humanists, or supporters of letters and
the arts. A great scandal arose when
it appeared that a well-known Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer did not know
what decimals were and irreverently
alluded to them as "

dots," prefixing an

epithet which I cannot bring myself to

repeat. 1 1 was also alleged that another
eminent Minister confessed that until

the age of sixty he was under the im-

pression that a hydraulic ram was
an animal. On the other hand, the
scientists were charged with equally

gross ignorance, and a famous Professor
of Biology seems to have confused
AUGUSTUS JOHN with one of the Roman
Emperors. Ultimately, as I think 1 told

you, Greek and Latin were abolished at

all schools and universities.

Bichard. But how is it that I have
to learn them now ?

Mrs. M. Because of the second Re-
storation of Learning. Men of science,
and doctors in particular, continued to

use technical terms which were chiefly
based on Latin and Greek, and it became

necessary for students and patients to

re-learn these tongues privily in order

to understand what they were study-

ing, or what diseases they were sufi'er-

ing from. Secret schools for the classics

sprang up all over the country, and it

became so difficult and so unpopular to

enforce the penalties prescribed in what
was known as the WELLS Act, from
the name of its proposer, that it was
modified and finally removed from the

Statute Book. We have good reason in

our family to be thankful for this merci-

ful change, as your great-grandfather,
Dr. Theophilus Markham, had been

actually sentenced to death for possess-

ing a copy of the works of HOMES, but
was granted a free pardon and subse-

quently compiled an excellent Greek

grammar. Slightingly as you may
think, Richard, of his "poor old gram-
mar," it was considered when it was
written to be a most valuable work,
and Cardinal BELLOC condescended to

write a preface for it.

Bichard. Then I will treat it with
all the respect I can, for the sake of

the Cardinal. All the same I wish the
Greeks could have done without irreg-
ular verbs.

Mrs. M. Irregularity always ex-

cluding morals lends interest to life.

At the period of which I am speaking,
a great, and for a while successful,

attempt was made to simplify spelling
and write words as they were sounded.
"Phonetic spelling" was legally en-
forced in books and newspapers, but,
instead of producing uniformity, it led to

greater variety and even chaos, for the

State pronunciation pleased nobody ;

Lancashire and Yorkshire absolutely
refused to recognize aspirates, and at

one time there were eleven competing
systems . of standardised spelling in

England alone. Scotland, Ireland and
Wales were exempted from the Act, and
this only added to the confusion.

Mary. Still it must have been rather

nice to spell as you liked.

Mrs. M. Thai is just exactly what did

not happen. You had to spell as other

people liked. And when it came to

altering the spelling of family names,
and our revered patronymic was de-

graded to Markutu, a reaction set in

and the trouble ended in a return to

the old system.

" The population of Fetrograd are starving,
tortured and harassed by the Bolsheviks,
who seem to be completely indifferent to

Router's Special Service." Egyptian Gazette.

They prefer WOLFF'S Bureau.

" ' If it is not \vorthwhilegoing on with the
race it is nat worth while going on with the
race it is not worth while going on with with
the race,' commented Dr. Saleeby."

Manchester Evening Chronicle.

He needn't have rubbed it in like that.

We quite understand.

"A Contention has been sitting, sinking
to fettle the Home Rule controversy on
satisfactory lines, but it lias not been
successful."

Daily Gleaner (Kingston, Jamaica).

Wo trust that the Convention will have
better luck.
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THE DEATH-LORD.
THE KAISER (on rf.fling the appalling taU of German losses). "WHAT MATTER, SO

HOHENZOLLEBNS SURVIVE?"
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TRIALS OF OUR AIRMEN.
ntalid Highlander. "H'AE YE BKOKB YEB M.U-HISK'/"

A GALLOP THROUGH AMERICA.

BY AN ILLUSTRIOUS LAWYEK.

I. THK TROTTING OSTRICH.

WITH so much to prepare and occupy
my mind for my programme included

three months of continuous oratory,
broken only by luncheons, dinners,

suppers, Turkish baths, train journeys
and visits to remarkable men I don't

know how I could have endured the

voyage but for the trotting ostrich.

At first there was the novelty of the de-

parture, as we sailed on, the destroyers
on each side, puissant symbols of the
ancient sea-power of Great Britain, our
own vessel ploughing a majestic course

through the purple sea, the enchanting
coastline of Ireland on our beam, and
the shimmering airboats glittering in

the wintry sun. Having strained my
eyes through my field-glasses, a parting
gift from dear BEAVBBBBOOK, for a last

view of the Convention, I hastened to

the gymnasium and, carefully selecting
the same saddle as that used by Mr.

BALFOUB, I mounted the trotting os-

trich and never left his back I mean
voluntarily until Sandy Hook appeared
in sight. Try as I would, however, I

could never induce him to break into

a gallop. Tlras occupied I composed

; my speeches with such success that in

all the campaign I never repeated a

single sentence. Nulli sccundus.

III. STEK.V NEW YOHK.

Of New York in the grip of the real-

ities of war I say nothing. But I saw
much. Let mo indeed state that but

for its eminent men, its beautiful

actresses, its dances and its supper-
rooms, such as SHERRY'S and the

Cocoanut Grove, New York might have
been too depressing. The members
of the NORTHCLIFFE Mission, chief of

! whom was Mr. GEOFFREY BUTLER, who
I organised so wonderfully all our travel-

l ling, had, however, paved the way, and

I

nothing that could be done to make a

simple English traveller bear up was
omitted. Never shall I forget the
charm of Miss MAXINE ELLIOTT or the

graceful convolutions of one of the

Spanish ladies.

After a Turkish bath I made my first

speech at a lunch at the Millionaires'

Club. 1 was on my feet for three

hours, and the spirit shown by all the
listeners was admirable. That was,
however, the only spirit present, for

America is gradually falling to Prohi-

bition. To me it made little difference,
but my secretaries were far from pleased.
HAROLD even threatened to return

;
but

I persuaded him to stay, especially
as we were assured that St. Louis, one
of the cities on our list, was still im-

penitent. Ad astra.

VI. COLONEL HOUSE.
I now quote occasionally from my

diary: Dec. 27th, 1917. To-day saw
Colonel HOUSE. He really is a very
remarkable man. I could see that he
was pleased when as I left I pressed his

hand and said,
" You are more, Sir, than

a House ; you are a Terrace." In re-

sponse he said very kindly that he
looked forward with despair to the time

when, after my departure, there would
be only Smithless days.

To-night was the night for the ban-

quet at SHERRY'S. It certainly was a

most amazing assembly if measured

by the importance of the guests, who,

numbering ninety-two, sat around the

vast table, and represented I know not

how much wealth, learning and im-

portance. Their kindness and enthus-

iasm were so great as quite to carry
one away. They stood up several

times, cheered loudly in the course of a

speech I made and altogether showed
so much warmth that I was deeply
affected. Tears sprang to my eyes.
No jury could have resisted me. Never
before had I so realised how emotional
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war can irmko one. Nothing but tho

l>l;mk looks of my secretaries at a side

table, unable to procure any bi< ;

total beverages, brought me back to

earth. HAIKU, n later went so far as to

say that because the country was dry
there was no need for my speeches to

be; but I attributed that merely to

brotherly affection. Arcades ambo.

XIII. MK. SKCHKTAUY LANSING.

December 31st, 1917. This being New
Year's Eve my secretaries wore natur-

ally anxious to celebrate it, but no facili-

tir-; being at hand I went instead to see

Mr. Secretary LANSING. Wo discussed

ii policy for some seconds, and I

loft him greatly impressed, lie is a

very remarkable man. Like everyone
else that I met in this hospitable coun-

try he gave me letters of introduction

to a Judge. It is an American habit.

Cedant anna toga.
On leaving Mr. Secretary LANSING I

lunched off gold plate with the MOUGAN
Partners, to whom I made one of my
lighter speeches only two hours and

gave incidentally some valuable finan-

cial advice. Among leading Americans

present was Senator B. KELLOGG, who
was delighted to hear of his cousin
SHIRLEY'S success in London. I have

just mailed him an extract from her
theatre programme, stating that her
return to yevue was at once the
" bravest

" and " finest thing
"

that
'' any actress has ever done in the

history of the modern stage." This

will, I know, give the Senator pleasure.
I'dr nobiscum.

XVII. CINCINNATI.

January 1st, 1918. After a delight-
ful evening in the enormous house of

the proprietor of The Washington Post,
where two hundred guests dined and
four hundred danced, we left for Cin-

cinnati, where my real work was to

begin, and in due course for St. Louis.
But we had to wait three hours at the
station in the cold. The train was late.

BUTLER had at last failed us. But I

managed to get my Turkish bath and
be in time for lunch at one of the

Rotary Clubs which have become such
a feature of American business and
national life. They are so called from
the fact that, in order to circulate, the
members keep on moving their seats,
as in the tea-party in LEWIS CARROLL.

Although I must have addressed a dozen
of these clubs I never quite got over

my feeling of dizziness. Nisi prius.
In the evening I spoke at a mass

meeting. It was my first real oration
and lasted for five hours. The friendli-

ness of the audience towards us ex-
ceeded belief. I have not seen more
enthusiasm at any public meeting since

Manager (engaging office-boy). "YOU'VE GOT TO BK ALIVE IN THIS FIRM QUICK, ALEUT
WE 'BE ALL MOVEBS HEBE."

Hoy.
" THAT 'a MB, TOO. I NEVER STOP MORE 'N A MOKTH on TWO is ANY JOB."

our old, far-away election days. As a
result I was offered the famous LINCOLN
statue by BAUNABD, over which there

has been so much discussion, and which
is situated in this city, but I declined

to deprive them of it. The feet are too

big. Expcde Ilerculcm.

XXI. ST. Louis.

January 5th, 1918. St. Louis at

last 1 My secretaries immediately dis-

appeared. I was taken to a club where
the best cocktail-mixer in America is

to be found, and he gave me free his

little monograph on that fascinating
science. St. Louis, however, may not be
wet much longer. Proximus Ucaleaon.

In the evening I spoke for several

hours at a dinner given by the American
Bar Association.

XXIII. CHICAGO AND TAY PAY.

January 6th, 1918. Wo arrived at

Chicago in a terrible snowstorm, which
I must speak to BUTLER about, as it was
much colder than I like. Not oven

Mr. INSULL, with all his influence, could

abate it. INSULL is an Englishman who
is now one of Chicago's kingsof industry.

Although business affairs have forced

him to become an American citizen he
is true blue. Still, I feel that it is a
defect to be so incapable of tempering
tho wind to the travelling Bar-lamb.
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ENTERPRISING JEWELLER DOKS A LITTLE SPRINO PROPAGANDA IN LOCAL WOODS.

One result was that T. P. O'CONNOR,
who is also doing wonderful federating
work here, could not come to dinner.

Nil desperandum. Ho came, however,
to lunch the next day, and his hospitable
snuff-box made me feel at home. With

perfect tact he refrained from any
allusion to galloping. Nota bene.

XLIX. THE RETURN.
The expedition being over I sailed

for home on February 23rd, after having
spoken on an average seven hours a

day. Nothing could exceed the enthusi-

asm of my meetings and I shall think

kindly of America as long as I live.

And America, I fancy, will not forget
me. Finis coronal opus.

From a letter received by a subaltern
from his tailors :

"We are in receipt of your favour to hand,
and beg to state that our charge for turning
a British War U approximately 15/-."

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
ought to find out how they do it.

"People inclined to disbelief in the existence
of a gun firing from such a distance may bo
reminded that the difference between 75 miles
and the greatest previously-recorded range of
about 25 miles is less than the difference be-
twci'ii the maximum range of our naval guns
and those of Nelson's day." Tlie fjl-ibc.

The fact that NELSON'S guns had ap-
parently a range of minus twenty miles
or so explains his preference for board-

ing-tactics.

INTELLIGENCE WORK.
"I WAS the hero," said William, "of

a rather moving little drama yesterday

morning."
"Release the episode," said I.

"You know the four cross-roads on
theway from the hospital to the town'.'"

"Two cross ones, William, and two
nice quiet ones with tall hedges. I

know."
"
Well, I 've been meeting the Padre

there every morning at almost exactly
the same time. 'Shoulder batter?' he
shouts. 'Yes, thanks,' I say; 'sermon

easier, I hope," and we pass on with
mutual esteem. But about a week ago
he pulled a little black book out of his

pocket and asked me to write my name
in it and quote a line or two of poetry
opposite the date of my birthday.

'Frightfully sorry, Padre,' I said next

day, 'but I only remembered it once
when I was depositing some more over-

draft in the bank and there was too

much nap on the nibs to suit me. You
shall have it to-morrow.'

"Next morning I awoke with the
sense of something terrible impending,
but I couldn't think what on earth it

was until I was two hundred yards
from the hospital. There was only one

thing to do then and I did it. I doubled

smartly down to the cross-roads, beat
him by about two minutes, and took a
roundabout way into the town. That

dodge lasted me for four days. Yester-

day, to my consternation, I saw him

already at the cross-roads when I was

half-way there. Fortunately I am a

pretty cool hand in a crisis. I jumped
over the three-foot wall on the right,

lay down flat on my front and bit the

grass.
" Talk about barrages ! 1 don't think

I can ever have had the wind up worse
than I had as I listened to the thud-

thud of his footsteps coming nearer and
nearer. They came right up to me, and
then the worst happened. He stopped.
All my past life flashed before mo like

The Exploits of Elaine and my heart

beat eighteen ounces to the pound. But

nothing happened. After a bit I very

slowly turned my face round and looked

upwards. You '11 hardly believe me,
but I 'm blest if he wasn't sitting on the

wall sixteen inches away, with his back
to me, making notes in an A.B. 153

with a fountain-pen. I fancy he was

doing a turn of scout-work about the

lambs and daffodils for Sunday morn-

ing. I don't blame him. It was a

pleasant balmy sort of day to sit about

in, you remember, but a bit damp under
face.

" 1 lay like a log and wished to good-
ness I 'd been wearing a sniper's suit

with buttercups and bluebells painted
on it. After a while a curious thing

happened. The Padre stopped scrib-

bling, dumped his writing equipment
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on the wall, and began to do a sort of

B st urit with his head in his hands.

Immediately a bright thought came to

|

me. I wriggled tlie birthday-book out

I of my pocket, reached up ever so cauti-

ously (with my game mm loo) uiid

collared tlio ink-grenade. I got my
name down all right, though it \vas a

bit wobbly, and then for some extra-

ordinary reason the poetry engine mis-

fired. You know how it is when you 're

tr\in;; to write a message for I!. HO.
in the middle of a mud wallow. Posi-

tively I could only remember two com-
binations of verse in the whole code-

hook. One was -

' Full man)
The dark in:fai I dravi's of m -ran hear,'

which struck me as a bit fulsome, and
the oilier

'Tho mules, my lord, will not bu hero thi.s

hour,'

which seemed to require a map refer-

ence to the dump to complete it.

"Then I had a sudden inspiration,

got it down with one rapid ink-burst,
and returned his weapon to the wall.

" The worst part of the programme
of course was still to do. I gave the

thing several minutes to dry, and then

began to wriggle backwards very slowly
and quietly through the grass. Kver.

with two perfectly good arms it would
have been worse than a night patrol in

front of the wire. I hardly dared to

breathe ; I had my heart and a ration

or so of cowslips in my mouth, and I

made about two yards u minute, with the
buckle of my Sam Browne strafing the
worms all the way. At last I got back
to a gap in the wall by a pretty thick

hawthorn bush, crawled out, got up
and straightened myself, and came as

jauntily as I could down the path.
" '

Hallo, Padre,' I said.
'

Day-dream-
tog?

1

"Isn't it gloriou> weather'.'' lie

said. -Have you noticed how the
(lowers are coming up in the fields '.'

'

"'No; are they really?' I said,

brushing the unexpended portion of

greenery out of my moustache. '

By
the way, I 've boon wanting to meet

you for da\s. 1 'u- ,u"t your docket

Blglli

lie thanked me, and turned to the

place. 'But I see you didn't get a verv

good pen after all,' he murmured, look-

ing rather sadly at the areas imdei' ink.

"'I'm sorry, Padre,' I said, 'but
it was tho IxM I could find.' Then J

waved farewell and left "him."

"Thank you, William," I said,
" but

1

you haven't told mo yet what \ i ult-

ima 1 quotation was.
'

" ' Lest we forget,'
"

replied William
with much feeling.

" ' Lest we forget.
"

BVOB.

^'iiul Ladij (icliu lia returned from Lumloit <ij't>:r umisting at an air-raid there). "Asn
OH, MAKV, IF I COULD HAVE HID MYSELF IS A WINKLE, I WOULD."

A FOOD FADDIST IN WAB-TIME.
IN infancy I made the welkin ring
If any bottle was not quite the thing.

Later in life I simply hunger-struck
When I was faced by uncongenial tuck

;

And always won, however much reviled,

Being that pearl of price an only
child.

I hit War a vast and wondrous change
luws wrought

I tackle anything that can be bought.

Edibles once considered far from nice

I leap at and demolish in a trice.

For instance, take the case of rabbit-pie,
A dish that used to make me want to

die;

Do I refuse it now '.' /> / irin.-,,' .'

I simply wolf it, even though it mews, i

Diplomatic Delay*.
" Relations between Spain and Germany arc

critical, Spain, through her Ambassador in

Berlin, demanding reparation for the torpe-

doing of the Giralda, and requesting a reply
within )>* year-.'

1 Canadian Paper.

It hart been i.
i

au.dli .-tatc.i that the
Government en tered into a >p<>rial iirrangrmcnt
with the Amalgamated Society of Engineers,
but that statement must be made in gicnarne-
htoeaotffcmfwypshrdul." LiiwywoJ 1'aper.

Some outlying locality (possibly Welsh)
with which \ve are not acquainted.

From a list of Easter holidays at the

public schools: Begin. End.
" Dulwich \i'ril I May '2

Durham 4 ,," :J

mrn. ... ., a ,, 8
Ktoii 30 ,, 1

obe.

Several small boys, on reading this,

have requested their parents to put
down their names for Eastbourne in

preference to Eton.
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THE SIMPLER LIFE.
IV.

THE MILK PROBLEM.
" How delightful it will bo," my wife

had said,
" to get our milk straight

from the cow."

"Delightful," I had echoed.

Previously t) entering the cottage
we had reckoned on being supplied with

milk by our landlord, a man with a

passion for keeping cows, of which he

owns a very large number. In the field

adjoining our paddock, for instance, he

was, when wo arrived, camping out

forty-six. As a rule I cannot count

cows or sheep in the mass ;
there never

seems to bo any definite point at which

one can begin or leave off. But in the

present instance I had no difficulty.

Anxious to establish friendly relations,

I presented one of them across the

paddock fence with an ounce of some
tobacco which my sister had sent me
the year before as a birthday gift. The
look of gratitude in the lady's eyes as

she rapturously chewed the quid amply
compensated me for the sacrifice I was

making. Next morning there was an

orderly queue of forty-six expectant
cows ranged along the fence. I shall

never forget the moan of disappoint-
ment with which they turned away
when I explained that I was out of

tobacco offal.

It was rather a shock to us when
after our arrival our landlord told us
he could not spare us more than a pint
of milk a day, and that we should have
to fetch that ourselves. Our normal

consumption is two quarts.
"Nevermind," said my wife; "there

are two milkmen in the village."
It is always a difficult thing to catch

a milkman at home, unless one calls

before dawn ; and we were a mile and
a half from the village. But I had the
luck to run into both of them on their

morning rounds. Number One had
halted at a garden gate and was stand-

ing in the road behind his cart reaching
for a half-pint measure.

" Can you supply me with milk? "
I

asked politely.

Apparently he did not hear my ques-
tion. I repeated it. He turned and
waved to a female figure at the other
end of the garden path.

"
Coming, Miss, coming," ho called,

and without a glance in my direction
he hurried in through the gate.
A few minutes later I made the same

request of Number Two. He was com-
ing from a kitchen-door to his cart.

" Can you supply, me with milk ?
"

He paused and looked at me curi-

ously.
"Milk? "he said.
"
Milk," I repeated.

" Milk !

"
he exclaimed in a tone half

of pity, half of contempt, and climbed
into his cart and drove rapidly away.
As I walked home every field I passed
seemed full of cows.

To my wife, who wept over my
failure, I offered bravo words of solace.

"The tide will turn," I said hopefully.
I am not sure that this is the right

phrase to use about milk.

During the next fortnight I wont

every day on my bicycle to the dairy
which had supplied us in the pre-

cottage era. It took mo just the whole

morning to get there and back. And
then, as I had prophesied, the tide

turned. It was the postman who res-

cued us, a very affable man with far-

away eyes. He had heard, he said, of

our difficulty with the landlord and the

milkmen. As luck would have it he
had a brother-in-law in the trade, from
whom he thought he could procure
what we wanted. It was too far for

his relative to deliver, but he himself

could bring us the milk with the letters.

The only question was the price. Of
course it was a long way.

" The usual price is sixpence a quart,"
said my wife.

The look in the postman's eyes grew
yet more remote as he gazed dreamily
over her shoulder up the valley.

" This
would be a shilling," he murmured.
We closed with the offer.

I have since learnt by a side wind
that his brother-in-law is the Number
Two milkman.

THE NEW LANGUAGE.
SCENE. E.F.C. Club.

Time. Every Time.

1st Pilot. Why, it 's Brown-Jones !

2nd Pilot. Hullo, old thing ! What
are you doing now ?

1st P. Oh, I 'm down at Puddlemarsh

teaching huns monoavros, pups and

dolphins.
2nd P. I 'rn on the same game, down

at Mudbank sop
- two - seaters and

camels. We 've got an old tinside, too,
for joy-riding.

1st P. You 've given up the rumpety,
then?
2nd P. Yes. I was getting ham-

handed and mutton-fisted, flapping the
old things every clay ; felt I wanted to
stunt about a bit.

1st P. Have you ever butted up
against Eobinson-Smith at Mudbank ?

He was an ack-ee-o, but became a hun.
2nd P. Yes, he crashed a few days

ago on his first solo flip, taking off

tried to zoom, engine konked, bus
stalled sideslip nose-dive. Not hurt,

though. What's become of Smith-
Jones ? Do you know ?

1st P. Oh, yes. He 's on quirks and
ack-ws. He tried spads, but got wind

up. Have you seen the new ?

2nd P. Yes, it 's a dud bus only
does seventy-five on the ceiling. Too
much stagger, and prop stops on a spin.
Besides I never did care for rotaries.

Full of gadgets too.

1st P. Well, I must tootle off now.
I 'm flapping from Northbolt at dawn
if my old airship 's ready came down
there with a konking engine plug
trouble.

2nd P. Well, choerio, old thing
weather looks dud you're going to

have it bumpy in the morning, if

you 're on a pup.
1st P. Bye :bye, you cheery old bean.

[Exeunt.

THE PRINCE OF WIED.
(The Prince of WIED, formerly Mprct

of Albania, has been heard of at the

KAISER'S head-quarters.)

THERE 's many a thing that a man may
want

In this work-a-day world of ours :

A feather-bed, or a christening font,
Or a coupon's value in flowers

;

But not in the pinch of his utmost need
Will he pine for WILLIAM, Prince of

WIED,
The hardly potential,

Consequential
WILLIAM, Prince of WIED.

He was once on a time a sort of King
And sat on a purple throne,

With a national anthem hard to sing
And a Court that was all his own

;

And he ruled as he could a mountain-
breed

Who cared not a jot for the Prince of
- WIED,

The non- Albanian,
Most Germanian

WILLIAM, Prince of WIED.

And now, wherever the KAISER loots,

He 's willing to loot there too,

And, lo, he 's licking the KAISER'S boots,
He 's kissing the KAISER'S shoe ;

But no one anywhere seems to heed
That most forgettable Prince of WIED,

That come-and-tickle us,

Quite ridickleus

WILLIAM, Prince of WIED.

Our Helpful Contemporaries.
Be the "

mystery gun
"

:

" It is also suggested that the shell may be

propelled by the application of the well-known
electrical principle that certain metals are
refilled by a magnetic coal instead of being
attracted." Evening Paper.

" The solemn old copper-beach at the cornet
of the lawn." London Opinion.

We should rather have expected to find

it near the silver strand.
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Photographer. "You I.IKI-: TH\T KTVI.-:'.' Tim-'s A
K.M.AKI.KMKNT <)!' rKSKOVlTCII, THK PAMOUh

MIST I'lASIST. 1IY A SrKCIAI. AHUAMIKMKNI 1 Of MY OWN I

CAN GUABANTKH TO MARK A 1 OBTRAIT OF YOU CONVKY1NO
THK SAMK KOMANTIO AIR OP MKI.AKCnOI.Y."

Thr
KXCKI.I.KXT !

. -An ! KKKI- THAT EXPRESSION.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of -Learned Clerks.)

IVlicre England Sets Her Feet (Coi.LiNs) is, as indeed

you might suppose from the title, a staunchly imperialistic

tale, set in the spacious days of the Virgin Queen, and

containing much pleasant if rather disjointed adventuring,
and one very attractively-drawn character. Not the hero,

though lie is pleasant enough in a colourless way ; and

certainly not the heroine, who is throughout practically an

absentee (after her hoy-and-girl love-scenes with the hero

she fades entirely out of the story till its finish) ; the great
creation of the story, upon whom Mr. ]>I:UNAKD CAPES has

lavished hoth art and obvious affection, is Master Clerivanlt,

the "dear fantastic" patriotic worshipper of that England
whose son it was his wish to be thought; dreamer, brag-

gart and Empire-builder in one. Most of Matter Clerirault's

speeches have an excellent ring, though that about lands

whore English blood is shed becoming fiefs to England,
" for there each grave becomes a plat of English mould,"
struck me 'as a halting paraphrase of certain lines in which
the same thought has been more nobly expressed. As for the

actual story, that, as I have said, is an affair of episodes ;

of Brian's upbringing in the lonely house, his introduction

(very prettily done) to Romance ; his encounter with my
LOHD OF LEICESTEK, whose natural son he was; thereafter

some voyaging to the Spanish main, and the rediscovery of

the heroine in the nick of time to round off the tale. Truth
to tell, picturesque as all this is, I found the pace of the

author's palfrey rather jog-trot for adventure of such

quality ; the book throughout is at its best in the quieter

passages, and especially those that introduce the admirable

Clericault, as aforesaid. One final complaint: surely the
" rose of pudency

"
(Mr. CAPES'S term for his heroine's

blush) is a rather ugly flower of speech.

The author of The Foundations of Permanent Peace

(GRANT RICHARDS) is Mr. AUGUST SCHVAN, who says of

himself that " he happens to have been born in the capital
of Sweden." It is plain that he wishes us to understand
that he assumes no responsibility for this fact, and I may
as well assure him at once that I don't dream of blaming
him for being a Swede. Had lie been consulted he might
perhaps have arranged matters differently. It is quite
certain that he numbers amongst his ancestresses the late

GASSANDUA, for a large part of his life has been spent in

prophesying true things which nobody believed until they
had unfortunately happened. He also gave good advice to

those who refused to take it.
"
Only four months before the

outbreak of the War the author told a well-known Conser-

vative and Military Club in London that the British Army
was totally inadequate to meet the German Army." It is

also to bo noted that " ho had taken occasion to publish an
article on Scandinavia in The Nineteenth Century magazine
which was so true that it made the King of SWEDEN deprive
the author of his title of Chamberlain." This, however,
has not prevented him from developing his plan for ensur-

ing peace. The State, according to him, is the universal

enemy and must be abolished, so that men may live under
a system of "

Supernational Law," nations being considered

"as autonomous administrative subdivisions of humanity,
and armed forces boing limited to those necessary for

maintaining law and order." Mr. SCHVAN is in deadly
earnest and has a detestation of the KAISKK and his people
which is most refreshing.

Dr. W. J. DAWSON is an engaging and transparently sin-

cere rather than a skilful story-teller. His hero, Itobert

Slicnstone. (LANK), was a disappointed schoolmaster's son
who had the ambition to be a poet but followed his father's

difficult trade in an "Academy" of a type which is now
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happily extinct. When it deservedly failed he did in fact lute
barrage

of kisses. There was, I must mention, a sou rot

write with a drunken friend a shocking bad play for the

Old Surrey. His next effort was accepted by IRVING for

the Lyceum on a sight of the unfinished MS., and this I feel

must have been one of the great man's errors. However,
I do not grudge Ilnlii'rt his unlikely success, as he was an

amiable if somewhat colourless young man with a love of a

London that still had its Holywell Street, apparently

(lioni soil) Robert's favourite resort. The thing I liked

best about him was his shrewd dragon of an aunt, Tubithu,

tihanky. By the way, I feel called upon to set him right

on a matter of history. There is no evidence whatever that

the Balba on whom he so much insists ever built a wall.

All authorities agree that it was entirely the work of her

brother. Let me add that this book is a fair specimen of the

old-fashioned rigmarole school

of domesticated romance with

the shadow of a rather un-

intelligible and unnecessary
crime in the background. And
Aunt Tnbitha is certainly
worth knowing.

As a story The Gleam (LONG)
tends to be rambling and in-

consequent, and the major
characters, the heroine in par-

ticular, are invested with an

atmosphere of unreality which

prevents the reader from be-

coming deeply concerned about

their welfare. This perhaps is

just as well, because, although
their fortunes lead them into

some hair-raising adventures
in Mexico, they eventually pur-
sue a rather tame existence in

the South of England. They
are not even married, though,
as they have acquired a small

fortune between them as the

result of their excursion in the
wilds of Yucatan, there appears
to be nothing to hinder it (as
the Scotchman said when he
was shown Niagara). We
leave the hero on crutches

watching England go to war
in August, 1914. Like a good
many other people he thinks

in Max's life about which I mean to be as reticent as he
was. When Diana married him she was well aware that
he could not disclose this secret to her, but all the same
she was soon suffering from a very reasonable jealousy.
The conditions offered peculiar encouragement to an emo-
tional atmosphere. Diana had one of the most superb
voices in the world

;
Max was a distinguished playwright

and wrote his plays for Adrienne dc Gcrvais, who was a star-

actress and but that is the secret. It is a high tribute to

Mrs. MAUGAKET PEDLER that she compels one to believe in

the beauty of Diana's voice, and indeed her picture of musical
life in London, if rather highly coloured, is really well-

drawn. A passing word of praise is also due to the minor
characters, who fit satisfactorily into the back-seats allotted

to them. But Max's secret

never seemed to me to deserve
all the fuss that was made
about it.

I ^

COLONEL X (RETIRED), WHO is PERFECTLY WELL, "DBESSES
UP" TO REMIND HIMSELF OF THE GOOD OLD PRE-WAR DAYS.

I wonder what, after all, is

the fact about the public's atti-

tude to short-story volumes.
Of late years one might fairly

say that these have been pour-

ing from the Press. Yet not
an author in the host but pro-
claims, and apparently believes

it, that he himself is the soli-

tary leader of a forlorn and

desperate hope against the

ramparts of prejudice. The
latest of them is Mr. JOHN
AYSCOUGH (whose French
Windows so much pleased me
a little time ago), and he has

given to his volume an admir-

able title, The Tideway (LONG).
For the most part the stories

themselves are also admirable,
with never, or hardly ever,

a commonplace among the

collection. Most of them, too,

are of rather greater substance
than the ordinary commercial

article, so that it is with them,
as with Viola in the play, as a

squash is before 'tis a peasccd,
or a conte when it is almost

novel. Such certainly are
the War is going to last for six months and is eating his "The Sacristans" and "The Lady of the Duneshore," the
heart out in disappointment at his tenporary unfitness. We i latter a well-written but rather too spun-out study of the
know now that he need not have worried. It is not as a problem of what a lady should do whose husband has
weaver of plots that Mr. ALFEKD E. CAREY has already en- 1 deliberately saved his own life at what might have been,
deared himself to a considerable public, but as an observer

\

for all he knew, the 'expense of hers. I suppose I need
of nature and a commentator on the pageant of mankind. As

] hardly tell you that the solution judged correct is that she
a student of the South Country he is not to be surpassed,
and as we read page after page of gossip and philosophy,
every line of which reveals the kindly and imaginative
country lover, but has nothing whatever to do with the

story, we quite forgive the inconsequence of the plot and the
curious facility with which its unseholarly subjects quote ' the deficiency,
delightful passages from Mr. CAREY'S favourite authors.

should wait till the author has done with the husband,
and then marry the hero. In tine you will light here upon
a pleasant assemblage of half-hour stories, told by a writer

who has generally something worth while to say, and

always a distinguished manner of saying it or concealing

To be loved by Max Errington, the hero of The Splendid
Folly (MILLS AND BOON), was not exactly a restful occu-

habit of saving Diana

"At the beginning of the war, when the world was still ayh.i-t
at the action of the Mad Dog of Europe, we printed some vn
Mr. Henry Chappcll, the Bath railway porter. The refrain fits the
situation to-day after nearly four years of horrors wrought by this

pation. But as ho contracted a habit of saving Diana man's misdeeds." Daily Express."

Qurnlin from difficult and dangerous situations he had
'

Our contemporary owes an apology to Mr. CHAPPKLL,
more right than most people to bombard her with an abso- ' whose conduct has always been above reproach.
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Ai.viri: TO THOSI: WHO i SK SACCHAUIXI: IN THKIK -j KA : Av.nu un: rniTivr. MANNER, \a IT MAY LEAD TO YOUK I.NTI:MIONK i .

.JISC N DKRSTOOD.
"NOW THEN HOSE OP YOUH BCICIMSii HKIIK !

"

CHARIVARIA.
" GERMANS," says a contemporary,

"
put their clocks buck a month ago."

It is definitely known, however, that

the CROWN PKI.NI K has not put any of

his French ones back.

"The change to British Summer
Time" so ran a recent Southern
Command Order "will take place at
1 A.M. on the 24th of March, 1918.
Should an air-raid be in progress at

'-! A.M. on March 24th, the change to

British Summer Time will be post-

poned until the raid is over." In
this way the possibility of having the
same raid occur twice over was skil-

fully avoided.
.,.

...

"Khaki, khaki, khaki everywhere,"
says an evening paper

" what can it

really moan?" The best opinion is

that it is due to the fact that there is a

this is regarded as supporting the
cautious assertion of the German Press
that " the moral objectives of the offen-

sive have already been attained."

Dartmoor Conscientious Objectors success.
are appealing for instruments for a brass
band. They have already made a start

with Mr. PHILIP SNOWDEN'S penny
whistle.

The Berliner Taqeblatt now daily
excuses the apparent breakdown of the

original German offensive. But, after

all, if it had not been for the Allied

forces it would have been an unqualified

* -::

*

Dr. KONALD MACFIK has written a
book which he calls The Art of Ki>i-]iiii<j

The police are said to be closely
interested in the question whether .a
kitchen is a place of entertainment
within the meaning of the Night Light
Order. ^ .,.

The Food Ministry, it is announced,
working out a scheme for the control

of eggs. Lord BHONDDA hopes, how-
ever, that the disappearing egg will not
be laid at his door.

London's temperature has been as

high as sixty-two. Among the enemy

NOTICE.
PUNCH AND PAPER SHORTAGE.

Owing to the further drastic

reduction in the supplies of paper,
no return of unsold copies will

be allowed after the Number to

be dated April 17.

Readers who desire to continue
to receive Punch regularly should
at once place a definite order with
their news-agents.

While running a train in the North
of England an engine-driver was fired

at with a revolver. It was in order
to obviate this rather hasty method of

attracting the driver's attention that
the communication cord was first

introduced.

II W/, and it is reported that a strong

I
group of medical men is about to issue

a counterblast under the title, Win/

Keep Well ?
....

'

*

A woman at Tottenham police court
said that the language used by another
woman made her dog drop his ears,

put his tail between his legs and run

away. Enemy propaganda is already
making use of the incident to show that

|

even (he British dog is losing his nerve.

"Goi.F AND RANCH-: FINDINI,.

A mail who has played a lot of golf could
1 stand in a first line trench and toll, almost to
the year, just how far the cnemy'n trenches
wore away." The Standard (Jlontrtal).

. But golfers will say anything. We
have met some who were prepared to

predict, almost to a yard, the duration
of the War.__

'I.MK. One of the lai^. st rivers in
France. It Hows from tin mast at Abhuville
through Amiens and on to Pcronne and St.

Quenlin."
Tin- 1'ust Sunday H^-itiHHUnyou-}.

' Onci! again the enemy was reckless of

life, and al\va\s his tide . f men ebbed for-

ward/' Mancluvti-r

The Germans appear to have taken as
their motto,

" When you are on the
Somme, do as the Sonime does."

" It is important to remember that the
butcher or retailer must detach the coupons
and not the customer.'' Ilulton Keening News.
Some butchers are so careless with their

choppers.

. i.n .
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THE KAISER GIVEN AWAY.
IT was a little awkward, you must own.

Just as your sabre started off to rattle

Prior to carving up the enemy /.one

In what was boomed as WILLIAM'S battle;

Just as you told us how you hated war,

How you, whose heart all bloodshed tends to harrow,

Obvious victim of the lust for gore
That permeates the British marrow,

Proposed (and here your eyes with warm tears ran

Such as the beasts of Nile exude with unction)

To end the grisly fight which GREY began
Whose perfidy knew no compunction ;

It was unfortunate (wo all see that)

When, at an hour ill-timed for truth's exposure,
Out of the Envoy's bag emerged the cat

And on your legends clapped the closure.

For now from German lips the world may know
Facts that should want some skill for their con-

founding
How Potsdam forced alike on friend and foe

A war of Potsdam's sole compounding;

How you, who itcl;ed to see the bright sword lunged,
Still bleating peace like innocent lambs in clover,

In all that bloody business you were plunged

Up to your neck, and something over.

And, having fed on little else but lies,

Your people, with the hollow place grown larger
Now that the truth has cut off these supplies,

May want your head upon a charger. O. S.

L

THE RIGHT COLOUR.
THE argument began in a trench somewhere on the Cam-

brai Front. It might still have been proceeding but for

the fact that a few hundred thousand Bosches came over to

argue a bigger point, and made it necessary for Jock Eraser

and Alf Hayes, to say nothing of the rest of the nth Fusi-

liers, to retire under protest very violent protest.
Jock started it. Jock delights in theological disputes,

and being a Glasgow man regards himself as an authority
on most subjects. When therefore, during one of the peri-
odical discussions regarding the finding of MOSES in the

bulrushes, Alf recklessly referred to the Prophet as a "black

baby," Jock pounced upon him instantly.
"Ye needna show yer ignorance," he said in pitying

tones. " Auld MOSES wasna black, Alf. He wis as white
as you an' me."

" Garn ! Wot d'you know abahtit?" retorted Alf ag-

gressively.
"
Egyptians is black ; leastways, not exactly

black like niggers, but a kinder coffee-colour. You can't

tell me nothin' abaht the colour of Gippies, my lad. I 've

served in Egypt an' seen "em."

Although lie is only twenty-sis, Alf proudly terms him-
self " an old sweat," and is inclined to pose as a patriarch
because he has seven years' service to his credit and was
soldiering in the East when the War started.

" MOSES wasna an Egyptian, ye fule," Jock explained.
" MOSES wis a Hebrew, and Hebrews are no' niggers."

"
Egyptian 'Ebrews is black, I toll yer, and a pal o" mine

wot 's in Palestine says the Jews there are nearly black, so

you can't kid me MOSES was white."
" He wad be kind o' tanned, maybe, but he wis as white

as I am, I "ra tellin' ye."

Jock had not washed for four days, but Alf failed to notice

the opportunity this presented, although he did make several

impolite remarks concerning Jock's personal appearance,
habits and ancestry.

" I tell yer MOSES was an Egyptian, and Gippies is

browny-black," ho reiterated.

The argument became heated, and most of the men of

the platoon joined in and took sides. Some of them

strongly supported Alf's view, for the fact that Alf had been
in Egypt carried weight. For an hour the voice of Jock
Fraser could be heard raised in protest, and he was still

vainly striving to convince Alf of the whiteness of MOSES
when the Germans came their way.
For a time the colour of the Hebrew Prophet became

of secondary importance, but Jock was determined not

to let the matter drop. As he hurled bombs among the

masses of grey men he could see through the mist he

thought of a new argument which would, ho believed, con-

vince Alf.

It was in the evening, after the regiment had withdrawn
to a new position, that Jock suddenly discovered Alf was

missing, and ho began to make agitated inquiries. A man
had noticed Alf drop out in the open and mentioned the fact

wearily,
"I'm going back to find him," Jock announced. "I

canna let aukl Alf die wi'oot convincing him that MOSES
wasna black."

They called him fool and other names, tried to dissuade

him and pointed out the hopelessness of finding Alf, even
if he was still alive

;
but Jock would not listen and even

ignored the Sergeant's commands.

Nearly an hour later he crawled back, shot through the

left arm and the right leg, but dragging with him Alf, who
was badly wounded, unconscious, but still living. Then
Jock collapsed, after muttering something incoherent about

the infant MOSES.
The bearers took him and Alf away to the same clearing-

station, and eventually they were sent down together to

the base hospital, and happened to be placed in the same
ward. When Alf recovered enough to take notice, it was
to find Jock sitting up in the next bed.

" It was you wot brought me in, Jock, wasn't it ?
"

inquired Alf. " You lugged 'old o' me just as them two big
Fritzes was comin' to get me ?

"

"
Ay, I shot them," Jock answered in matter-of-fact

tones. "
Noo, Alf, aboot MOSES. I 'in wantin' to convince

ye that MOSES wis as white as me."
" I reckon you know more abaht MOSES than I do, old

chum," said Alf. "And if he was like you he was a white
man all through." And he held out his hand.

Jock, pleased more by the concession than by the com-

pliment, leant across and with a shamefaced grin shook
hands. _______=_^_____

The New Gretna Green.

The following letter has been received from a Boys'
Football Club by the Commanding Oilicer of a Home
Battalion :

" On behalf of the above football club we arc requested to asli if we
could use your Football Ground for practice in the evenings, as our

ground is now used for clopments, and at present no other grounds
are available for this purpose."

"They [the gunners] have trudged back over the battlefields, urging
on their slow going caterpillars and encouraging the men."

Mr. Philip Gibbs, in "
Daily Telegraph."

We understand that most siege batteries now have a

subaltern especially trained to walk in front of the fauna,

making a noise like & young lettuce ; others simply suspend
a tin of petrol in front of their heads.
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AMERICA TO THE FBONT.
[[n ucw of th,^ present needs of tlio Allies, America has not waited to complete the independent organisation of her Army, but

li:is .-.cut her (nn forward to bo brigaded with I'.ritish and French units.]
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pie-dish, lay the remains of a steak- the Senior Supply Officer, he returned
KIDNEYS FOR THE MESS.

and-kidney pie. to the ollice, signed a location report

Ov all the General Staff Officers .Fearful of being denounced as a food upside down, and went sick.

Third Grade that had recently boon spy of the baser sort and of being dotie

created, Pink William was the nicest away with secretly in consequence, he Left alone the senior members of tho

and the ruddiest. He presented such ! rushed back to headquarters and lot .Mess did the proper thing as a matter

a picture when, flushed and a little
|

loose the sleuth-hounds of war. Recon-
j

of course. They held a conference.

timid, he first arrived in the No. 2 Mess noitring parties which investigated the

of tho Division that they made him wilds of back areas presently brought
Mess President on tho spot, a post back the joyful news that without doubt

which he accepted gracefully, there
\
kidneys ic<>re in the country; that in

being no other course open to him.

Horrified at first at tho dissatisfaction

openly expressed at a Mess which any
regimental officer would envy, he never-

certain cases sheep had left tho base

with tho organ in question intact.

The joyful news came only just in

time, for the agony of having to face a

theless put heart and soul into his task
: barrage of eves bawling

'

Kidneys
"

at

and in a very short time achieved won-
j

every breakfast was beginning to tell

dors. Yet in spite of all his efforts :

upon his health. That night, again
Pink William could not but be aware over the second glass of port, lie off-

that behind all the nods and

expressions of approval he re- ^-i-><X

ceived, there was a peculiar
element of reserve. He knew
it he felt it. Yet, rack his

brains as he might, this inde-

finable something eluded him

completely. In despair, one

night after his second glass of

port, he surprised the Great
Ones present by breaking down

utterly and demanding to be

told at once what more could

be expected of him. Had they
not fish, flesh, fowl, seventeen

kinds of drinks and I'eal lump
sugar? What iras the elusive

something ?

And the answer came, short

and incisive,
"
Kidneys !

"

With his second glass of

port still in his head he crept

away from the Mess, abashed
at his thoughtlessness, and

ragged his pillow throughout
a sleepless night.

Morning brought determination.

Sheep were in the country and sheep
had kidneys ; ergo the long-felt want
could easily be supplied. Alas for his

untimely optimism, a visit to the
Senior Supply Officer dashed all his

hopes to the ground. "Kidneys?" He
poured cold scorn upon him ; seemed
indeed to take it as a personal affront.
"
Kidneys ? Ha !

"
lie laughed hollowly

at him. Army sheep didn't have

kidneys.
Well, how did they get on without

kidneys? Why, just as British oysters
got on without pearls.

Discouraged beyond measure Pink
William made his way back, and, pene-
trating into the purlieus of a large farm

standing well back from the road in its

own midden, came upon an outhouse
of the kitchen department, occupied
by Mess cooks and bottlewashers, and
there there in the broad light of

day, adhering to the sides of a brown

"This," began the representative of

the General Staff as usual, "is obviously
a ' Q

'

matter."
" On the contrary," said " Q

"
firmly,

" as a question of supply it might possi-

bly bo Q,' but as a question of policy
it is obviously 'G.' If, on tho other

hand, it is considered a matter of dis-

cipline, it is obviously
'

A.'
"

" On tho contrary," said "
A,"

" this

is a question of diet, and should there-

fore bo referred to the Director of

Medical Services."

"On the contrary," said the

A.D.M.S.,
" as it has reference

to animals in particular, 1

think the advice of tho Veterin-

ary Service should bo sought."
The D.A.D.V.S. could not

see it. It seemed to him that

the matter involved questions
of traffic control and should be

referred to the A.P.M.
The Ordnance Officer sat

tight, wondering how on earth

they were going to shift it on
to him.

The Area Commandant, a

Brigadier (graded for pay as a

Staff -
Lieutenant), who was

present as guest of the evening,

suggested that the question
was one which obviously
affected all branches and
here ho pointedly included the

Ordnance Officer.
" And 1 think," said the Gen-

loaded tho story of his vicissitudes upon
! oral Staff impressively,

" this is a qnes-

Travdler. " D' YOU SEE THAT Tins NEW GKU.MAN SHKLI, is

REPORTED TO TRAVEL SEVENTY MILES IN SIX MINUTES?"
Motorist (bitterly). "A^n I'LL BET MY LIFE THK MAGISTRATE

BELIEVED IT. TlIOSE POLICE TRAPS ARE THE SAME ALL OVKK
THE WORLD."

the astonished members of the Moss.
He gave them a moving picture of his

discovery in the outhouse. Patrols

had, he explained, reported a suspected
kidney-dump in tin's vicinity, but cross

observation by special observers had
failed to obtain the necessary confirm-

ation. Number 1 Section Kidney-
Detectors (a branch of the Sound-

Ranging section) were also at a loss,

while the Fifty-first Sub-section of the
Tenth Messenger Dog Company, after

getting hot on the trail, had dashed all

his newborn hopes to the ground by
wantonly destroying the evidence in a

spasm of greed. But the vitally im-

portant consideration which he wished
to lay before the Mess was that kidneys
were in the country, and ho begged
that the question might be gone into

sympathetically.

Having thus unburdened himself of

the responsibility and made a special

tion of operations on a small scale, and
it would be as well to lay down a policy
at once, and at the same time issue the

necessary warning order."

The General Staff was going to func-

tion ! The others held their breath.
" Tho Supply Officer," he said,

" will

be duly warned that wo consider the

administration of supplies to be inade-

quate and incomplete. If, after due

warning, tho article of food in question
is not forthcoming, there is," went on
the General Staff with a Napoleonic
flash of the eye

" there is but one way
to bring our enemy to his knees. We
must strike at tho most vulnerable part
of his armour. Now what is the ten-

derest spot in a Supply Officer?
"

The question was met with silence.

Nobody had thought of such things in

connection with Supply Officers.
" The efficiency of bis unit !

"
cried

the General Staff triumphantly.
" There

point of the contemptuous conduct of
,

is no luxury, no fn'i-ijuisite ho would not
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DEEDS THAT OUGHT TO WIN THE V.C.
THE PRIVATE OBOWH A BETTER MOL'BTACHB T1IAJI THK SEHGK \NT.

forgo rather than let the efficiency of

his unit bo impaired. If we threaten

him with that wo shall strike at his

"We will! Wo will!" cried the

whole assembly, and the port bottle

was rushed round a third time.

.

" To assist in this operation," went
on the General Staff,

"
all branches will

be required to co-oporato as follows

this is the second phase :

" 1. The Assistant-Director of Medi-
cal Services will undertake to evacuate

the Supply Officer's best men at the

slightest provocation. This will bo a

serious matter for him.
"

2. The A.r.M. will crime all the

Supply Officer's men, and thus the dis-

cipline of his unit will be questioned.
"3. The Medical Officer (through

A.D.M.S.) will condemn all his sani-

tary arrangements continually. That
would annoy any Supply Officer.

"4. The Deputy-Assistant Director

of Veterinary Services will evacuate all

his best run

"5. The Area Commandant will, I am
sure, oblige by withdrawing all his best

billets to make room for a Labour batta-

lion. This will cut him to the quick.

"6. ' Q
'

will put a Paper Barrage
down on the usual night lines, and,
like the fellow iti SHAKSI'KARK, he shall
'

sleep no more.'
''

Loud was the applause, the port
rushed round the table again, the con-
ference broke up and the members went
their way to carry out the tasks allotted

to them ; all except the General Staff,

of course, who had already functioned
and could sit over his port in ease.

t: -. :'-. :-.

"
Why," complained a member of

the Mess peevishly a fortnight later
"
why do wo have kidneys for every

meal now ?
"

" SOCIAL ARCHITECTS.
: ' Before us lays the t:isk of re-building

Society." Smith Wales Argus.

Quite right. But why break up the

English language first '.'

" It is estimated that the total assets owned

by Australians is 1 4,060,000,000, an average
! of 350 per person." The Time*.

If the KAISKK had known before the
\Yiir that there were forty million Aus-

tralians it is believed he would never
1 have started it.

I'KT AVERSIONS.
[A development of Ix>nl CI.M i> iloin

suggestion that pet dogs should lie made into

pies because they
' arc a uuisam

M\Y nuisances be slain to gnu
Now moats in lieu of old '.'

Then let your futile Fido live,

My fancy is more bold

Though stinted of the fle>h of hoove*
I pass mere lap-dogs by ;

A choicer dish my mind coned
A monster PKIXOI.K pie !

Let others crave the salmon steak,

To toothsome turbot cling,

I want a lavish lunch to make
For once on kippered

areHam, bacon, sausage -

crimes
In breakfast's catalogue,

But give me, as I read my Tin

Some safely potted

For England's joy, for

grief,
Now here, now there, 1 '11 M\i>p.

Take SXOWDEN for <i/x'ritif,

Put OITHWAITE in the soup.
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"TUSSUP."
Joan is two to-day, and I think it is

quite time she began to take life more

seriously. Until recently she has occu-

pied a position of splendid isolation,

hut last week her nose was suddenly
and violently dislocated, and she is now

only my elder daughter. Since the

arrival of the interloper, in another

place, Joan and I have been left to our

own devices at home, and it has be-

come her regular habit to call me in the

morning, to watch mo eat my break-

fast and to hustle me off thereafter,

]

"in puff-puff," en route for my White-
hall desk.

So she has had unlimited opportunity
for unburdening her soul to mo at

leisure, and debate has often waxed hot

between us. But, much as I appreciate
I lie unburdening of her soul, I really
have to draw the line at her emptying
armfuls of dolls all over mo, particularly

Tussups. I really dislike Tussups now.
To save further mystification I may
explain that "

Tussup
"

is Joanese for
"
Cuthbert," which is the name of a

certain type of rabbit-doll. This doll is

an effigy of , but I needn't labour

it ; the fact is I am, broadly speak-
ing, a "Tussup" myself, for the reason

that I am of military ago and at the

same time tied by the leg to a Govern-
ment-desk. Now I don't pretend that

my dislike for this particular type of

doll springs from a guilty and craven

conscience, because it doesn't. When
I first saw one in a shop window my
sense of the fitness of things was tickled,

and I straightway purchased one and
bore it home in triumph to Joan.
But unfortunately some waggish re-

lative also happened on this same type
of doll in a shop soon afterwards, and
a second Tussup arrived to swell Joan's

family. I think it was this reduplica-
tion which first aroused her interest in

the Tussup species, for she and the
two of them became inseparable.

This last week it has been nothing
but Tussups at every turn on my
pillow in the morning, on my lap at

breakfast, in my chair in the evening ;

and I have got surfeited with Tussups.
It was the occasion of Joan's birthday
that gave rise in mo to hopes of divert-

ing her tastes elsewhere.

Yesterday a most engaging present
came for her from her grandpapa a
doll baby in a large cot, all complete.
Joan was thrilled to the marrow, and
the Tussups were cast to the winds.

Whereupon I impounded, the unholy
pair and buried them away privily.
The cot was a great attraction, and
Joan would not be parted from it all

day. This morning, too, though she
seemed to miss the brethren for a

moment, the sight of the cot made hei

perfectly happy. In fact it only scorned

to require one other really new and

exciting toy, to take turn-about with
the baby and the cot, to make her com-

pletely forget her old loves. I was

wondering what I could do about it in

town to-day, when the post arrived

and with it a letter for Joan's Mummy,
which seemed quite providential.

" My dear Winnie," it run,
" I be-

lieve to-morrow is my goddaughter's

birthday, so I have bestirred myself
and sent her an offering. I fancy it is

rather a good line. It is very original
a character from Alice in Wonder-

land. . . ."

This, I thought, will bo the very
tiling ; probably the Mock Turtle or the

Duchess, and Joan will dote on it. An
hour later the parcel came and was
handed, to Joan with becoming cere-

mony. Palpitating and jigging with

excitement, she bore it off to a chair

and rent it open. I watched her sym-
pathetically.

" WT
ell," I asked,

" what
about it ?" The inner wrapper yielded
with a splutter of tissue-paper, and I

saw Joan's countenance irradiated with
a sudden ecstasy.

"
Tussup !

"
she screamed. I leapt

up in horror even as she brandished it

in the air. It was an unmistakable

Tussup, with his exemption badge and
his hateful little cane, just like the

other two. Character from Alice in

Wonderland, indeed !

Joan rushed and planted it on my
knee. "Daddy hah it!" she offered

with her usual generosity.
$ :[: ^: :;:

After that it was no good. The cot

has taken a back seat and the two old

Tussups have resumed their front ones.

Joan is devoted to the three of them,
and I daresay by the end of the War
there will he thirty of them.
There is only one consolation left to

me. Some day, I suppose if we can
believe what we are told Joan will

say to me,
" And what did you do in

the Great War, Father?" Then my
hour of triumph will have come. I

shall draw myself up to my full height
and say,

" My child, modesty has

always been my foremost virtue
;
but I

cannot tell a lie. In the Great War 1
was a Tussup."
And if Joan is consistent she will

think far more of me than if I had laid

claim to a hundred doughty deeds.

" On Monday the new Beer (Prices) Order
enters every public bar in the kingdom.
Strong beers that is, drink with a gravity of
over 1034 degrees can be sold at 2s. Gd. a glass
or a penny a pint. There is no limit either

.vay." Evening Paper.

W7e shall certainly order pints.

CAPTURING A HUN.
" YOUR neighbour has been telling mo

all about the prisoners he has taken,"
said the visitor, sitting down by the bed.

"It was so interesting."

Bunny Higgins sniffed.

"Some chaps," he said, "make sech
a darn fuss abaht 'ow many pris'ners

they 'vo took. Jes' as if it weren't as

easy as easy."
"
Oil, have you taken many ?

"

"
Yes, Miss, I "ave. Leastways I 've

took one." His tone was slightly aggress-
ive.

" Do tell me about it," begged the

visitor, and, mollified by her appear-
ance of interest, Bunny settled himself
on the pillow and began.

" I don't mind ownin' as it were a
bit of a surprise, as you might say, an'

I didn't go fer to do it in a manner of

speakin'.
" It was way back in last December.

\Ve 'ad a little orticor boy as was very
brave an' always doin' fool'ardy things.
One mornin' abaht four 'o starts out ter

visit the outposts, an' calls me to accom-

pany 'im. 'E orfen took me fer them
sorter jobs, me being that small I could

get abaht unperceived, 'e said.
"
Well, we done the raound pretty

quick until we come ter one wot was
'id among the chimneys on the roof of

an 'alf-ruined farm'ouse. There me
orficer goes up an" leaves me ter wait
dahn below. It was cruel cold, so I

walks abaht under cover of the farm.
I dursn't go beyond the wall, so I does
a kinder sentry-go up an' dahn, an'

once, when I gets ter the end of the
wall an' turns to come back, I gets the
shock of me life, for there, quite close

to me, was the 'Un. W'en 'e meets me
eye 'e starts, 'oldin' up 'is 'ands an' say-
in'

' Kamerad 1

'

I was fair took aback,
but I pulls meself together, an' I

says, pointin' to the German lines,
' Get aht of 'ere, an' go right back
where you came from

'

;
an' I tries ter

look like sergeant pointin' aht a messy
tunic.

" An' 'c answers mo in puffic English,
'most as good as wot I speaks meself,
an' 'e says,

' I am your pris'ner.'
" ' Pris'ner be blowed,' I says ;

' I 'm
not 'avin' any this mornin'.'

" But 'e wasn't goin' ter be put off so

usy. 'P] looks at me kinder threatenin"

like, an' 'e says,
' I give myself up. I

am your pris'ner ; and you gotter take
me.'

" At last I loses me temper, an' I

says,
' None o' your lip. You take an'

jet back to your blinkin' lines.'
" An' would you believe it, Miss, 'e

outs wiv a revolver an' says,
' You take

me pris'ner or I '11 blow your silly
jrains out.'"
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TILE JJLACK FLOUll OF A BLAMELESS LIFE.
Nun,?. -MY n.T, MY PET! DON'T CBV. IT'S NOT THE SWEEP; IT'S THE MHXEK."

SIKES-A TRAGEDY.
THE old man sat within the iuglcnook,

Old William Sikes, and hit a dreary
bun,

And now und then a, sup of cocoa
took,

And mused on Time: for much time
had he done.

He watched his sou's 'wife playing with
her child,

And sorrow tinged his jowl a deeper
blue;

blame to him if he was feeling
riled,

For all his life-long dreams were now
na-poo.

Oft had he boasted thus : "When fortune he crack

But, married whilst on leave, hud got
this boy,

Fulfilment of a grandsire's lougfelt
want,

And the young mother questioned, wild
with joy,

What should she say to parson at
the font ?

At last the old man cleared his throat
and said,

" This blinking warfare alters all our

\\ays ;

I '11 heap no troubles on an infant's

head,
Ilairless as mine was in the Dartmoor

days.

My blessings on the child ; and may

strikes

The father down, the sou succeeds
'

him still
;

There hain't no day without a William
Sikes :

The lantern passes 011 from Bill to

Bill."

And now his Bill had taken to the bad,

Enlisted, sailed to some outlandish

shore,

Become, instead of burgling like his

dad,
A simple private in the

Corp* :

Unnumbered cribs, and ageless

"My father burgled honest, broke the
law

And used the dynamite and centrobit ;

But when he sloshed a party in the jaw
He preached no canting gospel over it.

"The name of William is for ever
cursed ;

It smells of tyranny and lies and
grease."

He paused ; and then aa if his heart
would burst,

" Let him bo Charles, in memory of
PEA< K !

"
EVOK.

laurels win ;

NEW TYPE OP KIKI.D f!UN DBED
BY THE CEKMANS.

LOW-BI-ILT 7-7.MM. CASNON WHICH ACCOM-
PANIES INFANTRY ADVANCE."

Daily Mirror.
\ Pea- shooters:*

Bestow new glory on the mask of
black

And never lot no coppers run him
in!

" But the old line must end. He must
not bear

The name that all his fathers found
so sweet ;

The boys would shout at him and say,
' There "s Herr

Yon William Sikes a-coming down
the street !

'

" Baroness Paul Jcszaiuk, a prominent
society novelist in Budapest, lias bocu forcibly
placed in a lunatic asylum. She had {alien in
love with th Bishop of Stuhlweissenbcrg."

Daily Paper.

Nothing is said of the destination of

the Bishop.

"
Regular orders for uew l.iid I^K.S w.uite 1

by officer's (regular) wife."- Tlte Ocntlcimman.

We assume that the eggs will be regu-
lar too, and not "tempy" or "on pro-
i , ,,

batiou.
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OVERHEARD AT THE GBAFTON GALLERIES' EXHIBITION OF WAK PHOTOGRAPHS.

Old Lady (before the picture of an Egyptian Labour Battalion, entitled,
" Sons of Isis "). "AH, CAMBBIDGE MEK, I BUVPOSB.'

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
XII.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXXV.
Richard; You have said nothing of

tho philosophers of this time. Were
there no philosophers ?

Mrs. M. On the contrary there were

a considerable number. Perhaps the

most notable was Mr. BALFOUR, who
in spite of his attainments as a thinker

rose to the highest offices of state.

Richard. Ah, Mamma, I have heard

of Mr. BALFOUH, and I should like, when
I am a man, to be just such another.

Mrs. M. My highest ambition for

you, my dear boy, could not go further,

for he was a very interesting and re-

markable man, though not without

some peculiarities. For example, it was
said of him, some people say by him,
that he never read tho newspapers
And some people went so far as to say
that this more than anything else was
a proof of his greatness. The news-

papers were always saying that he

must go, and he did not want to stay,

but the country did not seem able to

do without him. His extreme modesty
and gentleness of temper were perhaps
more extraordinary than even his talent

and acquirements.

George. Were not there any great
orators in this reign?

Mrs. M. Certainly. There was Mr.

LLOYD GEORGE, who could be eloquent
in two languages, and Mr. WINSTON

CHURCHILL, who found it impossible to

be silent in any language at all. It

was of him that the poet wrote :

A man so various that he seemed to be

Not one, but all mankind's epitome,
Stiff in opinion, often in the wrong,
Was everything by starts and nothing long.

Mary. What a funny man !

Mrs. M. No, my dear, there you are

wrong. He took himself most seriously,

and many serious people took him at

his own valuation. Thus for many
years he represented a Scotch consti-

tuency Dundee. Some people, how-

ever, explained this on tho ground that

Dundee was famous for the manufacture

of marmalade, and he knew all about

Blenheim oranges. But that was in

tho days before marmalade was made
from turnips and glycerine.

Richard. It seems to me that there

were very curious things as well as

curious persons in this period. I should

much like to see a collection of them.

Mrs. M. That you may easily do

when you go to London. Up till quite

recently there was a living curiosity of

this reign to be seen in the gardens of

Southmount House. It was a parrot
which had belonged to Lord South-

mount and had been taught to say with

great vehemence, "Ballour Must Go."

In the Museum I am speaking of you
will also see other curiosities, such as

barrel-organs and kilts.

George. What is a kilt ?

Mrs. M. A kilt is a sort of petticoat

formerly worn by the Highlanders, a

primitive race of Scotsmen. There are

various accounts of its origin, but the

most authentic attributes it to the phy-
sical conformation of the ancient Picts,

the ancestors of the Highlanders. It

is said that their feet were so large
that when trousers came into fashion

they tried to put them on over their

heads, and, becoming entangled in the

process, were obliged in self-defence to

resort to the kilt.

Mary. But what did they wear before

trousers came into fashion?

Mrs. M. There, my dear child, you
are allowing your thirst for information

to outrun your discretion. The pre-

trouser age takes us into the region oi

prehistoric legend, and my aim is to

feed you not on legend but on fact

Besides I think the tea-bell has already

rung.
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'

SHOAVN UP.
KAIHEB (to Li,ncln,l,t M,,,,). "ON TIIK &\\'olil>, YOU IDIOT! OX T1IH SU'OliD!"
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Official (to applicant for fast}. "I'M SORRY, MlSS SMITH, BUT AS YOUR FATHEIl WAS NOT IN ANY GoVEKN.MESr DEPARTMENT I'M
AFRAID YOU WILL NEED BOMB INTELLECTUAL QUALIFICATION."

FOR LOVE OF FRANCE.
I WAS shown the other day a new

kind of map of France the pleasant
land of France that is being so cruelly
maimed and scourged. Instead of the

names of towns it had merely the few

great cities, the Departments, and nine

hundred tiny red dots. I did not count
them life is short but I was assured

that that was the number, and that

each represents a place where there is

a hospital, or hospitals, whose stores of

the necessaries of healing and of comfort
have been enriched by the French War
Emergency Fund, an English associa-

tion whose sole purpose is the ameliora-

tion of the lot of our nearest Ally. I

had heard already much of this Fund
and of the thoroughness and thought-
fulness with which it has been ad-

ministered, but the extent of its activity
had never been made so vividly realis-

able.

These dots, then, indicate hospital
sites where French soldiers, broken in

the task of defending their beautiful

suffering country, lie or creep about.

The Fund has also its civilian minis-

trations, which every day grow in range
and usefulness : to rebuild or make
habitable the cottages which the enemy

has destroyed, to re-establish the cot-

tagers and provide them with cooking
utensils, clothing, food, blankets and
seeds. That this is work of the greatest

j

importance we in England, even with
no experience of invasion, must agree.

Although wo have some first-hand

knowledge of the horrors of war, it is

mercifully incomplete ;
the Germans

j

are not within sixty miles of London,

I

as they are of Paris ; none of our square

I

miles has been laid waste. No one

!

who has not witnessed it has more than

I

a vague idea of the utter desolation

I
that can follow in the enemy's wake :

j

far greater than France, with all her

genius for rapid smiling reorganisation,
has at this tragic and fateful moment
time to handle.

Such until a little while ago were
the two main lines of neighbourly help-
fulness along which the Fund worked,
and this map is evidence enough that

thoroughness has not been wanting.
But now, at the request of the French

Government, which has again and again

expressed its appreciation of the Fund's
assistance and gratitude for it, the

provision of canteens at the railway
stations' where wounded detrain, and
of canteens and recreation rooms wher-
ever they are most urgently needed

is to be added to its responsibilities.
The hospitals of France unhappily do

not decrease either in number or in

the need of accommodation since for

every wounded man who comes in a

healed man does not, alas, go out
;
but

as the patients improve in health there

is the more need for the means of be-

guiling their time. Canteens in the

grounds for the supply of refreshments,
and rooms where papers and books may
be read, games played and gramophones
listened to, are therefore desirable. A
few of these have already been erected

or adapted by the Fund ;
as many more

as possible are to follow, all of which
will have to be furnished and fitted, at,

of course (and the cloven hoof of the

mendicant now obtrudes
!),

a certain

expense.

Every contribution that reaches the

Fund is of value, especially just now,
when there are so many travelling
wounded to be succoured, and the

appeal cannot be too wide ; and yet
as I looked at this very interesting

map and was told the names of some
of the nine hundred places for which
the red dots stood, it was borne in upon
me that if only those English people
who have made holiday in France and
have loitered delectably among her
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screiio and hospitable ploasaunces wen

approached hat in hand only those !

a magnificent revenue would result

Lovo of Franco would unfold so mam
cheque-hooks, open so many purses
the effect of the happy memories which
this list of nine hundred towns re-

kindled would ho irresistihle. l';iri;

alone should sullice; lint with Nor-

mandy and Brittany, Provence anr

Touraino, the Seine and the Loire, tin

Itiviera and tho Covcnncs to lend theii

intliKMico to the impulse of generosity

(or gratitude), such a torrent of votive

offerings would flow as would rendoi

all further hogging needless.

For pure
" love of lovely words

"
and

at the risk of being made too " home-
sick," I in M tempted to quole from tho

list down to date March Hist, 1918

just before the great battle broke out

which, by so desperately increasing
the work of French hospital staffs and

adding to tho privations of tho civilians,

must spur tho Fund to new efforts. If

I mention but tho first town under
each letter you will realise both what
I mean and how widely flung are tho

Fund's ministrations: Abbaretz (Loire

Inferieure), liacqueville (Seine Inferi-

eure), Cabourg (Calvados), Dannc-
tnarie (Alsace FranQaiso), Eaubonne

(Seine et Oiso), Falaise (Calvados),
Gaillon fEure), Hadol (Vosges), L'lle-

de-Noe (Gers), Janse (Ille et Vilaine),

Lagny (Seine et Marne), Macon (Saone
et Loire), Nancy (Meurthe et Mo-

selle), Ognan-par-Barbery (Oise), Paim-
bceuf (Loire Inforieure), Querqueville

(Manche), Le Kaincy (Seine et Oise),
Sable (Sartho), Tain (Dr6me), Uriage
(Isere), Vadelaincourt (Mouse), Wesser-

ling (Alsace Franchise), Yssingeaux
(lite. Loire), Zuydecoote (Nord).
Should the authorities of the French

War Emergency Fund find it neces-

sary to issue a four- lined financial

whip, as I fear is inevitable, I commend
to their notice the wisdom of adding
this list to it. Poetry is not too com-
mon ; the reanimation of old joys is

not too easy in these bitter times. Per-

sonally I should be unable to withstand
sucli an appeal, and, apart from love of,

Franco in general, I should associate

my own contribution with the green-
and-whito village of Barbizon, in the

forest of Fontainebleau, and the little

walled town of Moret, where the nuns
made barley-sugar before ambition and

rapacity blasted the world.
All contributions should be sent to

the 1 [on. Treasurer, Sir DAVID EKSKINK,
K.C.V.O., French War Emergency
Fund, 44, Lowndes Square, S.W.I.

E. V. L.

Our Biases Critics.

proved as popular as over with
iier incvitalilo M.II^S."- 1'roriiifMl Paper.

THE TRAFFIC PROBLEM.
Ifrt. Tooling Seek. "WHERE'S TIIK PAPEB? HAVEN'T YOU BROUGHT AN BVKNINU I-APKB?"

Mr. Tooting Beck. "SOHBV, DEAB, BUT I COULDN'T OET IT INTO THE TIIAIN ; THKIIB
WASN'T BOOM.

Our Helpful Contemporaries Again.
More about the "

mystery gun
"

:

"The gun is probably of about the same
cngth of range obtained is in tho shell itself

n its or range obtained is in the shell itself in
ts sha|K-, and in the position of tho centre of

gravity in it." Evening 1'aper.

" The Marquis of Lincolnshire said Viscount

'haplin in formulating his questions had
luttercd about like a bird not knowing which
ranch to settle upon. In the end, ho had
>vrilisfd liis original questions."

Liverpool 1'apcr.

doubt an adaptation of Lord
RHONDDA'S process for turning coupons
'nto meat.

" PIGEON THAT HAD FLOWN FBOM .Mo.ss

KlLl.ll>.

Action for its death by a cat nt Gat"*heod."
Keiccastlc Paper.

We cannot help thinking this a very
crafty plot on tho prosecuting cat's part
to divert suspicion from herself.

Another glimpse of the obvious :

"It is oxpirtod that tho shortening of tho
time in which artificial light may be used in
licti'U. n^iiiiiranU, and places of entertain-
ment will lead to reduction of the evening
siTvirrs on the London railways. In an v case,
however, it is not likely that' the last'trains
will Ix- taken off." Morning ]'n/vr.
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AT THE PLAY.
"Tur, PHIMK MJMSTKI;."

I HAVE moved so little in the society
of enemy aliens tliat I cannot say with

confidence liow a German family re-

siding in Solio would conduct itself in

the domestic circle at the outbreak d
another war between England and the

person of little Miss VESTA SVI.VA, of one

of the most charming children I have

ever met on the stage. And you will see

Miss ETHEL IHVING taking all her emo-
tional chances with a nice restraint and a

" J3v PIGEON POST."

I MUST say I prefer my spy plays
with rather a stronger dasli of credi-

bility than Mr. AUSTIN PAGE'S Hy
courage nobly proof against the general \Pitjeon Post displays. And if ;un

improbability of things. And you will French officer ever sees this diverting
be treated to an air-raid (withoutbombs) I piece will lie please take it from me
und dji

" All Clear" bugle, and Christ- :
that my countrymen do not share the

Fatherland. But if their behaviour
'

mas Bells and Peace (with Victory) on
[

author's morbid views as to the type of

corresponded at all to the picture of the
j

Earth all of them "
oft"." But 1 can- brain that runs the .French Intelligence

Schillrr family, as seriously presented

by Mr. HALL CAINK (relying, I must

assume, on his gifts of imagination),
then .1 feel that even the horrors of a

second Armageddon would have their :

humorous compensations.
My experience again fails me

when 1 try to visualise a group of

Cabinet Ministers awaiting the

expiration of au ultimatum ; but

unless their natures undergo a

total change in these exception-

ally trying circumstances 1 can-

not believe that they would sit

there like so many dummies, ex-

changing rhetorical platitudes on
the ravages of war ;

or that one
of them, in the temporary absence
of the Prime Minister from the

room, would seize the occasion to

throw off a brief summary of that

gentleman's career for the benefit

of colleagues certain to be equally
well instructed in the facts.

Once again, niy limited know-

ledge of the vie intimc of Downing
Street does not permit me to say
whether a Prime Minister would
bo likely to welcome an enemy
alien as governess to his little

daughter with full knowledge
(imparted by the police) of the

history of her family of suspects,
and after a frank admission on

not promise you much edification,unless

the virtues of Mr. CAINK'H technique
for his melodrama, as such, was not

badly handled- console you for the un-

likelihood i' 1 iii- scheme.

JEKLOimAMA IN D(J\V.NIN(i STREET.
AVASS'T IT YOUMargaret Schiller (Miss Kmti. /;;i/.v.).

WHO lilLLV.D ilY FATHER?"
The Prime. Miaixtrr (Mr. G. -V.

is is TIIV:x'

Service'.' For their use a pigeon-post and
wireless installation was established

(by our author) in a terribly conspicu-
ous chateau with a tower a hundred
feet high. The pigeons were under

the command of the Captain-
hero ; the wireless was the job
of the villain Major, who sold his

country to pay his gambling
debts. The whole fate of France

apparently hangs by the leg of

one of the Captain's pigeons ;

;md the General of Division, a

nice old thing, and the Colonel,
a silly old ass, have nothing ap-

parently to do hut come and
discuss the odds on the pigeon
in alternating spasms of maudlin

credulity, hopeless despondency
and appalling indiscretion.

The arch-spy is an old actor

of the Deutsche? Theater mas-

querading as a Fleming in the

'Yench army detailed for duty as

a hospital orderly apparently
the rest of the wireless station

was hospital. Naturally he was

present at the most intimate

discussions of the over-anxious

officers, as was his chief, the charm-

ing Lady Doctor, whose medi-
cal knowledge I suspected from
the first. I found later that she

got it by instalments, as occasion

arose, over the telephone from
a medical friend. Once indeed,

her part that she had introduced
herself into his house from motives
of espionage. And even if the r^M^Mmrfer^JIkttar.

fljtiJBo). THB AKBWJSB when a traitor (I am anticipating)

discovery that he had commuted
J

committed suicide by throwing
the death sentence of her late father, a 1 It was difficult to take sympathetic- himself off the wireless tower, she
convicted spy, should change her atti-

j ally the venomous spite that hissed 'did, without telephoning, solemnly pro-
tude and create a bond between them,

j

from the lips of his enemy aliens ; and I nounce life to be extinct, having ex-

and in a burst of perverted Quixotism the only way for us seemed to be to i amined the body from the top of the
he should overlook her original designs, treat it as Thomas in the trenches

| tower. Perhaps, though, she wirelessed.

I should never expect him (unless, of : treats the Bosches' Hymn of Hate. I For the rest she was chiefly engaged
course, he happened to be Mr. HALL And I am almost sure that this was i (assisted by the spy orderly) in listen-

CAINE himself) to seal the bond in the not the way in which we were meant I ing to every consultation, reading every
following terms :

" Eemember that not to take it.
j despatch and telegram, and offering uu-

Finally, it was depressing enough to
j
sought advice.with bread but with blood I have

bought your soul." Mr. CAINE may
say things like that, but Prime Ministers

have Mr. HALL CAINE'S authority for In general she was extremely re-

the view that the present war is to be I sourcoful, except in any real emergency,
don't. followed by another on the same lines ;

j

such as the struggle between her lover

After this encouragement you will but even more disheartening to find him and his enemies, when she could only
naturally anticipate some melodrama, ! labouring under the ingenuous belief

; tango ineffectually about the room and

including an attempt, foiled by the that this new war gave him an oppor-
j
faintly bleat. Mr. PAGE is evidently a

sacrificial devotion of the heroine, to tunity of saying quite freshly all the ferocious anti-feminist.

for There is one good thrill in the piece,
the which I won't spoil, but 1 think the

O. S. flippant stallite will get much more fun

assassinate the protagonist of the title- things that wo have been saying,
role; and you will have all that. You

j

the best part of four years, about
will also get a too-brief glimpse, in the old one.
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for Ins money if ho cdiints up in this

hi/am; military establishment the niiin-

licr nf tilings \\hicli are "not clone"
outside the armies cit the Holsheviki.

He will !' pai i ii:iil;ii 1\ struck by the
<>f a phospbonMoni "plan''

(I no c
|'l;!n I

'

i eapl M. .1 afirr incredible

labour and held up in n completely
darkrned room in I lie presence of two

i ate men, guarded \vilh astonish-

ing inadequacy, And there is plenty
of tliis sort of thing.

Mr. ('. V. |''I:\N< i: made a (jiiito ex-

cellent p.nliait of a (ieiieral al, his first

entrance; and then, being badly l-t

down by the author, he developed into

an old footler in whom it was impos-
sible* to rot:; in interest. Mr. \Vovi \i;i:

"live us (be dear impossible hero with
almost Ulinahirall} ea->\ -;r:iee of 111.111-

nor. A study of shell-shock did not
laek ole\ortiess or plausibility, though
to the sensitive it should cause pain
rather than the light relief it was ap-

parently intended to provide. Mi-,s

TrrHKK.U ><;!: took the best chance her

part offered in a few moments of en-

tirely charming love making a very
pleasant thing to see. T.

THE CATCH.

through a bit of desolate
and .shell-strieken bog I came across
him. Ho had the air of just the typical

Tommy, as lie sat, there on an empty
biscuit-tin and on the sharpest parb of

it. Had one remonstrated with him
ou the matter he would have remarked,
with the cynical indifference of his kind,

'\Voll, it doesn't matter, Sir; they're
only Army breeches."

1'crched precariously on the e.dgo of

an evil-smelling and sinister shell-hole,
he was engaged in fishing the foul

depths below. A slender branch did

duty as a rod, and the line consisted ctf <

a series of knotted strings, to which
was attached a small stone, pre-

sumably as a float. Patiently he sat

gazing into nothingness, his plumb-
lino hanging idly in mid-air.

I smiled and made to pass on, and
then with startling suddenness the
awful truth flashed upon me. A shell-

shocl; ea-,o.

Poor fellow one more fragment of

the flotsam of war. Very likely posted
as missing from his company. A fine

ligure of a man utterly gone to waste.

<,>uito harmless, with the brain and

simplicity of a babe and the sudden
and terrors of an imaginative

child; left lonely amid the awful deso-

lation that had caused his collapse.

Clearly a case for humouring.
I approached and, laying a hand on

his shoulder, gazed kindly upon him.

"Caught many'.'" I asked, a note of

Tummy {/,:,ii/i,:i/ Itui/lnj Football for the Jirtt timr). "I AIN'T BEEN IACUIIT 'ow TO
Ib.VlOI 'UN8 FOR NOTH1NK."

pity creeping unconsciously into my
voice.

"
Beg pardon, Sir," he said, with the

same vacant gaze.

"Caught many?" I repeated.
"
Yes, Sir," ho replied ;

"
you 're the

fifteenth."

More Sex-Problems.

"1'OULTBY & BlBDS.
T;il>lc iliirl;-, toll, and two drakes, about to

lay, II-.. IS." Timtanf Ceylon.
" GOATS.

Choice hornless Toggenburg cro juarling
liillv. <-lio;i|i. ':_' 2s. : milking.''

W,,,M.

HOUACE, Oiin.t, 1. xxxvm.

No strange Oriental kimono,
Dear Phyllis, I beg that you '11 wear:

And if to the greenhouse you go, no

Chrysanthemum weave in your hair ;

Far better an old Dolly Varden
For you, and plain homespun for mo,

As you pour and I sip in the garden
Our five-o'clock tea.

"Thi> daily Ijn ad ration in Holhmd will 1x3

r< duoud from J toll- OB." -

Lucky Dutch !

Quotation from a recent book of

verso :

From \\h>

And the pale and luminous misty rings
Of Satan inovo with n languid motion.' 1

must be the " vicious circles
'*

wo
bear so much about.

'

KiMiwoiiKERS. Wanted, good smoker,
i*K:i(0-m<'iit : highest wages; al-o f,-w

iisliwuiker*, mou and women
; good spii

man.

It doesn't sound a very refined occupa-
tion.

"Found ou Sunday, a <|o of the 1'aiuti r

ur brown and white spot*."
1 \ulij Malta

"

Obviously an impressionist.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GERMAN KAIKKH (Did a Prussian Courtier).

The, Kaiser (lookimi at himself in n Iciiij looling-i/la

There ! I am not so grey after all. Indeed my mous-

tache is not at all grey. Let me see if I can frown in

the old terrific manner. Yes, that's fairly good. Perhaps
it nii^ht he just a lectio fiercer. I must practise it half-an-

hour every day. Hullo ! Who 's there ?

. ! Prussian Courtier enters and prostrates himself.
The Courtier. I beg your Majesty ten thousand pardons.

I had no idea your Majesty was in this room, otherwise

your Mujesty may bo sure I should not have dared to in-

trude.

The K. I forgive you for your intrusion, but must ask

you to remember next time that any door which is closed is

a door behind which I might possibly bo found, and must
not therefore bo rashly opened or approached. Now go.

The C. I hasten to withdraw myself from your Majesty's

glorious presence. [Walks backwards to the door.

The, K. Stay, stay a moment.
The C. I am at your Majesty's commands.
The K. Have you been in the streets this morning '?

The C. Yes, your Majesty, I spent an hour in walking
about Podin.

The, K. Tell me, what do the people say ? How do they
take the latest news '.'

The C. They are elated with joy because of your Majesty's
most recent victories.

The K. Did you hear them say anything ?

The G. I did. I heard one officer say to another, "We
shall get on with old HINDENBURG in charge."

The K. (obviously annoyed). Oh, they put it all down to

HINDENBURG, do they ? They forget that it is I who am the
War Lord and who am in command of everything. Do
you hear mo, of everything ? It is time that people knew
that no victory can get itself won without my having
organised it. Even when there are two victories in a day,
one in Eussia and one on the Western Front, though I
cannot be present at more than one, I am responsible for

both. People are far too much inclined to drag in the
name of HINDENBURG and to forget that of their All-Highest
Emperor and King. I must warn HINDKNBUHG, who is

quite an honest fellow, but rather thick in the skull, not to

let himself be deceived by flatterers.

The C. The warning, your Majesty, will not come a whit
too soon. There are certain things that a man should not
allow himself even to think. It was only the other day
that I checked the Field-Marshal as he was saying but
for the Field-Marshal's sake I will not relate what he was
saying. . .

The K. (assuming Ms most terrific aspect). Not relate !

That you shall, and in full. Out with it !

The C. Pardon me, your Majesty. A private conversation.
The K. i do not care bow private it may have been.

What was it? Quick!
The C. The Field-Marshal, your Majesty, happened to

say that if be was constantly interfered with, as he now
was, he could guarantee defeat in a very short time.

The K. Did lie say who interfered with him?
The C. No, your Majesty that is, yes, your Majesty.

There was no doubt left on anyone's mind that he meant to
refer to your Majesty.

The K. Monstrous !

The C. That is exactly what I permitted myself to say,
and I added that he seemed to forget that you were the
Lord's Anointed, and that everybody was aware how
splendidly and nobly you had performed your task in a war
which had been thrust upon you by others.

Tlie K. Did lie make any reply ?

The. ('. He did. He said that, as to beginning the War,
it was plain from Prince LICHNOWSKY'S memorandum that
it was you and your Ministers who had begun the War, but
that he (the Field-Marshal) did not blame you for that. On
the contrary, he said, if lie blamed you at all, it was for nol

beginning the War earlier.

The K. I am taking measures to discipline LICHNOWSKY
and with HINDENBUHO also I shall have to take measures
How did lie dare to say that it was I who began the
War ?

The C. That is what I said to him, your Majesty. I said
that your humanity had forbidden you to make war until
all other means of meeting the situation had failed.

The K. You did well, and I shall not forget your services.
The, C. Oh, your Majesty, it was the least I could do.

Having so kind a master it was natural that I should raise

my voice to defend your Majesty's reputation.
The K. (coldly). You express yourself awkwardly. Re-

member that I am Kaiser, and that my reputation needs
no defence. _____________^_

THE WINDMILL.
A SONG OF VICTORY.

YES, it was all like a garden glowing
When first we came to the hill-top there,

And we laughed to know that the Bosch was going, .

And laughed to know that the land was fair;

Acre by acre of green fields sleeping,
Hamlets hid in the tufts of wood,

And out of the trees were church-towers peeping,
And away on a hillock the Windmill stood.

Tli-en, ah then, 'twas a land worth loinning,
And now there is nought but the naked clay,

But I can remember the Windmill spinning.
And the four sails shone in the sun that day.

But the guns came after and tore the hedges
And stripped the spinneys and churned the plain,

And a man walks now on the windy ledges
And looks for a feather of green in vain ;

Acre by acre the sad eye traces

The rust-red bones of the earth laid bare,
And the sign-posts stand in the market-places
To say that a village was builded there.

But better t)ie French fields stark and dying
Than ripe for a conqueror's fat content,

And I can remember the mill-sails flying,
Yet I cheered ivith the rest when the Windmill

went.

Away to the East the grass-land surges
Acre by acre across the line,

And we must go on till the end like scourges,
Though the wilderness stretch from sea to Khine;

But I dream some days of a great reveille,

When the buds shall burst in the Blasted Wood,
And the children chatter in Death-Trap Alley,
And a windmill stand where the Windmill stood.

And we that remember the Windmill spinning,
We may go under, but not in vain,

For our sons shall come in the new beginning
And see that the Windmill spms again.

. A. -L . -1-1.

From a British soldier's experiences :

" We shot them down like rabbis, but on they came." The Globe.

Wo disapprove the simile, as savouring of religious prejudice.
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First Officer. "Uon! WATER! I THOUGHT YOU WERK A SCOTSMAN, SANDY."

Second Officer. "I'M JUST ENOUGH OP A SCOTSMAN NOT TO LEAVE ANYTHING ELSE HANGING OUT THERE WITH YOU FELLOWS ABOUT.'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

HAVK you over, when confronting some well-known scene,

tried the simple experiment of bending sideways so as to

observe it horizontally ? The probable results will be two-

fold (1) the view will take on a new and astonishing bril-

liance of colouring; and (2) the spectators, if any, will regard

you as the unhappy victim of dementia. It is the first of

these effects of which I am always reminded by the more
successful of Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT'S descriptive passages.
Take, for example, his latest story, The Pretty Lady
(C \ssF,i,i,). Iloro you will find a number of pictures of war-

lime London, relief-committees, air-raids, charity pageants
and tlio like, all of them but too sadly familiar, presentol
with exactly this vivid effect of a fresh angle of vision. So
much for the background, which contains as good report-

ing the air-raid chapters especially as anything in this

kind that even Mr. BENNETT has yet done. The story I

venture to think less satisfactory. The two chief characters

are finely presented up to a point. The Pretty Lady her-

self (for the warning of households where the censorship
still survives I may mention that the term is technical and

generic) is an understandable personality ; her relations,

both to the middle-aged bachelor who is her fellow -pro-

tagonist and to the other aspects of her withdrawn and

specialised existence, are shown with obvious sincerity,
also at times with a somewhat startling indecorum. Mr.

I/FT, having selected a pretty lady as his central

figure, was clearly not going to bo hampered with reticence

and evasions. This I should mind less but for the fact that

the end of the book is itself so flagrant an evas'on. Having

developed the interest to a point at which at least two
scenes a fairc are, or should be, inevitable, Mr. BENNETT,
as though his concern in it had suddenly ceased, brings the

whole business to an abrupt and most inconclusive finish.

My irritation at this was perhaps a tribute to what seemed
an artistic success wilfully spoilt.

" Ho had made his choice between Ireland and Salissa.

It certainly seemed as if he had chosen wrongly." This is

a remark by "(JKDIMIE A. BIRMINGHAM
"
about a character

in his latest story, The Island Mi/steri/ (.MKTIU'EN). 1!\

a coincidence it also embodies very much the criticism

that I have to make upon the author. Remembering BO

many Irish comedies of pure delight from his graceful pen,
I was the more disappointed with what candour compels
mo to call an entirely undistinguished and conventional piece
of cheap tushery. The imaginary kingdom, the impecunious
monarch, the multi-millionaire Poppa from America, the

lovely daughter what, I felt inclined to exclaim, is the

creator of Spanish Gold doing with these faded puppets?
Above all, the mystery! Will you credit me when I tell

you that this turned out to be nothing more than a cave
full of petrol tanks' for replenishing U-boats? Really
something will have to be done about the abuse of petrol
in war-liction. Nowadays especially it is intolerable that

our novelists (even those who should know better) continue

apparently to regard it as the inexhaustible fountain of

thrills. Perhaps the PETROL-CONTROLLER could issue an

|

edict on the matter. But to return to the tale. Personally I

owed my only smiles to the character of Khuj Karl and some
ingenious if mechanical fun in his attempts at English
slang. But as for the rest, the purchase of the island and
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what happened there well, look at my list of the chief

characters above and you will lie quite able to forecast

every step of the plot. And as this is precisely what no one

has ever been able to say of a best quality
" BIRMINGHAM

"

it confirms me in thinking the present story altogether

unworthy of its distinguished parentage.

M. CIIAKI.KS KIVKT, journalist of Paris, in an arresting

study, entitled Tin' LH.-.I of the liomtinojs (CONSTABLE), sets

no pity.

pitiable.

It is difficult to pity Gregoire, and yet he is so

Do not forget : Auger is touched with grace ; but

Gregoire will be damned if you do not hold out your hand
to him." Aitijcr and (ircijoire are types. How many visitors

to hospitals hasten to the one " who gives you confidence,
restores your peace of mind," rather than to the other, who
seems " to be bearing the misery of an entire world."

The tendency of young lady novelists to lind their

forth many things that needed to be said and must by no dramatis pcrxonu; among literary men has often been noted,

means go unobserved either in his own country or 'here,
j

Miss G. B. STERN, the writer of .-1 Murryimj Man (NISBET),
The pathetic confidence of the free and peaceful French has shown this tendency before and now does so again ;

people in a colossal autocracy that never was a colossus

and cared for nothing but to be autocratic is now a tiling

of the past, but it could never for one moment have existed

where there was the smallest real understanding of a Court

that was based on absolutism, served in corruption, inspired

by infatuation and governed by hysteria. M. RIVET tells,

and if she persists, and becomes any more searching and
caustic than she now is, the Authors' Society will have to

take protective action, (.iarelh Temple, the central figure

(I could not say hero) of the book, is not only a novelist

but a publishers' reader, and a very dishonest one to boot;
and his peculiarity is that, like the man in the Hindu fable,

with an hostility that one may, of course, decline to share, he can neither do with women nor without them. I should

but with a reality of knowledge that one can hardly doubt, not recommend the history of his failures as exactly amus-
of that circle of intrigue and abomination, inspired by the '

ing reading, but it is done remorselessly, with power and

unspeakable 1? A s r i; T i x,

which gathered round a

monarch whose very vir-

tues became, in an auto-

crat, disasters, and whose
absolutism was a tyranny
hardly less intolerable for

himself than for his sub-

jects. From the larger

liberty of exile in Siberia

the last of the Romanofs
must look back on Russia,

ripe for a Napoleon, with

feelings, one would think,
of relief rather than of

regret. For the Russians

who, making incredible

efforts in their struggle

against the Hun, were

compelled to reckon their

own governors amongst
their country's enemies,

the author has only love

and respect ; and, though
sharing one's own disgust
for the miserable exaggerations, or worse, of the Leninist

section, he is clear that the Revolution, whatever its inter-

mediate stages, will prove in the end to have been the

greatest blow that could have been struck at Kaiserism.

Amnteut Wizard (apologetically to a friaul idiom lie lias transformed
into a ratlit while trying to charm away Ills bunions).

" I 'M EXTREMELY
SOEEY, OLD MAN, BUT I 'M AFRAID THERE 'S A MISPRINT IN THE BOOK OP
INSTRUCTIONS ;

AND I FIND IT TAKES THEEE YEARN, INSTEAD OF HOURS,
TO WORK OFF A SPELL OF THIS KIND. Is THERE ANYTHING I CAN DO IN
THE MEANTIME? A NICE CLEAN HUTCH, FOR INSTANCE?"

skill, and the scene where
he prevents his wife's

elopement with the motor

champion for everyone
in the book is a philanderer

is one of the truest

and most understanding
pieces of writing that I

have found in a novel "for

a long while. There is no
doubt as to Miss STERN'S

ability, but it would be no
harm for her to try her

hand at the delineation of

a few old-fashioned charac-

ters to whom the Seventh
Commandment is not yet
a mere scrap of paper, and
a few young people whose

sophistication has been (as
is possible) a littlearrested.

A book as intimate as M. DUHAMEL'S Vie des Martflrs
inevitably loses in translation, but, that being said, I can

congratulate Miss FLORENCE SIMMONDS upon her work, and
advise anyone unacquainted with the original to read her

rendering of it under the title, The Neio Book of
(HEINKMANN). M. DUHAMEL is a doctor in the French

Army ; he is also (though he would not thank me for calling
attention to the fact) a brave man endowed with the finest

sympathies. He loves and glories in the splendid men
entrusted to his care; and if more than once I could not

suppress a feeling that I was learning secrets in their

Blackmail has often pro-
vided a novelist with a

plot. Mr. PAUL TBENT has

carried the matter further and written a novel Stephen Vale

(WARD, LOCK) in which everybody with cheery impartiality
blackmails everybody else. It all begins with the sudden

death of tiir Antony }'i/lc, solicitor, in whose safe repose the

cupboarded skeletons of a hundred distinguished clients.

Idly toying with the contents of this safe, Stephen Vale and
his friend, the liev. William Travel's, suddenly realise that

here is an unparalleled opportunity of doing good by
stealth. Vale, it is true, is only lukewarm, but the parson
is a perfect glutton for it. Having successfully blackmailed

a rascally financier into pulling down some slum tenements

he proceeds to threaten with exposure a Cabinet Minister

who is fathering a Bill to disestablish the Church. Stephen
meanwhile is being hoist with his own petard, having

carelessly allowed documents incriminating his prospective

father-in-law, a bishop, to fall into the hands of an unscru-

struggles for life which I had no right to know, I hasten to pulous rival. Another visit to the safe provides the means
add that M. DUHAMEL writes so lovingly and simply that

:

of blackmailing the blackmailer ;
but Stephen hesitates at

these stories are redeemed fipm the slightest suspicion of the critical moment and only succeeds in getting charged
bad taste. Read " Histoire de Carre et de Lerondeau" and

'

with his rival's murder. Of course everything ends right;
' Le Sacrifice," and you will understand. M. DUHAMEL also

!

the blackmailing symposium is concluded without any
offers one piece of counsel which deserves a wide advertise- startling revelations, and the Bill to disestablish the Church
ment. " It is easy," he writes,

" to pity Auger, who needs
; apparently gets lost in the wash.
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an article in a
essential to the

CHARIVARIA.
'I'm: Gorman Gdvemment lias taken

steps to coniniaiuloer civilian olothing.
Tin; sheep's cldthing affected by lion

VON Krr.m.MVNX and otlicrs will l)o

exempt. ,,

"Polygamy,'' say<>

German review,
"

is

future of the German
race, but a decent form
must bo found for it."

Wo note a lieu

diousnoss in the Teu-
ton character.

:;: c

A Women's Village
Council in Sussex lias

suggested public baths

as tho first item of

its programme. Tho
second item will bo

godliness.
v *

:

\ German prisoner,

escaped from Hnun-

ley Camp, Herts, is

described as having

ample means, ration

cards and a British

exemption card. He
should have no diffi-

culty in passing him-
self off as a Unssian
Jew.

:;
.

Tho PAi>i:it-CoNTBOLLKB is anxious
that anyone who discovers instances of

waste of paper should communicate
with him by letter. A number of

people have already written him on
full-size note-paper, pointing out how
paper waste could be avoided by re-

porting to him on the telephone.
* *

*.

Some samples of water taken last

week in South Wales were found to

contain forty-five per cent, of milk.
. *

Miss NINA BOYJ,K has written an
article for a morning paper on

" Why I

want to be an M.P." Wo are reminded
of the man whose son was anxious to

enter Parliament. Ho sought the ad-

vice of a seasoned veteran and was rc-

c i in: mended to consult a doctor, as a

piece of bone might'be pressing on the

young man's brain.

Tim Mayor of Mecca has exchanged
greetings with tho LORD MAYOR OF
I.ON HON. Tim sense of the message,
we understand, was, "There is no

longer anything to separate the turtle

soup from the cdH'eo.
"

:;: *

Wn gather from the many gunnery
exports who discus* the Gorman long-

range guns bombarding Paris that the
Allies could have had a similar gun if

they had thought of it.

4f &

The lM)OU-CoNTi(di.i.i:n is consiu
tho question of allowing small holders

to kill and oat their lirst cheese without

surrendering any coupons.

It is now moro trim than ever ih.it

It is thought that tho poor delude*!

croat lire, is trying to qualify for an extra

bacon can).
'

*

The police, it has been decided, are

I'M! it led to tho extra ration for hoavy
walki

*

'smouth Council b I a re-

solution urging tho Gii-.i-inm. :i!

on with the War. The
Government, it is un-

id, lias

to ] >ok mtothomalter.
* *
*

Tho engine at

Waterloo which
! delay by jump-

ing the points is

strongly suspected of

being I5ritisli by some
of tho alien pa!
the lino.

MB. DOBB3 PROFITS IIY SOUB EXPERT AUVICB FROM A FIUEXD IX TUB SAPPERS
HKCKNTLY jimn: ON I.F.AYK AND pnoTF.rrs ms .u.umiKNr FROM F.XKMY HAIDS.

one half of our aliens doesn't know
where the other half lives at night.

Soot, according to an eminent judge,

belongs to the sweep as soon as it is in

his bag. If he puts it clgewhore, <?.</.

on the drawing-room cm-tains or the

housemaid's collar, it is to be presumed

NOTICE.
PUNCH AND PAPER SHORTAGE.

Owing to the further drastic

reduction in the supplies of paper,
no return of unsold copies will

be allowed after the present
issue.

Readers who desire to continue
to receive Punch regularly should
at once place a definite order with
their news-agents.

that ho no longer intends to exercise

his right of ownership.
-:-. *

According to a Madrid newspaper,
CHARM K CHAPLIN is a Spanish subject.
The journal does not explain what

him to desert his onion.

lld,--

LIFE AND CHARACTER.

IT is late in tho day
to commend the art of

Mr. GKOIUJK I'.CI.CHKK

to the readers of

Punch, for bis tran-

scripts of London and
rural life, dono with
sure but gentle strokes
all his own, are one of

their recurring pleasures. But they may
bo glad to be told that an exhibition
of his recent work is now being held at

the T-ieicester Galleries, where three
walls of drawings may he seen and
chuckled over. Many will be familiar ;

but the little touches of colour which
the artist has imposed upon his black -

)
and-whito make even these new.
No estimate of Mr. BF.I,CHER'S special

and peculiar gifts would be adequate
without mentioning bis fidelity to his

sense of dramatic propriety. Prom
whatever source his jokes reach him,
he makes them his own and makes them
also credible by apportioning them to

tho right speakers. Not only are these

people real, but they are the people who
! would say just such comic things, from
I just such odd angles. Wo may equally
'

trust Mr. BKLCHKH'S eye for the saliences
of a type, so that it may bo said of one
of his charwomen that she is all char-

woman or "
Every Charwoman," as

the writer of a morality play would
have it. So with his butchers, his fish-

mongers, his barbers : each is represen-
tative, synthetic.

* -s

A hen at Barnes Green, near

sham, is sitting on a nest of eggs and
also laying an egg a day at the

"A committee of wp.-rt< is (o sit on tho
Chinoso liquid ctfgn.'' Lloyd's WeMy Newt.

Considering tho present shortage of

man-power, ono would think it would
bo moro economical to use incubators.
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MANHOOD IN ARMS.
"Si jcuncssc savait, si vieillesse paiivait,"

HAD Youth the knowledge, Age the power;
Could each tho other's virtue borrow;

Could Wisdom pluck the passing hour

And Inexperience share the dower

Of Wisdom schooled in joy and sorrow 1

Yet may the swift occasion rise

When rules of Time relax their rigour;
When Youth is suddenly made wise

To see with clear instructed eyes,
And Age recalls its early vigour.

Such is this hour of England's need

When close the peril draws upon her,

And Youth, fore-gleaning Wisdom's seed,

And Age, renewed in strength and speed,
Come to the instant call of Honour. O. S.

MY PAPERS.
I AM now in a position to establish my identity, and

when the War is over I am going back to Paris to bo rude

to a postaj official. I have the greatest admiration for our

Allies and a profound respect for the Entente Cord-idle, but

I have a grudge against that postal oflicial, and I cherish

the hope that he will live through the War, in order that

I may cover him with confusion.

He had the manners of a Prussian, and when I presented

my money-order to him in those memorable days at the

end of July, 1914, he regarded both it and me with suspicion,
and informed me that the advice had not arrived. Next

morning I again presented myself and the money-order,
and he condescended to find the advice note. Then he

demanded my papers.
I explained to him that Englishmen do not carry papers,

gave him my card and showed him letters ; also I explained
that 1 must return to England immediately. He shrugged
his shoulders with profound disdain. If I had no papers I

might be a murderer or a spy, and I must be identified by
two persons of repute before he would pay anything. Filled

with anxiety, for I needed the money, I returned to my
apartment in the Quartier Latin and appealed to the

concierge to come and identify me and to find me another

person of repute.
The concierge was an obliging old fellow and he enlisted

the services of a gargon from the Cafe Coq d'Or on my
behalf, and, after consuming aperitifs, for which I paid, \\e

presently entered the post-office in a miniature procession.
The concierge identified me, produced his military service

ticket, his marriage certificate and other papers in order to

identify himself, and I prepared to collect my money. Alas 1

the garqon from the Coq d'Or proved a broken reed. His

papers were not in order it appeared he could not even

prove that he had ever been born, so the official behind
the grille became rude. He commanded us to leave the

office, made scathing remarks about foreigners without

papers, and hinted that I was probably an Allemand.
The garqon and the concierge fled, and I demanded to seo

the Postmaster, was denied, but insisted, and the official

became more and more rude and sardonic. Finally I was
admitted, under protest, to the bureau of the sub-post-
master. I produced my money-order and demanded cash.

The official was called in and explained matters to his own
satisfaction. I had no papers, I could not identify myself,
and I had brought to identify me a man whose papers
were not in order and who could not identify himself. For
aught he knew I might be the GKBMAN EMPEBOK.

I dislike being compared with tho GKHMAN EMPEKOU
even in peace times, and said so loudly. I hanged the table

of the sub postmaster, talked about the rights of English-
men, about the Union Jack, about our Army and Navy and
about the British Constitution, while the postal official

shrugged his shoulders, looked more sardonic than ever,

and murmured that England would not light and that men
without papers always had loud voices. The sub-post-
master remained comparatively calm, but decided eventually
that I was probably an impostor who had robbed myself
yes, that must have been what he meant, for he suggested
that I might have stolen the money-order from the person
named in the advice and dismissed me abruptly.

Eaging, I went to the British Embassy and demanded

papers ;
also I demanded the blood of the postal official.

A beautifully -groomed young gentleman listened patiently
and smiled a tired smile. Then he proceeded gently to ex-

plain that he could not give me papers and could not

identify me, as he had not the honour of my acquaintance.
He mentioned incidentally that only in the event of war
would the Embassy have to issue papers to British subjects,
and advised me to go and see a banker.

I begged him not to have a war on my account, assured

him I should bo quite satisfied if he sent me the head of

the postal official, and went to see a banker. He, good
man, gave me money in exchange for a cheque, and I

hurried back to England without cashing my money-order.
Then came war, and well, things happened.

But, as I have said, I am going back to Paris as soon as

the War ends and I am going to cash- that money-order.
I dream of the day when I shall walk into that post-office,
and the official, after examining the money-order with sus-

picion, will demand my papers. Then will come my great
moment.

I shall produce my National Eegistration Card, my
Birth Certificate, my Army Discharge Certificate, my Pen-
sion Paper, my wife's Marriage Lines, my Sugar Ticket,

my Meat and Margarine Cards, my Dog Licence, my Special
Constable's Warrant, my War Savings Certificates Book,
and my Passport with photograph attached. I shall re-

mind the official that he once suggested I was an Allemand,
and I shall be exceedingly rude to him. Ah I a delightful

prospect. And I shall feel that the War has not been in

vain, since it has provided me with identification papers
and the opportunity of squaring accounts with a Paris

postal official.

BREATHLESS TALES.

(Told round the Dugout Brazier.)

There was once :

1. A private who knew the name of the next village.
2. An E.T.O. who put people in the right train.

3. A French civilian who did not know the destination of

the battalion before they did themselves.

4. An A.S.C. merchant who never referred to the day the

shell burst in his horse lines.

5. A gunner who went short of material from lack of

acquisitiveness.
6. A subaltern who got married to a girl he knew.
There was once.

From a list of minimum requirements for new hous-

ing schemes :

"
(1) The limitation of building densities to 12 houses per aero. . . .

(G) That one room on the ground floor should bo at least 180 foot

square."Daily Paper.

As No. 6 would require a building not much smaller than
the Albert Hall No. 1 would appear to be superfluous.
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DISILLUSIONED.
IL\CLE SAM (to Nationalist Leader).

" SEE HERE, IF YOU MEAN TO DISGRACE IRELAND IN
THE EYES OF ALL DECENT NATIONS, YOU GET NO MORE SYMPATHY FROM ME."
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Hostt'sS. "I THINK THE DEAR VlCAR HAS THE FACE Of A MARTYB. DON'T YOU?"
t'isltur. "INDEED HE HAS. ASD WOULDN'T HE LOOK JUST SWEET BUUNISO AT THE STAKE? 1 '

TEEE-TOP CITY.
Tin; Government's decision to allow only a small sum to

be spent on any building operations during tho War lias

made no difference to the activities of the black-coated fra-

ternity whose new settlement is so close to me. House
after house has been going up during the past fortnight, both
with steadier progress than is customary and a greater
amount of conversation among the workmen. In fact, dur-

ing business hours they have never stopped talking at all,

and I would give probably more for a dictionary of their

tongue than would Mr. ASQUITH for a glossary by Mr.
THOMAS of the terms used in Labour slang. Were a fairy to
offer me a wishing cap for the compassing of minor impos-
sibilities, I am not sure that the power to understand the

language of birds and rooks in particular would not be

my lirst request.
For the first time in the memory of local man the rooks

are building in the cherries, a series of five or six venerable
and lofty trees, close to the house, amid whose million blos-
soms they take on an even darker tinge of blackness, night
upon night ; and I have found them and their mysterious
ways more than ever one of the most engaging spectacles
of the Spring. But, watch them howsoever closely, I could
not discover which were the builders and which the archi-
tects. All seemed equally to be workers. All seemed equally
to ))e talkers. When, the other day, a quarrel began and
one of the birds was for a while driven away I thought I
had placed him ; but on his return witli a twig I knew my-
self mistaken. The mystery therefore remains.

This morning, however, looking again, more narrowly,
through some field-glasses and seeing how rapidly and

efficiently the buildings were proceeding, I have come to the
conclusion that there can be no architect at all.

THE DAPHNE BUSH.
ALL about the daphne bush the happy fairies went,
And spread abroad their silken hair to catch its magic scent

;

They chanted little silver tunes, they danced the whole day
long,

The rosy bush was ringed around with chains of coloured

song.

They danced, they sang, they flung about their tiny fairy
names,

Till swiftly over all the sky there ran the sunset flames ;

Then, high into the glowing air they leapt with joyful shout,
And with the ruddy shreds of mist they wrapped themselves

about.

Into my quiet garden close they swiftly dropped again
(The music of their merriment tinkled like falling rain) ;

Laughing they swayed, while from their hair they shook
tho warm perfume,

Till all the place seemed filled with clouds of drifting daphne
bloom. B. F.

"
Prophets not without Honour. . . ."

For gallantry and distinguished conduct iu the field the D.C.JI.
lias been conferred on Sergt. G. H. Moses, B.E., Monmouth

;
and

Sevgt. T. \V. Elias, B.E., Momnouth." Hereford Times.
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Bill Ilarkom has always been touchy
regaiding his ]>h\M<|Ue. lit: i-. nl tilt;

i ."le I in i Id
; baa length and POMI inn

(for ho is Mf-.-; Secretiu \), but

lulely i!M breadth. \Ve never iet: him
in his entii ' ont-of-tloon. Jna
nisM'ii-hut ur a pillljox lie has to fold

up like a carpenter's pocket mea-un;
a most inconvenient man \\itli whom
to share one hitttlo Mosses
which consist . : of corrugated

Mid tuo nandbags. We haw: to

indent for extra I!. I'., material simply
to provide him with cover. During
the winter wo used to remind him
about his legs, and ask if ho wouldn't,

have l hem folded up and brought in

out of the sleet.

From time to time wo anxioiish

inquire if lie is still in touch with his

extremities, in view of the length of his

lines of communication. No ordinary
bed will contain him. Poor fellow, those

soft, luxurious, canopied and leathered '

couches which occupy the greater part
of the interior space in even the limn-

I'rencli cottage are no use to him.
He once tried to tit himself into ouo of

them anil go to sleep folded up, but
this brought on such awful cramp that

ho had to shriek for his man to jerk
his joints straight again.
The Major himself is often tempted

to exercise upon him a pretty gift of

badinage. I have heard him on a damp
morning reciue-t his long-drawn sub-
altern to stand up and report if visi-

bility was any better above the ground
mist.

From his extreme youth up he has
been persecuted about his length and
his laxiness. But doubtless the one is

the result of the other. As his school-

masters explained to him, the seat of

his mental processes is so remote from
his outlying- members that ho could

never hope to impart to them anything
like punctual activity.

lie has been seen trying to ruu an

extraordinary spectacle. Despite a wide
and reckless abandon in the movement
of his individual and apparently inde-

pendent limbs, the man, Bill Ilarkom,
as a whole makes little progress.
Not long ago we went out to rest,

and Ilarkom's man sent his muster's

underclothing to a little local laundry.
The day when the clean things were

returned, with the usual account,
Harkoui came to me with his distant

face scarlet, like an angry planet.
"Look at this,'

1

ho shouted. "Nick-
names from a French washerwoman.
I '11 sign a separate peace."

I glanced at the document thrust

under my nose. It showed that Lieu-

tenant Ilarkom owed the sum of

N <A"

HOW TO GET ON IN THE ARMY.
Ncicl'J ija.tiifil Sub. (to secoiul in command of llnilalion). "I EAT, MAJOR, OLD BEAX,

\VI!,ti YOU JUST PUSH THAT BKLL IN AS YOU DRIFT PAST?"

six francs for the washing of well,

for washing. And at the- foot of the

paper were the words, "Fit uolnnt."

No wonder ho was annoyed. It de-

scribed him exactly. But lest he

should loso his zeal for the Entente I

begged him to let mo see the new-
washed raiment. There, on every item,
I pointed out to him a little piece of

cotton secured by a knot, the end flying
free a "fil rohint." It cost me some

pains to persuade him that this was

simply the identification mark attached

by the careful bltnichisseuse, and not a

personality.
But we have adopted it as such iu

the Mess, and to-day thero is only one

name to which Bill Ilarkom answer-;.

'

Only on the terms of free choice can we
have Irish compulsion." Daily AI-ICS.

Our contemporary states the Irish case

as one to the manner born.

Heading to an article on the supply
of tonnage :

STKAT, Mill's."

But it was not in response to this sug-

gestion that the Government com-
mandeered the Dutch merchant-vessels.

"Mules in Franco uscA ne.ir the front

undergo an operation which prevents thorn

from braying and MI disclosing their presence
to the enemy.'

1

Daily Paper.

Might not tho operation be performed
with profit upon asses in England
say at Westminster for a start?
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THE WARRIOR'S PEACE.

I MET James in the club. lie was in

the cosiest arm-chair, smoking a choice

cigar. He beamed amiably upon me.
"
Hello," I said,

" what are you doing
here ? Scarcely seen you since before

the War.''
"
Making preparations before joining

up," grinned James. " Isn't this new
Man -power Bill ripping? Just look

at me. My two younger brothers got
commissions at the start. They came
to me and said,

' You 're over age and

rheumaticky. We 're going. It 's up
to you to look after tilings for us. Now
just let there be no nonsense about

you 're saying that you 're under forty
and joining up.'

"
Well.it seemed to he my duty to stay

behind, so I promised. Heavens, what
a war it has been for me ! Of course I

had to become a special. That was

nothing much, only three nights out of

bed, plus raid nights. Then there was

George's business. He 'd left it in the

hands of an old cashier and some lady-
clerks. They ran it splendidly, but they
were all so conscientious that they
wanted me down every morning to

supervise it. Nor had they any scruples
about bringing up what they called im-

portant problems to my house at night.
That infernal office ate up my life.

" Then, again, my sisters-in-law are

enormously patriotic. They're up to

their eyes in hospital work. Who has
had to take my nieces about ? I, their

do-nothing stay-at-home bachelor uncle.

The plays I have sat through ! the
revues I have yawned through !

" And I promised to keep an eye on
the education of William's boys. They
interpret this as an obligation to do
their home-work for them. WT

hen they
get bad reports William doesn't blow
them up ; he blows me up. I 've had
to re-learn algebra, and I know more
Latin now than when you and I were
in the Shell together.

" And there 's that allotment. Tbank
Heaven I shall never have to look at

the disgusting spectacle of a sprouting
potato again. No, I see before me a
delicious peace ; eight hours' regular
sleep every night ; no business ; no
theatres; no algebra; no sisters-in-law;
no worry.

" I 've resigned from the police. I 've

given that allotment to a neighbour
and he takes me for a benefactor. I 've

signed my last cheque at the business;
I 've told my relations that I want a
week to arrange my affairs. I 'm just
going to sit in the club and smoke for

a week. My first leave since the show
started. I 've often wanted a good long
chat with some of you fellows about
the War."

" You '11 get it," I said, "and it ought
to provide you with another good reason

for seeking the delicious peace of the

Army."
James puffed away at his cigar ec-

statically.
" I say, old man," he said in a sudden

panic,
"
you don't think that these fussy

Tribunals would take any notice of ap-

peals by a man's relations in case the

man himself was willing to go?
"

I reassured him.

THE CAPTAIN'S TRAGEDY.

Captain Striker, R.F.A.,
Late the boldest of the hold

And the gayest of the gay,
Now is prematurely old.

Why has Captain Striker changed
From the blade he used to be ?

What disaster disarranged
His serene philosophy '!

Where the limpid Zonnebeke
Dallies with the Flanders slime,

There ho broods with pallid cheek
Over some strange grief or crime.

Yet his comrades all declare

(And the Captain says it 's so)
That his past would well compare
With the lately-fallen snow.

What is then the awful thing
Keeps his heart within his boots,

Parches up his humour's spring,

Hourly gnaws his spirits' roots ?

To some town behind the line

He had gone, it would appear,
Harmlessly to lunch or dine,
Or to rouse the Field Cashier.

As he strode, preoccupied
(Fresh from Flanders greys and

drabs),
Fate decreed he should collide

With a being bright with tabs.

Startled by its stately air,

Shine of button, badge and boot,
Striker gave it yards to spare
And his very best salute.

Even as he did it, lo

Horror seized him in its grip,
For it ivas an E.T.O.

Fitted with a single pip.

"Soldiers and Tailors in Uniform half-price
to 2s. 4d. and Is. 3d. seats." Scotsman.

And what about the Sailors and Tink-
ers ? Is nothing to bo done for them?

"Another inspired report appears in '

Jiji,'
that the [Japanese] Government regards the
situation as making for a special Diet."

Daily Chronicle.

Our Government came to that conclu-
sion long ago.

THE STANDARD SUIT.
SOME SUGGESTIONS.

IT is reported that the Government's
standard suits for men's wear will soon
be available. In the hope that it may
not be too late for cutters and tailors

to embody them in the finished article

the following suggestions are offered:

Cut. All standard suits should be cut
under the customer's present measure-
ments, and those that are supplied
ready-made should be cut under the
normal stock sizes. In any case some
device should be provided for taking in

a reef.

The waist-line should be well defined
in order to absolve stout customers
from any suspicion of food-hogging;
but, on the other hand, it should not
be too accentuated in the case of men
under the age of fifty-one.
The trouser legs should have a per-

manent turn-up to act as a crumb-
collector in restaurants.

In view of the laundry difficulty the
waistcoat opening should be cut high.

Pockets. The standard suit should
have no fewer than nineteen pockets.
In addition to the present ten pockets
used for general utility, special pockets
should be provided for meat cards, bacon
cards, sugar rations, national regis-
tration cards, travel permits, call-up
notices, gas and electric light meter

diaries, electric torches, the new skele-

ton Bradshaw and other vade mecums.
Accessories. A duplicate attachable

lapel for flag-days.
A match-striker, coated with tri-nitro-

toluol, should be attached to the firmest

fitting part of the standard suit for use
in dealing with the present breed of

matches.
A steel-hook with telescopic action

should be fitted in one of the sleeves,
thus leaving both arms of the wearer
free in public conveyances.

In view of the paper-bag shortage
householders would welcome the in-

sertion under the jacket of a washable
hold-all.

Finally it is desirable to provide an
inclusive sandbag attachment, camou-

flaged with protective stripes and spots,
for evening wear.

Attention to these little refinements
would help vastly to popularise the
standard suits.

The Patent-Medicine Habit.

Extract from a testimonial :

"After being free from Eheumatic Fever
over 30 years ... I commenced taking your
pills." Provincial Paper.

"Wanted, small well-made Luggage Cat."

Surrey Advertiser.

One accustomed, we presume, to carry
her own kit.
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THE POLITICIAN WHO ADDRESSED THE TROOPS.
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OUR MAIDENHEAD BOMB-DODGERS.
Indignant Alien. "HERE'S A NICE THICK TO BLAY! TEN GUINEAS A WEEK FOB TWO BOOMS IN THIS MISERABLE HOLE H\p I ALL

THROUGH THIS LAST MOON PAID A BEAUTIFUL MOON, MARK VOU, AND NOT VON AIR-IiAID ON LONDON THE DIBTY HUNS !
"

THE GREEN ESTAMINET.
THE old men sit by the chimney-piece and drink the good

red wine
And tell great tales of the. Soixante-Dix to the men from

the English line,

And Madame sits in her old arm-chair and sighs to herself
all day

So Madeleine serves the soldiers in the Green Estaminet.

For Madame wishes the War \vas won and speaks of a

strange disease,
And Pierre is somewhere about Verdun, and Albert on the

seas;
Le Patron, "e is soldat too, but long time prisonnier
So Madeleine serves the soldiers in the Green Estaminet.

She creeps downstairs when the black dawn scowls and
helps at a neighbour's plough,

She rakes the midden and feeds the fowls and milks the
lonely cow,

She mends the holes in the Padre's clothes and keeps his
billet gay

Ami she also serves the soldiers in the Green Estaminet.

The smoke grows thick and the wine flows free and the
great round songs begin,

And Madeleine sings in her heart, maybe, and welcomes
the whole world in

;

But I know that life is a hard, hard thing and I know that
her lips look gray,

Though she smiles as she screes the soldiers in the Green
Estaminet.

But many a tired young English lad has learned his lesson

there,
To smile and sing when the world looks bad, "for, Monsieur,

c'est la guerre,"
Has drunk her honour and made his vow to fight in the

same good way
That Madeleine serves the soldiers in tfie Green Estaminet.

A big shell came on a windy night, and half of the old
house went,

But half of the old house stands upright, and Mademoiselle's
content ;

The shells still fall in the Square sometimes, but Madeleine
means to stay,

So Madeleine serves the soldiers still in the Green Estaminet.

====== A - p- H -

"KAISER INSPECTS HIS GIANT GUN.
IT BURSTS Two DATS AFTERWARDS."

Daily Chronicle.
With pride, of course.
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THE COMING AEMY.
FATHER. "HERE'S TO THE FIGHTER OF LUCKY EIGHTEEN 1"

SON. " AND HERE 'S TO THE SOLDIER OF FIFTY !

"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

FOBWABD THE BHOYS OF THE OULD B1UGADE !

DON QUIXOTE O'BBIEN AKD SANCHO PANZA DEVLIN ON THE WAB-PAIH.

pril \)th. Parliament re-

sumed business after the Easter Recess.

Some people apparently think it should

have been summoned earlier, in view
of the situation on the Western Front.

After to-day's proceedings others may
possibly regret that it was necessary to

summon it at all. The House of Com-
mons began by giving a Second Bead-

ing to a Drainage Bill and ended by
finding itself in an Irish bog.
The PRIME MINISTER'S account of

the recent offensive on the Somnie was

given, perhaps deliberately, in very
gloomy tones, and listened to in almost

stony silence. The success of the Ger-
man attack was attributed, first, to the

enemy possessing the initiative, and,

secondly, to the weather. Even the
Wizard from Wales cannot control the
weather ; but Members found it a little

difficult to understand why, if even at

the beginning of March the Allies were

equal in numbers to the enemy on the

West, and if, thanks to the foresight of

the Versailles Council, they knew in

advance the strength and direction of

the impending blow, they ever allowed
the initiative to pass to the Germans.

Surely they cannot have forgotten that

homely adage

"Twice is ho armed that hath his quarrel just,
But three times he who gets his blow in fust."

Whatever we may think of Mr. LLOYD

GEORGE'S qualifications as a military

strategist his eminence as a Parlia-

mentary tactician has never been dis-

puted. I assume, therefore, that his

method of handling Irish conscription
was more astute than it appeared at

first sight. Tho powder of compul-
sory service is to he followed by, and
not wrapped up in, the jam of Home
Eule. Sir EDWARD CAHSON described

this proposal as "camouflage," though
that much-tried substantive seemed

singularly inappropriate; and his Na-
tionalist follow -countrymen, with a

unanimity which would have pleased
Mr. GINNELL (now languishing in gaol

again), refused to look at the jam and
declined to smell the powder. The Wai-

might be a just war, and Ireland's free

dom be at stake as much as Belgium's,
but never would they allow the young
men of Ireland to fight at the orders

of any but an Irish Parliament. Mr.
WILLIAM O'BniEN described the Bill

as " a declaration of war upon Ireland,"
and Mr. DEVLIN, not to be outdone,
said his beloved country would never
allow such a stamina to be inflicted

upon her brow.

Nevertheless leave to bring in the

Bill was accorded on a division by
299 to 80.

At Question-time the CHANCELLOR OF
THE EXCHEQUER informed Mr. ROW-
LANDS that the early-closing order for

theatres and music-halls would not

affect the House of Commons. Con-

trary to the popular impression it is not

regarded as a place of entertainment
within the meaning of the regulation.
Commander BELLAIRS has shaved off

his moustache. Now that the Ad-

miralty, thanks to his pertinacity, lias

decided to promote officers by merit

instead of seniority, he desires to be

ready for any emergency.
Wednesday, April 10th. Mr. BYKM: I

furnished a good illustration of the

charming inconsistency of his delight-
ful country. At Question-time he was

urging upon the War Office the neces-

sity of according to its Irish employes
exactly the same privileges and pay as

were given to their British confreres.
A few minutes later, when Sir GEORGE
CAVE was commending the Bill, which
inter alia extends to Irishmen the privi-

lege of joining in the fight for freedom,
Mr. BYRNE protested so loudly and fre-

quently that the SPEAKER had to warn
him that he was destroying his chances

of catching his eye.
I suppose the HOME SECUKTAKY

was entrusted with the conduct of the

Bill because of his experience in hand-

ling Conscientious Objectors. He de-

clined to take the Nationalist threats

over-seriously. No doubt conscription
in Ireland would encounter organised

! resistance, but the resistance would he
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Jock (study'iny hospital autograph-book). "Ii's A VKHRA FINE NOTION, THIS BOOK A BODY SISNIN' THEIR NAME AND MAKIN' A SCITABLK
REMARK Aiou'i: THKY LEAVE THE IIORSPITAL. LISTEN TO THIS: 'OH, WUMMAH, IN OOB HOOKS O 1

EASE, UNCERTAIN COMPANY AN' HAllltU
TO PLEASE.' VEURA TKUE. AFORB THE WARR I wis KEEPING COMPANY wi' A LASSIE," ETC., ETC.

overcome ; and if ten or even five divi-

sions of Ireland's fighting men could

bo secured the Bill was worth while.

Sir DONALD MACLEAN entered a pro-
test against the proposal to take men
up to fifty. These elderly persons would
flood the hospitals and swell the pen-
sion lists, but provide hardly any service-

able recruits. His argument might be

epitomized as " the higher you go the

fewer."

Some chilly criticisms from Mr. As-

QUITH included one gleam of humour.
He questioned the policy of embracing
Ireland in the Bill unless you could

get
"
general consent." Half-a-dozen

speeches from the Nationalist benches
of varying merit but unvarying hostility

supplied the answer. Mr. DILLON,
however, carried the House with him
when he declared that if conscription
was right now it ought to have been

applied to Ireland long ago. Unionists
wore particularly vociferous in their

cheers.

Shaken a little by the EX-PREMIKK'S

hypothetical doubts the House was
restored to its balance by a vigorous
speech from Mr. BOXAR LAW, who said

quite plainly that if Ireland was not to

be called upon to help in this time of

stress there would be an end of Home
Eule, and that if the House would not
sanction Irish conscription it would
luive to got another Government.
The Nationalist'; nhnllengod no fewer

than four divisions, but, though they
received the doubtful help of the Paci-

fists and the Young Scots party, and

though Mr. ASQUITH and most of his

colleagues declined to vote at all, they
were beaten by three to one majorities

every time.

Thursday, April 11th. Mr. FIELD is

another Member who declines to let his

hostility to the British Government
interfere with his endeavours to get
something out of it. His complaint that,

owing to the action of the Department
of Agriculture, there was a shortage of

Irish bulls (the four-legged variety) met
with discreet but sympathetic treat-

ment from the CHIEF SECRETARY, who,
after a glance at the Ladies' Gallery,

promised to include the answer on this

evidently delicate question in the

Official Report.
There had been some anxiety among

the Pacifists and Young Scots as to

the answer that would be given to Mr.
JOHN HOPE'S request for an assurance
"that all Members of this House of

military age and medically fit will be

j

called upon to serve in the same manner
las the public"; and they were not a

little comforted when Mr. BECK said

that it had already been officially laid

down that attendance in Parliament

might be considered " work of national

importance."
The discussion on the Military Ser-

vice Bill revealed a good many doubts

in all quarters of the House as to the
wisdom of raising the age to fifty. But
the Government stuck to their point,

though Sir AUCKLAND GEDDEB declared

that for the present not more than seven

per cent, of the men affected would be
removed from civil life.

On the adjournment Mr. BOXAR LAW
explained the position of General FOCH.
He is not a Generalissimo, but is merely
exercising the powers of a General-in-

Chief. This appeared to satisfy every-

body but Mr. HOGCIE, who does not

appreciate, I am afraid, these nice dis-

tinctions.

Patres Conscript!.

From the PRIME MINISTER'S speech
on the Military Service Bill :

" Wo have decided that it is unjust Unit you
should ask old and married men with families
of 35 or 40 and perhaps 50, in England,
land, and Wales, to go and fight, while young
men in Ireland are under no obligation to take

up arms." Eastern Evcnimj .Vci/-*-.

If Mr. LLOYD GEORGE is correct about
the number of their children, these
British fathers certainly seem to have
done their bit already.

"It is expected by the clothing trade that
standard suits will follow closely on the heel
of standard boots." Evening Standard.

Fastidious wearers who do not wish to

look like Mr. CHARLES CHAPLIN can
avoid this by turning up their trousers.
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AT THE PLAY.
BEI.INIU."

IT was nineteen > ears since John and

Jirliitilii I'i'i'iunijne had separated on the

ground of incompatibility of tastes in

the matter of hair. She had taken a

dislike to his board ; he to her coiffure.

Having heard nothing of him in the

interval she had got into the habit of

regarding herself as a widow. Frisky

with all those years out at grass, it was

an embarrassing moment for her when

her daughter, Delia, suddenly arrived

home from her school in Paris. For

Belimta was loved by a statistician

(llu.i-tei)
and a stage-poet (Deceit isli),

who were unaware of the

daughter's existence, and the

statistician, being accustomed

to the study of figures, would

1)0 almost certain to regard the

daughter as evidence of the

mother's maturity. So she ar-

ranged that Delia should lie-

come her niece (tempy), under

the name of Robinson, the first

that occurred to her quick mind.

Urged by her two suitors in

her presence and in that of one

another (like the witnesses to

a last \vill and testament) to

decide between their respective
claims to her hand, she puts
them off by setting them a

quest. Her niece, she tells

them, has mislaid her father,

and she (Belinda) will under-

take to marry the manwho lirst

retrieveshim . Hemay be recog-
nised by a mole on his forearm.

The quest is admirably chosen,
since by its very attainment

the successful knight must
sacrifice all hope of reward.

Scarce have they mounted
their chargers to set forth 011

the trail of the family Robin-

son when a stranger appears in Be-

linda's garden. He is, of course, her

missing husband; but recognition is on
his side only, and when asked for his

name he says "Robinson," the first that

occurs to his quick mind.
The Second Act shows us the knight-

hood on the quest, waylaying all who
bear the rather popular name of Robin-

sou, and demanding, with many unfor-

tunate results, to see their forearms.

Our noi-disant Robinson reappears, and
the conversation chances to turn upon
lions. He confesses to having once

strangled the king of beasts, and, baring
his arm to show the marks of the

In the Third Act the statistician is in tion (except perhaps Mr. W. B. YEATS).

turn displaced by the old husband, and
,

lie may say that he is ridiculing con-

Belinda is re-united to her Enoch I
vention ;

but is not his ridicule itself

.\i,l,'n, whom she mixes up with EiKjenc ; conventional
'

Anyhow, I found his

.lyww.'being uncertain about everything 'poet, in the person of Mr. DENNIS

except the initials
' E. A." A rather

attractive little plot.

At its best the play was very good,

but there was a moment in the First . T .

Act when it hung fire, and was only
|

the lightness of his touch; his pleasant

saved by a clever recovery just as wo habit of understatement is admirably

"rather NEttSOSP-TEBBY, rather irritating.
I hope that Mr. MILNE will always

write for Miss IRENE VANBRUGH, for

nobody could bo in closer sympathy with

were looking for the curtain to come

down. The fun of the Third Act, too,

reflected in her quiet undertones in-

deed, in my seat adjacent to the Pit, ]

was rather attenuated, and will no doubt
j

missed a good deal of the entertainment.

be pulled together.
The charming thing

MILNE'S dialogue is that

THE ATTAINMENT OP THE "ROBINSON" QUEST.

Order at tlie Finish : (1)
Devcnish ; (2) Baxter.

John Trcmaync (itli'ia" Jioliiison") .... MR. BEN WEBSTER.

Harold liaxter
'

MB. DION BOCCICAULT.

Claude Decenish MR. NEURON-TERRY.

1 hope, too, that lie will often have

about Mr.
j

his humour interpreted by Mr. DION
its humour BOUCICAULT, who did so well by him

in Wurzel - Flummery, and

again does good service in the

loss distinguished part of the

statistician, Baxter,

As the daughter, Miss Iso-

HEL I'jLso.vi was excellent in the

scenes with her Mummy, but

was unfortunate in having to

be paired off with the poet. In

the part of John Tremaijnc Mr.
BEN WEBSTER offered a suffi-

ciently solid contrast to the

prevailing levity. It was not

quite clear, unless there had
been a change of coiffure on
her part, why Tretnayne should

want to return to his discarded

mate ;
but I dare say that,

when you have had nothing
but the society of lions for

nineteen years, oven an old

wife has her attractions.

Belinda was preceded by
Monica's Blue Boy, a nice little

wordless idyll by Sir ARTHUU
I'TNUKO and Hir FREDERIC
COWKN. It had nothing to

do with MAETERHNCK'S Blue

Bird, but was concerned with

a war-time Cinderella and a

wounded soldier for lieu Prince.

follows naturally upon what goes be-

fore, and never suggests lucubration.
" I 'thought you were coming ne.rt

Thursday, not this Thursday," says
Belinda to her daughter ;

" so confusing

having them both called Thursday."
The author was a critic and parodist

of plays before he ever made any him-

self ;
and one can trace in him a ten-

dency, as a playwright, to burlesque the

methods of his new medium. How far

does this tendency go? and at what

point does it merge into that other

tendency of all parodists to become
conventional when they themselves at-

tempt to exploit the art which they are

brute's annoyance, ho reveals a mole.
|
in the habit of burlesquing '?

It is the stage-poet who has attained; I am thinking in particular of his

but, having meanwhile transferred his poet, looking and gesticulating and
affections to Delia, he puts his rival talking aa no poet ever did on land or

in the way of forestalling him.
|

sea outside the limits of stage-conven-

It " featured
"

Miss MAUY GLY.NNE,

Mr. ERIC LEWIS and Mr. MABTIN LEWIS.

I say "featured" because Sir AKTHI 11

had, most unhappily, to call in the aid

of a cinema trick to explain to us that

the obscure Private was actually Sir

Lancelot Lovejoy, Bart., the sort of

information that is always difficult to

convoy without words. O. S.

" Too MUCH MONEY."

Mr. ZAN<;W;ILL'S farce might have

been called Three Women: to wit.

Annabel Broadley, sleepily sleek, exotic,

unaccountably cold, eompleat poseuse
and Parsifaliste, extravagant patroness
of Futurist painters, decorators and

dressmakers, in thrall to nerves and

her lapdog, Isolde ; Annabel in squalid

Poplar lodgings (her millionaire hus-

band has feigned bankruptcy of a tho
:
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ii \TIIKU A I.JT OF MKVT \T HourHi'-iilleiinui l',inn,'f. "I'vi;
1011 SKK, I KILL MY OWN SH.

Clerk to Local Food Control. "
l)i r THAT WOK'T DO. I SH.U.L HAVE TO r.ooK IXTO Tins. You MUSTN'T Kitr. A

I'D BETTKlt KEPOltT IT A W1IOLK SUEEP, IN

! u.r, M i.

rough typo not known to real life in

order to wean Annabel from her fads),

sprightly, amorous couk and washer-
woman, miser and gloriously incom-
petent housewife; mid Annabel, back in
Ma \fair, a "h'rst-Hight financier," bull-

ing and bearingwiththe best, promoting
irrigation schemes iu Mesopotamia,
unloading her villainous Cubist dia-

grams on to ingenuous American mil-
lionaires at a perfectly scandalous rate
of profit, fully reconciled to her wealth
.aid her rather fatuous lord. None of

these three is by any conceivable stretch
of imagination in the least related to the
other two; but one can take no serious

exception to that in an exercise in the
farcical-bi/arre. Why then a certain

stifl'-joiutedness in the affair?
I suspeot Mr. XANUWILL'S trouble to

ic that he is fundamentally much too
serious a person for a farce-maker.
:Ie has, of course, a pretty wit ; can
it a push put over a good joke of the
jroador sort

; does not disdain the help
)1 the nether portion of a pyjama suit
<> raise the easy laugh; can contrive

quite adroit knockabout business and
io entirely satisfactory a curtain us

bel'a despairing cry of "Isolde!
Isolde !

"
for his First Act. But hero

uul there an idea will come sticking out
ind tripping up the show, and the
>ace of farce ought to bo so furious as

to leave no time for fatal reflective

pauses or for thoughts to slip away to

France, by example.
Or was Miss MCCARTHY (Annabel) a

little laboured, over-conscieutious aud
self-conscious for this essentially irre-

sponsible art'.' Or JJnin<lli'i/ (Mr. MAHMH
ALLKN) too seriously and niornfully in

|

love? Or was it that the decoration

11ODE

|

of the Mayfair drawing-room by the
' Omega workshop might have been (aud
should have been) worse ? (And, oh !

Mr. KOUKK EHY, any way,what a flippant
betrayal of a cause reputedly sacred to

you!) I don't know. I will merely offer
thanks for some moments snatched
from the obsession of War, and in

particular for the Dundee fishmonger
Baronet (excellently played aud ac-
cented by Mr. MOKAND), which was in

the best vein of authentic farce. .Mi--,

MARY BHOL-CIH had opportunity for
her nice broad method in the part of a

blowsy flame-tinted landlady ; and .Mr

EBNEST HKNOHII: made you "realise t \\-.n

he might easily have painted the picture
variously entitled .1 ].\nij> t:i-'n funeral.
The Bmk of England and Chrysanthe-
mums fd Croma: I regret to say that
little Isolde, the juvenile lead, missed
her cue badly and yapped what she had
to yap several minutes too late. T.

Scant Cheer.
.

" Would you grant me spa. >-. to ask UK:
York Food Control Committee how tho> .

n man to work on loz. of chccis and lOozs. of
meat per week? "'

Letter in York>Jiu-<t Paffr.

T..\hi ur ,.ilo ; owner going iulo Amu .

'

Kdinburtjh Evening News.
: i. llK'i H>LI:Y (Miss LILUU Mc< ''an thLs ha our old friend (and joke)

TAKES TO BUSINESS.
j tho Infalltrv ?
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NEW MEN AND OLD STUDIES.

[A volume has recently appeared under tho title of The Value of tlie

Classics, in which " three hundred competent observers, representing
the leading interests of modern life" in America and including three

living Presidents of the United States, WILSON, TAFT and ROOSEVELT,

testify their conviction that classical studies arc of essential value in

tho best typo of liberal education.]

O YE Humanists half-hearted, now reluctantly resigned
To concede the claim of science to control the youthful

mind,
Once again cry Sursum corda reinforcement comes at last

From an unexpected quarter in a wondrous counterblast.

If there is a modern country which effete tradition hates,

Surely 'tis the Great Kepublic known as the United States,

Home of hustlers and of boosters, home of energy and

"vim,"
Filled with innovating notions bubbling over at the brim.

Nowhere else can we discover, though we closely scan the

map,
Such a readiness in scrapping anything there is to scrap ;

Yet the pick of her progressives boldly swarm into tho lists

As the most unflinching champions of the harried Human-
ists.

WILSON, TAFT and TEDDY ROOSEVELT figure in the foremost

flight,
Followed by three hundred chosen men of leading and of

light-
Men of great and proved achievement in diversified careers,

Statesmen, lawyers, doctors, bankers, railwaymen and en-

gineers. ,

Dons of course may be discounted, also College Presidents,
But the most impressive statements come from scientific

gents,
Who admit that education on a humanistic base

Gives their students vast advantage in the specializing race.

Botany relies on Latin ever since LINN.EUS' days ;

Biologic nomenclature draws on Greek in countless ways ;

While in medicine it is obvious you can never take your
oath

What an ailment means exactly if you haven't studied both.

Heads of business corporations, magnates in the world of

trade,

'Neath the banner of the Classics formidably stand arrayed,
Holding with a firm conviction that their faithful study

brings

Knowledge of the art of handling men and regulating things.

Courage, ye depressed upholders of the old curriculum,
Quit your mood apologetic, bang the loud scholastic drum,
For the verdict of the Yankees queers the scientific pitch
When the Humanists were struggling in their last defensive

ditch.

Honour, then, the brave Three Hundred who, like those
renowned of yore,

Strive to guard from rude barbarians Hellas and her

precious lore ;

And let all of us determine firmly never to forget
BXwo-Kw, (/io\ov, /if'f<|3X((ca, picjet, pudet, poenitet.

" There is a very interesting symposium of American manufacturers
on the prohibition question going on in the Baltimore ' Manufac-
turers' Record.' They nearly all vote '

dry,' most of them with great
energy." Daily News.

The first set of "
syrnposiasts

"
of whom such a self-denying

ordinance has been recorded.

MARMADUKE AND MILLICENT.
I OUGHT first perhaps to explain that the arrival of Milli-

cent took us all by surprise. Wo supposed that we wen;
to welcome Marmaduke and Maximilian, but it appeared
that at the last moment Maximilian developed so strong
a dislike to shifting his headquarters that Millicent was
substituted for him. It was obviously much better at least

according to Peggy that we should enlarge our family circle

by the addition of a boy and a girl, thus securing a proper
balance between the sexes. Only the gardener seemed to be

seriously affected by the change that had taken place. He
was for sending Millicent back at once. Millicent, however,
had so far ingratiated herself with the family at sight that by
unanimous vote she was retained on the strength of the
establishment. We all felt that it was impossible to allow
a lady with so much native charm to go out of the family.
Maximilian might be all that the gardener's fancy painted
him, but Millicent was on the spot, and there, more or less,
she remained.
We welcomed them in full force on their arrival. They

had been convoyed to the ploasaunce in which they were to

disport themselves in a handcart and a suit of dittos made
of strong light-brown sacking. That is to say, each of

them had a suit of that kind, in which their limbs, the
delicate limbs of Marmaduke and Millicent, were so rigor-

ously constricted and concealed that the newcomers made
no sound either of protest or of greeting. They were soon
debarrassed of their garb, and one after another slid and
scrambled lightly to the ground amidst tho hearty cheers
of the spectators. As soon as they felt the earth under
their feet they leapt away and continued their course until

they had put as much space as was possible between them
selves and us. It was very noticeable how, even under
these distressing circumstances, Millicent maintained the

gentleness and Marmaduke the impetuous roughness of

their respective sexes. Both seemed to declare that

friendly relations between us were impossible until the

indignity of their conveyance and clothing had been duly
apologised for. They might be black, but that colour was
honourable to them as marking their proud descent from
a line of funereal ancestors. Until explanations had been

given they were hound to maintain social distinctions and to

remain as far as possible from the rudeness of our scrutiny.
At this point John, who had been engaged in a flanking

movement under cover of some bushes," shouted out to us
that Marmaduke had a ring in his nose and Millicent had
no kink in her tail. The ring was joyfully welcomed, as

giving us a firm status in the ranks of those who keep the
aristocrats of the grunting world for profit or for susten-
ance. The absence of a kink from Millicent's tail was ob-
served with regret, but it was felt that we must not expect
everything, and it was probable that the lady had qualities
of heart which would amply atone for this minor deficiency.

Possibly too a kink might develop later on, when she had
become more accustomed to her surroundings. To be tied

up as she had been in a tight and blinding sack was enough
to make any tail limp and kinkless.

Thus we have become members of the pig-keeping fra-

ternity, and two middle-sized gruuters are ranging at large
through an enclosed park destined for their kind. In view
of what is bound to happen later it would be as well not to
become too fondly attached to Marmaduke and Millicent.

But at present our guests are new to us, and it has become
the fashion to organise parties for visiting them in their

retreat. Some day there will be bacon for breakfast or ham
for luncheon, and Marmaduke and Millicent will have done
their bit, not, I fear, without a protest. Meanwhile, lack-

ing prescience, they are perfectly contented with their lot.
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Canny Customer (laying leg of rabbit). "DON'T FOBGET TO TAKE OUT THE SHOT BEFORE WEIGHING IT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Ldarned Clerks.)

SWINBURNE books continue, the latest of them being TJie

Letters of Algernon Charles Swinburne (MURRAY). In
reference to this you may recall a recent correspondence
in The, Observer between Mr. EDMUND GOSSE whom one

might call the classic biographer of the poet and Mr.
ARTHUR COMI-TON-EICKETT, who is responsible, with the

late Mr. THOMAS HAKE, for the present volume. Of the

merits of this controversy it is not for me to speak. When
doctors disagree the ordinary man must hold his peace and
take what is given him. Comprehensively, you will find

the latest editors concerned for the defence of Mr. WATTS
DUNTON and what Mr. CLEMENT SHORTER perhaps rather

rashly called " that terrible menage
"
of The Pines at Putney.

With this view much of the book inevitably takes on an air

of special pleading, not, I daresay, without value. For the

rest, however, though the collection embraces many letters

of critical interest (notably several written in early days to

EOSSETTI, and a number to his "friend of friends"), one
must add that it contains also much that can only be wel-
comed by the indiscriminating snappers-up of trifles. Of
the former kind there is an oddly topical instance in SWIN-
BURNE'S abandonment of a proposed dedication to KARL
BLIND on the ground that the latter had "

publicly approved
the violation, by BISMARCK and his Master, of Alsace-Lor-
raine." And throughout you will be struck, as always on
a more intimate knowledge of the poet's personality, with
evidence of that admirable humour which is precisely the
last quality with which uninformed opinion has credited

him. A book, in short, of which Swinburnians will gladly
read all and remember much.

Mr. EGBERT WILTON, the author of Russia's Agony
(ARNOLD), was the correspondent of The Times at Petrograd,
and during the past fourteen years has been an eye-witness
of events in Eussia. His literary stylo, if not pedantic, is

sometimes benevolently pedagogic, as if he were anxious
not to overtax our brains. The important point, however,
is that he puts the causes of Eussia's present collapse

clearly tefore us. He shows that, when the War was
thrust upon her, she was rotten at the core because there was
no "

organic bond of union between ruler and people." It

is obvious to anyone who studies her condition that what
we were pleased to call " the Steam-roller

" was likely to

suffer at any moment from internal convulsions. Very
clearly Mr. WILTON relates both the events leading up to

the Eevolution, and the reasons why the Eevolution was
followed by anarchy. Easputinism has much to answer
for, and the terrible lack of organisation which discouraged
the peasant-soldiers added to the feeling of desperation.
And amid all this intrigue and chaos LENIN, whose real

name is VLADIMIR ULIANOV, was preparing and biding his

time. After the Eevolution his work was comparatively
easy, for of all the windbags who ever achieved power
KEBENSKY seems to b'ave been the most fully inflated. It

is a tragic tale of wasted opportunities ; but the more we
learn of Eussia the. less our disappointment will be tinged
with bitterness. She is a child in the process of growing
up, and like most children she has started out to do one

thing, has stopped on the way to do another, and has made
a sad mess of both. But unlike most children she has
suffered incessantly from repression and cruelty. In this

hour of her greatest need we have to remember that Eussia
was our gallant ally through most critical days, and that

now it is for us to show our chivalry and if she will give
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us the chance- to help her to help herself. Mr. WILTON'S

picture of the almost incredible bravery of loyal Russians

gives me a real hope that the next chapter in this story

may see the country purging herself from corruption and

rising above tho calamities which traitors, both within

and without, have brought upon her.

Under tho title, 1'nris Through an Attic (DENT), Mrs.

A. HEisr.AfiE EDWARDS 1ms written what might ho described

as a little epic of contented poverty, or, if not exactly

poverty, the restricted means with which young people
often have to begin life, but enjoy their "

golden slumbers
"

done gallant work in the New Army, has collected a number
of fugitive short stories into a small volume with the in-

genuous title of Back Numbers (SIMPKIN). Because the

experiment was a bold one, and because I like short stories,
I wish I could give these a more whole-hearted welcome.
Tho fact is, however, that I find Mr. WESTBROOK'S manner

considerably better than his matter; he is essentially one
of those raconteurs who can tell a tale for all it is worth
and a good deal more. Thus, while bis dialogue is crisp
and his personal asides often expressed with the happiest
humour, the argument of his stories is generally so involved
and iinhumaii as hardly to escape a charge of silliness.

none the less. Having courageously decided to take each Several of the episodes, and these the best, are concerned
oilier the husband a youthful philologist with an eye to with theatrical or cinematograph affairs.

" The Circuit,"

distinction at the Sorbonne, and the wife a manager of

almost uncanny aptitude for better or for worse, they
dashed off to the Boule. Mich, direct from church, and there,

with infinite good humour, set up "cubby-hole" house-

for example, which I prefer to anything else in the volume,
is a well-observed little study of a music-hall singer. But
I must return to my verdict that most of these "

fugitives
"

display no very urgent reason for their recall. But let not

'

keeping, furnishing and maintaining this mantarde abode
'

Mr. WESTBROOK be discouraged. He has already a pleasant
on an incredibly minute ex-

penditure and having all the

fun of tbo fair as well. Their

budget, given here in full, is a

document which should prove
as useful to other sensible

young couples as the record

of the Parisian sojourn is stim-

ulating and entertaining to

the general reader. But what
one wants to know now, when
(as I assume) wealth or com-

parative wealth has como to the

learned Docteur de 1'Universite

de Paris, is this : Are he and
his brave ally any happier, or

do they, like one Elia and his

Cousin Bridget, look back

upon those careful days and

nights with wistful regret '?

style and an invaluable gift
of making the commonplace
sound almost amusing. With
these advantages and a better

equipment of material he
should contrive a work of real

humour that I look forward
to reading.

In Some War Impressions
(SAMPSON Low, MARSTON)
modern journalism is seen in

! its best form and serving its

most useful purpose. To col-

lect the copy for his little bro-

chure, Mr. JEFFERY FAUNOL

clearly went forth, a Press-

reporter undisguised, with his

notebook in his hand and his

eyes and ears wide open. He
toured the Munition Factories,
ho went to sea, and he walked
over the battlefields of Flan-

ders ; and at the end of the day
he recorded what he had seen

and how it had made him feel,

and published it all in the English and American Press,
that so the peoples of these two great nations might realise

the facts of tho War and for ever ceasa from quarrels amongst
themselves. The whole series of impressions is now col-

lected in a paper cover and makes a hundred-and-oighteen
pages, which you will read at a sitting and not forget in a

reached the Three Blackbirds at Llantarnum, I had my first I lifetime, if you are one of those who speak English and love

glass of beer of the day and enjoyed it very much. It was
j
liberty. You may think at moments that the eloquence

a good brew, mild and yet satisfying, frothy and yet without becomes a little over-eloquent, even artificial, and that the

Of course you will expect
from A Poet's Pilgrimage
(MELKOSE), by W. H. DAVIES,
even if it be no more than
the diary of his walking tour

THE PAPER SHORTAGE. PUBLISHERS WAITING FOR THE
POLP-SHIT.

By our Special Artist on tlie Some Front.

through South Wales and some Southern English counties,
the revelation of an interestingand unusual personality, some
whimsical points ofview, and that naive simplicity and direct-

ness which made his former diary so entertaining. And you
will not be disappointed. But I am enough of a Philistine
to be frankly bored by entries like the following :

" When I

gas. I would most certainly have had a second glass if any
company had been present. But as I was the only customer
it w as not long before I left." And I wish I could say that
such passages were rare. Details of this kind are for the
lovers of small beer of a future generation to dig out of the

forgotten notebooks of their literary proteges, but are scarce
matter for contemporary history. Even tramp poets ought
to keep a sense of proportion.

"

But I hasten to add that I

enjoyed the most of it quite unreservedly, and can advise
the reader to make acquaintance with this kindly simple
soul if he has not already done so. He will share my per-
petual wonder as to where the poet stowed away all the

pennies that he gave to the children and his fellow-travellers. soft i v 'l' 1111 'i ;
>
K0 much the better." fjuniltiy Ghrotilcle.

We should like to know what the men who have become
Mr. IT. \\. WKSTHKOOK, one of many journalists who has softened to the hard martial life think about this sentiment.

facts are blurred rather than emphasised thereby; but you
will remember that Mr. FABSOL wrote at a time when the

Anglo-Saxon affections seemed to be in want of the nourish-

ment of propaganda and when the main issues and the

deciding factors were not so clear as they are to-day.

" Gardener Wanted. Married ~Nnn (chiefly under gin.-*)."
Northern Wltijj.

So that his wife may keep an eye upon him ?

"Carry on until thr war is won. If tin's can be done without the

active assistance of the men who have become hardened to the
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CHARIVARIA.
11 WK haye nothing to hide," said Mr.

I:\KNKS to the .\iiicriciin Labour Dele-

gation. At tho same time it would
bo iillo to suppose that Mr. JUM8AY
M \< DONALD will bo iiuulo tlie subject
of any ostentatious parade.

Cii \HI.IK CuAi'i.i.v expects to l>e called

up in June. Several iihn companies,
it is aadexstood, have offered enormous
sums for the exclusive right to take

pictures of him forming fours.

" Until further orders," says an Army
Council instruction, "officers'

"

tunics will bo made without tho

sewn-oii waist-band." Other
concessions to tho men over

forty-one will be made in due

oouree.

A question of tho owneiship
of twelve million stores of kind

in Southern Rhodesia (Mine. l,o-

foro tho Privy Council last week.
]t is high time these allotment

squabbles were put an end to.

The KAISKK, it is stated, lias

commenced proceedings to get

possebsion of tho valuable col-

lection of olijft.t il'tirt left by Mr.

GKIIAHD, the ex-Ambassador, in

Berlin. Father's relations with
LITTLE Wii.r.ir. are said to be
strained. ... ...

" The disappearance of syrup .

from the market since the price
was fixed," says an official of

the Food Ministry, "is duo to

natural causes." Only too na-

tural, wo fear.

We have recently heard of a
man who says that in a certain

Several patriotic burglars have o
to extinguish them on their way to

business.

A I'urlev man writes to su\ that while

walking in Hodhill the other morning he
hoard a bird's note which was not that

of a cuckoo.

(living i:\idunco in a London County
Court a young lady said sho ivl'n

marry complainant because he had red

hair. iottor excuses than this must In:

demanded if I ho race is to bo kept up.

The Food Ministry has decided to

sell its black pudding-; without coupons.
But why not avoid all possibility of

misunderstanding and lii-trdius- them
through the ironmongery trade'.'

The sumo Ministry announces that
furl her restrictions on t.h.

are contemplated. If they hope in this

way to create an artificial demand for

black pnddingH they will soon di

that official absolutism has its limits.

street he was asked soventeen-
and-six for a bottle of whisky, and that
across the road ho bought one for

twelve-and six. "Is it profiteering?"
he asks. For ourselves wo always ask,
"Is it whisky?

"

A man last week attempted to com-
mit suicide by inhaling gas from a gas-
conker. It was thoughtless of him to

do this at a time when wo are all asked

\\'e have no wish to make trouble
for the Government: at a critical time

are times when we inns:, nil 'like f| 1(! present, but something
he. dune, to allay the growing
suspicion that tho \\ ';:

being conducted l>\ ( 'u!..i;el I !!:!.

ri.NOTOX.

11 Frish
nm-eriptioM ends ;ill

tilings here," writes Mr. T. I
1

.

( )'( '..\\oii to 7 '/(/ Dttilti < '//,.

de. Hut; it do..n't. 'TAV P\%

keeps on.

The Germans are depoiling
large numbers of inhabitants
from the occupied regions of

Russia, and, according to a con-

temporary, "Lenin asks Berlin
to desist." It is, however, onl\

fair to add that the "Desist!"

gag was originated by another
eminent comedian, Mr. GK<
ROBEV.

" Has a fresh herring got a.

neck ?
"
was a point discussed

at the Uxbridge Police Court.

It is widely felt in the pro-
fession that this is a matter to

bo doalt with by a higher court.

Charged with assault a de-

j

fendant told a London magis-
trate that the complainant

J>i ,<i>i,t,intfl I'UitOilicr. "Jil.KSS ME, J1V UOOD MAN,
HI IK YOU tO

Viiilaunti-d Village Sub-1'oiimasle.r. "Wi: HAVE SOUTE VERY
NICE NATIONAL WAR BONDS, MA'AM, HIKHH FIIOM tut:
TjEASDB."

make sacrifices," sayfe an

journal. So poor CZKHNIX had to go.

-L. _ J threatened to push an umbrella
Austrian ! down his throat. Almost any little

thing will annoy some people. If tho
man had also threatened to open the

umbrella it might have given some\Ye understand that the cioinet which
was supposed to have been seen for

!

ground for irritation,

a few moments last week by a Scottish

astronomer now turns out to havj

the sun.

to economise gas consumption.

'If wo were all noii-smo'uors and

|

teetotalers,' a >\ a ;i temperance journal,

("we could all live until wo were a
t month's fines at tho Thames

|
hundred years old." There are, of

Police Court amounted to only two !

course, other arguments ;n

thousand pounds. There is some talk i

of encouraging business by an attrac- "At least we should keep our he.

live scheme of specially moderate fines. . declared Mr. Pni.NCLi: during tho debate

It is suggested that street lamps in

London should be extinguished at 1 A.M.

Vive la Politesse.

From an auctioneer's advertisement :

"Sili--' i,i\ of all classes of l-'u t ;uiil

Btaro c.ittlc.

ited."

Xrtrtllfi'n
-

\\liilr !;i\ir;il>s ni;t-.t Ijo available for bilfi-

.I "ther necessary purpose*, no able-

. IIUIII or \V011KU1 nllollld USt! 01113 lllll'--

011 of pliysic.il it

Sunday I'ictorial.

(;ii the Man-Power Hill. \\'o are not :

.Judging by tin; state of the traffic,

sure about this. It depends upon the; there seems to lie quite a numb'
heads. -u able-bodied wre

VOL. CLIV.
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TO THE KAISER'S VICTIMS.

OVER the barriers of your dead you climb,

Flung wave on wave across the tortured plain ;

And pay for every rood of reeking slime

nyi-iad toll of newly-slain.

And over, where your legions on us broke,

Close-packed to give them courage, drugged and

driven,

Our line has held as when a forest oak

Rocks to the storm but stands unriven.

]I.i\v long before tho horror grows too grim?
I'.cloro you tire of playing the dumb slave's part,

to his death to suit a master's whim,
And something snaps within your heart?

For you have lost the old illusion's spell,

The faith that you were called of Heaven to fight

Against the onset of the lords of hell

Leagued to destroy the sons of light.

Now, when that faith is blown to barren dusfc,

How long, I wonder, will you care to die,

Having no King whose word a tnan may trust,

Nor any Cause except a lie? O. S.

APPLIED MILITARISM.
Tin: retired Colonel is of a very different calibre from his

civilian contemporary, who passes the evening of his life in

comfort of body and peace of mind. His mind dwells upon
slaughter and sudden death. He lifts up his nostrils and

scents blood afar off. When he chances momentarily to be

silent it is probable that he is meditating on martial law

and discipline.
The Colonel of our Reserve Battalion has retired. No

official explanation was given to camouflage the real cause,

which was an open secret among his admirers. Our Colonel

retired because he felt that the trivial round of Reserve

Battalion duties was eating into his heart and gradually

killing off his white battle-corpuscles ; because he knew that

the only remedy for purging apathy and restoring the mili-

tant nerve-tissue lay in retirement.

That tonic is apparently working wonders. The Colonel

is at present busily engaged in applying the finishing
touches to a monograph, entitled The General Application

of Militarism. He has not yet found a publisher, luckily ;

but should he do so and should his book duly expurgated
of enthusiastic but unconventional expletives at last find

its way into print there will undoubtedly be a certain per-

centage of adverse criticism, if it be taken seriously. In
the meanwhile our Colonel, realising the revolutionary ten-

dencies of his theories, has kindly permitted a few extracts

to be published in advance as a sort of "Take Cover"

signal, so that the public may have some warning before his

literary shrapnel bursts over them.

Extract from Chapter I.,
" General Orders," Section 10,

"
Badges, etc."

"
Every person shall wear a bronze shoulder-badge indi-

cative of his trade or profession.
" A blue chevron to be worn on the right sleeve by noble-

men, and a second blue chevron when the nobility goes back
more than two generations.

" A gold stripe to be worn 011 the left sleeve by those
whose incomes exceed twenty thousand pounds per annum.

|

Extra stripes for each additional ten thousand pounds.
" A ribbon of watered white to be worn on the left breast

| by all bachelors and spinsters.

" A ribbon of unrelieved purple to be worn on the left

breast by married citizens.
" A bar for each successive marriage.
" A miniature rose for each offspring."

Extract from Chapter IV.,
" Routine Orders," Section 38,

"
Uniformity in Hotel Bars."

"
Squads to line up in front of bar at ease, i.e. right elbow

firmly planted on counter, right leg crossed over left leg
below the knee, left hand on hip with a half-left turn.

The Sergeant
- Barmaid to give commands, ' 'Shun

'

'Number'; each man from right to left thereupon to call

his demand smartly and in abbreviated form, thus,
' W.& S.,'

' B. & S.,'
'

S.B.,'
' C. de M.,' etc. After decoding, the Cor-

poral Barmaid to place glasses before squad. The Sergeant-
Barmaid to give cautionary syllable, 'Im-', the squad grip-

ping their glasses between thumb and forefinger and raising
them to the mouth with a semi-circular movement. On the

executive syllable,
'

Bibe,' the squad, taking their time from

the right marker, to drink contents and replace glasses with

a click. Squads to be marched off ultimately under armed
escort provided by the Corps of Commissionaires."

Section 51, "Discipline at Eailheads."

"Two minutes before the train is due the senior porter to

march accredited passengers to the platform in column of

fours. Three junior porters to act as commanders of tho 1st,

2nd and 3rd class platoons. On closing the gate the ticket-

collector to attend to step, dressing, etc. Passengers to be

halted, stood at ease, and permitted to talk on non-political

subjects. As the train approaches the parade the senior

porter to give the commands, '

'Shun,'
' In fours left (or

right) turn," followed by 'Present arms' on the arrival of

the guard. After acknowledging salute the guard to blow

upon his whistle and the passengers to entrain without

confusion or delay. On the second blast the fireman, at

ease by his engine, to pass the message to the driver, and

tho train to proceed."

Section 90, "Martial Methods in Mothers' Meetings."
" Mothers to be drawn up in line, at ease. On entry of

Church Officer, detailed for fatigue, the Lance-Mother to

bring line to attention and to give command, 'For inspec-
tion Port babes.' All infants to be canted at an angle of

forty-five degrees, soothers in position. On the arrival of

Visiting Officer, soothers to be removed and quality of

lungs thereby tested. Subsequently each mother to stand

at ease automatically and to assume a swaying motion.

The Church Officer then to give the instruction,
' Sit

down. You may smoke.'
"

The Colonel has already, with considerable public spirit,

expressed his willingness to supervise tho scheme, should

his theories be put into practice by a grateful Government.

"The Answer is in the Negative."

Announcement in a shop window :

"No TOBACCO OF
NO KIND NOT YET."

" Lady ,
with two customers in Bond Street.

tiqucs, etc., made by soldiers." Daily Mirror,

Camouflage experts, no doubt.

She sold an-

" Will Lady Kquestriennos who are willing to take part in the

Police Carnival kindly attend Meeting Saturday Afternoon. Nurse

,
Luncheonette Rooms." The West Australian.

Gentlemen equestriennes are clearly not wanted; they
must get their luncheonettes elsewhere.
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DISCIPLINE.
CAUL H.u'SBURG. "PLEASE, SIB, I DIDN'T WRITE IT."

Dn. HOHENZOLLEUX. "FOB THE CREDIT OF THE SCHOOL I SHALL PUBLICLY ACCEPT YOUB
DENIAL. ALL THE SAM 11, MY BOY, YOU WILL NOW STEP INTO MY PBIVATB BOOM.'
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Profi-smr of Kinging (to member of the Vmrn-}. "Sot n:n, JIK. UKI.I o\vs. BEGIN AI;AIN rHO.M -Tin: MOON is ri i,r, TO-XUJHT,' AND
KKMKMBKK YOU 'l(E NOT GIVING A 'TAKE COVEU ' WARNING THIS TIME."

DANNY MEAHAN.
A TRUE HISTORY.

WHEN the news came that Danny
Meahan was "missing," Ballymell,

though sorry for his old mother in her

cabin down the boreen, was, on the

whole, inclined ta regard it as a dis-

tinction, and when a week or so after-

wards he was reported "found" again
a vague feeling of public disappoint-
ment prevented her neighbours from

showing much interest in the matter.

This explains perhaps the wealth of

detail with which, when I went to feli-

citate her, Mrs. Meahan unfolded the

story.
"
Glory be to goodness, Ma'am," she

said,
"

it 's afther growin' a terrible war,
so it is, and very thritlin' men some of

thim generals must be, one day losin'

a soldier so they 'd not know where to

put their hands on him and findin'

him tlio next. That 's what they 've

put past my Danny, and a quare sthory
it is. You that does he knowin' Danny
since he was the height of me hand
and him wid two black eyes more often

than one, so that ho 'd not wash his

face for Mass in hopes His Eiverenco

might be apt to think it was just dirt

lie had on him and not fightin' at all

-you 'd believe that Danny was half

out of his mind wid temper when his

great tooth schemed on him the one
Peter Hanrahan was afther catchin'

wid a great lump of turft one day and

they waiting wid the ass and cart to

dhrive old Mrs. Rafferty to chapel.

Danny's rigiment was sittin' face to

face wid thim Germans that time and
he had the fear in him that there 'd be

fightin' and he not in it, for his great
tooth was afther gettin' outrageous on
'him the way he couldn't keep himself
from bellowin', and Captain Quinn all

the while sayin',
' Howld yer din or

you '11 be afther yellin' worse and you
a corpse.' So ho told his Captain, and
the Captain lie sent him back to whore
the doctor officer was that thravels wid
the rigiment. Whin he got there the
doctor officer was very civil, and says
he to the young doctor that was there

thrainin' himself on the boys says he,

'It's the basemint for this felly and
not too soon at all.'

"'That's the tlirtie word for }ou,

Sir,' says the young doctor; 'ocb, look

at the eye he has and him secmin' quite
calm.'

"Danny, as you know, your honour,
Ma'am, has the best manners in him
of any bhoy between here and Cork, and
he didn't like to conthradict the giutle-

men, hut he had to spake up at that.
"
'Beggin' your pardon, Sir,' sez he,

' but cloin' any sort of altheration on
me eyes would take too long at all. If

you 'd just bo so kind as to lift out me
groat tooth that 's schemed on me 1 '11

be gettin
'

back to the threuches.'
" '

Quito so,' ws. the doctor officer,

but givin' a lift to a groat tootli like

yours, Danny, isn't a thrim'n' job at all,

and the little doctor here and meself

are not the men we were, what wid the

privations we 're afther endjurin' and

all, aud you'll have to go down to the

basemint where they kapes the doctors

safe on purpose, and they '11 wrestle the

great tooth out of ye and set ye up."
" So Danny he went down to the

basomint and there was another doctor

officer looks him over, and says he,
What ails ye?'
" ' My great tooth, Sor,' says Dauny ;
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'Peter U:uiruluiii aimed at it wid a

lump of turft and mo hinghin' so it

was outside mi 1 lace :md it 's never liad

tho clane colour to it from that day to

this.'

"'<
(
)mte so, my man, millo so," says

tlio doctor;
'
it 's easy seen tiiat you 'vo

tho rights of tlio mattlier. Just go
along wid this doaty (Vrpiinil lioro

that's afth'T tukin' 11 great, I'ancy to ye
and in a while we'll have yo Well.'

"So J)iiiiiiy went along wid the

Corporal, who was Unit fond of him
hu'd noser last! him day or night, and

tho next mornin' they went out arm-in-

arm, and the Corporal lie began svalk-

in' up some ould sthairs that led into

a ship.
" ' What 's this at all ?

'

says Danny.
" ' Just an ould ship, so it is,' says

tho Corporal.
"'lint what's in it at all?' says

Danny, sthandin' where he was. ' It's

a dintist I '111 wantin' and go hack to

tho rigiment.'

"'Faith, hut they Vo lovely dintists

on here,' sas s the Corporal, pulling at

his arm.

"They wint on and another Corporal
met thini.

" 'So it's yourself 's tho dintist?' says

Danny.
" ' God save us,' says tho second Cor-

poral.
' What 's gone wid ye lookin"

tor dintists hero?
'

"' Whisht nosv,' says the first Corporal,
him yo mind as svas holdin' Danny's
arm, 'don't he fonthradietin' him or

there '11 be holy war, for ho s a sthrong
one an" no mistake. Just take him
down inside and lave him see where the

dintist is.'

" So thin Danny saw what they were
manin' and ho started to run, but he

was too late. They had him bate and

took him on the boat.

"Three wevks he was out of it all,

and thin one day his ollicer was count-

in up his mon, and he says, says he,

"'Colonel, I misrememher to have
seen Danny Meahan this long time.

What 's one wid him ?
'

" Thin the Colonel looks at his papers
and he says,

' '

Captain Quinn, Sor, I regret to tell

yo that he's posted "Missing" this

couple of weeks.'
'

(let away out of that,' says Cap-
tain Quinn.

" ' Ho svent sick, Sor, wid one of his

teeth scheinin' on him,' says tin

geant-Major himself, 'and sinca then
sve'vo not he.-ml hair or hide of him
ochone it is.'

"'But he's a long \vhile gone,' says
tin) Captain.

' Meahan 's not a slow

bbuy ; he Yl he afther having all the teeth
( iod gave him out and in again, in three

weeks, so he would."

-

ONE WHO KNOWS.
German Private lnud'li-itlij ;iimmy out of Aell-1u>\e). "KAMKHAUl TAKK Mi; cj

AVAY AND I VO8 TELL YOU ALL IitNDKMBURO'8 SKCIIEW."

" Then they asked the doctor, and the

little doctor that waited on him, and

they said,
' 2441 Tipperary Rifles God

save you, he 's lost his \vits !

'

" ' Sorra a one,' says the Captain ; so

they looked again, and the way it was

they'd lifted the great tooth out of a

bhoy from Clonmel that had gonopiare
in the head, and sint him back to the

rigiment, and they sint Danny to Eng-
land, to the place where they cares for

the bhoys wid shell-shock, poor da: lint/;.

It wasn't till Danny's tooth gave over

achiu" and swelled till ye couldn't find

his e\ es wid a pin to help ye that they
had doubt of him, and by thin they'd
a piece of his mind from Captain Quinn.

" It "s all wrote out in that letter

Jerry brought on tho ass and cart from
Cahir last Saturday: an' Danny -

wid the rigiment and his great tooth

wid him, for ho svouldn't be afther trust-

in' tliim ones to thry liftin" it again."

"Oxford in War Time."

According to a writ, r \:\ The Atheiucuiu,
"Time is enfolded them, does not enfold, anil

our insight is encouraged to disentangle tho
threads in the mirror of tho pa*t that still

retain their traced of gold and vermilion, like

tho colour on :i Ctn'ck inaiblc, amid thi.1 over-

play of centuries ..."
And u{;aii!, "When at li-t the New lifgin-

iro inhere 1 in, tin: old spirit, of Oxford
will Mossom again in its integrity, fn;u to ro-

creates itself in nesv moulds."

Oxford has suffered many strange

changes Ly tho War, but it lias been.

reserved for the author of the above

excerpts to show the devastating con-

fusion which it has wrought on lier

ligures e.f speech.

"Tiifl luiiprf-? is rfinrti'.-l tu bo tho best

cook in (irrinany, and one of her daily occu-

IMtidiis is to prepare tho Kaiser's :

Anttraliiiii 1'apcr.

\Vo now see wliy WIU.IAM is so often

in the soup.
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A DOG'S AGREEMENT.
[Imposed on n man, not his master, who

offers to take him for a walk hi the country.]

1. Any attempt on your part to as-

sume the attitude of a master will be

regarded, for the purposes of this agree-

ment, as an offence against the liberties

of my species.
2. I will walk one hundred yards

behind you, and, upon being called, I

reserve the right to smile with my tail,

and decline to decrease the distance.

In view of the fact that you have the

power to exhibit anger and other in-

firmities, you are to be considered, for

the purposes of this walk, dangerous

and, possibly, hostile.

3. I reserve the right, on the ap-

proach of a motor car, traction engine,

or other vehicle, to stand directly in its

path until my position has become

appreciably perilous, and, on your

calling me, to wag my tail to its full

extent until such vehicle has passed.
If necessary I shall bo at liberty to

dodge among the wheels. Any re-

sponsibility for my possible decease to

remain entirely with you.
4. On the approach of a hostile dog

the fight to ensue shall be conducted at

your risk and at sufficient distance

from you to obviate your intervention,

and I am at liberty to receive such

injuries as may render mo an object of

sympathy in the eyes of my Missus,
and induce her to view the episode in

the light of a delinquency on your part.
5. Any pause in the walk on your

part shall be strictly observed by me,
the interval of one hundred yards re-

maining undiminished. On your giving

satisfactory evidence of an intention

to retrace your steps homeward I have
the right to turn about and precede

you, increasing the distance between us

so that I may arrive home at least a

quarter-of-a-mile in front of you, with
the full appearance of having been lost.

6. Upon your eventual return I re-

serve the right to greet you, before my
Missus, in a manner indicative of com-

plete forgiveness. The injuries received

on my casual adventures shall not

prejudice the situation so far as I am
concerned.

7. I reserve the right to accept in a

spirit of tolerant fatigue any attempt
on your part to put blame upon me.

8. In the event of your showing a
disinclination to abide by any of the
articles of this agreement I am en-

titled to exert such moral pressure
on my Missus as may cause a tempo-
rary strain in your normal relation to

each other, regard being always had,
however, to your possible influence

over her in the matter of my food.

9. None of the articles of this agree-

ment shall prejudice such opportunities
as may occur for making usa of you
for the purpose of future walks.

(Signed) JOGGLES.

SONNET OF SPRING THOUGHTS.
TIME was when in sweet Spring my

thoughts would rove

O'er hill and dale, and meditate the thrill

Of springing Life in all things ;
and the

shrill

Sweet note of birds that strive to sing
their love ;

They lingered in the primrose-scented

grove
And dallied with the merry daffodil

That shakes her yellow skirts out frill

by frill;

They circled iridescent as the dove.

But whither, this sweet Spring, do my
thoughts fly?

Roam they o'er fields abloom -in prim-
rose woods ?

Or greet they with delight the game-
some Iamb ?

Not so. They linger near the well-

loved sty
In which reposes chiefest of my

goods
A noble TIG! (Oh, fragrant hopes of

ham I)

TRAIN TACTICS.
A CONTEMPORARY having thrown out

much advice as to travelling on crowded
trains and dealing with the alien rush,
a few additional points which have been
overlooked may not be out of place.

While waiting for a train do not ex-

hibit any signs of restlessness lest you
bo mistaken for an alien. Take a little

rest while waiting by leaning up against
one of the bookstalls. No charge is

made for this.

To board a crowded train wait until

it stops at your station. This is most

important. Do not run down the line

to meet the train, even if you have not
met for a long time.

Once in the train leave your name and
address with the guard in case you may
be mislaid in the rush of debarcation.

Remember that courtesy costs noth-

ing, and while there is no law to prohibit

your standing on a fellow-passenger's
feet you should not loiter about on them.

Should he attempt to strike you step
aside as smartly as the crowd permits,
and, having worked your way to the
door without attracting attention, drop
off the train unobtrusively.

"
Eggs from guaranteed sisters to Snowden's

competition leaders." Glasgow Paper.

Is this an intelligent anticipation of the
treatment that the Pacifists will receive
from the women-voters at the General
Election ?

THE THREE PHRASES.
"Wno '11 have a cooler?" the late

FKED LESLIE (of immortal memory)
used to ask, flinging a handful of torn-

up paper into the air and shivering as
tho Hakes came down. Another com-
edian, not less famous, has also just
invented a reducer of heat, but in his

case it is mental heat rather than

physical ; and the cure consists of three

phrases.
These phrases, he maintains, if ap-

plied systematically and rhythmically
no matter what the argument or

cause of the dispute or the height of

the other party's thermometer are

bound to bring about either perfect

peace or the rout of tho enemy, prob-

ably in silence. It may be a taxi-

driver smarting under the justice of

tho faro paid him ; it may be a too offi-

cious official ; it may merely be a rude

stranger the same result is guaranteed.
These are tho phrases :

1. Don't say that.

2. Don't be unkind.

3. Now you 're being humorous.
For the sake of an example let us

take tho case perhaps the most prob-
able of a taxi-driver. But an Emperor
would do as well. The cabman's faro

is three shillings and you have given
him a shilling tip, but, owing to the

lateness of tho hour, or his distance

from home, or the rain, he considers

himself underpaid.
"
Here," he says,

" the job '& worth
more than that, isn't it?

"

"Don't say that."
" But I do say it. A gentleman who

was a gentleman would make it worth

my while."
" Don't be unkind."
" Unkind 1 What do you mean ? If

I 'd known I wasn't going to get more
than this I wouldn't have taken you."

" Now you 're being humorous."
" Humorous be . I 'm not

humorous."
" Don't say that !"
" Oh, go to

"

"Don't be unkind."
" If ever you hail me again, strike

me pink if I drive you no, not for a

quid a mile."
" Now you "re being humorous."
"Humorous I I tell you I'm not

humorous. I 'm serious."
" Don't say that."

By this time any ordinary cabman
will be moving off. In the case of the

extraordinary ones the three phrases
must recur a little oftener, that 's all.

I mentioned an Emperor just now ;

let us try his case. The sarno prescrip-
tion applies.

" I offer you a German peace."
" Don't say that."
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Subaltern.

.4(V .Vec/mmV- (yauyiny his man).
" SWIM,!-.'. Till: i P:M>. Sin.'

1

BiOHT-o! CAHHY ON!"

' We to retain Belgium.''
'Don't bo unkind."
' Arid recover our Colonies.'
' Now you 're being humorous."
' Humorous ! If you don't agree

you '11 soou find there 's nothing humor-
ous about it."

" Don't say that."
" I do say it and I shall go on say-

ing it."

"Don't lw unkind.' 1

" How could a Gorman over he un-

kind?"
" Now you 're being humorous."
" Bah ! We leave humour to you

British. Wo prefer sense."
" Don't t.ay that."
" I do say it."

"Don't ho unkind.
'

"Unkind! Aren't \ve hero to talk

peace''
" Now you 're being humorous . . . ."

Why should these three phrases be
so deadly ? Their first merit is to lift

their user into a position of superiority
which cannot be without its effect on
the other. Then they give him the sem-
blance of a pained reasonableness, and a

pained reasonableness is both offensive

and defensive, being one of the most
difficult armour-plates to penetrate and
also, in time, an irresistible siege-gun.
The man who tells you not to bo unkind

always has you at a disadvantage and
must in time wear you out ; while to

go on to accuse you of humour is even
subtler. You know perfectly well that

you bad no intention of being humor-

ous; you even know that you were
not ; but since the desire to be thought
humorous- is a prevailing human pas-
sion you come in time to wonder if,

after all, you may not have brought off

something rather good, and in that fond

hope your anger fades.

As a matter of fact, although there

must always be moments of irascibility,
the War has not, so far as one's ob-

servation gees, increased bad temper ;

rather the reverse. Probably our ever-

present consciousness of so stupendous
a calamity has made individual bicker-

ings too petty, or wo have been stunned

into equability ; whatever the reason

the fact remains that one may puss
about this great city of conflicting am-
bitious and see only human beings in

amity. Here and there the driver of

one vehicle may snarl a sarcasm at the

driver of another (who obviously ought
to have brought out his mother to hold

the reins in his stead), but, take them
all round, tempers are being amazingly
well kept.

Although the inventor of the Three
1'hrases pretends to have devised his

system in order that those who practise
it may triumph over their antagonists,
one may entertain the suspicion (for

he is a great philosopher) that part of

his purpose was that those who practise
it should triumph over themselves too.

For it would be impossible to put it

into effect without absolute calmness,
and to maintain calmness in disputation
is more than the beginning of wisdom
and victory.

" Housemaid wanted ; 3 i" family ; 3 ser-

vants
; no windows ; no fireplaces." Times.

This should be an excellent situation in

an air raid, unless, as wo fear, there

may be also " no roof."

"
Jiungalow for Sale, consisting of valuable

window sashes, corrugated iron roof."

lush Times.

A suitable residence for the well-known
Irishman whose clothes consisted of a

lot of holes tied together.

"
. . In August, 107, tho testator made the

will in question. . . In 199 tho testator went
to New York, andexecuted the tii -t codiril. . .

In 1912, when again in the States, ho executed

the second codicil, which was immaterial.''

l.iverfool Pa,

We should very much like to know how
ho put in his time since executing the

first codicil.
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Solly (deeply offended with his mother, who haspunished him).
" VERY WELL, THEN, I 'LI, BUN AWAY. GIVE ME MY MEAT-CABD AND I 'M OFF."

COUVEONS.

Augustus was a plucky little thing,
But so ill-made for purposes of war

That never a crisis could persuade the KING
To put him into any kind of corps ;

So, failing sadly to unsheathe the sword,
He got a billet on the Drainage Board.

The years rolled by. His friends received V.C.'s,
And D.S.O.'s, and multitudes of Bars,

And all their clothes were covered by degrees
With braid and badge, with chevrons and with

stars
',

The only wear that showed what he had dona
Were two twin elbows shining in the sun.

And then the coupons came ; but he used none,
For always in his other coat they lay,

Or else he had not heart to squander one,

And, when he had, all meatless was the day
A common tale, but this is what is sad,
That in this case it drove the young man mad.

Or so I gather, for I met him lasfc

With four strange objects to his sleeve attached;
He said,

" I may not be the soldier-caste,
But nowhere is my patriot spirit matched,

Of which those emblems eloquently speak,
The coupons which I did n-ot itse last week. A. P. H.

ONE TOUCH OF NATUEE.
(Victoria Station Leave Train due.)

Flower-Seller. Vilets ! Sweet vilets ! Spring vilets ! 'Ave
a bunch, lidy ? Set off yer fur coat, lidy.

Lady. No, thank you, not just now.
Flower-Seller. Witing far yer son, praps ?

Lady. Yes, I am.
Flower-Seller. I got four in it one gorn West, one

wounded, one in the Navy, and God knows where the other
is. Larst time 'e come 'ome I wited four hours for this

very sime trine and lorst me 'arf-dy's tride ; but wen they
does come yer fergit orl abarht that, don't yer, Marm ?

Lady (darting across the passage and hugging a very young
and very very smart subaltern). Darling! how lovely to see

you again !

Subaltern. Hullo, mater! This is top-hole!
Flower- Seller. Bunch o' vilets now, lidy ?

Subaltern. The whole bally lot, please. (From force of

habit) Combiang ?

More Impending Apologies.
" A pig club lias been formed at Chiswick, tho members including

a surveyor, a, schoolmaster, journalist, barrister, brewer's chemist,
railway servant, and two accountants.". Evening News,

"Labour [in Germany] has now recognised tho fact that all meas-
ures for relieving the appalling state of death are of no permanent
value, and that the only measure for effective relief is a speedy general
peace." Daily Paper.

Labor omnia vincit, but it seems to have its limitations.
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THE HEAD-BREAKEKS.
NATIONALIST. "NO CONSCRIPTION !

'

ULSTEUMAN. "NO HOME RULE!"
PRIME MINISTER. "BREAK MY HEAD BY ALL MEANS, GENTLEMEN IF ONLY YOU'LL

BREAK THE KAISER'S FIRST!"
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PARLIAMENT.
\->th. The coinci-

: OF NATIONAL SERVICE. Even Mr.
I \.\\ KS- FJSHEH admitted that the clause

under review was open to suspicion,

ESSENCE OF
Monthly, April

denco of the German offensive in and urged in its defence that the tri-

Flanders with the Gatwick Spring bunals would bo appointed by himself,

Mee! ing emboldened Mr. GEORGE LAM- and not by Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES, who
I'.EUT in make a renewed appeal to the might bo regarded .as too much of a

Government to put an end to horse-
; recruiting- sergeant. Mr. SMALLWOOD

racin". Mr. MACPHEKSON gave him declared that for his part he preferred

the stereotyped answer: racing, he bombs to bureaucracy.

alleged, was necessary to maintain the Who said Ireland is not united?

hived of horses. Mr. CMANCEM.OR'S
.

What Sir HORACE PLUNKETT and the

reminder that it also maintained the! Convention had failed io accomplish
breed of bootmakers was ruled ont as I by months of talk the Government
i>-;i-levant. have achieved in less than a week.

I n a Question appearing in

ilie name of Sir JOHN HEES
tin' ( lovernment of India was

spelt with a little "g." Sir

JOHN assured the House,
almost with tears in his

voice, that ho was not re-

sponsible for depriving it of

its capital. Even Lord Mon-
LEY, that well-known icono-

clast, who once trifled with

the sumo initial, would hardly
have been guilty of such an
nut rage not, at any rate,

during his own occupation
of the India Office.

If Mr. LYNCH is not care-

ful it will be said of him,
as of another long-winded
orator, that he relies on his

imagination for his facts and
on his memory for his jokes.
His suggestion that the Do-
minions were annoyed by
the use of the term,

" My
Army," in Royal proclama-
tions was curtly dismissed

by Mr. BONAR LAW with the

remark that it was ' common
form

"
;
and Mr. LYNCH could

think of no more original
retort than "Why does not
the right lion, gentleman
say,

' My National Debt
'

?
"

The War, which lias laid

" 11USHMKN ALL' AND ALL 'AGIN' THK GOV'MINT."
Mil. DILLON. Sin EDWABD CABSON. MR. HEALY.

was allowed to announce some im-

portant concessions. The right of

appeal is to remain, and the clergy arc

not to be conscribed.

Tuesday, April 16th. Ireland again
dominated the proceedings. One as-

pect of the Irish character was illus-

trated by Sir THOMAS ESMONDE, who
presented a petition against conscrip-
tion by fivo hundred inhabitants of

Ballindaggm ; another by Mr. MAC-
PHEHSON in his story of an Irish sixteen-

year-old who had camouflaged his age
in order to go on foreign service. It

makes one wonder if the authorities
would not have obtained
better results from Ireland
if they had posted up,

" No
Irish Need Apply

"
on the

front of the recruiting offices

and left the back door

open.
Mr. KING added two par-

ticularly fine mare's nests to

hisunequalledcollection. His

eomplaintof the "inexplicable

persecutions" inflicted by the
British Government upon a

philanthropic Serbian lady
called POPOWITCH, who had

gone out to Malta to aid refu-

gees, was countered by Mr.
BBUCE with the information
that thewoman wasaGerman
agent and a very dangerous
enemy to this country. Of
another of Mr. KING'S ques-
tions, vividly describing the

horrors of a Home Office

camp for Conscientious Ob-

jeetors, it was stated by the
UNDEB-SECKETABY that itwas
" inaccurate from beginning
to end." To this Mr. KING
brilliantly retorted that it was
human to err.

Still a little doubtful of the

Government's sincerity Sir

EDWABP CARSON neverthe-

less announced that he would
low so many ancient monuments, has

I Hardly had Mr. HEALY concluded a consent to be put under the control of

spared one pillar of the British Cousti- caustic analysis of some of the pro- the Nationalists, or even the Sinn

posals in the Bill particularly the I Feiners, rather than come under thetution the doctrine that if a difference
of opinion arises between the amateur
and professional heads of a fighting

conscription of the clergy -when the
House was half-delighted, half-startled

service the amateur stays and the pro- i to hear Sir EDWARD CARSON deliver
fcssional goes. General TRENCHARD, j slashing attack upon the Govern-
late Chief of the Air Staff, has now

|

ment, declaring that by their secretive
retired into the limbo that temporarily

'

methods they were causing grave
contains Lord JELLICOE and Sir WIL- ! anxiety in Ireland and were playing
LIAM ROBERTSON. But Lord BOTHER- i fast and loose with both parties in that
.MERE remains, and all is well. The country. The Nationalists, with Mr.
enemy possibly thinks it oven better,

j

DILLON at their head, could not contain
The discussion on the Military Service

;

their joy at seeing their ancient foe
Act chiefly turned upon the abolition of i join forces with them. Once a,<;ain

exeiiii) ions and the reconstruction of they were Irishmen all, and all "agin'
tribunals. A good many Members the Gov'mint." Sir GEORGE CAVE with
shared Mr. ANIIERSON'S (iisinclination

j difficulty got a hearing, so instant were
to give a blank cheque to the MINISTER

;

the cries for "
DUKE," but eventually

domination of Germany.
A grave but determined speech from

the PRIME MINISTER, who declared, on
General FOCH'S authority, that we had
as yet lost "nothing vital," wound up
the debate ; and the Military Service

Bill passed its Third Reading by 301
to 103.

Wednesday, April Ylth. On its arri-

val in the other House, most of the

Peers seemed to look upon it as a dis-

agreeable medicine, to be swallowed

hastily and with a wry face. Lord
SALISBURY was concerned at the mys-
terious connection between Conscrip-
tion and Home Rule, and, betraying a
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"Ml! MRS. nUGGINS, WOK AT THAT SHKKT OP YOURS I
"

"YES, WHEN MY SOS WAS 'OMB *E 'ADS'T 8LEP1 IN A BKD LATELY AND 'B FORGOT TO TAKE 'IS SPUES OFF."

hitherto unsuspected acquaintance with

the opinions of tho British working-
man, averred that Labour cared little

for Irish aspirations. Lord CUEWE, as

a matter of personal taste, would have

preferred Homo Rule first and Con-

scription a long way afterwards. The

exemption of the clergy aroused the

wrath of His Grace of CANTERUDRY,
who assured tho House that the de-

mand for it had not come from the

Church Militant of England. Lord
LAXSDOWNE was doubtful about Con-

scription for Ireland. Not long ago this

might have sealed tho fate of the Bill.

But since he took up tho role of polite
letter-writer the Peers no longer tremble
at his frown. Lord DERBY expressed
his confidence in the patriotism of many
of the Nationalists and prophesied that

Ireland could and would repair the

wastage of the present battle.

Thursday, April 18<7t. The House
of Lords passed the Military Service

Bill. Lord DUNRAVEN, as " a very ardent
Home Ruler," produced the most in-

genious excuse for his countrymen's
unwillingness to fight that has yet been
heard. Ireland had been contaminated

by the British refugees who had fled to

that country to escape military service.

An equally ardent Unionist, Lord
BERESFORD, did not altogether agree.

Irishmen's refusal to cnlisb was simply
due to "funk" not their own, ho it

understood, but that of the British

Government, whose policy towards
Ireland for the last ten years had

brought them into contempt.
Tho Commons heard with anxiety

that Sir DAVID HENDERSON had followed

General TRENCHARD into retirement.

Lord ROTIIERMERE, however, still re-

tains the confidence of Mr. BILLING.

With feelings akin to horror I read

Sir HEDWORTH MEUX'S charge, that tho

Government, by limiting tho importa-
tion of steel, were ruining the corset

industry. Is Britannia to he deprived
of her bulwarks at a time like this and
become as amorphous as a German
Haus-frau ? It was comforting to learn

from Sir ALBERT STANLEY'S reply that

the Government had no such sinister

intention ; and that Sir HKDWOHTH, a

little out of practice in the niceties of

navigation, had " missed stays."
The House held its breath while Sir

ALFRED MOND recounted his intrepid
adventures on the roof of Westminster

Hall, hut was less impressed by his

statement that tho method of repairing
it was so ingenious that " Members
would wonder where the money had

gone." That is no novelty in Govern-
ment expenditure.

THE GOLDEN GUT.
WHEN bronchials are blocked or

We get that graveyard cough,
How do you manage, Doctor,
To stave our questions off ?

Is it those golden pince-nez
And that portentous nod

That silence so enhance ? Nay,
1 've tried them ; yet it 's odd

That nothing but a series

Of failures falls to me
If, irked by awkward queries,

I try your policy.

Then teach me what I lack, Sir,

That I may meet tho eye,

Say, of tho District-Taxor,

And, smiling, put him by ;

Nor fear, tip-toeing bcdward,
To find HER with a light

Demanding sternly,
"
Edward,

What kept you late to-night t
"

It "s not that I 'd deceive them ;

But, oh I that I might find

Your secret out and leave them
Unanswered but resigned.

The Milk Problem Solved.

"POCKET DAIRY, 50 cent-;."
" liert'Mt

"
(East Africa).
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AT THE PLAY.
THE NAUGHTY \\'IIT.."

sisting tho adversary, but giving way to

his pressure that ho may tho better t.rip

Hilary Farrinyton, possessed by that
j

him up and confound him. Tho couple

craving for solitude which is apt to have not left tho house one, second be-

occur with married literary artists, pro- fore he has collected a house-party on

posed to run down for the night to his tho telephone his wife's uncle (a pre-

couutry bungalow. It was a lucky late) and an enterprising widow who lias

mischance for us that ho forgot the just been thrown over by tho philan-

au exhibition of moral jiu-jitsu : not re-
1
miserable till their shame and discom-
fiture were past bearing.
To give him so perfect a holiday

somebody had to bo butchered, and
Miss GLADYS COOPKK bore the sacrifice

with a noble patience. The third party
in these m&nages is seldom heroic, but
Mr. STANLEY LOGAN accepted his

ridiculous situations with such bravado
little despatch - case containing the

|

dcrer. A moment more and he is off: as the caso admitted. Miss ELLIS

manuscript of his now creation and I in another car at express speed for the

bungalow. Arriving in advance of thohad to return for it,

should never have had
otherwise we
this delightful elopers, ho has just time to light the

play. Ifor he is just in time to learn lire, make the placo beautiful will

that his wife is about to elopo
that very night, her intention

being confirmed by a letter

that comes prematurely into

his hands a letter composed
on traditional lines, bidding
him farewell and ending with
" Yours faithfully."
There is no scene. On tho

contrary he at once adopts tho

attitude of a marl complaisant,

actively and altruistically com-

plaisant. Her happiness is his

only consideration. Has she
selected the right man to run

away with ?
" I must be satis-

fied about this other fellow,"
he says ;

" he must bo worthy
of you." Is she taking enough
pretty frocks with her ? Pretty
frocks are an essential stimu-

lant on a honeymoon. Ho
enumerates several that he re-

members as having been worn

by her on particular and ro-

mantic occasions ; makes her
maid bring them out and pack
them in a largo trunk before

his eyes. (Incidentally I com-
mend this device for introduc-

ing on the stage more costumes
than could possibly be worn
by any one actress within the

time-limits imposed by tho

curfew). Her maid, too, must
go with her, not for the sake
of appearances, but to enhance the

j

flowers and prepare a succulent meal

lady's comfort. Nor will he hear of ! for their greater content.

LOTHARIO COHNEKED.
Nora Gail Miss Ei.us JKFFUKYS.
Darrdl McKniglit Mn. STANLEY LOGAN.

Hilary 1'arringttm Ml!. ('HAIU.KS

JEFFHEYS, as a forward-fighting widow
who knew tho man she wanted and
meant to get him, however damaged,
was irresistible, and nobody grudged

(or envied) her the triumph-
ant recapture of her spoil. I

must add that Mr. HIONETT
made, as usual, a very admir-
able man-servant, and this

time in circumstances which,
as you might guess, demanded
a more than usual discretion.

The play whose title by
the way is not very satisfac-

tory, for it is the wife's head
and not her heart that gets
loose is written by Mr. FUED
JACKSON,

" elaborated and re-

vised" by Mr. EDGAR SELWYN
and "

produced
"
by no fewer

than four conspirators. Its

scenes profess to be placed in

New York andLong Island, but
there is nothing American in

it except a few cocktails and
an exotic phrase or two, as
when tho lover, outwitted by
the husband, complains more
than once that " he 's putting
something over on us."

In ease the title, or the im-

pression conveyed by a crude
outline of the plot, should ex-

cite falso hopes, I feel bound
to say that even the scene
where you have three adjoin-
ing bedroom-doors in constant

operation was handled with
remarkable decency. O. S.

her suffering the inconvenience of a

long night journey in a stuffy train.

He will placo his bungalow and his car

at the disposal of the runaways.
All this, which is of course contrary

to tho rules laid down for outraged
husbands, is most embarrassing to the

wife; also to the tcrtium quid when ho

punctually appears to fetch her. But

they must needs accept the scheme of

Paradise which has been sketched for

them, since the only alternative ia a

revolver-shot which will send tho lover

to the "place where ho belongs."
We are not left long in doubt of the

serious purpose underlying this ap-
parent complaisance. Hilary is giving

What follows is more on Palais Royal
lines (with a difference in favour of the

proprieties) ; and though tho play is

alsvays kept going it cannot quite pre-
serve the freshness of its opening irony.
In the end, after taking some very sport-

ing risks, Hilary wins for the angels.
Mr. CHARLES HAWTEEY'S perform-

ance as the husband was extraordinarily

piquant. I have never known him to

show a keener interest in his work. I

did not pretend to tako seriously bis

lapses into solemnity, but they were

very rare ; and it was a pure delight 'to

watch him laying himself out to give
these two the time of their lives, and in

Clerical Evolution.

From a church notice-board :

"A special service tar men is held in this

Church on Sundays from ^.30 to 3.30.

Subject next week :

The Missing Link,'
The Vicar."

" Tho Grove in Overtoil Park presents a V,TV

attractive aspect, with the clusters of golden
]' '-ITU'S on which convoys of birds feed noi:-ihv'

Dominion (New Zealand).

With these super-submarines about one
cannot be too carcfuL

"Tho hog production campaign now bring
carried on in Western Canada is already
achieving good results, and by November next
thero should bo a heavy supply of port for

export overseas." Financial I'cifer.

the process making them more and morej To o shipped in hogsheads, of course.
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ON RE-READINC "BARCH ESTER TOWERS.'

IN days when ISellona less madly
The v. heels of her ehaiiu! drave,

To you, Father Antlmiiy, gladly

My doggerel homage I gave;
And again iinrniitrollably yearning

olaeo in desolate hours
J find a brief respite in turning

To liinrJiffiti'i

]lo\v good lira the \voiiion, hens various,
i unfold !-

The feudal \fisThorne; theffregarioua
Ami uinialili) Hlniiinr I.

Mir.. V/''T///</,damiUess (.hough dowd\ ,

With fourteen young ravens to feed,

Who managed lo melt ]\frx. I'ruiitlif,

So great was her need.

Mrs. I'mmlii', of course, is prodigious,
A terror to friends and to foes,

Ambitious, correctly religious,
Yet leading iior lord by the nose;

Very far from an angel or jewel,

Very near to a feminine Pope,
And priceless in waging the duel

That smashed Mr, Klopc.

And who would not willingly linger
With you, O Xiynont, who twirled

Bound the tip of your white little linger
Staid clerics and men of the world !

Commanding the spells of a Circe ;

Bewitching, though crippled and

Redeeming your malice with mercy
And playing the game.

The clergy Tractarian, Erastian,
Low Churchmen you faithfully

paint
Reveal to our view no HKHASTJAN,
No martyr, and hardly a saint

;

Though perhaps, by so freely discarding
Preferment and riches and fame,

The guileless and good Mr. Uttnliiitj
Is worthy the name.

You looked upon country and city
With kindly and tolerant eyes ;

You never set out to be witty,
Though seldom you failed to ho wise

;

You wore neither ornate nor elliptic,
But most unaffectedly shrewd,

For the art that is consciously cryptic
You strictly tabooed.

Your outlook is certainly narrowed
To lives that are never sublime ;

Our hearts are not haunted or harrowed
With desperate anguish or crime ;

Bat u mutual trust is for ever
'Twist author and reader maintained,

And we know all along we shall never
JJu wantonly pained.

Tailors on Horseback !

"The L'hauc.- of the Cavalry. To -

ardiso Woiiii-ii's < limns.". Duili/ J'

Hill L(llllJ{ti> imjmrl:nt ri':iu- ,,t in tilt villagrl. "1'l.EASr, SsIK, WUCLJJ VOU KINDLY SKiN
THIS YEBE PAI'EB X)H THK BUOAU? I'VE OUT TWO PI-UM-TKEES AND SIX GRANDCHILDREN
AND I WAST8 1O MAKE 'EM INTO JAM."

More Mystery Guns.

'Navy cannonade in A)

Daily Graphic.

Where 's your
" Fat Bertha " now ?

' This catacomb of men massiicred iu use-
less losses will have a great repercussion in

Germany." Proi~incial Paper.

Unless the German Government, with
its usual foresight, has arranged to

dispose of them in hecatombs.

Sir, I wish, with your kind permission,
lo draw attention to a ' White Elephant

'

sale

to bo held next Wednesday , under the auspices
of the Society for the Pn-vontion of Cruelty to

Animals. . . People having more animals
Shall they can feed sufficiently should
their existence more painlessly ended."

r in I'ruriiicifil

Personally, wo put all our White Ele-

phants out to grass long ago.

"For Sale. A Uark Bay Whale 15-1 Avo
years old in good condition."

Bombay Chronicle.

Dark Bay is a notoiiously good piece
of water for small whale fishing.

" Will Person who took by mistake from-
's, Manchester Street, Bag containing

tank book and trousers, and other papers,
please return ?

"
Liverpool Echo.

Have wo, like the Germans, como to

paper clothing already ?

" At a Texas port, the largest wooden ship
ever built has been launched just five months
after the keel was laid. . . She is equipped
with tripe expansion engines of 1,450 horsc-

powir.'' Yorkshire Ei'enintj 1'ost.

An ingenious adaptation of the internal

combustion idea. But what will happen
when the skipper orders "all lights
out

"
?
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"DORA" AND THE IMPRESARIO;
OR, CUBFEW MUST BE HUNG To-Nionx.

LONDON'S sun had set as usual o'er the house-tops in the

"West *

Weary ploughman at Stoke Poges had attained their well-

earned rest ;

But the toilers of the city hlithely passed from work to play

And with ardour unabated strove to turn tho night to day.

On the margin of tho joy-tide stood a man whose cheeks

grew white

As his stern companion murmured, "
Curfew must be rung

to-night."

" But my new revue," ho faltered, pointing to a gilded dome ;

" Underneath my humble roof-tree mirth and beauty have

their home ;

Colour sets the drab world glowing, music weaves its magic

powers,
Art and nature toil together to improve the darkling hours.

Art is long and life grows longerwhen the day renews its light

Where the mystic lime effulges. Curfew can't be rung

to-night."

Cold her eye and cold her accents as she bade his prating

cease ;

" You forget there is a war on ;
these are but the toys of

peace.

Duty at the root of pleasure striketh with remorseless axe

(Nay, I mean the moral duty, not the entertainment tax).

Light and fuel must be rationed ; we can only win the fight

By retirement on the home-front. Cur/cw must be rung

to-night."

"Yet in times like these," he pleaded, "human nature

needeth cheer ;

What refreshment for the war-worn in the subtle contrast

here,

Where the problem-stage rehearses dramas of domestic strife

And the movie holds the mirror upside-down to actual life.

Would you chain the luckless Briton, in humanity's despite,

To his own depressing fireside? Curfew can't be rung

to-night."
" ' Fireside ?

'

Nay, the private coal-box will be rationed

too," she said ;

" He who does his daily duty should be glad to crawl to bed ;

Work of national importance leaves no morbid lust for play ;

Stern necessity compels us whither nature points the way,
England now expects, nay, orders, every man and Eng-

land's right
To fulfil his measured slumber. Curfew shall be rung

to-night."

"Dora" turned with stately footsteps, strode within the old

church-door,
And her strong hands grasped the bell-rope worn by

Norman hands of yore.
Far across the roaring city tolled the curfew long and loud,

Sending awe and taxis flying through the gay, unthinking
crowd.

"
This," he muttered,

"
is the limit. Freedom 's in a pretty

plight ;

Summer-time dictates our rising Curfew now is rung at

night."

From" his plain official ball-room at the Babylon Hotel
Came the lynx-eyed Coal Controller, grim and grimy sentinel.

Not an echo broke the silence of deserted street and square ;

Not a Palace doorway glimmered, not a taxi waited there;
Not a reveller belated trespassed on his soul's delight
As he rubbed his hands and chuckled,

"
Curfew has been

rung to-night."

NOTES FROM AN IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN DIARY.

Sunday. It is no use being an Emperor unless one can
act as an Emperor. These great words wore doubtless
used by one of my illustrious ancestors and have therefore

certainly contributed to tho glory of my House. It is

absurd to suppose that I am constantly to place myself at

the beck and call of a person like tho German KAISEH. I

intend to act independently, bo the consequences what they
may. At present conditions in Austria are of the most

alarming nature. Have ordered Count CZEKNIN to make a

peaceful speech, and in the course of it to hint as broadly
as ho can, without actually saying so, that the great
obstacle to peace is WILLIAM THE WABHIOB so they call

him at Headquarters. I hope to be with him when he
reads CZEENJN'S speech, and shall much enjoy seeing him

rage and bluster. Ho does this kind of thing every day,
but nobody cares. Have also written a letter to my
brother-in-law, SIXTUS, which he is to show to the French
PRESIDENT. In this letter I have expressed the greatest

possible admiration for the French, and have pledged
myself to support the just claims of France as regards
Alsace-Lorraine. This letter, of course, will come out, and
we shall see WILLIAM squirming more than ever. The fact

is I cannot become fond of WILLIAM, hovvtvjr hard I try.
He thinks I worship him. Eeally he is the vainest creature

in the world. ;

'Monday. CZEBNIN made a peaceful speech to-day. As

regards Alsace-Lorraine he said there could be no discus-

sion on that point and no concession. There will be some
fun when my letter comes out.

Tuesday. Told CZEBNIN I could not agree with him as

to Alsace-Lorraine. He asked me whether I was in favour
of restoring the provinces to France. I told him not to be
too inquisitive, but to go on making peaceful speeches in

the meantime. They effect nothing practical, but create

an impression of reasonableness which serves to distinguish
us from the Northern barbarians and their tinsel Emperor.

Wednesday. Such a game! My letter to SIXTUS is

published in full in all the foreign papers. Telegrams have
been pouring in. One in particular came pouring in from
Berlin. It wanted to know whether I 'd really written the

letter. Replied that I really had, but not in the form in

which it was published. Two words were misspelt so as

entirely to alter the sense of tho letter. WILLIAM said he
was coming to see me. Let him come.

Thursday. CZEKNIN furious about my having written

the letter. Told him he must resign, which he at once

did, though he declared that he agreed with every word I

had written. "Why so angry then?" I asked him.
"
Because," he answered,

" Your Majesty did not consult

me as to the writing of that letter." Begged him to withhold
his resignation till he had had time to telephone to Berlin

that the letter was a forgery.

Friday, There is still a great to-do about the letter, but

the official view is that it is a forgery. The Big-wigs in

Berlin are furious. If it gives them any pleasure to think

that I forged my own letter I do not wish to stand in their

way. However, I did say that the French claims to Alsace-

Lorraine were just, and that I would support them.
CZEBNIN has resigned again, and the Berlin Bogeyman is

threatening me with a visit in Vienna. Shall not encourage
him to come. Have thoroughly enjoyed myself during this

past week and have still a few surprises left in the basket.

CZEKNIN keeps on resigning, and the Berlin Wonder sticks

fast to the telephone. How I detest that man !

NEW TITLE FOB THE EMPEKOB OF AUSTRIA. His Epis-
tolic Majesty.
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Officer (in charge of transport train). "HB'S NOT DOING VEIIY WELL YET. STILL EATINO HIS BUG, TOO."

Tommy. "YES, SiBp'E ALWAYS DID. Birr 'E'S BETTEB NOB 'K wus. 'E SPITS OUT THE BUCKLES NOW."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of ,Learned Clerks.)

THERE is a genial, let 's-all-got-together atmosphere about
.1 /.'r n)/; of Remarkable. Criminals (CASSKLL), written by
Mr. H. B. IRVING mid dedicated to Mr. E. V. LUCAS, that

may go far to reconcile you to a society whose collective

character it were gross flattery to call dubious. Certainly
Mr. IRVING has assembled as rare a gallery of rogues as
ever figured in tlio Chamber of Wax Horrors, with this

difference, that while the art of the late Madame TUSSAUD
could do no more than show us the candle-hued counten-
ance of crime, here you have it analysed with a subtle and
highly skilled appreciation. Of the interest of the book

i-an be no question like torture it simply teems with
it ; nor need you feel qualms about such a leaning towards
low company after the statement in the Introduction that
TENNYSON and JOWF.TT once talked into the small hours
on the engrossing theme of murders. One agrees with
Mr. IKYING that this would have been a conversation worth

hearing. You will find material in plenty here, from the

life-history of CHARLEY PEACE, " the outstanding popular
figure in

nineteenth-century crime," to such amazing and
fantastic tales as the episode of the widow GRAB and her
" wounded pigeon." They are told with a dramatic effect,
and especially, as you would expect from such a source, a

chuckling appreciation of the grim humour that is never far

away from such sordid tragedies. Mr. IRVING reminds us in
his Introduction that even all the horrors of the present time
may in expert hands

" make very good reading for posterity."
lli> murderers may at least claim to have done so here.

I thought I did not quite like Miss CLEMENCE I)\N;:'S

introductory chapter to First the. Blade (HEINEMANN). It

seemed a trifle arch and artificial. On re-reading it after I
had finished the book I changed my mind, and I fancy the
main reason for the change was that I felt that so aston-

ishingly capable a craftswoman must be right and I wrong.
For here, believe me, is a littlo gem of a book. No story
to speak of; just a slight sketch of the childish and adol-

escent years of beautiful, sensitive, tender Laura. Vnle.iiline,

and handsome, admirable, stodgy Jli-in-i/ Justin Cloud ; a
broken engagement, and tho promise of a better under-

standing if ho comes back safe from the wars. I'.nt

I have never seen a more complete vindication of the
modernist preference for analysis and characterisation dis-

played through trivial incident; while a delicate perception
has enabled the writer to avoid anything like tho vain

repetitions or elaborated irrelevances of tho fashionable
ultra-realists.

.
It '& the kind of book, in short, that makes

a jaded reviewer, freshened by the first twenty pages of

it, promptly write his " Ex lil/ris
"
on tho fly-leaf and

settle down to enjoy himself immensely. . . . But if Miss
DANE were interned for the rest of her natural life I should

guess that her friends and acquaintances would walk easier.

Her penetration, though not unkind, is uncanny, disquieting.
Tho best bit of work that's come my way for manjta long
week. There must be a equel, please, Miss DANE. It is

absurd to think I have seen tho last of Laura Valentine.

Since DOROTHEA CONYERB is bold enough to place Tlie

Blighting of Bartram (Mirnn I:N) in some happy time
when Armageddon shall be a thing to look back upon, one
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may regard her story as yet another forecast of tho post-
j

Monroe County, suddenly decides to exchange her narrow
bellum condition of Ireland. It appears to be much us ii

was in tho beginning, or at least up till August, 1914.

Ugly little houses, full of dirt and inconvenience, will still

advertise themselves as " desirable hunting boxes
"

; there

provincial existence for tho strenuously unwholesome career
of an actress in a travelling company we know that she is

asking for trouble. But Miss Hail is a young person whose
ingenuousness is protected by a fund of pawky common-

will still be a vast quantity of muddled hospitality, more than < sense and a restrained gift of humour, and she survives her

enough brandy-and-soda drunk in remote country houses, experiences at least sufficiently to be able to recount them
some excellent sport after hounds, and an almost alarming to us in the first person singular. Naturally Miss Hallam,

quantity of horse-talk. These at least are the constituents , as she is now, falls in love with the leading man, and the

of The Blighting of Bart nun, which might more aptly discovery that he is already burdened with wives in excess of

have been called his uiiblighting, since it was a heart

soured by rejection that first drove BarIran Matjorybanks
to bury himself in Cahervalley, and its gradual sweetening,
under the kindly influences of fresh air and friendship,
that forms the argument of the tale. You will hardly need

to be told with what a cheery and sympathetic /est the

the legal ration causes no lasting estrangement, his tempera-
ment being such that a semi-platonic affection suffices the
needs of all parties concerned. For the rest Miss Hallam
has no particular difliculty in modifying her narrow and
censorious code of village morals to suit her new environ-
ment. That she should discard her village Iianc6, an

author carries through the treatment. Naturally the book impossible young prig, who asks her if she has grown
is one of character rather than developed plot ; and some of "less pure" because she suggests dining at a restau-

tlio characters are quite admirably drawn poor Quintan

especially, with his tragi-comedy of a lunatic uncle and

aunt, and the grim figures of

tho Lamberts, father and son,

drinking themselves to ship-
wreck. It is only fair to warn
tho pedestrian reader that he

may more than once find him-
self wishing that Mrs.CoNYEHS
would "cut the 'osses and como
to tho cackle" which she does

so well; but for the rest The

Blighting of Bartram may be

confidently recommended as a

homoeopathic remedy for the

blight ings of almost anyone.

Love's Burden (HURST AND

I'IACKETT), for all the merits
of its composition, leaves mo
with the vague impression
that something is wrong with
one of its dimensions, prob-

ably the fourth. At no stage
did I find myself particularly
excited, even intrigued, as to

the ultimate fate of Margot
Symes, a heroine so

and attractive at the same time,

equally lifelike Imogen WcstbrooJe,

rant, is inevitable, and indeed we have no difliculty in

appreciating tho sigh of relief with which she turns her
"

i back on Stroudstown, with
I its glass beads and ready-to-
'

wear suits, its scandalmonger-
ing and dreadful respectability.
But it is as a study of theatri-

j

cal types that The Toll of the

Road (LONG) chiefly com-

j

mends itself, and its author,

j

Miss MARION HILL, is to

be congratulated on having
handled her subject with an
artistic reserve which is all

too rare in novels dealing with

) the stage.

The Younger Branch (MEL-

j

ROSE), by Mr. G. E. S. Cox-

|

HEAD, is an account of soldiers

j

in tho making. Of these

|

" Sketches of a Cadet Camp
"

tho author informs us in an

introductory note that " the
basis of fact is present almost

everywhere, but the events

have been so coloured as to
well drawn as to be both virtuous render them essentially fictitious." For my own part I
:,,mo fimo The intervention of the could have done with a little less fiction and a little more

CUT AND COMB AGAIN.

MUMMY, BILLY AND ME 's
"
PLEASE,

WE'VE USED UP Air, YOUR COUPONS.
MORE ?

"

PLAYING SHOPS AND
MAY WE HAVE SOME

' a hot-house flower with
some of the unpleasant beauty of the orchid about her,"
did not stir my indignation as it should have done, and the
scene in Derek Mainland's Indian bungalow, where Margot
was decoyed at dead of night, gave me no real tin-ill of any
sort. Indeed, Miss MARGARET PETERSON herself dismisses
the last affair, in reality the turning-point of her story, as
a mere "social crime," and appears to wonder, as I did,

why Uncle Tom Symes, the district judge, carried on about
it as he did. And yet here are all the makings of a stirring
romance, with a touch of tho mysterious about it

; conflict-

ing emotions, plausible misunderstandings, turbulent events.
The theme of self-sacrifice is developed in a manner not

open to adverse criticism ; incidents follow in a sequence,
natural and dramatic enough; the style is quite sound and
there are no faults with the grammar; and yet I think
Miss PETERSON was not very closely interested- herself, and
that is why she failed to enlist my sympathy in the destiny
of her characters, whether in tho English family circle or
the wider life of India.

When the young and pretty schoolma'am of Stroudstown,

fact, for, although Mr. COXHEAD has a sympathetic under-

standing of boys, there is hardly enough stuff in these
disconnected episodes to sustain one's interest. The only
boy whose acquaintance I really made is Private Moore, a

youth so excellent that I fear he may have undergone a

drastic course of "
colouring." On tho other hand the

main idea of tho book deserves unqualified praise. So

keenly do the officers and boys of the camp carry out their

duties that even the war- weariest of us may find a tonic
in this record of freshness and enthusiasm. So good luck
to The Younger Branch.

" A HAKD-WORKED COUNTY COUNCIL.

Mr. Kuljurtson, Millficld, held that the Department should have
submitted something more specific for their consideration, and he
moved that they be asked to do so.

Mr. Robertson, Millfield, held that the Department should have
submitted something more specific for their consideration, and he
moved that they be asked to do so.

Mr. Robertson, Millfield, held that the have something more specific
for their consideration, and he moved that they bo asked to do so.

The Council agreed." Scotch Paper.

Perhaps they were getting a little tired.
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CHARIVARIA.
A < omii:si'oNi>i:NT writes to ask the

of tin- discoverer of Iivl.md.

Surely it, is rather late in the day to

ir\ to fix the blame fur llii-i.

A New York business mail has just
hern rejeeied l>y tlio United Slates

Army because he h:rs very short legs.

\Ye understand tluit tlicy arc so short

that (.hoy only just reach the ground.

On inquiry about the alien who was
found on the top of a railway engine at

Huston wo learn that ho got up there

>id the crush.

All the University seats, it is

announced, will ho contested 1>\

Labour Candidates at the General

Election. Some of them, we un-

derstand, have already arranged
for a couple of days off to pick

up a dead language or two.

Further investigation has been

made into the story of the match-
box seen in the Strand last week,
and the latest evidence points to

the fact that it was empty.

"During the Indian conspiracy
trial in San Francisco," says a

message,
" Earn Singh shot an-

other Hindu prisoner and was
in turn shot by an American
officer." The failure of learned

counsel for the defence to pop a

iiolli>
]>ni!i<'(]iti

into the U.S. mar-
shal was solely due, it appears,
to tho instantaneous production
of tho Court's gun.

Tho Emperor of AUSTUIA, it is

stated, has deported his wife's

mother as the result of the peace-
letter affair. Monarchy is not

without its privileges.

ports our contention that coolness com-
bined with a certain amount of a/nnnlun

'

is necessary for success in any business.

A I'Yeneh scientist, predicts that,

o\\ing to tho advatu-eof science in food

manufacture, there will bo no n>

cultivate tho land in tho year .'!()()().

Allotment holders are said to bo now

very chary of breaking up new ground.

An ess;ivist having suggested that no
man can become an efficient Member of

Parliament until lie has had twelve

months' experience, it is rumoured that

an Irish M. P. is to ask (J .input

complaining that the change will mean
a complete readjustment of their price-

It is evidently untrue to say that the

Germans have no sense of justice. A
Herlin men-haul who was wrongfully
execute' I for murder has been g:

a freo p.irdon.

According to l)u'. J'nii . thic-

poloyixi-lifi Mniiiit.-,' iin/t there is a short

i age of husbands in Germany. The

leading anthropologists attribute thi-

iicy to the War.

Cigarette queues .ue report "d from

various parts of the country.
There is a suggestion that (lie

I

use of tobacco in this industry
should be further diluted,

Ashanti, it seems, has a s\ stem
of food control. Missionary ,

it

is understood, can only be pur-
chased with the fourth coupon.

" It is not tho intention to ap-

point an Ambassador to Russia,"

says Mr. BALFOUB. There is

talk, however, of sending out an

exploration party to find out just
where Russia lias got to.

Butter and margarine are being
washed ashore near Scarborough.
A nominal charge of one coupon
is to bo fixed by tho Munici-

pality for the use of its bathing-
machines.

Railway travelling is likely to

be restricted to people engaged
on bond-fide business, and many
aliens are now walking about

trying to make a noise like com-
mercial travellers.

"CAN'T YOU 'l-HUY 'IM UP A BIT? CUBPEW 'l.l. UK
IN 'AKP A TICK. AND IP THE PEOPLE DOS'!

SF.i: ME THEY'LL SEVER FORGIVE YOU."

It is expected that the Government
will shortly be given an opportunity of

purchasing Covent Garden Market for

one million pounds. In that case it is

to make it illegal for a man to sit until

he has had that experience.

A branch of the Royal Mint is to be
established at Bombay, but the police

possible that the place may be taken as :
in Great Britain are still very severe

t he nucleus of an annexe for a Govern- on people who try to open up similar

little businesses on their own.ment Department.
': '.:

Greater strictness is now observed
about the prohibition of weather re-

poris, ;ind the public has to fall back 1

on its own observations as to what
sort of weather we are having.

Alter stealing a motor cycle and a

side-car from King's Cross Station, an

ex-police-constable complained of its

dirty appearance, and stood by while
i

the pound, instead of nine hundred and
a railway porter cleaned it. This sup- sixty. Bond Street milliners are already

An Infant Prodigy.
"Wanted Mothrr's Help

woman by birth), a^e, between 18 ami -2'. l>,

take charge of little boy of 19 months and

help with girl of 7 months who has a daily

governess." Church Times.

Under the new Decimal Coinage Bill

"K.xaminiug about six men, all of whom
had been examined last summer and rejected,
doctors of the board accepted thirty-three for

regular military si-rvire, twenty-two for special
or limited military serviee and rejected six

only." -Yew York Times.

All K

I,AXD GEDDES ought to borrow it.

. -

CHABMK CHAI-I.IX as we recently :

SomeUl ;
, ike a , COIllb."

stated, expects to be called up for n-JL-. ,-,-u* * u
military service in June. Nevertheless

there is no relaxation in the Govern-
ment's efforts to press forward with the

Man-Power scheme.

there will be one thousand fart hings to ! produced the following :
-

Jones Minor, being instructed to para-

phrase from Hichnnl II.,

NV.io doth tho heavier -,it

Where it perceives it is but faintly borne."

"Carefully dot's a heavy pi-r-*iii sit down
when he *< only a fragile seat."
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THE LIQUOR OFFENSIVE.

To THE IRISH NATIONALIST MEMBERS.

ON that supremo and fateful night
When Erin's sons were asked to fight
For what she holds profoundly dear,

How was it you were nowhere near?
Where then was DlLr.ON, lank of limb,

And where the plump but doughty Tin ?

Why did their presence; not occur

Within the lines at Westminster,
To meet with Gaelic club and targe
The Saxon foeman's furious charge
The extra charge that BONAU LAW
Imposed on beer and usquebaugh ?

Ah ! you had gone and left no trace

On softer business at the base,

Pressing your countrymen to burke

The call that honour might not shirk ;

Sitting, to suit your private ends,
In counsel with the KAISER'S friends,

Sinn Feiners, sworn in Freedom's name
To compass Freedom's deadly shame ;

And that strange priesthood who re-

hearse

The creed of Christ yet lay their curse

On such as dare to strike a blow
At Christendom's most felon foe.

Such were the claims, I understand,
That drew you to your native land

By blood and other local ties,

But oh, I ask you, was it wise?
Was it a happy thought to leave

Upon the Budget's punctual eve,
And waste your gifts of tooth and claw

Running amok against the law ?

The DEVLIN knows
;
but I, for one,

Deem that the thing was not well done.
For Irish hearts, if rumour 's right,
Are volatile as air, and might
At any moment change their views
On Ireland's grievances and choose,
In lack of likelier heads to break,
To fight the Hun for fighting's sake ;

Might even, while the mood is new,
By way of practice start on you
You who deserted duty's post
When men of weight were needed most.

Indeed, my DILLON, it was risky
To waive the rights of Irish whiskey,
And in these parlous days of drought
To make no stand for Irish stout.

O. S.

"Over 2,500 persons resident at North-
ampton have been awarded the Croix do to
make jam from, home-grown fruit."

Northampton Daily Echo.

We understand that the full name of
this elliptic decoration is the Military
Crosse and Blackwell.

"M. Clemcnceau had only one means of
proving that he hinfself had not lied : that was
by demonstrating that it was the Emperor
Charles who had sinned against the eighth
commandment." Observer.

Even if KARL is a thief we don't see
how it helps the argument.

STUDIES IN GERMAN WIRELESS.

(Slimving how they keep their spirits 1

on a potatoless day in the, German

Propaganda Department.)

AN American aviator, recently cap-
tured on the Western Front, expressed

great surprise at hearing that lie was

fighting against the < iermans. He had
been informed that hewas taking part in

a punitive expedition against the Mexi-

cans, and it was only on this under-

standing that he had consented to fight.
Had ho known that America was at

war with Germany, he would have re-

nounced his citizenship rather than
take arms against a nation whose
Kidtur he admires so immensely. lie

expressed the opinion that, from what
he had seen of Germany since last

Tuesday, the Central Empires were
much better provided with foodstuffs

than either America or Great Britain.

The crew of a British tank captured
near St. Quentin say that it is impos-
sible to obtain any volunteers for the
Tank Corps now, and men will only
serve in it on condition that they have
six months' leave after every journey
which they make in the tank. They say
that everybody in England wants peace,
and that the War is only going on be-

cause certain manufacturers in Ber-

mondsey wish to capture the sausage
trade. They expressed the opinion
that, from what they had seen, there
was obviously plenty of food in Ger-

many, and that the country was in no

danger of starvation.

The English continue to sacrifice the
Australians an'd Canadians rather than

expose themselves to danger. In the
recent fighting a whole battalion of

Australians was exposed to the full

weight of the German onslaught, while
in another part of the line an English
division was resting in a safe position
many miles behind the Front. Austra-
lian prisoners recently captured had no
real knowledge as to why they were

fighting, but thought it was something
to do with President KRUGER. They
expressed the opinion that Germany
had never been in a more flourishing
condition than it was now, and that
the food obtainable in Berlin was
marvellously cheap at the price, and
much better than it used to be before
the War.

A French soldier, taken prisoner in

the recent fighting near Noyon, said
that everybody in Franco was tired of
the War, and that it was only owing
to the threats and bribes of the British
that they continued to fight. He was
surprised to find that Germany was so

plentifully supplied with food, and ex-

pressed the opinion that the Central
I'owors could hold out much longer
than the Entente Countries.

An English soldier, recently captured,
expressed the opinion that from what ho
could see of it the German nation was
in serious danger of suffering from over-

feeding. He said that the English
were tired of the War, and only con-
tinued to fight because of the bribes and
threats of the French.

A Belgian soldier, captured last

Thursday, expressed the opinion that
the War would bo over by Wednesday
week. lie gave no reason for this

statement, beyond saying that from
what ho had seen of Germany in the
last twenty-four hours the country was
amply provided with food for at least

another three years.

The facts of the sinking of the

Spanish steamer San Sebastian have
now come to hand. It appears tbat
a torpedo belonging to His Imperial
Majesty the GERMAN EMPEROR was

proceeding in a southerly direction off

the coast of Spain, when it was de-

liberately rammed and sunk by the
San Sebastian. In the explosion which
resulted the San Sebastian, whose
movements all through had been very
suspicious, assumed the disguise of a
British submarine, contrary to Inter-

national Law, and submerged herself

without further warning. One of the
crew was picked up, and expressed
the opinion that the Central Empires
would undoubtedly win the war.

The recent naval engagement at

Zeebrugge gives some idea of the straits

to which the English have been re

duced by the destruction wrought
among their shipping by German
U-boats. It is now definitely esta-

blished that, owing to the lack of

merchant ships, the five Dreadnoughts
sunk by us at the entrance to the canal
were actually engaged at the time in

carrying cement to the British Army in

France, in order to strengthen the de-

fences there. A marine who was taken

prisoner on the Mole has confessed

that, from what he saw at that spot,
the food problem in Germany was by
no means so serious as had been sup-

posed. He was of opinion that the

War would be over by Friday.
A. A. M.

The New English.
' Count Czernin, adds tho newspaper, hon-

estly strivcd for peace." Daily l'ai>cr.

But his opponents controvo to defeat

him.
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A WAR CROP.

JOHN Bti,:,. "AREN'T YOU TAKING OFF RATHER MORE THAN USUAL?"
BONAH nn: KAUIIKI:. "YKS, SIR; THE MILITARY CUT, YOU KNOW."
JOHN BI-LL. "EIGHT-0!"
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Wife (reading Budget speech).
"

'. . . . WHICH WOULD JIAKI: 'IIIE NATION AT. DEBT FOR WHICH WE SHOULD BE LIABLE ,tli,85(i,000,000'
AND THERE YOU GO, SELFISHLY PUTTING YOUR FRIENDS BEFORE YOUR COUNTRY AND LENDING MR. ROBINSON THIRTEEN AND FOUHrEXCE."

COW CULTURE ON THE
WAR-PATH.

THE Stream Military, blue and khaki,
roared and jingled up the road, the

Stream Civilian scurried down the

road, and Marguerite oscillated between
the two. Daybreak was beginning to

pale the flicker of the guns, and in the
wan light we discovered Marguerite a

very lost, lost cow furtively tacking
herself on to the rear ranks of our

Sanitary Section.
"
Margy

"
(I don't know why we

named her Marguerite, of which Margy
was supposed to be an abbreviation)
clung to us with a forlorn tenacity.
She liked our biscuit and ration. The
Skipper suggested handing her over to

the Major ; but the Major just then was
far too busy piling bedsteads, linen,

crockery and crates of poultry on to a
farm waggon and tying his own cows
on behind. So Margy was to stay with
us. We would make her free of what
had once been the Cure's orchard.

Margy in return should richly supple-
ment our little stock of tinned " Ideal."

"
Cupid

"
was appointed cowherd.

He had once been a London bank-

manager and knew as much about
cows as a ploughman does about limttc

finance; all the same, as the result of

a short and melodramatic interview
with Margy, a custard graced our Mess
that very night, and we foresaw a

creamy breakfast on the morrow.
And the morrow found our Margy

dry. It appeared later that a neigh-
: bouring farmer, not yet evacuated, ha-J

;
conceived a proprietorship in Margy.

. There were some painful scenes.

The matter quickly resolved itself

into a silent but earnest duel between
our own Cupid (of the one part) and
the farmer and his house (of the other),
all experts with the stool and pail.
Sometimes our Cupid came into colli-

sion with one of the farm hands and
. by aid of a little palm-oil returned with
half a dixie of the Margy brand.

Sometimes the farmer or his wife were
lirst on the terrain (they arose at a most

unholy hour), and we had to fall back
on the tinned " Ideal."

And then suddenly one dreary morn-

ing the affair came to a head. Margy
was standing broadside on in the mid-
dle of the Cure's ruined lawn. Cupid
advanced upon her armed with a dixie

and his stool, an empty petrol can.

From the opposite side appeared the

farmer with his wooden pail. Almost

simultaneously the rival dairymen
sighted each other, and there was a

race for the unconscious Margy. Pail

and dixie met witli a crash under her,

and, galvanized into sudden and con-

vulsive activity, she smashed Cupid's
spectacles and put the end of a muddy
tail in the farmer's mouth.
What might have been the effect of

the threatened fray upon the future of

|

our relations with General Font 1 dare
not think and I shan't try to, for at

this jur.cturc there came into view, half

in and half out of the dense stream of

refugees, an old man and his daughter,
in their Sabbath best, driving a herd of

cattle. The air was suddenly rent with
a shrill call. Margy, who had never

really taken to the name we gave
her, responded readily to the cry of

"Madeleine," and walked straight out

|

of the embarrassing situation. And
! that was the end.

"
Girl-; (4), smart, for Rolling in Stuff Ware-

house." Daily Telegraph.

But would they remain smart?
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MONEY TALKS.
"
WKI.I,," 1 said, fur his great honest

round brown face was looking very

disconsolate, "what's the matter'.'
'

" .Matter enough,
"
be replied.

" M \

ri'|iiilatic>ii
's gone. I 'in utterly dis-

credited. Things were bud enough I e-

I'nre I ho Budget, but now I'm done

entirely."
I low '.'

"
I asked.

" Haven't you rettd I IONAH LAW'S

speech?" he replied "the bit about 1

needing a three-halfpenny stamp
inslead of a penny onu '.'

"

I said 1 had.
'

\\'ell, then, how can you be

prised that I'm miserable? After all

I hese years of pride honourable l<

pride to be told that one is in-

competent, any longer
to carry on alone

and must have assistance."

"But war changes everything," I

said by way of comfort.

lie paid no attention to the remark.

"And what about Sir ROWLAND I lii.i,'.'
"

he continued. " How do you think he

would feel if he were alive to-day '?

Didn't ho work like a slave to got the

Penny Post'.' --he and me together?
And wasn't the Penny Post the glory
of the country? Now Penny Postage
has gone. The old proud boast is no
more."
"Hut there's not much difference

between a penny and a penny-half-

penny," I urged lamely, I admit.

He was indignant. "Oh, isn't there!"
he said. " That 's where you 're wrong.
A penny is a penny a great idea. A
single coin. You put your band in

your pocket, pulled it out and it did

all kinds of wonderful things for you.
Once. To pull out two coins isn't the
same at all. The penny was a great
servant ;

but it 's so no longer.
'

Penny
Postage'- there's a line phrase. A
Penny-halfpenny Postage that 's no-

thing. Lip till now, so long as you had
a penny for the stamp yon could set

machinery in motion all over the world,
between here, say, and New Zealand,
and you had the assurance that every-
one was going to toil for you first,

the man who collected your letter from
the box

;
then another to sort it

;
then

a third to drive it to the terminus,
where a train was waiting to carry it

at full speed to the port ; and there a

great ship was getting up steam to

hear it across the sea ; and at the other
end more men were all ready to deal
with it faithfully and swiftly so that

your friend might receive it. That 's a

fine record. That 's what I used to

do for you. Just myself.
" And now I 'm told I can do it alone

no more. Mr. BONAK LAW has decided
that I 'm too old and too weak, and only

"YEW MAUK MY WORDS, MBS. PlPSQt;i:AK 'K 'l.L UK CATCHKI), THAT THKItK PKOFIT-

KKKIN' BI'TCHF.R o' MINK, SUHK 'xon.ii.
'

ci!ARr,i:s MK THK BAMK FOR MKAT AS IF I

'ADN'T GIVKN 'IM xo COUPON FOR rr."

by leaning on my son can I serve you
'

in future."
" Your son ?

"

"
Yes, the halfpenny. And that 's not

all. A penny no longer buys Titc iJtiil//

iiph. For years and years it was

my privilege to put anyone who was

willing to part with me into possession
of all those vast sheets covered with

adjectives and advertisements. But
that 's over too. It takes two of us to

get a Telegraph now. And where-'s

your Penny Pickwick ? Gone. Pro-

bably costs a shilling to-day."
"It's the War," I said again.
"Oh, yes," he replied,

"
I know all

about that. Kverything is put down to

the War. But what I say is that

Mr. Pioxui L.vw is no statesman, no
Chancellor. The first rule of finance is

to take care of the pence and the pounds
will take care of themselves. And he

hasn't taken care of the pence at

any rate, not of the pencie's feelings.

He 'a offended us. There 's plenty of

ways of getting more revenue without

slighting the penny and making him
feel small."

' What do you suggest '.'

"
I asked.

' Why not tax cats ?
"
he replied.

"The string orchestra m:ide a v

choice in the audaute from Gounod's Heine
do Saba,' and Tschaikowky Valse, Opus 48

playing also the Dvorah Htimorcsque
'
in

apiiiiling style." Sydney Daily Telegraph.

That there is a misprint in the epithet
is obvious ; but what we should like to

know is whether the missing letter is

an " e
"
or an "

1."
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METEROLOGY.
CALLING on my friend Mayson to

drag him out to the allotments i found

him Iving prostrate on a settee in his

study. Normally a cheerful, dapper
little man, his aspect was miserable,

his clothes were dusty ami grimed, there

was a black mark on his chin and a red

scratch on his nose.

"Good heavens! you've been in an

accident '.'

"
I cried.

In reply Mayson handed me a brace of

letters. They were from his gas com-

pany and his electric light company;
they told him his maximum allowance

of heat and light : they warned him of

the consiMjuoMcos (,<> himself should his

household exceed that allowance ; they
advised him earnestly to take imme-
diate readings of his meters and to

repeat the precaution regularly.
" You will observe," said Mayson

bitterly,
" the cynical audacity with

which these letters imply that the

householder is a reckless consumer of

gas and electricity. Remember the

attitude of gas and electric light com-

panies before the War. My own gas

company was always circularising me
with reminders of how I could use
more gas. I ought to have gas fires in

my bedrooms ; it was a reproach to me
that I had no cheery blaze in my hall.

As for the electric light company, it

never let me alone. I ought to make
toast with electricity at the breakfast

table, to curl my hair with electricity
in the bath-room, to light my cigars
with electricity and to keep myself cool

with an electric fan.
"
Whenever, in the old days, I com-

plained of my gas or electric light bills,

the companies sent supercilious envoys
to tell me that I consumed only half as
much as any of my neighbours. Never
was one of those fellows known to enter
the house without conveying the accu-
sation that I was a niggard whose cus-
tom was not worth having. Have you
read your meters yet ?

"

"
No, I can't say that I have. I don't

even know where they are."

"Of course you don't,"he cried. "Gas
and electric light companies are not
such fools as to stick meters up in the
hall, where you could watch them like

barometers, or against the dining-room
mantelpiece, where you could hear them
ticking like clocks. Meters are always
purposely hidden in the most inacces-
sible corners of the house, in places
where you can only find them by either

crawling or climbing. In nine homes
out of ten the only people who know
the lairs of the meters are the children,
who come upon them when they play
hide-and-seek.

" When I received these menacing

letters I went to read my meters. I

found the electric light meter crouching
in an obscure angle of a cupboard under

the stairs. No one ever guessed it was
there until this morning ; we never use

the cupboard except to shut the cat in

it during air-raids. I had to crawl

in on my stomach, with a lighted candle

in one hand and a pencil and a piece
of paper in the other. The meter has

no fewer than five faces, or dials, or

whatever they call them. I took read-

ings of a sort from the dials, wrote

them down in that horrible position
and crawled out. Then I couldn't make
head or tail of my readings and had to

crawl in again ; and I still do not under-

stand the rotten little dials. According
to my reading I have consumed over

a thousand units since Ladyday. If

that 's right they won't fine me
; they 11

shoot me in the chill dawn.
"Then when I could move my limbs

I went to read the gas-meter. I found
it perched up in a sort of bird's-nest

under the ceiling of the coal-cellar

you know the coal-cellar of an up-to-
date house like this, a cubicle eight feet

long and three feet broad. A maid

brought the kitchen steps ; there wasn't
room enough for the steps to be strutted

out. I climbed them and began to read

the meter ; the steps collapsed and I

fell on the coal."

Mayson rose, dusted himself, sur-

veyed himself in a mirror, removed his

black mark and tenderly dabbed the

scratch on his nose.
" I '11 tell you something I 've dis-

covered, though," he ended morosely;
"

it may interest you as a householder.
In addition to their five offensive little

faces your gas and electric light meters
each have another smaller face. If

you look at the instructions upon
' How

to read meters
'

on the consumption
record card that the companies always
hide behind the meters (why can't they
leave that in the hall, anyway?) it tells

you not to bother about the sixth little

face ;
it remarks that the sixth face is

only for the company's guidance. Shall

I tell you what it is ? It is a wonderful
invention that tells gas and electric

light companies the amount of your
bank balance and how much you can
stand.

"
No, thank you, I won't come to the

allotment. These letters say that the
householder ought to take daily read-

ings of his meters. I 'm saving my
strength for to-morrow."

" Reward Bs. 50. Stolen from ' Hill View,'
Madhupore, a silver model yacht, 2 ft. by 2 ft.,

in which the German Kaiser sailed for East
Africa in 1908." Statesman (Calcutta).

WILLIAM has swollen a bit since those

days.

BATH.

(1 1'itii grateful acknowledgments to the

anonymous but urbane author of
"Bath in llixton/ innl- Social Tradi-

tions," tlio latest and one of the best

books on the subject.)

FAIK city, though KING BLADUD and
his story

Is largely wrapt in mythologic mist
And legends of your fame in ages hoary

Arc scouted by the sceptic annalist,
One century at least of crowded glory

Inspires a recent genial eulogist
And prompts a humble rhymer to re-

hearse
Your merits in a piece of jingling verse.

I pass the Eornans, businesslike in-

vaders
;

Of their enduring traces he that runs

May 'read -elsewhere ;
I pass the Saxon

raiders

And tales of mediaeval monks and

nuns,
Of leper hospitals and mud-bath waders,
And hurry on to Beaux and Belles

and Buns
;

Your palmy days, me jitdice, began
In the Augustan period of QUEEN ANNI:.

The men who planned and built your
noble Abbey

Well earned the homage of a sacred

bard,
Yet in your golden roll it would be

shabby
Your minor worthies wholly to dis-

card
;

And though your Bun, now sugarless
and flabby

And highly-priced, is sadly shrunk
and marred,

The first compounder of its rich delight

Ought not to pass into eternal night.

Of your great trio, ALLEN, WOOD and

NASH,
ALLEN, Maecenas-postman, leaves me

cold
;

He had not one redeeming vice to clash

With his array of virtues manifold ;

But lie was patriotic, for his cash

Freed WOOD'S majestic genius, sane

yet bold,

Until a new and gracious city rose ;

And Nash was far the finest of the

Beaux.

At least this meed of praise must we
accord him,

That he restrained the mutinies of

Mode ;

That WESLEY was the only man who
floored him

;

That order was the essence of his

code ;

That bullies feared him, that the poor
adored him,

And, though in age a thorny path he

trode,
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GIVING THE FOE HIS DUE.
"SO I SEZ, TO COMFORT 'Eli, 'WHY, TIIOUUH YKR 'UgBASD IS INTERIM 1), HKIXC A 'ORR1HI.1: '<'v VKT I Ml'ST BAY 'K I'll) MAKK GOOD

SAUSAGES W'EN 'E LIVED OUR WAY.' "

For many a year none could his seat

disturb,
Mounted on Folly ridden on the curb.

\Vhut famous names, what episodes
romantic

Are linked with yours in Clio's sacred

shrine

Ere piety pronounced you Corybantic
And seaside bathing compassed your

decline !

" SHEUKY
"
and SIDDONS, HANNAH the

pedantic,
FIKI.DING and WALPOLE how your
annals shine!

Immortal JANE and HEHSCHEI.L, count-

ing bars

And drilling fiddlers and discovering
stars.

Yet even when your vogue was slowly
waning

Rich sunset splendours lingered on
the scene,

When Sultan BKCKKOHD in your midst
was reigning

And lending you an Oriental mien ;

When D'AitHLAY, loyal to her haunts

remaining,
FA tolled your beauties varied and

serene ;

When in the Octagon men heard MAC IKK

And L\NSI>O\\N teams rejoiced in

"W.G."

Fashion may veer; the elegant and

witty

Light come, light go may scatter

far and wide,
But still the terraced colonnaded city

Stands proudly by the silver Avon's

tide,

And scenes that move to wonder, praise
and pity,

Touched gently by the hand of Time,
abide ;

Still, O immortal Bath, you wear your
crown

Fresh in your beauty, old in your re-

nown.

Head-Cover.
"The officer in command kept his heart ;unl

cleverly ordered his men to keep behind it as
'. it moved forward." Daily 1'aper,

BANK AUAUIAMATION.

Louden, Feb. '2

A Provisional Agreement has been concluded
for the Amalgamation of the London County
and Westminster Bank and the I'arrs Haul:."

( 'fi/ltm Obserrei'.

We infer that the sub-editor of our con-

temporary is an Irishman.

"There was a large gathering present at

Christ Church, (lalle Face, last night, when ;i

well trained choir gave a pleasing rendering of

ang's -A HMIUI of ('raise.'
"

Time* of Ceylon.

'. But we doubt if it will permanently dis

place MENDELSSOHN'S.

Many of the soldiers had with them Mush-

ing brides from the Old Land, glad to get to

a country where comparative peace reigned.
Fresh-looking lassies with the tinge of Knglixh
primrose in their checks, wire full of :i

on their first sight of the Colony.'
"

i 'nniulian /Vi/-.

Let us hope the lassies will regain their
Their irill to win let Bosches bawl

As loudly as they choose ;

When once our back's against the wall complexions when they have recovered

'Tis not our wont to lose. fnjm tlie voyage.

"The Food Ministry is threatening to mo\c
against the shopkeepers who give more than
the 'coupon weight." That may be very \\ell

but surely better arrangements are needed
to deal with an excess of perishable goods.

Why not let them be spn-ail <>\cr the cus-
tomers." Sunday Pictorial.

In the case of margarine this might lead

to unpleasantness.

" The meu are cheered up, too, at times by
little ceremonies such as that upon which I

chanced this morning. . . The MIII shone on
uniforms made to look almost spick and span
on prancing, glittering Staff officers."

Dnilij I'aper.

To such lengths will our Staff go in

their praiseworthy efforts to improve
,

the moral of the troops.
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.Nurse. "You 'UK A NAUGHTY GIRL AND I'M SURF, you AKEN'T WELL. I SHALL GO OUT AND GET YOU A POWDER."

OF COLD."
(miking). "WELL, I HOPE YOU'LL HAVE TO STAND IN THE coo FOK HOURS AND nouns AND IIOUP.S, AND CATCH YOUR DEATH

CURTAILED RAIMENT.
MALE relations with more garments

than they can wear out are assets in

these days.
I have acquired, or perhaps inherited

by Salic Law, as it were, an under-
stood right of seizure over the cast-off'

suits of my sister Mary's husband,
Arthur by name.
He is an outsize for length, and dis-

cards from his weakest suit as soon as
the least spot of grease, say, appears
on it and impairs its 'peacli bloom;
hence many a useful pair of culottes

has fallen to me, requiring but three
inches to be taken off each leg to be

ready for my installation.

A very choice thing in shepherd's
plaid carne to hand in this way last

Friday, just as I was preparing for my
bi-weekly visit to town.

" These would have been the very
thing for to-morrow's bazaar," I re-

marked to my sister Elsie. "
Absolutely

without a blemish that ordinary mortal
could discover. I suppose you couldn't
cull the usual three inches of! the legs,
could you, dear? Think how pleased
the Vicar would be."

" It 's a tailor's job."
. "The job was made for the tailor,"

I said, "not the tailor for the job, un-

fortunately, in these days. They 're

all too busy trying to keep up with the

new development in Air Force uniforms
and other war-winning efforts. None
of them would promise to do a simple
thing like this under a week."

I wandered into the kitchen, where
another sister, Marjorie, was weaving
a custard.

"I suppose you've noticed a pair of

shepherd's plaid trousers on a chair in

my room ?
"

1 said. -

"
Yes, very choice," said Marjorie.

" Arthur 's getting quite sporting in his

old age."
" I suppose you couldn't dock the

usual
"
No, indeed I couldn't," Marjorie

interrupted.
" 1 'm cooking all the morn

ing, and I "ve a meeting in Wingbury
this afternoon."

" Then I must wear these to-morrow,
whiskers and all, so that 's that," I said.

I was disappointed in my usually
helpful sisters, went to town in an

unhappy mood, and had a thoroughly
bad day's sport among my editors.

But Marjorie cheered mo up when I

got home. "I've a surprise for you,"
she said.

"It's been a perfect day of 'em," I

replied rather testily.
Then the truth dawned on me.
"Perfect flower of sisterhood," I said,

" the bazaar will be a success !

"

I rushed up and tried the trousers

on. As I sallied from uiy room I met
Elsie.

" I repented," she said,
" as soon as

you 'd gone, and without saying a word
to anyone I Oh !

"

" There 's one advantage about living
in the country," I said as pleasantly
as I could

;

" one can always wear
knickerbockers."

" Gentleman wants some Shooting, Rooks,
Rabbits, Wood Pigeons, or anything."

Yorkshire Krcning Neics.

Would Huns do by any chance ?

"
Speeches of welcome and gratitude were

delivered by representatives of four different

Jewish organisations in Jerusalem, to which
Dr. replied eloquently in Hebr w. ."

Evening l'ai>cr.

We deprecate the insertion of the pound
emblem as being needlessly offensive.
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.

DRAKE'S WAY.
. ST. GEORGE'S DAY, 1918.

ADMIRAL DRAKE (to Admiral A'/.TK.S). "BRAVO, SIR! TRADITION HOLDS. MY MEN SINGED
A KING'S BEARD, AND YOURS HAVE SINGED A KAISER'S MOUSTACHES."
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j

boxes
"

weve made of British cement Colonel WILL THOBXK be even spoke
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, imported cid Holland. And now down disrespectfully of the Rule of Three,

Monilnji, April 22m?. The bigger conies Sir ERIC GF.DDES to admit, with- and amid delighted cheers from below

the 1 kulget the smaller the House,
j

out a trace of compunction, that we '

the Gangway be described the financial

When the CHANCELLOR OF THE Kx-
1

have been directly supplying the Ger- shortcomings alluded to by Mr. SAMUEL

cHK.qi'KK asked last year for a trifle of
'

mans with cement, not by barrels but as a legacy from the method adopted
700 millions Members were so anxious in shiploads. The port of Zeebruggelby the present Prime Minister at the

to hear him that they filled the iloor is positively congested with the stuff. I Ministry ofMunitions. Even his official

A srccKSTioN

and brimmed over into the

Galleries. Now when lie lias

increased his demand to H42

millions all the Nationalists

and a good many British

MiMiihi-rs preferred to make,

holiday.
A> ii was, the long list of

increased taxes met with little

protest. An increase of a shil-

ling in the income-tax and

super-tax was mitigated by
the announcement that in

future the small taxpayer
would be entitled to get a

rebate of twenty-five pounds
for a wife as for a child.

Lest the growing tendency
to bigamy should he encour-

aged by this concession the

CHANCELLOR made it clear

that it applies only to one

wife at a time.

Wo are to pay more for our letters,

our cheques, our sugar and our tobacco.

The duty on this last commodity is

now so high that the CHANCKLLOB said

that "in importing tobacco we are

almost importing money." The report
that in order to save tonnage he him-
self now fills his favourite briar with

Treasury Notes soaked in nicotine so

far lacks confirmation.

Members made full use of their oppor-

tunity to advertise their own financial

fads, but as they rarely agreed with one
another, little effect was produced. The

Luxury Tax of twopence in the shilling
was generally approved, and Mr. BoxAH
LAW'S astuteness in leaving to a Select

Committee the invidious task of decid-
j

ing what is a luxury was much admired. !

The oddest statement in the debate
came from Mr. J. H. THOMAS, who
declared that nothing was more likely
to discourage our soldiers than the

knowledge that whilst they were fight-

ing we at home were piling up a debt
of which they on their return would
have to bear the burden. Mr. THOMAS
lias visited the Front and ought to

know ; but this is the first time I have
ever beard it suggested that our brave
defenders in Flanders are losing their

sleep for thinking of the ever-growing
National Debt.

Tuesday, April 23n7. Within the
last week the Government issued an
elaborate document proving conclu-

sively that there was no truth in the

allegation that the German "
pill- ;

the burden. "J

THE Lrxui;v TAX COMMITTEE.

The debate on the Budget proposals
was resumed by Mr. HEKBKHT SAMUEL.
The principal merit of his speech was
that it drew from the SECRETARY
OF THE TKEASUBY a reply that in

candour and iucisiveness reminded one
of the late Sir JOHN GORST'S utterances

from the same bench. Mr. BALDWIN
lias no conventional reverence for per-
sons or principles. To the horror of

chief did not escape altogether
scatheless, for Mr. BALDWIN

casually observed that the

Luxury Tax "
mi^ht not have

occurred to a professional
economist." But for all that

his speech gave valuable as-

sistance to the Government,
since it showed that the

Treasury has, at any rate,

one watch dog with a very
eilicient bark.

\Vi'ilncs'.ltin, April 24th.

The word Ottoman still sug-
gests a rather pleasant languor.
From Lord NEWTON'S racy
account of his negotiations
with the Turkish envoys over

the exchange of prisoners
wo gathered that they were

charming fellows, ready to

talk about anything but the

business in hand, and par-

ticularly about a mysterious ailment
called the " barbed wire disease," sup-

posed to be rampant in British intern-

ment camps. But they had only the

vaguest notions of the number of their

British prisoners and showed no desire

to part with them. At last an agree-
ment was reached, but it took four

months to ratify, instead of a few hours,
and how much longer we shall have to

wait before it is actually carried out
no wise man will venture to prophesy.
To have a reputation as a humourist

is often embarrassing. Major HUNT
was doubtless quite serious in asking
whether the efficiency of the War Cabi-

net might not be improved by including
in it one or two persons with a practical

knowledge of war. But Mr. BONAR LAW
said that was "a difficult conundrum,"
and even the Scottish Members laughed.
Yet is the suggestion really so ridicul-

ous ?

Personally, I thought it much more

amusing to learn that among the 1,800

high-mettled racers who are allowed to

consume 13 Ibs. of oats a head every

day solely, as we have been assured, in

order that the breed of horses may be

maintained no fewer than 228 are

geldings.
It was a bad day for those persons,

whether landlords or tradesmen, who
have been taking advantage of the War
to feather their own nests. The former

Lima uiu Knowledge uiab \vnusi tney were -n u L i i ii T

fighting we ut home were piling up a debt of
< wl11 be prevented by the Increase of

whir'h they on their return would have to bear
\

Kent Bill trom turning out their exist-

ing tenants in order to accommodate

SKKTCHES FliO.M THK FRONT.

(" ru/s ne poisons fits
"

scriei.)

First (Jiinitn: "THE GIRLS TURN OIT
THESE SHELLS FOB US VERY PRETTY. "

Smixil ditto (i/loomili/t. -YES; BUT LOOK
AT THE DEBT IT'S PILING UP AT 11OM1:.

'

["Nothing.'' declared Mr. J. H. THOMAS,
'was more likely to discourage our soldiers

than the knowledge that whilst they were
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atlluent, (iothapholirs; while, under the

l''niid i'rolits liill, tradesmen will no

longer be able I" extort
tbpoiandB

of

IK
in IK Is fmi M tin Mr customers in the com-

fortable knowlidge that at the w<n,t

they could not. In: lined more tli.m B

liundred pounds.

Thunday, April X><h. Mr. li

is, of c:<nirse, an adept in putting qU68-
tidiis to which no answer is dcsiralile <>r

perhaps desired. .i ffOpOt of a consci-

entious olijcrlor who had boon ordered

to find work lift) mile-; away from his

home, ho inquired sontcntiously,
"

\Vliat.

dift'eronci! does geographical distance

make to a conscience'.'" lint no one

made llioohvions reply that as "absence

makes the heart grow fonder" it may
have a similar ettect upon tlio con-

joience.

it is not easy to reconcile Ministerial

Qtterancea regarding the recent (ierman

"pusli." At Question-time Mr. M.\<--

1'iiKKsoN, in explanation of the despatch
of voting soldiers to tlio Front, said,

"This crisis cnmo on like a thief in the

night." A little later Mr. Clirurim.L,

orihing the wonderful work of the

Ministry of Munitions in making good
the losses of material, observed that the

Gorman offensive had opened a month
later than \vo had calculated, and con-

sequently our reserves were correspond

in^ly larger than they would have

been.

The lost guns, tanks and aeroplanes
had all been more than replaced; the

stores of ammunition had been com-

pletely replenished ; and at the same
time munition workers had been re-

leased for the Army at the rate of a

thousand a day. These results were

largely due to the wonderful work of

the women, who turned out innumer-

able shells of almost incredible quality
1

.

On the question of cost Mr. CHITR-

CIHI.L, while reminding the House that

"no accounting, however strict, would

be any substitute for vigorous action

in the" lield," made a stout defence of

his Department. Earlier in the sit-

ting Sir WOHTHINGTON EVANS had ex-

cited derisive laughter by his remark

that " the Ministry of Munitions cannot

give away public funds," but he now
elaborated that daring postulate with

many striking facts and figures, and

confirmed the favourable impressions
made by his chief.

Our Pampered Livestock.

Wanted at May term. Cook to look after

one Cow and Poultry." Orkney Herald.

" There is often no accounting for the sudden
desertion of rookeries, but no doubt the birds

have a reason." Manchester (luardian.

We are at least confident that they
never leave without caws.

'

- -v *?'.."

Tummy. "NOW THKK, SERGEANT, WF. 'VK HAD A ROTTEN TIME, BUT DON'T VOr GKT Veil I!

TAIL DOWN."

Sergeant. "TAIL DOWN! WHAT YF.H MEAN? CAN'T A BLOKE HAVE TOOTHACHE?"

THE MOON-MAKEES.

(Friday Ni/jht's Dreams come (rue.)

I ALWAYS used to wonder when the

moon came shining bright

Why nearly all the little stars would

hide away so soon,

But now I know what happens, for I

dreamt it, Friday night :

The stars all join together in a ring,

and that 's the tnoon.

Up Windy Hill, dear Windy Hill,

I dreamt that fairies creep
To spread the eiderdowns of night
And croon the sun to sleep ;

And then, if no big wind 's about,

They let the baby stars come out.

On Windy Hill, dear Windy Hill,

Sometimes the wind grows strong

And sends the stars away before

They 've been out very long,

And soon the fairies might and main
Plot how to let them out again.

On Windy Hill, dear Windy Hill,

Their court the fairies hold,

And tell the stars how they may cheat

The wind upon tlio wold ;

" All rise together in a rim/
And be a Moon," I heard them sing.

" We shall not win the war with our

mouths." Daily CViroiiir/.-.

The FOOD CONTHOLLEK says we shall.

" Place hope and malt into a large pan and

add 2J gallons of water." Sunday Chronicle.

We fancy this must be the sanguine

recipe used for Government ale.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LXX1I.

MY DKAU CHARLK.S, Turn your eyes

away from our magnificent Front for

ii moment and give a

thought to your poor old

dog, Henry, now reduced

to watching merely, and
that from a little State

which lives in an almost
unnatural peace between
the angry nations.

Have you ever found

yourself stranded miles

from anywhere, reduced

to reading the medical ad-

vertisements at the end
of a sixpenny magazine''
If so, you will remember
tho artful writing of the

author whose business it

is to make you think you
are ill, and, however well

you may have been all tho

time, you will bring hack

to mind the insidious effect

of his persuasive overtures.

There is undoubtedly that

tired feeling when you are

called in the morning.
Yes, life docs seem a dismal
and sordid affair at Mon-

day'shreakfast-time. Food
has lost its attractions.

And again, are you quite

yourself just before the

evening meal ? When you
come to think of it, it is

borne in upon you that

you are not. Your liver is

not as it should be ; but

then, is it only your liver

that is wrong '? Are not
these small symptoms
signs of a general collapse?
Think carefully ; do you
not see spots where there i

are no spots to see ?

So it is true
; you are ill.

More than that, you are

very ill. Face the facts

and confess you are at

death's door. If the writer
didn't mean to use you as

a receptacle for his patent
drug he would have no dif-

eulty in convincing you,
in another couple of para-
graphs, that you were

dead, and you might as
well admit it and get
buried.

I have read many such articles, and
I think I trace the author's literary

style in the accounts we now read daily
of England's final and irretrievable

defeat. Charles, we have come to think

bitterly out here that it is all very well

being annihilated once or twice, but even
our own England has no business to go
on doing it every other day for weeks
and weeks. It is becoming a scandal

;

one must write to The Times about it.

THE GREAT SACRIFICE AND THE LESS.
It is little enough that we who live at home in safety can do to

compare with the sacrifice made by those who have given their lives
for their country. But we can at least give of our dearest treasures

;

and Mr. Punch earnestly appeals to the women of the United Kingdom,
the Dominions and India to offertheir pearls to be set in the necklaces that
are to be sold for the funds of the Red Cross Society. Their Majesties
the Queen and Queen Alexandra and H.R.H. Princess Victoria have
each set a gracious example by the presentation of a pearl in aid of our
wounded. A string of pearls from which one is taken for such a service
will gain in worth and lustre by the sentiment of sacrifice in a great
cause. Many women have given their pearls in honour of husbands,
fathers, sons or brothers who are fighting or have fallen in our defence,
or as a tribute to the gallantry of individual regiments. Gifts should be
addressed to " The Red Cross Pearl Necklace," to the care of one of the
foliowing London firms of Jewellers : The Goldsmiths and Silversmiths

Company, 112, Regent Street, W.I ; Messrs. Garrard and Co., 24, Albe-
marle Street, W.I

; Messrs. Tiffany and Co., 221, Regent Street, W.I
;

Messrs. Carrington and Co., 130, Regent Street, W.I
;
Mr. S. J. Phillips,

113, New Bend Street, W.I ;
Messrs. Boucheron, 180, New Bond Street,

W.I
;
and Messrs. Cartier, 175, New Bond Street, W.I.

and past the speech- making period
when the triumphal entry into Paris
was announced. They g about their

business methodically, these Bosch
gentlemen; there is no foolish reticence

or uncontrolled emotion
about them. The substi-

tution of Amiens for Paris
was easily and smoothly
made; after all, Amiens
is nearer to England, and
what is the good of hitting
a poor Frenchman when
In: is already down and

clamouring for mercy?
Ilerr von Schmidt here
had bought up all the

champagne in the place
and had a bath in it, about
the same time that the
KAISKB was telegraphing
to his aunts and cousins
to thank Heaven it was
all over and they 'd won.
What has gone down the

waste cannot come up
again, so Ilerr von
Schmidt left it at that

and went on smiling, giv-

ing us all clearly to un-

derstand that he hadn't

any use for Amiens either

for that matter. All they
were out for they had got ;

they had never meant to

win really, their idea was

simply for us to lose.

That had happened to an
extent passing their wild-

est hopes ; they had never
dared to hope that anyone
could be annihilated so

much and so often as we
had been in the first few
rnii uites.

So they went on smil-

ing, and I don't think there

is such a nasty thing in

the world as the smile of

a Hun when he is smiling
to order.

Our little company here
determined to bear up to

the last, and to keep up
prestige until we were led

away to slavery in hand-
cuffs. So, backed by tho

French and abetted by the

Americans, we were not
too gloomy about it in

public. It is a petty thing
to mention in such tre-

! mendous days, but we
And then it is brought home to us with scored a small success, you will be glad
a sickening thud that by this time there to hear. We caught the attention of

is probably no Times left to write to. WOLFF'S determined representative,
The German rejoicings began twelve and this is what lie caused to be pub-

hours before the Offensive, the idea lished about us in his private Press,

being to be well on with the festivities " We notice," he said with severe
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SELECTION DAY AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
Mi ml'i'l- t'/ ('lllllli'il,

" DON'T KKMOX K THAT Jl'ST YKT.'
1

and merciless pomp "we notice that
j

the British representatives' table at

the - Hotel makes a great show
of careless merriment even while their

national fate is being sealed onco and
;

for all. As NEKO fiddled while Rome
'

burnt, so they eat and drink and are

mrrry while England falls. It is even I

disgusting as well as tragic to see

them nudging each other in the ribs

and laughing fatuously, indeed noisily,
at their own inane jokes. But about
their jokes there appeared to be a forced

element and about their laughter there

was a hollow mirthless ring . . ."

We cannot remember who nudged
whqse ribs, Charles, but we admit to a

certain amount of gaiety at one par-
ticular moment. It was by way of

relief alter about a week of tension,
and you will bear in mind in our de-

fence that we had been labouring under

the impression that there was no British

Army left, except a few of those in the

rear, who were now floating about in

the sea. Our first intimation of any-

thing to the contrary was an official

communication to myself from my old

H.Q. It was marked "Urgent'' and
an immediate answer in writing was

required, it stated clearly and unmis-

takably the serious ditliculty which was

occupying the attention of our Stall'.

The bicycle motor, Douglas, which hud

been taken over by me in happier times,

bore the number 73737 ; the bicycle

motor, Douglas, handed over to my suc-

cessor, bore the number 73757. I'ntil

this matter -was righted the condition

of the B.E.F. could not bo regarded as

satisfactory.
This communique was dated April 1st.

Had intercourse with the enemy not

been forbidden, I should have certainly

passed it to Herr von Schmidt, marked :

" For you, please, as I understand that
'

the B.E.F. and Douglas are now on

your charge." loon ever,

HBNBY.

From the report of some school

sports :

"No records appear to have been created, or

broken. . . Long Jump, under 15. 1, Lewis ;

-'. Sharland ii. ; 3, Eowe. Time, 15 miiH.

4 sees." Provincial Paper.

The reporter has hardly done justice to

what seems to have been far the longest

jump on record.

"A variant reading gives to the K
words a slightly different form :

' Wliat have
I not done to preserve the world from these

horrors ?
'

If that is what he *uid the answer
is

'

Nothing,' and the argument is unaffected."

Daily Mail.

This testimonial to the K.USKU from the

journal which calls itself "The Soldiers'

Friend
"
has given us a shock.

TO ANY SOLDI KU.

IK you have come through hell stricken

or maimed,
Vistas of pain confronting you on

eartli ;

If the long road of life holds nought
of worth

And from your hands the last toil has

been claimed ;

If memories of horrors none has named
Haunt with their shadows your cou-

rageous mirth,
And joys you hoped to harvest turn

to dearth,
And the high goal is lost at which you

aimed ;

Think this and may your heart's pain
thus be lieal'd

Because of me some flower to fruitage

blew,
Some harvest ripened on a death-dewed

field,

And iu a shattered village some child

grew
To womanhood inviolate, safe and pure.
For these great things know your re-

ward is sure.

How India Gets the News.

"London, March 0. ... Wo brought
down three cuemy aerodromes and one of ours

ie mi-^inp.'' Peshairar Daily Xrirs.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Tlie GERMAN CROWN PRINCE and a German-Irish Expert.)

The Crown Prince. Do you know, my fine fellow, that I

am pretty nearly fed up with all this Irish teaching that I

am going through ?

The Expert. Your Royal Highness will come to it in

time; and it must bo remembered, moreover, that I am

acting as your teacher only on the express orders of your

All-Highest Father and Emperor, whom may God have in

His keeping.
The ('. P. That is what you are always telling me.

The !'. It does not become any the less true by being

repeated. It is the wish of His Imperial Graciousnesa that

you should bo ready at a moment's notice to take your

place as Viceroy of Ireland, and for that purpose His

Majesty desires that you should be steeped in the Irish

manner of thinking, speaking and acting, so that you may
be acceptable in the eyes of your subjects. I am the man
whom His Majesty iias selected to instil Irish lessons of

all sorts into you, so that in obeying me you obey your

glorious Father, and give an example of submission which

is very necessary in these days. Shall wo proceed ?

The C. P. All right ! All right ! Have it your own way,
but please cut it as short as you can.

The E. When we were interrupted I was endeavouring
to explain to Your Highness the true nature of what is

known as an Irish bull. Generally speaking, the Irish bull

does not involve any reference to an actual bull, that is to

say, to the kind with horns on his head and four legs
of the usual description. It is the combination of two

manifestly incongruous ideas which yet have a certain

measure of congruity, as when one would say,
" There is a

fire raging; we will stamp it. out by directing water upon
it." Does your Royal Highness follow mo ?

The C. P. Not only do I follow you, but I also precede you.
The E. Bravo, Your Royal Highness, bravo ! You have

yourself composed a most brilliant bull.

The C. P. Sometimes, when I am in the humour, I can

compose quite a lot of such things. At Verdun, for instance,
I used to do twro or three a day.

The E. It is wonderful to think that in the midst of your
glorious victories Your Highness could find time for such
strokes of wit, which show that we are not the brutal bar-

barians imagined by our enemies, but 'that we have time
for the higher things of the intellect. Civilization must
profit by such an example.

The (j. P. Let us now proceed to the next subject.
The E. The next subject, Your Highness, is the use of

the expression, "Bejabers." Colloquially this expression
is of the utmost importance. It is composed of the Gaelic
root "bej," meaning "passionate," and "abers," meaning
"trees"; so that when an Irishman says

"
Bejabers

"
he

is unconsciously indicating that he is equivalent to two or
more passionate trees, the implication being that, unless his
wishes are attended to, he will allow himself to become a

passionate forest, in other words :

that he will be passionate
many times over, and will refuse to be responsible for the

consequences.
The C. P. Really that is very interesting. Is it invented

by yourself ?

The E. Not entirely, Your Highness. Professor Grand-
schlager claims a share in the discovery, but I may say
with truth that I invented the greater portion of it entirely
without aid from anybody.

The C. P. Let us call in one of the Irish prisoners and
ask him what he means when he uses the expression
"Bejabers."

The E. I have already tried that, Your Highness, and

the thick-skulled fellow denied that he ever used such an

expression or know what it meant.
The- C. P. Is there anything further to-day?
The E. I had thought of taking Your Highness through

a short excursus on the expressions
" Arrah

"
and " Faix."

But Your Highness has made such brilliant progress this

morning that we may permit ourselves to postpone these
and other matters until to-morrow. Only a little more work
and Your Highness will be a complete Irish scholar.

The C. P. Yes, I already feel bulls growing all over me,
and could say "Bejabers" forward or backward with the

greatest ease.

The E. I will report accordingly to Your Highness's
most gracious Father.

NIRVANA.
Tins tale of one named Peter Smiler Smee
(Not by his godpapas, but just by me)
This tale, this idyll, lighted up tho course
Of my official labours, and perforce
Rather to charm a chuckle than compel it

Pushed by the god of Gentle Japes, I tell it.

Oh, Smiler Since he served at sea, ho served at the doors
of hell,

At the stokehold doors where the white heat rears with a

strong grilled-stoker smell,
And Smee, as he swinked in the sweltering hive with the

dews of his anguisli pouring,
Said, '^If ever I get out of this alive it 's me for a job cold-

. storing !

"Ah, me pals may bawl for a ice-cream stall or a bathin'-

.
machine-man's job,

An" there 's some that 's yellin' for grotters to dwell in,
. with lilies around their nob ;

But my idea of a flowery path, my notion o' dissipation,
Is a sort of an anti-Turkish hath, which they calls refrigera-

tion.

"I shall spend me days in a dreamy laze, witli chilblains
blessin' me toes,

With a icicled brow where the sweat blooms now, among
butter an' meat 'ard froze ;

I shall end me days with a Jack Frost 'ead at a real ole
i reggiler 'oar age
O Lord, be good to a bloke 'arf dead an' put me in cool cold

storage!
"

To travel hopefully, said R. L. S.,

Is better than to arrive. Not so, I guess,
With Peter Smee

; nor him for whom, when starved
On swinish husks, the fatted calf is carved ;

Nor him who from the bottom of a queue,
Waiting for Cheddar since the evening's dew,
Achieves it after dawn

; but none there be
Who e'er attain like Peter Smiler Smee.
To whom indeed the Lord was good. For lo !

Filed mid the ice-men of a Cold Store Co.,
Under the name which his godfathers gave, he
Proclaims his past:

" Stoker discharged from

Navy..." W. B.

IN A GOOD CAUSE.
The Kensington War Hospital Supply Depot, to whose

splendid work Mr. Punch has more than once paid tribute,
has had the good fortune to be offered the generous services
of Miss KATHARINE GOODSON, who will give a CHOPIN
Recital in aid of its funds, at the Royal Albert Hall, on

Sunday, May 12th, at 3.15 P.M.
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Hostess. "I SEE YOU'VE GOT RID OP YOUR DOUBLE CHIN.

l-'riouL "\Viiy, LORD RHOSDDA, OP COURSE."

How SPLENDID! TELL ME WHO DID IT FOR YOU."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

. Miss E. M. DELAFIELD, from whoso former book, Zella

Sees Herself, I snatched an almost fearful joy, has now
turned the searchlight of her observation upon another

subject I had nearly said another victim. The War-
Workers (HEINEMANN) is, like Zella, a brilliantly satirical

study of a type here the energetic and successful worker
who becomes, if I may permit myself to say it, intoxicated

with elliciency. This was precisely the case of Char. Vivian,
Director of the Midland Supply Dep6t ; and as you read

of her devastating activities, her methods of routine,

and the sacrifice to duty that reduces all in contact with

her to a condition of self-accusing wonder, your mind will

no doubt supply a do/en possible originals for the portrait.

Compared with the too-energetic Miss Vivian, the rest of

the cast, mostly underlings from her hostel, are of relative

unimportance, though the varied characters of the girls are

excellently suggested. The great interest .of the book is

found in the spectacle of Charmian, confronted with that

most bitter of all unpalatable truths that no one is indis-

pensable. Altogether, the Director of the Midland Supply
Dep6t, whether in her official capacity welcoming and even

unconsciously making work in order to enjoy the pride of

mastering it, or as the rebellious daughter of a mother who
laughs at her with an exasperated understanding, is an

altogether human figure, well worthy to rank with Miss
DELAFIKLD'S earlier case. I confess to some curiosity over

the next work of this clever lady. There must, I imagine,
be a lively competition amongst certain feminine types to

escape an almost uncannily penetrating eye. I can only

hope that the next victim will provide analysis as enter-

taining as that of her two predecessors.

If my memory serves me, the first occasion on which I

hftd the pleasure of seeing Miss GKNEVIEVK WAHD upon the

stage was as Margaret of Aiijou in the Lyceum Richard III.

This seems already a great while ago; but I notice that the

record of the event (I mean, of course, the performance, not

my personal assistance thereat) comes well into the latter

half of the considerable volume called Both Sides of the

Curtain (CASSELL), in which this clever and fortunately
still active lady has set down her recollections. Naturally
the book covers a long period of stage history, as it follows

the progress of its heroine from grand opera in the fifties to

her latest memorable performance of the old Duchess in

The Aristocrat. Fate lias given a sad interest to these

final pages, since it is natural that Miss WABD should have

much to say about the manager and kindly friend whote

request brought her back to the stage at the St. James's

Theatre. Elsewhere you will find a host of anecdotes, the

gleanings of a long, strenuous and varied life. For one of

the strangest of these, the story of her romantic marriage,
we have the aid of Miss WARD'S lifelong friend, RICHARD
WHITEINO. There is neither space nor need to follow in

any detail a record that all lovers of the drama will cer-

tainly read for themselves. Its most sensational chapter is

perhaps that which relates the amazing fortunes of the play

Forget-me-not (" not exactly a perfect piece
"

is Mr. WHITE-
ING'S surely very charitable verdict upon it), over which
London and America poured out what rooms to-day the

singularly simple enthusiasm of the early eighties. I should

add that this very well turned-out volume is illustrated
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with a large number of photographs and drawings, for which
alone it would deserve a place in any theatrical library.

It is a pity that MARGUERITE BRYANT, in The Shadow on

the Stouc (METIIUKN), couldn't manage to be a little more
ilcfmito as to what Niel MemUth, tho man with the won-
derful eyes, wanted to do on the island of Mora with his

settlement and his formidably named International Society
for the Promotion of Racial Advance. A pity, because the

book is informed by a real sincerity and generosity of out-

look. But time and again, when I said to myself,
" Ah! now

we 're going to hear all about it," she floated away on a tide

of the very vaguest generalities. However Farr, the

financier and whole-hogging materialist, with his exquisite

country house, his gorgeous garden, his priceless chef, and
his private den "with rows of telephone bells"

rather overdoing it, I fear),

thought well enough of it as a

stunt to put in ten thousand

pounds, though this must have
been rather tight financing for a

project conceived on so grandiose
a scale. How stupendous quan-
tities of radium were found on

Mora, and how Niel, laying the

foundation stone of his enter-

prise, let his shadow fall across

it (which, it appears, always
means that the building claims

a victim), and how the victim is

(of course) the worthy Niel;
and bow Farr, the capitalist
with the cruel face, is led to

become all but a murderer, be-

cause of his conviction that

several tons of radium in the

hand are worth more than the

most admirable I.S.P.E.A. in

the bud, is all told, as I have

hinted, with a zeal of which the
motive remains a little obscure.

novel of situations, and if it was first published as a

Captain BASIL WILLIAMS has
written his Raising and Train-

ing the New Armies (CONSTABLE)
with an eye to America, and I

suspect to grousers in club and
restaurant nearer home. It is

a timely volume. The nation

going under. A copy should

THE PATRIOT ON THE RIGHT, WHO IS BOTH AN ALLOTMKXT-

HOLDEH AND VOLUNTI'F.U 1'RIVATE, SOMETIMES GETS CONFUSED
AS TO WHICH BRANCH OP THE NATIONAL SKHVICI! J1I-: IS

ENGAGED ON AT THE MOMENT.

not

von

feu illeton I can imagine readers waiting with palpitating
eagerness to discover what happened to poor Kenni'tlt and
dear Kathleen. Kenneth Driver, a kind of adopted son to
John Jialtimore (millionaire), fell in love at fourth sight
with Kathleen lliilgcway. He proposed with success, mid
then after a few hours' ecstasy discovered that Kiitltlem

was the daughter of the man who had ruined his father
;

indeed, Kenneth and Baltimore had been busy for years
trying to pay the rogue out for his turpitude. You will

gather that the course of true love over this country was
not very good going. Mr. MARK ALLERTON can be trusted
to keep your emotions at strain till tho happy ending is

reached. The book is for those who like an old-fashioned

love-story, and that is all about it. But if there is never a
of doubt that all will be well in the long run, we

'tiro, at any rate, given a good
long run for our money.

Beautiful and imperious all
'

American Society belles are im-

perious it is perhaps too much
to expect Virginia Keep to

i possess exceptional intelligence.
|

Not that Mr. EDWIN BAIBD
j

tells us in so many words that
his heroine is lacking in this

i

quality, but the mental equip-
ment of a young lady who,
upon hearing that her father

has been arrested for a murder

]

committed twenty-five years bo-

i
fore, promptly summons the

j
automobile and goes off to bribe

! the principal witness for the

i prosecution, can scarcely be re-
'

garded as complete. Later this

|

same young person accepts a

i job as Society reporter on the
local newspaper at a modest

I salary of two hundred dollars
'

a week without suspecting that

the emolument is in any way
excessive. The fact is that the
owner of the paper is her admirer
and chooses that way of supply-
ing her with pin-money. After

a half-hearted attempt at being
that can do this is

be sent to General
LOIUNGHOVEN ; it would enable him to make some more

j

is a slight story, but it is' told with that" bright if super-
deductions. Captain WILLIAMS treats his subject in an ficial deftness that makes the bulk of American maga/ine
orderly manner and has evidently had access to official fiction easy reading for a public that does not wont to bo
records and figures. It will always be good to remember
that five million men were with the colours before the

passing of the Conscription Act, a measure which so the

poor but proud, Virginia agrees to help the hero to spend
his millions. The Heart of 'Virginia Keep (WARD, LOCK)

emotionally or intellectually stirred.

A Sufficient Reason.

Extract from a letter from a native teacher explaining
his absence from school :

"Respectfully I hog to request that 1 am laid up and imaMr to

come to you. Doctor treated me with purgatory yesterday."

author judges on the evidence would not have been wisely
advocated at any earlier stage. He lets the public behind
the scenes to understand the scheme of Army organisation
and see the processes of training in a way that has not
been done before, nor has there been before presented such
a detailed story of the famous tanks. I surmise this book
to he an apologia for the War Office. And I fancy that,
like a discreet advocate, Captain WILLIAMS admits a few,.
light errors, omissions and strokes of bad hick that lie mav i

no"'"8 completion and there is likelihood that through Pa-s<

c,t-r,*r. 1,,'n ...'(in . +1,., .,.., "if 'i i , traflio Will commence about April 1st. Owing to tho shortage, of
his ClltlCS the nlore easily from seriously debatable I

romngstock , however, it is not likely that there will be more than

'A telegram states that tho work in connection with the last

portion of the railway from the Federated Malay States to Siam is

ground. one ^,iSSCi]gcr train each way till the war is over."

.1 Maid anil Her '.Money (HODDKR AND STOUGHTON) is a : There will be no trouble with season ticket holders, anyway.
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CHARIVARIA.
understand that, in order to

facilitate business, Oflicors in Govern-

ment Departments have been requested
in future to send in their resignations

up by the authorities in Australia. It

;i pp'-ars that members are not permitted
to blow up their employers' factories

with dynamite.

"
Aviation," says an lias

on Mondays and Thursdays only, be- 1 made rapid strides since the War and
tween 10.0 and 11.30 A.M.

!
aviators to-day run into seven figures.

"

That is nothing, however, to the nuin-

A police census shows that very few hers I hat our motorists used to run into

stout men are charged with bigamy.
Men with a double chin rarely lead a

double life.

in the tooting times of peace.

" Will dogs be rationed '.'

"
asks '1 Vic

rcniiii/ AV/cx. We are reliably in-

Wo are glad to note from an evening formed that rat cards are already in

paper that General KOKNILOKF is no the printer's hands.

worse for having been killed recently.

Wire-worm, we are told, can only be

Chickens recently sold by the (t.N.H. killed by the use of germicide. The
as unclaimed perish-
able goods fetched

2.S.GV. each. A marked
contrast to the fifteen

shillings or so that

one pays for one of the

imperishable sort.

At Newport a wo-
man has been lined

three pounds for try-

ing to set fire to her

husband. It sounds

wasteful, but firewood

is of course very ex-
1

pensive just now.

A pickpocket who
was sentenced to pri-

son at the London Ses-

sions was described

as " the King of Snuff
,

Takers." We under-

stand that imprison-
ment carries with it

loss of title.

Mr*. Macl'herson. "IT'S A GBAN' THING, MB. MCTAVISH, THAT THK MKESISTEU'S
NO COIN' TAE THE WAR AFTER ALL."

McTaviih (a frequent victim). "WEEL, I'M NO SO BUBE IT DOE8NA' AMOUNT TAE
ASSTSTIN' THK KSKMY. Foil wi' HIS METHODS o' DEALIN' \vi' WRANGDOERS HE WAD
HAE BKEN A 8A1U AFFLICTION TAE THK K.USER."

According to Mr. BONAB LAW the old custom of decimating these insects

his faithful subjects by calling all three

after himself.

Wer:!eiT-d recently to an appeal for

orchestral instruments for the Con-
scientious Objectors at Dartmoor. We
think every encourngt merit should be

given to them to get into the habit of

facing the music.

The German War Minister has called

upon the local officials to draw up a

public statues that can best be

spared. As most of the latter repi.

samples of the HOHKN/OI.I.KUN stock

the struggle between duty and pleasure
should prove a bitter one.

The proposal that the United States
and Ireland should be

amalgamated into a
"
greater Ireland" is

: to bo gaining very
fewadherentsinTrans-
al 'antic quarters.

Girls' clubs in Sus-

sex, says a news
item, are busy mak-

ing
" Noah's Arks."

This confirms the

opinion rife in cer-

tain quarters that the

present Man - Power
Bill will nofc be the

! last.

Amid all the com-

plaints of the darker
flour being used, one

thing has been over-

looked. Railway buns
made with this flour

do not so readily show

finger-marks, and less

time need bo wasted
in dusting them.

with a pea-shooterseems to bedyingout.
,

The Bexhill Council has decided to

replace the municipal orchestra on the

ground that it is composed largely of later." Evening Paper.

foreigners. A similar problem con- i

A Fast Bun from London.
" The present noou express to Norwich will

and arrive 1

nected with the visitors remains un-

solved.

"THE EMPIRE'S TRIAL.
MB. BOTTOJII.EX AT THE ALBERT HALL.''

Pall Mall G<K,

A new war-film to be released on 1 Too bad. Mr. BOTTOMLEY should write

gross amount of income brought under
review in 1916-1917 is estimated at

1,655,000,000. It looks as if some
of our theatrical stars have not declared

their full salaries.
*

Burglars broke into an East End
restaurant the other day and secured
a few pounds of black pudding. As no
oflicial explanation of this has been
sent out it is supposed that the burglars
did it for a wager.

Austria has been complaining that

she was not consulted during the pour-

parlers about the Ukraine. Austria
lias yet to learn that good little allies

must be seen and not heard.

We understand that the Independent
Workers of the World are extremely his grip. A couple of years ago he We should have thought his presence

annoyed with the petty attitude taken would not have hesitated to reward was indispensable.

May 13th is entitled " America is Here." to John Bull about it.

In justice to Mr. GEOKGE ROBEY it

should be pointed out that The Bintj

Jioys were here first.

The report that three new Rhine

Vicarious Surgery.
.

" Lieutenant , R.N., was largely re-

sponsible font section of the arrangements for

the attack, and would have directed them in
,

tlie person, but at the last moment loll desperatelythe
ft and had to ^ ltcd on ,or ^SdioiaiKAISER after the CKOWN PRINCE, HIN-
I[al)I , lly the- Lieutenant is making good pro-

lii-iil ffa liavn ripon nnmpil hvhi Klges have been name, by

DENBUita and LUDENDOBFK makes it gross, but his disgust at being kept out of the

clear that the ALL-HIGHEST is losing operation was extreme." Mnrning
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LETTERS FROM THE HOME FRONT.

May 4/i, 1918.

MY DEAR REGINALD, I was a little

surprised, though I endeavoured not to

be pained, at the total omission, in your
last letter from the Western Front, of

all reference to the new Luxury Tax. I

trust I make due allowance for what
I may call your local preoccupations;
but I am more than ever convinced

that our failures in the past have been
j

largely attributable to a narrowness of

outlook which allowed us to study the

interests of a particular sector of the

line to the neglect of the Front as a

whole. I have no doubt that the Tax
to which I have referred has not escaped
the attention of General Focn, but 1

had hoped that the effect of his appoint-
ment as Co-ordinator of Strategy would

have penetrated more appreciably into

all branches of the Service. In this

hope I have been disappointed, and it is

rather for your benefit than for my own
satisfaction that I now propose to give

you one or two examples of the fresh

strain that is about to be put upon the

fighting spirit of the Home Front.

I have long envied you the relative

simplicity of your wardrobe, which re-

lieves you every morning of the anxiety
attendant upon the choice of garments
to be worn for the day. Indeed I under-

stand that the same limitations apply
to your night

- wear ;
that not infre-

quently you are content to sleep in the

very clothes that you have worn dur-

ing the daytime. It may therefore be

difficult for you to appreciate the posi-
tion of those, like myself, who live

in residential chambers and are some-
times compelled to exhibit themselves
in their sleeping apparel in the public
basement, the resort of both sexes dur-

ing a nocturnal air-raid. The new tax

which menaces the higher grades of

silk pyjamas and flowered dressing-

gowns will bear very hardly upon such.

Again, I view with diffidence the
rumoured intention of the Luxury Tax
Committee to extort revenue from the
sale of golf balls. This I regard as a

grave error of judgment. I suppose that

nothing has disheartened the enemy
more than the high spirit with which
so many of our best golf-clubs have car-

ried on, showing a fine contempt for the
existence of warlike conditions. And,
to envisage the matter from the point
of view of national health and moral, I

can conceive of nothing more beneficial

to the tired war-worker than to spend
his afternoons if only some three or
four times a week on some suburban
course, or a Friday to Tuesday week-
end further afield.

Large numbers of my friends have
continued this healthy form of exercise

in preference to joining the Volunteers,
and they assure me that in the demands
it makes upon quickness of eyo, resource-

fulness, courage, self-restraint and other

soldierly qualities, golf is a true image
of life in the trenches. They are con-

fident that the experience they have

gained on the golf course, especially in

bunkers, will stand them in good stead

when called upon to join the colours

under the new Military Service Act.

I consider, therefore, that it is most
unwise to treat as a luxury what is

so essential to the development of the

manlier virtues.

There is talk, too, of imposing a con-

tribution upon cameras, one of the most

important industries with which Society
is concerned. If this should cause a

falling-off in the use of these admirable

instruments it will be a sad blow to

those who do good service by making
the faces and gestures of our upper
classes better known to the public. For
the masses cannot always find time to

walk in the park or attend race-meetings
in support of the maintenance of our

thoroughbreds. I fear also that such

an impost, should it curtail the enter-

prise of our photographers, might tend

to discourage among our social leaders

the more refined forms of war-work.
I have returned to this subject, dis-

cussed in a previous letter, because I

feel very strongly about it. Profoundly
as I disapprove of self-advertisement, I

have ahvays held the view that if any
woman of social position preferably
one who is connected, however re-

motely, with our nobility, old or new
is engaged in assisting at charity

matinees, visiting convalescent officers

or serving in a popular canteen, she

ought not in this democratic age to be

suffered through false modesty to hide

her light, so to speak, under a bushel.

I very greatly fear that the discourage-
ment already offered to our photo-

graphic Press by the notorious reluct-

ance of the smarter type of war-worker
to appear in its pages may now be

perceptibly increased by the proposed
treatment of cameras as a luxury rather

than a necessity.
But I have perhaps spoken enough

of the heavy calls that seem likely to

be made upon us here on the Home
Front. You will not imagine that we
allow them to distract our attention

altogether from other sections of the

righting line. I understand that you

j

are once more engaged in the defence

of Arras. I take a personal interest

in Arras. I can hardly expect you to

share it, as you have never seen the

place in its original beauty, and there-

fore it cannot affect you with the same
sentiment of association which I feel

for it, who spent an afternoon there

while on a tour through Franco (luring
the long vacation of my Freshman's

year at Oxford. Still, I hope you will

do your best to keep it out of the

enemy's hands, if only for my sake.

Your aft'ectionate Guardian,
O. S.

THE TIDE.

To THE ROYAL NAVAL DIVISION.

Tins is a last year's map ;

I know it all so well,

Stream and gully and trench and sap,
Hamel and all that hell ;

Hce where the old lines wind ;

It seems but yesterday ,

We left them many a league behind
And put the map away.

" Never again," we said,
" Shall we sit in the Kentish Caves ;

Never again will the night-mules tread

Over the Beaucourt graves;

They shall have Peace," we dreamed
"Peace and the quiet sun,"

And over the hills the French folk

streamed
To live in the land we won.

But the Bosch has Beaucourt now ;

It is all as it used to be

Airmen peppering Tliiepval brow,
Death at the Danger Tree ;

The tired men bring their tools

And dig in the old holes there ;

The great shells spout in the Ancre

pools,
The lights go up from Serre.

And the regiment came, they say,
Back to the selfsame land

And fought like men in the same old

way
Where the cookers used to stand ;

And I know not what they thought
As they passed the Puisieux Road,

And over the ground where FREYHKIJG

fought
The tide of the grey men flowed.

But I think they did not grieve,

Though they left by the old Bosch
line

Many a cross they loathed to leave,

Many a mate of mine ;

I know that their eyes were brave,
I know that their lips were stern,

For these went back at the seven
1

. 1 1

wave,
But they wait for the tide to turn.

A. P. II.

A Conundrum for Cox's Cashiers.

"REGULAR FORCES. SERVICE ISATI-ALICXS.

Leinster Regt. Temporary Lieut. -
,

from acting Captain (additional), to be acting

Captain while commanding a Company, and
from acting Capt. while commanding a Com-
pany to be acting Capt. (addtl.), and from

acting Capt. (addtl.) to be acting Capt. while

commanding a Company." Irish Paper.
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THE JUNIOR PARTNER AGAIN.
MKHMED (in Mesopotamia).

" WELL, I HOPE WILLIAM 'S GETTING NEARER THE SEA, FOR
I'M GETTING FURTHER AND FURTHER AWAY FROM IT."
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Australian. "STICK IT, JOCK. WE'RE COMIXC,.''

Jock (clearing Hun dug-outs). "HAE YE NAE BOSHES o' YEK AIN THAT YE MUN BE WANTIN' SOME o' MINE?'

THE RECBUIT'S SUEPEISE.
" GOOD morning, Sir. A nice day for

the time of year. Yes, the weather has
been up till now slightly unseasonable,
but the late frosts have served as a

useful check on vegetation and saved
it from worse things. If you would be
so good as to step this way I would
show you the place."

My guide was dressed as a Sergeant.
He had a most sympathetic expression.
I followed him across the barrack yard.

" This is where we drill, I take it ?
"

I said.
"
Yes, Sir ; but we scarcely call it

drill. A hard word, if I may say so. A
few light health-improving calisthenic

exercises of a morning and a little stroll

alter lunch to give tone to the system.
This way, Sir, please," my new friend

continued, leading me into the building.
" The Colonel was called away some-

thing on in town, I fancy. He asked
me to receive you and show you round.
The barracks are old-fashioned, but well

built early-Victorian, good solid found-

ation, no pretentiousness as with some
of these institutions, though I hear that

the War Oflice is considering bungalow
models for the future."

" It is very different from what I had

imagined," 1 ventured to say.

My escort smiled indulgently.

" There has been a great deal of

unintelligent prejudice about the Army,
Sir," he said quietly.

" Our newcomers
have, however, been kind enough to

say that the life suits them admirably.
Of course the hours are a trifle early,
but in the summer that is not objec-
tionable. There is a very nice view of

the dawn over the hills from the balcony
behind. I hope you will like it. I

presume you would like your cup of tea

just before your bath many gentlemen
do."

"
But," I asked,

" what about fatigues
and defaulters' parade and C.B. and
and
The kind-voiced Sergeant checked

me, a look of pain on his benevolent

features.
"
Oh, if you please, Sir, not that," lie

murmured. " We seldom speak of those

things. It is not done. Now, how 's

that for a nice little shady quadrangle
for practice in evolution ?

"

I could not but admire the place, but
more than once I was conscious of a

vague suspicion that even for a fifty-

year-old recruit the whole thing could
not be true.

Several other gentlemen strolled up,

yellow kit-bags and valises in their

hands. Smart young corporals relieved

them of these impedimenta, and pre-

sently the Sergeant requested us to

form up in a line for our first experience
of a parade.

"
No, Sir," I heard him say to one-

fat and somewhat unwieldy personage,
" we do not usually carry umbrellas.

This is only a slight shower. It will

be over directly. Now may I trouble

you to form fours? It is an engaging
little figure extremely popular with

beginners. I should like to have that

step again so sorry to worry you
just a shade quicker if you don't mind.
It will come easy enough by-and-by.

"
No, we shall not tax your strength

too much on the first day ;
in the after-

noon we will proceed to the costume

department. Yes, the colours are much
liked a buff tint, approximating to

yellow ;
and the puttee affords a won-

derful support to the calf.
"
By the way, Sir, I 'ni almost afraid

we shall have to trouble you to wear i

something a little stouter in the way
of footgear ;

thin buttoned boots are

discouraged in the Army."
The Sergeant was a model of courtesy.

We spent a quite delightful morning,
and I distinctly remember his turning
our thoughts to lunch.

" We have a rather simple menu to-

day, gentlemen," he said apologetically,
" but you will find the veg. soup excel-

lent. Ah, there's the gong!
"

And that "s what woke me.
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Visitor. "YOU .<J(K LUCKY TO HAVE A GARDKNKU."
Hostess. "OH, THAT'S MY HI-SBAND, HOMK ox LKAVK.

FOB HIM AFTER HIS STRENUOUS LIKE OUT TIIKUK."
I'M OETTINO HIM TO HKLI> MI: WITH THE I;AIU>KX. SUCH A JUCE CHANGE

THE RIVALS.

WHILE o'er unruffled regions
Peace smiled secure, serene,

Ere wicked WILLIAM'S legions

Appeared upon the scene,
Oft into sparkling verse I strayed,

Replete with point and pith,
To sing the glances of a maid
Whose name was Susan Smith.

Now that across the waters
She 's gone to do her W.A.A.C.

On EVE'S remaining daughters
I coldly turn my back ;

But I will not the truth disguise
That since we said farewell

I 've learnt to gaze in other eyes
That own a certain spell.

The orbs with which my Muse is

At present occupied
They never fill, like Susie's,
With laughter's happy tide ;

No semblance of the soft warm tear

That used from hers to creep
Have I observed in these appear

Potatoes cannot weep.

But when I take a fistful

Of tubers to the patch
Something supremely wistful

In their regard I catch,

A mute half-desperate appeal,
Yet, on the other hand,

Half-trustful too, as though they feel

That I shall understand.

All, eyes of seed potatoes
To whom our cook to-day,

Faced by a Horn-less fate, owes
A debt she can't repay,

How slight, how small, their last

request
As from the upper air

They pass beneath the earth to rest,
"
Please, this side up, with care !

"

LITERARY GOSSIP.
WE are glad to learn that Mttslii,

and Other Stories, by Sir RABIN-
DRANATH TAciOBE, translated from the

Bengali by various writers and an-

nounced by Messrs. MACSULLAN, is only
the first of a series of topical hand-
books bearing on urgent problems of

the hour which may be expected in

the course of the next few months from
that prolific and stimulating pen.

The next volume will be entitled

Nibelik : an Idyll of the Sahara. In

this engrossing romance, which will

be translated from the dialect of Tim-
buctoo by a group of distinguished
Professors of the University of St. An-

drews, the exploits of the legendary hero,

Sandiron the Wryneck, are described

with the utmost gusto, combined with

that mystical pathos which invariably
characterises this gifted author.

This will be followed by Puttur : a

Saga of Greenland. Here Sir RAHIN-
DRANATH TAOORE has been fortunate in

securing the services of so gifted an
Icelandic scholar as Professor Aimer

Schenectady, whose monumental His-

tory of Prehistoric Cold Storage has

long been regarded as a classic.

Other volumes are also in prepara-
tion. Amongst these are Old Tales of
Travancore and llabarcore. The hero
of the Travancore legends is the famous

Gutti, a chieftain of extraordinary

strength and inflexibility of purpose.
His overthrow by his rival, the Sultan

of Rabarcore, is considered by Professor

Wullipark, who has undertaken the

translation, to be the most moving epi-
sode in all Oriental literature. The

elegy on his death has been rendered

into verse by Mr. YEATS with extra-

ordinary fidelity.

Commercial Candour.
"You are guaranteed such incompotency in

all repairs you send to the Co."
Trade Paper.
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ALPHONSE.
THE exigencies of war have deprived

me of much, but until Alphonse dis-

appeared I felt that no sacrifice was
too great if the cause were in any way
served. Since my youth he had prac-
tised his artistry on my diminishing
hairs. His scissors would slip smoothly,
almost iriosmerically, about my head

while ho whispered to me the minor

scandals of Bond Street. Alphonse was
no ordinary barber . . . and he disap-

peared. I very nearly became a pacifist.

I cannot tell you exactly how I came
to visit M (no tortures would drag
the name from me), but it is sufficient

that 1 did go there. This particular
corner of England is so deeply at peace
and so remote from all strife that in it

one gains a sense of quiet security
even from the longest tentacle of war.

It was there on one stupendous Spring
morning that I, sleepy with the sun-

shine, leant upon a moss-grained gate
and gazed at some ancient farm-build-

ings bright straw, weather-stained
tiles and deep chrome walls. Near by,
in an emerald green meadow, a man
was shearing chrome sheep. There
was nowhere in all that landscape a

sign of new bricks, raw paint, corru-

gated iron or patent wire fencing. Even
the hurdles forming the sheep-pen were
of the old hand-fashioned variety, and
from the pieces of ash-bark still cling-

ing to the unplaned bars I knew they
had been made in the spinney behind
the farm. I felt that everything there
had been for all time just as I saw it.

I turned my gaze to the sheep-shearer
and wondered for how many centuries

his shepherd forefathers had shorn their

flocks in that same meadow. I walked
over to where he was at work. He
wielded his shears dexterously and his

black beard bobbed up and down in

rhythm with his hands. A Celt, I

thought, or perhaps the descendant of

some dark-haired Phosnician of old.

He flourished his shears, and the
manner of it struck a familiar note in

my memory. Presently he finished

shearing, smoothed his hands over the
shorn body, leaned back from his work
and watched the ewe scramble to her

feet, naked and indignant. Then with
a little un-English sigh he looked up
at me. His eyes became round with
amazement.
"M'sieu!" he gasped, "what sur-

prise ! I am so astonish I cannot spek."
Had the lately-shorn sheep addressed

me I should hardly have been more
astounded, but eventually, having made
allowances for a beard and a full smock,
I recognised Alphonse.

I was mute. I smoothed away a stray
lock beneath my cap.

" What are you doing here ?
"

I at

length asked.

Alphonse stood up, shrugged his

shoulders at my inanity and with the

shears indicated the sheep.
"I give them 'air-cut army "air-

cut," he beamed at me.
I inquired how long he had been a

shepherd.
" I am not ze ship'erd," he replied.

"T'ree munt ago I volunteer for Na-
tionale Service. I am ze farm-'and."

" You take on anything that comes

along?" I suggested.
"Mais non, M'sieu ! I 'ave 'ad some."

Alphonse has a particularly wide know-

ledge of the English idiom. " When
I first come," he explained, "Mistar
Farmer Brune stiy what can I do '? and
I say, 'Everysing,' so I milk ze cow
wiz ole Jean, but ver little milk come,
and Madam put her 'oof in ze pail, and
ole Jean say I tickle 'er, and Mistar
Farmer Brune say

' Damn,' so next

day I go out wiz ze plough. 'Ave you
evare plough ?

"

I shook my head.
"
Well, ze plough is not ver easy. I

go up and down, up and down, and

presently ze field look like a beauti-

ful 'air wave. I was entrance. Then
Mistar Farmer Brune come along and

say what 'e think about it. I 'ad what

you call torn it. Next day Mistar
Farmer Brune work wiz me wiz ze

turnip-cart. 'E kip looking and look-

ing at me more angry, and at last 'e

say,
' You "re a blooming 'airdresser,

that '& what you are ;

' and I smile at

'im and say,
'

Yes, M'sieu, I am 'igh-
life 'airdresser for twenty year.' 'E

ver nearly fall off ze turnip-cart.
" So now I 'ave to do all ze cutting.

I trim ze 'edge's and 'air-cut ze sheepses.
and last wik I dress Madame Bruno's
'air for ze Charity bazaar. It make a

great sensation. I do 'im d la Pompa-
dour. But you understand I am farm-
'and." Alphonse shrugged a shoulder
and smiled as one who, though swept
by the tides of Fate, had remained in-

violate.

Should you by some freak of fortune

chance upon the remote village of

M (I shall never divulge the name),
and should it happen upon the first

Monday of the month, you might, if

further favoured, see me in a sunny
corner of the rick-yard, comfortably
seated in one of Farmer Brown's best

chairs, while, bending over me with
unstudied grace and scissors scintillat-

ing, is the incomparable Alphonse,
whispering discreetly the small scan-

dals of the Home Farm.

Contempt of Court ?

From a police-court report :

"His wordship further said . . ." Star.

"THE PASSING OF ARTHUR.'
BEFORE the War he had been a

schoolmaster. He hopes to be one

again when the War is over. But after

throe years in the A.S.C. he began to
feel uneasy about the state of his mind.
A friend suggested a bracing course of

Mnemonics. Not being a General, still

less an Admiral, he felt this to be above
him, so he ordered a TENNYSON.

It arrived on a Tuesday. On the

Wednesday morning he was evacuated
as a shell-shock case, chiefly on the
evidence of O.C. Signals, to whom ho
had sent this wire for transmission:
"To Town-Major Avilion. Herewith
Arthur passed to you please aaa." But
the really damning evidence as to his

deplorable condition was furnished by
the following document subsequently
discovered on his desk :

[Candidates must it-rite on one side of
the paper only and submit their answers
in triplicate.}

1. "Then rose the King and moved his host

by night."

Reference above, explain what mea-
sures this move would necessitate on
the part of (a) the A.A.Q.M.G., (b) the
o.o.O.

2. "Authority forgets a dying King."

Quote authority.

3. "The old order changeth, yielding place
to new."

What is the average life of (a) a

General Eoutine Order, (b) a Divis-

ional Eoutine Order on the subject of

Dripping ?

4. "... King Arthur's sword, Excalibur,

Wrought by the lonely maiden of Uio
Lake.

Nine years she wrought it. . , ."

Sketch an imaginary correspondence
(expurgated) between O.C. Round Table
and D.A.D.O.S. Camelot with reference
to the delay in the delivery of Excalibur.

5. "Then murmured Arthur, 'Place me in

the barge.'
"

What steps should he have taken
to obtain the sanction of the Deputy
Director of Inland Water Transport ?

6. "... the island valley of Avilion,
Where falls not hail, or rain, or any snow,
Nor ever wind blows loudly ; but it lies

Deep-meadow'd, happy, fair with or-

chard lawns
And bowery hollows crown'd with sum-
mer seas."

Compare Avilion and Dickebusch as

billeting areas.

7. "Were it well to obey then, if a king
demand

An act unprofitable, against himself? "

Draw up summary of evidence against
Sir Bedivere, charged with "

hesitating
to obey an order." What is your
opinion of this officer's merits as an

Adjutant ?
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THE STRESS OF WAR.
OUB GABDEN SUBURB BENDS TO THE STORM.

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
XIII.

CONVEKSATION ON CHAPTER LXXXVI.
li'ii-liard. You promised to tell us

more about the animals which infested

Englaad in this period.
.1/y.v. If. I told you something about

what were then known as the elusive

rabbit and the priceless pig, but may add
a few more details. Cows were already

rapidly becoming extinct, owing to the

discovery of synthetic milk. A large
number of monkeys were imported into

the country by itinerant musicians of

foreign extraction ; but the rigour of

our climate proved detrimental to their

health and, though provided with suit-

able clothing, they frequently suc-

cumbed to pneumonia and similar com-

plaints.

Geortje. But I thought you told us
that foreign musicians had become un-

popular.
Mrs. M. True, my dear boy, but it was

very difficult to distinguish foreigners
from natives in these times, owing
to the mutual interchange of names.

Natives, generally from the large towns,

passed themselves off as Savoyards and

disguised themselves by speaking broken

English. On the other hand, undesirable

aliens, as they were called, frequently
assumed English names by the process
of protective mimicry, just as cater-

j pillars imitate sticks and butterflies
i leaves. Thus it was said that in Scot-

, land the prefix Mae entirely ceased to

!be a proof of Scots origin, and was

nearly always traceable to the German
Max.

Mary. But why did the musicians

import monkeys '!

Mrs. M. That is certainly puzzling.
It cannot have been as an article of food,
for they were generally of small size,

and their flesh is not specially pleas-

ing to the taste. I can only surmise
that there must have been some instinc-

tive sympathy between musicians and

monkeys, or that monkeys by their

quaint appearance and tricks distracted

the attention of the audience from the

imperfections of the instruments em-

ployed. The dancing bears which had
been a common feature in these islands

at an earlier date had died out. Their
extinction was partly due to the grow-
ing refinement of taste which followed

the introduction of Rag-time measures,
and partly to the insurmountable diffi-

culties which the bears experienced in

adapting themselves to this syncopated
music.

Jlichanl. What sort of instruments
were these that you speak of?

Mrs. M. Originally they were called

hnrdy -
gurdies, which made a noise

like a bad harmonium. These were
succeeded by barrel-organs, rude me-

chanical substitutes for the pianoforte,
a keyed instrument played with the

fingers. Pianofortes have long been

extinct, but they lasted on for a con-
siderable time as articles of furniture.

Indeed, in the period which we are now
discussing, two pianofortes might often

be seen in the house of a working-man,
not to be played on, but as ornamental

adjuncts to the more practical equip-
ment of the household.

An Old Sport Revived.

From GILBERT WHITE'S Natural His-

tory of Sclborne :

"Some young men went down to a pond
on the verge of Wolmcr Forest to hunt
flappers . . . Several of which they caught."

Nowadays, the roles are reversed, and

j

the flappers do the hunting.

From an auction-notice :

"These are all well-known prize-winning
families, and although Mr. has not shown
himself, pigs from this herd have w.>n for

other people both at home and abroad."
Lire Stock Journal.

We admire Mr. 's modesty.

"The Bishop of Lincoln reminded his hearers
that the Labour Party had now been enlarged
go as to include the brain-worker, and even

Bishops could become members."

Daily News.
" Even

"
is good.
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Sapper (engaged in technical explanation). "... AND A SAP is VERY OFTEN DETECTED BY THE EXCAVATED EAEJH WHICH is LEFT ON
THK SURFACE." Lady (showing an intelligent interest). "THEN WHY DON'T YOU BURY IT?"

THE FREAK.
OH, His Majesty's ships they had timbers of teak
And a Jack at the bows and a flag at the peak ;

They would die for their King as he sat on his throne,
But their souls were immortal, and, when they had flown,

They would rest for a while where you 'd seek them in

vain
Till the day they were summoned to service again.

Now a spectre came sailing at sunset one day
To the base where the cruisers and battleships lay ;

As she beat into harbour her sails never shook
And the battleships strained at their cables to look ;

Such a droll little spirit from counter to beak
That the cruisers cried out, "Oh, my dear, what a freak!

"

Now the ships of the squadrons could never mistake

Any fashion they 'd worn under NELSON or DRAKE,
From a ship of the line to a galley or brig,
But they 'd never encountered the visitor's rig ;

And she sang an old chantey that nobody knew,
"
Oh, the sumer 's icumen, sing Ihude, cuccu !

"

Then the great Queen Elizabeth hailed from the van,
And she twinkled as much as a battleship can :

"
They are free to the sea who establish their right,

Tell us what was your service and where did you fight ?
"

"
Oh, I '11 prove you my service," the stranger she cried," If you '11 show me the way to the Banks of the Clyde.

" I 'd the luck to be launched by an English Princess,
So I wear in her honour my christening dress ;

And I fought for my King as he sat on his throne
In the greatest sea battle that ever was known,
And a flagon was drained, as the hurricane burst,
To the health of His Majesty EDWARD THE FIRST.
" In our van there went TrpTOFT, a noble of note,
And ' Sir EGBERT,

'

I mind me, we called him afloat,
While the enemy's flag on that glorious day

'

. Carried CHARLES, Count of Valois, from over the way ;

: . And we 'd moored an old hulk in the Channel, you see,
. For to mark us the place where the battle should be.

" Then we blew on our trumpets and beat on our gongs,
And we went at it lustily, hammer and tcngs,
With a ' Hi '

for our cry, and
'

Long life to our Prince,'
There was never a battle so terrible since,
For the arrows and stones were a caution to see,

Oh, we fought to some purpose in twelve ninety-three !

"

Then the giants of Jutland, suspiciously grave,

Why, they up with their anchors and escort they gave,
And they showed her the road to the Banks of the Clyde ;

But as soon as the squadrons got into their stride

You could hear pretty clear in the swirl of each screw :

"
Oh, the sumer's icumen, sing Ihude, cuccu !

"

And the sun rose in splendour at Greenock next day
On a marvellous cruiser in natal array ;

Reincarnate her soul, as the sound of her name
With a prayer from the lips of her godmother came,
And her heart .beat as English in steel as in teak,
For a Princess of England was launching a Freak.
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! knowledge they had acquired as soldiers Tuesday, April 30th. This afternoon
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. '

to criticise His Majesty's Government, the House saw the last of Mr. DUKE;
Monday, April 29</;. The Govern- And thenceforward this topic domin- who in a few hours will leave the

ment's efforts to restrict the use of gas ated the debate, and the original issue Treasury Bench for the Judicial. It

naturally met with little sympathy in was largely obscured. was odd that his passing should have

the Commons. After some vigorous Mr. PBINGLK insisted on taking a occurred when no Nationalist .Mom-

heckling on behalf of the

ponny-in-the-slot consumers,
.who are expected to cook

their dinners with a reduced

supply of a deteriorated art-

icle, the House, by. an easy
transition, plunged into a Ilot

Air debate. It was opened,

appropriately enough, by Mr.

PKINGLE, whose praiseworthy
effort to be calm and judicial
somewhat cramped his style.

Lord HUGH CECIL, on the

contrary, was at his best and

brightest. His description of

the PRIME MINISTER'S letter

to Lord EOTHERMERE as " an

essay in hagiology
"
delighted

all hearers, and not least those

who were under the impres-
sion that the science in ques-
tion had something to do with

ugly and sinister old women.
A well - reasoned eulogy of

General TRENCHARD, who is

not only a great leader and

organiser, but has the psy-

chological intuition invaluable

in handling a Force whose

younger members are often
"
flighty" in more senses than

one, met with much approval.

Possibly the PRIME MINISTER

thought it was time to create

a diversion, for a casual phrase
about " amateur strategists in

the Cabinet
"
brought him to his feet division, but, though several ex-Minis-

'AN ESSAY IN HAGIOLOGY.'
LORD HUGH CECIL.

with a vigorous denial that the Cabinet
had ever interfered with the late Chief
of the Air Staff.

I do -not think he need have dis-

claimed the imputation so hotly, for

when his own turn came to speak he
showed masterly ability in "

refusing
'

it again."
his flank." What the House
chiefly wanted to know was the
nature of the disagreement be-
tween the military and civilian

heads of the Air Force, and how
the War Cabinet, without seeing
General TBENCHARD, came to the
conclusion that he no longer
possessed the qualities necessary
for a Chief of Staff. But Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE has not entirely
forgotten the maxim that bids
the budding lawyer in certain

circumstances " abuse the plain-
tiff's attorney"; and with great
skill he switched off the debate
to the question whether Members
of Parliament in His Majesty's

ters joined him in the Lobby, could

only muster 37 votes. As the Govern-
ment, however, had no more than 127
it may be inferred that the verdict of

the House on a transaction still mys-
terious was " Not guilty, but don't do

her was present to bid him
" Vale !

"
for never was there

a Chief Secretary who was
more obviously acx'ous to

temper justice with mercy in

dealing with Irish vagaries.
His last word in the House
was a gentle rebuke to that

ardent Unionist, Mr. 1 !r i rm;ii.

for "lightly" using the word

"conspiracy" to describe the

present agitation against con-

scription.
Mr. HAYES FISHER, chal-

lenged from several quarters
about his new instructions to

the Tribunals, promised to give
the House an opportunity of

considering them, and to be

guided by its opinion. But
he added the caveat that "

\ve

do not always gather that

opinion by the number of

speakers for or against a par-
ticular motion."

The House of Lords did a

useful afternoon's work in re-

fusing to give a Second Head-

ing to the Lochaber Water
Power Bill, under which an
aluminium company would
have been able so to change
the face of the district that it

would have been " Lochaber
no more."

Wednesday, Hay 1st. Some
time ago the Ministry of Food issued

an order fixing the price of Persian

dates at sixpence a pound, with the

usual result that that particular variety

disappeared from the market. Mr.
CLYNES now stated that the Ministry
bad purchased a considerable quantity,
but was holding it up for further con-

signments in order that there

should be enough to go round.

This decision did not give entire

satisfaction ; and one Hon. Mem-
ber murmured, "Bis date qui cito

date."

Fourteen months' forcible feed-

ing, according to Mr. EDMUND
HARVEY, had reduced a certain

Conscientious Objector to an " em-
aciated condition." The HOME
SECRETARY, on being urged to

grant his release, replied that he
had had special medical inquiry
made, and the report was that the

man was " in good health, but

rather too fat owing to want of

Mr. DUKE (Lidding farewell to the Irish Kcncncs, "full of exercise." Several Members who
iorces were entitled to use the absentees").

" Oh that it had always been thus I" ;u
-

e fed up with rational diet are
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Visitor. "BEEK SELLING ANYTHING LATELY, OLD MAN?" Artist.
" NOTHING SINCE MY OLD PUSH-BISK."

wondering whether it would not be a

good idea to develop a conscience and

join the CAVE-dwellers.
The Report stage of the Budget

resolutions gave occasion for many
criticisms of the Government proposals.
But, like the insects in the famous story,
the critics did not pull together, and

they were easily dealt with by the

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUEB and
the SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. Mr.
BALDWIN'S ingenuity in explaining that

the heavier sugar-tax was more than
counterbalanced by the allowance for a

wife" my sweetheart
"

as a term of

connubial endearment will take on a
new significance was only equalled by
his Chief's comprehensive defence of

the increased duty on matches, which
will mean larger revenue for the Ex-

chequer, increased profits for the manu-
facturers, and more matches for the con-

sumer. Even Mr. PHINGLE was molli-

fied, but sought a guarantee that the
new matches would really light.

Contrary to expectation the CHAN-
CELLOR stuck to his twopenny cheque-
tax, which most people had regarded
as the Jonah of the Budget, to be
thrown overboard in the event of a

storm.

Mr. KINO enjoyed a triumph and
endured a disappointment. A financial

resolution authorising the payment of

the expenses of the Board of Agricul-
ture in connection with horse-breeding
mentioned no definite amount. Mr.
KING moved that it should not exceed

ten thousand pounds. Sir R. WINFREY,

recognising that for that sum he could

get not one stud merely but a whole

set, promptly accepted the proposal,
and Mr. KING was left lamenting his

hasty generosity.

Thursday, May 2nd. The Emperor
KARL will be glad to know that there is

one person in the world who takes him

seriously. Mr. LEES SMITH declared

to-day, with the double authority per-

taining to a lecturer on Economics and
an ex-corporal of the R.A.M.C., that

His Epistolic Majesty's famous letter

furnished the basis of a just and hon-

ourable peace.
The House was glad to hear from

Mr. CLYNES that he is aware of the

scarcity of cheese, and is going to un-

chain some more.
Mr. HAYES FISHER'S fear that the

new register would not be ready by
October 1st was not ungrateful to Min-

isterialists, but it distressed Mr. GUL-

LAND, who criticised the "
pink form,"

and urged that if soldiers in distant

theatres of war were to have any chance
of voting they should have their proxy-

papers sent to them without more ado.

A line to the following effect might
now be added to the Field Post Card :

"
Hoping this finds you in the pink

form as it leaves me."

THE HORIZONTAL WARRIOR.

ENGLAND, I greet you once again,
Your warrior fresh from fight,

Dear land of rations and of rain,

Of home and heart's delight.

My spirit, on a charger tall,

While flaming pennon^ dance,
While flowers are flung and trumpets

call,

Comes proudly home from France.

But of this pageant I alone

Am anywise aware,
As my poor person, packed and prone,

Is hoisted here and there

Mere luggage ; yet no swaggering blade

E'er loved you more than I,

Upon an English platform laid

Beneath an English sky.
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AT THE PLAY.
" UNCLE ANYHOW."

IN Uncle Anyhow Mr. SUTRO designs
the wholesoine sentimental comedy.

Ingredients : two daughters of a very

poor and proud and (if you ask me)

highly improbable inventor of aero-

planes ; Ermyntrudt (help !)
is in the

chorus,
" second row, fourth from the

end," for sake of two-pound-ten a week,

not for love of the thing,
" well able to

take care of herself
"
and keep at arm's

length impulsive impresarios and man-

agers ("Kude Myn," they called her

in the chorus with their ready wit) and

shepherd her motherless lamb of a

little sister ;
brainless but very decent

young sportsman (who was after the

lamb) ; his craven father under thumb
of his entirely odious wife, who, dis-

approving of both chorus and poverty,
forbids the banns ; and a retired don,

very ugly, odd and middle-aged, ex-tutor

to the young sportsman, who with his

irreverent fellows dubbed him Uncle

Anyhow at Oxford.

The two nicknamed characters are

the centre of Mr. SUTBO'S (shall I say?)
tactful little romance, and he has sp(5nt
some pains upon them. Uncle Anyhow
drifts back and forth, desperately shy
and out of place (in the author's inten-

tion), never having seen a pink stocking
(there were, of course, none in Oxford in

1914), helping the young lovers, him-
self making love to " Eude Myn

"
under

a barrage of whimsical lectures on
natural history and detached observa-
tions on life, sending five-pound notes
at critical moments (as when papa
broke open the cash-box with a chisel

too and borrowed from the rent hoard

eight sovereigns to pay for his aeroplane
model), and generally comporting him-
self like an old dear. And there is

" Eude
Myn," impish, motherly, appallingly
candid, full of grit and lovableness.

Now, if you share my respect for

Mr. DENNIS EADIE'S skill, you can well

imagine him building up the character
of some odd, elderly, untidy, shy, ultra-

donnish, gradually humanised person
(as per author's schedule) with sub-

tlety and conviction. But, alas, for

some reason which I am absolutely
unable to fathom, Mr. EADIE appeared
well-preserved, well-groomed, for the
most part iinperturbably at ease and
quite good-looking. There is no point
in Mr. SUTRO'S hero if he is as present-
able as Mr. EADIE. Can it be that this
artist has joined the sartorial school
of acting and daren't face a matinee
audience with baggy knees or an arti-

ficially unsymmetrical nose and ruffled
hair ? Surely it should be quite obvious
to him that this queer lapse of his
makes it very difficult for the other

players, with their constant references

to his age and eccentricity. 1 do seri-

ously ask him to alter all this, for it is

an important matter of principle going

deeper than the merits and chances of

this particular comedy.
Miss ATHENE SEYLER made an en-

tirely charming figure of " Eude Myn."
This attractive character, with more
stuff to it than is ordinarily served to

comedy heroines, gave her versatility
and vivacity a good chance, which she

took quite brilliantly. Her quiet un-

stressed playing in the rather dull open-

ing (and this dulness offered a tempta-
tion- to let go too soon) led artistically
to the emotional and lively passages as

PLAIN MANNERS OF A PLANE MAN.

arndon . . MR. HANDLE AYBTON.
Mr. Floijcr .... MB. DAWSON MlLWARD.

the character unfolded itself. This
actress plays with her head, taking
risks, I admit, but I hope she will go
on doing so. I don't think she quite

conveyed to us the gradual dawning of

her love, but (to be fair), looking back,
I don't see that Mr. SUTRO allowed her

much opportunity.
Mr. FEWLASS LLEWELLYN gave a

quite delightful little study of a com-

mercially
- minded toy

- manufacturer
with a (self-assisted) sense of humour.
Mr. DAWSON MILWARD as the husband

henpecked to the point of abjectness
saved, by the most skilful and restrained

handling, a character that might easily
have been made unpleasantly impos-
sible.

Mr. EANDLE AYRTON, I am afraid, is

developing an incurable tendency to

over-act, and his disgruntled inventor
: of aeroplanes positively swallowed the

I

ends of his words in the vehemence of

i

his passion. I feel sure he must see

that it throws him out of the perspective
of the whole and mars the pleasure
which a considerable talent should give.
I liked Miss ENID TREVOR'S Eliza Jane

very much ; and Miss EOSA SULLIVAN did
an inconceivably cattish snob of a step-
mother with a really fine tact. Miss
LILA MARAVAN will realise that the
author has, for reasons of his own,
overshadowed her part with that of her
rude sister, and that makes it difficult

for her. Her name is new to me, and
her work seems of good promise. T.

PROTEST DE LUXE.
THE first meeting of the L.P.A.L.T.

(the League of Protest Against Luxury
Taxes) was hold in Taxton Hall, West-
minster, last night, when a represen-
tative company of luxurious people
passed a number of resolutions against
what was happily described as " tor-

; pedo legislation."
In his opening remarks the Chair-

man said that they were to exert all

j

the vigilance of which they were cap-

I

able to prevent the new Luxury Tax
falling upon the wrong articles. (Loud
cheers.) Confidence in the Govern-
ment, collectively and individually, hav-

ing long ceased to exist, they could

approach the subject with a candour
not always possible. (Hear, hear.)

Everyone there, he imagined, was suffi-

ciently patriotic and desirous of winning
the War to offer no objection to taxa-

tion where it was right and proper;
but what they were met to resist was
taxation that was wrong and improper.
(Loud cheers.) Take, for example, rac-

ing. There was a sinister rumour that
some kind of new revenue was to be
exacted from the tired war-workers who
found their relaxation and an outlet

for their spare cash on the racecourse.

Fortunately they had with them that

evening Sir Tailupp Stout (loud cheers),
who would tell them why this must be
resisted tooth and nail. He would not
detain them further but call on Sir

Tailupp to address the meeting.
Sir Tailupp Stout, on behalf of the

Jockey Club, moved that the strongest

possible representation be made to the

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER to

refrain from putting a luxury tax on
race-horses and racing. Eacing was
an essential to the country, especially

during war. It was perhaps true that

trials of speed could be made in private
and thus effect the only purpose for

which the sport notoriously existed ;

but was that the British way ? (Loud
negations.) Were wo to be as hole-and-

1

corner as that ? (Renewed protests.)

I

And more, would it be fair to the

horses ? (Sensation.) The horses' feel-

ings must be considered too. (Hear,

hear.) The horse was a noble animal,
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unaccustomed to race in private. No,
not only should racing go on, Init it

must bo treated in a lenient spirit by
'Overnmont. ]t was cruel nav,

lie would go farther and say it was un-

sportsmanlike- to ask a heautiful liei ,

creature, already burdened with a

jockey and numberless "shirts," to

cany a luxury tax as well. (Cheers.)

Humanity cried out against it. The
It.S.P.C.A. would not allow it. (Great
applause.)

Mr. All Oddson, on behalf of the
Bookmakers' League of Pity for Them-
selves, begged to support the gallant

gentleman whose hree/y speech they
had so much enjoyed. (Applause")
Speaking as a sportsman he held that

racing was not only so essentially a
British gentleman's pursuit as always
to be entitled to preferential treatment,
but that the spectacle at the present
time, during critical battles, of crowds
of people hurrying to Newmarket with

plenty of money for gambling purposes
could not but hearten our Allies. (Re-
newed applause.)

Colonel COE, speaking on behalf of
Turf journalists, who surely were as

hard-working a class of men as any in

the country (cheers), considering that

many of them had never seen a race-
horse in their lives until the exigencies
of Fate got it between the shafts of a
London cab, begged to support the last

speakers. Eacing was a Fleet Street

industry and must not be hampered.
(Loud cheers).

After further remarks on the topic of

racing, marked by a pronounced unan-
imity, the Hon. Ernest Redd Potter rose
to take up the cudgels on behalf of all

those who find their relaxation, after

long hours of toil, in playing billiards or
snooker's pool. Some one, he said, had
been so unimaginative as to suggest
that that useful and necessary adjunct
to civilised life, the billiard table, should
be taxed also as a luxury. Luxury!
(Loud laughter.) He understood that
the French Luxury Tax included bil-

liard-tables ; but, much as he admired
our brave Allies across the Channel
in many respects, he could not go with
them all the way. (Sensation.) More-
over, what was the good of taxing a
table that had no pockets? (Renewed
laughter.)

Following the debate on the billiard-
table tax thus brilliantly opened, which
ended in another unanimous vote in
favour of remitting any such unfair

imposts, the meeting was addressed
by Mr. Boyd Constant, the gravity of
whose demeanour struck immediate
gloom. He had that day heard, said
the new speaker, that it was proposed
to put a luxury tax on all wines which
exceeded a certain price per bottle; and

Bill. "THIS BLINKIN' SEA '8 OBPOL !
"

'Arnj. "OH, I DUNNO. IT'S HICE TO SEE mOTH ON KOUETIIIXK THESE DAYS!"

this naturally would strike at tlie very
heart of conviviality, because cham-
pagne must necessarily come within
its scope. Now whatever the last

speaker might think of French saga-
city when it taxed billiard-tables, there
could be no doubt that France was
inspired when she produced cham-
pagne. On sunless days where could
sun be found? In champagne. (Cheers.)
On joyless days where could joy
be found ? In champagne. (Renewed
cheers.) When there was no victory
for us on the Front, where could

victory be found ? In the same place !

(Terrific applause.) Was it not, then,
monstrous even to whisper of taxing

this beneficent fluid ? He had a bottle
with him. (Uproar.) . . .

When, after a while, the audience
had returned from the platform to their

seats, the Chairman put the various

resolutions, exempting certain so-called

luxuries from taxation, to the meet-

ing, and all were vociferously agreed
to. It was then decided to lay the

report of the proceedings before Mr.
BONAR LAW without delay, and the

company dispersed, chiefly in their
own cars.

" WANTED. Robust character woman (would
not object to joint)." Tlieatrical Paper.

Who would in these rationing times ?
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TWO PICTURES.
DEAR MK. FOOD-CONTROLLER, At this moment I am

not very sure of your name. For a time you were Lord

DEVONPOKT, and then you became Lord RHONDDA, and then

there came a devastating rumour that you were to be

somebody else, name not stated. Now you have harked

back to Lord RHONDDA, and this is good hearing, for under

that name you had done the State some service, people
had got used to you, and, though a few here and there

grumbled and groused- what will men not grouse about

even in these days? the vast majority at home recognised

your decrees as being necessary and were glad to note how

smoothly the new machine worked in your hands, and how

easily the people accommodated themselves to what was

required of them. It is no small feat to have accomplished
this in a world suspicious of even the slightest change. So
here we are, living under the coupon system and, on the

whole, very little the worse for it. Some of the credit of

this must go to the people who are affected by it ; but even

when that deduction is made a large proportion must
remain with you. So please stick to your post, Lord
EHONDDA, and keep on giving us a generous display of

common-sense. That 's that ; and I fancy I have got you
into a good temper and that you are willing to listen with
an open mind to the little complaint that I wish to bring
before you.

I had a letter from the Western Front the other day from
a friend who in happier days was an efficient solicitor, and is

now an efficient Major in a London regiment. He spoke
with intense admiration of the fighting quality of his men
and praised their cheerfulness and kindness to one another
under difficult circumstances. " One thing," he said,

" will

amuse you. About a week ago we' were.marching through
what had once been a village and was now a mere collection

of ruins. There wasn't a trace of life in the whole place so
far as we could see, except that, as we passed, a lean and
famished little dog issued from a farmyard and stood

watching us. Everybody whistled to him or called to him,
and at last he seemed to make up his mind and took his

place in the ranks and stepped it gallantly between Bert of

Peckham and Alf of Camberwell. From that moment he
has remained with us, and is being fed back into robust
health by our particular portion of the great British Army.
All the men are devoted to him and see to it that he gets
his food. It is little enough now and then, but still he gets
it

;
and the men would resent as offensive any suggestion

that their new little friend should not be allowed to- draw
his ration. They tell one another anecdotes showing his
brilliant intelligence, and feel in some obscure way that the
luck of the section with which he marches is bound up
with him. One of the corporals has manufactured for him
an anti-poison-gas outfit, which he wears very ludicrously
and very proudly."
That is one picture. Here is another of a very different

sort. During the past week or so a painful and deplor-
able rumour has come to our ears, and we have been
told with varying degrees of assurance that no more dog
biscuits are to be manufactured, and that, on the exhaustion
of the existing stocks, dogs will have to go without food,
which means, of course, that the vast majority of dogs
will have to come to an end, for our own food ration
has been so greatly cut down that, even if we were allowed
to share it with our dogs, it could not be done. Dogs
therefore will have to starve, or will be "

put down," or,
as a third alternative, will have to be taken to Flanders,
and attached to some generous body of soldiery. And mind
you, Lord RHONDDA, this offensive against our gentle and
loyal friends is to take place in spite of the declaration

made by famous manufacturers of dog food that the biscuits
so much relished by dogs are made up of ingredients abso-

lutely unfit for human food, so that there can be no ques-
tion that, if dogs are still to bo fed on food specially
made for them, any human being will be nearer to

starvation by the fraction of a crumb. No, my dear Lord
RHONDDA, let us observe some measure in our rationing
processes, and let us not rejoice the hearts of the Germans
by reducing our dogs to starvation and ourselves to

absurdity. Can anyone give me a sound reason why stuffs

that are good for dogs and bad for human beings should not
be made up into dog food ? I venture to call your attention
to this matter because I know that it is deeply felt by many
who are friends of the friend of man. Do pray look into it,

and don't give way to the man who, having once been
barked at by a Pekinese, sees himself pursued by Great
Danes and wolfhounds through the remaining period of his

existence.

I am, dear Lord RHONDDA, with all respect,
Yours faithfully, A DOGMATIST.

THE TURN OF THE TIED.
["The whole Empire owes the Civil Service a lasting debt of grati-

tude." The War Cabinet's licport.]

CUTHBERT, in placid days before the War
You played at work, remote and bureaucratic,

" Like fountains in thejSquare, from ten to four,"
A phrase dogmatic,

But true how could a layman dare to doubt it

When no Press comment was complete without it ?

The War produced your name. You were the stay
Of journalists who saw on the horizon

The hopeless dawning of a stuntless day,
And put us wise on

Your combing-out a heart's cry from the nation

(You couldn't much affect their circulation).

Foamed at the mouth The Mail and Evening Ncu<s,

Scathingly censured your elusive habits,

Taught Hammersmith to call you embus-kews,
Drew you as rabbits,

Saving your precious skins from things untoward,
Like RHONDDA'S coneys when the price was lowered.

The business man took up the daily dirge ;

" Brass
"
joined the paper and the comb in chorus

;

And each self-made commercial Demiurge,
Set to rule o'er us,

Saw naught of yours that he could not improve on :

"Down with red tape and let me get a move on."

They let him, and he fairly made things hum
At first with posters, jobs and commandeering,

But, when results were reckoned up, the sum
Was far from cheering ;

So came to grief your critics, and I wondered
If, in obscuring you, we had not blundered.

But when, surveying all, the Cabinet

(Once by the Press and Business given a halo)

Ungrudgingly records the Empire's debt
To you who lay low,

I take that verdict, as a wise man doth,
And almost raise my hat, O priceless Cuth. !

" It would seem, indeed, that the Allies are beating the enemy in

their field tactics as well as in bravery and efficiency. Samson has
met his David. The fight is not finished." Daily Dispatch.

In fact the real tug-of-war will not begin until DELILAH
tackles GOLIATH.
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"AND HOW 1)10 YOU MANAGE TO GKT WOlXI>!;i> '.'"

"Mi: OWN FAULT, LAUY. I GOT SCRATCHED CUTTIN' THE BAIIBS Off THE ENEMY'S WIRELESS WHEN I 'ADN'T MY GLOVES OS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I AM rather inclined to call Second Marriage (SECKER)
the best, because certainly the most direct and compre-
hensible, story that I have yet read over the signature of
VIOLA MEYNELL. The marriage in question was that of

(// Hunt and Arnold Glimonr. This Ismay was one of
a large family of girls, and just before the opening of the
tale had wedded limit, of whom wo are told that he was
rich beyond dreams and adored his wife so fervently that,

believing her disappointed with the union, he promptly
died, and from motives of delicacy left her but a bare throe
thousand of capital. A hint hero of the old subtlety. Much
more obvious is the uncomfortable situation of poor Ismay,
who, faced with a general expectation that she should
finance her sister's love -match and generally play the
goddoss in the gilded car, has to tell the assembled two
families that it simply won't run to it. (Only of course

mni/ expresses herself more elegantly than this.) It runs
to it less than ever after she lias met and fallen headlong
in love with Arnold, because thenceforward the three thou-
sand becomes definitely assigned to his projects for a

pumping-engine to drain the fens among which the scene
of the story is laid. Much of the charm and cleverness of
the book conies from the part that the manipulation of this

\\ater-power plays in the plot; else what you may admire
most is the skill with which tho two protagonists, with
their almost violent individuality, are made to stand out
from a crowd whose collective ambition is to be as much

like each other and everybody else as possible. Isniay
especially doth bestride tho story like a female Colossus ;

and her vitality is, I feel, of enormous benefit to a society
that but for these strenuous lovers would remain a little

devoid of any conspicuous activities either of mind or body.

Mr. W. PKTT RIDGE is tho wise bird. He sings his

songs twice over, and many times more than twice, but

always with some touch of freshness. Moreover he has
in full measure tho careless rapture that comes from an

apparent enjoyment of his own themes. For example, the
latest story, Top Speed (METHUEN), which treats of precisely
the type of kindly Cockneys, small tradesmen with large
hearts, whom the author has made peculiarly his own. This
time it is the Mayor of a London Borough and his family
whose development but especially that of the Mayor and
Mayoress from a milk-shop to honours and affluenca is

sketched witli a smiling sympathy that almost obscures the
fact that the whole thing is a fairy tale. I daresay you can

imagine already the members of tho Donaldson home circle

tho capable daughter and tho not so satisfactory son, also,
of course, that characteristic figure of the observer within
the (area) gates, tho caustically critical "general." (What,
by the way, do London kitchens think of Mr. PKTT Kn 1,1: .'

I have often been tempted to this inquiry.) Through
domestic trials and the hazards of public life, in the fierce

light that beats upon a scaile" robe, the upward progress of
tho Donaldsons forms a most happy entertainment, of which
perhaps the author's own title is the only needed criticism.
Would they, one can't help asking in the infrequent pauses,
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go quite so fast or be so uniformly efficient ? Also I record

my conviction that the otherwise admirable mot describing

diaeresis as " a complaint that brings out two black spots," is

an unlikely contribution to dialogue in a milk-shop parlour.

If Mrs. GKORGI; \\"KMYSS could have abandoned the rather

tiresome staccato of her phrasing and the pursuit of infi-

nitesimal jokes almost to the verge of facetiousness I should

have enjoyed her Impossible People (CONSTABLE) more whole-

heartedly. I think Parson Templar and his wife Joanna (he
used to preach cx-tcmporc sermons from her notes which

was awkward when the third page was part of a letter to a

friend) are really so impossible that they must have existed;

and perhaps that 's why, for all their queerness a nice

kind of queerness which took the form of an all-embracing

charity and tolerance they are more alive than some of

the other people whom I am not sure (sucli is my dulness)
the author meant to be quite as impossible as they are.

The Templars adopted a girl-child who turned out ill or

illish and a sort of housemaid who did exceedingly well,

became a distinguished

ornithologist (I was never

certain whether she really
discovered a new kind of

bird), found a charming
squire and I think, but

can't swear to it, for the

text is again obscure

proved to be an aristocrat

of illegitimate birth ;
which

is very comforting, for

blood, you know, will tell.

By the way, I would ask

the author if
"
talking in

paregorics
"

is a likely

malapropism ? I am sure

she is candid enough to

say No and not let it occur

again.

Mr. GUY FLEMING, in

a story which for no very
apparent reason he calls

Over The Hills and Far

Away (LONGMANS), rather

gives one the impression

The Knight-Errant (who has come, at yre.at personal risk, to rescue nn
imprisoned damsel, suddenly chiuiyini/ 1<is mind}. "Do NOT BE ALARMED,
DEAR LADY. I WAS JUST PASSING AND THOUGHT I WOULD LOOK IN. BY
THE WAY, I'VE BROUGHT YOU A SKIPPING-ROPE. No DOUBT YOU ARE IN
NEED OF EXERCISE. GOOD-BYE !

"

English acquaintances and more particularly tc the hero
himself.

1 did not find Scandal (HuusT AND BLACKETT) nearly so

startling as I think the author, Mr. COSMO HAMILTON,
intended it to be. True, ono may say that, when Beatrix

Vandcrdykc, in order to escape a wigging from her family,

mendaciously tells them that she is secretly married to a man
whom in actual fact she hardly knows, and coolly calls upon
the man in question to be a sport and carry on the decep-
tion, she is

"
going some." But Beatrix is the spoilt scion

of a multi-millionaire race, and is in the habit of going some,
and

(if one may enlarge upon that Transatlantic idiom)
then some more. Fortunately or unfortunately she has
selected for her victim another young plutocrat, who, if not

equally spoilt, is equally in the habit of going some when the
occasion calls for going in any form. Being not unnaturally
indignant at the position he has been placed in by the girl's

selfish and unnecessary action, Pclltam Franklin proceeds
to get some of his own back by playing the husband with

a realism that gives the

spoilt Beatrix the fright
of her young life. Having
earned her undying hatred
it follows that in the

course of ensuing chap-
ters he will win her love

having first, of course,
fallen in love with Beatrix
himself and that the wed-

ding will ultimately take

place in real earnest. The

story is smoothly told and
the interest cleverly sus-

tained, and if a slight air

of unreality overhangs the

whole it is rather because
Mr. HAMILTON has selected

highly -coloured subjects
than because he has over-

painted his picture. Scan-

dal, in short, is a distinct

improvement on much that

the author has written of

late, and more nearly re-

calls the work upon which
that this attempt to achieve a novel of action, of the Gretna

,
his reputation as a Society novelist was founded.

Green school, is all against his natural bent. Certainly his

Duncan Ferrier rescues damsels in distress, confronts

villains, hobnobs with highwaymen and displays a marked
Scrgt. Spud Tamson, V.C. (HUTCHINSON) is a sequel, but

even if you have missed (as I have) the former book your
propensity for getting himself knocked on the head, besides

j enjoyment of this one will not suffer much. From a preface

contriving, thanks to some rather roundabout steering by his

author, to be present at a sea-fight, in which that fascinat-

ing scoundrel, or hero, JOHN PAUL JONES, plays the leading
part ; yet somehow it does not do. Even the freest use of

such recognised incidents of everyday life in the eighteenth
century as robberies, duels and smuggling affrays does not
save the book from being almost inconceivably wooden, so

j

that when that dull dog and weathercock lover, Duncan,
finally arrives at present felicity and a prospective earldom
one has hardly patience to congratulate him on either
event. On the other hand, the story, kept together mainly

I gather that the original Spud Tamson has met with great
success ;

in short that the British Expeditionary Force
has embraced it with both arms and demanded a fresh

supply. It is the kind of literature which nothing but war
could have produced, and when I mention that various

characters in these chapters are called by such names as

Algy Diehard, Colonel McIndoo-McMurdo, Jock Bednose
and so forth, you will understand that its humour is not

likely to appeal to the High-Brows. Captain CAMPBELL
believes in calling a Spud a Spud, and if his frankness is

occasionally amazing there is no resisting his high spirits

by such well-worn threads as the idiosyncracies of the
j

and vivacity. Above all the Army, with good reason, has
Scottish marriage-law and of the Scottish language, does

j adopted Spud, and so I must believe that the more books
contain minor sketches of real beauty and interest. For we have about him the better it will be for the cause,
the old minister, Duncan's tutor, and his rebel friend, the
laird, Iron Gray, in their environment of heather and rock,
and even for that old shrivelled parchment, the family
lawyer, one lias a welcome which one refuses to the hero's

"The Little Village."
'Lord and Lady have retired to London from Scotland."

Surrey Advertiser.
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CHARIVARIA.
"Ili-nr.," says :i journalist, dealing

with the .Royal Academy,
"

tlio horrors

of war arc brought homo to US." All

l,lm same we feel lie need not have been

quite 10 bitter ; i bout it.

"Tl of health," says a cou-

ntry, "is the eating of onions."

The trouble, of course, is to keep it a

secret.

A Nottingham man has been sent to

prison for imposing on a solicitor.

'This innocent and helpless class

must be protected.

hundredth birthday. We understand
lie still has a very vivid memory of

things that happened Ixjfore the War.

The fifty thousand pounds' worth of

jewellery stolen en route to Bombay
from the mails has not been recovered,
and the postal authorities are consider-

action has been taken, for it lu - In-.-.,

upheld in the courts to bo illegal to

throw tilings out of a moving tram.

Owing io dir .pinion l>o-

and Mr.
the. Mil-

ly

tween Mr. Piitr.ii 1 S\O\MH:N
Hi.MiKH^ox we gather Unit

lennium has been ind

ing ns a last, expedient whether tlioy poned.

ought not to offer the thieves iifty per
cent, of the film rights if they will

appear and reconstruct the main inci-

dents of the robhery.

TIM: Mi:, a Chinaman, was charged du

Mr.TiiuM \s 1.01 i ;n, M.I '..having com-

plained that the I'ross do not give full

reports of private Members' >,pee<:he*,

il nev. spapers have threatened to

-

We undei --.taad that tlie extra

ration for manual \\orkei-s will

not apply to burglars unless they
confine themselves to making
.ill' with heavy arti< '.

The "Botulism
"
ge.m

to havo l)eon brought l.o this

country ill imported canned

foods, and the police arc Keep
ing a sharp look-out at all our

port-.

No corroborative evidence wan

produced by the Pomeranian
which was charged with eating

neat pie in a London res-

taurant and defended itself on

j

the ground that the pic snapped
'at it firs'.

l-'riends of Peace by Under-

handing received a severe set-

back last week when a natur-

alix.ed Gentian was lined one

pound for assault. The defend-

ant first insulted a fellow-pas-

senger, ;m Eingliabman, and then

hit him on the list with his jaw.
* *
*

i

The Carnegie Trust has de-

cided to publish a "symphonic,
poem

"
by Mr. \Vn.r.i\M WAT,- :

i, Disentitled
"
Wallace, \3()i>

1905." It seems impossible that

adequate justice can have been
done to all the intervening
Wallaces.

By tho agreement with Hol-

land, only supplies for Belgium
may be shipped from Germany
over tho Limburg Railway. It

is anticipated that thousands of

(lerman soldiers will pass over

this route disguised as pork.

TUOTSKY has addressed an-

other sharp note to Germany,
hinting that if she continues to

violate the Brost-Litovsk treat \

the Bolshevik Government will

take immediate steps to do nothing
about it.

"Roinach and Co., rum merchants,
are to be wound up," says a news item.
That may be, but it would be more
dignified to follow the usual custom of

referring to them as enemy traders.

In I he House of Commons dining-
room," says Tltc. Ecfniiiy \ews," several

Members were enjoying their clirri-i'uil eontly returned two barrels of beer to any kind, as
every

housewife knows, i,

rn cnxscrnle." This form of game is the brewers, because ho had too much.
t

almost unattainable.

SAMPANS.

Ten competitors entered, their boats

Ic'iiig gaily decorated with Hags, and
v amusing race resulted iu tho

v. inner passing the post only a length
Uhhi'i the second."

Hotu/kong Overseas Mail.

Very amusing particularly for

the crew of the second.

THE AMENDED GOLF-COURSE.
"St. Andrews was original!;, .ailed

Kilrule, its present appellation hav-
'

ing boon subsequently conferred on it

at a London Police Court with keeping Jin
honour of St. Andrew the \\-

opium-smoking utensils. It was a rash ** * -hem it on boas,, ."

thing to do with a name like that.

We have not had to wait long to see

the effect of the "No Confetti" order.

At a Dorchester wedding one of tho

hurled two plates at the bride-

The Saint appears to have boon a much-
married man. Was that why he took

groom.

up golf ?

-A new MiublKiA i- ei lining im r.t-!iion.

Tho handworkers arc now tho snctof tli>

and our social aim must Ix-' to a]>|x-:tr:i

j

on an equality with them as "- "

A Kingstou-ou-Thames publican re- It will be a difficult task, for suot of
* -, iii i e i .*

likely to become popular now that the
tlebate on the MAUTUCE letter has spoilt

appetite for scapegoat onMembers'

Mr. HI:M;\ SOLOMON, residing in

.Since this announcement wo under-

stand that it has been ottered a good
home.

lining:

The Athlono police have arrested a EFFECTS or Rm:i MATISM.

man for throwing his wife out of a

Before sailing for F.gypt John spent a f<-\\

cla\sin Dorset and no doubt thru wrote the

entitled ' Somewhere in England,' anil

Dorset I'l.

Midlothian, has celebrated Ins one- railway carriage. We are glad that
|

A iviilh beautiful opening line.
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THE MAURICE AFFAIR AND OTHERS.
" KECKUIT." You say that you con-

sider your duty as a citixen to be more
sacred than your duty as a soldier,

and that was the reason why you ab-

sented yourself from parade in order

to assist at the killing of your first home-

grown pig. We arc afraid we cannot

take up your case.

" POLITICS UNDER ARMS." You are

misinformed. There is no intention of

finding a new post for General MAURICE
as Director of Political Operations.

" PARTY UEDER ALLES." We note

your satisfaction, as an ex-member of

the late Ministry, at the establishment,

for the first time since the inauguration
of Armageddon, of a definite Opposition,

organised with full equipment of Whips
and Party funds to harass the Govern-
ment which is responsible for the con-

duct of the War. This satisfaction is

cordially shared by the enemy, and
their disappointment over the failure

of your recent attack, from which they

hoped great things, is very bitter.

" DIVIDED DUTY." You are engaged
on important national service and find

the greatest difficulty in attending at

the House of Commons for the weekly
crisis. Have you consulted Mr. As-

QUITH or Mr. PRINGLE? We are con-

fident that if you put your case to them

they would consider it favourably, and

possibly arrange for these crises to

occur only once a fortnight, at any rate

during the present offensive at the other

Front.

" HARD CASE." We appreciate your
scruples. You are in the early forties

and perfectly fit for general service,

yet so long as you are drawing four

hundred pounds a year as a Member
of Parliament you hesitate to indulge

your ardour for the trenches to the

neglect of duties nearer home. Our ad-

vice to you is to ignore these scruples,
however manly and creditable to you.
On the other matter which you raise

the difficulty of finding house accom-
modation at Maidenhead we have no
useful advice to put at your service.

" ANTI-GEORGE." We agree with

you that war has its drawbacks. But
when you go on to say that the chief

of these is a tendency to distract the

Opposition from its purpose in life,

namely, to embarrass the Government
of the day, we cannot follow you. We
think you have greatly overrated this

alleged tendency.
" UNDER THE CLOCK." Many thanks

for the unsolicited paragraph in The

Daily News describing our language to-

wards the enemy as being in the Billings-

gate vein. In spite of tin's gentle re-

buke, and at the risk of offending the

readers of your patriotic organ by hurt-

ing the feelings of the Huns, we propose
to go on saying just what we think of the

KAISER and his friends. By the way,
have you ever tried standing in front

of the clock, instead of underneath it ?

You will find the former position more
convenient for seeing the time of day.

"PAX ET PR.TITEUEA NIHIL." We
are obliged to you for your recommenda-
tion of Beauchamp's Puce Pills for Palo

Pacifists; but we are not taking any.
" BRIGHTONIAN." We feel sure that

the Board of Trade will consider your
claims to the privileges of a season-

ticket holder if you point out that you
have for some time been a bondrfide
resident in Brighton during the more

prominent phases of the moon. It

will not be necessary for you to re-

mind the authorities of the national

importance of the Gatwick race meet-

ings a point which they already re-

cognise. O. S.

WAR-TIME DISEASES.

UNDER existing circumstances and
with the present shortage of doctors a

self-made physician thinks it wise to

warn the public that new diseases are

springing up amongst us every day.
The following are a few of the most
common, which in many cases lend

themselves to simple home treatment :

Quack Fever.

This is caused by eating vegetable
duck. The symptoms include a ten-

dency to waddle and to flat feet, with a

shortening of the legs. Change of diet

is essential.

Bright Disease.

This is an offal disease, caused by
eating lights and other bright objects.
The patient complains bitterly when
asked to protrude his tongue.

Sausageria.

The symptoms include snatching at

stray animals. Visits to the Zoo should
be prohibited.

Daymare.
The patient suffers from hallucina-

tions. He fancies that small parcels
of all shapes and sizes are hanging
from every finger, toe and button. There
is a great feeling of restriction and

pressure. Bending, bursting and tear-

ing sounds are heard continuously. A
brain sedative may be tried to relieve

the discomfort.

Allolmumps.
The sight becomes impaired, with a

tendency to magnify or see double. The
tongue becomes swollen and exhausted.

Jealousy is a serious symptom. The
disease may lead to insomnia and mini-

slaughter if not taken in time. Cooling
drinks relieve the tension.

Couponeii.~a.

The senses reel and there is difficulty
in making the mind act. There is an
increase in appetite, but the digestion
is upset. There may be a marked an-

tipathy to rice and eggs. Change of

scene and diet is essential.

Polyphasia.
There is considerable tension of the

tonsils, which the patient tries to re-

lieve by talking to strangers in omni-
bus, tram or train. The discomfort

may be reduced by sucking anti-con-
versation lozenges.

Cuthbertitis.

There is a tendency to anaemia and

chattering of the teeth. A lack of

interest is shown in anyone or anything
but the sufferer. Soft or feather beds
should be avoided, and alcohol, tea and

smoking prohibited.

Puslmlismun.

This disease is prevalent in crowded

places. The temper is much affected
and physical and vocal powers are

temporarily increased to an abnormal
extent. The elbows tend to sharpen
and the feet to stamp. The pain may
be relieved by long walks, or by soli-

tary confinement and the avoidance of

stimulants.

Neurataxia.

The patient is subject to sudden

spasms of apprehension and betrays a

disposition to burrow in the bowels
of the earth. Ho may become unintel-

ligible or speak in a foreign tongue.
The sufferer should bo withdrawn from
his favourite haunts. Quiet is essential
and a course of barbed wire may be

necessary.

"In the Spring . . ."

"Wanted, Young Lady, for fancy."
Provincial Paper.

"It is upsetting. somewhat the plans of the

high (lennan oflicers who are arranging things
from afar through telescopes down which they
shout their orders." Liverjwel Daily 1'axt.

Why could not we have thought of this

useful gadget ?

The bringing-down of Baron vox
EICHTHOFEN, though claimed by a

British airman, is widely attributed in

the German Press to a certain "Gunner
Lewis," who thus takes his place among
the immortals by the side of Sergeant
Ilotchkiss, Corporal Archibald, and
Bombardiers Pom-pom and Soixante-

Quinze.
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WOMAN-POWER.
CERES. "SPEED THE PLOUGH I"

PLOUGHMAN. "I DON'T KNOW WHO YOU ARE, MA'AM, BUT IT'S NO GOOD SPEEDING
THE PLOUGH UNLESS WE CAN GET THE WOMEN TO DO THE HARVESTING."

[Fifty thousand more women aro wanted on tlio land to take tUo place of men called to tho colours, if tho harvest is to be got in.]
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S/lf. "IT'S A .NICE i'HOTOGHArl!, BUT WHAT .MAKES YOU LOOK SO

lie. "FOKCE OF HABIT. I JIUST HAVE DUCKED WHEN THE CAMERA CLICKED. '

THE STOLEN PYJAMAS.
BY some curious oversight the com-

pilers of King's Regulations and Army
Council Instructions have failed alto-

gether to lay clown the proper course
of action for a private to take when he

suspects that his Commanding Officer

has stolen his night- wear. Otherwise

Coddington might have got the pro-
motion for which he had. hecn recom-

mended, for lie was always a consci-

entious .youth, and ever since he joined
the Army he had tried to make himself
a good soldier. He never swung the
lead. He never disobeyed an order.

And he spent hours swotting up K.E.s
and A.C.I.s and things like that, so that
he might know the right way of doing
everything. But he had one weakness.

Pyjamas are all very well in their

place. I have worn them myself, and
I hope to do so again. 1 like then).

But it is quite clear from his experience
that there are times when the posses-
sion of a sleeping suit may be a very
great handicap to a young man who is

trying to make his way in the world.
I hope I am giving nothing away to

the enemy when I say that, so far as
the rank and file are concerned, the
British Army sleeps iu its pants. In
the trenches and other uncomfortable

places at the Front it often sleeps in

its hoots and puttees and trousers as

well, but even in camp at home one

very rarely sees any man break the
unwritten law which ordains that shirt

and pants are the correct attire (for
all soldiers not holding commissions)
between "

Lights Out "
and " Eevcille."

There are a few exceptions. Codding-
ton wyas one.

Ignoring the insults and badinage

|

hurled at him when he first produced
them, he got into his pyjamas every
night until at last they excited no com-
ment, though every other man in the

j

battalion knew of their existence.

Suddenly they disappeared. We were
all going to bed in a gloomy mood, for

it was a wet and stormy night, when
Coddingtou discovered his loss. None
of us took the faintest interest in it,

despite the fact that he accused every
man in our tent in turn of trying to

pull his leg.
" I got the clean ones back from the

laundry to-day," he said,
" and put

them on my blankets. Someone must
have taken them away."

"
Obviously," growled one of the

accused, and the rest of us thought uo
more about the matter until the middle
of the night, when a gale wrecked half

the camp and Coddington declared that

he had seen the Colonel directing affairs

amid the ruins of his marquee, clad in

the missing pyjamas.
There was no doubt in his mind,

because a convenient flash of lightning
enabled him to see the stain on the
left pyjama which he had made a few
weeks previously by upsetting a bottle

of marking-ink.
"I mean to get them back," he told

me in the morning.
" It 's not that I

mind losing them. What I object to

is the infernal liberty that 's been taken
with me."
"What are you going to do?" I

asked. " Accuse him of theft ?
"

\Vhynot?"
' Rather a delicate job, isn't it, charg-

ing your O.C. with petty larceny '?

"
I

ventured .

" O.C. or not,'' answered Coddington,
"I don't see why he should be allowed to

go about the country pinching people's

pyjamas. All the same I don't quite
know how to tackle the business."

" Why not go and ask him whether
he knows he 's got your pyjamas ?

"

" Ho must know, you idiot. But a

private can't approach a Colonel unless

he's taken by an N.C.O., and I don't

want to show hiui up to the wholo

camp if lie's man enough to own up
and return 'em. I think I '11 ask the
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K.S.M. if 1 fun speak to tlio t'.O. on
a private matter."

TheKegimenial Bergeftnt-Mtyor, wlm
had already iccminncndcd CoddklgtoD
for stripes, was evidently in a gracious

mood, for the interview with the C.O.
took place. 'J'lie elleet v. :is di -a strolls.

AIL that was said \vo never dis-

covered. What \vc did learn was that

Coddington \\as taken at once to the

Medical Ollicer, tho Colonel sending
\\ith liini a "chit'

1

asking if lie was

mentally deficient.

At the very time that tho examina-
tion was taking place, in the IIP

inspection lent, Killings, tho Colonel's

hatnian, came to our tent with a

parcel.
"(live this (o Coddington," he said.

"It's his pyjamas. I mislaid tho old

man's clean ones yesterday, and 1

know he'd play tho devil about it, so

I borrowed these. Same pattern, you
know. Couldn't find Coddic last night,
so I took 'em without asking. I didn't

think lie 'd mind.
'

The Doctor certified Coddington as

mentally sound. But he never got his

stripes except tho ones in the pattern
of his pyjamas. lie was allowed to

keep those.

THERE IS A FIELD IN FLANDERS.

[Kxtract from a IclUir from the Front :

"
I

H.IW ;i few \\inil-flo\vurs the other day, and a

vast iiH'iulow full of kin-ii-iips, ;nl ttr.it \v:ts

enough to make mo happy for weeks. "J

THICUK is a iield in Flanders
Where yellow kingcups stand

;

Like fair princesses clad in gold
Their joyous court they proudly hold

In the gay meadow-land.

There is a wood in Flanders
A little shimmering wood,

Where wind-flowers sway among the

gran
And smile upon you as you pass
As country maidens should.

There is a bank in Flanders
Where celandines a-blow

Lift up their shining heads and peer
To see their lovely image clear

In a brght pool below.

And you who go in English fields,

() think not that our days
Are wholly dark or wholly ill,

For there are flowers in Flanders still

And still a God to praise. It. F.

' Rebellion ran! . bedfellows; and
tvo (hut Mr. John Billon and Mr. de

Yaiera have ;ippt>:ircd on the same platform."
Pus/.

Docs this mean preparation for -liaring
the same plank-bed'.

1

i-icati Wife (to seasick liusljaml). "SEE HEBE, UUAMK, DON'T YOU WORRY ABOCT
ilE. I'M SOT LONESOME. THERE'S A CROWD OF OFFICERS i'BOM NOO YOBK BELOW
AND IT '8 SOME JOKE. THEY THISK I 'Jt A WIDOW I

"

Our Art Critics.
"
Quito a young man was responsible for the

only grey top-hat to be seen at tlie Academy
to-day I

"
WiHtminuter Gazelle.

" The Academy private view almost brought
us back to happy 1914, so large was tho number
of men iu grey top hats." Daily Mirror.

"Not many pictures iu this year's Academy
are concerned with tho \Var." Times.

"
Every tenth is a battle picture."

Daily Minor.

"CRICKET.
LOXDO:* UNITED (BBIOHTOS) v. BLAXCIIJXGTON

ATHLETIC.

At Hove Park, to-inorrow, at 3.15.
LONDON UNITED. A. Braham (captain).

Mordecai, Musaphia, Jacobs, llyers, Carter,

Hayues, Weil, Vino, Litman, Frankel."

EKCIIHU/ Argus (liriijltton).

The national game seems still to attract

the best English families.

The Scottish Spirit of Economy.
" Sheriff , Dundee, in imposing lii

treating, said the treating restriction

to him to be tho least irksome and the most
c:\-i\\ observable of all the liquor restrictions."

Scotsman.

" The shortage of shoe leather iu Germany
is illustrated afresh by an ollicial uppc.il to

German horses to give up their blinkers.'
1

Daily Paper.

The intelligent animals have replied
with the suggestion that the German
people should set them the example.

" Mr. Justice Evo remarked that ho had

unfortunately no ear for music uiid !

poetry." Morning 1'ost.

If only all Evrs had beoii equally
irresponsive to strange sounds, how
different the world \voulrf have been.
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THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S.

A DliF.AM.

PRESIDENT."

[Mr. Punch means no disrespect to II.M.S. President, which, being
moored in the Thames oS Bouverie Street, ho has always looked upon
as his guardship, but ho has often wondered what would happen if

only a- few thousands of the officers and men horno on her books were

to issue from the Admiralty and elsewhere but especially from the

Admiralty and go on board their ship ;
hence tho disquieting dream

that follows.]

IT was eighteen bells in the larboard watch with a neap-
tide running free,

And a gale blew out of the Ludgato Hills when the Presi-

dent put to sea ;

An old mule came down Bouverie Street to give her a

helping hand,
And I didn't think much of the ship as such, but tho crew-

was something grand.

The bo'sun stood on a Hoxton bus and blow the Luncheon

Call,

And the ship's crew came from the four wide winds, but

chiefly from Whitehall;

They came like the sand on a wind-swept strand, like shots

from a Maxim gun,
And tho old mule stood with the tow-rope on and said,

"It can't be done."

With a glitter of wiggly braid they came, with a clatter of

forms and files,

The little A.P.'s they swarmed like boos, the Commodores
stretched for miles ;

Post-Captains came with hats in flame, and Admirals by
the ell,

And which of the lot was the b'iggest pot there was never
a man could tell.

They choked the staggering quarter-deck and did the thing
no good ;

They hung like tars on the mizzen-spars (or those of the
crowd that could) ;

Far out of view still streamed the queue when the moke
said,

"
Well, I 'm blowed

If I '11 compete with the 'ole damn Fleet," and he pushed
off down the road.

And the great ship she sailed after him, though the Lord
knows how she did,

With her gunwales getting a terrible wetting and a brace
of her stern sheets hid,

When up and spoke a sailor-bloke and he said, "It strikes
me queer,

And I 've sailed the sea in the B.N.V. this five-and-forty
year;

" But a ship as can't 'old 'arf "er crew, why, what sort of a

ship is 'er ?

And oo 's in charge of the pore old barge if dangers do
occur ?

And I says to you, I says,
' 'Eave to, until this point 's

agreed
'

;

"

And some said, "Why?" and the rest, "Ay, ay," but the
mule he paid no heed.

So the old beast hauled and tho Admirals bawled and the
crew they fought like cats,

And the ship went dropping along past Wapping and down
by the Plumstead Flats ;

But the rest of the horde that wasn't aboard they trotted

along the bank,
Or jumped like frogs from the Isle of Dogs, or fell in the

stream aid sank.

But while they went by the coast of Kent up spoke an
agod tar

" A joke 's a joke, but this 'ere moke is going a bit too far ;

I can tell by the motion we 're nearing the ocean and
that 's too far for me ;

"

But just as ho spoke the tow-rope broke and the ship
sailed out to sea.

And somewhere out on the deep, no doubt, they probe the

problems through
Of who 's in charge of the poor old barge and what they

ought to do
;

And tho groat files flash and tho dockets crash and the ink-
wells smoke like sin,

But many a U-boat tells tho tale how tho President did
her in.

For many have tried to pierce her hide and flung torpedoes
at her,

But the vessel, they found, was barraged round with a mile
of paper matter;

The whole sea swarms with Ofiico Forms and the U-boats
stick like glue,

So nothing can touch the President much, for nothing at
all gets through.
* =: ;: * x :;= *

But never, alack, will the ship come back, for the President
she's stuck too. A. P. H.

HOW A WOMAN BAULKED AN AIE-EAID.
SUDDENLY above the diminishing chatter sounded from

tho corner cot the three sharp whistles of the hostile aero-

piano warning, and upon ears not so startled as they might
have been broke the pulsing hum of a Bosch engine. In a
moment the chiaroscuro of the ward was pierced by four

rays of brilliant light as the Perforated Sapper, the Fusilier
of the Thousand Patches,, the Gassed Grenadier and the
Gunner with the Game .Leg switched on their electric

torches. The questing beams searched and swept hither
and thither, from the blanket ridge which marked the
Colonel's corporation to the spotless ceiling. Undismayed
the nurses stayed bravely at their posts. To and fro, up and
down, peered the searchlights, till "There he goes!" said
the Malaria Major, and clear in the white radiance hung
revealed the crimson shape of a German Scout.
As the white beams converged and steadied upon the

sinister form (cut from the cover of a popular monthly)
there woke from cot after cot the racket of Archie and

machine-gun fire. Astonishing effects can be produced with
a long pencil against a wooden locker, and the Perforated

Sapper's imitation of an Archie had many a time, he swore,

provoked genuine competition. There was an angry croak
from the Gassed Grenadier, "Put out that light there!"
addressed to the glow of a foolhardy cigarette. Louder
rattled the machine-guns ; more angrily woufed the Archies

;

the red shape in the searchlights hovered menacing above
the Blightied warriors

;
and the intrepid nurses, mastering

their laughter, opened a fire of vain expostulation.
Then came the crash of a bomb (as the Fusilier slammed

the lid of his locker), and simultaneously a commanding
question,

" What is the meaning of all this noise?
"

That first bomb was the last ; the Bosch's engine stopped,
the Archies and machine-guns ceased, the staring search-

lights were cut off as with a knife. Of all the clamour there

survived no murmur; only muffled snorts from beneath

pillows showed where British officers were cowering under
cover. And under cover they remained till the stately Sister

had passed through the swinging doors again, when the
Gassed Grenadier blew, softly and timorously,

" All clear !

"
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ROYAL ACADEMY FIRST DEPRESSIONS.

:

3OJ. I'OUTBAIT OF A LADY WHO WAS TOO
BUST TO UIVK SITTIXUS. (lll.vt : TlIK AKTIST

AT WOItK.)

214. "Tin: iiosi-: I;AUDKN-

.WN." BY THE LOOK
ill' TUKU THKY MUST 1IAVP.

SAT VP ALL SIG11T FOB IT.

ill *'. Cvpid (to Soumambulitf). "\\AKI: i r,

'K 'a riM-niN 1

vi:u m.v.' 1

(111. TlIK CANVAS SHOUTACi:. Sol.VIM; THE J-BOBLKM C34. T]IE EMKBOKNCY COLLAR
OF A FULL-LKNOT1I PO11TBAIT. FOB ARMY CHAPLAINS.

2-jr,. Sitter (to Art'ut). "Dos'i
WORBY ABOUT THE LAST YABD OB
TWO OF MY LEGS."

C4. THE BAiiy BOJIHSTT.R. 340. THE TRAGEDV OP THE ABEnEViAii:D I'IASOLA-ROLL.
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Lady. "THE roon CHILD'S FOOD DOESN'T SEEM TO AGBEE WITH HER. I DO HOPE SHE HASN'T COT THIS NEW DISEASE BOLSHEVISM."

SINN FEIN.
" OURSELVES ALONE."

AND is not ours a noble creed,
With Self uplifted on the throne ?

Why should we bleed for others' need?
Our motto is

" Ourselves Alone."

Why prate of ruined lands " out there,"
Of churches shattered stone by stone?

We need not care how others fare,

We care but for Ourselves Alone.

Though mothers weep with anguished
eyes

And tortured children make their

moan,
Let others rise when Pity cries

;

We rise but for Ourselves Alone.

Let Justice be suppressed by Might
And Mercy's seat be overthrown ;

For Truth and Eight the fools may
_ fight,

We light but for Ourselves Alone.

Piety and Business.
"Pure and unmixed butter being not avail-

able in Peshawar City, and feeling an urgent
demand for the same, we have, by the grace
of the Lord, started a butter factory on a
small sc.ilc. We shall do our utmost 'to pro-
mote this beneficial work."

Advt. in "Pcsliawar Daily News."

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

(With acknowledgments to the Scrappy
Snips of our Contemporaries.)

MR. PHILIP SNOWDEN rarely lunches
with Lord NORTHCLIFFE.

Boiling water is a good thing to keep
moth from the fur of a kettle.

In some parts of London it is still

possible to buy second-hand fish.

The Public Executioner of Austria is

sometimes required to work overtime.

In Chicago it is considered unlucky
to be knocked down by an express train

on a Friday.

If all the motor-cars in this country
were laid end to end it would almost

certainly lead to confusion.

With the exception of Leap Year we
have three hundred and sixty-five days
per annum, mostly week-days.
The Koh-i-noor diamond was brought

to this country in 1849, some years
before LITTLE WILLIE was born.

If all the cheeses made in Great
Britain in one year wore piled one on
top of the other they would probably
fall down.

WHAT THE MONTHS
BEING US.

A NATURE Poi:ir.

(With apologies to SASA COLERIDGE

from a pcss imist ic Meteorologist.)
JANUARY'S fiosts and snows
Numb the fingers and the toes.

FEBRUARY rains and freezes

And produces coughs and snee/es.

MARCH, the arch-refrigerator,
Shifts the Poles to the Equator.
APRIL brings the primrose sweet,
Also hail and rain and sleet.

MAY, by mixing heats and chills,

Fosters pulmonary ills.

JUNE, if sunny, always brings
Insects armed with poisoned stings ;

While JULY with thunder-showers

Deluges the tender flowers.

AUGUST, long before it 's out,
Makes the wise resume the "clout."
" Still

" SEPTEMBER never fails

With its equinoctial gales.
Chill OCTOBER always doubles
Rheumatoid-arthritic troubles.

Dull NOVEMBER brings us fogs
And the bronchial system clogs.
And DECEMBER lends first-aid

To the undertaker's trade.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Mondi'ii/, Mini GtJi. Sooner or later

all Ministers acquire the habit; of

drawing nice distinctions. Sir ALBERT
STANLEY usually displays an almost

Transatlantic directness of speed), but

there was a suspicion of the Downing
Street manner when lie accompanied
his denial that "special" trains were nm
for race-meetings with the ad-

mission that the increased traffic

on these occasions might some-

times require "extra" trains.

Several Members who were

anxious to know whether the new

rationing order would apply to gas
used for motor-cars were informed

that the restriction would affect

only persons using gas "drawn
from their own source of supply ;

"

but I believe nothing personal
was intended.

Sir K. WINFREY stated that

in the course of eighteen months
no fewer than twenty ex-soldiers

have been settled on the land :

lint, not content with this remark--

able activity, he is going to intro-

duce a Bill to accelerate it still

further.

The MINISTER OF NATIONAL
SERVICE has invited a number of

gentlemen to assist him in re-

leasing men of military age now

employed in Government office-.

Major NEWMAN inquired if the

Combing-out Committee would them-
selves be unconnected with the Depart-
ments ; but Mr. BECK could give no
such undertaking.

" It would be very
difficult," he said,

" to find any dis-

tinguished gentleman of to-day uncon-
nected with Government Departments."
The House paid noisy tribute to this

supremo example of Ministerial com-

placence.
Who says that the Government have

no regard to economy ? Sir ALFRED
MOND has closed the refreshment pavi-
lion in Kew Gardens, and the happy
couples who were wont to frequent that

delightful pleasaunco must in future
conduct their philanderings without the
added charm of the Kew Tea.
From that useful little publication,

The Parliamentary Gazette, I learn that

during last Session Mr. LOUGH spoke
1-11 columns of Hansard, while the
PRIME MINISTER was responsible for

but twelve more. Yet you would never

gather from the newspapers that the
two orators were so nearly matched.
Mr. LOUGH complained to the SPEAKER
about the inadequacy of the Press

reports, but received little comfort.
Mr. LOWTHER was more sympathetic
to Mr. GEORGE LAMBERT'S grievance
about the inaudibility of Ministers, and

!

urged Members in general to follow the

old rule and " address the Chair and
not the Serjeant-at-Arms." Sir COLIN

KEITKL, most modest of men, was quite

surprised to learn that he had been the

target of so much oratory.
A debate on a measure designed to

punish profiteers in Beans, Peas and
1

Pulse, was chiefly remarkable, for the

appearance of Sir F. BANBUHY in the

SlI! AI.FJiED MUM) ON THE KEW TEA,

;

character of Mi: Dick. He so persist-

ently threatened the Minister in charge
of the Bill with the fate of CHARLES I.

that the SPKAKEH had to intervene.

Mr. CLYNES, however, kept his head
and got a second reading for his Bill.

Tuesday, M<II/ 1th. Downing Street

was awakened this morning by a bomb-
shell fired from a MAURICE tube. To
Mr. ASQUITH'S anxious inquiries as to

|

how Ministers felt after it, Mr. BONAR
LAW replied that they proposed to take

the opinion of two of His Majesty's

Judges. The suggestion that the good

' THE OVEEFLOW1NG LOUC.1I.

faith of the Government was a matter
for Parliamentary rather than legal

opinion did not appeal to him. He con-

sented, however, to give a day for the
discussion of the matter.

Members nocked out into the Lobbies
to chatter about the latest crisis, much
to the satisfaction of Mr. HERBERT
FISHES, who was able to get the first

two clauses of the Education Bill

through Committee.

Wednesday, May RtJi. Lord
BBAVEBBBOOK made his maiden

speech in the House of Lords
and surprised the peers by the
ease with which he overcame
its acoustic difficulties. Too
often the baffled reporters have
to record that " the noble lord

was imperfectly heard," but the

DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION was
audible throughout, whether he
was complimenting Lord DEN-
BIGH as a born propagandist or

recounting his own efforts in the

same line of business. Prince
LICHXOWHKY will be interested

to learn that four million copies
of his famous apologia have been

printed and that its circulation

among our Northern artisans has
caused a marked diminution in

strikes.

Its effect upon Lord LANS-
DOWNE lias been to confirm his

belief that there is a large num-
ber of peace-lovers in Germany

and Austria and that "
peace by

negotiation'' is still practicable: but

Lord CURZON remarked that the enemy's
i peace-offers had hitherto been designed
to divide the Allies, and that Brest-

Litovsk and Bucharest were not en-

couraging examples for imitation.

Clause 3 of the Education Bill, oblig-

ing local authorities to provide
"
physi-

cal training
"

for the pupils in continu-

ation schools, vexed the pacifist spirit of

Mr. WHITEHOUSE. He urged its strict

definition as " other than military in-

struction," lest the brutal practice of

"forming fours" should contaminate
our youth with Prussian militarism.

His apprehensions moved even that

gentle soul, Sir GEORGE Gin :i:>; WOOD,
to unwonted ridicule. Mr. RAMSAY MAC-
DONALD supported the amendment with

i
one of his paste-diamond orations, all

glitter and no depth, but the House

rejected it by 201 to 44, though imme-

diately afterwards, with fine impar-
: tiality, it rejected a diametrically oppo-
|
site proposal from Mr. PETO by almost

;

as big a majority.

Tlittru'ltii/, Mi!i/ 0th. -The import-
ance of the debate on the MAUHICS
disclosures was attested by the presence
of Mr. HALL CAINE, who thought it a

good opportunity of seeing what a Prime
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'-Sin:'.-; A CLKYKII OXK."

OUR WAR METAPHORS.
Second ditto. "YES, BHB KNOWS WHICH SIDE HKK DKKAD'S MAHGAIilM l>.

Minister in clifliculties looked like off

the stage. Mr. ASQUITH was sur-

prised and pained to discover that the

Government interpreted his motion for

a Select Committee as a vote of censure

upon them. He honestly thought that

they would have jumped at it, as being
far preferable to their own proposal of

a judicial tribunal.

Mr. LLOYD GEOKGE, however, jumped
upon it instead, and made it plain that,

after the attacks upon him in the Press,
no dilatory inquiry of any sort would
now suit him. So he told his story, forti-

fied with official statements coming from
General MAUKICE'S own department,
and left it to the House to

vindicate his voracity. Sir

EDWARD CARSON made an elo-

quent appeal to Mr. AsQumt
to withdraw his motion and
to the House to "close up our
ranks." But, though this was
endorsed by such staunch Lib-

erals as Mr. SPENCER HUGHE'S
and Mr. HEMMERVJE, the EX-
PREMIER rushed upon liisfate,

and \vas beaten by 293 votes

to 10G.

Perhaps, after all, the
PBIMK MINISTER was not far

wrong when, in referring to

General MAURICE, he said,
" I was under the impression

that ho was a great friend of mine."

Certainly he has given the Govern-
ment a new lease of life.

The Servant Problem Solved.

Letter from firm of waste merchants:
" We can offer you all kinds of Wipers and

Dusters, and shall be glad of your enquiries.
Price from CJd. per Ib. nett cash here for

Washed and Sterilised Domestics."

Ornitheology.
"SPECIAL SERVICES FOR THK YOUNO.

Preacher Rev. James Grubb.
11.30 : Subject :

' BIRDS AND THEIR MESSAGES.' "

Irish Times.

GEEAT POSSESSIONS.

(Desired after perilous days.)

A HAVEN where the hills abide

And song our lot to soothe for us,

An open road whereon to ride

And friends to make it smooth for us;

A harbour on a languid eve,

And foaming there a cup for us,

And Jenny of the scanty sleeve

To come and fill it up for us.

"The battery of six guns began firing at us

at a distance of 300 years."
Journal of Commerce.

Something wrong with the

time-fuses, no doubt.

BACK-FIUE.

"For being in the unlawful

possession of 131b. of sugar, which
ho concealed under his wai
and ftisido his trousers, a man,
said to be well connected, was on

Saturday sent to prison for four-

teen days."
Birmingham Daily Post.

Mr.'Jcames de la Pluche, to

whom we have referred the

above paragraph, declines to

believe the statement that

the offender is well-con-

nected, and says he " hohvi-

ously belongs to the lower
hoarders."
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LXXIII.

Yes, bit by bit I got it out of David
that he had begun as a Legionary (not
"
soldat," if you please), and had had

MY DKAK CHABU-IS, There are three
j

twelve months' service in the Legion
men, the Frenchman, the Englishman,

'

itself and other months' service lent to

and the American, are there not? I
j

other regiments of the French Army,
am lucky enough to have met them all,

'

All French regiments of attack have

and to-night I have just lot myself go !
seen life, but the Foreign Legion in

in the attempt, as an Englishman, \ particular has missed none of the fun.

many a " Mon Commandant," was that

you can't march if you have no feet

to march with. The Major's point was
simply

" Marches !

"
and it was empha-

sised, not brutally but plainly, by a
lethal weapon. And so they did as
the Major suggested, and never again
thought of doing anything else.

But do not run away with the idea

to tell the American all about it. It
j

It is not as foreign as all that, really, that the Legion is merely unkind in its

was not a success; I found he had it Though there is the stranger element, methods; its management is as good
already from the Frenchman. some hundreds of David's kinsmen, for i as its discipline. Their lield kitchens

When 1 had finished my lecture the example, there is also a proportion of

American, whom wo will call David, i it which is the very best French,

since that happens to be his name, told especially the officers. This, as we all

mo something about our own immortal
Thomas which I had never heard before.

lie met one of them returning from

know, is a hard best to compete with,

though our fellows at the moment are

seeing what they can do about it. The

England to Franco otf leave. It was . picture that David drew, for instance,

one of those dark and unforgivable i
of a certain Legionary, an ancient

days when everything
external and internal

goes up and down, up
and down

;
when any

land, even the North
of France, is prefera-
ble to the sea. The

closely-packed party
was not a happy one.

My friend David, never
a pessimist, was him-
self asking if that

thing called Life was

really worth worrying
about, and the trench -

hardened warriors in

khaki who surrounded
him were plainly of

opinion that it was
not. Suddenly, when
it appeared that there

was no turn for the

worse that things .

could possibly take, the escort appeared
to take alarm and one of them started

loosing otf with a gun. A wretched
warrior who had probably experienced
every evil which humanity can contrive,
turned to David, and with a grey sickly
smile said,

to

Why
in uniform, but not an English uniform.
Indeed our oflicials had shown them-
selves rather sticky about passing him
on to the boat, for he was clearly neither
a civilian nor a member of the B.E.F.

"proceeding." There was, in fact, a

regrettable delay of twenty-four hours
before he could get on to any boat at all.

j

carry between them from one train to
lie was in a hurry to get back to his

regiment at the Front,*hot from any
passionate longing for the Front, but
because he knew what a penchant his

regiment had for punctuality in such
matters. Our own authorities are pe-
dantic enough on these points, but they
are quite casual, it appears, compared
with the Legion.

are brought up to them at the gallop,
wherever they may be at meal-times
and however many lield kitchens may
be damaged in the process.
As to Jo-Jo there was an affair of

scouts 011 a hard high-road. A patrol
of the Legion ran up against a Bosch

patrol, and the latter, realising what

|
they had to deal with,
at once summoned
two more patrols to

!

assist them on the
flanks. In the mid-
dle of the excitement
Jo-Jo's rifle jammed.
A French rifle, when
it is jammed, is the
nearest thing to per-

manentsolidityknown
in this world. In the

midst of men fight-

ing like devils, with
the "

tsing,"
"
tsing,"

"
tsing

"
of bullets all

about him, sat Jo-Jo
on thathard high-road,
carefully stripping the

mechanism with a

screw -driver, putting
right the error deli-

cately, deliberately re-

constructing the whole, and saying to

anyone near enough to hear,
" Go on,

my children ;
I too shall be there in

one instant."

At another time the section were

taking an hour's rest from the fight.

They were disturbed by the guns, and
the order went out to construct shrapnel
cover at once. David, by now an old

soldier, saw a dog-kennel near by, whose
roof appeared to be the easiest and

simplest means of achieving his task.

So, with a friend, he made off to it,

and started to lift the roof with en-

trenching tools. The thing was just

coming apart when there was an ugly
noise from within. They peered through
the cracks ; inside, on the straw, was
Jo-Jo, sleeping with his habitual aplomb.
The parting from the Legion was

greatly daring, they determined to fall
|

the most touching incident in David's
out. So they fell out, and the hard- whole career. In the middle of the
bitten Major camo to them to have a battle it was decided to transfer the
talk on the subject. His address was

!
American part of that particular unit

short and easily understood: " Mar- to another regiment, also a regiment of

chez!" Their point, expressed with '. attack, but at the time lying some way

Ejc-GarJen-Cily Enthusiast. "Ji'ST A MOMENT, OLD BOY. I BELIEVE I CAN HEAR
A CUCKOO."

Breton whom they called Jo-Jo the

Dog-faced Man, in particular caught
my fancy.
But first as to David's initiation.

When all the men in Europe suddenly
went out to fight, David, who found

le said,
" This brings the War 'ome

j

himself idling away his time in those

er, don't it, mate?
"

|
parts, thought this was an opportunity

/hy
" mate "

? Because he too was 1 of becoming a man himself, and, as hebecoming
put it,

"
growing some hair on his

chest." So he went gaily into it and
found himself in no time attempting
to march twenty-five miles a day, carry-

ing on or about himself a weight
which in peace-time you would pay
two railway porters sixpence each to

another. After about a couple of days
of this he and his friend found that
their feet were no longer feet at all, and,
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hack. Ho and his friends worn paraded
"

before the whole and thanked
;

the

parting was sad, as all such partings
must ho; but these are hard niuttcr-of- ,

fact limes, when men may he allowed

to think a little of I heir ou n particular

comfort, and there was a touch of

pleasure, even a foaling of advantage,
in going tun miles hack, far from the

iini se ;ind fuss of it all. Some reporter
took place, in which David and his

friends had the upper hand.

That night they found Hi -,rlve-

lodged in comlort.ulile billeM, thinking
with a eoml'orl:ihl(! pity nl' their old

n up in the line. The following

morning they roeeiveil orders to march
hack to the line themselves, with their

ne\, regiment. You rarely got the real

i re|)art.ee with Frenchmen
;
the

unit they found tliemselves relieving

was their same old friend, the Legion !

Yes, Charles, there are three men
the Frenchman, the Englishman, and

the Americiin. And they are all as had

as each other, and none of them will

ever ho got to treat this War as an

entirely serious matter.

Yours ever, HKNKY.

THE MOVIE LIBRARY.
THK successful filming on Long Isl md

of Mr. Ambassador GKHARO'S hook, Mi/
l'\ju> Ywii'x in ( ii'iniinii/, suggests that

there is nothing outside the power of

the movies. For the narrative is wholly
of Utmland, and yet so realistic and

satisfactory did " the super-film pro-
ducer," Mr. WILLIAM NUIH (can this

he our old friend, BILL NYK, who dealt

so faithfully with the Heathen Chinee,
in i) new incarnation?), make it that

at the first performance in Washing-
ton, at the White House,

" the audience

persistently culled for Mr. Gerard, who
in response" (the quotation is from an
otlieial source)" made a speech a fitting
finale to so worthy a subject."

If, then, on distant Long Island, all

the atmosphere and high personages of

Berlin and Potsdam can he accept-

ably counterfeited for the screen, why-
should any hook whatever defy the

iia?

With his (ierman background all to

his hand, Mr. NKIII might adapt
KAN i or Si H<>n:\i! u 1:1; or Xn/r/srm:

right away. TheCriUqueofPunRi
could l>e made into a sparkling show,
provided that enough liberty was taken
with it. Lord HALIMNK'S assistance

would he invaluable hero. A new' title

might he advisable, such as "The Hun
Mind ;it Work," or " Back of Hun Fore-

"
or "

Frit/.'s drey Matter."
7'/d' I'i/i/i-iiii's Progress must, of

course, have been done; and 7.7k?

.\ii<i/n,iii/ i)/' Mi'liun-lii'hi is a little on

K

.i..

LIFE'S LITTLE IRONIES.
Butcher (cltCOtiruyiliglg). "If VOU COME BACK AFTEH DINNER, MISSIS, I'LL SEi; \VJUT

I CAN DO."

the sad side, unless MARY PICKFORD,

say, could 1x3 engaged to typify in her
inimitable way the spirit of pensive-
ness. But The Complete Angler should

draw every fisherman in whatever

country it was shown. With CHAIU.IE

CHAVLIM as Piscator the book should l>e

one long scream.
BOSWKLL'S Life <>f

Johnson is per-

haps too easy for a super-film producer,
but it would make a delightful enter-

tainment : "The Grumpy Doctor; or,

The Fun and Frolic of Old Fleet Street."

thirty thousand feet. In casting the

great Lexicographer thereshould ho little

difficulty is there not a film favourite

named "Fatty
"
? while for the histor-

ical accuracy no doubt Mr. BIRRELL
and Mr. SUOKTEH would be willing to

lend their counsel.

There is a better book awaiting the

producer than any of these DAKWIN'S

(>i-i,i<n of S)>efies. That really would

|

be worthy of his genius, and, with the
i assistance of the Zoo, wonders could be

|

worked. "The Romance of the Miss-

ing Link Sensational Jungle Story in

!
four reels, based on CHARLIK DARWIN'S

i famous work
"

would be the shining
success of the year.

Marriage a la Mode.
There were 110 bridesmaids, and the bride

attended by 3Ir. , as
' best-man.'

"

I'lvi-incutl 1'aper,

i
Wo hope he was also the bridegroom.

' Rose Jones ji'i) pleaded guilty to

and Albert Egaii ((1-2), soldier, to aiding

;ilvttiii|{. A few dayn after marrying her hus-

band, :it Loiigsight, in 1812, Jones left him.
Ou first going to Egan she told him she was
married, but lie refused to believe it as she
looked so young." MaiKfasler Paper.

seems to have been something of

a humourist.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GJ-.-IIII.IX KAISER and the KAISEHIN.)

Kaiser (angrily}. I will not be dictated to. If any orders

are to be given I will give them myself and will brook no

interference from anybody. I am the Kaiser and it is my
duty to command, and this duty I will fulfil in spite of

everybody. A pretty pass things are coming to when it is

said that' the KAISEK must share his responsibilities with

his advisers !

Kaiserin. My dear WILLIE, do not bo so angry. A man
to bo so angry as you are must wear at least a Field-

Marshal's uniform. It's no use being violently angry in

a shirt and a pair of trousers and a dressing-gown, it looks

too funny. I have always told you not to be angry just

before you go to bed.

Kaiser. Now you are abandoning me.

KaiseriH: Oh, my dear WILLIE, what on earth put such

an absurd notion into your head ? I only hinted as a little

joke that it is more suitable to be angry in a uniform than

in a dressing-gown, but you are so touchy to-day that

really one doesn't know what to say or how to say it.

Kaiser. You said something about peace.
Kaiserin. I did.

Kaiser. Such a word is enough to make any soldier

furious.

Kaiserin. I don't know why any soldier should be angry
at such a word

;
even if one is not allowed to say the word

the thing itself must come sooner or later.

Kaiser. But not a bad peace.
Kaiserin. You know I am beginning to think that there

is no such thing as a bad peace. When one reads of all these

splendid young men of ours being shattered to pieces by
thousands and thousands, when one knows of the grief and

misery of half the mothers of the land, one begins to think

that even victory may be bought at too big a price.
Kaiser. The enemy brought it upon themselves by attack-

ing us.

Kaiserin. Yes, I firmly believe that our cause is a just
one ; but I believe too that we have done almost enough to

prove it, and that it is time this dreadful slaughter came to

an end.

Kaiser. Bah ! You are only a woman.
Kaiserin. Yes, you always say that, "and it is true that

we women do not fight, but it is true also that we women
suffer not loss than the men, though in a different way.

Kaiser. Do not say such things to me; peace at this

moment is unthinkable. Never unless our offensive fails

in the field and I have given instructions that it shall not
fail will I resort to peace negotiations. There is nothing
for it but to let the German sword speak, as it has already
gloriously spoken in many a great battle.

Kaiserin. But are you not fighting in order that there may
be peace ? You all say so, but as soon as anybody begins
to strive for peace you all fall upon him and abuse him.

Kaiser. And rightly so. You don't mean to say that you
defend our poor-spirited Austrian ally who wrote that
infamous letter the other day ?

Kaiserin. No, I cannot defend the manner in which he
did it. He is j'oung and inexperienced. But, at any rate,
he realised that the Central Powers want peace and must
have it, the Germans as much as anybody else. As you
say, I am only a woman, and I cannot understand how you
men, who have all the power in your hands, have got your-
selves so miserably tied up in war that you cannot devise

any means for extricating yourselves and us. We may
be women, but we think we could have managed better
than that.

Kaiser. I will not listen to you any more. This kind of

language is almost treasonable, and I cannot think why I

have allowed you to continue so long.
Kaiserin. You have allowed me to continue because you

know I arn right, and you are now stopping me because

you cannot find any answer to what I say.
Kaiser. Not at all.

Kaiserin. Good night then, and may your dreams be

pleasant. .

SAVED FOR SEVEIM-AND-SIXPENCE.

Captain Angus McAllister sat in the Mess, a brimming
tankard of vin blanc at his elbow. Only yesterday there

had been added to his already enormous list of decorations

that crowning distinction, the Order of the British Empire.
No wonder the junior officers of the squadron regarded him
with all the reverence to which his fame so justly entitled

him. No wonder the Huns from Montdidier to the sea

ilod wildly from the sky at the first symptom of the approach
of his purple polyplanc.

To-day he was not long to rest from his deadly work.
An orderly approached him and, saluting with the smart-

ness characteristic of the R.KC., said that his presence was

requested in the C.O.'s room.
"So be it," said McAllister sternly, and strode from the

room, the deathly silence only broken by the dull clanking
of the medals on his chest. A moment later the grey-haired
Commander had imparted his instructions. The pilot's lips
set in an even sterner line, and, drawing himself up to his

full height, he saluted rigidly.
"
Very good, Sir," was his grim response.

Another moment and he was seated in the machine.
"Petrol off, switch off ( suck in," cried the mechanic.

"Contact," snapped McAllistcrand roared into the sky . . .

In less time than it takes me to get this into print his

work was done, that heroic act that was so soon to ring

through the world and bring the mighty house of Hohen-
zollern in utter ruin to the ground. He had scattered two
million porcelain door-knobs, painted to resemble poached
eggs, over the streets of famine-haunted Berlin. Revolution

was a matter of hours.

His work had boon well done indeed, and his return

would mean another bar to his M.V.O. ; but every moment
his position became more perilous. Every moment new
anti-aircraft guns joined in the hideous din below till the

whole sky was ablaze with bursting shells.

Angus McAllister's lips were set in a still sterner line

as his polyplaue rocked to the blast of the high-explosive.
Six of its wings had already been torn from the tortured

machine, and the propeller was a mere parody of its original

design.
A blaze of dazzling light, a deafening detonation, and a

seventh wing dropped into the void below. The machine

faltered; it was rapidly losing its buoyancy. Lower and
lower it sank, and Angus knew that with its present load

it could never hope to cross the British lines.
" Save the 'bus

"
is the motto of, our intrepid birdmen,

and McAllister's decision never for a moment wavered.

The machine must at all costs be saved for the nation.

Hiddled with shrapnel as it was and appreciably reduced
in value by the loss of so many wings, it might still be cut

up and iised for colanders.

Setting his lips in a line of indescribable sternness,

McAllister leaped from the machine. He felt himself

falling falling. . . .

But what is this ? Can this be the same gallant officer,

drifting gently downwards, wafted by the friendly breeze

across the lines to home and safety ? Yes, it can, because

lie was wearing a Potli/cr's Patent Parachute
(a,

Boon to

Birdmen), 7s. 6d., of alt reliable Outfitters.
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us' BLOW riAcr. TIII: WOICI.K \voru> BK, JIM, IK TIIKKI: M vim 'ADN'T KEEN NO (iiniM \s>."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(I!;/ Mr. ranch's Sta^o/ Learned Clerks.)

MK. AuiKitNON BLACKWOOD'S insatiable characters have

(if
I may bo forgiven the flippancy) broken out again.

After exhausting the creepy possibilities of earth and fire

and water, it was only to he expected (especially with all

this flying-chat about) that their fancy should lightly turn

to The 1'romise of Air (MACMILLAN).: The result is a book,

admirably written, full of grace and dignity of thought
but, to uiy mind at least, entirely kicking in any kind of

thrill, either human or supernatural. The idea, which (if

I have it right) concerns the liberation -of soul from the

limitations of earth bondage, is fine enough, almost indeed
too fine for story treatment ; and, as always with Mr. BLACK-
WOOD, the chief characters who develop it are drawn with
a groat measure of artistic care. Here they are the over-

worked father, Mr. Wimble, cumbered with the ties of

earthly matters, but pursuing afar off a dream of freedom ;

his wife, who has abandoned dreams for the "muddy"
details that make up real life for her ; and Joan, the daughter,
nearer to the air than either, leading; her father eventually
to no, this I confess was a hitter blow to me, since, despite
all sorts of hints and promises, they never actually and

physically flew at least I think not ; but it must be ad-
mitted that Mr. BLACKWOOD in uplifted mood is rather easily
misunderstood. \Vhat constitutes my complaint against
the hock is this, that it falls between the stools of allegory
and romance, being something too profound and slow-

moving for frank make-believe, and hardly direct enough
to be acceptable as pure ethics. Perhaps the real trouble
lies in the mistake of having stretched a beautiful episode
into an attenuated novel. Still, I enjoyed much of it,

especially Joan, who was pleasant enough to make me
wonder whether Dear liruttis may perhaps have set a

fashion in attractive daughters.

The Narrow Strait (HuTCHiNsox) has a trifle more body
in it than most of those gentle Kcnsingtonian romances to

which Mr. W. E. NOHRIS is in the habit of restricting tho

wide circle of his admirers. Yet even here the action moves
but slowly to a placid sound of teacups in the drawing-rooms
of good houses ; while the addresses of practically all the

cast could obviously have been discovered from the Red
Book. But the central character, Felix Rodcn, financier and

politician, is drawn with firmer strokes than Mr. Nonius is

wont to employ, and rouses a proportionately greater sym-
pathy. This Felix, son of a rich ironmaster with ambitions,
had married a French woman of the old nobility, an achieve-

ment that his sou Gerald is in process of imitating, when
his death at the Front ends his rather too protracted court-

ship and his father's hopes for him in one blow. The

publishers are well justified in saying that The Xniroir Stm it

"is chiefly concerned with the inherent difficulties attend-

ing an Anglo-French marriage
"

; though they might have
added that those obstacles are, in the second example, not

so much due to international incompatibilities as to the

incurable tardiness of Mr. NOUHIS'S lovers. You will pro-

bably find your interest stirred less by the son's delayed
romance than by the ruin of his plausible, unscrupulous
and very human father. Mr. NOKKIS, in his long record,
has not, I think, any scene more genuinely moving than
that in which Felix Kodcn receives the news of his son's

death. Rogue, almost scoundrel as he had been, Felix in

that moment drew from me both sympathy for himself and
admiration for his author.
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Three of Hearts (HODDER AND STOUGHTON) is a mild and

harmless story of life and love in au English garrison town,

which may servo to occupy a spare hour or two of the

average novel-reader. Captain Hunter, the M.O. of the

Loamshire Light Infantry, had what is known as a " down "

on Second-Lieut. Billy Somers, and sought to discredit him
in the eyes of his C.O. by making him drunk, using to this

end a powerful drug. The only noticeable effect of this

was so to stupefy Billy as to make him propose to three girls

in the course of the same dance. The three girls were of

widely divergent typos Nora Wynne-Pritchard, heroine ;

Lorne Halliday, the local dean's daughter, of tho purest

deanery type ; Lily Goosey (sic, if you will believe mo !), one

of the many fluffy children of the vulgar builder of the neigh-
bourhood. All this occurred in tho pre-war days of 1914,

and was complete in the first twenty pages of the book.

The rest of tho book is occupied with the development and
solution of tho little difficulties that naturally followed on

such an excess of simultaneous engagements. In her latest

book " Miss BBRTA RUCK "
would not herself claim, I fancy,

I think that I should not be going far wrong in calling
iss FRANCES RUJISEY at least an admiring student of tho

late HENRY JAMES. Certainly her novel, Mr. Gushing
and Mile, dit, Chastcl (LANE), reveals even in its title that
sineerest form of flattery that may be either deliberate or

(as probably here) unconscious. It is all about the reasons

why Mr. Cushin/j did not "hit it off" with the French
wife, Anne Marie, whom ho had brought to share his
American home ; and the further reasons that induced her
to desert her husband and elope with somebody else.

Naturally the success of so meticulous a study depends on
the writer's ability to persuade you that the game is worth
the very lengthy caudle, and while I am not denying to
Miss RrMSKY both insight and an obvious sincerity I con-
fess that sometimes her method did recall to me that old

jest about exhausting both subject and reader. Also of
course there remained the feeling of a lx>rrowed mantle, of
which tho scheme of the tale, its setting, and the little cast
of wealthy and cultivated French-Americans who formed
its personnel, were all so many reminders. But for this

to be a very profound student of humanity, its more subtle
'

suggestion of the second-hand I should no doubt have en-

lendencies and more in-

tricate affairs. She re-

cords merely the simple
life of her own locality
in a chatty style. She

gives me the impres-
sion of looking at things
from the rather narrow

point of view of

British military milieu

established in the pip-

ing times of peace and
not greatly affected by
the Great War. On
the whole I am bound
to say that I regard
this story as one which
should have been writ-

ten, read and forgotten
a couple of years ago.
One does not usually
talk liko this of the

work of Mrs. OLIVER ONIONS.

Ftrtt Combatant. "Ip Tin;
ni.VT UGLY FACE OF YOURS."

Second ditto (keen student of the War news).
DIDN'T OAIS YM OBJECTIVE."

; joyed the book more.
Miss RUMSEY displays
a pretty wit (I liked

especially that com-

plaint of poor Anne
Marie to her incom-

patible spouse: "You
talk about these large
ideas till the universe
becomes one vast

draught ! "), and evi-

dently believes in her

people. Which makes
me the more sorry to

admit myself unmoved
by them, save as an

experiment in a method
that has already been
handled incomparably
better.

If you have the heart to go over the prologue and sundry
acts of a tragedy which has brought upon us the dark days
through which we are passing let me commend to you a
sheaf of collected papers on War and Revolution in Russia

(CONSTABLE), by Mr. JOHN POLLOCK. Perhaps there arc

"Miss KATHARINE
TYNAN "

is not to be flurried by the times in which we
are living, and in Miss Gascoigna (MUKHAY) she has

given her admirers yet another opportunity for quiet and
sane enjoyment. In the days when Miss Gascoiync was
the lady of the Manor of Goldcups a drivo in a motor-car

was still an adventure, and little things mattered very
much. Here we have the gossip of the country-side,
and its love affairs and daily episodes related with an

easy grace that conceals its art. Mrs. HINKSON is

too many of this kind of book, which necessarily lacks con-
secutiveness and covers too much ground ; but the chapters
on Russia in Revolution are of exceptional interest. The

j

indeed supreme in making a delightful story out of the

author writes well, can observe acutely and sift wild rumour
j

slightest material. Only once was I brought up with a

from coiilirmable fact. A declaration,
" I am in politics a ! jerk, and that was when the heroine spoke of " the dura-

Liberal and by conviction a Republican," gives point to I
tion of John's recess

"
the John of this pompous phrase

opinions which do not harmonise with the assumption, too
j

being just a small cadet at Osborne. I have no further

easily made by our progressives, that all that was opposed to comment to make, but simply commend Miss Gascoigne

autocracy was wise and white and glorious. He puts the
iinal blame upon the system of repression which prevented
tho growth of any sense of constructive statesmanship
and bred a race of fanatical leaders in opposition who can
see nothing but the abstract glories of their impossible
ideal without reference to any of the actual facts of the but th:lt -i"ch anima

situation. Mr. POLLOCK relates all tins with patience and SdM f&Z v.s.tors in the Broad Walk, and, especially at
tolerance, and witlioilu bitterness. The sobriety ot the

first, they caused some trouble b? taking hags arti..-los of clothing
author also gives value to a chapter on GREGORY RASPUTIN,

! and > forth."

which one could not have accepted from a collector of < The ostriches have entered a protest, we believe.'against the
unconsidered gossip. elephants' infringement of their alimentary prerogative.

with groat confidence to the faithful.

From the Zoo's Annual Report :

"The rations of animals) that were accustomed to receive iood

from visitors have been increased, and although it cannot be doubled
Is have had a duller time, their health has not

\\ffn accustomed to ivc;;ive

Walk, and, especially at
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Since the announcement of further
|

"Destruction of dogs increase of

railway restrictions we understand that, mice food made uneatable. Tin's has
A OIIFMN-ITX. millionaire has given Mi-. SMITH, of Tooting, has derided to happened lo mo and many others.

r\f\f\ t i i r. .I.J.! _ _ * .1' _ * i 7 i i i y*v 11 .......... _'

CHARIVARIA.

KI:\ST declares

tliat it is HiS'DKN'Hi'itd who is rospon-
sil>!e for th>! present offensive. The
KUSKH, whoso battle it was to start

with, came to the same con-

clusion as soon a? he saw
how things were going.

* >;;

With reference to the gen-
tleman who in a London res-

taurant last week refused to

pay his bill and handed it

back without looking at it,

we gather that ho excused

himself on the ground that

he never reads anything im-

mediately after a meal.

Hefore taking action,"

writes a correspondent to the

Press, "will the Government
tell us whether the dogs in

Ireland are to bo rationed or

destroyed ?
"

This is the sort

of promiscuous abuse that

has made the Irish question
what it is.

"There is no perfect human
being," says a weekly paper.
We understand that an ad-

mirer of Mr. 11. <;. WKIJ.K
intends to iind out who first

started this scandal.

150,000 for the foundation of a univer-
j
dispoaa of his ]irinl\linir.

sily where "
religious science according used a few

In I ho doctrines of Buddha" will be

taught. It is understood that t link' USI:K

has agreed to impersonate
" Uusor

Buddha" ut the inaugural ceremonies.

Only been

Because n postman kissed her, a
Sicilian woman killed him as a warning.
We fear that the lady must havu lost

her temper ; in any case the old plan
of boxing the oll'ender's ears, while
a trifle rough, is preferable whero it is

desired that

continue.
friendly relations shall

So writes If. T. M. in The. I><iih/ Mail.
At our place the mosquitoes have been
terrible since poor To \\ser wont.

IRELAND'S SMOKE CURE.
TIM: Ballinasluu Asj him Committee,

according to an announcement in The
I Ith, have decided, with

. uction of the authorities, to grow
tobacco leaf for the use of their inmates.

"A doctor said that if the

patients wero debarred from
an adequate supply of tobacco
there would bo no controlling
them."
Wo understand that the

brands which it is ultimately
hoped to supply to the in-

mates will include the follow-

ing :

IAM.
lutimibedadfl.

IndependcT!
Short I I'a.-,-

Larry Nagas.
Tara Desperados.

The Government has de-

cided, it is stated, to impose
a heavy tax on all dogs above
one kept by a single owner.
In order to prevent evasion.

plurulists will be required to lill in.al At a recent inquest in Belfast evi-
1

"Tin <

'. "XONK O' THEM TWO LAST SnTlXljS I BOfriHT FROM YOU
HAVE IfAICHKD OUT."

Denier. "HAVE YOU TRIED THE 'Ai.it CLEAR' ox Tin: i

Jiallyljunniou Botulog.

CiGAnKTTES.

Xappcr Tandy*.
Contessa Marcovitch.
Bolshevist Beauties.

Our Helpful Contemporaries.
' The word Pontifex, according

to the ripest scholarship, has no
i-tion with 'pous.'a 'bridge,'

but comes from '

ponto,' an obso-
lete form of '

quinine.'
"

Daily Paper.
" As for mi-ahuri-.s of length and

weight every educated person is

aci|iiainted with the metre (just a

|

tenth more than our yard) and thi
hil..inciic (lialf of which would be

just an ounce and a half more
,

than our pound), and their use
\M-.uld IHJ understood in a week."

The Educator.

form specifying which is (lie lirsb and
which are the subsequent dogs.

The season for Ihes is over in the

dence was given that deceased and nine

other dockers had consumed a cask of

crude alcohol. The report has had a

quieting effect on the more turbulent

Clubs, and members are complaining spirits in the South.
that they cannot obtain mate-lies with
which to light their spills.

Distinguished invalids. Wo arc glad
to note that the Oxford and Kingston
steamers are about again after having
been laid up for some time.

It is not only in Germany that the
War has proved an incentive to petty
pilfering. An Kn:;lish daily paper has
an article entitled " How to pinch
Chrysanthemums."

A new chameleon, the first in many
months, lias arrived at the Zoo. The

suggestion that it should bo conducted
to its quarters by a guard of honour of

camouflage officers had to be abandoned

owing to the threatened offensive.
.

Three meatless weeks have been
ordered at Cuxhaven, says a despatch.
It may make the German sailor savage,
but we doubt if it will make him

r said these discoveries onl\
went to show that human nature was heir to
almost as many <IIMMM., as the sparks that
flew upwards/' Evening Paper.

Or the ships that pass iu the night.

"STOYK WANTED,
CAPABLE HOLDINC; 50/100 TONS FI.AX.

i ">od Light essential."

Delfast Xewt Letter.

Put a match to the flax and we guar-
antee a cheerful blaxe.

"On th'.- morning of April 21 an enemy two
seatcr flew over Samarra. Three British scout ;

promptly ga id after a brief combat

my machine was brought down and
crashed about twenty-five miles north ol

Sumatra." Provincial Paper.

How is it that more hasn't been made
of this record flight?
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A RESURRECTED OPPOSITION.
To ouu FIGHTING MEN AT THE FRONT.

You whom the foe in shining armour,

Thick as a serried lield of wheat,

J ails to affect with rude alarm or

That chilly feeling in the feet ;

Who lightly face his lethal spices
Under the mask that 'screens a smile

And sell each yard of ground at prices

That can't he worth his while;

You will not take, I hope, as serious

Our local Parliamentary gas ;

It 's not so very deleterious,

This home-grown mixture, crude and crass;

This curious Opposition medley,
With Party Whips and Party Cash,

At worst' is just about as deadly
As measles or a rash.

You '11 treat, I trust, with easy banter

The "soldier's friend" who pleads your case,

The wheezy crunk, the windy ranter,

Puling and Meuxing round the place;
You '11 not reduce your zest of battle

For any old vendetta leagues
That spring the journalistic rattle

To serve their own intrigues.

You 've heard about our MAURICE dancers,

The SNOWDEN Hug, the OUTHWAITK Trot,

The EAMSAY Eomp, the PRINQLE Lancers,
REPINGTON Post, and HUGH Gavotte ;

But if you fancy they incite us

To ape their gambols, top to toe,

Like to the victims of St. VITUS
You err; it is not so.

Some few aro more concerned, I gather,
To down the PREMIER than the Bosch

;

But you will please ignore their blather

And count their talk as silly tosh ;

Yon have a man's high task to tackle ;

Let none distract you where you fight ;

Leave politicians to their cackle ;

The country's heart is right. 0. S.

ALFRED'S TRENCH BOOTS.
ON the day that Alfred catne back from leave we were

sitting it^the Mess dug-out after lunch. Suddenly the still-

ness was broken by sounds of splashing and commotion in

X3. It grew louder.
" A horse," said John.

"Elephants," suggested somebody else.

"Tanks," I ventured.
" Huns, perhaps," said the Major. "Anyhow, I take it

to be some large body in motion."

Our faces blenched as we fumbled for cigarette-cases and
revolvers. Then it came round the corner. X3 is a spacious
trench, about four feet wide, with a raised duck-hoard

running along the middle and a small river along each side.

Right up the bed of the left-hand river marched Alfred.

When he came opposite us he climbed out on to the duck-
board and shook his feet at us. "

Well, what do you think
of them ?

" was his greeting.
" Genuine Norwegian pedi-

gree, comprising the stoutness, durability, impermeability
and ruggedness of Scandinavia blended into one."

" Poor old thing," said John. " Tell us how it happened.
Did she knit them for you '!

"

"No," replied Alfred,
" I just went into a shop to buy

a boot-lace, and while I was there I happened to see them.
The lad behind the coiTuter followed my gaze, and ho
said . . ."

"Yes," we interrupted as one man, "and he said . . ."
" He said,

' That 's a nice boot, Sir,' and that of course
settled it. I couldn't very well leave them behind after that
could I?" .

We agreed, and poured him out a drink while we ex-

amined the boots.

I believe they are what are known as Gent's Trench

Bootings. They reach to the knee, have soles about three
inches thick, enormous rounded domes for toes, laces each
nine feet long, and their heels are shod with old horseshoes.
From the day he rejoined us Alfred was absorbed in his

boots, if the phrase is not ambiguous. He deserted his old

friends and gave himself up entirely to boot-culture. We
seldom saw him abroad, and when we did he was always
standing in a shell-hole up to his knees in water to put
their impermeability to the test. If, on the other hand,

you went to see him in his dug-out, you would find him
almost any morning busy at work on the G.T. Bootings.
Stuggs, his valet -de-cliambrc, was never allowed to go near
them.
He used to keep a little bag of blunt scalpels and

bistouries and odds and ends with which he removed such

portions of France as stuck to them when he went walking.
He scraped them, oiled them, brushed them, massaged

them, stroked them, counted the stitches to see that none
had been mislaid, and took them to bed with him at night,
so that the rats should not bite them. At these times

they disappeared into sand-bags, caught up at the top with

natty bows of pale blue ribbon.

One of our best parlour-games was to introduce strangers
to Alfred and got up a sweep on the time it took him to

work round to the subject of boots.

"Now feel mine," he would say; "tender as a woman's
heart." But let us get on with the story.
One night the Bosches came over. It was quite an in-

formal affair
; we weren't really expecting them at all. Not

unnaturally the noise disturbed Alfred, who woke up to

find a massive Hun blocking the door of his bedroom. He
decided that there was no time to put on his boots, so he

just sprang at the stranger with one in each hand. Fritz

parried the right boot by impaling it on his toasting-fork,
but round swung the left, weighing umpteen pounds, com-

plete with horse-shoe, and he was counted out.

Then Alfred let the Vikingirom Scandinavia have his head.
He ran amok. In two minutes the trench was cleared.

After breakfast the next morning I went round to see

him. I found him sitting alone, slowly paying out eighteen
feet of boot-lace on to the floor.

"That 's a nice boot, Sir," I said, picking up the one that

belonged to his left foot.

"Yes," he answered sadly; "but what about the other?

They said it was impermeable, and it hasn't stood the test."

Of a recent V.C. :

"The Gazette ay.< that lie 'displayed almost Miperhum power- of

endurance.' "l>ail>i /',(y;<v.

We, too, have "
superham powers" at breakfast-time, but

have never yet received any decoration for them.

From an account of some women munition-workers:
"
They carry the hundredweights about with smiles on thcii-

plcxions 'a bil easier than the. men used to do it, judging !>;.
1 <>',;,,'

says the manager of the works." Daily Paper.

The plainer sex so often has no complexion to wear under
its smiles.
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Tin Producer. '-Now, THIS is Tin: TritMN'-roiXT OF THE SCENE. '.-\VIN' WOKKED YEUSELF UP TO A rnvir, YOI, THKOW YER ARMS
ROUND 'IM, AND IN A YOICE WITH A SOB IN IT Yi:il S\Y,

' MABEL, ME DAI1I.IX
1

'.

' ANIJ THEN YEIl KISS 'IM THREE TIMES. OF COUKSE 'E 'LL
'\vi: CURL'S CLOTHES ON, so IT WON'T BE so FAD IF YER SHUT YEU EYES."

A JOHN BULL EXAMINATION.
Betty's grandfather, being a Volun-

teer, was earnestly rehearsing a few

physical exercises for the better enter-

tainment of his drill-sergeant when
next they met on parade. Somehow
Betty did not seem fully to appreciate
the great privilege of being in the same
room with him while this strange busi-

ness was going forward. She was live,

and as she lay there face-downward
on the floor it was with marked dis-

approval that she watched him remove
his jacket briskly, and without apology.

" You shouldn't never take off your
fings when people is in the room,
(Jrnn'pa," she observed. " Miss Jackson
wouldn't let you if she was here."

Miss Jackson was the nursery gover-
ness.

" She wouldn't be here," retorted

"Gran'pa," and took a deep prelimin-
ary breath.

"I shan't look at you," said-Betty
sternly ; and she swung round with
her heels towards her offending relative,

who, spreading his arms out, proceeded
to squat and rise cautiously.

Betty found a picture that attracted
her in an illustrated weekly. The print
beneath it was conveniently large.

"Is this about the War, Gran'pa?"
she asked.

"
Gran'pa," not being able to see,

risked " Yes
"

for an answer.

"J-o-h-n," she spelt out with the

help of a small forefinger.
" What s

that, Gran'pa?
"

"John."

Betty looked at John's portrait for

some moments witli increased interest,

then continued :

"B-u-1-1. What's that?"
"
Gran'pa

"
wasn't paying much at-

tention.
" Can't you guess," he panted,

" from
the picture? What sort of animal-
is it?"

"It's a gemplyman," said Betty.
"O-oh." "Gran'pa" was sitting trem-

ulously on his heels.

Betty turned her head.
" You do look funny," she remarked

gravely, and at that juncture he over-

balanced.

"You mustn't interrupt," he pro-
tested on recovery.

" I didn't int'rupt. It was you fell

over because it was difficult."
"
Well, well. You go on looking at

your pictures."

Betty, easily diverted, returned to her

big print.

"B-u-1-1," she repeated. "What's
that?"

"Bull,"said "Gran'pa," who thought
it wise to give his muscles a change,
and was now standing with his hands
on his hips preparatory to revolving
with his spine for a pivot.

" John Bull," said Betty.
" Who 's

John Bull ?
"

"
England," was the brief reply, given

from an angle of forty-five degrees to

the perpendicular.
" Why is he England ?

"

"Oh, because, well because that's
what England is called in that sort of

picture."

"Why?"
"Gran'pa" revolved twice without

replying. Then he had to rest, because
this exercise was apt to make him giddy.

" Why does this sort of picture call

England John Bull?"
"Just a name, Betty." said her

grandfather, passing his hand wearily
over his forehead.

" Miss Jackson's pictures don't never
call England John Bull; I know, 'cos I

saw her show them to Joan. And it

wasn't a gemplyman either. It was a

lot of pink and green and blue in a

funny pattern."
" That was just a map. Maps are
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dili'erenl." Gran'pa" w;,s starting

again.
"
Well, why is K'iglaiid like a gompl)

-

man in this picture a tat gcmply-

" I couldn't tell \ on why ho 's fat,

I 'm sure. I

'

; hat 's

all right."

Why?"
'Why'.' Oh, well . Loot

young lady, you mustn't talk BO much."
"

1 'in not talking any more 'n von

are," peisisled Hetty.
" \Yh\ is tho

getnplvmaii culled John Hull '.' < )'

do look r.

'

1 never tell anything
girls who make rude remarks," said

i'pa
"

sternly.

Betty was subdued for tho sp i

ten seconds. Then she put, her h'vid

on one side ingratiatingly.
"

1 <ln want
lo know so badly," she said.

"I told you he's called John Bull

beoaUSO he s Kn^laud."
"But why is Kn^land called John

Bull?"

"Gran'pa" hinged fiercely to t.he left.

His reply, however, licked an\ <

spoiiding holdn

"You must ask MissJackson,"hi

Betty turned acontemptuousshoulder I

on him and flapped over the pages of:

her paper.
"You don't know much about the

War, do you, G run 'pa'.'" she i\ narked.

SONNKTOF IIUMHLH DESIKMS.
SIIOKT sears ago there bloomed a border

gay
\\itli crocuses, and hyacinths that

fiing
Luxuriant odours forth to greet the

Spring,
And daffodils lo light a cloudy day :

And there in Summer stoecl in brave

array
Line larkspurs, and great peonies

would swing
Their hea\\ l,e,uh, and Mary-lilies

bring

Quiet thoughts of shrines aglow in

churches grey.

But now 1 scan that bed with jealous
eve,

Desiring svholesome nettles there to

find,
NYur's "spinach substitute"; right

glad in mind
When leaves of once loathed plantain

I can spy.
With groundsel, dandelion and meadow-

sweet,
Thai I may lay them at my Bunny's feet.

'II:,- Driver.
"

f\ s. 1 MAKI.IKD .MY oi.u
KXOCKF.li 'KK DAMS WIV M 10 OLD TAXI."

mist. "THEY ociiiii TO M\: .JMPVI.SOKY.
MANY BUSKIN' \(ClIHiNTS li

I.IKP. Vi:n SKE, I

Tn: BE \voi LDS'T BE so

Bolshevism in High Places.
Thi' I >n)ic and Dni'lii'ss uf havr

I', .ilinan Si[ii;irc from Mrs., . and will

arrive ili.'ivai bheeid of this month." Titttes.

Another Impending Apology.
" Is it iiuy wuiicU'r that tiic Lord Mayor of

Dulilin is in no hurry to inti't rrr-ii!'-n:

i ? The iutrrvicw could serve only to

in lln; lhi''k.'M, skull in liclaild the

miserable f.u.-t that !!:

lias ]ii!t our couiii

[in uri'-- liar!; I'V a liuiitlrrd

Irish Puj)er.

Letter from a Calcutta linn received

at an officer's mess in India :

Messrs. . lluar Co. With the com-

pliments of the ~i a-i'ii wi 1 |M' tu \\.iit ujx.)!! you
with our Hi'i'-vaiii luling the business
rrlatiniis \\ith as li,,in a loiif,' time since with-

out any r;iu-c. Wo 61] iniiid'T will

enlighten us with \oiir siis[ mi" 1 urclcrs and
tlio MMSon thereof will ! -tatcd too to our
satisfaction and remedy fur I lie sain.- a'

" In Austria, as in the Ukraine, thcClcnnan
Junkers march with a high li ,

Manchester ( :nardi:i n .

\Ve had heard of the shortage of shoe
leather among the Germans, but did

not know it was as bad as this.

TIi- kiwi, 1 understand, is an Au-.trali.in

1'ird \\hic-li ;ngs Ijnt never 11.

Sketch.

Except that tho kiwi is not an Aus-
tralian bird and has no wings the above
statement is substantially accurate.

' Wanted at once. "M era! : must
have character foi .nd not given to

swearing."

The language of some of our other
Generals should be her model.
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JIM-MARK I.

His haversack, rifle, gas mask, tin

his feet. At any rate, that 's what the

O.C. thought, and lie orders six of his

best snipers to get to work on ,)im and

hat and other impedimenta lay under put him out of action.

the seat with the mud of Flanders still "So they gets on a fire-step and

adhering to them. In one hand lie hrassos off at Jim

poised a pewter pot, in the other he held you, and all crack shots. But
an absurdly small cage, in which was a they hit him ? No, Sir, not for

'

six of 'em, mind
But could

toffee

bedraggled but very chirpy canary. (hoy couldn't. There ho was, hopping
"That," he replied in answer to my !

about as merry as a midge and chirp-

inquiry "that 's a 'Canary, gas-detect-
!

ing fit to bust. The bullets splashed

ing, tunnellers, for the use of ; Mark I.' all around him, hut that didn't make

Maybe by this time they've issued a
'

no odds to Jim; he didn't cn.ro a fig

Canary Mark II., seeing as how they 're for them. Well, after the snipers had

always improving our weapons, but I had a go, the O.C. gets a Lewis gun to

ain't met it set." 'work. But, bless you, Jim here didn't

He held up the cage to the admir- give a brass button for it, and you'd
ing gaze of the other occupants of the think it was just a gentle shower of

private bar. rain pattering around him instead of

Jim 's his name," he went on, "and
t

solid lead yes, you would that. And
I saved his blessed little life ; yea, Sir, nothing happened except that Jim
that there bird was in one of the biggest I sang louder than ever, and the Lewis

engagements on the Western Front and gunner swore more hearty even than

nearly lost us a division. Not, mind the snipers.

you, that he's a pro-German or a "Then it came the turn of the

Pacifist; he's British all through, but machine guns, and they reckoned they 'd

it was just carelessness like. The same soon put an end to young Jim's

thing might happen to me or you, if
; capers. So they started in with their

we was awkwardly placed, same as he
; umpteen bullets a second and fairly

was." cut the ground from under Jim's feet,

lie paused to refresh himself and ! but you may believe me or believe me
proceeded.

" I belong to a Tunnelling Company,
which is to say, a Company that digs
tunnels under the ground. Then the

Engineers comes along, fixes up charges,
electric wires and other gadgets, which,
if the Bosch ain't swift, blows him
back to the place he didn't ought to

have left. Well, as I said, we have
an issue of Canary, Mark I., which we

not he didn't turn a feather. No, Sir,

they might have been throwing bird-

seed at him only he'd have taken
more notice of that.

"
Anyway, the O.C. lost patience at

last. ''Send an S.O.S. to the Artillery,'

says he,
' and see if they can't finish off

that wretched bird.'
"
Well, Sir, a battery of six-inch

howitzers switched on to Jim and
takes with us to test for foul air. If blazed away with high explosives, hard

as they could go. And did Jim give athe air is foul the canaries fall off their

perches and we clears out.
" All right. Well, we was tunnelling

one day near the Bosch lines, and among
our canaries was this here old lead-

swinger, Jim. I tell you, he 's a proper
schemer is that there bird, if you only
knew it. Well, Sir, we comes out of

j

cuss for their H.E. shells ? No, Sir, he
did not. The splinters were flying
about him like rice at a wedding, but
lie never even made a false note or lost

a bar. There just like he's doing it

now," shouted the soldier, making him-
self heard above a sudden full-throated

the tunnel, quite unawares that Jim i burst of song from the canary.
here had look to his wings and flown. Everyone perforce had to listen until
A deserter he was, liable to a court- the song ceased as suddenly as it had
martial.

" But that wasn't the worst oh no.
Not satisfied with legging it, or wing-
ing it, so to say, what must he do but

perch himself in No-Man's-Land, and
start serenading like a gramophone ; yes,
he did, chirped away as if there wasn't
a war on, nor no fighting nor nothing.
And him Government property too!

"
Well, the Bosch is all sorts of things

I won't name in this company, but he
ain't altogether a fool. And if he was
to notice this here canary-bird, Mark I.,

tootling away in No-Man's-Land, he 'd

guess we must be digging a tunnel
somewheres in the neighbourhood of

begun, and Jim turned his attention to

a more pressing matter on his left front.
" Well?

"
I suggested.

"Well, Sir, as I was say ing, come night
after snipers, Lewis gun, machine-

guns and siege artillery had all failed

I crept out into No-Man's-Land and
found this here bird perched on a broken
bit of H.E. shell, fast asleep. 1 collared

him, and here he is discharged from the

Army."
The soldier finished his beer, picked

up his kit and tucked the bird-cage
under his arm.
"Come on, Jim mo lad; eyes right

and hop it. Bong jour, gents."

REMUNERATIVE RHYMES.
[In the new Jl'uttorij of American Literature

it is stated that KOBKUT TIIKAT PAINE, the
I'.ustun poet (1773 1811), enjoyed such a repu-
tation " that ho could command five dollar* a
line for his verse, a price never before ap-
proached in America and perhaps never since

equalled."]

SAY, is it true, O priceless ELLA
WHEELEB,

That you, the blameless Sappho of

the 'West,
Stricken humanity's most potent healer,

Consoler of the doubting and dis-

tressed,
Passion's intense, impeccable revealer,

Of all best-sellers quite the very best,

Than TLTI-KK'S self far sweeter and
. sublimer,

Were equalled by an early Boston

rhymer V

It cannot be that such ecstatic yearning,
Such pure domestic raptures uncon-

trolled,

Such lavish use of old proverbial learn-

ing.
Of ancient saws cast in a modern

mould,
When measured by the crucial test of

earning,

By market value, reckoned up in gold,
Never secured you, prophetess benign,
More than a bare five dollars to the line.

Tried by this test, how meagre was the

gleaning
Of MILTON just five "jingling ting-

ling quid
"

Paid for his Paradise', but then his

meaning
Was wilfully from artless readers hid :

Besides, he wrote blank verse and from
a leaning

To heresy was never wholly rid ;

Your creed is crystal clear and orthodox,
Your rhymes salute us like a postman's

knocks.

Five dollars for a line ! Oh, no, great
ELLA,

That clearly cannot mirk your maxi-
mum

;

The current price of your ccdestia mclla
Must far surpass that negligible sum ;

Let some obscure American Apella
Believe it, / am sure it cannot come

To half the rate a high-browed journal

pays
For one of your incomparable lays.

" His mere word is as compelling as that of

the centurion who boasted,
' I s ly unto tlu'so

men ' I'o this
' and they doeth it.'

"

Keening Express (Cardiff).

Surely it is not quite fair to attribute

defective grammar to an officer who is

not in a position to defend himself.

Suggested title for Sir WILLIAM
WHIR Lord Barrage.
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ROYAL ACADEMY SECOND DEPRESSIONS.

'

,

', /-1 1 1.

CONSOLATION FOB A M i . CAI J.-i 'ii:

MT OF AN
<SF,D FOIl TIM K.

77n' 'J'ttrLi\h /Vi^i;v. "I HUNK IT so NICK OF niF.M "I DON'T THINK I FKKI.

TO SURROUND ME WITH ALL Tllr-JK HOME COMIOUTS.'' (.][ FOU A CLOWN."

^]

The LffuJin'j l.aiJi/. "I surrosu THIS is AN
OBT, lU'T i CALL IT A NIiiHTMARE."

Officer on Lean: (afrerelii). "I WISH, MY DEAR. THAT \VIIKX YOU BUX
TllINi.S AT AN AUCTION Ynr WuVLD CilNSIDKH Till: SIZE OF ol'B ROOMS."
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CARRYING ON.
f> mall Soy. "MoTiu;i! i>i;.\it, I '.M soitr.Y TO BOTHKR YOU AGAIN, I>L

-T WHICH is IT you BOIL FOP. TWENTY niNrii:s A TOTATO on
AN HGG?"

THE GREAT REFUSAL.
To Second-Lieut. G. Washington,

Fusiliers.

January 1st, 1918.

Messrs. Box and Co. present their

compliments to Second-Lieut. George
Washington and beg to inform him that

owing to a clerical error he lias been
under-issued with pay to the amount
of two hundred pounds. That sum lias

this day been credited to his account.

To Messrs. Box it: Co.

January Serf, 1918.

DEAR SIRS, With reference to your
letter dated January 1st, 1918, I must

protest against your arbitrary action
in placing two hundred pounds to my
credit.

Although I understand the difficulties

under which you work at the present
time, I must insist on the two hundred

pounds being at once debited from my
account, as I cannot trace the under-
issue referred to.

Yours sincerely,
GKORGK WASHINGTON,

Second-Lieut. - - Fusiliers.

To Second-Lieut. G. Washington.
January Gilt, 1918.

DEAR Sin, We are in receipt of your
favour of 3rd instant, but regret that

we can take no further action in this

matter. The two hundred pounds will

accordingly remain to your credit.

Yours faithfully,
J. L., pro MESSRS. Box AND Co.

To Messrs. Box & Co.

January 9tlt, 1918.

DEAR SIES, I have now placed this

matter in the hands of my solicitors.

Yours sincerely,
GEOEGE

"

WASHINGTON,
Second-Lieut. Fusiliers.

To Second-Lieut. G. Washington.
January 12th, 1918.

DEAR Sin, With reference to your
favour of 9th instant, w : e would ask

you to consider this matter again. We
cannot see any reason for altering our
action in crediting you with two hun-
dred pounds under-issued.

Yours faithfully,
J. L., 2'o MESSRS. Box AND Co.

To Messrs. Box and Co.

January 15th, 1918.

DEAR SIRS, All further communi-
cations on the subject of the alleged
tinder-issue should he addressed to my
solicitors, Messrs. Probity, Probity &
Probity, 22, Veritas Buildings, E.G.

Yours sincerely,
GEORGE WASHINGTON,

Second-Lieut. Fusiliers.

Extract from
" Law Times."

Judgment was given for the defend-

ants in the case of Washington \. Box
and Co. The plaintiff sought interdict

to prevent Messrs. Box and Co. from

crediting him with two hundred pounds
under-issued. This lias provoked keen
interest in legal circles, where it is re-

i garded as a test case.

The plaintiff was found guilty of

contempt of court, as, in spite of the

ruling of the Bench, lie insisted on pay-
ing the costs of the action.

Battalion Orders of the

Fusiliers.

Second-Lieut. George Washington
was found guilty by a Subalterns' court-

martial of behaviour unbecoming an
officer and a gentleman, i.e., having a
balance of over two hundred pounds at

Messrs. Box and Co. He was sentenced
to pay Mess bills for all the officers of

the Battalion till further notice.

To Second-Lieut. George Washington.
February 1st, 1918.

DEAR SIR, We regret to inform you
that your account is now overdrawn to

the extent of forty pounds. It will he
a favour if you will give this matter

your immediate attention.

Yours faithfully,
J. L., pro MESSRS. Box AND Co.
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"COMPLETE ACCORD"; OU. ALL DONE BY KINDNESS.
].V:>I:KIAL Tii.usr.if

(
. , , ,% KAIIT.). "NOW T1IHX, NO NONSKNSK

; TWUOrCH YOU CO!"
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tually "P. It." was knocked out for

the fifth and last time in this Parlia-

ment by !(>(> votes to 110.

Titi'xtlaif, Mai/ Hth. Tli ere was
general satisfaction when Mr. MAC-

'clothes, he was returned continuously
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, to the House of Commons for twenly-

'\[i>itil<t>/, MIII/ Will. Mr. BALFOVI; in- four years.
traduced a pleasing innovation in Minis- Freed from the menace of the Whips
terial practice. The Pacifist group the House enjoyed a capital debate.

showed much interest in Lord KOHKUT Mr. HKHHKUT FlSHEE, speaking in his
t

PHEKSON announced that every en-

CECII/S recent speech lo the American private capacity and not as Minister of
:

deavour would be made to grant leave

reporter--, and Mr. SXOWUE.N- was par- Education or, as Mr. AsQUITH pointed to soldiers who had spent "two hot

ticularly anxious to know whether the out, he could never have allowed him-
!

we:, the rs
"

in Mesopotamia. Only Sir

I-'OHEIC.N Siu.'iiKTAUY agreed with his self tlio solecism,
" the scheme contains JOHN KKKS demurred. According to

subordinate's statement of policy. ^\lr. some omissions "-
earnestly advocated

tioner asked
is it'.'" Mr. SNOW PEN \\as

about to jump at this op-

portunity of improving 1 he

Ministerial mind, but the

M'I:VKI:I: jumped Jirst and
bade him defer his answer
till the debate on the ad-

journment.
Mr. LOWTHER knows his

own
j
lowers to a nicety and

has no desire to enlarge
them. A suggestion that

ho should constitute him-

self a censor of Questions

likely to give information

to the enemy was put aside

with the remark that, "as
an ordinary member of the

public I have no know-

ledge of what is desirable

to appear and what is

not." So, unless the House
takes the matter into its

own hands and sets up a

Committee of Censorship,
I suppose Mr. and
Mr. - will continue to

cumber the Notice-paper
with Questions which,
whether answered or not,

must be read with great
satisfaction at Potsdam.

Sir WILMAM WKIH,
though a member of the

his accouni (he cold weather in that

BALFOUU said he had not" discovered the adoption of the strictly-limile 1 j-egion is "so bracing" as quite to

one, and then turning upon his ques- proposals of the Commissioners. Mi-, counteract, the effects of the hot. All

,

" Has lie?" and \Vhal . Aso.rrrn's manifest satisfaction that his
,
the same 1 believe the railway authori-

tias have decided to wait
until after the War before

substituting Baghdad for

Ske^ness in the. famous
bi^v air, ]: i .emeiit.

THi: BRUMMAGEM J'KT iMli. .U'STKN CHAMUKIi l-ALNj
KNOCKS OUT JYII.

Mr. HANUET, BOOTH,
who has popped up again
with unabated resiliency,
was informed that, al-

though (luci n.Hfv had

adopted Compulsory Ser-

vice, no provision was
made, for Conscientious

( trs, since the species

hardly exists in the island.

The OHANCBLLOB OF THE
KXCHKQUEK will please
note the stimulating effect

that cheap tobacco has

upon the /ir.jral of an in-

sular people and reconsider

the recent increase in the
tax.

Mr. OUTHWAITB was

surprised, to learn that the
War Aims Committee has

nothing to do with the
cinema lilm, now being ex-

hibited, which depicts the

life-history of the PHIME
MINISTER from the cradle

to the Cabinet. The idea

that the lilm was designed
by the Inland Revenue
authorities for the purpose

the Entertainments Tax is

the Head of the Air Force; but Mr. Covrrs, who roundly" declared that prisoners on
BoNAn LAW intimated that he will

j

"
majorities must govern," and was lengthen the

Government responsible
to Parliament, is at present a member beloved Kingdom of Fife was not in- of boostin^
of neither House. A position analogous : eluded gave his support of the proposal also erroneous.
to that of MAHOMET'S cotlin is not, : rather a perfunctory appearance. Hitherto the Allies have declined to

perhaps, altogether inappropriate to
|

The attack was led by Mr. IScum/n- consider the exchange of able-bodied

the ground that it would
the War

;
but as the French

have altered their minds on the sub-

ject, and have recently made an agree-
ment with the Bosches, Lord NEWTON
announced that our Government have
come into line. Good news for our

poor fellows, but some of the well-

fed Teutons at Donniugton Hall and
other luxurious retreats will probably

shortly ba brought down
'

from it,

though he did not say at which end
of the corridor the landing would he
effected.

majorities

vigorously seconded by Mr. CIIAMI;EK-

LAIX, who, though Birmingham was not
one of the Commissioners' corpora cilia,

was determined to make assurance
Another attempt to get the House! double sure. Sir MAHK SYKES poked

to adopt Proportional Representation [

much fun at the par! y organisations and
furnished an opportunity for a tribute declared that the Whips' definition of a
ol respect to its most consistent chain- crank was "a wealthy man who does

pion, the late Lord COURTNEY. In a not want a knighthood, or a nobleman
'

consider it a subtle form of reprisals,
sense his own career was a contradiction who does not want to bo an Under- Wednesday, May loth. With the
of the argument that special represen- Secretary." But neither arguments near approach of a holiday the LEADER
tation is required for minorities, for,

' nor epigrams had much effect upon OP THE HOUSE is becoming almost
despite a rugged independence, equally Members, who had made up their minds sjdttish.

exemplified in his opinions 'and his
;

or ever the debate began; and even-
i

He dismissed Sir JOHN BEES' com-
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plaint that
, owing to the lack of division-

bells, three Members wore left out of last

Thursday's division with the airy obser-

vation that ho hoped they would have
voted in tho wrong lobby.

Jt was a pity Mr. UOOOB was not

present to hoar tho reply to his

rather ungracious suggestion that tho

MINTSTKK OK PENSIONS bad exceeded
bis functions in raising a fund tot

disabled men to re-establish themselves
in business. It gavo Mr. llonc.i: an

opportunity of narrating the history of

his fund. Beginning with three hun-
dred pounds raised at a London Club,
with which a legless miner had boon

transformed into "a band-sown boot-

makor," it bad now risen to ninety
thousand pounds, and had enabled Mr.
lloudv: to put nearly a thousand men
on their financial logs again. The
recital was much cheered, especially the

broad hint at its conclusion that lion.

Members, instead of carping, should
subscribe.

On the Board of Trade vote Sir

AiiHKHT STANLEY reviewed the course
of industry during the War. The aggro-
gate output was now very little less than
it was in 1913, for, though there were
fewer workers, they were working harder
and longer. The million and a half

women now doing men's work received

much praise, but must nevertheless pay
more for their season-tickets.

MY PHILOSOPHER.
ALL my life I have wanted to meet

a real philosopher. Not one of the
academics who occupy chairs of philo-

sophy at universities. They are prob-
ably just as other men in the face of

a broken bootlace or a missed train.

No, my mind ran to the real philosopher
somebody who keeps bis balance and

serenity when he is suddenly trans-

ported to fresh surroundings, and his
outlook on life, determined by accumu-
lated experience, has to be adjusted
so that be can continue his work un-
disturbed ; somebody who can accept
change with perfect goodwill and a

smiling resignation.
Well, 1 have found my philosopher.

Ho is of light build, quick in his move-
ments when roused to action, yet with
a capacity for perfect repose ; point
device, but without a suspicion of the

dandy ; a high-browed shapely head,
with narrow aquiline nose and un-
fathomable brown eyes, tho kind that
are called soulful by the lady-serialist.
Since bis earliest days lie lias been

brought up to serve and to rule a
section of the community whose lives

are commonly laid in open and lonelv

places, far from the hustling crowd and
yet contributing an almost vital share
to the needs of the nation.

Old Lad;/. "CAN you TEI.I, MI: WHAT is INSIDE THE SANDBAGS, vot'so MAN?"

Sj>ecial. "SAND, MA'AM HENCE THE NAME."

To-day lie finds himself set down
within three miles of Charing Cross,
remote from the wide skies and rolling
downs which his soul loves ; faced with
the same problems, but under what
altered conditions.

Yet is my philosopher entirely serene,

wholly philosophical. I watch him

closely. His quick eyes and ready in-

telligence scarcely seem to wander for

a moment ; you can see that his mind
is still solely occupied with the care of

those committed to his charge. The
roar of the passing motor-buses, the
murmur of the populace, the prattle of

children, he heeds them not
; the blan-

dishments of a frivolous world are lost

upon him. Gravely courteous to those
who actually intrude upon his task,

yet endlessly aloof, absorbed in his one

subject.
1 don't suppose he ever read a word

of MARCUS AUUKMI-S ; he can write

no degree after his name ; he would not

even understand me if I said to him,

Ctxlum non animum mulcts. But he is a

philosopher for all that, as you may see

for yourselves Gyp, the very perfect

gentle collie dog who guards the sheep
grazing amongst the railings and peram-
bulators of Kensington Gardens.

"As Bob set food on the road, there was a

ringing cheer from the onlookers." Tlie Scout.

We are not surprised.

" It has been decided to release tripe, which
includes '

sheep's paunches "... from the
meat ration . . . This concession, together
with the release of low-grade flour for biscuits,
will make the position of sheep and sporting
dogs secure." Times.

This new security which our sheep (as
indicated in the last sentence) are to

enjoy seems to follow directly upon the

release of their paunches from the meat
ration ; and it is hoped that with the
reduction of losses by submarines this

emancipation may eventually be ex-

tended to the human paunch.
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Ji-ixli
" F'"d" rJfily. -ri.EAKK, Sou, IT'S TWO FKK:>S s:ior.'r I AM.

S.H.M. (also Irish). "Tin: MILES, AV COOKSE."

\ViiK-. i UK T.IK iioiisrs NMLI. I <.i\i: THSi! ro?

GUIDE TO CONVERSATION.
"I SHOULD like dining out much

better," said the pretty girl,
"

if I knew
what to talk about to my partners."

It was on my tongue's tip to tell her

that a girl as pretty as she might safely
leave it to them

;
but one hates to say

things that other people would say.
"I will prepare you a little manual

on the subject," I said instead.

"Please do," she replied, with so

much emphasis on the word "please"
that I wilted.

- "To begin with," I said, "some general
rules. The first is, avoid politics. Per-

haps that is the last too. But if you
feel you must refer to them begin very
guardedly. Thus it would be fairly
safe to mention that I'affaire MAURICE
(I should allude to it gaily and inter-

nationally in that way) was extraordi-

narily interesting or intriguing, and let

the answer give you your line. But it

would be very unwise and perilous to

plunge into an attack either on Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE or Mr. ASQUITH. Again,
go very carefully witli religious ques-
tions. However hot the soup, don't

say anything against the Irish Roman
Catholic priesthood ; because one never
knows."

" Of course," she said. "
Surely you

can credit me witli enough sense for

that?"
"
Very well," I replied.

" Then let '3

begin. We'll tako your neighbours

alphabetically. What comes first?
"

"
Actors," she volunteered, much too

readily.
"
No, you won't ever meet actors at

dinner," I told her.

Her face clouded.
" Actors can't dine out; they 're dress-

ing and making-lip at dinner time," I

said.

"That's a bore," she replied.
' What

then?
"

"Ambassadors," I said. "Suppose
you sit next an Ambassador? "

" But how exciting !

"

" Not necessarily. Be careful what

you ask him. Ambassadors, like every-
one else, do not mind an interest in

their unique and charming personali-
ties, but they resent questions as to

affairs of state. Talk rather of new

plays than of new treaties. But don't

overdo conversation at all, because am-
bassadors usually like their food more
than their partners."
She pouted.
"Next to ambassadors," 1 resumed,

" come let 's see Artists. With an
artist you will talk shop, of course, but

circumspectly. You must first discover
j

what kind of pictures he paints, and
then by studying his appearance decide

whether you will subject him to flattery

by praising them or gently provoke him

by a defence of Cubism, if he's old-

fashioned, or Leadorism, if lie vorti-

cizes."
" But suppose I can't discover?

"

"Then you must envy the life of a

painter the fun he has with his brushes
and palette, and nothing to do but

cover canvas with colour and sell it

for enormous sums ! Artists, you '11

lind, are not dilliciilt."

" Are you sure?
"
she asked.

"
Certain," I replied.

" I know them.

They're children. After Artists come
Authors, and there again you will have
to move vc.ry cautiously. There is no-

thing an author so detests as to hear

the wrong authors praised. The only
worse thing is to bo congratulated upon
some one else's work of which he him-

self thinks less than nothing."
" But how shall I know ?

"

Well, you will perhaps have heard

his name unless he is your own

partner, when of courso you won't

or it may he on the card in his place;
otherwise you will have to angle."

" But why should I think of him as

an author at all?
"

"
Say to him,

' You write, don't you ?
' '
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" And if lie docsn t ?

" No harm will 1 e done - hut. if ho
iio will respond. Then VO

go ahead with your views on hooks
more or less 0.8 in (he r;i-e of ihe

and pictures. But don't ask him if he
such mid such a fellow-author."

Why I
" Authors don't, h!,

"
\Vli:i(. il lot to remember ! I 'li:

al'r.iid J ')! never he a good pupil. And
what comes afler Autl;

II e certainty/' 1 re

plied, (.hat \ on will meet l!:in

I \uii Cl po it. There
without a

harp
" \nd what di > them ahoul '.'

"

:.ed.

" You don'!," I replied :

"
you needn't

do anything. They '11 do it. It will

They'll talk and son
n."

"
Splendid !

"
she replied.

" And what
after Barristers '.'

"

" BiSh 'i . I'-'it lhr\ 'ie easy too
in another way. All \oti have to do is

to display as much civility as you can.

The\ expect it and prefer it. Pinm r

pal ties ,'re their holidays."
" I should l)e terriiied to sit l>y a

<>p at all."

"Don't, he iihsurd. They're very
human. Children can piny with them;
and as for pretty girls

" What comes next ?
"

" After Primps'.' B--H -"

liuth ;

" Hut you won't ever have to trouhle
;\ hoi it conversation with hn tiers. That's

Way, You merely say,
'

Yes, please,'
or -No, thank you,' or '

Only lialf-

a-gk
And so we continued more or less

through the alphabet, but with nothing
for Z. / is always a disappointment

"Finally," I said, nil that has gone
is the fruit of thought and care.

l>iil there arc two rides as to conversa-
tion with all dinner partners' that will

carry you along with perfect success
and the least po-'-ihlo fatigue. Rule 1

Talk ;ihout food. Rule 2: Ask

ON BRIGHTON
Thr LOI.I r i.iutt'i ! '

. VIM. MY ONLY CHANCE OF
COLLISION."

LINE.
C.KTTIN' AM. THAT BACK ITII

CHLOB.

partner-; such questions as will make
'

all; ahull! l beinseh
And so we parted.

girl I

> our (The airj'nl effaei o/.fwut ....

11 IU KIAN to the Hudape-thers :

Wii !i ill,- , \\.ini in one hand and the olive

I'M their eyebrows, we presume.

service on n I'm-/.)

Aci ia>T this indent, Sweet, from nie
That all the blessings thou hast

earned
The gods may give (addressed to thee,

Repeated unto all concerned).
Soli as the violet new-unfurled
Thine eyes with gentle kindness

speak,
And all the roses of the world

Report for duty on thy cheek.
'. tlu- siilmiiu-ini' r,iii!(>ain
Uic fact that we have had so

i liarmi that . . . even IxxU . ,

her more bacon that thcj
AUventirne, when lights are low.

isumed if there had ho:-n im
it illl." J.lni/il'

Agreed.

And in the morning e'er I rise

The image of my Best Beloved
That floats before my waking eyes

Is duly noted and approved.
* *

These lines, which tell in accents true

The hopes that warm, the fears that

freexe,

My love-lorn heart, arc passed to you
For necessary action, please.

I dream I press with lips that burn
A thousand kisses on thy brow

(For information, and rcturnX

From Battalion Orders (Egypt) :

4. DUK.I-S. Shorts will in future be worn
ttiiough iie kneo, and arc on no

arc iiiint to l>o tightly fitted. Any slack i

this respect will be treated as a disciplinary

If they mayn't lie either tight or loose,
what is a poor Tommy to do?
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FELINE CHIVALRY.
WK liavo received some interesting information with

regard to a remarkable movement which lias been for some

little time in progress in this country. Our informant is a

gentleman whom we luivo long known and whose boita fides

has been proved on many an occasion. Even with this

assurance we can well believe that some of our readers who

have not had our opportunities of testing the veracity of our

informant will bo disposed to treat our news as one of those

"stunts" in which the journalism of the present day so fre-

quently indulges. We desire to aflirm in the strongest pos-

sible manner that we believe our information to lie absolutely

trustworthy.

Briefly, then, what \vo have been told is this: The c;il <

of England have been roused to indignation by the appeals

which have recently been made on behalf of our dogs.

Those who so lightly have suggested that the clogs of Eng-
land should be starved out of existence will perhaps pause
in their mad career when they know that cats have put
aside their age-long traditions of animosity and are even

now ready to make common cause with their secular enemies.

You cannot, as our informant said, tell what is going lo

happen next. If those who have started the campaign

against dogs should have oven the slightest success, the

inevitable consequence will be that they will turn their

attention to cats, and will demand the sacrifice of animals

whose only fault is a belief in the kindness and magnani-

mity of man. The eats have therefore decided to form a close

association with their hereditary foes and to support them
with all the power of their claws in this crisis of their fate.

They have formed a Cynophil League, the object of which

is to defend the existence of dogs. This new league, we
understand, was inaugurated at a meeting held in the

Tilehurst Boom of the Feline Central Hall. The meet-

ing was a large and representative one. The Honourable

Thomas Carabas, the last scion of the bluest blood of

Catland, was voted to the Chair, and proceedings began
with the singing of "Discordia," the cats' National Anthem.
After the enthusiasm called forth by this chorus had to

some extent subsided the Chaircat began his speech, ex-

plaining the objects of the League and the absolute need

for its existence. They all knew, he said, that dogs were

blundering animals.-. (" Wow, iroic!" from a Great Dane
who had somehow secui'ed admission.) His honourable

friend would not, he was sure, misunderstand him. No-

body had a livelier admiration for dogs at a distance than

he, the Chaircat, and he begged to assure the interrupter
that he himself was prepared to go all lengths for the

defence even of a Yorkshire Terrier. These attacks on dogs
were certainly the preface to the elimination of cats. Jam
proximm ardet Ucalerjon. (" Now construe," from a Persian

Tom.) He referred the honourable gentleman to a dictionary
of quotations. For himself, he had 'decided not to purr for

a month unless something were done to show the detesta-

tion and loathing with which every true cat must regard
such base and tmc tly proceedings. Ho bogged to move
the first resolution, stating the necessity for the League and

appointing a committee.

This was seconded in a few words by Lady Mary Musci-

pula, and was supported by Lord Meux, and was carried ncm.

con. amid a scene of unparalleled excitement, a young cat

being heard to declare that he had decided to place his first

mouse at the disposal of the committee for use in relieving a

distressed Fox-Terrier of his acquaintance. Wo may have
further statements to make with regard to the League, but

we feel sure that our readers will agree with us when we

say that it is no small thing to have united in bonds of

friendship the cats and dogs of the Empire.

LIEUTENANT SHELLBACK, R.N.R.

UK has learnt the ways of the ships at sea

Jn most of the sorts of ships there bo

In most of the kinds of deep-sea craft,

Steam and square-sail and fore-and-aft,

A Liverpool crack and a London barque
As bluff as a barge and as old as the Ark,
A tramp, a tanker, a Yankee schooner,
I le s served in all of 'em later or sooner. . . .

And there is-n't a build and there isn't a rig,

Be it fast or slow or little or big,
From Chapman Light to the Bay of Bengal,
But Lieutenant Shellback knows 'em all.

lie has learnt the ways of the seas that roll,

Hmud and narrow and deep and shoal,
Gulf and channel and bight and strait

From the Barrier Itcef to the Golden Gale ;

He has learnt the ways of the winds that blow
Oft' palm and coral and Polar snow,
The typhoon sweeping the China seas,

And the Trades and the stormy westerlies. . . .

And there isn't a port the wide world round,
From London .River to Puget Sound,
From Sand Heads Light to Yallipo Bay
But Lieutenant Shellback 's passed that way.

And some he learnt from an old-style skipper
That once cracked on in a China clipper,
And a blue-nose mate like a live cyclone,
All fist and boot and muscle and hone ;

To reef and furl and hand and steer

He knew full well by his seventeenth year,
To lift a chantey and patch and darn,
And carve a model and spin a yarn. . . .

And there wasn't so much those old salts knew,
"Sails" and bo'sun, skipper and crew,
From trimming yards to a fancy knot-,

But Lieutenant Shellback learnt the lot.

But he learnt the most, when all's been told,

Where his fathers learnt the same of old,

In the sun and storm, in the wind and rain,

Twice round the world and home again.
Ho learnt it here and he learnt it there,

He learnt it foul and ho learnt it fair,

Both inside out and upside down,
'Twecii the Tail o' the Bank and Frisco town. . . .

And there isn't a death that sailors dare
From Carrick Eoads to the Straits of Le Mair,
Nor a kind of a risk that seamen run
But Lieutenant Shellback's faced each one.

* : ': ', :

That 'ri what lias made him tried and true,

Hardened and tested and proved him too;
Born and bred to the sailor's trade,

Hemp to the core and cable-laid,

Like the nine-strand stuff that a seaman knows
Will hold and hold till the last strand goes.
And whether he's fighting or sweeping or

towing,
And whether it 's raining or hailing or blowing,
Whether he 's out on the U-boat trail

Or saving a crew in a North Sea gale,
There isn't a job that he finds to do

But Lieutenant Shellback carries it through.
C. F. S.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
Jl/V. Punch's Staff of Learned (,'lerks.)

I THINK tlmt one of the reasons for Miss MARJORIE
BOWKN'S success with historical romance must be sought
in her sense of actual colour. Again and again you will
find her writing in pictures, so that the mind's eye is

continually at work illustrating her vivid phrases. 'This

capacity has full play in her latest story, Kings-at-Arms
(Mi-iTiit'EN), which concerns the campaigns and varying
fortunes of three monarch*, PKTKK of Russia, AUGUSTUS
of Saxony, and especially that amazing young man,
CHARLES XII. of Sweden. This last portrait of the King
who " was like an animal or a god

"
in his superb, almost

inhuman calm, is one of the finest and most haunting
pictures in Miss BOWF.N 's gallery. There is here nothing
about him that can be called an arranged plot ; facts rule,
and the facts concerning CHAKI.KS of Sweden are certainly
stranger than most fiction. Episodical love-interest you
get in the two women who controlled the destinies of bis
rivals, and one of whom, the VON KOENIGSMARCK, made so

conspicuous a failure of her attempt upon CHAKLKS himself.
But for the rest Miss BOWEN has been content to rely for
interest upon the figure of her superman and upon her
power of restoring the faded hues to which it has been
reduced in the tapestry of history. The result is a series of
scenes that have an added interest now, as dealing mostly
with the profession of arms in the old chivalrous and pro-
Prussian days. My best congratulations to the author.

lean start off cheerfully about Sunshine Se.l tiers (U.vwix)
>y saying that it certainly lives up to its title. In other

words, the author, Mr. CROSBIE GARBTIN, has written a
hook of genuine open-air humour, whose unforced gaiety
will keep you amused from the first page to the last. The
settlement is Soutli African, and the time immediately
before the War

; which indeed breaks out in the final

chapters (as not infrequently with modern fiction) and
enables the three chief characters to carry their good spirits
to Flanders. But it is their life in Africa that makes up
the greater part of the book the flora and fauna of their

surroundings, their sen-ants, pets, sports (including donkey-
polo) and adventures generally. I hazard a guess that
Mr. GARSTIN is himself an animal-lover the sympathy
with which he writes about dogs and the pleasant anecdote
of the infant antelope and the held-up express would alone
prove as much. Naturally no funny book can be at its

highest level on every page, and now and then you may
find the sunshine of the settlers a trifle overcast ; but at its

best it is both grateful and comforting. Mr. GAHSTIN is

destined for popularity with those wise readers who treasure
the memory of laughter. I may add that he displays, as
it were thrown in, a very pretty turn for occasional verse.

My trouble witli Lady STANLEY'S story of Miss Pirn's

CamouJIfHjc (HUTCHINSON) is that it is an attempt to mix
farce and tragedy in a method only possible for dreams ; to
which category of course the idea of Miss Pirn and her
invisibility really belongs. Indeed, I suppose we have
most of us dreamed it for ourselves more than once during
the War, as an alternative to exploding Essen with a secret

ray, or capturing the All-Frightfullest, or any other of
the flattering tales that sleep can whisper to the pillowed
patriot. In dreamland all things are possible and con-
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gruous; but when Lady STANLEY transfers her vision of

the gentle English' spinster, who can render herself invisible

at will, and is sent to Germany as a spy, from the unsub-

stantial fabric that is its proper medium to the solidity of

print, at once difficulties appear. Of course as imagination
the idea is glorious fun

;
and nothing that you can expect

in the way of adventure for so well equipped a heroine is

denied you. Submarine plans, details of HIXDEN BUBO'S

scheme of retreat, even the most private papers from the

Imperial library, are hers for the taking; nor is anyone
allowed to knock at her door with hot water (a ami re-

temps that has irretrievably damaged similar exploits of

my own) before the fruits of victorious daring are safely

garnered and conveyed to the English command. But,
here at last I reach my objection: pleasant nonsense like

this simply will not mix with the horrors of German besti-

ality. They call up an atmosphere of loathing in which
no dream can live. All of which comes perhaps to no more
than this, that the reader who looks, and not in vain, to

Miss Pi in for entertainment)
should be prepared for a little

judicious skipping.

The British heroine of In
li'itfi.titi'x Xi-ijlit (COLLINS)
went to stay in a Russian

country-house and married
the son of her hostess before

she knew anything about
Russian or any other kind

of life. I found her too nega-
tive for my taste ; was neither

intrigued by her failure to

love her husband nor im-

pressed by her precipitate
infatuation for another man.
On the other hand, Dmitri
Annenkor, her casual and
unfaithful spouse, is extra-

ordinarily well-drawn. The
scene of the story is trans-

ferred from Russia to Flor-

ence, and there Dmitri and
his wife become acquainted
with some revolutionaries.

On their return to Russia

things happen. It is not OLIVE GARNETT'S fault that these

events, reviewed in the light of to-day, seem very mild and

insignificant. One feels instinctively that she understands
the temperament of the Russian, and one is inclined to accept
her evidence that his craving for liberty might have been

appeased by ordinary liberal measures. As a novel Mrs.
GABNETT'S book is in certain respects unsatisfactory, but the

sincerity of her attempt to deal with questiqns of the first

importance gives it a value beyond many better romances.

I am much prejudiced in favour of books which open
like The Wasp (HoDDEB AND STOUGHTON) of Mr. THEODORE
G. ROBERTS: "James Burnham had been in London a
matter of three weeks when, one October morning in the

year 1698, he stepped into the doorway of a Cheapside
shop to let a company of jail-birds from Newgate go by
with their guards." James was a bad hat, though the son
of a baronet, and had white rages and frightened people
"whenever his pale eyes hardened and began to glint cross-

wise, as if he were trying to examine the tip of his own
nose." Also he became a pirate, which is all to the good.
But to retain my interest and affection Mr. ROBERTS should
not let him ask his unfaithful mistress, "And what think

GAHN, DIRTY PACE!"

you they '11 say when they find him held in matrimonial
leash by the wench of the tailor of Wantage?" Anyway
I began to suspect that the author was really not an
authentic tusher, and I was confirmed in this impression
when I found myself following the adventures of the

naughty James rather as a matter of duty than from a

tormenting desire to know what happened. What did

happen was that, after playing a lot of scurvy tricks on
all and sundry, he got tired of piracy and squinting down
his nose at folk, and became master-gunner on Admiral
BENHOW'S good ship Breda, quitted him like a man and a
true bart.'s son, and went to his account with an excellent

final entry on the credit side.

Mr. Webster ami Others (COLLINS) is the title of a small
and inexpensive volume, in which Mrs. W. K. CLIFFORD has
assembled ten short stories, four of which are enjoying the

dignity of book-form for the second time, and all (I sup-
pose, but am not sure) have previously appeared in print.

You know already Mrs. CLIF-
FORD'S agreeable gift for tell-

ing quiet uneventful episodes
- incidents mostly rattier

than actual tales, and con-

cerned with character rather
than action. " Mr. Webster"
is a somewhat unlikely affair

of the miserable marriage of

a cultivated bachelor-woman
! with a tasteless and tactless

widower. If Mr. Webster
were really so bad as the
author makes out, or so re-

volting of aspect as he is

depicted on the paper-wrap-
per, "unlikely" is an inade-

quate word for such a union .

Anyhow, it leads to some

j

cleverly sketched infelicity,

j

and at last to a climax that

may occasion you a mild
shock of surprise. Of the
" Others

"
I myself preferred

" The Red Parasol," a pleas-

antly atmospheric trifle all

.J about hardly anything, and

41 COMK OFF IT, BOAP HOG!

" Love at Alassio," even though the latter does end with
the convenient demise of the elderly obstacle to youthful
happiness a solution for which 1 observe that the progress
of time tends to diminish my enthusiasm. In short, though
you will hardly find Mr. Webster and Others likely to keep
you awake o' nights, it may form a restful companion for

a train journey, an office to which its slender bulk renders

it, in these five-a-side days, exceptionally apt.

What, no Soup?
"Oil 1 Wanted for Stock. J.

,
Orocer." .Smidciland Daili/ K<:1u>.

Another Impending Apology.
"Al, the Vestry Meeting held on Kaster Tuesday, the Churi-h\v;iiileiis

were able to show a balance on the y oar's accounts. This is more
than accounted for by the abscnc3 of the Verier, so that in normal
times there would have been a considerable deficit/' I'm islt

"He was of Dutch origin, and linked London society, where he was

very popular, with some great Continental names, having been a per-
sonal friend of Schopenhauer and a student of Spinoza." The Star.

We are very glad that someone has discovered the missing
link between London society and tho late Mynheer SPINOZA.
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FIFTY - oxi-: children were lost on

i lampstead I Icntli during the recent

holidays. The fact that they wore all

restored to their parents speaks"well tor

the honesty of Londoners.

A hrown snake measin ing liftecn

inclies long has heen caught in County
Tyrone. We are sorry to note this

evidence of scamped work on the part,

of ST. PATBIOK.

Tho Food Ministry has dfclinod to

lix a maximum price for Spanish onions.

It is predicted that long-range onions

of heavy calihre will undergo a further

advance. * *

With red M'nco to the man who
secured breathing space in a suburban

train last week a satisfactory explana-
tion is now forthcoming. Ho was the

engine-driver.

War is a great leveller. The Carl

Rosa Company are ahout to produce an

opera by a .British composer.

A Frankfort hotel-keeper has heen

fined for selling a guest a cigar for

9.s. (')(/. which only cost 4s. (i'/. We
assume that it was urged in defence

that the additional charge merely
covered the risk of premature explosion.

We understand that the KAISKI; some-

times refers to the Austrian Government
as Our Dumb Friends' League.

A case of sleeping sickness lias been

reported in Scotland. This seems al-

most incredible in a country where the

bagpipes flourish.

" No cure for potato wart has yet been

found," says an official of tho Board of

Trade. Wo feel that everything has not
been done which might have been. For

instance, have they written to the well-

known Kditor who went to the Front to

tell Sir DOUGLAS ll.\ic, how to win the

War: 1

;
, ,

:

A member of the Sissinghurst Mouse
Club recently killed six hundred and

fifty mice in one day. It is supposed
to have boon a surprise attack against
a weak sector. ... ...

A correspondent of The Daily Mail
voices a demand for "

plainer Bishops."
For ourselves we are always glad to see,

whether in prelates or others, tho gift

of spiritual grace combined with that of

personal beauty. ... ...

At a London police court last week the

MAY 29TH.
Farmer (to substitute). "AY, THEE BE A VISK VARMER 'VRAID o' A HV.M,!"

Land Worker. "OH, THAT'S ALL BIOHT. JfST REMEMBERED IT WAS OAK APPLE DAY
AND CAME UP FOR A Bl'UKi.

'

magistrate ordered a sanitary inspector
to destroy a cheese which was unlit for

human consumption. We learn that

the poor fellow asked to be allowed to

see bis wife and family first.

According to The Kreniiitj News a

butterfly was last week seen fluttering
in Fleet Street, though it is only fair to

say that the poor misguided creature

did not know it was Fleet Street..
:;= *

A wood-pigeon shot by a Warwick
farmer was found to have 737 grains of

barley in its craw. The voracious bird,

it appears, attempted to evade the issue'

by affecting to have lost its caterpillar
card.

" The baking trade has reached rock

bottom," declared tho Mayor of SOUTH-
WAUK last week. Frankness of this

kind is bound to disarm criticism ex-

cept by the most fastidious.

A \\ oman has complained to the Acton

magistrate that her husband had not

spoken to her since September last. In

a similar case that has coino to our

notice the man excuses himself on the

ground that he never cares to butt in

when his wife is talking.

" '

Nelson,' the greatest naval pigc.ini
film ever attempted, will," says Th<

Daily Ncirs,
"

tell the love story of

Nelson's life and tho outstanding inci-

dents of bis career, including the de-

struction of the Spanish armada." No
scandal about QUKKN Ki.ix \HKTH, wr
trust.

"Tilt! store is occupied liy an It iliati turner,

who on opening the door found that his stock

of wood was burning, and immediately burst

into a vast conflagration. The fire, which
threatened to invade the surroundings,wan soon

put o\it."Al-*fnghrrb Al-Aska (Tangier).

The turner seems to have been rather

put out too.

, OLIV.
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OUR NEUTRAL NATIONALISTS.
[In a recent interview with the New York Press the Leader of the

Irish Nationalist Party is reported to have said,
" We believe that the

cause of the Allies is' the cause of Freedom throughout the world."

At the same time, while repudiating the policy of the Sinn Fciners,

he admitted that he had co-operated with them in their resistance

to the demand that Ireland should defend the cause of Freedom.]

WHO dares to say we take the side

Of men with treason -germs infected?

The Ethiop cannot change his hide,

Nor yet can Freedom's own Elected,

Dispensing with their native skin, feign

Approval of the principles of Sinn Fein.

True, we have clasped the traitor's hand,

Leaned to his felon lips and kissed him,

Smiled on his Hag, together banned

The law that threatened to enlist him,

And cursed the tyrant when he came
And conjured us to fight in Freedom's name.

A common hatred made us kin
;

With one consent we launched attacks on

The alien whom wo loathe like sin,

The cruel, autocratic Saxon,
Whose brutal subsidies debase

The spirit of our proud and patriot race.

If WILLIAM KAISER'S ways are vile,

LLOYD GEORGE we deens as great a villain ;

So sit we on the neutral stile,

Conducted there by Mr. DILLON ;

Though such a course may rouse the choler

Of backers who donate the useful dollar.

Yet to our English foes to-day
And their Allies who strike for Freedom,

" Our hearts, in this high quest," we say,
" Are yours, if you could only read 'em

;

Yes, for a cause so fair and right
We will do anything on earth but fight." O. S.

D.A.M.N.
A NIGHTMARE OF 192 .

D.A.M.N. or, to give it its full though less expressive
title,

" The Department for Abating Ministerial Nuisances
"

came into existence about the tenth year of the War, to

combat the predatory onslaughts of the Accommodation
Committees of the various Ministries.

It was set up by the Government as a result of the popular
outcry raised at the eviction, at three hours' notice, of the

Eoyal Family from Buckingham Palace, to make way for

the Minister of Inter-Departmental Warfare, a functionary
whose activities were first brought to public notice when
the Premier raised him to Cabinet rank for his services in

saving the Treasury offices from an enveloping movement
of the Ministry of Munitions this department having
secured a footing in Downing Street and begun conduct-

ing a simultaneous drive southward from the Admiralty
Arch.

The growth of Government departments had been allowed
too long to continue unchecked, until it had become no
uncommon event for whole sections of a department to
lose touch with their headquarters and to establish them-
selves in outlying parts of the Metropolis, whence they
harried the unfortunate inhabitants with requisitions for

accommodation and forced labour. In the early years of
the War the provision of accommodation for Government
departments had been the concern of the Office of Works,

but latterly departments had taken matters into their own
hands, and, having furniture no longer provided for them
and being unable to obtain sufficient staff by voluntary
methods, they had adopted the easier course of com-

mandeering houses with their contents and even their

occupants.
To combat this state of affairs D.A.M.N. was founded ;

but it differed in many respects from any other department
created during the War, and in every respect from any
department created in pre-war days. To begin with, its

birth was not heralded by any Press notices
; further, it

had no generally recognised headquarters, and its staff was
almost exclusively composed of burglars, house-breakers
and other men nimble with their fingers. Finally it cost

the public little or nothing, and its actions, whenever they
were brought to light, met with unfailing public approval.
The business of D.A.M.N. was to lop-off the numerous

and unnecessary excrescences of Government departments
and to reduce them to the limits of efficiency and usefulness,
and its method was somewhat as follows : The particular
branch or section or group of sections to be "

lopped
"
was

first of all isolated from its headquarters by the simple
expedients of disconnecting the telephone wires and com-

mandeering the fleet of motor-cars standing in serried ranks
about its doors. This done, the next step would bo for a

special squad of D.A.M.N. representatives, introduced into
the building in the guise of furniture removers, to win over

or, if need be, to overpower (for violent methods had become
usual in those days) the registry and messenger staffs.

Pandemonium would then ensue for a short time, as tele-

phones were vainly rung and rung again, while urgent
papers piled themselves in every "out" tray and drifted like

snow on to the floors. Within an hour however the work
of the " isolated

"
branch would have come to a standstill,

and that work being of interest to no one but itself it

would be no one's concern to set it going again. With a
final powdering of noses the staff would sadly and silently
vanish away, and D.A.M.N. would then proceed quietly
but effectually to eliminate all traces of their previous
occupation.
As no accurate statistics had ever been compiled of the

personnel and oflices of the larger Ministries, it is not easy
to convey an accurate impression of the magnitude of the
task accomplished by D.A.M.N. from its creation up to the

present time. It may, however, be of interest to record
that the Ministry of Munitions has been restricted to two
palaces, three railway termini, fourteen hotels and ten
streets of houses, and that in the process a male staff

equal to two Army Corps and a female staff sufficient to

form ten divisions of W.A.A.C.'s have been made available

for work of national importance, and sufficient petrol has
been saved to restart the majority of the motor omnibus
services in London.
The Air Ministry too has been pruned down to such an

extent that it is hoped that St. Paul's Cathedral and one or

more museums may shortly be reopened to the public, and
that the headquarters staff may not be greatly in excess of

the numbers of the R.A.F. in the field.

Lastly, with the reductions recently effected at the

Foreign Office, Admiralty, War Office, Board of Trade, etc.,

it is confidently expected that parts of St. James, the Green
and Hyde Parks, together with some sections of the Em-
bankment, will be permitted to resume their normal functions
as "lungs" of the Metropolis.

"KAISER AS THE HERO OF THE 20rH CENTURY.
In time to come the Kaiser may be known as the Herod of the 20th

Century." Nottingham Evening Post.

Personally, we prefer the text to the headline.
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A SCHOOL FOE CANDOUR,
Scene : CONSTANTINOPLE.

EMPEROR OF AUSTBIA 1

SULTAN OF TUKKEY /
(
after c^iai"J' n 'J headgtar in token of confidence). "NOW THAT WE 'Hi:

ALONE, WHAT DO YOU EEALLY THINK OF THE SO-CALLED ALL-HIGHEST?"
[They converse freely.
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THE MUD LARKS.
OUR squadron is at the present

moment billeted in what the house-

agents would describe as a "
unique,

old-world property," a ramshackle pile

which looks like a palace from the

where and anchored him to it. This
;

have passed for a rabbit at any fancy-

i

lias had the effect of creating in him a
j

dress ball. His costume was a patch-
dual personality.
Sometimes he thinks he is just fat

old Dolce F. Niento the pig, and be-

have-; as such, and one can tread all

over him without disturbing his melo

work affair of hairy tufts and hare

spaces. I think he must have been
laid away in a drawer without camphor
at one time and been mauled by a
moth.
A disreputable ragamuffin person wasSouth and a workhouse from the North.

'

dious slumbers. At others the collar

It commenced its career, hack in the

long ago, as a glorified week-end bun-

galow for Doges. In course of time it trusty watch-dog, and mows down all was in his day the Light-weight Cham-
beeame a monastery.

and chain prey on his mind and he Antonio Giuseppe the donkey, but for

imagines be is Patriot Dei'ensor the all that he had a way with him, and
trusty watch-dog, and mows down all was in his dav the Lieht-weiffht Cham-
comers.

\Vhfii the pious monks took over
j

The children and fowls are
pion Diner-out of all Italy probably

doing of the world.

innumerable fowls and children all the
nicely. They speedily discovered what At night he reposed in the kitchenthey got busy with whitewash and

obliterated most of the Doges' sportive
mural decorations. Most, but not all. I world over had discovered before tbem, 1 and i'owls. The day lie spent in his

Methinks the Abbot had tripped the namely, that the turtling dove is a wild < observation post, lurking behind
boulevards in his youth and
ho spared some of the

brighter spots of the more

sportive frescoes in memory
of old times and to keop his

heart up during Lent. Any-
how they are still there.

To-day our long-faced
chums champ their feeds in

cloisters where once the

good monks told their heads,
and our bold sergeant boys
quaff their tonics beneath
a painted ceiling whereon
EACKHAM satyrs are de-

picted chivvying KIKCHXKU

nymphs across a LEADER

landscape.
A small portion of one

immense wing is inhabited

by a refugee lady, who had
retired in good order, haling
the whole menagerie along
with her, calves, fowls, chil-

dren, donkey, piebald pig
and all.

When first we came into

residence here we heard

strange nocturnal swishings
and shufflings overhead, where none
should be, and attributed them to

the ghost of the Abbot, who had re-

turned from Purgatory with a bucket
of lime and was striving to wash out
his former lapses. Later on we dis-

covered it was the calves, who from

Dear Soul (as .v/ir heat* tin- <iir~i'tiid witniiny). ''.All, )J ii-ii' DO \VE NOT
OWE TO THEM HEliOES A-BLOWIN' OP THE MACABOONS !

''

inscrutable motives of their own prefer
living in the attics. How Mrs. Esfugeo
i i -iii

beast compared with the British warrior

and his war-horse, and they victimise

the defenceless creatures accordingly.
The result is that the Atkinses get

along with Mrs. Kefugee, the banilini

a
screen of mulberries and

vines, keeping a watchful

eye on the horses.

As soon as their nose-

hags were on he commenced
to move stealthily towards
the lilies, timing himself

,
to arrive just as the nose-

bags came oil and the hay-
iicls went up. Ho then

glided softly between the

horses and helped himself.

Being tiny and very discreet

lie frequently passed unob-

served, but should the line-

guard spot him he had his

plan of action.

Oft-times have I seen a

perspiring and blasphemous
trooper pursuing the winged
Antonio Giuseppe round the

lines with a stable broom
;

but when the broom de-

scended Antonio Giuseppe
was not there to receive it.

He would nip under the

breast-rope, slip in under
one horse's belly and out

between the legs of another,

dodging through and round the as-

tounded animalslike a half-back througho
at a fair,a loose scrum or a greased pit

snatching a generous contribution from

only what husks of their rations the
j

each hay-not as he passed. Under this

children have neglected, and the fowls
'

method Antonio throve and throve;

only allow the hairies what oats they
j

but the tale of splintered brooms grew
cannot possibly stagger away with.

Antonio Giuseppe the donkey was
and grew and the Quartermaster loved
me not.

Yesterday the General intimated thathoisted them up there in the first place also a war profiteer. Commerce might
and how she proposes to get them down stagnate, armies clash and struggle, i he 'd like to inspect us. Always eager
again when they ripen are questions nations bleed to death, lie did not to oblige, we licked, polished, brushed
she alone can answer, but will never
do so because we haven't enough Italian

to ask her.

care. " Viva la guerra !" said Antonio

Giuseppe.
" As long as there is a

British unit handy to dine out with I 'm
The piebald pig is supported entirely i all for it." These sentiments, though

and burnished ourselves, pipe-clayed our

head-ropes, pomaded our moustaches,

powdered our noses and paraded.
We paraded to-day iii regimental

by voluntary contributions, and, like '

deplorable, were not without reason,
,

column in a field west of our palace-
many other such institutions, keeps for until we came I very much doubt
frequent fasts. When he retreated here

;

if he had ever had a full meal a real
there was no sty to accommodate him

; rib-straining blow-out in his life,

but Mrs. Befugee, with the practical He was a miserable little creature,

workhouse and sat stiff in our sad-

dles, the cheerful sunshine glowing on

leather-work, glinting on brass and

steel, conscious that we could give any
originality that distinguishes her, routed

'

standing about a yard high by six inches
| Beauty Chorus a run for its money,

out a retired dog-kennel from some- ! broad. By tucking in his tail he could
|

There sounded a shrill fanfaronade of
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trumpets, tootling the salute, and a
dazzle of gold and scarlet, like a TURNER
sunset, blazed into view the General
and his Stall.

At the same moment AntonioGiuseppe
espied us from his observation post and,

getting it into his head that \vo were

picnicing out (it was about lunch-time),
hastened to join us. As the General

d the leading squadron Antonio

Giuseppe reached the near squadron
and, sliding unobtrusively into its ranks,
looked about for the hay-nets.
However the Second in Command

noticed his arrival and motioned to his

I nimpeter. The trumpeter spurred for-

ward and pinked Antonio Giuseppe in

the hindquarters with his sword-point
as a hint to him to move on. Antonio,

thinking the line-guards were upon
him and with a new type of broom,
loosed a squeal of agony and straight-

way commenced his puss-in-the-corner
antics in and out and round about the

s
1

legs. They didn't like it at all
;

it tickled and upset them ; they changed
from the horizontal to the vertical,

girled and pawed the air.

Tilings were becoming serious. A hee-

hawing tatterdemalion donkey, pla\ ing
'

ring o' roses
"
with a squadron of war-

-, tickling them into hysterics,
detracts from the majesty of such oc-

casions and is no tit spectacle for a
General. A second trumpeter joined
in the chase and scored a direct prick
on the soft of Antonio Giuseppe's nose
as he dived out under the tail of a

I plunging gun-mare. Antonio whipped
about and fled towards the centre

squadron, ears wobbling, braying an-

guished S.O.S.s. The two trumpeters,
young and ardent lads, thundered after

him, swords at the engage, racing each

other, knee to knee for first blood. They !

scored simultaneously on the butt of

his tail, and Antonio, stung to the quick,
shot clean through (or rather under) .

the centre squadron into the legs of the
General's horse, tripping up that ma-

jestic animal and bringing the whole

stately edifice ruining down into a

particularly muddy patch of Itajy.
Tremendous and awful moment ! As

my groom and countryman expressed
it,

" Ye cud hear the silence for miles."

The General did not break it. I tbink
his mouth was too full of mud and
loose teeth for words. He arose slowly
out of the ooze like an old walrus lift-

ing through a bed of seaweed black as

death, slime dripping from his whiskers,
and limped grimly from the field, fol-

lowed by his pallid staff proffering
handkerchiefs and smelling-salts. But
I understand he became distinctly ar-

ticulate when ho got home, and the

upshot of it is that we are to be put in

the forefront of the nastiest battle that
can bo arranged for us.

And Antonio Giuseppe the donkey,
author of all the trouble, what of him ?

you ask.

Antonio Giuseppe the donkey will

never smile again, dear reader. With
his edges trimmed and "Welcome"
branded across bis back he may serve
as a mangy doormat for some suburban

maisonette, but at the present moment
ho lies in the mud of the parade-ground,
as flat as a sole on a. sand- hank, waiting
for someone to roll him up and carry
him away.
When a full-fed Major-General falls

he falls heavily. PATLANDEH.

A Sinecure.

"Teacher for small infant school, i

dren." Church Timc^.

"The story of the Department of Agricul-
ture shows how an Irish institution, wholly in

Irish hands, may flourish when it is withdrawn
from the cold and paralysing shoes of the

." Daily ChrunicU'.

Are wo to understand by this that there

would be no more cold feet in Ireland
if Irishmen were allowed full use of

their own brogues V
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A MATTER OF PRECEDENCE.
Louisa is greatly distressed. She

tells me she will never have another

moment's peace until the War is over,

and she is inclined, unreasonably I

think, to blame my conduct in the

matter. Eecalling the quite uncommon
circumstances I do not see how a man
of honour and chivalry could have acted

otherwise than as I did.

Briefly, the facts are these. Louisa

is a slave to superstition. Not a day

passes but she does something or

refrains from doing something else with

the notion of averting misfortune from

herself and her family. Naturally I

smile at her childishness, hut since our

only son, Gerald, went to Flanders I

have so far humoured her as to cease

using my portable shaving mirror, to

make doubly secure our hanging pic-

tures, to avoid spilling the salt, or,

having spilt it, to throw a pinch over

my left shoulder, to remove my glasses
before bowing to the new moon, and to

forbid admittance into the house of any
sprigs of black or white thorn.

Having indulged her whims to this

extent it was but natural I should go a

step further. When Louisa was laid up
with bronchial asthma this spring and
was prevented from following her usual

custom of going out into the country to

hear tne call of the cuckoo and there-

upon at once opening a gate to " let in

the luck," I volunteered to go instead.

Louisa was greatly relieved. " You 're

almost sure to hear it round Hammer
Down Copse," she said,

" and there 's a

gate close by leading to a farm. When
you hear it just one ' Cuckoo

'

don't

lose a moment
;
run to the gate and

open it. Think of our boy and open it

wide and let in all the luck."

It was nonsense, of course, but, after

all, opening a gate is a very simple
matter, and I am not the man to shirk

a promise to a wife with bronchial
asthma and a boy in Flanders.

I set out for Hammer Down Copse.
For seven evenings in succession I sat

on the gate leading to the farm ready
to jump down and fling it wide open at

the sound of the spirit voice. But no
cuckoo broke the silence.

Louisa was in despair.
"
Try Dipper

Dell," she said. I tried it. It was a

balmy night, a trifle warm for walking.
I took it easily. I was barely fifty

yards from the spot when suddenly the
clear soft call,

"
Cuckoo," was wafted

to my ears, and facing me, leading to
the dell, I saw a five-barred gate.

I ran. I have never run so hard
since I ran for the doctor when Gerald
was born. I took the road in leaps.
But out of the dell's green depths came
a man, a, bent and grey-haired man,

full fifteen years my senior. And he

also leapt.
We met across the gate. The intro-

duction was abrupt, and we were both

temporarily short of breath. The gate
was fastened in the usual simple fashion

of country gates. To open it one had

merely to jerk it upwards oh its hinges.
I was about to do so when, with the

agility of a monkey, this venerable

gentleman climbed upon it and hung
with all his weight across the topmost
bar. With as much gentleness as was
consistent with firmness I took him by
the shoulders and obliged him to de-

scend. Instantly he attempted to raise

the gate. There was no alternative but

to assume a leaning position over the top
bar myself. With a dexterity beyond
his years he succeeded in dislodging me.
Tho situation threatened to become

undignified. I addressed myself to him
with quiet arjpeal.

"
Sir," I said,

" I

have a sou at the Front. Need I ad-

vance a further claim ?
"

" One son !

"
he replied.

" I have
three, and my youngest just going."

- And Louisa blames me because I

turned home without a word and left

him to open the gate.

THE SUM OE CHIVALRY.
WHAT shall be said of him, your friend,

That very perfect gentle knight
Whose fair life, crown'd with such an

end,
No graven scroll could praise aright?

There is a simple line can tell

Of the great spirit proud and free,

Whose steadfast vision still would dwell

Upon the star of Courtesy.

No shining warrior prince of old

Whose glory lit the knightly days
But this brief epitaph had told

The perfect measure of his praise.

Yet him we mourn a courage graced
That finds no ancient counterpart ;

What knew they of the deaths he faced

With laughter from a boyish heart?

There needs no marble; just the small
Eude cross of wood that soldiers rear,

And this for proud memorial,
An English Gentleman lies Jicre.

An Appropriate Item.

From a programme of the Municipal
Concerts, Bath :

" DOUCHE REVERIE AND PETIT VALSE
Tchaikovsky.

In the event of rain the Band will play at
the Pump Room."

"Educated Girls Wanted for Training in
Rabbit Catching in Radnorshire." Times.

Expert exponents of the "
Bunny-Hug

"

specially invited.

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXYIII.
Richard. Tell us something more

about the Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, Mamma, and the great
reconciliation between them in this

period.
Mrs. M. Very well; but it is a long

story. The antagonism between them
was mostly friendly and was expressed
in athletic contests, but it occasionally
led to harsh mutual criticism. Tims
it was said, on the one hand, that
Oxford could only produce a manner
and a marmalade, and, on the other,
that Cambridge was only famous for
sums and sausages.
Mary. Well, I think that sausages

and marmalade are both very good
things. But I hate sums and I don't
understand what you mean by a
manner.
Mrs. M. My dear child, it is not

seemly to speak of food with such
enthusiasm, and by abusing arithmetic

you render yourself ridiculous. But as

you ask for information on the subject
of the Oxford manner I will endeavour
to enlighten your ignorance. It was
supposed to reflect a consciousness of

intellectual superiority to those who
had been educated elsewhere, and un-

doubtedly in some instances caused
considerable irritation, especially as the

majority of the great poets were edu-
cated at Cambridge, while three of the
most distinguished bards who entered
Oxford SHELLEY, SWINBURNE and
CALVERLEY found the conditions so

uncongenial to the development of their

talents that they left or were obliged to

leave without obtaining a degree. I
am bound to admit, however, that two
out of the three were decidedly uncon-
ventional I had almost said Pagan
in their opinions.

George. Well, give me CALVERLEY
every time.

Mrs. M. Your expressions are rather

odd, but the sentiment is defensible.

CALVERLEY, as you perhaps know,
migrated to Cambridge, where he had
a brilliant academic career. But to

revert to this criticism of Oxford, I find

it expressed in a most pointed manner
in the writings of an eminent Cambridge
professor of the period, BATESON by
name, who, after complaining of the

neglect of science by the sister univer-

sity, traces the evil back to the public
schools. "

Boys who are marked out
as leaders," he observes,

"
rarely have

much instinct for science and avoid
such teaching, finding it irksome or

unsatisfying." And the Professor con-
tinues :

" These it is who, going after-

wards to the Universities, in preponder-
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ating numbers to Oxford, make for

themselves a congenial atmosphere,
disturbed only by faint ripple-; of tbat

vast intellectual renascence in winch
the new shape of civilisation is forming.
With sclf-cotnplaceney unshaken they
assume in due course charge of Church
and State and Press, ami in general .the

leadership of the country. As lawyers
and journalists they do our talking for

us, let who will do the thinking.
Observe that their strength lies in the

possession of a special gift the gift of

speech -which under the conditions of

democratic government lias a prodigi-
ous opportunity."

M/irii. Dear .M:nnma, I think Pro-
fessor BATKSU.X must b>> right, because
ho writes just in the same way you talk.

Mr.i. If, I am afraid, Wary, that > our

opinion does more credit to your filial

piety than to your discrimination. Still

1 am not insensible to the compliment.
Hichanl. But had all the Oxford men

the gift of the gab I beg pardon of

li ?

Mm. -V. Some of them certainly were

distinguished for their forensic and ora-

torical talents. Mr. ASQUITH and Lord
Cvit/ox, for example. But Lord NORTH-
I'l.iri-'u, Lord BEAVEBBBOOK aud Mr.
LLOYD GKOUGI: were none of them edu-
cated at Oxford. In any case Professor

BATESON'S indictment was rather unfor-

tunate, for, at the very time ho wrote,
the antagonism that he, perhaps uncon-

sciously, helped to foster was swallowed

up in a noble emulation which turned
all the undergraduates into fighting-
meu, all the scholars into crusaders,
and enriched the annals of both Uni-
versities with countless and imperish-
able examples of heroic patriotism.

THE EECENT HEAT- \YAYK.

(With ucknowlcilrjments to our KIIH/I/II/

Contemporaries.)

["Owing, it is thought, to the 1<

car rail off the rails ut Bedworth."

Daily I'm .

As a result of the warm weather
several moths in the suburbs have de-

cided to discard their fur coats.

At Sunningdale last week a ferocious
attack was made on a policeman by a

butterfly, which actually snapped at

the officer while in the execution of his

duty.

It is thought that LUDENDOBFF was
overcome with nervous prostration
when he announced in a despatch to

Berlin that,
" with the exception of the

postponement of the offensive, there
was nothing to report on the Western
Front."

Things got so warm in Ireland that

several Sinn Feiuers were invited by
the Government to go away for the

benefit of Ireland's health.

A Sergeant-Major who gave the

wrong word of command last week
was so overcome by the heat that he
absolved the recruits from all bla

During the rush for the Brighton
train at Victoria Station an alien \\lio

jumped on an intending passenger, i is-

locating his shoulder and remo\ing a

brace of teeth, went so far as to apolo-

gise. It is supposed that he was suffer-

ing from a heat-stroke.

\Yo have reluctantly to deny the

rumour that, during a warm day last

week, Sir HKDLEY LE BAS rushed into

a restaurant and ordered iced cham-

pagne at four shillings an inch.

A Provident Lad.

Extract from small boy's letter from
school :

'DEAR MOTHER, Would \ou M.IK! me
some, more pocket-money ? I thought 1 'd

better lay in a store of penny stamps to write
to you with as I hear they are going up in

price. . . ."

' I have been killing -A pig for our own no
for the lost lifiivn

"'lily Dispatch
"
(Manchester).

Like CHAIILKS II. the pig seems to have
been an unconscionable time in dying.
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First Officer (in spasm of jealousy) . "Wno's THE KNOCK-KNEED CHAr WITH YOUH SISTER, OLD MAN?'

Second Officer. "My OTHEH SISTIOB."

TALES TOLD TO CIVILIANS.
THE FLY.

HAVE I been at the Front ! O Lor !

Was I over the bags ? You bet.

They fell me I won the mouldy war
At the Battle of Nouvillette ;

The bombs was terrible thick

And the shells was mountain-high,
And many a Bosch went back to Base,
But I can't say much about what took

place,
For I had a fly in my eye.

We were just getting up to Fritz

When the horrible thing occurred,
And bang in my eye the blighter sits,

The size of a well-fed bird ;

" Come on," the Officer says ;

I says to him,
" '

By-and-by ;

'

It 's all very well to say,
' Come on !

'

I would if my arms and legs were

gone,
But I've got a fly in my eye."

Have you been on a bicycle, Sir,

And copped it proper the same,
When the world was only a misty blur

And your eye like a red-hot flame,
So that you wept great tears,

So that you longed to die?

Well, think what it is when there hap-
pens to be

A battle you specially came to see,

And then get a fly in your eye.

They say as there ain't no doubt
What I ought to have gone and
done

Turned my upper lid inside out
And over the under one ;

But I tell you the bombs was (hick,

And never a man said " Hi !

Just monkey about with 'your upper
lid;"

So I blew my nose and I wept, I did,

And I still had a fly in my eye.

And then, Sir, I just went mad,
I groped for my trusty hype,

And I laid about like a Tyneside lad

With a good blind circular swipe ;

They tell me I killed ten Huns
And laid out Corporal Fry ;

The Huns they took to their heels and

fled,

And even the Company wished me dead,
And I still had a fly in my eye.

I fell on my poor old face,

I lay in a hole and swore ;

And now they call me a shell-shock

case
And tell me I won the War

;

They gave me the D.C.M.,
And that 's why I seem so shy,

But this is the truth I 've told to you,
And you never can tell what a man

won't do
With a darned great fly in his eye.

A. P. H.

SPELLING BY "ANALOGY."

Lady (finishing order at telcplione).
And send it to Two hundred and fifty-

three, Tanza Road.
Voice over telephone. Two hundred

and fifty-three where, Moddam ?

Lady. Two hundred and fifty-three,
Tanza Jtoad.

Voice. I "m sorry I can't hear you,
Moddam.
Lady. Two hundred and fifty-three,

Tanza
Voice (coldly). Spell it by analogy,

Moddam.

Lady. T for Tommy, A for apple,
N for novel, Z for zany.

Voice. Z for what '!

Lady. Z for zany.
Voice. I'm sorry I can't hear, Mod-

dom. Z for what ?

Lady. Z for zebra.

Voice. Ah, that 's better.

"Yesterday evening Mr. - , J.P.
,
auc-

tioneer and farmer, was iircd at when driving
home. . . Mr.- ,

who is an ex-Chairman
of the --- Rural District Council, is a most

popular man in the district. For sonic time

past he has been subject to a series of annoy-
ances, the most recent of which was the

spiking of his lands, and his cattle and horses
mutilated." Irish

Popularity in Ireland would appear to

have its drawbacks.
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THE NEW ORIENTATION.
RAISED. "OUR FUTURE, MY DEAR BOY, LIES IN THE EAST!"

CROWN PBINCK. " WELL, FATHER, FROM WHAT I'VE SEEN OF THE
'

WEST I THINK
YOU MAY BE EIGHT."
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THE NEW SPIRIT IN SPORT.
K in:; a 1V\\ rv( rurts from the papers of the

near future, illustrating novel developments
in v.ar-timc .sport.]

" The Clydesido Rivettera' Cup Final

was played at Dahnuir yesterday before

a crowd of sixteen thousand, anil re-

sulted in a draw. Fairfield Furies, who
started favourites, gave a great display,

putting up a score of one hundred-and-

h'fly thousand rivets, MacAndrew being

top-scorer with eight thousand, which

places him at the head of the averages.
Set an almost impossible task to win,

.Brown's Hustlers (Clydelnink) tackled

the proposition brilliantly, and stood a

good chance of drawing level when the

supply of ships ran out, and as nothing
other than rivetting on ship-
hoard is allowed under Lloyd's
rules the game was abandoned.

We understand that three mem-
bers of the Fairiield team have

been selected to represent Great

Britain against the American
team that is to come over next

month and attempt to recover

the ciiult re."

for Mudhampton ;
but the award of the

prixe is under consideration owing to

the fact that the winning team's sup-

porters started sniping at them with a

A SPECIAL OCCASION.
II 10 had been waiting outside the

Tube station for some time, but the

battery of machine-guns, and the other ! expression of his face as be glanced at

competitors contend that, had they had
this incentive to dig themselves in, they
also would have made a vastly im-

proved effort."

Messrs. Laird and Co., contractors

for the Forth and Clyde Canal, have

the clock from time to time was one
of whimsical rather than of bored im-

patience.

Five-aud-twcnty past one.
A quarter past had been the appointed

time; but she was always inclined to

be a little unpunctual, though she could

very generously offered the proposed
j

never be got to admit it or even to

canal course for the forthcoming inter-

national trenching match between Eng-
land and Scotland."

1 In yesterday's race for Tanks

realise it.

Would she ever alter ? He was afraid

not.

After all, there was no doubt that

part of her charm lay in a sort of irre-

" Greater public interest than

ever is being displayed in the

Naval Gun-laying Tests which

opened yesterday in the North
Sea. More than forty large

passenger liners crowded with

enthusiastic spectators accom- i

panied the Fleet, and betting
'

was very keen on the outcome.
The forward barbette of the

QueenElizabeth stands favourite

at present in the heavy section.

An exciting incident marked yes-

terday's proceedings, the Press-

boat being mistaken for a target
and sunk by a salvo from one of

the Super-Dreadnoughts. For- L_Z
ORTfIilr

'_L:

(mix.'d sexes) up Ben Nevis the in- 1 sponsible casual attitude towards the
minor incidents of life. But in

things that mattered ho had
Known her to fail.

Half-past. Surely no accident
could have befallen her? He
half smiled at the idea. Kitty
was not the sort of person to

get run over, and somehow one
felt certain she. would be sure to

emerge smiling even from the
most cataclysmic of disasters.

Suddenly he became aware of

her coming towards him, thread-

ing her -way swiftly, alertly, but

quite quietly through the stream
of passers-by.
How delightful, how fresh she

looked
;
how different from all

the other women !

Her smile as she came to-
1

wards him was a trifle self-con-

scious.
" I do hope you like it," she

said rather breathlessly when
she got quite near him. " I 'm

so afraid it is a little too gay."
He surveyed her critically.
" I think it 's charming," lie

Those roses
"

,lc//.-/ [forestalling i astir criticism).
" VKS. I KNOW THIS

ISN'T LIKE A SHEEP, AND '.IHK noi BE i>vi I.IKE THAT n.n BE
UP .THERE, AND THi: TKKKS .\];P'. Till: YVRONCj SHAPK AXD
COLOUR. I '.M SORRY !

"

Xittioiinl Si-i-riiv Mali ifrom Clchcn). "My DEAR FELLOW,
YOU DON'T DO YOURSELF JUSTICE. YOUR WORK INTERESTS
ME EXTREMELY. I SHOULD DESCRIBE IT AS NEO-CU 111- I h

I tunately no lives were lost, but in
j

domitable Munjiu'rite alone succeeded said.
" Those i

1

'

consequence of this mishap we regret in attaining the goal. In view of the "Silly boy," she said. "They're
that the opening scores have not yet practical impossibility of negotiating not ros3S, they're dahlias. But i 'm
come to hand."

|

the descent it has been decided to leave so glad you like it ; one can't afford to

her there and convert her into an hotel have clothes one doesn't wear these
" On Saturday afternoon Tooting beat for tourists desirous of seeing the sun- days. 'Where are we lunching ?

"

Clapham in the Planting Section of the
'

rise from the summit.'' He looked a little apologetic.
London Allotments League. For a
time Clapham looked like winning, for

they holed out the potato round in

record time ; but they were eventually
overhauled by the Tootingites, who gave
a fine display on the greens, their

manipulation of cabbages and cauli-

flowers being considered one of the

prettiest bits of play of the season, and

drawing forth repeated applause from a

large attendance."

"Devonshire Chevrons Club held their
first trenching competition of the season
on Saturday. It resulted in an easy win

Fair Warning.
Notice put up by the C.Q.M.S. of a

cadet battalion :

"INSPECTION OF ROOMS. The Commanding
Officer will inspect No. 3 Coy. rooms to-mor-
row. Cadets arc reminded not to leave any-
thing of value laying on the shelves."

"In our recent report of the entertainment
held at St. ,

wo inadvertently omitted to

;is having con-mention the name of iliss

tributed two sous." Provincial Paper.

We understand that Miss

I thought, darling, as it was such
a very special occasion, that per-

haps
' He murmured the name of

a very smart restaurant.
"
Oh, Jim," she said,

" do you think

one ought? In war-time? But of

course I shall simply love it. What
a good thing the hat came in time.

Shall we walk ?
"

But this was to be a day of real

extravagance, and when she realised

bow much he was enjoying it she let

has him have his own way. He had been

written to the Editor entreating him to I working so hard, poor darling, all these

publish no further apology. months, and spending nothing, except
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THE NEWEST ARMY.
Subaltern. "OF cofitsK I CAN'T ASK YOU TO MESS, DAD; BUT GET YOURSELF SOME EXTBAS AT THE CANTEEN WITH THIS."

hisparent. lialf-a-crcmn.)
(Ilanili

on the most necessary tilings. And,
after all, it was an occasion.

The lunch was a tremendous success.

Even the waiter seemed to sympathise
with their happiness, though one might
have imagined he must have grown
accustomed to the ways of lovers, and
become blase, in consequence ;

but then
this was such a particularly attractive

pair.
And after lunch they went to a

matinee, and he bought her violets

and chocolates, and there was more
taxi, and finally they had tea in a cosy
little very new place which only the

extremely initiated had heard of at all.

On their way out they paused a
moment in the dark entrance. He
had to go back to the City ;

there were

important things still to be done at the

office. He kissed her very tenderly.
" It has been lovely," she said. " I 'in

so glad we decided to keep it quiet ; it

would have been dreadful to have a

fuss, and people, and all the time to

feel
"

The tears came into her blue eyes
for a minute, but she blinked them
away. He knew that she was thinking
of those whose gay smiling ways would
never again brighten their happy circle,

and he held her little hand

keeping it tucked under his arm while

they traversed the brief distance be-

tween the tea-shop and the Tube station,

and again going down in the lift and

along the draughty passages.
" 1 '11 try not to be very late," he

said, as he put her into the train.

She was smiling again, and the last

glimpse he had of her was her bright
face beaming at him from the window
over his bunch of violets, which she
had pinned into her fur. He walked

away briskly, his mind full of happy
memories. It was their golden wed-

ding day. K. F.

"A Berlin telegram announces that -the

Reichstag, after the reading of the Colonial

Budget, has adjourned till Juno 4."

Homing Post.

By which time it may have got over

the shock.

"
Sergt. said that he was in London

Road, ,
when he saw the defendant in

charge of a brown mare and about two tons of

stone. The Mayor was restless and under the

saddle there WHS a raw wound about two inches

in length." Provincial Paper.

Quite sufficient to account for his wor-

ship's uneasiness.

A RONDEL OF WAR-TIME BOOTS.
THE friendly cow, all red and white,

She never gave me boots like these,

Habiliments of little ease,

Where paper (brown) and wood unite

And, anything but water-tight,

Open their seams to every breeze.

The friendly cow, all red and white,
She never gave me boots like these ;

Leather she gives (when she has quite
Finished with it herself) and cheese
And cream in varying degrees

But not this cardboard composite.
The friendly cow, all red and white,

She never gave me boots like these.

" 235 Acns FARM : Farm, near Rugby
and Coventry ; chiefly pasture which will

fatten a bullock." Morning Paper.

But no single animal ought to be allowed

in these times to make a beast of itself.

"
Quiet restful holidays at Ilfrncombc means

Health." Daily Paper.

No doubt they does.

"The ground thereabouts gave natural de-

fences to the village of Ville-sur-Ancre. On
the north of it there is flooded ground owing
to the damning of the stream." Daily 1'aper.

Or was it the other way about ?
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Jill (examining picture'of tank). "J)OKs IT HAVE ANY OP::NIN<:.S'.'
''

Jack. "ONLY TWO. ONE TO FIRE A GUN THROUGH AND ONE TO PUT THE MOSEY is.'
1

WHAT THE SUN DIDN'T SEE-
FOE FAR TOO LONG.

"ONCE upon a time," said the Sun,
who has lately been in a very good
humour and full of stories,

" there was
a meadow surrounded by a flint wall,

where I caused the buttercups to shine

like burnished gold, and where the

grass was high and green and as long
as the pony and the donkey who in-

habited the meadow would allow it to

be. Here and there was a cowslip ;

while near the house were hen-coops
with old hens in them whose anxious
heads protruded through the bars quer-

ulously shouting instructions to their

fluffy children.
"
Such," said the Sun,

" was the

meadow, which was interesting to me
chiefly because it was the playground of

a small but very vigorous and restless

boy named Nobby, whose morry in-

quiring face it gave me peculiar pleasure
to tan and freckle.

"A small boy," said the Sun, "can
do a thousand things in a meadow like

this, even without the company of a

donkey and a pony, and Nobby did them
all ; while his collection of performing
wood-lice was unique.
"But a morning came when he was

absent. I was shining at my best, the

buttercups were glowing, there was
even an aeroplane manoeuvring in the

blue which is still, I notice, a certain

lure both to young and old but no

Nobby. The wood-lice crept about or

rolled themselves into balls, all un-
noticed and immune.

'"This is very odd, 'I heard the pony
say ;

' he 's never neglected us before.'
" '

Passing strange,' said the donkey,
who at times affected archaistic speech.
' And on so fair a morn too.'

" So saying they resumed their

eternal meal, but continually turned
their eyes to the garden-gate through
which Nobby would have to pass. I also

kept my eyes wide for him
; but all in

vain
;
and what made it more perplex-

ing was that Nobby's mother came in

and fed the chickens, and Nobby's aunt
came in with a rug and a book and
settled down to he comfortable ; and
that meant that the boy was not absent
on a visit to the town, because one of

them would have gone too.

"'That settles it,' said the donkey,
who had, for an ass, quite a lot of sense

;

'Nobby is ill.'

" The donkey was right or approxi-

mately so, as I afterwards found out.

Nobby was ill. That is to say, he was

in bed, because that morning be had
sneezed nob through looking up at me,
but for no reason at all and his mother,
who was a very careful mother, had at

once fetched the clinical thermometer
and taken his temperature, and behold
it was a hundred. So Nobby was not
allowed to get up, but now lay there

watching my rays pouring into the room,
and listening to the buzz of the aero-

plane, and longing to bo out in the

meadow with the donkey and the pony
and the woodlice.

"
That, however, would never do

;
for

' It all comes,' his mother had said,
' of

sitting about in that long grass so

much, and so early in the year too '-

a line of argument hardly likely to

appeal to a small and vigorous boy who
does not reckon summer by dates and
to whom prudence is as remote as'

Treasury notes.
"
Anyway," said the Sun,

" he was

paying for it now, for was he not in bod
and utterly sick of it, while the rest of

the world was out and about and,
wanned and cheered by me, completely
jolly? Moreover, he didn't feel ill. No
st If-respecting boy would, of course,

admit to feeling ill, ever; but Nobby
was genuinely unconscious of anything

at all. Not however until bis
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temperature went down would lie be
allowed to got up ;

that \vns tlic verdict.

"His mother took it again before lunch,
and it was still a hundred

;
and then

at ahout half-past four, when human
heiii-;, I understand, get a little extra

feverish, and it was still a hundred;
and then at last came the ni^ht, and

Nobby \\vnt to -Seep confident ih

morrow \\ould re-establish his erratic

blood.
" On the morrow he woke long before

anyone else," said the Sun,
" and sat up

and sa\\ that I was shining agaiu, with-

out the vestige of a cloud to bother me,
and he felt his little body to see how hot
it was. and was quite sure that at la.-t

ho was normal again, but he couldn't
tell until his mother \\as up and about.
The weary hnuis wont by, and at last

she fame in just before breakfast \\itli

the thermometer, in her hand.
'

1 'in certain I 'in all right to-day,'
1 heard Nobb\ -a\.

'

1 feel quite cool
, where.'

lUit, alas and alack," said the Sun,
" he was a hundred still.

".My poor mite!' his mother ex-

claimed, and Nobby burst into tears.

"'Mayn'l 1 gel 'up? Mayn't I get
up?' he moaned :

'

1 feel so frightfully
lit.' Jjut his mother said no, not till

the temperature had gone down. Von

see," added the Orb of I)ay, "when
Nobbies are only-sons and those only-
sons' fathers are fighting the Germans,
mothers have to be more than commonly
cautious and particular.

" And so all through another long
day and when you are vigorous and

robust, like Nobby, and accustomed to

every kind of impulsive and adventurous

activity, day can be, in bed, appallingly

long and so all through another long
day Nobby was kept a prisoner, always
with his temperature at a hundred, and

growing steadily more and more peevish
and diflicult, so much so that his mother
became quite happy again, because it is

very well known among human beings
that when they are testy and impatient
with their nurses they are getting better.

!!ut when on the third morning,
although Nobby's temper had ]

too terrible for words, his temperature
was still a hundred, his mother began to

bo alarmed again. 'It's very strange,'
aid to her sister, 'but he seems

perfectly well and cool, and yet the

thermometer makes him still a hundred.
What do you think we ought to do?

'

"
Nobby 'a aunt, who was a wise

woman, although unmarried, wont up
and examined her nephew for herself,

'lie certainly looks all right to me,'

she said, 'and he feels all right too.

Do you think that the thermometer

might l>o faulty ? Let mo try it ;

'

and
with these words Nobby's aunt shook
the thermometer and then put it under
her tongue and gave it a good two
minutes, and behold it said a hundred ;

and then Nobby's mother shook it and
tried it and gave it a good two min-

! utes, and behold it said a hundred ;

and the cook was a hundred too, and
i the gardener was a hundred, and the

girl who came in to help was a hundred,

;

and probably the donkey would have
been a hundred, and the pony a hundred,
if they had been tested, because a hun-
dred was the thermometer's humorous
idea of normal.

" So Nobby's mother and aunt rushed

upstairs two or three at a time, having
a great sense of justice, and pulled him
out of bed and dressed him and hugged
him and told him to be happ\
more.

' And a couple of seconds after this,"

said the Sun, bringing the story to a

him again.''

livl. iuil I the brilliant and

naughty child, kicking her nurse's shin br-

!u\r tin- moon long ruouKU.'
1

Illlllll I':'

Well, for our part she may have it all

i the '

I the Gothas too.
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AT THE PLAY.
" PRESS THE BUTTON."

"A little nonsense now and then

is relished by the wisest men." daily

quoting this remark, to ease his con-

science, Mr. Roiir.itT HICHKNS proceeds
to unbend in a Throe-Act "absurdity"
ot incredible boisterousness. Let no one

complain that ho does not give full

measure. The house "literally* rocked

with laughter, as the artless reporter
has it.

Loxl and I. ad// Aiillidii// J-'it.tiirsc are

leading a perfectly intolerable life in

their luxurious Park Lane, mansion,

completely under the thumbs of their

butler, Mcn/nartJ, a sinister fellow with

an evil eyebrow, parchment complexion,
thin lips, elastic-sided boots and white

socks. Relief suggests itself in the form
of an installation of the automatic de-

vices of one Talbot Bitlstrodc, whereby
the affluent householder, pressing but-

tons labelled "Make bed," "Put on

coals," "Spread dust-sheets,"
"

Ijring
rich food from I-'OHT.NUM AND MASON'S,"
can run his establishment with no
more than a cook and a clever char.

(I suspect the char was introduced as

an excuse for bringing in Miss POLLIE
EMEUY. Good idea too.)
Here obviously is material for fun of a

jolly primitive kind. It was seasoned by
the introduction of a lady of wayward
impulses, Ex-Queen of the Paradise

Islands, the complexity of whose flirta-

tions had apparently scandalised even
the islanders to the point of deposing
her. She falls in love with the master-
ful Mnynanl, and when I tell you that

Miss LOTTIE VKXXE is east for this

engaging part you can picture .the pos-
sibilities of the situation. After much
play with Biilstrodc's apparatus, which
the inventor bad perversely arranged
so that it could be thrown out of gear
at will to the extent, for example, of

delivering great quantities of coal when
you pressed for " rich food," the indomi-
table Maynard, who has discovered Bui-
strode s disconcerting contrivance, re-

mains in possession, and all (for reasons

unexplained) is peace in Park Lane.
It was sporting of Miss MAKIE LOHK

to give us this absurdity, seeing that
constant racket and ludicrous situations
do not tend to show a pretty woman
at her best. She carried off her part
with a lively air that helped to pull the

joke through successfully. Mr. ALLAN
AYNESWOBTH spread himself over his

make-up (the other way about, really,
but you know what I mean) and pro-
duced a genuine triumph in the way of
a bizarre butler. This is a real creation
of Mr. HICHENS, but Mr. AYNESWOUTH,
who always manages to convey that

agreeable and infectious impression of

thoroughly enjoyinghimself, must share
the credit with him.

Miss LOTTIE VENNE as the suscepiihle

ox-queen, asking if every noise (and there

were plenty of them) was a revolution,

continuing to hint at the depths of

naughtiness in the Paradise Islands,*
and pursuing with a perfect shameless-

I

ness the queer object of her affections,
was at her excellent best. Mr. E. M.
ROIIKON as llnlstrodc, a little Cockney of

gorgeous effrontery, inventor, burglar
and blackmailer; Mr. STANLEY COOKE
as a dyspeptic chauffeur, and Miss
POLLIE EMEUY as the perfect char, kept
the fun going with gust and ability.

I think perhaps that you need to bring
some high spirits of your own to keep
up with all this to the very end, but if

you can do that you will go awav
refreshed by a couple of hours of easy
laughter. And it is emphatically the
kind of pieco that will improve with

frequent playing and the acquired slick-

ness so essential to noisy farce. I ought
to add, in justice to a deserving and too

little appreciated body of craftsmen, that

the stage carpenters did their share of

the business quite admirably. T.

HINTS TO YOUNG JOURNALISTS.
["'A. G.' should always remember to en-

close a stamped addressed envelope and to

write on one side of the paper only."

Weekly Paper.]

WE will presume that, having nothing
better to do, "A. G." has decided to
be an author, having heard that the

profession comes within the Wild Birds
Preservation Act.

Some writers are born, others do it

on pill-pose, while a number duift into

some useful occupation in later life.

Always write on one side of the

paper. As to the right side of the

paper it is easy to find out. You stand
with a sheet of paper in your hand and
face the North. Swing round sharply
to the right, turn the paper over and
the side which is uppermost is the

right side.

Do not hesitate to enclose a stamped
addressed envelope. Editors are honest
folk and will promptly send it back to

you.
Do not smile if the Editor "regrets"

having to return it, for it appears that

quite a number of editors die young of
a broken heart.

Always send a long letter telling the
Editor why you wrote the MS. you
send him. Otherwise he may jump to
the conclusion that you did it to annoy

Another Sex-Problem.
' A short-horn bull, due to calve in June, was

disposed of for 29 5s." Provincial Paper.

BEESWAX AND BENZINE.
Now, being out of pain and bored,
I take a survey of the ward
Wherein for week's uncounted I

Have been perforce constrained to lie:

And, being one of Nature's saints,
Make singularly few complaints.
I don't complain it isn't quiet :

I don't complain about the diet :

I don't complain about the way
I 'm dosed and tonicked day by day :

I don't complain when ni^ht by night
My fellow-patients pillow-light ;

I don't complain of Sisters who,
When they can find no work to do,
Smooth out my counterpane and make
Discomfort for appearance' sake:
The one complaint I can't ignore
Concerns (he polish on the floor.

When Sister first awakens mo
At six or thereabouts I see
This polish in a little bowl
Delivered to a cheery soul,'
Who takes a little on a broom
And chivies it about the room,
And ultimately leaves it where
Its odour permeates the air

(A stink by this politer name
Remains essentially the same).
This polish being base and vile,

Provocative of spleen and bile,

The inner man of me rejects
Its odour wilts at its effects :

I gasp for air I choke I swallow . .

And sordid consequences follow.

I ought to thank my stars if that
Is all I have to grumble at ?

I might enlarge for days and days
Upon my fellow-patients' ways:
1 might refer to people's groans
And other people's gramophones
(Whose records sill have been of late
Both out of tune and out of date) :

I might say almost anything
About the songs that people sing.
I might go on for nights and nights
Arid still be well within my rights ;

But, on the whole, I rather would
Have ONE complaint and have it GOOD.

Well Named.
"HOTEL FAST, JERUSALEM.

Visitors will greatly oblige the Management
by bringing their own Rations with them."

. in " Palestine Kcics."

The War-Horse.
He gains no crosses as a soldier may,
No medals for the many risks he runs;

He only, in his puzzled, patient way,
"Sticks to his guns."

" The jury sympathised with the driver that
ibis should be the first fatal accident he had
bad in his fifteen or sixteen years as a driver."

Provincial Paper.
No wonder the Government are pro-
posing to abolish coroners' juries.
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Fanner. "WHY AUK YOU USING A SIT.VKR.BACKED HAIBBBUSH?"
\\~nrkfr. "YOU TOLD ME TO BE SURE TO D8E A 'DANDY BRUSH,' AND THIS IS THE DANDIEST I COri.H KIM>."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Leanied Clerks.)

MH. FHEDHKU: COLEMAN is the gallant American gentle-
man who, immediately upon the outbreak of the War,
volunteered for service with the British Army, and thence-
forward was seen wherever shells came thickest and ex-

plosives were highest, driving intoevery imaginable danger.
Emerging unimpaired, he wrote, with incredible rapidity,
fcwo books which are amongst tho best of those deal-

ing with the early phases of the War on the Western
Front. It then occurred to him to go to Siberia and to

Japan, and to embody his experiences in another book,
which is entitled Japan Marcs North (CASSKI.I.). Mr. COLE-
MAX advocates the sending of Japanese tioops under certain
conditions to Siberia

;
but he points out that Japan is not

in the War for the attainment of vague objects. It is

necessary for Western statesmen to walk very warily in

their dealings with this proud and efficient country, and
Mr. COLEMAN'S book will help them to clear their minds.
It is a lively record and stuffed full with information.

Here, by the way, is an episode from a chapter on Bussian

discipline. Mr. COLKMAN was being rowed out from Port
Arthur to a Russian man-of-war this was long before the

Revolution. He was seated beside the coxswain and on
his other side sat a Bussian officer. Tho question of

discipline was being discussed, and Mr. COLEMAN made
some reference to the well-trained crow which was convey-
ing them. " To illustrate just what he meant by discipline
the officer turned towards the coxswain and struck the

man full in the face with his clenched fist. I winced," says
Mr. COLKMAN, "as though I had been the one struck."

The coxswain however took the blow unflinchingly, and the

officer struck him again twice. " Blcod ran down the face

of tho man at the tiller, but he set his lips and with his

eyes straight ahead kept his hands on the tiller-ropes."
Mr. COLEMAN lost his temper, and is of opinion that such
incidents go far to explain why there is now a relaxation of

discipline in the Bussian forces.

It seems to me that the life of a King's Messenger, in

fiction especially, is full of difficulties. For one thing a

capacity of unstaled wonder must be his. It must per-

petually astonish him that the attractive young female

traveller who shares his compartment proves, if unsus-

pected, to have designs upon his luggage; and, contrariwise,
should he detect in her a sinister purpose, will almost

invariably turn out to be a friend in disguise. I have been

prompted to these conclusions by a book called The 7 .'<'/

Passport (CHAPMAN AND HALL), in \vhich Sir JOHN FOSTKU
FRASEB has collected a number of stories relating the ad-

ventures of one Graham, carrier of despatches. The
tales are quite brisk and lively little affairs, suffering of

course slightly from the fact that, while the settings vary,
the style of the intrigue is of necessity liable to repeat
itself. Indeed, for my own part I found my chief pleasure
in the scenes. Sir JOHN FRASEB, like Cupid, is winged and
doth range, and the wanderings of his hero, from Malta to

Mandnhiy, provide incidentally a flavour of Imperialism
very agreeable. If I had to select any one as best, I think
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I should choose " An Affair at Salonika," in which the

mystification is rather more profound than in mr.st
; though

even here at the end the arch-villain does turn out but

that is another story, or rather a variant of one of those

indicated above. I am afraid I shall have to put down

clospuich-carrying as among the monotonous professions;

though this is by no means to say that I found the hook

about it a dull one.

I'i'iiiiij
Scot's Treasure (COLLINS) is an unambitious and

agreeable mixture of love, blood, humour and adventure in

wilder Canada, blended by Mr. FREDERICK NIVEN'S practised
hand. Any wholesome boy from sixteen to sixty should find

it entertaining, and, as the War, with its swift creation of

professional and respected tomboys, will make many a

strenuous maid less content than before with the old Gar-

vician formula, our author should increase his circulation.

1'i'iiny Scot was a canny prospector who died out on the

gem of satire that ends the tale makes amends for all. If,

as is possible, you should grow weary by the way, 1 counsel

you at least not to miss the refreshment of the final pages.

Mrs. WiNiKKKi) PECK'S Tiri'lva liirthtlays (MURRAY) con-
tains much thoughtful work and is especially to be com-
mended to mothers who have boys to bring up and no
idea how to do it. I am not implying that Mrs. PECK is a

homilist, but on her way through this story she drops
many words of wisdom which are well worth garnering.
Timothy Deync was born of an unmoral father and a
mother who was something of an iceberg. In a very short
time she decided that her marriage was a mistake, and
resolved that Timothy should be removed from his father's

influence. As the approaches to his son were practically
mined against him and his wife avoided him as much as

possible, one is forced to entertain some sympathy for

the indefensible -I//-. Deyne ; and indeed the author is no
road, and big blond Norseman Olson and his friend

! advocate, but puts the case with a refreshing impartiality
Jefferies follow up his track in the hope of discovering aland a fine disregard for popular taste. In some essential

cached hoard. They find more than they bargained for.
'

features this is a remarkable book. The author sees vvith-

A skeleton, a will, a knife-,

the live blackguard that

owned the knife, and a little

Indian maid who for sudden
love of the blond giant sets

out to warn him at great

peril to herself. All ends

well, with wealth quickly

gotten the destined end
of all pioneering romance.
The two heroes determine
never to do a stroke of work
for the rest of their lives

a dull and immoral conclu-

sion, I am afraid. ... In
these days of ultra-sophis-
tication Mr. NIVEN'S nai've

asides are refreshing.
Such, for instance, as :

" ' Ya-

hoo,' by the way, is not

slang or journalese or what
is called Americanese. It

comes from SWIFT'S Gulliver's Travels."

THE INSATIABLE.
Doris (during deafening noise of air-raid). "PLEASE, DADDY, DORIS

WANT TO HEAK THE TICK-TICK."

I admit a certain hesitation over The Humphries Touch

OLUNS). There were moments when the central idea
tickled me so pleasantly that I had to smile aloud. It was
then that I would give it the higher praise of a comparison
with Vice Versa. But again there were moments, nay
half-hours, when I became conscious that Mr. FREDERICK
WATSON was playing a little too obviously for farce at any
price, and buying his laughs at the expense of all coherence.
The main theme is, as I say, excellently promising; the
introduction to an ancient and ultra-conservative public
school of a small boy with a genius for, and much experi-
ence of, stock-manipulation gives scope for any quantity of
admirable fooling, not the less funny for being all of it a
little obvious. George Andrews, witli his entirely mature
outlook and vocabulary, facing the perils of an existence
which he regards as at once barbarous and contemptible,
will inevitably remind you of the deathless Bnltitiide.
Even better than George Andrews (in whom, of course, one
can never really believe) are some quite brilliant caricatures
of certain magisterial types, from the head downwards.
Upon them Mr. WATSON has exercised so nimble and
caustic a wit that I regret the more his occasional lapses
into such stale buffoonery as, for example, the cinema com-
pany mistaken for brigands. I may add, however, that the

out flinching the sadness of

the world as it is to-day, but
she also sees the splendour
of it. Through these Twelve

]iiritnii!>/n, which are hap-
pily not consecutive, we
have the advantageof follow-

ing Timothy from cradle to

camp and after. At Eton
he gave me a momentary
shock. Even to-day and
this was a dozen years before

we talked like that surely
no Etonian would describe
his school as "someplace."
At any rate I hope not.

The affairs of those who
try to climb into American

high society "high" is

not quite the correct word
;

"moneyed society" is per-

haps better do not offer very promising material for

the novelist who is not a master-hand at the delineation
of character. One has only to read a few pages of The
Fifth Wheel (CASSELL) to realise that Miss OLIVE PROUTY
intends that we shall be more interested in the adventures
of her heroine than in a close analysis of her mentality or
emotions. The Vars family are thrusters of a most ignoble
type, and Ruth Vars is a pushing young vulgarian whose in-

trigues to secure the affections of a wealthy but grammarless
lout disgust the reader nearly as much as they do the young
man's mother. But she is a thruster only by environment,
and a series of adventures or misadventures give her an

opportunity of developing into a very sane and wholesome

young woman and marrying a good if stodgy husband. The
transformation occurs very naturally and easily, and the
latter part of Miss PROUTY'S story is much more attractive

than the iirst, though none of it can strictly be said to be
of "

gripping interest," as the publishers phrase it. I have
a suspicion that this is Miss PROUTY'S first attempt. If

so there is every reason to hope that, given a subject of

greater consequence, its author will soon win a larger
measure of popularity than The fifth Wheel is like to earn.

"Empty Edible Oil Barrels, 8s. each.' 1

Provincial Paper.

No coupons are required for this delicacy.
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CHARIVARIA.
'I'm: \\'ai- Ollire, according to ;i gossip

writer, is experimenting \vitli th'

phone. It is not kiio\vn \\lio lirst told

them about tibia exceedingly clever little

invention.

Wltll reference t() the obsel Tilt inl!

balloon which fell on a house at Sitting-
boni ne, \vo understand that tin; house-

holder would prefer that in future all
;

envelopes should he pushed through I he

letter-box.

This \\avn of bigamy must lie

stamped mit," said the Common Ser-

geant at the Old Huilcy. We under-
stand tlial several domestic vipers have

already been nipped in the hud hy him

(if he will pardon our imitation of his

flowers of speech).

It is possible that \ve may bave a silly

season this vear after all. The latest

story is that a Margate gentleman bas
observed a sea-serpent no larger than
a small worm. The local theory is that ;

the- man has been drinking Govern-
ment ale.

"The Taxi-Cab to Disappear," says
a Daily Er/n-cua headline. We see no-

thing new in this.

"There is some point in the ques-
tion," said Mr. BALFOCR, replying to,
Mr. OUTHWAITK, M.P., in the House of >

Commons. Members are of the opinion
j

tbat Mr. Orxiiw AITK must bave done
j

it for a bet.

"
.V visit to Scotland," said Mr. LLOYD

GKOIKII: recently,
"

is an inspiration to
an anxious Minister." But then, as the
natives modestly point out, the bulk of
our Ministers are at borne there.

The report that one of the busts at
tin; Royal Academy is so lifelike tbat
the original attempted to raise its

bat by mistake for his own is uow
ascribed to the petty spite of a Futurist

clique. ...

A Civil Court in Berlin is tr\ing
Count GrvniKR VON BEKNSTOKFF on

j

a charge which suggests that be bas
been behaving like an unmitigated
scoundrel. The only defence appears
to lie that it is hereditary.

When -citing married," says a

weekly paper, "always remember the

verger." Personally we always do.

From the IVw.w *(//< /.i-itnnij we
gather that General KOUNH.OIT was

-inated on April IKdi. \\"o pre-

SWBJ

sumo tbat this renders his previous
deaths null and void.

*

"Is Hindenburg Dead 01- Alive-' "asks
an evening paper headline. Our answer
is Yes."

"Thousands of cases of Irish eggs."

says a news item, "are being shipped
from Dublin to Kngland every week."
A number of Irish bad eggs were also

recently dealt with in this way.
* *

We gather from the Spanish Govern-
ment that the report of the escape of

the U. 56 from Santander is premature.

A farm labourer recently appealed
for exemption on the ground that be
was so tender-hearted he couldn't kill a

worm. But after all be was only ,

to kill Germans.

Mr. G. K. CHF.STKKTON'S friends will

be pleased to learn that larger waii-ts

are to be fashionable this season.

The War-time Spirit.
" A Lady wishes to Hear of :i Lady of good

social position who would be willing to I

,

hor (together with her muid) an Sole Pajinn
(Jucst for 2 or 3 monU. hi; beginning

'

of July ; large country i-st:it<- pn -f, rn-i|, with

plenty of garden and farm produce ; she is cx-
<

tremely fond of good bridge, o would only go
where she would be sure of getting some."

Mummy I'uper.

"Comfort, content, delight,
The ages' slow-bought gain,

They shrivelled in a night,

Only ourselves remain
To face the naked days

In silent fortitude . . ."

Rudijard Kipliiig (1914).
N.B. He really wrote it. ED.

The dispute between labour and
rtl mi M ' all weaving sheds are

expected to work fully from Tnesday. This

ending wn< lia-.ii n.'il by thu vow taken b\

.indlii to abstain from food till

iiu'iit was reached." Times </ liulia.

We should like to see labour agitators
at home adopt this form of hunger-
strike.

vor..
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DISILLUSION ON THE HOME FRONT.

(Affectionately dedicated to the Inns of Court Reserve Corps.)

BLARE of bugles and throb of drums
Herald our column where it cornea

With rhythmical pulso of hob-nailed feet

Debouching into Victoria Street

Men, to judge by their martial air,

Kipo for valorous work "out there."

Traffic is stayed; the surging crowd

Threatens to voice its pride aloud ;

British tradition alone restrains

The ardour that almost bursts its veins

As it breathes God-spesd to a gallant corps

Apparently bound for the seat of War.

Glad eyes down from the windows glance
Where you turn to the left to entrain for Franco ;

Flanking the kerb where the two ways part
We can hoar the beat of the flapper's heart ;

Brave is her smile, but her cheeks are wan
;

The turning comes ami ice keep straight on,

The glamour pales as the crowds remark

That our main objective is just Hyde Park ;

They have spont illusory hopes and fears

On a veteran party of Volunteers

(Very deceptive in warlike guise)

Out for their Saturday exercise. O. S.

THE NEW DRAFT.
SOMEWHERE in England and, incidentally, miles from

anywhere and anything, to the utter boredom of the junior
Subs stands the usual orderly ugly Hutment Camp. On
this day of May the sun is shining, the lark 's on the

wing, the fair breeze blows through the heather, and the

dust but why spoil a pretty idyll? The Second-in-Com-
mand stands at the gate of the potato garden <and gazes

fixedly down the long road over the moor. Presently a

pillar of dust, suggesting to his military eye a body of

troops on the march, tops the horizon and slowly advances.

The new draft is undoubtedly approaching. A raw lot,

evidently not much sign of military formation here. The
N.C.O. in charge has all his work cut out to keep his

party together. As they draw near, the Major, with an
amused smile, notes the lack of march discipline stragglers
down and all over the road, urged on by a perspiring Lance-

Corporal (\vlio is none too sprightly himself, for he is a war-
worn veteran and carries his three gold stripes) ; others, the

youngsters, larking with one another; others again even

halting on their own account, as if the four miles' climb
from the station had been far too much of a good thing for

independence no longer in the first bloom of youth. The

Major however continues to smile tolerantly.
At last the party is rounded up into some sort of forma-

tion and halted, while the senior N.C.O. salutes and reports
the safe arrival of his charge.
The Major proceeds in a leisurely manner and with the

same tolerant smile to look over the new arrivals.
" Not so bad, Corporal, not so bad. They '11 be all right

after a week or two here. What 's that? A lot of trouble
in coming through the town ? Well, well, a little disci-

pline will go a long way, eh?
"

(Appreciative guffaws from
the Major at this pleasantry and dutiful grin from the Cor-

poral).
" What's the matter with this fellow? Sore feet?

H'm, better see to that as soon as they've got into quarters.
This one 's on the small side. Well, well, good food and a

healthy life will work wonders with 'em. March 'em off

and see they have a good feed as soon as possible."
"
Very good, Sir," and off they go, hobbling and shuffling

weary feet through the dust, and looking about them with

mingled wonder, distrust and apprehension, like so many
mothers' darlings dumped down in a big public school for

their first term.

The usual fatigue man in the usual slops surveys them
with a dreamy eye from his comfortable resting-place under
the lee of a hut; then, as the interest of his discovery
filters through to his quiescent brain, he removes his short

black pipe from his rnouth and whistles to a fellow- toi lei-

stretched near by on the heather; and as the kites collect

from nowhere out of the blue to share the find of a more
fortunate companion so do the "

Regimentally Employed,"
the " Excused Duties," the "

Light Duties," the "
Quarter-

master's Fatigues," and all other and sundry, the bugbears
of the Adjutant and the Regimental Serjeant-Major, flock

to the scene to take their share in the feast of wit. Some-
what coarse, it is to be feared, and cruelly personal, for the

soldier is no kinder than the schoolboy, his father, in his

reception of the raw and innocent.

The two N.C.O.'s in charge of the new-comers make no

attempt to protect their charges they even join in the

laughter at the more direct hits. But at last the pink
rookies have run the gauntlet of comments on their appear-
ance, behaviour and personal peculiarities, and, accompanied
only by the less lethargic of their tormentors, have come to

a halt at the door of their new home. The Corporal roughly
pushes his way through the huddled mob and throws open
the door.

" Now then, my beauties, in you go
"

and in they go, or

most of them, in a scrambling rush, remarking in twenty
different and querulous keys on the bare clean-swept floor,

the neat piles of bedding and the lime-washed walls. The
luckless stragglers, loudly protesting, are whipped in by the

Corporal with his stout ash-plant, aided by the well-directed

boots of the laughing hangers-on. Then he shuts and bolts

the door. "
Well, Bill, that 's settled the blighters. What

about a pint afore we feed "em?"
* =:: :- :- : * #

No, my pacifist friends, it is nothing to write to the

papers about " brutal militarism
"
and all the rest of it.

Any dweller in Hutment Camps could have told you by
now, if you hadn't been so ready to rush to hasty conclu-

sions, that the Battalion's pigs, chief pride of the President

of the Eegimental Institutes and consumers of the "uncon-
vertible" from the refuse tub, are safely installed in their

new and commodious home. Come with me and lean on

the wall and watch the sturdy little fellows scrapping for a

place at the swill-trough.

Our Ammunition Boots!
"
Only the uniformed endure the agony of corns. The knowing

ones apply 's Corn Cure and get relief." Bermuda Colonist.

" The Government are fully aware that the policy they are pursuing
will be severely criticised in some quarters in Great Britain and will-

give an unfavourable impression in Ireland, but they were obliged
to choose between the lesser of two evils." Daily News.

It sounds a hazardous operation, in which we feel sure no

Government would engage from choice.

" When, if ever, the War Office supplies comfits to the army, we
shall know that we have really abandoned reliance on our traditional

arm, and become a militarist
'

nation in the Continental sense."

Manchester Guardian.

Another illusion gone. We had imagined the supply of
" hundreds and thousands

"
to be quite a speciality of the

War Office.
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THE MUD LARKS.
Lionel Trelawney Molyneux-Moly-

noux was of the race of the Beaux. Had
lie flourished in their elegant days, NASH
would have taken snuff with him,

D'ORSAY wine no less. As it was, the

He was neither a good nor a keen

officer. He was not frightened he had

too great a contempt for war to admit
the terror of it but he gloomed and
brooded eternally and made no effort

to throw the faintest enthusiasm into

his job. Yet for all that the Loam-

high priests of Savile Eow made obei- shires suffered him. lie had his uses
1--* ---- ' -- i! '-'* ~* iU - 'r '-"

'

he kept the men amused. In thatsauce before him, the staff of the Tailor

and Cutter penned leaders on his waist-

coats, and the lilies of the lield whined
"Kainerad" and withered away.
When war broke out Lionel Tre-

lawney issued from his comfortable

chambers in St. James's and

took a hand in it. He had no
enthusiasm for blood-letting.

War, he maintained from the

lirst, was a vulgar pastime, a I

comfortless revolting state of
|

affairs which bored one stiff,

forced one to associate with all

sorts of impossible people and
ruined one's clothes. Neverthe-

less the West-end had to be

saved from an invasion of elastic

sided boots, celluloid dickeys,

Tyroleso hats and musical soup-

swallowing. That was /)/.> war-

aim.

Through the influence of an
aunt at the War Office he ob-

tained a commission at once,
and after a month's joining-leave

(spent closeted with his tailor)
he appeared, a shining figure, in

the Mess oi the Loarnshire Light
Infantry and with them adven-
tured to Gallipoli. It is related

that during the hell of that first

landing, when boats were cap-
sizing, wounded men being drag-

ged under tentacles of barbed

wire, machine-guns whipping
the sea to bloody froth, Lionel

Trelawney was observed stand-

ing on a prominent part of a

barge, his eyeglass fixed on his

immaculate field boots, petu-
lantly remarking, "And now, damn
it, I suppose I 'ye got to get wet !

"

After the evacuation the battalion
went to France, but not even the slush
of the salient or the ooze of Festubert
could dim his splendour. Whenever he

got a chance he sat down, cat-like,
and licked himself. Wherever he went

tense time just before an attack, when
the minute hand was jerking nearer

and nearer to zero, when nerves were

strung tight and people were sending
anxious inquiries after Lewis guns,

H.DOWD.18

Sent in rejily tofollau'ing request : "DARLING, DO SEXD ME
A PICTUBE OP YOURSELF STANDING BY THE MACHINE YOU
FLY IN."

It happened that the Loamshires
were given a job of crossing Mr. Hin-

denburg's well-known ditch and taking
a village on the other side. A company
of tanks, which came rolling out of the

dawn-drizzle, spitting fire from every
crack, put seven sorts of wind up the
Landsturmer gentlemen in possession;
and the Loamshires, getting their first

objectives with very light casualties,
trotted on for their second in high fettle,

sterns up and wagging proudly. The
tanks went through the village knocking
chips off the architecture and pushing

over houses that got in the way ;

and the Loamshires followed

after, distributing bombs among
the cellars.

The consolidation was pro-

ceeding when Lionel Trelawney
sauntered on the scene, picking
his way delicately through the
debris of the main street. He
lounged up to a group of Loam-
shire officers, yawned, told them
how tired he was, cursed the

drizzle for dimming his buttons
and strolled over to a dug-out
with the object of sheltering
there. He got no further than
the entrance, for as he reached
it a wide-eyed German came

scrambling up the steps and
collided with him, bows on.

For a full second the two stood
chest to chest gaping, too sur-

prised to move. Then the Hun
turned and bolted. But this

time Lionel Trelawney was not
too bored to act. He drew his

revolver and rushed after him
like one possessed, firing wildly.
Two shots emptied a puddle,
one burst a sandbag, one winged
a weather-cock and one went

just anywhere. His empty re-

volver caught the flying Hun in

the small of the back as he
vaulted over a wall

; and Lionel

S.A.A., stretchers, bombs, etc., Lionel

Trelawney would say to his batman,
" Have you got the boot and brass

polish, theBlanco, the brushes ? Sure?
"

(a sigh of relief).
"
Very well, now we 11

be getting on," and so would send his

lads scrambling over the parapet grin-
ning from east to west.

his batmen went also, hauling a sack- "Where's 'ole Collar and Cuffs?"
ful of cleaning gear and changes of

]

some muddy warrior would shout after
raiment. On one occasion, hastening

j

a shrieking tornado of shell had swept
to catch the leave train, he spurred the

Company Commander's charger into
La Bassee Canal. He emerged, like

some river deity, profusely decorated in

chick-weed, his eyeglass still in his eye
(" Came up like a blinking U-boat," said

a spectator,
"
periscope first "), footed

it back to billets and changed, though
it cost him two days of his leave.

over them. "Dahn a shell-hole clean-

in' his teef," would come the answer,
and the battered platoon chuckled

merrily.
" 'E 'a a card, 'e is," said his

Sergeant admiringly.
" Marched four

miles back to billets in 'is gas-mask,
perishin' 'ot, all because he 'd lost 'is

razor an' 'adn't shaved for two days.
'K 's a nut 'e is and no error."

Trelawney vaulted after him.

"Molly's gone mad," shouted his

amazed brother-officers as they scram-

bled up a ruin for a better view of the

hunt. The chase was proceeding full-

cry among the small gardens of the

main street. It was a stirring spectacle.
The Hun was sprinting for dear life,

Lionel Trelawney hard on his brush,

yelping like a frenzied fox-terrier. They
plunged across tangled beds, crashed

through crazy fences, fell head over

heels, picked themselves up agaiu and
raced on, wheezing like punctured bag-

pipes.
Heads of Atkinses poked up every-

where. "
S'welp me if it ain't 'ole

Collar and Cuffs ! Go it, Sir, that 's the

stuff to give 'em !

" A Yorkshireman

opened a book and started to chant
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the odds, bui nobody paid any attention

to him. The 1 1 mi, badly blow n, di

inside a shattered lien-house. Lionel

n ne\ tore up 1 .f a ruined
wall and bombed him out of it with

bowers of brio! bal . Away \\enttlie

chase sixain, cheered bv shrill

and e;it calls from the spectators.

Suddenly there was an upheaval ol

planks and brick-dust, and both runners

disappeared.
"(lone to Around, down a cellar,"

exclaimed the brother-officers. "Oh,
lool, ! Km/, is crawling out."

Tin' v. bite '.'Trilled face of the (lerman
red on the ground level, then with

a wri; 'iipanied by a loud noise

iding inalei-ial) he dragged his

up and was on his way once
more. A second biter Lionel Trelawney
was up us well, waving a patch of grey
cloth in his hand. "

Molly "a ripped
the seat out of his pants," shouted
thegrand-stand.

" Yow, tear "m, I 'up!
"(loodolo Collar and Cuffs!" chorused
the I ,oamshire At kin

Lionel 'I'rolawuey responded nobly:
he gained one yard, two yards, live, ten.

The Hun floundered into a row of rasp-
berry canes, tripped and wallowed in

the. mould. Trelawney fell on him like

a Scot on a threepenny bit and they
rolled out of sight locked in each other's

embrace.
The Loamshires jumped down from

their cra/.y perches and doubled to see
the finish, guided by the growlings,
grunts, crashing of raspberry canes and
jets of garden mould flung sky-high.
They were too late however. They
met the victor propelling the remains
of the vanquished up a lane towards
them. His fawn breeches were black
with mould, his shapely tunic shredded
;o ribbons

; his sleek hair looked like a
)ird's-ne.st ; his nose listed to starboard

;

one eye bulged like a shuttered bow-
window : his eye-glass was not. But
the amax.ing thing about it was that he
lidn't seem to mind ; he beamed, in fact,
and with a cheery shout to his friends

"Merry little scam per eh, what?"
ic drop-kicked his souvenir a few yards
urther on, exclaiming, "That'll teach

you to slop soup over my shirt-front,
on rude fellow !

"

Guest (at Highland hotel).
" YouB CLOCK SEEMS IO HAVE STOWED."

TfoHtut. "Oo-Av. YE HI-B, TAMJUS THB BOOTS WENT AWA' TO PALESTINE AND TOOK
THE KKY I?f II IS POCKET.

"Soup over your -bill-front!" bab-
)led the Loamshires. What are you
.alking about'?

"

'Talking about?" said Lionel Tro-

awney.
"
Why. Ibis areb-ruilian used

o be a waiter at Clarit/'s, and he
bed mulligatawny all over my glad-
ags one night three years ago aggra
ated me fearfully." PATI.ANDKK.

'A J:icl\ Iming iMrgn- house thiin she re-
Uira Would I ike an. "tin i ." Profttli :,il 1'apcr.

Some people are never satisfied.

WAR IIONKV.
1 WONDKK what the kind of bee

(And what the nectar from what
flower

He sipped in an unfriendly hour)
That brought this ottering to ine
As delicacy for my breakfast-table
This sad and odorous stuff

(My dear, you 've had enough !

)

Honey, the grocer savs ; but that 's a
fable.

Surely some centipede, aroused

By the allotment- digger's spade,
Sought solace in a midnight raid

Upon a upas-tree and browsed,
And thence derived those rare and

pungent juices

Which, now that we 're subdued
To any kind of food,

Is made to serve these dietetic u

1 'in sure it never knew a hive
Or any sort of bloom

; there 's not
A hint of clover in the pot ;

A Woolwich chemist might contrive,

As. relaxation from his high explosive,
Some milder synthesis

Closely resembling this,

Blending in one the glue and the gluco-
sive.

No summer's breath is here; it tastes
Of Dora and the Country Black ;

Smells of the fetid chimney-block
And leafless smoke-encircled wastes.

Certainly I for one don't blame
Ilymettus,

Nor any herbs that grow
(Dearest, I told you so!

)

It 'a time to drop a horrid subject.
Let us-.

The. Times' new poet Mr. Dudyard
Kipling.

"is. .!<;.! I,..-, boeu bonded to Mrs. Lioyd
i

George by the Lord Mayor and tlio Sheriffs of
London for comforts for the Welsh troops and

nice for those who are disabled ;IM the
r.'sult of . ollcotions in the City on the Welsh
H;ix I'.IA." Times.

Flag-selling inuat indeed be strenuous
i work.
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A LITTLE RETREAT.
Letter from Isidore, Stcimcicz to Prim,

Son it Prim.

Brighton.
DEAR SIRS, Please send to mo list

of any houses you may have to let in

Beaconsford or neighbourhood, as my
lease hero ends May 12tli. I want a

house for three months, with extension

if air-raids should continue.

We are two in family, besides self

and wife. I can give highest references,

and will pay if necessary considerable

rent for suitable house.

Yours faithfully,
ISIDORE STKINWICZ.

I suppose you have no air-raids in

neighbourhood of Beaconsford ?

Letter from Prim, Son Prim to

I. Steimricz.

Piccadilly.
DEAR SIR, We enclose a list of

houses to let in Beaconsford and neigh-
bourhood, and would particularly re-

commend No. 3 (Mr. Cayley-Gibbons'),
with whom you might like to commu-
nicate. Yours obediently,

PRIM, SON & Pimi.

Letter from, Same to James Cayley-
Giblons.

Piccadilly.
DEAR SIB, We have given your

name to a Mr. Isidore Steinwicz, of

Brighton, who is looking for a house in

your neighbourhood, and hope you will

be able to come to terms with him for

the spring and summer months.
Yours obediently,

PRIM, SON & PRIM.

Letter from J. Cayley-Gibbons to

Prim, Son & Prim.

Beaconsford:
DEAR SIRS, Thanks for your letter.

I don't like the sound of your client's

name. Surely Maidenhead would suit

him better. I wouldn't let my own
house to an alien bomb-dodger on any
terms. However, I happen to have
heard of a house that 'might be just
the place for Mr. Steinwicz. I will put
him on to it if he writes. Though I

daresay it is not on your list, no doubt
a commission might be arranged if your
client proves all right.

Yours faithfully,
JAMES GAYLEY-GIBBONS.

Letter from I. Steinwicz to J. Cayley-
Gibbons.

Brighton.
DEAR SIR, Your name has been

given to me by Messrs. Prim of Picca-

dilly. Please let me know the accom-
modation and rent you ask, also whether
there is a dug-out, as every precaution
against these horrible air-raids is neces-

sary for safety.

I am a British subject and of mili-

tary ago under this now Act, which I

consider scandalous. But as I am deal-

ing in leather, used to large extent by
army, I do not expect to ho called up,
and am willing to take your house, if

suitable, for three months, with right
to extend if I desire. Should I, how-

ever, he called up, should expect ten-

ancy to end at once, as my wife and
children would have to go hack to our
house at Maida Vale.

I do not mind paying good rent, as I

am of ample means, and can give best

social and business references.

Yours faithfully,
ISIDORE STEINWICZ.

Letter from J. Cayley-Gibbons to

I. Steinwicz.

Beaconsford.
DEAR SIR, I have received your

letter, but have decided not to let my
house for the moment.

I know, however, of a house which

might be just the place for you, though
it is not in Beaconsford itself, but right
in the country some miles from here.

I cannot give you definite information
about the rent, but fear it is rather a

largo one. A cousin of mine is the

present tenant, but is leaving shortly,
I believe. I have never had a chance
to visit him there, so have not seen the

place, but believe it is roomy, and there

are good cellars, which no doubt would
serve as an air-raid shelter. I may add
that, though it is some little distance
from a railway station, there are plenty
of near neighbours. I could not give

you his address without permission,
hut I am writing to him to-night, and
will ask his leave.

Yours faithfully,
JAMES CAYLEY-GIBBONS.

Letter from Moses Steinwicz to Isidore

Ditto.

Maidenhead.
MY DEAR BROTHER, I hope you

have found another safe retreat, and
am glad to hear that you are leaving
Brighton soon, in any case, as I do not
think the South Coast will be safe much
longer. I hear that thenext raid, which
I am told may be expected on London

shortly, will be more terrible than ever.

I and Eebecca are moving next week
to Hampshire, and I am leaving the

Stepney factory in charge of my fore-

man till things have settled down.

Why do not the Government make
peace at once, and lot us all get on
with our business? It is terrible. Thank
goodness, I am over age, even for this

disgraceful new Act.

If things got much worse our beloved
Galicia would bo a safer place than

England to live in.

Your affectionate brother, MOSE.

Letter from J. Cayley-Gibbons to

I. Steinwicz.

Beaconsford.
DEAR SIR, Since writing to you I

had an unexpected note from my cousin,
which must have crossed the letter I
sent to him last night. I was not cer-

tain before exactly when lie thought
of leaving, but now find that circum-
stances may compel him to leave almost
at once. I gather from his letter that

there are several people after the place,
so fear you may bo too late, though of

course, even if they take it, the new
tenants may not remain long.
However, I could let you know fur-

ther when I hear from my cousin in

reply to my last.

Yours faithfully,
J. CAYLEY-GIBBONS.

Telegram from I. Steinwicz to

J. Cayley-Gibbons.

Brighton.
Will take cousin's house immediately

at any rent asked please wire his

address at once. STEINWICZ.

Letter from J. Cayley-Gibbons to

I. Steinwicz.

Beaconsford.
DEAR SIR, I received your telegram,

but in the meantime have heard again
from my cousin, saying that he has

already left the house, and that the new
tenants are moving in.

If you care to make them an offer to

clear out I am permitted to tell you
that their family name is Fritz, and
the address, so far as I know it, is

Blasted Oak Farm,
SoincwJicre in Flanders.

Hoping you will be successful in

ousting the Fritzes, as I think a two
or three months' stay at the farm
would do you a world of good,

1 am, yours faithfully,
JAS. CAYLEY-GIBBONS.

P.S. The rent is considerable, I

hear. It runs all along the roof.

MY BIRD.
" HULLO! Battery speaking. Just

heard there 'a one down on Mudsey
Marsh . . . Eh? Yes. I think we can
claim. We must have been the last to

engage him . . . No, out of range to

anybody else; he 's ours all right. Let

you know more in the morning. Good

night!
"

I hung up the receiver, holding my
features hard in check, and clambered

solemnly down from the telephone lorry.
I did not want the operator to see me
making an exhibition of myself. I

wished to avoid, if possible, dancing
and weeping in the presence of my
men. But, my word, this was glori-

ous, this was heaven. I had fought for
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Mistress (us the neio troops go ii/'l-
" WlUOU OF THEM la YOCB COUbUi ':

'

Nursemaid (uiirf/ianleilly). "I DON'T KKOW YET, MA'AM."

England and I had conquered. I had
lagged my first bird ; there lie lay on
Mudsey Marsh a shattered wreck, a
terrible warning to Germany. This
meant fame. Two or three more dust-

ups of the same kind and I should have
a back-page photograph in The Daili/
Mail ; letterpress,

" One of our Wizard
Archies ': the Man who cannot Miss."
Even before I was out between the

;uns again news had been whispered
the jack-post, thence to the detach-

ments, who broke into a cheer. I

quieted their uproar, dashed oft' my
eport of action and turned in for two
lours' well-earned enjoyment of the
iritish cuckoo's beautiful dawn-song.
A field-instrument in my tent started

inkling briskly half-way through the

wrridga course. The disturber was
Crookeman, of " B "

Section.

"Congratulate me, old man. The
fudsey fellow, you know absolutely
mine ! I heard his engines go all to
iot just after I opened out on him.
And the humour of it is that ass Wool-
erson thinks it was his! Why, dash
1 all he couldn't have been even in

ange. . . . Thanks awfully.
; '11 be your funeral next time.

jye 1

"

'r'aps

Bye-

My next caller-up was Woollerson,
of "C" Section.
"I say," he began, in deeply injured

tones,
" has Crookeman been talking to

you ? Fearful rot, of course, but he 's

trying to make out the Miid-,.y bird'
was his. As a matter of fact 1 believe
bothCrookeman's breeches worejammed
when the fellow came over, and that lie

didn't fire a shot. I only hope London
has the common decency to let me
claim ; but you never know. Good-bye,
old bean !

"

At 10.15 the following message was
handed to me :

"
Reference Mudsey

Gotha AAA Fallowliuld Guns" the
next line behind us " have strong
evidence AAA H.Q. will probably allow

message ends."
An hour later :

" Further reference

Mudsey Gotha AAA marks of machine
gun fire found on fuselage AAA practi-
cally certain brought down by E.A.F.

very end."

By lunch-time I had learned it was
almost definitely established that a
monitor patrolling off-shore had shot
down the Mudsey Gotha. By noon
next day I had lost count of the number
of unquestionable victors. Then I re-
membered young Fatterby.

We all used liberally to punch young
Fatterby's head at school. Strange
vicissitudes of human fate : young
Fatterby now wears tabs.

After an hour's stern telephony I got
on to the Intelligence Section, and
quakingly asked for a private call to
the great young man.

" Ye es," he said Fattcrby's drawl
is owned to bo one of the finest on the
Staff "eh? Oh, you? How do?
Ye es . . . Mudsey Gotha ? I '11 get
my notes . . . Hm. Mudsey. Gotha
machine. Pretty well intact. Pilot
taken alive ; shocking beast, very surly.
Ye es; I can't remember exactly what
ho said, but it was something like
this :

" ' I 'af mein pocket-'andkorchief in
der engine dropped. Ach, she 'af

clogged.'
"

-

'' Both the presence of prelates in ilio Lords
and their nomination by the Grown are denii-
seval survivals." Daily Paper.

Pas demi, as our Allies would say.

"Wanted, at once, single-handed House-
maid ; experienced ; willing to finish off dinner
once a week wlicu cook out." Daily Paper.

There should be no difficulty about this

requirement.
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First Caller. "OsE HEABT."

WAR AUCTION.
Second Caller (tired after sewing at a canteen for twelve Jtours). TWO POACHED KCIOS.'

A SONG OF PLENTY.
THE shelling 's cruel bad, my son,
But don't you look too black,

For every blessed German one
He gets a dozen back
But I remember the days
When shells were terrible few

And never the guns could bark and blaze

. , The same as they do for you.
But they sat in the swamp behind, my boy, and prayed for

a tiny shell,

While Fritz, if he had the mind, my boy, could give us a

first-class hell ;

And I know that a 5'9 looks bad to a bit of a London kid,

But I tell you you were a lucky lad to come out when

you did.

Plenty of sand-bags now, my son,

Plenty of good trench stores,

Plenty of wire to teach the Hun
To have these mouldy wars
But I remember a day
When stores were terrible few

And we 'd nothing to keep the swine away,
The same as there is for you.

Ditches then at the best, my boy, and a parapet all in rags,
And many a man went West, my boy, for lack of a few

score bags ;

And it 's all the same to an English lad that 's fighting for

the KING,
But you ought to be just a trifle glad you 'vo plenty of

everything.

Up in the line again, my son,
And dirty work, no doubt,

But when the dirty work is done

They '11 take the Regiment out

Bub I remember a day
When men were terrible few

And we hadn't reserves a mile away,
The same as there are for you.

But fourteen days at a stretch, my boy, and nothing about

relief ;

Fight and carry and fetch, my boy, with rests exceeding
brief ;

And rotten as all things sometimes are they 're not as they
used to be,

And you ought to thank your lucky star you didn't come
out with me. A. P. H.

" One of their officers, described ' as temporary,' had been in the

board's sen-ice for 29 years, and others for 25, 24, '23, and '2'J years,
said a member of the Holborn Board of Guardians." Evening News.

A "Temporary Officer
"
writes to suggest that this com-

petition should be held over to the end of the War, in order

that he and his colleagues may have a chance of beating
the above records.

"In addition to the boating, angling, tennis and other facilities there

will be found a French Chef, providing
' the finest possible cookery of

the moment,' dancing in the 1'ulm Court every afternoon and evening
(barring Sunday)." Referee.

Personally, when we desire to sample
" the finest possible

cookery of the moment," we shall choose "the day which
comes betwixt the Saturday and Monday," when the

French chef is not dancing in the Palm Court.

" In connection with balata, an enormous amount of beef and pork,
of which infinitesimal quantities have been allowed, are consumed by
the bleeders every year. In respect of the '

Consolidated,' the largest
balata company operating in the colony [British Guiana] ,

it is under-

stood that some 2,400 men are employed, consuming easily a thousand
barrels each of pork and beef annually."

West India Cuminitlce Circular.

If the FOOD-CONTROLLER happened to come across

paragraph his regrettable illness is easily explained.

this
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HEAVY SEAS AND A RISING STORM.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tucsduy, May 28th. With LUDEN-

BORFF again on the war-path Members

returning to Westminster after the

Whitsuntide recess were in no mood to

discuss trivialities. They readily ac-

cepted the intimation of Mr. MONTAGU,

just returned from India with a deeper
bronze upon his complexion, that his

scheme of reform for the Dependency
i must wait the I'KIME MINISTER'S pleas-

;
uro before it can be revealed ;

nor were
! they seriously upset by Mr. BONAR

i

LAW'S announcement that Homo llulo

for Ireland was still in the drafts-

man's hands.

With his shining spectacles and his

ample corporation the MINISTER OK
PENSIONS looks the very embodiment of

the spirit of benevolence. Unfortunately
there was a very small house to listen to

him as he told the moving history of

what had already been done to restore,

so fur as money and care can do it, the

broken heroes of the War. Already
three hundred and forty thousand men
have received pensions. Thousands of

them have in addition been supplied
with artificial eyes and limbs, taught
handicrafts or re-established in busi-

ness. Already the estimate of the cost

is forty-six million pounds a year, and as

applications are still coming in at the

rate of fifteen thousand a week that sum

may easily have to be doubled. But pro-
vided the money is wisely and sym-
pathetically administered no one
will object. In fact the chief criti-

cism that came from Mr. HOGGE
and other Members was that the

month of the Chelsea cornucopia
is still too much narrowed by red-

tape insertions.

The House of Lords was en-

gaged upon a cognate work of

war-benevolence. Some weeks

ago Lord NEWTON announced that

France had suddenly, and with-
out notice to its Allies, entered
into an agreement with Germany
for a large exchange of able-

bodied prisoners ; and at the same
time intimated that the British
Government would shortly enter
into similar negotiations. Since
then a section of the Press lias

been conducting a violent agita-
tion with the object of forcing an

open door, and has not scrupled
to suggest that Lord NEWTON
himself was an obstructive.

What his Lordship has done to

deserve this treatment nobody in
the Upper House seems to know.
Even Lord DEVONPORT, who pro-
duced a milk-and-\vatery version
of the newspaper attacks, ab-
solved Lord NEWTON personally

from blame
;
and most of the other

Peers who spoke paid a high tribute to

his work for the prisoners.

My own impression is that Lord
XI:\VTOX owes his unmerited position
as whipping-boy t.o the fact that he

ANOTHER ASIATIC MY8TEBY.
MH. MOUTAUU.

does not sutler tools gladly, even if they
come in the guise of newspaper-re-

porters; and that, unlike his illustrious

namesake, he has no use for the theory
of gravity.
His speech to-day, for example, was

a little light in tone for so serious a

subject, and some of his audience would
have liked to hear less about the Press

tt-yi

MR. HODGE GE'IS GOI3O.

and more about the prisoners. Among
his critics was Lord STAIR, who, hav-

ing been himself in the hands of the
Germans for two years, advocated the
widest possible exchange of prisoners, on
the ground that none of our men, after

what they had gone through, would
ever allow themselves to be captured
again, while the pampered Germans
would be ready enough to repeat the cry
of " Kamerad." That expert view should

help to dispose of the military objections
to the exchange.

Wtvlnestlay, May 29<7i. The Govern-
ment were asking for trouble when,
not content with upsetting the time of

day, they sought to interfere with the
" Seasons." Mr. WAHDLE had to with-
stand a chorus of protests from cham-

pions of various sections of " com-
muters," as Americans call them. Even
Colonel WILL THOBNE'S warning that
this question might bring the Ministry
to grief failed to move him.

Perhaps, if rightly interpreted, Mr.
CHURCHILL'S explanation of the Army
Council's refusal to adopt the MADSKN
machine-gun may be regarded as cheer-

ful. It might be a better gun than our

present one lie rather implied that it

was but it could not be produced in

the enormous numbers immediately re-

quired. Better a LEWIS in the hand
than two MADSENS in the bush. May
we infer from this explanation that, in

the opinion of the Army Council, the
War is not going 011 long enough
to make it worth while for the

gun-factories to alter their ma-

chinery ?

The ill wind blowing across the

Aisne had the negative merit of

enabling good progress to be i n ado
with the Education Bill. Mem-
bers were too busy in the smoking-
rooms and on the Terrace airing
i heir opinions of the Allied strat-

egy to pay attention to the pro-

ceedings within the House.
There was a little discussion

on Clause 4. Mr. TYSON WILSON

objected to the phrase
"
young

persons . . . enjoying the benefits

of education," and moved to sub-

stitute the word "
receiving,"

which does, I am afraid, more

accurately express the juvenile
attitude of mind. At any rate

Mr. FISHER, however reluctantly,

accepted the amendment. The
next three Clauses were added to

the Bill almost automatically,
and when Clause 8 was reached
the sub-section abolishing the
" half-timer" went through with-

out a hostile word from Lanca-
shire and with only a feeble pro-
test from Sir FEEDEEICK BAN-
BUBT.
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Thursday, May 30th. Mr. SHOUTT
made his ollicial debut under unusually
favourable conditions, for not a single
Nationalist Member was in bis place.
Mr. KINO, seizing the opportunity of

adding Ireland to his extensive reper-

toire, attempted to deputise for Mr.

Dir.i.ON, and put a few questions
about the Sinn Fein prisoners. The

only result was to show that the new
CHIEF SKCKETABY has a clear voice and
:i crisp manner.

Further progress was made with the

Education Bill. A belated protest from
Lancashire Labour against the abolition

of the " half-timer" was not followed

up in the division lobby ;
but there

was a good deal of opposition to the

proposal to limit the right of parents to

send their children to private schools.

Mr. WILSON Fox's remark, that of all

cranks the pedagogic variety was " the

most unpractical, stubborn and fero-

cious," met with a good deal of approval.
An active part in the discussion was

taken by Mr. PETO, in spite of an acci-

dent which had temporarily lamed him
and compelled him to speak from his

seat. But the Government declined to

accept his utterances as ex cathedrd.

ALBERT'S VICTORY.
IT was Friday. Not a speck
Stained the spotless quarter-deck.

Fleet-Paymaster X. was there
With his table and his chair.

One by one came sidling by
All that good ship's company,
Smartly holding out the flat

Top-side of each sailor hat
;

And a writer as they came

Loudly called each rank and name.
When the name of Gray was heard
The calamity occurred.

Came a pause of blank dismay
Able Seaman Albert Gray
Said lie didn't want his pay !

Fleet-Paymaster X. has fainted
On a stanchion (newly painted).

Duty servant, always handy,
Comes from nowhere with the brandy,
And the Bloke, who 's standing by,
Drops his eye-glass from his eye
And in accents fierce and cold

Says, "The Captain must bo told!
"

Straightway someone lightly ran
Aft to tell the stern "old man."
And his face was very grim
As he muttered,

" Send for him 1

"

':< # # *

But whatever he could say
Able Seaman Albert Gray
Simply wouldn't take his pay.

When the Owner failed to find

What was on poor Albert's mind,
He despatched him finally
To a hot iuid tired A.P. ;

NATIONAL ANXIETY.

"MAMMA, is IT SAFE TO LET OUR SOLDIEBS SI.KKI-','"

For at sea it "s overbold

Not to do as you are told.

Albert still refused to mention

Why he clung to his intention.

Silent was he to the end,
So that none could comprehend
His unique contempt for pelf

(P'r'aps he didn't know himself).

Though that hot Assistant Pay
Argued with him half the day,
Obstinate was Albert Gray.

Then the jolly P.M.O.

Said,
" He 'd better go below ;

Let him on a boiler sit,

That should make him think a bit."

On that boiler Albert sat

Till the Chief suggested that,

Though the treatment might be rough,
Yet it wasn't hot enough.
" Ho is sitting in a draught,
Cold aloft, but hot abaft;
That's unwholesome, I've been told;
He will catch his death of cold.

Can't you pop him into it ?
"

Which they did a perfect fit.

("Every worker's worth his hire,"

Quoth the Padre ;

"
poke the fire.")

Though he stayed there all the day

Able Seaman Albert Gray
Still refused to take his pay.

Then the Owner secretly

Signalled to the C.-in-C.,

Who, afraid of further trouble,

Answered, "Bribe the rogue with
aouble."

Albert Gray, as you '11 suppose,

Simply tilted up his nose.

* * * *

Then the canny C.-in-C.

Cabled to the Admiralty,
Who, afraid to rile the rebel,

Answered, "Bribe the man with
treble !

"

You '11 imagine, I suppose,
That he just turned up his nose.

No, he wasn't quite half witted;
Albert took the bribe and flitted

Silently, at fall of day
Able Seaman Albert Gray
Left with just three times his pay.

Our Erudite Advertisers.
" Let me give you a French lesson, for ' Can

Fairy Anne' is really 'C' na faire ricn," and
being translated means ' It doesn't matter.'

"

Advt. in Weekly Paper.
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THE AGATE BOX.
ONCE upon a time there was a charm-

ing lady whose friends all vied in giving

presents to her. It is an attractive

form of rivalry for the recipient to

watch, and she enjoyed it immensely.

They gave her gold things and silver

things and tortoiseshell things ; Bond
Street and Beauchatnp Place were ran-

sacked for her. Some of these things
sho carried, to their great content;

others she kept in a glass-topped oc-

casional table, where they moped and

grumbled. There were boxes of all

kinds, from a large gold one with a

little blue bird in it, which at a touch

sprang up and trilled out a tiny song,
to a very ordinary minute casket, com-

posed of silver and two pieces of trans-

lucent agate, such as

might have come from

Brighton beach. This

agate box had no longer

any beauty, although,
when it was made some

fifty years ago, it was

probably a treasure of

elegance and taste, and
the other occupants of

the occasional table

treated it with disdain

and contempt.
The lady herself had

by now forgotten all

about whatever senti-

mental associations had
once belonged to it, and
there it lay, on a bed
of old-rose velvet, no

longer of any use to any
one, but coining under
the general heading of

curiosities ; nothing, it

"elt, would ever happen to it again, and
it had given up all hope. Children visit-

ing the house and given the freedom
of the table picked up and examined

everything else, and uttered cries of

delight when the absurd little bird pre-
tended to sing ; but they never touched
the agate-box. A peculating butler, who
once made a raid on the collection, was"

areful that his pockets should not be
incommoded by any such trash, so that
it had none of the fun and adventure
which befell the others, who not only
were pawned all over London but were
collected again by the police and sub-

sequently reassembled on the table

all but one very conceited turnip-watch,
which could not be found again and
was regretted by nobody.

" What you 're doing here at all is a

jroblem," a gold snuff-box, which had

jelonged to Beau NASH, would say
when, in the small hours, conversation
Dccamo general.

" Silver is just toler-

able so long as it is old ; but agate !

"

"Yes," a silver box (WILLIAM AND

MAKY) would say,
"
age is the test.

Young silver is impossible. But agate !

"

"From some vulgar beach too," a

shagreen case would say.
" Who could have given it to her is

the mystery to me," Beau NASII'S snuff-

box would resume. " Her friends have
such taste as a rule."

" A poor relation probably," a gold
needle-case would suggest. "Anyway,
it doesn't matter. There it will be for

ever and ever."

But the needle-case was as needle-

cases, no less than statesmen, often are

wrong. For a war chanced to break

out, and when there is war there is

change. Nothing is quite the same

any more, and everyone and everything
sooner or later are affected. The occu-

hear him. It is terrible the things that
are said to us by our possessions which
we can't hear.

"
Yes, they are rattier too big," she

said. "All except this little agate one."
"
Agate ! Could you carry an agate

box?
"
the other asked.

" Why not?" she replied. "Besides,
I like those funny Victorian things

they 're so ugly and quaint. No, I shall

keep my saccharine in this," and she

placed the agate box in her hag.

"Stap my vitals!" said the snuff-

box, "what is the world coming to?"
But the little agate box was swooning

with pride and rapture.

Our Helpful Contemporaries.
" French troops drove back the enemy on a

front of 10 kilometres. ... A millimetre
is about, three-fifths of a
mile." Toronto

Telegram.

f

ANDCollector of Customs and Exchc (to applicant for temporary employment).
HAVE YOU ANY KNOWLEDGE OF CUSTOMS WORK?"
Fair Applicant (ticeetlifi. "WELL, Snt, FROM CHILDHOOD I'VE BEEN A GLUTTON

FOB SMUGGLER BOOBIES."

"Throe or Four Unfur-
nished lloonis required by
two ladies

; 88 years in pre-
sent rooms." Local Paper.
Ah, well, an occasional

change is good for

everyone.

"The men of the North
know that the Welsh wizard
never speaks without saying
something." Daily Paper.

In which respect he
differs from some of

our journalists, who
often write without say-
ing anything.

pants of an occasional table in a charm-

ing lady's drawing-room might be ex-

pected to be immune if anything could

be ; but no. For it happened that as

the War proceeded the supply of sea-

borne necessities became more and more
restricted, and among these was sugar,
so that saccharine had to bo prepared
as a substitute, and everyone hunted
about for some little receptacle to carry
it in, the charming lady among them.

" I 'm sure," the boxes heard her say
as she lifted the lid of the table, "I've

got something small enough. I hope
so, for Heaven knows I can't afford to

buy anything new, and all my generous
friends are fighting."

"
They look a little big to me," said

her companion, picking up one gold
and silver box after another. "

They '11

make your bag so heavy."
" Don't worry about that," cried the

gold snuff-box which had belonged to

Beau NASH, for he longed to resume
active life again ; but the lady couldn't

"Lost 011 arrival of midday
train from Maritzburg,
SMALL BLACK DOCTOR'S

HANDBAG."
Natal Mercury.

It is pleasing to note this evidence that

South African natives are adopting the

learned professions.

TO A DEALER IN TOBACCO.

(From a common smoker of the same.)
No sign of distress or distraction,
No panic, no pendulous thumb ;

You smile at that beastly exaction

So pregnant with crisis for some ;

The swag that theCHANCELLOR snatches
With claws that have scarred not a

few
Don't matter a ha'p'orth of matches

To you.

In these times that are not very fruity,
Most men, with expenses to curb,

Deplore that additional duty
Stuck on to the heavenly herb ;

But you sit on your bliss-heap, un-

heeding
The vulture who preys and devours,

For it isn't your neck that is bleeding;
It 's ours.
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REGIMENTAL SPORTS. THE MULE DERBY.
(\ijn-rr (lo famous uiillioiinii-i- jockey now iii khuki). "You QUITE UNDKIISIAND. FIRST MAN PAST THE POST 1*11x8 UALF-A-SOVKKKIGN."

MENTALITY.
AT 13ow Street yesterday Miss Amelia K. Slottory was

prosecuted under the new Purification of English Act for

that she, in a thesis written for her degree at Swotteiiham
1 1
niversifcy, had made use of the word "

mentality," contrary
to the provisions of the said Act as laid down in Clause 1,

sub-section 25.

Sir ARCHIBALD IMIDKIX, who appeared for the Crown,
said this was a very bad case. The prisoner, it appeared,
had caused her name to be entered for the examination in

modern English, of which one of the chief features was the
submission of an original essay on the Eevival of Poetry in

War. She had expressed her intention of using the word
"mentality" in connection with the KAISER, but had at
first been dissuaded by her friends, who pointed out to her
that it was the duty of patriotic citizens to obey the law
without hesitation or question. The word against which
the Act was directed had obtained great vogue in America
;is well us in this country.
The Magistrate asked for enlightenment as to the forma-

tion of such a word. Did anyone propose to say
"
geutality

"

when referring to a nation, 01
"
dentality

" when speaking
of teeth '.'

Sir Am HIHAI.U. No, Sir.

The Magistrate. Very well, then, what is the defence '.'

it is a most disgusting word. Mentality pah !

Mr. Jones said his client was carried away by the ardour
of composition. She now recognised the folly of her action
and undertook not to offend again.
The Magistrate said lie could not altogether overlook tlio

charge. The prisoner must pay a fine of five hundred

pounds, and might consider herself fortunate to have

escaped so lightly.

CAROLINA
\VHKN oilice hours are weary with the heavy work they

bring
And wo strive to close our hearts against the coaxing voice

of Spring,
Comes little Cockney Caroline on brown and sturdy wing.

She has no truck with Green Tabs and she doesn't hold
with Re. I,

They never take a sandwicli lunch and think they 're fully
fed;

It "s the little lady-clerks she seeks and lx>gs for luncheon
bread.

Down among the table legs, along the lloor she comes
With shrill undaunted friendly chirp, the song of city

slums,

Dainty in her sooty grace, she flirts with us for crumbs.

No more we praise the nightingale, withdrawn from human
cares,

But the magpie on the battlefield, who like a soldier faros-,

And Caroline, who perkily our war-work rations shares.

Our Strum-Truppen.
' Alter the light ;'.t Ville-sui'-Aucru last Sunday two Australians

bad been playing u pmno in :i o'ttuge there for 20 minutes, whm a

ecllav flap o[KMi<;d and a Gorman sergeant-major surrendered with
lOnn n. "Ihiily Mail.

* .tor Bakers' Association was given an
-tioii of the u^ of lo II). of potatoes per ounce

of Hour for bread making. Their case was that, the quantity of pota-
to.'' Kceniiuj Times a>ul AVAo (Bristol).

\\V .ire inclined to agree with them.
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THE ADVENTURERS.
THE other clay, when I was out with

the Junior Eun, I felt an awful stitch

in my siclo, due to potato scones, just at

the bridge that crosses the stream

through Highwayman's Copse, and sat

down on the mossy parapet to rest.

There isn't any copse at all now, for

the trees have been cut down for the

War and carted away, and that part of

the world is completely spoiled. Pre-

sently two people came walking along
and stopped at the bridge. One was

Major Hewlett, who fought at Mons,
and went on fighting till he lost his leg

on the Somme, and the other was old

General Morrison, who won the V.C.

in the Boer War and has whole rows
of war medals. Both of them wore at

my school once, and so they nodded
to me politely and asked about the

run. Major Hewlett won the Ten
Mile Cross-country Championship of the

school when he was here, and General
Morrison often watches the Big Sides,

so we were all friends, sort of. They
stared at the stumps of the trees, just
as I was doing, and then General
Morrison said in his husky old voice,
"
By Jove, Hewlett, I remember my

most exciting adventure to -.day as

vividly as if it had taken place yester-

day. I shall never forget it. My heart

still jumps to think of it."
" Tell us, General," said Major Hew-

lett, looking a little puzzled ;

"
you never

would give me the yarn of your V.C.,

you know."
"V.C. ? Tut!" said the General.

" Listen. At the time I have in mind
I was in command of a band of hunters
in the depths of Brazil. We were

searching for a famous Blue Tiger, and
no peril of savage man or beast could
daunt us. I was known as Rolf Sure-

hand, and was equally expert with rifle,

revolver, sabre, boomerang and scalp-

ing-knife.
" For weeks we followed the spoor of

the Blue Tiger, which was easily recog-
nisable by its enormous size and the

piled skeletons of rival hunters which
marked the monster's meal-hours. We
lived on what we killed and gathered
moose, ibex, armadillo, wild turkey,
turtles, salmon, breadfruit, yams and

custard-apples."
" Had you no pemmican ?

"
asked

the Major.
"
Of course we had pemmican," the

General snapped, very crossly, I thought
" and also the liquorice and cake we

had saved from the wreck. Did I tell

you we had been wrecked ? Anyhow,
we had, while seeking for Captain
Morgan's treasure amongst the West
Indian Keys. A brother pirate of mine
named Bunfaoe now Bishop of High-

chester having discovered a chart in

an oaken

"General," interrupted Major Hew-
lett with a funny smile,

"
you have

reminded me of an exploit of my own
which won't wait. I must tell you
about it at once, and this other ruffian

here. At one time I was the leading

spirit of a band of Gentlemen Adven-
turers who spent their time roving all

over the world. Sometimes we fought
naked cannibals in Fiji, sometimes bar-

tered for silver fox with the flat-nosed

Esquimaux. One day we careened our

schooner beneath the tossing palms of

a tropic lagoon, the next our camp-
fires scared the prowling timber-wolf

in the hard North-West. At length

finding ourselves in the heart of New
Guinea, we chanced upon a stream

sanded with gold, but crowded also

with alligators, devilfish and water-

snakes, and fringed by virgin forest

ceaselessly whispering with stealthy

savage life.

" Our ship we too had been wrecked
was far behind us, but we had salved

the brass what-d'-you-call-it ? ah,
carronade and planned to build our-

selves a stockade secure against attack.

But, alas ! my lieutenant, Amyas of the

Iron .Arm,, who was also the crew,
was stricken down with the mumps,
and I was put in quarantine. Then
came the holidays, and the project was
abandoned. t

" And now they 've cut down my
New Guinea forest, General, and your
Brazilian bush, and the palms and the

banyans just look at the place !

"

They both stared at the tree-stumps
and the stream as if they saw other

things.
" There 's the very pool where we

knew the Blue Tiger slaked his thirst.

Didn't just drink, mind you," said the

General ;

" he was superior to that. He
slaked his thirst."

" It 's the same pool, Sir," said Major
Hewlett,

" where I was nearly caught
by the Giant Python."
And what do you think ? They were

both pointing to a little pool in the

stream which used to be hidden from
the road by the trees and which I call,

just for fun, of course, the "Black

Lagoon."
And they didn't say a single word

about the War.

" Eome, Friday. Tho Prince of Wales this

afternoon called first on Queen Elena Nexton,
the Queen Mother Marcherita, and lastly on
the Duke of Ogenoa. Afterwards H.R.N.
went for a short stroll."

Manchester Evening News.

The identity of " H.R.N." is not re-

vealed, but from his last initial we are

inclined to believe that he is a relative

of "Queen Elena Nexton."

THE OLD MATRON.
A STONE'S-THROW from the College gate
There lives a very noble lady ;

A cottage-lawn her whole estate,

Without a tree to keep it shady ;

For thirty years she served the school
In quite a number of positions,

And by her character and rule

Upheld its very best traditions.

School generations came and went,
Head followed Head but in this

story
'Tis foreign to my main intent

To say which gained the greatest

glory ;

Enough that minds of every size,

Hustlers and scholars, bloods and
boobies,

All came in time to recognize
Her price was far above all rubies.

For, though immersed in household
cares

And such extremely mundane masters
As washing, packing and repairs
Of wardrobes normally in tatters,

She found with unobtrusive tact

A hundred ways of help and healing,
And never overlooked an act

Of cruelty or double-dealing.

Her office and her Spartan breed

Forbade her to be sentimental,
But in an hour of real need
She could be wonderfully gentle ;

To fashion, to the swift or strong
She was incapable of truckling,

But helped the lonely soul along
And comforted the ugly duckling.

Robust in body and in mind,
Free from all feminine caprices,

Seeing the best in all her kind,

Though loving nephews more than

nieces,

She made no pets ; if haply one

Appealed to her beyond another,
It was the orphan or the son

Neglected by a selfish mother.

Too fond to quit a scene so dear,
Too wise to fancy she was slighted,

Loth to intrude or interfere,

Though always helpful when invited,

She is the first whom boys on leave

Greet when they seek their alma
mater,

The last they part from on the eve
Of their return to trench and crater.

For in her strong and homely face,

Her life supremely self-forgetting,

They see the Genius of the Place

Incarnate in a human setting ;

And, though they readily would own
Their debt to Founder, Saint and

Patron,

Keep in their heart of hearts a throne

Of special glory for the Matron.
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Tin- Squire.
" WKLL, DANIEL, I CAME TO CONG HAITI. ATI: you ON vorii HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY. SPLENDID, ISN'T rr?"

Dmiiil. "On, I i>OAN' KNOW, ZUB. IT TOOK I A TURUIBLE LONG TIMK TO DO IT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

mid the War (CONSTABLE) is not an example
of " wisdom after the event," for most of its chapters were
written hefore August, 1914. They represent the con-
sidered opinions of a man who has devoted a lifetime to the

study of the nature of war, and the best part of a genera-
tion to the endeavour to persuade his countrymen to follow
lis example. It would he tempting, did space permit, to

;ry to sketch what would have heen the probable course
of the present conflict if the principles that Professor
SPENSER WILKINSON enunciates with so much force had
jeen a part of the mental equipment of our political rulers.

Unfortunately our statesmen, with very few exceptions, were
so much immersed in domestic and party problems that

hey never seriously considered the question of war. They
did not realise that war is a continuation of policy

" one of
;he modes of human intercourse," the author calls it

; that a
State intending to retain its independence must always be

prepared for a conflict in which all its resources may have to
)o engaged ; and that consequently it is necessary for the
Government at all times to have at hand and constantly
refer to " a thinker-out of wars

"
if policy is not to end in

disaster. Under the rough tutelage of Germany our rulers
uivc jx.rlmps learned those lessons; but thereare other teach-

ngs of military history that they do not seetn yet to have
ully assimilated, c.ij. that there is no limited liability in
nodern war, that tho problem of making an army is the pro-
blem of the education of officers, and that the temptation to

dissipate energy must always be resisted. One of Professor
WILKINSON'S most encouraging statements is that "the

fundamental condition of success is a vital cause
"

; one of
the most depressing, that "

victory cannot be won by a
Government of amateurs." With the view of ensuring that
our cause should meet the success it deserves I should like

the PRIME MINISTEU to insist that every member of the
War Cabinet himself included should devote a couple of
hours before its next meeting to reading a volume whose
clearness and cogency entitle its author to be described as
the British CLAUSEWITZ.

I cannot but think that, so far as plot is concerned, Mary
Plantagenet (CASSELL) shows some retrogression from the

themes, both original and strong, which I have hitherto
associated with the name of Mr. J. C. SNAITH. The present
is what one might not unfairly call a Romance of the House-
keeper's Room, and turns very largely upon that antique
problem of fiction ought the scion of a ducal house to

marry a heroine of mysterious parentage? In this case the
heroine, Mary' of the title, is a foundling, discovered on
a doorstep of Grosvenor Square by a kindly policeman, who
arranges for her upbringing as one of hia own family.
Afterwards she becomes what the publishers call a "famous
actress," and is beloved by the heir of the Bridport straw-

berry-leaves. Naturally in an affair of this kind you will

not expect that the heroine's origin is going to rest perman-
ently on a doorstep ; nor does Mr. SNAITH allow you to be

disappointed of any of the obvious eventualities. The whole

tiling, with its concern over coronets, strikes me as belonging
really to the least expensis'o type of fiction, though here

disguised by the skill of an author who has shown himself
able to handle material better worthy of him. We know
from the poet that hearts just as true and rare may beat
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in Belgrave (hero Berkeley) Square, as anywhere else ; but

the cardiac activities of Mary and her exalted connections

certainly impressed me as dependent rather upon mechan-

ism than any human blood, blue or other. Surely the

author of The Sailor can hardly have regarded them

altogether seriously.

Mr. PHILIP GIBBS maintains his standard as chief inter-

preter of the day-to-day moods, actions and nnjot of our

armies in France. The history that will be written will

contain many things which the hamstrung correspondents
of these clays either do not know or may not say ;

hut it

will not give us the pathetic or savage or humorous streaks

of intimate local colour, the very heat and hurry and des-

perate fatigue of these and those actually lighting men.

So that From Bapaiime to Passclwndael?, 1917 (HKIXEMANN)
will he a good book to have by one as a detailed com-

mentary oil battles too hopelessly big to allow of any but

general treatment. This is a book of victory with scarcely
a set-back, and whatever the imperturbable long-view strate-

gists may say it is mournful to road of the heroism that

gave us Kemmel, Mes-

sines, Wytschaete and
a score of storied places
now, alas, lost to us.

But the moral of these

pages is that the men
whose tails "you
couldn't get down with

a crowbar" are still

carrying on with the

laughing courage which
Mr. GIBBS illustrates in

a hundred anecdotes.

Let me say that there 's

not a page in this re-

cord that doesn't make
the pulse beat faster

and the proud tears

rise ; but also that the 1

writer sees, below the
brilliant heroic surface
r ,L i i

m IUMVS, PI.KAJSI
of the great struggle, I

the grim depths of horror, terror and decay. His funda-
mental seriousness corrects any tendency to Fleet Street

flaruboyancy and prevents abject surrender to the telling
headline and the artless alliteration.

I know no book better calculated to provoke a nostalgia
among shooting men for the scenes and incidents of the

sport they love than Shooting Days (MURRAY), by Captain
ERIC PABKER. For four seasons there has been virtually no

shooting. Shooters old and young have been after bigger
game. They have almost succeeded in beginning to reconcile
themselves to the abandonment of their favourite sport,
when, lo, here comes Captain PARKEB with his book, and
revives our regret in all its keenness. And Captain PARKEB
is Shooting Editor of The Field ; he knows what to write
about and how to write it

; ho can touch the spot more
skilfully than another. He can speak of " the chances of

covert-shooting at its best . . . the accidents, the unex-

pected, the wilder, happier part of it all," and can think

"again and again of wet boots, the joy of being utterly
tired, and sunset lighting orange lamps in the mosses and
the pools of the bog." Briefly, Captain PAKKEK has written
a most delightful book in a very charming style of pleasant
reminiscence. It is a compendium of sporting information,
and a mine of knowledge which can be minted into agree-
able conversation in the long evenings of winter. I assume,

Lieut. Smutlietofike V.T.G. who is aho an auotateat enthusiast].

you see, that some day we shall shoot again and discuss
such questions as " Do partridges drink ?

"

One might say that from a literary point of view the

Principality has lately been coming into its own, with

perhaps a further guess that the inheritance seems likely to

be a not altogether agreeable one. Already one very candid
critic has dealt faithfully by the dwellers in South Wales;
and now Mrs. EDITH NEPEAN follows with a story, (ii'-jini'lk

of the Welsh Hills (STANLEY PAUL), whoso characters ubidc
in the country round Moel Siabod. There is however little

resemblance, beyond certain tricks of literally translated

idiom, in the two writers. Not for Mrs. NEPEAX the stark
realism of Mr. CABADOC EVANS ; rather one might describe
her as a romanticist who lias listened to Bow nd/s, and in

whose ears the silver trumpet of The Family Herald has
sounded not in vain. Aptly does the wrapper- artist depict
Gwyneth as standing tip-toe upon a mountain lop, clad in

a scarlet cloak and a tall hat. (fwi/netk was that kind of

heroine; the kind, moreover, that will enter a story as a

foundling and leave it as the daughter of a lord. 1 wish
I had space to tell you
of her adventures be-

tween these extremes.
She was pushed into a

lake once; this was by
a bad young man who
had married her, and
now for financial rea-

sons wished to repeat
the ceremony with

somebody else. Which
he did. When I add
that Givyneth was so

i

far from being drowned
that, having secretly

emerged from the lake,

within a comparatively

|

short time she was be-

ing presented by her

noblesire to the nephew
i

whom he considered

hev suitable mate ; and
that this individual was none other than the gentleman
who had originally submerged her well, you will perhaps
endorse my verdict about realism. Jf the Land of My (or
rather of Mrs. NEI'EAN'H) Fathers is in fact anything at

all like this, much seems to be explained.

The nine sketches to be found in Windswept Farm

(ROUTLEDGE) are dainty enough and quite well written;

they reveal a loving intimacy with domestic animals and

birds, and occasionally a nice sense of humour. But they
are very slight, and more than once the attitude of the

recluse into whose mouth they are placed by Mr. WILLIAM
HEWLETT borders dangerously upon affectation. If the

author does not make us believe in his creations he suc-

ceeds, at any rate, in convincing us that the animal-world

would be more interesting if it realised his pictures of it.

And that is something to his credit. The last sketch has
for its heroine the lady who captured the recluse's heart and
made him repent of his reclusion, so I am left wondering if

the sub-title of this volume, "A Book of Beasts for Grown-up
Children," is quite as tactful as it might be.

A Mislaid Bantam?
New Brighton, Seacomljc Perry and

Miniature Soldier Oilicer." Liverpool Kctic.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is rumoarad that since his fine

tribute to Scotland the PKKMIKU has

been elected an Honorary Scotsman,
with special permission to lie excused

the haggis.

Ico puddings, says the FOOD-CON-

TROLLER, may now bo made, provided
no milk, cream or sugar is used. With
indiarubber at its present price these

delicacies are likely to remain out of

reach of all but the very wealthy.

Lord RHONDDA is ivcovoring, \vo arc

happy to say, from an operation fur

pleural effusion. This

malady must be dis-

tinguished from plural
effusion, a virulent dis-

ease very prevalent at

Question-time in the

House. .. ,

It is proposed that

dinners costing more
than ti.s

1

. ()</. shall

be taxed as luxuries.

People who prefer tea

and kippers at one of

our smart restaurants

to lobster mayonnaise
at home may well be

required to pay for

their vulgar ostenta-

tion. ... ...

French courts have
denaturali/od a Ger-
man-born citi/on who,

though naturalized in

18(53, still keeps a

signed portrait of the

RAISES in his draw-

ing-room. His expla-
nation that he kept
it because it made the

dog laugh was not accepted.

a man last week was so short of matches
that ho stopped a fire-engine and asked
for a light.

The last horse-drawn engine in the
London Fire Brigade has been replaced
by a motor. The news lias been well

received by busy people who suffer

from tiros. ... ^
f

In the matter of the young man who
was knocked down by a taxi-cab last

week, we understand that a satisfactory
arrangement has been arrived at. He
has apologised to the driver.

There are twelve centenarians in

UldLaJiJ. "TELI. ME, MY POOB FELLOW, HOW DID YOU GET TOUB WOUND?"
Fnl il

l> Tommy. "IT WEREN'T A WOUND, ilUM, IT WAS AS ACCIDENT."
Oltl Latly. "How DID IT HAPPEN?"

2<"ed-vp Tommy. "WELL, 1ER SEE, MUM, I WAS LEASIHO CP AGAINST A BARRAGE,
THOUGHTLESS LIKE, WHEN IT LIFTED AND I FELL UiTO THE TRENCH."

The Ministry of Food is getting out
a leaflet explaining the various methods
of employing fat cuts of bacon. Beyond
giving it to teething babies and rubbing
it on the ears to keep mosquitoes away,
the public has hitherto found no satis-

factory use for the stuff.
.

With reference to an article which

appeared in a weekly paper under the

title,
" Familiar Policemen," a gentle-

man writes from an address in the New
Cut to complain that only the other

year a policeman took him quite fami-

liarly by the arm, in spite of the fact

that they had never been formally in-

f UK! need. *,*
" Mint sauce is cor-

rect with lamb," says
a writer in The Even-

ing News, " but wo
seldom stop to ask
ourselves why." After
all it is more the
lamb's concern than

ours, yet he has never
found a satisfactory
answer to this conun-
drum.

"Young German wishes

any kind of position at

night; would like to sleep
.it home."

American Paper.
For ourselves we al-

ways prefer the re-

cumbent position for

purposes of sleep.

" kills lioe, fleagaml
other parasites. Keeps off

mosquitoes and sandJfiirs.

Supplied in large quanti-
ties to H.M. War Office."

Strand Maijazint.

Where it is hoped, in

time, to get rid of the

Tape-worm, red.

" Why should manual workers con-

stantly receive increases of pay," asks
a correspondent of Tlif Dnili/ Mail,
' while draughtsmen are left out in the
cold ?

"
The name, of course, may have

something to do with it.

The Kiiliiisi-he I olksseilinKj demands
that the Turks shall seriously tackle
the task of turning the British out of

Mesopotamia. The Turks retort with

Koine, we read, and it is proposed to

open a club for them. The terms for

life-membership are to be very moderate.

Since the increased postal rates it

appears that people have taken to

sending more messages by telephone.
In several cases it has proved a much
quicker method of communication;

r ''.'

Last week a monkfish was caught
which measured live feet long and

weighed over half-a-hundredweight. It

some bitterness that their processions was caught in a London evening paper.
s;et bombed every time. *...--

:

The toy Pomeranian for which a

Bigamy is stated to bo on the increase.

This is a sorry blow to those who have
insisted that we are a race of cowards.

We are asked to deny the story that

reward was recently offered through
the Press is now stated to have found
its way home, very dishevelled and

dragging an enormous caterpillar be-

hind it.

" Mr. George Cowland'a timber is arriving
any day now, go his house will soon be rising
'

sphinx like
' from the ashes of the old one."

Taranaki Herald, J3.Z.

A nasty knock for our old friend the
Phoenix.

" It is a superhuman task to save merchant
vessels when the submarines are out, as they
can steam under water for twenty-four years."

Western Pacific Herald (Fiji).

We are looking forward to 1942.

From a report of the presentation of

Drill Efliciency medals :

"Nothing, however, could damp the pride
of the priee-winncrs, with each of whom
General - shook hands, and subsequently
congraduatcd them collectively."

Dublin Evening Mail.

Very good of the General, but we do
not know how the University authori-

ties will take this infringement of their

prerogative.

ror., CLIV.
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TO AN IMPERIAL PEACEMONGER.
[A new Peace offensive is anticipated in the Teuton Press.]

From where the hounding Hohenzollern Ark

Bides on the high wave's crest replete with Culture,

Under an empyrean very dark

With flapping wings of eagle and of vulture,

Your dove, emerging once again,

Investigates the vast inane.

A little soiled and suffering from a cough

Through having heen exposed to various weatjiers;

Mottled with dabs of paint that won't come off

Where previous camouflage disguised its feathers

The tough old bird contrives to wear

A fresh and undefeated air.

Peace hath her own offensives hardly less

Renowned than War's, but not such likely chances;

For, when upon his battle-front you press,

The foe must needs respond to your advances;

Whereas, when threats of Peace are made,
No sort of notice need be paid.

Turtles may come, but not, I think, to stay.

Your War the one you launched with Hoclil and

Prosit!

Found us unready; grown more wise to-day
We wait the hour when we 're prepared to close it

;

Time, that was yours, is now our friend;

And Time and we will fix the end.

As for this bird, for which we have no use,

Knowing from Russia what a German dove is,

A fowl too apt at playing fast and loose

Through evil intercourse with carrion coveys-
Take back the dirty little Bosch
And see he gets a thorough wash. O. S.

THE TRANSFORMATION.
LET me confess at once that I was not popular in the

battalion. The unfortunate and involuntary habit of saying
" Thanks

"
to the person who transferred my allowance of

"
swipes

" from his pail to my tin earned for me the name
of Algy the day I joined up at Winchester, and it was as

Algy that I, a true son of County Cork, landed in France.

I did my best to retrieve my first mistake, but an incau-

tious admission that I could speak French completed my
ruin, and after that a firm resolve not to use words of more
than two syllables failed to redeem my character.

My arch-enemy (when the Huns were not about) was
Private Brown. Twice within a week he practically saved

my life, but I knew him too well to thank him
; indeed he

threatened to stand on my face if I did. I suspect he

preserved me in order that he might have an objective for

his devastating sarcasm.
" Yer lookin' rotten, Algy," he said cheerfully the day

we arrived at what was called with fine irony a rest camp.
" I 'm really ill this time," I said, and wondered why

my body did not rattle when I shivered, "and I shouldn't
be surprised if I died in a bed after all."

" That 'a jest the sort o' thing you would do," he retorted
in shrill ill-humour "

dyin' comfortably in bed when everv
other chap is stoppin' a 'Un bullet ! But you always was

particular, Algy."
A sleepless night made me decide to seek out the M.O.

on the morrow. I had hitherto hesitated to call on that
over-worked autocrat, for "

swinging the lead
"

was the
most popular of pastimes, and the M.O. was seldom sympa-
thetic; but our hut contained thirty-two beds, and the hard

work of the " rest
"
camp did not prevent the occupants

forming themselves into debating societies and holding
violent meetings far on into the night.

I was wandering back from the M.O.'s quarters, hiving
failed to do more than receive a promise from the doctor
that he would "look at me "

later, when I ran into Private
Brown. I gingerly protected my swollen neck with my
left hand. He stood still for a fraction of a second, stared

hard at me, and then without a word ho turned and Hod.

When I reached our hut lie was talking loudly, his remarks

being punctuated by many
"
Algys." Plainly he was telling

my fellow-huttites about his encounter witli me, and I was

endeavouring to solve the puzzle of his retreat when two
Scotties from No. 14 stopped to ask me if there was a

chance of interviewing the M.O. Simultaneously a hoarse
shout came from the window of No. 15.

"
Blirny," cried Private Brown, " the blighters are tryin'

to steal our Algy"."
The next moment I was surrounded by a dozen of my

hut-companions, who pressed upon me cigarettes, cafe cm
lait in various stages of temperature, oranges and cake, at

the same time heaping insults on the inoffensive Scotties.
" Good old Algy !

"
said Brown, linking his arm in mine

affectionately ;

"
you belong to us, and we don't mean to let

you go. You won't fergit yer old pals, will yer?
"

Forty-
eight hours previously he had offered to present me to the

KAISEB in exchange for a lighted match !

I thought it was one of his heavy jokes, for Brown hails

from Aldgate ; but when lie insisted upon changing beds
mine was in the draughtiest position near the door I came
to the conclusion that his heart had been touched by our
common danger.
For the remainder of that day Brown and the others never

let me out of their sight, taking turns in fours to accompany
me wherever I went. It was done very nicely, and they
made me feel that it was inspired by personal regard. All

my needs were supplied from a common fund, to which I

was not permitted to subscribe, and my conversation was
listened to with studied respect.
Then I realised that I was popular at last, and I was the

proudest man in the battalion. I revelled in the unique
sensation. It pleased me immensely to notice how jealous

my pals were if anyone from another hut came near me.
Intrusive strangers were elbowed off, and an unfortunate

Tyke who asked me for a light nearly lost his life in the

argument that ensued. His eloquent disclaimer of the role

of Algy-snatcher was the only jarring note in that never-

to-be-forgotten afternoon.

Next morning I asked Private Brown for an explanation.
He was lying lazily on his back in the hut, orders having
come that not a man was to be allowed to leave it until the

M.O. had been ; indeed there was a sentry on guard to pre-
vent us going to work.

"Why am I popular, Brown?" I asked, seeing that he

was in an expansive mood.
"
Why, you silly perisher" this expression was clearly

intended to be genial
"
you "ve got the mumps, 'aven't

you ? I spotted 'em at once. And your mumps means that

every man in yer 'ut is in quarantine for ten days. Ten

days doin' nothin' "cept eatin' an' drinkin' an' sleepin', whilst

the other blighters are workin' theirselves to death in this

I don't think rest camp. We wasn't goin' to let anyone
steal yer an' smuggle yer into their 'uts. Algy, yer done
us a good turn, and we shan't forget it."

From that day forward I was the darling of the battalion.

"
Discharged Soldier is open to receive Lime Washing and Colouring,

outside or in." Provincial Paper.

The internal camouflage sounds very conscientious.
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THE DOGS.WATCH
LXX1V.

My DEAK CHARGES, Pausing iu the

heat of the battle a man may well ask

himself," For what am I fighting?''
There can only be one answer: "The
cause of Freedom." And wherein con-

sists the evil thing standing between

humanity and this natural right ? In

that most narrow and most malicious

of all tyrannies, militarism. What do

we mean by militarism ? That harsh
control of the individual by
the bureau which prevents the

former going his ways as a free

man and developing himself

according to his innate tenden-

cies. And who is the typical I

representative of this oppres-
j

siou of the People ? Leaving
LUDENDORFF out of tho ques- !

tiou for tho moment, I think 1
1

may fairly say that the Accus-
i

ing Finger points at myself.
I, Henry, am for tho moment

j

a Military Control Officer. It
|

is I and my sort that the
;

world is out to exterminate, I

that I myself originally armed

myself to do down. 1 am the

oppressor who prevents hon-
est Englishmen going where

they want to or coming back

again, if they happen to have

slipped through when I wasn't

looking. It is to me that

trembling applicants address
their moving prayers for per-
mission to go and join their

[ainilies, to seek out and save
their ruined businesses, to

move to healthier climes where
alone, as their doctors certify,

ihey can hope to recuperate
their broken health. It is I

who subject them to every
form of delay, inconvenience,

annoyance, pettifogging rou-

ine, interference and imperti-
nence, only at the end to refuse
iheir just .claims and throw

immediate attention to her case. Tho

indignant applicant therefore, rejecting
the proffered hand of false friendship,
takes up a firm attitude on the other

side of the inquisitor's table and gives
the inquisitor a look, as if to say,

" Now,
get on with your oppression of the de-

fenceless, for I am in a hurry to be

going."
Tho first thing to be done is to accept

the whole responsibility for the absurd

ihem relentlessly out of my diabolical

oflice. I will tell you how I do it.

To give the most lurid reality to the

description of the brutal business we
vill take, for choice, a female applicant.
.fc gives the last touch that militarism
should be seen trampling on the weaker
sex. Besides which the people who
are under this pressing necessity of

|oing to and fro seem to be almost

mtirely of that gender.
There is the sense of a bitter un-

ympathetic encounter from the very be-

jinning of the interview. Ten minutes'

mpatient waiting in the outer room
as shown the lady that she is up

igainst something essentially unjust

and harsh. It is the first of very many In my efforts to carry out instruc-

bits of mere nonsense, our not giving tions and practise the arts of oppres-
1

sion I have tried many devices. The
process of reasoning is the one firsl

attempted. But I don't know whal
it is about. Military Exigencies they
always fail to make any impression
as against harrowing family histories

What is a mere war compared with
tho necessity for a lady to bo with her
sister-in-law who is very much feeling
the absence of her husband all day at
a Munitions' office? If all the boats

coming from England are full

of men going to battle, then

surely there must bo many a
one going back empty enough
to carry a lono female to her
much - needed dentist ? Of
course you would be able to

make the real position under-

stood; but then you are not a

bigoted and narrow - minded
militarist, are you ?

My second idea was, at any
rate, original. I let the lady
talk

;
I encouraged her to go

on talking. We went into the
whole facts of her case from

beginning to end, and then
from end to beginning. And so

wo got to closing time, and I

was very sorry, but I was
afraid it was now too late and
she would have to come again
to-morrow. To-morrow was
Sunday, and we don't open to

the public on Sundays. I had
a sort of hope she would not
last out till Monday, but would
send her application by post
and give me the chance of re-

fusing by letter. I am a fair

devil at refusing by letter. But
no, she came on the Monday
all right, early in the morning,
bringing her small daughter
with her, and we spent the day
together getting everybody else

to visa the passports, booking
her tickets, looking up the

trains, discussing the food

"!>EAB MK. Puxcii, I write to appeal to you to put forth
all your influence to check the irritating use, except, of course,
wheu military matters are referred to, of the word 'camouflage.'

Yours, etc., etc., ONE WHO HAS SUFFERED."

system of passports and visas and to

defend it and yourself as best you can.
You then rise from your seat, go round
to the other side of the table and pick
up from the floor the odd papers, letters,

five-franc notes and trinkets which the

lady has scattered in her search for her

passport. Even thus early in the inter-

view I am in that state of mind in which
I count myself a lucky man in not

being given a rap 011 the head with her
umbrella for my impudence. I am
indeed happy to be on my hands and
knees beneath my own oflice table ; it

is a sort of respite from that terribly
uneven argument I

to maintain.
know I am about

question, getting her luggage registered
and tipping the porters. She reported
me, of course, for not knowing my busi-

ness and so causing her delay. I got
told off for ever allowing her to go at

all. But there, what am I for but to be

reported for one thing and told off for

the other?
Once I tried tho simple ruse of losing

the rubber stamp for " Granted
"
at the

critical moment, but the Oppressed, one
of the smiling artful sort, was sure I

wouldn't mind her coming round to my
side of the table and helping me to look
for it. And before I knew where I was
or where she was she had found it and
done the stamping herself. She smiled
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at me so nicely &s she went out and
told the lady secretary at the door what
fools men were.

Yes, Charles, I have had the idea of

setting a thief to catch a thief, and
when one dangerous young thing had
lost the argument and was about to

resort to tears I called in the lady
secretary, old enough to he her mother,
to hear the case and decide. She heard
it all and decided against inc. Women
don't believe in militarism.

I hit upon the solution by luck. In
a desperate moment I evolved a rubber

stamp of my own and had it made at

my own expense: "(! wm-:n!-: YOU I.IKK,

WHKN YOU LIKE AND HOW YOU LIKE,
AND IF ANY MAN SUCCKKDS IN STOl'l'INll

YOU EX HOWE I TAKK OKI-' MY II \T TO
HIM." The lady secretary objected to

this ; women aro tidy creatures who
love regulations for their own sake.

When she insisted on my exercising
discrimination I told her that anyone
who had a hard ca-e (they all have)
and who knew the PKI.MK MINISTMH per-

sonally (they all do) could not be re-

fused. She said they could ;
I said it-

was impossible. She said she would do
it herself if I would let her handle the

rubber stamps. I passed tho whole lot

to her and said that if she applied the

"APPLICATION KRFVSED" it would be

against my whole sense of reason and

justice. Since then she has used no
other. "

Sign, please," she says to me,
and stands over me while I do it. Then
she shows the distressed victim out,
kind and sympathetic to the last.

" I

am dreadfully sorry this should have

happened," I hear her say at the door ;

"but then you know what men are."

And that 's how I 've become a Mili-

tarist one of the strong silent sort.

Yours ever, HKNHY.

"ili.- said he was asleep when tbo collision

occurred, and immediately turned out in his

pyjamas, in which he had to remain in one of

the boats for some hours until another vessel

took them off." ttiniiiiujliam Daily Post.

We assume that this vessel, which thus

added insult to injury, was an enemy
i
craft.

" The bodice was deftly finished at tin-

by a folded sash and small turnover collar."

Weekly Pajvr.

If you can't get your waist high enough,

you can always bring down your collar

to meet it.

FLOWERS OF THE BATTLK-
FIBLD.

FIKLDH of corruption, ravaged, waste
and dead,

A storm-rent void no power shall e'er

renew ;

Yet see, the poppy Haunts its daring
red

And smiles upon the cornflower's

misted blue ;

The pimpernel gleams through tho

gleaming dew ;

The yellow charlock glistens in the

sun ;

Lest you should think the earth's glad
work is done

The speedwell thrusts its namo upon
your fears

" Now joys will rise, new comfort for

your tears!
"

And should you cry,
" What of the lost

and gone .'

Shall all their memory be buried

deep,
Their sacrifice in victory In: forgot?"

Peace, doubting heart, for see, where
soft they sleep,

A starry heaven of forget-me-not!
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CAP'N CALEB'S CAMOUFLAGE.
HE was an object of interest in the

bar of " The Sloop," for he was one of

the crew of a vessel which had been

torpedoed off the headland during the

night, and he had been landed with

other survivors afc the fishing village

that morning.
" Yes, it gives yer a shock being tor-

pedoed," he said in answer to a ques-
tion ;

" but I 'in orlright now, and I '11

be better when I 've "ad some more
beer. 1 ain't lost my thirst, not that

you could notice, though I was blown

up in the air when the torpedo 'it us,

and came down in the sea."

The questioner took the hint and

ordered another pint of beer, which the

shipwrecked mariner drank deliberately
with the air of a connoisseur.

" It ain't bad beer that, boss," he re-

marked politely to the landlord ;

" but

I reckon a man would get water-logged
before 'o could get drunk on it."

The landlord smiled and discreetly
turned the conversation back to the

subject of the submarine menace.

"No, I ain't afraid o' submarines,
but my missus is," said the mariner

;

" that 's why I 'm 'ere. 1 've been tor-

pedoed twice this year, and my missus

is to blame. But it serves me right
for listening to 'er and leaviii' the old

Saucy Anne.
"It all comes o' this cammyflage

idea," he went on with a heavy sigh.
" If it 'adn't been for old Cap'n Caleb's

a-eammyflagin' the Saucy Anne the

missus 'd never 've got the wind up
about submarines and I 'd never 've

been torpedoed. And I wouldn't be

standin" 'ere now with a empty glass
in me "and."

It was the landlord who took the

hint this time and hastened to remedy
the defect.

"It was like this, y'see," resumed
the victim of camouflage when he had

again refreshed himself. " I was third

mate on the Saucy Anne -not that

third mate meant much, 'cos the crew
was only four all told and the Saucy
Anne was a little old steamer o' two
hundred ton gross. But she was a nice

little craft, and old Cap'n Caleb Collins,
what was master and owner, was one
o' the best treated us more like pals
than a crew, 'e did.

" Five year I 'd been third mate on
the Saucy Anne when the War started,

bringin' coal from Cardiff to Port Car-

bis, and home reg'lar every ten days.
Cap'n Caleb 'ad been doin' that for

twenty year, and he jest went on doin'

it and never worried hisself about the
War.
" Then the German submarines started

their dirty work and sunk a Port Carbis

boat ; but our old man took no notice

and kep' on sailin' reg'lar said ho 'd

like to see any blinkin' German tryin'

to sink 'im. Well, two more Port Car-

bis vessels was sunk, and some o' the

other skippers starts what they calls

'protectin' themselves' ; but Cap'n Caleb

never did nothin'. Then a chap in uni-

form comes down to Port Carbis and
he starts explainin' this 'ere cammy-
flagin' idea to the owners."

lie paused to empty his glass once
I more, wiped his mouth with the back
of his hairy hand and proceeded with
his story.

" The officer, or whatever he was, tells

Cap'n Caleb about paintin' the Saucy
Anne to cammyflago 'er, and the old

man listens attentive. '
Yes,' says 'e,

'I sees the notion, Sir. The old ship
could do with a coat o' paint, 'er not

'aving 'ad much this seven year, and
I '11 see about cammyflagin' 'er myself.
We 've got some artist chaps 'ere in

Port Carbis,' says the Cap'n,
' and I'll

'ave the Saucy Anne cammyflaged
proper,' 'e says.

" So Cap'n Caleb 'e lays the old ship

up for a week, runs 'er inter a boat-

builder's yard and gets an artist and a

sign-painter from the town to come and
'ave a go at cammyflagin' the Saucy
Anne. He never let none o' the crew
nor nobody sea 'er, and when the

painters was done 'e "as 'er refloated,

but with big tarpaulins 'anging down
'er sides to protect the new cammyflage
paint, 'e says. Not till we was loaded
and casting off from the quay does 'e

let us reef them tarpaulins.
" I knowed there was something

funny about us as soon as the Saucy
Anne starts stearnin' out o' the 'arbour,
'cos the crowd on the jetty starts run-
nin' along to watch us, and some of

'em cheered and waved their 'ats. So
I takes a good squint overside to see

what our new cammyflage looks like

and I nearly fell overboard with the
shock when I sees what Cap'n Caleb
'ad 'ad done.

" There was a big Union Jack painted
right down the bows o' the Saucy Anne;
'er sides was painted bright blue

;
and in

white letters on 'em big white letters

you could have read a mile away almost

right along from the bows to the

stern, there was painted:
' BRITISH AND DAMN YOUR

SUBMARINES!'"
The listeners in the bar of " The

Sloop
"

gasped, restrained an inclina-

tion to cheer, and some of them almost

struggled for the privilege of buying the

shipwrecked mariner more beer.
"
Surprised ? You 're right," he re-

sumed with a reminiscent grin. "I
was surprised, so was the rest of the

crew, and so was everybody in Port

Carbis. When the bloke at the Admir-

alty station on the point outside the

bay saw us 'e nearly 'ad 'ysterics and
starts wagging ilags at us ; but Cap'n
Caleb takes no notice. ' I '11 give 'em

cammytiage,' he says, looking as proud
as Punch.

"
Well, we gets to Cardiff, and a fine

how-d'-ye-do there was there, I can tell

yer.
' I reckon they think the Saucy

Anne is the Eoyal yacht,
1

says the

Cap'n solemn-like, when they starts

eheerin' us from other ships and blowin'

sirens, and a crowd comes down to the

wharf to welcome us. We all had

plenty o' free beer that night all 'cept
the Cap'n, 'im being a teetotaler and
never drinkin' nothin' but gin.

" In the morning down comes an old

chap with gold braid and brass buttons
to the wharf, just as Cap'n Caleb was
standin' admirin' the Saucy Anne. 'E

takes a look at our ship, then 'e goes
red in the face.

" ' Wot does this mean, Cap'n ?
'

'e

says.
" ' That 's my cammyflage, Sir,' says

Cap'n Caleb,
' and that 's my motter on

the ship's side.'

"The old bloke in the gold braid

starts argyfyin', but I could see 'e was

laughin' inside, and presently he shakes
'ands with our old man, gives 'im a

cigar and goes away.
"
Well, to cut a long story short, we

sails back to Port Carbis, and there 's

a crowd to meet us, eheerin' like billy-
oh ; but when I gets ashore there 's my
missus on the quay, cryin' 'er eyes out.

Said she 'd never expected to see me
again, and begged an' prayed me not
to make another voyage in the Saucy
Anne. She said it was temptin' Provi-

dence to sail in a vessel painted like

that, and we 'd get torpedoed next trip
as sure as sure.

" I argues with 'er till I was nearly
black in the face, then I gives way and
does what she asks for the sake of peace
and quiet. Cap'n Caleb 'e said it was
like deserting in face of the enemy, but
I left 'im for the sake of the missus and

got another ship."
He gazed into his glass and mourn-

fully shook his head.
"
Yes, it 's all the fault of the missus,"

he concluded with a sigh.
" I tried

another ship, and got torpedoed first

voyage, and now 'ere I am torpedoed

again. It 's almost enough to make a
man turn teetatal. The Saucy Anne 's

still runnin' reg'lar and naver been
touched

;
but I did 'ear as the Admiralty

made Cap'n Caleb put some other kind
o' cammyflage on her."

" Wanted, a Girl, to atteud to Motor and act

as House Boy." Local Paper.

Well, well. Girls will be boys nowadays.
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/ {ill thr. conclusion of dinner], "MOTIIEI!, I MUS'T K>OW J1OW II 18, BUT I SETEB DEEM TO GET THAT THAT S1CB SICK
FK1U.IXO NOWADAYS."

FATE.
A SONG OF WISDOM.

TJIKY tell you it ain't no good
A-wondering when you '11 die,

Or lying low as n soldier should
When acrooplanes is by ;

For whether it conies in a sudden \vny,
Or lingering long and late,

You won't go under until the day
That 'a settled before by Fate.

All, well, and it may be true

But the lads I like to see

Are the ones that do as they "re told to do
And stay where they ought to be ;

For Fate may fix on a far-off date
And a death of tin easy kind,

But it ain't no use cncoitrayiny Fate
To change her feminine mind.

1 've been out many a day
And seen too many a mate

With a leg or an ami blown clean away
By a thing he thought was Fate ;

But when six men will monkey about
With a rusty old bomb gone bad,

Thou what is it knocks the six men out?
Not Fate, but folly, my lad.

So I keep my rifle clean

And I use my eyes and ears,
And I don't go wandering off the scene

A-looking for soo.veneers ;

And may-be the bullet that bears my
name

Is meant for a distant day,
But I don't get playing the idiot game
When the other ones come rny way.

And it 's better alive than dead
You '11 serve the old platoon,

So try to do as the officer said

And not to die too soon.

Though you may not add to your earthly

span,
It 's a thing worth trying to do ;

You take good care of yourself, young
man,

And Fate won't matter to you.
A. P. II.

From a recent book on South
America :

"On the rugged shore of San Julian the Eng-
lish mariners discovered a grim object agiblut

prisking up gauntly against the d<

An offal sight.

The Great Offensive."

TUB VISIT OF THE BISHOP.

Clergy in Ketreat."
1'rovincial Pajxr.

Extract from letter written by a

; native of India to his solicitor:
' Please get me this money by fair mean*, if

possible, if not, then by legal proceedings."

'
i " neral ; 15 months' character ; 2G ; take

London." Daily Paper.

Reply to WILLIAM HOHEN/.OLLKKN,
Potsdam.

" Food Control Committees in seaside areas
are asked by Lord Rhondda to take steps to

i
organise amateur sea-angling, in order to in-

crease food supplies." Daily Telegraph.
'

They also serve who only sit and bait.

From a concert-notice :

Mrs. apologised for the unavoidable
absence of Mr. and Miss . Migg
had arrived, but was unable to play owing to

her piano being hung up on the line. In the

intorval tli.' Mayor cordially thanked the

extinguished artistes." Provincial Paper.

I We congratulate his Worship on his

, happy selection of the right word.
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General. "THAT'S A GOOD UOBSE. How LONG HAVE YOU HAD HIM?" Private B.F.A. "'In AND MB is MONS, SIB."

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GERMAN CBOWN PRINCE and the White Lady of
the Holienzollerns.)

The Crown Prince. To what am I indebted for the honour
of this visit ? Why do you maintain yourself so closely
veiled ? Let me at least see your face for a moment. No ?

Then tell me as briefly as possible who you are and what

you desire.

The White Lady. I am the White Lady of the Hohen-
zollerns !

The C. P. Himrael ! But no, it is impossible. If you
are the White Lady why are you robed from head to foot

in black ?

The W. L. Imbecile ! Can you not see that I am robed
in black because, fortunately for you, this visit is unofficial ?

If I were in white nothing could save you. Having been
warned by my appearance, you would inevitably wither

away and die. Even as it is I am not quite sure that the
rules guarantee your safety absolutely even when I arn

robed in black.

The C. P. Oh, come, Madam, this is going beyond a

jest; and, to tell you the truth, I am not at all ready to

die. Papa is a much more pious man than I. Couldn't you
take him now or EITEL FRITZ or JOACHIM ? The fact is

I have a lot of business to get through, and cannot, I regret
to say, spare you any more time.

The W. L. Halte ld\ It is not permitted to run away
from a lady, and even if it were you could not thus avoid

your fate. But I give you my personal assurance that this

is an unofficial visit and no fatal consequences need be

expected from it.

The C. P. Well, then, I ask again, Madam, why have you
come?

The W. L. Because I desire to give you notice that I am

tired of being connected with your family. Even appari-
tions have their feelings and like to see things done decently
and in order. Now I have come to the conclusion that

there is not one of you Hohenzollerns who is properly en-

titled to the services of a first-class ghost.
The C. P. Are you not a little too hard on us? Now,

Papa is very proud of you, and I myself feel that the

possession of a family ghost confers on us the very highest
status amongst royal families.

Tlie W. L. Yes, that is so. And therefore I bog to inform

you that your family speotre is now withdrawn from

you and will no longer officiate at your deathbeds. The
Hohenzollerns henceforth must make up their minds to

die without the assistance of a White Lady or any other

respectable apparition. I order you to communicate this

decision to your emperor and father.

The C. P. He won't be pleased, of that I can assure you,
for he likes everything that is theatrical and feudal.

The W. L. That merit for so I regard it cannot he

allowed to weigh against the many evil qualities for which
he has been judged unworthy of possessing in his family
a transparency so honourable as myself. Ho must learn

to do as best he can without me.
The C. P. Idon't think I daretomention the rnattertohim.

The W. L. You must execute rny orders without fail on

pain of seeing me appear a last time and in white.

The C. P. Very well then, I will do it, but under protest.

Luckily I happen for the moment, through no particular
fault of my own, to be in papa's good graces.

Rubbing it in.

"Ou Clause 30, which increases tho stamp duty on cheques from
a penny to twopence,
Mr. characterised the increased duty as a retrograde step, and

said it would interfere with tho2 Iurther2 dovelopraent2 of2 the2

banking system." Daily Paper.
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IRELAND'S OPPORTUNITY."
IBWH-AMEBICAX (from the Fiyhtiny Front).

" SAY, YOU'RE MISSING THE SCRAP OF YOUR LIFE."

PAT. "AN 1 HOW D'YE KNOW I'LL NOT BE IN IT YET, NOW THEY'RE MAKIN'
CONSCRIPTION VOLUNTARY ?

"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, June 3rd. The war-situation

may be as serious as the newspapers
represent it, but to look at the House
of Commons no one would think so.

With traditional British phlegm Mem-
bers devoted themselves to such topics
as the ukase forbidding brides-elect to

cross the ocean for their nuptials. Dr.

MAI.-XAMAKA explained that it had been

issued simply out of regard for their

personal safety ; but a Scots Member

now possessed the franchise should not

be allowed to go to the Pole if they

man of courage as well as humour
he did not go into the garden and
eat worms ; he went into the Division

Lobby instead, and found that be still

had enough friends left to defeat the

opposition.

Tuesday, June 4th. Several weeks
have elapsed since Mr. SAMUEL YOUNG,
the doyen of the Plouse, passed away at

the age of ninety-six. Since then East
Cavan has been without a representa-
tive in the House of Commons. In the

ordinary course it would be for the

thought it illogical that women who
j

Nationalist Whip to move for the writ,

but Mr. DILLON has apparently no

hankering for an election in present
circumstances. The Sinn Fein M.P.'s,

though spoiling for a fight, are immo-
bilised by their refusal to come to West-
minster. So Mr. WILLIAM O'BRIEN,
never averse from putting a spoke in

want to.

There was much criticism

Government for undertaking
bomb the German towns on

of the

not to

Corpus
Christ! Day without insisting upon a

reciprocal pledge from the enemy. One
Member observed that the

Germans must think we
are a lot of fools! Mr.
BONAR LAW did not at-

tempt to deny the implica-
tion, but quietly remarked
that in acting as they did

the Government had not

attempted to make a bar-

gain, but had simply done
what they thought right.
This seemed to strike the

House as a novelty in

official procedure, for no
more questions were asked.

A request made by Mr.
HOLT that the posters
issued by the War Aims

Department should be ex-

hibited in the Tea-Room,
so that Members might
see for themselves their '

Mr. DILLON'S wheel, has despatched

moment to abandon three hundred
millions of revenue.

In the House of Lords, Lord SOUTH-
WAEK moved the Second Eeading of his

Bill to establish a decimal system of

coinage. The motion was supported
by some ingenious arguments,- but the

majority of the Peers shared the
historic opinion of Lord RANDOLPH
CHURCHILL, who
stand what those

never could under-
d d little dots

MR. HOLT WOULD LIKE TO DESIGN OUR WAB-AIMS' POSTERS.

disgraceful
character," was refused by Mr. LAW.
It is difficult to imagine any sort of

advertisement in support of war-aims
which would not outrage the eminent
Pacifist's delicate artistic sensibility.

Sugar is a form of carbon which, as
Mr. BALDWIN observed, "often gener-
ates a certain amount of warmth."
Strenuous efforts to induce the Govern-
ment to drop the increase in the tax
were made by Mr. LOUGH, who in his

zeal for sweetness, if not for light, com-
mitted himself to the statement that
the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER
had already got a great deal more money
than he wants ; and by Mr. ADAMSON,
the new Privy Councillor,who developed
an ingenious theory that the moral of

the nation depended upon its consump-
tion of sugar.

After listening for an hour to com-

plaints of the meagreness of the In-

come Tax allowance for wear-and-tear,
Mr. BALDWIN confessed that he felt

as if nobody loved him. But being a

one of his "
Independent

" henchmen to

do the needful.

The lot fell upon Mr. CREAN, who
evidently felt his position acutely as

he rose from the Nationalist Benches,
" whence all but ho had fled," to recite

the customary formula. No opposition
was offered, so East Cavan will shortly
be able to add another recruit to the
Irish Parliamentary army of absentees.

Recruiting for the other Irish army
the one that does not run away is

to be stimulated by grants of land.

Sir JAMES CRAIG wanted to know the

exact location of the Promised Laud,
but Mr. SHOHTT could not at present
inform him

; and Mr. PBINGLE'S pertin-
ent inquiry as to whetherBritish soldiers

would have equal access to it was also

fruitless.

Mr. HOLT protested against the CHAN-
CELLOR whittling away his resources

by certain trifling abatements. All

he wanted was the abolition of the

Excess Profits Tax. Unfortunately Mr.
LAW could not see his way at the

meant," for they unanimously agreed
to the adjournment of the debate.

Wednesday, June 6th. Mr. PEMBER-
TON BILLING, fresh from his strange

triumph in the law-courts, was early
on the scene and plainly anxious to put
himself in evidence. But the SPEAKER
is not Mr. Justice DARLING, and success-

fully suppressed most of Mr. BILLING'S

Supplementary Questions.
A white hat of remarkable dimen-

sions adorning the capaci-
ous brow of Sir ARTHUR
FELL gave rise to a theory
that the worthy knight is

the gentleman who went
to Epsom yesterday to see

the Derby run. But there
is no more truth in that

than in the other story
that the unusual size of his

headgear is due to its con-

taining a section of the

Channel Tunnel, with
which he essays to convert
the sceptical.
The War has produced

no stranger paradox than
the case of the gentleman
who within the space of

seven days was sentenced
to six months' imprison-

ment for a breach of the Defence of the
Realm regulations and recommended
for the Order of the British Empire on
account of good service to the country.
The fact that the recommendation was
withdrawn hardly justified Mr. OUTH-
WAITE'S assumption that a sentence
under the Defence of the Realm Act
was regarded as the higher honour of

the two.

Thursday, June 6th. None of the

Birthday Honours was more worthily
earned than the Privy Councillorship
bestowed upon Mr.

Ministry of Food is

CLYNES. The
immensely in-

debted to the unassuming manner and
sound coinmonsense of its Parlia-

mentary Secretary.
His review of the work of his depart-

ment was clear and encouraging. The

queues have gone, the U's are going,

potatoes are plentiful, bread is cheap
and should soon be more appetising,
bacon is superabundant, and the meat-

coupon is honoured as surely as the

bank-note.
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Absent-minded V.T.O. Officer (by profession a schoolmaster). "LATE AGAIN, PERKINS ! BROUGHT AX KXCCSK FUOM YOUB MOTHI:!:.'"

As the next step in the course of its

rapid development into a Universal Pro-

vider, the Ministry will shortly under-

take the wholesale collection, distri-

bution and utilisation of inilk. Mr.
CLYNES'S explanation that this was

necessary
" in order to avoid overlap-

ping," was not intended, I believe, to

throw any special reflection upon the

habits of the domestic cat.

POLYGLOT POLITICS.
[Discussing Mr. ASQUITU'S Latin speech

at Winchester, reprinted in his volume of

Occasional Addresses, a, writer in The Cam-
bridge Hcrie-w suggests that perhaps if Mr.
LLOYD GKOIUII: wrote his speeches in Latin
it would conciliate some of his critics.]

IF good LLOYD GEORGE should think it

worth his while

To cultivate the "
lapidary style,"

The change would certainly secure

supporters
In certain critical or captious quarters.
But why confine this striking innova-

tion

To only one of those who guide the

nation ?

Why not extend the rule to all and
each

Who elevate us by their pen and

speech ?

And why give preference to a single

tongue
When there are plenty more, both old

and young ?

Think of the boons and blessings small
and groat

That would at once beatify the State

If WINSTON should assume the terse

laconic

Caesarian style, instead of the Thrasonic ;

If LYNCH, whene'er he caught the

SPEAKER'S optic,
Addressed the House in Jugo-Slav or

Coptic ;

And, best of all, if PKINGLB, HOGGE and
Co.

Expressed their hostile comments in

dumb show.

Again, our journalism might grow more
sane

If experts in their strictures should
refrain

From the vernacular, and write in Attic

Whenever they desired to be emphatic ;

Or if they nobly schooled themselves to

mask
Their discontent in Sanskrit or in

Basque ;

Or, better still, if they expressed their

views
In symbols such as men of science

use.

So too in letters ; YEATS'S plaintive verse

Ought to be written obviously in Erse ;

The LAUREATE, too, might dissipate
our tedium

By choosing Esperanto for his medium ;

While CHESTERTON could stand upon
his head

As well in any language that is dead.

A WAR VICTIM.
" FALL out for ten minutes," said the

Sergeant in a spasm of mercy.
Words of balm these to middle-aged

recruits on a torrid May morning. Moist
and weary and surfeited with militarism,
I threw myself down on a green level

where the long grass looked cool and

inviting ; and there I lay, smoking a

cigarette and picking daisies and dande-
lions abstractedly. Suddenly I became
conscious that I was being addressed.

"Thank you, Sir. You're a gent.
It's very kind and thoughtful of you,
Sir. It isn't my fault that I am as I

am. I wasn't always like this, Sir. No,
Sir. I used to be regular spruce and
smart and take a pride in my personal

appearance. But look at me now, Sir

bloated, flabby, ragged and dirty and
a two-years' growth on my dial.

" That 's what the Army 's done for

me, Sir. Not that I grumbles. I 'in

proud to serve, Sir ; and I 've seven-

teen brothers all doing their bit. But
I can't get accustomed to all this tramp-
ing and charging. If it wasn't for the

language of the Sergeant ah, Sir, it's

the language of the Sergeant [here the

voice grow husky] what comforts my
heart and braces my fibre, what soothes

me with memories of the happy past

yes, Sir, and what strengthens my
faith in the future. You see, Sir, in civil

life I was the Eighteenth Green."
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The Man-at-Arms. "AitE YOU WOUNDED?" The Valiant Warrior (in a muffled voice]. "No; BUT I WAS FOOLISH ENOUGH TO
COUNT MY ENEMIES AS I VANQUISHED THEM AND BIT MY TONGUE SAYING, 'THREE HUNDBED AND THIKTY-THKEE.'"

A BOTTLE OF CLICQUOT.
MY hostess and her daughter met

me at the station in the little pony-cart
and we set off at a gentle trot, con-

versing as we went. That is to say,

they asked questions about the War,
about London and about the great
wicked world, and I endeavoured to

answer them.
It was high if premature summer;

the sky was blue, the hedges and the

grass were growing almost audibly, the
birds sang, the sun blazed and I walked

up two or three hills without the faintest

enthusiasm.
Just after the top of the last hill,

when I had again resumed iny seat (at
the risk once more of lifting the pony
into the zenith), the ladies simultane-

ously uttered a shrill cry of dismay.
"Look!" they exclaimed; "there's

Bunty !

"

I looked and beheld in the road be-

fore us a small West Highland terrier,

as white as a recent ratting foray in a
wet ditch would allow.

"
Bunty ! Bunty ! you wicked dog !

"

they cried ; "how daro you go hunting?
"

To this question Bunty made no reply,
but merely subsided under the hedge,
where a little shade was possible, into

an attitude of exhaustion tempered by
wariness.

" How very naughty !

"
said my

hostess. " I left her in the house."
"
Yes," said the daughter,

" and if

she 's going to go off hunting like this

what on earth shall we do ? There '11

be complaints from everyone. She's
never done it before."

"Come, Bunty!" said my hostess,
in the wheedling tones of dog-owners
whose dogs (it is notorious) obey their

slightest word. But Bunty sat tight.
"If wedrive on perhaps she '11 follow,"

said the daughter, and we drove on a few

yards ;
but Bunty did not move.

We stopped again, while coaxing
noises wore made calculated to soften

the hearts of rocks ; but Bunty refused

to stir.

"She '11 come on later," I suggested.
"
Oh, no," said her elderly mistress,

"we couldn't risk leaving her here,
when she's never gone off alone before.

Bunty ! Bunty ! don't be so naughty.
!
Come along, there's a dear little Bunty."

But Bunty merely glittered at us

through her white-hair entanglement
and remained perfectly still.

Strange degs are not much in my
j

line ; but since my hostess was no longer
very active, and the daughter was driv-

ing, and no one else was present, there

seemed to be a certain inevitableness

about the proposition which I then
made that I should get out and bring
the miscreant in.

"Oh, would you mind?" my hostess

said. " She won't bite, I promise you.
She 's a perfect dear."

Trying hard to forget how painful to

legs or hands can be the smart closing
of the snappy jaws of dogs that won't

bite, I advanced stealthily towards

Bunty, murmuring ingratiating words.

When I was quite close she turned

over on her back, lifted her paws
and obviously commended her soul to

j

Heaven ;
and I had therefore no diffi-

culty in lifting her up and carrying her
to the trap.
Her mistresses received her with rap-

ture, camouflaged, but by no means

successfully, by reproach and reproof,
and we wore beginning to drive on
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again, \vln;ii an excited voico called

upon us to stop, and another laxly, of

the formidable unmiunud kind, with a

very rod face beneath u purple parasol,
confronted us.

"\Vliut," she punted, "is the mean-

ing o! this outrage? llow daro you
steal my dog?

"

" Your dog, Madam j>

"
I began.

"It's no use denying it," she burst.

in, "I Haw you do it. 1 saw you pick
it up and carry it to the trap. It 's

it 's monstrous. 1 shall go to the police
about, it."

Mi ;in\vhilo, it cannot be denied, the

dog was showing signs of delight and

recognition such as had previously been

lacking.
" .But

"
began my hostess, who is

anything but quarrelsor
" Wo ought to know our own dog

when we see it," said the daughter, who
does not disdain a fight.

"Certainly," said the angry lady, "if

you have a dog of your own."
" Of course we have," said the

daughter; "we have a West Highland
I 1'iiinty."

"This happens to bo my West High-
land, named Wendy," said the lady,
"as you will see if you look on the

collar. My name is there too Miss

Morrison, 14, Park Terrace, \\". I am
staying at Well House Farm."
And it was so.

It was on the tip of my tongue to

point out that collars, being easily ex-

changeable, are not evidence ; but I

thought it better that any such sugges-
tion should come from the owners.

" It is certainly very curious." said

the daughter, submitting the features

of the dog to the minutest scrutiny ;

"
if it is not Bunty ft is her absolute

double."

"It is not Bunty, but Wendy," said

Miss Morrison coldly ;

" and I shall be

glad if you will give her to me."
" But

"
the daughter began.

"Yes, give the lady the dog," said

the mother.
SOLOMON would, of course, have cut

the little beast in two; but in his

absence there was nothing for it but
to surrender ; and the pair went off

together, the dog exhibiting every sign
of pleasure.
Meanwhile the daughter whipped up

the pony, and we soon entered the gates.

THE DUD.

" None the less," I interjected,
"
you

turned a very honest man into a thief,

and a dog-thief at that; and he insists

on reparation."
'

Yes, indeed," said the mother,
"

it

is really too bad. What reparation can
we make?"

I don't pretend to be satisfied, but

the Clicquot 1904 which took the place
of claret at dinner that evening was

InThe drrve"we7o"und Bunty^wa^
c<*tainly very good

mg us.
" There !

"
cried the ladies, as they

scrambled out and Hung themselves on
her.

" Of course she 's not a bit like that

Wendy thing really," said the mother.
"Now that I come to look at her I

can see heaps of difference,'' said the
datighter.

"1'HKNUI LEAVE SUSPENDED."
Evcniittj .

But was it ever officially recognised ?

" A Wellington grocer was fined 5 for

selling hunt",-\vlii. li was not plainly marked
with th.; net woight mnd tho manufacturer's

The bee lias been warned.

Our Cynical Statesmen.
" Dr. Uacnamara statud in the Common*

yesterday that requests of women who wished
to go to America or any other part of tht> world
in order to get married were only granted in

the rare cases in which the refusal would
involve real hardship." .Dotty JVetcs.

How to Preserve Infant Life.

From a letter received by a Dairy
Company :

"Please send a pint of
special

milk ever)

morning, as we are jmt going to IxHtle thr

baby."

Major-General inspecting Itiiii

dirrs internet] in Holland at Chateau d'Oex."

Daily Mirror.

We have often been told that " the

Dutch have taken Holland," hut were
not aware that they had annexed
Switzerland as well.
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THE LITTLE RIVER.

LET mighty pons praise mighty rivers

The Yang-tse-Kiang or Hoang-IIo,
111 climes that desiccate the livers

Of foreigners who come and go.

Some may prefer the Mississippi,
Others the Nile, whose genial ilood

Enriches the industrious "
Gippy

"

With gifts of fertilising mud.

BATES found the Amazon amazing;
But, all unfit for lordly themes,

I choose the simpler task of praising
One of our humble Berkshire streams.

Here are no tropical surprises,
No cataracts roaring from the steep ;

No hippo your canoe capsizes ;

No rhinos on the bather creep.

Hero, as along the hanks you potter,
The fiercest creature is the gnat ;

You may perhaps espy an otter,

You 're sure to see a water-rat.

The kingfisher, a living jewel,
On halcyon days darts in and out,

But never interrupts the duel

Between the angler and the trout.

Hard by, the plovers wheel and

clamour;
The gold is still upon the gorso ;

And mystery and calm and glamour
Brood o'er the little river's source;

Where, in a "pool of bluo-green
lustre,

The water bubbles from the sand,
And pine-trees in u solemn cluster

Like sentinels around it stand.

And thence, through level cham-

paign gliding,
Past cottages with russet tiles,

Past marsh and mead the stream

goes sliding
For half-a-dozen tranquil miles

;

Till, with its waters still untainted

AT THE PLAY.
" THE MAN FROM TORONTO."

ONE dimly recalls from the early

days of the War the parrot-cry, quickly
discredited and abandoned, of " Busi-

ness as usual." -But it takes more than

Armageddon to disturb the traditions

of the stage ;
and in Mr. DOUGLAS

MURRAY'S play at the Royalty there is

a great deal of very usual business.

We have a mistress masquerading as

her own maid; we have a preposterous
will; we have a series of interrupted
kisses. Of these the will is the worst.

An old Canadian millionaire, who has
been rejected on" board a liner by a

charming young English widow, dies

A KISSING ASYLUM.
Perkins (Miss IRIS HOEY) to Mr. Priestley (Mr. Eata

LEWIS). "YOU 'LI. HAVE TO KISS ME, OLD THING,
WHETHER YOU WANT TO OR NOT. IT'S OUK TUBN TO
BE CAUGHT AT IT."

And fringed with trailing starwort

stems,
With towns and factories unacquainted,

It merges in the silver Thames.

" Scorn not small things ; their charm
endears them," .

So once an ancient poet sang ;

Great rivers man admires but fears

them
;

We love our homely little Pang.

"Sergt. , R.G.A., has sent a letter to
his home, stating that he has been awarded the
Military Medal for devotion to duty on May
9th. He enlisted in October, 1914, and has
been in Franco two years and eleven months
and this is his first injury."

Wakcficld Express.

We presume that he was hurt in the
chest. They should be more careful
how they pin these medals on.

and leaves his wealth to a nephew on
condition that he marries the identical

lady within a year. Whatever his

motive may have been, whether irony
or generosity or revenge (I rather think

the last was intended, though I don't

know why),- it remained hidden with
him in the obscurity of the grave. De
morluis nil disputandum.

It was one of those plays which are

really over by the end of the First Act.

But I gladly stayed on to see the other
two for the sake of Miss IRIS HOEY'S
charm and quick intelligence. Delight-
ful as Mrs. CaUhorpe, the mistress,
she was still more fascinating as Polly
Perkins, the maid, partly because the
latter's costume included a high crescent

cap (apparently translated from the Rus-

sian) which was most becoming. Nor
did the decline in her social position

affect her speech in the very least. It

retained all its fluency and correctness.
This seems to have struck the man

from Toronto as well as me. " How
beautifully you talk !

"
he said, but

without a trace of suspicion; so inno-
cent are these big children of the West,
who live twenty-eight miles from the
nearest railway station. By the way,
they must have moved the depot at

Toronto. It had a much more central

position when I was there.

Mr. GEORGE TUM.Y playd the title

role with a very pleasant solidity and
an easy unforced humour. Mr. ERIC
LEWIS, as guardian, legal adviser and

uncle-by-marriage to the heroine, had
the kind of Euic LEWIS part with which

we all, including himself, are hap-
pily familiar. Not enough credit

was given to tlio actual parlour-
maid, Martha, nicely played with
an occasional Irish accent by Miss
MARGARET MOFFAT. It was her

interrupted kiss (delivered by a not-

too-ardent youth who had ex-

hausted the limited diversions of

Teignmouth) that first inspired tlio

widow with a sense of the amorous

possibilities of a menial sphere;
and when he transferred his affec-

tions at sight to a bouncing Ama-
zon from Toronto (sister of the

hero) the generous Martha (troubled
about much service) made no at-

tempt to press her prior claim.
In fine, a simple honest play

for simple honest folk ; dialogue
bright with a natural gaiety; and

always the irresistible charm of

Miss IRIS HOEY. Just that.

O. S.

"BIRTHS.
Box. On the 23rd March, 1918, at

Nurse Major's, Homo Street, to Mr.
and Mrs. P. Box, of Ormondville a

daughter.
Cox. On the 2Gth March, 1918, at 55,

Kent Terrace, to Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Cox a

daughter ; both well." New Zealand Paper.
" And Box and Cox are satisfied."

" PONY. Good home offered to old cob Pony,
able to mow and pump. Small payment given
if necessary." West Sussex Gazette.

These accomplished animals surely
deserve a living wage.

" YOUNG PEOPLE'S SERVICE at 2.30,

presided over by Mr. W. H. PAKROTT.
ADDRESS BY REV. C. W. SCBEECII.

Special Singing by the Scholars."
- Local Paper.

It should be a harmonious gathering.

"Fifteen boys obtained tho certificate of the
London Schools' Swimming Association for

ability to swim 100 years without interrup-
tion." liicTimond and Twickenham Times.

Before accepting this statement we
should like to know who took the time.
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Annoyed Allotment-holder (to owner of adjoining plot)
TOOL YOU 'VE LENT MK !

"
LOOK BEBB! WHAT'S YOUB GAME? THIS HAS HAPPENED TO EVEBY BLESSED

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Eeturn of the Soldier (NISBET) is really a story of a

single situation ; but that situation is so full of dramatic

possibilities, and, I may add, so well handled by the author,
that on every page I kept asking myself how it was to end.

There are not many pages, less than two hundred all told,

so that you can quite easily see the thing through at a

sitting; and I shall certainly be surprised if you do not.

Let me briefly give you a start with the situation, avoiding,
in justice to Miss REBECCA WEST, any hint as to its develop-
ment. Shortly, then, it concerns a very charming officer,

verging upon middle-life, who lives in the home of his

ancestors with a pleasant sister and a pretty, rather too

fastidiously perfect wife, both of whom adore him. Now
suppose the man to incur a form of shell-shock which
obliterates from his mind all events of the past fifteen years,
so that, while retaining his own individuality, he regards
his perfect wife as an entire stranger, and (worse than this)
reverts to a youthful passion for the daughter of a riverside

inn-keeper, a lady who (worst of all) proves to be living,

quite unattractively to eyes not love-blinded, within far too

easy proximity to the perfect home. Well, there you are. As
I say, I shall leave you to pursue the intrigue for yourself;
the delicacy and skill of its working out will abundantly
reward you. Miss WEST writes strongly and with an

agreeably sure instinct for the right word ; her comparisons
in particular are both original and trenchant. It was there-

fore the greater shock to find her employing that hideous
and detestable vulgarism, to " swank," whose admission to

any considered prose (however modern in tone) is nothing
less than a betrayal of the cause of letters.

It has been said that anyone should be able to write at

least one readable book the story of his own life. When
the writer is a person who has not only been successful

beyond the ordinary measure in his chosen profession, but

is able to bring to what is clearly an agreeable survey
trained literary tastes and perceptions, tho result is assured.

Sir EDWARD CLAUKK, in The Story of My Life (Muuit.vv),
adds to these qualifications the last touch necessary, a most
admirable frankness. He asks for neither praise nor blame ;

denies neither his exceptional gifts nor his fair and favour-

able opportunities; is nowise concerned to minimise defeat

or to under-rate victory, hut presents his history with a

completeness of philosophy as marked as his freedom from

the habit of philosophising. In the result he gives, how-
ever unconsciously, an impression of real British inde-

pendence and solidity, more sane than brilliant, rather

balanced than constructive, made lovable by a touch of

obstinacy, saved by a wealth of common sense. With such

a character it is perhaps no wonder that he succeeded more

completely at the Bar than as a politician. It might even

have been foreseen that sooner or later he was bound to

separate from any stereotyped political party, and it is

a tribute to his honesty (whatever the merits of the par-
ticular controversies) that on at least three notable occasions

he refused to follow his leaders. Sir EDWARD CLARKE'S

chapters bring back memories of many famous trials, the

Penge mystery, the Baccarat case and others ; but to-day,
when it is not very easy to realise the ppssibility of con-

centration on matters relatively so trivial, it is the man
himself, sturdy old warrior that he is, whom one cares most
to meet in his pages.

It ia not as a short-story writer or as a humourist that
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"BoYD CABLE "chiefly excels; indeed I sometimes think his

humour a little laboured. He is the constructive historian

of the heroic detail of the War detail that helps the civilian

to understand, and detail that will be crowded out of any
future history, and might therefore ho without record if it

were not for such an imaginatively truthful chronicle as Front

Lines (MURRAY). I don't see how any direct account of a

dress-rohearsal attack, of an ordinary crawling reconnais-

sance, of the work of a, labour battalion, of gunners in a

water-logged area, or of the Red Cross rank-and-file could

1)0 us actually informing as "According to Plan," "In the

Mist,"
" A Roaring Trade,"

"
Bring up the Guns !

"
and

" Stretcher-bearers." You get an astonishing effect of truth-

fulness quite beyond the range, it seems to me, of a more
artful story-teller. We owe it to our fellows out there at

least to understand what they are going through, and to tried to hide its agonies.

ourselves lost at any time we
should think of the ludicrously
trivial inconveniences of the

war-regime on the home front

as anything to grumble about.

And " BOYD CABLE
"

gives us

this understanding.

I am beginning to be impatient with authors who write
books and then apologise for publishing them. In nine
cases out of ten this deprecatory tone is quite Unwarrantable,
and By-Ways on Service (CONSTABLE) is certainly not a

tenth case. Very quietly and shrewdly Lieutenant HECTOR
DINNING relates his experiences in the Australian Imperial
Expeditionary Force, and his chapters on Egypt alone make
his apology superfluous. He sees things with fresh and

observing eyes, and he has a most receptive mind. Prom
Egypt he went to Gallipoli, thence hack again to Egypt,
and from there to France. And all the time he was taking
notice, and now he gives us his impressions straight from
the shoulder. " War is not fun

; neither is it ennobling,"
he writes, and his whole attitude is a protest against the

Since to shepherd a play to

successful production is, even in

ordinary circumstances, among
the most baffling of enterprises,
I have the greater admiration
for the hero of Lord John in

New York (METHITEN), whose

triumph as dramatist " when '

the applause forced the curtain

up again and again" was won
under conditions which it is

only fair to call altogether ex-

ceptional. This Lord John had
written a detective play, or

rather a novel from which some-

body else had made a detective

play ; and on the eve of its

American production he received
a cable saying that one, Roger
Odell, an all-powerful press-
magnate, had sworn, for no dis-

closed reason, to smash the
entire show. What was Lord
ohn to do ? Personally, being

of a cautious nature, I should have abandoned New York
as unpromising and despatched the play to WYNDHAM'S
in the hope that Roger Odell and Mr. GERALD Du
MAUKIEK might be mutually unacquainted. This, however,
was not the method of Lord John. On the contrary, invalid
as he was, he caught the earliest boat to the States, and

by the end of the first chapter (mark me, the first chapter !)

of his adventures there he had not only settled the play
difficulty but tracked down a double murderer and united
Odell to the girl of his heart. Chapter Two brings us to the

opening night, whose brilliance was something marred by
Odell's sister, who fainted in a.bo.x because (so far as I could
gather) she had observed a gentleman in the stalls with an
eye at the back of his neck. Somewhere about also were
a lady in a grey mask and a child in a collapsible trunk

;

but do not ask me who or why, since before the end of this

episode I had abandoned all hope of keeping pace with the
incredible absurdities of the intrigue. Its publishers call
this farrago of impossible melodrama a "typical" C. N.
and A. M. WILLIAMSON book. In mere justice to the repu-
tation of two clever writer* I protest against the epithet.

BAW FEATHERS ON A SKEWER?

fluff and flummery with which some of our writers have
But no one can read these pages
without feeling that, although
Mr. DINNING realises the horrors
of war, he also is proud of the
share the Australians have taken
in it and will take in it until

the evil is scotched. Perhaps
in these hurrying days it is

hopeless to expect a popular
acclaim for a book so thoughtful
as this, but some day it will

come into its own.

RINEHART made

In the early days of the War,
when the United States were

being drenched with German
war literature, a remarkable
series of articles by MARY
ROBERTS RINEHART, a special

correspondent of The Saturday
Evening Post, did much to

acquaint Americans with the
Allies' war efforts. At that time
British officialdom regarded pro-

paganda as bad form and was

playing stolidly into German
hands. It was as a novelist,

however one of that brilliant

galaxy of story-tellers which has
built up, chiefly through the

medium of The Saturday Even-

ing Post, a spirited school of

American fiction that Mrs.
her reputation. I wish I could go on

to say that Long Live the King (MURRAY) fully sustains

that reputation and does ample justice to the art of the

creator of the inimitable Tish, but the fact is that what

may be called the " Ruritania
"

novel, though it still has

power to entertain, no longer offers scope for brilliant or

imaginative writing. Long Live the King has the finished

manner of the accomplished novelist, but the characters are
all out of stock. Karnia is the semi-Balkan principality

seething with revolution, General Mcttlich the blood-and-
iron Chancellor ;

and we have all the other old puppets, the

unscrupulous lady-in-waibing, the necessary anarchist, the

princess (heroine) and handsome young lieutenant (hero).
Of course one is always young enough to enjoy this sort

of story and Mrs. RINEHART tells it well, but I hope she
will go back to Tish.

" Three lutcr attacks . . . tfoytpop poptpop poptp popt yopt . . .

were completely broken." Egyptian Gazette.

We admire the printer's sporting effort to reproduce the
effect of machine-guns.
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. T writes to a weekly

paper to ask how he can make pigs

pay. Why not take out a County Court
summons ?

Dealing with the Birthday Honours
a contemporary asks in a head-lino,
" Who's Who'/" But Who isn't Who
nowadays '? ... . ..

It appears that a North of England I

gentleman still sticks to his

story that ho has never been

mentioned in any Honours
List.

We aro informed that

owing to tho unexpected
prolongation of tho War
Mr. II. (J. WKI,I,S will re-

adjust his ideas on tho sub-

ject quarterly instead of

twice a week as heretofore.

A Parisian, finding a bur-

glar in his rooms last week,
thrashed him with a dog-
whip, threw him out of a
third-floor window and then
fired a revolver at him,

wounding him in the leg.
The police incline to the

theory that the Parisian
must have been vexed with
iiis visitor. ... ...

We aro asked to deny tho

report that a Surrey pacifist
was brutally mauled by a

caterpillar last week.

Sir F. Wi DYSON, the

Astronomer-Royal, declares
that there is no danger of

the new star colliding with
tho earth for at least one
hundred years, and the
nervous alien who went in

and bolted his front-door
at Maidenhead is to venture out again
shortly. ... ...

''V"

FOBD tractors, it is announced, can
now l)e purchased by the public. The
report that they have been known to
bito children must be attributed to the

jealousy of competing breeders.

"The Government," said the POST-
itASTEB-GENBBAL at Bradford, "are
considering the extension of -standard
clothes." They are convinced, for ex-

ample, that a line of pea-green fedoras
would go like hot cakes.

The caso of the locomotive that
climbed on to the platform of a sub-

saidine tins, bottle stoppers, acrap i

error,

j ^ , w

urban station tho other day has been I man who, having written to a Govern
explained. Its idea was to reach a man '

merit department, had a reply bv
in a standard suit who, it imagined, was

' ~' ~-* Tt - -

trying to intimidate it.

1'il'ly thousand tons of feeding stufb,
have boon released by the M
Food for hens hatched sinoo January,
1 !)lf>. It is feared that, while a certain
amount of compromise is anticipated
from the older ones, the bulk of them
will not wish to abandon tho diet of

as a

BADINAGE OF THE MOMENT.
". ... AND IF YKB 'APPEX8 TO WANT A 6MACK ACEO8T THE PICK.you CAN 'AVK IT \\IVOUT A COUPON."

NV.\ V,,ik has opened a club
borneforwidowan, but nothing is tain-,
done for men whose wives are still alive?

North of Mug
land police-court a witness sUted that
some mutton purchased local

a phosphorescent glow. Kconomica
people are encouraged to
read their

l-'n-iiiii,/ AVirt by
tho light of Sunday's joint

\ Consular report refers
to the incessant thefts o
elapbaotfl in Siam, am
natives with bulgy pockets
are being carefully searched'

Owing to the paper short

age we understand that
tliero will only be two re-
cord vegetable marrows this

year

A inouilxn- of the Stock
Exchange reports the cap-
ture of a 3-lb. pike with
a punt pole at Hampton
Court. The story of an-
other (ish which just got
away after biting the pole
in two is awaiting confirma-
tion by the Committee.

From a school magazine :

" We are sorry (o report that
Pri vute H. has been wounded

,

Imt \vc aro glad to record that
his wound is not serious. A
spoon tucked in his puttees
saved him from worse. He had
a stirring tiniu U'foro ho was
wounded."

The spoon seems to have
been very useful.

"Wednesday, June 19th, at
.15 and 7 p.m. (if wet on Thurg-

-----
o.io ana / p.m. (11 wet on Thurs

rubber, etc., on winch they aro now
|
day), a Village Pastoral Play will take place

fattened for the market. '" """ Vii-arwrn r.arH,... "

An order fixing the price of officers'

metal buttons has been made. The
rise in price is attributed to competition
between the W.O. and the Ministry of

in the

We wish wo always know on Wednes-
day what Thursday's weather is going
to be. __

rise in price is attributed to competition I

" KKST. Lady with niw honso and garden
between the W.O. and the Ministry of wishes for Parujg Guast or 2 children. Home
Food produce." Church Times.

One hundred and sixty-nine fewer

people were killed on railways last year
than in 1916. The number that reached
a ripe old age while travelling between
suburban stations shows a gratifying
increase. ^ ^

We are pleased to be able to clear up
the mystery surrounding the case of a

.

So no aliens need apply.

"The Kaiser's MiiHrti summons to Baron
Von Herding to postpone the speech ho in-
tended to deliver in the Itoiohslag is attributed
to the disclosures made in the Rmpcror Charles
of Austria's letter. All tho ficrman news-
papers publish a semi-olh'cial note, calling on
the Australian (l.Avnimnnt to explain the
lettor.'' Tasnuinian I'npcr.

We aro sure Mr. HUGHES will be

delighted to accept tho invitation.
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A LARGE ORDER.
THE OKDEK OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

[ msAiTBOVE of profiteering ;

Though envy never stirred my bile,

I own 1 've clone a lot of sneering

At patriots who have made their pile;

Virtue (I hold with him who said it)

Its own unique reward should be ;

But still I count it no discredit

To pouch an M.B.E.

[ camouflaged nay sense of duty ;

It 's not my fault if I have been

Selected as a thing of beauty ;

I did my best to blush unseen ;

But merit, though you may disguise it,

Will out at last and earn the fee

Bestowed on worth by those who prize

it,

And so I'm M.B.E.

Others in manhood's prime were

tempted
To challenge fate across the foam,

But I preferred to be exempted
And help my country nearer home ;

I felt that I could better serve her

By noble deeds this side the sea ;

And now they 've recognised my fervour

And made me M.B.E.

I had a friend who took a fancy
For the delight of battle's shock,

And, being shelled to bits in France, he

Got his discharge a hopeless crock.

How was he paid for all that racket?

He got no ribbon only three

Gold stripes on his discarded jacket,
While I 'm an M.B.E.

And when my child shall ask me,
"
Father,

What did you do to win the War ?
'

I shall not give details, but rather

Expand my chest a little more,

Saying,
" Observe this decoration

Conferred on just a few like me ;

As tribute from a grateful nation

I won this M.B.E. !

"
O. S.

Our Precise Advertisers.
" To sell one she cow." West Indian Paper
"A gent's 3-wheel tricycle, in very good con

dition." Provincial Paper.

"Tablemaid, where butler, hall-boy, re

quired shooting." Scotsman.

It seems to be what the playwright
call

" a dramatic situation."

From a missionary society's report :

" Padre took a largo parcel with himi
his return to N. Khodesia last April, thoug
in thanking us for it, they declared they coul

and must manage without garments ou
there . . . We sent three blouses, thro

knickers, four chemises, three overalls, seve

pinafores to the Rev. A.
,
Medicine Hat

Canada.

We congratulate Canada on its highe
standard of ethics.

VESTAS LIMITED.

I AM an inveterate pipe-smoker,
nd that tobacco has a soothing effect

n the brain, though my greatest friends

ell me that I smoke a good deal more

ban is absolutely necessary for the pur-

pose indicated.

My actual needs in matches are one

jig box every two days, and during the

hortage I have made a rule of asking

n every tobacconist's for a box. The

nswcr has been almost invariably the

ame, but as there is usually a lighted

'as-jet on the counter I come away
atisfied for the time being.

This is, however, a tiring amusement,

when, the other day, I discovered a

hop with a good supply of wooden

restas I bought a box and kept the

nformation to myself.
Two days afterwards I went in for

another box.
" Oh, no, Sir, not to-day," said the

obacconist.
" We 're rationed. I must

et my other customers 'ave some. I

don't mind if you come, say, twice a

week." As I went out he fired off:

There 's a war on."

"Two more matchless days," I said;

never!" And, my mind working

quickly, I went westward to a theatrical

jostumier's.

Making my way to the face- fringe

counter I asked for a complete set of

lirsutes.

After a good deal of adverse criticism

'from the proprietor) of my features as

i, setting for his artistic growths, I

chose a slightly forked beard with upper
and side panels to match, and called a

dress-rehearsal for eleven o'clock.

I debated with myself as to a favour-

able person on whom to test my dis-

guise, and finally selected my old friend,

Harold Potter, as being innocent anc

without guile; a solicitor need I say
more?
As an amateur actor I have always

prided myself on my elocutionary

powers, and, arriving at Sloper, Son

Nixon & Nephews (under which title

my friend solicits), I summoned from

the vasty deep the bass voice I keep foi

"Third Citizens" and "Voices With
out

" and inquired for Harold.

I was ushered into the presenci
under the name of Tomlinson. For

tunately the voice held as I said,
" Mr

Harold Potter, I believe?"
" That depends," he said. " If you

'

ve

anything to do with a subscription I 'm

only Mr. Potter's clork, and if you'ri
connected with the Income Tax peopl
1 "m simply

' out.'
"

" In the matter of Vestas Limited,
I said briefly.

"Ah, that's better," said Harolc

brightening visibly and going throug

vigorous course of ablutions with in-

isible soap. "Yes, I'm Mr. Potter.

You wish to consult me about this case,

suppose ?
"

" I merely wish," I said,
" to make

ure of my ground before appealing."
" Ah, I see," he said,

"
you are acting

or one of the parties and
I 'in acting for you, my dear old

port ; and I think I 've acted jolly

veil," I added, working the control

ever and removing the hirsuflage.

When Harold had recovered from

lis seizure I re-entrenched myself be-

iind my wire-entanglement and moved
n.

I received additional evidence of dis-

guise en route to the tobacconist's. I

lassed, unrecognized, several acquaiut-
mces and even obtained a light from

mo of them.

Boldly I entered the vestal balls,

)oldly I asked for a box of matches,

eaning at the same time, from force of

habit, towards the gas jet to light my
)ipe.
I do not think it fair in tbese days,

when nerves are not what they were,

hat motor tyres should be allowed to

jurst with a noise like the first-fruits of

_ daylight air-raid close at hand. Such

in explosion occurring at the moment
when I was leaning almost over the gas

et, my body responded to the shock by
i forward movement, and nothing short

of the, instant removal of my expensive

!ace-fittings prevented a serious con-

lagration. My exposure was complete.
The tobacconist said nothing; he just

smiled an easy smile of recognition.

But as I regained the street the old

iormula floated after me through the

open door :
" There 's a war on."

CEDRIC.

THERE are times when I feel I could

say something very cutting to Cedric.

Cedric came into my life a few weeks

ago, and I have a suspicion that he

came in because somebody left the

garden gate open. As a matter of fact

we are running an allotment between

us, and I can honestly say that his

ideas are not mine. When I saw him

at work the other morning I turned ovei

a flower-pot and sat down thinking
hard things about Cedric.

Then I decided to give him a stif

drink of germicide, and Cedric merely
looked up and asked for more.

But there is a bad time in store for

him. I have just painted an iron stick

to look like a cabbage-stalk. Now .

am going to sit down and watch hin

gnash his teeth after he has taken a

running jump at it.

You have to he very fmn with cater

pillars in war-time.
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! cut a dash before the dames. ' Is she

I quiet ?
'

he asks.
'

Wa-al,' says I,
' she

has been rid,' and he up and clinched
JSHE Was U1U wuecu ui uno j.w-ii^j,

/ia u L
.

routed like an rab, coal-black,,
with the

ded^nto.
*-^LS:

THE MUD LARKS.

was the Queen of the range

silky tail reaching to her fetlocks,

white stockings and star. "Pretty"
wo called her.

" Run her in and bust her," said the

He ain't married. I done warned him.

I ain't got iiothin' on my conscience."

Three days later a range ridur came

in laughing to say that Pretty was back

with the Pinto bunch,

.lO til QUJVJVJ1V> ** 'J

We cauglit and stabled her, pending

in a Medicine Hut Nursing Home, and

the doctors were afraid to mention the

mare to him for fear of a relapse. We

bossoneday. She 'U fetch anymouey." |

again, running v

Accordingly I ran her in, roped and plus a saddle and bridle.

saddled and mounted her. Harvey

pulled the blind off and let go her ear. -

I clamped my knees and breathed a from T. Polkmhorne no word came in

Paternoster. The mare had a rolling f^the
was being gradually reassembled

white eye. But she never budged.
"
Leg her up," shouted Harvey, wav-

ing his hat and whooping,
I legged her tenta-

tively; I legged her ag-

gressively ; and then

I pricked her with the

spurs. The next in-

stant I was shooting
towards a large fat

cotton-wool cloud that

was loitering across

the blue. I remember

congratulating myself

that, anyway, it would

be. soft falling, that

cloud. However, we
came back to this

world with a jolt about

twenty yards further

on, and by a miracle I

was still more or less

in the saddle. Then

away we went, touch-

ing ground only here

and there and with a

jar that shook rny

spine into a jelly. I

wished to heaven I

had a job in a bank
or a grocery store.

A gleam of blue

water flashed ahead.

Splash ! and we were

But i range had

romp with

Coluiiel (to friend entering Clul). "I'M OFF. I REFUSE TO STAY ANOTHEB MINUTE

IK THE PLACE WITH THAT INFERNAL, PRO-GERMAN, JONES. HE HAD THE AUDACITY
TO DENY TO MY FACE THAT ONE ENGLISHMAN WAS WORTH TEN GERMANS."

Friend (sympathetically). "DEAR ME! WHAT WD THE FELLOW SAY?"

Colonel. "SAY, SIB? HE SAID HE COULDN'T ADMIT MY FIGURES. HE THOUGHT
SEVEN GERMANS WOULD BE NEARER THE MARK."

(which was nearly always) he said so

in no uncertain whinny. If his food

was not immediately forthcoming, he

would push into the bunk-house and

pester the occupants till he got it. He
had no fear of men at all. Why should

he ? We were his vice-fathers, his

foster-mothers, his acting brothers and

sisters. Other foals of his season who
were properly provided with real func-

tioning mammas and kept the open

plenty of companions to

but Pretty's son, loalin_g

alone about the yards, had none; so,

being a high-spirited youth, he used us

as playmates and used us sorely.

His favourite diversion was to lurk be-

hind the corner of the

barn until a saddle-

burdened, bow-legged

cow-puncher came up;
then ho would dash

out and endeavour to

fell the honest bread-

winner with strokes of

his sharp little fore-

feet. Your only hope
was to grapple him

by the fetlocks and
wrestle for dear life.

If you were quick
enough you had a good
chance of rolling him
on his back in the lit-

ter. If you weren't

you got a poke on the

solar plexus which was
liable to displace a rib

or two. It was a splen-
did game.
At m i d s um m e r

came a telegram, and

a frantic furbishing up
of the ranch-house en-

sued. Our owner, the

great Hon. John E.

Blaithwate, M.P., was

into it, girth deep, and the mare had up- 1

turned her out on the range, and next

ended head over heels. When I came
| Spring a woolly black foal was wob-

up to breathe she was a hundred yards j bling at her flank. About a week after

away, trying to scrape the saddle off
j

his birth we had one of our periodic

against a tree. I stood up, the slough thunder-storms, and next morning I

water lapping about my waist, and found Pretty lying in a scorched bed

cursed her faithfully from poll to croup
j

of pasque-flowers, the black foal wob-

aud back again. Then I waded out bling round and round her, bleatingagain
minus one spur (Mexican silver-plated)
and a hat (Stetson ten dollar), my
shirt bosom loaded with mud, my nice

new Angora chaps festooned with weed,

caught her and rodo her till she was
sick and sorry.
A month later the boss sold her to

one T. Polkinhorne Bohlen, a real-estate

shark in the town twenty miles distant.
" He was dead crazy on her looks,

wouldn't consider no other," the boss

explained. "Passed over two-fifty with-

out a murmur. I guess he wants to

miserably. She didn't move as I rode

up, didn't whisk her plumy tail, show
her teeth or the white of her eye; in

fact she was dead, poor beauty, struck

by lightning.
I pulled the indignant orphan across

the saddle and took him home. Harvey
christened him " Sambo " and under-

took his upbringing, feeding him out
of a baby's bottle. Before long he
would drink straight out of a pail and
throve exceedingly, waxing very bold,

not to say impudent. If he felt hungry

a fancy
hoofs

I bringing his bride out

West to introduce her to his wild and

woolly constituency. They arrived late

one night, and the boss called next

morning to pay them his respects. He
returned to the bunk-house chuckling.

"She's 'some My," he reported;
" must be twenty years younger than

old John E. But he 's aimiu' to act the

dashin' bridegroom. Got on

vest, white pants and yaller
all dolled up like sweet seventeen.

Pranced round me like a two-year-old,

though I could see his feet hurt him in

them boots he can take sixes, mark

you, but elevens fits him better. He '11

likely be showin' the skirt over the

outfit to-day, so watch out and nix on

the language, boys."
With one accord we saddled and rode

up for the uttermost edges of the Kange.
That evening as we lounged against the
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straw pile, waiting the call to supper,we asked for news of our lord and
master. A dejected yard-hand shifted
his position against the rails and spat." Ho 's been armin' the dame round the
lay-out all day, oratin' on the objects
of interest, like a rubber-neck guide
in Noo Yark. ' This hero is one o' my
Cochin-China hogs ahem ! That there
is one o' my Berkshire cocks,' scaring
the day-lights outer the animals with
his fancy vests and all."

"Are they still tourin' round, Bud?"
a range-rider asked uneasily.
The yard-hand spat again. "Naw.

Old John 'is feet have given in. He's
up on the verandah now reposin' 'em
on a chair."

He spoke too soon. The gate clicked
md the lion. John waved a benediction
owards his retainers and began to
mlarge on the Doric architecture of
he barn.
"
This, iny dear, is the barn. In the

upper story or loft we store hay. In
ihe lower "

I listened no further,
or I had seen a small black muzzle and
wo crescent ears protruding round the

corner of the barn. Sambo! As I

looked, he ambled out and pranced gaily
I towards the unsuspecting couple. I
I should have shouted a warning, thrown
! a brick, done something, but I didn't ;

I gaped, fascinated.

"Ha, what a jolly little chap!"
laughed the Hon. John in his best

electioneering manner.
" What a duck," crooned the bride.
"
Cluck, cluck," went the Hon. John,

I like a man luring hens. Sambo capered
towards them as pretty as a lambkin
at play, neck arched, head tossing,
devilry in his eye.
Nearer and ever nearer he gambolled,

his tail switching ominously. The
Hon. John put out a plump hand to
stroke his velvet muzzle, and simultane-
ously Sambo reared up and smote him
full on the fancy waistcoat. I turned
to run. Four cow-punchers and a yard-
hand rose up out of the litter and,
skimming the nine-foot rails like fairies,

disappeared into the bush. Cowards !

I turned back. In the yard Sambo was
dancing a triumphant pas-dc-joie on the
stomach of the prostrate politician. . . .

Harvey (Lieutenant Canadian Cav-
alry) made a slight movement ou the
stretcher.

"
Light a cigarette for me, old man

my arm Thanks."
" When did you get hit?" I asked.

His eyes glinted.
" We had a skookum

time of it, Jim ; wonderful ! wonderful !

sort of thing you dream about. I
had two troops and \vo caught 'em in

I the open. Charged 'em twice and then
a melee. Oh, bully !

"

" When did you get hit ?
"

I repeated." In the mix-up. I was trying to
stick a Hun Officer, but he winged me

[in the sword-arm with an automatic.

|

Ho 'd have had me next shot but for
old Sambo you remember Sambo,
Pretty's son ? I brought him over and
have had him right along."" What did Sambo do?" I asked.

" Don't you remember him pawing
old John E. in the waistcoat, back on
the range years ago ?

"

I nodded, chuckling."
Well, ho did it again, only harder,

and the Hun folded up like a pocket-
knife." PATLANDER.
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THE BEST SMELL OF ALL

\YHKX noses first were carved for men
Of varied width and height,

Strange smells and sweet were fashionec

then
That all might know delight

Smells for the hooked, the snub, the fine

The pug, the gross, the small,

A smell for each, and one divine

Last smell to soothe them all.

The baccy smell, the smell of peat,

The rough gruff smell of tweed,

The rain smell on a dusty street

Are all good smells indeed ;

The sea smell smelt through resinous

trees,

The smell of burning wood,
The saintly smell of dairies these

Are all rich smells and good.

And good the smell the nose receives

From new-baked loaves, from bops,
From churches, from decaying leaves,
From pinks, from grocers' shops ;

And smells of rare and fine bouquet
Proceed, the world allows,

From petrol, roses, cellars, hay,
Scrubbed planks, hot gin and cows.

But there 's a smell that doth excel

All other smells by far,

Even the tawny stable smell

Or the boisterous smell of tar ;

A smell stupendous, past compare,
The king of smells, the prize,

That smell which floods the startled air

When home-cured bacon fries I

All other smells, whate'er their worth,

Though dear and richly prized,
Are earthy smells and of the earth,
Are smells disparadised ;

But when that smell of smells awakes
From ham of perfect cure,

It lifts the heart to heaven and makes
The doom of Satan sure.

How good to sit at twilight's close
In a warm inn and feel

That marvellous smell caress the nose
With promise of a meal !

How good when bell for breakfast rings
To pause, while tripping down,

And snuff and snuff till Fancy brings
All Arcady to Town !

But best, when day's first glimmerings
break

Through curtains half withdrawn,
To lie and smell it, scarce awake,

In some great farm at dawn
;

locks crow
; the milkmaid clanks the

pails ;

The housemaid bangs the stairs ;

And BACON suddenly assails
The nostrils unawares.

Noses of varied width and height
Doth kindly Heaven bestow,

And choice of smells for our delight
That all some joy may know

;

Noses and smells for all the race

That on this earth do dwell,

And for a final act of grace
The astounding bacon smell.

THE SINCEREST FORM OF FLATTERY.
" HULLO, my boy-ee !

" came from
the O.P. to the battery; "that you,
Mumho-o? "

And then suddenly the voice changed
to a deep basso profondo :

"Oorn-ah your Commander sa-

lutes you !

"

" And who are you, my good man ?
'

replied Mumbo in a , voice evidently
meant for a counter-imitation of the
same voice, although it lacked some-

thing in timbre " ivho are you ? Oom-
ah, yes, the Forward Observer. Do you
know what you are, my good fellow 't

You are the eyes of the guns remem-
ber that. Shake hands with me. Now
write home and tell your people about
it."

"Eotten; absolutely rotten imita-

tion; not a bit like him," came from
the O.P. "Now listen to this."

But Mumbo did not listen, for, turn-

ing, he had caught sight of a pair of

splendid sparkling field boots descending
into the dug-out. Breathlessly he waited
for the rest to appear. Heavens ! it

was the Great One himself.
"
Well, my boy," said the well-known

voice,
" and where is your battery com-

mander? "

" He 's visiting the battalions, Sir,"
said Mumbo, thanking Heaven that

probably the gas-proofing blanket had

prevented his being overheard.
" Oom-ah !

"
(Heavens ! it was like

Steve's imitation, astonishingly so)."
Sorry to have missed him. Tell your

Battery Commander that your General
aas visited the battery. Let all the
men whom I have not seen know that

I, their General, have visited them."
Burr-burr went the telephone.
" Oom-ah ! who is that ?

"

"
Only the O.P., Sir."

"
Ah, the Forward Observer. Let me

speak to him. Are you there?
"

" Is that you, Mumbo?
"
called Steve

n the distance.
"
No, no, my boy," roared the General

ieartily,"tlnsisnot oom-ah, Mumbo;
t is your GENEHAL speaking. It is your
JENERAL ringing up to congratulate
/ou personally. You, my boy, are the

eyes of the guns, remember that . . ."
" Eotten

"
was the word that cut

hort this eulogy.
"
Eotteu, old son

;

not a bit like it."
" What !

"
The pained surprise in

he General's voice sent a cold shiver
lown Mumbo's back.

"_Not a bit like it," reiterated Steve

ecisively.

" Not a bit like what, Sir? Do you
know who I am? It is I, your GKNEDAL,
ringing up . . ."

"
Oh, chuck it, old bird

; you '11

damage your larynx."
" What what the devil&o you mean,

Sir?"
" That 's a bit bettor," admitted Sieve

grudgingly.
" You 'vo got the intona-

tion all right ;
but tho voice, my boy,

the voice put more body into it, try a
little KF.G. port."

" I I I
"
began the General.

" No, no, no, don't hurry it
; do it by

numbers. On the command '

One,' lay
back your head on your collar ;

'

Two,'
press down the uvula ;

'

Three,' open
the mouth wide and and pull the

string, as it were, and let the voice roll

out from the chest."
" Look here, Sir

"

"
No, no, you '11 never do it like that.

Listen to this now : Oom-ah, and who
are you, my boy ?

"
(and at the sound

of his own voice, apparently, the General
started violently). "A sentry? No, my
boy, you are more than that, my boy.
You are one of the furthest outposts

of the whole British Empire, my
boy ! Eemember that. I, your General

salute you ! That's a bit more like

it what ?
"
he broke off triumphantly." Confound your impertinence!

"
came

the full-blooded explosion of wrath.
" Ha ! ha ! Splendid that 's ever so

much better, old cock."
" What !

"
the tone rose to a squeak.

"
There, now you 've gone off again,"

said a disappointed voice. " You must
lay your head back on your collar

and
" Cease this damnable impersonation,

Sir."
" Damnable ! It 's better than you

could ever get it, anyway."
But Heaven in its mercy, through the

medium of the infamous Hun, decreed
that a perfectly good General should not
throw away his life in a mere attempt
to express the inexpressible. At that
moment the line to the O.P. went to

bits.

It appeared (after a befitting pause)
that tho General had a sense of humour.
He admitted as much

;
ho also stated

that he could always see a joke, even

against himself ;
but just as Mumbo

was beginning to breathe more freely it

also began to appear that this was not
one of those particular jokes. It was
n fact a clear case in which discip-

inary action should be taken. Dis-

cipline, he feared, seemed to be lacking
throughout the whole battery.
Meantime, far off, and by devious

routes unknown to Great Ones, there
scurried an orderly, hot and perspiring,
.o bring the news to the O.P. that it

lad been the General himself speaking
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Jack (hittifrto silfiit, rlxiiiy to leave during a discussion on the merits uf different regiments and countries).
" Ml'H ! I JUST ASK xic, WHAT

WAD YOU CHAPS DAE IP SCOTLAND WAS TAB MAK" A SEPARATE PEACE?"

and that a personal visib to the O.P.

was projected. It was a lonely and de-

pressed Muiubo who returned to the

dug-out after seeing a suspiciously

polite General off the premises.
Burr-burr through at last to the

O.P. ! A gleam came into Mumbo's

'eyes. Tlio opportunity was too good
to bo missed, and the General could not

be at the O.F. for half-an-hour at least.

"llullo-oo! IsthatD.K.?"
" Is that O.P. ?

"
said Mumbo gruffly.

"
Yes, who who is that ?

"
asked

Steve with extraordinary politeness.
" It is I, your GENERAL, speaking,"

said Mumbo ominously.
" Oh ! I I I 'm sorry, Sir. I 'in

afraid I didn't know your voice just
now."
"Oom-ah! You seemed to have a

very fair idea of it," replied Mumbo,
grinning at the absolutely helpless

humility in the other's tone.
" I I 'in sorry, Sir. I I had no

idea you were coining to us, Sir. I

mean to say, as they had been shelling

us, I I couldn't possibly expect that

jou would."
" Confound it !

"
roared Mimibo, " do

you think that I, your GEXIORAL, fear

to go where my men can go ? Do you
think that if my placo were not else-

where I should wish to bo anywhere
but in the lino?

"

" I 'm I 'm sorry, Sir. I didn't mean
that

"

" Then what the devil did you mean ?
"

" I I don't know, Sir. I 'm awfully

sorry, Sir. I hope you won't take it as

disrespectful, Sir; it was only a joke,
Sir bad joke, Sir, of course, Sir, but

meant er kindly, you know, Sir. I'm
sure we "re all very er proud that you
should come to see us, especially when
there 's shelling going on no, I don't

mean that ; I mean we 're glad you 're

here because the enemy 's shelling or

rather we 're glad they 're shelling be-

cause you 're here that is, I 'm sure

you would er come through a bar-

rage. Sir, to see us if you thought we 'd

like it

This was too much.
" Idiot !

"
howled Mumbo in his own

voice.
" Who said my imitation wasn't

any good?
"

" What is that Mumbo ? I say,
wasn't it awful ? Did he catch you
at it ?

"

" No, I 'm all right, but you 're for it,

my boy," gloated Mumbo; "he was

very nice to me, but I expect he 's

saving all the other things for you.
Did you tell the old boy to lay his head

back and get it off his chest ?
"

"Lordy, I told him to try E.F.C.

port for his voice."
" If you could have seen his face

'Oom-ah! disgraceful. Thank God I

can see a joke, even against myself
oom-ab, but this is no joke, as that

young officer will find out oom-ah!'

Steve, your Commander deijums you,
my boy-ee. Now now write home and
tell your people about tluit !

"

"
Oh, shut up. I say (pause) I say,

Mumbo." (No answer.) "Mumb-o-o-o!
Where are you-oo?"
But answer came there none. For

standing in the doorway was the Battery
Commander, and behind him ? Behind
him was the General himself! L.

"U.S. TROOPS l.SK THE BAYONKT."
Star.

We already had a suspicion that our

gallant cousins had heard of this pene-

trating little weapon.

" Wild Duck, quit tame, just fit for luruiiiK

down on poiid or lake, 8. M. each."
Dublin Paper.

The Irish wild duck appears to have

something in common with the Irish

bull.

" After -A three hours' fight with ft U-boat,

the position of which was disclosed by light-

ning, a London steamer's gun recently mode
two hits in the enemy's bow, damaged her,

and escaped." Daily Hail.

It would be interesting to know whether

the steamer went off after the gun.
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Giuiit (who has just been introduced by his hostess to her niece, gazing fixedly beyond her).
" How DO YOU - Is THAT BUTTER I

'

THE N.L.P.

["Will not some person found a League of

Politeness before it is too late ?
"

Tiady Titov-

BEIDCE in " The Daily Mail."}

EVER ready to oblige we desire to

call attention to the newly-formed Na-
tional League of Politeness, the object
of which is the propagation of good
manners among the people. For the

guidance of the public we quote the

following from amongst its rules :

^^
7hen about to knock down a pedes-

trian a motorist should first say, "By
your leave," and, in the case of a lady,
raise his hat. Should there bo no
tinio for these little courtesies it is

correct, after knocking the person down,
to stop the car and inquire after the
health of your victim.

A telephone subscriber who has been
connected with the wrong number
should immediately communicate with
the operator and apologise.

If you are kept more than half-an-

hour at the post-office waiting for a

halfpenny stamp, it is a breach of the
N.L.P. rules to stamp on the floor, clench

your fists or roll your eyes. It is quite
sufficient to attract the attention of the

young lady, observe that it is a nice

day, or that it isn't, and politely indi-

cate that you would like to be attended

to, as you have another appointment
on Wednesday week.

Burglars visiting a house after dark

should wear evening dress with white

waistcoat, and enter their names in

the visitors' book upon arrival.

People thrown out of a crowded train

by an alien while the train is in motion
should report themselves to the station-

master at the nearest station, and re-

quest him to convey their regrets to

the right quarter.

In order to show that good results

have already been obtained we quote
the following reports recently to hand :

At Slithertou Camp last week, upon
being told by a subaltern that for the

last fortnight he had not had a week-
end pass, an Adjutant burst into

tears.

A pedestrian having accidentally col-

lided with a Govent Garden porter and
scattered all over the road the baskets
of strawberries which he was carrying
on his head, the porter, being a member
of the N.L.P., did not employ the usual
form of language, but merely remarked,

" Oh, 'Enery ! Nah you 'ave bin and

gorn and done it."

At Billingsgate the other day a fish-

porter sent the following message to

another fish-porter :

" Mr. Abe Smith

presents his compliments to Mr. Mike
Jones and would esteem it a favour if

Mr. Jones would refrain from throwing

portions of haddock at him."

"Bull among the Monuments.
The dash of a mad cow in Ballymina caused

damage in a monumental works estimated at

150. Five headstones and one statue were

destroyed."- Sunday 1'ajicr.

A most unladylike proceeding, as the

headline clearly indicates.

"Mr. G. K. Chesterton h.is appeared before

the Aylesbury Medical Board for examination
and placed in category Grade 3."

Daily Paper.

It is understood that Grade 3 has been

specially enlarged.

"Elderly lady, been ruined, bought Organ,
intending to travel country, wants company ;

suit invalid who caiinot walk.'' Local Paper.

The worst of riding on a barrel organ
is that yoti may be mistaken for the

monkey.



THE CELESTIAL DUD.
AND BEILLIANT STAR ADDED TO MY CONSTELLATION OF

GENEIIAI, FOCH. " ON THE WANE, I THINK."
[It is anticipated in astronomical circles that the new Star, Nova Aguila. will shortly disappear.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

J1K. PUNCH'S WAR PICTURES.

THE ONLY rrr PLACE KEMAUSJSG FOB A GENTLEMAN TO LIVE IN."

Monday, June Will. The moving
history of GOLDSTEIN BEY was narrated

by Mr. BALFOUB with much gusto.
This Jewish gentleman, born in Alex-

andria of Hungarian parents, had been
in the Egyptian Postal Department for

thirty-two years when the War broke

out. Being technically an enemy alien

he was then dismissed from the Service,

but three months later he had the

happy thought of being naturalized as

a Russian, and was immediately rein-

stated in his employment. As the

FOREIGN SECRETARY appeared to see no

objection to this arrangement I infer

that, despite all his permutations of

allegiance, GOLDSTEIN BEY, in his

sympathies at any rate,
" remains an

Englishman."
The latest Irish grievance, as pre-

sented by Mr. RONALD McNEHdj, is

that the railway companies refuse to

convey fruit to Ireland. This may be
intended as an additional incentive to

Irishmen to enlist, for, according to

Mr. TICKLER, the Government have

played old gooseberry with the fruit-

trade, and there will be no jam for

anybody but sailors and soldiers.

Mr. McCuKDY complained that all

themeat in cold storage at Northampton
has been condemned as unfit for food,
and that his constituents are faced with
the prospect of permanently meatless

days. In like circumstances Polar ex-

plorers have been known to eat their

boots; but the citizens of Northampton,
though notoriously of opinion that for

most purposes there is nothing like lea-

ther, shrink from being reduced to such
extremities.

Tuesday, Juno llth. The attendant
Peers smacked their lips over Lord
WILLOUGHBY BE SHORE'S picture of

Ireland, where every form of sport,
from horse-racing to cock-lighting, flour-

ishes unrestricted ; where the moat-
card is unknown, and where, for Sinn
Feiners at any rate, petrol flows as

freely as whiskey; in short "the only
fit place remaining for a gentleman to

live in."

Lord CRAWFORD thought the picture
overdrawn. Ireland was subject to

exactly the same regulations (whether
she observes them or not) as Great

Britain, save as regards food; and to

impose a rationing system upon her
would not be worth the trouble. In
fact the Government's attitude might be
summed up as Hoc volo,!>icjubco; sit pro
ratione voluntas, or, as some would read

it, volt/ptas. Lord SELBORNE attributed

the Government's leniency to " the in-

sane view of creating an atmosphere in

which something incomprehensible was
to occur," a phrase which might stand
for a good deal of British policy towards
Ireland since the Act of Union.
One may deplore, but cannot wonder,

that the a,ble-budicd denizens of this

fortunate isle should require some more

tangible inducement to leave it than
the mere honour of lighting for free-

dom. The Irish ATTORNEY-GENERAL

partly tilled in the outlines of Lord
FRENCH'S promise of land to Irish

recruits, but failed to satisfy the curio-

sity of a host of questioners.
Mr. ALEXANDER RICHARDSON took the

oath on his election for Gravesend, in

succession to Sir GILBERT PARKER, who
has, on the advice of his doctor, aban-
doned his political connection with
"The Seats of the Mighty." The House
could better have spared some of its

other exponents of the art of fiction.
" I should have thought everybody

know where Bohemia is." Thus Lord
ROBERT CECIL to Mr. OUTHWAITE, who
had pleaded for more public enlighten-
ment on this point. Lord ROBERT'S
confidence in the geographical know-

ledge of his countrymen may be justi-

fied, but I rather doubt it. Most of

them only know of Bohemia as the place
where the Bohemian Girl came from.

Wednesday, June 12th. A refreshing
innovation in Government procn ii.ro

was announced by Mr. MONTAGU. The
War Cabinet, being too busy just now
with other matters to give proper con-

sideration to his scheme of reform for

India, have decided to publish it first

and form an opinion about it after
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'WHAT'S YOUR sos IN, Mus. GREEN?"
'

WELL, I SUPPOSE IT WOULD BB THE 'OasE GUABDS IP rr WASN'T MULES 'E 'AS TO LOOK AFTER."

ing the criticisms. Of these there should
be no lack. Our Anglo-Indians are look-

ing forward to the time of their lives.

The multiplication of Departments
makes it increasingly difficult to know
to which of them any particular ques-
tion should bo addressed. Still I don't
know by what mental process Colonel
BURN decided that the Ministry of Food
was the proper quarter in which to lodge
a complaint about newspaper restric-

tions. Lord EHONDDA'S jurisdiction is

ever widening, but up to the present it

does not include our mental pabulum.
Time was when the POSTMASTER-

GENERAL'S annual review was invari-

ably spiced with anecdotes about the
number of people who posted five-

pound notes in blank envelopes, and
similar facctice. Possibly Mr. ILLING-

WOBTH, as the unwilling slayer of the

Penny Post, thought it would be in-

decent to move the House to mirth.
He resisted the temptation so success-

fully that several Members took excep-
tion to the dreariness of his speech.
Mr. SPENCEU HUGHES, on the contrary,
was delighted with it. As a professional
humourist I suppose he considers jocular
Ministers to be very little better than

blacklegs.
I am sure he did not approve of

Mr. HERBERT SAMUEL, who urged Mr.
ILLINGWORTH to support the decimal

system, nominally on the ground that

by adding twenty-five per cent, to the
value of the penny, it would largely
increase the revenue of the Post Office,
but really, I am sure, in order that he

might drag in the old rhyme
" ' You owe me five farthings,'
Said the bells of St. Martin's."

Thursday, June 13th. Mr. BALFOUR
announced that Mrs. PANKHUBST had
been granted a permit to visit the
United States because it was thought
advisable in the interests of the Allies.

Mr. KING'S nimble intellect at once

leaped to the conclusion that she was be-

ing sent to repair the failure of previous
missionaries, e.g., his Grace of YORK.
But Mr. BAI/FOUU said that Dr. LANG'S
visit had been a great success, and the
SPEAKER remarked that it was " a great

jump from Mrs. PANKHURST to the Arch-

bishop." Not a greater jump, however,
than from the Militant Suffragette of

1914 to the peaceful envoy of 1918.

Commercial Candour.
"Pad of 48 regimental brooches, all different,

good proportion silver mounted, worth 3s. 6d.,
35s. lot, admirable opportunity to collector or

person desirous rc-sclling at profit."
Tlic Bazaar.

THE GOBLIN TO THE FAIRY QUEEN.

WHAT do you lack, queen, quoen,
That is precious and fine and rare ?

A jewelled snood that shall lie between
The delicate waves of your hair ?

I will ride through the sky on the even-

ing wind
With a golden needle and thread,

And string up the tiniest stars 1 can

find,

To glitter about your head.

What can I do, queen, queen,
To hasten the hours along

When you grow weary of woodland

green,

Weary of woodland song
A cage of gossamer gold I will tie

On to a skylark's wing,
And there you shall hang in the midst

of the sky,
And tremble to hear him sing.

Grant mo a boon, queen, queen ;

This is the boon that I ask
Let me do service, mighty or mean,
Give me a task, a task.

Are there no jackanapes giants to slay ?

Are there no dragons to fight?

Nothing shall daunt me by dark or by
day ;

Make me your goblin knight ! R. F.
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THE IDEA.

WHEN Corps demanded a return of

officers
" who have been successful or

earned distinction in civil life," the

name of Second-Lieut. Beadlehone was
not forwarded. For one thing the

column marked "
Degrees or Diplomas

"

would have remained blank opposite
his name. Second-Lieut. Beadlebone's

pre-war calling demanded no such hall-

marks ; he had been a very subsidiary
j

member of the Bright Ideas Department |

of one of London's all-hustle stores.

During his bewildering four months'

training as an Artillery cadet Second-

Lieut. Beadlebone did his best to acquire
the correct "

yours-not-to-reason-why
"

attitude of mind, thrust brain-waves

into the past, and came to Franco ap-

parently cured.

But the Canker of Ideas was only
scotched, not killed.

One afternoon the Brigadier-General,
C.B.A., dropped in to lunch with C
Battery. He told with relish of a " Bef.

my 039/120/0007
"

correspondence,

gradually getting warmer, with an

Infantry Brigade. It started with the

Infantry Brigadier's complaint that the

chateau he occupied was getting shelled

because the artillery horses in the
]

chateau grounds were not sufficiently

concealed.
" I told him the Bosch was

shooting by the map, and that his

chateau was shown on the map and

my horse-lines were not," said the

C.E.A. cheerfully.
" Now their A.P.M.

says that three water-troughs the bat-

teries have put up must be camouflaged.
How the deuce is one to camouflage

water-troughs ? I could fix up a raffia

netting roof, sloped to simulate a hank,

but it would have to be about as big as

the Albert Hall. And there would still

be the tracks. I might be rude and

suggest that the red tabs and hat-bands

which A.P.M.'s are no longer entitled

to wear would do top-hole for making
imittil ion scarlet-runners, and we might
camouflage the tracks that way.

" But how the deuce is one to camou-

flage a water-trough," he repeated

testily.
" Should 1 suggest artificial

ducks or water-cress or even a couple
of mermaids?" And the C.E.A. knit

his brows and surveyed the Mess, who
looked thoughtful and distraught ac-

cordingly.

And, lo and behold, the Great Idea

came to Beadlebonc, who, remembering
that subalterns " should be seen and

not heard," had sat silent all through
lunch. In the quietude of his dug-out
and in a fair round hand he wrote out and

despatched to the C.E.A. the following:
" ADD WHISKY TO THE WATEB !

"

Pointing the Moral.
" Printers can do strange things with astro-

nomical terms."

Daily Chronicle, Juno 13th, 1918.

" 1 may add that I also noted the appearance
of the temporary star Nora I'orsei seventeen

years ago." Same pager, same dale.

"Major-General Cecil Lowther, M.P., who

gets a K.C.M.G., has had an immense experi
ence of soldering." Daily Express.

It looks as if he 'd been confused with

General PI.UMEH.

"A new star of the first magnitude was
discovered at Thornton Heath, Surrey."

Scotsman .

Won't Walton Heath be jealous ?

Another Impending Apology.

"Fortunately it made a clean wound, am"

though a doctor was called in no serious con-

8e$aAno8 areanticipated." AusiralianPaper
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Tan!: C.uin inn n<<<;- (In yrmtilj'ajluir, if/to hat told tliu loij not to touch it].
"
Oil, HE'LL TAKE JiO 1IAE1L."

Grandfather. "Ay, BUT YOU KNOW WHAT KIDS is, MISTEU. I DON'T WANT 'IM TO GO BREAKS' Asrausc."

JAKES.
How shall I fittingly bewail my loss,

My loss that is to be within a few
Short weeks oh heavy, heavy loss that strikes

All of a heap myself and many more?
The fathers of the village mourn their friend,

And I too mourn him, and shall sing his praise ;

For Jakes is not to shave us any more
Jakes of the swift and energetic hand,
Who laid the lather on with right good-will,
Until in all the acreage of my face

No spot, however small that spot might be,

Remained unlathered when our Jakes had done

Fierce feats of skill and soapiness thereon.

But now the man has yielded to the call

And is about, they say, to follow far

With those who, being over age before,

Have now been graded and have volunteered

To go they know not where, they know not when,
But go they must, for they are volunteers.

We who remain, how shall it fare with us,

Unused through many years to shave ourselves?

We must resume our ancient shaving gear,

Long-stored in darkness, and must chop our cheeks,

Whether with ordinary blades wo shave,
Or mow with safety razors up and down
The morning surface of our bleeding face,

Cutting our chins while ho defends our'lives,

A sad exchange not easy to be borne.

There shall be no more chats while wo submit

Our bristles to hia blade, no more discourse

Of how the times are changing for the worse

And razors are not now what once they wore.

It may be, when the War is past and done
And he returns, that he will find us shaved.

Shaved, did I say? not duly, truly shaved,
Hut pranked with whiskers and bedecked with beards.

Oh, then what pleasure will be his to set

Each old companion in the shaving chair,

And strop the trenchant razor, and begin
To sweep their hirsute faces, and restore

To youth and cleanliness our villagers !

A PUBLIC DEBT.
Mr. Puncb invites the kind attention of his friends to the

Theatrical Garden Party which will bo held in the Eoyal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on Tuesday, June 20th.

The weather, he understands, has been guaranteed, and the

programme includes a lavish assortment of most fascinating

stunts, to be presided over by the very flower of the S'

The Acting Profession has been so generous in the sen

it has given on behalf of other charities that it has every

right to ask the help of the public 'for a cause of its very
own the Actors' Orphanage. Tickets at 3s., free of tax

(on the day they will cost 5s. at the gate), may be obtained

at tho Box Offices of all London Theatres. Those who
cannot go to the Theatrical Garden Party themselves will be

glad to buy tickets for the admission of wounded men. These

tickets should bo sent to Sir JOHNSTON FOKBES-ROBEBTSOX,

at the Actors' Association, 32, Regent Street, W.I.
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AT THE OPERA.
"PHCEBUS AND PAN."

THE late POET LAUREATE would liavo

been much gratified
if ho could have as-

sisted at tho Drury Lano adaptation of

BACH'S cantata, Fhccbus and L'an. He

might not have been greatly interested

n the composer's personal attack upon
ris frivolous rivals, but he would have

ihoroughly appreciated tho triumph of

official poetry over its wanton critics

and parodists.
I need hardly say that my own sym-

pathies were with tho beaten side.
_

don't pretend that the rather primitive

and German humour of Midas, who

adjudicated in favour of Pan (each

competitor is naively permitted to ap-

point his own judge), belongs to the

best type of refined badinage, but it

was more effective than the dull aca-

demical effusion of Phabits. The

strangely arbitrary sentence by which

Midas was condemned to wear a pair

of asses' ears for his devotion to the

losing cause reminds me of a case, re-

cently reported from California.in which

the counsel who defended two prisoners

arrested for expressing pro-German
views was rebuked by tho Bench for

his sympathies and awarded five years'

hard labour in a penitentiary.
Even Sir THOMAS BEECHAM could not

persuade me that BACH'S allegorical

cantata lends itself very happily to

operatic treatment, though a rather in-

different ballet was thrown in for relief

As a sporting production I eommenc

it, but should have been well conteni

with my evening's entertainment if i

had been confined to the really admirabl

performance of La Boheme. Madam
JEANNE BROLA as Mimi, and Mr
WEBSTEB MILLAR as Rudolph, sang

delightfully. They were not MELBA anc

CARUSO, but they made up for tha

defect by looking their parts and play

ing them with great sincerity. I beg
leave to join a very enthusiastic audi

ence in its appreciation of the fine worl

that Sir THOMAS BEECHAM is doing a

Drury Lane. 0. S.

NEW BOOKS AND THEIR
BACKERS.

CAWKER'S COLOSSAL LIST.

Heady Noiu.

Vina. BANDY HARRIS'S arresting book,

VITALITIES.

Mrs. Harris touches on a number of

momentous and controversial problems,
uch as Co-operative Cauliflower-grow-

ng, Baby Suffrage, Mumps, Platonic

,ove, Charity Raffles, Spillikins, How
o Eat Macaroni, etc., and interlards

or wisdom with an abundance of arch

umour.

Overcrowding.
" Mrs. Irving said that there were thousand

of people living in two rooms 12ft. by 10ft. an
10ft. by 8ft." Daily Paper.

"Ninety-four out of every hundred marriage
in 1917 were widow marriages. Will th
number become higher?

"
Ideas.

This is the paragraph that made Mi

Antony Wcller turn in his grave.

" Cook-Goneral wanted, for two ladies.

Apply, by letter, or call any morning after

p.m." Button Herald.

The time indicated is, we suppose, wha
the other Generals call " zero."

MB. MARCUS BLANDFOBD'S

GBEATEST NOVEL,

THE MODULATIONS Off

MEPHISTOPHELES.

The basic idea of this gorgeous and

Gargantuan romance is that all the per-

>lexing dissonances of modern life can

ie resolved by the adoption of a system
of Satanic polyphony, based on the

losierucian principle of macro-cosmic

modulation.

First Review. " An abysmal work . . . pro-

oundly perturbing ... a boon to teachers

who cannot teach and thinkers who will not

lank," -

'HE BLEATINGS OF BUMBLEPUPPY.

The discovery of a new author, Mr.

Benjamin Snelgrove.
" We want such

ooks as these," writes a well-known

).B.B. in a Foreword. " It exudes

enius at every pore." The first review

ays:
"I think the Minister of Entertainment

ught to read this terrible book. I look for-

ward to the first sermon of the Eev. H. G.

upon it."

MB. MENANDEB PAMPINGTON'S

Most topical Book,

PATAGONIAN PERILS,

At the present juncture this narrative

of Mr. Pampington's adventures in Pata

;onia is of unique topical interest. No

Englishman knows the country better

and, owing to his great height (six fee'

seven inches), he has been peculiarly at

home among tho Patagonian giants.

Miss BECKY EAST'S new incursion,

DRESSING THEM DOWN.

In this exhilarating volume Miss Eas

analyses and demolishes all writers o

established reputations in her delici

ously acid and mordant style. Ther

is no doubt that her criticisms will b

received with mixed feelings ; but mix

tures are often essential to the mainten

ance of health.

MR. JINGLE'S LIST.

THINKING ALOUD
'

(Second Series),

BY SOMEBODY.

Who is "Somebody"? This ques
tion has convulsed Camberwell an

mystified Mayfair since tho appearanc
of his or her first volume. The genera
verdict is summed up in the witty re

nark of a famous writer that there is

Some "
body in Somebody's vintage.

3ut the secret has been kept. Wild

orses would not drag it from Mr.

ingle, though if the truth were known

imagination's widest stretch" would

ssuredly "in wonder die away."

PONDER OF PONDER'S END.

A first novel by Messalina Trotter,

if whom The Caviller remarks,
" Her

look is worthy of her name."

TO A NEW KNIGHT.
MOMENTOUS sage of Mona's Isle,

Pride of your fellow-Manx,

Renowned alike upon the Nile

And by the Tiber's banks

What though the critics, whom it irks

To watch your widening reign,

And elders of illiberal kirks

Affect a harsh disdain ;

What though fastidious souls declare

Your style distinction lacks,

Or, boldly sacrilegious, dare

To mimic it, like " Max" ;

So long as countless myriads bold

Your lucubrations dear,

And, side by side, the copies sold

Would circumvent the sphere '.'

Let pert reviewers carp and jibe,

Let jealous pens deride,

The interviewers, noble tribe,

Are solid on your side.

Have you not shown in all its bloom
Eome's grandeur to mankind,

And, culling copy at Khartoum,
Laid bare the Arab mind?

Did not your heroine, Glory Quayle,
Our views of life transform ;

Did not all modern heroes pale
Beside the great John Storm ?

As long as char-a-banc or 'bus

Brings trippers to your shrine,

Shall the new star Cainiculus

High in the welkin shine.

Loud booms the wave in Bradda's cave

Yet with a muffled tone

Matched with tho sound, immense, pro
found,

From your great trumpet blown.
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OUR BLASE YOUTH.
Superior little Girl. "WELL, FANCY YOU LOOKING up AT AN AEBOPLANE, AUNTIE! BILLIB AND I KEI-ER DO."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned, Clerks.)

IT was apparent early in the War that one of Germany's
industries which would have to be tackled very seriously
was the manufacture of guide-books. As the traveller's

mentor the late Herr BAEDEKER had established himself in

a position of strength equalled only by his compatriot, the

late Baron TAUCHNITZ, as the traveller's beguiler ; and hard

work would be necessary to displace both. I see signs of

the most laudable enterprise and the most careful toil in

the substitute for Baedeker which the English publishing
firm of MACMILLAN and the French publishing firm of

HACHETTE have united to issue under the general title of

The Blue Guides, or Les Guides Tileus London and Its

Environs, by FINDLAY MUIBHEAD. It is not quite so com-

pact a 1 handbook, using the word in its strict meaning, as

the old red product of the Fatherland the bulk is greater,
the paper is not so thin, the cover is a shade less limp
but it is a wonderful compilation. One could wish, perhaps,
that the German model had not been followed quite so

closely, because, although that is a compliment to the

enemy, it also offers him a handle for some rather pointed
criticism of a kind which we in England prefer, as a rule, to

deliver rather than to receive; but I suppose that when
one is out to replace thoroughly one must be derivative

root and branch. Stars are even given to hotels and

restaurants "
exactly in" the ancient way," and I suppose

that the proprietors, when their stars like the now one
above us begin to disappear, will have just the same old

heartburnings ; and there is the detachable little pamphlet
of coloured maps at the end and the survey of national art

at the beginning. Turning over the leaves of this book and

hunting (like a conscientious humane reviewer) for omis-

sions, and finding none, I am filled with admiration equally
for the Editor's thoroughness and for the indomitable

spirit of a publishing man, who, amid all the obstacles set

in his way by military requirements, can contemplate and

carry through so vast and exacting a task. And now may
the dogs of war speedily return to their kennels, so that

travellers from all over the world (except two or three

countries in Central Europe) may hasten to London and
test Mr. MUIRHEAD'S quality 1

Mr. MARMADUKE PICKTHALL has for some time been one

of our literary specialists upon Eastern topics. His latest

volume, Oriental Encounters (COLLINS), is really a fragment
of autobiography that explains this happy choice. In his

short preface, a piece of reminiscence naively self-revealing,
Mr. PICKTHALL tells us how at eighteen, having already
"failed in one or two adventures" (one reflects that he must
have started rather early), he found himself through parental

generosity launched upon a course of Oriental travel. With
the natural result that he heard the East a-calling to what
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luring effect one can imagine, given an impressionable and

sensitive lad of the disposition that the author shows him-

self to have had. Indeed, apart from the obvious appeal of

these picturesque scenes of Judcan and Syrian wanderings,
I myself found a special charm in the sense of youthful

encounter you may draw your pleasure not only from the

strange types, the dragoman, the soldier, judge, mountain-

chief, and a score of others whom, this adolescent critic

sketches so brightly, but fully as much from the spec-
tacle of the boy-errant watching with unstated eyes all

the colour und pageantry of a life that others of his age loss

fortunate know only in books or dreams. It is this unusual '

combination of traveller's tale and youthful memory that

gives the book its unique appeal.

I have alivady pleasant knowledge of the skill of Mrs.
HENRY Drm-.Ni.Y as a short

story writer ; she has now

proved it again with Thumb
Nails (MILLS AND BOON),
a collection of eight little

sketches, chiefly war-time

character studies, very well

drawn, full of observation

and handled with a delicacy
characteristic of feminine
fiction at its best. Heading
them you will see for your-
self directly why I thus

emphasise the author's sex.

It is illustrated on its weaker
side when she tells one

slight tale by means of un-

posted letters (a convention
that I detest). But no man,
I think, could have written
the very tender and unex-

pected climax to the episode
called " The Plum-Pudding
Dog

"
a climax that comes

as a real gift to the reader

expectant of the easy pathos
that has seemed inevita-

ble. Not, however, that -

turoly and mis-shapen in its growth, it is sent out upon the
world immature and apologetic." I hope I shall never
think of being as rude as that to any book, and indeed
I hare no hard things to say of this one, except that I

did not feel comfortable about its facetiousness. When
however you grow accustomed to Mr. LEARY'S brand of

humour you will be quick to admit that lie has something
very considerable to say. Ho makes us understand and

appreciate the independent nature of the New Zealanders,
and we can see them at Samoa developing from an undis-

ciplined crowd of patriots into the real thing. Of course
the question of saluting is discussed, and here we get to

the root of the matter. For myself I am glad enough to

salute this "
mis-shapen

"
child of Mr. LEARY because it

has in it the spirit which is going to beat the Hun.
Naturally there is a chapter entitled " Echoes of R. L. S.,"
but it is not of any great value.

, agftl Jifty, who becomes quite gidily if In looks

second-floor window, has a horrid nightmare.
The Officer.

" Now THKN ! LOOK ALIVE ! OFF YOU GO AND DEOP
THESE ON AS MANY GEEMAN TOWNS AS YOU CAN MANAGE IN A 61X-
irouB FLIGHT! "

In W. G. ('. (ilmlxtonc, <i Mfinoir (NISBET) Lord GLAD-
STONK lias performed a work
of piety with conspicuous
success and perfect good
taste. The book takes a high
place among those mono-

graphs which the affection

of a survivor father, bro-

ther or uncle hasdedicated
to the memory of the noble
and gallant young men
whoso achievements have

given even to war an ele-

ment of beauty. Lord GLAD-
STONE does not put his

nephew before us as excep-
tionally brilliant

; but he
does describe to us a young
man who took his life as

Squire of Hawarden and
Member of Parliament with

|
sincerity and zeal, basing
himself on an ideal of duty
and love of country, for

which, as it proved, he was

ready to give up life and
all that it brought with it

out of a

of enjoyment and ease, of

work and friendship, spread-
Mrs. DUDENEY is without her sterner, even hauntingly ing out before his eyes in a prospect of many years,
giim moods; "Good Grape Wine" proves the contrary
a quite ugly yet compelling picture (tragedy on a Thumb
Nail) of maternal devotion gone wrong, which you will not
find it easy to forget. Throughout, the War is used by Mrs.
DUDENEY in its only legitimately artistic way as a solvent
of character.

Tumble/old (JENKINS) purports to be a record, by one
who has climbed-from the pit, of memories of childhood in a

Wolverhampton alley. He tells of the friendship and adven-
tures of five boys, four of the normal, rough-and-tumble,

One sees that even in such lighter sketches ! quarrelling kind, and the fifth, delicate and gentle, slipping
** TM/ Tt^vrnniy-k** ** , T -1^ ^ ,,l. f ... _- *

_ J J_?__ ~..J,_fi.l, _ _ 11 *
. _ t_ _ .f . _1*1.11__._1__ _ 1__ ilas, for example,

" The Invasion," which forms an interesting
companion picture to certain almost exactly similar inci-
dents in IfABDY'S Trumpet Major. A coincidence of casual

out of the alliance before childhood was over, because there
was something badly the matter with the drains. The

. ! writer, Mr. JOSEPH WHITTAKER, is at his best when he
reading brought this comparison home to me, emphasising is simplest. When the more dramatic episodes are em-
how almost exactly a century later our island history has thus

j

broidered in retrospect, such as the murder in Irish Eow,
t may well happen that posterity (already he produces an effect of unreality and strain after effect-

so greatly in our debt) will owe something to Mrs.'DUDENEY
for her Thumb Nail sketches of conditions happily by that
time become only a half-credited le"cnd.

I am tempted to quote Mr. L. P. LEAHY'S description of
book, The New Ztalamfara in Samoa (HKINKMANN), beca

his

), because
it is the frankest criticism I have ever known an author to
pass upon his own work. " A child of chanco "

IIPUMIWJ, t

easy enough faults where the subject-matter is full of tragic

possibilities. But I must not give the impression that the
book is overshadowed with gloom. It is chiefly concerned
with the games, the tricks and the feuds of the five friends,
who had in their own way quite a good time.

"Wanted a typewriter, good make, to write French." Malta Paper.
- ~

i "~ ..n^o,
,

Ours is a good make, but has never been out of Englandeived at random of an ,11-chosen parent, born prema- !
and is rotten at languages.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is understood that in, order to

reassure the Dual Monarchy that it is

still independent, the HOHKNZOLLKKXS
have decided not to claim the credit

for the Austrian offensive.

"Morn and cleaner coal is required
for domestic use," says the

CoAr,-CoNTROM/HU. Oltl S, V. e

are glad to say, arrived toler-

ably clean, but soon began to

show the housemaid's imger-
niarks.

Mi'. Moxr.uir's statement

that the operations on the

North-West Frontier are to be

treated as a part of tho Great

War has aroused considerable

opposition in Peshawar, where

they arc asking resentfully,
" Why drag in these European
side issues ?

"

" One notes with amaze-

ment," writes a correspondent
of The PM Mall (l<tsette,

" tho

corntlowers Germany's na-

tional flower in many florists'

windows." The fact is we like

to see them looking so blue.

Lending economists are

pressing for reform in various

places, and among the sugges-
tions put forward is that of !

paying the POUT LAUREATE '

by piece-work.

The unnaturalised German

declared tho KAISKH on the recent anni-

versary of his accession to the throne.
In the meanwhile no opportunities of

talking if. out will he overlooked by the

enemy.

The remains uf a woman sup'
to have lived in the Neolithic period
have been discovered in Scotland. This

AND HOW'S THE LEG THIS MOBN1SG, JOJJE8?"

WELL, SIB, if JXYTHIXG, SIB, ABOUT THE SAME."

could . .'>" And the

Sergeant at onco directed him to u cafe.

The game of bowls, we an; told, is

extremely popular at Plymouth. We
arc glad to observe this and lo tind that

the old gi'Milre verc.oming
their nervousness. After all it is <|uito

.'ionul nowadays for an Armada
to pop up and interrupt the

game.

What is said to be a new dog
has been discovered in Went

ilia. It is about tho si/e

of a dog, shaped like a rat and

very ugly in ape Once
more we thank heaven that we
don't see such things in this

country, at least not on Govern-
ment ale.

:J

Crowds besieged a dairy near
Smithfield Market last week

owing to the arrival of a num
her of cheeses from Somerset-
shire. We understand that

the cheeses set the crowd a
fine, example of orderliness.

In view of the fact that they
have no horses to draw the

Fire Brigade engine, Goole re-

sidents are asked to provide
their own. Surely if the resi-

dents provide the fire the Coun
cil should tind tire horses.

* *

A magistrate stated last

week that he had not the re-

motest idea why he was
awarded the C.J3.K. We un-

\vho recently told a London magistrate
that he had no friends in the Home
Oilico is being detained pending an ex-

amination into his mental condition.

During its recent trials the Madsen
gun was plunged into a mud hath.

The omission to plunge the gun-
ners in too arouses the suspicion
that the Higher Command were

only half-hearted in the matter.

bears out our well-known contention iderstand that several burglars who have

that woman is a very old-established sex. 'appeared before his worship say that

A statistical writer tells us that, if a

tank the size of a Dreadnought were
filled with beer, London would empty

A weekly paper has an article

entitled " How to Cook a Haggis."
At the risk of showing our ignor-
ance in these matters we are bound
to confess that wo always thought
tho haggis was a thing that you
played, like the bagpipes.

TITLE AND HALF-TITLE PAGES.
With a. view to economy of paper, the title and

half-title pages of the Volume which is completed
with the present issue are not being delivered with

copies of Punch as formerly ; they will however
be sent free, by post, upon receipt of a request.
Those readers who have their Volumes bound at

the Punch Office, or by other binders in the official

binding-cases, will not need to apply for copies of

the title and half-title pages, as these will be bound
in by the Punch Offic; or supplied direct tp other
binders along with the cases.

he richly deserved it.

-:

A Spanish Futurist painter recently
acted as an hotel hall -

porter for a

wager, and completely took in bis

friends. As a Futurist painter he

was never quite so successful.

We understand that Japan has

not yet decided on what action she

shall take in Russia, so that com-

plete details from London gossip-
writers are still welcome.

At last tho march of civilisation is

making itself felt in Mexico, where
in consequence of the War they have
decided to take up baseball as a sub-
stitute for revolutions.

" Tho struggle must be fought out,"

such a tank every day. For that reason

we understand that it will not be done.

It is remarkable how the British

! soldier will pick up languages. Only
i

last week an American Corporal stopped
a British Sergeant and said,

"
Say, Steve,

can you put me wise where I can barge
into a boiled shirt biscuit-juggler who

"The best of summer-time,'

says an Irishman,
"

is that it keeps

early so late."

"Old-fashioned liuly'sgrcen silk -.i,
fold, Ifiin. ; exchange for man's flannel shirt

and pants.
"

<Tha liazoar.

If this moans that the old-fashioned

lady proposes to go in for war work
wo congratulate her on doing the thing

thoroughly.
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"JUNE AND THE GENERAL STAFF."

AWAY went the representative
ol the

Junior General Stall, over hill and

dale, through ditch and liedge, climb-

ing in and out of shell holes, heedless]
of barbed wire and oblivious of loose

j

cah!es. Scarcely pausing to take a

lu-iar from his neck lie pressed on and

on, groping blindly for obstacles that

were not and stumbling, kicking and

squirming over obstacles that were.

Soon, however, his distress became

acute, his footsteps began to tlag

and then suddenly, as a more violent

panixy.-iii
than usual overtook him,

i,,- gal down helplessly on a coil of

wire and snce/ed and sneezed and

BHBBZBD!
Alas, poor 1'ink William! the cry :

of "Summer is here" brought no an-

swering thrill in his bosom. Every

year at 9 A.M. on the 1st of June (the

very day when the sport of " clout-

casting" begins) it started the dreaded

hay-fever and then no longer did the

brightest, gayest and pinkest of the

Junior General Stall wend his way along

the line with a cheery word for C.O.'s

and a deprecating smile for Tommies

eating things out of a tin. No longer
was it a thing of joy to chase round

historic localities to see if the infantry
had put as much work on the ground as

they had on paper. With streaming

eyes and nose aglow lie would wander

on, maintaining some sort of direction

only by an occasional opening! of one

saturated eye, and all the time blowing
fearful blasts into his corduroy hand-

kerchiefs, that being the only fabric

capable of withstanding the terrible

explosions. When Pink William threw

back his head to sneeze strong men

Hung themselves on their faces.

So there he sat mopping his moist

^yes and sniffing desperately at bottles

of menthol and eucalyptus. It was a

bad day, but the fault was more or less

his own he was the first to admit that.

If you are careless enough to anoint a

sensitive and tingling nostril with anti-

septic toothpaste instead of the sooth-

ing
"
Nasarinc," what can you expect ?

Yet, rolling in agony as he was, his

sense of duty prevailed. Come what

might he must got his reconnaissanca

done and be back at the Corps by
3 P.M., in order to mount guard at

the telephone while his superior officer

did his usual liaison work on the polo

ground.
So, burying his face in his sixteenth

handkerchief, he plunged boldly forward

again, recklessly trampling down the

double apron wire fences of reserve

lines as he went. Behind him toiled

Huzzy Harrison, a grim and perspiring

Brigade orderly.
" The offensive must

be very near now," thought Buz/.y,
" when" the Stall gets the wind up as

much as this."
" Soon, soon it will be

over," w as all t hat was in Pink William's

mind as h;- retrieved his twentieth hand-

kerchief from the hedge into which

he had sneo/.ed if. This comforting

thought brought, them to a company

headquarteis situated in a ruin close to

the reserve line.

In a croaking voice lie asked if things

were all right.

Yes," said the Company Com-

mander ;

" but he 's been shelling us all

the morning. Sends them over regu-

larly every hour

Whew-pang! Whew-bangj Wuew-
w hop !

"That's the next lot coming; the

hour is just about up. Into the trench,

everybody !

"

W'hcsv-bang whow-bang ocruniph!

Whew-whap! Whew -whop! Over

their heads, as they bolted for the

trench, went the covey.
" Gas !

"
shouted the Company Com-

mander, dashing along the trench. Get

your helmets on, everybody !

" And in

thirty seconds everybody had disguised
himself as a truffle- hunter.

But who was that? Who was that

officer there, careless of all danger,

standing up in the open like Ajax defy-

ing the gas-precautions?
It was Pink William. The acrid

smoke and a whiff of gas had set him

off again. Gone was his gas-mask,
blown into the middle distance by one

mighty crashing sneeze. Careless of

the consequences he turned deliberately

in the direction of the enemy's gas and

sneezed and sneezed and SNEEZED.

Whew -who]), whew -whop, whew-

whop ! came the shells thicker than

before; but nobody noticed them, for,

quicker than most thoughts, down
came Pink William's counter-barrage
of "Atishoo, Atishoo, ATISHOO-OO!

"

The Hun demurred. What was the

use of wasting good gas shell if it was

going to be dispersed harmlessly ?

Again he tried, a wicked little bunch
of 77's, 4.2's, and 5.9's mixed. Pah!
it seemed the merest zephyr by com-

parison with this human Boreas.

He stopped. With a few well-directed

sneezes Pink William effectually dis-

posed of the lingering fumes and then

with the help of able and willing hands

staggered into the trench, where he lay
for so long without breathing that they
became alarmed. Only his poor nose

glowed ;
otherwise he showed no sign

of life.

" Give him respiration drill," cried

the Platoon Sergeant.
" No, not '

respir-
ator

'

drill, you fool."

lint suddenly Pink William began to

come to.

"I can't toll you how grateful wo are

to you, Sir, for your assistance," said

the Company Commander fervently.
" I do hope, Sir, you will come and see

us again, and
" I want want to "began William,

but, alas, he could not go on ;
he seemed

to be sinking fast.
" Take his last words down, pore

feller," groaned a little corporal, and

the truffle-hunters no/zled and_wagged
I heir hideous heads sympathetically.

"
I want

"Yes, Sir?"
"

I want to I must
"
Yes, Sir, say it, and I '11 get it

down."
"

I mus-er-ust
<;

Yes, Sir. what?
"

"Sneeze. ATISHOO oo !

"
shouted

William and blew the Company Com-
mander over.

And then ho felt better. The irony
came when begot back and they asked

him wiiat he bad seen.

FOR A BOOK!
" O for a book and a shady nook !

"

You recollect the rhymes,
Written how many years ago
In placid happier times?

To-day no shady nock-; are ours

With half the world at strife

And dark ambition laying waste,

The pleasant things of life;

But, still the cry for books is heard:

For solace of the magic word.

' O for a book," the cry goes forth,
' ' O for a book to read ;

To soothe us in our weariness,

The laggard hours to speed !

"

From countless hospitals it comes,
Where stricken soldiers lie,

Who gave their youth, who gave
their strength,

Lost Liberty should die.

I low small a favour to implore :

The books we've finished with -no

more !

A book can have a thousand lives,

With each new reader, one;

A book should have a thousand lives

Before its course is run.

Ami we few kinder things can do,

Our gratitude to show,
Than give the freedom of our shelves

To those that need it so,

Nor let them ask without avail

The sweet beguilement of a tale.

E. V. L.

Every gift of books and magazine
sent to the War Library of the British

Bed Cross and Order of St. John, at

Surrey House, Marble Arch, London, is

gratefully acknowledged and distributee

among sick and wounded soldiers auc

sailors.
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A PITIFUL POSE.

TEUTON CKOCODILE. "I DO SO FEEL FOR THE POOR BRITISH WOUNDED. I ONLY
WISH WE COULD DO MORE FOR THEM."

["We Germans will preserve our conception of Christian duty towards the sick and wounded." Front recent, remarks of His

J\.nsjitt reported by a German correspondent.]
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Company Officer (during a lull in a push). "WE DO LOOK A BAGGED LOT OP SCABECROWS, DON'T WE, SERGEANT?"

Sergeant. "YES, SIR. I OFTEN THINKS TO MYSELF WHAT A JOB WE'RE GOISG TO HAVE GETTIN 1 3IEN TRAINED UP TO PEACE PITCH

AGAIS AFTBE THE WAR."

THE I.S.P.B.

" THAT was a near thing," said a voice from the opposite
corner. "Another minute and I should have heen done."

I looked about me with some surprise, for I was under

the impression that I was alone in the railway-carriage.
At the last station a fat rural lady had just got out and had

left me, so far as I could see, in solitary occupation. One
does not expect remarks from an empty compartment.

" Have you ever," continued the voice,
" been sat upon

by a lady of fourteen stone? I can't advise it
;

it really is

a most distressing experience."
" But who where what I can't see

"

"Do you mean to tell me," said the voice, "that you
can't see a paper-bag when it offers to converse with you ?

Really the travelling public is a very stupid public. To
be sure I am flat ; ladies of fourteen stone do have that

effect. I suppose I must inflate myself."
With that the paper-bag, which I now located, raised itself

painfully on to its lower edge and began to screw itself here

and puff itself there till it looked for all the world like an

ordinary paper-bag ready for a child to pop.
"There, that's done," said my distended friend, "and

now I can talk. I daresay you 'd like to know where I am
going. I am due in London this morning to defend myself
against a most malicious prosecution. They allege that on

Tuesday of last week I actually took a man and his wife and
his family of three children to the banks of the river Thames
and served them with food for a picnic in the shape of five

buns and the same number of bananas."
"But there's nothing wrong in that. Even Dora "

"No," he said,
" there's nothing wrong in that, hut they

proceed to charge me with having loft the whole family,
children and all, lying about on the bank of the river, and

thus destroying the amenity of the landscape and causing
serious offence to certain of His Majesty's lieges."

"
Upon my word," I said,

" this is a most extraordinary

thing ! I have often noticed how violently unornamental
and inappropriate are the wrappings of paper left about by
picnic parties, but it had never occurred to me

" It hadn't occurred to you, of course, that you could find

a.remedy by approaching the paper-bags politely and getting
them on your side. Everything else was tried and still our

popular resorts continued to be littered with bun-bags. As
soon as I was elected President of the Illustrious Society of

Paper-Bags I set to work and established a working agree-
ment with the inspectors of picnics. Evej'y paper-bag was
made responsible for the behaviour of his party of pic-

nickers, and especially for preventing them not only from

leaving paper about -but also from leaving themselves about."
" A capital idea !

"
I said enthusiastically ;

" but how
comes it that you of all bags in the world should be pro-
secuted for a breach of these regulations ?

"

" Pooh !

"
said my friend,

" that is mere envy and malice

on the part of rivals who aspired to the presidency of our

illustrious society. Of course they haven't a leg to stand

upon" nor for the matter of that had he. "In point
of fact, on the day I was supposed to be taking out this

picnic party I was confined to a cupboard with a bad cold."

But at this moment a gust of wind blew through the

compartment and caught the President, and before I could

stretch a hand to save him had puffed him out through the

open window. And so I lost him. But his new way with

picnickers seems certainly to deserve a trial.
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' CAMOUFLAGED I>OKTKY.

DEAII Mu. PUNCH, Sonic people

spnalt disrespectfully of the Northcliffo

1'ress, but surely wo poets owe that

institution a deep debt of gratitude for

introducing the refreshing novelty of

versified foreign correspondence. Ill a

recent issue of The Timts tlioro was a

most interesting account of the unveil-

ing of a memorial to an old English

worthy, \Viu, ADAMS of Yokosuka.

This account, from the Tokyo corre-

spondent of The Times, was apparently
written in prose, but, with a few negli-

gible variations which I have allowed

myself, it turns out to ho a remarkably
lino specimen of a poem written from

end to end in the extraordinarily dilli-

cult " Hiawatha
"
metre. I append the

poem in full, as it is possible that some
of the readers of The Times may have
failed to recognise it as such :

" In a grove hard by the busy Naval

port of Yokosuka, Our ambassador, Sir

William Conyngham [pray note the

spelling |

Greene, to-day unveiled a noble

Monument to old Will Adams. There
were present Baron Sufu, Sometime
Governor of the province, Who was

chiefly instrumental In procuring the

erection Of this beautiful memorial,
And a numerous assembly Of towns-

people and school children. And the

scene was much enlivened By a free

display of bunting With the Union
Jack to crown it. On the monument,
of Sendai Stone, in height ten feet

exactly, Is the following inscription :

'This memorial is for Anjin, Known in

England as Will Adams, Who, in the

third year of Keicho, Cruised the Ori-

ental Ocean In a small Dutch sailing
vessel. Meeting with a furious tempest
Anjin went adrift, but landed Safely on

the coast of Bungo. lyeyasu Toku-

gawa, Then residing at Osaka, Graci-

ously received the outcast, Sending him

along to Yeddo, Where a property, at

present Called Anjincho Nihombashi,
Was conferred upon the stranger. lye-

yasu then appointed Anjin as his chief

translator And his counsellor, and or-

dered Him to build a foreign vessel.

Later on he pleased the Shogun, Who
appointed him instructor In geography
and ordnance And the higher mathe-
matics. Anjin was engaged in foreign
Trade and rendered his employers Use-
ful and distinguished service, In return

for which they granted Him estates

upon the uplands Overlooking Yoko-
suka.' Adams' memory, or Anjin's,
Still is green throughout the district,

Which the humble Kentish sailor Held
as fief in former ages From the mighty
lyeyasu. When the Ceremony ended,
Baron Sufu (vide siqira) And Sir Con-

yngham and others Of the company

THE DODGERS.
First Mien Visitor. "HOW DID TOO GET YOCB THEA8ON XICKKT, lKY? YOU AIN'T A

RETH1DKNT."
Second ditto. "VELt, YOU SEE, FIRST OP ATT. I ARRANGE WITH MY LABDLADY THAT I

PAY THE RATETH, AND SHE KNOCKTH A BIT OFF THE WEEKLY BIIXTH TO BALANTH IT.

THEN I GET THE RATE RETHEIPT MADE OUT IN MY NAME, TAKB IT TO TUB RAILWAY
COMPANY ATH A PROOF THAT I 'M A RETHIDENT,. AND THERE YOC ABE, MY BOY."

inspected All the relics of Will Adams
Which are still preserved in situ."

I am, dear Mr. Punch,
Yours faithfully,

H. W. LONGFELLOW (SHADE OF).

"THE CATERPILLAR'S OFFENSIVE.
As a result of collecting caterpillars as pets

a number of Hitchin children have had to be

medically treated for a peculiar irritating

rash." Daily Mirror.

It is thought that tlie Hitchin children

may have been acting on the homoeo-

pathic principle.

A Wide Margin.

"Between 750,000,000 and 1 million
' standard suits

'

will be ready for sail? in

England this summer at prices rouging from

57/G to 9i/C." Ualkan A

"The following is the observation ascribed

to a Japanese among the party of 120 Japanese
who left Irkoutsk on the 13th inst :

' All the

business shops are closed at 3 p.m. and the

inhabitants arc living on hot briek-;.'
"

Mattchnria Daily Netos.

It looks as if the Russians in Siberia

were making a real effort to build up
their constitution.
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INSTRUMENTAL TRAGEDIES.
AN amorous youth of Athlono

Told his love in a way all his own ;

But the medium employed
Made his suit null and void,

For it happened to bo the trombone.

There was once an Italian named
Niccolo

Who played witli great power on the

piccolo ;

But his tones were so shrill

That the neighbours fell ill.

And he had to migrate to Co. Wiokolow.

There was a persistent old barionet

Who practised for years on the

clarionet
;

But at his decease

He had learned but one piece
"The Funeral March of a

.Marionette."

There was a young lady
named Lola

Who thought she could

play the viola ;

But the sounds of her

Strad

Would have driven
BACH mad

And demoralised SAVON-
AROLA.

There was a young native

of Cuba
Who devoted himself to

the tuba;
His tone was quite

grand,
But when one of a

band
He produced an orchestral

Majuba.

There was an old Trinity Fellow
Who drew horrid groans from his 'cello ;

But his friends, though distressed,
One and all acquiesced,

For his port was exceedingly mellow.

There was a renowned Senior Wrangler,
Of problems a great disentangler ;

But in music his skill

Absolutely was nil

Except as a sort of triangler.

A rash Caledonian gent
Played the flute on two Sundays in

Lent
;

On the third coming round
To his sorrow he found

That the bore had been filled with
cement.

AT THE PLAY.
" MAHMADUKE."

Marmaduke was the unsatisfactory
son of a very dear mother ;

and on the

day that his millionaire and absentee

stepfather, Greijory, a bushy-eyebrowed
juggernaut of a man, is expected, and

great hopes are entertained of his provid-

ing the scapegrace with a job behold

there is no Marmaduke. But his portrait
is in The Mirror a lost-memory case

in a London hospital. Off posts little

cousin Patricia to retrieve him. Ar-

rival, just in time to appease the punc-
tual juggernaut, of a handsome urbane

young man with a perfectly blank

memory but a quite ready wit, who,
instead of abjectly feeding out of the

millionaire's hand, is rather inclined to

"An English oflicer at iny table was ex-

changing English slang for American. And
was very pleased with a few got the blinkers
oil now,' and ' That's got the blinkers off uo,'
and ' Hhat's the stuff to give them.' "

Eastern Morning News.
American slang is so obscure.

THE NEW GAME OF DUMMY DOUBLE.
"Marmaduke" , , Mn. DENNIS EADIE.

pull his leg. Consternation of all but

Gregory, the unpleasant but fundament-

ally good sort, who seems rather im-

pressed by this unusual treatment.

Meanwhile " Marmaduke" is well con-
tent to let go his past for such a present,
such a perfect dear of a mother (Miss
MARY JERROLD at her most gracious
and tender), such a charming cousin,
such a comfortable bungalow. Yet the
mother is puzzled by a quite different

look in her boy's eyes, and housekeeper
Daicson sniffs suspiciously. On the
other hand Aunt Susan and the credu-
lous and incompetent family doctor ac-

cept the newcomer uncritically, and
only little rogue Pat really knows that
it isn't their Marmaduke, but lets him
stay on to save the situation till her
cousin's reappearance. An excellent

gambit, Mr. ERNEST DENNY!
So "

Marmaduke," unenlightened as
to the real facts, snuggles down into a

very pleasant home, makes love to a
not unwilling Patricia and suspects
nothing till he finds his double, who

has made a furtive and unsteady en-

trance by the window, in his bed. A
cleverly

- contrived complication, and

certainly a First and Second Act as

neatly finished off as any of recent

years. If the unravelling processes of

the Third Act were not quite so skilfully
handled well, that 's a perennial diffi-

culty, and there was nothing in the
least ignominious in the author's partial
failure. I think that some judicious
cuts and some swifter playing might
ease the situation a little.

Did Miss MARY JERHOLD as Lady
Althea Gregory do, say or look anything
but just the right thing? If so I did

not notice it. A charming, delicate

performance, enough to make any play.
Mr. DENNIS EADIE'S "Marmaduke" was
very attractive, and his little study of

the unsatisfactory original

cleverly contrasted. The
ruthless millionaire was so

obviously cut to Mr. SYD-
NEY VALENTINE'S pattern
that it would have been
an impertinence for any
other actor to have played
it. Miss MARY O'FARRELL

gave us a pretty study of a

very charming Irish maid,
and Miss HELEN Eous as

Lady Susan boomed ex-

planations and protests
in the background. Mr.
EANDLE AYRTON put in a

clever sketch of a family
solicitor, and Miss MURIEL
POPE most effectively dis-

guised herself as that

unpleasant basilisk, the

secretary to the million-

aire. An admirably cast

play, received with enthusiasm. T.

WARBLE HEART-BURNINGS.
HAVING heard that the preferen-

tial protective treatment accorded by
Sir ALFRED MOND to the statue of

CHARLES I. at Charing Cross had caused

jealousy and recrimination among cer-

tain other of London's stone and bronze

adornments, a Punch man set forth to

test the rumour. He found it painfully
true : a distinct suggestion of griev-
ance pervaded the sculptured world.

All, or nearly all, the statues considered
that either too much honour is being
paid to the figure of a king who was
found not fit to rule, or too little is

being paid to them.
OLIVER CROMWELL, in the shadow of

Westminster Hall,was merely saturnine.
" I offer no opinion," he said, "except

that it is strange to save CHARLES
STUART and be careless of me. But if

I go," he added grimly, "Parliament
will go too."
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Barbara as the Ni/i'sc, Betty as the Baby ; Eileen (a friend) as the

Eileen to Jack (iiinm r ;. <! in a book). "COMB AND BE FATHER." Jack.

', are playiug "House."

I WON'T UNLESS I CAN BE A

Lord PALMHUSTON opposite was as

indignant.
" I thiuk it monstrous," he said,

" that

nothing is being done for me. Not on

ray own account so much as on my
tailor's. If I am destroyed the finest

frock-coat and the most perfectly fitting
trousers in the world will be lost for

ever."

ROBERT BURNS, in the Embankment
Gardens, was really augry.

"
\\liy diima they protect me?" he

asked. "I'm in a verra oxposit spot
and I 'in more than life-size. But this

blathering body, MONO, cares more for

kings than poetry."
Lord HOLLAND at Kensington, whose

park has been largely dug up, was
piteous.

" I don't suggest that I 'in worth

saving," he said,
" but I should like to

bo covered in like KING CHAULKS, or

taken right away, as I hear KIN<I JAMKS
has been from the Admiralty, because I

can't bear the sight of these allotments.

The motor-'buses were a terrible shock
and still mako me tremble all over

;
but

to ho surrounded by allotments!
"

Dr. JOHNSON, at the back of Rt. Cle-

ment Danes, was unique in his desire

not only to be let alone by Sir ALFRED
MOND but, if possible, to be annihilated.

"I have been," he said,
" the recipient

of such an accumulation of contumely
and adverse criticism that I should
extend a cordial welcome to any hostile

missile which, while terminating my
own bronze existence, left unimpaired

said Mr. Punch's representive,
" because

nothing is being done either with your
successor, GEORQB III., on horseback
in Pall Mall East, or with his son,
GEORGE IV., on horseback (without

stirrups), just behind you in Trafalgar

Square."
" That proves verily," said KIN<;

CHARLES, that monarchs qud raon-

the surrounding masonry, arid in par- \
archs have little claim upon your suffer-

ticular the sacred edifice in my dorsal ance. The moral is that if statues

vicinity and the Courts of Justice on wish to be cared for and preserved they
my sinister hand."
KINO CHARLES himself, who. could

still be communicated with, although
the rampart of sand-bags about him
was growing higher every minute, said

that he entertained no illusions.

"This Parliament man, MONO," he

said, "is not saving me because I am a

must be fashioned by better sculptors."
But where can wo find them?

"
Napoleon's maxim was T.a carritre oucert

-if talents." Sunday Pictnrial.

All great men nave their limitations.

NELSON never overcame his liability to

seasickness, and the Little Corgican,

King. That would he too ironical, too
j apparently, never succeeded in master-

comic, considering all things. No, he Lug the French language,
is saving mo because I am a work of art,

and because that excellent carver, GKIN-
LINO GIBBONS, designed my petlestal.

Unless, of course," he added as a

ing newsboy called out the Newmarket
winners,

"
it is for the sake of iny stee:l."

" I don't think you 're right, Siro," warfare.

" There is in France a deadly resolution

that there shall l>o no surrender while there

is an army on its legs.

these extremities an; not ui view.''

Daily Chronicle.

That is one of the advantages of trench-.
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DIANA.
Matron (whose men folk have aU gone to the War). "Now WHERE WAS IT MY BILL, USED TO GET HIS BABBITS FIIOM?"

TO A FRIEND IN NEED.
[" People no longer come to the pawnbroker ; they send for him."]

Montagu (whose other name is Moses),

^ Sovereign whose spheres of influence are three,
Never was sunshine welcome to the roses
As them art welcome to the likes of me

;

Yes, even James (our butler), who supposes
That tliou 'rt my stockbroker, bis mien discloses
No deference that is not due to tliee.

The day has vanished when the hungry masses
Brought thee flat-irons and father's Sunday suit ;

When all the wild oats sown by wilder asses
Crowded thy coffers with attractive loot;

And lo ! the shadow of thine ecgis passes
To the protection of the middle classes
And keeps our countenance in good repute.

1 do not know what art of divination
Made thee aware that I had spent my all,

And bade thee pen that brief communication,
Saying,

" Our Mr. Montagu will call
"

;

I only know with what profound elation
I sped thee to the local railway station
With our epergno (a wedding gift) in thrall.

Where now the furtive mien, the stealthy speering,
The haunting of thy watch -festooned pane,

The popping in, the sudden reappearing
Minus the sleeve-links or the Albert chain

;

The wondering was it just a trick of hearingOr had we really caught the newsboys' yelling," Old bottlenose has soaked the clock again" ?

All that is gone. Instead, our James with properDecorum leads you to my private den ;

You choose a weed while I remove the stopper,
Murmur," Yes, thanks," and (subsequently)" When;

"

Then, nonchalantly burnishing a topper
Already brighter than the driven copper,
"Ah, yes, the timepiece ! Well, worth three pound

ten !

"

Of course we lie ;
to self-respact we owe it

That truth in such a case shall not prevail ;

Jones's wife's pearls are "
lost," while Brown (a poet)

Has sent his fish-knives " to the Eed Cross Sale,"
And old McUsquebaugb, a man of slow wit,
Who had nice Sheffield plate and liked to show it,

Has "
left it at the Bank "

a likely tale !

For it is thou, Montagu (or Moses),
Whose kindly hand alleviates our ills ;

Within whose strong-room temptingly reposes
The wherewithal to pay our weekly bills ;

And if my piano goes why, where it goes is

Not the affair of folk with prying noses
And excess profits bulging in their tills.

Perhaps they would not lie to save their faces;
To us it seems the natural thing to do

To carry on and not show any traces
Of what it costs to see the business through ;

So, while the Hun a troubled world disgraces,
Laburnum Bead will pawn its very braces
And bless the name of Mr. Montagu. ALGOL.

'Amsterdam, Tuesday. A Vienna telegram to the Gorman Press,
as quoted in the 'Telegraaf,' states the Austrian authorities havfe
pointed out to the people that in view of the congress of oppressed
nationalities at Rome certain events might some day happen."

Irish Papa'.
We do not as a rule attach much importance to news from
Vienna, even when it comes vid Amsterdam, but in this
:ase we have the fullest confidence in its correctness.
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CAPITAL ERRORS.
GERMAN EMPEKOH. "GOT TO BOMB YET, KARL?"
AUSTBIAN EMPEROB. " NOT YET, WILHELM. BY THE WAY, ARE YOU BY ANY CHANCE

SPEAKING FROM PARIS?"
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. nomenon in War-finance had evidently
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. ra i sed his spirits, for his review of the

Monday, June nth. Mr. PEOTHEKO situation was more cheerful than later

announced that out of three hundred
'

speakers thought the facts 'warranted

soldier-applicants for small holdings
' or than he, as ho afterwards confessed,

no fewer than five had actually been ! had intended to make it.

" suited." This startling success, !

achieved in the space of two years,

naturally stimulated inquiry as to the

oiler of land recently made to Irish .

recruits. Mr. SAMUELS, acting as

understudy for the CHIEF SECRETAHY,
took refuge behind the time-honoured

phmsos,
"

1 have nothing to add to my
previous reply

"
and " I must ask for

notice of that question." His demean-
our hardly seemed to me to justify Sir

HOWARD CABSOK'S remark, delivered in

his iciest tones, "This is not a joke,

you know."
Social reform in this old country does

not progress at precisely lightning

speed, but still it moves. Not quite
three quarters of a century have elapsed
since Mr. Punch published in a Christ-

mas Number HOOD'S Song of tlic Shirt
;

and this afternoon Mr. GEORGE EGBERTS
moved the Second Beading of the Trade
Boards Bill, one of whose objects is to

us that WELLINGTON and BLUECHER got
on very well without it. Even though
it was Waterloo Day I do not know that
the House quite relished the allusion.

Wednesday, June 19th. The Admir-

alty have decided not to publish the
How Mr. Kocir has escaped so far

|

Zeebrugge despatches for fear of giving
I information to the enemy. All he knows
at present is that a score and more
of his torpedo-boats, submarines and
other vessels have been securely locked

up in the Bruges canal by British
KEYES.
"Are you a Legitimist?" asked a

Scottish Member when the FIRST COM-
MISSIONER OF WORKS declined to afford
the same protection to the hero of

Trafalgar that ho has just given to
the Martyr-King. On the contrary Sir

ALFRED MOND is such a thorough- going
democrat that he desires to go down to

posterity as " the man who sand-bagged
CHARLES THE FIRST."

Upon the Vote of Credit Mr. HERBERT
SAMUEL delivered once more his now
familiar lecture on administrative eco-

nomy, with a few fresh illustrations.

The War Office was, in his opinion, the

pick of the Augean stable, and a distin-

guished officer who essayed the task of

cleansing it was promptly despatched
to Palestine. It is supposed that when
he laid his recommendations before the

Army Council they said,
"
Oh, go to

Jericho !

"
and he went.

Even Mr. BONAR LAW admitted that
lie had sometimes wondered what all

die people one met at the War Office

,
- , were doing, but he was sure that if any-

addicted to the emission of large quan- j pressing perfect confidence in General thing was wrong Lord MILKER would
tities of inky fluid.

| FOCH, is still a little doubtful about the soon put it right.
The Beans, Peas, and Pulse Bill is a

|
necessity of putting national armies A little story told by Mr. EUNCIMAN

measure designed to punish profiteers.
;

under a single command, and reminded
'

might furnish his Lordship with a useful

improve the condition of women en-

gaged in the shirt-making trade, and
savo them from being the victims of

the sweater.

We're saving money."
MR. BONAB LAW.

|

from being made an Under-Secretary I
It did not pass without some criti- ! cannot imagine. His speech this even

cism. Mr. JAMES MASON, while friendly ing, urging the Government to face the
to its aims, feared that it would in facts and tell them to the country, was
practice encourage the growth of " the admirable both in tone and- substance,
bureaucratic octopus

"
not a bad de- and earned the high approval of Mr.

scription of an organism notoriously
j

ASQUITH. The OX-PREMIER, though ex-

The debate on it was chiefly
remarkable for Mr. LOUGH'S
confession that he had never
dealt in those commodities.

Tuesday, June 18th. Mr.
BALFOUR discreetly excused
himself from explaining why
Miss BONDFIELD, " a fraternal

delegate from the Trades
Union Congress," had been
refused a passport to the Un-
ited States while Mrs. PANK-
9URST had been granted one.
Past master as he is of the art
of delicate distinction he de-
:lined to make comparisons
)etweeu one lady-traveller and
another.

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EX-
CHEQUER, in moving a Vote of
Credit for five hundred million

>ounds, mentioned with pride
'hat there had been a slight
eduction in the daily rate of

expenditure since the last Vote
was taken. This unique phe-

THE .RIPOSTE.
Mli. MCKENNA. SIR AUCKLAND GEDDES.

hint. A branch-superinten-
dent threatened to resign un-
less his staff was increased by
fifty. His chief decided that
it should be reduced by fifty
instead ; and the work is being
ten times better done.
The Ministry of Munitions

was cited as the chief offender
in the matter of finance, its

transactions being so large that
an originally trifling error may
easily run into millions. Sir

WORTHINGTON EVANS admitted
that mistakes might still hap-
pen

" with young girls who do
not know the difference be-

tween a debit and a credit."

The Peers were simultane-

ously engaged in examining a
series of "lightning sketches

"

of the War Cabinet at work.
Lord MIDLETON seemed to

see them, in Lord CUHZON'S
phrase, as " half-a-dozen oli-

garchs, drunk with autocracy
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Ladyfrom Town (talcing up farm-work). "AsD I'VB BBOUOHT MY DDO9. I THOUQ1IT THEY'D BE so GOOD FOB THE 8UBEP."

Farmer. "Mv WORD! BUT YOU'VB GOT A LOT TO LABH. Wa DON'T FEKD SHEKP ox TIIKM THINGS."

and swamped with work," while Lord
CURZON himself pictured them rather

as a business-like Board of Directors,

meeting every day, and steadily work-

ing through their agenda, with the

assistance of the Heads of Depart-
ments.

Thursday, Jane 20th. For several

weeks it has been a popular pastime
in tho House of Commons to ask when
the promised Homo Bule Bill was to be

introduced, and Mr. BONAU LAW has
shown much good-humour and versa-

tility in constructing suitably varied but

invariably evasive replies. However,
the game is now over, for in the House
of Lords this afternoon Lord CURZON
frankly admitted that the policy of

running Home Eule and Conscription
in double harness had been abandoned.
Better things are expected from the new
pair Firm Government and Voluntary
Recruiting.

In the Commons Mr. MORRELL once
more raised the dingy standard of

Peace-at-any-price, and Mr. SNOWDEN
gave the most abject exhibition of " de-

featist
"
tactics that the British Parlia-

ment has yet witnessed. In his view

Germany is a badly-maligned country
which cherishes no idea of world-dom-

ination, and whose military defeat is

equally impossible and undesirable.

The only merit of his speech was to

stir Mr. BALFOUH to a righteous indig-
nation which warmed and vivified an
admirable restatement of our war-aims.

The Pacifists did not venture to go to

a division.

Later on Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES

vigorously defended the National Ser-

vice Department against the attacks

of Mr. McKENNA and Sir DONALD
MACLEAN. If anything it was under-

staffed rather than over-staffed ; and its

responsibility was confined to seeing that

men were up to the standard of fitness

accordant with their age; it was the

business of the War Office to take care

that they were properly used. Once
more we seem to be up against the lack

of co-ordination blessed word! be-

tween two Departments of State.

"Forty matches, roughly, contain ono cubic

inch of timber, and assuming that tho in-

habitants of tho United Kingdom (46,000,000)
wero each allotted the moderate number of

three matches per day, oach day's consump-
tion would form a giant solid cube with sides

measuring 2,000 feet (more than five times the

height of St. Paul's)." Evening News.

After endeavouring to verify this calcu-

lation the gloomy DEAN has become

gloomier than ever.

A EATIONAL CONCLUSION.
NOT long ago I viewed with much mis-

giving

My form once typical of manly grace,
And paler grew the smile born of good

living
As rose my weight at an alarming

pace;
Now, as I draw my frugal war-time

ration

And view a figure once more trim

and svelte,

I deem the foe quite in the Teuton
fashion

Once more has vainly struck below

the belt.

The Social Revolution.
" Parlourmaid, where three ladies arc kept."

Morning I'ost.

" A particularly brilliant exploit stands to

the credit of one of their [the French] batta-

lions. It was surrounded and summoned to

surrender. Instead it changed its direction,

going south and fighting its way through with

the bayonet. As soon as it was free it half-

turned to the right and, moving north, drove
back the enemy." Morning Paper.

Who, deceived by our Allies' clever

handling of the points of the compass,
was expecting them in the south-west.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Puncli's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WE most of us know by now, and have cause to respect,

Mr. STEPHEN GRAHAM'S childlike openness, his unabated

optimism and his generous pity for the under dog. These

qualities ho offers us again in another volume of self-

revelation, The Quest of the. Face. (MACMILLAN). But I feel

that we have a right of protest against his loose method
and his quite appalling discursiveness. The study which

gives the book its title is extraordinarily obscure in inten-

tion ; it describes, I should suppose, the writer's quest of

the Christ in his fellow-man. Christ lias the face of every
man, and every man the face of Christ. It also is largely
concerned with canvassing the opinion of the passers-by
on the Christus of the Eussian painter, VASNETSOF. Inci-

dentally the author goes to a phrenologist and offers "a

portrait of Christ which has no halo" for analysis. "A
strong face but most unbalanced," says the phrenologist,
and Mr. GRAHAM builds

his comment as if the

portrait he had sub-

mitted had been an
authentic photograph.
This is quite character-

istic. The ten other
short pieces have little

relation to each other i

or to any clearly dis-

cernible centre. Indeed
I am afraid Mr. GBAHAM

j

is getting into a habit
j

of printing all he writes
|

and of writing rather i

than thinking. Is this

wise? But perhaps no
one but a mystic ought
to read, still less pass
judgment on, a mystic's
work. It is testimony
to the sincerity of the
author that his most

infuriating technique Seeress. " Do YOU SEEK TO PROBE THE FLxntE 01
and splendid scorn of DEAB ONE ?

normal logic should Afflicted Domestic. "Los NO, MUM. I JUST WONDERED IF YOU COULD PUT ME
not alienate the ym- j

ON TO A CHA T0 CDRE THE

music with the substance of rare thought woven into it.

The book contains a Memoir by his wife, who describes

to us a most attractive and delightful personality.

How far into the dark backward and abysm of time those

days are gone when to find in a novel or play the actual

undisguised name of a Manchester street was to experience
a thrill straight from the newest movement in literature.

Lately, I fancy, Manchester as a setting has become slightly
demode

;
but here in The Silver Lininij (HODDEB AND

STOUGHTON) you may see Mr. HAROLD BEIGHOUSE playing
the old topographical trick with apparently undiminished
zest. As usual also poor Manchester, foster-mother of the

Arts, comes in for nothing but blame; indeed the "Silver

Lining
"

of the title is to be found in the fact that the War,
dreadful as it is, enables the elderly hero to escape from a
life blasted by overlong sojourn in that city. Before the
KAISEU came to his rescue, this same John lioss had made
a gallant effort to lling off commercialism and recapture

his youth (we meet
him as a man of forty)

through the medium of

art. The tale of how
Ross, who was of the

Beaux-Arts before he

gave up Paris for

Mosley Street, tried to

got back over the years
and paint something
that would prove his

ancient birthright, is

the best thing in Mr.
BRIGHOUSE'S book. His

pen -
pictures of the

queer little artistcoterie

who lived on a hill-side

in Wales and called

themselves The Cave
Dwellers have a fine

open-air vigour which
seems to desert him
in the very suburban

atmosphere of John
Ross's home life and
its dull intrigue. Per-

haps, however, this is

intended, and only too successful, contrast; in that
case it is certainly one upon which the writer rather than
the reader is to be felicitated.

TO LEA11N OF SOME ABSENT

anpathy of even such a worldly person as myself.

Mr. JOHN L. GRIFFITHS was one of those brilliant and
high-principled men with regard to whom his fellow-country-
men make a mental reservation when, as sometimes happens,
they abuse politics and politicians. After a useful career in
his own country he was, in 1905, appointed Consul at

Liverpool, which one of his predecessors no other.'indeed,
than HAWTHORNE once described as " a very pleasant place
to get away from." Four years later he was made American
Consul-General at London, and in 1914, before the out-
break of the War, he died deeply regretted by a body of
friends numerous in America and scarcely less numerous in
this country. The Greater Patriotism (JOHN LANE) is a
collection of the public addresses delivered by this most
remarkable man in England and America. The cause to
which he chiefly devoted himself was that of reconciliation
and friendship between his own country and ours, and for
this purpose he spent over and over again the magnificent
gift of eloquence with which he had been so lavishly en-
dowed. Twice did I who write these lines hear him, and
on each occasion he left me amazed by the oratory he had _.. ^ _
displayed not mere sounding brass, but a fine and elevated

! much in the public eye of late.

Whatever Mr. JOHN S. MARGEHISON finds time to write
about sailors I hope to find time to read, for he always
delivers what are known as " the goods." The Hungry
Hundred (PEARSON) is as captivating a yarn as any lover
of sailormen can want ; it is full of humanity and a rough
but real humour. At the end of it the author says,

" This
is no fanciful tale of the sea. It is a true and faithful

account of the adventures of sixteen good, true, red-blooded
men and of an officer who, himself human, possessed the

knowledge of the correct way to handle his raw material.

Hard cases, every soul." Hard cases indeed were these
E.N.E. proteges of Lieut. Mitrnii/, and how he won their

confidence is told here with a genuine knowledge of men
and ships, though perhaps with too great a passion for

emotional scenes. One little point puzzles me, namely, how
Lieut, nanny managed to

men when he landed them
jet Devonshire
at Falmouth.

butter for his

But perhaps
Mr. MARGEIUSON feels, as I do, that Cornwall has been too
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A RUNNING ACCOUNT WITH THE ENEMY.
"AND what is a 'clean' Peace?" I asked. "Is it anything like a 'clean slate'?" Of course I knew it

wasn't a bit like it, but when one is interviewing somebody one has to ask these easy questions.

"People talk rather loosely about a 'clean' Peaca," replied Mr. Punch. "Those who object to a boycott of

German trade after the War, as implying a reservation of malice and animosity, seem to forget that in the Peace

of 1871, which they would call a 'clean' Peace, the Germans demanded an indemnity which was meant to cripple

France for at least a generation. It is rare enough for a ' clean
'

Peace to be made even with a foe that has

fought cleanly, as France had fought. But when you have been fighting a dishonourable enemy you cannot treat

a war like a football match where teams that have fought with the utmost fury cheer one another at the finish

and there 's an end of it. That, of course, is in the spirit of British sport ;
but it assumes the same spirit in

your opponents. How are you to make a ' clean
'

Peace with a dirty enemy ?

" That great sportsman, Thomas Atkins, is a little too apt (all honour to him for it) to take his wars as if ho

\ven- playing a friendly match. But that is not the way to win them, especially when your enemy is German and

n't mind what rules he breaks. Some of us recognised this at a -very early stage and tried to inspire in our

! i oops a right abhorrence for such a foe. For this we were rebuked by certain good people who reminded us that

\ve ought to love our enemies, and would .have us make a distinction between the sinner, who deserved our affec-

tion, and his sin, which merited our strongest detestation. That is a distinction which is not very practicable on

the battle-field. Wo are not simply fighting against the abstract principles of treachery and murder; we are fight-

ing against actual traitors and murderers, and we have to see that they .don't do it again. This must be the

one thought in our minds on the battlefield and in the Peace conference.

"And killing is not the only way to reach this end, though it is a very good way, and though no security

is possible unless the enemy has first been well beaten in the field. There is another and surer way lots of

quite average people have thought of it by which you may bring tilings homo to an autocracy that is not greatly

concerned about the sacrifice of its cannon-fodder; and that is through its pocket.

"Perhaps it is one of those ideas which are so obvious that only simple people, like myself, apprehend them, but

I have always marvelled why we don't take a leaf or two out of the books of the Sibyl ; why we have not said to the

enemy: 'Such and such are our irreducible terms, which include the expiation of your offences by full recompense

to your victims and by the bringing to justice of thoae in high places who are responsible for your filthy crimes.

Accept these terms and, though wo cannot pretend to guarantee that any decent man will want to hold inter-
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course with you for a few decades, we shall take no official action to prevent him if he has a morbid fancy that

way. But decline our terms and for every month that you keep us waiting you shall have a year's boycott in

the markets of the Allies.' That would touch the Teuton in his tenderest spot."
"
Perhaps," I suggested,

" the peoples of the Allied nations will take matters into their own hands and
make their own private arrangements for a graduated boycott. What about the Union of Sailors and Firemen ?

"

" A very hopeful instance," said Mr. Punch. "
Tliey have the right, if any men have, to choose their own

way of dealing justice. These gallant fellows of the Mercantile Marine, of ' Tho Fleets behind the Fleet,' have
had a more bitter experience of German savagery than any other body of men in these Islands. I had a talk

with some of them the other day, arid they struck me as a type that would not be likely to repudiate its debts.

As you know, they have faithfully promised the enemy that for a term of years, capable of indefinite extension

at the enemy's pleasure, they will not Convey any German on their ships or any goods coming from Germany
or consigned thereto. Their scheme, which has been openly advertised, announces a definite tariff for German
crimes at sea so much additional boycott for each fresh one.

"Our 'softies' may call it revenge if they like, but it is not that; it is not even reprisal in kind an eye for

an eye; it is just a salutary way of teaching an inhuman enemy, by the only method that he is capable of

appreciating, that there are certain accounts which cannot be closed by the signing of any Peace ; that it

is impossible to have dealings with him or anything that is his until he has purged at least some of his offence.

As for the duration of this lesson, that lies entirely within his own choice. He knows the tariff, and he can
have as much lesson as lie wants.

"It doesn't worry mo in the least to be told that such action on the part of HAVELOCK WILSON and his Union,
as being in the nature of a conspiracy against trade, may not be smiled upon by the authorities. I should be

sorry for the Government that attempted to put down this sort of strike. Indeed, if we may judge by the quick
response of French sailors to the appeal of their British comra.des to join hands with them in this matter, it

begins to look like being the first practical item in the programme of a League of Nations.
" I was greatly impressed by the quiet resolution of these men of our Merchant Service. Their purpose is

irrevocably fixed; and their language on the subject was characterised by the extreme of candour. But they
think more than they talk, as is the

'

way with men who go down to the sea in ships ;
and these have faced

worse perils than ever the cruellest sea devised.
" I hope, if they will let me, to visit them again, for it is a rare thing in these days to talk with men who

know their minds. And next time I shall ask leave to present them with a small personal tribute of my unbounded
respect and admiration. It will take the form of

"

"Stay, I can guess," I interrupted. "I have long suspected that you have been utilizing this interview for

your own ends. You have, in fact, been rehearsing a Punch Epilogue; and now you have reached the hallowed
climax where you present to a receptive audience your latest half-yearly volume."

"I congratulate you," replied the Sage, "on your penetrating observation of my methods. You have
indeed rightly surmised that I propose to present these brave seamen with my

nt Ifrtnirrttr anir
Jfiffg-Jmtrtlj Dnlmne,
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lilessed Isle (The) 72

Dryads (The) 182
Kxclusivencss l!s

Intelligence Work 2-2U

Last Sacrifice (The) 104
Mildred r.(i

Mufti once more 38
Hikes A Tragedy 231
To My Lady in Spring 198

Trotsky Touch (The) 146

William's Gadget HO

LAXGLEY, CAPT. F. 0.
Watch Dogs (The) . .42, 155, 17H, -284,

316, 372

LEHMANN, K. C.
"
Dorty Doddles "

1-2

Even in our Ashes 190
Feline Chivalry .HI
Future of Coupons (The) 123
Heart-to-Heart Talks . .18, 46, 92, 174,

238, 286, 318, 376
Hero-Bigamist (The) 62
His Final Arrow 10M

Indispensable (An)... 206
I.S.P.B. (The) 404
Jakes :i<!7

Marmaduke and Milliceut 254

Mentality S65

My Papers 242
Notes from an Imperial Austrian
Diary 270

Prince of Wied (The) 222
Rational Examination Paper (A) 158
Two Little Adventures 78
Two Pictures 302

LEWIS, G. H. S.
Rational View (A) 197

LEWIS, M. A.
Albert's Victory 363
Oirl he ought to have left behind
him (The) 214

LIPSCOMB, CAPT. W. P.
" June and the General Stall ". . 402

Kidneys for the Mess 228
Keyelations 198

SincerestFonnof Flattery (The) 390

LOCKER, W. A.
Kssenee of Parliament \\eekly

during Session

LUCAS, K. V.

Agate Box (The) 361

Another Fairy 27

Appeals to the Young 171

Bottle of Clicquot (A) 380
Criminals (Tin:) 142
Dim nnd Distant Pant (The) . .. . I .111

Gallop through America (A) .... 218
Guide to Conversation :M2
Marble Heart-Burnings 406
Melodium Memories 60

Ministry of Entertainment (The) H7

Money Talks 277
Movie Library (The) 317
New Industry (The) 44
Our Friends the Birds 204
Our Heroic Economists 76
Pillar-Box (The) 189
Protest de Luxe 300

Queen of the Adriatic (The) 10
Three Phrases (The) 262

Tree-top City 244

Warning to Parents (A) 139
What the Sun didn't see for far
too long 348

LULHAM, HABBERTON
Golden Gift (The) -2(17

LYALL, ERIC
Skirlin' o' the Pipes (The) 34

MACGREGOR, Miss P.
Food Hoarder (The) 199

MACKENZIE, A. G.
To a Dealer in Tobacco 964
War Victim (A) 379

MACKENZIE, CAPT. J.
Great Refusal (The) 328

MARCHBANK, Miss ISOBELL
Siun Fein 312

MAHR, CAPT. P. G.
New Language (The) i-l-l

VlABTIN, N. R.
H. W. B 24
Pair of Incorrigibles (A) 182
Patriot Poacher (A) 66
Warrior's Peace (The) 246

MILNE, A. A.
Ballad of Private Chadd (The) .

Boishevised Literature. . .

Joke (The)
Last Pot (The)
Studies in German Wireless . . .

Uuoflieial Letters

MlTCIIEI.l., MlSS (i. M.
Tragedy of the War ,\)

j
MONRO, HAROLD
Dog's Agreement (A)

NICHOLS, G. H. F.
Idea (The)

NOTT-BOWER, W. C.
"
Tussup

"

O'MAHONY, C.
Transformation (The)

OYLEB. Miss MADELINE
Wartime Child (A)

PARK, Miss K. S.
Wartime Diseases

I 'KESTON-TEWART, A.
Alphouse

PROCTER, CHARLES
Cap'n Caleb's Camouflage
Dead Language (A)
Family Motto (The)
My Papers
KiHht Colour (The)

HIDSDALE, W.
Mattel' of Temperature (A)

RIGBY, REGINALD
Curtailed Raiment
Little Bit off the Top (A)
Little Retreat (A)
Vestas, Limited
War-time Apparel

EGBERTS, E. L.
Food Faddist in Wartime (A) . .

RUSSELL, C. H.
Battle of Oxford Street (The) . .

SEAFORTH, Miss E. A.
War Change

SEAMAN, OWEN
A Large Order
At the Opera
At the Play 14, 110, 124, 236,

268
British Goths and German
Gothas

. 8(1

. 196
. IM
. 174
. 274
. 22

. 38

262

396

230

370

198

306

294

374
51

173
j

242
226

100

280
84
358
386
10:1

221

120

2

386
39.S

252,
382

18

Dilemma of an Anti-Patriot .... 178
Disillusion on the Home Front 354
Kasy Fruit 146
England's Call to the Rahliit .. CO
Kaiser Given Away (The) '22U
Letters from the Home Front . . 98.

1(12, 21K)

[liquor Offensive (The) 274
Manhood in Arms / 242
Maurice Affair and others <The) 306
Our Neutral Nationalists 338
Kcsurrected Opposition (A) 322
Running Account with the
Enemy (A) 413

Soul of a Nation (The) 210
Stranding of "Goehen" (The) ..66
To an Imperial Peacemonger . . 370
To the Kaiser's Victims 258
William II. oil Democracy 82
Winged- Words :. . 34
Wise and Foolish Virgins iTlie) 130

SMITH, BERTRAM
Problem of the Goat (The) 205
Secret of Germany's Man-power 148
"Spoke" (The) 75

SPENDEH, Miss B. K.
Danny Meahan 260

STEIN, MAJOR E. DE
Chloe 333

STUART, Miss D. M.
Tower of Memory (The) 40

Sr.MMERSGILL, J.
Catch (The) 237

THOMAS, R. W.
Flying Bear (The) 130

THOROLD, RUPERT
Stun of Chivalry (Tlie) 342

THORP, JOSEPH
At the Play . .94, 236, 252, 300, 350, 406

THURGOOD, OWEN
Stolen Pyjamas (The) 308

TRAPNELL, ELIOT
Mark IV. Light Pocket Cigarette
Case (The) 166

WHIMSTER, H. H.
Wilfrid's Way 4

WHITING, Miss M. B.
Flowers of the Battle-field 373

WILKES, H. E.
" Dora " and the Impresario . . . 270
Watch in the Night (A) m

Pictures and Sketches.
ARMOUR, MAJOR G. D 181, '239, 271, 292
BATEMAN, H. M 7, 55, 119, 133, 173, 183,

215, 229, 247, 381
BAUMER, LEWIS . .8, 24, 36, 77, 104, 120, 152,

168, 200, 234, 248, 264, 296, 328, 375, 399
BELCHER, GEORGE. .29, 53, 111, 141, 189, 221,

269, 277, 317, 373, 396
BIRD, W.. .17, 68, 81, 132, 1GO, 196, 225, 273,

352, 372
SRIGHTWELL, L. R 191, 310
BROADHEAD, W 11
BROCK, H. M 12, 20, 61, 65, 95, 108, 127,

172, 212, 267, 308, 348, 359, 395
BROOK, RICARDO . .33, 49, 100, 113, 145, 161,

176, 177, 204, 220, 228, 257, 305, 321,
310. 384, 412

LEAVER, REGINALD 341
lOTTHELL, T: .....!! 76
DOWD, J. H 27, 224, 285, 356,' 389
HOWARDS, E 43
MJWARDS, LIONEL

332,' 365
''ERRIER, ARTHUR 148 209

'

344
GHILCHIK, D. L 84' 164
JOODEY, S. W '.188
GRAVE, C'HAULES 43, 56, 75, 135, 149, 237,

245, 261, 397
IAURISON, CHARLES 205, 208, 320, 385
{ART, FRANK 10i
IASELDEN, W. K...14, 1)1, 110, 236,'252."263,

2<M, '400, 3.82, 406
IENRY, THOMAS 12-,

IOWKLLS, CAPT. W. A V.V.9V,'i.57,'.S63

IRWIN, H. G. W '

,

JENNIS, G 52, 69, 143, 203,

JEWELL, JAMES
MILLAR, II. E.

401 MILLS, A. WALLIS ... .42, 109, 199, 244, 283,
293

MORELAND, ARTHUR ..21, 116, 129, 241, 289,
324

MORROW, GEORGE . .5, 32, 40, 04, 80, 96, 112,
128, 144, 156, 165, 192, 207, 223, 240,
256, 272, 288, 304, 311, 327, 346, 357,

380,400
PARTRIDGE, BERNARD 1, 92, 284
PEGRAM, FRED 59, 107, 197, 235
PERRIS, NORMAN 368
PRANCE, BERTRAM 16, 44.

RAVEN-HILL, L 39, 218, 333, 405, 414
REYNOLDS, FRANK 45, 72, 91
Ross, T 28
SEGAR, B. G ;j;!G

SHEPPERSON, C. A. . .31. 71, 87, 139, 167, 232,

280, 312, 335, 392, 407
STAMPA, G. L. . .13, 23, 60, 85, 117, 140, 151,

175, 180, 193, 219, 253, 260, 276, 303,

319, 343, 383, 411
TENKANT, DUDLEY 369, 388
THOMAS, BERT. .15, 37, 93, 124, 159, 187, 213,

287, 301, 309, 325, 337, 349, 367, 379
THORP, J. H. : 299
TOWNSEND, F. H. . .10, 26, 47, 58, 63, 74, 79,

88, 90, 103, 106, 122, 123, 136, 138,
154, 155, 170, 171, 184, 186, 202, 216,
231, 250, 251, 263, 266, 279, 282, 295,
298, 314, 315, 330, 331, 347, 360, 362,

376, 378, 3<J1, 394, 408, 410
WILKINSON, GILBERT 363
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THE SECRET OF THE SHIPS.

[The association between the two Service?, the Royal Navy and the Mercantile Merino, has been so rlose during the War,
whatever that association might have been before, that it seems to me -almost incredible that it can ever be broken asunder."

Admiral Hir /io.s-.sv.v.v Wsma.']

ON their ventures in the service of a Tudor King or Queen
All the ships were just as like as they could be,

For the merchantman gave battle, while the Koyal ship i While their Masters, unsuspecting, greatly marvelled at the
" "~

change,
But they prayed with all their souls that it would last;

Then in days of common sacrifice and peril was it strange
That they ratified the union-of the past, '.'

was seen

As a not too simple trader over-sea; r

Being heirs to ancient customs, when their upper sails ! And the ships, who know the secret, go rejoicing on their

came down
As a token of respect in passing by,

They would add the salutation in a language of their own,
"God speed you, we be sisters, thou and I."

As the centuries receded came a parting of the ways
Till in time the separation went so far

That a family was founded who were traders all their days,
And another who were always men-of-war;

way,
For whatever bo the ensign that they fly,

Such as keep the seas with honour are united when they

pray,
" (iod speed you, we he sisters, thou and I."

;ho chairman'* casting vote at the Cork Corporation. a

resolution demanding :i bearing at the Peace Conference and de-

, icing the 'plot' fable, was defuutcd in favour of an amendment
But whene er they dipped their colours, one in faith, they .

lsliillg tlie j r j s i, |>.lrU , (J rouini to Parlianu>nt, r> e\po-e the glaring

Understood injustices of tin: l!:il.ish <', c .<M-mnent, and a further amendment WS8

And the sea, who tan "lit them both, could tell you why
'

accented unanimously approving
of the Party'* action in abstaining

That the custom never altered, so the greeting still held
' f' l^liament. '

good,
" God speed you, we bo sisters, thou and I."

No wonder Mr. DILLON has some dilViculty in deciding
which way the Irish cat is going to jump.
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CHARIVARIA.
" No intelligent man," said Herr VON

Kri:in,MAN\ to the Reichstag, "ever en-

tertained the wish that Germany shoul<

attain world-domination.'.' There wai

a time when this frank reflection on the

Hohen/collcrn intelligence would have
constituted tise-majeUc.

',--

:

*

The same authority stated lhat " the

idea of world-domination in Europe is

Utopia." Not U-boatia, as originally

promised. .., .,,
'

',:

'

Certain butcliorsin South London are

serving their customers in alphabetical
order. Some trouble is reported with a

"Scotsman
"
called Prjovilski, who in-

sisted that his name began twice.

V
"Those who would live to a good

old age," a weekly paper points out,

"should avoid taking unnecessary risks."

Those who desire to become centen-

arians are particularly warned against

being knocked down by a motor car

with a green bonnet.
$ *

Milk, it is announced, may now be
sold by the pennyworth. The price of

a pennyworth will continue to be three-

pence halfpenny as heretofore.
sj- X
4

Five more British consuls have been

appointed in Siberia. The exact nature
of their offence has not been made
public. , *

At the Eed Cross Wine and Spirit
Sale, rum bottled in 1756 was sold. It

is said that KING GEORGE II. had it

when ib was quite a little tot.

*.,.*

The North London Railway recently
lost a large number of window-straps.
It is feared that, with the overcrowding
of our railways, passengers may get
into the habit of removing straps in
order to make more room.

*.**
A man has been charged in London

with stealing two small motor-cars. We
understand the defence to be that lie

merely patted them as he was passing
and they followed him home.

*...*

The sale of Field-Marshal VON HINDEN-
BURG'S portraits is forbidden for three
weeks in Berlin. It is supposed that
lie is about to sit for a new portrait in
which he is to leave off his halo.

***
" At th is heavy hour,"said VON KUEHL-

MANN, " none of us fully realise what
we owe to the German Emperor."
The KAISER is said to have remarked
that KUEULMANN need not have been
quite so crudely frank about it.

The conductresses of the London
General Omnibus Company are now
being taught to render First Aid to the

injured. Busy City men need not now
be so particular about being run over.

:1: jj:

It is stated authoritatively that the

Irish blackthorn sent by Sir EDWARD
CARSON to bo sold for a War Charity
is not the one be uses to beat the

Cabinet with.

COTE 204 (AISNE).

I HAVE held my slopes in peace,
Summer sunlight, drowsy Winter,

Spring's increase;
I have kissed the feet of children, run-

ning barefoot out of school,
With my grasses, petal-cool ;

And the lark has nested on me, brood-

ing, dreaming on my heart,
Ere she soared to sing her part ;

And I know that once again, when this

agony shall cease,
I shall hold my slopes in peace.

I have held my slopes in war,
Trench and shell-hole, gaping crater,

ruin sore ;

And I lay in waiting silence, like a wild

thing in a snare,
While the field-grey hordes were there,
Till my own returned about me, swift

as dawn when night-winds die,

Tender-hued like distant sky,
And their hearts shall beat to my heart

in contentment evermore
When I free my slopes from war.

I shall hold my slopes in trust,
Gift of heroes, grave of martyrs, noble

dust.

My full heart enfolds the selfless, those
who gave their lives for France;

Over them the light winds dance,
And the little flowers that seek the sun

their memory shall keep
Bright as smiles in happy sleep.
Never blade more fierce than crocus-

spears its flaming point shall thrust
Where I hold my slopes in trust.

"In the course of many attacks by hostile

aeroplanes on our machines two of the enemy
were shot down and twothcrs were driven
down ." Evening Standard.

Now that it is so necessary to save

paper and printer's ink we commend
ibis example mostrongly.

"The strike of municipal employees at Cardiff
continues. The strikers, who number about
XX), insist upon the payment of an overtime
ronus. The Lord Mayor is being asked to con-
vene a special meeting of the Council to con-
sider the position." Liverpool Daily 1'ost.

[f the numbers are correctly stated

why not give them the bonus and have
done with it ?

LEAVE.
THERE zvas no leave there had been

no leave for many a long day. Yet, as
it had been on the day before that and
the one before that, and as it would be
on the morrow, and but the vista is

too bleak the topic of five sixths of

the conversation was leave. Leave and
the manner of it, how it came, how one

prepared and set off for it, what one
did on it, regulations concerning it,

men lucky with it, men unlucky with
it. And then, again, leave in the French

Army, the Belgian Army, the well,
all that, amounting to one sixth of the
five-sixths.

The other five-sixths of the five-

sixths was concerned with when leave
would start again. As to this there
were rumours, rumours and rumours,
half-facts, quarter-facts, lies, vague re-

ports of knowledge imparted and im-
bibed under pledges of strictest secrecy,
rumours from headquarters, from bases,
from England, and again more lies,

despairing lies, hopeful lies, brave lies.

There were all these, and more, much
more ; but there was no leave.

Then one day came a fact. The
dweller in the office where the brain of

the unit throbbed rushed out with an
Order. As is the way with Army Orders,
this said nothing of itself, but drew
attention to another Order (G.E.O.
variety) Subjost, Leave. This would
arrive by despatch rider in the evening.
The proportion of leave talk jumped
from five-sixths to eleven-twelfths, and
had it not been for the condition of the

bully at dinner-time the other twelfth
would not have been wasted. Argu-
ments even grew heated as to the

despatch -rider's rate of speed, his ap-
pearance, antecedents, and any general
information which might bear on the

possibility of bis actually bringing or

failing to bring G.R.O. 26387 ZEA.
At last, as the shades of evening fell,

he arrived, or would have done so had
he not been prematurely torn from bis

machine by willing bands and hia

G.R.O. wrenched from his prostrate
form.

;'2C387 ZRA," read out a broken
voice from the centre of the group." The restrictions placed on Welbury-
over-Binn, Salop, owing to an outbreak
of measles, are now removed."

"THE DESCENT OP MAN.
AN ANATOMIST'S VIEWS.

Until the arrival of Captain Cook in Australia
no non-pouched mammals had ever intruded

upon the Australian island continent."
Indian Paper.

We have never really appreciated till

now the true hardihood of that intrepid

non-pouched mammal's voyage.
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THE FOURTH OF JULY.

1776-1918.

JOHN BULL: "'DOTH NOT A MEETING LIKE THIS MAKE AMENDS?'
UNCLE SAM: "SURE!"
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Ej-Prufesnional Pugilist (anxious to please Medical Oflinr it-lio lias patched him up).
WIT THE GLOVES, SlB, I'LL BE YEEY 'APPY TO PUT YER FROO IT."

YOU WOULD LIKE A LITTLE GO

PLAYING "BALL."
WHEN I saw Clarence E. Prayler

for the first time he was vigorously

'rooting
"
at a baseball game, directing

cold-blooded and studied insult at the

pitcher of the opposing side.
" Who told um he could play ball ?

"

he inquired.
' Make urn quit an' git a

real pitcher!"
"Ball," called the umpire, as Dab

Pinkney, the pitcher, delivered a deadly
shot at the batter's shin.

" Rah ! rah !

"
yelled Clarence. "

Quit
ut ! quit ut ! Play marbles ! You cyant
pitch wuth a cent."

Dab shifted his chewing gum into

his cheek and whizzed in a lightning
throw dead over the diamond. It was
safe in the catcher's hands before the

batter realized it was not an insect

buzzing by.
" Ster-rike !

"
called the umpire.

" Learn the game !

"
bellowed Clar-

ence, transferring his abuse to the

umpire. He had so many cutting and
intimate details to impart to that im-

passive oilicial that for five whole
minutes he left Dab in peace.

It was witli considerable surprise that

I saw Clarence and Dab the same even-

ing amiably splitting a bottle of cider

outside the Cafe a la Vache Noire. As
I moved to occupy a vacant chair near
them Dab rose.

" Guess I must be quittin', Clarrie,"

he said. " Me for start' parade ce soir,"
" See you later, bud," replied Clarence

pleasantly.
As Dab moved away the other re-

garded his broad back and huge shoul-

ders with a look of real affection.

"Say, bud," he said to me, " ef

GEORGE WASHINGTON was put through
a bleaching plant he wouldn't come out

a whiter man 'n that !

"

"
Well," I answered,

" I gathered the

impression from your remarks this

afternoon that you thought his per-
manent address ought to bo Sing Sing."

" A man doesn't have to let his

private opinions influence him at a ball

game," said Clarence gravely. "He
has to sink all that. Fill yourself with
the foamin' cider. It don't bite none.

As I was sayin', Dab 's a white man,
and some pitcher."

" But I heard you say he couldn't

pitch worth a cent."

"He was playiii' agin us this after-

noon," said Clarence pityingly.
" It 's

easy to see you don't play ball. He

was playin' fer the sergeants agin the

I

enlisted men, and I wus out to break up
their moral effec'."

" I see,"I said. " So Dab is a sergeant '?"

"
Wai, I should say. Why, he pitched

two seasons for Brooklyn Banditti in all

the big League games !

"

" Oh !

"
I said.

Something in my tone seemed to

convey to Clarence that I didn't follow

the sequence.
" See here, bud," he said patiently.

" I '11 explain. But first of all lemine

|

make the necessary vocal sounds for

Ma'mselle to bring some more of this

yellow diluted kali water. ' Encore un

bottle,' it is
;
an' one of your corp'rils

\ says a man kin go through the whole

j

war without knowin' anuther word of

the language. Here 's your health, an'

if ever you 're in Schlatery's saloon in

Broadway aprcs la f/i/erre I '11 apologise
handsome fer drinkin' it in sech di-

spirituous licker. As I wus saying, a

man who plays ball well is nach'rally
bound to be a sergeant ef he ain't

suthen higher in the Field-Marshal line.

Ifc takes brawn an' brain to be a ball-

player, an' it requires jest that very
same fer a sergeant. Guess when Dab
starts pitchin' the Millses in real earnest
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_ r. "THAT'S VERY Cr.EVEB. WHO DID IT?" fitlycant. "Oil, THAT'S BY Pr.llKINii, .SlE L'lTli AS EXFB.
USED TO PAINT SPAHBOWS BEFORE TUB W.VR AND SELL 'EM FOB CANAIUES."

they '11 swerve right round the wire an'

ketch the Squarehead Higher Com-
mand in the neck coming back.

" An resource ! Sure, I '11 tell you.
You know the usual hay-waggon rate

of locomotion in this country. Well,
me an' Dah struck a most extrawordi-

nairy curiosity once. It was a train

that moved like a trottin'-match, or

tenement-holders at quarter-day, an'

didn't have to take no intervals fer re-

cooperation. Jest as luck would have
it we had to jump fer it, an' we jumped
fer different compartments. By the

time I 'd got over the shock of findin'

it wus a hurricane-train and that it

wus scheduled to go without re-windin'

for four hours, I remembered I was

mighty hungry, and I also remembered
that the commissariat department, re-

presented by Dab, wus in the next
coach. So I put my head out of the

winder, established trunk-wire com-
munication with um and pointed out
me emaciated condition. But that

didn't bring the rations. Ef we had

only been in different compartments I

mote have done the mountain antelope
business along the footboard, but there

wus a two-yard gap between the coaches
an

1

I 'm no cinema star.
"
Wai, bud, here 's where a ball-

player's resource comes in. Dab jest
makes up those rations into three little

passels and hollers to me,
' Stand clear.'

Then he gathers himself for a pitch like

as if it wus the last innings an" the

game all square. He jest jedges the
distance to a finger's breadth, with that
twelve inches of swerve that gets all

the star-batters guessin'. It curls in

at the carriage-winder an' sits on the
seat as nice as pie.

" ' Strike one,' hollers I, an' Dab gets
the next passel ready. Three times lie

does it, dead on the mark every time,
an' I never enjoyed a meal better.

That 's dandy pitchin' fer you."
"
Neuf heures, M'sieurs," interrupted

Ma'nisalle.
" Guess that sounds like an invitation

to quit," said Clarence. " Wai, me fer

the camp. S'long, Cully."
I said good-night and left him, but

in a few minutes heard his heavy foot-

fall behind me and stopped.
"
Say, bud," he said quietly,

" I 've

been thinkin'. Mebbe in two-three

weeks, mebbe two-three months, you
an' me will be going over the top at

the same time. It don't seem the

square game to put gas over a feller

who 's battin' in the same team. It 's

all pink frills about Dab pitchin' those

rations through the carriage-winder;
but, believe me, Cully" he made an

impressive pause
" believe me, Dab 's

some pitcher."

SONNET.

(In tlie Ella-Crus&tn manner.)

THE love that has not Heaven for its

goal
Is like a house without a staircase

built ;

Though it \HG nobly planned and
carved and gilt,

With ample cellars stocked with wine
and coal ;

Though on the tables stand the flowing
bowl

And music rises with voluptuous lilt;

Though every couch can boast a satin

quilt,

Though art surround it with an aureole ;

Yet when the night arrives and ixxid for

rest

Bids the tired revellers to their rooms

repair
The way is barred ; they wail and beat

the breast ;

No access to the upper floor is Utere.

So love by no uplifting purpose blest

Grovels on earth and cannot find the

stair.
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MEDITATIONS OF A MULE.

'I DOS'T CALL THIS i'AII'. FOIR TO OM'I I'l.U MAKE SOMEONE SORllY FOR TH1."
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"How DID I COP IT? WELL, IT WERE LIKE THIS. I WAS SURROUNDED, YOU SEE FIFTY TO ONE, IT WERE.
OF 'EM WHEN I HAD TO STOP AND SHARPEN MY BAY'NIT."

"I SEE AXD THEN THE FIFTIETH WOUNDED YOU." " No FEAR I I'D KILLED 'IM AT THE START. "

I'D KILLED FORTY-MINE

GREAT GADGETS.

Big Bertha lias been making such a

lot of noise in two senses that I am
afraid that you will be thinking that the

Bosch monopolises all the inventive

genius of the world, and therefore

hasten to tell you something about the

great brain waves which are coming
from people on our side, even at the

risk of giving away some carefully-

guarded secrets.

There was the Tank, of course. That
was a purely British invention, and, if

you remember, the wonderful thing
about it was that it was simultaneously
thought of by nearly ten per cent, of

our population. That just shows you
that we have quantity as well as quality.
Then there is the Harrison -Leycester

Crab Projectile. I don't know who
Harrison or Leycester are, but all really

good gadgets have double-barrelled in-

ventors. It is far more swish.

This is a projectile for naval use.

When fired at an enemy ship it finds

it* target unfailingly by means of

magnetic attraction. On arrival it

crawls up the side and along the deck
to the engine-room hatch, severely
stinging anyone who may venture to

interfere with it. It then proceeds down
the hatch and perches itself on the

h.p. cylinder, where it sings the National

Anthem of the enemy in rag-time.
Should there still be any sign of re-

sistance it explodes with great violence.

Again we have the Bannerman-
Lambert Magic Searchlight once more
the double-barrels, you observe. This
is probably the most frightful weapon
which has yet been contemplated.
By means of a special searchlight,

the construction of which is so secret

that it has never even been done, life-

like portraits of the more dread chief-

tains on our side are paraded before the

eyes of the enemy ships, a proceeding
which, it is confidently expected, will

ruin the nerves of their crews beyond
repair. It is considered that the sud-

den and inexplicable appearance of Mr.

PEINGLE, for instance, in the turret of

a German Dreadnought could not fail

to have the gravest effect upon the
moral of the turret's crew.

It has been proposed to combine this

invention with the wireless telephone,
so that Mr. OUTHWAITE, for example,
would not

only appear to the enemy,
but would deliver one or more of his

devastating speeches verbatim. It is

rightly held, however, that there are

limits to the brutality which may be

practised even in war, and though the

Hague Convention does not specifically
rule this out we have to consider what
our reputation would be if we won the

War by this means. Still the Hun
should bear this possibility in mind:

I could tell you of a lot more gadgets,
but all my other stones are such that

I am only allowed to tell them after

dinner, and I can't be sure that you
would get them by the morning post.

A Knock for Kultur.
"
Early this morning a hostile reading party

was repulsed with loss west of Hebuterne."
Isle of Man Times.

"ENEMY ALIEN SCANDAL.

. . . the liberty of movement which naked
as well as naturalised Germans arc allowed to

enjoy . . ." Pall Mall Gazette.

Where are the police ?

From a recent novel :

"On the other hand, a lady in a thin black
dress and widow's veil . . . turned away . . .

and with a curling lip began to turn over a
book lying on a table near her."

A change from the vulgar expedient of

a moistened finger-tip.
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THE BLOND BEAST'S BURDEN.
GERMAN CITIZEN. "AND THEY TELL ME THIS MAY GO ON FOR YEARS AND YEARS

AND YEARS!"

[Herr VON KUKHLMANN, in his original speech before the Reichstag, whila insisting on the victorious achievements of the

German Army, hinted at the possibility of a Thirty Years' War.]
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that effect on some people at home.
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT,

j

Captain GUEST had to admit that an

Monday, June 2ltli. Mrs. PANK- advertisement describing one of the

HURST'S unofficial mission to the United
'

official speakers as "the world-famous

States continues to excite the petulant conjurer," was "somewhat injudicious."

curiosity of the Pacifist group. Mr. I The most hopeful tiling in the CHIEF
- SMITH disputed her claim to speak SKCHKTARY'S speech was his statement

for the women of this country.
Mr. BOXAR LAW appeared to see

no more harm in that than in the

lion. Member claiming to speak for

the men of this country. Where-

upon Mr. LEES-SMITH, suddenly

remembering that he was once a

corporal in the E.A.M.C., drew him-

self up to his full height,
" threw a

chest" and proudly ejaculated, "I
am speaking for the soldiers of this

country." The soldiers u-ill be

pleased.
Sir ARTHUR STEEL MAITLAND ap-

peared with his arm in a sling, but

answered Questions with his usual

forcefuluess. One of his replies re-

lated to persons of foreign extrac-

tion employed in the Consular Ser-

vice. An ex-German, it appears,
has rendered such good service

during the War that the Govern-
ment had some difficulty in decid-

ing what reward he should receive.

In the circumstances the O.B.E.
was obviously unsuitable. Then
someone had a happy thought :

" Give him leave to change his

name." And it was so.

Mr. BILLING'S efforts to regain
his position in the limelight are

almost pathetic. Ministers pay no
attention to his supplementary
questions, the SPEAKER nips in the bud

'

that the voluntary recruiting campaign
his attempts to move the adjournment,

'

is to be assisted by several Nation-
and when he tried at Clapham to send

'

alist M.P.'s, including Col. ARTHUR
a telegram to the PRIME MINISTER it i

got lost in transmission possibly it i

fused the wire.

Judging by the amount of oratory
devoted to it the question of most im-

portance at the present time is whether
or not Mr. LEVERTON HARRIS used his

official influence some two years ago
to obtain for his late firm special facili-

ties from the Cable Censor. With the
aid of an official dossier, dropped from
the skies into the National Party's office,

General PAGE CROFT fulminated freely
on the subject, and was denounced with

equal vehemence by Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
(who notoriously dislikes these tele-

graphic imbroglios) and Mr. ASQUITH.
Both right hon. gentlemen, however,

j
managed to spare a little time from this

engrossing topic to say something about
the War, and particularly about the

gallant victory of the Italians.

Tuesday, June %5th.I do not know
whether the methods of our War-Aims
propagandists are successful in making

MK. SPEAKER DOES HIS DAILY
DISAPPEAHING-BILLING ACT.

the enemy squirm ; they certainly have
UATIALION8 SUPPLIED.

COLONEL ARTHUR LYNCH, M.I'.

LYNCH, who, having raised one Irish

.brigade to fight against us in the Boer

War, and been sentenced to death for

doing it, has now undertaken to rui^o

another to light on our side.

In the absence of Mr. DILLON little

Mi\ McIvEAN essayed to state the views
of Nationalist Ireland. His ges-
tures rather reminded one of the

short-arm stroke with which Mr.
Punch belabours the Beadle the
victim on this occasion being Sir

EDWARD CARSON, who was de-

scribed as " a cross between J!i/>

van Winkle and MACHIAVELLI."
Whether intentionally or not Mr.
McKEAN conveyed the impression
that what Ireland chiefly wanted
was not Home Rule but arterial

drainage; and perhaps he is right.
At any rate I commend the idea to

the Imperial Conference, if that

body should accept Mr. ASQUITH'S

suggestion and pick up the hot po-
tato that has burned the fingers of

so many British statesmen.

Wednesday, June 26</i. The
Peers discoursed at length upon
the League of Nations and, like

everybody else, approved it in

principle. Lord CURZON, while full

of praise for the idea (which had
even earned the lip

- service of

Counts CzERNiNandHERTLiNG), set

forth its practical difficulties with a
cool candour that chilled the heart
of the Bishop of OXFORD, who
nevertheless still maintained that

it was within the power of a

united Christendom to put an end

i

to war. The Archbishop of YORK did

not controvert his right reverend brother,
but thought that for the moment more
was to be hoped from an alliance be-

tween the United Kingdom and the

United States.

In the Commons Mr. BILLING pur-
sued his attempt to justify himself by
vilifying other people. The charge that
the PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE
was a Hun in disguise led to an inter-

esting revelation. Sir ALBERT STAN-
LEY'S patronymic was KNATTRIES, but
that remarkable name was changed by
his father for the greater convenience
of his American neighbours ; and it

hailed, not from Germany but from

Derbyshire. The House was rather

glad to find that one of its most efficient

Ministers was not an American impor-
tation, but a true-born Englishman.

Thursday, June 27<7. During the
absence of his chief in Holland Mr.
BRACE, as spokesman of the Home
Office, is coming on rapidly as a humour-
ist. Someone complained that Consci-
entious Objectors from Scotland there

are not many of them were sent to

English camps instead of being kept at
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BEATING THE U-BOATS IN OUR GARDEN SUBURB.
SATURDAY EVES-ING ONION PARADE.

homo. Mr. BRACE gave the official ex-

planation, and then added that he was
not aware that Scotsmen invariably
preferred to be employed in their own
country.
On the vote for the National Service

Department, Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES re-

plied to some of his critics, and made
a manful effort to explain the mysteries
of "

grading." Briefly it is the business
of the medical authorities to decide the

degree of physical fitness that a man
possesses ; and of the military authori-
ties to decide how he may most use-

fully be employed. Judging by the

subsequent speeches a good many of

his hearers seemed to think that either
the medical authorities or the military,
or both, would be none the worse them-
selves for a "

grading" in commonsense
before being entrusted with these deli-

cate decisions.

From a speech by theltalian PREMIER:
" It is also quite obvious that the enemy must

be finding himself in a serious and critical

situation. His courage is that of despair. The
prisoners, whose clothes are rags, have a de-
feated air. Their boots, however, are excellent."

Daily Paper.
But that has not saved them from cold
feet.

" SOMEWHERE EAST OF SUEZ."
NOTHING delights me as I sit

In this pestiferous clime
;

Mosquitoes plague me and the horrid
Sand-flies make raids upon my fore-

head ;

I hit and curse and wildly hit,

And miss them every time.

When all things trooped to ADAM'S
door

Their several names to ask,
He must have suffered from a very
Inadequate vocabulary ;

Scarcely our Sergeant-Major's lore

Suffices for the task.

And NOAH, oh, what a chance he had
When two and two they met !

To think that with a single digit
He might have squashed the mother :

midget
And saved his sons from going mad
By stinging swarms beset!

I am regarded as a mere
Canteen by every pest ;

They 're all hard drinkers none are
wowsers ;

That splotch of blood upon my trousers

Shows where one bloated profiteer
Has suddenly gone West.

Nothing delights me, nothing does ;

There cannot be much bliss

Where all the animals created
Seem only differentiated

Between the brutes that fly and buzz
And those that crawl and hiss.

"A correspondent writes, asking: Arc married
men with one child over the'age of 44 or 45

years exempt from active service ?
"

New Zealand Paper.

Decidedly, wo should say. Even the
child might be.

"Will gentleman who assisted lady with
basket, Bock Ferry Station, off Chester train,
at 10.30, May 21, kindly return same?"

Liverpool Echo.

The lady or the basket ?

"His Excellency . . . seized the oppor-
tunity to say good-bye to the members of the
House as well as to those of the Council by
shaking their heads individually."

Barbados Standard.

Far more tactful than knocking them
together.

Heading to an article on America's

war preparations :

"8 BILLION MORE FOB GNUS."
New York Times.

And won't the Boschcs get the wind

up when they hear the gnus?
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AUNTIE AND THE WHITE ELEPHANT.

(From the Letter-bay of Mrs. Frank
B-

'

MY DKAB BKLI.E, You must make

up your own mind about coming to stay

here, but really I think you should

forget your fears. The moon is getting

quite tiny again, and we must all be

fatalist s, mustn't we ? There is a room

for you whenever you want
ifc.^

No news in particular.
Frank is

still a Special, and I see him only occa-

sionally, but, although tired, he keeps

very fit. lie says that he deserves the

O.B.E. because he has never yet for-

gotten to put a halfpenny stamp as well

as a penny one on any letter, whereas

we get understamped ones from other

people by almost every post and have

to pay on them.

The children are fit, but there seems

no chance of any sea for them tbjs year,

and we must do the best we can with

the Botanical Gardens and the Round

Pond and now and then the Zoo.

Sooner or later I suppose Billy's ton-

sils must come out. What are tonsils

for, anyway ?

The great joke is Auntie, who, atter

experimenting with all kinds of war-

work, has now settled down as a sales-

woman at a Gift House. She has done

everything in her time. She has made

swabs and bandages, sitting in the

most cloistral headdress, or has read to

soldiers and written letters for soldiers ;

she has tried to learn the typewriter,
and tried to learn shorthand, and tried

to learn to drive a ear. But these three

last accomplishments beat her, and now
she is selling cast-off property in a great

Gift-house in Bayswater.
You know the idea. People send

the things they don't want to these

places and other people buy them, and

the proceeds go to war charity. The
most extraordinary thing is not that

anyone should now want them, but that

anyone should ever have wanted them ;

but I suppose they were wedding pre-

sents or what are called "Seasonable

Gifts." All kinds of things under glass

shades, for example. "Art" things.

Viennese vases.

One never realised so clearly the

meaning of the saying,
" Tastes differ,"

as when one goes there as I often do,

to see how Auntie is getting on. She

thinks I go to cheer her up, and is full

of gratitude; but really I go for my own
amusement, because she is so funny.
You know her passionate desire to be

truthful. Always giving the other side

the benefit of the doubt and all that.

Well, that is not the best kind of mind
for a good saleswoman, and if Auntie

were in real trade she would starve.

But for chanty she makes an effort to

compromise, because it is for charity,

although I have no doubt that she

suffers for it when she is alone with

her conscience afterwards.

This very afternoon I found her talk-

ing to a man who had taken a fancy to

au earthenware negro, through whose

anatomy an electric wire could be run

. to a lamp. Nothing more boring can be
'

imagined in the way of parlour decora-

tion ;
but the man liked it. To Auntie

it was, of course, a horror, but her duty

was to extract money for the cause.

;he quaintest things that they had had

in the place.
" I wonder you don't buy it for your-

self," the man said.

This was a surprise attack and

Auntie bent under it, hut, quickly re-
j

covering, she said that her houso was

already too full. Nor, she added, would

she like to deprive him of it.

" Well," he said,
" I '11 think it over.

I "11 look in again."
Poor Auntie! This phrase, it ap-

pears, is the most dreaded of all by
sellers of White Elephants. Their one

mastering desire is to prevent people
from thinking anything over.

" You had better take it now," Auntie

said, adding with an ingenuity that I

shall never sufliciently admire,
" three

or four other people have looked at it

and may be back at any moment."

Tbe man examined it again.
" You 're sure it 's a good thing ?

"
he

asked. " It 's clever?
"

"I think it's wonderful," Auntie re-

plied,
" wonderful. I never should have

thought to see a negro so so counter-

feited. For those who like such things

I think it 's amazing."
" I '11 have it," said the man.

When he had gone with his treasure

under his arm, Auntie and I had tea

upstairs. She looked years older.

Do write the old dear a line Baying

you hear great things of her new work.

And you had better come and stay witli

me and risk the Hun.
Yours always ISA.

The Authorities are providing the Statue of

KING CHAKLES I. with sandbag protection. In

{ace of the pbvious difficulty of giving similar

protection to the NELSON Monument, why not

ti tin hat for the Admiral ?

"That's what I call quaint," the man
said- he looked like an inspector or rat3

collector.
" An amusing idea, don't

you think?
"

Auntie swallowed and said it was

very amusing.
""The wife would be tickled to death

by it," the man said.

"And the children?" Auntie sug-

gested: rather cold-bloodedly I thought.
When they saw it, they would, the

man agreed; but he wasn't one for

allowing young children in the drawing-

room, where there were so many pretty

things about.
" Not that this is exactly pretty," he

went on,
" but it 's quaint."

Auntie affirmed that it was one of

THE PATIENT WORSHIPPER .

I WOULD have told you what my heart

contained

But knew my doom impending if you

deigned
To hear- my humble lyric, and refrained.

Instead, I left my heart where you
must see,

Upon my snowy quilt ;
but woe is me !

You sent it to the pack-store ruthlessly.

Vowing my tribute should nob thus be

hid

I set it on my locker. What you did

Was just to pop it in and close the lid.

Then ,
on my ash-tray, bitterly perplexed ;

Only to hear you murmur, gently vexed,
" Whatever will they leave hi ash-trays

next !

"

I tried my plate, well-nigh of hope beref t,

And, as you came to clear with fingers

deft,

You said, "Oh, wasteful! This musb

not be left."

So now, when you sweep near rne, as

you must,
Your careful broom, true to its precious

trust,

i
Will find a heart abandoned in the dust.
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THE RUMOURIST.
THKKI: wore three of us in a first-

class carriage, the little man \villi the

bulging eyes, the young Siat'l'-Captain
in the H.K.A.. and nnself. For some'
little time \vo travelled in silence, but
for eyes that bulge to that extent a pro
longed silence is impo.isihle. and UK;
little man, who had been eying the
officer as if he wanted to eat him, at,

last made the plunge and began to talk.
" Been at the Front, I suppose ?

"
he

said.
"
Yes," said the Stall'- Captain.

"
Coing out again soon ?

"

" (Jot another four days."
" Been in many of these offensives '.'

"

" One or two."
" I imagine you 'd think that one was

enough. I know I should. I'm not!

s;i\ing, you know, that I haven't got
the courage to stand it, because I 'in

not more of a coward than anybody
else. I should he right enough it

they got me out there; but they won't
call me up, me being over age aiid liav-

ing a one-man business to look after.

Besides, I 've given two younger bro-
thers and a second cousin to the War.
They 're all out at the Front somewhere
and having a lively time of it. But
the Germans lose three times as many
as we do, so everybody says. A friend
of mine whose son 's just gone out tells

me our Staff work is what 's wrong
with us. Five Generals were sent homo
after the last attack."

" Oh, you heard that, did you ?
"
said

the Captain.
"Yes, 1 heard that; but it was sort of

half private and confidential. That's
why it hasn't come out yet. But you
can't keep a thing like that dark. The
Germans know it already right enough.He says

Who says'.'
"

"
My friend who 's got a sou out

there. lie says the Germans know
everything. We 're not so good as they
are in spying, because we insist on
lighting in a gentlemanly way. Now
you know well enough that that kind
of fighting doesn't pay in these days,now does it ?

"

"I haven't seen any of it myself,"
said the Captain.

"
Ah, but it might be going on all the

Jnie and you mightn't see it on account
of being in a different sector."

"No," said the Captain, "I don't
hink that's likely."

"Anyhow," said the little man, "I
lear we 've got the better of them in

;as."
'

Kcully '.'

"
said the Captain."

Yes, our gas kills anything within

couple of hundred yards. It 's abso-

utely deadly, if we had only got enough

"HAVE VOL HAD ANY EXPEHIK.XL'E OP AGRICULTURE ?
"

-ONLY THEORETICAL, SIH. I UNDERSTAND, FOB INSTANCE, THAT ONE SHOULD MAKE
RAY WHILE THE BUN SHINES."

of it. We never do have enough ol

things to start with."
So the conversation rolled on, if in-

deed you can call it conversation where
all the talking is on one side and the
other merely puts in a word or two
expressive of polite doubt. When we
arrived at our terminus the officer dis-

appeared, and the bulgy-eyed gossip
button-holed a friend on the platform,
and he and I and his friend found our-
selves together on the top of a 'bus.

" I 've just had a most interesting
conversation," said the little man, " with
a General whose name I am not allowed
to mention. If I told you who it was
you'd be startled. He tells me that
five of our Generals have been actually
dismissed the Service for doing their
work badly during the last offensive.
He said our gas was absolutely deadly.
He talked quite freely about it. Also
he told me that we 'd got a lot to learn
from the Germans. He says that one
of our chief faults is that we make war
in too gentlemanly a way. Now you
know I always said that, and it was
very interesting to have it confirmed on
such high authority."

" Did he tell you anything about the
Americans ?

"
said the friend.

"Oh, yes. He said the Americans
were arriving at the rate of two or three
hundred thousand a day."

"
It's almost incredible, isn't it ?

"

" It would be if anybody else had
made the statement."

It is quite unnecessary to add that
the young officer had not said a word
about the Americans; but a little thing
like that does not

stop
a rumourist

when he is out for an airing.

The Marriage Market.
'

Respectable girl wanted for uiatchin; .

"

Provincial 1'uper.

" MUSICAL.

"Wanted, position as Organiser in

Factory." Provincial Paper.

We have often wondered how they
taught new shoos to squeak.

It is n curious fact that it wait Mr. (iullaml,
Liberal Chief Whip, who was responsible for
ntreducing to Mr. Lloyd George when be was
Minister of Munitions both Sir William Weir
ind Sir Joseph Maclay (Controller of Liberal
Chief Whip)." Olasyote Evening Netcs.

[t is another curious fact that some of

ihe papers have recently suggested that
Mr. GULLAND was uncontrollable by
anybody.
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AT THE PLAY.
" NURSE BENSON."

I CAN imagine cases where high pro-
fessional skill in a nurse is a belter quali-

fication than even youth and charm for

the curing of a wounded warrior. But
not so with Captain Marmaduke Tib-

benham, V.C.', whose only trouhlo was
a damaged knee-cap ;

and it fell out

very happily for him that Nurse Benson,

who had the best of testimonials, but

also a plain face and at least forty

years behind her, was prevented at

the last moment from coming to make
him whole. For this gave Lady Gillian

Dunsmorc the chance she wanted. The
V.C.'s portrait in the Press had in-

trigued her, and her curiosity had been
further piqued by the

account she had heard

of him from their mu-
tual friend, Brooke Stan-

way, who, from mixed
motives partly per-
sonal, for lie was in

love with her himself,
and partly loyal, for he
knew the levity of the

lady's nature and feared

that Tibbenliam might
add a broken heart to

his other damage had

discouraged her from
the pursuit of the hero's

acquaintance. So, hav-

ing had a smattering
of V.A.D. culture, and

being just then at a
loose end for congenial
war-work, she assumed
the identity of Nurse
Benson and got herself

installed in the Tibben-
liam menage, having

Act debarred her from revealing an

identity which would have been most

acceptable to the Tibbenliam family.
Had they learnt that they had been

entertaining unawares a future peeress
in herown rightshewould have been em-
braced with inconceivable enthusiasm

by the parvenue mother, who so adored

the aristocracy that she had given the

name "Marmaduke" to her son, for the

pure joy of calling him "Duke" for

short. (By the way I note that Marma-
dukes and repellent photographs are in

the theatrical air just now : see the

Haymarket and [Royalty plays.)
The Fourth Act, though perhaps not

quite so scintillating as 1 had been led to

expect, offered a delightful change from
the usual perfunctory adjustment of

passion of the hero. In this part Mr.
PiCNNiNGTON-GusH had a more difficult

task. He tackled it with the admir-

ably calm courage that you would ex-

pect of a V.C. ; but, though I mention
him in my despatch, I would not go
the length of recommending him for a
bur to his cross.

E. C. CARTON
The authors, Messrs,
and JUSTIN HUNTLY

Lord Messiger. "I WISH
LIES. IT'S SO CONFUSING."

YOU TWO CONSPIRATORS WOULDN'T TELL DIKPJJBEST

Lord Mcssiger MB. FEED KEBK.

Lady Gillian Duntmore . . . Miss MABIE I .on u.

Brooke Stanway MR. DA\vsox MILWAHD.

first arranged an alibi for the deception
of Lord Messiger, her guardian uncle.

By a very early hour in the even-

ing's entertainment the gallant Captain
proved the easiest of fruit ; but com-

plications, as they say, ensued not too

probable, some of them, but they
served their purpose of carrying us into
a Fourth Act. Lady Gillian's air of

possessive authority had not tended
to make her popular in the household,
which included two very unlikely guests
whose eavesdroppings and other machi-
nations had the true Surrey-side flavour.

And when finally a certain Sergeant
Hinks turns up with the idea of courting
the real Nurse Benson (of whose merits
he has heard from her brother at the

Front), and produces a photograph of

her, stained by trench-mud, but with
her solid virtues shining through, Lady
Gillian is denounced as an impostor
and sent about her business ; though
nothing but the necessity for a Fourth

outstanding threads. It owed its suc-

cess to a really brilliant performance
by Mr. FRED KEBK as Lord Mcssiger.
To him it was as easy as drawing his

breath, but no other actor could have

played the part with such distinction.

Miss MARIE LOHK had two excellent
chances in the contrasted personalities
of Lady Gillian, gay, irresponsible,

fancy-free, and " Nurse Benson," busi-

nesslike and practical, keeping her
head while she lost her heart

; and she
took these chances with both hands.

Charming at all times, I found her best
in her lighter mood, when she makes
you almost forget (except for an occa-
sional trick of voice) that she is, or ever
has been, on a stage.
Mr. DAWSON MILWABD, as Brooke

Stanway, played a most attractive part
as to the manner born ; and I confess

my taste may be cynical that I en-

joyed his light-hearted treatment of his

hopeless suit better than the serious

MCCARTHY, were not too kind to him
in the Fourth Act, where they kept
him standing far too long on his poor
leg, doing nothing at .all to justify his

existence.

Miss LOTTIE YENNE, as the Captain's
doting mother, very conscious of weak-
ness in the matter of aspirates, was

just herself, which is always good
enough for me. I must go again, if

only to hear her say,
in reference to the re-

ported engagement of

Lady Gillian and
Brooke Stanway : "It

distinctly said so in Tlic

Sunday Trumpet." As
it doesn't look so very
funny on paper, it must,

have been the way she
said it.

In spite of a few
obvious flaws not-

ably the crudity of the

female villain's part and
the sketchiness of her
husband's the play
has all the elements,
from fresh humour to

familiar romance, that

make for popularity;
and I join the many
devoted friends of Miss
MARIE LOHB in the sin-

cere and well-grounded
hope that her inanage-
tinie struck oil and=== o. s.

ment has this

gladness. __
How the Money Goes.

"During the same period 330,000 kilo-

grammes of bonds were thrown upon the

cantonments, etc." Evening Paper.

"The Italians also captured some 500 pri-
soners and a large number of machine-buns,
and retook two of our batteries."

Evening Paper.

An obvious misprint for " bakeries."

" CRAWFORD. On March 10, to Private and
Mrs. H. I. Crawford, a son. (36th Kein-

forcement"). New Zealand Herald.

Private CRAWFORD seems to have de-

served well of the Empire.

"'Twas an indescribable sensation, this

scuttling through the air, with life or death

dependent upon the opening of one little thing,
not uncommonly like an umbrella."

Daily Chronicle.

All the parachutes we have seen dis-

tinctly resembled umbrella;.
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"MOMMY, WASN'T IT MEAN OF BOBBY? HE SAID, 'LET'S SWAP,' AND JUST WHEN I WAS iniNKixo WHAT SWAP MEANT HE SWAPPED.'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. H. G. WELLS has a way of surveying a wide field

and fixing with a singular precision and setting forth with

lucidity and persuasive enthusiasm its salient points. No
one who thinks at all, whether plain man or superior person,
should miss In the Fourth Year (CHATTO AND WINDUS), with

its brilliant summary of the case for a League of Nations.

One finds the usual allowance of hasty generalisations and

(I am afraid) the usual traces of omniscience. I should

suppose that few would agree that Lord LANSDOWNE'S
letter " was a feeler from the pacifist Tories who loathe all

the cant about a world safe for democracy ;

"
and it is rather

disquieting to come across such ill-supported statements.

But the author does put into eloquent form the idealism of

the genuine believers in democracy ; does bring home to the

thoughtless Imperialist the changed balance of the world,
and to the Big Interests that we are not fighting for markets
but ideas. He does wholesomely indicate that this War
has, so far from exhausting the horrors, only begun to

indicate what they will be when there is leisure to make the

right deductions and work out their logical consequences,
and does wholesomely remind the "

governing classes
"
and

the " old tradition
"
of diplomacy that their right and their

unique capacity to make a settlement will be challenged
not only by Labour but by a nettled and disillusioned bour-

geoisie with a passion hitherto unsuspected. An appen-
dix on the implications of democracy and a vehement
defence of P.E. as an instrument in its purification complete
a valuable if piebald book.

I had thought that the literary lodes of Cornwall were

by now too exhausted for further working ; but Wastralls

(HEINEXIANN) proves me wrong, for it contains all the old

Cornish material, lonely farms, mysterious castaways from

the sea, and, finely caught, the atmosphere of half-sinister

romance that belonged to the Delectable Duchy before it

became an art school. I perceive that already I have my
metaphors somewhat involved ; to return for simplicity to

the story you will find it a tragic and an impressive tale of

an outcast man's passionate love for the land upon which

he had been flung, and ot the process by which this great

love gradually bred in him an equal hatred for the woman
who seemed to be thwarting it. This is what Mr. G. A.

DAWSON-SCOTT has told with great sincerity and power, if

occasionally in rather too many words. The situation that

results from the marriage of Byron, the waif from the sea,

and Sabina,
'

heiress of the land he so desired, ia inten-

sified to grimness when an accident reduces the wife to a

helpless cripple, whose half-quenched vitality still stands

between the husband and his ambitions. There is a genuine
and horrible force in the long fight between these two, shut

up together in the lonely manor-farm of Wastralls ;
the man

brooding and revengeful, the woman understanding and in a

half-cynical way forgiving his mood. In short the Cornish

mine seems once more to have been worked with success ;

and one hopes (if I dare suggest this faint pleasantry)
that the effort may be rewarded as were those of the Phoeni-

cians, and I leave you to remember what they got by it.

TJie Triangle of Terror (MURRAY) is a little book in which

Major-General Sir GEORGE ASTON tells again the only too
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ili-u- story of German brutality in Belgium, with, as 1)0

'

knack of representing facts in a manner calculated to attract

lains the object of showing "the deliberate strategic
;

the infant mind, and I've been attracting it ever since."

s 'rlin the olic of cruelt "-a policy that
'

If this surmise is correct, put me among the mlants. 1 do

'amiliar

explains
underlying the policy of cruelty

"
a policy

,roduced such horror as, to the uninstructed world of 1914, , not refer literally to the 1930 class, but to that degree of

seemed altogether bevond belief. The "Triangle" of the title childhood which a man may achieve if he is lucky, in the

s that part of the "map lying within the points Malines, , later teens. Readers who have a taste for the gayer reali-

Charleroi, Liege, a country of vital importance to the com- : ties of life touched upon m a vein of dashing improhab.htv

n ncations of the German armies rushing Westward for
'

will enjoy "A WarPixie,'
' A l-ellow-Iee mg, "The Wood-

limn" movement against the French left. It Nymph," stories which have all the attributes of the fairy-

wfs this importance that brought tragedy to the innocent
j

tale, save that they omit the tiresome fairies Other readers,

ietirns of "Prussian necessity," since time after time it not yet old enough to love the nonsensical for its own sake,

^ems to have been the considered policy of the Hun High will appreciate the more sedate cheerfulness of Ihe Meefc-

Jommand to make this unhappy district an example of such ing of the Years ;
and all will, I fancy, sympath.se with

should "terrify the Belgians, soldiers as well as
;

me in the particular, if they ditter from me m the general,

civilians' into a submissive despair." I take the quoted when I say that I am rather afraid of women in the mass,

worda from a letter written by Lord BEYCB to the author, but should very much like to meet Mrs. VAI/KY.

n which he tlvinks him for givin" in brief space so clear I shall beg her never again to risk such a good collection by

and forcible a statement of the facts a testimony by one '

giving her first pages to so misplaced and abortive an

whose experience has made him an unwilling expert in the
: attempt at the macabre as " 1 he Right Arm.

experience ------

.nvestigation of atrocity. If any hearts are apt to forget

and the fever of War has shortened the- memories of

most of us the tonic grim-
~

ness of this little volume i

|

packed full of horror should

serve to renew the righte-

ous anger and indignation
of those early days.

In choosing such a title

as The Eclipse of Bussia

(DENT) Dr. E. J. DILLON
made one expect a detailed i

account of the revolution

or the military operations

preceding it, but really it is

nothing of the sort. His

book prefaces rather than

records the occurrences of

the last two years, and

might, in the best sense

of the phrase, be termed a

prophecy after the event.

It is an analysis of the

conditions which made it

certain that Tsardom could not for ever persist in the

face of modern civilisation, and is illustrated mainly by
reference to those chapters of Eussian history which cul-

minated in the Japanese war. If no more than a tithe

of the miseries which he associates with the old

111 Short I'lii/lits H'illi

Wailn'sn. "WHKN I'M FIFTY I'M OOISG TO RETIRE AND BE A I.ADY

Tommy (gallantly). "BUT WHAT ABB YOU.NOW?"
Waitress. "OH, GO HOX ! I'M SOT FIFTY YET."

the Cloud Cavalry (HODDER
AND STOUGHTON) we are

given a very clear account
of an entirely new kind of

[life. "SPIN" indulges in

no literary acrobatics, and
he does not try to make

Hying a whit more re-

markable than it is (that
would be difficult), but in

this brief and modest book

(and I could wish it were
twice us long) he is con-

tent to bring home to us

; with a very impressive

simplicity the sort of life

our airmen live. Neither
" SPIN

"
nor any of the

characters he draws makes
'

a fuss "about anything, and

|

one feels that if a flier

dared to brag about his

achievements ho would

have an exceedingly thin

were true miseries that put all our old stereotyped anar-

chist stories to the blush then disruption was inevitable.'

Dr. DILLON'S hero is the late Count WITTE, for whose

statesmanship he has a tribute of praise contrasting

pleasantly with his opinion of things Russian as a whole ;

but, if bis judgment is generally a gloomy one, yet the

time in the Mess. I doubt if the spirit of our airmen,

which to stay-on-tbe-ground people must always seem

astounding, will ever be more happily presented than it is

here. The arrangement of the sketches requires a little

alteration I refer especially to "
Salvage," which would he

better placed at the end of the book.

Unlike most of the war-fiction that has come my way
Billie Impett and Doris (HoDDEB AND STOUGHTON) can be

unreservedly recommended. Billie as depicted here was a

delightful boy who had the confidence of his superior ollicers

_ji A l i _ ^f 1, i ,-. , Ti'i., , in + 1 1 /i ^i-rvvd ( ( i-if\
' M iv n.c n.

sympathy of his analysis is as keen as its subtlety, and
j

and the love of his men. From the word " Go " he was a

after our wild and now almost incredible trust in the mili- trier, and his irresistible charm lay in his modesty. If lie

tary magnificence of the Tsars the plain truth is bracing, i
is not drawn from life he lives in these pages, and, although

It is well, when Russian affairs seem a mere jumble of I as a lover there were moments when his diffidence must

unintelligible policies, to have an observer who can state I have been as exasperating to Doris as it was to me, you

clearly, if not just what to-morrow will bring forth, at any
rate the reasons for the developments of yesterday.

Mrs. G. DE HOENE VAIZEY has the knack of telling a good
story with a pleasant surprise at the end of it, and does so

fifteen times out of twenty in Tkc Jtiyht Ann, anil Other
v riea (MILLS AND BOON). She is, I imagine, half thinking
of herself when she writes in " The Country Cottage

"
:

"After I left Newnham I discovered that I possessed a

have only to see him at his real job which was war to

forgive him for being but an amateur canoodler. This is

the second book that Captain Hi 'STACK .\INSWORTH has

written about Billie, and I hope that he will stick to his

like a limpet.

"\VOIIKIM; HtKJSEKEKPBB. Defined lady wants situation to

bachelor or widower: salary
;24." Hoxehtster <.! luirtlian.

A pleasing variety ;
some " ladies

"
are so undefined.
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' HK '8 GOING TO LOOP !

"

LOOK BEFORE YOU LOOP.
"HE'S LOOPING!" UK's

CHARIVARIA.
THE price of the standard suit has

heon raised. Not, we regret to say,

by us. * *

"The military commander of the

Mark of Brandenburg," says a German

paper,
" has commandeered all house-

hold refuse." This will not affect the

produce of the House of Hohenzollern,
which comes under the category of

"Bottles and Junk."
-.;: :;:

The Foreign Office are frankly con-

cerned with the report that General
KOBNILOFP has not captured Moscow
more than once in the last fortnight.

With reference to the Thames bargee
who was fined two pounds for using
bad language, we understand that it

was really a bargain for the money.

Lord ASHBOURKE'S speech in Erse
before the House of Lords has not been
translated. Musical circles, however,
are interested in a rumour that Sir

THOMAS BKKCHAM has made a bet that

he can orchestrate it.

ik

Wo understand that the American
soldiers in France desire to be known
as the Yanks. The Huns, on the other

hand, are already expressing the live-

liest dissatisfaction with the idea of

posing as the yankees.

%*
Two aeroplanes gave an exhibition

VI I.. CI.V.

of trick-Hying over the House of Com-
mons last week. It is proposed that

a representative of the Government
should pay a return visit to the aero-

drome and give an exhibition of trick

talking.

The reporter who told a Press Agency
that he had seen a trunk marked
"von K." smuggled on board Captain
AMUNDSEN'S vessel on the eve of its

departure for the Arctic regions has
not returned for his money.

*
.

;;;

Cheap packets of vegetable-seeds are

now required to bear a guarantee of

what proportion will sprout. The task

of separating this proportion from the

rest of the packet will still fall on the

purchaser. ... ...

The KEGISTRAH- GENERAL'S report
shows a falling off in the number of

suicides. This, of course, is only
natural at a time when we are all so

busv.
' '

was a cloud of dust on the distant

horizon.

A Copenhagen message states that

anarchy has broken out in Petrograd.
We have felt for some time that if they
were not careful Russia would get
mixed up in some irritating fracas or

another.

The Evening News understands that
Mr. HARRY LADDER may stand as a

Candidate for Parliament at the next

election. It appears that Mr. JOSEPH
KING is of the opinion that the ad-

mission of comedians into Parliament
would be the last straw.

A correspondent writes to a contem-

porary bitterly complaining that he
saw a man in the train the other day
who had seven pats of fresh butter and
other large quantities of food. II r

should not get excited. After all, the

fellow may only have been an escaped
prisoner.

According to an American journal
|

moth-breeding is one of the latest

hobbies. We hope this will have the

effect of teaching this insect how to dress

properly. Nothing is more vexatious

than to see a moth going about in a

fur coat many times too large for it.

We regret to report that nothing has

since been heard of the allotment-

holder who gave chase to a caterpillar
last week. The last seen of the couple

Failing to obtain settlement of a

large loan a Kansas City money-lender
has eloped with the borrower's wife.

This form of compromise is strongly

discouraged by the Bar.

" Nothing could be more symptomatic of the

changes brought about by the war than the

celebration of Independence Day in London
on July 7." Qlobe.

Even the celebration on July 4th was
rather symptomatic.
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BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA.

(The EurEROR KAUL soliloquises orer a letter from
dear WILLIAM.)

HE writes to say ho cannot come just now

(His leisure for excursions being scanty)

To watch iny glorious trcops from Grappa's brow

Swooping the plains that flow with milk and Chianti,

Or cheer my valour on its way to Venice

Well, that removes a menace!

Fain would he sit with his Imperial pal

Holding a levy in San Marco's Piazza,

Go gondoliering up the Grand Canal

And loot the Doges' Residence but that 's a

Pleasure he must regrettably defer

Till certain things occur.

For duty .keeps him on the .Western Front,

Prepared at any moment forth to sally,

Soon as the very next offensive stunt

Facilitates an entry into Calais ;

Or FOCH and CLKMENCKAU on bended knees say :

" Please use the Champs Elysees."

Meanwhile, in case our pulse is running slow

Because we miss his sabre's heartening rattle,

Ho hopes to let us have a Hun or so

To give us lessons how to win a battle;

Later, if this arrangement turns out fruity,

He'll come and share the booty.

I know I ought to jump at such a chance,
But yet I somehow cannot feel ecstatic ;

It seems to me I have a rotten stance

Between the Devil and the Adriatic;

If I 've to keep on licking WILLIAM'S feet

I might as well be beat.

For since, if all goes well (and what with Czechs
And Jugo-Slavs and things I'm none too sanguine),

He '11 make of me a Teutonized annexe,

Why should I want to help his Prussian gang win ?

I think I '11 wire to VICTOR :

" Me for home,
And you can keep your Eqine." O. S.

THE TRIAL.
THOSE carefully timing their passage past the Orderly

Room at the moment of Alfred's ejection therefrom feared
that he had fared badly, that the Old Man at last had had
more than enough of a case-hardened offender regarded
hitherto with a somewhat lenient eye. For it was observed
that ho looked shaken, and, had anything on earth been
able to abate the brick-red of his complexion, the opinion
was that it would have been a pale moment for him.
Awe ran through the spectators. For in Alfred a man to

whom court-martials were an almost weekly sustenance
as necessary as his rations, had been brought low. What
dread verdict, what harsh rigour of military law. . . . Thus
the anxious murmurs.

Alfred, with drawn set face, refused consolation, refused
indeed to make any sort of a statement. But those privi-

leged to know the great criminal, to whom Army Acts and
K.R.R.'s in all their sections and their sub-sections were
as an open book, knew that it was not theirs to force Alfred
from his brooding, or there might easily be another crime.
That night, round about the fourth seat, third bench, wet
canteen, they would foregather with more hope of success.

At his accustomed hour Alfred was there, newly emerged
from seclusion, his face chiefly expressive of a cynical
thoughtfulness. He accepted many drinks with the man-

ner of one to whom tribute is inevitable, but must not be

accepted too lightly.

Then, broodingly,
" Four days' C.B. ! 'Tain't a bloomin'

army since this 'ere War started !

"

The electricity spread
" Alf 's only got four days

"
and

the crowd hung breathless.
" A crime wot old Bluebottle give me twenty-one days

for when I was on the Plains, an' this milk-and-water-

Alt stopped speechless within an ace of a complete break-

down. He emptied two pots fiercely.
" I did it an' told 'im I did it. I give 'im every eharnst.

Never made no defence 'cept
' Old Soldier,' an' there he

might easily 'ave said, 'That makes it worse, my man.'

Not 'e, the blurry Sunday-School super.
'

Well, Porter,'

'e ses,
' I dessay you 'ad some provocation

'

(an' I 'adn't,

s'welp me, as I sed to 'im pertickler), 'an' you got those

ribbins up,' 'e ses,
' an' a couple o' gol" bars on yer sleeve, I

notice Went on like that ; fair made me sick, 'e did ;

an' then 'e bleats, 'Four days' C.B.,' soft an' low like."

The sympathy of twenty pairs of eyes roused him afresh,

though still in morbid strain: " Ain't actually against Regs.,
1 know, an' I 've 'ad to arsk Orf'cers for more before now
to keep 'em to the book; but oo 'd 'ave expected it ? W'y,
I 'd settled wiv old Checks wot bed I was takin' over in

clink. An' it ain't as if that's orl, either. Blimey, this

ain't "arf a bloomin' Batt., this isn't. They don't know 'ow

to bring a man up on a crime proper. 'Eart-breakin', that 's

wot it is, 'eart-breakin'. Orf'cers are diffrent yer ex-

pects 'em to fergit a bit sometimes, but w'en you 've got
a perishin' Sarn't-Major wot

" And Alf relapsed into

profound dejection.
" Wot ?

" echoed many voices.
" Wot ! You arsks wot ! Well, I '11 tell yer wot, though

I wouldn't 'ave believed it, not if I'd been told, an' you
needn't believe me, not if you don't like. We ain't got a

Sarn't-Major, if you arsks me. He 's out of a penny box o'

lead 'uns, that 's wot 'e is. I 'ad to coach old Jimmy
'Awkins a bit 'im wot was in the old Second Batt., but 'e

'ad the makin's, 'e 'ad, anyway, an' before I got 'it at

Dickybush I 'd done 'im that much good that 'e used to do
a trial right proper. Made everyone comforble, orf'cer,

witnesses an' me an' all everythin' slick. 'E used to

watch me close, an' I used to indicate, as yer might say,

fac-i-ally, what might be wrong with 'im or the guard, or

the distance orf the orf'cer an' suchlike. 'Fore I 'd finished

with that Batt. it 'ad a repertation fer trials. An' now, as

I ses, I b'long to a unit wot's got a bloke for a Sarn't-

Major! Well, d'yer know wot 'e done ?
" Strike me pink if 'e didn't let me in with me 'at

on ! An' the orf'cer never noticed it neither. It was orl I

could do to stan' there. I couldn' think about evidence. I

kep' on tryin' to give the Sarn't-Major the nod, though
I couldn't turn an' look at 'im straight, seein' my position.

W'y, in the old army they 'd 'ave whipped orf yer 'at 'fore

yer knew yer'd got a crime against yer. It was runnin'

through me 'ead, ''Sense me, Sir, I'm the pris'iier standin'

'ere with me 'at on
'

buzzin' orl the time those words was.

An" out they'd 'ave come on'y there was a Cap'n o' the

Blusterers there too, an' I couldn't disgrace the Batt., not
on top of wot it'd disgraced itself awready."
The company, silent with shame, made pitying sounds

in its throats.

"No, 'Beg pard'n,' I ought to 'ave said, 'me 'at ain't

took off'. ... It's enough it's enough, an' this is me
las' word on it, ter make a chap never go outside King's
Regs, again. Become a bloomin' pi soldier, that 's wot I

will. No crimes, no drunks, no nothin'. Get a bloomin'
crown up meself, I will, an' bring rookies up before the

beak. I '11 'ave their 'ats orf !

"
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THE BOSCHING OF AUSTRIA.

KAISEB KARL. "I ONLY HOPE THIS FRIGHTENS THE ENEMY AS MUCH AS IT SCARES MK.

[KAISEB \VII.HELM has threatened to send a few German Generals to teach the Austrian Army how to win offensives.]
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THE MUD LARKS.
I FOUND No. 764, Trooper Hartley,

W.J.," in the horse lines, sitting on a

hay-bale perusing a letter which seemed
to give him some amusement. On see-

William grinned.
"
Well, a man must pricking his freckled ears. ' Who 's

live, you know. How'msodever w i \vn.rvmir'>
'

we
j

warring .

struck a bonanza vein of m'jnfn right
" ' The Inglische and Germans, of

away and piled up the long white course,' says the Arab. ' Didn't the

nuggets in a way that would drive you 1 B'wana know '?

'

to poetry. A Somali Arab took the stuff i

"'
No, the B'wana doesn't,' says I;

bidding him carry on. We go through
the motions of officer and man very

punctiliously, William and I. In other

clays, in other lands, our relative posi-
tions were easier.

The ceremonies over I sat down be-

side him on the hay-bale, and we became
Bill and Jim to each other.

" Did you ever run across Gustav

ing me he arose, clicked his spurs and
j

from us on the spot, paying us in cattle
,

" our private Marconi outfit is broke

saluted. I returned the salute, graciously at a fifty-per-cent. discount, which was ! down owing to the monkeys swinging
reasonable enough, seeing that he ran ! on the wires. Now trot home, you
ninety per cent, of the risks. Every- barbarous ape, while me and my col-

thing sailed along like a beautiful '

league throws a ray of pure intellect

dream. The elephants was that tame on the problem. Bassi."

they 'd eat out of your hand, and you !

" So he soon dismisses at the double
could stroll out and bowl over a dozen and is seen no more in them vicinities.

of the silly blighters before breakfast if

you felt in the mood. The police hadn't

got our address as yet. The only com-
Miiller in the old days ?

"
William in-

j petitor that threatened got buckshot in

quired, thumbing a fistful of dark

" '

Well, partner,' says I to Gustav,
' this is a fair knock-out what ?

'

"But Gustav, he grumbles something
1 couldn't catch and walks off into the

his breeches, which changed his mind
\

bush with his head down, afflicted with

Magliesburg tobacco into his corn-cob and direction for him very precipitous,
j

thought.
incinerator. " '

Mafoota,' the niggers > The industry boomed and boomed. " He didn't come in for supper, so I

called him, a beefy man with l

an underdone complexion." !

"
Yes," I said,

" he turned i

up in my district on the :

Wallaby in 1913 or there-

abouts, with nothing in the

world but a topee, an army
overcoat and a box of parlour

magic. Set up as a wizard
in Chala's kraal. Used to

produce yards of ribbon out
of the mouths of the afflicted

,

and collapsible flower-pots
out of their nostrils casting
out devils, you understand.
Was scratching together a

very comfortable practice;
but he began to dabble in

black politics, so I moved
him on. An entertaining old

rogue; I don't know what
became of him."
William winked at me through a

cloud of blue tobacco smoke. "I do.

He went chasing a rainbow's end
North of the Lakes, and I went along
with him. You see, Gustav's great-aunt
Gretchen appeared to him in a dream
and told him there was alluvial gold
in a certain river bed, tons of it, easy
washing, so we went after it. We
didn't find it ; but that 's neither here
nor there; a man must take a chance
now and again, and this was the first

time Gustav's great-aunt had let him
down. She 'd given him the straight
tip for two Melbourne Cups and a Por-

tugoose lottery in her time. Some girl,

great-aunt Gretchen ! Anyway there
was Gustav and me away up at the tail-

nd of Nowhere, with the boys yapping
for six months' back pay, and wecouldn't
have bought a feed of hay for a night-
mare between us. We just naturally
had to do something, so

"So you just naturally took topoach-

Tlie Cigar SmoJcer. "I DON'T CALL IT UNPATRIOTIC TO SMOKE A CIGAB
OCCASIONALLY."

The Pipe Smoker. "I DO. WHY, YOU'VE GOT ENOUGH STUFF IN THAT
ONE TO FEED A BABBIT FOB A WEEK."

iflg ivory,
on.'

"'Another year of this,' says I to

myself,
' and I '11 retire home and grow

roses, drive a pony-trap and be a church-
warden.'

" Then one day the Arab headman
blows into camp and, squatting outside
our tent, commences to lamentate and
pipe his eye in a way that would make
you think he 'd ate a skinful of prickly
pears.

" ' What 's biting you, Bluebell ?
'

I

asked.

"'Allah akbar ! God is good but
business is rotten,' says he, and pitches
a woeful yarn bow that columns of

Askaris was marching thither and
thence, poking their flat noses in where
they wasn't invited

; Inglische gunboats
were riding every wave, scaring seven
bells out of the coast dhows, and con-

sequently commerce was sent to blazes
and a poor man couldn't get an honest

living nohow. The long and short of
it was that ivory smuggling was off for

said I.
" 1 know you. Go the period of the War.

' ' What war, you scum ?
'

says Gustav,

scoffed his share and turned
in.

"At moonrise I thought I

heard a bull elephant trum-

peting like he was love-sick,
but it wasn't. It was Gus-
tav coming home singing
the Wacht am Rhein. He
brings up opposite my bed.

" '

Ob, give over and let

the poor lions and leopards
snatch some sleep,' says I.

"'I was born in Sher-

many,' says he.
" ' Don't let that keep you

awake, ole man,' says I.
' What saith the prophet ?
" If a cat kittens on a fish-

plate they ain't necessarily

herrings."
'

" ' I 'in a Sherman,' says
he.

" ' You 've been so long with white
men that nobody 'd know it,' says I.
'

Forget it, and I won't tell on you.
Why, you ain't seen Shermany these

thirty years, and you wouldn't know
a square-head if you was to trip over
one. Go to bed, Mr. Caruso.'

" '

Well, I 'm going to be a mighty
good Sherman now, to make up for lost

time,' says he gritn-like,
' and in case

you got any objections I '11 point out
that you 've the double express prox-
imitous to your stomach.'

" He had me bailed up all right. Argu-
ments \veren't no use with the cuss.
' I 'm a Sherman '

was all he 'd say,
and next day we starts to hoof it to

German territory, me promenading in

front calling Gustav every name but
his proper one, and him marching be-

hind, prodding me in the back with the
blunderbuss. He disenjoyed that trip
even more than I did

; he had to step
behind ine all day for fear I 'd dodge
him into the bush

; and he sat up all

night for fear the boys would rescue
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ine. He got as red-eyed as a bear mid

liis figure dropped off him in bueketfuls.

"At (lie cud of ii month we crossed

the border and hit the trail of the

Peulseber burnt villages everywhere,
with the mutilated bodies of women
and piccaninnies lying about, stakes

driven through 'em. Waugh !

" 'Are you still a Sherman '.'

'

I

but ( lustav says nothing ;
ho 'd gone a

bit white about tho gills all the same.

Then one morning we tumbles into one

of their columns and the game is up. 1

was given a few swipes witli a '

for welcome and hauled before the Com-
mander, a little short cove with yellow
hair, a hand-carved jaw and spectacles.
lie diagnosed my case as serious, pre-
scribed mo some more kiboko, and 1 was
hove into a grass but under guard, pend-

ing the obsequies.
" The Ollicers called Gustav a good

sport, gave him a six-by-four cigar and
took him off to dinner. I noticed he

looked back at me once or twice. So I

sits down in the hut and meditates on

some persons' sense of humour, with a

big Askari buck padding it up and down
outside, whiling away tho sunny hours

with a bit of disembowelling practice on

bis bayonet.
" A couple of days flits by while the

column is away spreading the good
word with fire and stake. Then on the

third night I hears a scuffle outside the

hut, and the Askari comes somersault-

ing backwards through the grass wall

like as if an earthquake bad butted him
in tho brisket. He gave a couple of kicks

and stretched out like as if he was tired.
" ' Whist ! Is that you, Bill?

'

comes
a whisper through the hole.

" ' What 's left of me,' says I.
' Who

are you ?
'

" ' Me Gustav,' says the whisperer.
" ' What 's the antic this time ? Cap-

tnring me again ?
'

says I.

" '

No, I 'm rescuing you now,' says he.

"'The devil you are,' says I, and with

that I glided out through the hole and
followed him on my stomach. A sentry

gave tongue at the scrub-edge, but

Gustav rose up out of the grass and

bumped him behind the ear and wo
went on.

" '

Well, you 're a lovely quick-change
artist, capturing a bloke one moment
and rescuing him the next,' says I

presently.
' What 's come over you ?

Ain't you a Sherman no more ?'

"Gustav groans as if his heart was
broke.

' 1 've been away thirty years.
I didn't know they was like that ;

I 'd for-

gotten. Oh, my Gawd, what swine!'

He spits like a man that has bit sour

beer, and we ran on again."
" Didn't they chase you ?

"
I asked.

William nodded.
" But they couldn't catch two old

Misnitivti-Worker'i Daughter. "FATHER 'AD THE 'UUP PROPER Ait- THE WEEK-END.
'E SPRAINED 'IS PLANNEB-FINGER."

bush-bucks like us, and the next day
we fell in with a British column that

was out hunting them. 'Twas a merry

meeting. Gustav enlisted with the

Britishers on the spot."
William tapped the travel-soiled letter

in his hand. " This is from him. He's

down in Nairobi, wounded. He says
he's sitting up taking nourishment, and

that great-aunt Gretchen has appeared
to him again and showed him a diamond

pipe in the Khali Hari, which will re-

quire a bit of looking into aprcs la ijucrre

if there ever is any aprts."
PATLANDER.

A Peace Dog.
" LIVE STOCK.

Wanted, setter, who is used to settiug gold

brooches and pendants." Scotch Paper.

An Infant in Arms.
" BIRTHS.

CUAIK. On 28rd inst., the wife of Corpl. A.

Craik, a son (on active service)." Scotmian.

"Pierre Loti, of the Academie Francaisc,

commandant of the frigate Viaud, has been

'mentioned' in an Army Order." Exchange.

It was very tactful of the French

Admiralty to call that frigate after the

real name of her commandant, M.

JULIEN VIAUD.

"Owing to lack of material, and so many
men being called to the colours, the Milton

Works at Jamestown, one of the hix works of

the United Turkey Red Company, Ltd., in the

Vale of Leven and Renton, was shut down

yesterday." Sunday Paper.

In the circumstances the expression
" called to the colours

"
savours of irony.
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HEAVY WORK.
EVKHY now and then doctors slap

me about and ask me if I was always
as thin as this.

"As thin as what?" I say with as

much dignity as is possible to a man
who has had his shirt taken away from

him.
" As thin as this," says the doctor,

hooking his stethoscope on to one of

my ribs, and then going round to the

other side to see how I am getting on

there.

I am slightly better on the other

side, but he runs his pencil up and
down mo and produces that pleasing
noise which small boys get by" dragging
a stick along railings.

I explain that 1 was always deli-

cately slender, but that latterly my ribs

have been overdoing it.

" You must put on more flesh," he

says sternly, running his pencil up and
down them again. (He must have been
a great nuisance as a small boy.)

" I will," I say fervently,
" I will."

Satisfied by my promise he gives me
back my shirt.

But it is not only the doctor who
complains; Celia is even more upset

by it. She says tearfully that I remind
her of a herring. Unfortunately she
does not like herrings. It is my hope
some day to remind her of a turbot
and make her happy. She too has my
promise that I will put on flesh.

We had a fortnight's leave a little

while ago, which seemed to give me a

food
opportunity of putting some on.

o we retired to a house in the country
where there is a weighing-machine in

the bathroom. We felt that the mere
sight of this weighing-machine twice

daily would stimulate the gaps between

my ribs. They would realise that

they had been brought down there on
business.

The first morning I weighed myself
just before stepping into the water.
When I got down to breakfast I told

Celia the result.
" You are a herring," she said sadly.
"But think what an opportunity it

gives me. If I started the right weight,
the rest of the fortnight would be

practically wasted. By the way the
doctor talks about putting on flesh, but
he didn't say how much he wanted.
What do you think would be a nice
amount ?

"

"About another stone," said Celia.
" You were just a nice size before the
War."
"All right. Perhaps I had better

tell the weighing-machine. This is a

co-operative job ; I can't do it all my-
self."

The next morning I was the same as

before, and the next, and the next, and
the next.

"Really," said Celia pathetically,
" we

might just as well have gone to a house

whore there wasn't a weighing-machine
at all. I don't believe it 's trying. Are

you sure you stand on it long enough ?
"

"
Long enough for me. It 's a bit

cold, you know."
"
Well, make quite sure to-morrow.

I must have you not quite so herringy."
I made quite sure the next morning.

I had eight stone arid a half on the

weight part, and the little tiling you
move up and down was on the " 4

"

notch, and the bar balanced midway
between the top and the bottom. To
have had a crowd in to see would have
been quite unnecessary ; the whole ma-
chine was shouting eight-stone-eleven
as loudly as it could.

" I expect it 's got used to you," said

Celia when I told her the sad state of

affairs. "It likes eight -stone -eleven

people."
" We will give it," I said,

" one more
chance."
Next morning the weights were as I

had left them, and I stepped on without
much hope, expecting that the bar

would come slowly up to its midway
position of rest. To my immense

delight, however, it never hesitated but
went straight up to the top. At last I

had put on flesh !

Very delicately I moved the-thing-

you-move-up-and-down on to its next
notch. Still the bar stayed at the top.
I had put on at least another ounce of

flesh !

I continued to put on more ounces.
Still the bar remained up! I was eight
stone thirteen. . . . Good heavens, I

was eight stone fourteen !

I pushed the thing-you-move-up-and-
down back to the zero position, and

exchanged the half-stone weight for a
stone one. Excited but a trifle cole1

,

for it was a fresh morning and the

upper part of the window was wide

open, I went up from nine stone ounce

by ounce. . . .

At nine-stone-twelve I jumped off for
a moment and shut the window. . . .

At eleven-stone-eight I had to get
off again in order to attend to the
bath, which was in danger of overflow-

ing. . . .

At fifteen-stone-eleven the breakfast

gong went. . . .

At nineteen-stone-nine I realised that
I had overdone it. However I decided
to know the worst. The worst that
the machine could tell me was twenty-
stone-seven. At twenty-stone-seven 1

left it.

Celia, who had nearly finished break-
fast, looked up eagerly as I came in.

"Well?" she said.

" I am sorry I am late," I apolo-

gised,
" but I have been putting on

flesh."

"Have you really gone up?" she
asked excitedly.

" Yes." I began mechanically to

help myself to porridge, and then

stopped.
"
No, perhaps not," I said

thoughtfully.
" Have you gone up much ?

"

" Much," 1 said. "
Quite much."

" How much ? Quick !

"

"
Celia," I said sadly,

" I am twenty-
stone-seven. I may be more ; the

weighing-machine gave out then."

"Oh, but, darling, that's much too

much."
"

Still, it 's what we came here for,"

I pointed out. " No, no bacon, thanks
;

a small piece of dry toast."
" I suppose the machine couldn't

have made a mistake?/"
" It seemed very decided about it. It

didn't hesitate at all."
" Just try again after breakfast to

make sure."
"
Perhaps I 'd better try now," I said,

getting up,
" because if 1 turned out to

be only twenty-stone-six I might ven-
ture on a little porridge after all. I

shan't be long."
I went upstairs. I didn't dare face

that weighing-machine in my clothes
after the way in which I had already
strained it without them. I took them
off hurriedly and stepped on. To my
joy the bar stayed in its downward
position. I took off an ounce . . .

then another ounce. The bar remained
down. . . .

At eighteen-stone-two I jumped off

for a moment in order to shut the win-

dow, which some careless housemaid
had opened again. . . .

At twelve -stone -seven I shouted

through the door to Celia that I

shouldn't be long, and that I should
want the porridge after all. . . .

At four-stone-six I said that I had
better have an egg or two as well.

At three ounces I stepped off, feeling
rather shaken.

I have not used the weighing-machine
since ; partly because I do not believe
it is altogether trustworthy, partly be-

cause I spent the rest of my leave in

bed with a severe cold. We are now
in London again, where I am putting
on flesh. At least the doctor who
slapped me about yesterday said that
I must, and I promised him that I

would. A. A. M.

Strenuous War-Work.
"Lady ,

in addition to helping Lady
with her matinee, is having a wonderful

full-length portrait painted which, I am told

by those who have seen it, is quite out of the

ordinary." Daily Sketch.
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A PRISONER OF HOPE.
My body lies, as dead men lie,

On the cramped prison bed,
But with a clear unsleeping oye

I \\iitch the pale moon shed
Its little silver shaft of light
Across the anguish of the night.

They will not fling the window wide
To show a heaven of stars,

ISul still the pulsing world outside

Beaches my prison bars,
And as I cross the ghostly streak

I feel the salt spray oil my cheek.

Swift as an arrow to the gold
1 make my silent way

To where the guarding cliffs unfold
Their line of silver-grey ;

I need no glimmer of a spark
To guide my footsteps through the durk.

I know of old the purple hill

Under the wind-swept skies,

Where, like a dream, serene and still

The gleaming water lies ;

The rugged broken fretted line

That shows the sentinels of pine.

I see the track of long ago,
The brown enchanted burn

;

I hear it singing soft and low

Long after I return,
And hold again, in stern control,
The winged impatience of rny soul.

X # :!: # *

I know that I shall feel once more
The wind across the sea

When Peace unlocks the prison door
And sets the captives free,

And my imprisoned feet shall press
Out of this hell of loneliness.

I shall not need the faintest gleam
To guide my feet that day

Across the leaping red-brown stream

By the familiar way,
To where the still loch sleeping lies

Beneath the misty wind-swept skies.

MISTAKES ABOUT THE ARMY.
NOTHING pains me more than the way

in which our army is misunderstood and
maligned by its critics.

Ever since I became a soldier I have
been sorry for it. For the army, I

mean. It is a good army and it is doing
its best. I can see that. I couldn't at
one time, but I can now. The army and
I understand one another; consequently
I can see what is wrong. It is not the

army; it is the other people. They
are all wrong. There are more mis-
takes made about the army than any-
thing else. When I read what the
comic papers say about it I want to

cry ; when I read what the serious

papers say about it I want to laugh ;

and when I am neither crying nor

laughing I feel that I ought to put in a

good word for the army and dispose of

Staff Officer (inspecting scratch collection of G.S. men). "AH, My MAS RIBBON, EH?
DON'T SEEM TO BEMEMBKB TUB COLOURS. WHAT CAMPAIGN IS THAT?"

G.S. Man (proudly). "FiBST PBIZE, PLOUGHIN' MATCH AT YEOVIL, ZUB."

some of the illusions about it which are
cherished by the other people.
Take for example that most popular

illusion of all, the so-called waste of

talent. Nearly every critic of the army
declares that it does not make the best

use of its men. But it does.

the army as well as I do you would not
think that. If you had studied the
beautiful diet sheets the army puts up
in its mess-rooms you would not ask,
"Where are our writers of fiction?"
You would know.
Then again, take the question of com

Any fool can see that every man can-
1

fort. Over and over again you say,
not go on doing in the army exactly

j

" Why does the army make its men so
the same work that he did in civil life, uncomfortable?" I have beard that
and I am not going to pretend that when question asked till it makes me tired.

it gets hold of an architect the army
j

The army gives me uncomfortable
lets him go on architecting, or that every j

clothes and a hard bed, drills me, shouts
coster in khaki is allowed to go on cost-

j

at me, swears at me, and plays pranks
ing, or even that every man who 'ought with my pay- book with a very definite

to have a room to himself at Whitehall

gets it. I have not got one myself yet.
But put yourself in the army's boots

for a moment you will not want to

keep them on longer than that. What
would you do if you were an army and
had to deal with all sorts and conditions

of men ? Suppose a lot of recruits came

along and said,
" Wo are writers of

fiction." That would rattle you a bit.

It is a hundred to one that you would
not know what to do with them, and it

is a thousand to one that you think the

army wastes them. But if you knew

and laudable object. It wants to make
me wild. When I am wild I want to

fight someone, and that is just what the

army requires. When I am really mad
it turns me loose on the Germans. And
there you are.

At least, if you were there, you would
be sorry for yourself, but you would not

be likely to ask any more silly questions.
You can take it from me that the

army is all right. It knows perfectly
well what it is up to, but of course it is

impossible for an army to please every-

one, especially when there is a war on.
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"MY DKAI1, I'VE AT LAST FOUND SOME SUITABLE WAK .WORK. YOU SEE, COMMITTEES TIRE ME AND CHARITY MATINEES SEND Ml 1

. TO
SLEEP, SO I'M MAKING ARRANGEMENTS TO PAY EXORMOUS LUXURY TAXES."

APPLIED MATHEMATICS.
i.

Second-Lieut. Augustus Gore
Was a don before tlie War,
Who in one of Oxford's attics

Crammed the young with mathe-
matics.

Gussie was a dreamy lad,

Otherwise lie wasn't bad
;

If lie had a fault at all

He was unmethodical;
But a sum to him was play,
So he joined the R.G.A.,
And attended several battles

Minus all the goods and chattels
Which are commonly in use
When a war lias broken loose,
" Some," quoth he,

" want guns be-
side 'em . .

In a fight ;
I can't abide 'em.

What 's the use of guns to me ?

1 rely on formula'."

In his turn he had to go
To the Front as F.O.O. ;

Would he feel a trifle small
If the Germans paid a call'.'

You might think, when shells are

flyingAnd the Bosch his bomb is plying,
For offence in war's grim game
Telephones are rather tame;

Glasses were designed, you know,
More to watch than hit the foe ;

Sextants, too, in self-defence

Don't inspire much confidence.

Yet he asked for nothing more,

Weapons being such a bore.

Ere his work had well begun
Suddenly appeared the Hun ! ,'.-

Gore was standing all alone

By his little telephone,

Thinking of the luscious stout

Drunk before he 'd started out ;

At his side most temptingly
Hung a flask of eau-de-vie,
And a Bosch who strove to gain it

Pricked Augustus with his bay'net.

This, of course, was quite unfair

And Augustus lost his hair ;

Shrieking out, "Take that, you
hound !

"

Swift he felled him to the ground
(Giving Fritz good cause to hate us)
With his ranging apparatus.

Then our hero, breathing battle,

Rounding up the Huns like cattle
;

Bushed into the worst of babels,

Waving logarithmic tables ;

Blasting men with sec. and sine,
Broke clean through the German line;
Found a pill-box, which he cracked or
Rather prised with his protractor ;

Steered, with murder in his eye,

Through the winding length of "n-"

Right up to the thousandth decimal;
Calculi infinitesimal

Rolled in torrents from his tongue
With a force that none could bung
(Si'or PKESS. Franco-British line

Everywhere has reached the Rhine).

That is how Augustus Gore

Practically won the War.

Straight to Oxford he retreated,
Where you '11 find him calmly seated
In the dingiest of attics

Rubbing up his mathematics.

"Flapper Finance."
"On Friday evening there had been received

from alco at the four stalls, or received in

donations, about 140, and the total proceeds
will, it is hoped, be substantially more after

expenses are defrayed."
Manclusier Guardian.

Yes, dear, it 's quite right ; add together
the money received from sales, the
donations and the expenses, and you
arrive at the total proceeds.

The Contractors' Itcconl, in apolo-

gising for errors of make-up due to the

printers being short-handed, concludes
with the sentence :

" Need we say more
than piccavi?" But why say even that?
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FOR FEANCE'S SAKE.
JULY HTH.

[Far the best way of celebrating Franco's Day is to send help to the British Committee of the French Red Cross, who havo
a thousand British workers at the Front engaged in nursing the French wounded, driving ambulances, bringing succour to civilians,
restoring land that has been laid waste, and in many other ways relieving distress among <5ur bravo Allies of France. Cheques
should be made out to the Hon. Treasurer, French Red Cross, and addressed either to the Right Hon. the LOBD MA.YOB, Mansion
House, E.C., or to His Excellency the FBKNCII AMBASSADOR, Albert Gate House, S.W.I.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Ifon/Jiti/, July 1st. M. KKKKNSKY'S

sensational appearance at the Labour
Couference last week was a mystery to

most of us, until Mr. RICHARD LAMBERT

explained it. The ex-Dictator, it seems,
was lured over here by the Govern-
ment in order that, being of mili-

tary a^e, he might bo forced

into the British Army under the

Anglo-Russian Convention. Lord
ROHEIIT CECIL had no informa-

tion regarding M. KERENSKY'S

age, and dismissed the sugges-
tion as purely fanciful ;

but the

fact that our Russian visitor

promptly left London for Paris

has confirmed Mr. LAMBERT'S

suspicions.
A somewhat similar point was

raised by Mr. WATT in regard
to certain Italians in Scotland

who, though exempted by the

Tribunals, have been called up by
the War Office. It is reported
that Mr. WATT'S interest in the

matter was prompted by a belief

that Macaroni was a Highland
chieftain.

In these times the programme of

business is a Government monopoly
tempered by motions for the adjourn-
ment. No fewer than three attempts
to switch the Parliamentary train on
to a siding were made this afternoon.
To General PAGE CROFT the burning
question of the day is the recent raid

on the offices of the National Party ;

but the SPEAKER thought that its ur-

gency had evaporated, and the General
had to content himself with a personal
ixplanation, more personal than ex-

planatory.
Even less fortunate was Mr. BILLING.

His desire to call attention to the con-
iinued toleration of aliens in our midst
was baulked by the appearance on the
Order Paper of a resolution on the same
subject. Apparently he thought that
;his ancient Parliamentary device for

;he "
blanketing

"
of bores had been

specially invented for his annoyance, for
le protested so loudly and insubordin-

ately as to get himself "named" and
suspended. His exit from the House

forcibly assisted by four stalwart
officials was, in the opinion of the

House, the most salutary movement
with which he has yet been connected.

Mr. ROCH finally succeeded in moving
the adjournment in order to call atten-
tion to the danger that threatened the
harvest through the calling-up of skilled

agriculturalists. He drew a fancy
picture of Mr. PROTHERO cowed into

submission by the forceful personality
of Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES. But the
MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE, while re-

gretfully admitting that there was a

risk to the crops, pointed out that there

were other fields than those of Britain,

and Mr. BONAR LAW silenced the critics

with the plain statement that it must be

for the Government to decide where our

diminished man-power could most use-

fully be employed.

THE ARMY r. AGRICULTURE.
SIB AUCKLAND GEDDES. MB. PBOTHEBO.

Before and after this interlude Mr.
FISHER succeeded in adding seven
clauses to the Education Bill. There
was a lively debate on Mr. WHITE-
HOUSE'S proposal that the physical
training of children should be of a non-

military character. The Member for

Haggerston was horrified at the notion
that children should be taught to regard
themselves as soldiers, from which I

infer that this most susceptible Chan-
cellor turns his eyes away when he

Why sandbag the statue of OLIVEH CROM-
WELL ? MB. SPEAKER is, we understand, more
solicitous about our living treasures and is

anxious to start on Mr. PBINGLE.

meets a party of Boy Scouts or of the
Church Lads' Brigade.

Tuesday, July '2nd. The Peers were
much cheered by Lord EMMOTT'S com-

parison between British and German
finance. If the War came to an end
to-morrow we should be able to pay our

way on our existing taxes. The Ger-
mans would have to face a deficit

of between three and four hundred
millions, and would he driven to

the conclusion that war Prus-
sia's leading industry was not
a paying proposition. As proof
of Germany's parlous condition

Lord EMMOTT affirmed that the

quantity of beer consumed there

was only one-tenth of the pre-
war figure. Temperance enthu-
siasts will probably attribute Ger-

many's continued endurance to

their enforced abstention
;

if so, it

might be good business to flood

the enemy's trenches with this

enervating beverage.
The Commons continue to make

merry over the sandbagging of

King CHARLES'S statue. Mr.
PRINGLE considered that OLIVER

CROMWELL was entitled to similar pro-
tection, but Mr. HOLT assumed that the

Government's sympathy was confined
to personages who lost their heads.

Wednesday, July 3rd. Mr. BONAR
LAW revealed the astonishing fact

that only 288 Members of the House
of Commons have received titles, de-

corations or offices of profit since it

was elected in December 1910. The
unnoticed residue are wondering whe-
ther it is their own modesty or the

myopia of Ministers that has caused
them to be passed over. But there is

yet time for the omissions to be made
good, for Mr. LAW has introduced a
Bill to extend still further the life of

this Parliament.
Loud cheers greeted the HOME SEC-

RETARY on his safe return from the

Hague. Sir HENRY DALZIEL, a mem-
ber of the Committee which, during
the HOME SECRETARY'S absence, has
been appointed to sit upon our aliens,

was anxious to know whether the re-

commendations of the existing Advisory
Committee (including two members of

the High Court) had always been car-

ried out. Not invariably, was the reply ;

the responsibility for action rested

solely with the SECRETARY OF STATE.
Sir HENRY is now wondering whether,
when it comes to the point, the views
of himself and Mr. JOYNSON-HICKS (not
to mention Mr. KENNEDY JONES and
Sir RICHARD COOPER) will carry more
or less weight than those of His
MAJESTY'S judges.
The Education Bill continued its

: headlong career and emerged from
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National Service Clerk (to applicant for war work). "So YOU ABE ANXIOUS TO DO SOMETHISO FOR YOUB COI'NTUY.

OP USEFULNESS DO YOU THINK WE COULD BEST UTILISE YOUB TALENTS?"

Fair Applicant. "WELL, I DID so WANT TO BE A WISE-WAITBESS FOB OFFICEBS."

Is WHAT win 1:1:

Committee. Members have shown a

wise restraint in their etforts to im-

prove it, and Mr. FISHER has been quick
to respond to any general desire for

an alteration. For example Mr. ROWN-
TRKI: this afternoon brought up a

new clause obliging local authorities to

provide medical treatment for the chil-

dren whom their inspectors reported as

being in need of it. Mr. FISHER was
not inclined at first to take another

long step on the road to State parent-
hood. But the majority of the House
was evidently of opinion that, if the

constitutions of our future citixens were
looked after, the Constitution of the

State would take care of itself
;
and

the Minister was not sorry, I think, to

be persuaded by their arguments.
Thursday, July Mi. Mr. D. MASON

developed a keen curiosity as to the dif-

ference between our own war-aims and
those indicated by Herr VON KUEHL-
MANN. Not satisfied with Lord ROBERT'S

reply he moved the adjournment, and
was supported by nobody. That is

how, while the Fourth of July was

being enthusiastically honoured out-

side, Mr. MASON celebrated an Inde-

pendence Day of his own.

HIS BIT.

Peter the groom was lank and thin,

But Peter was hard and fit,

And Peter sat on the stable bin

And polished a racing bit ;

He rubbed and polished it, ring and bar,

Till it shone with a silver sheen,
Then hung it up like a glancing star,

A whip and a girth between ;

And, cutting a fill of his favourite brand,
His pipe he fondly fed

And lighted a match behind his hand
And sucked for a while and said :

" A chap that 's knowin'

May do his bit

Safer than goin'
Where bullets hit ;

I 'm twenty-five an' I 'rn sound
an' fit,

But the trainer 's a toff

An' he sees to it

That he gets me off,

For I 'm doin' my bit

Which is Click o' the Latch's big ringbit.

" For horses, you see, was bred to race,

An' fellers must feed and ride

Handicap, sprint and steeplechase,
An" walk on the Bury side.

There 's some has joy in a bursting shell

An' the roar o' the answerin' gun,
But give me the sound o' the saddlin'-

bell

An' the roar when the race is run.

They tell me the Huns is ten to three

An' talk o' the nation's need,

But I tell 'em the Squire's the man
for me,

With his ' Must keep up the breed.'

An' a chap that 's knowiu'

Can do his bit

Better than goin'
Where shells can hit

;

I 'in twenty-five an' I 'rn sound

an' fit,

But the trainer 's a toff

An' he sees to it

That he gets me off,

So I 'm doin' my bit

Which is Click o' the Latch's racing bit."

W. H. 0.

"It would bo most satisfying to the worried

and abused taxpayers if Mr. Lloyd Cieorge

could find a wire-broom stiff enough to sweep
some of the more intolerable Barnacles out of

their cobwebbed sanctuaries." Referee.

We have heard of the barnacle-goose,
but the barnacle-spider is new to us.
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SERVICE ON THE LAND.
The New Becruit. "SiK, I HAVE FINISHED FEEDING THE NON-HUMINANT PACHYDERMS. HAVE you ANY FURTHER OBDEBS?"

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Herr voNKuEHLMANN,Dr. WEKERLE, Hungarian Premier,
and Dr. VON SEIDLER, Austrian Premier!)
Von Kuehlmann. At any rate, my dear WEKERLE, it cannot

be said that you have not spoken with frankness. If every-
body were allowed to speak like that I doubt if this accursed
War would last five minutes longer. But you have an
easier task than others, for your young chief is on your side.

Dr. Wekerle. He does not dare now to admit that. He
was whipped in to heel by your chief, who threatened him
in language that was almost blasphemous, so that now he
doesn't dare to call his soul his own.

Von K. You have struck the fetters off his soul by your
speech. It is no small thing that you should have admitted
an Austro-Hungarian defeat in Italy. The loss of a hundred
thousand men, besides thousands of prisoners, is no trifle.

Dr. W. The weather
Von K. Oh, the weather we know all about that. Every-

body gets the weather he deserves. We have employed it

a good deal ourselves.

Von Seidler. Well, here we sit, three more or less intelli-

gent men, and we cannot advance our objects even by an
inch. We are in the grip of circumstances and we cannot
shake ourselves free.

Von K. Say rather that we are in the grip of the German
KAISER. My speech the other day to the Beichstag was a

small performance, but it was the first of its kind and it

pointed out facts. Well, you cannot conceive bow difficult

it was to persuade him to let me make it. He was in one
of his most vainglorious moods, bristling with texts and
stuffed full of vanity. What is one to do with such a man?

Von S. Is there nothing more to be done in the direction

of peace? I cannot say myself that I am looking forward
to the meeting of our Reichsrat. We have a fearful crisis

both in regard to military affairs and to the question of food,
and it is difficult to see where a majority is to come from.

All parties are disgusted with the way in which the War
has been carried on, and yet no one can say how matters
should be improved. You can imagine with what enthusi-

asm I, who have been forbidden to resign, approach the

task. If only we could get rid of your KAISER for a week I

believe there would be no obstacle whatever to peace.
Von K. Imagine him coming back after an absence of a

week and finding that the whole world has made peace and
that all the speeches he was going to deliver are become

quite useless. He doesn't yet know how terrible are the

pangs of an undelivered speech. At any rate I have tried

to talk sense. Peace is what we want, all of us, and yet we
do not bring it any nearer. All this talk of smashing victo-

ries is the merest moonshine. We get victories of a sort, but

they lead to nothing. It 's time we tried some other way.
Dr. W. I agree most heartily.
Von S. And I.
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THE SPARROWS' FRIEND.
Tin-: fair city of Paris for too long

has not been on our visiting lists, nor

is il, J I'oar, likely to ho reinstated tliero

just yet ; hut for some of us, at any
rate, it will never bo quite the same
again, by reason of the absence ol

M. POL.
If you entered the Tuileries any fim

morning (and surely the sun always
shone in Paris, did it not?) by the

gates opposite KKKMIKT'S golden arro-

gant Joan of Arc and turned into the

gardens opposite the white Gambetta
memorial, you were certain to see a

little knot of people gathered around
an old gentleman in a black slouch hut,
with a deeply furrowed melancholy
face, a heavy moustache and the vast

comfortable slippers of one who (like
so many a wise Frenchman) cares no-

thing for the opinion of others. All ;i 1)' nit

him, pecking among the grass of the
little enclosed lawns, or on the gravel
path at his feet, or fluttering up to his

hands and down again, were sparrows
les moineaux for this was M. POL,

the famous " charmeicr d'oisemi.r."

There is a certain attraction about
Notre Dame, its gloom and its glass
and its history ; Sainte Chapelle is not
without an alluring beauty ; the Louvre
contains a picture or two and a statue
or two that demand to be seen and seen

again ;
but this old retired civil servant

with the magic power over the gamins
of the Parisian eaves and chimney-
stacks was far more magnetic to many
a tourist. Those other of BAEDKKKK'K
lions were permanent and would endure

(I speak of fondly assured days before

Big Bertha was dreamed of), but a

frowsy unhappy old man in scandalous

slippers who not only charmed the

sparrows but quite clearly had intimate

understandings with each was a marvel
indeed and not to lie missed. N6tre
Dame's twin towers on each side of

that miracle of a window would be
there next time ; but would M. POL ?

That is how we reasoned.
We did well to see him as often as

we could, for he is now no more ; he
died a few days ago.
For some tinio the old man had been

missing from his accustomed haunts

through blindness, and Death found
him at his home at Chandon-Lagache,
in the midst of the composition of

rhymes about his little friends, which
had long been his hobby, and took him

quite peacefully.
I have stood by M. POL for hours,

hoping to acquire something of his

mystery ; but these things come from
within. Ho knew many of the birds

by name, and he used to level terrible

charges against them, as facetious

'/

Husband (to wife in the Q.M.A.A.C.s). "LOCK HERE, MARJORY, I WISH TO OOODNESJ
1 WOtTIJlB'T HANtt VOrn ttp!ARTr.V TITTJIf n-a \tv wn I

"YOU WOULDN'T HAKQ YOCE BEASTLY TUNIC ON MY PEG I

uncles do with little nephews and
nieces. More French ; that is all. One
very innocent mite or as innocent as

a Paris sparrow can be was branded
as L'Alcoolique. Never was a bird less

of an inebriate, but no crumb or grain
could it get except upon the invitation,
"
Viens, prendre ton Pernod !" Another

was Marguerite, saucy baggage ; an-

other, La Comtesse ; another L'Ang-
lais, and this one was addressed in our
own tongue. Now and then among
the pigmies a giant pigeon would

greedily stalk : welcome too. But it

was with his sparrows that M. POL
was at his best remonstrative, mina-

tory, caustic ; but always humorous,

always tender beneath.

Latterly he sold a postcard now and

then, with himself photographed on it

amid verses and birds ; but that was a

mere side issue. Often strangers would

engage him in conversation, and he

would reply with the ready irony of

France
;
but he displayed little interest.

His heart was with those others, One
felt that the more he saw of men the
more he liked sparrows.
The French have a genius for gay

commemorative sculpture. If a statue
of M. POL were set up on the scene
of his triumphs (and many things are
less likely), with little bronze moineaiu-
all about him, I for one should make
it an object of pilgrimage.

Extract from a plumber's letter :

"Re - - Street. Our man called at the
above address, and saw the tenant and the-

windows, and we beg to state that both of

them were cracked."

We have always suspected a vein of

humour in the plumbing industry.

"We regret that, through an error of our

Hurding correspondent, Dr. only expects
to be away from Harding for a month at the

outside." South African Paper.

And now Dr. is expecting another

apology.
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NOVEL FAMINE THREATENED.
SYMPOSH-M OF CELEBRITIES.

IN face of the threatened increase in

the price of the novel from six shillings

to nine shillings, Mr. Punch has heen

at pains to collect the opinions of repre-

sentative leaders of the literary pro-

fession. It will ho noticed that on the

whole they take a serious but not hope-

less view of the situation.

Sir THOMAS HALL CAINE, in the course

of a long and interesting statement,

which we greatly regret being unable

to reproduce in full, remarked,
" It is

notoriously rash to generalise from in-

dividual instances, but, judging from

my own case, I am sure that the en-

hanced price, should it be adopted, will

lay an extra responsibility on the con-

scientious artist, and impel him to give

proportionate value, if not in bulk at any
rate in quality, for the increased price.

Where the highest level of achievement

has already been attained this is no

easy matter. But it should always be

the aim of genius to achieve the impos-
sible. If the price should have to be

raised I must say, as a strong supporter
of the decimal system, that I should

prefer the figure to be ten shillings

rather than nine shillings."

Mrs. ELINOR GLYN observed :

"
Any-

thing that interferes with the greatest

happiness of the greatest number is to

be deprecated. To be more specific,

any change calculated to withhold the

emollient and elevating influence of

high-class fiction from the suffering

masses would be little short of a cala-

mity. People talk of the paper famine,

but they hardly realise the spiritual

scarcity that would ensue from a short-

age of that uplift which is provided by

great novels. As SHAKSPEABE says,

they
' knit up the ravelled sleave of care."

I can only say that I have the greatest
confidence in the benevolence, the sa-

gacity and the resourcefulness of my
publisher. If a way out can be found

he will find it."
" Callisthenes

"
is inclined to agree

with a writer in The Westminster Gazette

that sales would probably be reduced,

but, as he puts it,
" What generous

reader can fail to make the sacrifice?

Think of what three shillings means
the price of a pound of tea or a bos of

sardines. We cannot afford to dispense
with intellectual pabulum.

"

Mr. H. DE VERB STACPOOLE was en-

gaged in writing a letter to The Morn-

ing Post, but kindly interrupted his

labours for a few moments to ejacu-
late the following comments :

" It all

depends on the national importance
of the writer. If Mr. HUGHES great
heavens, what a man ! would only
write a novel I should like to see a law

passed rendering it obligatory on every-

body to purchase the book, no matter

what the price."
Mr. JOHN OXENHAM obligingly dashed

off the accompanying impromptu :

"Those who write for the hall, not the hovel,

Will have no occasion to weep ;

But I think that nine bob for a novel

Is just a bit steep."

The POET LAUREATE writes :

" I can-

not spare much time from my researches

into metre to consider the economics of

publishing. But nine, as the number

of the Muses, has at least that to recom-

mend it, though I think that in the

interest of letters ninety shillings would

he better still. Why not agitate for a

Ministry of Fiction ? unless indeed one

exists already."

VOCAL TRAGEDIES.
A MAIDEN whose talent was choral

Craved "tributes" exclusive and

"floral;"
She appeared on the scenes,

But was greeted with greens,

And rashly resorted to chloral.

The eminent vocalist, Chianti,

Stood high mid the bassi cantanti ;

But he made it his aim
To live up to his name,

And went irredeemably
" Fanti."

Professor Marcellus P. Otis

Attracted a great deal of notice ;

His pupils, 'tis true,

Couldn't sing, but they knew
All about the soft palate and glottis.

There was a young tenor named Jones

Who produced the most exquisite tones ;

But his height was no more , .

Than a bare five feet four,

And his weight was at least sixteen

stones.

A contralto from far Demorara

Appeared on the gay Riviera,

But, among other "buts,"

Couldn't warble for nuts,

Though christened auspiciously Clara.

I knew an old bass who could floor

At sight the most crabbed full score ;

.His science was great,

But I grieve to relate

That he never obtained an encore. .

There was a young diva whose smile

Was as sweet as her singing was vile;

Her voice was half cracked,

"But then she could act,

And could dance in the Muscovite style

On the picturesque slopes of Lugano
Lived a girl with a gorgeous soprano ;

But the tragical thing
Was she never could sing

In the key that was played on the

piano.

AT THE OPERA
(SEMI-GRAND).
" IL SERAGLIO."

I FOUND it a sufficiently sharp con-

trast to Tristan of the night before,

t that MOZART'S Musical Comedy is

any funnier than WAGNER'S Tragedy
[ speak of course of the stage and not

;he orchestra. For in the action of

Tristan there are moments (or parhaps
[ had better say half-hours, for on the

Wagnerian stage you don't have mo-

ments) of an exquisite humour King
Mark's portentous homily for one, and,

'or another, Tristan's interminable out-

pourings at the top of his voice in the

very article of death. But the garrulous

gaiety of the music of II Seraglio makes
more than amends for the primitive
humour of the plot and libretto.

Perhaps Mr. ALFRED HEATHER, who
played Pedrillo, would have done better

to leave it at that and not introduce

what lie seemed to regard as "
topical

"

allusions to Medical Boards and Food

Coupons. I admit that several of the

characters, though retaining their exotic

names, had become naturalised English
folk for the occasion ;

but Pedrillo per-
sisted in wearing what I took to be a

Spanish costume, and was at the time

attached to the hareem of a Turkish

Pasha ;
so that I shouldn't have thought

he would want to worry about food-

shortage in remote England, even if he

had been in the right century for it.

However the music, and not the

play, is the thing, and though it kept
on recapturing its fluent phrases its

charm never cloyed.
* Miss AGNES

NICHOLLS, as the constant Constanza,

sang with a rare and refined sweet-

ness, and in the part of Blonde Miss
DESIREE ELLINGER, light of heart and

foot, warbled like a linnet. Mr.

MAURICE D'OISLY gave distinction to

the
'

conventional part of the lover

Belmonte by the ease of his methods,
and Mr. RADFORD'S mellow voice lent

a rich colouring to the banalities of

the comic Vizier. Sir THOMAS BEECHAM
conducted most sensitively. 0. S.

' ' Varium et Mutabile . . .'

A provincial theatre poster :

"THE GIRL V.-HO

CHANGED HEU MIND
Twice Nightly."

A correspondent in Umtata, Cape of

Good Hope, sends us an extract from

the local Territorial News, giving, under

the heading
" WAR. The Latest," an

account of the Vindictive'8 feat at

Ostend. " Our losses," it says,
" was

only a motor lunch." Happy Umtata,
that can talk so lightly of wasted food !
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I WISH YOU'D BRING OSK OF THOSE FOB ouu WHISKY. I THINK IT MIGHT DO IT GOOD TO LIK DOWN.''

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

TO-DAY a new book by LEONARD MERIUCK must be read

with mingled sadness and delight. I have experienced full

measure of both over While Paris Laiiylted (HODDEK AND

STOUGHTON), the volume of posthumous stories forming

part of the collected edition in which this rare artist has at

length come by his own. The tales themselves, merry
adventures of one Tricotrin, poet and Bohemian gallant,
show their author in that mood of whimsical and genial

cynicism in which perhaps he was at his best. These

pranks of Tricotrin and his impecunious friends, sallying
forth from some bare attic in Montmartre to mako the

world, especially the bourgeois world, their oyster, have a

careless gaiety that catches the very spirit of youth and

spring and Paris. Second-rate stories of poor students are

so much the commonplace of the magazines that the

genius of these comes as a delightful refreshment. One
feels that, to extract their full flavour, they should be read

over a bock or a tumbler of coffee and a caporal. There

exists a fashion to call LEONARD MERRICK an author's

author, as though his method held some subtlety of tech-

nique only to be fathomed by the expert. No impression
could be more false. Style such as that of these Tricotrin

tales, light as froth and exhilarating as champagne, surely
demands no training for its enjoyment, though the crafts-

man may discover an added excellence in the art with

which some quite ordinary phrase will be quickened by
an unexpected and irresistible turn. While Paris Laughed
remains, in short, a wholly delightful volume that leaves

one longing vainly for more.

The publishers of That Which Ilath Wings (HEINKMANN)
seem greatly concerned to assure any purchaser that, in

bulk at least, he will get value for his money. Three times

on the paper jacket do they print a stimulating guarantee
of "500 pages." In imagination I have seen Mr. RICHARD
DEHAN bravely struggling to carry out his share in the

bargain ; and, not in imagination but in fact, I observe a

promising story spoilt by a superabundance of chatter

though who is actually to blame I will not presume to

guess. The author has called his book " a novel of the

day," a title permitting considerable latitude, of which he

certainly takes full advantage. Thus, beginning with a

brilliant, if rather too sensational, picture of the hectic

spring of 1914, and a very promising story of two young
married lovers, we presently drop Franky and Manjot
almost entirely, and plunge into a quite different affair,

of which Patrine, victim of Prussian brutality to woman, is

the unhappy heroine. Even her woes however would hardly
run to five hundred pages ; and as a result we have whole

chapters of disquisition upon any subject (apparently) that

the author feels urged to write about, from Catholic dogma
to twilight sleep.- The most holding episode in the tale is

that of young Baivne (son of the hero of Mr. RICHARD
DEHAN'S The Dop Doctor) and his adventures behind the

German lines. I should sum up That Which Hath Wings
as a story composed of some vivid patches, rather in the

tuppence-coloured style, and a great deal of dullish matter

whose only reason for existence seems to be the one which

I have suggested above.

If Mr. .T. D. BERESPOBD has taken a pathological subject

for the hero of God's Counterpoint (COLLINS) he has
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diagnosed his case with singular skill and discretion.

Philip Mailing lias been brought up by a tyrannical father

and a nice but negligible mother in an atmosphere in which

discussion, instruction and even frank thinking on sex

perplexities are absolutely taboo. The whole business is

evil, root and branch, and there 's an end of it. Add a

perfectly appalling priggishness and a pseudo-romantic illu-

sion about woman as a detached and pedestalled goddess a

little higher than the angels and you have the elements of a

first-class misunderstanding when Philip marries a really

finely-tempered, thoroughly human and sensible woman.

Eccli/n is indeed the pleasantest and most skilful portrait I

have seen in Mr. BERESFOUD'S gallery and shows a distinct

advance in the power of realising a character through skil-

fully selected normal rather than sensational incident.

Philip achieves sanity and happiness after the wanton
llclf'nc has broken through all his elaborate controls, false

and fine alike. He comes at real love through humility,
and also understands that even what Helene has to give is

not wholly evil, and that what Evelyn might give is some-

thing wholly good. You can see this is difficult ground,
and it is mapped with

a singular delicacy and
sureness of touch, and

something better from
the human point of

view a broad and

generous sympathy. I i

ought not to omit men- '

tion of a rich comedy
figure, Blenkinsap alias

Edgar Norman, the sen-

timental ultra - refined

novelist ("Soul's Awak-

ening
"
brand) and arch-

humbug.

In a sense A School-

master's Diary (GRANT
RICHARDS) marks an
advance in Mr. S. P. B.
MAIS'S literary career.

It shows a wider range
.

-, I

-imjtji
of view and a greater L
tolerance for antagonistic opinions.

If anyone wishes to know, more or less, how the organism
called the German Empire is constructed and how it func-

tions under the stress of war he cannot do better than
consult Wilhelm Hohcnzollcrn id Co., by WILLIAM LYELL
Fox (HURST AND BLACKETT). Mr. Fox has a vivid style of

the American kind, and possesses the knack of assimilating
facts and turning them out as information in double-quick
time, which is only another way of saying that he is a good
journalist. He frankly admits that he writes favourably of

the Germans when truth seems to require it, but the bulk of

the book was written before America had actually declared
war against Germany. Incidentally he quotes from a French
soldier who had escaped from German hands at Charleroi a
small but interesting piece of information about WILHELII
the Magnified. Says the Frenchman: "Ho [the Emperor
looked at me in a moody anxious way and smiled nervously,
disclosing a double row of gleaming false teeth. This

decrepit tiger has an artificial plate."

One may say, I think, that the Indian stories of the late

Mr. EDMUND WHITE deserve a wider popularity than is

likely, under the condi-

tions of modern taste,

to reward them. His
studies of native life,

told with wonderful

knowledge and an ama-

zingly delicate and per-
suasive art, are essen-

tially for the few. You
will not find here the
swiftness of develop-
ment that makes for

many editions. In the

Sergeant.
" FORGOT

THOUGHT OP?"
YEB CLASP-KNIFE, EH? WOT THE BLAZES UJ.rE YER

MAIS'S side in his educational campaign I am glad of this ;

it reinvigorates my belief in him and makes me hope that his

crusade will not end in a futile butting of the head against-"
Of this book, which
of Patrick Traherne,

an exceedingly sturdy brick wall,

purports to be "The Confessions
M.A. Oxon., sometime Assistant Master at Marlton and
Radchester," the publisher says, "nothing is hidden." No
doubt this is intended for a compliment, but, at any rate, it

is the truth. Mr. MAIS would have given us an even truer
Dicture of school-life if he had not insisted so much upon
i regrettable side of it; one incident might certainly have
jeen omitted. I am afraid he is a little over-anxious to be

bought fearless. It is a pity too that his excellent gallery
of portraits should be so limited. His heroes to a man
admire the young and modern novelists, and I do not
>larne them ; but if one is unreservedly to admire Mr. MAIS
limself he will have to enlarge his experience. At present
le knows too few types of men and women. The cori-

jluding chapters are not equal to the earlier, but, taken as
a whole, the book abounds in ideas. Some of them I
lave met in his previous work, but these are freshly
ilothed, and all are put forward with infectious enthusiasm.
You may be violently angry with him, but he has got to be
eckoned with.

story before me, The

Pilyrimage ofPrcmndtli
'

(METHUEN), a sequel
to its author's earlier

novel, The Path, this

characteristic tranquil-

lity of method is very
marked, reaches indeed
a point where the dia-

logue is apt to " en-

Being au fond on Mr. croach on the action of the plot
"

and itself to " resolve
into monologue" (I take these phrases from the short ap-
preciation of the author's work contributed, as preface, by
Sir THOMAS HOLDERNESS, K.C.S.I.). As for the book itself,
it is a study, philosophic and instinct with sympathy, of an
old Hindu banker and his search for salvation. There is a
most arresting power in the picture of this man longing in

the fulness of his years to devote himself to a retirement of

contemplation, but plucked back to the cares of worldly
matters by concern for the honour of his house. Beauty
and delicacy and charm the slow-moving tale possesses in

full measure ; but you must be prepared for a presentment
of character rather than a plot, and for a drama almost

wholly spiritual. It is not fiction in the library sense of the

word, but I doubt if Hindu thought and mysticism have ever
been better conveyed to alien understanding.

"Di super! atque inferi."

[The supreme command of the Austrian Forces in Italy is to be

given to the German General Vox BELOW."]

Both the heights and the depths are invoked for this shove ;

Hell and Heaven are asked to the show
;

While the KAISER calls loudly for help from above,
He sends Austria help from BELOW.
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PlBKBBBl PROTECT YOUR CHOPS BY USING "BlNKS'S PATENT FUTURIST SCARECROW." Sl'KCIAI.LY DKSIONKD BY
No BIRD HAS KVKH BI.KN KNOWN TO GO WITHIN THBEE FIKLDS OP IT.

CHARIVARIA.
WE understand that the KAISKB has

given strict instructions to the new
Sultan of TURKEY to follow in the

footsteps of his predecessor. It will bo

remembered that the late SULTAN died

a natural death. ... .

;

.

It is stated that a new dock is to be

commenced by the Government on the

South coast, but it has not yet been

definitely decided when the venture

will bo abandoned.

A military description of two German

prisoners who disappeared from Hack-

ney Wick states that they are both tall.

Escape seems hopeless.

Soldiers are now to salute with the

right hand, which of course is a decided

improvement on the old custom of look-

ing the other way.

We have reason to believe that the

expected announcement by the Foreign
Ollico that, if Germany is allowed to

win the War this time it must under
no circumstances be regarded as a pre-

cedent, has been indefinitely postponed.

" Even the most skilful and experi-
enced of King's Counsel cannot be in

two places at once, although it is mar-

vellous what can be done in that way,"
says The Irish Law Times, Several, it

seems, have managed on occasion to be

in one and a-half places at the same time.

" The top-hat is certainly on the de-

cline as an article of serious headgear,"

says The Su>i/l<ty Pictorial. Nothing
else, on the other hiuid, could impart
just that touch of ilialilcrie to the House
of Lords.

It appears that much annoyance is

being caused because seats in the pri-

soner's box in Mr. Justice DARLING'S
court are to be reserved solely for those

who are alleged to have committed an

offence of some sort.

'
i

At Market Bosworth Police Court a

husband stated that for no apparent
reason his wife had been in bed for

three years. We understand that the

wife's defence is that she overslept
herself.

:;: :;:

Owing to the only newsagent having
besn called up, the village of Worples-
don has been without newspapers for a

week. Several people have stated their

intention of going there for a holiday,
even if they have to walk all the way.

Incidentally the inhabitants are quite

content, as the authorities have pro-

mised to send them a postcard as soon

as the War is over.

The KAISER, it appears, is now able

In ^ot about in comparative privacy.
While on a visit to Kiel last week he

was only accompanied by a staff of

sixty and a retinue of thirty-two news-

paper men.

A perusal of the Press indicates that

most of our journalists are good lin-

guists, having a knowledge of French.
German and baseball.

It is denied that the LORD MAYOR OK
DUBLIN was refused a passport to the

United States. The alternative pro-

posal, that the United States should

come to him, is considered dangerous,
as no Nationalist wants his American

supporters to see for themselves what
Ireland is really like.

Dublin correspondents announce that

the new policy of concilipression in

Ireland is producing remarkable results.

" Herts school children," says The
Dublin Herald,

" have killed two-liun-

dred-and-seventeen wasps at twopence
each." At least two hundred others

were driven down in a damaged con-

dition.

"NEWCASTLE'S BEER SUPPLY.
COBTOMKU unii EIGHT GILLS BEFORE HIM."

Nctrca.ttlc Daily Journal.

We fear he must have been drinking
like a fish.

" James , gamekeeper, appealed on

domestic grounds. He was also engaged in

venison killing and had destroyed thousands of

rats this year." Graresetul Reporter.

Which shows that SHAKSPKAUK, as

always, knew what he was talking
about when he made Edgar in Ktinj

Lear sing of " mice and rats, and such

small deer."
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THE BOOK OF THE WEEK.
A PKVIEW OF "THE NATIONAL RATION BOOK."

WITH reverent finger and obeisant thumb
I turn its two-and-twenty coloured pages,

Within whoso compass (seven are dumb)
Virtue is packed that tops the sum

Of all the wisdom taught by all the sages.

If, as distinguished from your pedant's screed,

This slight brochure is airy as a feather,

Compared with fiction it will feed .

With stronger stuff the inner need

For keeping soul and body well together.

Save for the covers (crammed with good advice)

Few are the actual words the authors utter;

They talk in tokens which suffice

For pouching, at the current price,

Sugar and bacon, butchers' meat and butter.

Thus (did I mention fats?) you draw your fare

While four successive moons complete their circuit

With space (perchance for jam) to spare,
But you will take no action there

Till warned "by public notice" how to work it.

Not to be bought by wealth, this priceless gift

Lends free instruction to the meanest molar;
And forty millions, having sniffed

Their equal rations, will uplift
A prayer for Mr. CLYXES, the Food-Controller.

And, as the virgin counterfoils you sign,
However limited your education,

Though authorship is not your line,

You '11 seem to catch the spark divine

And claim the credit of collaboration.

Lastly, let no man barter it for pay
On pain of durance under prison-warders ;

But guard it closely night and day,

Wearing it next your heart alway,
Until released by Death or Further Orders.

O. S.

FORCED CORRESPONDENCE.
A RECENT article in Punch, entitled "The Pillar Box,"

recalls to my mind the case of a family similarly condi-
tioned and actuated by similar motives the desire to con-
duct a vast amount of correspondence to prevent a pillar-
box being closed as unnecessary.

I have boon privileged to peruse a portion of the corre-

spondence and give a few specimens. These specimens may
suggest a plan of campaign to other country residents who
are nervous about their pillar-boxes.

The Family to Blank and Co.

Having seen your advertisement regarding your cycle
enamel I would ask, Is your enamel applied with a brush ?

Blank and Co. to the Family.
In reply to your favour of the 5th inst. we beg to state

that our cycle enamel is applied with a brush in the usual

way. Particulars are enclosed and we should be glad to
receive your orders.

The Family to Blank and Co.

Your advertisements state that your enamel is a gloss
enamel. What is gloss?

Blank and Co. to the Family.
In reply to your favour of the 7th inst. gloss is the effect

produced by our enamel. Particulars are enclosed and we
should be gladto receive your orders.

The Family to Blank and Co.

Kindly send a small free sample of your enamel by
passenger train.

Blank and Co. to the Family.
In reply to your favour of the llth inst. we regret that

\ve are unable to send out samples, owing to the War.
Paeawsbgtryo. [I have adopted this formula for the words
"Particulars are enclosed and we should be glad to receive

your orders," which come in at the end of the majority of
the letters written by Blank and Co. This will save the

printer's time and economise paper] .

The Family to Blank and Co.

If you cannot send a small free sample can you send a

large free sample ?

The Family to Blank and Co.

I am surprised that you have not replied to my letter
of the 14th March. Please let mo have a reply by return
of post. If I paint the rims pf rny cycle with your enamel
will the action of the rim-brakes rub the enamel off? Can
an amateur apply your enamel?

Blank and Co. to the Family.
We regret the unavoidable delay in replying to your

letter of the 14th inst., and beg to refer you to ours of the
llth regarding samples. Our enamel should not be applied
to the brake-path on the rirns of a cycle. In answer to
the last portion of your letter you can put it on yourself.
Paeawsbgtryo.

The Family to Blank and Co.

I am deeply interested to hear that your enamel is suit-
able for application to human beings. "Our postman is old
and would be improved by renovation. Do you think a

bright yellow would be satisfactory, or would a delicate
Eose du Barry be more suitable?

Blank and Co. to the Family.
In reply to your favour of the 19th inst. you apparently

misunderstood our letter of the 17th. What we intended to

convey was that our enamel can be applied by an amateur
painter. Paeawsbgtryo.

The Family to Blank and Co.

Perhaps you are right. The postman might object. Ho
is rather touchy sometimes. I have a number of White
Leghorns which I should like to sell as rare tropical birds.

Would your enamel be suitable for this purpose? If so

please send by post small tins of brilliant red, light and
dark blue, old gold and puce.

Blank and Co. to the Family.
In reply to your favour of the 24th inst. \vo do not re-

commend that our enamel be applied to poultry. All the
colours you mention, including brilliant reds, are out of

stock, although we expect to have a supply ready in a day
or two. Paeawsbgtryo.

The Family to Blank and Co.

Kindly let me know by return whether brilliant red is in

stock now. If so please quote for one gallon. And can you
guarantee that your enamel would be suitable for repainting
our pillar-box ?

[This correspondence and the pillar-box too, we hope is

now closed. ED.]
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THE WAR-TIME VALUE OF WORDS.
" HURRY UP THERE, PLEASE! PLENTY OF ROOM DOWN THE CENTRE OF THE CAR."

ISHMAEL, R.G.A.

IT was nearing the end of the Per-
fect Day, and the Brigadier of Heavy
Artillery was sitting in the little office

in his chateau at tea. He had killed off

the day's allowance of Bosches and had
deleted on the map the hostile batteries
that had ceased to exist.

Into this haven of rest came an officer

with a little black bag. Said he, "Are
you aware, Sir, of the futility of our
efforts ?

"

"I guessed it," thought the General;
"I shall find Harrogate Salts at the
bottom of the page."
"My name is Dale, and I have a

scheme here which, if adopted, will

enable anyone, after a correspondence
course, to strafe anything from a bottle
in a shooting-gallery to the citadel at
Lille."

He opened his bag, brought out a
little piece of bent wire that looked like
an editor's signature, and put it on the
table.

" Now that, Sir, is the trajectory. If

one could arrest the projectile along

that, one could calculate where it would
have fallen if one hadn't."

The General didn't understand this
a bit, so he looked as wise as he could
and said,

"
Quite."

"Now we arrest the shell by making
i
it burst in the air, then by means of

my simple method, guaranteed to pro-
duce results every time, the rest is easy.
Thus "

The General had fallen asleep. A
crasli on the table as Dale's fist met it

woke him in a fright to hear :

" The tangent of the apparent angle
of descent equals the tangent of the

I

true angle of descent, divided by the
sine of the apex angle
The General shuddered. "I thought

you 'd gone. Look here I 'm only a

poor simple fighting man, and -it 's no
use your blaming mo for it at all. You
go and see Colonel Powis. He loves

figures and repeats tables to himself
at night before and after his prayers.
Run along and ask the Brigade Major

I

for a piece of cake, there 's a good chap,
' and leave me to fight the war."

So Dale packed his little bag with the

paper and wire, pinched the General's
Vie Parisienne, and went into the night.

* * * ff :;<

^

Colonel Powis, of the 300th II. A.

Group, had resisted the temptation of
an after- tea game of bridge, borrowed a

cigar from the padre, and was nailing up
some KIRCHNEB postcards. In walked
Dale. He said nothing, but opened the

bag, brought out the bit of wire and the

papers, put back a German dud, and

began, "I have here a scheme "

" I don't like schemes myself," said
the Colonel. " It 's people like you who
spoil a decent war."

" One minute, Sir. The General sent
me to you because you are the keenest

gunner in the Army. This is a plan
for resolving the apparent height of a
burst in the air into the distance burst

short, calculated by solid trigonometry.""
Ah, yes. Great thing that last.

You want to see Chapman of the West
Midlands he 's an engineer, and he '11

love you, and probably leave you in his
will if lie dies first, which isn't likely.
Atkins, give him his tram fare and tell

him where to go."
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Dale plunged once more into the

muddy darkness with his optimism and
his little black bag.

* *

The battery headquarters of the \\Vsf.

Midlands \vas in the pangs of labour.

It was Saturday night and it bad been
a, busy week. Chapman bad murdered
Huns in scores, but bo 'd taken no notice
of the heap of correspondence that had
accumulated. Threats of prosecution
had left him unmoved, and it was only
the Staff Captain's tearful references to

bis starving wives and children that

had touched him. l?ubold him now in

his shirtsleeves adding up figures and

filling up forms out of his own bead
like a bookmaker's clerk at Hurst Park
on a Hank Holida\ .

Euter figure bearing bag. It is

muddy and wet, but the gleam in the

undefeated eye proves it to be Dale, my
dear Watson.
"This is not the public bar," said

Chapman, wbo was a coarse irreverent

person.
" What is it, tea or insurance

policies?"
" I have here a scheme

"
began

Dale.
" No good, old chap. I 'in awful busy,

and they 're going to send me home if

I don't get all these sums done by to-

night. If it's gunnery you're on, see

Maguiro at the right section. He 's

been doing it for years and years and

years, ever since there was a war, and
he's very keen. Goes over at night
and bits his duds with a hammer to

make 'em go off. He '11 follow you
about like a fox-terrier after a bit of

liver if you've got anything new."
The reel ends with Dale once more

trudging through the darkness towards
better things.

* * * * *

Unluckily for Dale, Maguire was at

the O.P., and the captain of the battery
bad been fetched away from his horses
to look after the section. It was demd
dull, bub by mixing together a little

from every bottle on the shelf and set-

ting fire to the result he made a passable
cocktail, and tided over the bad patches
with the aid of the gramophone.
During the evening in walked the

weirdest object he 'd ever seen. It was
covered with mud, and it opened a little

black bag full of waste-paper and wire
that had come from a dustbin, and

began to talk. It did talk, and the

Captain couldn't understand a word.
He kept the bayonet handy that they
used for a poker in case it was a

German or a civilian visitor to the
Front. At last he led it out to the

guns. Just at that moment one of

the guns fired ; some of the mud on the

figure cracked and came off, and he

recognised it for an oflicer. Then it

%
^4- /w*
r

The man who i tired of Flag Days (employing uiefttl formula). "No. I MAKK A POINT
OP BUYING THEM OFF THE PLAIN CilllLS. THEY CAH'T (JET BID OF "EM BO QUICKLY."

began to dawn on him that it hadn't
come to tune the piano, but that it was

talking about Geometry. He stinted

and said,
"
Maguire is it you want ?

Keep straight up the road, turn to the

right at the first trench, and you '11 find

him in Dog's Nose Villa. Hurry, in

case he hears you coming and commits
suicide."

And on, ever on, went the pilgrim.
* : * *

The elusive Maguire was chatting to

some pessimistic infantrymen when the

pioneer of efficiency arrived, so the latter

poured all his ideas into the ear of the

telephonist. The telephonist had once

been doorkeeper to an editor and force

of habit stepped in.
"
Yes, Sir. Keep straight on till

you
get to the front line. Take the first

opening in front of you, crawl under

the wire across by the shell holes and

go straight forward. Never mind the

bullets. It's only the fellows clearing
out their rifles. Drop into the next

trench you come to and ask again."

Maybe the Herr Oberleutnant in

Wilhelm trench got rid of Dale and

he's still wandering on ;
but his memory

lives with certain stern soldiers to this

Our Tactful Advertisers.

"A well-educated Girl, under 45, to act a

equal in companionship to elderly widow

lady." Yorkshire Post.

"To the vindication of this principle, the

people of the United States are ready to de-

vote their liver, their honor, and every thing
that they possess." L'Intransigeant (Paris).

Nothing is said about their heart, but
: we 're sure it 's in the right place.
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THE OSTRICH AND THE PASTRYCOOK.

['Successful experiments have been made
in this country for the use in confectionery of

liquid ostrich eggs." Daily Chronicle.]

THE ostrich is a curious fowl,

Unlike the peacock or the owl ;

He runs with a prodigious speed,

Outstripping barbs of Arab breed.

His appetite is catholic,

For, if you heave at him a brick,

A bottle, or a nail or shoe,

Ho swallows and digests 'em too.

The ostrich is robust and tall

And active, but his brain is small;

His way of playing hide-and-seek

Is quite pathetic, though unique.

He is not, simply viewed as meat,

Particularly good to eat ;

But yearly plucked and curled and
sold

His feathers fetch their weight in

gold.

So much I knew before the War
Of ostriches and ostrich lore,

But only learned a week ago
Of other boons which they bestow.

For now confectioners, a clan

Who comfort much-enduring man,
Have enterprisingly bestirred

Themselves to utilise this bird,

And from its large and liquid eggs,

Hermetically sealed in kegs,

They draw profuse materials, which
In proteids are extremely rich.

Then let us hail with joyful tunes
The ostrich for its latest boons,

Including, though their products vary,
The emu and the cassowary.

" Mr.
, having como of military age, has

resigned the position of organist, and earned
the thanks and goodwill of the congregation."

Parish Magazine.

Still we think the news might have
been more tactfully conveyed.

" Another was wounded with an armour-
piercing pullet designed for tanks."

Provincial Paper.

It must have been of the same family
as the bird that was served to us the
other night at the Eestaurant.

" Guard Airth, seeing that the collision was
inevitable, jumped out of his van a few mo-
ments before it was reduced to matchwood,
and now lies on the bank a mere splash of
twisted iron and wood splinters."

Natal Witness.

From the context the van appears to
have been standing at a platform, and
we are happy to be able to report that
Guard AIKTH is completely whole and
shows no signs of his terri hie experience.

THE CRUMPET HOUND.

To my humble and incurious ear

has como the first faint whisper of a

new Army sensation. Officialdom and

bureaucracy have once more attempted
to legislate for the human heart. It

seems that there are those in high

places who suppose that mere plenitude
of braid and badges may fit a mortal

man to sit in judgment upon another's

dog.
From a horrified depot in 1 ranee one

Cooperthwaite, a man universally hon-

oured by dogs gentle and simple, writes

to me with a fountain-pen that splutters
from sheer bewilderment.

"Bead this," lie writes, "which was
circulated a week ago by our new com-

mandant, and never ask again why the

War takes so long to win :

"'All Officers desirous of keeping a

dog will please parade their dogs at this

office at 9 A.M. to-morrow, so that the

C.O. may decide.'
" How and what did the C.O. propose

to decide?
"
asks Cooperthwaite rheto-

rically, well aware of my inability to

answer. " Were he a connoisseur I

should see in this order a dark design,
and keep my invaluable Behemoth

strictly under my eye till the C.O. had
a dog of his own. But he is not. Never
a dog in the depot follows any pattern
familiar to him. He is perhaps know-

ledgable concerning standard dogs,

dogs of family, conventional types vary-

ing conventionally, such as terrier, fox,

Mark I and Mark I", but has his chill

heart room for that unique and com-

panionable scallywag, that sport (in the

biological as in the popular sense), the

Active Service Dog of whom the Kennel
Club takes no cognisance?

" We know him and his qualities, his

discrimination, his camaraderie, his

Mark Tapleyism, but upon his origins
who will theorise? Who dare legislate

regarding points which will never be

repeated ? Seldom indeed are his beau-
ties physical. The frank and unem-
barrassed soul that laughs through the
brown windows of his eyes owes its

happiness to no pride of pedigree.
- He

is not a prize-winner; he is a philo-

sopher.
' And the O.C. would decide'!

'

Is he a seer to read the hearts of dogs
and men, and comprehend the basis of

their love ? How could his young ex-

perience enable him to judge the suit-

ability of my Behemoth as a companion
for me Behemoth, who met me at

Levantie and knew a kindred soul ?

Or to appreciate Macpherson's shape-
less Susan, who threw in her lot witli

him at Kemmel ? Or Russell's Pongo,
faultless ratter and devoted friend,

though of preposterously ungraceful
presence ? Such as these we vowed

wo would parade for no man. For that

matter, were it not presumptuous to

boast that wo '

kept
'

such creatures as

these? They share the vicissitudes of

life and rations with us, but we do not
and could not 'keep' them. Did they
wish to do so they could leave us to-

morrow as they -came, vanishing into

the unknown whence, smiling and with

agitated sterns, they came to us.
" We held a little meeting and decided

upon a course of action. Each officer

paraded a dog, but the same dog, the

Sergeant-Major's indescribable Heinz,
so-called because his appearance sug-

gests at least
' 57 varieties

'

in pedi-

gree. He is like but he is like nothing
you have ever seen ; and is more in-

telligent, far more, than any creature

who dissipates his thought'in speech.
" The C.O. was caustic when Heinz

was shown into his office for the first

time, but when he had seen him seven
times it was plain that he recognised
the peril of condemning over-hastily a

strain so consistent in its ugliness.
' What do you call these dogs?' he asked

Huggins, Heinz's seventh introducer.

'Not dogs, please, Sir,' said Huggins,
shocked ;

' hounds. Crumpet hounds.
The Flemish keep them to watch their

crumpets toasting, and bark when they
are brown. I call mine Alfred.'

" When he had inspected Heinz nine
times the C.O. grew weary.

' I won't
see any more to-day,' he said ;

' some

morning next week we '11 have the pack
out and make toast for the depot.'

" We still await that parade, George.
Meanwhile we begin to like the new
Commandant, who has struck up a

close friendship with an animal I can

only 'describe as a Skye-Fox-Poodle,
and not one of us has lost his dog."

MY CHERRY-TREE.
THE blossom of my cherry-treo
Was an enchanting sight to see

(When you could tell it from the snow) ;

Along this row
No other house had such a show ;

The birds would come and chirp for

hours
About the dietetic promise of those

flowers.

But yesterday I went to see

The produce of my cherry-tree ;

The harvest seemed to be just one,
And not much fun

In that, for it was underdone.
A blackbird pinched that green ewe-

lamb
And now regrets it in his little dia-

phragm.

"Coals to Newcastle."
" Mr. Lloyd George received a great oration

from the company." North Wales Pioneer.
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THE DREAM OF THE MAN OF FORTY-FIVE.

HAVING TILLED THE SOIL FROM FIVE TO SEVEN EVEEY
MORNING,

CABIUED OS AT HIS OFFICE ALL DAY WITH A STAFF OF THBEE
INSTEAD OF THIIITY,

AND FULFILLED UIS DUTY AS A CITIZEN AT SIGHT, HE IS PASSED INTO THE ABMY FOR " L10HI GARRISON* Dl'TY
AT HOME."
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Annoyed Patriot. "WELL, HOW CAN YOU EXPECT ME TO KNOW AS MUCH ABOUT HAYMAKING AS YOU FELLOWS WHO 'RE AT IT ALL
THE YEAR BOUND? "

IN THE SMOKING-ROOM.
"I SEE," said the City man, "that

someone has invented an instrument
for catting coupons. That seems to me
a perversion of hrain-power. What can
be easier or simpler than cutting coupons
with a pair of nail-scissors ?

"

"Or tearing them off?" someone
said.

"
Yes, or tearing them off. Still,

here it is, in black and white. ' A
handy instrument for cutting coupons.'
Now that may supply a long-felt want,
or it may not, and personally I deplore
it, because it suggests that the War is

going on for ever ; but," the City man
continued,

" there is, as a matter of fact,

one invention that really is needed."
He paused so long that one of us

simply had to say,
" What is that ?

"

" A clip," said the City man, "
to be

clamped on to telephones to hold the ear-

piece so that, while a message is being
waited for, one can go on writing or

reading letters. As it is you have only
one hand free instead of two. I am
continually ringing up people who have
to be fetched to the telephone from
distant parts of their offices, and all the
time I am waiting for them is lost,

just because I have only one hand free."
" There are gadgets for the purpose,"

someone said.
"
Anyhow, what I want is merely a

piece^of bent iron that can be fixed to

any telephone, with a cradle for the

ear-piece. Surely that shouldn't cost

more than half-a-crown. Why, I 'd

finance the thing myself."
" Is there any invention you want ?

"

the City man suddenly asked, turning
to his neighbour.

" Most decidedly not," he replied.
" All inventions are detestable to me.
But I can't think," he continued wist-

fully,
"
why those memory mind-train-

ing people have chosen just this time
for appealing to the public. I 've no
doubt it s a splendid system in fact,

after reading all the literary swells on
its merits, I "m sure it is but why now ?

why now ?
"

"Why not?" I asked.
"
Because," said he,

" these are times
when one wants not to learn how to

remember but to learn how to forget.
I 'm always recalling things that I

would give anything to leave in ob-

livion
; chiefly the old happy days before

the War the days that can never come
again. The backward look was always
melancholy, but before the War one
could make some effort to repeat old

joys. Now one can't. Take cricket, for

example. I went to see that match at

Lord's the other day, but what was the
use of it? It was all wrong. It wasn't
cricket ; it was a memorial service in

honour of a game long since dead. It

made me perfectly miserable, whereas,
if I had taken a course of honest

memory-destroyer, I should have been

perfectly serene. I should have come
to it fresh. And that 's not all," he
went on. " There are discreditable pas-

sages in one's own life that one wants
to forget. Isn't that so ?

"

"
Speak for yourself," we said.

" I do," he replied.
"
Well, one

couldn't forget them, before, and one
will forget them even less if onetgoes
in for the sinewy mind-training course.

Now why doesn't someone start a Nir-

vana System or a Nepenthe System,
or a Lethe System, or whatever you
scholarly fellows may call it, and give
some of us a chance to be a little at

peace with ourselves ?
"

" What about alcohol ?
"

someone

suggested.
" Don't you remember

HENLEY'S line :

1 Let us be dumb and for a while forget
'

?
"

"That's no good," he said testily.
"
Only millionaires can be drunk now

on wine ; or, on spirits, only men with
an unlimited capacity for absorption, the

stuff 's so weak. No, it's mind-training
I want, not body-drenching. I want a

system that undertakes to make me
forget what I don't want to remember."

Deadly Humour at the Front.
" Our anti-tank funs knocked out the enemy's

tanks at point blank range." Daily Paper.
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THE PAN-GERMAN MOLOCH.
K.USEH

(regarding the latest sacrifice). "POOR OLD KUEHLMANN I-NEXT, PLEASE!'
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other departments lie gratefully replied, obtained by the exercise of the right of

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. " I am sure if my department is blamed search at sea, we should have been at so

Monday, July 8th. The popular re-! it is blamed unjustly." Next he pooh-
'

much pains to inform the Netherlands

cipe for winning the War is to intern poohed the same hou. Member's appre- ; Government that the arrangement was
such enemy aliens as still retain a cer-

j

hensions regarding the public utterances not to be taken as forming a precedent,
tain measure of restricted freedom. It of some British emissaries to America, ! A good many Members looked askance

found an enthusiastic exponent in Lord
:

and assured him that "more harm is at the Maternity and Child Welfare Bill

BEHKSFOHD and a vociferous

Mr. Lloyd George (pumping up his second-hand 1916 Westminster).
I HOPE THE OLD "BUS IS GOOD FOB ANOTHER BIX MONTHS."

critic in Lord BUCKMASTER,
who refused to be a party to

interning everybody who had
a name which was difficult

to pronounce a rule which
would press hardly, by the

way, upon the holders of

some undoubtedly British

patronymics, such as Kir

HENRY DALHIEL, the fugle-
man of the alien-hunters in

the Commons. . -

Originally elected for seven >

years, the present Parlia-

ment promptly reduced its

statutory term by two years.
Mr. ASQUITH, a little hyper

-

bolically, described this as

"an act of rare self-sacri-

fice." However, the Wai-

prevented the sacrifice from

being consummated and Par-

liament has since on five

occasions lengthened its own
existence until with the ex-

tension approved to-day it

bids fair to last on into its

eighth year. But though no direct op- done by certain speeches and questions
position was offered there was a general in this House."
sentiment running through the speeches] Finally, he explained the much-can-
that this must be " the last time, Clem,

j

vassed concessions to the Dutch convoy
my boy," and that the new voters must

|

in a manner which seemed to satisfy
soon have a chance of electing a new

]
most of the critics

; though it was not
House of Commons a prospect which quite easy to understand why, if the
Mr. PONSONBY, of all people, appeared conditions agreed upon gave us more
to welcome. Now that is self-sacri-

1
substantial security than we could have

fice.

Ttiesday, July 9th. You remember
the story of the over-insured shop-
keeper who, to the congratulations of

a friend on "his beautiful fire last Tues-

day," replied,
" Not last Tuesday, you

fool; next Tuesday !" It came into my
mind when Mr. HOGQE, a propos of a

question put by Mr. PRINGLE, began to

recite in impressive tones an obviously
prepared

"
supplementary." He was

pulled up by his confederate's agonized
whisper,

" Not this question, you
"

[I failed to catch the term of endear-
ment employed] , and the ensuing
laughter. Most men would have kept
quiet after that ; but Mr. HOGGE, nothing
if not pachydermatous, repeated his
"
supplementary

"
after Mr. PRINGLE'S

next question.
Lord EGBERT CECIL had quite a

pleasant afternoon. Upon Mr. KING'S

expressing anxiety lest the reticence of

the Foreign Office should cause it to
be unjustly blamed for the mistakes of

\
MR. HOGGE TAKES OFF TOO SOON.

on the ground that it might
prejudice the proposal for a

Ministry of Health, on which

they have set their hearts.

Mr. HAYES FISHER had to use
a good deal of tact to get it

through Committee. If it

were " a shabby little Bill,"
as someone had called it, it

would, at any rate, he said,

comfort a good many
" shab-

by little" mothers.

Wednesday, July Wth.- If

the present House of Com-
mons could bind its succes-
sors we might hope that pen-
sions would be permanently
divorced from party politics.
The American system, of

which Sir MONTAGUE BAR-
LOW gave some racy illustra-

tions, might add to the gaiety
of the nation but would cer-

tainly corrupt its honesty.
Mr. HOGGE, who knows a

good deal about pensions and

politicians, was convinced

that, whatever the House
might decide, candidates would not re-

sist the temptation to bid against one
another for the pensioners' vote.

Incidentally the debate revealed the
fact that, when the Pensions Ministry
was formed, its now pertinacious critic

asked for or was offered on this point
he and Mr. BONAR LAW contradicted one
another flatly the post of its Under-

secretary. Whether the hon. Member
refused to sacrifice his independence or

whether the Pensions Minister declined
to work tali auxilio again the authori-
tiesdiffer Mr. HOGGE must be regarded
as a Stickit Minister, and all allowances
made for him.
The rest of the evening was taken up

with an attack on the National Ship-
yards, which so far have cost several

millions of money without producing a

single vessel. But if the House ex-

pected to see another volte-face on the

part of another GEDDES it was dis-

appointed. Brother ERIC was as stiff

as Brother AUCKLAND (in the matter of

Grades) had been pliant, and, declaring
that the project had the support of Lord
PiRiiiE (who sat in the Peers' Gallery),
announced his determination to see it

through to the end.

Thursday, July llth. The Cumann-
na-mBan, one of the Irish associations

recently
"
proclaimed," is, according to

Mr. KING, a harmless body composed of
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women, and its political activities have

boon confined to resisting compulsory
military service. By way of achieving
their peaceful object they seem to have

gone in largely for drilling and rifle-

shooting. It seems a pity that all this

energy should be wasted. If Irishmen
still hang back from the colours why
not reconstitute the Cwmann-na-mBan
as a corps of Irish Amazons?
The Hoard of Agriculture was invited

by Sir JOHN SPKAU to do something or

other to save the crops from " the con-

tinued drought." As tho rain was at

that moment coming down in torrents

the appropriate reply would have been
tho remark attributed to the Scotch

minister in similar circumstance: "O
Lord, this is fair rideeelous !

"
But

Sir E. WINFREY missed his chance and
stuck to his official brief.

APPLIED MATHEMATICS.
n.

I HAVE told you once before

How Augustus (surnamed Gore)

Practically won the War.

Now if you will listen well

I will try my best to tell

How Augustus in a fit

Of abstraction finished it
;

How, when the persistent Bosch
Wouldn't budge f the wily FOCH,

Sending straight to Oxford's attics,

Dragged him from his mathematics.

Tho result, as you may guess,
Was a most complete success.

Brave Augustus boldly ran,

Dealing death with cot. and tan.

Straight through all the Hun's de-

fences,

Lines and lines and lines of trenches,
Till he noticed Kaiser BILL

Standing on a little hill.

Possibly Augustus may
Have been overwrought that day;
Dusty were his riding breeches
And his cap was crooked, which is

Hardly what you 'd call correct,

Nor what Emperors expect.
It has oven been disputed
Whether Mr. Gore saluted.

Then the KAISER in a pet
(For on points of etiquette
He is quite absurdly fussy),

Glaring angrily at Gussie,
Cried profanely,

"
Peace, be still! I am

The All-HighestWar-Lord WILLIAM!"
It had certainly been wiser
If tho mild and saintly KAISER
Had resolved at once to go ;

But he lost his chance and so

Fell, 'midst torrents of abuse,
Base over hypotenuse,
And of further life gave no sign
Gore had pinked him with a cosine.

Skipper of Tug (to careleti hand).
" Ho !

FLABGE 'ABIT, 'AVE YEB?"
SO YOU 'VE CAUGHT THE BLINKIN' CAXMY-

Does he bear a Marshal's baton ?

May he swagger with his hat on
Where all other knees are bowed ?

No, Augustus is not proud.

Shunning all the fame he'd earned

Back to Oxford he returned.

If you go there any night
You will find him sitting tight
In the dingiest of attics

Rubbing up his mathematics.

Our Plutocratic Press.

"HUNS STEAL 4,000,000.

FROM Oun OWN COBBESPONDENT."
Daily Mail,

" Mr. Bottcsworth Piggott, presiding at the

sitting of the House of Commons Tribunal,
said they must congratulate Sir D. Maclean
on tho outcome of his conference with the

head of the National Service Department re-

garding tho grading of aldermen."

Kreniny Paper.

Has the N.S.D. been "combing out"
the Corporations? We thought the

FooD-CoNTBOLLEB attended to that.

"Just think what that means allicstheth."

Sir Kmr GKHHKX as reported in a Daily Paper.

After deep thought we have come to

the conclusion that it must mean just
what it says.

" ASSISTANT BOOKKEEPER. Discharged sol-

dier wanted in above position ; must bo good at
' tots.'" Liverpool Echo.

Judging by the popularity of the ruin

ration in the trenches we imagine that

there will bo no lack of applicants.

Extract from a vote of thanks to a

South African Bishop :

"In terse and epigrammatic and meticu-

lously chosen phrase, you have divined and

discerned, defined, disparted and directed our

I,
free from all cryptical episcopal re-

serve ; with discreet and deliberate detachment

you have adjusted the delicate diversity of

differences in discussion, and divested difficult

but dutiful deliberations of all tendency to

acerbity." Diocesan Magazine.
"
Well, I 'm d'd !

"
as the flattered Pre-

late was tempted to remark.
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FABULOUS FRIENDS.
I MET Prince Charming on the wind-

ing white chalk road that led from

the railway-station. He was really and

truly Prince Charming, though he was

disguised as a subaltern home on leave

from the Front ;
but even had I doubted

I should have been reassured by the

bow with which he at first met my
greeting, a bow that was straight from

folk have come too. Why, Jack is

busy building Army huts, and the Old

Woman who Lived in a Shoe is a

local Food Controller oh, with a very
modified edition of her disciplinarian
diet. Then Boy Blue, he's in Germany,
disguised as a German woman on the

land his owrn idea. Bo-Peep 's with
him. They 've lost I don't know how-

many sheep and cows and devastated

acres of corn. Some of the nursery-
the plcfixx>k of French fairy tales in the

[ rhymers are on the land here too ; the

dimmest corner of the schoolroom book- ! pretty Milking-Maid, and Baby Bunt-

shelf. Then he remembered our actual

setting and saluted in the ordinary way.
Next, he offered me a cigarette, and we
sat down on a green hump to renew our

old acquaintance.
" Is this your first leave?

"
I asked.

"
Oh, no, I have had two leaves in

France and one in Eng-
land before this. Last time

I came to see Cinderella

she's a temporary mortal

too in her boot and shoe

shop. She was losing cus-

tom so badly would iit

her glass slipper on all

customers first, by way
of taking a measure, and
those it didn't fit didn't

like it. She encouraged
rats and mice too, on the

ground that they were old

friends ; and they were

simply eating up the shop.
I got her to take Puss-

in-Boots into partnership,
which settled the rats and

mice, and made the whole
business look up. She 's

keeping it on for a man
out there, you see, so it

wasn't fair to let it all slip

away."
" Are you going to see

iime?"

"No, I have another job on hand.

Sleeping Beauty this time. She 's in a
V.A.D. hospital near here, and of course
;he matron must needs put her on night
duty. She's had a bad relapse into
that old somnolence of hers, and they

ing's father supplying the London
markets with rabbits, and Contrary
Mary poor Mary, it took her such a

long time to learn that silver bells and
cockle shells are no use during a food

shortage ;
but she learnt, like every-

body else, and now I hear her potatoes

AFTER THE TRIAL.
"WELL, INSTBUCTOB, WHAT DO YOU THINK OF CORPOBAL BROWN?
"E SEEMS A NICE UNASSUMING YOUNG FELLER, SIR."

her this

can't wake her.

liedge of briar

Not only that, but a
roses is growing up

round the place. No, they 've not tried

he only remedy, and anyway it would

equire a Prince. I 'm going to shock
he matron, I fear, but another nurse
las fallen asleep and it 's plainly spread-
ng. The little bird told me just as I

was coming on leave."

"There are others of you here, I

suppose ?"
' An incredible number. The Wise

Men of Gotham are in the Cabinet ;

kndthe W.A.A.C.s and the W.R.E.N.'s
>nd the V.A.D.'s include quite a lot of

tep-daughters. And the nursery-rhyme

are famous. And the animals. Black

Sheep presents his wool regularly to

several depots, and has dyed himself

khaki, so as to be in the colour of the

movement, and last air-raid But

to keep the rats down in the front line.

He 's our mascot, of course."
" You 're looking very well."
" Oh, I 'in absolutely in the pink.

I 'm in Jack the Giant-killer's battalion,
and he 's the best C.O. in the world,
and we 're all third sons and such like.

The worst of it is that it 's the Grimm
people who are in the line just opposite
us. I 'm sorry for them, but it's their

look-out."

Then I asked that silly question :

" When do you think the War will end ?

What about peace '?

"

Whereupon he sat up laughing and

said,
" We must get on now or I shan't

find Sleeping Beauty this evening.
Peace ? Why, once upon a time, of

course, once upon a time ; there 's no
doubt about that. Oh, what a perfect

place, and what an even-

ing ! Aren't you happy ?

Doesn't the grass smell

good ?
"

We walked on, he smil-

ing and chatting elusively,

looking about him, taking

deep breaths of the plain
air, till we came to the

cross - roads where our

ways parted.
" You fairy people are

optimists," I remarked as

I held his hand to say
good-bye ;

" but perhaps
it 's different for you ;

I

mean, have any of you
died in the War ?

"

"
Yes, some of us ; but it

wasn't really death, be-

cause we live happy ever

after." He grew grave and
then added,

" But we are

not different from you in

are you sure you 're not bored by all

this ?
"

"Certain. I love it
; do go on. Last

air-raid?
"

"
Well, last air-raid didn't you see

the Cow Jumping Over the Moon ? It

was better than tons of shrapnel ; they
turned tail and collided right and left,

trying to get away ; they got jammed
in the air and were suffocated panic,
you know. The Cow was made a Dame
of the British Empire for it."

"
Talking of Dames, what about

Mother Hubbard ?

"Cooking at a Y.M.C.A. canteen out
there. She always was a wonderful

manager if she could get the stuff, and
her grilled bones and her special way
of doing up tripe have made her very
popular. The old dear lent us her dog

that, please don't believe it. ... Do you
really suppose that a mortal who dies

for his country fares harder than we
do ? Never believe it. Eemember it is

as I said ; they live happy ever after."

He went striding off down the hill,

turning for a final salute and to call

back the fairy benison of " Good Luck."
Then the curve hid him from sight.

More Bigamy ?
"
Lady young, husband serving, desires an-

other share very comfortable home."
Tlie Lady.

" Gas Stoker (shovel) wanted for 8 million
works in North of England ; willing to make
himself generally useful."

Newcastle Evening Chronicle.

But what about " one man one job
"
?

"Garden horse (indiarubber), best British

make, GO ft." Scotsman.

We still prefer the stable horse (flesh
and bone), not more than about six or

eight feet long.
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Perturled Humanitarinn. "HAVE YOU no MEANS OF STRAPPING THAT CHILD INTO ITSEAT?"
Nursemaid. "0L RIGHT, GUV'KOR! WE AIN'T A-QOIN' TO LOOP THE LOOP."

SOLILOQUY IN BERLIN.
So now I 've prayed yet wherefore have I prayed,

Being myself the mouthpiece of my God,
So that the will to speak is His, not mine?
He stirs the vocal chords, and parts the lips,

And moves the tongue, that words may issue forth,

And thus the words I speak are God's, not mine
God's, and none else's, I am sure of that.

There was a time, when I was very young,
Before I climbed the UOHKNZOLLERN throne,

When I might he in fault, nay, was in fault

Just here and there, as mortals always are,

Though I, a prince, was not so much in fault

As others are, who are not princely men ;

But, from the day that I was throned, my words
Are not mine own, but speak the mind of God ;

And those who stand against me thwart not rue,

But mar the purpose and the power of God.
But someone nudges at his neighbour's ribs,

Hearing this speech and,
"
Softly, Sire," he says ;

" You find the purpose and the power of God

By consultation with yourself alone,

And when you 've found it, there 's an end of it.

The Great White TSAR had words to speak from God,
And they were different from the words you spoke ;

And now his kingdom 's gone and he is stripped
Of wealth and might and all that makes life good.
Was he deceived, and are you always light ?

"

"
Yes," I reply,

" so long as I succeed,

God's favour's clearly with me, and I inarch

From strength to strength, while he retires apace
Into the outer blackness, where he lies,

A mockery and a warning to my foes.

So I have prayed, and now I go to fight ;

And woe to those who stand across my path,
And strive against me, being God's own King."
And, if in mine own time I turn my thoughts
Prom War, which now is goodly in my eyes,
To Peace and all that Peace may bring to us,

Lo, in that very moment War must end,

And Peace once more must reign as once she reigned ;

But not when England or when France appoints,
But when we choose, my good old God and I.

Till then, who dies for me and my decrees

Is blest, and Heaven lies open for bis soul.

The Food Shortage.

From a testimonial :

" Will you send mo another cwt. of your No. I. Ideal Meal. My
wife wishes me to say that she likes the food very much." Poultry.

Letter received by an officer on active service from a firm

of saddlers :

" We beg respectfully to acknowledge the receipt of your letter and

to inform you that the brick was put in the parcel as a make-weight.
The numnah saddle weighed over 7 Ibs., and could not bo sent out

by parcel post, as 7 Ibs. is the limit of weight allowed. The Trans-

port Officer, Southampton, will only accept parcels which are not

under 11 Ibs. in weight and do not exceed 56 Ibs. We are afraid

that our packer put in a heavier brick than wag necessary to bring

it to the weight that the Transport Officer will accept, and we sin-

cerely trust this has not caused much inconvcuki

When serving with the Mesopotamia Expeditionary Force

or elsewhere overseas we make it a rule to be very precise

with our orders, showing the exact proportion of brick to

commodities required. Thus : Kindly forward 9J pounds of

Insect Annihilator accompanied by not more than 1J pounds
of brick.
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OUR RED CROSS PAGEANT
"How do you write to an under

taker?
"
said Daphne, brushing back r

Bolshevik curl.

"An undertaker !

"
I gasped, recoiling

from the dish before rue.
" What on

earth ?"
"
Oh, didn't I tell you," she said

with a complacent smile,
" that I 'vi

been asked to organise a Tudor Pagean
in connection with the Bed Cross Fete

at Pigleigh Park on the 25th ? Lad}
Cashlow is to be Kathleen of Aragon.'

" Katherine," I murmured, and again
the Bolshevik curl came into action.

"Yes, of course, I meant Katherine

Please don't interrupt me. And I 'm

to be Ann Boleyn. I have to cast the

other characters."
" I hope you haven't put me down,'

I began gloomily.
" I 'm leaving you to the last," she

said,
" in case anyone fails me. If not

you '11 have to keep an eye on the men
at the gate, to see they don't pass their

friends in without payment. But you
haven't told me how I 'm to address
Mr. Stone," she added impatiently.
"Will this do? 'Dear Mr. Stone'
it sounds familiar, but I -daren't be
standoffish 'will you kindly under-
take

' "

" ' Undertake
'

is hardly the right word
in the circumstances," I ventured.
" Why not say,

' assume the role
'

? It

would be more tactful."

"Very well," said Daphne, and com-

pleted the letter.
" I 'm going to ask

Mr. Griggs to be Cardinal Wolsey, arid

Mr. Smith to be Henry VIII. He 's

been so generous to our V.A.D. hospital
that he must be given a leading part in

the pageant. Sir George and Lady
Dow are helping too, and I don't ex-

pect any difficulty in finding plenty of

people to form the crowd. The pageant
is to be entitled ' The Meeting of

Henry VIII. and Cardinal Wolsey at

Pigleigh.'"
"

I didn't know Henry VIII. was
ever in Pigleigh," I observed.
"He must have been," Daphne re-

torted. "Hadn't he six honeymoons,
and isn't it more than likely that he

spent at least one of them at Pigleigh?
I wish you wouldn't try to spoil my
scenario. You'll see how well I've

managed to bring in all the leading
characters. Listen."
A sheet of notepaper was produced

rrom under a plate and Daphne read it

-hrough at a breathless rate, leaving
no chance for criticism.

"
Henry and Katherine are staying at

Pigleigh Park when Cardinal Wolsey
and Cardinal Campeius call unex-

pectedly to tell him that the Dukes of

Norfolk, Buckingham and Suffolk, and

lots of Lords and Ladies are plotting

against him, because they object to hi

plan to 'divorce Katherine and marrj
Ann Boleyn, who arrives with he
father at that moment. A fierce argu
ment ensues, indicated by dumb show
of course", in which the Lord Chancello

and the Lord Chamberlain take part
Katherine is sent away. The tableai

ends with her farewell procession

Henry gazing after her, Ann Boleyr
at his elbow, and Wolsey smiling

triumphantly. What do you think o

that?"
" It ought to be effective," I answerec

discreetly,
" and I wish you luck."

An advertisement in our local paper
elicited numerous offers of help

Daphne requested all her correspond
ents to choose their own costumes
and bring them to the rehearsal, which
was fixed for 6.30 P.M. on the 20th.

But troubles quickly came, and in

less than a week Daphne seemed to

age from twenty-five to thirty-five. .

" I wish people weren't so sensitive,'

she said, frowning.
" Mr. Smith has

resigned the treasurership of the hos-

pital and won't have anything to do
with the pageant, just because I asked
him to be Henry VIII. How was I

to know he 'd been married three times ?

He thinks I did it on purpose. Then
Sir George insists upon being Cardinal

Wolsey, because he has a mule and
wishes to ride it ; but he 's so small
and stodgy that he'd look too absurd
for anything."

" Poor Daphne !

"
I said.

" That isn't the worst," she went on

desperately. "Mr. Stone tells me he
:ias a funeral on Monday half-an-hour
aefore the pageant begins, and he can

only appear if I let him be the Cardinal's

gravedigger. It 's out of the question
md I said so. But it 's MacLush the
Dlacksmith who 's the greatest worry.
Because The Comet once described him
as being of Herculean proportions he
wants to figure as Hercules. I told
lim that Hercules died quite a long
ime before HENRY VIII., but he didn't

appear to believe me. I tried to com-

promise by suggesting that he should
x>se as a statue of Hercules and stand
on a pedestal all the afternoon ; but that
didn't seem to please him either. I

wish I 'd never undertaken the wretched
>usiness. My only hope is that the
dress-rehearsal will solve every pro-

But it didn't. The most succinct

jomment, however, on that memorable
ehearsal at Pigleigh Park is the follow-

ng list of characters assumed by the

volunteers, few of whom would retire

>ecause they had already paid Mr.
3arkson for their costumes :

No Henry VIII. at all. One Cardinal

Campeius. Twelve Katherines of Ara-

gon. Five Cardinal Wolseys. Nine
Dukes of Buckingham. Twenty-five
Ann Boleyns. Four Jane Seymours
and two Katherine Parrs (assumed by
ladies who expressed surprise when in-

formed that Henry VIII. did not marry
all six wives at once). Eight Crom-
wells (five in the garb of Oliver). No
Old Ladies. One Memberof the Crowd.
One Court Lady.

After a protracted debate the re-

hearsal was adjourned ;
but when the

village of Pigleigh was sleeping peace-

fully that night trusty men placarded
its walls with the foHowing home-made

poster :

PIGLEIGH BED CROSS FKTE.

Owing to the uncertainty of the weather
it has been decided

TO ABANDON
YE OLDE TUDOR PAGEANT.

Instead

A RAGTIME CONCERT
will he given in the Village Hall at 7.30 P.M.

GOD SAVE THE KINO.

OLD EHYMES EE-SUNG.
EAIN, rain, don't go to Spain,
But for a while with us remain

;

Don't overdo it please abstain
From hail, except in the Ukraine,
But patter softly on the pane
And soak into the arid plain ;

Distend the roots and swell the grain
From Marazion up to Tain,
Until the harassed rural swain

Begins to chant " My Pretty Jane
"

Or some such jubilant refrain.

Fruit that should fill Pomona's wain

Already has been largely slain

By drought and East wind's blight
and blain ;

But you can cheer the dusty lane,
Eefresh the hedge and flush the

drain

To meet the needs of Dr. QUAIN.

Eain, rain, it seemed in vain
To hope that you would come again ;

The lesson of the ancient strain

Seemed neither suitable nor sane ;

But anyhow don't go, to Spain,
Whose character still bears the stain

Of spreading influenza's bane.

Commercial Candour.
"URGENT NOTE. A parcel of a few Dark

:(rey Suede Laced Shoes has just arrived at

:9/6, they cannot last more than a few hours."
Adrt. in Provincial Paper.

"Five English words every morning
Fa'ive innglich oueurdz ivri mornigna

are more useful than one witty word.
are more iouzfoul zann ouane ouitd oueurd.

Cinq mots d'anglais, chaque matin, sont x>lus
utiles gti'un mot d'csprit."

Le Matin.

We fear this sort of thing, if continued,
vill endanger the Entente.
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Officer (li> mnnitli-il iintn to tehum lie has given ajnill at hit flask). "I WONDER YOU CAN SWALLOW IT NKAT."
Jock. "Doo, SIB, IT WAS GRAND! IT JUST GAED BOON MA THROAT LIKE CARPET TACKS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

THE name of Mrs. ALFKED SIDGWICK on a title-page

always is to mo like the arrival of a welcome friend. It

revives so many pleasant memories. Nor do I over re-

member an occasion when it prefaced serious disappoint-
ment. So if I call Karen (COLLINS) not quite equal to its

author's best this must still be understood as leaving it an

interesting and well-written story. It is one that Mrs.
SIDGWICK tells not for the first time but now with a
difference. The high-spirited English heroine, visiting
German friends, and capturing the most conspicuously
eligible man in the district, is a gambit that has served her

before; but instead of leaving Karen happily married to

(h\if Wolfram von Hohenroda, she now begins at this

point, and continues the history through all the tragic results

brought about by racial prejudice and finally war. (I have

occasionally caught myself wondering how events since

1914 would have modified previous Sidgwickian happy-
endings. Now I know.) You will be prepared to find in

such a theme not quite the same holiday humour that

enlivened earlier German visits; also you may find yourself
worried, as I was, by Mrs. SIDGWICK'S apparent anxiety to

leave out nothing. All the instances of German brutality
that we have known during the last four years she presses
into her picture of one small community, with an uncom-
fortable effect of congestion. Not that even now she

permits resentment to blind her to the possibilities of

good. Karen's husband and poor overdriven little Nax are

characters most sympathetically drawn ; while it must be
admitted that Karen herself would have been in many ways
a trial even to a family less hide-bound in arrogance than
the Hohenrodas. On the whole hosvever I confess to a

preference for Mrs. SIDOWICK before the great disillusion,

when wo still pictured the Teuton as a we'.l-meaning ab-

surdity, rather amiable than otherwise.

I should like very warmly to commend to all who are inter-

ested in art or letters Mr. CLIVE BELL'S Pot-Boilers (CHATTO
AND WINDUS), a collection of (chiefly reprinted) papers on
letters, the drama and painting. I think it could be demon-
strated beyond dispute that nobody could be quite so clever,

quite so persistently right, with the rest of the world so irre-

trievably wrong, as the author. The insolence and egotism
of WHISTLER and Mr. G. B. SHAW take on a wan pallor in

the glare of Pot-Boilers. Mr. BELL'S detachment from such

things as the War, which the foolish and human amongst
us are inclined to think important, is infuriating. But it is

genuine. The obsession that art, the creation of significant

form, matters more than politics or virtue or duty is, no

doubt, a passionate reaction against the common British

doctrine (denied, of course, by common British convention)
that it hardly matters at all ; and it may well take such a

fanatical perversion of common values to got over to us some
notion of the provincialism and imperturbable complacency
of our long-current views about art, of the supremo snob-

bishness of our cultured and moneyed patronage of it, and

of the pretentiousness of the rapidly succeeding groups of

satellite painters revolving round a selected star which have
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given so much matter for ridicule to our Philistines. Mr.

CLIVE BELL can see, can feel and can write. He has the

creative critic's very rare gift. It would take more than

the offensive egotism and sublime cocksurencss of this book

to destroy its real value.

What, I wonder, is the reason for that curse of aridity
that seems inherent in fiction dealing with life upon the

stage? One would suppose the dramatic career to be at

simian bestiality which has become characteristic of the
Germans during this War. What they didn't break or
defile they just stole and carried off with them. Madame
WADDINGTON spent herself in relief work for the soldiers and
had at the same time a large part in bearing the domestic
burdens of the immediate family circle a daughter-in-law
and two grandsons, her son having gone to the front at
once. I strongly recommend this book, which is written
with sympathy and in spite of the house at Mareuil in a

least as full-blooded as, say, stockbroking ; yet, while tales spirit which nothing can permanently embitter. She has
of high finance can and frequently do hold me thrilled, 1 much that is good to say of our own troops and pokes a
1 t -11 i 1 , 1 i- 1 i llil'T J '

/ 1 1 ! J. J_ 1 _ '
J_ f. _ . . J J 1 1 1

'

. * %"
have hardly met the theatrical story that did not stifle

all emotion beneath a dust of unreality. Something of

this defect clings to the collection of incidents which Mr.
ROLAND PF.KTWKK lias called, from their central character,
The Old Card (CASSELL), even though these enjoy the

little quiet fun at the Anzacs, whom she greatly admires.

Mr. W. T. MASSEY was the Official Correspondent with
the Egyptian Expeditionary Force, and in his Preface he
tells us that he was prompted to write The Desert Cam-

advantage, denied to so many similar efforts, of being
j

palgns (CONSTABLE) because a colleague on the Western
written by one who knows his subject at first hand. The

j

Front wrote to him expressing a hope that the war in
"Card" of the title is an actor-manager of the provincial Egypt would soon finish, "and then the good boys out
rather than the "old" school, one who has attained a your way will bo able to come to France to see what war

So Mr. MASSEY setlimited fame and for-

tune through long years
of touring the Number
One towns. Mr. Eli-

phalet Cardomay, as

depicted by his author,
is a character both con r

vincing and attractive ;

in his gentle vanities,

his kindness, his entire

lack of genuine artistic

perception, and in the

rest of the qualities that

make up the man he
stands out as a very
real figure. The same

perhaps can hardly be

said of all the adven-
jures of which he forms
;he centre. Some of

ihem may be possible

enough, notably the

chapters called "Quick-
sands of Tradition

"
(an

Large Hawker (in loud voice). "'Enr; Y'AUE ! LOVELY WATEECBESS BUY SOME
LOVELY WATERCBESS ! ONLY TUPPENCE A BUNCH FINE WATEBCKESS !

"

Little Hawker Selling Eadislies (lazily).
" SAME 'ERE, wi' KNOBS ON !

"

IS.

to work to show that
out in Egypt also our

troops contrived to see

what war is
; and here

he clearly proves that

although the battles of

the Egyptian campaign
cannot compare with
those of the West for

range and fury, they
were nevertheless of

paramount importance.
The gateway between
the East and West was
kept open and thus the

enemy was prevented
from cutting what the
German KAISER has in-

telligently described as
the British Empire's
most vital artery. This
success was gained by
hard fighting and hard

admirable piece of satiric observation) and " The Big |
work, and it is well that Mr. MASSEY was so nettled byChance. But not even Mr. PEBTWEE shall for a moment his colleague's letter that he determined to put on record

jersuade me that a manager, under any conceivable com- -

jination of romantic circumstances, would put up a show,
even at a single matinee, with the deliberate intention of
ailure. Such quixotry is far from being unknown in the

jages of theatrical fiction ; but outside Well, candidly,
Mr. PEKTWEE, what do you think ?

Madame WADDINGTON, who has written My War Diary j

MURRAY), has already placed to her credit several volumes !

of amusing and well-informed gossip. She was born an
j

American, and married that WILLIAM HENRY WADDINGTON,
vho, having been educated at Rugby and Trinity College,
Cambridge, and having rowed victoriously for his University
11 1849, afterwards took up a public career in France,
>ecame Prime Minister for a short time, and was for ten
rears French Ambassador in London. Madame WADDING-
'ON'S latest book recounts in a simple and very attractive
vay her adventures during the War up to February, 1916.
ler country-house at Mareuil was occupied by Germans in
he first advance. They not only smashed everything
urmture, china service, pictures, family heirlooms, kitchen
, tonsils everything they were able to lay their hands on,
iut they defiled the house in that fashion of malignantly

what our soldiers in Egypt had to do and to suffer. But I

hope he will believe that sensible people at home never
failed to appreciate the significance of what in the frivolous

jargon that hides our seriousness have been called "
side-

shows." His hook, to which an excellent map is appended,
I

is copiously illustrated by Mr. JAMES McBEY.

One of Mr. Punch's Learned Clerks, in a review that

appeared last week of Mr. LEONARD MEBBICK'S While Paris

Laughed, inaccurately represented the author as no longer
extant. He attributes his error to the fact that Mr. MEBBICK'S
works have recently been collected in a uniform edition, a
distinction that does not often fall to living writers. Mr.
Punch offers his sincere apologies, and begs leave to express
the earnest hope that Mr. MERRICK may live for ever.

"BAGHDAD SPOETINQ CLUB RACES.
At the last race meeting there was an enclosure set apart for the

ladies of Baghdad who might not care to mix with men, but as none
of them came this has been abandoned." Baylidad Times.

The managers would have saved themselves trouble if they
had remembered what was written of an incident in this

very neighbourhood : "Woman was created after man, and
she has been after him ever since."
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CHARIVARIA.
THE Gorman ( iovei nmont has banned

the eating of Snucrknutt during tlic

month of August. There are to he no

side-shows to tlio German offensive.

The public are warned against a pro-
fessional lie^ar \vlio describes himself

ailor. As liu tells a story of being
ioed lit Khcims (lie police tlieory

is that lie is an impostor.

I'M. lorn in the Cabinet for except to

look after little things like this?

are now wondering bow much it costs

to step on a special constable.

of tho manufacture and sale of formalde-

ISaron Brm.-vx's recent message indi- hyclo. It is stated that supplies of boot

that but for the War everything polish will not be affected l>y the Order,

would be all right in Austria.

Irishmen of military age who arrive

A Spanish astrologer predicts the end in this country are to be called up for

of tho world in a few months' time. \Ve military service. Some Sinn Feiners

are not going to allow these petty dis- are asking whether we have any right

tractions to take our minds
off the War.

With reference to the

Allied intervention on the

Murman coast the authori-

ties have not yet announced
on which of our London

papers' advice they are act-

ing.

It will be interesting to

see whether T)ie Times will

bo able to stop tho rain

when we have had enough
of it. ,

: ;;:

"
If all the cigarettes sent

to our soldiers were smoked

by one man," says a weekly
paper,

"
it would take him

83,790 years, and then leave

no breathing-time." Incon-

sequence of these difficulties

we understand that the feat will not be

attempted. ... ...

The United States, says the City
Statistician of Philadelphia, can finance

the War for twenty-five years. After

that, Nicaragua can chip in.

The National Utility Rabbit Associa-

tion has opened an office in Victoria

Street. The value of the utility rabbit

lies in the fact that when not actually

required for the table it can be used as

an antimacassar or to catch mice.

Another deadlock has just arisen in

the affairs of the Isle of Man. The
fault must clearly lie with the House
of Keys. :

,

:

*
"

Is it not time," asks a correspon-
dent of The Da Hi/ Mail, "to dispel the

absurd tradition that it is unlucky to

light three cigarettes with one match?"
What else indeed do we have Mr.

Pen-; made a big jump yesterday, says A gossip-writer tells us that a few
a market.report, and they may go higher days ago Mr. IIo<;<;i: paid a taxi-driver

to-day. It is not generally known that in gold. The joke of com M- is that this

the jumping pea owes its agility to the gentleman was at one time reputed to

presence, in its interior, of a small to he a Scotsman.
worm known to science by the name
of \\-rniirnluis rs/7/cwv. With relVrenee to the story of a sixty-

live foot sea serpent seen oil the Chinese
The Army Council has taken control coast an allotment-holder writes to say

that from his experience he would say
it was a caterpillar.

* *
*

Tho flour which in to be put on the

market shortly will make whiter bread.

Bakers protest that in these days of

labour- shortage, nothing should be in-

troduced which tends to show up the
dust.

An absentee charged at

Kingston did notknow what
regiment he belonged to un-

til he looked at his cap
badge. This shows very

clearly the advantage of

keeping a diary.
* *

" If the quality of the

workman's beer remains
much longer at the present
standard," says a trade

paper,
" the public will see

red," But surely that is

just what they won't see.

T*^r f.

WHEN BEING TAKEN FOB ONE'S FIBST FLIGHT IT is ADVISABLE TO

CONCENTRATE THK MIND ON SOMK DIVKBTINO SOBJECT. THE GENTLE-
MAN ABOVE 18 BEADING Jt'LKS VEBNE'S "TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES
USDKR THK SKA."

Another Impending
Apology.

" His Excellency arrived at

noon, and was met by Com-
mander , founder of the m-w
school, and , beadwoster."

Montreal Daily Star.

to compel subjects of a neutral state

to fight in a war which they had no
chance to bring about.

* #

According to theKAiSEH, MAXIMILIAN
HAHDEN is recognized as the man who
is to carry out the Pan-German pro-

gramme. Unless, of course, be is carried

out himself first.
...

'

It is vitally necessary, said the Turk-

ish Ambassador in Berlin, to strike at

India through Persia. No one appar-

ently has explained to him the futility

of striking while the Iran is cold.

The first rivetless steamer has been

launched on the Clyde. We have

hitherto held back from giving prizes
for record -

riveting, but we are now

tempted to make a handsome offer.

Guildhall a small boy was

shillings for threatening to

'flatten out a policeman," and people

At
fined

the

ten

"HAITI DECLAKKS \VAK Ad.MNST
GERMANY.

NKW YORK, Monday.
Telegrams from Port-au-I'rimo, the capital

of Haiti, says it is announced that the Council

of State .
. . has unanimously voted in favour

of a month's imprisonment, with hard labour."
Ititmlce Ath-cstiser.

To us the sentence seems to err on the

side of moderation.

From a description of Lord READING'S

visit to the Canadian Club, Montreal:
' Wearing a modest bunch of violets and an

almost beatific smile the famous orator entered

the Rose Room." Tlie Standard (Montreal).

Well, de minimi* noit curtit lr.r ; and

anyhow it was better than the tradi-

tional bootlace.

" In the German press there is considerable

ion as to a cussessor for Herr von Kuhl-

maiiii. Here Ballin is mentioned as likely to

receve the pots." Provincial I'aper.

All that is left him ; Herr VON KuEHf.-

MAXX having apparently gone off with

the "dam."
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THE COMMANDEERING OF JOY-BELLS.

["German authorities have ordered a sup-

plementary requisition of those chureh-brlls

which were exempted when the first confisca-

tion was made." The Times.]

WHEN through Belgium ("roses, roses

All thoway")your path you hacked,

Dealing death with flaming hoses

Through the towns your brutes had

sacked,

Merry rang the loud carillons till the

steeples nearly cracked.

You were flush of fighting metals;

Steel and iron filled your stores;

No one commandeered your kettles,

Prised the knockers off your doors,

Or with sacrilegious purpose clomb your
belfries' holy floors.

"

But the stock went falling, falling-
Bronze for cannon, lead for shot

Till the bells so sweetly calling

To the praise of " Unser Gott
"

Had to mix with meaner objects in the

common melting-pot.

Stern officials wrenched the thimble

From the Fran's protesting hand,

Tore the trombone, pinched the

cymbal
Off the plaintive German band,

And the church-bells joined the sauce-

pans to defend the Fatherland.

Now on each exempted steeple
Comes a supplemental raid

;

But the thought that cheers a people

Deadly bored with hope delayed
Is that, when the lot is melted, no

more peals can well be played.

Still, in case this loss of music

Might, in triumph's apogee,
Tend to make some sausage-queue

sick,

We will do our best to see

That we give you no occasion for a

joy-bell jubilee. 0. S.

THE ARMY SCHOOL.
" You are going on a course," said

the Adjutant, "at the Army School."
" I know what that means," said

O.C. "B" Company. "It means stand-

ing to attention for five hours every day
and having pieces bitten off your face

by a Guards' Sergeant-major. How-
ever

One has to say
" However

"
in the

Army.

The thirty-mile journey to the school
took only five days, and he didn't have
to change his cattle-truck more than
fourteen times.

He arrived at the school without any
mishap except that he was unshaven
and starving and had broken a small
blood-vessel which had been unable to

stand the strain of his efforts to humble
himself before an R.T.O.

He found things were not quite as

he had expected. Their decorations in-

cluded a V.C. The instructors actually

knew the front line and they took their

war with the required pinch of humour.

"I can stick this," said O.C. "
1>

Company ;

" I can stick this for the

duration."

O.C. "B" Company is running a

little to .-fat, and he brushes his hair

very carefully to hide a thinning spot.

Six hours' daily drill and bayonet-fight-

ing made him tired. The fact that he

had to get up at 7 A.M. and career for an

hour round the country on a strange
horse worried him. After giving the

beast an hour's steady amusement he

found himself so stiff that he had almost

to be lifted out of the saddle bow-legged,
like a lead soldier. The Major who
took

"
the riding sang gently to him

to do things which lie obviously couldn't

do, and he was a little annoyed that his

horse had not been long enough at the

school to do as he was told .without

reference to his rider.

O.C. " B "
Company hates horses.

He says they scrape you off against
walls and then look surprised about it.

He says they will go blandly over pre-

cipices to a messy death and blame you
for it because you pulled the wrong
string. He says that people who know
how to ride a horse think that all other

people also know how to ride a horse,

but that certain of them are stubbornly
determined not to do so. These they

naturally consider to be fools. The

Major in charge of the riding school

knew how to ride a horse. He con-

sidered O.C. " B "
Company a fool and

cracked a ten-foot whip behind him
when he was clinging with his teeth to

the mane of a runaway cavalry charger.
After trotting without stirrups, and

jumping what he declared to be five-

barred gates, O.C. " B "
Company was

so sore that he could hardly stand at

ease without bursting into tears. He
was obliged, indeed, to go to the Chief

Instructor and beg him most earnestly
to make no more jokes as it hurt him so

to laugh.
"However," said O.C. "B" Com-

pany, "I can stick it."

And then someone mentioned soccer.

O.C. "B" Company decided that he

might be able to hobble as far as the

footer field to watch the others play.
A faint uneasiness lest he might be

expected to play himself was socn swept
aside as ridiculous.

And then someone mentioned hockey.
Also he was asked his boxing weight.

Bugger, basket-ball, cross-country
running, jumping, putting the weight,

fencing, throwing the duck-board, push-
ball, lacrosse, water-polo, curling, fives

and wrestling were canvassed for.

O.C. "B" Company began to find

himself entering the Mess furtively and

starting violently if anyone spoke to

him.

His laugh, when ho said, "Haven't

played for years, you know," lacked

heartiness. He began to slink up side-

streets when he met lusty young men
striding down the road in inadequate
shorts. He felt exactly like the wrong
sort of boy at school.

It was this feeling which induced him
to enter for the boxing. He had boxed
a little at school. . . .

" One minute rounds," said the Army
Gymnastic Staff seductively.

" And

only three rounds altogether. It doesn't

matter how little you know of boxing. . .

Just for the sport of the thing. . . ."

He little knew that he was to be

butchered to make a British holiday.
The details are rather horrible. It was
like the National Sporting Club, ^vith
the judges smoking cigars and his own
batman .grinning out of a sea of khaki.

Ho felt very naked until they said,
" Seconds out. Time." And then he

was conscious of nothing but that a

minute can be amazingly long. . . .

The doctor thinks that his face may
recover in time.

And then next day, after his horse

had bolted with him, gone over all the

jumps seven times just for the fun o:

the thing, and finally dropped him con-

temptuously into a puddle, he read the

following order: "All those who have
hitherto not played any games will

take part to-morrow in a tug-of-war."
Then O.C. " B "

Company did an
awful thing. In the middle of the town

square, in full view of the Commandant
and all his Staff, he deliberately walked

up to a member of the W.A.A.C. and

spoke to her.

lie just said,
" How do you do '.'

"
in

a very clear and audible voice, bu
L

, that

was enough.
He was returned next day to his

unit, where he settled back, with a

sigh of immense relief, into the rustic

peace of the front-line trenches. But
he is, of course, a marked man.

The Food Shortage.

"Girl, smart, wanted for work in butcher's

shop; one able to pick bones preferred."
Aberdeen 1'ree Press.

"Mr. Owen A. Clark, M.B.E., Mayor of

Bury St. Edmunds, demanded ' Inter thorn

all
' rather than intern them." Observer.

Every man to his trade, as the Mayor of

Bury would say ; or, as the tube posters
inform us, "The best way round is

Underground."
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BURNING HIS FINGERS.
BOLSHEVIST (posing for the Triumph of Freedom). "I DON'T THINK I FEEL LIKE CARRYING

ON MUCH LONGER. I BELIEVE THIS CURSED THING MUST HAVE BEEN MADE IN

GEBMANY."
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Indignant Colonel (at seaside). "MR. MAYOR, THERE'S NOTHING TO BE BOUGHT IN YOUR CONFOUNDED LITTLE TOWN! I WANT TO

KNOW WHY NO PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE FOR THE AH PROVISION OF AH PROVISIONS ?"

Mayor. "HAS IT NOT OCCURRED TO YOU, SIR, THAT IT MIGHT BE WELL TO INDENT IN TRIPLICATE?"

AT QUESTION TIME.

SOR, I have put a question down for

Ministers to state

Why anny man in Sligo Town should

pay a borough rate,

And why the Kerry landlords, wid their

keepers and their sneaks,
Are prosecutin' dacent boys for shootin'

on the Eeeks ?

I 've twinty questions more with which
the Governmint to prod ;

I want to know why MICHAEL BOYLE
has not got out of quod,

And why the great O'SHAUGHNESSY, an
ancient Irish Prince,

Should be interned at Oxford, where.the
accint makes him wince ?

Why do the praties rot in Meath ?

Should CAKSON be allowed
To say those wicked things that raise

the passions of the crowd,
While quiet boys who dhrill at night

in Birr and Mullingar
Are harried by police in dhroves, on

horse and fut and kyar ?

Arisi'n' out av that, I ask why every
British crank

May fight against conscription and
attack it front and flank,

While if The Weslmeath Eagle says
recruitin' is a sin

They turn his type to printer's pie and
run the printer in ?

I ask why brutal soger min swarm in

the County Cork,

Desthroyin' Irish freedom and devourin'

Irish pork ?

Why should the murdherin' British

Fleet, that prowls by night and day,
Nab quiet Munsther boys who shwim

from Kiel to Bantry Bay ?

OUR MENTAL MUNITION-MAKERS.

A CRITICAL SURVEY.

(After a ivcll-knmvn model.)

CASTING a retrospective eye on the

output of the Summer season and the

impact of that output on the public
mind, one is irresistibly struck by the

i

continued predominance of the novel.

Novels " touch the spot," in the vital

phrase of the patent
- medicine - man,

more poignantly than any other literary
form. They set up a pulpit in the

public ear whence, from the first filter-

ing of grey dawn to the last expiring
sob of the nightlight, they carry on
their unrelenting offensive on the pit of

the great heart of the million. And in

the mid-welter of Armageddon, when
the heart quits its normal ambit to in-

vade the sphere of mind, the "
hearty

"

writer wins in a canter.

THE BEST SELLERS OF THE SUMMER.

Hence there is nothing to wonder at

in the primacy of Mr. HANLEY STAF-

FORD, as evinced in the forty thousand

copies already sold of his Young Wife's
Tale. The house of Cashel firm as

the rock of that ilk is indeed to be

congratulated on a triumph which is

equally grateful and comforting to

author, publisher and " stockist." Pos-

terity? Ah! that is another story.
But why bother about. posterity '? As
Sir BOYLE EOCHE said,

" What has pos-

terity done for us?" Less resound-

ing but still resonant in their success

have been The Lure of the Leviathan

by ESTHER DALE and Purple Pangs by
LIONEL WOOF fine titles both of them,
with a tang of salt realism that titillates

us voluptuously. They give us full

measure too, for, as Swogglc remarks
in The Toshpot,

" art is long, though
paper is short." You don't know
S-iroijijlc .- Then get to know him
at once. Mr. McQuirk, his creator,
has given us a new and better Caleb

Ealderston, with a touch of Sancho
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Fair Chmiffeuse Ho constable on traffic duty). "You 'BE A VERY FOOLISH MAN TO STAND is THE MIDDLE OF THE KOAD; IT'S LCCXY
FOB YOU I HAPPENED TO BE LOOKING AND COULD PULL UP IN TIME."

Panza thrown in, featuring at tlio same I we no longer sneer at tripe and onions,

time his own lovable personality. As so we welcome the all- persuasive popu-
an antidote to war-weariness Sivoggle

simply (to use his own delicious phrase)
"collars the cracknel." The Toshpot

larityofMr. Skrimshanks's Wiggly- ]("<>;/.

Vulgar, you say ;
but what of that ?

Humanity is always vulgar. Besides,

may not have the artistry of HENRY it is not the function of the benevolent
JAMKS or the subtlety of JOSEPH CONRAD, 'bookman to pillory the lapses of our
but it is vital, sincere and voices the

i

" best sellers," but to lard them with
authentic aroma of Cockaigne. Some I

genial unction,

novelists deliberately side-track war-

happenings ; others gravitate irresistibly
into the orbit of the pink planet, as Sir

JOHN HERSCHEL might have put it if

he had written literary causeries for The

Daily Chronicle', and goodness knows
what he might not have done had he
lived a hundred years later. The ways
of literature are inscrutable, and I

sometimes wonder what I should have
' best sellers

"
of the

of great ELIZABETH.
written of the

spacious times
But such speculations, though fascinat-

ing, are perhaps otiose. What really
counts at the moment is the novel of

humour, not the sophisticated acidity

THE PERFECT ICOKOCLAST.

Olives have their place at a banquet
as well as caramels, and I cannot con-

clude this brief survey without cordially

congratulating Mr. Kitton Scratchley
on the furore which he has excited by
his delicious essays in denigration,
Victorians Unveiled. No one can- haul

an idol from a pedestal with a defter

touch, turning the heroine into the

harpy, the saint into the vitriolic virago,
the Empire-builder into the brutal

egotist, the divine into the snuffling
Chadband. Whether the estimates

given are just or fair is of little account

of a wire-drawn cynicism, but the compared with the brilliancy of the

babbling, bounding, blinking outspill ! artistic achievement. I look forward

and uplift of ingenuous egotism. Just
as the War has simplified our diet and
caused us to dispense with starched

with keen anticipation to a comple-

mentary series of studies in rehabilita-

tion from the same gifted pen, beginning
collars and serviettes, so it has revised with JEZEBEL, including TIBERIUS and
and simplified our literary tastes. As ! TORQUEMADA, and ending with TROTSKY.

LULLABY TO A DIM).

By a Poet on Sentry Duty.

OH, Little Dud, sing lullaby ;

With what fond care oppressed
I keep my vigil at thy side,

Lest aught disturb thy rest,

While on thy face from time to time
I turn an anxious eye ;

Oh, Little Dud, sing lullaby,

Sing lulla-lullaby.

So still thou sleepest, Little Dud,

Throughout the breathless night ;

Almost I feel that thou art dead,
But when I think how light

A touch would wake thee into life

Most earnestly I sigh :

Oh, Little Dud, sing lullaby,

Sing lulla-lullaby.

Then slumber on ; the world is rude ;

In slumber thou dost keep
Thine innocence, sweet Dud ; but, oh!

How thin a veil is sleep !

Within thy form, so round and smooth,
What lurking passions lie!

Oh, Little Dud, sing lullaby,

Sing lulla-lullaby.

Another Sex Problem.
"Handsome Male Kid, Uallywalter sire,

Nubian mother ; gives 4 qts. daily ; one

guinea." Irish Paper.
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"OR BOTH."
" COLD dinner !

"
exclaimed Frederic.

" I 'm sick of cold salmon and salads

and blancmanges."
" Chcrchez lafemme," I replied.
" Not Dora again ?

"
he groaned.

"Yes, Dora again," I sighed.

"Why don't you give her notice?

I 'd make a better cook myself."
"
Unfortunately," I said,

" I 'in un-

ablo to give this Dora notice. I 'm

speaking of the Dora who threatens

a hundred-pound fine or six months'

imprisonment, or both."
" What is it this time?

"
asked Fred-

eric.

"Gas," I replied.
" It 's all gas," said Frederic.
"
No, it isn't," I said.

" It 's electric

light too, and shortly it will be coal. I

have had a notice from the gas com-

pany, warning me to keep a constant

watch on the gas-meter in case I exceed

the rationed allowance. If I do exceed

they must report me to the Board of

Trade, who will fine me a hundred

pounds or imprison me for six months,
or both. I 've been to the gas oflice

and they 've given me half-an-hour's

careful instruction on reading the meter,
but I don't understand it in the least.

There are three faces. On the right
one the hands always go forward like a

clock. On the middle one they always
go backward like the barometer. The
third, I believe, is neutral. But I defy
anyone to understand them. I 'm sure
the gas company must be deploring its

lost opportunities now it is for the first

time awake to the utter inability of the

public to read their meters or check
their consumption of gas. I was won-

dering, dear, if you would mind if I

had the meter hung in the hall, where
the barometer is, or stood on the

dining-room mantel-piece in place of

the clock. Or I might have the coal-
cellar turned into a sitting room for rne.

The meter is there already, and we shall

not want the coal-cellar for coal, as we
shall be able to keep the coal ration in

the scuttles. The only question, as fat-

as I can see, is which of us will go to

prison," I continued.
" I shall, most certainly," said Frederic

eagerly.
" I am the head of the house

and as such responsible for its actions."
"
No, dear," I said tenderly,

" I must
accept responsibility for the confidence

you repose in me. I will go to prison
and you shall pay the hundred-pound
fine."

"Pardon me," said Frederic stiffly,
but I insist on going to prison. I

will consent to no half-measures. I will

gladly pay the hundred-pound fine on
condition of being sent to prison for
six months."

"
Frederic," I said,

" how can you be

so selfish ? You know it is my turn

to go to prison. I gave way to you
about food -hoarding and obscuring

lights at dusk and everything else, and
now it is my turn. I can't help it that

they wouldn't prosecute you. My inno-

cent and quiet mind longs for the her-

mitage of a prison cell. Think of it.

No shopping, no servants, no catering,
no bacon, no lard, no cheese, no syrup,
no offal, no responsibility. Your meals

brought hot to you byaservant who can-

not give you notice. It would save my
reason, which I feel is just going when I

buy leeks and artichokes at the grocers',
and the butcher's window is full of daffo-

dils and blackberry jam ;
and I bought

the marmalade yesterday at the oilshop
and the kippers from the baker. And,
Frederic," 1 said,

" I believe they compel
you to have a hot bath in prison, at least

I know they do in the workhouse, and I

expect it is the same in piison. There
will be no more hot baths here with the

limited gas and coal ration."

A groan from Frederic made me
pause. The agonised expression on his

face wrung my heart. "I expect I'll

have to let you go to prison, Frederic

dear," I said,
" now that I think of the

baths. A bath you must have even if

you have to go to prison for it you
shall go."
The light of inspiration broke over

Frederic's face.
" Why couldn't we both go ?

"
he

cried.

"Why not?" I said; "it certainly

says
' or both.'

"

THE RECOVERY OF LA NAPOO.
THE recent recapture of La Napoo by

our troops after it had been in the hands
of the Germans for twenty-four hours
and the consequent restoration of the
tactical situation on that part of the line

is already familiar history. But the

inspiration which pronTpted this bril-

liant feat has hitherto escaped pub-
licity.'

It is not known when the rite of kit

inspection was first introduced into the
British army. We suspect, however,
that the English bowmen who won
Crey were acquainted with it, and that
it was not in view of the coming battle
but on account of an impending inspec-
tion that they protected their arms so
well during that fatal thunderstorm.
It is also well known in the army that
it was only by frequent kit inspections
that WELLINGTON maintained discipline
among his big-hearted rascals in the
Peninsula. All this may seem puzzling
to the layman, but let him know that
kit inspection as carried out in tho
British army is a ceremony as painful

and embarrassing for its victims as any
ever held under the auspices of the

Spanish Inquisition.
The officer who usually conducts kit

inspection in the 7th Battalion the
Plumshiro Regiment was a vivisector

in civilian life.

"There will be a kit inspection"
so his orders ran " in the Square at

9.30 A.M. to-morrow."
The men of the 7th Plumshires, who

had just outfought Fritz in a bloody
rear-guard action, suddenly ceased from
their merrymaking in the estaminets of

B . As the orderly sergeants went
from door to door with their warning
a dead silence settled down over the

village. The voice of the distant guns
seemed to take on a more sinister note.

Wondering what ill-tidings from the
line the sergeants had shouted the good
people of B made anxious inquiry.
Tom and Dick and Harry made the
Gaelic gesture of despair and explained,
"
Inspection no bon !

" And the kindly
natives looked even graver still. They
had known the British army for three

years.
Now the 7th Plumshires were in

particularly evil case. Save for their

arms and the clothes on their backs the
bulk of their equipment lay behind the
German lines, in the village of La
Napoo, which they had been compelled
to evacuate the previous evening.
Thither eyes began to travel furtively.

Presently some of the weaker spirits
could be seen proceeding with ostenta-

tious aimlessness down the La Napoo
road. Later on, military policemen
were viewing with dismay the rest of

the battalion, half-armed, unoflicered,
and in an obviously ugly mood, travel-

ling in rough formation in the same
direction. Believing it to be a case
of wholesale breach of discipline they
rushed back and gave the ajarm.
There was no overtaking the 7th,

however. They passed swiftly through
the rear British defences and on to the
front line, much to the amazement of

those who had relieved them there some
hours before. Then they went over the

parapet, crashed through the German
elements in front and flung themselves
in silent ferocity on the village. The

garrison never had a chance. They
were not merely up against the 7th
Plumshires. Behind the Plumshires was
that which had turned the bowmen of

Creijy pale and made the stormers of

Badajos quake. In ten minutes the

village was won, just as the officers of

the 7th dashed up and took control.

The kit inspection was duly held,

witli only one untoward incident. This
was when a very young soldier exhi-

bited a housewife, German pattern, in

place of that originally issued to him.
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i:rtnt<'tfrom Hat of recent decoration!. "PniVATK ATKINS, FOB ACI OP GALLANTRY NOT IN FACE OF THE ENEMY."

LETTERS OF A BOY SCOUT,
i.

DEAR UNCLE, I have become a boy
scout and I have to do one good turn a

day so I write to cheer you in hospital.
Our motto is

" Be Prepaired," and

Belfitt, our petrol leader, says that if

only Lord HALDEEN had been prepaired
we could have made war on Germany
instead of Germany making war on

us which would have been a great
advani
A boy scout is kind to animals and I

saved the lives of a lot of wasps yester-

day which some crool boys were going
to kill. But I said, "Scouts are not

crool," so I fixed a paper bag over the

nest and caught a lot and took them to

school, and when they were let loose in

algebra one of them stung the master-

on the head so he left the room for

half an hour which shows that kind-

ness to animals pays.
Scouts never allow bad or low lang-

widge. This is kept very strict and a

tenderfoot who said his uncle hail two
blast furnisses had a jug of water pored
down his neck to keep him from being
low, and some of the things he said

then would have meant a lot more
water only the jug got broke. Still you
see that it is good for manners to

be a scout, and our petrol leader says

that it would be a better world and far

more interesting if we could go about

poring water down everybody's neck

who used low langwidge.
We go rout marches every Saturday

and the petrol leader encourages our

powers of observation by giving marks
to any one who sees a thing first. A
horse counts one, a black cat two, a fat

lady three, a wounded officer four, a

goat five and so up to elefants which

score fifty only not being common they
do not score often. I should have won
the prize last week only Jenkins know-

ing the way we should march got his

two fat aunts to stand in his garden
and scored six which was not fair. And
he got his young brother to bring a

goat, too, but the goat bit a hole in

his trousers while waiting so the young
brother give up and climbed a tree be-

cause he did not like his trousers to

be seen. I hope that you will coine

here soon and then I will arange for

you .to hide on Saturday afternoons so

I can score four every time I see you
and it will be very interesting for you
to know you are develupping my powers
of observation.

Every scout is expected to save and

put money in the War Lone. I am sav-

ing very hard but it is differcult because

our petrol is trying to buy a tent so we
can be prepaired for the invasion. And

it is very bard to keep up War Lone
and save for the tent. You see if an

invasion took place and we hadn't a tent

we should not be prepaired and Belfitt

says he doesn't know what would

happen. Really good tents cost forty-

five shillings carridge forward. I send

a cataloge to show the sort of tent we
think of buying as you know all about

tents being at the War so much. All

our petrol say you are the very man
for advise. But we have only got one

and nine so far and we all lie awake at

night wondering if the invasion will

come when we are unprepaired which

makes me behind with my lessons.

Only Belfitt, our petrol leader, says
that it is quite likely that some one who
knows how we put down low langwidge
and croolty will give us a tent. He

says it is very often done by kind

people. The one in the cataloge we
want is on page 3. I have put , mark

against it so that you will know.

Your loving Nephew
JIM.

Floor-boards are 7s. 6d. extra. But

Belfitt says we can't expect any kind

person to give us floor-boards though

they would keep off rooraatism which
'

saddens a mother's heart. If any kind

person did give them he could send

them to the Cuckoo Patrol here to our

house, carridge paid.
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Gallant Berliner. "ALAS, NOBLE LADY, THE BOW TO WHICH YOU ARE ENTITLED I CANNOT PERFORM, MY LINOLEUM TROUSERS NOT
PERMITTING. "

[People in the towns are having to resort to garments made of window-blinds, curtains, etc. Such is the shortage of clothing material
in Germany. Vide Daily Press.]

HALF-PAST ELEVEN SQUARE.
THERE 's a town I know in Flanders, an' there ain't much

else to say,
But it 's pretty much like most towns when the War 'as

passed their way ;

There 's tumbled shops an' 'ouses, an' there 's brickbats

everywhere,
An" a place that British soldiers call

"
'Alt-past Eleven

Square."

There 's a silly clock stuck up there that 's forgot the way
to chime,

With its silly fingers pointin' to the same old bloomin' time
;

An' the world it keeps on turnin', but it makes no difference
there,

For it never gets no later in 'Alf-past Eleven Square.
There's a stink o' gas a-crawlin' where the people lived

before,
That it used to tell the time to when there 'adn't been

no war,
In the day the whizz-bangs bustin', in the night the star-

shells' glare,
An' 'oo cares what the time is in 'Alf-past Eleven Square ?

You could walk for 'arf a day there, an' there 's not a soul
to meet

In the empty smashed-up 'ouses an' the empty sandbagged
street

;

They 've packed their traps up long since an' they 've gone
for change of air,

For you bet it ain't no 'ealth- resort 'Alf-past Eleven Square.

An' it only wakes up sometimes, when the armies come an 'go,
With the transport an' the wounded an' the big guns

crawlin' slow
;

But let 'em come or let 'em go, the clock don't seem to care
If it's Fritz or Tommy marchin' through 'Alf-past Eleven

Square.

But it 's waitin
1

waitin' waitin' till the world goes on
once more,

An' the folk come back to live there as they used to live

before,
An' open wide the broken door an' climb the broken stair,
An' move along its fingers in 'Alf-past Eleven Square.

Yes, it 's waitin' waitin' waitin', just the same as you
an' me,

For the same world, only better than the old one used
to be;

An' I 've got a barmy notion that I wish I might be there

When twelve o'clock is strikin' in 'Alf-past Eleven Square._=^===_=_ C. F. S.

"Deciding to leave ten master butchers and slaughtermen to deal

with 15,000 customers, Chertsey Tribunal has taken drastic steps."

Evening News.

Drastic, indeed! But is this massacre strictly legal?
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HUN TO HUN.
ATTILA (to LITTLE WILLIE).

" SPEAKING AS OXK BARBARIAN TO ANOTHER I DON'T

RECOMMEND THE NEIGHBOURHOOD. I FOUND IT A BIT UNHEALTHY MYSELF."
-

,

[AmiA's victorious progress across Gaul was finally checked on the plains of Chalons.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
,1/<i;;<7<f//,

Julij
15th. One of the best

finds of tiie alien-hunting season is to

be credited to Major NEWMAN, who has

discovered a linn of naturalised Germans

manufacturing oatgutand sausage-skins
at Barking. The combination suggests
horrid possibilities ;

but the rum<;i;r

that the firm in question was behind

the recent demand for an increase in

the dog-tax, in the hope of enlarging
the supply of raw material, lacks con-

firmation.

While all the other enemy countries

have taken-power to sequestrate British

property and put British-owned busi-

nesses into liquidation Turkey had up
to the beginning of this year taken no
similar steps. This

leniency is probably
due to the character-

istic dilatoriness of the

Ottoman rather than
to any disinclination to

acquire other people's

property. The KAISEK
is said to be very cross

about it, and to have
written to the new
SULTAN, offering him
the loan of LITTLE
WILLIE to help him to

get a move on.

Members were so

busy discussing the re-

newed German offen-

sive in Champagne
that in a thin House
the Eeport stage of the
Education Bill made
surprisingly rapid pro-
gress.

Mr. WHITEHOUSE'S

whimpering style evi-

dently got upon the

that we ought to reply in kind to the

enemy's peace offensive with a "terse

concrete formula." I should have

" There is no foundation whatever,"
Dr. MACNAMAHA began, and for a

moment the House thought that the

thought Lord WIMBORNE'S success in . hon. Member for North Somerset had

promoting peace in Ireland was hardly for once discovered something that was
so conspicuous as to justify him in

'

not a mare's nest. But the next words,

setting up as an expert in this subject
on the larger stage of Europe.
A report that the applications for

War Savings Certificates from Scotland

compared unfavourably with those from

" for the suggestion," removed the illu-

sion and Mr. KING'S record is still

unbroken.
When the Aliens Bill got into Com-

mittee the House resembled a Cave of

nerves of Sir

EYLAND ATKINS, who at last reminded
him that " the fretful repetition of one's
own opinion is not always equivalent

j
pence was "banged.

England and Wales distressed Mr. \YA r

i r, the Winds, with the difference that the

who began to fear that his countrymen winds blew towards, the CAVE and not

were losing their well-earned reputation from it. But the HOME SECRETARY
for judicious economy. Happily the manfully withstood the breezes. His

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER was
j

hardest fight was to resist the attempt
able to inform him that the average to deprive him of his discretionary
sales per head in Scotland this year

j

power to revoke certificates by substi-

were 27s. 3(7. as compared with 27s. 6c7. ! tuting
" shall

"
for "

may
"

in the prin-

cipal clause. His appeal
to the Committee to

support him " when I

know I am right
"
was

eventually successful,
and only twenty-seven
Members, a singularly

motley group, went into

the Lobby against him.

Everyone was pleased
to hear that the Home
Office was determined
to naturalize no Ger-
man for five years after

the War.

Thursday, July 18th.

Unhappily, I am not

directly interested in

Major CHAPPLE'S con-

undrum "
whether, if

a taxpayer having an
income of 100,000
records his income at

1 less than the true

amount, he will save

15,000in income-tax."
in England and Wales. But Mr. WATT

|
Nevertheless, for the sake of the country

will not rest, I hope, until he has found ! I am glad to record the CHANCELLOR OP
out how and why that missing three-

[

THE EXCHEQUER'S reply, that the calcu-
nfinffi \vn.s "llflncTprl

"
Ifl.f.inn ia rrf. nr\vvo>f. ami fUof flio ovrt4-

Mr. fisher to Hindenlerg.
" THANKS TO THE DISTINCTIONS YOU 'VE OFFERED

os THE WESTERN FRONT, I'M GETTING >IY BILL THROUGH QUITE NICELY."

to argument."
The best part of the debate turned

lation is not correct, and that the exact
The Education Bill passed its Third

'

amount which the multi-millionaire

upon the employment of children out
of school-hours. Those distinguished
playwrights, Mr. HEMMERDE and Mr.

Reading with many deserved compli-
ments to Mr. FISHER.

Wednesday, July llth. Although
very little was left of Lord WIMBOHNE

HABOLD SMITH, championed the claims after Lord CRAWFOKD had done with
of the theatrical child to special treat-

ment. Unless caught and trained

young, he or she, it seems, is liable to
become a prey to self-consciousness, a

thing which is notoriously fatal to
success in the profession.

Tuesday, July IQth.In. Lord CUR-
ZON'S absence through illness some of
the Peers were inclined to kick up their
heels a little. But Lord CRAWFORD
proved to be a most effective under-

study to the Leader of the House, and,
in particular, dealt firmly with Lord
WIMBORNE, who gave it as his opinion

him yesterday, Lord CURZON thought
it necessary to rise from his sick bed to

administer further castigation. After

explaining the reason for his previous

would save by thus cooking his accounts
is ten shillings and sixpence.
A Glasgow Member complained that in

the arrangement for exporting herrings
to Allied countries the famous products
of Loch Fyne had been treated as of

no more value than humbler varieties.

Mr. PARKER made a long and detailed

reply to the effect that no injury was
absence, he added,

" Nor ought I to be
\

intended and none was likely to accrue
here this afternoon

"
the only one of

his remarks with which the writhing
victim cordially agreed.
On the question of National Ship-

to the bloatered aristocrats of that
district.

A long and acrimonious debate on
the Vote for the Board of Agriculture

yards Dr. MACXAMARA was heavily j

had been expected. But Mr. PHOTHEKO'S
heckled, but he got a little of his own ' review of its work was so frank and,
back when Mr. KING alleged that serious

,

on the whole, so favourable that even
mistakes had been made in regard to

'

the farmers' champions expressed thern-
the foundation of one of the slipways. ;

selves satisfied. His account of the
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Remount Officer. "BATHER FOOTY, is HE? WELL, WE COULD HAVE HIM SHOD FOR YOU, I DARE BAY."

Sporting Padre. " OCH, I WOULDN'T LIKE TO BE TROUBLIN' YOU. I COULD HAKE THE OULD OSES DO FOB A are LONGER, BUT SURE
YE COULDN'T JUST MANAGE TO FIT A NEW HORSE TO THIM, COULD YE NOW?"

extraordinary improvement effected in

wheat and other cereals hy experiments
on Mendelian lines was quite fascinat-

ing, and made one wish that the same

process could be applied to human be-

ings. For, besides possessing other

good qualities, the now wheat, it ap-

pears, never grows rusty.

" Sweet black Pomeranian lady, affectionate,

delightful pet." The Lady.

Though the advertisement appears un-

der the heading
" Home Produce

"
it

looks very much like an invitation to

traffic with the enemy.

From a Tribunal report :

"The man, in reply to the Chairman, said

he had to deal with every customer. Get out

their orders, and load the vans. There were

two packers, but one was injured, and the

other was in hospital. He had therefore to

pack the stuff himself. Everything fell on

him." Eastern Daily Press.

In the circumstances he would hardly
find service in the Army much more
hazardous.

From an official explanation of the

new ration-books :

"It is useless to deposit a whole meat leaf

with a butcher unless it is intended to use all

the coupons, including the '

d/d
'

coupons."
Daily Paper.

According to our own experience it was

quite unnecessary to give the public any
hints as to the language it should use.

OF HUMPHRY, A "RUNNER."
AGAINST the old domestic duck
Some people always had a scunner,

In days before they had the luck

To grow familiar with the " runner."

For runners forage for their needs ;

They are no trial to the thrifty ;

Their annual yield in eggs exceeds,

In many instances, two-fifty.

In form the penguin and the goose

Upon a smaller scale suggesting,

They really justify the use

Of such an epithet as "
arresting."

Indeed the Indian runner drake

Described in The Spectator lately
Was mentally as wide-awake
AsWELLS or as ArchbishopWnATELY.

'Twould need a volume to rehearse

The gifts of this engaging critter,

Who with his mistress would converse

In a subdued ecstatic twitter;

Who curtsied, quacked and raised his

crest

To greet his friends, romped with the

kitten,

Paid visits on his own, a guest

By shyness utterly unsmitten ;

Who with the gardener for hours

Would gravely walk behind the roller,

And, though he made too free with

flowers,

Never defied the FOOD-CONTROLLER.

On snails and slugs he used to fall

With fire and fury unremitting,

Consuming thirty, shells and all,

Of various sizes at a sitting.

Moreover, though from time to time

He erred, yebfortiter peccavit,
And in the manner of his crime

There always was a grace to save it.

In short, the intellect displayed

By Lesbia's overrated sparrow,

Compared with Humphry's stock-in-

trade,

Was negligible, mean and narrow.

And yet, alas ! there came a day
When this incorrigible roamer

Was lured too far afield to stray
And failed foronceto prove a" homer."

Yet there is solace in the thought
That the unconscionable sinner

Who Humphry's downfall basely

wrought
Found him a tough unwholesome

dinner.

"
Lost, black brindlo Scotch torricr ; answei s

to name of
' Jane.

'

Very shy ." Daily 1'aptr,

Has the owner tried humming the time-

honoured lyric :

" My pretty Jane, my pretty Jane,

Ah ! never be so shy ;

But meet me, meet me in the evening
When the bloom is on the rye

"
?
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AT THE PLAY.
"THE CHINESE PUZZLE!"

IF I had been consulted about the

title of this play after assisting at the

first half of the introductory Act, I

should have proposed to call it
" A

British Puzzle ["(repeating the authors'

note of exclamation}. No visitor from
Mars descending suddenly upon a semi-

political house-party could have felt

the handling of the plot on what one

may call its detective side the play is

curiously amateurish. And I can give

you no idea of the haziness and

triviality of the minor characters, in

particular a precocious flapper and a

person referred to as " dear old Billy
"

(he was neither dear nor old), who kept
on taking the liberty of assuming that

I was likely to be diverted by their

obscure intrusions.

dixx.ier than I did after the first bad I haxard the not very daring con-

quarter-of-an-hour of rattled dialogue. ! jecture that Mr. LEON LION, who wrote
Out of the Stygian darkness, to which

|

the play in collaboration with Miss
all sorts of nationalities had coutri- 1

MARIAN BOWER, concentrated his efforts

buted their Hashes of obscurity, there on the role of the Maryuis Chi Lung,
at last emerged the salient fact that a which he played himself. And a very
Chinese Ambassador and a representa- attractive figure be made of this philoso-
tive of our Foreign Of-

fice were about to nego-
ciate a loan from the

Chinese Government
for the British Navy.
(You might have

thought it would more

reasonably be the other

way about, but that is

how it reached my
dazed ears).
The document em-

bodying the deal, being
of an extremely con-
fidential nature, is left

lying about in a side

room. Here it is ne-

fariously photographed
and

_
the result con-

veyed to the Press in

time for the morning
issue. The guilty party
is a girl who is in love

with the son of the

house, and she does it

with a very natural re-

luctance, under fierce

pressure from a mother !

who is in immediate need of ready
money to hush up an inconvenient past.
The blame falls on the girl's lover, who
is incontinently discharged from the
Government service. They marry ; but
the knowledge, on her part, that she has
ruined him, and, on his part, an obses-
sive desire to prove his innocence, dis-

tract them from the full enjoyment of

their union.

After a lapse of some ten months
the Chinese Ambassador, as a tribute
to an old friendship for the man's
father, takes upon himself the guilt of
an act which he could never conceiv-

ably have committed, and prepares to
retire to Pekin, there to live in disgrace
tempered by philosophy and a sense of

incredibly heroic sacrifice.

There is an original touch in this con-

clusion, as indeed there is in most of

THE RIGHT SPIRIT.

Corporal in charge (on arrival at bridge). "DE TACHMEST, BREAK STEP !

"

["When crossing a military bridge Infantry will break step." Extract from
Regulations.

"

THE OTHER TWO.
IT is my good or ill fortune to have

taken a furnished flat at a dizzy alti-

tude in the neighbourhood of the West
End London terminus which is at once
nearest the sea and the Promised Land.

Immediately above the flat is a spacious
roof, which, when the raider is not with
us, affords a pleasant retreat in the
cool of the evening, and where, at most
hours, toy dogs may be met. The flat

itself consists of a number of rooms,
the walls of which are covered with

photographs of men, women and
children almost as thickly as the

pages of a school-boy's album are

covered with stamps. The men have~
|

obsolete beards; several
of the women seem to

1)0 sisters, and have
been taken together in

pairs with their heads

inclining towards each
other at an affectionate

angle. This attitude
still permits each sister

to be secretly convinced
that she is the hand-
somer. There are also

sets of children grad-
uated like organ-pipes.
These photographs not

only Jiang on the walls
but they swarm about
the mantel-pieces and
the occasional tables.

The latter are so nume-
rous and varied in size

that one might imagine
this a breeding estab-
lishment for them. I

suspect the place of

being also a stud farm
for cushions.

The beginning of my
pher-diplomat, who spent his time in

j

tenancy was marked by a tragedy.
throwing off Oriental epigrams with a The larder window having been left

open by the previous occupants, a

large slate-coloured pigeon, with plans
for a family, had made a nest inside
and laid an egg in it, and when I

suddenly opened the door was obviously
proposing to lay another. To this
I personally should have had no objec-
tion whatever ; but the porter, who
was showing me round, and who has
a sense of decorum more proper to

fluency which, in spite of their apposite-
ness, savoured of preparation. It was
all very well for him (and for us so
so long as he was on the stage), but the
others had a thin time of it Miss
ETHEL IRVING, for instance, as the cri-

minal, though they gave her a "
strong

"

scene or two to catch her breath in, and
Mr. EILLE NORWOOD, the negociator of

the loan, who made little pretence of
i i

taking more than a perfunctory interest
j

such apartments, had other views, and
in the recitation of his lines.

To me the real " Puzzle
"

is

mental condition of a certain distin-

guished critic whose unqualified eulogy

before I could interfere had removed the
the egg, brushed away the nest and closed

the window. This ended his share of

the drama ; but mine was to begin, for
of the play persuaded me to go and

j

ever since that day the pigeon, with a
see this very unequal production. But depth of reproachfulness in its eyes that
I should be ungrateful not to record is extremely distressing, has'sat on thns extremely distressing, has sat on the
my debt to the author-actor who played : kitchen \vindow-sill making desperatethe things His Excellency does and

j (and presumably wrote) the LEON LION'S efforts to get in, so that I creep about
but for the rest-and notably part. O. S. feeling like HEROD. During Baby Week
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it, was almost unbearable. Even when
1 am far from tlio kitchen I can l)car its

plaintive cooing.
In addition to numerous other advan-

lagus, such as a night porter to work
the lift, who is never visible, and a day

porter who, since I took possession, has

been forbidden by the authorities to use

the lift before two o'clock in the after-

noon, and scrupulously obeys the new

regulation except when he lias to ascend

to an tipper floor himself in addition to

such advantages the flat has windows
that refuse to bo lifted by any but a

Hercules, and doors (ten in all) not

one of which will remain open except

by artificial means. Whether or not

this is a peculiarity of Westminster

architecture I cannot say, but all the

doors are alike. They each quietly but

remorselessly close, yet so gently that

tho latch does not catch, and every
breath of draught (and we by no means

stop at breaths) sways them noisily

to and fro with a sound that is irri-

tating and vexing to the nerves. One
has therefore either to go to the door

and fasten it or find something with

which to fix it open. Normally, I use

a chair or a weight from the kitchen

scales ;
but two of the rooms the draw-

ing-room, where the occasional tables

and cushions are most proliiic, and the

dining-room, where I do everything but

dine are supplied with door-stops of

their own, consisting each of an ele-

phant's foot mounted with a brass han-

dle. Picture me then, the most Occi-

dental of men and less of a big-game
hunter than anyone you could imagine,

moving about this intensely sophisti-
cated flat carrying the foot of a mam-
moth of the Indian jungle or the African

forest in order to prevent a London door

from banging. And what a fate for a

noble pachyderm. Imperial Cfflsar's

destiny was not more incongruous.
If there were four of tbese feet I

might be more at ease. But there are

only two of them, and elephants are

quadrupeds. Where then are the other

two ? That is the question which is

wearing me out. I lie awake at night

wondering, and then filling into an

uneasy sleep hear a heavy stumbling
tread on the stairs and wake in terror

as the door bursts open and the other

half of the elephant advances upon
me demanding its lost feet. It is always
a dreadful nightmare, but never more
so than when it not only towers up
grey and threatening, hut coos like a

pigeon.

" An Ophthalmic Optician requires a Young
Lady A -.Distant." Eastern Daily Press.

But our flappers are fond of sensation,
and might conceivably prefer an Aural

Optician.

Wife. "WHAT DAY DID FBEDDIE WHITE FROM BOULOGNE? '

Husband. " OH EB I 'I.L LOOK vr THE COUNTEBFOIL in MY CHEQUE-BOOK.

ME. PUNCH'S "SPOEPOT."

IN the annual competition between-

South African Schools for the best
"
Sporpot

"
(or Savings-box) collection

on behalf of Belgian Refugees in Great

Britain a competition which arose out

of an article contributed to Punch in

the early days of the War the first

place has been won by the Eunice High
School for Girls, Bloernfontein, and the

second by the St. Andrew's Preparatory
School for Boys, Grahamstown. Mr.

Punch sends his best compliments to

these schools and his sincere thanks to

all those who took part in this generous

rivalry. From sis schools in South

Africa a total sum of 44 12s. has been

received and gratefully acknowledged

by the representative of the late Mr.

BERTRAM SMITH, who originally de-

scribed the "
Sporpot

"
scheme in these

pages. The death, during the past year,

of this loyal friend of Mr. Punch has

been a heavy loss to the good causes for

which he laboured beyond his strength
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AN EXILE IN MONACO.
(Extract from,

" The Monaco Gazette
"
of July 16, 19.)

YESTERDAY, in accordance with the decision of the Alliei

Powers and in virtue of an agreement with the Prince o

MONACO, the EX-KAISER WILHELM made his formal entrj
into his allotted territory of Monaco. The ex-imperial bath
chair was in waiting to receive him as he landed from th

French man-of-war, Tallien; and the military band wa
there, playing patriotic music of the French and Italiar

nations. The two Belgian Commissioners and their Serbia:

colleagues were also in attendance to see that everything
was carried out according to plan.
The EX-KAISER was much moved by these evidences of eari

for his comfort and made a speech in which he dwelt upor
the glories that had illuminated the history of Monaco
"These, however," he said, "are not comparable in anj
degree with those splendours which will be the lot o
Monaco in future, owing to the fact that Monaco has beer

chosen as nay residence. I trust she is fully sensible of thi

new and almost overwhelming dignity."
The EX-KAISER then entered the bath-chair and was con

veyed rapidly to the palace, his future residence, which he
entered. Thereupon he assumed the new and splendic
uniform which had been made for him as Eegent of Monaco
In twenty minutes he was ready and came out, calling
loudly for the Army to appear and swear allegiance to its

new War-Lord. Half the Army did promptly present itself,
but the remaining fifteen preferred to stay away. As such
a case is not provided for in the constitution it is not easy
to see what could be done.
The EX-KAISER looked as black as thunder, but, fifteen

soldiers having assembled, he determined not to rob them
of the speech which he had prepared for the occasion. la
this he spoke of the Army as being his support in the

stormy times that might at any moment come upon"

"pnaco. The soldier of Monaco must, he continued, put
aside every thought of self and think only of his Eegent,
determined to obey him blindly in whatever he might
command. If the Eegent ordered the soldier to shoot
his father and mother the soldier must do so without
moment's hesitation. Hereupon fourteen members of the
Army out of the fifteen that were present immediately
resigned their position and their uniform, saying that they
would have nothing to do with such bloodthirsty sentiments.
The EX-KAISER was furious and threatened to immure the
commander of the Army in the dungeon of the palace; but
the key could not be found, and as a matter of fact no gaoler
had for many years been appointed. WILLIAM must be
more careful with regard to his speeches, for he is restricted
to three a day, and the Serbian representative is entrusted
with the duty of seeing that he does not exceed this
allowance.

The EX-KAISER then proceeded to his favourite game of

choosing and dismissing Chancellors and Ministers. It is

stipulated in the treaty that the EX-KAISER shall be suffered
to choose one Chancellor or two Foreign Ministers a week.
These are to be responsible for his actions and his words
during their tenure of office, and are not allowed to resign
)he proposal being that they shall allow themselves to be
larned and abused, and thus keep the EX-KAISER in a moder-
ately good temper by giving him a semblance of despotic
authority. We do not envy the holders of these offices, and
n fact we do not see how this part of the treaty can be
carried out without friction. Whatever may be the case
n Germany there is no citizen of Monaco who would care
o accept so mean a position.
In the evening there was a grand Court banquet and the

IX-KAISEH made another speech.

A MOAN FEOM THE CAPTAIN'S CLEEK.
[A Register of Labour has been instituted on board II.M. ships

some thousands of trades being arranged in forty-one groups.]
ALL yesterday my office door was darkened by a mob
Of men professing skill in some fantastic-sounding job;
A mulch er and a gossard, a darricker, a tout,
A pontysticker, jinney-tenter, scuppler, taker-out.
A man aged forty years at least declared he was a nipper ;

Another said it was his pride to be a good dog-whipper.
Then sighed a gloomy-visaged man, "In peace-time I 'm a

jollier ;

"

A tutworker was followed by a wuzzer and a trollier.

Said one,
" You 've called me sticker-in on this here blessed

form,
But really I 'm a sticker-up, though once I used to gorm."
I have the honour to submit, to hospital we 've sent
A feeder and a dribbler, and a kincher has been lent
For service to another ship which lost a man last week
(A pretty rotten sailor, but he knew the way to keek).
Oh, yes, and there 's a man who 's just deserted to the shore
He always was a runner-off

; we '11 see his face no more.
My head is full of callownien, sad ironmen, rudder boys ;

Speech with a caustic finisher has stripped my life of joys ;

In fact, if this strange registry goes on as it 's begun,
By Peace I '11 be a competent bird-scarer (see Group One).)

HOME FEONT POSTCAEDS.
DEAR DADDY, I am quite well.

I now weigh Ibs. OK.

I have added Ibs. oz. since I was born on
I love going to the Infant Welfare Centre.

YOUR LOVING BABY.
So runs the latest adaptation of the field postcard which is

obtainable at Infant Welfare Centres and is now arriving at
the Front. It saves the time and paper required for letter-

writing and, besides the more intimate details, it conveys a
gratuitous little advertisement (thoroughly well deserved)
of the institution responsible for its issue. If we might
suggest an improvement it would be that a blank should be
left after "Dear," so that Auntie and Grandad in France
might also have their postcards.
The enterprise shown by the I.W.C. will certainly not

escape the notice of other institutions which work for the
public good, and we may confidently predict that postcards
on the following lines will shortly be available for despatch-
ng to the Front :

DEAR PARTNER, We are doing well on Government Con-
tracts.

Our last account was paid times over.
The Ministry of is simply splendid.

Yours as ever, .

DEAR DAD, Since I last wrote I have killed flies,

-wasps, -
caterpillars; dug - -'rods, poles,

or perches of school allotment.
I love going to school at .

I sincerely trust the Education Bill will go through.
Your loving Son,

DEAREST, I hope your Q.M.A.A.C.'s are going strong.
I am so happy in my new post, and Capt. is a

perfect dear.

Last week I had -
joy-rides, lunches,

theatres, chocs (Ibs.) .

The Ministry of is winning the War.
With heaps of love,

Ever your affectionate .

P.S. I got such a dinkie - - at 's White Sale,
nly /llf. (Full description follows by letter.)
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THE COMFORTER.
11'iYc (who haslost a ten-ltilliiiij tint,-). \VIIY, WITH Tin: PRICE THIXCS AUK. IT'S LIKE LOSING A SOVEREIGN ix PEACE TIME."

Husband. "ON THE CONTRAItV, MY DEAR, OWING TO THE DECREASED PURCHASING VALUE OF MONEY, IT IS ONLY EQUIVALENT TO A.

LOSS OP FIVE SHILLINGS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)
" Laddie stopped to light his pipe. The match, its work

done, glowed, warped and snapped off." After this quota-
tion, the italics of which are my own, do you need telling

that The Anchor (CONSTABLE) is not a story of the actual

moment? Incidentally also it illustrates that passion for

detail, relevant or otherwise, which Mr. M. T. H. SADLER
has not yet apparently quite learnt how to hold in check.

Apart however from this want of selection and a general
excess of exuberance, I have nothing but praise for a story
whose scheme and treatment reach an unusual level of dis-

tinction. Starting with an exquisite passage from DONNE
as text Mr. SADLER follows the spiritual development of his

hero, through sundry adventures that threaten shipwreck,
to a safe anchorage in the arms of the one woman. It is,

you may observe, a voyage that other novelists have essayed
before. Fortunately Mr. SADLER has certain gifts, sincerity,

enthusiasm, and (I venture to guess) youth, all of which he

has been able to transfer to his story, with the result of

giving it a refreshing originality. His pictures of journal-
istic London and of Berlin in the War-August read con-

vincingly genuine, though I am thankful to say that good
fortune compels me to take the latter on trust. As for the

style, that, after all, is but another symptom of youthful
enthusiasm, an incapacity to resist the lure of the startling

phrase, with such results as " The Midland train lay like a

tired red worm, leaning against the platform edge," or the

picture of the heroine "
crumbling her unresponsive bread

"

(unresponsive in 1914! What must it seem to her now'.')

Hut when all is said these are but small and generous fault;

to set off against the honesty and freshness of Mr. SAIH.KK'S

outlook.

I suspect that the title of General Foch at tlie Marne, by
CHARLES LE GOFFIC (DENT), owed its origin not so much
to anything that the book (a translation from the French)
itself contains as to the fact that it happened to be pub-
lished at or about the time when General FOCH'S name
became the centre of a certain amount of controversy,
which bas now happily died down. M. LE GOFFIC'S book

gives U8 an account of the fine and confused lighting

which ha's since come to be known as the battle of the

Marne, but of General Focn it gives no special account,

mentioning him merely in an incidental manner like any
other General. Still, a book bas a right to be judged

by what it C9ntains, not by what it calls itself, and

therefore I owe it to M. LK GOFFIC to declare that bis

battle-pictures are admirable, especially that particular one

which is concerned with the capture by the French of the

Castle of Mondement, as splendid a piece of fighting as even

this War can show. Before one of the unsuccessful attacks.

"Major de Beaufort, ardent Catholic as he was, felt the

need of commending himself and bis men to God. He
called a soldier-priest, Corporal Gallard, from the ranks,

and asked him to give final absolution to such as wished to

receive it. These soldiers were Vendeans. They all fell on
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their knees. . . Major cle Beaufort had drawn on his white

gloves. He took one proud look at his battalion, then he

lifted his cane : 'Forward! for France! Charge!'
1 And

thus did this great gentleman go to his death.

If you share my own happy memories of a volume of

country-life sketches called Through a Dartmoor Window,

you will call it cheerful news that Miss BEATRICE CHASE
has been encouraged to re-open her magic casement and

give us a companion book, The Dartmoor Windoiv Again
(LONGMANS). I do not know that I can say anything better

of this than that it exhibits all the qualities, good and no,

not bad, but say less good of its fellow. Miss CHASE writes

with an almost startling fidelity to fact. Her chapter, for

example, about the visitors whom the success of the first

window-book brought to the

scene of it, displays very enter-

tainingly the compensations of

popularity ;
while the account

of the ill-bred behaviour of cer-

tain intruders will, one gladly
thinks, be as a lash of scorpi-
ons to deserving backs. You
shall find here all the former
friends the Rainbow Maker,
for example, Mr. Bluejacket,
and others. As before also

Miss CHASE displays a very
palpable sympathy for the land
in which she has made her
home. If indeed I were to say
that her style is wholly free

from sentiment, you, remem-
bering, would very rightly de-

cline to believe me
;

but the

impulse is always genuine ;

and, if an allegory on the
banks of the Dart has for her
a fascination too compelling to

resist, she can at least capture
it with dexterity.

HALES explains in the preface to this work that some of it

was written during the bombardment of the East Coast by
German warships. We accept the excuse in the spirit in

which it is offered.

I have not had the privi-

lege of pursuing the earlier

adventures of the McGlusky
person, nor am I, to be frank
about it, waiting with feverish

anxiety to see what another
six - shillingsworth will goad

adven-him to.

turers to

but when a middle-aged pioneer does a standing high

Visitor. "I HAVE CALLED TO ASK you TO CORRECT A MISTAKE
IN YOUR REPORT OP A SPEECH BY MR. BLOGGS, THE INDEPEN-
DENT CANDIDATE, LAST TUESDAY."
Editor of

" Dullbuni Messenger." "Do YOU REPRESENT MR.
BLOGGS?"

Visitor. "No. I WAS THE VOICE FROM THE BACK OF THE HALL
WHICH YOU REPORTED INCORRECTLY AS SHOUTING,

' IT 'S A LIE! 'like my
be stout fellows, J^_L?^f SAID WA3>

' You 'BE A LIAB-'"

jump of five feet seven in his top-boots my attitude is
that of the Kansas farmer who was shown the hippopo-tamus at the Bronx Zoo, and, after contemplating it

silently for several minutes, said,
" Hell! There ain't no such

an animal." For mark you this is no life-and-death effort
of our hero along towards the end of the book, when the

Pencil Speakingsfrom Peking, by A. E. GRANTHAM (ALLEN
AND UNWIN) seems to me something very like a Pacifist
tract disguised as a rambling history of China. He enforces
his moral by ignoring all that is evil in the Eastern con-

ception and conduct of life, and emphasising all that is good.
About the only Western thing praised is the patriotism of
Prussia (the Prussia of the early nineteenth century, I must
in fairness add

;
but there is a long passage which I read as

a very subtly veiled apology for German aggression) ; the

only Western artists named are NIETZSCHE and STRAUSS.

Democracy and Eepublicanism
are anathema. It sounds like

the cry of a lover of beauty
(this love of things beautiful

is the pleasant note in the

book) whose world has been

rudely broken into by what
seems to his superbly de-

tached mind a senseless quar-
rel. What is liberty compared
with white jade and vermilion

lacquer and fair pavilions

poised on bridges of veined
marble ? What indeed ? Mr.
GRANTHAM has an idiom and
a syntax all his own. His
sentences hang in the middle
air. He will split any infini-

tive at sight, not with the
mere split simple but the split

triplex. Exuberant verbosity
might not strike you as the

aptest medium for compress-
ing the age-long history of

the Celestial Empire into seven

chapters ; but it is the medium
the .author has chosen. An
irritatingly interesting muddle-
headed book by the completely
superior person. . . . The
disorderly and diffuse manner
of its writing has not sensibly

mitigated my abysmal ignor-
ance of Chinese history ; but
I can, I hope, impress you
by writing KUNG-FU-TSZE for

CONFUCIUS and quoting
" Om mani padme urn," which the

author reiterates but doesn't anywhere condescend to trans-

late. Dates, chapter-headings, references, index all are

missing. But perhaps "Pencil Speakings" are like that.

Connoisseurs who follow the work of Lieut. A. P. HERBERT
(late Hawke Battalion, Eoyal Naval Division) in the pagesT I ..

,

' * W"
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-ns and the wolves and the pirates look like having of Punch will be glad to know that " A. P. H." has collected
s all their own way. He does it right in the first another little volume of verses. Mr. Punch tries to refrain

1 with no provocation whatever except just to from singing the praises of his own young men and will
whet the dull reader's appetite. In a word, President therefore confine himself to the bald statement that its

jlusky (HOLDER AND STOUGHTON) is a lusus natures, and title is The Bomber Giusii (MKTHUKN
t the only one by a long way that Mr. A. G. HALES intro-

duces to our notice. For McGlusky encounters many a
denizen of the wild that Mr. POCOCK never wotted of.

Indeed, disquisition on what purports to be natural historyin a wearisome Scotch dialect is the great man's favourite
occupation, that is, while he is resting between feats. Mr.

"Any parents who have difficulty in obtaining Milk for Children
under 5 years of age are requested to consult thu undersigned, who
will give the matter immediate attention. A.
Nuisances, Town Hall." Advt. in Local Paper.

We don't like the tone of this at all.

Inspector of
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CHARIVARIA.
INTKNDING organisers of Siberian re-

publics arc notified that all the seats of

Government are occupied, though there

a little standing-room in theis still

Urals.

The police have issued a warning
against forged Treasury notes. The

spurious notes are said to ho a very

good imitation of the real thing, and

this of course makes the offence more
serious.

The Germans now complain that

General FOCH not only took over the

French and British armies, but in his

absent-minded way has recently started

taking over a good part of the German

army. * :
,

A letter that has just been

delivered at Croydon was

posted in the West End in

November, 1911, and bore

a penny stamp. It is really
remarkable what people
have done to avoid the new

postal rates.

-

" Unless those who have
had chargeof it (the winding
up of the German Banks)
have egregiously blun-

dered," says The Daily Mail,
" Mr. Brougham ought to

find that much of the under-

miningof these favoured edi-

fices has been demolished."

It will simply be a case of

pulling the hole from under
them and down they will

j

come.

two hundred pounds' worth of |>l:i!". delighted with the neighbourhood
To their everlasting credit let it bo he contemplates settling down UM
said that their sense of humanity was
not wholly warped. They left behind
them a box of matches.

A New York banker under arrest is

*
*

"Mr. Horn KK'S speech," says The
Irish Times, "adcU tin- 7

KOCH'S .'i/.-,,v on the walls of the Im

pci in 1 Palace at Potsdam." \Vo are re-

said to have written several dramas minded of the KAISER'S favourite song,
and much poetry. It is not known "

Stop your Tekelin', Focli."

bow many other counts there are to
j

tin; indictment. # * A man wno was found skulking in

I

the Lobby of the House of Commons is

A technical journal declares that being held pending further inve-

there is a great shortage of timber in tion. When questioned he was unable t<>

this country. If we may revive an old

jest, we would ask, what are the heads
of our Government departments doing?

A professor attached to the technical

staff of KKUPPS claims have dis-

Virtint. "I WONDER you DON'T CSE A SAFETY-RAZOR."

Barber. "PARDON ME, Sin, ARE YOU ONE OP THESE 'EHE CONSCIEN-
TIOUS OBJECTORS?"

It is now stated that the illuminated

address presented to Mr. DE VALERA

by the East Clare Sinn Fein executive

is not his present one.

*
A Berlin telegram reports that Count

HEKTLING is ill. The KAISER has not

yet definitely decided what exactly is

the nature of the complaint.

Nine previous convictions were proved
againsta Liverpool dairywoman charged
with selling milk containing 9 per cent,

of water. All the best teetotalers will

tell you how hard it is to break off the

water habit.

The manufacture of twin-sister brick

loaves is now forbidden. We had
noticed the relationship, but never
realised it was as close as that.

Burglars recently broke into a Net-

ting Ilill residence and made off with

covered a new explosive one hundred
times more powerful than any yet used.

Germany, it seems, intends to have

peace even if she has to blow up the

rest of the earth to get at it.

When charging a prisoner with steal-

ing, a police officer stated that the man
had one article of food which had not

yet been identified, and they- had no

idea what it was. Can it have been

a piece of cheese ?

" It is a remarkable thing," says a

contemporary,
" that last year there

were 2,678,000 births in the United

States." It is all the more remarkable

when we remember that it was in each

case a first experience on the part of

the person born. ... ...

Much has been written about the

recuperative qualities of the air at

state what Ministerial position he held.

"Farmers must alter their altitude

towards the pig," said an officer of the

Ministry of Food recently. Not quite
so supercilious, please.

" The opera contains a difficult

coloratura part, which was taken

by Miss
, whose high i

have won her many admirers in
' The Magic Flue.'""

Krciiiiuj Paper.
"
Magic" is not the epithet

we apply to this disease.

" Disabled or digchgd. soldier,

htng. own work, gvu. hme. il

wife, been in svcc., will be gon!.
svt., pte. finly., hse. part cUd.
To wife 1 wk., incldg. bed. No
fmly. or future."

Daily Paper.
" Brief life is here our por-

tion."__

"Last week two banks amal

gamated this week one I

"

Sntulay Paper.

Unfortunately our contem

porary omitted to explain
how this singular operation

was effected.

TING'S REWARD.
[It is reported that the Germans contem-

plate placing the ex-King of GREECE on tbv

throne of Finland.]

THE Lord of the Bosches in gratitude
seeks

To reward his in-law who debosched

half the Greeks ;

So we're told that in Finland he's

smoothing them down
With a view to their offering TINO the

Crown.
You'd have thought that in making a

start with a King
They 'd have tried to secure a less piti-

ful Thing;
But a little reflection will cause us to

own
That TINO is specially fit for this throne :

For his fishy career and his slippen
sins

Thanet. Only last week we heard of an Prove him perfectly suited to handle-

old gentleman aged 104 who was so
|

the Finns.
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TO IRELAND IN NEED OF A BYRON.

[The Cologne Gazette admits that Germany
has not got a Byron to lead a German-Irish
movement. Nationalists (as distinct from Sinn

Fein) would no doubt bo glad of a Byron of

their own to lead the cause of a purely Irish

movement in favour of Home Rule.]

"THE Isles of Greece! the Isles of

Greece !

"

So sang the bard in Juan's story ;

But who will sing the sad decease

Of your superb ancestral glory,
All that you were or might have been,

O Isle of Green, O Isle of Green ?

Anxious to take your people's part

Against the British brutes that bleed

'em,

Germany seeks a man of art

Dowered with a vocal lust for Free-

dom ;

But surely Erin's bitter moan
Demands a music all her own.

And yet the harp you used to strum

Hangs mute within the halls of Tara ;

The voice of minstrelsy is mum
As in the silence of Sahara ;

Where is the patriot full of rhyme
To -boom (in Erse) your ancient prime?

DEVLINS you have who talk in prose ;

You have your dull pedestrian
HEALYS

;

But none to versify the woes
Of that fair haunt of pigs and mealies,

Or galvanize with Gaelic songs
Your sense of unrequited wrongs.

You need to biff the tyrant foe

A tootler like the late TYKT^US ;

You lack for inspiration's glow-
To rouse the local MACCABEUS,

To stir your passions deadly sick

Of DILLON'S dismal rhetoric.

Ah ! yes, for your distressful land
You badly want, just now, a BYRON

To step aloft and take his stand
In the Rotunda with his lyre on,

And swear, by Liffey's lucid waves,
You never, never shall be slaves.

Fill high the bowl with Irish stout
And pledge the quest of such a poet !

What, have your minstrels petered out ?

Has none a trumpet who can blow it?

In this dark hour of warring fates

Where is your W. B. YEATS ?

O. S.

"A discoloured and greasy skin is the usual
accompaniment of indigestion and next Thurs-
day's issue of the Board of Trade Journal."

Agricultural Paper.

We do not think that official publica-
tions should be discredited like this.

The fact that the paragraph is headed
" Meal for Pigs

"
in no way diminishes

our objection.

LETTERS OF A BOY SCOUT.

n.

DEAR UNCLE, It was ripping of you
to send a tent with floor-boards. I

only sent the cataloge asking for advise.

All the scouts of our petrol sent cata-

loges to their uncles asking for advise,

and you are the only one who gave us a

tent instead.

We camped out last night waiting
for the invasion. There was no inva-

sion except of tom-cats which howled
awful. Belfitt, our petrol leader, says it

isn't croolty to throw boots at tom-cats,

because the tom-cat has a sporting spirit.

Only he didn't throw his own boots, be-

cause the leader must be always pre-

pared. One of my boots went down a

well and the pater was very stuffy about

it, though Belfitt says that the other

boot would be most useful in case I lost

a leg in the invasion, but I must be

careful to lose the right leg.

We have done a lot of good work.
We trailed a fat policeman who Belfitt

said was too fat to be a real policeman
and that it was proberble that he was a

German spy. He went round to the

back door of a public house and tapped
and a hand carne forth with a pot of

beer. Belfitt says it was a signal and

obviously arranged. So he is going to

the public house disgised as an ordinary
boy, and all our funds are to be spent
on ginger-beer for him till he finds the

secret. Belfitt says he doesn't care how
much he spends if he saves England.

It is a great strain being a scout.

You see a scout has to be truthful and
honnerablo and curteous to women, and
when you 've got to do all at once it 's

pretty tough work. For instance, Aunt
Jane asked me what I thought of her
new baby, which looks like a red pig.
So I was curteous and truthful and said

if she didn't mind I 'd rather not say
what I thought about her baby and she
said I was most insulting.
We also have to smile under all cir-

cumstances and this is hard. When I

was sent to the Head because during the

preparation for the invasion I forgot my
home-work, he gave me six, and when
I smiled he said I was hardened and
defiant and gave me six more. I broke
that smile rule then and BADEN POWELL
would do the same if he got twelve.
The pater has been put Grade Three

because of bad eye-sight, and when I
asked him if he didn't feel like giving
us a trek-cart or a drum and bugels for a

thank-offering he said it had been the
dream of his life to slaughter Germans
and that his disapointment was so great
that he was blessed if he 'd give a

thank-offering. Yet he came home from
the Medical Board whistling and took
the mater to a theatre.

The trek-cart I wanted him to give is

on page six of the cataloge. I know you
will be interested to see ifc. It would
be an awful thing if the invasion came
and we missed it because we couldn't

carry the tent quick enough. Belfitt

says that if we had the trek-cart when
you come out of hospital we could

wheel you to camp with us, and you
could tell us tales of your galant deeds,
and even if your leg was bad still when
the invasion came wo could rush you
down right into the front of it. Only
Belfitt sayson no account ask your uncle
for the trek-cart, for he is a great sport
and would give it as soon as look at it.

Also carrying the tent and lloor-boards

might make the petrol use profane
langwidgo which is not allowed on any
account, not even in case of invasion.

We all hope your leg will soon be
well enough for you to ride in the trek-

cart on page six of cataloge.
Your loving nephew, JIM.

THE LITTLE MORE
AND HOW MUCH IT SEEMS.

CIRCULAR just to hand from National

Salvage Council asks assistance in

"collecting waste for the Government,
which is urgently needed at the present
moment "

the waste, I presume, not

the Government. List includes

"Bedsteads," which should be "tied

up in lots as close as possible." Have
done up in brown-paper parcels a few I

found knocking about, though difficult

to get two of the four-post beds into

really small packet (but no use to me ;

no time for sleeping just how).
" Old ploughs." No careful house-

wife should ever throw away her old

ploughs ; every little helps.
" Fenders." Have sent off a few pel-

parcel post. (No coal so can't light
a fire.)

"
Sinks," listed as "

heavy to move "

(like the Government). Fancy there are

one or two lying about which the chil-

dren used to play with
;
must have a

look round. Have given strict orders

to the servants to keep spare sinks.
" Wool gathered by the roadside."

Have drawn Bond Street and Piccadilly,
but hardly taken anything.

"
Roofing ; this would have to be re-

moved by contractor or the Govern-
ment." Can't really spare any roofs just
now with the air-raid season coming on,

but have written to offer a backstairs

and a few garden walls.

"Tanks." Always remember our
brave lads in the trenches when tempted
to throw away your tanks, triplanes,
15-inch howitzers, or ironclads.

NOTE. No mention is made of

steam-rollers, fire-escapes or locomo-
tive engines.
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SELF OK COUNTRY?
COVENTRY STBIKER. "IF I WAS A SOLDIER AND THEY TRIED TO SHIFT ME TO ANOTHER

PART OF THE LINE JUST AS I WAS COMFORTABLE, I'D DOWN TOOLS."

FiOHTiN-a MAN-. "NO, YOU WOULDN'T. IF YOU WERE A SOLDIER YOU'D BE OUT TO
DOWN HUNS."
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Small Boy (to toothless veteran). "WHAT DID you DO IN THE GBEAT WAR, GRANDPA?'

Small Girl. "S-8H! CAN'T YOU SEE? HE HAD ABMY BISCUIT."

SISTERLY ASSISTANCE.
I WAS talking to a very stupid man

the other day. He was the stupidest
man I have come across for many years.
It is a hard thing to say of any man,
but he appeared to me to be entirely

lacking in intellect.

It was Celia who introduced me to

him. She had rung up her brother at

the flat where he was staying, and,

finding that he was out, she gave a

message for him to the porter. It was

simply that he was to ring her up as

soon as he came in.

"Ring up who?" said the porter.
At least I suppose he did, for Celia re-

peated her name (and mine) very slowly
and distinctly.

" Mrs. who ?
"

said the porter, or
" What ?

"
or " I can't hear," or some-

thing equally foolish.
" Celia then repeated our name again.
There followed a long conversation

between the two of them, the audible

part of it (that is Celia's) consisting of

my name given forth in a variety of

intonations, in the manner of one who
sings an anthem hopefully, patheti-

cally, dramatically, despairingly.

Up to this moment 1 had been rather
attached to my name. True, it wants a
little explaining to shopkeepers. There

are certain consonants in it which re-

quire to be elided or swallowed or

swivelled round the glottis, in order to

give the name its proper due. But
after live or six applications the shop-

keeper grasps one's meaning.
Well, as I say, I was attached to my

name. But after listening to Celia for

five minutes I realised that there had
been some horrible mistake. People
weren't called that.

"Just wait a moment," I said to her

rather anxiously, and I picked up the

telephone book. To my great relief I

found that Celia was right. There was
a person of that name living at rny
address.

" You 're quite right," I said. "Go on."
" I wish I had married somebody

called Jones," said Celia, looking up at

me rather reproachfully.
" No, no, not

Jones," she added hastily down the

telephone, and once more she repeated
the unhappy name.

"It isn't my fault," I protested.
" You did have a choice

;
I had none.

Try spelling it. ft spells all right."
Celia tried spelling it.

"I'm going to spell it," she an-

nounced very distinctly down the tele-

phone.
" Are you ready ? ... M ...

No, M. M for mother."
That gave me an idea.

"Come away," I said, seizing the

telephone; "leave it to me. Now then,''

I called to the porter.
" Never mind

about the name. Just tell him to ring

up his sister." And I looked at Celia

triumphantly.
" Ask him to ring up his mother,''

said the porter.
"
Very well, Sir."

"
No, not the mother. That was some-

thing else. Forget all about that mo-
ther. He 's to ring up his sister . . .

si.ticr . . . BISTEH."

"You'll have to spell it," said Celia.

"I'm going to spell it," I shouted.

"Are you ready ? . . . S for for sister."

"Now you 're going to muddle him,"
murmured Celia.

" S for sister ;
have you got that ? . . .

No, sister, idiot. I for idiot," I added

quickly.
" S for sister this is another

sister, of course. T for two. Got that?

No, livo. Two anything two more

sisters, if you like. E for E for

I turned helplessly to Celia :

"
quick, a

word to begin with E ! I 've got him

moving now. E for quick, before his

tympanum runs down."
" Er er

'

Desperately she tried

to think.
" E for er," I shouted. " That '11 be

another sister, I expect . . . Celia, I 'm

certain he '11 spell it with an ' H.' Can't

you think of a better word ?
"
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V.'ii'c of Profiteer. "ARE YOU QUITE CERTAIN I'VE HAD THE VERY LATEST FORM OF I.N-LUESZA?"

Doctor. "
QUITE, MADAM. Yoo COUGHED EXACTLY LIITE THE COUNTESS OP WESSKX."

"
Knny," said Celia, having quite lost

her nerve by this time.
" E for enny," I shouted. "

Any
anything. Any of the sisters I "ve

been telling you about. R for quick,
Celia!"

"
Kose," she said hastily.

" R for Rose," I shouted. " Rose the

flower or the sister if you like. There

you arc, that "s the whole word. Now
then, I '11 just spell it to you over

again. . . Celia, 1 want another word
for E. That last was a bad one."

"Edith?"
" Good."
I took a deep breath and began.
" S for sister. I for Isabel Isabel is

the name of the sister. S for another

sister I '11 tell you her name directly.

T for two sisters, these two that we 're

talking about. E for Edith, that 's the

second sister whose name I was going
to tell you. R for Rose. Perhaps I

ought to explain Rose. She was the

sister \vhoin tlieso two sisters were

sisters of. Got that ?
"

I turned to

Celia. " I 'm going to get the sister

idea into his head if I die for it."
" Just a moment, Sir," said the daxed

voice of the pi rlcr.

"What's the matter? Didn't I

make it clear about Rose? She was
the sister whom the

"

" Just hold the line a moment, Sir,"

implored the porter.
" Here 's the gen-

tleman himself coming in."

I handed the telephone to Celia.

"Here he is," I said.

But I was quite sorry to go, for I

was getting interested, in those sisters.

Rose, I think, will always be iny
favourite. Her life, though short, was
full of incident, and there were many
things about her that I could have told

that porter. But perhaps he would not

have appreciated them. It is. a hard

thing to say of any man, but he ap-

peared to me to be entirely lacking
in intellect. A. A. M.

lie Mot Juste.

From General GOUBAUD'S address to

his troops :

" Your General tells you it will be a gorious

day." The Shvtlaiul News.

A youth who was recently brought

up before the magistrate pleaded that lie

was " mad on wireless." There is talk

of committing him to Marconi Hatch.

THE PHILISTINE.

ON our cheeks the keen salt breath of

the wind came sweeping
And our eyes beheld the sea ;

On the tawny sands I watched the wave

lets leaping
Like children in their glee;

And he spoke of certain well-known

politicians
And laws that should not be.

On the far horizon I marked the day-

light ending
In a crimson and pearl-grey sky,

And heard from out the twilight mists

descending
A weary sea-bird's cry ;

And he spoke of clever schemes for

making money
And shares he hoped to buy.

In the darkening blue I saw a lone star

burning
Gem-like above the bay;

In our ears was the thunder of the tide's

returning,
On our lips the wind-blown spray ;

And he spoke about the higher cost of

living
And the price of pork to-day.
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DEMOBILISATION.
SCHOOLS OF INSTRUCTION.

O.B. 495/96.

September, 1925.

1. A CASE occurred recently of an

ex-officer of His Majesty's Forces who,
on being provided with a finger-bowl
at a public dinner, committed the grave
solecism of demanding soap and a towel.

2. The prospect of the resumption of

civilian life generally, causing, as it

must, a tremendous upheaval in our

present orderly and well defined military

existence, renders it imperative that

immediate steps should be taken to pro-
vide Schools of Instruction for officers

and men in order that their difficulties

and responsibilities may be made clear

to them.
3. Our Standing Army of experts is

at present little more than the members
of the original Expeditionary Force
which crossed to France at the out-

break of the Great War. From these,

however, it is hoped that sufficient in-

structors will be available for the pur-

pose of training a large number of really

good civilians capable of freedom of

action and thought and also of acquit-

ting themselves at the table of the strict-

est observer of etiquette as if civilian

manners had ceased to be an effort.

4. These courses will be held at the

Army Schools, which are now in process
of disbandment owing to the conclusion
of hostilities (August, 1925).

Junior Courses will be held for those
who have never known adult civilian

life before the War; but officers for this

course should not be above the rank of

Lieutenant-Colonel.

AKMY SCHOOLS.

The following syllabus has been ar-

ranged provisionally. Please forward

any suggestions or amendments you
have to make as soon as possible.

GENERAL COURSE (three weeks).

Many years of impromptu menage
in the field have considerably blurred
the finer points governing the inter-

change of conventional amenities, par-
ticularly at the table.

Special attention will be pa
;d there-

fore to the following points during meals
(which will throughout the course of
instruction be treated as parades) :

(a) The use of the pre-war napkin.
(b) The employment of the special

knife for the butter.

(c) Circumventing the elusive green
pea with the fork proper.

(After the first three days all ranks
will be warned and the knives

sharpened.)
(d) The soup will be silent. Mous-

taches, will be trimmed accordingly.

FOOD HINTS.

Students will be informed of the

different kinds of civilian foods.

A special feature of this class will be

the development of the national char-

acter by a return to the nutriment upon
which oursturdy manliness was founded.

The promiscuous partaking of the " om
elette and cafe an lait

"
will therefore

be discouraged, whilst the importance
of preserving the national custom of

making our Sunday dinner off roast beef,

brown potatoes, Yorkshire pudding,
cauliflower and apple tart, will be im-

pressed upon all.

Part of the time may be profitably

employed in giving general lessons in

food extravagance.
There will be special courses of plain

living for Staff Officers.

DEPORTMENT AND DRESS.

(a) Special lectures on the carriage
of the civilian will be given by civilians

and actors who have been unable

(through varicose veins or the necessity
of amusing the soldier on leave) to take

any part in the Great War.

(b) Dress. Dress is a most important
item, especially for those who have
never worn adult civilian clothes.

Instruction will be given by the lead-

ing newspaper sartorial experts.
Colour Schemes. The simple rules

governing the correct selection of shirts,
ties and socks will be explained.
How to put on Civilian Dress. If

necessary this will be taught in squads
(by numbers) until proficiency has been
attained.

The Hut habit of dressing upwards
must be discouraged.

SIMPLE RULES FOB PEDESTRIAN
POLITENESS.

After the English rules of the road,
our national coinage and the status of

the policeman at home have been ex-

plained, the following points will receive

special attention :

(a) Eaising the bowler hat with
ease and grace. This may very
well be included in the morning
parade for Swedish exercises.

(b) Practice in passing officers

without saluting. The hands will
be strapped to the sides to begin
with (except in the case of repre-
sentatives of the Dominions).

The London General Omnibus Com-
pany have already asked that the
attention of all ranks may be drawn to
the necessity for entering the bus from
behind, rather than attempting to board
the front seat as if it were a lorry.

EDUCATIONAL.

(a) A thorough grounding in civilian

English will be given, with special
attention to the pronunciation of the

alphabet, which will in future supersede
all signs, as "

ack," "pip emma," etc.

(b) Officers and men will be required
to pass the test of ten minutes' polite
conversation without military idiom.

(c) It must bo impressed upon all

that a knowledge of a foreign language
sufficient for the purchase of eggs and
chocolate will not justify an application
for a post as linguist or interpreter.

(<?) Special classes for conversation
without invective will be held for Ser-

geant-Majors.

PSYCHOLOGICAL CLASS (advanced).

Designed for those who have been a

long time divorced from any form of

civil life.

(a) The possibility of choosing
one's associates (as distinguished
from having to put up with people)
must be brought to the notice of

all.

(b) Shirkers must bo instructed

that in private life
"
swinging the

lead
"

with the local doctor does
not pay (except the local doctor).

(c) Normal ideas of personal
value, suitable to their status in

the life to which they are return-

ing, will be inculcated in temporary
Staff Officers.

REFRESHER COURSES FOR MARRIED MEN.
How to live on 300 a year, instead of

80 a fortnight's leave, i.e. the differ-

ence between Leave Income and Annual
Income explained.

Hints on general conversation at

breakfast imparted to those who have
come to regard grumpiness as essential.

Instruction on the probable effect of

military grousing if applied to the

home.
How to rough it ; or the difference

between the civilian servant and the

military batman.
Note. Revolutionary though the idea

may seem, it must be impressed on all

Staff Officers that travelling by motor-
car is a luxury and not a necessity.

QUESTIONS AN EX-PLATOON COMMANDER
SHOULD ASK HIMSELF BEFORE LEAV-
ING THE HOUSE.

The above pamphlet (S.S. 2007) is

being prepared and will contain such
useful reminders as the following :

Am I wearing brown boots with
a tail-coat ?

Are my trousers turned up ?

Have I left my waistcoat behind?
Will this walking-stick keep off

the rain ?

Is my hat on straight?

Signed, etc., etc. L.

Our Precisionists.
" To sell one she cow. Apply ."

Daily Gleaner (Kingston, Jamaica).
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WAR PICTURES."
The Mother. "Or COUKSE I DON'T UNDERSTAND THEM, DEAR; BUT THEY GIVE ME A DREADFUL FEELING.

TIIKM. IS IT REALLY LIKE THAT AT THE FRONT?"
The Warrior (who has seen terrible (Jiingt in battle). "THANK HEAVEN, NO, MOTHER."

I CAN'T BEAU TO LOOK AT

THE GLORIOUS FUTURE.
I FORGET what we were talking about

when dinner began it was one of tbose

pleasant tables where conversation is

general, and not divided until half-time

between twos and twos and then in the

second balf between other twos and
twos but needless to say that before

very long we were exchanging our views
on food. This ultimately is the mcst

enthralling topic of all. Plays, books,

money (and how on earth other people

get their money), dress, law-suits,

scandal, even tho War these may hold

us for a time ; but food is the con-

quering theme. Our own meal was

simple and frugal enough rationed and

couponed and all the rest of it but our

imagination did not soar the less for

that ; rather, perhaps, the more.
There were six of us the host and

the hostess, a hamster and his wife, a

pretty girl and the insignificant person
who is now recording what occurred.

Kxeept that'the host and hostess usually
talked simultaneously and did not wait
for a silence before they began, we were
a coherent party with respect for each

others' opinions or preferences ; which
j

is only too rare.
" I made up my mind long ago," said

the pretty girl.
" What I mean to

j

have is some pate de fois gras and an

iced meringue. Nothing else at all,

except the best toast, made of course

of white bread."
" White bread, oh, white bread !

" we
cried in unison, in a kind of groaning

despair.
"
Yes, white bread, and the freshest

of butter and plenty of it."

" And what will you drink ?
"

I

asked. .

" Just water," she said, with that as-

toundingunreasonableness which pretty

girls so often display.
" Water'.'" I repeated dully.

"Yes, water; but it must be vci-y

cold. And some black coffee after."

The barrister's wife addressed us next.
" Jack and I have worked it all out,"

she said.
" We are going to begin with

salmon, with a Ilollandaise sance and

new potatoes. Then we are going to

have a duckling. One can pet ducklings

now, but they are not worth eating. A

really plump duckling
'

" Oil don't !

" we cried all together,
almost too earnestly ;

" do have pity
on us!

"

" with stuffing and peas, and then

a chocolate souffle."

"Chocolate!
"
exclaimed the pretty

girl.
" I had forgotten that. I shall have

that too."
" As well as the meringue?

"
I asVed.

" No, instead. Or perhaps as well.

I can't decide at the moment. It re-

quires thought."
All this time, I ought to state, our

host and hostess had been giving us

their views ; but first the pretty girl,

being pretty, naturally held our atten-

tion ; and afterwards the barrister's

wife who, being a banister's wife, had

learned to command attention. But 1

was able to gat her, heat ing through their

remarks, that our host's thoughts, both

waking and sleeping, were set upon a

sirloin with an underdone undercut. It

was to be of a redness, and horse-radish

sauce was to be its concomitant. Bo

far as I could ascertain our hostess was

longing once again for bread sauce, ami

that naturally involved tho death of a

chicken.
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A BREACH OF THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT.
'AM I TO UNDERSTAND, SERGEANT-MAJOR, THAT THESE BOYS WEBE CAUGHT ROBBING MY ORCHARD?'

'\'ES, SIR. AND TO THINK THAT ALL THKSE WEEKS I'VE BEEN TEACHING 'EM TO TAKE CDVER, SIR.'

"And we shall drink champagne,"
the barrister's wife continued. " I don't

like champagne, but on such an occa-

sion, yes. And then some very good
black coffee coffee for eight in cups
for two, you know- and a cigarette. I

haven't smoked for a long time, but I

shall smoke then."

She leaned back with such an air of

triumph as might almost have followed

the meal itself, instead of its mere
scenario.

" I 've got it all right, haven't I,

Jack ?
"
she asked her husband. " You

see," she added to us,
" we often talk

about it."
" I 'm not sure," he said. " I 've been

wondering about one or two things.
I 'm doubtful whether turbot with a

Mousseline sauce wouldn't be a better

choice, after all. A finny bit, all

gelatinous."
" Don't !

" we exclaimed again in uni-

son and agony.
" Don't !

"

" And I 've substituted canard A la

presse for the roast duckling."
"Oh, yes," our hostess cried, "of

course canard a la presse. We must
have that too, George."
But George was adamant. " No,"

he said,
" red undercut of roast beef for

me that is what I miss most now
with horse-radish sauce and baked po-
tatoes. The horse-radish sauce really
well made, not scamped."

" Then I must have the canard a la

presse alone," said his wife, pouting.
"Never mind," I said, "you'll be

able to have too much."
"No," she replied; "you dine with

us and help me to eat it."

"Impossible," I said, "because my
programme is wholly different. I am
intending to confine myself to roast

saddle of mutton, of which, when I have
had a good deal, I shall have more. It

will he accompanied by the best claret

that can be obtained, at a very perfect

temperature, and followed by
Here the pretty girl, who had com-

pleted her thinking, interrupted me.
"As well," she said.

"Good," I replied;
" and fol-

lowed by Stilton cheese. I shall then
smoke a very long and costly cigar."
"What, no sweets?" the pretty girl

inquired.
"
Certainly not," I said

;

" the claret

will be too good."
She made a face, but was still pretty.

"
By the way," said our host,

" doesn't

anyone want oysters?"
" Good heavens !

"
exclaimed the bar-

rister,
" I had forgotten them."

And so we had to begin again and
revise our menus ; all but the pretty

girl, who hates oysters as other people'
hate rhubarb. " Like eating bad

pennies," she remarked.
But I have reported enough, or pos-

sibly too much.
And when are all these ideal vision-

ary meals to be consumed ?

Why, when peace is declared, of

course. . . .

Thus did we build our what shall I

call them ? our salle-a-mangers in the

air, our banqueting-halls in Spain; and

then, the signal being given, the ladies

rose to leave. But on their passage to

the door our host stopped them.

"By the way," he said, looking at

his watch and making a rapid calcula-

tion,
"

it might interest you to know
that while we have been sitting here

and talking and eating, the War has
been going on for an hour and a-half,

at a cost to Great Britain alone of some-

thing over 400,000."
Not very tactful, was it ?
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VERY MUCH UP.

A CHAMPAGNE COUNTER-OFFENSIVE.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, July 22rf. The demand

for a single authority to control enemy
alienswill be strengthened by two replies i

given this afternoon. Satisfaction at

the announcement that a certain enemy-
owned business had been wound up
and sold to a gentleman with the emin-

ently British name of SMITH was a

little dashed by Sir ALBERT STANLEY'S

subsequent admission that he bad just
become aware that SMITH was the son-

in-law of the late proprietor. Members
were even more perturbed to learn from

the MINISTRY OF MUNITIONS that no

fewer than rive unnaturalixod enemy

Grille at the announcement that the

Government had not yet made up their

minds whether ladies are eligible as can-

didates for Parliament. Now it seemed
to cause no sort of excitement ; prob-

ably because the ladies are confident

that whatever the Law OOicers may
decide they can vote themselves into

the House whenever they think it worth
while. But I am not sure that a less

obstructed view of the process of legis-
lation lias not diminished their desire

to take part in it.

Mr. FIELD appeared as the advance-

guard of the returning Nationalists.

Even three months' absence seemed to

have made a difference, and he looked a

his intention to move a resolution, as

long as a leading article, to the effect

that the present Irish policy of the
Government is inconsistent with the

principles for which the Allied Powers
are carrying on the War. His ap-
parently interminable recital was re-

ceived in stony silence, but when he

quoted with approval President WIL-
SON'S statement, that " what we seek is

the reign of law," I am almost sure 1
" heard a smile

"
from the CHIEF

SKCRKTARY, who hitherto has not re-

ceived much assistance in this direction

from Mr. DILLON and his friends.

On the Trading with the Enemy Bill

the PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE

'SEEKING THE REIGN OF LAV/.

The Irish Expeditionary (Parliamentary) Force, after a severe training at home, takes up position at Westminster, according to plan.

aliens (and one of them a KAYSER
!)

I little like Rip Van Winkle when he rose
were acting as managers of controlled to ask the new CHIEF SECRETARY the
establishments. " Cannot you get Eng-
lishmen to do it?" asked Major BOW-
DEN ; but answer came there none. The
next question, as it happened, dealt
with the distillation of oil from cannel-
coal

; and it seemed to me that Mr.
KELLAWAY put unusual unction into
his reply that the Government would
welcome " a good retort."

Encyclopaedic knowledge is expected
and usually forthcoming from the
SECRETARY FOR SCOTLAND. But it has
its limitations

; and when Colonel YATE
suddenly fired at him the startling
question,

" Do sheep eat potato-tops ?
"

Mr. MUNRO confessed himself beaten
and asked for notice.

In the old days there would have
been much fluttering of fans behind the

momentous question whether anything
had been done to provide a scale for the
swine-market in Dublin. Mr. SHORTT'S
brisk reply, that two weighing-machines
had been set up for the pigs of Prussia

Street, failed to relieve his air of settled

melancholy.
Tuesday, July 23rd. The Nationalists,

headed by their leader, turned up in full

force, and were evidently surprised bv
the chilliness of their reception. Mr.
FLAVIN, rising indignantly to ask if the

price of coal in Ireland was controlled,
and if not why not, was met by cries

(some of them coining, too, from Mem-
bers who but a few short months ago
were staunch Home Rulers),

"
Nothing

is controlled in Ireland !

"

Later on Mr. DILLON gave notice of

forecasted so vigorous an administra-
tion of its provisions as to earn the un-
stinted approval of Sir HENRY DALZIEL

praise for Sir ALBERT STANLEY is

(from this quarter) praise indeed. Mr.
J. M. HENDERSON, though yielding to no-
one in detestation of Germany, could

! not refrain from dropping a tear over the
unsaleable German bank shares in his

safe, and had to put up with the sym-
pathy of Mr. D. M. MASON. Even Mr.
EUNCIMAN, that cast-iron Free-Trader,
confessed that it was no use viewing
this matter as purely one of economics.

Wednesday, July 2ith. In the Lords
the Education Bill was read a second
time amid a chorus of praise, only
broken by Lord MIDLETON, who saw in

it further power for the bureaucracy.
As against that, Lord GORELL said that

many soldiers abroad were keenly
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watching tlio progress of the Bill,

which they regarded as the first mea-
sure of reconstruction.

Lord CKAWFOUD'S on! ward apprar-
ance hardly suggests that his fates!

hobby is poking into dustbins, hut it is

so; and his investigations lend him to

the conclusion that the British public
is again guilty of bread-waging.
Twice this week Mr. Bruxs has

broken his self-imposed silence in order

to talk about gas and the nefarious con-

duct of the Companies in trying to in-

orease their statutory charges. His lii.^f

speech was harmless enough, though it

did not carry the House with it
;
but the

second brought him into sharp collision

with the Si'KAKKR. Some years ago
the Member for BATTKHSKA said of cer-

tain newspapers that they were " owned

by blackguards, edited by ruffians and
road by fools." Ho was so pleased with

bis phrase that he repeated it more than

once. To-night he essayed to use it

again; but the SPKAKKU, though he had

passed it on the first occasion, now

thought it "disorderly, unparliamentary
and unprovoked," and insisted upon its

withdrawal.

Thursday, July 25i/;. Hitherto the

new CHIEF SECRETARY has had a com-

paratively easy time in the House, for

Mr. KING and Mr. MOURELL, who have
been doing their little best to keep Irish

affairs to the front, lack the special

knowledge and the determination to

drive their questions home. But now
Mr. SHOIITT was called upon to with-

stand the concerted attacks of men
who used to be past masters in the

game of pinpricks. Possibly three

months' absence from Westminster has

made them a little rusty, or it may be

that the atmosphere of the House is

no longer favourable ;
but anyhow the

Cim:p SECRETARY kept up his end very
well, and indeed seemed to be quietly
amused at the whole proceedings.

A COT-CASE, COMPLICATED.
I AM impounded here with many more,
All helpless in our cots, and being so

We are the victims of a subtle wrong
Of which the world knows nothing, but

shall learn.

They bring us here inert but uniformed,
Still soldiers, with our badges and our

pride,
And, when they have us in their power,

behold
We are disguised, disgraced, in sleeping

suits

So shamelessly diverse, so wildly odd
As to breed madness in a warrior soul

Vowed to the cult of uniformity.
But this is not the worst, for hardly

one,
Doctor or sister, nurse or orderly,

Tommy. "WELL, I'M BLOWED. THAT'S A FUXNV KIND OF LKTTKB TO BEND TO A
BLOKE, JOCK."

Jock (regarding blank sheet jutt come ly pott). "NAETHISO I USSY ABOOT IT. IT'S FRA
MA WIFE; HER AN' ME'S NO SPEAKIN' TUP: NOO."

Can spare a glance from charts and

syringes,
From bandages and forceps, mops and

swabs,
The ruthless engines of their daily toil,

To mark how dreadfully poor Jones a

blond

Jars with the ochre of his sleeping suit,

Or note the bitter feud 'twixt Smith's

moustache
And the maroon effect allotted him.

Not one will intervene to save Macphee
From his profane pyjamas ; hisgay head,

Titian and yellow in the changing light,

Eests glowing on his spotless pillowcase
Like a ripe orange on a bank of snow ;

But, let him once emerge above his quilt,

Such discord clamours that affrighted

sleep
Flies from the groaning ward. Magenta

stripes
With those hot locks, that fiercely

freckled face !

Macphee himself poor scene of civil

war,
Poor unresistingbattle-groundof hues

Never complains, but under chloroform

He babbled of the tartan of his clan

As one grown desperate. Shall such

things be?

Oh, surely not for ever ! Is there none

Amongst the hidden Powers who sport
with us

Will rise and pick some strong stern

soldier out

To right such wrongs and end such

suffering '.'

O.C. Esthetics ? What about myself ?

"BIG TUNNKI, PLANNED
UNDER GIBRALTAR STRAITS TO LINK EUROPE

AND ASIA." Irish Paper.

The chain will be completed, wo sup-

pose, by a bridge over the Sue/ Canal ;

but it seems rather a long way round.

"GETTING READY FOR AN ELECTION.
LABOUR'S CANDIDATES READS.

. . . tie present political outlook in Leeds

may therefore be summed up as follows :

4,000 COTTON WORKERS IHI.K."

Yorkshire Paper.

Are they all going to stand for Parlia-

ment?
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AT THE PLAY.
"THE TITLE."

IF I emphasise the fact that Mr.

ARNOLD BENNETT'S little joke, seasoned

with a lively wit free from malice, on

the ever-fresh subject of Honours Lists

lias the defects of its excellent qualities,

I do it of course in the interests of a

professional reputation for nice dis-

cernment. Its very air of spontaneity
marks it as written with a racing pen.
I fear a few tired jests do make their

appearance, including the pale ghost of

one that, faintly improper, crossed the

bars some seasons ago; but as a whole
The Title is a first-class rag, and when
we were not laughing outright we were

smiling, which is even better.

Arthur Culver, comptroller
of accounts, pattern type of

public-spirited man of business,

has the strongest views on the

honours question and the usual

stock of honest forthright criti-

cisms of "The Government"

any Government. The real

business of a Ministry, it would

seem, is not to govern (even
in war-time), nor directly to

win the War, but to live. It

is in constant danger of death,
and needs, for its elixir vita, a

compound of jobs and titles

applied externally. If the dan-

ger be particularly acute the

Honours List is more than

usually full of profiteering

scallawags and third-ra
;

e wire-

pullers. But even the worst
list has to be salted with a

few really respectable names.
And he, Arthur Culver, is in-

vited to be a part of the exigu-
ous salt ration in a peculiarly

long and unsavoury New Year's List.

And he is resolute to refuse the proffered

baronetcy.
His son John, who, inspired by his

prowess in the school debating society,
is for a political career, and strongly
disapproves of the hereditary principle,
stands with the father. So does his

sister, Hildegardc, who.indeed, unknown
to the family, is the author (pseudonym
of "

Sampson Straight
"

)
of some very

trenchant articles in a paper owned by
the purely apochryphal nephew of three

(no doubt, equally apochryphal) titled

newspaper proprietors on the subject
of the traffic in honours. But there is

a Mrs. Culver, a perfect dear and as
clever as they make 'em (which is very
clever), with the adroitest little finger
in all Mayfair. Culver daren't tell her
till he has drawn her into an impas-
sioned denunciation of all and sundry
titles bestowed by corrupt Governments.
If he supposed he had cleared his path

this way he was a most sanguine man.
You had only to look at Mrs. Arthur
to see that she meant her denunciation

to apply only to titles for other people.
As to her Arthur, hadn't he got to win
the War, and wasn't it won by accounts,
and didn't he control them ? And
and she did so wish to be called
"
Milady," to hear the actual parlour-

maid actually call her "Milady."
Culver being a man of principle, there

j

is a rumpus an arch-rumpus, running
to different sleeping arrangements and

things not ever being the same again.
For Mrs. Arthur roused is a Hun, out
for victory, not the game. As to who '

won and how, I forbear to tell. The
match is extraordinarily worth while

freshness by Mr. LESLIE HOWARD. Mr.
NIGEL PLAYPAIK'S portrait of a bounder
with a dash of criminal was an excellent

(and necessarily isolated) piece of work.
Miss JOYCE CAREY as Hildeyanle, and
Mr. MARTIN LEWIS as the cynical
Tranto (why Tranto, I wonder?) played
well with the team.
The production was excellent. I dare

prophesy a winner. T.

A FREAK OF NATURE;
Or, the Man who Didn't Want to be a Bart.

Mr. Culver .... MB. C. ADBEEY SMITH.
Mrs. Culver .... Miss EVA MOORE.

going to see. I don't like Mr. BENNETT'S
diabolus ex machind in the shape of the

ex-convict, Sampson Straight (and I am
sure that a joke about Sampson crooked
which fell like a dud in mud ought to

be cut), but I suppose the author felt

that, as he had so heavily overdrawn
his indictment against the Honours
List, he must effect a purely bizarre

solution for the sake of balanc?.

Mr. AUBREY SMITH and Miss EVA
MOORE together, as the devoted pair of

middle-aged lovers, gave us a fine ex-

hibition of technical skill reinforced by
the quality of personality. Earely can
either of them have been more happily
cast or in better fettle. In particular
there were a liveliness, a variety and,
withal, a delicacy in Miss EVA MOORE'S
performance which were very attractive.

John Culver's sixth-form precocity, in-

genuousness and schoolboy humour,
with his repealed prayers to be stayed
with flagons, was played with great

THE NEW EL DORADO.
In view of the munificent offer

recently made by an illustrious con-

temporary to publish short articles of

outstanding merit at a positively un-

precedented rate of remuneration, the

following article will be of pe-

culiarly piquant interest. Here
a veteran journalist of vast

experience, sensible of the un-

paralleled opportunity offered

to aspiring talent, furnishes

young writers with invaluable

advice as to the best means of

storming the citadel of fame
and winning the blue ribbon
of a blameless calling.

THE PATH TO GLORY.

Bemember that you need
not be a trained journalist.
That is an immense encourage-
ment. The new departure of

The Daily Flail opens the

gates of Paradise to all. We
all have marshal's batons in

our knapsacks. I know a one-

eyed bath-chair man, eking
out a precarious living in his

arduous calling, who earned
five guineas for the first article

he sent in. It was his first

effort at original composition,
but it had push. True, he had been

pushing all his life, but physically, not

mentally. Now he has found himself,
thanks to the benevolent and paternal

enterprise of a great newspaper.
The choice of a theme is, of course,

crucial. Avoid the parochial tone get
clean away from the parish pump.
You must appeal to the million, for

The Daily Flail is read by millions,
from the KING sitting on his throne to

the gipsy squatting on the common.
Avoid the Oxford manner, for the
Classics are " dead and damned "

;
do

not he afraid of slang, for slang is the

shorthand of living speech. As the

greatest living poetess puts it

"
High culture emasculates feeling,
The over-taught brain robs the heart,

And the shriue now where mortals are

kneeling
Is a commonplace mart."

Introduce the feminine on all occa-

sions. Women compose a vast proper-
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The Old Gentleman (sitting dou-n). "CAliliY ON BY YOURSELVES, KIDS. I'M FED UP WIV 6OLD1EBISI'."

tion of the readers of The Daily Flail.

Remember that la donna 6 mobile, and

that even strong women can weep like

men. Be pathetic, humorous, vital, up-

lifting by turns. Be sparing of verbs

but prodigal of epithets. Recollect that

you are not a penny-a-liner, for the rate

works out at about two shillings a line.

Let your motto be Noblesse oblige, for

acceptance enrols you under the banner
of the greatest of world-influences. Be

loyal to it and do not shrink from pro-

claiming its services to humanity.
Above all give your best energies to

the framing of your opening sentence.

Though I have been writing for the

best papers for thirty years I often stay
awake all night thinking over the ex-

ordium of a Daily Flail article. But
it is worth the sacrifice. Remember
that MILTON only got five pounds, not

guineas, for writing the whole of Para-

disc Lost, and try to think what lie

would have got if he had lived to-day,
written it in prose and submitted it as

a series of articles to the Editor of The

Daily Flail. Think, too, of the enorm-

ously wider appeal he would have made

e.g. the effect of his work on flappers.
Think of all this, bless your stars that

you were horn to-day, till your fountain-

pens and plunge into the fray.

THE EDUCATION OF SILENCE.
THE Westminster boys are made free

of the House,
That wonderful focus of manners and

nous ;

They can listen to FLAVIN and PBINGLB
and HOGGE

Oh.theWestininsterboyisaluckyyoung
dog!

At Dulwich the boys have the right of

admission
To view a fine permanent Art Exhibi-

tion,

Where the noblest ambitions swim into

their ken
As they gaze on the portraits of emi-

nent men.

Well now, Mr. FISHER, who 's taken in

hand
The task of improving the brains of our

land,

Has boldly and publicly dared to

decide

That Duhvich possesses more reason

for pride.

"Oh, give mo the pictures," he says,
"
every time ;

They're silent}" and silence is truly
sublime

Compared to the chatter and hullabaloo

Of the freaks in our groat Parlia-

mentary Zoo.

Still FISHEK 's himself in that wonderful

House,
And it's risky about your co-Members

to grouse,
So I fully expect that the voluble freaks

Will give him " what for
"

the next

time that he speaks.

Shortcircuited.

From a Wesleyan Conference report :

" Many ci rcuits had done splendidly ,
but st i 1 1

some ministers were not receiving more than

140, and this ought to be stopped at once."

Daily Post.

" Our French Allies are fighting with good

oldfnria Francesca." Timtt.

We don't know what Francesco, is

doing on the wrong side. We think

good old Paolo ought to be told about it.

"The Turkish authorities are undertaking
the mobilisation of Mohammedans at I .li. .

bethpol, and officers of the old Russian Army arc

appointed if they know the Turkish and Tartan

languages." Mancliester Evening News.

This is presumably the highly-coloured
vernacular employed -by tlie Sergeant-
instructors of Highland battalions.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The KAISER, VON HiNDENBUita and LUDENDOSFF.)
Kaiser. Things continue to look bettor and better for our

arms ; is that not true, HiNDENnrno ?

Hindenburg. What do you say, LUDENDORFF ?

Liidendorff. I say not only that it is true hut that it has

been getting truer and truer over since Your Majesty lias

deigned to interest himself more closely in our doings on

the Western Front.

The K. Ila ! I thought so. What means then this per-

sistent rumour of a German retreat across the Marne ?

H. What do you say, LUDENDORFF ?

L. I say that it is not worthy of the slightest attention.

Here is the latest bulletin, which I was just about to sub-

mit to Your Majesty. Perhaps Your Majesty will be good

enougli to read it ?

The K. Yes, yes, let me have it. (Takes it and reads)
"
Yesterday was a day of brilliant victories for our brave

troops. All the enemies' counter-attacks broke down with

sanguinary losses before they could develop. Manoeuvring

according to a plan long settled we lured the enemy
into Chateau Thierry and there annihilated him. Advanc-

ing vigorously from the South to the North we crossed

the river Marne with complete success, thus foiling the

enemy
" But I say, is that right? I thought we

were moving from north to south ?

H. What do you say, LUDENDOB.FF ?

L. I say that it is quite right. Tactically we are moving
from south to north, but strategically we are moving from

north to south ; that is the difference between the French
and ourselves. We allow them now and then to win a

skirmish tactically, in order that we may win a campaign
strategically.

The K. Oh, I see. Then I suppose I am to assume that

any French victories do not count because they are tactical ?

H. What do you say, LUDENDOKFF ?

L. I say as 1 am bound to say that His Majesty is quite

right, and I say further that His Majesty shows a wonder-
ful grasp of the principles on which war is conducted.

H. I agree entirely. If all were like His Majesty on
this point the War would very soon be over.

The K, But this system of fighting must not last too

long ; it would be unwise to lure them too far.

L. That is all provided for, your Majesty. There comes a

moment when the strategic and the tactical are combined
into one.

The K. How do you know when that moment has come?
H. What do you say, LUDENDOKFF ?

L. That is my secret.

The K. Well, I hope your secret will have satisfactory
results when it is put into action, for, according to our

expectations, we ought to have been in Paris by now, and
here we are as far away as ever.

L. If Your Majesty is dissatisfied with the manner in

which the campaign is conducted I can easily resign.
H. And I can say ditto to LUDENDORFF.
The K. Como, come, don't let us quarrel ; you know you

can always resign tactically and keep your positions strate-

gically.
.//. What do you say, LUDENDOUFF ?

L. I say that we will say no more about it.

The K. Very good ; I will now go and make a speech to
our storm-troops.

(At this moment the CROWN PRINCE bursts into the room.)
The Crown Prince. I say, you men, hurry up ! hurry up !

If you don't do something the French will be here in half-

an-hour or less.

(They all depart hurriedly.)

BALLADE OF THE INCOMPETENT PIONEER

(who 7ws come to grief over a branch of the military art that

he. had fondly hoped would never bs required of him).

I NEVER yet saw " knots and lashings
"
wrought,

Or in some text-book accurately penned,
'Without a certain shiver and the thought,

" The man who made those tilings was not a friend."

Now falls the blow I knew that Zeus would send
I am required to tie the lot at sight,

And, oil, for all the labour that I spend
I cannot make a bowline on a bight !

A harness hitch once tied itself unsought
(I don't remember what I did intend),

And once, though not by methods that are taught,
I certainly achieved a hawser bend ;

The clove hitch, too, I dimly apprehend,

My reefs and sheep-shanks (now and then) come right,
But one defect no luck or art can mend

I cannot make a bowline on a bight.

Alas, what hoots that knowledge, earlier bought,
Of other arts that on this War attend

How bombs are lobbed and poison gas is fought,
How with the bayonet men thrust and fend,
And the staccato guns of Lewis lend

Tiie " bursts of fire
"
that put the Bosch to flight ?

My Waterloo awaits me at the end
I cannot tie a bowline on a bight.

ENVOY.

Sir, I plead guilty let your wrath descend
;

Demand my A.B. 439* and write,
" This officer I do not recommend
He cannot tie a bowline on a bight."

*
Army Book 439 the pocket-book now usoi to record an officer's

services and accomplishments.

THE WAITER AND THE "WAITER."
9 A.M. I take my seat in the dining-i'oom and wait.

9.10. The "waiter" pops suddenly out of his dug-out,
observes me and takes cover. I wait.

9.15. The "waiter" approaches me cautiously, steering
a zigzag course, flicks some crumbs off the next table on
to mine and breathes on the back of my neck. I order my
breakfast and wait.

9.20. The "waiter" bounces out unexpectedly and asks

me whether I said 123 or 456. I reply and wait.

9.30. The "waiter" presents ine with a plate of porridge
and registers a vow to find me a spoon or perish. I

wait.

9.35. Triumphant discovery (by me) of spoon hidden
under dirty napkin. I eat my porridge and wait.

9.45. The "waiter" (having made his will, insured his

life and filled up his income-tax return) reappears and drops
a bloater (unordered) in my vicinity. I send it away and
wait.

10.0. The "waiter," having suddenly remembered me in

the middle of a cross Channel swim, returns and asks me
whether I am being attended to, subsequently bringing me
a petrified egg. I eat it and wait the "waiter" having
fallen into a trance.

10.15. The "waiter" revives and asks me whether I said

tea or coffee. I reply and wait.

10.30. Having got married and lived happily ever after,

the "waiter" repents, divorces his wife and by a supreme
effort presents me with coffee, toast, saccharine and mar-

malade, all in one burst. I cease to wait.
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She. "I HOPE YOU SEE THAT THEY WORK HARD."

Guard (over German prisoners). "WE AIN'T 'EBE TO SEE THEY wo^K 'ABD; WE'RE ONLY 'ERE TO BEE NO ONE DOH'T 'UBT 'EM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

So deserved a popularity was attained by a little book of

letters called A Hilltop on the Marne that it is hardly sur-

prising that "
persistent and sympathetic demands for news

of us after the battle
"
have impelled Miss MILDRED ALDBICH

to collect a further series under the title of On the Edge of
the War Zone (CONSTABLE). For the benefit of those who
missed the earlier volume I may explain that Miss ALDRICH

is an American lady, who in June, 1914, settled down in a

charming old house (you can see it drawn in the new book)

overlooking the Marne, with the pleasant intention of leading
a life of literary rusticity. You may imagine that her actual

experiences have been somewhat different. The earlier

letters, written to a friend in America, carried events as far

as the first victory of the Marne ;
these present continue the

story for the two and a-half years following. They give a

picture of peace in the midst of war that is both fascinating

and strange. Miss ALDRICH is careful to describe herself

as no longer young (in reality she quite obviously possesses
the eternal youth of all brave and kind and humorous

ladies) ; and her account of a life spent, almost alone, in

quiet gardening, jam-making, mothering pleasant young
French officers who were billeted at La Creste, and between

whiles stepping out upon her hill-side lawn to glance (as it

were casually) at a battle these things furnish a picture
as odd as it is attractive. The writer makes no attempt

at a serious history of events she was perhaps too near to

them for that though her letters contain at least two facts,

or rumours, that were startltngly new to me; but as an

intimate sketch of one corner of the world-war, viewed at

close quarters over a garden hedge, these little books will

have earned for themselves a place apart.

Whether you regard Little Miss Muffet (DUCKWORTH) as

a somewhat amateurish and indifferently written novel or

as a penetrating study of a certain type of feminine tempera-

ment, will depend, I suppose, upon your angle of vision.

For my own part it kept me in an alternation of moods.

Now I would be almost angrily put off by ELIZABETH

KIRBY'S too frequent asides, her appeals to the reader, and

generally the Victorian manner of her nods and becks and

wreathed smiles ; and again something in the very ingenu-

ousness of her tale would convince me of its honesty. The

plot could hardly be more simple. Miss Muffet (there you

are, at the very beginning how could one's interest not be

handicapped by such a name?) is a young woman who sets

out to pursue fame and fortune as a writer ; falls in with

two male pursuers whose intentions towards her are strictly

dishonourable ; has a nervous break-down, and eventually

marries the doctor. Behold all. Yet however you may
think, with me, that the author's experience of literary

society must have been exceptionally unfortunate, and

however much you may be tempted to mock at her over-

emphasis, there remains a disturbing truth about her
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picture of the lonely girl, demanding youth's heritage of

pleasure, and drifting almost to ruin for no better reason

than that of boredom. But, having said so much, I desire

that nothing in this tribute shall be taken as implying any
belief in the two literary villains of the author's drama.

They are, and

palpable straw.

remain to the end, scarecrows of most

Mr. BELFOKT BAX'S Reminiscences (ALLEN AND UNWIN) is

not what you would call everybody's book and even a

student of politics is likely to fall to wondering how so

interesting and forceful a personality should so nearly have

achieved diilness. Partly due this, I fancy, to a charming
habit of not obtruding his ego. In fact his egotism takes

the shape of prejudice. He can't be fair to opponents; to

the Nonconformist ascetic jingo, for instance, with mining
shares and a stake in war (I confess I was unaware of the

existence of this as a type). Nor is he fair when he attri-

butes to " the terror of the rich
"
the increase of the Mansion

House Unemployment Fund from three thousand pounds to

seventy-five thousand pounds in the three days following the

famous Trafalgar Square
melee of 1&87 in which he

joined. Terror generally
takes less benevolent
forms, and surely know-

ledge and sympathy awak-
ened by so dramatic an
advertisement of discon-

tent account for a good
part of the increase. As
for Feminism it wouldn't
be at all unfair to describe

our vigorous author's atti-

tude as feminine ! The
chief interest of the book
is the record of Mr. BAX'S

friendship or acquaint-
ance with large numbers
of active mid- and late-

Victorian Socialists, some
obscure, others sufficiently
well-known to the general _23^l jd. OB 26s.

did so stand out, and this was due as much to the extra-

ordinary charm of his personality, I think, as to his record-

making feats of battle in the air. His history and quoted
letters show him to have been in action an expert exter-

minator of Huns, terrible and fearless, and yet at leisure a

normal, straight, entirely unaffected and perfectly natural

boy, at once tremendously serious and cheerfully incon-

sequent. He is in himself the type of all the best that is

in the B.E.F. The book is based upon his own letters, and
is written by Messrs. WALTER A. BBISCOE and H. RUSSELT,

STANNAKD, with a foreword by an eminent statesman, and

appreciations by certain distinguished officers. I trust that
I shall be neither prosecuted nor courtmartialed if I say
that these gentlemen, with their testimonials and all,

do their unconscious best to spoil the impression of the

reader, and only one thing saves the book from failure, the

spirit of BALL himself, shining always through his simple
letters and not to be extinguished by a flood of superlatives
and portly phrases.

MEETING OF DIRECTORS OP A LARGE DRAPERY ESTABLISHMENT, CALLED
TO DECIDE WHETHER THE NEW LINE OF BLOUSES SHOULD BE SOLD AT

public, such'asMARX, ENGELS, the elderLIEBKNECHT, BEBEL,
JAURES, STEPNIAK, KROPOTKIN, and of course the English-
men MORRIS, CHAMPION, QUELCH and HYNDMAN. The un-

sympathetic may chortle over the fact that friends of

humanity have their full share of the individualist weak-
nesses of spleen and

petty spite. But it is a pleasure to
record that the author is a passionate defender of the

justice of the Allies' Cause in the War. By the way, as
Mr. BAX is very severe on loose thinking, I venture to

point out to him a startling non-sequitur on page 273, a
propos of religion, England and Germany.

Captain Ball, V.C., of the Royal Flying Corps (JENKINS)
is a posthumous record of one of our most notable heroes of
this War, or, if you prefer the plainer term', of one of our
"absolute toppers." British officers, old army or new,
regular or irregular, territorial or aerial, are not as a class

unpleasant fellows, lacking in vitality, gaiety and courage;
self-satisfaction and self-assertion and a passion for self-

protection are not their main characteristics. Moreover, it

is fair to say that, if every one of them at the fighting front
who ought to have received the D'.S.O. or the M.C. had
done so, all would have both, and most would have the V.C.
too. Consequently they are such that a man must have a
most remarkable character and the most astounding achiev-
n>en fa to stand out amongst them. Captain BALL, it is clear,

In a paroxysm of verbal ingenuity Mr. JOHN S. MARQEBI-
SON has called his latest

volumeof sea-stories Petrol

Patrols (H ODDER AND
STOUGHTON). This is per-

haps rather overdoing it,

but it must be admitted
that the title adequately
describes the contents. of

the book. Temporary-
Lieut. Roderick Frazer,

R.N.V.R., offered his rac-

ing motor-boat, Chi-Chi.
to the Admiralty, and
hunted the U-boat with
success almost beyond my
power to credit. But the

many thrilling moments
that the author has given
me are more than com-

pensation for the strain

he puts on my muscles
of belief. There is ap-

parently not a move on the sea-board that he does not

know, and the adventures of Chi-Chi are told with the
most exhilarating gusto. Moreover it is pleasant to read

of
t
the enemy being scored off time after time. Even

when, as in some of his incidents, fiction seems stranger
than fact, one never tires of hearing how the Hun has been
done in by British imagination.

In a preface to Gentlemen-at-Arms (HEINEJIANN)
" CEN-

TURION
"
informs us that " The writer makes no claims-

and possesses none to be considered a writer of fiction.'

At the risk of being rude I am compelled to disagree with
him. The majority of these tales are based on actual inci-

dents of the War, but the best of them are the two imagina
tive chapters called " The Husbandmen." Here the autlioi

compares favourably with Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS at the

top of his form. The War-stories, some of them almost in-

tolerably grim, are unequal in merit; but when "CENTURION"
does get home he gets right there; and he is helped along
his way by an admirable economy of words. He knows
what he is writing about and ho can write. And you arc

not to miss "The Husbandmen."

Soft Soap.
"Wanted, Polite Woman to wash and clean, day and luilf a week ;

permanently, for two amiable ladies. Apply, Politeness."

New Zealand Paper.
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"(ion speed the sp:ulo until we are

out of the wood," said Mr. i'i<oim:Ko

to the Leeds allotment-holders. As a

factor in tho food situation this trihutu

to the truffle comes none too soon.

"
Kverything is being done," says a

Sunday contemporary, "to inspire tlie

(iennan people witli the courage, of

despair." It. i-; even threatened thai

tho Allies may insist on LITTI.I: WII.I.IF.

takin" sole command of t!ie (icrmanO
armies.

Tho French (iovernment is fathering
a law by which Generals who blunder

are to he tried by a civil court. It is

unlikely that a similar measure will IKS

passed in this country owing to differ-

ences of opinion as to

the amount of promotion
which the Court should

have the; power to inflict.

According to the Ber-

liiirr Tftt/i'lildtt IliNUKN-

BUHG has declared that

he was not in favour of

tho July offensive. Lu-

DKNDOKFF, on the other

blind, points out that it

isn't his offensive any

longer.

A Maida Vale man who

appeared in the dock at

Marylebonc Police Court

wearing a pair of trous-

ers, a waistcoat ajid a

"dickey,"was put back

for the state of his mind
to bo inquired into. This is a shrewd
blow for some of our music-ball come-
dians who get large salaries for dressing
like that. ... ...

An applicant recently informed one
of tho North-Country Tribunals that

there area hundred-and-twentyditferent
shades of green. Speculation is rife as

to which one Mr. DILLON, M.P., is now

wearing. ... ...

A Central News telegram states that

the Saxon General, VON DKH PLANITZ,
has been compulsorily retired. Other

retirements, according to PLANITZ, are

said to be imminent.

" The ex-Khedive of Egypt," says a
Berlin wireless, "has departed for main

Army headquarters." The Ciunvx

PRINCE, alive to the exigencies of Ori-

ental punctilio, is making an effort to

meet him half-way.

A higher rate has been fixed for extra-

clean milk in s. Surprise
is expressed by a number of peopl'-
who i harbouring the delusion

that their milk is perfectly clean be-

cause it gets a cold bath every morning.

Two Dooegftl men \\r.e mini
last, week for rein-ing to take out dog
licenses unless the-.

Irish. Fin ii w'as able

imprisonment. #

When charging one of his tei

with assault at County Tyrone a land-

lord s*. he had done nothing to

irritate him. This of course! is ridicul-

ous when we remember that he had

actually asked for his i.

People contemplating suicide are in

caterpillar plague, \\e are credi-

bly informed, i-
.
and pi o

-n^1

,

" U ;i the

"
\\ i

.mciiir that

a military

Doxens <if \. n iti

(iray's Jnn Hoad the other day, owing

since so many has* n about in

Since the petrol si as reduced
tho number of im in use the

general public \r.i< come into its own.
Onh ;riau wa-i seen

walking in : ttg uf the road.

THE SILENT (NURSING)

SERVICE.

AT a lai g.i hospital for

fs in the Midlands,

V.A.I), nurses are for-

bidden to converse with

the patients, and it isex-

at the following
A iiny Order will shortly
bo issued :

Ari/u/ Council In.ilruc-

V ) 123.

It having bee.n brought
to the notice of the Army
Council that the regula-
tions governing the con-

duct of V.A.!>. nurses are

not now being so strictly

observed as they should

a bit of a hole in Middlesex, where tho be, it is hereby ordered that the atten

(1 n illf.
" YOU 'LL 'AVE TO BK VKUY CAREFUL ALONti 'BBJ3, SlR. Bin 5IANY

A MULE L011ST ABOUT 'EHE, SlR."

County Council lias refused to increase

the salaries of. the coroners and there

is some talk of a strike. Another
rumour suggests that the coroners will

resign and set up in private practice.

We gather from the newspapers that

Government cheese has disappeared at

Is. &/. a pound.

Captain AMUJTDSEN is now on-hia way
to the Pole, but we feat he will not find

any cheese there. .. ...

In view of the menace of a General

Election this year a number of people
are asking whether they will be allowed

to go to Russia for a little peace and

quiet.

A cyclist losing control of his machine
crashed through a tobacconist's window
in London last week. With great pre-
sence of mind he asked the shopkeeper
for a box of matches.

tion of all concerned be drawn to the

Order in Council wherein and whereby
it is ordained :

(a) That no conversation (lengthy
or otherwise) shall take place between

officer patients and V.A.D. nurs<

(i) Where any communication is

necessary it shall be sent through the

proper channels in accordance with

Army custom and routine.

(c)
A diagram showing the method

of communication is appended.

War Office.

I
>r.s.

i
A.D.M.S.

I
M.O.

I
Wounded Officer.

Red Cross Society.

I
Matron.

I
Sister-in-chargc.

I
Staff Nurse.

I
V.A.D.
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"ACCORDING TO PLAN."
TO THE Gi:i!MAN PKOI'LK FliO.M THE HlGH COMMAND.

CIVILIANS! there lies in the virtue

Of patience an infinite balm ;

No rumour of horrors can hurt you
If only you smile and are calm ;

Though you lincl us apparently waiving
The offensive we lately began,

Bear up ;
wo are simply behaving
According to plan.

Did you suffer a pain in your liver

When you saw some invincible corps,
After gallantly crossing a river,

Resume the original shore?
'Twiis a mere I'econnoitring excursion ;

We went and we saw and we ran ;

Yes, we did it (including immersion)

According to plan.

In those very identical regions
That sunder the Marne fsom the Aisne

We advanced to the rear with our legions

Long ago and have done it again ;

Fools murmur of errors committed,
But every intelligent man

Has accepted the view that we flitted

According to plan.

If you doubt our traditional fitness

For hacking our way in the West,

Chateau-Thierry may serve as a witness

That our culture is still of the best
;

For our Prussians made hay of its treasure

(As only a gentleman can
Whose duty is one with his pleasure)

According to plan.

With feats such as these to inspire you,
Don't talk of the turn of the tide

;

With the fame of our record to tire you,
Let patience be sister to pride ;

Though the look of affairs be misleading
(Like your bread, which appears to be bran),

Rest assured we are always proceeding
According to plan. O. S.

WITH THE AUXILIARY PATROL.
THE JONAH.

His name was Albert and be joined the ship as a deck-
hand in place of one of the crew who, seeing a petty-officer
of the ex-R.N.A.S. in amiable conversation with a sergeant
of the ex-R.F.C., bad taken an unauthorised extension of
shore leave under the impression that the War was over.
The Second-Engineer said afterwards that he suspected

Albert of being a Jonah as soon as ever he noticed the
downward droop of his moustache-ends. He says that
somehow or other you can always tell Jonahs like that. It
seems there's nothing like a moustache for bringing good or
bad luck. A cheerful moustache, he says, is as good as a

depth-charge aboard any ship, but a drooper is fatal. There
was certainly something horribly depressing about Albert's.
It was impossible to look at it without thinking about tor-

pedoes and submerged mines. It cast a gloom over the
whole ship's company.
On that trip misfortune dogged our trawler's footsteps

(in a manner of speaking) from the first. We had to go to
sea in the teeth of a stiff gale from the nor'-east

; the first

day out the steward slipped down the cabin steps, squan-

dering a tin of delectable soup into the skipper's sea-boots

before our famished eyes ; and the same evening it was dis-

covered that the monthly issue of tobacco had not come
aboard, and we were faced with the prospect of ten days at

sea with scarcely enough to provide a smoke-screen capable
of obscuring the German Mercantile Marine. The crew

passed some very unpleasant remarks.
" It 's that now deck-hand," declared the Second-

Engineer.
" Look at bis bloomin' whiskers ;

did ever you
see the word 'Jonah

'

writ plainer on any object in your
life? If bo had any proper feeling he'd either shave 'em
off altogether or else twist 'em up a bit more lively-like.
The ship hasn't a fair chance with a cargo like that aboard."

" It ain't no Jonah,"protested Albert indignantly.
" I 've

had the same whiskers all my life and they've never

brought no bad luck. Do you think I 'd have 'em a-sticking

up like that Kaiser BILL and my own brother-in-law been
fired on in an open boat '.' Not if I knows it."

But the crew muttered ominously.
One evening at dusk we were having a peaceful game of

cards down in the cabin. The Skipper, whose luck had
been out, had just triumphantly declared his intention of

going
"
Nap," when sounds of excitement were heard from

the watch on deck.
" Fritz ahoy !

"
someone shouted down the companion-way.

I always like to think that when the news of the Armada's

coming was announced to DUAKE on the bowling-green at

Plymouth the gallant Admiral had a little wager on the

game and stood in a winning position. Unfortunately for

the Skipper. U-boat tactics do not allow of the little delays
that were possible in the more spacious days. We dropped
our cards and rushed to action stations.

When I had got the news away to the base I sat in my
wireless cabin listening to the gun hard at it and smoking
a cigarette in careless bravado. After a while the noise

ceased and I considered I might venture on deck for a look-

see. Albert was leaning dejectedly against the mast.
" Have we sunk him ?

"
I asked eagerly.

'"It wasn't no sub," he replied ;

"
it was only a boundary

buoy they mistook for a conning tower."

Away aft the skipper was saying bitter things about a

hand of Ace, King, Queen and two more trumps he had been

prevented from playing, and from the bridge came sounds

strongly reminiscent of a scythe being sharpened. I think

it was the Lieutenant gnashing his teeth.

The final blow came when we were ordered to remain at

sea three days beyond our lawful period of patrol. The
crew were in a state of almost open mutiny. I quite ex-

pected that some morning would find Albert missing and

yet another dark mystery added to the long tale of ocean

tragedies.
The day we eventually came into dock the Lieutenant

sent for him on deck. He had a razor in bis hand, and
I closed my eyes in horror.

"Take this," said the Lieutenant grimly, handing him
the razor. "Now, go down the fo'c'stle and remove that

moustache. If you leave enough hair on your face to trip up
a weevil your name goes down in the Commander's Report."

Silently but with tears in his eyes Albert withdrew.
We passed through the jetty, and as we were coming

to our moorings an ex-mate of the ship, who was seated
on a bollard smoking his pipe, hailed us.

"What cheer, Skips?" he called out to the Captain.
" I see you 're on the list for dry dock this time in, and ton

clays' leave for all bands."
In the enraptured silence that followed this joyful an-

nouncement, Albert, looking the very picture of misery and

shame, emerged from the fo'c'stle. His countenance was
as innocent of moustache as the surface of a new-laid egg.
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THE CHASTENED MOOD.
HIKDBSBUBO (to Gerinania). "YOU'VE NOT QUITE CAUGHT THE IDEA, MADAM. WHAT

I EATHEE WANT IS AN EXPEESSION OF CALM AND SERENE PATIENCE.'

[HiNDEKBURG has coixfided to a newspaper correspondent that the German people needs to develop the virtue of patience.]
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THE MUD LARKS.
THE scene is a base camp behind the

Western Front. In the background is

a gravel pit, its brow fringed with pines.
On the right-hand.side is a black hut;

against one wall several cast-iron cylin-
ders are leaning ; against another several

stretchers; behind it a squad of 11. A.M. C.

[

smells of garlic is not Mustard Gas, goggles, a clothes-peg, a foot of garden
however, as a certain British Division

j

hose, a baby's teether (chewers among
which went into the line alongside some ; you will find this a comforting substi-

of our brave Southern allies regretfully tute for gum), a yard or two of strong
discovered after they had been swelter- twine (lirst-aid to the 'braces), a tube of

ing in their masks for thirty-six long, ;

Anti-Dimmer (use it as tooth-paste,
long hours. your smile will beam more brightly),
"The third and last is Phosgene, and a record card, on which you are

Phosgene has a greenish-whiteish-
j

invited to inscribe your name, age, vote

orderlies are playing pitch and toss for
j
yellowish odour all its own, reminiscent and clubs; yourgolf,poloandludohandi-

prolit and pleasure. On the left-hand
j

of decayed vegetation, mouldy hay, old caps; complaints as to the ccoking or

clothes, wet hides, burnt feathers, warm service and any sunny sentimentsor epi-llIT 1 1
'

1 1 1 i I i

side is a cemetery.
On the turf in the centre of the stage

are some two hundred members of the

well-known British family, Atkins. The

merely that of life

the

matter in hand bein

and death those in the real-

ranks are whiling away the

time by playing crown and
anchor. Their less fortunate

comrades in the prominence of

the front ranks are " havin' a

bit or shut eye
"

in other

words are fast asleep sitting up,

propped the one against the

other.

Before them stands a Badie-
lor of Science disguised as a

Second-Lieutenant. From the

green-and-black brassard about
j

his arm and the attar de chlor-

ine and parfum de phosgene
which cling about him in a

murky aureole one would guess
him to be connected with the
Gas Service. And one would
be quite correct ; he is.

* * * *

LECTURER :

" Ahem ! Pay i

attention to me, please ; I am
going to give you a little chat
on Gas. When you go up the
line one of two things must
inevitably happen to you ; you
will either be gassed or you will

not. If you are not gassed
strict attention to this lecture

mice, polecats, dead mules, boiled cab- grams that may occur to you from time

huge, stewed prunes, sour grapes, or

anything else you dislike.
" As all these gases have a depress-

s\

German Pi-isftiirr. "Vy VOS YOU SPAKE MINK LIFE?"
British Tommy. "'CAUSE YE 'RE so MCC.I LIKE A LITTLE GAL-

FEIEND O' MINE AS I LEFT BEHIND ME DOWN WlIITECHAPEL WAY."

to time.
" Should you be in the line and detect

the presence of hostile gas in large
numbers your first action

should be to don your respira-
tor-box and your second to give
the alarm. The donning of

the respirator is done in live

motions by the best people:
"

1. Remove the cigarette,

chewing-gum or false teeth

from the mouth and place it

(o: them) behind the ear (or

ears).
'

i'. Tear the sponge-hag out
of the knapsack (wiiat-not or

satchel) and slap it boldly on
tiie face as you would a must-

ard-plaster.
"
3. Pin it to your nose by

means of the clothes-peg.
"

4. Work the elastics well

into the back hair.
"
o. Swallow the teether and

Garry on with deep breathing
exercises, as done by Swedes,
sea-lions and suchlike.

" The respirator once in posi
tion, pass the good news on to

your comrades by performing
fortissimo on one of the nu-
merous alarums with which

j

every nice front line is liberally
J provided. But please remem-

will enable you to talk as if you had been, ing effect on the consumer if indulged
'

her that gas alarms are for gas only,t\*r* 4.1-., _ ,1 If T *( 1 1 i 1 IT. *On the other hand if you are gassed it

will enable you to distinguish to which
variety you succumbed, which will be
most instructive.

"There are more sorts of gas than one.

in
top freely the War Oflice lias devised and do not let your natural exuberance

an effective counter-irritant, the scien- or love of music carry you away, as it

tiiic wonder of the age, the soldier's

friend and multutn in parco in short,
the Respirator Box. Here you will ob-

Thcre is the Home or Domestic Gas, serve I have a respirator- box as issued
which does odd jobs about the house

" '

at a bob a time, and which out here is

fed to observation balloons to get them
off the earth. There is Laughing Gas,
so called from the fun the dentist gets
out of his victims while they are under
its influence ; and lastly there is Hun
Gas, which is not a bit amusing." Three varieties of gas are principally
employed by the Hun. The first of
these is Chlorine. Chlorine smells like
a strong sanitary orderly or weak
chloride of lime. The second on our
list is Mustard Gas, so called because
it smells like garlic. Everything that

to the troops.
" There are other kinds with lace

trimmings and seasonable mottoes
worked in coloured beads for the use

is liable to create a false impression ;

witness the case of some of our high-
spirited Colonials, who, celebrating a

national festival (the opening of the

whippet racing-season in New South

Wales) with a full orchestra of Klax-
on and Strombos horns, rattles, gongs,
shell-cases, tin-cans, sackbuts, psalteries

of the Staff
; but they do not concern and other instruments of musick, sent

us. Let us now examine the ordinary
respirator-box. What do we discover?
A neat canvas satchel, knapsack or what-
not, which will be found invaluable for
the storage of personal knick-knacks,
such as soap, knives and forks, socks,
iron rations, mouth-organs, field-mar-

us now examine the ordinary every living soul in an entire army
>box. What dn wo rUsnnvm-v I area stampeding into their smell-hats,

there to remain for forty-eight hours
without food, drink or benefit of

clergy.

Having given you full instructions as

to the correct method of entering vour
shal's batons, etc. Within the satchel respirators I will now tell you how to

(what-not or knapsack) we discover a
j

extricate yourselves. You must first

rubber sponge-bag pierced with motor
j

be careful to ascertain that there is
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,,-,,, i,,,,l NnMfri-11. "I BAT, STAFF-SERGEANT, SOU KNOW ALL ABOUT WHEELS AND THINGS, DOS'! VOC ? I WAST YOU TO V

THE HAIKSPKINO OF MY WRIST WATCH."

no gas left about. Tests are usually
made (1) with a white mouse, (2) with

a canary.
"If the white mouse turns green

there is gas present ;
if it don't there

ain't. If the canary wags his tail and
whistles "Gee! ain't it dandy down in

Dixie!
'

ull is well, but if it wheezes
" The End of a perfect Day" and moults

violently, beware, beware '. If through
the negligence of the Quartermastering
1 >e]Ki rtment you have not been equipped
with either mice or canaries do not

start sniffing for gas yourselves, but

remember that your lives are of value

to your King and country and send for

an officer. To have ii '.-! sniff of all gas is

one of an officer's privileges; he hasn't

many, but this is one of them and very

jealously guarded as such. If an officer

should catch you snuffing up all the gas
in the neighbourhood ho will be justi-

liably annoyed and peevish.
" Nu\v, bavin" given you all the

theory of anti-gas precautions, wo will

indulge in a little practice. When I

shout the word ' Gas !

'

my assistants

will distribute a few smoke bombs

among you, and every man will don his
|

respirator in five motions and wend his :

way towards the gas-chamber, entering |

it by the south door and leaving it by ;

the north. Is that quite clear ? Then'

get ready. Gas !

"

:!: * * * *

Four or five N.C.O. Instructors sud-

denly pop up out out of the gravel pit

and bombard the congregation with

hissing smoke grenades. The front

ranks wake up, spring to their feet

in terror and leg it for safety at a

stretched gallop, shedding their respira-

tors for lightness' sake as they flee.

The rear ranks, who, in spite of them-

selves, have heard something of the

lecture, burrow laboriously into their

masks. Some wear them as hats, some
as ear-muffs, some as chest-protectors.
The smoke rolls over them in heavy

yellow billows.

Shadow shapes, hooded like Spanish

inquisitors, may be seen hero and there

crouched as in prayer, struggling to-

gether or groping blindly for the way
out. One unfortunate has his head

down a rabbit-hole, several blunder over

the edge of the gravel pit aud are seen

no more.
There is a noise of painful laboured

breathing as of grampuses in deep
water or pigs with asthma.

The starchy N.C.O. Instructors close

on the helpless mob and with muflkd

yelps and wild waving of arms herd

them towards the south door of the gas

chamber, push them inside aud shoot

the bolts.

The R.A.M.C. Orderlies are busy

hauling the bodies out of the north

door, loading them on stretchers and

trotting them across to the cemetery,
at the gates of which stands the Base

Burial Officer beaming welcome.

The lecturer, seeing the game well

in progress, lights a pipe and strolls

homo to tea. FATI.AM'I.U.

Georgians and Victorians.

Brighton's popularity began in the

late Georgian period ; but with the pre-

sent rush for railway accommodation

the only people who have a chance of

getting there nosv are early Victorians.
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HINTS FOR POULTEY KEEPERS.

(By our Scientific Expert.)

DUHING the present month many
fowls drop into grump, especially broody
hens. Food should be given sparingly
until grumping is in full swing, and all

rich and stimulating food should be

omitted, such as fresh-water mussels,

eels, crayfish, whelks, sardines or short-

bread. Green food should bo provided
in abundance, especially green peas,
which are now plentiful; they assist the

feather-growth, which is a great drain

on the lien's constitution but an essen-

tial factor in its well-being, for, as the old

proverb says,
" A hen without a feather

is like a boot without leather." Bombay
ducks are especially liable to grump, and
a valuable preventive in their case is

a little clam chowder dusted in sulphur
mash, with a dash of ammoniated quin-
ine. The treatment is as follows : Spray
the gills every hour with warm rum and
milk and rub a little radium on the
nostril. Also give either "

Grumpo
"

pills or powder in guava jelly night and

morning. In acute cases isolation is

absolutely necessary.
The poultry-house should be lit

preferably with acetylene gas at night,
as the delicate odour of garlic in this

illuminant is much relished by ban-

tams, cockerels, pickerels, pangofflins,

porbeagles and other heavy layers. The
needs of runner ducks must be carefully
studied, as they are liable to be alarmed

by a strong artificial light. Smoked-glass
spectacles, which can be procured at

10s. Gd. a pair from any good optician,
are indispensable, as inflammation of

the eye, if not promptly dealt with,

passes rapidly to the mesenterie tract

and exacerbates the solar plexus. At this

stage hot fomentations of hydrochloric
acid sometimes effect a cure ; but it is

perhaps safer to blow up the bird with a
small dynamite charge, and saturate the
infected area with tincture of cinnamon.
Some strains which are immune from

grump suffer from migraine, Spanish
influenza and botulism. Buff Orping-
tons, for example, are curiously botul-
istic in their diathesis, but if properly
fed and housed in hygienic conditions

they enjoy a remarkable freedom from
these troubles. The formula for air

space may be crudely expressed by say-
ing that in the perfect poultry-house
the cube root of the hypotenuse should
never exceed the parabola of the rotat-

ing focus, otherwise disaster is sure
to supervene. All poultry-houses should
have a continual supply of pure air,
not draught. The open-air treatment
for fowls of every age is now recom-
mended by all aviculturists. Revolving
shelters, with electrically-driven fans
in *,he hot weather, demand a certain

initial outlay, but they work wonders
with backward bantams. The main,

poultry-house should be open in front

with a plate-glass wind-screen and a

buffet for light refreshments afc either

end. The walls should be of encaustic

tiles.

Imperfect voice-production in roosters

can be remedied by the employment
of model crowing records periodically
emitted by a gramophone. Fowls are

essentially imitative and amenable to

discipline. Cruelty to ugly ducklings
should be vigorously suppressed and in

every way an atmosphere of cordiality
and mutual good - will encouraged.
Prizes for good conduct, regular laying
and lustre of plumage should be insti-

tuted, and suitable decorations awarded
to the winners. In this way the

friendly co-operation of poultry and
their keepers can be materially pro-
moted, and the satisfactory solution of]

the problem of food-supply reconciled
j

with the dictates of an enlightened
humanitarianism.

GLORIOUS GLUE.
["Dover's bad meat has been made into

glue." The Evening Neirs.]

DOVER'S bad meat lias been made into

glue !

Bully for me ! bully for you !

Meat that is good may be scanty, it 's

true,

Still it 's not nearly so charming to

chew ;

Therefore let 's let it go bad through
and through

So that we 're able to bake (or to brew)
Glue, glue, glorious glue !

Who does not glcat over glorious glue?
Cutlets are coy and chops very few,
Porterhouse steaks are quite off the

menu ;

Jolly good joints have all vanished from
view ;

What does it matter and why should
we rue

Beef that is breezy and balmy and
blue?

Can't we transform it and have in its

lieu

Glue, glue, glorious glue ?

Can't we all gloat over glorious glue ?

Dover's bad meat lias been made into

glue !

Very nice too ! very nice too !

All through a lack of cold storage ?

Hooroo !

Waste, do you call it ? I answer, Pooh-

pooh !

W7ho would not willingly give a meat
cou-

pon for two pennorth of glutinous stew?
Glue, glue, glorious glue !

Come, let us gloat over glorious glue !

W. B.

MORE PROPAGANDA.
SUCH of our readers as may have

doubted in their ignorance the industry
or, at any rate, the efficiency of all the

gifted and decorated gentlemen who
toil (largely in officers' uniforms) in the

Propaganda Departments which now
exist one prominent effect of the War
having been to make two Propagandist
Departments flourish where none grew
before will be glad to hear of the cam-
paign which, unless rumour is a lying
jade, is about to be inaugurated in rural
districts.

Although at Coventry and Birming-
ham there seems to have been a want of

appreciation of the dangerous character
of the Hun as a foe, it has been decided
that our rustics shall entertain no such
hallucination. But how to get the light
into a head not normally too acute and
rendered more than commonly dull in

these days by Hodge's efforts, forced

upon him by the Government's plough-
ing activity early in the year and recent
vacillations concerning the value of

crops, to do the work of three men and
so be ready for the harvest. There
have, it is true, been placards on the
walls and lectures have now and then
been delivered; but the yokel mind
moves slowly. Fortunately, however,
the yokel eye is quick, and this is the

Propagandist's chance.
We understand that the new measure

proceeds from the report of a roving
Commissioner in an agricultural dis-

trict, who wrote as follows :
" I have

been much struck by certain wasted

opportunities for influencing rural opin-
ion against the Hun, and in particular
the Arch Hun. Never before have I

seen so many scarecrows in the fields,
and never scarecrows so badly con-
structed. Surely it would not be too
difficult to set up a factory where scare-
crows (or boggarts, as they are called
in some places) could be made in large
numbers in the likeness of the KAISEK.
These, if supplied free to farmers, would
serve the double purpose of frightening
the birds and perpetually reminding the

country people of the deplorable per-
sonality of our enemy ; and since a
scarecrow is one of the lowest terms
that can be applied to a human being
a healthy contempt for everything Ger-
man would be fostered."

It is the task of translating this

admirable suggestion into fact that

(unless, as we say, rumour is a lying
jade) has made all the O.B.E.'s in the

Propaganda Department so busy just
now. Heaven help their enterprise !

A Champagne Counter-Offensive.

SONG FOR LITTLE WILLIE :

" Oh !

what a difference in the Marne-ing."
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THE VISIT TO THE FRONT.

"YOU CAN Cl.EAK AWAY THOSE KOTICK-BOABD3 NOV.', ]'.
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Lothario. "I SAY, OLD BEAN, NOT MUCH DOIN' ON THE SOUTHERN FIIONT THIS MOBNIS' WHAT?

THE DEATH OF DORA, 19;
.

[A high authority has pronounced that D.O.R.A. will automatically

expire at the close of the War. The following memorial verses may
seem a little premature, but Mr. Punch, forestalling his contemporaries,
who keep reams of memorial matter ready pigeon-holed against the

decease of distinguished personages, proposes to publish these lines at

once as an example to the nation of perfect readiness for Peace.]

WEEP, weep, England, and from shore to shore

Let the loud bells their crude carillons cease,

For she that did resist all storms of Wai-

Lies stricken in the very hour of Peace.

Now all our songs are silent, and no wonder,
For poor old Dora has at last gone under.

Bring ye no cypresses nor yew-leaves dark ;

Only with palm shall Dora's pyre be stacked ;

For lo ! it seems superfluous to remark
The Eealm she loved is happily intact ;

Ah, sorry fate ! she only lived to win,

And it was victory that did her in.

Not oft in history, when Great Ones pass,
Does all their life-work perish with themselves ;

The humblest bard must wither like the grass,
But leaves his legacy on someone's shelves ;

And Dora's work was admirable, but

She kicked the bucket and it all went phut.

For hark, what laughter jars upon our pain
Now that the gaols eject into the sun

Bosch, Pacifist, Objector and Sinn Fein,
And the best work of Dora is undone;

While all acknowledge, as they dry the tear,

It is less difficult to purchase be3r.

Hark, in the clubs, how everybody knows
The secret mysteries that used to be,

While rapturous Editors unscathed disclose

That England too had submarines at sea,

And Correspondents are no more confined

To vivid pictures of the way they dined.

The lights begin to twinkle from the bars ;

The slow moon climbs, but no one cares a blow ;

Men ride in most unnecessary cars

And reckless quaff two whiskies at a go ;

Life without Dora, love itself seems drab,

And one may whistle for a taxi-cab.

Yet shall she live in patriotic minds ;

Haply at even, when the church-bells boom,
Will old men start and guiltily draw the blinds

And snap the lights out in the dining room ;

Will speak of Dora when their sons demur:
"
It was her wish

;
I do it, lad, for her."

Haply munitioners will tell the tale

Of the old days, the piping times of war,
And humourists and profiteers bewail

The trench-jokes dead, the surpluses no more;
Shall say,

" Old Dora would have sympathised ;

"Twas Peace that killed her and I 'rn not surprised.'

And how commend her? for she used to seek

No people's ilattery, no vulgar pars. ;

We did not see her picture jiveek by week,
With notes about her war-work at bazaars ;

This be the praise no caviller can rob,
" She wore no chevrons, but she did her job."

A. P. H.
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THE RIVER SEASON.

FRITZ. "THEY TOLD ME TO CEOSS THE MARNE, AND I 'YE DONE IT BOTH WAYS.
NOW WHEEE'S THIS AISNE THEY TALK ABOUT?"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, July 29//(. The more strait-

laci d Peers were a little shocked at the

spectacle of Lord LANSDOWNK, hitherto

regarded by thorn as a pattern of pro-

priety, introducing a Bill to re-establish

lotteries. It seems that the Eed Cross

Society bin lately come into the posses-
sion of some three thousand pearl.
sented by a multitude of distinguished
donors, and of a solitary pig, the gift

of an allotment-holder to Her Majisty
the QUEEN (his Lordship, despite a re-

cent experience, still persists in putting

pearls before swine) ;
and it is assured

that the only effective way of turning
these treasures into cash is to

raffle them. But that, though
it is done every day, is illegal.

Hence the Bill, which received

a Second Reading, despite an
animated protest from His
Grace of CANTERBURY. But I

tremble for its fate if it ever

reaches the other House. As
Hon. Secretary of the Auti

Gambling League Mr. Hocc;*
will have all his bristles out.

Colonel THORNE, as a repre-

socks of which Mr. EOCH, sitting exactly
I opposite, made prominent and sympa-
\

thetic display. Almost the only passage
in his speech which evoked general ap-

proval was his tribute to the patriotic
services of his predecessor ;

and even
1 that, I fear, suggested unfavourable

comparisons.
There was very little left of the mo-

tion after Mr. SHOHTT had done with
it. For years past the House has been
so much accustome.l to seeing the

Nationalist Party kowtowed to by
statesmen on both sides that it was
almost as much delighted as surprised
to hear the new CIIIKF SKCRKTAUY an
avowed and unrepentant Home Ruler

sentative gas-worker, implored
the Ministry of Munitions not trij

to encourage the employment
of women in retort houses ; the

work, he averred, was not suit-

able for them. But Mr. KEL-
LAWAY assured him that he was
mistaken ; under certain con-
ditions women were most suc-

cessful in retort work. As Mr.
KELLAWAY is a married man,
while the COLONEL, I gather
from Debrett, is still a gay
young bachelor, I am backing
Mr. KELLAWAY.
Not content with Mr. BONAB

LAW'S assurance that the whole ques-
j

tion of the use of motor-cars by Public '

Departments was under inquiry, Mr.
'

HOUSTON asked for an immediate pro-
hibition of the use of large cars in Lon-
don. Was there any physical reason

why a General or an Admiral could not
j

go about in a small car ? Nobody could
think of an answer to this pertinent
question.

If Mr. DILLON got a chilly reception
for his indictment of the Government
he had only himself to blame. You
can't desert the House of Commons for
three months and expect it at once to

takeyou toits bosom on your return; and
if your wooing is conducted in alternate
wails and whispers it is still less likely
;o be effective. The Nationalist leader
lad to be content with the punctual
ipplauso of his faithful followers, the
silent approval of Lord WIMKORNE in
the Peers' Gallery, and the bright green

THE OPENING ROUND.
MB. DILLON KECEIVES A SHOETI HOOK.

telling Mr. DILLON'S followers a few

plain truths about themselves. In
vain Mr. DEVLIN endeavoured by rasp-
ing interruptions to put him off his

stroke. Smiling and implacable Mr.
SHORTT rubbed in his points that they
had made no effort to turn the Home
Rule Act into a practicable measure ;

that, instead of denouncing Sinn Fein,

they had followed its lead ; that they had
attacked the Irish Executive when they
should have supported it, and by their
refusal to help recruiting had forfeited
the sympathy of the British working-
classes.

Many other speeches were made.
Sir GEORGE REID purred statesmanship,
Sir MARK SYKES scintillated, Mr. As-
QUITH temporized, and Mr. HERBERT
SAMUEL prattled of the Peace Confer-
ence. Half-a-dozen Nationalists said
ditto to their leader in various degrees
of stridency ; but when it came to the

division they were handsomely beaten.
Of the few Liberals who joined them in

the Lobby most, I fancy, voted, not
because "they loved Ireland more but
because they loved LLOYD GEORGE less.

Tuesday, July 30tli. The Lords spent
a lively couple of hours in debating its

own procedure. A recent speech of

Lord CURZON'S had suggested to Lord
RIHBLESDALE that the immemorial

right of the Peers to ask questions was
to be curtailed by D.O.R.A., and that
their historic Chamber was to become
a "controlled establishment." Lord
LONDONDERRY joined in the protest,
lie declared that the Lower House was
tending to become a subservient body

of Coalition placemen, and
then, by a process of reasoning
too subtle for anybody but an
Irishman to follow, argued that
the best way to save the Upper
House from a similar fate was
to put more Ministers into it.

Lord QUEZON disclaimed any
intention to reduce their Lord-

ships' privileges, which includ-

ed the right to put down a

question on one subject, make
a speech about another, and
wind up with a motion of

which no notice had been

given. No wonder that newly-
created Peers, fresh from the
control of the SPEAKER, felt

as if they were roaming in a

spacious park after being con-
fined to the trim alleys of a
Dutch garden. All he asked
was that when they were po-
litely requested to postpone
an inconvenient question they
should do so and not grumble
about freedom of speech

" and
all that rubbish."

In the Commons Mr. DILLON
endeavoured to raise as a question of

privilege the regulation that requires
intending travellers to Ireland to obtain
a permit from the police. Incidentally
it meant that his friend, Mr. SWIFT
MACNEILL, had been obliged to have his

photograph taken, though it is only fail-

to say that on this shocking outrage be-

ing brought to the notice of the author-
ities they had modified the order. Irish
Members were no longer required to

produce their portraits, but still had to
obtain passes before they could return
to Ireland. The SPEAKER, however,
ruled that the subject, if of importance,
should have been raised six weeks ago.
An attempt by Mr. SWIFT MACNEILL

to reduce the Secret Service Vote the

thought of that photograph was still

rankling suffered defeat; and the
House then passed all the remaining
Votes in Supply unimaginable mil-

lions in a quarter-of-an-hour.
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Nurse. "WHAT DO YOU THINK, EFFIE? THKE'S A LITTLE BABV BBOTUEB COME TO LIVE WITH YOU.'

. "WELL, HE CAX'T STAY UNLESS HE'S BROUGHT HIS COUPONS."

OLD RHYMES EE-SUNG.
Tin: ASTRONOMER'S GKEEN-SICKNESS.

On, Daddy dear, your fine career a won-
drous close has found,

For now your eyes that searched the

skies are glued upon the ground ;

No longer you contribute to the learned

magazines,
But devote yourself exclusively to grow-

ing roots and greens.

Discarding logarithms and algebraic

signs
You welcome as your masters HOOVEK,

PROTHERO and CLYNES
;

And the only sort of science to which

your fancy leans

Is the theory of MENDEL as exemplified

by greens.

At eight o'clock each morning with the

gusto of a grig
You are off to your allotment to hoe

and sow and dig,

And, with a tough endurance that I

envy, in my teens,
Seldom homing till the gloaming, you

cultivate your greens.

I met with Gaffer Blandy and he
couldn't understand

\Vhiit had made the old Professor take

to working on the land ;

" He 's the curiousest old gentleman,
and him a man of means,

To be slaving like a Trojan at his 'tatios

and his greens."

Anyhow, I know you're happier than

since the War began
With your budget of seed-packets, with

your spade and water-can
;

You never seem to hanker after aca-

demic scenes,
But you worship your potatoes and you

idolize your greens.

When HAIG and Focn have banged the

Bosch and drowned his Hymn of

Hate,
Your zeal for raising food-stuffs may

conceivably abate ;

But till the sea is rid of mines and safe

from submarines,
You '11 probably do well to stick to

growing roots and greens.

" The Kaiser watched the Kheims battle on

July 15 from the top of a tower about seventy-
five foot high." Obserrer.

"The Kaiser watched the Rheims battle on

July 15 from the top of a tower about 45 ft.

high." Wci'lili/ Dispatch.

We should like to think that this ap-

parent discrepancy was due to the fact

that the French gunners got on to it

while the ALL-HIGHEST was there.

"CUBE OF INFLTI \/V.

The medicinal value of Spirits is incontro-

vertible. There is no other medicine jnt as

good, hence the wicked mutiliaition of our

whiskey, &c., by extreme reduction (!>;,

is Vandalism gone mad." 1'rorincial l'ni>er,

The evil spirit seems to have got into

our contemporary's spelling, which is

considerably under proof.

"Canada is threatened with a telegraphists'
strike. A strike of telegraphists is threatened

in Canada." Daily 1'aper.

A little more of this and we shall l>e

reluctantly driven to the conclusion

that trouble is brewing in the Canadian

telegraph service.

"Of course the college is empty; it is the

Long Vacation. A few stray scholars at the

most can now enter here and drink the breezes

laden with perfume and hear the murmur of

the immemorial bee." Times.

This, of course, is not one of TENNYSON'S

bees (they were "
innumerable"), but ho

seems to be a noble relic of antiquity.

Provocation.

A dog bit a man at Southend,

And, when asked what the deed might

portend,
"
Though a peaceable cur,"

He replied, "I demur
When hocallsme his four-footed friend."
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IN

AT THE OPEK\.
"TiiE VALKYRIE."

the triumphal finale uf the

l>i:i:cii \:\i Opera Company's season

t!i.c brilliant orchestra and their con-

ductor once more carried ofl'the honours.

I hit Mr. UOHKHT PAKKKU, as the Wail-

Eyed One, sang nobly and with a high
seriousness. This is no easymatterwhen
one regards the humour of Wotiin's sit-

uation, compelled as he is by his wife

l'i'icl;d to uphold the sanctity of mar-

riage vows (so rudely outraged by Sieg-

niuiid), and electing to utilise for this

purpose one of his

own numorous illegi-

timate children.

It is a sadly rare

thing to find youth
and slimness and

grace of motion in a

Wagnerian heroine ;

but these qualities are

possessed by Miss
GLADYS ANCHUM, and
her Sieglinde was a

very delightful figure.
I wish I could report
that her lover, Sie;/-

muiiil, in the person of

Mr. WALTER HYDE,
conveyed a like sug-

gestion of romance, or

that Miss PERCEVAL
ALLEN'S Briinnhilde

corresponded to my
conception of a young
Amazon of the haute
ccole of mounted avia-

tion. Her sister Val-

kyrie looked more
probable, but their

united voices failed

badly in competition
with the orchestra.

'ir THOMAS BEE-
CHAM tells us that

THE INVENTOR,
IT gives us no pleasure to discourage

enthusiasm, hut it was difficult to ex-

tend a really warm welcome to the very
sanguine company promoter who called

this morning for our support.
" It 's a sure thing," he said. " A gold

mine. A bonanza.
"

Wo composed ourselves to listen.

by the wheels of heavy vehicles. Come
into Fleet Street," he said, "I'll show
you."
But we had already noticed it.

"Very well then," he said, "my idea
is to acquire these blocks, and after

extracting the precious metal from them
sell them for firing. Two sources of

supply at a blow : all the metal that the
munitioners can want ;

all the fuel for

"The country has at this moment," , shivering London when the winter
lie said, "two needs. Metal for muui- comes. Splendid! And there 's a for-
. , * * * i . . 4-

tions and fuel against a winter that

promises to he only half-wanned. You
grant that '.'

"

tune in it for us. What do you think?
"

" What about the trallic while the
blocks are being removed and after ?

"

we asked.
" I never thought of

that," he said.

ANIMALS AND
ALIENS.

THE account in Tlic

Spectator of July 27th
j

of the dog on the West-
ern Front which can

distinguish between
;

German and British

type of aeroplane has

brought us a batch of

letters recording simi-

lar instancesof animal

intelligence. Perhaps
the most remarkable
is that contributed by
Mr. Gosling, of Faken-
ham, who writes as

follows :

" I have a pet lob-

ster, which I keep in

a salt-water tank and
feed daily on mush-
rooms. When the

name of Sir GEORGE
CAVI; is mentioned in

its presence, even in

the lowest of tones, it

becomes violently agi-
tated and turns a

bright red colour, but can be at once
restored to its normal hue and serenity:fTK..'i-i _ i . i j i T . T , -i

"after three years of To"u- "NAH THEN, 'INDENBURG, SOT BO MUCH OP THIS WAR or MOVEMENT.

uphill enterprise, the fate of Opera in
|

We admitted that there was some-
London is decided to the point of its i thing in the statement.

having just turned the corner." He "Very well," he went on. "What... ^ .

has plans in contemplation for "raising would you say if I could show you at
'

'Hail.
1 higher the standard of accomplish- 1 your very door a supply of both those ! Mrs. Bunting, of Battle, Sussex,

ment in his country." With the idea
j

commodities going to waste ?
"

|

scribes a touching incident which
of meditating upon these plans, which

if I briskly ejaculate the words,
'

Daily

We murmured something

de-

touching incident which oc-

curred recently during the visit of a
'

io his designs I would recommend but
this also is unpublishable. Meanwhile

We had.
" But have you ever looked at that

are at present unpublishable, he is about "You may have observed," he re- lady who called with the view of takin
to retire from London till next Feb-jsumed, "that the main thoroughfares her house for the holidays. Directly
uary._

If I dared offer a contribution
|

of London are paved with wood? "
the stranger was shown in, Mrs.'Bunt-

ing's bull-terrier,
"
Nelson," flew at her

and was with difficulty restrained from

tearing her to pieces. It subsequently
transpired that the lady, though married
to an Englishman named Johson, was
descended on the mother's side from a

great-great-grandmother who had been
educated at a school in Dresden. Owing
to the dog's wonderful sagacity Mrs.

Bunting was fortunately saved from

I am free to add my little word to the wood with any close attention ?" he
chorus of gratitude for what he has asked. " Because if you had you would
already done to advance the cause of have noticed that the blocks are packed,
Opera in England. O. S. much' as a pudding used to be packed

Precocity.

packi
1
with plums, with scraps of iron, screws,

; bolts, nuts, washers, tyre-buttons, allA A o^,u^iLy .
I

tnnvtri ui-iu^, \\ci^iicio, L V i u-IJllllUIJS, HU
"A gniiiufathei- of seven has l*e:i i>ut in i

of which have fallen from the machinery
Grade 1 at R-.rmsgute." Daily Sketch.

j

of cars and been crushed into the wood
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M.O. (at sick pararU on the Macedonian Front). "How LONG HAVE \-..< THE BALKANS?'

Pat. "I AM NOT IN THE BALKANK, .Soil ; I AM IN TUB C'OXNKJI.UIA FUSILIERS."

committing herself to so undesirable

a tenant.

Another correspondent records the

intelligence of a parrot which, if ever a

conscientious ohjector comes within a

hundred yards of his house, cries out,

"Intern them all;" and another the

strange behaviour of a Barbary ape,
which feigns death when a copy of The

Westminster Ga.~e.tte is brought into

the room, hut salutes with a profound
reverence the names of Mr. KENNEDY
JONES or Sirs. DACRE Fox.

THE NEW SOLITAIRE.

A TKLKPIIONE commutator, which is

to be found in small signal offices like

Richard's, is very much like a solitaire

board, with plugs in place of the marbles.

Having been, before the War, a soli-

taire professional, I can never resist

making the plugs of a commutator jump
over one other.

In solitaire of course the object is to

clear a board full of marbles by jump-
ing iheni over each other and removing
each time tho obstacle that you have

negotiated.
The game is rendered more interesting

on a commutator by the fact that (so
Richard informs me) the position of the

plugs decides who shall talk to whom.

Every time a plug jumps, one of the ,

conversationalists has to start talking
to someone else, and one of them is cut

off altogether as his plug is removed,

according to the rules.

I find that Signal Officers, like

Richard and people who live at the end
j

of telephone wires, are rarely solitaire

enthusiasts. Possibly they have some
excuse.

For instance, I strolled into Richard's

signal office the other day ; I had had

a hard day's work and, finding the plugs

favourably placed, I considered the hour

ripe for a little well-merited relaxation,

so I settled down to a quiet game.
Richard, who by the way runs the

Artillery communications of his Divi-

sion, happened to be talking to a. Kite

Balloon when I made my first move.
I jumped him through to his C.O.

" Huilo, Sausage," said Richard, hear-

ing a click and missing the heavy

breathing of his friend in the balloon,
"
is that you, old bird ?

"
(Richard's

voice is unfortunately unmistakable).
He was reassured by hearing breathing

again, heavier than ever. At this mo-
ment I made another move, again with

Richard's piece. Richard continued his

conversation, this time with the General

for his audience.
" Do try and master that breathing

of yours, Sausage, old lad. As I was

saying . .

It was rather a pity for Richard that

he couldn't jump uny further at the

moment, because the General hates

explanations and doesn't know about

my solitaire. However, after a few

masterly moves I jumped over Richard

and removed him from the board, thus

probably saving him.

Richard argued about it afterwards.

I pointed out that his view was narrow,
not to say selfish. Even then he might

eventually have forgiven me, had it not

been for a further rebuff. It was during
another short conversation that he had
with the General next day.

" My communications," said the

latter,
" have lately not been all that

could be desired. I am continually

getting through to people I don't want

to talk to. What do you propose to do

about it?"
" I would suggest, Sir," said Richard,

hoping to cheat me of aiy solitaire

board,
" that you get

an exchange."
" Which Division do you recom-

mend ?
"
said the General on a note of

bitter irony.
Of course Richard at once explained

the innocence of his meaning, but, as 1

have already said, the General hates

explanations.
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ODE TO A DUTCH CHEESE.
NOT for this face ! Oh, not for such as I

Didst ripen into beauty, radiant sphere;
Rather, methinks, it is thy lot to lie

Beneath the zone of some rich profiteer,
Or haply some internment-fretted Hun
Fed to the teeth with weekly jaunts to town
And being well supplied with legal tender

Will hold thee cheap at fifteen and a bender,

And Lofthouso Parkward boar thee, beauteous one,

And there with the beakered bubbly wash thee down.

Not mine to indulge the grosser appetite,

But, being in love with beauty all my days,
I view thy shapeliness with sheer delight
And fain would crown it with a wreath of praise.

Let whoso will devour thee
;
I will keep

Unsullied by desire the soul of me,

Singing,
" O ripe round rosy one ! O redolent

Of dappled kiue and sunshine and sweet meadow
lent

A deeper charm of greenness by the deep
Delft blue of sky and zephyrless Zuyder Zee."

Not in the hives of men, but in some rare

And aromatic dairy wast thou churned,
And she that wrought thee in her aureoled hair

A smouldering lire of ruddy amber burned,

Lighting an answering flame in thy red heart;
And when they brought thee to the market-place
The wise old doppers dwelt upon thy rounded
Flanks and the skill with which thou wast com-

pounded,
Acclaiming thee a masterpiece of art,

A wonder-cheese, the pride of the Edam race.

And many sought to buy : the pro-Hun Swede
Was fain to bear thee to his Northern land ;

The blustering Teuton, mingling guile with greed,
Offered huge sums in German notes-of-hand

And threatened Schrecklichkeit should he refuse
Who owned thee. But he was a stalwart wight
And vowed that thou shouldst go to swell the

rations

Of those who fought to save the little nations,

Putting new power in honest British thews
And heartening British stomachs for the fight.

Vain hope ! Methinks the Hun will get thee yet,
Some Schweinstein guiltless of his country's Kraut

Will guzzle thee or some Home Office pet
Whose name was Schmidt before the War broke out,

Who holds up Prussia's economic ends
And " Hochs

"
the KAISER at his German club,

Will wolf thee down with Kalbsfleisch tmd Kar-
toffel,

With Plockwurst oder Wienerwurst (nee offal),

Thanking his stars and influential friends
For life and liberty and lots of grub.

What matter, so one patriot eye has seen,
One patriot bosom leaped to thy allure ?

Thou canst not, but thy memory shall grow green
Shrined in the living verses that endure

;

So, though men swallow thee, thou shalt not die,
But unborn generations, sitting near
The Winter fire, a prey to hopeless titters
At Mr. Punch's peerless brisket-splitters,

Will read of thee and pause ; then, with a sigh" There was a cheese ; we shall not know its peer."
ALGOL.

"LITLE FILL."
AT intervals of five or six years a new Minister of Educa-

tion arises and resolves that education shall at last bo placed
upon a permanent basis. One of these efforts has, as I

understand, been made quite recently by Mr. FISHER, and
we are allowed to hope for wonderful things from the

provisions of the new Act. I hope with the rest, but I

have seen so many efforts made in this direction and have
seen so many promises only half fulfilled that I hope with
an enthusiasm which is perhaps more reasonable than the

sanguine hopes of earnest men and women who keep the

lamp of idealism alive in our midst. One thing I am sure
these idealists will not be able to do: they will not succeed
in reducing the spelling of the English language in our

elementary schools to a dead level of conformity. Indeed,
I am sure that our public schools, if they were examined
in spelling, would show considerable variations from the
normal. For my own part I trust that, in spite of

Mr. FISHER, such examples of picturesque spelling as that
which 1 am about to submit to Mr. Punch's readers will

not be rendered utterly impossible. There is about this
MS. a wild lawlessness which is extremely attractive.

Mrs. Bliss, the writer, is a charwoman. She is incorrect in

her spelling to a point that one would have thought almost

impossible, for she gives herself great trouble to produce
the most amazing results. The " Litle fill

"
to whom she

refers is her grandson, Philip, and the "Conadunt" how
felicitous is this wonderful word ! is the Commandant at

the military hospital for which her services have been

engaged. Here, then, is the letter, which Mrs. Bliss wrote
to a lady of my acquaintance.

" DEAR MRS. , Just a line hoping this will find you
in the Best of health I am sending to Let you know that
Litle fill h*ve been veary Bad and he have been sufing
from 5 Conplants wich he as hade the Dachter Eveary
day fore this theree week Friday and 1 have not knawn
what It have been to tacke of my Close fore theer week
and have not to bed night are day but thank god he has
ternd fore the Best And I have hade a Letter from the
Conadunt to ask me when I was coming Back But the
Dachter told me that I culd not think of liveing him fore

a naugere week till he was a Little Stranger But I

hope nest week fore sertem 1 shall be back to work and

pleased to get back thats if thay keep my place aupen fore

me hopen and trusting thay will fore my sake hope
Miss and all the famly are quite well and allso your
salf dear Mrs. I hoping you will not be afend at me
write-ing to you but have you eny Little thing you culd
send him as 1 shuld be veary thankfull with It as times
are know evearythink being so Dear hoping you will Drap
me a line as I shall be veary pleased to hear how you are
all gawing on. "I am yours sincly "Mns. BLISS."

"It is understood that the Attorney-General, Sir F. E. Smith, has
been offered by the Lord Chancellor the post of Lord of Appeal in

Ordinary, vacant on account of the death of Lord Parker. The
holder becomes a life peer, and enjoys a salary of ,000 per annum."

Liverpool Echo.

But it is only fair to the ATTORNEY-GENERAL to say that his
refusal of the post was not based on considerations of salary.

Letter received by a discharged soldier :

" The Minister of Pensions . . . has decided to continue your pen-
sion (conditionally) at the rate of 22/9 a week from 31/7/18 to 28/1/19 I

then 19/6 a week from 29/1/19 for life, at the expiration of which you
will again be medically examined with a view to the consideration of

your claim to further pension."

And yet Mr. HOGGE complains that the Ministry of Pen-
sions is not sufficiently generous.
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Alarming Aunt. "WELL, HAVE YOU FOUND ANY WAR-WORK YET?" Kiece.

Alarming Aunt. "WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?" A'lVrc.

"K NOT EXACTLY. B BUT I'VE MADE A STABT.'

WELL, I I'VE c CUT MY H.uii on-V

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is really becoming almost impossible to say anything
fresh about a war-book. Qiwt scriptores tot sententia is

about the only verdict, since it of course remains true that !

every fresh volume does provide its fresh angle of vision.

Conspicuously is this the case with one that I have just been
j

reading, Three Anzacs in the War (SKEFFINGTON), in which

Lieut. EUSTACE A. DUNN has described the experiences of

an Australian from the moment of joining up to that which

sees him returning on six months' sick-leave after a wound,
I found the recital very attractive for several reasons,

amongst them being the care-free unforced style of the

writing and a certain very unfamiliar candour in the matter

of place names (even permitting the inclusion of that well-

worn Tommy jest about going to eat apples). Lieut. DUNN
takes his heroes through every kind of experience, nor is

that cheery pen of his always particularly squeamish about

shaking his readers' nerves. He has obviously no use for

the dressed-up version of war's horror. On the whole, for

those who are not satiated with war-writing, and especially
for any having associations with the Australian forces, I

can cordially recommend this engaging account of their

outlook and adventures. I should add that, though his

book was primarily intended, I suppose, for the Antipodean
reader, the author finds life on the Western front only one

of a number of strange experiences others being Cambridge
in June, or a Queen's Hall concert during an air-raid.

Mrs. VICTOR RICHARD has chosen a sad title for her novel, ;

The Fire of Green Boughs (DUCKWORTH). By this fire she

typifies' the creeping destruction that is consuming the

voung life of the world. Elsewhere she repeats the same
Idea :

" We have been thinned out . . . not the tares but

the wheat has been dragged from the earth." Rather

strangely, however, the motive thus stated plays actually
but a small part in the story ; only one life, the intensely

tragic but shadowy figure of Archie, is shown in the barn-

ing ; for the rest we get a well-written but not strikingly

original story of London in war-time, varied with a single

dramatic episode in an adventure of the heroine on the coast

of Ireland. Sylvia had gone to Ballinadree because she was

poor and superfluous, and the other characters in the book

hardly knew what to do with her. And into the lonely

house and her life of exile there staggered one stormy

night the half-drowned officer of a wrecked U-boat. Hard
case problem what should S. do? Her solution (which I

do not propose to reveal) leads to a peck of trouble for all

concerned, and effectually pulls the story out of a slight

danger of stagnation which was just becoming apparent.
Mrs. RICHARD has a considerable sense of character ; her

people, even when they are dull, are alive and capable of

being roused. I liked especially the whole conception of

Sylvia, who is a refreshing change from the super-perfection
of most heroines ; a girl who begins by stealing jewels from

her dead aunt is at least above suspicion of conventionality.

But perhaps I was prejudiced by my delight at her quota-

tion of an exquisite and too little appreciated poem that has

long been a favourite of my own. After that, Syhia might
have murdered her aunt before robbing her, and been

assured of my forgiveness.
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Winged Warfare (HoDDEH AND STOUGHTON) is a thrilling

account of the many air-fights that Major BISHOP, V.C.,

D.S.O., M.C., has had with the Huns, and to a mere earth-

lubber like myself it is a marvel that he should still be alive

to toll the tale. In the first instance he came from Canada
with a cavalry detachment of the Second Canadian Division,

and the Flanders mud, which has done us so many bad

turns, has, at any rate, to its credit the fact that it gave us

one mighty flier.
"
Ordinary mud," the Major writes,

"
is

bad enough when you have to make your home in it, but

the particular brand of mud that infests a cavalry camp has

a meanness all its own." So he made up his mind to get
out of it into the air. When he left France he had forty-

seven victories to his credit, and you must read of them to

understand what such a record means. I like particularly
the way in which he grieves over himself when ho has missed

what in his opinion was an opportunity to bring down a Hun.

Apart from the adventures we have here a considerable

amount of advice on flying in general and on the particular

necessity for practice in shooting. Major BISHOP'S book
breathes a fine courage,
and it is written with a

determined effort to be

as modest as the truth

would permit.

Besuscitated Pha-
raohs are no new thing
in fiction, but in A King
in Babylon (HuTCHiN-
SON) Mr. BURTON E.
STEVENSON has handled
the theme in a con-

vincingly original man-
ner. We may believe

that'SEKEXYEN RK and
his " Christian Slave

"

the anachronism is

HENLEY'S, not Mr.
STEVENSON'S were

really reincarnated in

the persons of Jimmi/
Allan, moving-picture
actor, and his leading

lady, or we may ascribe
'USBASD 'EHE AIN'T 'AEF ANGBY, DEARIE."

possibly, indeed, there already exists upon the Transatlantic

stage a theatrical version of the escapades of these singu-

larly theatrical characters. If not, Mr. P. G. WoDEHOUBB
should certainly rectify the omission at the earliest possible
moment. So much I can tell you off-hand, but as for

relating the plot well, have you ever tried to recount the

complications of American crook- farce to even the most

sympathetic listener without regretting the venture? Picca-

dilly Jim is precisely that sort of story. The scene being
laid in New York, the dialogue is naturally written in

Freedom's tongue, as this medium is understood in the less

realistic style of dramatic entertainment. Of the cast

there are (to name but a few) a sporting young lead in the
title role, who, being on the " other side

"
under an assumed

name, conspires with the principal girl to pretend to be
himself. And so when his father, who was pretending to

be his own butler, recognized him as Jim, of course the girl

thought what I mean is, when the thief who was pre-

tending to be Lord Wisbeacli saw Jerry pretending to be him-

self, of course he couldn't give him away, so he stole the explo-
sive; and after all, when
the dog bit him and he

dropped it, it didn't ex-

plode. And there you
are! I haveanideathat,
if played very quickly
by persons in the visi-

ble flesh, this intrigue
would have a better

chance than in the de-

laying fetters of type
Still, now I have ex-

plained it all so clearly

you can form your own
conclusions.

The word "nomad,"
in LadyJEPHSON 'shook
of memoirs, Notes of a
Nomad (HUTCHINSON),
seems to be used with

uncommonly little re-

ference to that simple
pastoral life of a wan-
dering shepherd which

the whole affair to excessive emotionalism begotten of I my dictionary, at any rate, used to associate with it. Per-
the Egyptian climate and a highly exciting scenario. The haps she is thinking of the high altitudes where shepherdsauthor is cleverly nebulous, commits no material assaults may be supposed to lead their flocks, for certainly the
o.n our credulity, and at the same time avoids an excess

'

atmosphere of her book is that rare ether where royalties
of mysticism. Naturally he must pay the penalty of mostly minor mingle in small mostly very small-
steering this non-committal course and face as best he talk with other persons of pedigree. Ordinary mortals
may the dilemma of disposing of the afflicted pair. Even could hardly be expected to breathe in so rarefied a
allowing for the difficulty of. ending all mystery stories heaven. To be included in the Olympus of her paes'isMoot he said that he tackles the problem in a manner

!
in itself a kind of deification, for a more liberal largesse of

:s justice to the rest of the story. By sending adjectival appreciation can rarely have been lavished on
Hie young people oft to a neighbouring oasis with a sub- any writer's fortunate friends. In just compensation they

Jtinuo of camel-drivers, but with no money and
|

will have to endure, in reading a volume which the general
apparently no object, he gets rid of them, it is true; but public will probably decide to leave to them alone, a goodthat can be said of it. Ami the cheerful incuri- ! many trite quotations and reiterated favourite expressions,

y with which their friends wave them farewell is a little
\

not to speak of other minor sourees of irritation. All the
wallow. Mr. BtBrVTWiOT might at least have sent

'

same, squeezed in among much dreariness, they may find a
i to lend some colour to their failure to reappear i few quite vivid sketches of places as opposed to personages,

iiepheard s Hotel when the charms of the oasis had and of events as contrasted with occasions. Lady JKPHSON
o pall. On the whole, however, the story is an ox- has travelled and lingered, sketching, in places as far apart as

mt one, though one is jarred by a few minor lapses, such ! French Canada, where she was horn, and Corfu
;
in Burgos

.on of a chimpanzee into an Egyptian ruin,
j

and in Cowes; has been honoured as a guest at a Turkish
, f ... wedding and detained as a prisoner at a German spa; and at

ry about Piccadilly Jim (.JENKINS) is that if ever times she ceases from her hobby of collecting acquaintances
pry was really a play disguised, this is that tale. Quite | among the nearly great and tells us what she saw.
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CHARIVARIA.
"TnK enemy," says the Cologne Gaz-

ette,
"

is still reeling from our ban

strokes." And now Prince Krri 1:1:111 r

has just dealt us another heavy Mow in

the fist with his eye.

The PREMIER'S Welsh terrier, on his

return to Downing Street, was over-

joyed
to find that Mr. LLOYD GKOKI.I:

had not, as lie had feared, been snatched

up by some souvenir-hunter while his

owner's hack was turned.

At Pwllholi Bay mackerel
have been selling at seventeen

for a shilling. It is quite in

order, therefore, to tell your
profiteering fishmonger to go
to Pwllheli.

" Our lowest ambition should

be a life of ninety years," says
Dr. T. BODLEY SCOTT. As a

rule it is only expectant rela-

tives who refer to it in just
that way. ... ...

" At the National Cathedral
of St. Patrick," says The Irish

Tuiii'n, "there were large con-

gregations at all services. The
music was of a lofty character."

Not the trashy rag-time stuff

one so often hears in cathedrals.

A Kingston woman with

twenty children has been fined

ten shillings for not sending
them to school. It does not

seem to have occurred to the

Court that she might reason-

ably have expected that the

school should he sent to the

children. ... ...

It is wrong to say that the

Germans lose their heads in an

emergency. During the railway acci-

dent at Limdsbcrg, Prussia, crowds

attempted to rob the dead and dying.
* #
*

cabbage that size it would have been
a radish.

Small green apples, says a coriicn:-

porin-y, arc pnning popular. A buy
correspondent, how ; res us to

say that he IDI a littlo inside informa-
tion to the contrary.

Since the assassination of Field-Mar-
shal vox EICHIIOKN at Kicff it appears
that thoKAisuit has intimated that Rus-

sia must cease these petty annoyances.

"
Germany," says the 'orre-

RW U-;A\T,

'. I: \.M.('.(T.), sat in

his p. t'
:,illy collapsible chair in

his completely collapsihl n tared

his d. i shoulders, sot tied his

at of tin firmly on his head, gave
a hitch to his magnum - hoiiimi field

boots and proceeded to draft his appli-
cation .for leave.

To apply for ordinary leave was use-
* njoyed two days at the

ling of his service, before embark-
iiid that was only three years ago.

As for "urgent affaire, everybody knew
that ho had made a comfort-
able pile years ago. There was
"the troubled state of Ireland";

but, alas, he was not an Irish-

man. The death of a " favourite

dog" had been used by others
too often.

At last he hit on it:
" Lieut.

Wooster boga to apply for

special leave on the occasion
of the birth of two or three

grandchildren."

"HEIIE, LISTEN TO THIS. IT SAYS THE GOV'.MEXT HAVE BOUGHT
UP ALL I III - n:vwHEIil:ir.S TO MAKE JAM FOR THE TROOPS."

" Go ON, GEORGE ! How CAN THEY MAKE PLUM-AND-APPLE OUT
O' STIUWBEBRIES?"

spondent of the Press Association," with

all her weight poised for a plunge for-

ward, has been grappled with in mid-

air and slowly but inevitably forced

Since a sunbird has been stolen from back olT her balance. Nothing ap-
tho Zoo we understand that Mr. POCOCK proaching this feat has happened be-

contemplates putting an extra padlock fore." Except perhaps in the annals

on the lions' den.

Five centenarians have died in Great
Britain during one week. A dear old

lady is of the opinion that it must be

of ju-jitsu.
*

In view of the fact that some people
have complained of losing their purses
on the Tubes, it is proposed to put up a

a very unhealthy profession because we
j

notice at the entrance of the stations,

rarely hear of centenarians unless they
are dying. ... ...

"V
A I A dd allotment-holder has grown

a cabbage measuring forty-two inches
in circumference. A jealous rival was
heard to say that if he had grown a

No Pickpockets Admitted.''

Wo learn that a conscientious ob-

jector at Dartmouth had a very exciting
adventure recently. It seems that he

was mistaken for a man by a young
lady typist.

"
Working MUM Lost, bctwi

urdayand Sunday, 5; finder suitably
rewarded." Provincial Paper.

Havingregard to the timeof the

disappearance wo ha/ard the

suggestion that the local public-
houses should be dragged.

" Pte. E. ran in the 100 yards
and 440 races at the Brigade Sports
and carried off the premier honours
in each case, after a tight finish.

He has now been recommended for

a commission." Sportsman.

We don't wonder. Not many
men can win 441 races in one

clay.

"In spite of all the trcmcudoii*

events which have happened since,

one carries vividly in the memory
this day four years ago. It was a

Sunday."
Kivning Standard, August 3rd.

It happens to have been a Monday, but

what is the use of a vivid memory if

it is to be trammelled with unimportant
little details like that?

T1IH VOICE OF THE RIVERS.

'TWAS the voice of the Manie
That began it with " Garn I

Full speed, Frit/, a-starn !

''

Then the Ourcq and the Crise

Sang,
" Move on, if you please."

The Ardre and the Vesle

Took up the glad tale,

And cried to the Aisne,
" Wash out the Hun stain."

So all the way back from the Marne
the French rivers

1 lave given the Bosches in turn the

cold shivers.
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RATS.
" Do any of you fellows happen to

know a good way to get rid of rats?"

1 asked. "The huts in our camp are

simply full of them ; life 's absolutely
not worth living there."

" We haven't got any here," said my
host.

" But you 're only five minutes' walk

from us," I said. "It sounds in-

oredible."
" Nevertheless the fact remains," said

he. " I was overrun with them too a

month ago, and to get rid of them
offered a stick of chewing-gum for

every tail. I was nearly broke in a

week."

"Talking about chewing-gum," I

said,
" do you know a couple of old

reprobates called Ah Sin and Dam
Li, who

" I should think I do," interrupted

my host ;

"
they got about a thousand

sticks apiece."
" I thought they wouldn't be far

away if there was any chewing-gum
going," I murmured.

Later on I sought out these two gen-
tlemen to try to discover how they had
earned it.

"
Lats," said Dam Li, "him velly

hungly. You give um good dinner,
catch um plenty much."

"
They 're eating me out of house

and home already," I replied.
" Look

here," I went on, "if I give you two
fellows a stick of '

Wrigley's
'

for every
tail will you get rid of them for me?"
Ah Sin and Dam Li looked much

hurt at such a mercenary suggestion.
" China boy no wantee plesent," said

Ah Sin reproachfully.
"
'Sides, him

gottee plenty too much chewing-gum
allee longa now. No wantee chewing-
gum."
However it appeared that they were

willing to do their rat-catching for love,
and the next afternoon they arrived at

my camp and set to work.
" You givee China boy big ballel,"

said Ah Sin.

"Cut um top off," interpolated Dam
Li, producing a roll of stiff parchment
from a capacious pocket.
The barrel was procured and Ah Sin

proceeded to pour water into it, while
Dam Li came over to me.
"You givee China boy one blick,"

said he.
" What on earth do you want a brick

for?" I asked.

"China boy puttee blick in watee for
lat to sit," replied Dam Li.

Having got his brick and put it in
the bottom of the barrel, Dam Li then
spread his parchment all over the open
top and tied it down firmly." How do you expect the rats to be

able to go and sit on the brick if you
tie that stuff over the top ?

"
I asked.

" Him sittee on blick plenty latee

four, five days," said Ah Sin.
" To-mollow, him sittee on paper,"

said Dam Li. " You giveo plenty good
dinnee, allee same blead and cheese

velly good lations."

At first I demurred, but in the end I

agreed to let them have their way, and
the two Chinamen departed with a

promise to come again the next after-

noon to see how things were going.
On their arrival we all went to the

barrel against whose side there now
lay a sloping plank for the rats to get

up by.
Ah Sin inspected the barrel from

afar.
" Him velly beauty ballel," ho an-

nounced. " Lats eatum allee lations."
" Give um meat, biscuits, allee same

officee's dinner," said Dam Li, turning
an excited eye towards me and clapping
his hands together in anticipation of

joys to come.
What these joys were did not appeal-

till three days later, when, their pre-

parations complete, Ah Sin and Dam Li

carefully cut a large cross in the parch-
ment cover of the barrel.

" What 's that for ?
"
I asked.

"
Lat, him comee up allee same for

dinner an' fall allee long into watee,"

explained Dam Li.

"Then him deep on blick," said Ah
Sin darkly.

" Then 'nother lat gettee down in

watee an' go to blick allee same as

first," said Dam Li with a far-away
look in his eyes.
Ah Sin's eyes were by now positively

sparkling.
" Then um fight," he shouted.
" Then allee lats in countly hear him

scleam, an' lun plenty too much quick
to fight allee same as firs' lats," went
on Dam Li in a frenzy of delight.

" Then there plenty big low," resumed
Ah Sin.

"An' to-mollow me dlessee tin hat
allee same Blitish soldiee man," pro-

phesied Dam Li.
" An' me dlessee beauty kilt allee

same Scotchee man," vaunted Ah Sin.

I couldn't get the kilt, but he allowed
himself to he content with a couple of

pair of " tlousees."

Dam Li got his tin hat.

LORD LANSDOWNE'S LETTER : There

spake PETTY and not FITZMAURICE.

"After becoming a howling wilderness, a
gentleman came forward and gave 1 per
week for the keeping of the park in order."

ScotcJi 1'apcr.

Very sporting of him, after such a

painful transformation.

LYRICAL DOPE.
[Wo learn from a paragraph in an evening

paper that poetry ia a stimulus to women in

war-time.]

WHEN the Armageddon diet

Makes Priscilla feel unquiet,
She prescribes herself (from POPE)
An acidulated trope.

When the lard-hunt ruffles Rose
WORDSWORTH lulls her to repose,
While a snippet from the " Swan"
Stops the jam-yearn of Yvonne.

Digging in her garden, Doris
Cantillates the Odes of HORACE;
Strap-hung on a Streatham tram,

Georgiana chants KHAYYAM.

Phyllis, when she can't get sweets,

Sips the honeyed strains of KEATS ;

And when Gladys gasps for ices

MATTHEW ARNOLD'S muse suffices.

When the man-slump makes her fretty
Susie takes to D. EOSSETTI,

Though her sister Arabella

Eather fancies WILCOX (ELLA).

When the lady Jones who chars
Ventilates her views on Mars,
SHELLEY (known to her as PERCE)
Pacifies her with his verse.

When the milk-wench on our circuit

Yodels till her tonsils shirk it,

BURNS (whom she delights to quote)
Like a gargle soothes her throat.

When Evangelina swoons
At the sound of the maroons,
Mrs. HEMANS comes in handy
As a substitute for brandy.

And when Auntie heard by chance
That the Curate was in France,
BROWNING'S enigmatic lyrics

Helped to save her from hysterics.

"House to Let for August and September,
with or without attendance ; splendid scenery
in view of the outer Isle of Skye ; egg and
rum." Provincial Paper.

In these days it sounds almost too good
to be true, but we are assured, upon
making inquiry in the neighbourhood,
that the supply of both Egg and Eum
is practically inexhaustible.

" LAW. Wanted, Cashier, Book-keeper, and
Costs Clerk for West end Solicitor's office ;

must be able to draw cash without super-
vision." Law Times.

W7e think of applying for this post.

" This great offer is made to introduce the
famous Pen to Church Times readers

;

over 100,000 have now been sold."

From an Advt. in " Church Times."

Well, the others can't say they haven't
had fair warning.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LXXV.

MY DEAR CHARLES, The other day
I was sitting in the foyer of the hotel,

talking to a spy and smoking one of his

cigars .... Yes, my clear boy, a real

spy and a real cigar. Does this take

your breath away, unnerve you a little '.'

Very good ; we will go slow.

This was once a beautiful innocent

little country, with cows yodelling at

each other play fully, large honest moun-
tains bathing their feet in nice clean

soul ask one a word about anything.
There was one really thrilling moment,
I must confess ;

a matter of bedroom

doors, corridors, two men pitting their

wits against each other a grim silent

struggle. About 7.30 P.M. on a Satur-

day evening I found myself in my
bedroom, contemplating a bath before

dinner. The bathroom was full, so I

bad the more time to contemplate.

Peering casually round the door of my
room vou may conceive my horror at

catching sight of a man of German ex-

traction, indeed official position, looking

lakes, and pure wholesome milk nest-
'

round his door at the other end of the

ling snugly in its tin. Now the whole
;

corridor looking at me, -but ceasing to

place is a mass of spies ; you never saw I do so and withdrawing hurriedly the

anything like it in your life;

rows of people in the street

with their hats pulled down
over their eyes, spying away
day and night and overtime

on Sundays. And so it came
about that I, dropped into this

country by chance, have at last i

found myself chatting with a

spy about one tiling and

another.

He was spying on me and I

was spying on him out of com-
mon politeness. It was satis-

fying to my pride to be spied
j

upon at last. I have been in

this sordid place for six months
now, wearing an important
look and waiting to be accosted

by strangers (fair strangers

hoped for) and never a soul has
evinced the slightest interest

j

in me, save Artful Annie, the
Turkish Patrol. But I suspect
that woman, Charles ;

I have

always distrusted her, and now
am sure that she is not a spy at

all. Carried away by the atmo

NATURAL AID TO HEAT-SAVING.
USE A MAGXIFYING-GLASS AXD HARNESS THE SCN'B

GRILL YOUB MID-DAY MEAL.

sphere of the place, she is just trying ! moment I looked at him. I determined
to make-believe

; she is pretending that to develop the affair; you know how
her being here for her health is all a

t

one's instincts tell one when there is

pretence. Besides, her boots squeak. ! something afoot. I withdrew my head,
When she smiled at me the knowing ;

waited a little and then had another
smile, practised to perfection during I look. There lie was again looking at

fifty years, I determined to test her. I
j
my door. There was no doubt about

followed her to the reading-room and, j it, he was looking at me ;
I was looking

taking up a paper at random, sat and
'

at him
; we were looking at each other,

j

watched her round the corner of it. I I left my door slightly ajar and waited,
very soon discovered that she too had listening.
taken up a paper at random and was

|

All was still. Then I heard the
sitting watching me round the corner

|

bathroom door open and the occupant
of it. What gave her away, as not come out with a noisy joviality entirely
being really in the profession, was the I in contrast to our stealthy proceedings,
fact that she was holding the paper I had forgotten about the bath ; but
upside down. I recognised this as the i this reminded me that it would now be
act of one not in the business, because consistent with perfect innocence and
when I got tired of watching her watch- uprightness to saunter casually forth,
ing me and settled down to read my

|

a move so cunning in its sheer
own paper I discovered that this too plicity that it was more than lik<

getting to the bathroom first. What
with this and Artful Annie being ejected
from the hotel for not paying her bill,

you can imagine I was just about fed

up, when at last I was offered a real

cigar by a real spy.
How do you tell a spy when you see

one ? By your //;Y. Very few persons
have the gift, the peculiar instinct, but
so far I have not yet met anybody who
was not one of the very few. It is the
undefinable something, the extraordi-

narily undefinable something which tells

you that a man or a woman is up to no

good. There is only one forYn of no-good
in war time, and that is spying. A man
may attract your suspicion by being

reluctant to rill up his hotel

bulletin, pretending that he
wants his dinner and is sick to

death of filling in forms. A
woman may blush uncomfort-

ably under long relentless scru-

tiny, or your suspicions of a
neutral may be aroused by his

nodding to a Militaerischcr-

unddiplouiatischeroffizieran-
'j'

j
derspitzedcsamtesfuermilitaer-

iscfieundhandclsfraf/en ; a sure

sign, since no man would do
that unless he was bribed to.

Or, lastly, it may just be that

you have the inhuman gift of

telling a spy without any signs
at all. It is generally that way.
Any old how, this fellow of

mine was a spy, and if you are

going to argue about it you are

not the patriot I have always
taken you for.

Talking to enemy agents,

you button up your coat firmly
and feel a sort of hot feeling.
Will the diabolical fellow man-

age, or will he not, to extract

was upside down.
It is depressing to know all about

everything and never have a sinister

.
to

German
doing something sinister. It did

;
I

J

discovered him running like a hare and
j

lead to my discovering the

from your breast pocket the Secret and
Confidential Draft of the Allies' Peace
terms ? You are rather afraid he will.

Incidentally you are rather annoyed
with yourself, in your curiosity to know
what these terms might be, for having
omitted to have a look in your own
breast-pocket yourself. That however
is by the way. Is he going to worm
your secrets out of you, or isn't he?
You determine not to give yourself

away ; but sooner or later you have to

unbutton that coat in order to assure

yourself, and button it up again slightly
more firmly. You then feel relieved

but hurt to find there is no Secret

Draft there after all.

We had got into one of those chance

positions in which you have got to

say something to a man. When I had
found there was nothing in my breast-

pocket I fixed my eye on his. One
must conform to the fashionable habits,
must one not? As I looked at it it
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hulked ;
an<i tlio more I looked and i;

bulged the more uneasy lie l)ocamc.

Finully lie gave in ; put his hand inside

liis ve-.i I""
1

' el and fetched out a eigar-

Not a very good spy, perhaps ; not a

VITV good cigar. l!u' not had for a

start. There \v:is 1 talking to a spy ; I

was spying on liini and out of common

politeness b WOT spying on me. I'K ,t 1 1

of us were saving what we, really

thought, in order to deceive the other

fellow into thinking we were not really

thinking what- we said. Moth of us

knew we were. 1'nder what, words
did all this pass? In the excitement

of the moment it is hard to remember.

Something alxmt the weather, I fancy.
Yours over, 1 1 I:\KV.

Till'. FOOD OF FANCY.
Tin-: r\Tunrnr I'OF.T rro His F\MH,Y.

Tnoriin I''ood-Controllers inculcate

Kestraint in all tilings edible,

The hard, unbound by price or weight,
Sees on his daily dinner-plate
Comestibles incredible.

A fowl wo can't all'ord, but you
Won't grumble over lost riches

;

On Ariel's wing let us pursue
Across the sands of Timbnctoo
A flight of juicy ostriches.

Remote and visionary seem
The cutlet, chop and yiyot, dears

;

But while the Congo jungles teem
With plump okiipi we can dream
That there a-hunting we go, dears.

Although our hopes of veal are naught,
Or tantamount to vanity,

Yet on the coast: of lladramaut
The sea-calf swims, and them in

thought
We'll revel on roast manatee.

Though I in slings and hows am weak
And but a third-class shot am I,

Now beef is dear wo often speak
Of journeying to Mozambique
To feast on hippopotami.

If thence our road for many a mile

Through virgin forest wo lop hard,
We '11 tap the sources of the Nile

And every night our table pile
With sirloin of camelopard.

Blithe Fancy thus provides a feast

Spiced with a genial bonhomie
;

The dusky loaf may he increased

By tasty plats of bird and beast

Consistent with economy.

BOAP

Jealous Rival. "LOOK 'ERE! MUCH MOEE OF IT AS' I'LL W1MC T11E BLOOMIN 1 STREET
\VJTH YOU !

"

TlilliHiy. "YOU'LL MAKE ME LAHF IN A MISV.TE. I 'VI: BEES KILL1K' THISfiH LIKE VOD
FOB THE LAST FOUR YEARS."

THE ENDOESING.
IT was not without some trepidation

that the War-baby approached the cage
of the teller at Cox's and tendered the

cheque over whose inscription he had

spent such pains
"
Pay to Self or

Order, Three Pounds."
With a glance at the amount and a

general summing up of our hero's tout

ensemble the teller returned the slip

'I'm, [DEAL
Ailft. in Scotch Paper.

With its aid cleanliness is not merely
next to goilline-s, it is the same thing.

with a laconic,
" You'll have to endorse

it, you know."

Why not'.' Nothing more natural.

And with a loving flourish the newly-
commissioned flying ollicer wrote Ixjlow

1

his signature,
" I heartily endorse this

cheque.
'

Ccelum non animum mutant.

Notice put up in the area of the
10th (Irish) Division, Palestine: "No

i traffic along this road by day excepting
at night."

From an otlicial summary:
"The Borne correspondent of the thinks

we may be placing too much reliance on hopes
of a revolution in Austria. Austria- Hungary
in fact is a blind alley at either end of which
stolid- (tcrinany ill ann."

A kind of double-headed Kttltur de sac.

" Llanthony, Sprint, and Snowden have been
sold for military purposes and go to Kismet-."

Ballon Kren i luj Sties.

Why not give RAMSAY MACDONALD and
r TUEVKLYAS a chance too ?
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THE INSECT PATRIOT.
ATTEND, war-workers all, to this my song,

And, charitable patriots, give ear

While I set forth his praise who midst the throng
Of labourers was not the least sincere,

Nor passed unworthy of a poet's tear

The insect (saving your gentility)
Known in our village as the lied Cross Flea.

No random strain is mine ;
I prayed the man

Wlio trained the flea to come and give his show ;

" It would,'' I said,
" bo quite a pleasant plan

For you to charge us nothing." lie said, "No ;

'E 've got our bread to earn, 'ave Romeo ;

There 's times 'o finds it 'ard too seems to fret

For 'is pore mate wot I called Juliet."

I paid him what ho asked, and oh, the mite,
The nimble Romeo, was worth it all!

lie washed his face, lie sparred in mimic fight,

He drew a quaint coach infinitely small,
lie well, he took by storm the village hall;

From Bill the poacher to the gurgling Squire,

They rocked with laughter to my heart's desire.

And I I rose and took my old cloth hat;
" No one need pay," I said, "who 's feeling bored,

But all who 've raised the roof stump up for that."

Pounds, shillings, pennies, ha'pence, in they poured ;

Still Romeo performed, still people roared ;

But ah ! methinks we pressed too close to see

And roused the dormant savage in the flea.

He sprang on whom he deemed a likely prey
On Bill

;
and that inept and thankless lout,

Who must have harboured dozens in his day
At the first puncture William gave a shout
And with one swipe the little life crushed out.

O cruel fate! to labour half the night
And then be killed for natural appetite.

Judge him not harshly; in his trainer's phrase,
"That hinsec" were a patriot must 'a' been,

For never in 'is 'ole performin' days
'Avo 1 known Romeo wash 'isself so clean,
Nor 'aul 'is coach so quick as wot you seen.

An' now 'e 's done in, 'coz for once he thought
'E 'J draw 'is rations where 'e didn't ought."

WITH THE AUXILIARY PATROL.
THE SILENT MENACE.

No one knows where the Silent Menace came from
or why he chose our trawler for his abode. He walked
aboard one morning in a casual manner as wo were casting
off from the quay-side and has stayed with us ever since.

My own opinion is that the pleasures of life ashore had
palled for him and he desired solitude and the untainted
sea. None of us understands him in the least, and his
nature is not of the sort that easily awakens affection,
but I think we should all miss him if ever be were to
desert us.

He is, we think, a dog. As he is obviously not a cat
or any known kind of rabbit, and as the third hand, who is

an authority on all matters connected with the Turf and
once won a bet, declares that he is not a race-horse, ho
must, as the Second-Engineer said, be a dog or nothing.
In breed he is a cosmopolitan. In his younger days ho
must have lived a very knockabout sort of life; one ear
is sadly tattered, one eye is missing, and his tail, which

reminds one of a tallow dip that has been kept in a warm
cupboard, is attached to his person obliquely as though
stricken with a sudden paralysis in the act of wagging.
It never wags now.

His manners are unsociable and be is utterly indifferent

to all circumstances. Nothing seems to please or annoy
him ; ho is occasionally bored, that is all. If you venture
to pat him on the head he looks at you with his only re-

maining orb, as much as to say, "Please don't be idiotic,"
and edges away. You feel foolish. If he shows any par-
tiality at all it is that he prefers as a couch the duffel coat
of the Teddy Bear to any other garment aboard. The
Teddy Bear, a rotund woolly-haired deck-hand, quite obvi-

ously escaped from a nursery to join the Trawler Reserve,
has often to borrow a watch coat because his own has been

requisitioned by the Silent Menace.
When the shjp is at sea he behaves much like the rest

of us ; he takes his regular watch on deck and watch below.
He has a habit at times of running on to the bows, placing
his fore-paws on the rail and snilling the air vigorously." Smellin' for submarines," the Teddy Bear says he is.

Once and once only has the Silent Menace betrayed any
sort of feeling, and that was on the occasion of a visit from
the Inspecting Officer of Armed Trawlers and Drifters.

The Inspecting Officer, as befits one who holds a shore

billet, has dignity and wears yellow gloves. I think it was
the gloves that upset the Menace.
As the I.O. stepped aboard the Silent Monaco emerged

from behind the winch, stopped dead and then deliberately
"
pointed

"
at him. The I.O. was obviously confused, but he

mastered what must have been an overwhelming impulse
to take cover, and began to inspect. Whereupon the Silent

Menace followed him round the ship at a distance of three

feet, never once removing his intense gaze from the Inspect-
ing Officer's left ankle. It was positively uncanny. The
I.O.'s nerves were so overstrained that he forgot to register
a single complaint, a thing unknown before in the annals of

the Service. He also left one of his yellow gloves lying on
the after-hatch when ho finally left the ship. The mate
was just going to pick it up when the Silent Menace anti-

cipated him. Reaching the glove at a single bound he took
it delicately by the thumb, walked to the rail and delib-

erately dropped it overboard. Then, with an impressive
glance in the direction of the Inspection Officer's retreating

figure, he turned to the crew and solemnly winked his

solitary eye, and sauntered away in search of the Teddy
Bear's duffel.

" I tell you that dog ain't human," remarked tho skipper.
He is certainly one of those that say little and think much
a characteristic of all great British seamen.

FOR THE CHILDREN.
AT this holiday season, when their own children are enjoy

-

ng tho air of sea and country, Mr. Punch begs his kind
eaders not to forget the needs of tho children of the poor.
Tho Children's Country Holiday Fund finds hospitality
'or them in country homes, where their flagging health,
which has suffered in many cases from influenza, may he
estored. It is pitiful that any child of the town should
niss this chance for lack of help ; but subscriptions to the
Fund have fallen off during the War, while expenses have

unavoidably increased.

Mr. Punch knows of no cause that is more certain to appeal
o the hearts of his readers and he very confidently prays
,hat liberal cheques, mar'o payable to the Children's Country
loliday Fund (of which Lord ARKAN is lion. Treasurer),
may be sent to the Secretary, C.C.H.F., 18, Buckingham
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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LAST BUT NOT LEAST."

THE PLUEALIST WAR-WORKER.
I LEANED upon the garden fence, sur-

prised at the spectacle of Jenkins dig-

ging in his hack-yard.
" Are you," I asked,

"
preparing for

the interment of a household pet ?
"

llu did not condescend to answer.
"Or are you prospecting for min-

erals?" I ha/.arded; "treasure-hunting,

perhaps ?
"

" I am," he said.

The excavation of a mouldy claret-

bottle engaged his attention for a mo-
ment; but with a sideways glance he
had observed my pitying smile.

"Let me tell you," he said, digging

deeply for a pre-historic coffee-pot,
" that you are privileged to watch a

man working on behalf of four depart-
ments of His Majesty's Government

responding with a single gesture," he

continued, driving his fork into the

ground,
" to four distinct appeals to

win the War."
He exhumed what was once a kettle

and added it exultingly to his other

mineral treasures.
" Exhorted by the Director of Na-

tional Salvage," said Jenkins,
" I am

recovering what was previously dis-

carded as waste. I am conserving
national resources." And he bayonetted
a sardine-tin.

"These waste products," ho went on,
" will presently bo sold and the money

will be invested in National War Bonds.
I am therefore working for the Trea-

sury. ..."
"
Splendid !

"
I exclaimed, leaning

less heavily on the garden fence, which
seemed inclined to collapse as the hole
in the back-yard yawned deeper.

" You have not heard all," he went
on. "This stuff will be eventually
utilised as material of war. I am
therefore also working for the Ministry
of Munitions and," he proceeded, with
a certain exaltation in his voice,

" for

the Admiralty. As requested by the Con-
troller of Shipping I am saving ships

reducing the tonnage that is occupied
in the importation of new raw mater-
ials. You follow me ?"
"
Admiralty, Munitions, Treasury

working for them all, inspired by the

Director-General of National Salvage !

You are marvellous, Jenkins," I- said,

and in my excusable enthusiasm

brought down the fence.

But Jenkins, preoccupied by some
new discovery, disregarded the catas-

trophe.
" In saying that I am working simul-

taneously for four Departments," he

informed me,
" I was, in fact, under-

stating the case. You see before you
! what appears to be a useless hole, and
'

spread about it the soil I have raised.

That newly-turned soil, at the instiga-
tion of the Ministry of Food Production,
will presently be planted with potatoes.

One helps to win the War in many
ways. . . ."

" And the hole?" I asked eagerly.
"Yes, that too will help," said Jen-

kins ;

"
indeed, what has now become

|

the primary purpose of the task I am
pursuing is to prepare the foundations

|

of a pigsty which I have been per-
suaded to undertake by the new Di-

rector of Pig Production.
" It is astonishing how things work

together," he went on genially.
" The

fence you have knocked down will sup-

ply a need I did not know how to
1

provide for in erecting the sty, and I

!

have here" he produced triumphantly

j

the object with which he had been

! wrestling for the last few minutes

)

" some wire that will take its place and

.which, being rusty as well as barbed,
will discourage idlers from disturbing

j

me when it requires a clear head to

remember all the ways in which I am
| helping to win the War here in my
back-yard."

Germany's Internal Troubles.
" Admiral Von Holtzendorff, the Naval Ohii-f

of Staff, has literally thrown up the sponge."
Manchestfr iliiarilunt.

After literally eating the leek.

"THE ARCHANGEL LANDING." Times.

j

There was a rumour of something of

this kind after MODS, but this is ap-

parently official.
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Small Child (frightened hj the breakers, to her mother).
" I WON'T COME IX JUST YET

;
I 'LL WAIT TILL IT STOI-S."

LETTERS OF A BOY SCOUT.

in.

DEAR UNCLE, I know that you will

be glad to hear that your tent and the

Cuckoo Petrol are on war- work. We
are camped in an orchard to protect
the fruit and are on our honour to eat

nothing but windfalls; and Belfitt, our

petrol-leader, says he never knew calmer
weather and that the strain of this war-

watching is awful. Belfitt eats all the

windfalls himself, because lie says it is

best for young Scouts not to get the

taste for apples, and leaders have got
to make sacrifices. He has great cour-

age, for he has dreadful pains. He says
it is applenditicitis, but he sticks to his

post.
He gives us lessons in war-work in

the daytime. He has been showing us
how to throw a German cavalry horse
over when the Ulans come. He had
to practise on a donkey and he threw it

beautifully only the donkey fell on the

top of him. But Belfitt says that is be-

cause a donkey is a beast with a dense

understanding, and that a horse being
inteligent would go down different. I

do hope the Ulans' horses are very in-

teligent. We set boy-traps every even-

ing as the common boys have a habit

of coming to steal apples. One night
wo dug a lovely trap inside the orchard

ga'e and left it open. It was a hole

covered with brown paper and with a

bill to ring if anyone fell in. It hadn't

been set half-an-hour before the bell

rang and we charged the trap. It was
an old gentleman who was staying at

the farm, and he broke his spectacles
and swore something awful, and said if

this was the way Boy Scouts treated

rcspectible gentlemen who came to give
them an adress on our war aims the

Boy Scouts ought to bo in blazes. But
Boliitt said afterwards that he had al-

ways had his doubts about that old gen-
tleman, and that most likely he was a

German bent on eating up our food

supplies.
Belfitt went out disguised as a spy

in ordinary clothes and told a lot of

boys what beautiful apples there were
in this orchard. We caught two that

night besides a lot that fell into the

tar-trap we had put on the wall and
their paters would lay into them if I

know anything about paters. Belfitt

said that the best way to treat theives
was not as criminuls but as diseesed
and that we must make them sick of

apples. So we tied them to apple trees

and put apples in their mouths so they
couldn't shout and practised bornb-

throwing at them with rotten apples.
And I hit one on the nose first shot,

and Belfitt said there was hope for Eng-
land while there were Scouts like me,
and that I must get my acurate aim
from my brave uncle, and would I ask

you if you had happened to bring a

spare bugol back as a trofy from France
because the petrol needs a bugel dread-

ful badly.
Your loving Nephew, JIM.

SONGS OP INNOCENCE.
THERE was an old man of Cape Eace
Whose mind was a perfect disgrace.
He thought that CORELLI
Lived long before SHELLEY,

And imagined that WELLS was a place.

There was an old Marquis in Spain
Who had an inquisitive brain,

So he cabled to GOSSE
To send him across

His views on the art of HALL CAINE.

Not Quite "According to Cocker."
" Cockerel Spaniel Dog, black, Found.

Apply Chief Constable." Provincial I'npcr.
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YON POT AND YON KETTLE.

GERMAN GEXEUAL. "WHY THK DEVIL DON'T YOU STOP THESE AMERICANS COMING
ACROSS? THAT'S YOUR JOB."

GEHMAS ADMIRAL. "AND WHY THE DEVIL DON'T YOU STOP 'EM WHEN THEY ABE
ACROSS? THAT'S YOURS."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
/, AiK/itst 5th. Lest the Peers

sorely vexed the temperate soul of Mr.
LEIF JONES.

Tuesday, August 6th. The India Be-

should get a bit above themselves on the
j

form Report was discussed at large in

good news from France, Lord INCHCAPE both Houses. It was a pity that Mr.

thought it necessary to warn them MONTAGU could not have been at both

of the gloomy financial future that . ends of the corridor at the same time,

awaited them. Their Lordships' de- 1 The Commons were quite disarmed by
pression was deepened by Lord AfiHTON
or HYDE, who urged the Government

his account of what India had done for

the Empire during the War, in money,
to inquire into the practicability of a

j

provisions and men. If the native

levy on capital,
short time ago

Lord EJIMOTT, who a
j
really wants a vote who would grudge

was dilating on Ger-

he had expected. And as Lord CUBZON
said that the Government had not yet
made up their minds on the subject
and no legislation need be expected foi

some time, the Peers went home with
the comforting reflection that the Brit-

ish raj was good for a few years longer.
In spite of an earnest appeal by the

HOME SECRETARY to bring the law into

accordance with the facts, the House
of Commons in its wisdom threw out

by 81 votes to 77 the Bill which was

many's financial difficulties, was now,
witli fine impartiality, almost equally

eloquent about Great Britain's,

urged the importance of cut-

ting our coat according to our

cloth so soon as that cloth had
ceased to be khaki-coloured.

The Peers would have gone to

their dinners in melancholy
mood but for a few heartening
words from Lord CCRZON, who
cheerfully declared that though
we should have to spend a lot

of money after the War in re-

building a shattered world we
should find it a very good in-

vestment.
The little group of Bolshev-

ists below the Gangway in the

Commons are apparently per-
turbed by the prospect that

Bussia may be helped on to her

legs again by the Allies. Mr.
BALFOUR assured them that our
aim was to bring' about the

political and economic restora-

tion of Russia " without inter-

nal interference of any kind
"

;

but when Mr. LEES SMITH in-

vited him to translate this

proviso into an undertaking
that we would not assist any-
body to overthrow the Soviets
he turned a deaf ear rather

fortunately, since at that very
moment the Allied forces in

Archangel were engaged upon that iden-

it him? Possibly Mr. MONTAGU'S deli- to have enabled charitable societies to

cate reminder to Members who had hold raffles during the War. The hos-
served in the Peninsula that conditions

j

tile majority was, I imagine, largely
and i wj/V//; have changed since their lamented due to the compelling eloquence of Mr.

THEODORE TAYLOR. Who could

neglect the warnings of a his-

torian capable of drawing a

parallel between the diamond
necklace of MARIK ANTOINETTE
and the pearls that Sir ARTHUR
STANLEY has collected for the
Eed Cross, or doubt the sin-

cerity of a Dissenter who ex-

pressly disclaimed "the Non-
conformist Conscience and all

that sort of rot
"

? What the
Eed Cross will do now with its

pearls and incidentally its pig
remains to be seen. Per-

sonally I should brave Mr.
TAYLOR and all the other deni-

zens of Tooley Street and hold
the raffles just the same, in the
confident hope that Sir GEORGE
CAVE will continue to turn a

blind eye on such innocent

speculations.

Wednesday, August! tli. The
announcement that the House
would adjourn until October
loth a week later than had
been anticipated confirmed
Mr. PHINGLE'S hopes, or fears,
of impending Dissolution and
caused him to inquire,

" Will
the right hon. gentleman give
an undertaking that we shall

Mr. Punch. "GOING TO THE COUNTRY, SlB?"
Mr. Lloyd George. "WELL, WE'LL WAIT AND SEE.'

tical enterprise.
The long-promised debate on the

Ministry of Information was a little

disappointing. Lords BEAVERBROOK
aud NORTHCLIFFE were expected to

figure as the villains of the piece. But

blessing.
In the Lord;

official defence was postponed until

!

after Lord SYDENHAM had delivered a
Lord NORTHCLIFFE had already publicly

|

heavy indictment against the Report.
dissociate_d

himself from its deeds, whe- In his opinion Mr. MONTAGU'S visit to

Propa- India had been " a real misfortune,"
ther good or evil. As Chief

gandist in Enemy Countries he reports
j

and his so-called reforms were " a
direct to the PRIME MINISTER or the concession to a denationalized intel-
PRIME MINISTER reports direct to him.

j

ligentzia "which I take to be a peri-As for the other noble Lord he only phrasis for Mrs. BESANT and would
came to the Ministry in March, and
therefore was not responsible for most
of the crimes laid to its charge, including other returned pro-consuls took a less
the expenditure of thirty-one pounds melancholy view. Lord LAMINGTON
on alcoholic liquor by a party of pro- admitted that, having now read the
pagandists in Dublin, an incident which Report, he found it less dangerous than

departure also helped to stave off some
[

ever meet again ?" Mr. BONAR LAW is

liverish comments. Even Sir JOHN BEES beginning to acquire the "
pawkiness

"

was mollified and gave the Report his ! of the late Sir H. CAMPBELL-BANNER-
MANN. " I cannot give an undertaking

on the contrary, the that we shall all meet again," was his

reply.
Whether the PRIME MINISTER means

to go to the country in the political
sense is a secret at present unrevealed.
There was certainly no electioneering
flavour about his review of the War,
which was in the main a record of the
achievements and the sacrifices of the
British Empire by sea and land through-
out the whole of the past four years

and not specially during the period
since he became Premier. A warning
was given to the peacemongers not to

expect their efforts to succeed until the

enemy knew he was beaten. But of

phi
if carried out end in the destruction
of the Indian Civil Service. Happily
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vote-catching 1 saw no sign, and I \viis

rather surprised at tlio querulous tone

of some of Mr. SAMD i/s comments.
Fresh from America, Mr. T. P.

O'CONNOR made a clover balancing

speech, demonstrating to his own satis-

faction that the cause of the Allies was
the cause of freedom, but that Ilihenim

in'i'ilcntn could not be expected to light

for it. His elaborate compliments to

fjord RI:AIHN<; (in the Peers' gallery)
would have been more grateful to the

recipient, 1 fancy, if they bad not been

accompanied by a savage attack upon
another eminent lawyer-politician, who,

according to "men in Wall Street "-

notoriously exports in ethical problems
"
ought to have been shot or hanged

long ago."
Thursday, Ainjnst H//I. To Lord

RoiiKKT CECIL'S complaint that a

certain Question contained "implica-
tions not in accordance with facts,"

Mr. KINO indignantly replied that bo

had no implication in his mind. The
cerebral convolutions of that majestic
intellect are unmarred by a single kink.

On the adjournmentonotion the Paci-

fists made another futile attempt to

convince the House that the Germans
were ready to make an honest peace if

only our Government would listen to

them. Their principal spokesman, Mr.

A\i)i:i:soN, was well answered by Mr.

I. M. ROBERTSON, who was a Pacifist

himself until this War converted him
;

and by the FOUKKIN SKCKKTARY, who
declared that we were quite ready to

talk to Germany as soon as Germany
showed any indication of a change of

heart. Up to the present there has

been no sign of it.

The news of Sir DOUGLAS HAIG'S

advance on the Somme was ringing in

our ears when the House adjourned.

THE SEXAGENARIAN TO HIS NIECE.

" WHAT was it like when you were

young ?
"

maid with the persuasive tongue,
Whose wish is law, I '11 do my best

To satisfy your large request.

Know then that, in those far-off years,
Wo learned to read with many tears ;

For in the era mid-Victorian

TliQ methods were not Montessorian,

And, duly schooled in Line upon Line,
Wo turned with rapture to BALLANTYXE.

Boys were boys or whippersnappers,
And girls were girls (there were no

flappers) ;

They cheated at croquet and knew not

hockey
Nor said that things were "

ripping
"
or

"rocky."
The swell, the ancestor of the "

knut,"
Wore whiskers and trousers of peg-top

cut,

\

General. "Axo WHAT WEHE YOU DOING, MY MAN-, WHEN YOU STARTED THIS WAR?"

Tommy.
" 'OO SAID I 6TAIITED THI8 BLINKIN' WAn?"

And Angelina was mostly seen

In a pork-pie hat and a crinoline.

We sang of Dinah and her Yillikins

And young folk played, not bridge, but

spillikins ;

WAGNER, the great Bayreuth colossus,

In music had not begun to boss us,

For Traviata and Trovatore

Still flourished in their untarnished

glory,
And no one had ousted MENDELSSOHN
From his seat on the British musical

throne.

DICKENS and KIXGSLEY, TROLLOPE and

READE
Helped us our hours of leisure to speed.
SWINBURNE was singing, MEREDITII

writing,
BuRNE-JoNES and ROSSETTI Pre-Raph-

aeliting;
ARNOLD'S work excited no scorn,

For LYTTON STBACIIEY had yet to be

born ;

And, though we hadn't a BEGBIE or

WELLS
To ladle out "uplift" or sound our

knells,

CAHLYLK and RUSKIN with frequent

volleys
Of satire and prophecy flayed our follies.

No doubt we see our youthful days
Through a celestial golden haze,

But, though 'tis very much the fash-on

To view the" sixties "with compassion,
We didn't have so dusty a time

In good VICTORIA'S golden prime.

The Foresight of Dickens.

"I felt as though it would have been a:i :ict

of perfidy against Dora to have a natural relish

for my dinner."
"David Copperfleld" Cluipler '28.

Consolation.
" To Officers' Lonely Wives. Three charm-

ingly beautiful Pekingese, perfect companions ;

very affectionate and sweet." Times.

"General Snow has receive! K.O., B.K.C.,
M.G. and the Legion of Honour." Daily M<nl.

The Machine Gun is not much of a

decoration, hut the first two are rare

outside the legal profession ; and even

inside it not many men have received

a B.K.C., or Bar to their K.C.
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RABBIT-KEEPING BY THE B.E.F.

Officer (arriving at the Mess after Fritz has sent over a big one).
" ANY CASUALTIES, SERGEANT ?

"

Sergeant. "MUBGATBOYD AND CLABENCE HAVE GONE WEST, SlB, BUT ALGY 'ASN'T EVEN GOT A BLIGHTY."

SHAVINGS.
"Goon morning, Sir. Yes, it is showery, but we've had

a week of fine weather and we can't complain. Shave you,
Sir? Yes, Sir. You've got a pretty stiff beard, Sir, but

we'll soon reduce him to order, just as they're reducing
HiNDEXiiUKG and the other party whose name I always
forget LunENDORFF, yes, that 's the name. It 's wonderful
how we seem to he walking over him. We've got them
fixed up in that pocket, and they "11 have to do all they know
to get out of it. They tell me the CROWN PRINCE is in there

along with them, and with a bit o' luck we might swab
him up with the rest of the army. Forty thousand pris-
oners and more than four hundred guns seems a tidy haul,
hut they've got so accustomed to losing guns that it don't
seem to matter to them. Anyhow, it 's no end of a gunie
to have got 'em on the run, as you might say. They '11 be

wishing they never had got into that pocket. Razor a bit

rough ? 1 '11 strop you another and see how that does. Is

that better, Sir? Yes, Sir, thank you. Razors sometimes

go a bit sulky, and no matter what you do they won't do
themselves justice. They 're tricky things, as you might
say, but a good ra/or 's all right ninety-nine times out
of a hundred. Did you notice that gentleman who come
out of the shop as you come in? Yes, Sir, he's a regular
character, Sir. He can't hear being talked to while lie 's

being shaved. ' Shave me,' he says,
' as much as you like.

That's what I come for and that's what I pay for, but
don't talk to me when you 've got a ra/or in your hand.

It always loads to my getting a cut somewhere or other.'

There, Sir! If I haven't gone and taken a chip out o'

your chin ! It 's nothing to matter, and the bleeding '11

soon stop. Anyhow you 're not so badly oil as a man I

once shaved in London, where I served my apprentice-

ship. This man I 'm talking about was a new customer,
and ho sat down in a chair and called out, 'Shave!' in

a very husky voice. ' You seem to be sufi'eriu' from a

cold, Sir,' I says to him. 'Cold?' he says, 'I should just
think I am

;
and so would you if you 'd had your mouth

stepped on by a stonemason just as you was climbing down
out of the back end of a 'bus. That 's what lost me four

front teeth, and not being accustomed to having such a big
hole in my mouth of course I caught a cold in it, and

my lips and chin are as sore as if I 'd spent a happy
evening in span-in' with the raw 'uns.' He was a rum
customer, and I was glad to let him go without any more
accidents. Any'ow I hope the good news '11 continue. It

seems to give you a much better appetite for breakfast

to read of the Germans doing good heel and toe the same

way as they come, with Prince RUPERT to show 'em how
to do it.

I ""Thank you, Sir. Yes, Sir. Good morning, Sir."

"Detective - was in hiding on Friday night. A man armed
with a hand-barrow, upon unlocking the door and entering, was

arrested." E celling Standard.

It is understood that he will plead thut the barrow was
i not loaded.
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THE TWELFTH, 1918.

Diana. "WHAT ARK YOU DOING THERE?" Cu.pt. Jonss, V.C., D.S.O., M.C., etc. "IT'S ALL RIGHT; I'VE BEEN WAITISO FOB
THE BARRAGE TO LIFT, APTEE THAT LAST BIRD GOT UP, DOS'T YOU KNOW."

A CASE FOB INTERMENT
(Being an experience of last September
and a warning for the coming one.)

Telegram from Mrs. Prallow to

Lady Lafferty.
Have had gift of vonison do not eat

would you like it ENID PRALLOW

Telegram from Lath/ Lafferty to

Mrs. Prallow.

Many thanks for offer but would
rather not LAFFKRTY

Telegram from Mrs. Prallow to

Mrs. Minson.
Have had gift of venison do not eat

would you like it ENID PBALLOW

Telegram from Mrs. Minson to

Mrs. PralJutr.

Please don't send venison writing
MINSON

Telegram from Mrs. Prallow t-o the Rev.

Moi'daunt Ci<//tlx'rlege.

If you like venison should be so

pleased send you haunch ENID PRALLOW

Telegram from the Rev. M. Cumberlege
to Mrs. Pralunc.

Exceedingly kind of you but regret

say no one here eats it CUMHKHLEUK

Telegram from Mrs. Pralloir to her

hroiher, Richard Heron-Hill, K.C.
Have haunch of venison from Sir

Henry may I send it on to you ENID

Telegram from Richard Heron-Hill, had always understood that the Church

K.C., to Mrs. Pralloio. enjoyed these mediaeval delicacies.

God forbid DICK

Telegram from Mrs. Prallow to her sister-

Meamvhile the venison was getting

higlier and higher and Jack began to

say horrid facetious things about har-

nessing it tothelawn-mowerand getting
some work out of it, and the servants

made great play with pocket-handker-
chiefs. Then I thought of Dick, who
sets up for such a gourmet that I felt

in-low, Mrs. Presgravc [Repi;/ j

Should so like send you haunch
venison ENID

Telegram from Mrs. Presgrave to

Mrs. Prallmv.

Very sorry but one thing nobody here sure of him and wondered why I hadn'l
eats should love butter or jam if any to aske(j him sooner ; hut he was quite
spare ANNIE ra^ e There was just time for Annie,

Letter from Mrs. Prallow to her but she actually also said No. Fancy
Mother. being so dainty, and with all those

DEAREST MOTHER, A very unfor- children too! It's perfectly absurd,

tunate thing at any rate in war-time, I couldn't decently do any more as the

when there is such a shortage of food house was becoming un!>earable, and

has just happened. Sir Henry Ring- so it was buried under the vine.
_

fence sent us a haunch of venison ; and Of course it was awfully kind of

venison is to my mind not human food Sir Honry, but I think ho might have

at all, while even Jack, who, as you been as considerate as I was and have

know, devours most things, can't bear just asked me if I wanted it; although,

it. The haunch had been hanging quite of course, it would have been very

long enough before it reached us, and difficult to refuse. Jack says my letter

there was nothing for it but to find: of thanks for it was abject in its ful-

someone who liked it and pass it on. ( someness, but then Jack, as you know,

I assure you I spent three or four shil- always is so unsympathetic,

lings in telegrams, all to no purpose. What I want to know is, Who rlors

I tried Lady Lafferty first and then eat venison? because I am told by

Mrs. Minson. It was not to be won- various people that at this time of year

dered at, perhaps, that they should de- this kind of thing, followed by burial, is

cline, but 1 must confess to a feeling going on all over England.
of surprise when the Vicar said No. 1 Your loving

J
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AT THE PLAY.

"THE FREEDOM OP THE SEAS."

APOPHTHEGMS are in the theatrical

air just now. At the New Theatre it

is Chi Lung who is throwing off epi-

grams of Oriental philosophy; and here

at the Ilaymarket we have Adonimm
\\'niliicc, captain of a tramp steamer

delivering a series of tropes purporting
to bo drawn from "the Good Book."

There is a pleasant irony about this

alleged derivation, for Adonimm is a

godless rogue who has lost his certifi-

cate through drink and is now in league
with two other rogues one of them
the wireless operator to scuttle his

ship, whose cargo ho imagines to be a

bogus one, for the sake of the insurance

money.
But he is a true British rogue and in-

nocent of the other conspirators' scheme
for handing over the precious cargo to

the crew of a Hun submarine. The
clever device by which the enemy plot
was defeated I will not divulge, but

merely say that it was a great piece of

luck that secured for our Navy in mid-

ocean (where the tramp had picked up
a few relics of a torpedoed liner) the un-

rehearsed services of a perfect lady who
had been brought up as a telegraph
clerk and could read a wireless message
by ear while it was being tapped out

by somebody else.

To turn to the hero, George Smith.

Starting life as an indifferent clerk to a

solicitor, he is persuaded to believe that

only a strong and original initiative will

enable him to achieve his ambition of

marrying his employer's daughter. So
he gets a commission (I don't know how)
in the R.N.V.R., and ultimately finds

himself placed, at a moment's notice,
in charge of Adoniram's tramp, and

incidentally in control of the fates of

his late master and that gentleman's
daughter, who are on board, having
been rescued from the submarined liner.

The atmosphere is heavy with remin-
iscences of Admirable Crichton; but
Smith is not much better as a sailor

than he was as a solicitor's clerk, his
two - and - a - half -

years' experience in

opening envelopes at the Admiralty
having taught him very little about the

handling of ships. He does nothing
really nautical, and could not possibly
have carried out his own instructions to
alter the course of the tramp so as to
avoid the attentions of a submarine. At
the moment of crisis, when guns are

booming, he is safe under cover, making
love to the solicitor's daughter, whose
rather worthless hand he eventually
wins without performing a single heroic
action. To an average audience, eager
for the poetic justice of melodrama, this
is bound to be most unsatisfactory.

I ought perhaps to give him credil

for his victorious struggle with a villait

twico his size; but it was done in the

dark, and I think the result must have
been arranged.
However, we had some pretty humoui

in the dialogue and several really ex-

cellent character - sketches. Notable

among these was Stanley Bolton, a

Canadian witli a fins gift of worldly
wisdom, who induced George Smith to

strike out on a line of his own, explain-

ing to him that if you want to be a

first-class squirrel you mustn't stay on
the ground. Mr. TOM REYNOLDS played
the part most admirably.
Another entertaining study was that

AFTER THE SEA-CHANGE.
George Smith (new style), "You CAN'T GUESS

WHO I AH."

George Smith (old style). "Oil, YES, I CAN.
You 'BE MR. DENNIS EADIE."

of Jenny Wcathersbee, U.S.A. (inter-

preted with a nice sense of humour by
Miss MARION LOBNE), whose wardrobe,
on which she largely depended for

ner recognition as a lady, had been

;orpedoed.
" I was a telegraph opera-

'.or," she privily admits,
" but people

hink by my manner that I come of a
a very good family." . Mr. VINCENT
STEHNROYD was delightful in the too-
orief part of Horatio Gamp, veteran
clerk to George Smith's firm

; and as the

Dompous head of the firm Mr. HOLMAN
3LARK had the sort of part that fits

lira like a maillot.

But the outstanding figure was Adoni-
ram Wallace, and 1 cannot remember
ever to have seen Mr. SYDNEY VALEN-
TINE in better form. As for Mr. DENNIS
EADIE, I have known him more happily

suited. Probably it was my fault for

not being better acquainted with the

ways of second-rate solicitors' clerks
and amateur Naval officers, but I found
it hard to believe that he was anybody
but just Mr. DENNIS EADIE, though
that is always a very nice thing to be.

The minor characters in particular
Mr. RANDLE AYKTON'S wireless operator

were well played, though I must
confess that neither Miss BILLIE CAR-
LETON nor her love affair very greatly
intrigued me.

I have an apprehension (groundless,
I hopo) that the many excellent qualities
of Mr. HACKETT'S play that appealed to

the quick and generous sympathies of a

first-night audience are not solid enough
to ensure for it a very firm residenca in

the general British bosom. O. S.

THE GIFT OF TONGUES.
Colonel Tuffen, stoutish, short,
Bald and connoisseur of port,

Spoke in terms of ruddy tint

Quito unsuitable for print.

Majors, Captains, Loots with fair words
Tried to dam the stream of swear-words,
But without avail ho swore
More intensely than before.

When his unit went to France
Colonel Tuffen got his chance ;

His ability to cuss
Won a decoration, thus :

In a trench-attack one day
Colonel Tuffen led the way,
Stumbled in the mud and fell whole-

Heartedly into' a shell-hole.

Everybody heard the splash,
Followed by a smothered " DASH !

"

Then arose a seething torrent

Of expressions most abhorrent.

Second-Loots burst into tears ;

Hardened sergeants stopped their ears

Husky privates
" took the knock "

EVERY GERMAN DIED OF SHOCK!

" Records are being broken weekly, and there
s no harm in saying that on one single day no
'ewer than 100,000 left America's shores, and
irrivod safely at thoir destination."

- Scotch Paper.

There is no harm in saying it, but we
"ear nobody will believe it.

" The question of authorizing escaped pris-
oners of war to wear chevrons, and the possi-

bility of allowing them some distinctive mark,
s under consideration." Times.

We understand that, with characteristic

modesty, the League of Escaped Ger-
nan Prisoners of War have refrained

'rom pressing this question. If, how-
ever, any distinction is to be awarded

hey recommend the M.B.E. as being
he least conspicuous.
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THE SENTIMENTALIST.
"THIS IS A LITTLE SURPRISE FOB YOU, MY PUISSANT LOBD. TO-DAY IS OUB SILVEB WEDDING, AND I HAVE BROUGHT OUT TH

FAITHFUL CHARGER WHO CABRIED US WHEN WE FLED TOGETHEB FBOM MY FATHER'S CASTLE. I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE ROMANTIC HT
WE RODE HIM TO-DAY AS WE DID THAT NIGHT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I FIND myself tempted to join issue with the publishers of

Up and Down (HUTCHINSON) when they call it
" a new book

by the author of Dodo." Because, though it is certainly
signed by Mr. E. F. BENSON, this is by no means the same
Mr. BENSON whose engaging satires have moved me so
often to laughter. Up aiid Down is at once more and less

than these ; indeed it is hardly to be called a story at all,

since there are but two characters, Mr. BENSON himself and
a friend, and for the most part it is a record of the mental

experiences common to us all during the last four years.'
Such a book, dealing as it does with the most intimate
emotions of a man's soul, stands or falls by one simple
test, that of sincerity. No one can ever be certain of this

quality in the work of another ; but what Mr. BENSON finds
to say of the hazardous and disquieting problems that
these evil times have called up, of patriotism, friendship,
survival of personality, and so on, has all of it the ring of
a genuine conviction. Glancing at the volume after reading
it, I see a number of pages dog-eared for quotation (a
foolish habit, since there is hardly ever enough room) and
find that I proposed to draw your attention to the author's
views upon middle-age, the spirit of houses, Germany as a

mirth-provoker, and a dozen other wise and witty com-
ments, which now you must find out for yourselves. Up
and Down, as its title hints, is not a very equal work; it

has, to be frank, its superfluous moments ; but at its best

(and apart from some wholly delightful pictures of life on
the delectable island of Capri) it has both charm and, to

employ a detestable word that for once seems appropriate,
helpfulness.

If library subscribers wish a change of fare in the direc-

tion of truth which is stranger and lovelier than fiction, let

me recommend them For Dauntless France (HoDDEB AND

STOUGHTON). This is a record by Mr. LAURENCE BINYOK
of the work done by British men and women for the Frencli

wounded and the victims of the War in the devastated
areas. It is rare that records of the kind are couched in so
felicitous an idiom or ordered with so nice a sense of propoi-
tion. "

Record," indeed, is too dull a name for so interest-

ing and human a story, pointed with anecdote and charm-

ingly documented with letters that bring forcibly before you
the courage, the stress, the zeal and patience of the work
work in hospitals and ambulances in and behind the fighting
areas, in canteens, refugee shelters, maternity homes ; work
done and we are not so much proud as grateful to recall

it by British volunteers in the service of France and the
French. Differences of language and custom, little racial

prejudices, the effect of contemporary legends, e.g., of the
British as proud sad dogs, all had to be overcome, and you
cannot read these pages without realizing how completely
they have been overcome and how firm a cement for the

future entente has been manufactured as a by-product of the

contact between sufferers and healers. And you get some
measure of the scale of this process by the fact that over

seven thousand five hundred British workers were in the

service of the French Bed Cross by the end of 1917. Nor
should you miss some fine lines in a dedicatory sonnet of

the poet-recorder, nor a preface, the perfect pattern of such
hazardous things, in the simplest, most lucid and most

graceful French, by M. PAUI, CAMBON.

It seems hardly decent that "
Q," having become a learned

professor, should have had the effrontery to turn out a book
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so full of excitement and humour as Foc-Famll (COLLINS).
I enjoyed every word of it, from its dedication,

" To any one

who supposes that ho has a worse enemy than himself,"

down to the epilogue on the demoralising factor in hate.

Farrell, reckless Radical and successful tradesman, has

demobilization. It is that you may inform yourself on these

facts, and possibly pass on the information to some quarter
where it is needed, that Mr. Punch most warmly commends
to your notice a publication that costs half-a-crown and
offers (though this incidentally) many literary and artistic

ruined the life-work of Foe, the scientist, through a false attractions a cartoon by MAX, a playlet by Sir JAMKS

charge of vivisection practices. That charge led to a riot : BARRIE, and so on which, even unsupported by patriotism,
and a fire which burnt Foe's records of an eight-years' would be cheap at four times the price,
research. The lattor's revenge is to pretend to be recon

oiled, to win the artless man's friendship, and at the well

prepared moment to explain the intensity of the hate which
I gather that Mr. T. R. ST. JOHNSTON, the author of The

Lau, Islands (Fiji); and their Fairy Tales and Folk Lore

impels him, and to promise that he will never desist from
j
(" TIMES" BOOK Co.), was for some time District Commis-

studying, and thereby torturing, him at close quarters. The
j

sioner in Fiji, and was lately Medical Officer to the Fijians
perpetual fellowship of an enemy, bitter to the point of

j

in France. The duties of his commissionership often took
madness, but much too clever to do anything which would

j

him to the Lau Islands, where he made it his pleasure to

justify appeal to police protection, with the hinted possi- ;

collect from the very lips of the inhabitants such myths and

bility of a sudden death, of which the victim may be only , fairy tales as were still a part of memory. These he has
too glad at the end of it, that is the prospect of Farrell at I now put together. The result is a most fascinating book,
the hands of Foe. A fan-

tastic thesis made plaus-
ible by the most ac-

complished artistry and

lightened by a genuine
unforced humour. Na-

turally, hunted and
huntsman twist and
turn over a wide field

;

shipwreck and maroon-

ing give Sir ARTHUR
QUILLER- COUCH'S ad-

venturous pen its

chance, and I never

hope to read a more

exciting account of the

horrors of long days in

an open boat or meet a

finer character among
sailor men than Captain
Macnaughten . . . This
is indeed the Perfect

Shocker much more
indeed, but that first

and chiefly.

Everyone would ac-

Oi-derly Officer.
" WHAT WAS THE EXCITEMENT IN No. 1 DINING-HUT TO-DAY,

SERGEANT?"

Orderly Sergeant.
" LANCE-CORPORAL SMITH FOUND A PIECE OF KIDNEY IN

THE STEAK-AN'-KIDNEY PUDD'N, SIR."

brightly written, and
an important contri-

bution to the study of

comparative Folk Lore.

Readers will there learn

many strange things,

amongst others how
Ligadua, the one-armed

god of Matokano, flew

away with the spirit of

the great drum of Ka-
bara, leaving behind

only the material part
of it, which refused

thereafter to make any
sound. Or they can
listen to Adi Letila, a

very old widow, while
she tells the story of Adi

Mailagi, "a goddess who
was very fond of young
men, especially if they
were handsome." But
she did them no good.
However, it ssems that

when she appears as a

J rat all may look on her

Should The, Secret of the Navy (MURRAY) chance to fall

is into the hands of a Hun he will be rudely disappointed if

knowledge that the future of our disabled fighting men ! without harm. Many other tales there are in Mr. ST.
constitutes a problem whose gravity and importance it [JOHNSTON'S book, to which I extend a cordial welcome,
is impossible to over-estimate. But not everyone is aware
of the precise nature of the problem or of the means that
are being adopted to overcome its difficulties. This is

the reason for the appearance of a new, or rather a rein- the title leads him to look for any indiscreet disclosures
carnated, quarterly magazine, named Reveille, issued by i within its pages. Discretion, indeed, is one of Mr. BENNET
the War Office under what seems to Mr. Punch the re- i COPPLESTONE'S qualities, and fair-mindedness is another,

markably able editorship of Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY. Put
j

Proud as he is of our Navy, he does not hesitate to praise
in few words, the object of Reveille is to rouse and in- 1 German sailors and seamanship when he thinks they de-

it popular opinion about the after-war position of the
j

serve it. "Count von Spec," he writes, "though a Prussian
disabled sailor or soldier what that position threatens to ; Junker, was a gentleman and worthy to serve under the
be. The wise measures offered by the authorities for the ' White Ensign." To belong to our Navy is to be as near
continued physical treatment and re-training of discharged !

heaven as is permitted on this earth, and even a German
men, and the obstacles (mostly inherent in human nature) i when he plays the game is considered fit to enter that
that prevent full advantage being taken of these, are all set

l

charmed circle. The sea-battles of the War are here des-
out in Mr. GALSWORTHY'S very powerful and convincing

'"

cribed in detail and with scrupulous impartiality, and it may
editorial. The greatest difficulties appear to be two the be a tonic to those gloomy people who croak that we never
iilal facility with which, owing to the present labour have any good luck to find that in more than one instance
shortage, any discharged man not wholly incapable can the author considers that fortune has been on our side,
obtain a job for the time being, and the very understandable I

ctance of men already weary of treatment and disci- Coven t Garden is flooded with vegetables of all kinds, and should
inject themselves to the further re-training that be cheap to-day." Daily Paper.

would fit them for the changed conditions that must follow Another chance for Mr. MALLABY-DEELEY.
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CHARIVARIA.
" THE cuckoo loft earlier than usual

this year," says a Heading corn

dunt of The Daily Mnil. It looks as

if the coal situation must bo worse than

the Government is willing to admit.
* :-.

+
A man charged at Kingston last

week stated that he left his wife hecause

sho had twice thrown him dawn three

flights of stairs, struck him witli a

garden mko and locked him out at

Under a now Defence of tl:o Koalm

regulation boys between sixteen and
seventeen may drive taxi-cabs plying
for hire. "Plying for hire"!-! a new
idi'a fur taxi calis. Anyhow we never
scorn to catch them at it.

There were I'M'.) births in London
last week, we are told. Thank goodness
that in spite of the threatened Luxury
Tax wo can still be born !

Nottingham children, it is stated,

are to be paid If'/, a pound for gatheringnight. It is good to find, even in these

brutalising days, that there are still blackberries. They are not to use their

men who can take a delicate hint. own receptacles.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board
announces a decrease in lunacy. It is

only fair to say that
|

this report was made
before the issue of the

CoAL-CoNTnOLI.KIi's
forms to the public.

Miners, we are told,

have raised three hun-

dred thousand pounds
for motor-ambulances.
While applauding this

generosity wo still hope
that they will go further

and raise a liltle more
coal. * ,

;:'

*
'

A remarkable inci-

dent is reported from

Manchester, whero a

man entered a tobacco-

nist's shop and, with-

out any warning, asked

for a couple of boxes of

matches. We are glad
to be able to report
that the shopkeeper is progressing satis-

factorily. ... *

A West-End jeweller states that wrist-

watches are passing out of fashion. It

is hoped now that the grandfather-
clock will once again come into its own.

"...

Can it be that the Bolshevists are

losing their dash ? It seems that DON-

SKOI, the assassin of Field - Marshal

VON EICHHOBN, was only executed once.

"There are nearly twenty shipyards
in this country ready for making con-

crete ships," it is announced. A good

many seem still to be devoted to the

construction of abstract vessels which
don't materialize.

At Kingstown sessions a railway-

porter was charged with stealing two
cream-cheeses. We are surprised that

the defence did not claim that they had

followed him home in the dark.

At the first session of the Scottish

Advisory Committee the chairman

dering what they have done to be

looked.

There seems to bo some natural con-

fusion about thoca.se of the man named

"Is GENERAL JONES HEBE?"
"NOT PERSONALLY, Sill. BUT I'll HIS BATMAN, IF I'LL DO."

stated that there were in Scotland 644

Germans, Austrians, Hungarians and
Turks. AH reference to Sassenachs was

tactfully omitted.
* *
*

Irish flax-pullers are making as much
as two pounds a day. Irish wool-pullers,
on the other hand, have still to l>e con-

tent with a beggarly four hundred a year.

There are still people who regard

winning the War as of less importance
than their personal comfort. A woman
has written to the COAL CONTROLLER

complaining that her baby has swal-

lowed the winter's coal ration.

Mr. E. J. ARCOTT is reported to have

spent forty-six years at the Windsor

post-office. Fortunately it is not often

that one is kept waiting so long as this.

*,*

Prayers for the new voters are sug-

gested by the Bishop of WINCHKSTKH.
Some Members of Parliament are won-

who was charged with drunken-
ness in tho polico-court the othor day.
We understand that there wan no charge
of arson.

"There are few bright spots about
men in these day,

"
observes !k Sunday

paper gossip. Can this be a belated

tribute to Government ale?
* *

Tim \'>'<i: York World denies tho

rumour that Mr. PIIIUI- S.NOWHKN bod
been invited to go to America. This

is tho first intimation that America is

"! not tho curio-collecting

country it used to be.
'"

Wo understand that

a man carrying a Glad-

stone bag, who was seen

loitering near tho Kle-

phant House, was or-

dered to leave the Zoo,
as they had missed

things before.

With reference to tho

whale twenty-two feet

in length and weighing
eighteen tons caught
ofY the Scottish coast

the other day, we un-

derstand that the angler
who caught it made a

rush for the mountains
and has not been heard

of since.

"Some high official we
are told of the War Office is dashing abor.'

London in tho magnificent BolU Royce car

belonging to the Empress Marie, with tho

Imperial crown and eoat-of-arms on the panels !

We saw the car the other day in the court-

yard of the Savoy, one of a crowd of joyous
lunchers." Saturday Itci-iew.

Since the petrol restrictions came in,

a lot of cars are simply eating their

beads off.-
Bide a Cock-horse.

" To assist on farm, saddle pony and poultry,
and be generally useful." Daily Paper.

"According to information which has reached

London, unheralded by any artillery prepara-

tion, but accompanied by a considerable num-
ber of Tanks, the attack swept on." Tinui.

One may say of the life of our foreign

Editors, as was said of life in the

trenches :
" C'est nne vie durc ct mtlee

de reels dangers."

"The boys of County School have

grown a cabbage 3 ft. G in. in diameter and

I ft. (J in. in circumference." Daily Keu-s.

And the mathematical master has had

a nervous break-down.
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THE TRAIL OF THE HUN.
TO J., WITH AFFECTIONATE REMEMBRANCES

THERE is a garden in my dream
I dare not name its actual site

That hangs above a little stream

Made great by many a grisly fight;

I see it, on a golden day,
Untouched amid the big guns' traces

Where on the fringe of War it lay,

A really rather nice oasis.

A year ago ;
and once again

Ah ! happy moments, far too few,

Snatched from your high task's deadly
strain

:

I walk its shadowed ways with you
And bring you (did I bring ?) release

A little while from ties that tether,

Talking as when, with hearts at peace
We paced your English lawns toge-

ther.

A year ago ;
and then the Hun

Over our thin defences strode

In whelming myriads, live to one,

Until your Army blocked his road ;

And, where we walked and talked but

now,
These swine (a mark for nosing Ne-

mesis)
Doubtless have made, as Huns know

how,
The usual piggery of your premises.

But soon they '11 need a change of styes
And try a new address. I hear

They 're busy mapping out a wise

Strategic movement toward the rear
;

So if the spot 'a not blown to dust,
And there your Staff is reinstated,

Please ask me back
; but first, I trust,

You '11 get the place well fumigated.
O. S.

"WILLIE WAS A WANTON WAG."

Peter arrived at my O.P. just before
dawn to relieve me.

"
Any news ?

"
1 asked.

"
Only a short and sharp encounter

with the G.O.C. Umptieth Infantry
Brigade. He wanted our dug-out for
his H.Q."

" What astounding impudence ! I

hope you told him off and sent him
about his business."

" I said exactly what I thought of

him. We all did."
" After he 'd gone, perhaps ?

"

"Well, after we'd gone. Yes, we
lad to go."
"How rotten! What is he called,

;his Brigadier person ?
"

But the sky was lightening and
already Peter was gazing intently
through a loophole hastily improvised
with boulders.

"
Oh, we 've got the high ground,
An' they've got the low ground,
So they 've got a thin time afore "em,"

ie murmured.

Then he proceeded to give an order

to the telephonist and waited. Througl
a smaller crack in our sangar I saw a

cloud of dust and smoke rise from the

plain below.
" Good," said Peter. " There 's a

Turk ammunition dump we shall never

meet again on the bonnie, bonnie banks
of Loch Lo mon'."

" So it 's up with the bonnets o'

bonnie Dundee," said I.
" If bonnie Dundee ups with his

bonnet here he 11 disclose the position
to a watchful enemy and it "11 be up
with bonnie Dundee as well," said Peter.

" That is so," I said. "I merely
mentioned him to show that I also am
conversant witli the contents of the

Star Album of Scottish ballads, price
one shilling."

"
Well, try to be more apposite next

time."
" I will," I said, preparing to de-

part ; and, undeterred by a cry of
"
Stop that frightfulness," from Peter,

I began to chant,
"
Boiling homo,

Rolling home."
It was thus that it came to me, as I

took my inconspicuous way back to the

battery, that a useful item in our next
Divisional concert would be an appro-
priate pot-pourri of Scottish songs, and
I spent a morning, which should have
been spent in sleep, in the agonies of

composition. "The Camels are com-

ing," though vieux jen, seemed indis-

pensable, and I had just incorporated
" Charlie is my Darling

"
in a some-

what uninspired manner, when I be-

thought mo of " Willie was a wanton

wag." I could remember nothing of

this song except that it was included in

our Scottish Album and that when we
were young we used to shout it in what
we believed (quite wrongly) to be a

lifelike imitation of the Highland
accent

; but it seemed so extraordinarily
apposite that I was longing to impart
ny discovery to Peter. He came in

he following evening.
" Do you know ' Willie was a wanton

wag
1

?
"

I asked.

He looked at me doubtfully.
" Have you been in the sun without

your topee, old chap?
"

he asked.
I intimated somewhat curtly that I

iad not.

"Then what the
"

" It 's a song, you fathead a Scots

song. You told me to be apposite next
,irne and I 'm being it."
" Are you?" he said coldly.
It had been a hot day and I felt

aggravated with Peter.

"Perhaps you didn't know that the
German GROWN PBINCE is called WILLIE

that ' wanton wag
'

is a very happy
lescription of" him."

"Ah, now you've explained, I see.

You ought always to explain your
jokes."

" It isn't a joke."
"Then I'm afraid I've missed it

again."
" It 's a parody, you silly ass," I said,

now thoroughly roused. "I'm going
to write a parody of the well-known

song,
' Willie was a wanton wag,' and

sing it at the next concert. How 's

this for a start ?

' Willie was a wanton wag;
Willie loved te scoop the swag.'

That, combined with 'Charlie is my
Darling

'

and ' The Camels are coming,'
ought to make a very effective little

song-cycle."
Peter regarded me thoughtfully.
" ' Willie was a wanton wag,'

"
he

murmured. " Am I to understand that

the alleged reference is solely to LITTLE
WILLIE?"

I sighed heavily.
" Of course it is,"

I said, perhaps a little irritably.
" Who

else
"

" All right, all right," lie said;
" have

it your own way. Only don't blame
me if they take you wrong."
There seemed no possible fear of that,

and indeed " Willie was," etc., went with

especial fclat among the men, that is.

Among the gilded ones of the front row
there seemed, I thought, an atmosphere
almost of disapproval which I could not
understand.

"Very fine effort," said Peter, as I

subsided into a seat beside him. " Good
bold piece of work. Showed a praise-

worthy disregard for absurd old-time

respect-for-authority notions."
" What are you drivelling about?

"
I

asked.
"
Merely that the Brigadier who

pinched our dug-out is called William

Wagge," Peter laughed softly.
" You

promised to be apposite next time," he

said,
" and certainly a wonderful success

lias attended your efforts."

I laughed myself, but a little bitterly.
I was thinking of the power that lay
with William Wagge to hurt me. Sup-
pose he forbade me all leave for seven

years ? It was highly improbable that

he would allow the incident to affect

him in any way; but suppose I

sat there unsmiling, unheeding, looking
into a future clouded with doubt, though
a man was singing a really humorous

song about the cruelty of the Armen-
ians to the Turks.

" Choice assemblage of

ANTIQUE FCRNITUBE

including Jacobean bedstead, cabinets, settle,
old Sheraton mahogany dressingchests, tables,

sideboard, Cromwellian refractory table," etc.

Advt. in Sunday Paper.

Did someone incautiously suggest a

Restoration ?
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AMENITIES OF THE HIGH COMMAND.
LUDENDORFF. "AND HOW GOES THE PEOPLE'S IDOL? ANY MORE NAILS SINCE YOUB

LATEST VICTORY?"
HJNDENBURG. "MY DEAR FELLOW, I GIVE YOU THE CREDIT FOR IT. YOUR FB

ALWAYS SAID THAT I GOT MY BRAINS FROM YOU!"
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THE GUARDS' STANDARD.
Facetious Instructor. "Dos'T BE AFKAID TO BANG YOUB 'AXDS OS THEM BUTT.3 ;

YER WON'T BREAK 'J:M.

GUARDS \VHEN THEY SLAMS THE CAREIAGE-DOOKS."
MAKE A NOISE LIKE THE

GOLD BRAID.
" I OFTEN do be shtarin at mesilf

these days," said Mrs. Meahan thought-

fully, rubbing her chin with a battered

finger-nail,
" the queer way the War 's

afther inakin' the bhoys put vally on

things. The little Captain now, _
God

save him, \vid Quinn House behint him
and good money in the bank an" all the

doatiest young ladies betune here an'

Dublin leppin' to marry him, and ho
considherin' night and day the way
he '11 get an inch more or less gold braid

to baste on his sleeve, the craythur !

"

The little Captain is the son of that

Captain Quinn who in Mrs. Mealiau's

eyes, since he is her Danny's Captain,
is the British officer of whom all others

are only more or less faulty imitations

save the little Captain who is accounted
for by his paternity. Mrs. Meahan's
intention in introducing the subject

appeared in her next sentence.
" That 's the way of it . . . wasn't I

bavin' it from his own two lips no

longer ago than yesterday, and him sit-

tin", savin' your presence, your honour,

ma'arn, where ye are to-day ? Wasn't
the talk we were havin' about the

lists of bhoys there do he in the papers
and they all

'

missin',' and wasn't I

afther sayin' that the War Officer, him

that does be shtayin' up in London,
should be put out of it if he can't care

for the decent poor bhoys betther, and

so lie should !

" ' An' thrue for you, Mrs. Meahan,'

says the little Captain ;

'

you have it

said, and it's not a soldier here nor

there that will speak against your word.

'Tis a terrible sthrong fight I 'in afther

havin' wid the War Officer mesilf, but

I "ve got him down,' he says,
' and out,'

he says,
' and I 've clicked intirely.

" ' Look at thim,' he says, and shows
me on his sleeve two sthrips of gold
braid instid of the one he 's afther

wearin' more than a year, since thim
Germins had his leg off and him ridiu'

over thim as proud as the first Mayor of

Limerick, that wouldn't know his own
wife, in one of thim flying machines.

" '

Captain dear,' I says, wid no other

thought in me head but they 'd got
another leg off him,

' have ye no legs at

all, at all?'
" ' I 'm afther losiii' another,' says he,

' but it 's the one I lost before.' And he
telt me how it was.

" Him havin' lost the one thrue leg

they wouldn't be lettin' him dhrive a

machine by his own, so he and another
one were there ridin' low down 'bank-

in, 'he says, above the Germins seemin'

like his machine took off from the

trinches the way the gentry's horses do

be changin' on the banks, and they fine

hunthresses, when the dogs are afther

a fox."

Ballymell has never yet seen a flying

machine, but Mrs. Meahau has heard
of biplanes and has a conception of

them as a kind of heavenly bicycle, for

which the little Captain is probably not

to blame.
" Up they were, an' a Gerniin ridin' a

great machine the size of the Bock of

Cashel, or maybe a taste smaller, came
bevant thim in a cloud very sly things
thim flyin' machines do be conthrivm'

an" wasn't he shootin' down at thim
two poor bhoys, God save them, from
above ? The little Captain had seen as

bad before, but his machine shlipped un-

dher him, the schamer, an' he was sayin'
to himself, 'Holy war, it's Bobbie Quinn
that will not be putting a fly over the

Suir again this side of purgathory,' whin
he called to mind a tool he had wid

him, a 'stunt' he was afther callin'

it, unless I misremimber, him havin'

mouthfuls of foreign language in every
word he spakes. Your honour, ma'am,
the little Captain isn't a thriflin' bhoy
anny more than his father. He was

whippin' out his stunt and lie not done
thinkin' of it and gave it to the one
that was javvoy, and he used it wid
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a heart an' a-lialf, and so tiny came

flyin' l)iick alive to the Army. All the

Docthors and Colonels came runnin',

sayin',
' Ochono, is it killed yc are, your

honour, Captain Quinn.tho way ye can't

walk at all, at all?
'

and then didn't he

lind tlio (ieniiin's gun was afther

shoot in' a reat hole into his wooden

leg?
"'\\ell, Mrs. Meahan,' says ho.

'that 's where I did ho havin' conten-

tious correspondence wid the \Y;T

OHicer, and wouldn't yo ho doin' the

same MHirsrlf'.' Wasn't ho saving to

me before, "So: 1
, here imw, Captain

Qninn, thim Gennins do lo taUin' off

your leg; ye can wear a gold s'luipe
on your arm to show it;" and hadn't 1

sense to he, writ.in' to him savin' Unit

I 'd ho rights !): wev.in' two Btthripes
now and t hoy I akin' another leg ? Thin
he says, "Is it three legs ye 're afther

havin', Captain Quinn, an' you losin'

two ones and one loft?
"

Very tedious

and contradictious has lie heen until I

was in London mcsilf and wind and
facial him out aloutit. " Do yo think,"
I was siskin' him, " that 1 took mo
wooden leg off to t'rovv at him and had

it desthroyed that way ? The wooden

legs," says I,
"

ui'ti part of the target-
and so they are, as long as I 'in not

\\earin' more of them than brings the

strength up to the status quo ?
"
which

same is French for two. Didn't he be

teUin' mo thin, "Ye can't lose the same

leg twicet ?
" But I fixed him. " If I 'd

had mo first log ou," says I, "wouldn't
it have been there by nature and the

bullet in it?" So thin I had him down
and out, and both of us laughin', and he

shtandin' me lunch to prove there

wasn't a taste of animosity in it at all,

at all.'

"Now was that a shtir to be afther

makin' for a bit of goold ribbon the

length of me short finger or was it not?
But that's the way the War's takin'

the hhoys the best of thim. What
was I afther sayin' to him thin? It 's

not mesilf that does be discouragin'
the quality. Didn't I toll him only
this ?

' God save ye, me doaty bhoy ;

may ye have so many legs as one of

thim old centipedes and goold braid for

every one of thim till your sleeve 's that

stiff \vith it ye must be takin' off your
coat to bend your arm round your
girlcen and you kissin' her !

'
'

Ferdinand of Bulgaria, who arrived

u Had Nauheim on Monday evening last fora

long stay, is, according to the Frankfurter
Zcitutii!. oh-,- \ii! the strictest incognito, as

:he state of his health inaUrithc most eu'iiiiig

last for a long stay." Daily Telegraph.

We don't profess to understand this

jxaclly, but we gather that FEUDIE'S

day is nearly done.

w

'THE WOKBT OK TillS YEHE WAU BE THE WdHTIS' THAT ' WHAT I ALWAYS

MHB. SUALK. IF IT WEREN'T FOB THAT THERE FIUHTIS' 'TVIDX'T ni- SEAR so BAD.

HINC ILLJR LACRIM.-E.
" WHY dost thou stand and weop, pale

youth,
Beside the Menin Gate?

The afternoon parade is done

And there 's no evening
' Hate.'

" Is it that thou dost mark with pain
The sad world passing by,

Or that some nearer grief hath touched

The fountains of thine e\e

"I met a military man
As in the dusk I stood ;

Three stripes upon his arm he bore,

His mien was wild and rude.

" He pinned me with a steely glance
As sternly he began,

' From 6 P.M. to (3 A.M.

You '11 be on guard, young man.'

"He passed, and while I stood trims-

fixed

As by a magic spell,

Soft sighing through the stilly air

There came the soundless shell.

"There came the soundless shell and

spread
About my lonely feet

A soothing perfume as of pears
And languourously sweet.

"It breathed of homely orchards warm
Beneath the Sussex sun ;

It filled the air, and I forgot
To put my goggles on.

" And that is why I stand and weep
Beside the Menin Gsite,

i Though afternoon parade is done

And there 's no evening
'

1 1
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THE ORDEAL.
To my mind one of tbo most touching and pathetic sights

in London is the group of young officers to ho seen any day

gathered round the entrance to Cox's. True, they seem

gay enough, and the casual and unthinking observer might

imagine they had met at Charing Cross to exchange jokes

and reminiscences and to fight their battles over again.

Not so. In spite of their fine air of sangfroid, these gallant

fellows, who would rush a Bosch machine gun or lead a

night raid without a qualm or a quickening of the heart,

conceal within them or so I imagine that sinking feeling

which is commonly experienced by those who enter a bank

without full confidence in the state of their balance.

1 sympathise with them, for I can share their morbid

fears and appreciate their desire to postpone the ordeal as

long as possible. In me a bank induces a feeling of awe
the like of which I do not experience in Westminster Abbey
or St. Peter's, and a banker in his sanctum seems more

impressive than the Lord Chancellor in his robes of office.

Even when I have no haunting fears that I may be over-

drawn, I shrink instinctively from entering the bank, and
find cashing a cheque almost as great an ordeal as having
a tooth stopped.

Whether, since a recent extraordinary experience, my
strange dread will now leave me and 1 shall be able to

swagger into my bank, as I have seen City men do, toss a

cheque across the counter, exchange airy greetings with the

cashier, and accept my money with an air of magnificent
nonchalance, time alone can prove. As it is, I ana still

shaken by my adventure.

Truly, it was a very disturbing experience. I needed

money a goodly sum and was compelled to visit the

bank instead of cashing a cheque at the club. I strode into

the place with an air of bravado, determined not to be
intimidated by the atmosphere and the marble pillars ; but
the sight of women-clerks made me even more nervous than

usual, and I know I must have worn a furtive air as I

wrote my cheque.
A handsome young lady accepted it, and when she

glanced at my signature she started visibly, gazed hard at

me, then hastened away to whisper excitedly to an elderly
man engaged in solemnly turning the pages of a ponderous
volume. He in turn looked at me searching!}- and strolled

across to whisper to a radiant girl with red hair who seemed
to be brooding over another huge ledger.

I wilted beneath their combined gaze and my heart began
to fail me. Obviously something was seriously wrong.
Wild thoughts flashed through my mind. My account
was overdrawn ; someone had been forging my signature ;

or possibly I had written so badly in my nervousness that
I was myself mistaken for a forger. It seemed certain
that I had in some way transgressed the laws of the bank
and was a marked man. I was already meditating flight
when the handsome young lady returned to the counter.

" The manager wishes to see you, Sir," she announced
with a strange smile, still eyeing me curiously.
As she spoke she signalled to a burly porter in livery and

instructed him to conduct me to the manager's office. To
me it seemed she had something of the air of a President of
a Field Court-Martial who had just sentenced a prisoner
to be shot at dawn and was ordering the guards to remove
the poor wretch to the cells.

Vague ideas of making a desperate dash for the door, of

appealing for mercy or attempting to overpower the porter,
darted through my brain ; but I remembered I was a
Briton and innocent, and determined to see the thing
through.
Three minutes later I stood in the manager's sanctum,

pale, nervous, but fairly collected, prepared for the worst,

yet wishing fervently I had followed my grandmother's
example and kept my money in a stocking instead of

entrusting it to a joint-stock bank.
I met the manager's glance apprehensively as he rose

quickly from his chair, resisted an inclination to recoil as
ho advanced, and fought down an impulse to struggle when
he seized my hand.

"Delighted to meet you, Sir!" exclaimed the manager
with a beaming smile: " I have read some of your work,
and when I found you were one of our clients I told the
cashier to ask you to step in when next you called. I wanted
to make your acquaintance, if you will forgive me. Won't

you sit down? "

He wrung my hand again, and I sat down limply, trying
to recover myself while he discoursed on books and authors,
and assured me how greatly something I had written had
impressed him. I made some nervously fatuous remarks,
told him I was proud to meet the man who had bought a

copy of my book, and escaped after shaking hands again.
I had sufficient presence of mind left to collect my money

on my way out, and when the handsome young lady slid

the notes across the counter to me she slid across at the
same time an autograph album.

" I am sure you won't mind writing a line," she said with
a ravishing smile. " I shall treasure it."

What I wrote then I suppose I shall never know, but the

lady seemed pleased, and I passed out with head erect, con-
scious that whenever I enter the bank I shall be pointed out
as The - Man - Who -Wrote -The - Book - That- The - Manager-
Bead.

Nevertheless I am still suffering a little from cheque-shock.

HIS FIRST TROUT.
HERE 's the catch of the season. Behold and take heed,
Ye benders of green-heart on Tayside and Tweed;
All ye who have tempted with minnow or fly
Her treasure from Leven, her wealth from the Wye.
Before us stand silent, all ye who would boast
Of tarpons ye fought on the Florida coast,

Of strong-running rainbows that fell to your hook
Where the tawny snow-water comes down from Mount

Cook,
Of the baskets the swift-trotting bronchos brought home
From the canyon where pools of the White Eiver foam.

Your thirty-pound salmon sent ne'er such a thrill

Through the proud man that played him by Rutherford
mill

As is throbbing this moment right home to the heart
Of the tiniest angler from Tummel to Dart.

Your seven-pound trout had no power as a prize
To kindle such light in his conqueror's eyes
As is lit in the deeps of those blue ones that gaze
On " the trout that Zcatched" on this day of all days.
No gold can out-glory, no jewel surpass
That atom of silver that gleams in the grass. W. H. O.

" THE OATH BOOK OP COLCHESTER. Translated and Translated by
W. Gurney Benham." Essex Paper.
"
Strong perseverin' man, BENHAM," said Stalky as the

notice caught his eye.

"Then camo Lady , resplendent in a pale flamingo-pink
brocaded dress cut very low, filled in with tulle, and finished with
a great pinky-mauve cattleya orchard." I^ady.

Unduly ostentatious, we think. EVE, you will remember,
completed her toilet with the aid of a single fruit-tree.
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"MoTHKIl, I TIIIXK I'LL GO TO SLEEP NOW. BE bUBE TO WAKE ME UP, WON'T YOf, WHEN I WAST ANOTHER BWEEI."

A PIG'S GREETING.
LAST Spring, when the Germans

became greatly offensive, War invaded

many a placid depot that had never

thought to receive so ugly a visitor.

Well behind the front line, ours had
rested more or less immune from its

touch. Now, however, we could almost

hear the tramp of Jerry's hosts. " \Vo

shall have to break up the happy home,"
said our O.C. in effect ; and the farm-

labour of the winter months was undone
in an hour. Rabbits, ducks and wad-

dling turkeys digniiied even in their

alarm -were rounded up and slain by
Tommies who thirsted for blood and
had no prospect for the moment of

tasting the German brand. Not much
was left alive for the enemy when we
had finished.

The sameevening the Mess sat do\\nto

such a meal as is nowadays but dreamed
of. In the manner peculiar to his kind,

Mac, our Mess President, had gone forth

and gathered the pick of the wines of

a dozen cafes whose proprietors had

been only too glad to take the casli in

hand and waive the rest ; and the Major
had found time to re-read LAMB'S
" Dissertation on Roast Pig

"
as an

njK'i itif. Everyone savoured that our

exit was being conducted with the

requisite aplomb.

"This is my masterpiece," observed
Mac complacsntly.

" The greenest
laurel in my abundant wreath."
But alas for human hopes ! just as

the piglet was brought in, gorgeous in

all its garnishings, the scurry of a

motor-bike was heard. The Major read

tho despatch that was brought to

him :

" Evacuate personnel at once."

Abruptly he broke the tidings and we
knew that our dinner was sacrificed.

" Are we going to leave all this be-

hind for Fritz? cried Mac. " What a

horrible war !

"

" The blighter '11 have a square meal
for once, that 's all," said the Major,

shrugging his shoulders in resignation.
"
Very annoying and all that ; but

better a dinner of herbs where love is,

my son, than roast - pork and- high-

explosive hatred therewith."

In the midst of the labours of evac-

uation a car brought the General and
Staff of the Division which was fighting
over that sector. The General's troops
were even then drawing back towards

tho ordered paths of the depot ; but

when he opened conversation with our

O.C. he thought it worthy of mention
that it was damned hot. Destiny
ordained that lie should add : "Makes
one so peckish too. I haven't fed for

twenty-four hours."

Now in all the Umpticth Corps the

General's fame as a trencherman was
common knowledge,and Brigade-Majors
in scores had tickled his palate in earnest

effort to receive the praise of his tongue
and the results that might accrue.

Wherefore our Major, who himself was

sufficiently an epicure to sympathise,
observed,

" How fortunate !

"
and dilated

on the delights outspread in his

begging the General to partake of them.
" I 'm sure, Sir," he said,

" the table

preparations will almost convince you
that I expected your arrival."

From that hour the Major has never

understood why his hospitality remained

unrecognised. Was the pork underdone,
the champagne corked, or had the pre-
sence of that horrible Army ration, dried

milk, been too apparent in the custard ')

None of these things. He was never

to know that Mac, before leaving the

Mess, had stuck roguishly behind the

pig's left ear a card bearing this inscrip-

tion, intended for the on-coming Hun :

"
Greeting, Brother !

"

Commercial Candour.

"TOYS. We find it takes brains to run a

toy business. Xote. We are quitting this

department." AtM. in Xcio Zealand Paper.

A paper announces among our cap-
tures " a railway bun of heavy calibre."

A notoriously dangerous weapon.
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I

Medical Officer (London practitioner in private life), "WOULD YOU COME TO MB WITH SUCH A TRIVIAL COMPLAINT IN CIVIL LIFE?"

Private. "No, SIB. I SHOULD SEND FOK YOU."

THE CALL.
THERE 'a an office back in London, and the dusty sunlight

falls

With its swarms of dancing motes across the floor,

On the piles of books and papers and the drab distempered
walls

And the bowlers on their pegs behind the door.

There's au oflice-stool in London where a fellow used
to sit

(But the chap that used to sit there 's oversea) ;

There's a job they're keeping open till that fellow's done
his bit,

And the one that job is waiting for is Me !

And it may be black ingratitude, but oh, Good Lord, I know
I could never stick the office-life again,

With the coats and cuS's and collars arid the long hours

crawling slow
And the quick lunch and the same old morning-train ;

1 have looked on Life and Death and seen the naked soul
of man,

And the heart of things is other than it seemed,
And the world is somehow larger than the good old office

plan,
And the ways of earth are wider than I dreamed.

There's a chap in the Canadians a clinking good chap
too

And he hails from back o' nowhere in B.C.,
And he says it 's sure some country, and I wonder if it 's

true,

And 1 rather fancy that 's the place for me.

There 's a trail I mean to follow and a camp I mean to share
Out beyond the survey, up in Cassiar,

For there's something wakened in me that I never know
was there,

And they'll have to find some other chap to fill that

vacant chair

When the boys come marching homeward from the War.

====^=== C. F. S.

A PLEA FOR HOSPITALITY.

NOBODY, Mr. Punch believes, would care to think that

any soldier from overseas who is fighting our battles finds

himself lonely and neglected in London when he is on leave

from the Front. To offer entertainment to the guests
within our gates, so that they may have a sense of com-

radeship and feel themselves at iiome, is the object of the

Overseas Hospitality Fund. Its agencies arrange excursions

about the Mother City and its neighbourhood under qualified

guides; visits to theatres and museums; receptions in

private houses. In one way or another some 25,000 over-

seas soldiers have been entertained. Offers of hospitality
would be very gratefully received ; but the chief need is

money to meet the growing claims upon the Fund. Every
penny subscribed goes directly to the entertainment of our

visitors, all help being given freely. It is a service that

finds ample recompense in the appreciation shown by those

who accept it. Mr. Punch's own recollection of a visit

which a party of overseas soldiers did him the honour to pay
to his Mahogany Tree is that he got far more than he gave.
Contributions to the Fund (of which Lord DENMAN is Hon.

Treasurer) should be sent to the Hon. Auditors, Messrs.
WOODHOUSE AND WILKINSON, 28, Queen Street, E.G.
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FAIR GAME.
BEAU BONAII. " YOUR MONEY OR YOUR LIFE !

"

MADAME DE LUXE. -THAT'S RATHER A CUMBERSOME WEAPON YOU'VE GOT THERE
WILL IT GO OFF?"

BEAU BOJJAB. "OPINION ON THAT POINT, MADAM, IS DIVIDED."
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TANTALUS EN VOYAGE.
IT is generally agreed that, although

doubtless God could easily have made
a more exciting flavour than the mush-

room's, doubtless He never did. Hence
the heightened pulses when this most
desirable of fungi begin to appear (after

the meadow next to my home, which,

although I don't happen to rent it, is

obviously more mine by sheer right of

proximity than any one else's, except
the farmer, who sensibly looks upon all

mushrooms as toadstools (or toads'

meat as he confusedly but very luckily
calls it) in this meadow the Vicar him-

a blend of hot sun and a little rain in
j

self has been seen in the small hours

August) and the lifted dish-cover re veals

the unfamiliar ecstasy of stewed or

fried. For the mushroom should be

served alone ; those cooks who consider

it an adjunct to other food do not know.
News that the season had begun,

with unusual suddenness and in great
abundance, was reaching us fro:n vari-

ous quarters ; but we had

no luck ourselves. Round
about Maidstonc, quanti- ,

ties : so one letter said.

Aunt Agnes in Gloucester-

shire was getting a dish of

buttons out of the paddock
every morning. The Faun-
dcrsons at \Yit!ey were liter-

ally living on mushrooms,
even to getting tired of

them ; but in spite of satiety

(satiety !)
the economy was

most cheering. And still

we ourselves had no luck.

Capricious things, mush-
rooms; they will grow in

one meadow like daisies,

while in those all around

it, where the conditions

would seem to be precisely
similar, never a sign of one.

And there is something
besides mere capvice, too ;

there is, alas ! the greed of

man. And not only the

greed, but the inhuman
habits of man and the dis-

j

comfort to which he is
]

willing to put himself in
'

suspiciously peering and stooping,
whereas lie has no fewer than five mead-
ows of his own. The Vicar, the ap-

pointed custodian of our souls, the indi-

cator of the road to virtue ! I ask you.
I
-'.-gaily he is within his rights; but

morally? Decently? No. For although
it is true, owing to some short-sighted

WITH THE I.E.F.

Jock (having just received detailed instructions from carabiitiere on
inquiring the way).

" CUD YE TELL WHAT THE BODY SAID, DuGAL?"
Dugal.

" No A WUB-RD ; BUT, MAN, IT WAS THE FINEST BIT OP
ELOCUTION I 'VE HAIR-KD FOR MONY A DAY !

"

order to gratify his palate. Honour legislation that has never been corrected
\

all

even unselfishness there may be

among thieves (so complex are we!)
but 1 assure you that there is none
among mushroom-gatherers ; not, at

any rate, about us. Why it should
be so is an ethnographical problem

(and we give the impostors 400 a year
apiece!), mushrooms may unless it

can be proved that they are under
scientific cultivation be trespassed for

without the normal consequent prose-
cution, yet none the less there should

which means a railway journey of some
hours. At first I had the local paper.
Then we reached a station where a
London paper could be obtained, and I

had that. Then, disregarding the book
I had brought, I began to look out of

the window, at first listlessly, but later

with intense interest, for I was gradually
conscious that the meadows were full

of mushrooms. Although the hour was
between ten and eleven, mushrooms
were still there, and so plentiful as to

catch the eye even in an express train.

More than catch it bemuse it, madden
it. The situation became almost un-

bearable. I thought of the lifted covers
of dishes, 1 thought of the stewed and

|

the fried, the steam, the

aroma. I could see in the
mind's eye exactly how

I

those big white ones would
dwindle and darken in the

culinary process minute,
it is true, but so black, so

comely ! And still the mea-
dows it was in a long
river valley continued to

be patched with them
;

all

wasted. That was the ter-

rible thought. This won-
derful exotic food perishing
for want of picking, and a

potential picker, and prob-

ably the best judge of mush-
rooms in the world, so near
and yet so far ! For the
train was tearing along and
wo were not due to pause
again for many miles.

And then suddenly came
a ray of hope, for I caught
sight of the communication
cord. The penalty, live

pounds only ! Was it worth
it ? I could pull it, scramble

out, pick as many mush-
rooms as I could eat and

for a fiver! Was it worth it? I

which I am incapable of solving, but
j

be a certain respect for prescriptive
the fact remains that in our neighbour- i rights. The contiguity of residences
hood there are people who actually
take pleasure in getting up at four in

order to pick the mushrooms which
otherwise would be picked by those who
get up at five or, more reasonably, like

Surely
With

such competition how can one enjoy a
savour which was clearly intended to

equally for the benefit of all V

myself now and then, at six.

six should be early enough

To indicate to what lengths the appe-
Jte for mushrooms will take people, let

ne herewith place it on record that in

should be sympathetically considered
and Preferential treatment should be

given to people in the immediate neigh-
bourhood, whether they are prepared
to get up before six or not. The world
however having got into a very bad
state, the fact remains that I have had
no mushrooms yet. Either they are
not growing hereabouts (but rumour
says otherwise) or infamously early
risers secure the whole harvest.
But that is not all.

The other day I had to visit town,

had as a matter of fact five pounds
with me to spend on books; but what
are books ? Books may be made of

paper that is white, but when they are
cooked do they shrivel and turn black
and distil amazing and indescribably
alluring essences ? I rose and reached
for the cord, but at that moment we
rushed into a tunnel, and when we
emerged the whole countrywas changed
and barren.

That evening, in London, I had some
mushrooms at a restaurant. But mush-
rooms at a restaurant are useless.

"SWITZERLAND OBJECTS TO
DAMNING OP RHINE."

Canadian I'aper.

As a neutral she properly deprecates
strong language about any of the

belligerents.
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" HIMMEL! THE ALL-HIGHEST HAS THE TRUTH SPOKEN THK WORST is BK.HISD us."

TO A PAN-CELT.
I HAVE an ancient friend, a placid man
Who hands the plate and adds his

modest shilling,

Sound on the War and, since it first

began,
Averse alike from BERNARD SHAW
and BiLi,,iNr, ;

Yet he has turned a votary of Pan
Pan with an eminently modern fril-

ling ;

To be precise, he now by day and night is

Afflicted by persistent Panceltitis.

Pan had his merits as a piper, though
His conduct was occasionally trying;

For great Panjandrum still inspires a

glow
Of reverence and sympathy undying;

Pancakes, a dish beloved by high and

low,
Are palatable, wholesome, satisfying ;

But as a prefix Pan has lapsed from

grace
Since its adoption by a bestial race.

How the Pan-Celts propose to serve

the State

i haven't got the foggiest of notions,

Unless it be a help to stimulate

Vague local aspirations and devotions,
Promote bilingualism in debate
And foster strange crepuscular emo-

tions;

But when the world is in the pot of

melting
I find it otiose to go Pan-Celting.

Meanwhile my friend writes letters,

stacks on stacks,

About the coming neo-Manx re-

vival,

Or prophesies to ardent O's and Macs
A super-OssiAN's imminent arrival.

He finds in Erse what simple English
lacks,

Glamour and picturesqueness adjec-
tival ;

Attends Eisteddfods, is immensely
thrilled,

And advocates a Cornish-speaking guild.

A harmless hobby? Not perhaps with

all

Of these convinced vernacular cam-

paigners,
For some who pit the Gael against the

"Gall"
Are more or less, and mostly more,'

Sinn Feiners ;

But others, dressed in kilts and sandals,

fall

Into the blameless class of boot-ab-

stainers ;

And my old friend, when all is said and

done,
Has sent three boys to help to smash

the Hun.

THE LUXUBY TAX.

A CORRESPONDENT suggests the fol-

lowing addenda to articles taxable

under the above head :

Anglers to pay one shilling in the

pound on every salmon over eighteen

pounds caught in the smoking-room.
Burglars* to pay twopence in the

shilling on every silver article stolen

from a town residence and a penny in

the shilling if stolen from a country
residence, the reduction being made in

view of additional cost of transport.
Villains in melodrama to pay two-

and-sixpence for every murder com-
mitted at each performance in excess

of three, and heroes for every hair-

breadth escape in excess of five.

Music-hall comedians to pay one

shilling per mother-in-law used at each

performance and three-halfpence each

for kippers, however frayed at the edges.

Another Impending Apology.
"Miss said she had been sent home

from France to tell them how desperately bad

women were wanted for Q.M.A.A.C."
Provincial Paper.

From the "
agony

"
column :

"Loving thoughts from we three." Time3.

In such tense moments who can think

of grammar?
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GENTLEMAN'S WAR.A
To :

the Fronts the chief interest of a picture have melted his heart towards them,

intended to represent a scene or episode The best dressed of the lot if there

of the War lies in the chance of recog- might be comparison where all were

nisiug the precise spot. After spending perfect weret\voyoungsters(obviously
several of the best years of my life on twins) belonging to the E.A.F. They

at liis very elbow. Perhaps the regu-
j

or "A Gentleman's War"; hut the

larity of their features and the exquisite |
artist had been before me and chosen

who have been on any <.l fit of their uniforms were supposed to
j

for his inscription a simple one, but
most effective for his sartorial purpose

the title "Military Uniforms."

NATURE MUSINGS A LA MODE.
severa o te est years o my e on twins) belonging to the B.A.F. They
the Western Front, I took the trouble fco

'

were standing aloof, watching, without BY oun SUMMKH DIAHIHT.

cross the street the other day to study . the astonishment it was calculated to August 15th. This is a ha'.cyon day,
a War picture displayed in a window, ; excite, a quite unprecedented type of

!

and to measure its charms aright one

driven not by a yearning to see more aeroplane cruising overhead. should spend it on the banks of a river,

war, but by this curious desire to : The boots of all these officers shone The stillness is wellnigh unbroken, save

locate the spot chosen by the artist as
!

with spotless lustre ; their uniforms ' for the distant drone of an aeroplane or

worthy of reproduction and to find what
|
were without stain or crease save for the buz/, of a motor-tractor; the voice of

sort of recognisable incident had fired ', the ideal knife-edge exhibited by those
j

universal Nature is subdued to a piun-
his imagination. But in spite of all ; who had paraded in slacks. As for the isaiino. Suddenly a kingfisher shoots

my wanderings and experiences this breeches of the others, they were such across the pool, like a living jewel,

picture beat me.
The smooth condition of the

landscape suggested that it be-

longed to some training area, but

this surmise was made absurd by
the heavy shelling going on in

the neighbourhood. A big gun,
drawn by a stylish team, was

crossing the middle distance at a

rattling pace, its appearance sug-

gesting that it had wandered
into the battle zone, having lost

its way to a "turn-out" compe-
tition and so forfeited a certain

first.

I could not imagine what oc-

casion was supposed to have
collected in such an unhealthy
locality the remarkably repre-
sentative group of British officers

forming the human interest of

the picture. Shells were burst-

ing within easy splinter-flight,
but the artist had not permitted
one of the eight to vouchsafe a

glance in the direction of* the

inferno, or chosen, in his British

pride, to exhibit the slightest
emotional disturbance of their notably

j

as yeoboys, with all youth's illusions,

THE GROWTH OP DECOIUTIO.;S, BADGKS AND HONORIFIC
CHEVRONS MAKES IT ADVISABLE THAT FREEH SPACE SHOULD
BE FOUND FOR THEM. Mu. PUNCH RECOMMENDS THE ABOVE
METHOD OF DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN AN OBSERVER AND A
PILOT.

regular features. used to dream about in pre-war days.
The officers were grouped in front of a ! Their indifference to the mud on which

very carelessly camouflaged piece of ord- they were standing was explained by
nance unfamiliar to me. One of them, an

immaculately dressed padre, was stand-

ing so close to the muzzle as to be in

imminent danger, of which the superb
gunner-major, not far away, ought cer-

tainly to have warned him. It occurred
to me however that perhaps the artist

wished to depict this officer as malici-

ously expectant of the nasty jar shortly
to be received by the statuesque non*-

combatant whose toilet and features

seriously rivalled his own. The Major,
who had turned out wearing a sword,
was talking to a spleudidly-plumaged
Brigadier with a similar taste for fancy-
,1 mi j_ ? j i 11 , i

the fact that it was very nice mud, not
the ordinary G.S. stuff supplied with
most landscapes I know. Was it pos-
sible that the artist was satirising some
more successful brother of the palette ?

Was this intended to be a group of

officers who, having heard that a certain

fashionable portrait-painter was touring
the Front, had deserted their posts and
made appointments witli him all at

the same hour?

Anyhow, I envied the painter who
in fact or fancy had been privileged to

witness such a scene in such a locality,
and who knew such a bevy of officers

dress. The artist had shown this eccen-
j

with nice regular features and admirable
trie Brigadier quite unmoved by the

'

conversation of three subalterns a

sapper, an infantier and a tank-wallah

snaps an insect from the glassy
surface and shoots on, leaving at

the point of contact a nest of con-
centric rings which widen and
widen until they are smoothed

away into the calm. No trout

are rising, but a water-rat plops
into the stream, and at interval-,

the scuffle of dab-chicks is heard.
But the birds are strangely
hushed to-day. Even, the robin's

engaging impudence yields to

the prevailing languor. We miss
the cuckoo's "two-fold shout,"
but cuckoos are rarely, if ever,
hoard in August, even by writers

of Nature Notes. It is sad to

think that the swifts are due to

leave us so soon, but an inexor-

able law ordains that migrants
must migrate; meanwhile the

peewits wheel overhead and, in

spite of their plaintive cries, life

must be very pleasant and full

for them up there, untroubled by
food shortage or the need of keep-

ing a diary. Below, all creatures

seem to be taking a rest-cure.

The moles abate their strenuous labours,
but a colony of red ants, on which 1

have inadvertently intruded, resent the

encroachment, their massed attack re-

minding me of Gulliver among the

Lilliputians. Waves of shadow, as

dear old TENNYSON says, pass over the

wheat, but even the wheat has no voice

to-day; not a sound in all that forest

of the staff of life. A cow moos gently
in an adjoining field. The day is built

up of just such little incidents, not

exactly soul-shaking, but none the less

infinitely helpful as supplying useful

grist to the mill of the Summer diarist.

From a summary of the Aliens Bill :

" Poker to bo taken to deal with all certifi-

cates of naturalisation."

Scarborough Paper.
batmen. Had I been asked lo find a 'But some people will not be satisfied

title for this problem-picture I think it

would have been " The Cadet's Dream "
unless it is also applied to the holders

of the certificates.
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Convalescent (to fal playing elaborate piece full of arpeggios). "WHAT'S THAT YOU'RE PLAYINQ, ALF YER TEJIPEHATURF. CHABT?"

IF THE WORM TURNED.
EXTRACTS from various unauthorised

Routine Orders, Circulars, etc., issued

in Uie field :

The Field Cashier will attend at

Billet No. 62, High Street, at 3 A.M.

every Tuesday. He will take his stand

in the street and wait there without

food until 6 P.M., during which period

any ollicer who cares to stroll along
for money will please do so.

It has come to the notice of the

Officer Commanding No. 13 Platoon,
8th Flintshire Fusiliers, that certain

Generals are in the habit of returning
the salutes of junior officers in a very

perfunctory manner. Only yesterday
the Officer Commanding No. 13 Platoon

said, "Good morning, Sir," to a Briga-

dier, and saluted him with almost pain-
ful smartness. He received no response
whatever. This negligence must cease

forthwith. You will take immediate

slops to see that the contents of this

iir'ino. are communicated to all General

Officers under your command.

(Signed) E. SMITH,

.!. /;/. ( '<iiiaii<liii</ No. 13 Platoon,
^l/i Flintshire Fusiliers.

. from Adjutant ith Cork
to Stajf-(',n>i<iin Umpteenth Brigade.

Please render (in quadruplicate) a

return showing number of returns you

have asked for during past six months.

These should be classified as follows :

1. Reasonable.

2. Unlikely to be required by anyone
for any purpose whatever.

3. Silly.
4. Damned silly.

This return will be rendered by 6 A.M.

to-day. Sent out at 5.30 A.M. 26.7.18.

A fortnight's course of instruction

for R.T.O.'s will be held at Blank on

the 15th of this month.

SYLLABUS :

1. Opening Lecture. " Am I offen-

sive enough?"
2. Why is it sometimes necessary

that infantry should entrain instead of

marching? (R.T.O.'s will be taken for

a ten-mile route march under shell-fire,

on the specially-constructed Flanders

mud track, after living for three days in

shell-holes filled with water.)
3. How to guess the rank of a senior

officer who looks like a subaltern, and

is wearing a Burberry with no rank-

badges. Every R.T.O. will be paraded
before selected officers. He will then

be shown certain signs, such as the cut

of field-boots, the set of the jaw, etc.,

which may mark the senior officer.

Ho will then have some sort of guide
as to when to bo merely rude to an

officer and when to obstruct him with

safe politeness.
4. Closing Lecture. How to put the

, wind up the Fighting Man by telling

i him that you lead an Awfully I>

,
ous Life because the Hun Bombs the

; Railway Every Night.
" Q

"
will not arrange transport.

R.T.O.'s selected will report at mid-

night to the Commandant, 2'Lt. John-

son. They will proceed by route-march,

carrying their own valises.

"T. I'. O'CONNOK'S YEAR IN AMERICA.
A GREAT PERSONAL TKIUSIPH.

J(y Frank Dilnct."

Daily Chronicle.

"LORD READING IN AMERICA.
A GREAT PERSONAL TIHOU'll.

ByT. P. O'Connor, M.IV
Daily Chronicle.

Surely this is not all. We await with

impatience an article headed

FRANK DILNOT IN AMERICA.
A GREAT PERSONAL TRIUMPH.

l'.\ Lord READING.

From a report of the visit of Sir

MAVKICK DE BUNM-'.N'S Special Mission

to Chile:
" La orquesta cjecuto el Good sabo the King

coroadopor la concurrencia, lo raismo que cl

Folleygodfillow." La tfacton (Httenos

The correspondent who sends us the

above cutting kindly furnishes a trans-

lation as follows :

"The orchestra played
' God Save the Kiiif?.'

which was sung in chorus by the gathering,

and the same with For he 's a jolly good
fellow.

1 "
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"TEMPORARY."
Miranda 's dropped her fancy-work and sailed across th

Straits

As a temporary
"
lady of the lamp

"
;

And Jane 's abandoned portraiture to wash the cups anc

plates
Of the Tommies in a temporary camp ;

And Ethel nervy Ethel ! is a motor-driving Waac,
And fairly saved her special Brigadier

The day that Fritz got busy and our line came surging back

In a temporary movement to the rear.

A temporary Major they "ve contrived to make of Bob

(He was always pretty hefty at his drill),

While the rank of air-mechanic and he hustles at his job
Is the temporary perquisite of Bill ;

Old Joseph drives a tractor most surprising true anc

straight

(He's sixty, but a temporary sport),
While Augustus sails the ocean as a temporary mate
When he isn't in a temporary port.

There 's a temporary shortage of the things we eat and wear,
And the temporary pleadings of the Tank,

Plus the temporary taxes that we 're called upon to bear,

Lead to temporary trouble at the bank
;

The only things that haven't changed since WILHELM
butted in

To show how Armageddon should be run
Are the views of Thomas Atkins as to who is going to win,
And his personal opinion of the Hun.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE MARSHAL.
YES, it was the Marshal who did ifc, and when I say" Marshal

"
I must be understood to mean the great Marshal

FOCH, who has been driving the Germans back helter-skelter
towards the place where they belong. Of course the Marshal
has no notion of his responsibility for my affairs. Like the

gallant gentleman he is, he is all for fighting. He will never
be aware, unless he should happen to be a careful reader of
these pages, that it was his influence which put a stop to an
embittered domestic controversy and sent a British family
to the seaside.

It happened in this way. Dad and Mum said they had
made up their minds. There was to be no seaside this

year, or, rather, the seasides might be as many as usual,
but there was one thing certain about them all, which was
that we were going to pay none of them a visit. Soon
after the discussion began, Muni basely deserted Dad, and
left him as it were high and dry on an inland desert. She
was moved to this abandonment, she said, by the sight
of the children's faces. "

Look," she said,
" how pale they

are. They must have a change." And as sea air produced
red and glowing complexions in the quickest time, to the
seaside they must go. On the other hand, Dad said that

nothing could move him. He was sure that results as good
could be produced by staying at home as by going to
that place which showed the largest percentage of ozone.

I'
Besides," ho added,

"
things are different now. The family

is growing up with extraordinary rapidity, and the old

pleasures of the seaside pall on them." (Loud dissent of
the younger members.)

It was all very well to make a noise like that, but had they
considered the tremendous expense, and that at a time
when the Income Tax stood at six shillings in the pound,
and when the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER was shouting
at them from every hoarding or insinuating himself into
their confidence with every dividend warrant and urging

them to invest every penny of their savings in National
War Bonds? No, it wouldn't do. The seaside this year
must be given up.

This pronouncement was received with yells of derision,
and Dad was urged to remember that this particular family
had abstained from the seaside last year at his special
request, and therefore must have saved something with
which they could meet the financial strain. The fact was,
said Mum, that Dad owed them all a visit, and that it was
the duty of a father to fulfil all his promises, even if it was
temporarily difficult for him to do so. To this Dad replied
that the promise about the seaside was rashly given in order
to make last year's abstention easier for all of them. Any-
how they were not going to the seaside this year, and there
was an end of it.

Then suddenly came Marshal FOCH'S great stroke. The
Germans were sent pell-mell to the right-about, and things
kept on happening in the most marvellous way at several

points of the Front. Dad's face cleared as soon as he read
the morning paper. "Children," he said, "I have been

thinking it over, and I believe it is just humanly possible
for us to go to the seaside this year. And mind whenever
you build a sand-castle, when you bathe in the sea, when
you catch prawns, when you go out fishing, when you see
a dead star-fish, you must return thanks inwardly to Marshal
FOCH for having made these things necessary for your health
and desirable for your souls."

And thus it comes about that we are due at the seaside

to-morrow, and are to occupy our old lodgings of the year
before last. Some things, of course, there are of which we
never shall recapture the first fine careless rapture. We
shall never, for instance (" we

"
being the younger members

of the party), be carefully dressed by the nursemaid and set

out each on a different chair against the wall, so as to be
out of the way while the last inches of packing are being
completed. Was there ever anything in the world so stiff

as those legs which protruded from every chair? And
then the gloves, worn as preventers of smudginess ! They
looked more frightfully inappropriate than anything else

which could be worn on a child's person. Still, they were
the nursemaid's idea of high-toned respectability.

But, gloved or gloveless, we are for the seaside to-morrow
thanks to Marshal FOCH.

A Happy Valley ?

" The Canadian force is wearing the smile that won't come off. The
nature of the ground is entirely favourable to such an operation."

. . Times.
" One of the main conclusions already arrived at by the Allied Food

Controllers is that if sapphires are to be maintained for all the
countries concerned, not only are all prices to the consumers likely to
remain at the present level, but that they may in some cases even
ncrease." Cork Constitution.

The Food Controllers should remember that a stone, no
matter how precious, is notoriously no substitution for bread.

" WASHINGTON, SUNDAY.
General March, Chief of Staff, has issued a general order of the

rVar Department providing for the consolidation of all branches of the
Jnited States Army into one army, to be known hereafter as ' The
Jnited States Army.' .... All soldiers serving the colours will
lereafter wear the same uniform and the sam insignia,"

SAM BROWNE or Uncle Sam ?

From a report of the PRIME MINISTER'S speech at Newport :

"The country has got to depend upon its courage, it has to keep
if its heart in the long struggle. It is the heart that tells. It is
he heart that tells. In a long climb it is the heart that tells, heart
hat tells. In a long fight it is the heart that tells. In a long fight it

s the heart that tells . . ." Monmouthshire Evening Post.

Ie seems, at any rate, to have convinced the printer.
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' WHY DO PEOPLE ONLY WEIGH BABIES? WHY DON'T THKY WEIGH OTHER PEOPLE?"
"THEY DO, BUT NOT AT HOMK. PAPA'S BALANCE IS AT THK BANK."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned tileries.)

PERHAPS more than any of those young and gracious
figures sacrificed in the war RUPERT BROOKE has taken
hold of popular imagination. So the appearance of the

long-promised Collected Poems and Memoir (SIDGWICK AND

JACKSON) will find many readers anxious for some personal
s-ketch of one whose brilliance and the circumstance of his

death have made him famous not only as a poet but as a

symbol. Those of us who remember RUPERT BROOKE
differently will perhaps best appreciate how well Mr.
EDWARD MARSH (revealed here only by initials) has carried

out his task of friendship. The result is an admirable

picture of one whom the gods loved and gifted generously.
Somewhere RUPERT BROOKE confessed, in one of those
flashes of self-amusement so characteristic of him, to the

happy consciousness that when he came into a room where
there were new people

" the chances were that they would
like him." If there is any sound of conceit in this nothing
could be more remote from his character. Never was any-
one more youthfully delighted with success or less spoilt

by it. Adulation (and he had much) he would meet with a

mingling of gratitude and a wholesome derision that purged
it of all danger ; one has heard that almost his last words
were a jest at his own increasing fame. It was in talk

that he found his easiest expression, but, though lacking
the help of a radiant presence, his letters, of which there

are many here, reveal him intimately as full of kindli-

ness and mirth and all generous enthusiasms. RUPERT
BROOKE spoke once with the voice pf England, because in

him were embodied all that we like to think most typical of

her sons. In this book, that holds both his short life and
his work, you have two memorials one written by those
who loved him, the other by himself.

Mr. GALSWORTHY'S Five Tales (HEINEMANN) shows no

falling off in that fastidious almost over-fastidious crafts-

manship, that sense of pity almost, if that were possible,

exaggerated pity for the unfortunate, that unmeasured

disapproval of respectability which his admirers know so

well. The first of the sheaf tells how a murderer proves a

better man than his barrister brother; the second, how a

fallen captain of industry and obstinate gourmand outwits

his enemies by an original and to him congenial form of

suicide ; the third is an exquisite idyll of first-love with a

faintly cynical ending ; the fourth describes the conversion

of a stockbroker through sitting on a jury all excellent

fare. But I would sacrifice them cheerfully for the last

bonne bouche," Indian Summer of a Forsyte," a pendant to

that finest of the author's novels, The Man of Property.
Old Jolyon, the only decent Forsyte, finds a new lease of

life and the long-forgotten flavour of romance in his friend-

ship for Irene. Tbis will be something obscure to those

who don't know their Man of Properly. But can there be

any such ? I think Mr. GALSWORTHY immensely enjoyed
this going over of happily remembered ground, and he
communicates that enjoyment to the reader.

How long ago is it, I wonder, since the evening when I

found myself very pleasantly confronted by some mountain

scenery, embellishing a comedy of courtship between, I

think, Mr. H. B. IRVING and Miss IRENE VANBRUOH ? At
all events it was sufficiently long ago to give me an oddly
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dream-like sensation on finding the dim intrigue of that

evening refashioning itself in the pages of the latest, if not

newest ANTHONY Hoi'E story, Captain Dieppe. All which, of

course, simply means that the author, like most prudent
dramatists nowadays, has decided to emulate the thrush

and tell his tale twice over. Or shall we say thrice, for I

understand though the publishers (SKEFFINGTON) say

nothing on the suhject that it appeared many years ago in

a Summer Number of The Illustrated London News ? An
admirably bustling tale it is, too, of an adventurous captain,
a matrimonial tangle, some fighting, and a love interest

which, just when you think it can't possibly come right,

suddenly springs a surprise upon you, and ends as the love

affairs of gallant adventurers always should. I have a

recollection of wondering why the stage version of this

igreeable little affair enjoyed but moderate success ; perhaps
in visible action it was difficult to render plausible the de-

ueption by which but I must be careful ; the secret was

nearly out then. Anyhow, as a holiday companion who
makes no pretence at more than entertainment for your idle

noments Cautain Dierme should. I think, come at lennth hv
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CHARIVARIA.
A WEEKLY paper points out that

there are eleven lunatics in the world

who imagine they are the CUOWN
PRINCE. Our fixed opinion is that one

of them is right. * ^

It is stated that all the babies born

in the Urban District of Bulkington,
Warwickshire, in the months of June
and July were girls. Something like a

panic prevails in the 'bus world.

A gossip- writer states that the

General Election will take place in the

middle of November. A notice

to this effect is to lie sent to the

I'KKMIER. ... ...

According to a trade journal
there are now very few expensive
motor cars for sale, and pedestrians
must for the present content them-

selves with being knocked down by
taxi-cabs and other small fry.

* *

A hen at High Rother, Essex,

says The Evening News, has just
laid a 4i ounce egg, measuring
7 inches in circumference. We
see nothing extraordinary in this.

It seems about the only sensible

thing the hen could have done
with it. i. ...

A father of fifteen children has

been granted exemption by the

Monrnouth Tribunal. In similar

circumstances we should certainly
have hesitated to appeal.

The selling of immature apples
has been forbidden by the FOOD-
CONTUOLLER. The pair of adults

that we purchased for a shilling
the other day didn't taste half

their age. ... ...

several German soldiers have com-
mitted suicide rather than go to the
Western front. Stern measures will

in future be adopted by the High
Command in dealing with men who
act in tliis way.

Owing to the breakdown of a motor

lorry in Farringdon Street an omnibus
the other day dashed into a large
cheese. The 'bus escaped with a few

scratches, but the cheese, we are in-

formed, still lies in a critical condition.

We are informed that the man who
was last week found on the roof

attached to three potatoes weighing
altogether four pounds three ounces.

* *

Oatmeal gruel, says Thf l)mlij Neics,

is often preferred to beer by farm-

workers. A correspondent from New
Cut would like to know who is the

Hidden Hand spreading these scandals.
*

Hurglars last week broke into a West
End jeweller's, making off with a box of

matcncs and a thousand pounds' worth
of jewellery. ^

Since the overcrowding of the Tube
trains a lady writes to say that her

husband must have been mislaid

in one of the carriages, or perhaps
taken away by some other lady in

mistake for her own husband.
T

Count HKUNSTOUKF has presented
his credentials to the SULTAN. The

ceremony was followed, we are in-

formed, by a brief but cordial con-

versation, during which the SULTAN
and the new Ambassadorexchanged
international atrocities.

A St. Helens man has been
fined ten shillings for attempting
to remove a can of condensed milk

from the Isle of Man. The theory
that he was taking it away as a

memento of Sir T. HALL CAINE left

the Bench cold.

It is reported that the KAISKI: has

threatened to degrade the CROWN
PRINCE to a lower rank. " First

loot
"

is of course the rank he is

best qualified to hold.

Latest addition to Xinittry Staff. "WHAT'S THE TKA-
TIMK HEKE?"

Cicerone. " UBDAL THREE TO FIVK-THIBTY."

Experto Crede.

From a trade circular:

'THE LOBD BISHOP OF BATH
WELLS writes: '

I have found
AND

'8

"
War," says the Deutsche Zeitiing,

"
is the handicraft of the soldier." Not,

as you might have supposed, of the

pacifist.
'*

'

Office tea clubs are no longer to be

Waterloo Station pleaded that he

wanted to catch a glimpse of the 5.15

which he used to take before the

crowds set in. * *

allowed special supplies of tea. An- of a settlement,

other nasty smack at the War Office.

We are interested to see what the

With reference to the strike of school-

children at Accrington, we understand

that fears are entertained by the children

ADJUTANT-GENERAL will have to say
to this fresh interference.

:;:
..
*

A correspondent writes to The Daily
Mail pointing out that seventeen years

ago he shot a wood-pigeon whose crop
contained 1,000 grains of oats. We
are ashamed to confess that we had

forgotten the incident.
':- #

:

According to the Cologne Gazette

It now appears that the wrong man
has been executed for the assassination

of the Hun dictator, VON EICHHORN. It

is expected, however, that the sent-

ence will be allowed to stand as a

warning to others.
-S 'I'

We understand that some explana-
tion is forthcoming as to the earth-

tremor recorded at Greenwich the other

week. It seems that a Surrey allot-

ment-holder pulled up a potato root

Shaving Cream quite the best I have used.

The Soaps are also very good."
"

A Useful Hand.

From a magazine story :

"With one hand she clutched the side of

her chair, drank :i mouthful, met bin eyes for

an infinitesimal second, gulped and looked

quickly away."

" His [the enemy's] losses since March
have been colossal. He has lost permanently
killed, seriously wounded, and prisoners some-

thing in the neighbourhood of 600,000 since

March." Birtaittgliam Daily Post.

"
Permanently

"
is good.

"The tails of the vast shoal of prisoners
which hare been passing through the collecting

cages during the past ten days enables some

interesting conclusions as to the modal to be

niwn.''- Provincial Paper.

The meaning is not quite clear, but we
assume that the motto of the German

prisoners was not " Sursum Caudw."
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DEMOCRACY ON ITS TRIAL.

[Showing how the behaviour of certain

slackers and strikers appears to a soldier who

belongs to the so-called "privileged classes,"

and has been reminded that he is fighting in

order to '-make the world safe for democracy."]

HE chanced to come of ancient birth ;

His fatherscalled the King their liege ;

In open field they proved their worth ;

Their legend ran,
" Noblesse oblicje ;

"

Like their* lie keeps his scutcheon fair,

Proud of the line his kin can trace,

But prouder still to be the heir

Of loyalty to laud and race.

They did not nicely weigh the laws

That govern abstract right and

wrong ;

But, wrong or right, for England's cause

They went to battle with a song ;

Ho too, for her no question made
Would give his body to the dust,

Yet is his faith more tirmly stayed

Knowing at heart her cause is just.

Heavy on him, as on his peers,
The War lias fallen ; yet his pride,

Unenvious of the profiteers,
Makes light of fortune's ebbing tide ;

Only at times he tends to chafe

A little when his weary eye
Pictures the goal a world made safe

For democrats to occupy.

These future masters of the State

He sees them loaf in shop and mine
When on their labour hangs the fate

Of England in the fighting line ;

And wishes, while their ease they take

And life
" out there

"
is deadly grim,

Democracy would try to make
The world a bit more safe for him.

He sees them strike for softer tasks,

And " If such things are done in War,
What will they do in Peace," he asks,

" The Peace that I am fighting for ?
"

Not less he fights be sure of that

For honour and, if God so please,
The chance that your true democrat

May be of better stuff than these.

O. S.

" The sardonyx has not a very good reputa-
tion. Queen Elizabeth's ring, that she gave
to the Earl of Essex, was a sardonyx with her

photo cut on it." Home Notes.

Evoking from ESSEX the historic re-

mark,
" Is this a daguerreotype that I

see before me? "

"Sr. Ricardo was driving a herd of

steers, when one of the animals attacked him,
unhorsed him and gored him in the head,
causing several injuries, including the loss of

the Ministry of Finance."
Standard (Buenos Ayrcs).

If the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
should be thinking of spending his holi-

days on the land we hope he will be

very careful.

PEACE TALK.
JUST as I was getting off to sleep the

signaller pokes his head into the bivvy.
" OtFcer wants you, Scrgint."
I finds him sitting on a tipped-up

ammunition-bos throwing stones into

the wadi below.

"Well, Sergeant," ses he, "an out-

break of peace seems threatened."

That's rather a favourite joke of his,

so I turns on my laugh officers' jokes,

for the use of and waits. "In other

words," lie goes on, "here's a chit come
round headed 'Demobilisation.' Please

ensure that each man's trade and class

is entered in his pay-book. Fall in the

platoon in the fig-garden, where they'll
ho under cover."

So I falls them in and tells them to

get out their pay-books and make up
their minds what trade they belongs to,

some of them not being very sure of it,

never having had one. Just as I goes
off to fetch the officer I hears Johnson

(who used to be attached to Brigade
H.Q. and knows a lot) saying some-

thing about going home first, but it

didn't strike me as anything out of the

way at the time.

Well, the officer comes along and gets
to work at once.

"Any A's? B's?"
Barnes and Berry steps out.

"What's your trade, Barnes?" he

asks.

"Engineer, Sir."
" What sort ?

"

"Beg pardon, Sir?"
"
General, electrical, marine ?

"

" Er general engin^r, Sir." But
he didn't seem too sure about it.

"Berry?"
Berry has got ploughman written all

over him. Red face, clumsy walk, huge
hands, and a devil to work.

" What for you, Berry ?
"

"Eh, Sir?"
"What trade?"
"
Plough I moan engineer, Sir."

"
General, electrical or marine ?

"

"
Er, er the last, Sir."

"
Stop that laughing. Any more B's?

C's? D's? Well, Devlin, what 's your
trade?"

"
Soldier, Sir."

"
Yes, yes, but what were you before

you came out here?
"

"
Soldier, Sir."

"Yes, I know. But what I mean is,

what were you before the War ?
"

"
Soldier, Sir."

" What can't you Then he

spots the three good conduct stripes on
Devlin's arm. "

Oh, I see. Sorry, Dev-

lin, but it 's so rare to find a soldier in

the army nowadays, you know."
Well, by the time we gets to the

J's there 'd been seven engineers, one

farm-labourer, a soldier and a tic-tac,

which, as the officer remarked, wasn't
a bad average of skilled trades for an

agricultural district. There was some
trouble about the tic-tac ; the officer

wanted to put him down as a riveter's

mate, until Henderson tells him that

his job was on the race-course and not
in the shipping yards, and that ho came
in the same class as artists' models
which we found to be O.K.

"Any J's?"
Jeffries and Johnson steps out.

"Well, Jeffries?"
"
Hengineer, Sir."

I gives a cough just to remind Jeffries,

vrho comes from the same place as me,
that 1 know what he really does do.

"Leastways not quite a hengineer,
Sir. I drive a milk-cart, Sir."

" You 're quite right, Jeffries ; hardly
an engineer. What do you think, Ser-

geant? Carter or dairyman? John-
son ?

"

"
Engineer, Sir."

"What?"
"
Engineer, Sir."

".What sort?"
"Just the ordinary sort, Sir:"

"Do you remember what happened
to ANANIAS and SAITHIHA ? They lived

quite close here."
" It 's true, Sir ; honest."
" Then how is it you went to Brigade

Headquarters as a chef?"
Johnson goes a bit green, and in the

end he was put down as a chef and got
seven days' sanitary fatigues into the

bargain. After that there weren't half

the number of engineers, and the job

gets finished in no time, and I gees
back to my bivvy for forty winks.

When I wakes up there was the

whole ruddy lot of engineers sitting on

top of something which turns out to be

Johnson.
" What the hell's up?" I asks Barnes

as he came up for a breather.
" That Johnson, he tells us that

engineers is going to be the first class

home. Well, we 're all ploughmen or

farm-hands, but we calls ourselves en-

gineers, except Gibb, who says he was
a farm-labourer, and Henderson, who
called himself a tic-tac, and the off'cer

puts the two down Class I and us

Class 27."

With which Barnes turns round and

goes for the only part of Johnson that

wasn't getting attended to, which hap-

pened to be the top of his head.

"Three bombs were dropped upon an am-
munition train at Longuyon, and a direct hit

obtained. The train contained 15,000 hells."

Sheffield Independent.

We seem to have given it just one more.

But then the little more and how much
it is!
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Child (who.has tifen made much of ty father home on leave for first time for two years).
CALt YOUB HUSBAND."

"MuMMX DEAR, I LIKE THE MAN YOU

THE ALIEN QUESTION.
ABOUT three months ago the powers

that try to be decided I could do my
bit in the Great Stunt by living in a

little cottage which formed the centre-

piece of an old-word garden trimmed
with roses and honeysuckle. I believe

I am officially supposed to do other

things besides live, but my category is

such that this takes up most of my
time.

Sweetheart and I lived an idyllic
existence here ; but now this has all

come unstuck. The serpent, or a cousin
of his, has walked into our Eden and

blighted our young lives.

Behind Matchbox Castle, which was
our country seat, there was a field of

clover, and last montli a gang of Ger-
man prisoners came and cut it. I had

suspicions in the morning that all was
not A 1, to speak categorically, for

my shoes had been moved from the

place where I had paraded them over-

night and had been badly bitten. Ex-
amination by the BEKTILLON methods
failed to fix the teeth-marks on to any
of the family when they came in to

breakfast, and I was wondering who
on earth could have done it, when

'

sweetheart shrieked in E in alt
" Ooh !

There 's a blackbeetle !

"

It was even so, and he was just

sparring for wind in the second round
with the cat. In the end his superior
defence won, and he planted himself

down in front of the kitchen fire and
started to wash himself. He was the

advance guard of hordes of these fierce

animals that have come to stay with

us, driven from their home in the clover-

field by the Hun attacks.

They have established a reign of

terror that makes Russia look like a

Sunday-school treat. One waited on
the milk-boy and bit him so that he

dropped the milk, and they thereupon
lapped it up with great gusto. I could

tell the guilty one by the fact that he 'd

got bits of trousers sticking round his

whiskers. They read the morning paper
before wo get up, and if they don't agree
with the leading articles they tear it up.
I am almost afraid to have The Daily
Mail

;
it makes them so peeved.

One of them walks about now with a

large hump on his head that I caused
with a coal-hammer when he pinched
a chop representing a week's coupons.
He 's the biggest of all, and the ugliest.
We call him Ludendorff, because he

orders the others about. I 've an idea

that if I can get him alone and murder
him I shall shake their moral. I shot

at him yesterday with a pistol, but

the ballet bounced off and punctured a

priceless tin of milk we 've been keeping
for the cat's birthday.

I bought some powder that the shop-
man told me was good for beetles, and
it loas good for them. They got fatter

and fatter on it, and so bucked that

they attacked my reserve stock of this

poison and had a vile orgy.
The gardener gave me specifications

of a wonderful trap for them. I got a

big basin and filled it with beer, then

put little planks up the side so that

they could get in. The idea is that

they crawl up, and when they are on

top they get giddy and fall in. Sweet-
heart wanted to grease the planks and
tie a leg of,mutton at the end, such as

she 'd seen at some aquatic sports, but

we haven't enough coupons.
Nothing happened in spite of a

notice I put up saying, "Beer to-day,"

except that the beer got rather above

itself, owing to the hot weather, and 1

had to put another shilling's-worth in.

The next morning everything was in

disorder. They had tipped up the bowl,
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IO/K n/crr lianvslt'i-, l<i/<; iciinluiv-dresser (having had difficulties in arranging corn-shcaces).
ONE OP YOUK MODELS? I CAN'T QUITE GET THE BIGHT POSE WITH MINE."

'I SAY, WOILD YOU MIND LKND1SO ME

drunk the beer, and wore rolling about
the place arm-in-arm, spoiling for

trouble. I hope they all had fearful

headaches.
I 've written and told the War Office

about it, but they take no notice. It

doesn't seem as though any of them
will be called up or die of influenza.

Meanwhile they have settled in the

larder, and we have to light them for

everything we want to get out. We 're

getting weaker while they get stronger.
Some day they '11 be able to " bunk
each other up," and come upstairs
after us, and then we shall be devoured.

There isn't much meat on me, and
I 'in taking large doses of arsenic, so as

to disagree with them.

An Irish Romance.
" MAI i:i -.MNV. -Young man of good appear-

ance, \\iili means, requires female, respectable
(partner, -2(i. B.C.) with milk and butter busi-

ness, or capital, view to above; genuine re-

plies; confidential." Cork Constitution.

"
Required, for a scientific society, a well-

oducutud lady as shorthand-typist. None
accustomed to Government offices need apply,
as the ivst oi tlif staff stay till the work is

done, and only persons who think more of the

work than of hours will be considered."

Daily Telegraph.

Aren't they sarcastic ?

AUNTIE'S OATH.
AFTER many attempts and as many

misgivings perhaps indeed one mure

misgiving than attempt Auntie ob-

tained an appointment as an author-

ised helper of the American Red Cross
\

in France, and was at last sufficiently
furnished with the necessaries of that

calling to be ready to leave.

If you knew Auntie you would under-

stand what her friends have been through
these last few weeks ; but as you are so

unfortunate as not to know the sweetest

and gentlest creature on earth, and the

most utterly lacking in any capacity for

furthering her own interests, fighting
for her own hand, feathering her own
nest or performing any of the other

myriad self-protective acts although
tireless in her efforts for others' ad-

vancement and happiness and comfort

let me say that she is very small and

fragile-looking, very liable to mistrust

in herself, and so diffident and so unwil-

ling to give trouble, that for a ruder

spirit to go shopping with her, for ex-

ample, is to suffer positive agony. Not
the kind of helper needed in a war hos-

pital, you might think ;
but there you

would be wrong, for Auntie can be a

lion of strength where duty is.

Anyway the day arrived when the

ordeal of the passport office was to be

endured, and I went with her to be of

what assistance I could and prevent
any final and irrevocable panic.
The ritual included, in addition to the

usual signatures, a solemn declaration

of acquiescence in a number of regu-
lations drawn up for the guidance of all

American Red Cross assistants. Auntie

began to read it tremblingly ; to the

timid feminine eye so terribly formal

was it and so threatening. Nothing
was said about shooting at dawn, but

obviously nothing less than that would
be the destiny of any defaulter.

"
But, my dear," she said,

"
supposing

that one involuntarily did something
wrong something that would '

give in-

formation to the enemy
'

? How dread-

ful that would be! It would undo all

that I am wanting to do."

I reassured her, but she read on in

trepidation. And then suddenly she

brightened.
"I must, of course," she said, "do

my best; but, at any rate, I can put

my name to this one with perfect con-

fidence. I know I shall never transgress

here, consciously or unconsciously,"
and she pointed to the sixth clause on

the paper :

"(I. In no circumstance? will I deliver a

pi .litiojil or electioneering speech to the troops."
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THE OLD STORY-NEW STYLE.
EXTRACTS from file started by Lieut.

R. Gorget, Dept. X.Z. 6, War Office,

following act of chivalry in crowded
tube train, 5.8.18:

Miss D. Remington-Pitman, Dept. J.E.

3c, War Office.

Reference telephone conversation.

The performance commences at 7.30.

6.8.18. E. GOKQET, Lt.

it.

Lieut. It. Gorget.

Noted, thank you.
6.8.18. D. B.-PITMAN.

(Minutes in. x. will be extracted on

application.)

XI.

Miss D. H.-Pitman.

Further conversation in taximeter

cab. Have you any objection ?

8.9.18. R. GOEGET, Lt.

XII.

Lieut. Gorget.

None. Please inform Brig.-Gen. J.

Remington-Pitman, C.B., Waste Paper
Directorate, Room 003. (Authority :

Eegister of Births, Parish of Puddling-
cum-Marsh. Entry dated 7.11.1898.)

8.9.18. D. E.-PITMAN.

XIII.

Brig.-Gen. J. B.-Pitman, C.B.

For information and consent, please.
8.9.18. E. GOKGET, Lt.

xiv.

Messrs. Box and Co.

Have you any remarks ?

10.9-.18. J. E.-PITMAN, Brig.-Gen.

xv.

Gen. J. B.-Pitman, C.B.

Ee-submit 1st prox.
12.9.18. A. B., for Box AND Co.

XVI.

Miss D. B.-Pitman.

See and return. Is it to be under-
stood that Minute xin. is fully ap-
proved ?

12.9.18. J. E.-P.
XVII.

Brig.-Gen. J. B.-Pitman, C.B.

Seen. It is feared that Minutes in. x.

iave escaped your attention.

12.9.18. D. E.-P.
XVIII.

Box and Co.

Eeturned in accordance with xv.
1.10.18. J. E.-PITMAN, Brig.-Gen.

XIX.

Gen. J. B.-Pitman, C.B.

3 7s. U.
2.10.8. C. D., for Box AND Co.

xx.

Lieut. R. Gorget.

Minutes xm. and xix. Consent i;

withheld.

3.10.18. J. B.-Pitman, Brig.-Gen

(Minutes xxi. xxm.)

XXIV.

Lieut. B. Gorget.

This is the last time.

28.10.18. J. PARTIFUND GORGET, Kt

Box and Co.

Passed for immediate action, please.
29.10.18. E. GORGET, Lt.

XXVI.

Gen. J. B.-Pitman, C.B.

1,001 7s. 4d.

29.10.18. A. B., for Box AND Co.

(Minutes xxvn. xxxv. : The Times
Goldsmiths, Silversmiths, etc.)

xxxvi.

Canon Hymen, The Vicarage, Puddling-
cum-Marsh.

Two o'clock is preferred ; with choir

1.4.19. D. R.-PITMA&.

(Minutes xxxvu. LIX.)

LX.

Messrs. Benger.

Samples approved. May two large-
size tins be sent, please ?

5.2.20. (Mrs.) D. GOBGET.

(Et seq.)

RHYMES FOE THE SILLY
SEASON.

THERE was a young man of Moose Jaw
Who wanted to meet BERNARD SHAW;
When they questioned him Why?
He made no reply

But sharpened his circular saw.

There was a young wag at the War
Who wrote to the precious TAGORE :

" I greatly admire
Your ecstatical lyre,

But I relish JOHN OXENHAM more."

An eccentric C.O. of West Ham
Who was pained by the shortage of jam
Heard that armies and fleets

Had abundance of sweets,
So he went to the Front like a lamb.

There was an old man of Dunphail
Who possessed a political snail ;

It retired to its shell

When you spoke of Lord L.,
But emerged when you mentioned The

Mail.

"Ford Car, 1912, 4-seater. Value Es. 500.

Price, Rs. 1,600. No offers."

Statesman (Calcutta.)

We are not surprised.

SULTANAS.
" IT is very strange," said Mr. Brown

on the way home,
"
very strange indeet

that the Robinsons should manage so

much better than wo do."
" You may as well say than I do,'

answered Mrs. Brown. " That 's what

you mean."

"Anyone would have imagined there
was no war," he persisted. "I never

enjoyed a dinner more in my life."
" What I should like to know," said

Mrs. Brown bitterly,
"

is where Mrs.
Eobinson got those sultanas. When I
asked the girl at the stores for some
yesterday she was quite rude."

"
Well, you had better find out," said

Mr. Brown ; and this at the earliest op-
portunity Mrs. Brown proceeded to do.

It was tantalizing to learn that Mrs.
Eobinson had purchased the sultanas
at the identical stores where her own
vain attempt had been made.
The grocery department was thronged

the following morning and the girls
behind the counters (pretty girls, some
of them) were having a rather busy
time. At last, however, Mrs. Brown
succeeded in making her way to one of

them (the prettiest) and, putting on
her most ingratiating smile, said that
she wanted some sultanas.

" No dried fruit of any kind," answered
the girl with her head in the air.

"But I know a lady who bought
some here

"

"No dried fruit of any kind this

morning," said the girl, and as Mrs.
Brown turned disconsolately away she
saw Mrs. Robinson enter the grocery
department. But not alone. By her
side was a remarkably good-looking
Second-Lieutenant with his left arm in

a sling. As Mrs. Brown advanced to

open her heart he detached himself
From his companion, making his way
alone to. the counter.

" How very annoying," said Mrs.
Robinson, in the midst of Mrs. Brown's
amentations, but she did not appear to

listening very attentively, her eyes
aeing fixed on the back of the good-
ooking Second-Lieutenant, who was
addressing himself to the prettiest girl.

Mrs. Brown could overhear every word

quite distinctly.
" Good morning," he said with a

smile
; "what about some sultanas?

"

"How many would you like?" she
answered with gladness in her eye ;

and Mrs. Brown turned to glare into

tfrs. Robinson's triumphant face.
" And not five minutes before," she

emarked to her husband the same

evening,
" that wicked girl told me there

was no dried fruit of any kind. I call

t perfectly diabolical."
"
No, "said Mr. Brown, "

only human."
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Sergeant. "Off AGAIN, ABE xou? You SHOULDN'T 'AYE so 'OBSE. WHAT YOU WAST is A CART WITH A TIG-SET OVEB THE TOP Of you."

CHATTER ABOUT WILHELM.
THE enterprise of The Times in secur-

ing the reminiscences of the KAISER'S

American dentist (or gum-architect, as

he is called in his native land) ia to

be subject to the usual sincere flattery,

and several other daily papers are

negotiating for similar articles. The
late American AMBASSADOR in Berlin

having set the example, it is considered

that any divulgence of private matters

is permissible, and an absorbing series

of revelations may be expected shortly.
$ -'.- :!-

It has not yet been decided whether,
when they reach book form, to call the

Times disclosures " Inci-dental Talks"
or "Acci-dental Conversations." "Ivory
and Pearl" has been suggested, but is

thought to err on the poetical side.

!|: :i: :!:

It may not be generally known that

the KAISER for many years employed
an American barber not for his hair,

which was cut by a taciturn native,

but for his moustache. This gentle-

man, whose services are of course no

longer required, is now at home again
and is busy with his reminiscences of

his august client, who now and then,

while the operator was at work, spoke
his mind with an easy freedom .which

he will probably have cause to regret.
An American chiropodist who once at-

tended the KAISER is also engaged in

recording some very valuable recollec-

tions of the EMPEROR, to be published
under the title

"
Imperial Footnotes ;"

the American College of Pedicure, of

which heis an honoured member, having
formally released him from his pro-
fessional oath of secrecy. Editors are

vying with each other for the right to

publish both these manuscripts. And
there are others.

:;: :'.: *

Many publishers have, we are told,

competed for the privilege of issuing
the gum-architect's work in book form.

It is rumoured that the House of DENT
has secured it.

Plans for the filming of the dentist's

narrative, both as entertainment and

propaganda, are in active preparation,
and some such success is hoped for

it as attended Mr. GERARD'S famous
work. No one who has not seen the

EX-AMBASSADOR'S story as it is thrown

upon the screen can have any idea of

the Teutonic verisimilitude which can

be obtained by an ingenious producer
in a trans - Atlantic studio. For all

practical purposes it is Berlin itself.

No doubt the molar narrative will

receive equally careful treatment, and
additional interest will be given by the

spectacle of the KAISER in the chair,

beneath the forceps or the drill. The

only fear is that the presentment of him
in such a situation may excite com-

passion here or there in some misguided
breast. Pity is not a feeling to be en-

couraged with regard to the KAISER,
but if ever one experienced it it would
be when watching him at the gum-
architect's mercy and knowing that he

was to be served up on toast in print
afterwards.

:i:

Meanwhile we understand that the

KAISER has stated in no ambiguous
terms that if after the War any Amer-
icans are to be given access to him,
from ambassadors downwards, they
must be able neither to read nor write.

Professional Candour.

A medical certificate :
" This is to

certify that Private stayed beyond
his leave because of his child's illness.

I am responsible for it. - .Surgeon."

"WANTED. Home employment, needle-

work, writing, etc., or would attend at ladies'

house ten doya weekly for light duties."

Local Paper.

i This is even better than daylight saving.
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G-retel. "HAVE you EVER CONTEMPLATED WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO us ALL SHOJULD THE ENKMI' TRIUMPH?"

Hansel. "
DON'T, GRETEL DON'T ! FANCY BEING FORCED TO PLAY CRICKET!"

TO "Q."

(A familiar Epistle, after reading his
" Studies in Literature.")

DEAR "
Q.," Third of the "

Q.'s
"
and

vastly better

Than both your predecessors in that

letter

"Old Q." of Piccadilly, famous blighter,
And "

Q." (Purnell), that strange erratic

writer

It seems but yesterday when Dead
Man's Bock

Gave me a new and petrifying shock.

Next, if my memory is not growing
weaker,

I mind me of your causeries in The

Speaker,
Which, mixing seriousness with whim

and caper,
Leavened the stodge of that most pon-

derous paper ;

And there were poems, too, hilarious

lays,
The product of your jocund salad

days.
Then, quitting London for your wind-

swept
"
Troy,"

For many years you ministered to our

joy

With Cornish tales, wherein the gay
recital

Was always equal to the happy title,

Led us on many a fine romantic romp
And gathered poems for your Golden

Pomp,
And showed, by your completion of St.

Ives,

How much of STEVENSON in you sur-

vives.

Now knighted, middle-aged, yet fresh

in mind
And far from professorially inclined,

You lecture undergraduates on the Cam
Less in the style of HAZLITT than of

LAMB
;

Adroit in shooting folly as it flies,

Yet loving more to praise than criti-

cize;

Loth to impose your likings on the

young
When England's youth has soared to

heights unsung;
Yet falling like a waggon-load of bricks

On journalistic jargon and its tricks,

And breathing fire and fury quite

mephitic
Against the heavy-heeled Teutonic

critic.

But, whether militant and pugilistic,
Or dealing gently with some errant

mystic,
Or hinting novel imitative modes
To catch the magic of Horatian Odes,
Or pointing out the beauty and the

pith
And harsh obscurity of MEBEDITH,
Testing the flaws in HARDY'S pitiless

creed,

Weighing the gold and dross in brave

CHARLES READE
Whatever be your topic or your mood
We find you generous, alert and shrewd

;

A scholar with a gift for high bravura,
A knight who never carries atra cura.

The Irony of Fate.

"Fifteen thousand dollars' damage was
caused by fire at the Ottawa Fireproof Supply
Company." Canadian Paper.

Col. Sir H. M. JESSEL, M.P., on the

Aliens question :

1 ' The country has had enough of the kid-

glove treatment, and every effort should be

made to get rid of the Hidden Hand without

delay." Daily Paper.

Obviously the best way to expose the

I Hidden Hand is to take its gloves off.
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A CASE FOE DEFERMENT.
MB. PUNCH. " WHO 'S THE OLD DUG-OUT?"
MB. LLOYD GEORGE. "THAT'S MY FRIEND, GENERAL ELECTION. I WAS WONDERING

WHETHER I COULDN'T GIVE HIM A JOB."

MB. PUNCH. "WELL, I HOPE YOU WON'T NOT WHILE THIS WAR'S ON."
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Sammy. "SAY, MARM, CAN I BAVJJ A LOOK AT THE MAIL?" Y.M.C.A. Helper. "WHAT is IT voj WANT?''

Sammy. "WELL, I'VE POSTED A LETTEB TO MY CIRL AND ADDRESSED IT TO THE OTHEH ONE."

CRICKET IN FRANCE.
I USED rather to pride inyself on my

gifts as a batsman. Admiring friends

would tell me that my cutting and

glancing were a dream to watch and that

they never saw a man less ruffled and
nervous when approaching the coveted

century.
But I doubt if I shall ever swing the

willow again. My nerve is so shaken
after the other day's Inter-Company
rnatch that I can scarcely sleep at

night, and the sight of cricket gear
makes me shiver all over.

We were just far enough behind the
ine to risk a game, though on a clear

day we could see the Hun balloon peep-
.ng at us over the ridge. But it was no
'ear of Fritz which made me what I
now am.
Of course I captained my Company's

.earn, and, winning the toss, at once
elected to bat. Private Bloggins and
[ walked to the wickets amid general
applause, telling each other confi-

dentially that wo hadn't touched a bat
or years, and that really it would be
small wonder if we failed to do justice
-o our reputations.
The third ball hit me hard on the

ankle and, trickling on to the stumps,
ust dislodged one of the bails. I sat
down the better to nurse my injured

limb
; but our opponents, though very

sympathetic, would not overlook the
incident of the bail, and, after a last

appealing look towards the umpire, I

slowly hobbled off the field. This,

however, was but a light affliction

compared with what was to come.
We made rather a poor show on the

whole in spite of a iine hit for sixteen

by Private Smith. On this occasion
the ball got firmly wedged in a neigh-
bouring water-cart and half the team
was ultimately required to effect its

release.

Our total, however, was substantial

enough to give us a sporting chance of

victory and I led my team out to field,

resolved to use all my strategy to keep
the runs down and demoralize the

enemy. Little did I dream how success-
ful I was to be.

Corporal Bouncer was to commence
j

the attack for us Bouncer, who had
stood by my side in many a hot corner
and loved me like a brother ; Bouncer,
who on this unhappy day was to drag
my honour in the dust.

Two batsmen retired hurt in the first

er. I looked anxiously at Bouncer,
but he would not meet my gaze.
The next batsman arrived well sand-

bagged about the vulnerable parts of

his anatomy. He at once received a
snorter on the elbow, and the man who

followed in took a long hop on the fifth

rib. Both left the wickets in anguish.
The crowd began to get uncomplimen-
tary and the O.C. Company walked
over to me and said,

" Excuse my men-

tioning it, old chap, but don't you think

your man is a bit too dangerous for this

wicket ?
"

" I quite agree," I said;
" but this is

only his second over, and I can't take
him off till he finishes it."

"
Well, for heaven's sake, tell him to

be careful ; my C.S.M. is on his way to

hospital and the R.A.P. is becoming
hopelessly congested with casualties."

"Bouncer," I said,
" be gentle ; these

fellows aren't really up to your stand-
ard."

But Bouncer was seeing red, and I

knew he would take a lot of restraining.
"
Very good, Sir," he replied ;

" but
I 'm not arsking 'em to put their car-

cases in the way, Sir, and yer can't

change a 9'2 into a '

flying pig
'

at a

moment's notice."

I felt it was useless to say more.
Private Podgers was the next arrival.

He took his guard a yard in front of the

crease and set about to retrieve the

waning fortunes of his side. But, alas !

he only caught the blow at a higher
speed, and while he was fairly hopping
round himself the wicket-keeper had
him smartly stumped. By this time
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there were stretcher - bearers present,
and a party of them rushed on to the

field und solemnly removed the injured

Podgers. The hand, which hitherto

had heen making a cheerful noise, now
Commenced the well-known selection

from HANDKL'S " Saul."

I knew there would he trouble, and

I saw the C.O. come down from the

grand stand.

He walked straight up to me and

said,
" You must really take that nian

off. Let him finish tliO'Over; but if

harm comes I shall hold you directly

responsible."
" Bouncer," I said, "ease off; send

down the tamest ball you can think of
;

imagine it 's your little sister at the

other end."

In came the Company cook, his head

just appearing over the top of a well-

padded tunic, wearing his box-respir-
ator at the " alert." I prayed forlornly
for his safety.
The fifth ball was well out of his

reach and he w.as only too glad to leave

ifc alone. The sixth was a very slow
full toss just outside the leg stump.
The poor man was so terrified when
he saw the ball approaching him that

in trying to run away he caught his

foot in the crease tape and literally

staggered head-first into it. Unhappily
he had omitted to don his steel helmet
and he fell like a log. A Red Cross
scene followed, and I saw the C.O. get

up and leave the ground. Simultane-

ously the band played the National

Anthem determined, it seemed, to

secure at least a short respite from the

prevailing frightfulness.
But with victory so close we were

not to be baulked or put off, though we
at once stood smartly to attention.

The remaining wickets fell in a few

overs, without the assistance of Bouncer,
and we allowed a full five minutes for

the " retired hurts." But they were
most of them well on their way to

Blighty, and we had won with sixty
runs to spare.

There was no outburst of cheering as

we left the field, and it grieved me to

see how unpopular I had become. My
head swam with the thought of the

suffering I had been instrumental in

causing, and I at once sought the solace

of my bed. Next morning my temper-
ature was well over 102 degrees, my
brain reeling and my nerve quite gone.
I am now slowly recovering in the same

hospital as my poor victims.

" ROYAL CALCUTTA GOLF CLUB.

An electric competition will be held over
the K.C.O.C. Links, Tollygunge."

Statesman (Calcutta).

Trying to galvanize the old game into

life again '?

A "SCOTCH" LAMENT.
"O WHAUB AND O WHAUB IS MA HlKLAND DBAPPIE GONE?"

[It is reported that all stocks of Scotch Whisky have been cleared and no further

supply will be released before October 1st.]

FAIRIES IN THE MALVERNS.
As I walked over Hollybush Hill

The sun was low and the winds were

still,

And never a whispering branch I heard

Nor ever the tiniest call of a bird.

And when I came to the topmost
height

Oh, but I saw such a wonderful sight,
All about on the hill-crest there

The fairies danced in the golden air.

Danced and frolicked with never a

sound
In and out in a magical round ;

Wide and wider the circle grew
Then suddenly melted into the blue.

# # * * *

As I walked down into Eastnor Yale
The stars already were twinkling pale,
And over the spaces of dew-white grass
I saw a marvellous pageant pass.

Tiny riders on tiny steeds

Decked with blossoms and armed with

reeds,
With gossamer banners floating far

And a radiant queen in an ivory car.

The beeches spread their petticoats wide
And curtseyed low upon either side ;

The rabbits scurried across the glade
To peep at the glittering cavalcade.

Far and farther I saw them go
And vanish into the woods below ;

Then over the shadowy woodland ways
1 wandered home in a sweet amaze.

: t *

But Malvern people need fear no ill

Since fairies bide in their country still.

,

R.F.

A Stayer.

"Wanted immediately, for few weeks, by

lady teacher, residence with French family or

native teacher in or near Dublin, with view to

continual conversation." Irish Times.
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THE WAGES OF WILD OATS.

(.1
tale of Spanish South America,

written under the influence of the

recent epidemic.)

THE hot rays of the Spanish South

American sun were pouring clown upon
the figure of a man bowed with inward

conflict. This figure belonged to Don

Miguelo Hunyadi los Armadillos ; he

was in fact rather proud of it. While

yet in the prime of life Don Miguelo
had had the misfortune to disagree with

the Santiago or health-inspector of his

native town, and in a moment of pas-
sion had stabbed him to the vclas^nez
with his picador.

Instant quito was necessary, and,

bearing with him his infant daughter,

Pepita, Don Miguel fled to Spanish
South America, where, under the trade-

mark " Flor di Cabbcujio," he set up in

business as an exporter of

cigars. As his gaze wand-
ered over his extensive

plantations, vista upon vista

of cabbage-fields met his eye,

yet they brought bis spirit

no comfort. A letter bear-

ing the Lisbon postmark lay
before him, and a good way
beneath its Spanish South
American bronze Don Mi-

guel's cheek was deathly

pale.
The door opened softly

and Pepita entered. She
was surpassingly lovely.
Her hair hung in clustering

guerrillas about her head,
and was bound by a single
banderillero. Poor child,

though she could speak fluently, she
had been deaf from birth, and was accus-

tomed in conversation with her father

to read his answers from his lips.

Swiftly and emphatically Don Miguel
was speaking. "Caramba!" he mut-
tered ;

" Gloriana ! Sancho Panza !

Oho !
"
and then more fiercely,

" Gas-

pita ! Sole Mio 1
"

Realising that
he was drifting imperceptibly into

Italian he recovered himself by a mag-
nificent effort and began at " Caramba "

again.
"What has vexed you?" inquired

Pepita.
" My child," said her father dismally,

while over his brow crept an expression
of settled sombrero,

" we are ruined.
The cigar, the famous Flor.di Cabbagio,
has failed. Worse, it has involved me
in serious liabilities. My agent in Lis-
bon writes that last month a stranger
bought one of our best. He smoked
it. Who can guard aguiust the un-
foreseen? Now the widow demands a

pension for herself and twelve children.

Ruin!"

Pepita smiled. Once, while still an in-
'

fanta idly rocking in her barcelona, she

had sesn her father's Lisbon agent, and
had loved him secretly ever since with

the impulsive fervour of her Southern

temperament.
" It 's Eio de Janeiro," said Don

Miguel testily.
" There 's nothing to

laugh at, I can tell you."
"
Gitano," retorted his daughter.

" There is a profession as yet un-

exploited in this town, one in which

you, Papa, as this incident suggests,
would stand unrivalled."

.. It is ?
"

" It is that, my father, of the Pro-
fessional Assassin."

Don Miguel started.
" You are right !

"

. he exclaimed. " How often have I felt

: the need of a local branch myself. With
! my stock of Cabbagios in hand we shall

i attract all the custom of the town.

'HOW DID YOU GET YOUR PACKET, MATE?"
BASEBALL DBF THE YANKS."

Come, we will send a prospectus to

Seiior Ciudad Rodrigo y Baiianos. He
alone should establish my practice."

Pepita smiled to herself. Once she
had met that sinister and ambitious

politician returning late from his cabal-

lero, and had loved him ever since with
i all the romantic ardour of her tropical

disposition.
At breakfast next morning Sefior y

Baiianos drew from its envelope a

tasteful circular, worded as follows:

" CAN YOU STAND YOUB RELATIONS ?

Of course not. Then send for Don
Miguel los Armadillos, La Tierra del

Faego
' The Terror of the Fugitive.'

" Relatives promptly despatched.

(Uncles a specialty.)
" Families wiped out at reduced

terms.
" Send for our free illustrated booklet,

which will be posted to you direct in a

plain wrapper.
"Our Motto: '

Auto-da-fc
'' Alone

I did it.'
"

Senior y Baiianos read the circular

through twice, marked one passage in

red ink, and slipped it within the pocket
of his waterproof escapado.

Each of these stars represents the

lapse of one month.

Pepita lay back luxuriously in her
red velvet siesta at the cinema. Only
that morning the new Governor bad
arrived, the previous one having died

mysteriously about the middle of the
fifth star. Already the Management
were exhibiting pictures of the pro-
cession of welcome. Pepita's father had

mingled with the crowd, but she had

only caught a passing glimpse of it from
her window. Nevertheless in that in-

stant she had seen and loved the young
Governor with all the yes, every bit

that was left. This is the last time.

But what was this familiar figure

which, detaching itself from the mob of

youths and ehlorados, ad-

vanced to the front of the

film with such regal disre-

gard for the proportions of

its proboscis? Distorted as

were its lineaments by un-

due proximity to the lens,

Pepita recognised them with
a thrill. That head adorned
with the broad - brimmed

piazza, that belt fastened by
the patent cachuca, and the

graceful lines of the striped

lepantos all proclaimed
him none other than her

father, whom she had seen

frequently and had secretly
rather disliked all the time.

He was speaking earn-

estly to his companion,
none other than Seuor y Baiianos, and

Pepita recalled a rumour that the Senor
had not been averse from an oiler of

the Governorship for himself. The deaf

girl ceased to take an interest in the

backs of the crowd on the screen, and
from sheer force of habit began to read

what the two figures on the film were

whispering to each other.
" At ten, then," said Senor y Bafmnos,

in level accents (he only used the curly
ones on his visiting-cards),

" I will

send the disguise to your house. The
Governor will never suspect that you
are not the American Ambassador or

dare to risk a diplomatic breach by re-

fusing any courtesy you offer. Come,
my friend ! Venezuela ! One Flor di

Cabbagio and the Governorship is

vacant. I shall not forget."
The conspirators slid off the screen,

and their place was taken by a study of

the native seguidilla feeding a nest of

young with worms from its peccadillo ;

hut Pepita was blind to its educational

attraction. Her heart beat a wild sierra

as she sprang from her peseta and
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rushed from the building. With the

speed of a young hidalgo she ran to

the Governor's palace. The hour-hand

pointed to ten o'clock ; already her
father would be at his deadly work,
sheltered under the disguise of the

American Ambassador. Down the echo-

ing corregidors she sped to the Go-
vernor's private room and burst within.

Don Miguel, bearing across his chest
the stars and stripes of the United
States and on hid chin a false goatee,
was standing before the fireplace, lean-

ing carelessly against the mantilla.

Opposite him, in an armchair, lay his

victim, his face already sicklied o'er

with the pale cast of thought, his eyes
glazing. From his lips protruded one
of the deadly Flor di Cabbcigios.

Witli a cry Pepita flung herself upon
it and dashed it to the ground. Open-
ing the window she allowed cool

draughts of buenos a ires to flow into

the vitiated atmosphere. Then and not
till then did she turn to the stupefied

policemen who had run up at the
doubloon and stood wiping their feet

on the matador, and with a single

gesture pointed to the would-be mur-
derer, her father.

But Don Miguel had recovered from
his surprise, and before they could

divine his intention he clapped his

hand to his pocket. The firelight glinted
on ice-cold metal ; there was a splutter,
a blinding flash, and when the smoke
cleared away he stood before them with
the last and deadliest of the Flor di

Cabbagios pressed between his ashen

lips. On the floor lay his cigar-case ; it

lay quite still, without a giuulalquu-ir.
A moment he stood thus, sublime in

defeat, and then slowly reeled forward
and fell dead into the outstretched

armadat of the chief constabulero.

And Pepita? What, you ask, be-

came of her? Ah, reader, have you
forgotten the young Governor? Can

you not guess? Yes, I thought you
could. As soon as he recovered he
introduced her to his wife ; nay, more,
in reward for her heroism Pepita was

appointed Censor of allcinemas through-
out the Republic on the spot. For, as

the Governor remarked in the words of

the native proverb,
" He gives twice

who gives quickly
"

;

" Veces don quien
don quixote."

Sir Boyle Roche at the Front.

From a war - correspondent's des-

patch :

"We are now talking about the possible in-

tentions of a foe, who is apparently at present

combing out everything in order to buttress the

rising tide."

The Vicious Circle.

It is reported that the rise of salary
demanded by the Munition-workers is

to meet the new Luxury Tax, which
will fall so heavily upon some of them.

"Newport will offer President Wilson the
freedom of the borough along with the 1'romier

next October." Daily Chronicle.

But has Newport any right to give

away Mr. LLOYD GEOBGE even to the

PBESIDENT ?

Extract from a private letter :

" I had the misfortune to lose my Ration
Book last Saturday and have been all to-day
racing about to try and find it, but now have

got another, but had to sign a paper before a

Commissioner of Oats."

One never seems to get to the end of

the varied titles and functions of the

officials of our Food Department.

The Mixed Motive.
" Sentence was postponed at London Sesgions

to-day on Jack Barman, 25, an upholsterer,
who pleaded guilty to stealing a pocket-book

containing eighteen 1 Treasury notes, in

ordor that he might escape the Army."
A'ivni0 Neics.

Sentence was postponed at London Sessions

to-day ou Jock Bcrman (25), upholsterer, who

pleaded guilty to stealing a pocket-book con-

taining eighteen 1 Treasury notes, in order

that he might rejoin the Army."
-
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THE SORROWS OF CHESTERTON.

(On reading certain recent articles by a well-known Military

Expert.)

THE strong terrific stars forsook high heaven ;

Honour looked beastly as a broker's sword ;

White athwart guilt}- skies the scornful levin

Boiled, and I said suddenly,
" Good Lord !

"

I could have read obscurer things more plainly

And said more men were liars in less haste ;

I am grown old, and possibly ungainly,
And bitter beer is bitter to my taste.

,

I shall put all my money in Marconis

And bribe some Jew to punch a Christian's head;

MOHKL and EUSTACE MILES shall be my cronies,

And I '11 turn Mormon after what I 've read.

Ruminants, chewing more than they have bitten,

Roll the soft cud of cocoa more and more ;

The creed is crabbed ; the hands that smote are smitten ;

And frigid are the guns of Thermidor.

The gods are jealous of our pleasant vices

(And paradox is easy to abuse) ;

Wild sansculottes shall sup on strawberry ices;.

BELLOC 's been writing for
" The Daily News "

!

========= W. B.

TAKEN ABACK.
I HAD often wondered whether, if some really important

event came upon me quite suddenly, I should be able to

face it with that entire appropriateness of speech and action

which its nature deserved. Various minor incidents by
which I have been surprised have proved me singularly-

unready, though apt enough in the display of esprit
d'escalier. But last week I failed miserably in a test of

the first magnitude.
The day was one of scorching heat and we had appointed

for it a short walk with an interlude of tea at a rustic house
of refreshment not too far away for comfort. The walk took

place without any hitch. -We had sent forward an advance-

guard of the juveniles to secure for us the good room of the

inn, and there we waited while a substantial tea was pre-

paring for us. In due course the tea-pot and the rest of

the paraphernalia for eight appeared and were promptly
fallen upon. Ample justice was done to everything, for

everything was served with neatness and despatch, and
the crockery, emblazoned with views of Portsmouth and
NELSON'S Victory, was particularly attractive, until sud-

denly one of the children, who had been inspecting his cup,
said in a voice of horror :

" It 'a made in Germany. Look !

It says so on the bottom of the cup." i .

There, sure enough, were the tell-tale words which proved
that the proprietor of the inn had at one time, possibly
through the medium of an itinerant salesman, had commer-
cial intercourse with the enemies of mankind. The dreadful

revelation was there to prove it and the fact could not be

gainsaid. What ought we to have done under these distress-

ing circumstances ? The classical instance was of course that
of Lord BERESPOKD, who, at some luncheon or dinner given
at a London restaurant, discovered that he himself and the

company generally had been served on plates thus terribly
marked. Acting on a sudden and patriotic impulse, and
undeterred by the fact that reporters were not present,
he lifted his plate and dashed it to pieces on the floor

beneath the noses of the astonished waiters. That, I sup-
pose, is what I too ought to have done, but at the moment
it did not occur to me, and, to my eternal disgrace, I left the

cups alive. Looking back upon it now, I can see that this

solemn smashing of cups and saucers would have taught the

proprietor a much-needed lesson, and would have afforded

great amusement to the boys of our party. All 1 did, how-

over, was to pay the bill and depart as I came.
To those who may now be tempted to visit the place

and inflict proper punishment I can only say that the

maid who served us had a pleasant smile, and that the

proprietor of the inn is a big man with plenty of muscle in

his make-up. .

THE TALE OF A TUNE.
IT was a very hot day and, besides the butter-making,

Madame Berneval had the Brigade H.Q. billeted upon her
to consider. No doubt these were the reasons why Madame
felt irritable. Coming to the door to get a breath of fresh

air she 'encountered Rifleman- Buddie. Now Madame held

severe views about private soldiers ; moreover, to be caught
mopping your brow with a duster is to be taken at a dis-

advantage, and Madamo suspected that she saw the ghost of

a smile on the face of the meek little man at her doorstep.

Clearly he wanted to buy something, and though his French
was limited his powers of expression were varied and he
soon made it clear that butter was the object of his visit.

Madame disliked men who looked meek but proved per-
sistent ; as lie talked and gesticulated it dawned upon her
that the idea was enormous, preposterous, that she, wife

of a sergeant, should part with her beautiful fresh yellow
butter, made with her fat white hands and the sweat of her
own fair brow oh, but it was hot to-day! to any mere
rifleman ; she would teach him to come bothering her for

butter.

When she paused for breath Buddie saluted respectfully
and sadly and turned away. As he went he began to

whistle, just to affect an indifference which he did not feel.

It was a wistful little air, and the heart of Madame
Berneval was suddenly softened. For a moment she
listened incredulously, since it was her first meeting with
a soldier of that regiment ; then she ran after Buddie, led

him back to the house, and poured forth a torrent of re-

miniscence. Was it not the very tune which her dear

mother and grandmother had hummed to her in the cradle?

Had not her good Pierre whistled it beneath her window
in their "courting days, and had not the travelling fiddler

played it "at their wedding dance? Ah, but it had been hot

that day, such a day as this. Now she remembered herself

it was this very day two-and-thirty years ago. And how
her new shoes had pinched she could recall the blister on
her heel now ; but the fiddler had gone on fiddling and all

the world had had to dance when he played that tune.

Her own man Pierre might be whistling it this very mo-
ment before Eheims but never before had she heard it

from an Englishman ! He had only to ask, and all that she
had should be his butter, but yes, as much as he could

carry ; cheese, eggs, a bowl of the little pointed strawberries

that grew under the windows ; and for his comrades ah,

but to think that they whistled it too
;
that it was to that

tune they had marched to the help of the beautiful France.

Tears of delight rolled down her fat cheeks at the senti-

ment of it all, and Buddie went back with bulging pockets
and a puzzled mind. But then he had never heard that

long ago, when the Cockney Rifles were a volunteer regi-

ment, a certain Colonel had gone a-touring in France, and,

hearing the haunting little tune as he sketched outside a
cafe in some sleepy hamlet, had brought it back and made
of it a marching tune for his men.

" Girls Wanted for Icing." Australian Paper.

Is " the glad eye
"
to give place to " the frozen face

"
?
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"PLEASE COULD YOU CIIANGI: THIS YKRK STAMP? 'TAIS'T NO MASKER O' USE TO NO ONE. FATHER'S LICKED UN, MOTHER '8 LICKKD
UN, AUNT'S LICKED UN, WE'VE ALL LICKED I'S AND iTWON'T STAY ON NOHOW."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Puncli's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I FIND it unusually ditticult to codify the impressions
produced in me by A Romance of the Western Front

(HuiNKMANN). The title, of course, could hardly be worse ;

but if you disregard this you will not have turned many i

pages before finding yourself unexpectedly interested. The :

book is a love-story, of love triumphant over obstacles ; and
GAHHIKLLH M. VASSAL has told it with a direct and stark

simplicity that never allows your attention to wander.
Graces of style she has none ; dialogue is rare ; for the
most part the book is plain narrative, broken by an occa-

1

sional chapter of letters. What is thus told is the history ;

of the efforts made by an Englishwoman to be near her
|

lover, a French soldier on active service in the Motor Trans-

port. As can be imagined, the difficulties in her way are
almost beyond overcoming; how she grapples with them, |

the thousand hardships of her hurried and uncertain
;

journeys, the hazards, in short, of modern camp-following, i

rewarded by rare meetings between the lovers, are told

with a compelling and unforced sincerity that produces all

the effect of truth. I should perhaps have explained that!

the whole affair is illicit, Isabelle having already a husband '

in America, from whom she appears to have been estranged
under circumstances never sufficiently elucidated. It is

indeed an odd peculiarity of the book to pre-suppose the:

reader conversant with all the former history of the two

persons who are its only characters. War-realism and a

cleverly-shown contrast in character between the (very

unpleasant) de Ganrival and the woman upon whose
devotion he ruthlessly tramples make this a book which,

willingly or not, one is hound to remember.

I confess to some curiosity as to the real feeling in Ger-

many towards the now justly famous author of J'accuse !

and The Crime, of which latter book the second volume

(HoDDER AND STOUOHTON) has just appeared, and put me
upon this wonder. Not yet, I fear, have we observed signs
of that chastened mood, charitably foreshadowed in these

pages, when she will find satisfaction in the thought that

her most merciless critic was himself a son of the Father-

land. Meanwhile, as you probably know from the first

volume, Thv Crhne is an amplification of the author's previ-
ous work, especially as affected by German apologists. The
second volume is devoted to the " antecedents of the crime,"

and deals first with the theory (and practice) of the Pre-

ventive War, then with the contrasted German and English
attitudes towards the idea of European conflict, and finally

with certain notable utterances by the spokesmen of militant

Germany. To read it is precisely as though one listened to

the demolition in a court of justice of the evasions and fabri-

cations by which counsel for a prisoner of palpable guilt
has endeavoured to twist the evidence of fact. We have

long known our enemy as deficient in humour ; surely only
a people so handicapped could have conceived some of the

grotesque apologies that are here logically exposed in their

true character. I notice that the original scheme has so
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far outgrown itself that yet a third volume will be needed

to complete The Crime. The three of them, with the

author's former work, should constitute one of the most

damning verdicts in history ; one, moreover, that the pre-

varications of the accused have (as is here shown) only

strengthened a thousand-fold.
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CHARIVARIA.
THK chief War news of importance is

Marshal KOCH lias decided to help
,!:<< (lerm-m-s to retreat victoriously
l;i\ by day.

paring u map showing thodilTercnt I A letter has l;cr!i delivered in Gl;'

of the country where mosquitoo-, which v,as writti-ii by an Ktlinlmrgli
are raised. The puhlic need, however,
is for a map on which the mosquitoes

land.

1 wt-ok Paris thio\>

building and stole six I houstind pminds'

\ap.
It is

siippn-c.l ih;it tl:i- ha* been

saving up to liny thu otamp.

A cmr-p ndiint would liko to ln-:ir

from any man who contemplates strik-

ing a mafdi in South Ki-iisinytoi), with
Tlio Entente," said Prince HOIIKN

.our: on a recent occasion,
"

is direct- wortli of tools. The police have a

ng its attack* in the quarter in which theory that the criminals wanted a a \ i<-\v to S!KH -in-

t imagines the monarchy is most
j

screw-driver and took thu rest of the

sensitive." HiNi>KNri!, he might stutT to put their pursuers ofT the scent.

added, is getting it in exactly tin-

same place. .

::

A motoring journal refers to a cer-

tain motor car which "
brings I';i

nearer." A pedestrian writes to say
that the older make of cars brought it

quite near enough.

!. MANIA.

liiiiK tli.it tin: N.-:ir K ist can provUlo
i.

'

l-'i-ri-rii hereIf the sny agitators fear that the

(In, nans on the land will tamper witii <>rth.>dox prieito
I mufti, bay* in

, , , ,
... ,, , LiMmboul (rock-coals, and turn of AlbMMM

In.- harvest, what will !

, th( , ,,, ,
,. , ,.ul m thci ,

the prisoner who was found with a nek
in his leg'.'

I A woman charged Ia<*6 week with

111 l-.ru (r.Lyuifljtt of. the

I'aily Paptr.

Congratulations to this pic! uifsi|iio cor-

respondent upon having at last discov-

"
Germany," says a corre-

spondent at tlie Front,
"

is

even throwing in bandsmen
to stem the tide." This should

simplify the after - the - war

boycott question.

A youth while fishing, ac-

cording to The Times, landed

a bicycle. Several fishermen

state they are annoyed at not

having thought of saying this

y e:\rs a<_;o. ... ...
'

*
'

Meanwhile, to safeguard his

veracity, the lucky angler has

decided to have the bicycle
stuffed. ... ...

Only oiu- innate sense of

cameraderie deters us from.

naming the distinguished con-

temporary which recently published an
article entitled

Bray."

rainlww ends."

" where the

THE SPEEDING II1 OF SHIPBUILDING.

"OUll FIBH IJUD THE KKKI, OF A NEW KH1I> TO DAY. I 'l.'

THE OWNERS TO GIVE YOU THE POST OF CHIEP BTEWAJiD ABOARD
II Kit AS BOON A8 SHE'S COMPLETED."

"Oil, THANK YOU, SlK. Is THAT CASE I'D BETTER GET
SHAVED AT OKCE."

The Importance of

The Skibbereen Southern Star has
been suppressed. It appears that Mr.
DE VALERA had hitched his wagon to it.

A member of the Hissiughurst Mouse
Club, says a news item, has killed 604

mice during two days' corn thrashing.
There is talk of removing him to the

Western Front.
.,.

...

#

Wo understand that the man who
recently asked a suburban grocer for

half a pound of cheese was eventually
handed over to the safe custody of his

friends. ... ...
'

*

The United States has loaned Cuba
the sum of three million pounds for war

purposes. The standard cigar may be

upon us at any minute.

The British Natural History M usenm

stealing told the magistrates that she

had only taken three do/.en boxes of

matches. Since this announcement we
understand that she has been over-

whelmed with offers of marriage.

Owing to the shortage of firemen

the Shoeburyness Council have drafted

Boy Scouts into the fire brigade. As

a result the residents are to be requested

only to have very small fires in future

and these are to be restricted to the

ground floor. ,-. ..-._

" British statesmanship has cut out

the diddleman," says a Montreal paper.
It would bo more correct to say that

we are going to duddle through in spite

of him.

It now appears that the Under-

takers' Trade Union has no objection
to Sunday burials. Hitherto in certain

parts of the country it has been con-

sidered very unlucky to be buried on a

Sunday.

More Impending Apologia*.
" Tbo total number of prisoners

captured by us in yesterday's gtio
"**"* opentioDS in this sector n
not yet available. We ncaiai

Mayoress, Mrs. Hogg, lint. U. Noy,
Miss south ot the Scarpe."

Provincial Paptr.
Let us hope that the last-

named lady is the well-known
Miss who is as good as a Nf ile.

" Blue gentleman's serge coat and
skirt, latest, jut made, worn once;
cost 9 gns. ; 5J gnu." The Laity.

Probably the blue gentleman
finds that ho can attract suffi-

cient public attention without

tin; adventitious aid of a skirt.

" One cannot refrain from tegnt-

ting tbc passing of the scytheanian,
who made music with his imple-

ment, aud of the crowd who came on the

scene when the wheat wa ripe. Now we hear

a hum and a rattle- and tii^ wheat U gathered
hat is 1'rogrenK, but who shall sy that

more Pace is Mappines?"
Midland Coitntits Heralil.

Possibly WEHB might.

"The high price of elephants has affected

thu timber trade of Burma to such an extent

that an official has been visiting Canada wilk

the object of securing mechanical tractors.
1*

Daily Paper.
_

He should bo sure of a sympathetic

reception at the head-quarters of the

Grand Trunk.

From one of General MAPRKTE'S art-

icles in Tin- Li>;-rimol Daily Post and

Merfitry :

"It would be absurd to suppose that an);

thing like the million and a-f|uartcr of Amrri-

eans who, we aro told, have- been shipped
itim thu 1'iiiUNl Si:itihave taken part

in this li.iulr "i ;iro anywhrro on the front."

The eminent writer needs to correct his

orientation. Since the American troops

cameEast it is theiropponents who have
"
gone West "

in considerable numbers.
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CHANGES IN AMERICA.

(By Bank Dillon, our Special Corre-

spondent at Washington.)
MR. T. P. O'CONNOR, M.P., has given

a touching picture of the shrunken pro-

portions of Members of Parliament in

his "first impressions" of England on

his return after a year's sojourn in

America. It is not, he is careful to

say, the result of any food shortage.
With characteristic modesty he refrains

from indicating the true cause his

own absence. I say the true cause

advisedly, for precisely similar symp-
toms have begun to show themselves

over here. Let me not, however, be

misunderstood. America is all right;
whole-hearted in the prosecution of the

War; unrelenting in her resolve to

down the KAISER. But the departure
of Mr. O'CONNOR and Lord READING
has left a great gap. Nothing like it

has been known since the death of

LINCOLN. I have endeavoured in my
previous articles to adumbrate, however

feebly, the colossal impact on the

American mind of Mr. O'CONNOR'S

Gargantuan bonhomie, of the mammoth
magnetism of Lord READING'S radiant

personality. Their influence remains,
but life is poorer. Mr. TAFT has lost

forty pounds in the last two months.
HENRY FORD looks older and EDISON
is deafer. Talking to the PRESIDENT

yesterday I found him as keen as ever,
but with an added note of seriousness.

He said to me wistfully,
" I miss my

daily TAY PAY." It is the same with

everyone, from the highest to tbe lowest.

This morning in Central Park I saw a

policeman, a splendid specimen of hefty
humanity, crying like a child. I asked
him what was the matter, and he replied,
" Sure I 'm grieving for Mr. O'CONNOR.
Life isn't the same since he went back."
He was a Galwayman, he told me. But
this feeling is not confined to Irish-

Americans. The Lithuanian who oper-
ates the elevator in my hotel has grown
distrait. In the Far West the cow-

puncher punches sadly ; pork is canned
and packed perhaps as fast as ever in

Chicago, but without the old zest ; even
the skyscrapers scrape the sky less.

There is no failure or loss of activity, but

thejoie de vivre is abated. Mr. TUMULTY,
the PRESIDENT'S secretary, seems to me
to have grown hollow-cheeked, and his
conversation is no longer on the level of
his splendidly stimulating patronvmic.
As in England, there is no falling

off of food supplies. The cause is

purely moral. But a hopeful reaction
has already set in, prompted by Mr.
O'CONNOR'S statement in The Daily
Chronicle that he was homesick for
America. A powerful movement is on
foot, supported by influential represen-

tatives of all the leading interests, in

favour of inviting Mr. O'CONNOR to take

up his residence permanently in the

States. It is pointed out that the

habitual tension of American life de-

mands the presence of men who are all

heart, and act as perpetual lubricators

of the social and political machine. It

is proposed that a stately pleasure-dome
should be erected and placed at his

disposal in the Yellowstone Park. But
the difficulties cannot be overlooked.

Can Mr. SHORTT get on without him ?

Can Field-Marshal HAIG, or the Arch-

bishop of CANTERBURY, or Mr. HKALY,
whose devotion to him is as that of

DAVID to JONATHAN ? I fear not, and
can only suggest as a compromise that

Mr. O'CONNOR should, if possible, live

henceforth in a great balloon, securely
moored in mid- Atlantic, whence he
could radiate wireless uplift and unction

with impartial zeal to the New and
Old World alike.

THE NEW BIOGRAPHY.
A WAVE of relief is said to have passed

over the country on hearing the official

statement that the cinema story of the

Life of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE which, in

ten reels, is to be exhibited throughout
the country in October, is not a piece
of political propaganda, but private
commercial enterprise. Taken into con-

nection with the rumoured autumnal
General Election and a certain alert-

ness in the Prime-Ministerial character,
it was feared that the film, coming just
then, might have exerted undue influ-

ence. The danger is not over, but we
now know that if such a consequence
should occur it will be pure accident.

As to the performers in this great
production we have been told nothing ;

but the leading part, we take it, since
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE is to be followed
from the cradle to Downing Street, has
had many players, beginning with a

baby. That should be a proud man who
impersonated the protagonist in his

later stages as a winner of the greatest
war in history.
Meanwhile other cinema companies

are displaying the customary imitative

zeal, although unfortunately they have

only inferior material to work upon.
The rose has been plucked. Life-

stories, however, are to be the fashion
until the public tires as it may do all

too quickly and we are therefore des-
tined to share the earthly pilgrimage
of well, not exactly Tom, Dick and

Harry, but assuredly of Thomas, Rich-
ard and Henry, all certainly O.B.E.
and probably higher, and most of them
in Parliament. Questions of local colour

may, of course, enter into the final

selection of heroes, for in the earlier

episodes the background is important : a

baby that is being carried about among
wild Welsh scenery, for example, being
more attractive than another (or pos-

sibly the same child) being carried

about in Battersea or New Brunswick.
But public interest will be the deciding
factor, and one can imagine some very
deadly debates as to the fitness of this

or that candidate for film honours among
the managers and their staffs. That is

where reputations are examined with
washen eyes and summed up in un-

ambiguous phrase. Those are the men
that know. A few names will, however,
win through.

" From the Cradle to

Printing House Square;" "From the

Cradle, rwtCanada, to Horrex's Hotel ;

"

"From the Cradle to the Woolsack":
of these three we may feel fairly confi-

dent
;
and we have more than a sus-

picion that the progress of one whom
we will call as a child John Calf, from
extreme youth to fullest Bullhood, will

not be denied us.

But whether the cinema is thereby
to become a more joyous entertain-

ment is problematical.

TO DOCTOR MASEFIELD.
[The University of Yalo has conferred an

honorary Doctor's degree on Mr. JOHN
MASKFIELD.]

WILL this latter-day gift
Of a Doctor's degree

Give his genius a lift

That was sprung from the sea ?

Will he start a fresh cruise

In the teeth of the gale
With his salt-water Muse
Doctor MASEFIELD of Yale ?

Will he write us in versa

More Tales after CRABBE,
In each stanza a curse

Or a blow or a stab ?

Or will he now feel,

When we suffer and ail,

Tis his duty to heal

Doctor MASEFIELD of Yale ?

But whatever the theme
He may happen upon

I can't even dream
Of his playing the don ;

For the clarion and fife

In his music prevail,

Strong singer of strife

Doctor MASEFIELD of Yale.

From a concert programme :

" Kecit :
' I feel the Bicty within ' Handel."

We foar the printer must be a Ra-
tionalist.

From a theatre bill :

" ' COME BACK TO ERIN.'

To avoid disappointment, come early."

Ireland's future is a little problematical.
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Officer. "Now THEN, STUBBS, WHAT ABOUT
Mess Servant. "VERY SORBY, SIB. THEM FLIES ABE THAT FIERCE I CAN'T GET NEAB THE MEAT.'

TO ONE OF OUR WOUNDED
(Reading

"
Ilandky Cross ").

OLD man, by your broad contented grin
And the gleam in your quiet eyes,

You are back with Jorrocks and Binjimin
In the land where the good fun lies ;

You ride where the rifles reach you
not

On a line both safe and sure
From the meet at the " Cat and Custard

Pot"
To the kill on Wandennoor.

do the cannon of memoryIn vain
call

From the Flanders fields forlorn,
When you hear by the stacks of Barley

Hall
The twang of the " 'ard un's

"
horn ;

And little you reck of a broken thigh
And a bandaged arm to boot,

When the old comedian canters by
On his "

henterpriseless brute."

For back to you comes each sound and

sight
At the touch of the magic pen,

Till you take your place in the old first

flight
With a lead on the grass again,

And SUHTKES, the sage with the jester's
art,

Would be proud had lie lived to know
He had brightened an hour for your

gallant heart

With the ring of his "
Tally-Ho !

"

_ W.H.O.

SURE THING.
I ONCJE wrote (having occasionally

induced an editor and even a publisher
to accept something for print) I once

wrote that clever women always tell

a man that he looks overworked.
I was younger then. As years ad-

vance one grows (sometimes) in know-
ledge, and 1 am now in a position to

add another verbal weapon to the clever
woman's armoury should she need any
such assistance. The solicitous phrase," You are looking overworked," is unc-
tion perhaps more for the young than
the middle-aged and elderly. No young
man, however conscious of his own
abysmal laziness, can resist it, or want
to resist it.

But the inaturer man the man to
whom Father Time's chief gift is an
increase of girth must be differently
handled. lie may or may not be over-

worked, but to be told about it, how-

ever seducingly, does not much interest

i him. He is a little too old for any
flattery but the kind of flattery he is

not too old for. Therefore the clever

woman, in dealing with him, must do
otherwise. Taking him by the hand,
she must look at his features with
a close and careful scrutiny which,
although it is all assumed, can be ex-

tremely comforting, and then say, in

a tone almost of triumph, "You're
getting thinner."

"Parliament is mortally dead." Herald.

It would be if it were, but it isn't.

" The dwifiicuplties of passing from ri^id
trench warfare to field warfare are gigantic
and perhaps insurmountable."

Ki-ening Paper.
Then why add to them ?

" Interest in the work of the Society for the
Prevention of Women and Children does not

appear to be very keen in Hamilton."
Wail;ato Times (yew Zealand}.

And a good thing, too.

" Mr. 3. Havelock Wilson is to contest
South Shields at the net election."

Provincial Paper.
He should be sure of the fishermen's
vote.
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}>ttufhment Cook. "I 'EAR THE OLD GENERAL'S BIN ABOUND TABTISO MY PUDDENS. WHAT 'APPKNKD, CHARLIE?"
Charlie. "'E SAID THE OBDXANCE PEOPLE WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO 'EAR OP SUCH A HEXCELLENT SUBSTITOOT FOB AII LJSATUAB I

"

CELESTIAL INNOCENTS.
EARLY one morning my servant came

into my hut and told me that a China-
man wished to speak to mo. I went
out and found one Ah Sin standing by
the door and looking the very picture
of misery.

"
Why, what on earth 's wrong, Ah

Sin ?
"
I asked.

" Ah Sin welly sick," replied that

worthy.
"
Cly all-ee night."

" I 'in sorry to hear that," I hegan.
"Dam Li him numher one big

Indian," he went on. " Me no spcakeo
Dam Li never no more."

" What has Dam Li been doing?
"

I

asked.

"Him one biff thiefman," announced
Ah Sin, vindictively champing his

chewing gum. "Him stealum my
tlousers."

" But you 'ye got them on," I said.
" These lation tlousers," replied Ah

Sin pityingly.
" Him stealum number

one top-side tlousers."
" Do you mean the khaki ones I- gave

you for catching those rats for me?" I

asked.
" All-ee welly same," agreed Ah Sin.

"Him coolie thiefman," lie added, to

I

show the depths to which Dam Li had
|

fallen.
" It certainly-does seem rather shabby

of him," I admitted. " Have you asked
him to give them back again ?

"

Ah Sin looke.l at me reproachfully.
" Ah Sin not beggar man," ho told

me. Then, after a pause, he took pity
on my confusion and continued. " But

spose you tellum Dam Li thiefman go
to hell, him too muchee {lighten

1

. Give
tun back plenty too quick."

"
Very well, I '11

try it," I said doubt-

fully, and All Sin retired with a broad
smile and a profusion of thanks.

I had hardly got back into my hut
when Dam Li was announced.
"Dam Li welly sick," he began ;

"
cly all-ee night."
" I 'm glad to know you 're ashamed

of yourself," I said severely.
Dam Li gave me a look of the most

injured innocence.
" Me no shamed," lie said

;

' me
sick."

" If you 're not ashamed you ought
to be," I told him. " What are you
sick about ?

"

" Ah Sin number one big luflian," he
answered. "

Plenty too much thief-

man. Stealum my beauty tin hat."

" But he told me you had stolen his

trousers," I gasped.
" Ah Sin plenty too much dam liar,"

said Dam Li scathingly.
" First him

stealum my beauty tin heat, then mo
fetchee tlousers."

Put thus it seemed a just retribution,
but I -thought I would still have a try
to bring about a reconciliation.

"
Well, why don't you exchange back

again?
"

I suggested.
" Mo wantee tlousers," said Dam Li,

shaking his head.
"An" me wanteo tin hat," said a

voice behind me Ah Sin's.

I began to seo daylight.
" And I suppose you think I 'in going

to give them to you, you old repro-
bates," I said, bursting into laughter.

"Hon'lable officer plenty good man,"
said the two together.

A Light Diet.

"In the food section is cxplniuixl how to

make air-holes in choose, and other problems
of nourishment." Daily Chronicle.

- A Young Girl should like to make acquaint-
ance of a serious and fine, gentleman, English
or American. Answer to Dora, this office."

Jtiieiws Aires Standard.

So D.O.B.A. has a human side after all.
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THE BIRTHDAY;
On, FATHER r. UNCI.E.

I AM blessed with a little "girl-niece
"

who, when she was a very little girl-

niece indeed, spent some happy years
at a school kept hy a lady who was
then very old and seemed, forgotten by
Death, to be the last survivor of some

fragrant older and more gracious world.

There one day in grammar lesson, the

class, reading "examples" aloud, de-

claimed the sentence, "Daphne is a

good and kind little girl with soft brown

hair," and at that all the small boys
and girls turned as one upon the little

girl-niece, whose name chances to be

Daphne, and expressed in various ways
their conviction that in this sentence

the person who composes grammar
books had for once indited sense and

truth. This by way of prologue, that

you may understand what
manner of little girl-niece
the little girl-niece is, and

why the birthday seemed
such an extraordinary affair.

It was the little girl-niece's

birthday, and the person
or persons whose business

it obviously should be to

arrange for her entertain-

ment upon such an occasion

having been called to the
Continent of Europe upon
urgent business of the

KINO'S, their duties de-

volved upon me.
To begin with there was

lunch. That I acknowledge
was a purely spectacular
affair, the result being entirely dispro
portionate to the outlay, mental, phy-
sical and financial, by' which it was
achieved. The little girl-niece, instead
of seeing how funny it was, which

surely on her birthday was nothing
more than her duty, chose to regard it

from the point of view of the weary
war-worker trying to obtain a cheap
and nourishing mid-day meal and
made it tragic. By that time the little

girl-niece had apologised for wearing
her second-best coat andskirt "tighty

"

in the clergyman's wife's category of
"
highty, tighty and scrub "on the

grounds that "
highty

"
hadnot seemed

worth while. From all this you can
see how strangely she was behaving.
Then there was the matinee. The

seats were excellent. None of that un-

naturally long-backed and large-headed
race of persons who inhabit theatres
where successful plays are running
obstructed the view, not one actor or
actress mumbled, and the comedy it-

self was a. bubble blown by a dram-
atist whose phrases are a part of that

peculiar language of intimacy spoken

beneath the roof-tree of the little girl-

niece's home. Several times when she

should in mere politeness to her host

have laughed aloud the little girl-niece
was silent. Once when she caught
from behind its protective pince-nez
that host's astonished eye she asked
what "

they" were laughing about. Of
course if I had fallen into error with

regard to the chocolates the failure of

the entertainment might have been

explained, but for them I had nego-
tiated beforehand, presenting them with
the flourish they deserved to the little

girl-niece, who thanked me "
polite-

fully," as her family phrases it, and
when the play was over carried them
home absently under her arm with their

brown and shining rows still drawn up
in close order.

As we stood upon the doorstep of

her home waiting for the feet of those

Tommy (exasperated at tJie lavish care bestowed by barber on favourite
customer). "LuMME, IF WE'D TAKEN AS LONG GOIN' OVER THE TOP AS
YOU DO, SONNY, THE BLOOMIN 1 'UN8 WOULD BE IN PICCADILLY BY NOW."

who let you in, the little girl-niece

spoke correctnesses from an unmoved
heart.

" It has been awfully nice . . . thank

you very much . . ." but for all her

gentle breeding she was not able to

carry the matter through as she should
have she did not look at the person
to whom she was speaking. The door
was open now and on the dark hall

table lay the afternoon letters. Un-
mannerly did the little girl-niece pounce.
For her there was only a field-postcard,
and mostly crossed out at that ; surely
a very slight insignificant thing from
the point of view of a little girl-niece
with a birthday. She looked at it, then
at me, then cast herself, field-card and
all about my neck.

" Hasn't it been a perfectly gorgeous
afternoon ?

"
she said. " I can't remem-

ber when I 've enjoyed a birthday so
much."

A Dark Horse.

"Posy, very fast, never been trotted, would
win handicap if trained ; dark dun colour

;

13 hands; full 7 years old
; price 45."

T)ie Field.

COUNTING YOUR CHICKENS.
Ethel having declared that we have

ten chickens, and 1 holding out for

twelve, we had a really exciting time
last night about sunset trying to settle

the matter. In the middle of the grass
plot (known at tea-time as the lawn)
the mother-hen had persuaded her pro-

geny to rest beneath her wings ; and I

am now convinced that it would be
much easier to build a fresh coop over
the family after dark than to attempt
to hustle them into their proper quar-
ters as we did. We managed to get the
hen inside, and immediately innumer-
able flying spots of yellow distributed

themselves actively over the garden.
" You stand by the box and shoo

them in," said Ethel,
" and I '11 go to

the end ef the garden and shoo them
towards you."

"
Right-o," I said; "shoo

on."

The first minute was a

huge success. With spaci-
ous and impressive sweeps
of my arms Idirected several

apparently intoxicated mor-
sels home to bed, while the

hen clucked prodigiously her

approval of the show.
" Here they come, the

little darlings," said Ethel.

"And there they go, the
little beasts, "said I, as four

of them sprinted between

my legs and disappeared.

"Try that big push again,"
I said.

A procession of fluffy balls

round and round the lawn,scurried

followed by Ethel. In due course they
came my way, and, taking my cue, I

pocketed each ball accurately. Ethel

gave a sigh of relief.
" That 's the lot," she exclaimed.

"
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

eight
- Hullo, what 's that ?

"

" A chicken," I hazarded, turning
round. " One moment while I remove

my coat; this is some job. There
behind the radish."

" Two," she said. In another second
there were four I can't think why.
"Now let 's seehow many are inside."

She counted five ; I prodded the hen
and found two more.

" That makes eleven," I said. " Seven
in and four out."

A half-hour of the best

followed.
" Now let 's count again to make

sure," said Ethel.

We bent over the coop ; the hen
winked at me deliberately and gave an

irritating chuckle.
" There 's eight," said Ethel.
" I make it ten," I said. " There 'a

hunting
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"
SORRY, OLD TU1NU, HUT TUB GUVNOR'S PUT ME ON HALF-RATIONS."

a tiny one under lier eastern wing that

you couldn't see."

"You 've counted two of them twice,"
said Ethel.

" Look !

"
I exclaimed. " Wliat 's

that under the cabbage ?
"

"That n i akes nine," said Ethel grimly.
"When we've caught it," I agreed

morosely.
" Sit on the coop while I

wheedle the latest one homeward, or i

we shall have the lot out again. I

believe that lien is laughing at us."

After five minutes' exertion I had
the belated one in hand, and deposited
it safely with the remainder of the

brood, hearing as I did so a distinctly
derisive noise in the hen's throat.

" I make it ten," said Ethel. " You
count, will you'.' They won't keep still."

I counted up to twelve, and received

only sarcasm for my pains. So we
gave it up and started for the house
and cooling drinks.

Ethel says we have ten chickens
;
I

prefer to think that we have twelve;
the probability is therefore that wo
possess eleven. A Third Party, with a

gilt for the higher mathematics, gave it

as his opinion that we have seventeen
and a few odd bits. I have always sus-

pected that the higher mathematics is

are no use at all.

A Sweet Memory ; "Think of sugar
and a lump comes in your throat."

A PEISONEE OF PEACE.
LAST leave, at Brighton, all was going

well

When, in a flash, this stroke of fate

befell :
-

In a patissier's (where to-day none
eat

Of sugary things) the soul of all things
sweet

Was suddenly before me : I had seen

You, sipping chocolate and saccharin,
Like Juno seated mid a crowd of Janes,
Or like .... but no, my stumbling

fancy feigns
But ineffectual similes, and none
Half good enough ; but when, your

luncheon done,
You rose and rose until before me stood

Full seventy inches of fair womanhood,
E'en my imagination whispered me:
" Like Aphrodite rising from the sea !

"

Your face was tinted as those murex
belts

Whose snowy pink-Hushed labyrinth of

cells

Seems wrought of rose-leaves and the
white sea-foam :

And, as but new-come from their

caverned home,
Your wide eyes had the green-blue of

the waves,
Your fingers seemed palo coral of the

cavea.

What sea-born Queen of Love, me-

thought, is this?

Or what forsaken merman mourns our
bliss?

A moment so you towered above my
scat,

Then passed (whether on finny tail or
feet

I was too 'mazed to see) ; I only knew

My captured, fated heart had fled witli

you.
But then I thought (on going over it) :

Fair Aphrodite wore no khaki kit,

Nor mermaid (also it occurred to me)
The envied emblem, W.A.A.C.

(Or are they A.S.C.'s who swing and
stride

With little turned iSack caps and curls

each side
'.') ;

Was she a " Wreu"? But no, I think
I 'vo heard

They are a navy-bluish kind of bird.

Well, anyway,
" Wren," "

Waac," or
"
A.S.C.,"

Fateful you passed, and it 's a case
with me;

And round you still in nipt attendance
dance

My exile thoughts and fancies here in

France.

"U.S. BKKAK WITH

Washington, Thursday.- Fnun <1,-,patches
received yesterday, it appcnrs that the Amer-
ican Consul has several relations with the
Bolsheviks." Manchester Krening \eicst.

But very properly he did not allow

family ties to interfere with du'y.
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Grandma, "Now PROMISE ME, ALBERT DEAR, IF EVER YOU COME ACROSS A WAYSIDE BBOOK DON'T DRISK IT, BUT GARGLE rr."

THE Q-BOAT.
SHE 's the plaything of the Navy, she 's the nightmare of

the Hun,
She 's the wonder and the terror of the seas,

She 's a super-censored secret that eludes the prying sun
And the unofficial wireless of the breeze ;

She can come and go unseen

By the foredoomed submarine ;

She 's the Mystery-Ship, the Q-Boat, if you please.

She can weave a web of tnagic for the unsuspecting foe,

She can scent the breath of Kultur leagues away,
She can hear a U-I?oat thinking in Atlantic depths below
And disintegrate it with a Martian ray ;

She can feel her way by night

Through the minefield of the Bight ;

She has all the tricks of science, grave and gay.

In the twinkle of a searchlight she can suffer a sea-change
From a collier to a Shamrock under sail,

From a Hyper-super-Dreadnought, old Leviathan at range,
To a lightship or a whaler or a whale ;

With some canvas and a spar
She can mock the morning star

As a haystack or the flotsam of a gale.

She 's the derelict you chartered North of Flores outward-
bound,

She 's the iceberg that you sighted coming back,
She 's the salt-rimed Biscay trawler heeling home to

Plymouth Sound,
She 's the phantom-ship that crossed the moon-beams'

track
;

She's.the rock where none should be
In the Adriatic Sea,

She 's the wisp of fog that haunts the Skagerrack.

She can dive in twenty seconds, she can lie submerged for

weeks,
She can burrow in the shingle or the sand,

She can scale the rocky foreshore, she can thread the mazy-
creeks,

She can waddle like a Tank along the strand ;

She can spread a pair of planes,
If necessity obtains,

And cruise aloft at watch o'er sea and land.

Getting the Wind Tip.
" The Lady Mayoress has asked the Chief Constable to collect a

number of musical instruments for the band of one of our local

battalions, which has lost its instruments. The wind instruments
should be of high pitch or old philharmonic, the violins should have
bows, strings, and cases, and the wind should have bows, strings, and
cases, and the wind should be sent to Mr.

,
at the Chief Con-

stable's office." Provincial Paper.

From an Indian Stores Catalogue :

"ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW, THE 'NORA.' Black Velvet Bibbon,
superior quality in shades of Cream, White, Tangeriel, Gold, Sky,
Pink, Silver, Grey, Mid-Groy, Torquoise, Cerise, Greens, Mauve,
Purple, Brown, Nigger, Vieux-Bose, Dark-Vieux-Bose, Saxe, Natter-

Blue, Emerald, Sage-Green, Navy.

Much nicer than the ordinary black black.

" The ' Duke of York ' was a man of mystery. lie was a great,
tall man, six feet ten inches, and is still living notwithstanding his

longevity."L>aHy Colonist (Victoria, B.C.).

But we fear that it will ultimately prove fatal.
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THE MUD LARKS.
NOT long ago a notice appeared in

Part II. Orders to the effect that our

Arrny had established a Rest Home at

X where invalid officers might be sent

for a week's recuperation.
Now X is a very pleasant place, con-

sisting of a crowd of doll's-house chalets

set between cool pine-woods and the sea.

The chalets are labelled variously
" Villa des Roses," "Les Hirondelles,"
" Sans Souei," and so on, and in the

summertimes of happier years swarmed
with comfortable bourgeois, bare-legged
children and Breton nannas ;

but in

these stern days a board above the gate
of " Villa des Roses

"
announces that

the Assistant-Director of Agriculture

may be found within meditating on the

mustard-and-cress crop, while " Les
Hirondelles" and "Sans Souci

"
har-

bour respectively the Base Press Censor

(whose tar-brush hovered over this per-

fectly priceless article) and a platoon
of the p.L.O.L.R.R.V.R. (Duchess of

Loamshire's Own Ladies' Rabbit Rear-

ing Volunteer Reserve).
X, as I said before, is an exceedingly

pleasant place; you may lean out of

the window o' mornings and watch the

D.L.O.L.R.R.V.R.'s Sergeant-Majoress
putting her platoon through Swedish

monkey motions, and in the afternoons

you can recline on the sands and watch
them sporting in the glad sea-waves

(telescopes protruding from the upper
windowsof "Villades Roses "and" Sans
Souci" suggesting that the A.D.A. and
the B.P.C. are similarly employed).
The between-whiles may be spent

lapping up ozone from the sea, resin

from the pine-woods, and champagne
cocktails which Marie-Louise mixes
so cunningly in the little cafe round
the corner; and what with one thing
and another the invalid officer goes pig-

jumpin-g back to the line fit to mince
whole brigades of Huns with his bare
teeth.

X, you will understand, is a very
admirable institution, and when we
heard about this Rest Home we were
all for it and tried to cultivate fur on
the tongue, capped hocks and cerebral

meningitis ; but the Skipper hardened
his heart against us and there was
nothing doing.
Then one morning MacTavish came

over all dithery-like in the lines, fell

up against a post, smashed his wrist-
watch and would have brained himself
had that been possible.
He picked himself up, apologised

for making a fool of himself before
the horses, patched his scalp with
plaster from his respirator, borrowed
my reserve watch "Pretty Polly," and
carried on.

"Pretty Polly
"
can do two laps to

any other watch's one without turning
a hair-spring. Externally she looks

very much like any other mechanical

pup the Ordnance sells you for eleven

francs net ;
her secret lies in her spring,

which, I imagine, must have been in-

tended for "
Big Ben," but sprang into

the wrong chassis by mistake.

At all events as soon as it is wound

up it lashes out left and right with
such violence, that the whole machine

leaps with the shock of its internal

strife and hops about on the table after

! the manner of a Mexican dancing bean,
! clucking like an ostrich that has laid

twins.

It will be gathered that my "Pretty
Polly

"
is not the ultimate syllable in

the way of accuracy, but as MacTavish
seemed to want her and had been kind

to me in the way of polo-sticks, I

handed her over without a murmur.
The same afternoon MacTavish came

over dithery again, dived into a heap of

bricks and knocked himself out for the

full count.

We put him to bed and signalled the

Vet. The Vet reported that MacTavish's

temperature was woll above par and

booming. Ho went on to state that

MacTavish was suffering from P.U.D.

(which is Spanish for "flu") and that

he probably wouldn't weather the night.
The Skipper promptly 'phoned O.C.

Burials, inviting him to dine next even-

ing, and Albert Edward wired his tailor,

asking what was being worn in head-

stones.

William, our Mess President, took

up a position by the sick man's side in

hopes he would regain consciousness

for long enough to settle his mess-bill,
and the rest of us spent the evening
recalling memories of poor old Mac,
his many sterling qualities, etc.

However, next morning a batman

poked his head into the Mess and said

could Mr. MacTavish have a little

whisky, please, he was fancying it, and

anyway you couldn't force none of that

there grool down him not if you was
to use a drenching bit.

At noon the batman was b^,ck to say
that Mr. MacTavish was fancying a

cigarette now, also a loan of the gramo-
phone and a few cheerful records.

The Skipper promptly 'phoned post-

poning 0.0. Burials, and Albert Edward
wired his tailor, changing his order to

that of a canary waistcoat.

That evening MacTavish tottered

into the Mess and managed to surround
a little soup, a brace of cutlets and a
bottle of white wine without coming
over dithery again.
But for all that he was not looking

his best ; he weaved in his walk, his

eye was dull, his nose hot, his ear cold

and drooping, and the Skipper, gazing
upon him, remembered the passage in

Part II. Orders and straightway sat

down and applied that MacTavish be
sent to X at once, adding such a graphic
pen-picture of the invalid (most of it

copied from a testimonial to some-

body's back-ache pills) as to reduce us
to tears and send MaeTavish back to

his bed badly shaken to hear how ill

he 'd been.

The Skipper despatched his pen-pic-
ture to II.Q. and forgot all about it,

and so did H.Q. apparently, for wo
heard nothing further, and in due
course forgot all about it ourselves, and :

in the meanwhile MacTavish got back
into form, and MacTavish in form is

no shrinking lily be it said.

lie has a figure which tests every
stitch in his Sam Browne, a bright
blue eye and a complexion which an
external application of mixed weather
and an internal application of tawny
port has painted the hue of the beetroot.

Then suddenly, like a bomb from the

blue, an ambulance panted up to the
door and presented a H.Q. chit to the

effect that the body of MacTavish be
delivered to it at once to bear off to X.
The Skipper at the time was out hack-

ing and Albert Edward was in charge ;

he sent an orderly flying to MacTavish,
who rolled in from his tent singing
"My Friend John" at the top of his

voice and looking more like an over-fed

beetroot than ever.
" Dash it all, I don't want to go

to their confounded mortuary," he

shouted; "never felt .fitter in my life.

I can't go ; I won't go!"
" You '11 have to,"said Albert Edward;

" can't let the Skipper down after that

pen-picture he wrote ; the Staff would
never believe another word he said.

No, MacTavish, my son, you '11 have
to play the game and go."

"But, you ass, look at him," wailed
the Babe; "look at his ruddy, ruby,

tomato-ketchup, plum-and-apple com-

plexion. What are you going to do
about that?

"

" I '11 settle his complexion," replied
Albert Edward grimly; "tell his man
to toss his toothbrush into the- moat-

waggon ;
and you, Mac, come with me."

He led the violently protesting Mac-
Tavish into tho kitchen. The cook
tells me Albert Edward pounded two
handfuls of flour into MacTavish's

complexion and filled his eye-sockets

up with coal-dust, and I quite believe

the cook, for in five minutes' time I

came on Albert Edward dragging-what
I at first took to be the body of a dead
Pierrot down the passage towards the

waiting ambulance, at the same time

exhorting it to play the game and
wobble for the Skipper's sake.
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The wretched MacTavish, choking
with flour and blinded with coal-dust,

wobbled like a Clydesdale with the

taggers.
1 saw a scared E.A.M.C. orderly

>ound out of the car. and assist Albert

Ivlwurd to hoist MacTavish aboard,

trip him up and pin him down on a

stretcher. Then the ambulance couched

swiftly out of sight.
The allotted week passed hut no

MacTavish came bounding back to

us like a giant refreshed with great

Iraiights of resin, and we grew anxi-

ous ;
which anxiety did not abate when,

in reply to the Skipper's inquiries, the

Host Home authorities wired denying
all knowledge of him.

Goodness knows what we should

have done if a letter from MacTavish
himself had not arrived next morning,
to say that he bad lain on his back in

the ambulance digging coal-dust out of

his eyes and coughing up Hour till the

car stopped, not, to his surprise, at the

Rest Home, but at a Casualty Clearing
Station.

Some snuffling R.A.M.C. orderlies

boro him tenderly to a tent and a

doctor entered, also snuffling. Mac-
Tavish is of the opinion that the whole

of the medical staff bad P.U.O., and

the doctor was the sickest of the lot

and far from reliable.

At all events, on seeing MacTavish's

face, he ejaculated a bronchial " Gooc
Lord!" and tearing MacTavish's tunic

open, stuck a trumpet against his tummj
and listened for the ticks.

Apparently he heard something sen-

sational, for he wheezed another "Gooc
Lord!" and decorated MacTavish with

a scarlet label.

Within an hour our hero found him
self on board a Eed Cross train en

route for the coast.

There were a lot of cheerful woundec
on the bus, getting all the soup anc

jelly they wanted ; but MacTavish go

only lukewarm 'milk and precious littli

of that. From scraps of hushed con

versation he caught here and there he

gathered that his life hung by a thread

He was feeling very bewildered an

depressed, he said, but, rememberin]
his duty to the Skipper, played th

game and kept body and soul togethe
on drips of jelly surreptitiously begge<
from the cheerful wounded.
Next morning he found himself in

hospital in England, where he still re

mains. He says he has been promotec
from warm milk to cold slops, but is sti!

liable to die at any moment, he under
stands.

He has discovered that he was sen

home with "
galloping heart disease,

but nobody in the hospital can get eve:

a trot out of it, and boards of learne

/ ,

j

" IS THIS THE FIRST PHOTEB YER ' VE 'AD OF 'r

"WEix, YUS. YER SEE 'E'S NEVER BIN IN CAMPS WHERE THINGS is 'ANDY. THEY'VB

ALWAYS SENT 'IM TO DESERTS WHERE NOTIIINK AIN'T 'ANDY."

physicians sit on him all day long, their

trumpets planted on his tummy listen-

ing for the ticks.

MacTavish says he thinks it impro-
bable that they ever will hear any ticks

now, for the excellent reason that he

threw the cause thereof my "
Pretty

Polly," to wit out of the window the

day he arrived.

In a postscript he adds that he con-

siders he has played the game far

enough, and that it the Skipper doesn't

come and bail him out soon he '11 bite

the learned physicians, kiss the nurses,

sing
" My Friend John

" and disgrace

the Regiment for ever. PATLANDEB.

An Early Start.

"Havelock Wilson . . . is 60 years old. . .

Havclock Wilson has been fighting all his life,

ever since he jumped out of his bedroom win-

dow in 1858 to run away to sea."

Mr. Alexander M. Thompsonin
" Daily Mail."

The Clothes Shortage.

"Will any lady with boy's left-off overcoats

sell mother large family boys, age ranging

7 to 14 ?
" The Lady.

She would be expected, we presume, to

throw in the overcoats.

" In Aberdeen there has been a reduction in

the price of eggs from 8d. to lOd. a doz.-ii."

Scottish 1'aper.

And yet there are people who still

doubt the Scots sense of humour.

Second thoughts on " God Save the

King":-
" It may not ba a first-rate tune ; the lines

so rhythimical as they might be, lines so

shythinical as they might be." Local Paper.

Notice outside provincial music-hall:

"Come in your thousands. This Hall holds

five hundred."

And the remainder will probably be

just as happy outside.
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IMITATIVE EVOLUTION OIM THE MUNITION-WORKER'S ALLOTMENT.

THE CHASE OF THE STUNT.
[" Stunt-hunters are somewhat prone to ride

past their proper quarry in order to be in at
the death of a red herring." Sunday Paper.]

SAID the Stunt unto the Herring :
"

I

am hlown ;

I can hear the wild-eyed huntsman
drawing near ;

I have not your elasticity of hone
;

Go and leave me, I will stay and

perish here."

Said the Herring :
" If you 've lost

your silly nerve
You can creep into that mare's-nest

up along,
But 1 thank the Great Chimera whom

I serve

That I 'in personally going very
strong."

So the huntsman, splashed \\ith ink
unto the eyes,

Caught a whiff of an aroma that he
knew,

And he blundered through a thicket of

surmise,
And he made the welkin ring with

his halloo.

In a frenzy of destruction past ho

spurred,
And the Stunt, emerging ashen from

the nest,

Tottered East (so my communicant

inferred),
Whilst the Herring in a haemorrhage
went West.

THE DISSEMBLER
" AUGUST always was an unlucky

month with me," said Jimmy, extract-

ing a cigarette and lighting it, though
not without difficulty, for the fingers of

his left hand are still of little use to him.
!

" What 's happened now ?
"
I asked.

" Don't you know that we 've run
out of marmalade ?

"

"Is that all?"
"All! Isn't it enough? But as a

fact it's not all. There's as had, if

not worse, to follow. I am passed for

General Service."
" You 're not," I cried. " What about

your arm ?
"

" I exploited it all I could, but it 's

not considered sufficient excuse to keep
me at home."

"
Surely there's some mistake," I said.

" Not a bit of it. I 'm for G .S., that 's

certain. As certain as that we 've no
more marmalade. There '11 be a third

'

misfortune before the day 's out, you
mark my words. The boiler will burst
and there '11 be no more baths, or some-
thing frightful like that."

"
Well, it beats me how you 've been

passed fit," I said.
" But I confess that

your tone shocks me, Jimmy. I don't
think you can have read my poem
beginning

' Sons of Britain, now awake,
From the sword the scabbard take.'

"

" I have," said -Jimmy,
" and I should

have thought it was the third mis-

fortune, only I read it yesterday. Still,

we'd better carry on, 1 suppose. Let's

go to some low place of amusement this

evening." . . .

That was a week ago. To-day I met
an ancient medical man who sits on
Boards and such.

"Did you have one Jimmy Bray, a

Captain in the Wopshires, before you
lately?

"
I asked.

"With a badly smashed-up arm?"
He didn't put it quite like that ; he
used several mysterious words like

"sutured" and "atrophied"; but that
was the general idea.

" That 's the man," I said. " How
the douce was it you passed him G.S. ?

"

"It's very irregular in yon to ask
me about it," said he. " But as a matter
of fact he seemed so awfully keen to

get hack that we hadn't the heart to

refuse him."
1 'm afraid Jimmy must have got a

touch of camouflage this hot weatiier.
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!

Batli-cliairman (with his mind on lenefiti to come). "YES, 'M (puff), AN 1 WHEN I WEST ABOUT THEM (puf) SUPPLEKSSTABY BATION8

THEY SATS (puff) WK ONLY ALLOWS EXTBY (puff) BATION8 TO PEOPLE (puff) WOT DOBS 'EAVY WORK."

THE OLD-TIMER.

'E AIN'T bin 'ung with medals, like a lot o' chaps abaht;

'E 's wore a little dingy but 'e isn't wearin' aht ;

'Is ole tin 'at is battered but it isn't battered in,

An' if 'e ain't fergot to grouse 'e ain't fergot to griii.

I fancy that 'e 's aged a bit since fust the War begun ;

'E 's 'ad 'is fill o' nghtin' an' 'e 's 'ad 'is share o' fun ;

'Is eyes is kind o' quiet an' 'is mouth is sort o' set,

But if I didn't know 'im well I wouldn't know 'im yet.

I recolec' the look of 'im the time o' the retreat,

The blood was through 'is toonic an' the skin was orf 'is

feet;

But "Come aboard the bus," says 'e, "or you'll be lef

be'ind,"

An" takes me weight upon 'is back it 'asn't slip uie mind.

It might 'ave 'appened yesterday, it comes to me so plain,

'E's dalm an' up a dozen times, a-reeling through the

rain;
It might 'ave bin lars' Saturday I seem to 'ear 'im say :

" There 's plenty room a-top, me lad, an' nothin' more to

pay."

'E ain't bin 'ung with medals like a blackamore with

beads ;

'E doesn't figure on the screen a-doin' darin" deeds ;

But reckon I '11 be lucky if I gets to Kingdom Come

Along o' that Contemptible wot wouldn't leave a chum.

E.A.P. PLUMAGE.
Letter from Major Sir Fawcett Gear, R.A.F. (Deputy
Director of Meclianical Transport Brake Linings), at the

Ministry, to Messrs. Proffitt, Projffitt and Proffitt, Aero-

nautical Tailors, Savile Row, W. :

DEAR SIRS, With reference to my order for five tunica,

three breeches and six slacks, will you please note that

these garments are now required to l)e in pink georgette
and no longer in ninon ?

With regard to the belt on the tunic I hear the material

and colour are shortly to be changed again, but as it will in

this case be possible to " wear out
"
the existing tunics,

would you kindly supply three extra belts one of black-

and-white overcheck, one of green charmeuse with the lace

insertions, and the other of white buckskin ?

In this way I shall be able to utilize each pattern as occa-

sion may necessitate.

As* to the cap-badge, I have been making inquiries and

have heard to-day that I shall have to wear a 1/100-scale

kiwi, in full flight, of nickel ;
but as nothing has been de-

cided yet, please hold the cap back until you hear further

from me. Yours faithfully,
FAWCKTT GKAR.

P.S. Kindly note that I need a second bar to my O.B.E.

"WANTED, Comfortable Home, by elderly gentleman, not invalid,

in clergyman's, doctor's, or Christian family." Times.

On behalf of clergymen and doctors we protest against the

insinuation of
" or."
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GERMAN KAISER, the CROWN PRINCE and
General VON BEHNHARDI.)

The Kaiser. Things are looking blacker and blacker,

is most extraordinary that it should be so, but so it is. We
retreat constantly and are losing all the time in immense
numbers.

The Crown Prince. Ah, but wo don't let the people knov

that. The Censor keeps his eyes open and allows no bat

news to bo published.
The K. Bad news does get itself known all the same

The people become anxious and rumours of all kinds fly

about, and in this condition of mind one can no longer look

for the same efforts. I tell you frankly I don't at all like

the way tilings are going and I heartily wish wo were wel.

out of it.

The C. P. It's too late to talk liko that. You 'should

have thought it out before.

The K. You whipper-snapper ! It is not for you to talk

against war. Was it not you who made my life a burden

by trying to form your own party and to oppose my
Government ?

The C. P. I protest.
The K. No protest of yours can alter facts, and the facts

aro as I have stated them.
The C. P. All I admit is that I have sometimes suggested

a greater and more vigorous display of energy in high
quarters, but there is no disloyalty in that.

The K. There are more ways than one of being disloyal.
The C. P. I declare I know none of them, and have

always been animated by the most complete deference to

my War Lord.

The K. Well, we won't argue that old question out again.
Things are too serious for that and there is BERNIIARDI

listening to us.

General von Bcmliardi. I thought your Majesty desired

my presence, but I can go at once if your Majesty wishes it.

The K. No, no, I was only joking. I did want you to
bo here, for I wish to ask you if you still adhere to the

opinions expressed in your famous book.
Von B. Which book does your Majesty mean ?

The K. Oh, so you have written more than one famous
book, is that it ? At any rate I mean the one in which
you speak of war as necessary to a nation, and all that
sort of nonsense.

'

Von B. Certainly I adhere to those opinions, and I had
the best reason for believing that those opinions found
favour not only in your Majesty's exalted mind but also in
that of his Royal Highness the GROWN PRINCE.

The C. P. I was induced to read some of the stuff, but I
didn't think much of it, as it was mostly composed of

platitudes about the benefits that war confers upon a nation.
Von B. Your Eoyal Highness is pleased to be facetious.

What I have asserted remains absolutely true, only the

leadership must be strong and intelligent. Is that so in
this case? Who can assert that it is? Your Hindenburgs
and your Ludendorffs are mere jugglers, and are resp'onsi-
ble with your royal: selves for all the blood that is being
uselessly spent. You are both hated no, I will not stop-
all over the civilized world, and that hatred falls heavy on
the head of the German people. It would have.required
only a small amount of good will and a little intelligence
to have kept America out of the war. But no, you were
not satisfied until you had added America, with her in-
exhaustible resources in men, money and munitions, to the
number of our enemies. That seals our doom in this War,
unless you and your Chancellor can devise a method of

obtaining an immediate peace. That will be a humiliation

to Germany, and your own arrogance will feel the wound.
But it is better that there should be humiliation than that
our people should be for ever ruined by the incompetence of

the ruling House.
The K. You have allowed yourself a singular liberty of

expression ; and now, General, it is time for you to retire.

Von B. I obey, your Majesty. [He leaves the room.
The K. A very wordy gentleman. lie does not weigh

his sentences.

The C. P. Still, there may be something in what he

says at any rate so far as you yourself are concerned.
The K. You too can leave the room. I alone can deal

with this situation.

HANS DANS AN' ME.
Hans Dans an' me was shipmates once an' shared the wind

an' weather,
An' many a job o' work in them old days wo done together ;

I 've stood my trick with Hans afloat an' drunk with him
ashore,

But never no more, Hans Dans, my lad, Lord love you,
never no more !

Hans Dans an' me was shipmates once, we couldn't 'elp
but be,

E 'd shoved 'is bloomin' nose in every ship as sailed the sea
;

For Hans'd sign for three pun" ten when union rates was
four,

But never no more, Hans Dans, my lad, you bet yer, never
no more !

Hans Dans an' mo was shipmates once, an' if 'e "d fought
us clean

Why, shipmates still when war was done might Hans an'

me 'ave been ;

The truest pals a man can have are them 'o 's fought before,
But never no mere, Hans Dans, my lad, d'ye get me,

never no more 1

Hans Dans an' me was shipmates once but long "s I sail

the sea

There '11 be no foc's'le big enough to 'old Hans Dans an' me,
An! all the seas an' all the years won't wipe out Hans's

score

Sfor do away the dirty work ho 's done an' called it war ;

Sfo, never no more, Hans Dans, my lad, so 'elp me, never
no more ! C. F. S.

The Reunion of the Churches.

"Dr. S. T. Nevill, Bishop of Dunedin, attained his eightieth year
ast week."

'Dr. S. T. Nevill, Bishop cf Dunedin, has received a unanimous
call to the pastorate of Palmerstou North Congregational Church."

New Zealand Paper.

We congratulate the Bishop. This was worth living for.

"Wo have among other relics of a bygone ago an individual in
'ourt circles known as ' The Master of the Stag Hounds. 1 Good lord,
low long shall we as a nation enduro such effigies ? The Stag hounds
if there aro any in existence) would be serving a more useful purpose
is venison on a butcher's counter." The Empire (Calcutta).

But we fear the butcher would get into trouble.

"Tins RATIONING OP POULTRY.

Hen birds hatched since January 1, 1916, and not receiving rations
under Scheme (A) will be able to obtain certificates entitling their

wiiers to purchase up to an amount per head per day (which will be
ess than 4oz. per day)." Provincial paper.

Several correspondents write to inquire if the hens must
make application in writing, and if they should use their

>wn quills.
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"MV BIHD, I THINK?"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

I MAKE free to confess that as far as I am concerned
Mr. E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM is at his best when he is

leading me breathless through the capitals of Europe in

pursuit of some tortuous intrigue of the Corps demi-diplo-

matique. I like it all, the diamonds and the champagne,
the limousines and the Browning automatics, the waiters

who are chiefs of police, and the countesses who are pick-

pockets, the international conspiracies and the assassin-

proof hero who appears at the psychological moment to

save Europe from another conflagration. But the con-

flagration has arrived and is with us, and tales of diplo-
matic intrigue are no longer intriguing. So it is both

natural and intelligent of Mr. OPPENHEIM to leave his

familiar haunts and in The Other Eomilly (HoDDEB AND

STOUGHTON) give us a mystery story which involves no
other issues than the happiness of the persons concerned.

As far as construction is concerned the story is not up to

the level of his previous work. Possibly because more
realism is necessary for dealing with common people than

with the nebulous royalties of fiction. The punctual

appearance in the last chapter of everybody who is neces-

sary to clear the hero just as he is on the point of being
haled off to jail rather smacks of the cinema. But
Mr. OPPENHEIM is never dull and never amateurish, and
his constant readers will no doubt find the brothers

Eomilly as good candle-burners as the scheming denizens

of Montrnartre or the furtive minions of the Wilhelmstrasse.

Verdun Days in Paris (COLLINS) is not a very appropriate

title for Miss MABJORIE GRANT'S delightful little book.

Verdun is here only a background for what is an informing
account of Paris in times of great stress. There is real

value in this book, for apart from the descriptions of work

among soldiers and refugees it will correct, and indeed

entirely obliterate, any tendency we may still have to think

of Paris as we thought of it in the days before the War.
To Parisians our determination to regard it as merely a

city of pleasure has always been a source of annoyance,
and if Miss GRANT can ever be furiously angry (which I

doubt) it is because she believes that the old British idea

still persists that " France is a land of feverish gaiety,

sickly sentimentality, lax morals, endless suppers, and

dancers of more than Oriental mystery. How complete a

misunderstanding," she adds,
" of a nation inexorably

logical, sternly industrious, abstemious, parsimonious,
w.th only one real sentimental passion, that of patriotism."

Eloquent advocate as she is, Miss GBANT has not mentioned

the French quality of being able to laugh when tears are

very near the heart, a quality that asks the finest cour-

age. You must read Verdun Days in Paris not only for

its information, but because the author never misses

the humorous side of life, which she presents with a quiet

and most attractive charm.

Pacifists, Defeatists, Bolsheviks and others who favour

a patched-up peace are apt to look on the German colonies

mainly as counters with which to bargain with the Hun ;

and to persons of that kidney any evidence bearing on the

treatment of the natives by their German masters will be

hardly welcome. But fortunately these types are few and

may, it is hoped, be ignored. Even so the Dark Continent
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is a subject about which too many Englishmen are in the

dark, and any book that throws light on it is of value,

especially when its style is straightforward and its evidence

unquestionable. This much at least can he said of Tlic

Prussian Lash in Africa (HODDEH AND STOUGHTON), in

which " AFRICANUS
"

briefly describes both the methods
and effects of German rule. To many readers the horrors

It happens that two books dealing with the vexed topic of

education have arrived on my table simultaneously. These
are The German School as a War Nursery (MELKOSE), by
V. II. FRIEDEL, and Political Education at a Public School

(COLLINS), by VICTOR GOLLANCZ and DAVID SOMERVELL.
Reading these titles you will be prepared to find that,

apparently at least, the books contradict one another; only
may appear exaggerated and so filthily savage as to be ! apparently, of course, as it does not in fact at all follow that

beyond belief in the case of any country that calls itself

civilized. This would have been my own impression had
I not seen something of the results both in peace and war ;

but most men who have taken part in any African cam-

paign will fuel that these statements of "
AFRICANUS," so far

from being overdone, are almost unduly mild and moderate.

At first, of course, when we entered a native village in

German territory the cry of " Jambo, Bit-anal" (" Welcome,
Master ! ") with which we were greeted by the civilian

natives was regarded merely as a polite pose and incom-

patible with the attitude of their Askaris. But we were
not long in learning better; and if you want to know why
the British were warmly
welcomed and loyally served

by the mass of the popula-
tion, while the native troops

put up such a bitter re-

sistance, you need only read

this well-informed and un-

pretentious little book. You
will also realise how fatal

it would be to British pres-

tige throughout Africa if

the colonies were handed
hack to the Hun.

because an educational system has bad results in Germany
its effect will be the same in civilized countries. " Educa-
tion," says Professor SADLER, in his admirable brief intro-

duction to the English translation of M. FHIEDEL'S book,
"

is a great power. If you can canalize it you can use it

hydraulically for public works." Substitute for "public
works

"
another aim, military aggrandizement, and this is

precisely what Germany has been doing with that ugly
hut momentous force the Teutonic educational canal. M.
FHIEDEL, as Director of the Musee Pedagogique of Paris,
writes with authority ;

his book, largely made up of extracts
from German educational writings published since 1914,~~

should be read by anyone
interested in a clear exposi-
tion of the methods of poli-
tical kultur in the 'war
nurseries." The authors of

j

the second book are clearly

MURIEL HINE in The Best
in Life (LANE) is more con-
cerned with her story than

j

her characterisation, as you
will gather when you hear
little Patty, the shop-girl,

saying to her superior friend,
Isocl the mannequin (and
heroine), a propos of muni-
tion work :

" Once you 're

in the Government's hands

you become an automatic
machine. They certainly pour in pennies fast, but expect
its equivalent in return." Isoel's notion of the best thing
in life is to marry a gentleman (her absentee father, so
her mother had told her, was one, but he went to the bad
and turned up in a, Paris cafe as a waiter and was killed

by a. bomb just when Isofl had come in from the ends of
the earth to have a cup of coffee, so that she recognised
him by a strawb no, a tattooed snake on his arm). A
lucky windfall enables her to go to Venice, where the people
MyBwtt (jiorno and Subilo and Che sard sard ! ; and to
Paris, where. they say Tims and Mais oui and Merci, uon
and even Mais que voulez-vous ? G'est la guerre ! No sort
of scruples in the pursuit of her ideal for Isoel. Conceal-
ments and hair-raising perversions of the truth, mitigated
blackmail, bold advances, coy withdrawals all these she
uses to hook her lish, a wealthy V.C.

; and, having hooked
him, she uses discreet confessions to land him. I don't
share the author's evident affection for this artful child of

. nature, but I do like monocled Jmlij Daltjleish, the mas-
culine reluctant lover who yields to her patient American
millionaire in the end. Money and snobbishness are very
prominent in this story, which thus establishes actual
contacts with real life.

j

enthusiasts, and as such
their arguments and the

'report of their translation

of these into experiment
are deserving of respect;

though their clinchingproof,
which consists of quota-

i

tions from the super school-

|
rnagazineresultingfrom dis-

infusion of modern ideas,

i
failed to stagger me.

CAMOUFLAGK DEPAKTMENT, B.C.

The Little Greek. "DADDY, WHAT DID YOU DO TN THE TBOJAN WAR?"
l>tl<1i/ (proudly). "My CHILD, I PAINTED THE SPOTS OS THE WOODEN

For those who like a

j

placid story which never

]
unduly ruffles the emotions

' and where everything ends

happily oh, so happily!
The Desired Haven (MEL-

! ROSE) is the novel to recorn-

- 'mend. But I warn you that
LESLIE MOOHE (whether Mrs. or Miss I do not know, but cer-

tainly not Mr.) has written ifc mainly, I think, for the purpose
of changing the religion of her heroine. I was ready to lay
a small wager from almost the start that Philippa was

ultimately to be received into the Roman Catholic Church.

Personally I am not altogether in love with religious propa-
ganda in a novel. But if you do not share this fastidious-

ness the career of Philippa is well enough. The author
has a considerable sense of character and knows how to

construct a novel. Best of all, she shows a real under-

standing of children.

ami the choir o

Another Impending Apology.
CONCKBT. The Special Constables' Wale Voice Choir

he U.I'
1

. Church contributed to the programme,
which was otherwise attractive." Scotch Paper.

A LOST OPPORTUNITY.
AMEIUCA, whose dentist wore the wreath
Due to the man who stopped the KAISER'S teeth,
Could you not reach the ladder's highest rung '?

Had you no linguist who could stop his tongue '?
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIK K usr.u recently told the !!<

tag: "The autumn is approaching and

when you then reassemble the complc:.-

military victory of (Jcniiany will not.

only bo assure:!, but will certainly bo

e\ ident to the whole world." Part .
ol

this prophecy is coining true. Signs
of the waning of summer aro evident.

"The War," Kays the HrrliiH'r Tiiyr-

lilittt,
" shires us in the face and stares

very hard." Indeed by some Gcrnrm-;

it is even said that the War is making
nidi! grimaces at them.

"It is necessary for our German
sword to speak," says the Loluil An-

ttiger. .Mready it is learning to say
" Kamerad

"
quite distinctly.

Amci -iran Army as a private,
flucncc again, \\c. suppose.

In-

The controlled price for vegetable
marrows i .mils ten a ton, but

wo understand that special an
, have been made for marrows

which fall a few pounds short of that

weight.

A gossip-writer mentions that a few

days ago he mistook a well-known
author for Mr. PHILIP S-,o\s;.i N . . .

but happily they made it up after-

wards.

The reported discovery of a p

strawberry jam in the possession of a

Devizes man now appears to h.ivc

In n li jed on a misundcr-tanding.

!

The man's statement was that when a

;
boy ho had seen one in the possession

" Will the scientists be able to supply of his grandfather,
a substitute for tobacco ?

"

asks the same paper. This

attempt to ignore the Ger-

man cigar is pathetic.

The Germans, according
to the Associated Press

correspondent, have prac-

tically no prepared posi-
tions behind the Wotan
line. We understand, how-

ever, that rather than dis-

appoint regular readers of

Land and Watfr, Mr.
BELLOC has consented to

draw the positions they
would have had if they
had had any.

ADVICE
"WlIK.N MAKING JOKES

FROM THE AUDIENCE."

TO AN INSTRUCTOR ON ANTl-UAS CUUliSB.

BO MOT EXPECT AST APPROPRIATE EXrHKBSIOH

According to a Copen-
hagen telegram Austria is claiming
that Russia shall pay her an indemnity.

Kussia, we understand, has replied that

she is temporarily embarrassed for

funds, but is willing to allow Austria a

free hand in the Malay States.

We were not surprised to read of the

attempt on the life of M. LENIN. For

a considerable time now we have felt

of these days he would get
some irritating bother or

that one
mixed up in

another.

Owing to the fact that it was their

busy season it seems that the burglars
were unable to come out in sympathy
with the London police.

Seeing a largo body of policemen
strikers marching through New Bridge
Street the other day a dear old lady
threatened to give them in charge.

A New York journal states that

CHAUI.IE CHAPLIN is now serving in the

A munition-worker charged with

stealing was said to have over one

hundred and thirty-eight pounds in his

pockets. It seems that the unfortunate

fellow was saving up to buy a pound
of blackberries. * *

*

A postwoman charged before the

magistrates admitted that she had

swallowed a postal order and a cheque.
It is extremely fortunate that the

cheque was crossed.
*

Charged with being an absentee a

Stourbridge man expressed great sur-

prise when told that this country was

at war. The theory is that ho was

employed in some Government depart-

ment. T ;;

If'

Under a new Defence of the Realm

Regulation owners of premises may be

required to kill rats. An appeal to the

tribunals will be permitted in all cases

when it is claimed that they aro not

real rats.

\ gr">ip of l-il'piiins in A:J;

khaki,
" cnh-.

with an acrobatic, di.iplay in the

swinging front brancli to branch with

a more than Minian aii.indi.n." There
is sucli a thing as carrying ful

H y too f:ii\

\.-cording to scientific authority the

next glacial epoch will l>e in the year
7:!^. ; however are of tin-

opinion that even \\licn it does
its effect on the War will be hardly

:l ''' C-=====
OUR V1U.AGK.

Oun baker 's in the Flying Corps,
Our butcher's in the Buffs,

Our o;ic policeman cures no more
For running in the roughs,

But carves a pathway to the s'

As trooper in the Tenth Hussars.

The Mayor's a Dublin

Fusilier,

The Clerk's a Royal
Soot,

The bellman is a Briga-
dier

And something of a

pot;
The barber, though at

large, is spurned ;

i The Blue Boar's waiter is

interned.

The postman, now in

Kgypt, wears
A medal on his coat,

The Vet. is breeding Bel-

gian hares,

The Vicar keeps a

goat;
The schoolma'am knits upon her stool ;

The village idiot gathers wool.

If every city in the land

Would similarly act,

And do its bit and take a hand,
Berlin would soon be sacked.

Come, pledge us now in Blue Boar beer

From Belgian hares to Brigadier!=== W.H.O.

The Slump in German Values.

'HALT CROWS PRINCE'S ARMY TUBVED
OVER TO GENERAL vox Bmis."

Daily Paper.

It would be interesting to know how
much the Half Crown Prince thinks

the German Sovereign worth?

A Modern Pompeii.

"Owing to the holiday on Monday, lh-

hur^li earls will nr.t make their usual round

on lliat day for the removal of ashes, but will

l.o whole town on Tuesday."
Peebiessltire Advertiser.

And "hey talk about " Peebles for plea-

sure."
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JAMOUFLAGE.
CASTING an early-morning and dis-

gruntled eye upon our war-breakfast

table, I remarked sadly, "No jam, no

jelly, no marmalade."
"Also no mulling, and no flowers, by

request," said Doris pleasantly.
" On

the other hand you have two kinds of

margarine, some of last week's and
some of this."

"
Surely you could manage a little

honey."
" I could manage quite a lot, if we

had any. But 1 can't get it. You
forget that the bees have now been
controlled. The Apiary Commissioner
has commandeered all the hive's, to be
set up in aircraft factories as an exam-

ple. I can't afford to make marmalade
with oranges uncontrolled at 5d. Be-

sides, they are going to sell them next
week without the skins. The skins are

wanted for high explosives or some-

thing. As for jam-
"
Well, what about jam ?

"

" Fruit crops a failure
; sugar short

;

so many more men in the Army."
" Please don't talk like a newspaper,"

I said plaintively.
" Even if there are

five million more men eating jam in

France than there were last autumn,
there must be five million fewer men
eating jam in this country."

" But they eat more jam in the Army.
They are hungrier than civilians."

"
They can hardly be that," I said.

" Of course I don't grudge them a

single pot that they eat, but in Flanders
I believe they use the best strawberry
for dubbin. WHY is there no jam ? I

ask you as man to jam
"

" You can't make it without fruit."
" Pardon me, you can make it out

of turnips and a little ginger. Have
the swedes been a failure ?

"

"
They are still neutral, if that is

what you mean. As for ginger, you
forget that the Ginger Controller has
taken up all available supplies. The
Government needs ifri"

" It does indeed. But isn't there

anything you can do? Surely your
former Highland servant's old aunt in ;

St. Kilda could lend you one pot of I

gooseberry to tide us over the winter."

"Silly," said Doris. "You've no
memory to-day. All the gooseberry-
bushes on St. Kilda were taken over by
the Afforestation Board this summer.
The Coal-mines Maintenance Commis-
sioner is to get them for pit-props."" How thorougli of him !

"

"Yes," said Doris. " Ellen Macarthur
told me at the canteen yesterday that
her brother, who is 29 and Grade 1,
but not really very strong, expects to

}et a job as a Timber Commissioner
for the Outer Hebrides."

" Nonsense ! I should say
' Hoots

and havers !

'

There are no trees in the

Outer Hebrides."
" Not very many, perhaps," Doris

agreed.
" But I expect there is an

Outer Hebrides Chief Commissioner
for Timber, witli so much a year, and
six Assistant Commissioners with so

much a year, and twelve Sub-Assistant

Commissioners, and I don't know how
many inspectors. They will probably

|
stay in Oban during the summer and

,
have quite a decent time. You see,

the less timber there is in a place the
more men are needed to take thorough
good care of it and see that it isn't

used by 'civilians for toothpicks."
"
Quite so. But is there nothing

sweet in the house?"
"Ah, well," said Doris coyly, "you

used to say . . . but no matter . . .

Try a little mustard on your second
inch of toast."

She pushed a large silver mustard-

pot towards me. I opened the lid

apathetically. Then I grasped the
nearest spoon. The pot was nearly
full of strawberry jam.

"
Hooray !

"
I cried. " More camou-

flage. No visitor would ever guess
what was in that pot."

Doris swiftly removed] the treasure
untasted.

" I was afraid, even after your solemn

promise, that you couldn't get through
breakfast without that world-weary
word. But if you don't camouflage
anything in my hearing for twenty-
four hours I promise you a whole tea-

spoonful to-morrow morning."
"Good," I said. "Jam to-morrow.

Any cheese on the dinner horizon ?
"

"
Well, the grocer hoped yesterday

that he would be able to oblige me
to-day with half-a-pound of a new sort

of cheese, Gorgonmargo."
"I know," I said. "Breadcrumbs,

rancid waggon-grease and a pinch of

salt. Well, well. More cam "
I

pulled up just in time.

But I know I shall never keep off

the fatal word for twenty-four hours
on end. The strain will be too great.
No war-jam is worth it.

"FURNISHED HOUSE WANTED, for six
months or a year ; good tenant

; House must
be detached, and close to tram, without being
actually on tram line." Dublin Paper.

The police are so touchy nowadays.

" Two and one-half per cent, beer is all right,

according to Aid. -
, who stated that

he had recently had a drink of it to test it.

If the beer had been intoxicating he would
certainly and ytsro uw eating . . . ."

Canadian Paper.

Despite the worthy Alderman's asser-
tion we have an uneasy feeling that it

was intoxicating after all.

VALEDICTORY: TO A Y.A.D.

TAKE off, my nurse, the band of blue
You sewed upon my sleeve ;

Repaired and patched as good as new
I make this last request of you
And then I lake my leave.

Pathetic fancies may not grace
My little vacant bed

;

There comes another lucky case
To bless his "

blighty
"

in my place,
Your patient in my stead.

While willy-nilly I must go
A-hunting of the Hun.

You '11 carry on which now I know
(Although 1 've helped to rag you so)
Means great work greatly done.

And if, when you 're fed up some day,
As even you must be,

When tumblers tumble from the tray,
When Sister has too much to say

(She may have, even she) ;

When on the quilts you 've made so neat
Some silly asses sprawl ;

When weights are on your weary feet,
The dinner-trolley has you beat
And nothing 's right at all ;

Then, if an unseen crutch you hear
Come tapping lightly up,

And if, by means that don't appear,
That trolley should be taught to steer
And caught that falling cup ;

If somehow pillows are put straight
Or wrinkly quilts are smoothed

;

If something shares the teapot's weight
Or rolls a bandage when you 're late,
Or Sister 's strangely soothed,

Be well assured that one you knew
(Though which you may not guess),

Who came and went as hundreds do,
Has sent a wish to wait on you

In friendly thankfulness.

An Untimely Eviction.

"At the meeting to-day of the hotel and
restaurant proprietors it was decided that all

visitors at present staying in hotels be notified
that they must leave by midday to-morrow
night." Evening Telegraph (Dublin).

A plea for a respite until midnight the

following morning was, we understand,

inexorably refused.

" A boy of sixteen, charged at Guildhall with
stealing eight 1 Treasury notes, was stated
to have spent the money in taking a girl to
theatres and music-halls, etc. It was stated
also that he had received a good education.
The Alderman : But no moral teaching.
After being birched soundly in the cells, his

father was bound over for his future good con-

duct, and he was allowed to go."

Evening Paper.
If the magistrate thinks that this

vicarious punishment will reform the

young rascal he must be a more than

usually sanguine alderman.
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THE VICIOUS CIRCLE.
PROFITEER (to successful striker).

" YOU GET YOUR BONUS; I MAKE EXTRA PROFIT; AND
HE STANDS THE RACKET."
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Soldier (who has been posing for picture entitled " Health in the Harvest Fields ").
" Ol 'A' BIN CALLED BACK TO ME UNIT, ZUR. BUT

THIS 'EHE GRADE in, CHAP WILL COOM AS ME SUBSTITOOT."

ACONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR.
I DO not mind admitting it, we

have been considerably alarmed about

William. William, en passant though
he seldom passes but just comes in

and has a meal is my wife's brother.

He is far, far more than that, however,
for he ranks with the elect, that chosen
coterie.of favoured mortals who never
work. He drives in taxis and owes
his tradesmen for purple and fine linen.

William has frequently in my hearing
spoken of work, but that is as near as

he ever got to it. This was why I was
swept off my feat when Mary told me
what he had been chatting to her
about.

" William wants a job," she said.
" He thinks that perhaps you might
find him something fairly easy ; he is

not strong. He seemed to fancy it is

time he settled down."
"
Well, for a bright young fellow of

forty-seven perhaps he is right," I said.

The more I dwelt on the matter of

this yearning on the part of William
for work the more unreasonable it

seemed, for he always appeared to get
along very nicoly, thank you, as tilings
were a fiver borrowed in his well-

known gracious way whenever he ran

short; week-ends for the asking

(William used to do the asking); and
a fine and airy diplomatic touch with
him which enabled him to rise superior
to debts, tailors and the common ills

of insolvent humanity. It was not sur-

prising that it all caused us some little

uneasiness. I told him frankly that

we, his relatives, felt anxious about
hiua.

"It is not like you, William," I said

impressively.
" 1 am afraid you are

taking the times a bit too seriously.
It has just struck you, perhaps, that

there is a war on ; but don't go and
over-exert yourself. Still, I know of

a berth for you. Brooks wants a man
to help him in the office."

But we need not have worried our-

selves. William is all right. At the

last moment he said he felt he could
not avail himself of my kindness. He
said he had been hasty and he apolo-

gised handsomely. He had been think-

ing things over.

You will never guess his reasons.

Even I was outwitted, and I have lent

money to William for years and years.
William told me the plain truth over

a glass of port my port. He said he

should have liked nothing better than
this job, but he had been thinking about

the Man Power Act, and he felt that,

with the chance of being called up, he
would be putting his employer in a

position of unfair risk.

This is very noble of him, but I wish

William were not quite so high-prin-

cipled. It comes very expensive for

his friends.
"
Awfully sorry, old chap," he said

regretfully,
" but I can't bring myself

to do it. It would not be playing the

game. Brooks seemed a decent sort,

and the work would have just suited

me ; but there is this new Act. I may
be called up, you see, and that would
leave the poor chap in a corner. I will

come dovyn and see you this week-end.
We can talk things over. You see I

am in a bit of a difficulty, not knowing
what the Government may do with me."
But the Government won't do any-

thing with William not if it knows
its business.

From a feuilleton :

"He paused, and held her a little way from

him, gazing into her tea-dimmed eyes."

The result, we suppose, of a slip be-

tween the cup and the lip.
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AUNT ALICE'S LUCK.
TIIK scene was our billet in the lino

do la Oiaio, and "
Oil amophone, one,

how to procure with as littlo delay and

expense as possible," was the subject
under discussion.

"I havo an aunt," Tony began, but

with some hesitation.
" What kind of aunt?

"
I asked.

" A female, height about live foot six
;

age . . ."

"
Silly ass ! I mean, is she the kind

of one who would know where to ask

for a Olrade I. gramophone, and see that

she got it ?
"

" 1 should say that she 's thoroughly

trustworthy."
"That's good," I said.

" Does she.,

know you well?
"

"Ye"s, pretty well. Why?"
" I was thinking, would she*requirc

casli first? I take it she will."
" Not she. She won't require cash

at all."

"Kich?"

"Beyond the dreams of avarice."
" I don't know quite how much that

is."
" I should think Aunt Alice's income

is a bit over three dreams at a thousand

a dream."
"Then why hesitate?

"

"
Well, though Aunt Alice is, as I say,

trustworthy and rich, she 's unlucky.
At least she 's been unlucky twice. I

don't know if we ought to risk her a

third time."

"Tell me about it and I '11 decide," I

said.
" When I was at Salonika," Tony

began,
" we were posted on a mountain

side in the most exposed position in

Europe. At least I think it must have
been. It %vas winter, and the cold at

night was absolutely frightful. When
I tell you

"
Yes, never mind those details. Get

on with the story."
" After the third night I wrote some-

thing like this to Aunt Alice :

' You
told me to let you know if I wanted

anything. Where I am now it is

bitterly cold, and a British warm with

a fur lining would be absolutely in-

valuable.'
" In April we had orders to move. I

hadn't seen anything of the fur-lined

coat, but I hoped that, if it hadn't gone
to the bottom, some not too undeserving

person had got it. Then I forgot all

about it. By the end of May we were
on the Red Sea. There was a short

spell of extra heat the hottest for

fifteen years while we were there.

People who knew said it would last

eight days. On the evening of the

fourth day a mail came in. There were
two parcels for me. One contained

iS-fc f/fll

First Slue Sou (taking a look round, to second ditto).
" WOT D' YK SAY TO 'JLBF-AX HOUB'8

EMOTION, BILL?

chocolate. I suppose it had been solid
|

once, but it was now a thin soup. The
|

other was a large important-looking!

parcel. I sat looking at it for a while,
j

listlessly reading the many re-directions
\

upon it. Then with an effort I cut the
:

string and tore off the parched paper.
It was the fur-lined coat."

I considered. "
Unlucky, certainly,"

I said.
" And now the other case ?

"

" We moved after a bit to a place
called El Below, or something like that.

Sandstorms were the speciality there,

and the water supply was by camel a
;

matter of ninety miles, so there wasn't
]

too much water about at any time, as

you can guess. At the end of a month
a mail came in. Our usual meagre

j

supply of water had to lie cut down to

make room for it in the transport, hut

we were glad enough to get the mail.
\

There were a few letters for me, a price-

less illustrated paper or so, and a parcel ,

from Aunt Alice. Full of curiosity 1

tore it open." He paused for effect.
" It was a Gieve waistcoat !

"

I shook my head.
" Aunt Alice's luck is dead out," I

said.
" Not worth giving it another trial,"

said Tony.
" Risk too great. You see,

if the gramophone arrived and then we

got so busy with battles that we couldn't

turn the thing on for the next six

months we should feel that we only
had ourselves to blame. Better give
Aunt Alice a miss."

" If this were Germany, the bells would be

rung threadbare over to-day's splendid news."

Keening Standard.

And so 'twill be when I am gone,

That tuneful peal will still ring on,

Whilst other bards will walk these

dells

To darn Tlie Evening Standard bells.
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VISION.

I 'vr. seen her, I 've seen her

Beneath an apple-tree ;

The minute that I saw her there

With stars and dewdrops in her hair

I knew it must be she.

She 's sitting on a dragon-fly
All shining green and gold;

The dragon-fly goes circling round

A little way above the ground
She isn't taking hold.

I 've seen her, I 've seen her,

I never, never knew
That anything could be so sweet :

She has the tiniest hands and feet,

Her wings are very blue.

She holds her little head like this

Because she is a queen ;

(I can't describe it all in words)
She 'a throwing kisses to the birds

And laughing in between.

I 've seen her, I 've seen her

I simply ran and ran
;

Put down your sewing quickly, please,
Let 's hurry to the orchard trees

As softly as we can.

I had to go and leave her there,

I felt I couldn't stay,
I wanted you to see her too

But oh, whatever shall we do

If she has flown away ? E. F.

THE LANGUAGE DIFFICULTY.
THE servant question has reached

India. I discovered it when I arrived

here on leave and acquired the only
available attendant, a Tamil youth who
knows no English and very little of

anything else. I imagine that it is

only the general scarcity of everything,

including servants, which has embold-
ened Moonusvvamy to offer himself as

dressing-boy even to that predestined

employer of the incapable, the " Arficer

Jintlman from Basra."
Leave is too short and far too pre-

cious to permit of my making any
attempt to learn a language which
offers for the simple obvious word "is"
i s, is, the horrible polysyllable irre-

Iccmdu. One lesson in Tamil decided
me on that point. But the language
of signs has its limitations, and things
were rapidly reaching an impasse when
Moonusvvamy produced the Domestics'
Manual. It was not an inviting book
as it lay amid the dust and crumbs of

Moonuswamy's favourite tin salver,
and I gazed with a cold reluctance at

first upon the lavish grease-spots which
darkened its brown -

paper wrapper.
Then, grunting strange Tamil grunts
in disiipproval of nay apathy, Moonu-
swamy laid it open and pointed proudly
to the parallel columns of Tamil and

English wherein were to be found just

those useful and intimate remarks which

he and I were longing to exchange.
For a time mine was the joy with

which Crusoe must first have heard

Friday speak; but as the days go by
I realise that the manual has not given
me all I hoped. Its value to us is limited

by Moonuswamy's lack of intellect.

The leader of the dialogues is a person
of a vagrant and vacillating habit of

mind, who constantly introduces a

subject only to let it drop again at

once in the most irritating way ; still,

when I do light upon what I want I

am able to read the English at a glance
and point to the Tamil counterpart with

the severity which the occasion may
demand. Moonuswamy, on the other

hand, lias intense difficulty in spelling
out the Tamil to which I have referred

him, and if it is pretty to see the triumph

grow in his face as he strings his horrid

sounds together and discovers that they
are really making words, it is pitiful to

watch it fade when he realizes that all

told they represent "There is no oil in

the lamp," or, if I am unable to find the

appropriate words for a more definite

charge,
" You are not a very clever

boy."
But it is over his answers that Moon-

uswamy gets into the most serious

difficulty. Unable to read rapidly

enough he notes the position of my
accusation and trusts to the next con-

secutive sentence to furnish the fitting
excuse. In this he is not 'often lucky,
because the antiphonist of the book,
like the leader, is given to a reckless

irrelevance. But also Moonusvvamy
seldom misses the mark by less than a

couple of lines a serious miss when

topics change so quickly and complete!y
as those of the Manual and oftener

than not goes wider still.

Only yesterday, for instance, when I

approached him with a buttonless shirt

and pointed severely to -the remark,
"The handle of this thing is broken"

(the most suitable reproof which I could

find at the moment), the fellow missed
three sentences and indicated the absurd

reply :

" To have you with me will be a

hindrance to my work."

This morning, again, I burst out of my
room and found Moonuswamy squatted
on his heels beside an undarned pile of

socks, breathing stertorously as he bent

over the Manual. I seized it, and,

having hurriedly invited his attention

to the inaccurate statement,
"
To-day I

am to take physic," and then to the
more truthful but equally irrelevant

appeal, "You know that I am a family
man," I found what I wanted and

pointed indignantly to the words,
" This

water is not hot."

Moonusvvamy mouthed laboriously
over the Tamil in a guttural whisper and

two minutes later laid a black-tipped
olive finger upon the comment: " On
this account lie is cross and a little

feverish."
lie had lost his place again and was

referring me to the matter of the baby's

teething, which occurs suddenly a little

farther on. I snatched the book and
turned to the dog's-eared page on
which is to be found the safe and
almost universal appeal: "If you do
not see to everything, who else will?

"

This never fails to rouse in him an
almost tearful anxiety to please me. He
took up the jug and went in search of

hotter water, pausing only to turn a

page and plant his 'left thumb for a

moment upon the unexpected senti-

ment: "Nothing that is impure will

enter Heaven."

Brooding over the precise interpre-
tation to be put upon this I looked for

the more strictly literary portion of the

Manual which lies towards the end of

the book, and had just discovered some
entrancing proverbs whenMoonuswamy
returned with his little jug of lukewarm
water.

"'Even a rat has five wives in

harvest time,'
"

I murmured, my eyes
on the book, wondering whether this

is indeed a zoological fact ;
and then

Moonuswamy, panting respectfully over

my shoulder, pointed further down the

page. I looked and read :

" Will the

temple cat worship the deity ?
"

I think of reverting to the language
of signs. ___________

" I spent next Saturday afternoon on the

moving butts." Daily Mail.

And we are looking forward to a still

more strenuous time the day before

yesterday.

There was an objector at Chirk
Who was charged with an impulse

to shirk ;

But he answered,
" All action

I love to distraction,

But loathe and abominate work."

" Lord Halsbury is 95 to-day. His longevity

may be ascribed to hard work, variety of

occupation, regular hours, and a zest for life.

Among his hobbies have been books, wood-

carving, bridge, spooks, and writing the Laws
of England." Evening Neu-s.

It is only fair to his Lordship to say
that he did not write them all.

From General BEIJTHELOT'S order of

the day, as rendered by The Egyptian
Gazette :

"Scottish Highlanders, sons of Yorkshire,
Australian and New Zealand horsemen, you
one and all have added a glorious page to your
history. Marfauz, Chaumuzy and Montagne de

Bligny ;
these splendid words will be written in

letters of golf in the annals of your regiments."

And a very suitable medium, too. They
all played the game.
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'GADGETS."
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WAR-TIME BATHING.
" HELP ! MINES ! ! HELP ! ! !

"

THE BOATS OF THE "ALBACORE."
" FIVE boats there was," said Bristol Tom, " in the steam-

ship Albacore

She used to sail on the Far East run, 'tween Hull an'

Singapore
Four under davits an' one on chocks

; you couldn't ask no
more.

"But one was smashed at the davits, an' the same shell

killed 'er crew,
An' one got tangled up in the falls an' stove, an' that was

two,
An' the one as was lashed went down with the ship, she

couldn't 'elp but do.

"There was nine got clear in the captain's boat, hut we
missed 'er by-and-by,

For there wasn't a light in the whole black night rior a
star in the bloomm' sky,

An' the Lord 'e knows where them chaps went, an' the sea
as saw them die.

, ;
.

.

" An' seven men in the quarter-boat there was that went

away
;even men in an open boat a-knockiu' around the Bay,
In the wind an' rain that bit to the bone, an' dollops o'

freezin' spray.
' Seven men in a leaky boat with neither oars nor sail

We done our best with a len'th o' spar an' a rag of an old

shirt-tail,

An' we took it in turns to watch an' steer, an' sleep a bit

an' bale.

' Seven men in an open boat, an' the fifth day dawuiu' red,
When a drifter picked 'er up at last, due South o' Lizard !

"ead

Seven men in an open boat, two livin' an' five dead.
* # * * * * :!:

" An' the two that was livin' they 'd signed again afore a

month was through ;

They'd signed an' sailed for to take their chance as a

seaman 's hound to do
;

An' one went West when the llnmiymcde was mined with
all her crew ;

An God 'elp Fritz wlien we meet," said Tom, "
for I was

- one o' the two!" C. F. S.

IN THE BEST OF CAUSES.
Mr. Punch desires to appeal very strongly on behalf of

our Eoyal Navy Prisoners of War. The Ladies' Emer-

gency Committee of the Navy League, under the presidency
of Lord BEEESFORU, sends parcels of food, clothing, books
and money regularly to every E.N. prisoner of war in

Germany arid Austria. Four guineas a month is spent on
each prisoner. An added attraction is lent to these gifts
where the giver

"
adopts," either entirely or partially, some

particular prisoner and thus creates a personal relationship
which is greatly appreciated. The Committee has tried

to avoid public appeals, and has carried out its work as

silently as the Service to whose needs it devotes itself.

Mr. Punch greatly hopes that some of his kind readers will

make themselves individually responsible for the assistance

of these gallant men, to whose courage and endurance we
owe our safety. All contributions, however small, will be

welcome. Cheques should be made payable to The Ladies'

Committee of the Navy League, and address.ed to the
Hon. Secretary, Mrs. HERBERT FULLER, 56, Queen Anne
Street, Cavendish Square, W.I., who will gladly supply
any further information.

"PARTRIDGE DAY.
"In North Yorkshire the birds were more numerous than the

sportsmen." Daily Chronicle.

Strange to say, the same phenomenon was occasionally
noticed even in peace-time.
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STORM-DRIVEN.
THE KAISER, "I DON'T LIKE THIS WIND, MY SON. WHICH WAY IS IT?"

THE CROWN PBINCE. "UP!"
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AT THE PLAY.
'THK LAW DIVINE."

MR. II. V. ESMOND'S new comedy is

a love-play pure and simple a de-

scription to bo qualified by the recogni-
tion of some intriguing doubles ententes

and a rather muddled (if any) plot.

Love is the only thing that matters in

the wide wide world
ness

Man
briefly, and Mr. ESMOND'S version of

j

Changes.
the Law Divine.

Jack Lit lias, novelist, thirty-eight;,

temp, captain, three wounds, is at the

moment acting Controller of Potatoes
at the War Oilice. What he doesn't

control is his habit of discuss-

ing his domestic troubles and

author-producer? If so he can have no

notion of its preposterous effect). She
has come to warn the wife of her man's

" EVES OF YOUTH."
We should all have been glad to

welcome Miss GERTRUDE ELLIOTT at

goings-on. (7) Visit of Jack (with boys) I the St. James's in a play of more con-

to His Majesty's Theatre, still fed-up. ! spicuous interest than Eyes of Youth.

(8) Air-raid. (9) Eeturn to champagne ; One understands perfectly the tempta-

supper utterly unexpected, to find ado-
[

tion to a leading lady of a part which

voted, soft, gauzily-go\vned provokingly ! enables her to appear as (in the present
attractive woman in place of the untidy, | drama) a young girl hesitating between

envelope
-
licking

j

threa suitors poor Peter, rich Robert
after- ' and dubious Louis

; her dull duty to a
duller father ; a great career as a singer.
She is also ottered (in glimpses of alter-

There was a pretty scene between Jack
j

native futures with the aid of the crystal

Woman's busi-
i parcel

-
despatching,

and glory is to hold and inspire . automaton of the past year and
. The Mohammedan hypothesis, i noon. Alternative title Ciqnd's Quick

(Mr. If. V. ESMOND) and the widow
(Miss BAHKAKA HoFFn). No wonder

of a mysterious and accommodating
Yoi/i) existence as a jaded school-marm

his sense of grievance that his

pretty committee-ridden wife,

Edie, thinks the telephone the

most important thing in her

(separate) bedroom. We assist

indeed at the crisis of Jack's

fate. This sort of thing has

been going on for a year in

Hampstead.
The author affects the unities.

" With the exception of a

period late in the evening when
Jack La Has takes the boys to

the theatre the action of the

play is continuous." It is in-

deed a crowded hour and three-

quar'ters for Jack when it really

gets going. (1) Colloquy on
love with the amazingly frank

young woman, Claudia, which
has all the air of a serious flirta-

tion, in which the agitated Jack,

apparently much to her dis-

appointment, manfully keeps
himself in hand. (2) Prophecy
by Claudia that at any moment
a woman may enter his life.

(3) Instantaneous entry of woman, who
performs the odd evolution of turning
out all the sitting-room lights and stand-

ing a very exquisite white -furred
widow in the abnormally fierce light
of the hall, for effect. This is something
like coining into' a man's life, and I

don't wonder at (4) Claudia's bouncing
out of the room and slamming the door.

(5) Tender love scene between hero

fuck lost his head, and lost it so nicely,
j

(this through waiting for Louis), as

In his later re-wooing of his wife he an unnecessarily naughty opera-singer
(this for choosing the stage

"career"), and as an innocent
divorcee reduced to beggary
with a dash of Ophelia's wit-

lessnoss (this owing to a mar-

liage with the opulent liobcrt).
But it is a temptation which I

could wish had been resisted,
for it seems to me that the kine-

ma-inspired authors, Messrs.
MAX MAUCIN and CHARLES
GUEHNON, were restrained by
no laws of plausibility or sense
of character, and were masters
rather of mechanical than dra-

matic contrivance. Why should
the faithful Peter, for instance,
have died in South America
because (Una, the heroine,
selected Louis, and why should
she have become a prosperous
haunter of smart restaurants if

she married liobert? While
the school-mistress, the star,

the injured wife were not one
woman after rive years of three

differing environments but
three frankly and fundament-

ally different women.
Gina had more than three

Tid Campion PAT SOMERSET.

Dtiplme Grey BARBARA HOFFE.
Jack La lias ; . H. V. ESMOND.
Bill JOHN WILLIAMS.

A little clumsy masculine conjuring with a latch-key very
un-MASKELYSE and easily spotted by our watchful Navy.

and widow, ending in particularly im-

passioned kiss and impounding by hero,

was less effective (with no excuse pro- Had
vided by Miss JESSIE WINTER, who guesses we might have been there yet.
looked charming), he attitudinised too I rather wished she could have seen her-

much, and I may say that in this
,

self after live years with Peter; or five

connection the pose of the Discobolus years after poisoning her father, which
is not appropriate.

|
really seemed the most urgent business,

Particularly good was a little scene
j

for I have rarely seen a stage-father of

between the widow's mother (Miss
\

such unplumbable futility. He had
MAKIE ISLINGTON easily distinguished | just failed in business (even this is un-
from the widow's mite) and Jack's wife,

j

plausible: lie would have failed years
well written and nxnnllpntlv nln.vftd I n,frii hi if. lr>f, iin nn aa.v f.lin.f. IIA VVJKwell written and excellently played.

'

ago) ; but let no one say that he was
And the very amusing turns of the two! not a man of a receptive mind, for

who gets a bit above himself, of key of
j

boys, Ted of the senior service (Mr. PAT
|

when Gina pointed out that, instead of
widow's flat, restored under pressure

'

SOMERSET), and Bill, surely the very
j

closing down the business, he had only
of virtue (or prudence) triumphant in youngest private in the British army to look at the matter with Eyes of
owner of key. (6) Entry of a woman
into wife's life. It is the mother of

the widow (she also turns out all the

sitting-room lights : a family custom

(Mr., or perhaps Master, WILLIAMS), in I Youth and let his son Kenneth build
the main a sort of Humpsti-Bumsti- it all up again, he received the sugges-
Two-Macs affair, was very generally

[

tion with enthusiasm, though it simply
appreciated. And it was jolly to see

;

hadn't occurred to him before.

apparently, light-saving mania perhaps I Miss DORIS LVTTON pathetically pro-
j

It remained to one to enjoy the good
unless, indeed, could it really have

j
testing that nobody loved her because !

patches. Miss GERTRUDE ELLIOTT was
been a brainy

" idea
"

of the actor-
;

she was so plain ! T. at her best in the dressing-room scene
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Young Lady from Town. "WHAT DO I'ou USE FOB FRECKLES, Miss GILES?"

in the Paris Opera House in fact as a

detached effect the whole scene was
excellent of its kind, with a sudden
death from one of those fatal bullet

wounds in the foreleg which are so

common in stage murders. Mr. DAO-
NALL'S study of the impresario, Salvo,
was not only a quite admirable piece
of impersonation, but, by appearing
throughout in the same, character, he
contrived to create the illusion that one
was sitting in one place at one play
rather than visiting a succession of

kinemas in a nightmare.
Certainly the team of school-children,

trained by Miss ITALIA CONTI, did great
credit to their coach. They were the

perfect little beasts they were meant to

be. I am curious to know whether
little American girls in real life are
called (forexample)

"
Sunday,"

" Dinka
"

and "Pippyn," or only when they be-

come little actresses. None of the other

players had long enough innings to get
well set and show their form, but the
kind-hearted detective of Mr. ALEC
ALVES, the Opera House manager of

Mr. HERMAN DE LANGE and the Eussian
Tenor of Mr. ARTHUR VIBOUX seemed
to be meritorious short studies. I

couldn't believe in the Yogi, because
he was so obviously a property, like the

crystal, not through any particular
fault of Mr. IAN ROBERTSON. T.

THE SEEGEANT-MAJOR.

Sergeant-Major Caleb Hawker
Is a most prolific talker.

Could ho wear a tighter dress

P'raps he 'd talk a little less ;

But I cannot think can you, Sir?

What would happen were it looser.

Always talking to a crowd
Makes his voice a trifle loud.

It, in fact, is like the full

Mellow bellow of a bull,

And the cows in fields hard by
Quite instinctively reply.

When lie comes upon parade
Brigadiers and Colonels fade ;

Gilded -hats grow very pale,
Eookies' knees begin to fail ;

Roaring Sergeants cease to rant,

Puny is the Adjutant.

Once I saw some young recruits

Make a mess of their salutes ;

Hawker didn't say a lot,

But he said it loud. 'Twas not

What he said that scared the boys,
Not the substance, but the noise.

After merely two short hours

Those recruits resembled flowers

Plucked at noon in summer's heat-

Prone they lay at Hawker's feet.

Nevermore they made reply

(Doctors call it
"
G.P.I.").

Should an order come my way
Never could I disobey ;

I would sooner place my head
In the cavernous and red

Alimentary canal

Of a hungry cannibal.

Should he speak a word to mo,
Sooner far than disagree
I would perish where I stood,

I would almost yes, I would
Ask the General his age or

Play at pills and pot the Major.

"BEAUTY SHOW.
Class B, ladies over 20. 1, Paulina O..

192 votes; a, Dora K. \V., 108 votes; 3,

Gwendoline K., 912 votes. Special prize for

highest number of votes, Pauline <J."

Provincial Paper.

If we were GWENDOLINE K. we should

enter a protest.

At a College for Farming, the staff

Were recently prompted to laugh

By a girl who said,
" How

Can I milk this huge cosv ?

Please may I begin with a calf ?
"
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Fifteenth-Century Tramp (to inquisitive stranger). "'Ow DID I COME BY THIS sen OF ARMOUB? W'y, vABLET, ixw'i YEU EECKER-
KISE YEB LIEGE LOKD, 'UGH FlTZ-WALTER, JUST COME BACK FROM THE WARS IN FRANCE?"

THE LITTLE MOEE.
"
No," said Mr. Brown, tapping his

second egg,
"

it is not a mistake. Jones
is a man of business and men of busi-

ness don't make mistakes of that kind.

He knows that the additional stamp
may be affixed by the payee, and he is

not the only person who has served me
in the same way. I shall send back
the cheque and remind him of the new
regulation," he added with a frown,
and on sitting down to write to Jones
the same evening satire seemed to be
indicated as the most satisfactory
method.
"But you told me," Mrs. Brown

expostulated when he read the letter

aloud with not unnatural pride,
" that

you felt certain Mr. Jones had not
made a mistake."

" He can't have forgotten that since
the first of September every cheque
requires an extra penny stamp," was
the answer.
"Then why do you say you know

that he has?"
"
That," said Mr. Brown, "

is irony."
" What is the difference between

irony and a falsehood ?
"

asked Mrs.
Brown.

" The one seeks to hide a fact and

the other to show it more plainly," he

replied.
When three days had passed without

an answer, Mr. Brown wrote again,
and towards the end of a week he

began to show symptoms of irritability,

coming down to breakfast a few minutes
earlier than usual to examine the post,
and remarking emphatically that he
"couldn't understand Jones."

"
Perhaps your letters have mis-

carried," Mrs. Brown suggested.
" You

know how very irregular the posts are

just now."
" The best way will be for you to go

and call on Mrs. Jones and introduce
the subject casually in the course of

conversation. Not too plainly. Just a

hint," said Mr. Brown; and his wife

dutifully set out the following afternoon
in the rain. " Did you hear anything
about the cheque?" he asked on her

return, whereupon Mrs. Brown opened
her handbag and laid the draft on the
table. "Ah, that's better," he said,

regarding the additional penny stamp
with approval.

" I should like to know
why he didn't send it back before."

" He said you told him on no account
to hurry, but to take his own time
about it."

" Jones obviously doesn't know the

meaning of satire," said Mr. Brown,
rubbing his palms together.

"
Still," was the answer,

"
lie did say

there was something ironical in the

situation."
" How 's that ?

" demanded Mr.
Brown.

" You were so anxious to save a

penny that you didn't mind spending
five shillings : in addition to the two

three-half-penny stamps you used on

your letters to Mr. Jones."
" Five shillings !

"
exclaimed Mr.

Brown.
" He was thinking of my taxi," said

Mrs. Brown. " It was raining so fast

that I felt bound to keep it waiting."
" That 's the worst of a' man like

Jones," Mr. Brown retorted. "He can
never understand that it is the principle
of the thing that matters, and there's

nothing I dislike so much as pro-
crastination."

" If you give me a ten-shilling note,"
said Mrs. Brown, opening her bag
again,

" and I give you five shillings,
that will be right."

" After aia excellent dinner the heart of

Lady Ardayre began to beat with wonderment
and excitement." Nash's Magazine.

Or was it a touch of indigestion ?
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Jui'k. "COCLD YE NO GIE ME A PHOTOGRAPH O 1

VEUSliL', SISTER?" Sttl r. "WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH IT?"
Jack. "I'D PUT IT IN A NICE COLLECTION O 1 CORIO8 I'VE BEEN MACKIN 1 OOT HERB."

BACK AGAIN.
\Yi: are back again and we know it, having spent three

weeks of mixed weather close to the coast. Even if all

memory of our departure and our three weeks' stay were

wiped out of our minds, we should still be sure by several

infallible signs that \ve have been away from home, because

(1) the dogs have come to the verge of the garden to meet
as.'

'

They have been brushed and made tidy within an
inch of their lives. As soon as they see us they make an
unrehuked rush and all begin to scream at the tops-of their

voices. Having upset most of us they run ahead towards
the house, where we find them occupying all the best chairs
in the best room. Because (2) we have the feeling that

having packed nothing that we want, we have lost all our

luggage, and because (3) we have as a matter of fact lost

two pieces containing everything we need. Because (4) the

gardener has come to the station to meet us. When we step
out of the train he smiles his annual smile, but is promptly
recalled to gloom by a mention of the weather, which seems
to have played him the worst imaginable tricks. Because

(5) the library has been cleaned and reduced to order. All the
books have been taken out, presumably dusted and certainly
put hack again, J,he housemaid's idea being that they
should number from right to left and not, in accordance
with a stupid prejudice, from left to right. Because (6)

everything at home looks so comfortable, so bright and so

delightful. Muriel's napkin ring still rolls off the table if

placed in a certain position ; Anna's salt-sifter surrenders
three pinches of salt and then goes on strike; Beatrix's
silver mug loses its balance but by a miracle of ingenuity
on her part is not upset ;

while Frederick's coat-sleeve

performs its stunt of catching up and concealing his knife.

All the old familiar things in fact do the old familial-

business as usual. Yea, we have been away at the seaside

and are now, thank Heaven, back again.

THE WISHING-WELL.
THERE comes a quiet spirit to this cool green place,
A little White Lady with a wildflower face.

Among the ragged-robin, so the old wives tell,

Where nod the knowing crane's-bill and the Canterbury-
bell,

You sometimes see her walking by the little wishing-well.

A-wishing at the wishing well, as wise folk should,
I saw a sudden brightness in the green-gold wood,
And Something drifted by me where the lad's love blows
As softly as the- petals of a white. wild-rose

Or mist along the water when the water-lilies close.

Oh! LAWRENCE might have painted her, the sweet-faced

shade;
I seem to see her sitting in her glimmering Lrocade,
Her lips a little parted and her soft hands pressed
To the daintiest of posies at her pretty white breast

(And if her heart were heavy, why, the painter never

guessed).

I think she had a lover, though I scarce know who ;

Perhaps he led his regiment at famous Waterloo ;

Perhaps his bones are lying there, where brave men fell ;

But still she never wearies, so the old wives tell,

A-wishing and a-wishing at the little wishiug-well.
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REVENONS-NOUS A NOTRE CHEVREUIL.

"I CAN'T think" the Colonel was

talking
" what some fellow in Punch

means by suggesting that people don't

like venison. Of course they do if

they 've got any sense and so long as

it 's lioon hanging long enough."
"And the plate is hot," said the

Doctor.
"And so long as there's some fat

with it," said the Commander (with

wavy stripes).
"Of course," the Colonel agreed.

" But all that 's understood."

"I didn't read the article," said the

Commander. " What did it say ?
"

"Oh," the Colonel replied, "it was
all about everyone passing on their

gifts of venison until they had to be

buried I mean until the venison had

to be buried. The usual joke. I sup-

pose," he added thoughtfully, "it's

pretty difficult having to be funny

every week."
\Ve were all silent for a while, pon-

dering upon this reflection.

"I can't think," the Colonel con-

tinued, "where the joke began. It

can't be a very old one, because in the

middle-ages venison was a standing
dish. Deer-stealing wouldn't have been

so popular if people hadn't liked veni-

son. You don't steal things you don't

like."
" Wasn't there some poet fellow who

stole deer'.'" the Commander inquired.

"Yes, of course," said the Doctor:
" SHAKSPEARK. SHAKSPEAHB knew a

good thing when he saw it, I '11 be

bound."

"Then," asked the Colonel, "when
did this foolish objection to venison

come in ?"
" It must be largely fancy, of course,"

said the Doctor. " In fact I can prove
it. I know of a case where the same

people both vilified venison and loved

it."
" But how ?

" we began.
"I'll tell you. There's a hospital

I 'm interested in which belongs to

Lord Blank. About forty beds and full

up ever since 'the War really began.
At first we had very little difficulty
about food, but last year the shortage
set in and Blank, who has a herd of

deer in his park, thought it would be

a good plan to substitute venison for

butcher's meat. So he had some deer

killeJ, and when they were ready the

matron broke what she thought was
the glad news to tli3 patients. Big,
comfortable, jolly woman. 'There's a
treat for you to-day,' she said ;

' some-

thing we don't often get . . .' and she
went on working the thing up to make
them excited and then sprang the

wonderful fact upon them. But when

she dropped her shell it was a dud.

The very word ' venison
'

seemed to

disgust them. How that was I know
no more than you do ;

but there you
are."

"What I always say," the Colonel in-

terrupted.
" It 's one of the mysteries."

" It was too late," the Doctor con-

tinued,
" to get anything else for dinner

oven if the matron was weak enough
to give way. So the venison was served,

but hardly a man would touch it ;
and

when Blank called the next morning
to look round and put his usual ques-
tions about the men's comfort and so

on, one of them asked if his lordship
would be so kind as to instruct the

matron not to give them venison again.

They would rather go without meat at

all, and so on.
" Blank was thunderstruck, as it came

as a surprise. Somehow he hadn't seen

the matron that morning and therefore

knew nothing. But he didn't commit
himself and came to the matron and

me and told us about it. He was very
cross.

' It 's a pack of nonsense," he

said. 'Some of the best bucks in

England.'
"

"Of courselit is nonsense," said the

Colonel.
" The matron," the Doctor continued,

" told him that some of them wouldn't

even taste it."

"It's just a superstition," the Col-

onel said. "Dislike of the unfamiliar,

unwillingness to make any experiment."

"Exactly so," the Doctor agreed, and

continued his story.
" '

Well,' said his

lordship,
'

they 've got to learn sense.

Go on giving it to them, matron, but

cook it in some other way and call

it mutton. Tell them I shan't trouble

them with any more deer ; Jell them
I 'm giving them the very best of my
Southdowns instead.'

"That was at the beginning of the

season," the Doctor concluded. " At
the end of it the patients thanked his

lordship for his great kindness and
consideration in letting them off the

venison and substituting mutton in-

stead. They had never, they said, had
mutton that could compare with it."

.

The Decline in German Man-Power,
"THE SUPREME GERMAN ATTACK.

Probably sixty Germans are engaged. If so,

it suggests this is undoubtedly their main
offensive." New Zealand Paper.

" Owing to the serious shortage of coal the

people of the area may be without gas to-

morrow (Sunday).
Canon will preach at Parish

Church to-morrow (Sunday) evening."
"Provincial Paper.

Canon considers that it was not

quite tactful of the editor to place these

two items in juxtaposition.

EXPLOSIVE BULLETINS.
Amsterdam, Tuesday. The Helsing-

fors correspondent of the Hamburger
Frcmdenblatt learns that sixteen ex-

plosive bullets have been extracted

from Tchitchikoff's pericardium, but

that for the moment the patient is

not in danger. Pulse 250, temperature
154-5 Centigrade, respiration normal.

Copenhagen, Tuesday. A Moscow

telegram says that M. Tchitchikoff's

condition continues to be very serious,

as he expired on Monday at 9 P.M. A
crisis is expected hourly. The official

Bolshevist telegram is as follows :

"
Monday, 10 P.M. The patient feels

much better. Pulse 50 Centigrade,

temperature 206 Reaumur, respira-

tion 64 Fahrenheit. His general con-

dition is very satisfactory. No change
is observable in the metatarsal gang-
lion."

Honolulu, Tuesday. A cable from

Vladivostok announces the arrival of

M. Tchitchikoff at Tomsk in a Sik-

horsky triplane, accompanied by three

German doctors. His condition is re-

ported to be serious, and it is feared

that in two or three days sclerosis oi

the ""pituitary gland may supervene,
unless thoracokentesis is resorted to.

Pulse
-Q
x HO", temperature 45 Planti-

grade, respiration subnormal. He slept

during the flight, and since his arrival

has been eating with a good appetite.

Rotterdam, Tuesday. A Petrograd

telegram to the Frankfurter Zeitwicj

asssrts that M. Tchitchikoff is in ro-

bust health, the bullets discharged at

him having been stopped by a coat of

mail, rebounding on to the assassin,

whose condition is serious. No further

bulletins will be issued.

" A City constable said that the City police

would undoubtedly follow the lead of the

Metropolitan police. Ho stated to a Star

man that he saw hundreds singing the union
ticket yesterday." Star.

Nevertheless there was some lack of

harmony in the proceedings, for few of

them paid any attention to the beat.

"The Kaiser's proclamation to the German
army and navy yesterday showed he is be-

ginning hi'dlu mfwyp shrdlu mfwy becoming
frightened." Toronto Daily Star.

You can almost hear his teeth chatter-

ing.

"For the first time, we are to realize our

utter dependence on coal. It is the veriest

commonplace of domestic usage, for which we
are never sufficiently grateful." Times.

And if the COAL CONTROLLER has his

way this winter we shan't be grate-ful
at all.

ii
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LESE MAJESTE.

WOTAN 'S WAY.
OLD Wotan Was a deity adored by ancient Huns,
Who as the god of thunder controlled the heavenly guns,
And in our age he held the stage in places where they sing
And play the great Tetralogy we briefly call the liimj.

In figure lie was ursine, extremely broad and fat,

His beard was long and shaggy and he wore a wondrous hat ;

He was the heaviest father that ever took the floor,
And the world's long-distance champion-belt for monologue

ho wore.

So, wishing to pay honour to this ancient Teuton god,
Who tried to rule his daughters with a Khadamanthine rod,
The High Command conferred his name upon the vital

" switch
"

That links Drocourt and Queant with tunnel, wire and ditch.

Old Wotan was a German, so you couldn't shift his line;
Besides it would be sacrilege, for Wotan was divine ;

And so for twice a twelvemonth the Hunnish hosts relied

On Wotan 's indestructible impenetrable hide.

But even super-Germans are wont at times to nod,
And to borrow W'otan's iegis was indubitably odd ;

For dark decline o'erwhelmed his line ; he saw his godhead
wane

And his stately palace vanish in a red and ruinous rain.

The sequel shows that legend may foreshadow solid fact,
For the vaunted line of Wotan has at last completely cracked ;

And as his kingdom crumbled with its Pagan creed outworn,
His wall and trench have yielded to the blows of BYNG and

HOKNE.

" WANTED. Two Large Cheerful Oil Paintings for 100 or loss."

Times.

Was this what the Psalmist had in mind when he wrote
of "

oil to make him a cheerful countenance
"

?

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(Dij Mr. Punch's Staff o/ Learned Clerks.)

The Early Life and Adventures of Sylvia Scarlett (Si-:< KI:H)
breaks a silence that had already lasted too long for those

(including myself) who regard Mr. COMPTON MACKENZIE as
the most important of our modern novelists. Now that I

have read it and attempt to consolidate my impressions, I

think I am safe in predicting that the book will give its

author's admirers no disappointment certainly (in several

respects it is the best thing Mr. MACKENZIE has yet done),
but perhaps surprise ; chiefly because its treatment is not
in the least that of tlio earlier volumes. You remember
Sylvia, no doubt, as the enigmatic young woman in whose

ambiguous protection Michael found Lily during the second
book of Sinister Street. Here we have her own story, and

incidentally that of Michael and Lily and other of Mr.
MACKENZIE'S people, brought down to a point soirfe time
later than this meeting. The difference in style of which I

have spoken is largely one of pace and results naturally from
the individuality of the central figure. Sylvia is a person
of such varied and even violent activity that the tale must

hurry to keep abreast of her. There is no time here for the

exquisite and melodious beauty of Carnival or the delicate

sadness that haunted the introspections of Sinister Street.

It is all movement, ranging the habitable globe, intention-

ally a little restless in effect, but so vigorously alive as to

leave the reader out of breath perhaps, but never out of

interest. For swiftness of action and development and the

growth of character the book emphatically marks a further

advance in Mr. MACKENZIE'S art even if now and again
I found myself regretting the prose-poetry of his more
leisured moods. Certainly however these early adventures
of Si/lvia have sharpened my curiosity for the volume

promised shortly, in which (I gather from the title) her
fortunes are to be definitely mingled with those of Michael.
This should be at least an interesting conjunction.
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I heartily welcome the approach of Mr. ARCHIBALD

MARSHALL, bringing with him another of his delightful
novels of country-life as it was in England before the War.
Mr. MARSHALL is indeed the prose laureate of the English

countryside, with its houses and its inhabitants. He has

already told the story of the Clintons in a series of volumes,
and now he breaks now ground in Ab ington Abbey

(STANLEY PAUL). In this lie tells the story of the Graftons,

a fascinating family, consisting of George Grafton, banker

and Briton, and his three daughters, not forgetting young
Geoiye, the son, who is an admirable creation and a pro-
vider of much fun. Having found a house which is exactly
the one for them, money being no object, they abandon
London and settle in the country. Mr. MARSHALL, in his

calm and persuasive style, develops the various situations

in which the members of the family find themselves. The

story is told with perfect skill

and good taste, and in the judg-
ment of at least one reader it

calls loudly for a sequel.

Dr. MUEHLON was a director

of KKUTPS and in receipt of a

salary which is variously stated

as 10,000 or 20,000. He dis-

approved so violently of the

attitude of the German Govern-
iiient and their determination

j

to enter upon war, no matter at

what cost, that he first of all I

resigned his post, and later (in

1917) secured the publication of

a memorandum in which lie de-

nounced the violent and brutal

action of his countrymen and

charged the official classes with

having provoked the War. Hav-

ing done this, he retired for

safety to Berne, and has now
published a translation of his

Diary (CASSELL). The Diary
covers only the first four months
of the War, but it is a for-

midably reasoned document and
leaves no loophole for escape to

the guilty ruffians whcf have

plunged Europe and America
into bloodshed. The Diary is

.,. 11 u YOU 'BE EATIN' A BULLET?"
well worth reading, even though I

the writer shows no special liking for our own people. As
a shrewd forecast I may quote the following, written on

August 22nd, 1914 :

" However important yesterday's battle

may have been, it cannot be more than the first scene in

the first act of a long tragedy. In all probability, as the
war proceeds, cur victories over Franco will recede further
and further into the background, bringing us no profit."

was compelled to wear while working among the refugees
will be received with many sympathetic smiles.

The Savignys (HODDEH AND STOUGHTON) is a work of

art, which is more than can be said for most of the

hasty novels which come my way these days. I am still

baffled as to the exact sex of the author, G. B. LANCASTER,
for this book shows an equivocal sympathy with both
the feminine and the masculine points of view. To all

who take an interest in county life of modern England
and have atr appetite for a carefully-constructed story I

commend its theme the pride of an ancient house cul-

minating in a battle-royal between the imperious mother,
determined to maintain traditions before all else, and the

headstrong son, determined to develop himself according to

himself. This collision between the irresistible force and
the immovable body makes ex-

cellent drama, the election at

CooHibe, practically a contest

between mother and son, being
most effective. But the several

incidents which go to make up
the action lack novelty and ap-

pear to be culled from other

books rather than from first-

hand study of life. This ap-

plies notably to the other son's

literary caresr, drug -taking
habits, shallow wife and dying
child. A good style is a little

spoilt by excess of startling and
alliterative epithets. As for the

dialogue, so long as Old Podley
and Lady Ilolls handle it, it

is delightful in its point arid

humour ; when, however, the
two brothers get talking about
their souls it is at times most

tediously drawn out and solemn.
But it is Old Podley who opens
the book and Lady Rolls who
concludes it, and all that is in

between is far and away too

good to miss on account of a

flaw or two.

I

THE SINEWS OF WAR.
Patriotic Sinter. "You 'VE BEEN EATIN' YEH BLACKBERRIES.

DON'T YOU KNOW AS EVERT TIME YOU EAT A BLACKBEIUIY
The Chcstennarke Instinct

(ALLEN AND UNWIN) may best

be described as a realistic de-

tective story, meaning by that that the detectives involved
are no super-sleuths but the patient and not too subtle opera-
tors who make Scotland Yard a synonym for perseverance
rather than inspiration. But if Mr. J. S. FLETCHER'S sleuths

are not super-sleuths the most hardened fiction-fiend will

hesitate to suggest that Joseph Chesterniarke is not a super-
villain. One cannot help feeling that the interesting skein of

mystery could have been finally unravelled to everybody's
The rush of War-literature continues, and to keep pace ! satisfaction without showing up Joseph as sucli a monster

with it is an impossibility, but in many ways it will be in -the last chapter and spoiling the almost sleepy realism
a pity if Round About Bar-le-Duc (SKKFFINGTON) is over- of the story by introducing effects 'that savour more of the
whelmed by the flood. Miss SUZANNK DAY worked for

j

Monte Cristo than an English market-town. Butitisper-
many months among the refugees at Bar-le-Duc, and she ! haps ungracious to criticise the conclusion of a mystery
writes of them with fine understanding. Occasionally j story. The inevitable explanation of how it all happened
too she reveals genuine powers of observation, and 1

cannot help thinking that her book would have been im-
that is, all the things that had to happen in order to

distract our attention from what really did happen is the

proved if she had given a freer rein to them. As it is : least important part of such tales as these. Mr'. FLETCHER
she has been a little over-anxious to amuse, which is has already won a substantial reputation as a writer of
all the greater pity because she can be amusing without

|

sensational and dramatic fiction
;
The Chestennarke Instinct

any effort whatsoever. Her wail over the costume she
|
will sustain it.
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CHARIVARIA.
IF wo are to believe the Cologne

if,, the German High Command
have decided upon a forward move-
ment that is, of course, if the Allies

will only retreat. ... ...

" The German people," said the

KAISER in his latest speech,
"

is re-

solved to defend its treasures of Kultur

acquired in tenacious labour against
the enemy onslaught." The German

people may do the defending, but it 's

LITTLE WILLIE who really got away
with most of the stuff.

* *

According to the Berliner Tofjeblalt

the Reichstag will shortly consider a

proposal to grant mucli higher old-age

pensions, to begin at the

age of sixty. Several peo-

ple in Germany complain
that this is merely a plot
to encourage them to live

much longer.

"":;:

"

KING FERDINAND is re-

ported to have returned to

Sofia completely cured. It

turns out to have been

nothing but a touch of

the " flew."

"Immediate develop-
ments on the long line

of bubble are a little ob-

scure," says The Cork Con-

stitution. From German
sources, however, we ga-
ther that it is rapidly de-

veloping into a line of bub-

ble and squeak. . ...

among the firemen persons contem-

plating having fires on their promises
are requested to postpone them until

the trouble is over.
* *

In this connection a reported state-

ment by the COAL CONTIIOLLKH, that

there will be no more fires if he can

help it, has aroused widespread con-

sternation. f :|(

Can it be that the Government is

losing its dash ? The police trouble in

London has been practically settled

and the Cabinet has missed another

exceptionally fine opportunity of setting

up a Special Committee.

This strike, by the way, is already

bearing evil fruit. Only yesterday an

Imaginative little Girl. "FANCY, MOTHER,
HAVE BEEN BATHING WITH THIS BLOATEB !

"

The Association of Gramophone and
Musical Instrument Manufacturers

urge an embargo on all musical instru-

ments, including mouth-organs, from

enemy countries for five years after

the War. We have always maintained
that complete victory could never be
had without paying the price.

:;:
j|:

" Six hundred Britons interned in

Holland have married Dutch girls,"

says The Daily Mail, and asks what is

to be done about it. The Bishop of

LONDON is said to favour a course of

instruction in cheese-making for the

idle rich. ... ...

I*

Sir HORACE PLUNKETT authorises

the statement that he has no know-

ledge of the Irish Progressive Party.
The name, it is suggested, can have no
reference to any of the recognised Irish

Parties. ... ...

In view of the unrest prevailing

errand-boy was heard to say
" Yah !

"

to a special constable in the Edgware
Eoad.

American Army. We understand that
lie will be shipped to Europe as soon
as they have a vessel to fit him.

* *

An applicant for a transfer of licence
;it Khyl was doscrilxxl in testimonials as

being
"
honourable, temperate, affable,

tblo, reliable, straightforward, up-
right, good and steady." Nothing was
said about his being Welsh.

An /
])!ir;i^|-;iph tells US

that a non-alcoholic "
beer- house

"
has

been opened in Acton. Several men in

the district are said to be much obliged
to our contemporary for this little

friendly warning.
* *

A man has been charged at the
Thames Police Court with stealing a

quantity of cloth value
seven hundred and fifteen

pounds. Almost enough,
in fact, to have made a suit

of clothes in pre-war days.VA Chicago boy only four

months old is said to have
one of the most powerful
tenor voices yet heard.

This is not all. As soon
as the father was told this

it appears he left home,
and it is feared that he
has made away with him-
self. ,, ,

A Tyneside munition -

worker has been fined ten

pounds for taking matches
into a munition works.

No information was forth-

coming, however, as to

where he obtained the matches.V

OJfLY YESTERDAY I MAY

An applicant to the Sunningdale
tribunal discovered on producing his

Prison officers are now demanding ]

birth-certificate that he was ten years

wage increases. It is rumoured that

several old lags now undergoing sen-

tence have in the event of a strike

offered to come out in sympathy.
* *
*

So far as can at present be ascer-

tained, at Acton there are only five

prospective Candidates for the next

General Election. It is felt locally
that this palpable breakdown of the

voluntary system will inevitably result-

in conscription. ... ...

A few days ago 4,725 was paid for

a Friesland cow. The smallness of the

sum is attributed to the fact that the

animal had already been milked that

morning.

It is announced that a man 7 feet

3 inches in height has just joined the Callous, we call it.

younger than he supposed. His only

regret, he declares, is that he has

wasted the best years of the War.
*. *

Under the heading,
" A Surfeit of

Blackberries," The Weekly Dispatch

says, "Three youngsters from a village

in Sussex gathered over a hundred-

weight. The crop is the heaviest on

record." All four crops, we should

imagine.

From a Parish Magazine :

" MJ. had what might have proved a

moat serious bicycle accident on August 20th.

Coming from the front fork of his bicycle

parted company with him and the other wheel,

and went off on iU own. Fortunately it

happened on a level place and he came off

with a bad cut and a stiff neck, for which we
are very thankful.
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PLAYING THE GAME.
I TELL this, the true version of the

story, that justice may be clone. The re-

putation of my regiment for sportsman-
like behaviour has -suffered grievously
and quite unjustly. This then is what

actually occurred.

When we were in Eest Camp at

Villoneuve St. Julien, we (the 6th

K.E.L.I.) challenged the Staff of the

F.M.D. to a cricket-match. It was

only after they had accepted the chal-

lenge that we learned that Frysop was
attached to them. Still, in face of this

terrific news I think we may flatter

ourselves that we never seriously got
the wind up.

" We may foozle him
out somehow," we said; "and as for

his bowling, all bowling 's more or less

alike on a pitch full of shell-holes like

this one." But we were sorry we had
been a bit patronising to the F.M.D.
about the match.
We went in first and made 125, and

they had compiled 95 for 5 wickets,
with Frysop in and well set, when the

other batsman skied a ball over the

bowler's head. While it was still in

the air and the batsmen were running
on the chance that long-on, who had
some distance to go, would miss the

catch, we became aware that a pair of

mules were advancing rapidly from the

north, little retarded by the efforts of a

rider who uneasily bestrode one of

them.
We watched in some anxiety, mea-

suring the distance with our eyes.
Would long-on reach the ball before
the mules got there ?

.

I do not wish to boast, but I may
say that from the first I never doubted
that they would all arrive together.
And so it was. At the exact moment
when the ball fell into the hands of

long-on the off mule caught him in the

back, and he thereafter became but

part of a confusion of man and mule-
heels.

Now a mule is least dangerous when
most aggressive, and vice-vend.. The
mule somnolent, thinking, with half-

closed eyes, gently of its mother, will

suddenly reach out five yards with its

heels and break your leg or your collar-

bone or both. But the mule rampant
will jump all over you and pass on
without doing any damage at all. All
who have learnt to know (if not to

love) the mule will bear me out, but

Frysop, nurtured in the sheltered offices
of the F.M.D., knew less than nothing
of mules. Horrified at the sight, or
rather at the disappearance, of long-on,
he left the batsman's wicket, at which
he had by this time arrived, and has-
tened towards the scene of the disaster,
further encouraged to do so by the fact

that the bowler was running in that

direction also. The bowler, however,
was moved by quite other motives. He
had seen too many men under mules
to be disturbed by such a trifle, and
was running to gather the ball, which
had at the moment of impact with the

mule been shot from long-on's hands
in his direction. He picked it up, and,

naturally concluding that Frysop was

starting for a second run, Hung it to

the wicket-keeper. The wicket-keeper,
under the same impression, whipped
off the bails, and, as the other batsman
was still at the bowler's wicket gazing,
fascinated, at the mule "

mix-up,"
Frysop was out.

I must say for Frysop himself that

he took it in good part and never ques-
tioned that the whole affair was the
result of a mistake. But unfortunately
the conduct of the other members of

the F.M.D., especially the five remain-

ing batsmen, who only compiled about
ten between them, leaving us winners

by twenty run?, was not so creditable.

It was in vain that we pointed out that

the catch would undoubtedly have been
held had the mules not joined unbidden
in the game. They replied that this

would only have resulted in the loss of

a batsman, who was nothing compared
with Frysop ; indeed, they repeated
this so loudly and so often that I

thought it must be a little painful for

the batsman concerned. It was in

vain that we called their attention to

the subsequent indifferent fielding of

the somewhat shaken long-on ; in vain
that the bowler and the wicket-keeper
protested their good faith, and pointed
out that the root of the trouble lay in

Frysop's regrettable ignorance of the
habits of the mule. While accusing
us of frightfulness they themselves
were guilty of a most venomous form
of hate, and when, three days later, we
played the Machine Gunners they came
down to the ground, and, when we
were having rather a leather-hunting,
shouted, "Why don't you send for your
performing mules ?" I have been glad
therefore to tell the true version of the

story. Some doubtless will still con-
tinue to think the worst of us

; that is

inevitable, and we can afford to ignore
them. The great body of fair-minded

people will see that we were entirely
innocent of evil intent.

"Mrs. Nancy-,o Silverdale, Carnforth,
this week attained her 1000th birthday. She
eccived many congratulations and a letter
:rom the King expressing the hope that the
remainder of her days would be blessed with
;ood health and prosperity."

North-Western Daily News.

[t is rumoured that the dear old lady
:ontemplates setting up a millenary
business.

"THE SWALLOWS ARE MAKING THEM
READY TO FLY."

O SWALLOW, swallow, swallow,
I would I could fly like you,
And speed afar

To Zanzibar
Or China or Peru
Or "

any old
"
land

Witli a "silver strand,"
Where the skies are always blue ;

For then would I seek with a flight

impassioned
Some spot where light and heat weren't

rationed,

(As they 're probably not
Where the sun shines hot

And searches you through and

through) ;

But at flying you always beat me hollow,

swallow, swallow, swallow, swallow !

swallow, swallow, swallow,
Now Summer is on the wane,
Of course I might
Take a long lone flight

In a modern aeroplane,
And visit the Nile

Where the crocodile

Sni iles ever through tears of pain ;

But I fear that I 'm getting _a bit old-

fashioned,
So I '11 wait where heat and light are

rationed ;

But don't you stay
For a single day ;

Be off, with your brood in train !

1 'm only sorry I cannot follow

You in your flight, O swallow, swallow !

O swallow, swallow, swallow,
I shall sit at home and freeze

In the night-lit gloom
Of a fireless room,

And shiver and shake and sneeze,
And croak and cough ;

But you get off

To your warm Antipodes !

I too would fly, if aptly-fashioned,
To a land where light and heat weren't

rationed ;

But don't you worry ;

Hurry, bird, hurry !

You 've only yourself to please.
Leave me behind in the mud to wallow,
Our yellow fog to swallow swallow !

The Strike Epidemic.
" Foch strikes to-day at new front."

Evening News.

"There is always a swarm of soldiers at

Euston, fully accoutred, some spick and span,
and others mud-splashed and dishevelled,

according to whether the men are back from
or going back to the Western front."

Birmingltam Post.

Some of the descriptions of trench life

which we have heard must have been

grossly exaggerated.
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AND SO SAY ALL OF US.

THE LANCASHIBE LASS. "WHAT LANCASHIRE GIVES YOU TO-DAY SHE LOOKS TO YOU

TO GIVE EUROPE TO-MORROW."
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MISS X. (ON WAB-WOKK AGAINST 1HE HUNS) SUCCEEDS IN HER HUMANE DESIKE TO AVOID KILLING AN ENGLISH SPAIWOW.

LETTERS OF A BOY SCOUT.
IV.

DEAR UNCLE, I am working very
hard for an amberlance badge and I

wish you were out of hospital so I

could practice on your leg. Belfitt,

our petrol leader, says it is a good idea

to keep an eye on stout old gentlemen
who may have fits for he knew a boy
scout who got five pounds for helping
an old gentleman to have a stroke com-
fortable, and if any of us gets five

pounds it is to go to the petrol funds.

So I follow old gentlemen who seem

likely, but up to now they have been

very disappointing, not going into fits

at all but into public-houses, which is

unpatriotic in wartime. So please come
out of hospital as soon as you can for

the petrol wants your leg. It is no use

bandaging well legs because it doesn't

hurt if it isn't done proper. Now you
could tell us just when we hurt your leg.

Belfitt is very trubbled about the
War for he says if we go slamming
the Huns like this what will become
of the Invashun and the scouts will

stand no chance of a show, and lie had
set his heart on the Cuckoo Petrol

capturing the CROWN PRINCE. He says
wo never do get a show and that the
Government ought to have called out

the Scouts directly the police struck.

And Belfitt says that if he could sit in

Scotland Yard finding out murders he
would be in his proper spear.

Belfitt says that scouts should be the

sole of honour and truthfulness in all

circs. He says always tell the truth

even to schoolmasters only his school-

master being a beest is an excepshun
which proves the rule.

We helped at a War Concert the

other night giving out programs and

showing people their seats, and the

Lady Sekketary said afterwards,
" Do

you Scouts expect refreshment?
"

So Belfitt, being always truthful,

said,
" We do our work for the honour

of old England, but as scouts have to

speak the truth I must say we did

expect something." Only the singers
had eat everything up and Belfitt says
that the Lady Sekketary had no tack,
because tackful people never offer things
they haven't got.
We put up an air-rifle shooting range

in our garden because Belfitt's pater
has a green-house and raises Cane.
But the pater has stopped it because
the old lady next door got a pellet in

her false teeth which is imposible unless
she climbed the wall and put her head
in front of the target. And she said

'

: her hens was shot at so much that

they wouldn't lay. Now no scout would
be crooil enough to shoot at a hen only
when a hen crosses the range. When he

is aiming he has to think of his country
first and not any old hen. 1 hope that

when you come you will explain to the

pater that unless we are crack shots

like Dead Eye Dick there will be no

hope for the country when we go to

the War. Do you think the War will

last till I am eighteen for the Pater says
he is going to make me an analitical

chemist and that the wars of the future

will be won in the labboratories. But
if it 's as slow as at our Labb at school

we might just as well have peace at

once. So do come and argue with him
for I want to be a professional bomber

going to Berlin reglar.
Your loving nephew JIM.

" It is stated that Major intends to sell

his ancestral estates in Mull. The estates

cover 34 ,000 acres, and comprise deer forests,

grouse moors, and salmon hives." Observer.

Before purchasing we should like to

know if there is a bee river.

" Mr. wishes to highly recommend his

Protestant Steward ; married, but would go

single." Irish Paper.

Ah, how many we know who are

married but would gladly go single if

they could.
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THE UNINVITED MASCOT.

MILESTONES.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, I wonder whether

you noticed how very appropriately Sir

FKAXCIS LLOYD'S rescinding of the old

order about the attendance of officers

at subscription hops fitted in with the

smashing of the Switch Line? The
evening papers had the news of Jerry's

collapse ; next morning's contained an
official announcement that officers

might now appear at dances " in public
places

"
(though I hope none of them

will hastily conclude that this sanctions
the practice of two -

stepping down
Shaftesbury Avenue or any indiscre-

tions of that kind). What a very
admirable and appropriate recognition
of our victory ! And what a contrast
to the curmudgeonly attitude of the
Fuel and Light autocrat, who straight-

away weighed in with an explanation
that even if we'd recaptured all the
French pit-heads it wouldn't mean a

ha'poi'th more coal on the kitchen fire

this winter! But what I want to say
is this : Why not apply Sir FRANCIS
LLOYD'S principle all round hence-
forward ? Every time we give Jerry
something more to be going on with,

why not give ourselves something too,

in the shape of the restitution of another
of our pro

- war privileges ? When
Cambrai goes we might all bo allowed
an extra ounce with afternoon tea, and

perhaps just one sugary thing in the

way of cakes. Lille might be the

signal for releasing an extra tank or
two of Scotch from bond, thereby con-

veying our thanks to the renowned
51st Division by rescuing its country
from the terrible drought that I aui told

has overtaken it. Back on the Mouse
would be good enough for something
really dramatic permission to have

supper after a theatre, say, or a whole
tin of petrol to every holder of a motor
licence. The system could be worked
on an ascending scale, which included

such amazing things as lots of real

butter and beef-steaks, because the far-

ther back we hustled them the nearer
the end must be and the less need for

husbanding our resources.

Don't you think it 's a bon idea, Sir,

and worthy your distinguished support?
Wo 'ro not a particularly demonstrative

people, and bells and bunting don't

mean very much after all. But here

you would have every stage in the re-

ceding tide of German fortunes indelibly

plotted out on the sands of individual

memory. Besides we don't want to

leave everything of this kind until

Peace is actually declared, otherwise

we shall be as .helpless as prisoners

staggering into daylight after half a

lifetime iu the cells. Far better regain
our liberty by easy stages, chipping
bits off our fetters as we go along. And
then, when we really are marching
down Unter den Linden, the only

tiling left to do will be for both Houses
to assemble in PalaceYard and solemnly
commit to the flames the last remaining
fragments of an emaciated Dora.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
TAILS UP.

TO THE LAND WORKERS.
STILL and warm ahd close together

Slept the seeds of ripening grain,

Whisperingthroughthe wintry weather
Of the grave where they had lain.

Spring came calling through the
meadows

Where the little blades pierced

through ;

God brought sunshine to the shadows,
But the rest He left to you.

So you served the hidden treasure

With an unaccustomed hand,

Watching till in fullest measure

Beauty clothed the empty land ;

Through the summer, as a token,

God sent sunshine, rain and dew,

Kept His promise still unbroken,
But the rest He left to you.

Where you drove the lonely furrow

With the sleeping seeds below,
Now across a world of sorrow

Golden sheaves of harvest show.
God's glad sunshine lies upon her,

Fed with wind and rain and dew,
And Ho knows you did with honour

All the work He left to you.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Frau ProfcssorKnvMMBEin and Frau General VON STUMM.]
Frau Krummbein. Well, then, how goes it, Frau General?

Is the news from the Herr General good?
Frau von Stumm. He is alive at least, and in these day:

one must be thankful for that. How goes it with the

Herr Professor ?

[Sounds of deep groaning from another part of the

house are heard.

Frau K. There you have your answer. Those groans
are the Professor.

Frau von S. But you are making fun with me. How
can a groan, even if it is a good groan, be a Professor?
Frau K. I will tell you that. This is the hour when the

Professor practises his will to victory, after first practising
his will to cheerfulness. Are we not told by the ALL-HIGHEST
and his HINDENBUKG that we who are left in the homeland
must do what we can to keep up the spirits of the people ?

Frau von S. Now I begin to understand.
Frau K. The poor Professor does not find, I am afraid,

that he does much good, though his attempts at cheerful-

ness are as strong as he can make them. They cause the

perspiration to run from the forehead, and those groans that

you hear are the proof that he is not working altogether
in vain.

Frau von S. The Professor is certainly a most patriotic
man, and if all were like him we should soon, I think, win
the War and teach the English and the French not to
interfere with us any more. But does the Professor only
groan, or does he do other things as well?
Frau K. Oh, lie does other things too. For instance, he

will not show other people that he is pale and unhappy,
but when he goes out for a walk he puts a red colour on
his cheeks and smiles all the time, so that people may say," That is the Herr Professor Krummbein. He has certainly
got some good news, for his face is red with rejoicing and
he keeps on smiling all the time. Certainly he has the
will to cheerfulness." And then they try to smile too, but

they do not always succeed.

Frau von S. No, they are not all so patriotic or so well
educated as the Professor. It is for him to set an example,
and that he does magnificently. But have you heard the
latest trick of our enemies ?

Frail, K. Which do you mean ? They have so many
tricks with gas and other things that it is difficult to keep
pace with them.
Frau von S. Well, it seems that when they go up in

their horrible aeroplanes they take with them tons and
tons of little printed papers, and these they scatter all over

Belgium and those parts of France in which we are fighting,
and the soldiers pick them up and read them, and when
they have read them they pass them from hand to hand
and send them home.
Frau K. But what is printed on these papers ?

Frau von S. Oh, lies about Belgium, and who began the
war, and false things about the ALL-HIGHEST. It is shock-
ing to think that men can imagine such tales, and it is

wicked that our HINDENBUKG, who has hard enough work
to keep the enemy from overwhelming us, should have to
deal with such papers at a time when he wants all his

strength for fighting.
Frau K. Yes, and it is whispered that the fighting is

not going well. Everywhere our armies have been retreat-

ng. Have you heard anything about it from your Herr
jenoral ?

Frau von S. No, he says nothing to me. But my second
cousin, Heinrich, who is on my husband's Staff, wrote to
me that all was not going too well.

Frau K. It is almost unbelievable that we should be
beaten, and after all the brilliant things that they havo
told us.

[At this moment the Professor -in the back room
breaks out with a series of groans louder than any
that have preceded them.

Excuse me for the moment, I think I must go and see
the Professor. His will to victory seems not to be going
so smoothly as usual this morning, or perhaps it is his
will to cheerfulness that has gone wrong.

ELEGY ON THE DEATH OF BINGO OUR
THENCH DOG.

WEEP, weep, ye dwellers in the delved earth,

Ah, weep, ye watchers by the dismal shore
Of No Man's Land, for Bingo is no more ;

He is no more, and well ye knew his worth,
For whom on bully-beefiess days were kept

Eare bones by each according to his means,
And, while the Quartermaster-Sergeant slept,

The elusive pork was rescued from the beans.
He is no more and, impudently brave,
The loathly rats sit grinning on his grave.

Him mourn the grimy cooks and bombers ten,
The sentinels in lonely posts forlorn,
The fierce patrols with hands and tunics torn,

The furtive band of sanitary men.
The murmuring sound of grief along the length

Of traversed trench the startled Hun could hear ;

The Captain, as he struck him off the strength,
Let fall a sad and solitary tear

;

'Tis even said a batman passing by
Had seen the Sergeant-Major wipe his eye.

The fearful fervour of the feline chase
He never knew, poor dog, he never knew ;

Content with optimistic zeal to woo
Reluctant rodents in this murky place,
He never played witli children on clean grass,

Nor dozed at ease beside the glowing embers,
Nor watched with hopeful eye the tea-cakes pass,

Nor smelt the heather-smell of Scotch Septembers,
For he was born amid a world at war

Although unrecking what we struggled for.

Yet who shall say that Bingo was unblest

Though all his Sprattless life was passed beneath
The roar of mortars and the whistling breath

Of grim nocturnal heavies going West ?

Unmoved he heard the evening hymn of hate,
Unmoved would gaze into his master's eyes,
For all the sorrows men for men create

In search of happiness wise dogs despise,

Finding ecstatic joy in every rag
And every smile of friendship worth a wag.

The Pessimist.

From an Admiralty advertisement :

'

It is to be particularly noted that entries are only being made for
12 years' service, and NOT FOB DURATION OF WAB." Daily Paper.

" A lady and gentleman wish to be received into a country house in
a bracing locality as paying guests. Preferably where shooting is to
be had. Could bring young ccolc." Tlie Vote.

We have often felt like this after a bad dinner.

"STILL WANTING CYCLE, girl 15.

tion." Parish Magazine.
We are glad father is no worse.

Father ditto. Passable condi-
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Truculent Hun (to Scot). "An, HISDENBUKO WILL BE HERE BOON!"

Scot. "EH, MON, HE WULL. AN' HE'LL BE CAIRTIX
1

WOOD, SAME AS YEHBEL'."

CHEQUES.
THIS new demand for an additional

stamp on cheques brought them under

discussion.
"
Personally," said the Poet,

" I think

cheques the greatest invention of mod-
ern times."

" So long as you have a balance,"

said the Doctor.
" Or can overdraw," said the Poet.

" But I admit," he added,
" that that 's

a horrid moment when the Bank says,
' Hold, enough.'

"

" Or returns a cheque marked
'

N.E.,'
"

said the Actor.

"What does 'N.E-.' mean?/' we all

asked.
" ' No earthly.'

"

"In my opinion," said the General,
" the cheque is the greatest of all foes

to economy. If one had to pay every-

thing in money actual notes or coins

one would really consider one's ex-

penditure carefully. But if a few

strokes of the pen can do the business,

why, then you hardly think at all."

"Quite true," said the K.C. "But,
on the other hand, the cheque saves

you from robbery. If we all carried

large lumps of money about with us

there would be ten times more pocket-

picking and assaults than there are now,
and with police-strikes in the air that

would be very serious. It 'a no use

stealing a cheque-book unless you are

a forger as well as a thief."
" Ah !

"
said the Doctor,

"
you 're

talking of those little pocket cheque-
books. They 're the devil ! A man
who keeps his cheque-book at home
and writes his cheques there has a

chance a faint chance of control-

ling his affairs. But to carry a cheque-
book that is the end of all caution."

"
Absolutely/' said the Poet. "And

the cheque-writing habit grows on you.
You find yourself paying for your meals

in that way, and that means a more

expensive wine than .you would dream
of if you had to produce good honest

money for it. I hate paying out money
at least I hate paying more than

seven-and-six but I '11 write a cheque
with any man."

" I always thought," said the Gen-

eral,
" that that shop in Bond Street

where a block of cheques and a pen are

placed on every counter is much the

cleverest place in London. No doubt

they lose a little now and then through
swindlers, but they must make a large
fortune simply through the lure to ex-

travagance which is set up. Of course,

not to have to part with actual money
is the thing."

\Ve all sighed in agreement.
" I '11 tell you an odd thing about

cheques," said the Doctor. " I can't

bear to cross them according to in-

structions. I 'm not a testy man, but

for some reason or other it makes me
furious to have to write a lot of direc-

tions' a/c so and so,' don't you know
between the lines. Why '.'

"

" I don't know why," said the Gen-

eral,
" but I have the same reluctance."

And we found that we all had.
" It "s worse than copying out an-

other man's verses," said the Poet,
"
or, in fact, copying out anything."
"What are you discussing?" the

Club bore inquired as he joined the

dissolving group.

"Cheques," I said.
" Oh !

"
he said. "

They 're out of

date, surely. I haven't seen a pair of

check trousers for months. Why dis-

cuss the obsolete ?
"

" The damage will total easily $50,000 and
the sufferers are mainly Greek restaurant pro-

prietors.
In some of them scarcely one pane of glass

remains whole."
Vancouver World (British ColuxMa).

They have the satisfaction of knowing,
however, that after this shattering ex-

perience it will be harder than ever to

sue through them.

" Assuming that his public engagements in

Auckland made it difficult for His Excellency
to be in two places at onco ..."

New Zealand Paper.

It seems a fair assumption.
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Hostess. "I WISH I COULD DO SOME WAR-WORK TOO; BUT DANDY HEUE is SUCH A TIE."

HOW IT APPEARS
AFTER SPENDING THUEE DAYS GRAP-
PLING WITH THE MYSTERIES OF THE

UNFATHOMABLE.

AN additional 15,000 cubic feet of

coal, not exceeding 3 tons 18 cvvts., or

an extra 1 cwt. for 13 additional tons
of coke, not exceeding.2i Ibs. in weight,
or 480 B.T. units of electricity on the

table, and vice-versa in the case of in-

firm persons living on a doctor's cer-

tificate to each tenant, sub-tenant,
servant, local fuel overseer, coal mer-

chant, or other young children who
refuse to accept the application (Form
F.H.F. 14), make or connive at the mak-

ing of any false statement (F.H.F. 53),
on any application (F.H.F. 14) or

requisition (F.H.F. 2) in connection
with the Order (F.H.F. 63), consume
gas or electricity from a hawker in

quantities of 1 cwt. or less (Clause 68),
or give notice of removal as required
in one quarter, or consume the residue
in any succeeding quarter of that year
(F.H.F. 48) only in the summer months
[November to April] , say, 16 feat by
20 feet exclusive of recesses or bay
windows not exceeding 2i Ibs. in weight
or 1,000 to the ton (Clauses 75, 76, 77)
is allowed where the number of persons
habitually resident in a house, flat,

railway station, bath, or warehouse

exceeds 800 to the ton up to 12 B.T.
units (Clause 7), while asylums, homes,

prisons, chapels, and other quasi-
domestic places of amusement are to

receive special treatment, the maximum
penalty being 20 tons 'of imprisonment
with or without hard labour, or both, or

a fine of 100 cwts. or botli (Clause 119).

CARESSING THE SCAPEGOAT.
["The Foreign Office deserves praise for

this excellent piece of work." Daily Mail.]

THEY are sitting up in bed in Downing
Street,

They are sipping at their chicken
broth ;

They can take a bit of nourishment in

Downing Street,

For the Lord has assuaged His wrath.

They liave done a bit of good in Downing
Street,

At the place where they never did yet,
And the Foreign Office hacks
Have been patted on their backs,

So it 's BALFOUK that is proud, i/oii

bet!

" There was nothing I could do was
any good," said be

(To the writer of these cheerful

rhymes) ;

" There was always one or other saying,
'B.M.G.';

I expected to be shot for my crimes

To bo stood against a wall in Carmelite

Street,

With my back to the big brass plate,
And be leaded just at dawn
By compositors of brawn

To a leader-writer's Song of Hate.

"Oh, they damned the Foreign Ottice

up and down, high and low,
And they damned the Foreign Oflice

broad and wide ;

They observed that we were stupid, we
were stuffy, we were slow,

We were bound about with tape and

triple hide.

But they 've sung us a new song in

Carmelite Street,
So that life is a lovesome thing.

I am cheery, I am perky,
And my nerves are not so jerky,

No burden do I bear, but am a king !

"
Yes, we 're sitting up in bed in Doicn-

ing Street,

We arc sipping at our chicken broth ;

We can take a bit of nourishment in

Downing Street,

For the Lord has assuaged His wrath.
We have done a bit of good in Downing

Street,

At the place where ice never did yet.

Yes, we Foreign Office hacks
Have been jMtted on our backs . . .

How soon ti'ill
' The Mail

'

forget ?
"

W. B.
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ITALY'S DAY.
[September 25th has been set apart for the celebration in Great Britain of Italy's noble efforts as our Ally, and for the

support of the Italian Red Cross.]
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Cadet. "
KEALLY, FUOM THE WAY THESE COLLEGE AUTHORITIES MAKE THEMSELVES AT HOMK YOU 'D THINK THE PLACE BELONOED

TO THEM."

LIGHT AND HEAT.
ONE of the compensations for the discomfort of fuel short-

age in the coming winter will be the return of the weather
as a subject of conversation, and the retirement of food and
allotments into the background.
The Esquimaux, it is said, maintain physical heat by a

generous diet of whale-blubber. There is little hope of this

commodity figuring to any extent upon the British break-

fast-table, however, for on enquiry at Billingsgate and
SELFRIDGE'S we learn that there is hardly a drop in the

country.
We can thoroughly recommend the common paraffin

lamp as giving a pleasant and adequate light. We could
recommend it still more strongly if paraffin were not so
difficult to obtain.

Householders whose gardens abut on the railway line
are busy preparing well-displayed insults to the engine-
drivers, hoping to be pelted with coal in retaliation.
At least one of the railway companies has been requested

to have the coal in the tenders of the engines covered up,
to prevent annoyance to the passengers.

It is not generally known that the landlords of Hamp-
stea:l are preparing a generous prize offer for the garden
fence found to be in the best state of repair on May 1, 1919.

Following upon the announcement that certain Govern-
ment offices are to be deprived of fires, a number of civil

servants have inquired of the commissionaire at the main
entrance of the building in which they are employed,

" Is
there a bed on the premises ?

"

Business men travelling from Brighton who carry their

I

own office coal with them are requested not to convey it in

:
their side pockets, owing to the crowded state of the railway
compartments.

Colonel Bluster and the office staff under his control are

to be envied this winter. The Colonel possesses a natural

inability to keep cool, and he will certainly make it hot for

his clerks, whatever the weather.

FAIRY MUSIC.
WHEN the fiddlers play their tunes you may sometimes hear,

Very softly chiming in, magically clear,

Magically high and sweet, the tiny crystal notes
Of fairy voices bubbling free from tiny fairy throats.

When the birds at break of day chant their morning prayers
Or on sunny afternoons pipe ecstatic airs,

Comes an added rush of sound to the silver din

Songs of fairy troubadours gaily joining in.

When athwart the drowsy fields summer twilight falls,

j

Through the tranquil air there float elfin madrigals ;

And in wild November nights, on the winds astride,

Fairy hosts go rushing by, singing as they ride.

Every dream that mortals dream, sleeping or awake,

Every lovely fragile hope these the fairies take,

Delicately fashion them and give them back again
In tender limpid melodies that charm the hearts of men.

============s E. F.

" One might take him, at a guess, for a Jlethodist minister except,

perhaps, for the genial and kindly expression in kis eyes."

Shade of JOHN WESLEY !

Daily Paper.
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TIIK NEW POST-OFFICE GAME.
"

I-irr," said a cynic,
" would bo en-

durable if it were not for its amuse-

ments," but as there are no Piers, Pier-

rots or Picture-palaces at Hronwen \ve

can take comfort from our comparative
isolation. It is only comparative. If

we lack tbese three P.'s wo {jet a fourth,

the Papers, soon after 8 A.M. on most

mornings, und we do not lack other

amenities. There are golf-links of ex-

cellent quality patronised by elderly
and very youthful players. Wo have

a massive and monumental policeman,
and a miner wlro cuts hair in the

evening. And wo have concerts, witli

London celebrities and fuzzy -haired

foreigners, at which professionals frater-

nize with amateurs. But if a vote of

the visitors were to be taken I think

that the chief attraction of Bronwen
would prove to be the Postmaster. Not
that lie is highly efficient and invariably
cheerful and obliging, or that dogs

generally suspicious of postmen con-

gregate round the post-office. Eather
that young people adore him ; and no
wonder. For this amazing Postmaster
has applied the principle of diluting
skilled labour in a revolutionary but

wholly successful manner. All young
people love to play at keeping shop,
and he has given a limited number of

the children of visitors a taste of the

real thing, without hampering the effi-

ciency of the office. Do they monkey
with the telephone ? Perhaps ; but for

the most part they stand behind the

counter and serve customers, serving
out stamps and performing other minor
duties with beaming faces, but passing
on more important requests about
"
cowpons," declaration forms, savings-

bank deposits, etc., to the regular staff.

For it is a busy office and efficient :

equal to anything. The other day,
for example, we sent a telegram to

Tokio.

It is all highly irregular and most

charming, for Mr. Jenkins has been

judicious in his selection, and the

manners of his amateur helpers are as

good as his own, which are perfect.
It probably gives him more work in

the long run, but he gets a handsome
bonus in the affection of his youthful
assistants and the gratitude of their

parents. On wet days the post-office
is a godsend. My only regret is that

I can't give his real name, because on
formal grounds the P.M.G. might not

approve of his action, and besides, like

most benefactors, Mr. Jenkins is a

modest man. But as the inventor of

a new and delightful game for the

holidays he deserves recognition, im-

perfect and oblique though it necessarily
must be.

"MY DEAS CHILD, HOW CAN YOU EXPECT TO MAKE A SUCCESS OP IT IF YOU OXLY CHABdB
FIVE SHILLINGS FOB A SIXPENNY BOTTLE OF LEMOXADE?"

COMPOSEES IN PUEGATOEY.
A HOLIDAY BEMINISCENCK.

" O THAT melody in F !

How I wish that I were deaf !

Once I thought it rather fine
"

Said the ghost of EUBIXSTEIN.

" Cease your dolorous self-pity
For your cheap and tawdry ditty ;

'Twas for groundlings only made "-

Quick responded CHOPIN'S shade.

"But it is the worst of crimes

When each day a dozen times

My C minor Prelude 's mangled
And its lovely chords are jangled."

Thus the ghosts with futile wailing
Went on impotently railing,

While the player, quite at ease,

Pounded the unhappy keys.

The Nelson Touch.

Four reports of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S
Manchester speech :

" He is one of those rare men who have got
a telescope at the bock of his

Ereninj Neici.
" He is one of those rare men who have a

tolescopo at the back of their eye."
JJail;/ Mail.

.

" Ho is one of those rare men who has a

telescope at the back of his eye."
. .

" He was one of those rare men who had got
a telescope at the bick of his eyes."

Daily ChronicU.

From a " Wanted
"
column :

" REALLY good man's bicycle."
Ladits' Paper.

But suppose the "
really good man "

wants to keep it ?
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WARRIORS' WEAR.
ONLY those who have had the experi-

ence know how terrible it is to be

wounded and sent to England in ad-

vance of your kit. Sympathisers are

so concerned with the thought of the

damage done to your person that they

forget the awful dilemma with which
the hero is faced when the stern day-

comes for him to cast aside pyjamas

old question (with a new intonation),
" What have you salved to-day''

"

Unless the authorities will send you
to a hospital within reach of your
tailor you are likely to be subjected to

cruel practical jokes if you determine
to have some clothes made locally. I

have seen a poor fellow's recovery
seriously retarded by a pair of slacks

supplied by some village wag with head-

quarters and a tailor's signboard near

and the Oriental languor of soul appro- the hospital. They appeared to be

priate to them, and to clothe himself.
'

built of some kind of pasteboard which

Hospital authorities hate their guests kept every wrinkle as a fixture. . He
to appear in the streets in pyjamas, no put them on, smiling happily, sat down
matter how artistic or becoming a

j

in them and then stood up, as is the

queer prejudice.
" Other Banks "

may
j

way of one with new trousers ; but the

stroll about in their blue lounge suits, legs of these which were not even
but gentlemen holding His Majesty's tubular, but square or squarish re-

commission can be decorative only by |

tained the sedentary posture regardless
stealth.

Yet think how our
towns would be bright-
ened if convalescent olli -

cers were encouraged to

walk abroad in pyjamas
of their own choosing ;

j

the streets would rip-
j

pie and glow with col-
j

our like a brilliant

flower - bed bewitched
into animation. As it

is, you rise from bed
enfeebled by leisure, en-

ervated by dependence,
your spirit cowed by
weeks of unquestioning
submission to V.A.D.'s,

your old talent for ac-

quisition benumbed by
disuse, to tackle the

problem of dressing pro-
j

perly in portions of a '

! of the altered disposition of the limbs i

A MATTER OF FORM.
Twckesbury, 3/5/15.

DEAR SJBS, With reference to my
tender of August, 1914, for the supply
of horse-shoes, I should esteem it a
favour to have your reply.

Yours truly, WILLEMIT GASH.

A.O.C., 9/10/15.

SIR, Tenders for shoes, horses of,

pairs double, should be submitted on

Army Form H. 4586 and returned at

once. JOSEPH_FERGUSON, Major.

SIR, I beg to state that my tender
was made out on the prescribed form
and submitted in August of 1914. I

shall be pleased to hear from you next

year without delay.
Yours, WiLLEiirr GASS.

A.O.C., 6/8/16.

SIK, Tender submit-

|
ted must have been sent

j

to "
Forage

"
instead of

|
"Equipment." Please
forward another on

|
Army Form 194 D,

j
marking in the corner

j

the words "Horse

j

Shoes, for the supply
I of."

JOSEPH FERGUSON,
Major.

SIR, I enclose tender

j

as suggested.

Artful Boatman (to plump Officer). "JEST THE DAY FOU A COOLER OS THE
WATER, SIR THE BEST PLACE TO VODGE TJIJi SALOOTS !

"

tunic or half a pair of trousers. Shell-

fire, it must be borne in mind, is fatal

to good clothes, and the punctures in

your uniform do not mend spontane-
ously while your person is under repair.
The obvious plan is to mark down the

garments you like best amongst those
worn by your fellow-inmates, and while
the owners are in the bathroom bribe

|

the Sister-in-charge to extract them
from the lockers. But convalescents
are often irritable, and Sisters-in-charge
are seldom susceptible, and in practice

you are reduced to wearing what people
will lend you. The most obliging ones,

you will discover, are always those most
unlike you in shape and with views as
to clothes which you can only regard as

anarchic. All this accounts for the
street scenes which bewilder civilians

and are so painful to A.P.M.'s. Per-

haps you were once one of those who
like their dress to he worthy of the

regiment, and it cuts you to the quick to

huar the companion of your first walk
abroad asked by acquaintances the old,

beneath. . . . The orderlies put screens

round him at once, but

WILLEMIT GASS.

A.O.C., 12/8/17.

DEAR SIR, Army
iForm 194 D to hand
'with tender. The words

minutes before he could

it was some
be extricated

from his horrible position. He returned
to bed at once with a high temperature,
and the Matron a woman of great
experience, with a brother in the E.A.F.

took so serious a view of his state

that she wired for his London tailor.

This instance should be a warning.
It is better to appear in public in clothes

so ridiculously misfitting that people
think you are winning a bet, and laugh
with you, than in garments in which

you try to look at home, knowing your-
self to be an object of derision to every
educated passer-by.
But pyjamas are best of all.

" This message is so complete a vindication of

all the cliiims that have been made as to the
seaworthiness o! ferro-concrete ships that
cement would be quite superfluous."

Provincial Paper.

Comment would also appear to be

unnecessary.

" Horse Shoes, for the supply of
"
should

be written in red ink. Please make cor-

rection and return again.
JOSEPH FERGUSON, Major.

Twekesbury, 14/8/17.
SIR, Go to ....

Yours, etc., WILLEMIT GASS.

A.O.G., 16/8/17.
DEAR SIR, Orders for the transporta-

tion of troops to a foreign base should
be made on Army Form F S 87498 B
and marked "

Troops, for the transpor-
tation of ... ."

Yours, JOSEPH FERGUSON, Major.

"
t
At the theatre the other night I had a big

surprise . . . the sight of stands containing
wax vests on all the tables in the saloon,

simply asking to be taken. Mere males looked

blankly at those lights of other days, feeling
there must be something wrong, but a practical
woman speedily annexed a few and popped
them in her bag." Evening Paper.

Lucky for her they were vests and not

vestas or the men would not have given
her an earthly chance.
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HOW D'y.v LIKE MY NKW HAT, DEAREST?"
'I'VE GOT IT ON, IDIOT."

FASHION NOTE.
"PUT IT OS, OAKLING, AKD LKT '8 HAVE A LOOK AT IT."

THE "SOFT" WOKD.
Private Sniithers (spaie a sob)

Has, according to a rumour,
Lost a very cushy job

Through a lively sense of humour.

At a cross-ioatls out in France

Jlq controlled unruly traffic

With a hand-wave or a glance
And vocabulary graphic.

But the Fates, devoid of tacfc,

Having caught him slightly bending,
Took advantage of the fact

Private Sniithers' case is pending.

To be frank, he "
bought a pup,"

When a lorry ripe for trouble

(Captain Beauchamp Tompkins
"
up ")

Tried to ram him at the double.

Smithers, every muscle taut,

But incomparably bland still,

Raised a horny hand and brought
Tho transgressor to a standstill.

To the ollicer in charge,
Who was madder than a hatter,

He proceeded to enlarge
On the merits of the matter.

Pointing out to Beauchamp T.

How disturbing and unsightly

Goings-on like this must be,

Smithers asked his name politely.

Captain Tompkins, full of bile,

Spluttered, "Dammit!" (unofficial);
Smithers camouflaged a smile.

Wrote it down and said, "Initial?"

"The contest was brilliant throughout, and
both boxers put up a good clean fight.

The decision, a draw, met with a mixed re-

ception. Winner and loser wore loudly cheered
on leaving the riug." Kgyplian Paper.

did not agreeEvidently the reporter
with the referee.

I

There was a young man in the States

Who so greatly admired Mr. YEATS
That he sent him some books
An edition de luxe

Of WILCOX, with portrait and plates.

A dealer one day in a Ghetto,
In search of a lost Canaletto,

Bought a portrait by CUYP
Of a man with a pipe

j

'Twas a como (in fact) di bassctto.

HINTS TO TODNG SUUS.

(1) DON'T whistle at table. It cools

the vegetables.

(2) Don't puff your cigar in the Mc^s
President's face. He may not bo able

to afford your brand.

(3) Don't tell the C.O. how to run

the unit. He's doing his best and it

may only make him depressed.

(4) Don't pay your Mess bills. It

looks ostentatious.

(5) Don't take all the newspapers.
If they think you can read they may
make you Adjutant.

" PHILADKI.PHIA, Aug. 7. Tin- (H.V.TII

ment thermometer this afternoon r>

10CO OOdOegOrOeOeOOsO, Obrcuking all lw;il

heat records." \eic Yuri: Times.

We should think so.

Two annies had harvested 16,278 liecUrcs.

There now remained 2,360 hectares (about

40,600 acres). There now remained *.:**)

hectares (about 5,000 acres) ycttobeg.nl.

Second thoughts are often best.
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A HOLIDAY PROBLEM.
I AM going on a holiday. I have a

cat. I do not wish to take the cat with

mo on the holiday. Neither has pussy

any desire to be taken. All his felinity

rises up in qutrage at the prospect of

a four hours' journey in a bass bag
secured at the top by two skewers,

merely leaving an outlet for his head ;

all my knowledge of the present diffi-

culties of transport warns me against
such an unwelcome addition to my
luggage ; so I decide to ask a friend to

take Pussy for a fortnight. I think

of Mr. and Mrs. Whitaker, pleasant

hospitable people who I know will be

only too glad to do me a small favour

like that.

I call on the Whitakers and venture,

like little wanton boys that swim on

bladders, to proffer my request.
" I shall be awfully obliged," I re-

mark quite easily, "if you could take

my cat for a fortnight. I can arrange
to have its milk left every day
I pause, struck by the significance of

the look exchanged between Mr. and
Mrs. Whitaker. There ,is a silence

;

then they both begin to talk at once.'
" We should have been only too

delighted but for Peter
I haven't heard of Peter before. I

inquire if he is a relative.
"
Why, he 'a our Persian," says Mrs.

Whitaker ;

" and the darling is of such
a jealous nature

"

" He can't bear other cats," puts in

Mr. Whitaker.
"He might kill your pussy," wails

Mrs. Whitaker.
" And we should feel the responsi-

bility," murmurs Mr. Whitaker. -

" Otherwise we should have been

perfectly delighted," they say in unison,
" but as it is

"

" That 's all right,".! say quite cheer-

fully, for I have other friends. " I must
ask someone who hasn't got a cat

already."
I remember Mrs. Flitterly. She

adores animals, I know, because she
often says so. The last time she dined
at our house I remember how she sat

on the rug with Pussy in her lap, and
with her Huffy head bent over him she
made a very pretty picture in the fire-

light.
I approach Mrs. Flitterly, therefore,

without qualms.
" I shall be awfully obliged," I say,"

if you could take my cat for a fort-

night. I can arrange to have its

milk "

The expression on Mrs. Flitterly's
face changes. When I want to continue
Mrs. Flitterly is talking very quickly." My dear, I should have loved to
have had the darling thing I just

adore animals if only it wasn't for
'

John
"

" What, have you a cat too?" I in-

quire.
" I am speaking of my husband,"

she says, a trifle coldly.
" He detests

cats. I daren't have one in the house,

my dear. He would absolutely storm if

I suggested such a thing."
I thought of the extremely mild and

self-effacing Mr. Flitterly and, after

remarking that I shouldn't like to bring
down his unbridled wrath on me for a

thing like that, I depart, still cheerful.

I have suddenly remembered Mrs.

Barker, that jolly motherly soul, to

whom everyone seems to turn naturally
when in a difficulty. She hasn't a cat

and her husband is at the Front.

With renewed hope I call on Mrs.
Barker. " I have come to ask a favour,"
1 say, grown a little diffident. Mrs.
Barker beams. "I should be awfully

obliged if you would take my cat for a

fortnight. I can arrange . . ." Again
I pause. Mrs. Barker's face has taken
on an aspect akin to dismay.
"Oh, my dear," she says with genuine

regret,
" 1 wish you had asked me

something else. I would have taken

Pussy with the greatest of pleasure if

it hadn't been for baby."
Ah, I had forgotten. She has a baby.
" Doesn't he like cats?

"
I inquire.

" It isn't that ; but think how dan-

gerous it would he. How often one
reads of children being suffocated when
they 're asleep by cats lying on their

faces."
" But ours isn't a cat of that sort," I

say earnestly ;

" there are five faces in

our household and he has never shown
the slightest desire to lie on any one of

them."
But Mrs. Barker is inexorable and

says you never know.
I depart more thoughtful than cheer-

ful and decide to ask one of the trades-

people to take pussy, paying for his

keep in base coin of the realm. I

tackle the milkman, a nice ruddy-faced
pleasant-spoken man, whom I have

always liked. I explain the situation

to him and offer two-and-sixpence a
week for Pussy's board.

"I'm sorry, Ma'am," he says, and

suddenly I notice that he is not so

pleasant-looking as I thought.
" If I

had a cat about my place," he goes on,
"

it would be pretty serious for me
with all my chicks."

"But do people do hens have
chicks in September?" I ask falter-

ingly (I am town-bred and uncertain
on the point).

" I always thought
"

But whatever I think he is ready for

me. " I got a sitting hatched out last

week," he says defiantly, and goes on
to speak of the tremendous importance

of chicken-rearing in war-time, its

necessity to the nation and so on,
until he leaves me with a dazed con-
viction that if Pussy were lodged with
him for the duration of my holiday the

War would be lost to the Allies.

As a last resort I appeal to the

gardener. He is a very deaf old man,
blunt of speech, of uncertain temper
and openly hostile to any feminine
interference. Frankly, I am afraid of

him.
" Oh, by the way, Lumpkin," I

begin,
" I should bo awfully obliged if

you could take my cat
" What 's that, mum ? Take yer cat?

Want to get rid on it, hey ?
"

"
Only for a fortnight," I explain,

cheering up at his unexpected show of

interest.
" Wot night, d'ye say?" he asks,

being hard of hearing, which infirmity
I forgot in my eagerness to have Pussy
provided for.

"And I'll give you five shillings,

Lumpkin," I continue with palpitating
haste.

His face beams. " I '11 do 't, mum.
I 've got a big tub in my backyard, an'

I '11 drown the little beast to-night."

I have just been in the store-room in

search of a bass bag. I have attached
two skewers to the bag and an addressed
label. To-morrow Pussy will accom-

pany rne on my holiday.

POMONA'S LEVITY.
BENEATH the trees Sir ISAAC sat

And saw the red-cheeked apple fall,

And pondered,
" Why did it do that ?

It might have landed on my hat
;

It might have frolicked like a bat,
Or flown across and hit the cat

Upon the garden wall."

But if Sir ISAAC lived to-day
He would have seen the apple rise

As if it were a ball at play,

Aspiring to the very skies.

When it? will fall I cannot say,
For factory-girls have lots of pay,
And farmers, fruiterers, all are gay ;

Only the small boy sighs.

Journalistic Candour.
" I saw the trade show of the pictures of the

Conn-Wilde fight yesterday, and I hope you
will all do the same when they are releas'ed.

They are just great, and show "us many things
we missed. The only disappointment as far

as I was concerned was that they make me
look as old as sin, which I represent."

Morning Advertiser.

"SPREAD OP INFLUENZA. Doctors and
chemises have been made extremely busy
supplying cures and preventatives."

Provincial Paper.

To ward off such a plague one must
resort to any shift.
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Physical Training Instructor (to dilatory squad). "CALL THAT FALLIS' is? WHEN I SAYS, 'Is TWO BANKS FAl.r. is.'

SEE A CLOl'D O' DUST AN 1 A LIVING STATUE."

I WANTS TO

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

SINCE The Years for Eacliel (HoooEU AND STOUGHTON)IS
a story entirely about being engaged, I suppose it is hardly
to be wondered' at if it should be somewhat sentimental.

Really it is an elaborate sermon against being engaged too

long, which Miss BEKTA BUCK preaches in her light and

very feminine style. Gicen, the heroine, is betrothed on

the first page; hut, as the whole scheme of the tile leaves

it an open question which of the various male characters

will finally secure her, some entertainment may be derived

from the problem of spotting the bridegroom. For a time

my money hovered dubiously about an elderly and oh so

sympathetic admirer, with a grave smile and well-cut gray
suits (I told you this was a feminine book) ; but just in

time I detected another, one who, introduced first as a

sulky-looking schoolboy, was always so promptly hustled

into obscure corners, and generally camouflaged by the

author, that my suspicion became increasingly on the look-

out for his eventual triumph. I have said that the thing
is sentimental; now and then indeed its general sweetness

is such that, taken with afternoon tea as a sugar substitute,

it might almost be regarded as a war-economy. But Miss

RUCK'S sugar is wholesome crisp stuff, with just enough
flavour in it to prevent cloying. Also I have a conviction

approaching certainty that, even if her men are a trifle

mechanical, every one of the many women who accept, or

reject, or mother, or only discuss them, is quite strikingly
true to life. This is one of the reasons for my prediction
that the tale will add greatly to its author's popularity ;

though I feel bound to add a warning that the happiness
or otherwise of the denoiiment will greatly depend upon
the side of (say) forty from which the reader is able to

reg'ard it.

Mr. PHILIPS PRICE'S War and Revolution in Asiatic

Russia (ALLEN AND UNWIN) is a good deal more than the

tourist war-correspondent's record of passing events. Indeed

in the period under his review June 1915 to the Revolution

in the March of 1917 he had ceased to be a war-corre-

spondent and wandered, a political observer and gallant

odd-job man, behind and about the South-Eastern front.

He is, like his former colleague of The Manchester Guardian,

Mr. SIDEBOTHAM, a professed Easterner, has a nice appre-
ciation of the Drang nack Osteii, and with his developed
historical and political sense has been able to make an

analysis of events and a survey of tendencies which is of

real value to the student of an appallingly complex problem.
Readers who can tolerate opinions which they are unlikely

to share (our author has a "minority mind "
and is essen-

tially an internationalist and bourgeois-hater) are assured an

interesting adventure in too little known areas. I take from

the book a wholesome sense of the provincialism of such

unreflecting
" Wosternism" amongst us as comes of mere

geographical circumstance, and a realisation that every other

valley and hill of Transcaucasia is a pressing problem for

constructive statesmanship. Mr. PRICE dates his preface

May 1917. He had seen the first transports of the Revo-

lution and shared its ambitions and worthy hopes. It would

be interesting to know if he retains undiminished his faith

in the idealist-revolutionary solution of the war-problem
and his sense of the propaganda value in Germany of

Bolshevism in action.

Rotorua Rex (SKEFFINGTON) is truly enough described on

its cover a3 " a rattling good story of love and romance in

the South Seas." When the tale opens the Commissioner

of Rotonta's island kingdom had just died, and no one was

left to uphold British prestige except the Commissioner's

daughter, her prim but determined aunt, and an old
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sergeant. This was Botorua's chance for what is vulgarly mundane husband, Sandy, up North. So far from being
called a "bust," and, tremendous eater and drinker as he the child who would never grow up, she was a woman who
was, he sincerely intended to take it. Unexpected events,

j

had never been young, as is acutely illustrated by the

But he fought nobly as he fled, and he also showed con- together and hint almost directly at suicide as the only
siderable tact in not too closely watching the companions solution of life. She grew no less dismal with advancing
of his flight. For the prim aunt took part in this strategic

retreat, and the pace was so hot that she had to sacrifice a

considerable amount of clothing as she fled. Mr. ALLEN
DUNN'S account of this flight is genuinely excitin and

amusng, and I can recommend
search of breathless adventures.

his book to anyone in

" One train of seven hundred wounded arrived, after being
detained in a bliz/ard, with only eighty men alive." Pages
of quotation could hardly sui'pass that one sentence for a

picture of the miseries endured by that most hardly used

of all the smaller nations, i

Roumania. Mrs. WILL
GORDON, in Roumania Yes-

terday and To-day (LANK),
after picturing the condi-

tion of our Ally before the

War and tracing some-

thing of her earlier history,
tells in stirring language
the story of her heroism
and her sorrow. The
author, at any rate, has
no doubt that it- was
thanks to the deliberate

treachery of STUERMER,
Minister to the late TSAR

by the KAISER'S appoint-
ment, that Roumania was

dragged into the War at

a moment that suited the

German plans, and she is

equally emphatic in re-

gard to that further be-

trayal when the promised
Russian help failed to

materialise, and when,

yet again, the Bolshevik army crumbled to dust. The earnest and practical fortnightly paper, entitled The Ex-
country that long residence and close observation have so Service Man, which is conducted for the benefit of soldiers
endeared to the writer has been driven to a travesty of I who, disabled or otherwise disqualified, have left the army
peace that in no way detracts from the valour of her previous and find themselves in need of friends, mentors and em-

years ;
for her (and LINDSAY EuSffELL) there was bitterness

in all existence outside Chelsea. I could find but one real

sorrow in her life, the death of her baby. I knew it was
going to happen, anyway, hut was all the more sure of it

when I found her bathing it immediately after its breakfast.
Be it noted that the intended point of the book the intense

irritation, for the lovers of abstract beauty and joy, found
in the concrete dourness of such people as the Mackinnons,
in such places as Paisley is one capable of earning
sympathy, if it be made impartially, with a sense of pro-
portion, upon a broad and unbigoted view of the world.

~
But the attitude here is

narrow and extreme ; it is

the bitter opposition of

the elect minority to the

senseless, contemptible
masses. It is expressed
in the sarcasm of a pub-
lisher, also one of the

elect, on p. 210 :

"
If you

mention poetry you are
lost. If you whisper it

your friends steal away.
Write piffle. Tripe! Yards
of it. The world gulps it

by the column." Those
who make this trite obser-

vation are apt to forget
that the "piffle" and the
"
tripe

"
are just as often

found in the guise of
"
poetry

"
as of anything

else. Yards of it !

Gentleman (who has just seen his portrait in the paper in connection with
hi-s testimonial for a patent medicine). "Now I WONDEK IF THIS IS REAL
LASTING FAME, OB ONLY A PASSING PHASE OF POPULARITY."

IS

The sympathetic atten-

tion of Mr. Punch's readers

called to a little but

resistance, but no more than the almost intolerable miseries
she has borne can such a peace quench her spirit. Several

chapters from the hand of QCEEN MARIE, the true angel of

her people, written in the very heart of the tragedy, are
included in a volume that would be unendurably sombre
but for the writer's expression of unshakable certainty that
at the last the position shall be more than restored. That the
Western nations of civilisation stand pledged to Eoumania's

ployers. In the first number, just published, the case for

the ex-service man what the community owes him and
how it can use him to the best advantage of them both is

clearly stated from various angles.

In Dumb Show.
" After the match the crowd surged to the grand stand, where Sir

D M was waiting to present the medals, but his efforts at

ideal of race-union by every holiest bond conceivable of speech-making were drowned in the uproar, and he simply consented

gratitude and justice only those who would sacrifice our tmbtmbambtmbarnbtmbtnau ntautn Titanium." Provincial Paper.

Eastern Allies to a German peace will deny; but Mrs. GORDON
deserves our thanks for stating the fact again with convic-
tion and eloquence.

Anything less like Peter Pan than Eltryni Mackinnon,

TO-DAY'S DARK SAYING: A Policy of Scuttle the Coal

Controller's. ,
,

.

" Dr. Aansum quotes a pamphlet by Herr Thyssen, the German
- - ,, iton king, stating that the Kaiser in August, 1914, promised him

tn\"a r^'"-(-""
'""

i'Tu'
i

j''''""it"
"'*'

30,000 acres in Australia after victory over the Allies, in return for aMM Of hcntltiaie (CASSELL ,
it would be difficult to con-

, warcontribution. Other German magnets were promised grants from
eive; but 'Peter Pan was she christened, late in life, by |

the revenues of the Indian Princes, which were to be diverted to
the leading member of that (so-called) "tumultuous wave

j

Germany." Evening Chronicle (Neu-caslle) .

of youth flowing towards the sea of dreams
"
into which Subsequent events are believed to have convinced the

she fell, at Chelsea, after deserting her too practical and "
magnets

"
that they had better stick to the Poles.
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CHARIVARIA.
" WK Germans," says tho

'J',i<ir;:cilu>i</,
" are rightly proud of tlio

superiority of our Military General

Stall'." Their pride in its superior re-'

treating power becomes daily more
marked.

The GKMMAN CHANCKI.I.OK declares

that Germany is opposed to annexa-

tions in any form. Indeed it is said

that she is most indignant at tlio way
in which the Russians are actually

annexing Russia.

In view of a General Election in the

near future mid the slender chances of

some Members of being
returned, it appears that

many of them contem-

plate taking up work of

national importance.

" Members of the Uni-

versity of Wales," says a

news item, "arc required
to pay five shillings to

ho registered as voters."

Several have written to

Mr. LLOYD GEOUGK, stat-

ing that in their opinion
he is worth the sacrifice,

entailed. ... ...

Asingle gentleman who
has been bequeathed a

large lump of coal (nearly

new) desires to get into

communication with the

owner of a turkey, with
the view of arranging
Christmas festivities.

ft a

CHARLIE CHAPLIN has been exempted
from military service to make propa-
ganda films for the United States Gov-
ernment. We are unofficially informed
that the first of these,

" The Decline

and Fall of General HINDENBURO,"
with CHARLIE in the title-r61e, is full of

silent power. ... ...

"V"

"Nuneaton's future mayor," say.s a

news item,
"

is a coal-miner." Busy,
we trust.

''*""

Owing to the reduced lighting in

London an alarming accident happened
in Gray's Inn Eoad. It seems that in

I lie dark a workman mistook a picture-

palace for a public-house. As a result

of this we understand he has since re-

lusrd to venture out in the evening.
* *

A baby has been called Grierson

I'lmner Haig French Smith-Dorrien,
us its father served under these gen-
erals. The idea is to prevent the child

when older asking,
" What did YOU do

in the Great War, Daddy?
"

At CiiiiisriKs' yesterday there \\us .1

crowded assembly of collectors and

antique dealers. Some cho;.

wore ottered, including a pot of straw-

berry jam of tho 1!)1"> vintage.

A deaf mute lias been callr.l up for

examination before one of the tribunals.

Doubtless the Ministry of National
Service thought he was admirably
adapted to fill tho place of a telephone
operator.

The police records of Chicago prove
that very few stout men are guilty of

ALARMING SPHEAU OF UOlilil.W.

" A whale forty fi-et lrig," says a
news item, "has bi-en tow<-d into tho

docks at Silloth, Cumberland. The
MIIS oll'n-er ha, idaimed the car-

We trust In- \\ill he required to

surrender at least oin- coupon (or it.

***
A strange incident is , from

j

the eating world. It, soems that a

'swarthy : i, who was attired

in Spanish dress tastefully de<-

with a brace of revolvers and a Uiletto,
walked into a re intrant and asked the

i what he could have for dinner
without a meat coupon. The waiter, a
meek looking man, replied that he could
have everything on tho menu i

: the printer's name and thu inn :: which
ihi' band \\;i, playing.

It is reported that the

champion blackberry-

gatherer of Sussex is now
:

'letely out of danger.

Commercial Candour.

"Don't wait until tliewp*-
tlier looks threatening and
then wish you had a Baro-
meter. Bo prepared for the
worst by buying i.inr (if our
instruments.
We also undertake the re-

pairs of the above if they arc
worth doing."

Indian Paper .

"J'.ut that will notdo. We
had some of it in 1890, you
may remember when, uiuli r

the pretext t>f being elected

for the solo purpose of putting
tho finishing touches to the

Boer War. Mr. Hal four and
In- friends obtained a long
lease of office." John Hull.

serious crime. Burglars with double Both the Boer War of 1890 and the

chins and chests that have slipped General Election of that year have

down say that this statement cannot faded from our memory. Still, if John

be too widely circulated. :
Hull says it is so

"
Imagine an ocean liner," says a

weekly paper, "of more than 10.0CO
tons deadweight suspended on the hairs

of her passengers." This sort of im-

agination might have been all right in

the days before Government ale was
let loose.

:|; *
'f-

What might have been a most un-

fortunate accident was only just avoided

the other night in a London restaurant'.

It appears that the waitress quite by
accident placed plum-and-apple jam on

the table for a soldier.

According to Professor HKNRY C.

COULSEN, of New York, the world is

now 387,000,000 years of age. \\V

understand that when it reaches its

400,000,000th year the event will be

celebrated by a Flag Day.

Extract from an American soldier's

letter to his mother :

"Out-ide, the rain conies di,wn in buckets

and the street cars comes down in buckets and
the streets are deserted save for the street

cars." Kg;/i>linn datetle.

and, of course, the buckets.

Economy ad Insaniam.

A thrifty old lady of .Hull,

Whose intellect seemed rather dull,

When reading at night,
To economise light,

Put luminous paint on her skull.

A fanciful curate who read

That leather was scarce at once said,
" To save wear and tear

On my shoes, I declare,

When I preach I will stand on my
head."
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PRIVATE CUTHBERT.
AN intimacy extending over nearly

seven years leads me to the regrettable
conclusion than Joan Minor's faults

are many. Want of fidelity to her old

friends, however, is hot among them,
and this is especially noticeable in her

relationship with her dolls. The sub-

ject of this story is a case in point.

During his early career he was known
to us as Gussie, later he became Gilbert

the Filbert, and finally, during the great
Cuthberfc boom in the doll market, he

adopted the popular appellation. What-
ever his name, however, he retained

Joan Minor's unwavering devotion.

Other more orthodox Cuthberts, com-

plete with exemption badges and

attache cases, retired battered and

dissipated wrecks to the ignominious
shelter of the ash-bucket and the rag-

bag. He seemed to have drunk the

elixir of perpetual youth. The same im-

maculate frock-coat and grey trousers,

the same white spats and patent leather

boots, the same sleek fair hair and

irritating simper. Save for the little

matter of the name, to which I have

referred, it seemed that the greatest
war in history was to leave him un-

affected. He disdained even the exemp-
tion badge of his discomfited rivals.

Yet the blow has fallen at last, the

more sure and effective for being so

long withheld.

Much as I admire Joan Minor's
official attitude in the matter, I cannot

acquit her of a certain personal respon-

sibility. Only a week ago I heard her

address the principal culprit in these

words :

" You shan't have to be a

soldier, Cuthie darling, no matter if all

the others are gone to fight. You shall

stay at home to mind the babies."

Even after the arrival of her cousin,

aged four, and his appointment to the

responsible position of regimental ser-

geant-major, Cuthbert enjoyed several

days of inglorious immunity. Ob-

viously, however, the vital interests of

the nation could not for ever be trifled

with. Yesterday he received his calling-

up papers, and Joan Minor laboured
all the morning to produce a suit of

regimentals to replace his modish but
obsolete civilian attire. Here again I

have a certain sympathy with Cuthbert.
I am not, I hope, a vain man, yet even
I should hesitate to appear in clothes
of such remarkable originality, and
Cuthbert, as I mentioned, has always
been the very pink of sartorial perfec-
tion.

It must have been about five o'clock
in the evening when I observed from

my study window Joan Minor settling
herself with an awful dignity upon the
seat in the summer-house. A pair of

my puttees, deplorably wound, trailed

from her legs, and a red opera-cloak of

her mother's was draped heavily about

her shoulders, allowing an occasional

glimpse of my best tunic beneath.

Aided by my recollection of the fact

that my daughter had once been present
at a case upon which I was engaged, 1

was able to recognise a daring attempt
to combine the atmospheres of the

civil and military courts of justice.

Presently the Sergeant-Major appeared
from the laurel bush, which has been

commandeered as barracks for the

troops, dragging a limp and dejected-

looking Cuthbert in his train. He
came to a halt before bis commanding
officer, saluted unconventionally and,
after an interval of embarrassed silence,

fell to sucking his thumb. Cuthbert
in the meantime revolved slowly, sus-

pended by one arm, and I noticed with

horror that he was in a state of nature.

"Well, Sergeant -Major," said his

Colonel, "what is this man crimed
with?"

" With refusin' The Sergeant-

Major paused doubtfully.
" With refusing to put on military

uniform and using
"
prompted the

O.C.
"An" usin' insultin' an' insuborginit

language in the execution of his duty
towards his sperior officer," gabbled the

B.S.M., evidently fearful lest his care-

fully acquired part should again escape
him. Even I, securely hidden behind
the curtain, trembled at the frown which

gathered on the Colonel's brow.
"This is very serious, Sergeant-Major.

You say he insulted you. What did he

say?"
"He called me a horrid pig."
"Indeed. And he refused to put on

his uniform ?
"

"He wouldn't put on his twowsies."
There was a gleeful, almost a sympa-
thetic note in the E.S.M.'s voice, and

involuntarily my mind went back to the

evening when I had come upon him
still wet and rosy from his bath and,
attired like Cuthbert, hotly pursued
down the passage by a flushed and
scandalised Gwendolen. Gwendolen is

Joan Minor's nurse, and I have reason
to believe that it is from her various

admirers that Joan Minor gets her as-

tonishing acquaintance with military

terminology both official and otherwise.

"When I tried to put them on he
went like this." The K.S.M. flung him-
self on his back and extended his legs
heavenwards in the form of a broad V.
I was conscious that he was merely
rehearsing a well-tried manoeuvre the

strategic value of which was immediately
apparent even to my inexpert eye.
Then, feeling that be bad acquitted
himself of his part in the proceedings,

he made of! in pursuit of a passing
butterfly, leaving Cuthbert where he
had fallen.

" Private Cuthbert," said the O.C.

sternly,
"
you have heard the evidence

of the Sergeant-Major. Have you any-
thing to say?

"

There was no reply.
" Cuthie dear, won't you put on your

nice new clothes '.' If you put them on
now for me I won't punish you."

Still the offender, prone upon the

grass, maintained a sullen silencs.
"
Very well, Private Cuthbert, if you

won't wear them you won't. But you
will bo surprised to hear that you are

on guard to-night under the goose-

berry bush to keep away the slugs from

my peas just the same."
The sentence was carried out in all its

merciless severity. Joan Minor herself,

the Lucius Junius -Brutus of her sex,

affixed the naked and defiant Cuthbert
to the s!em of the gooseberry bush with
an odd length -of raffia. A September
night under such conditions must, I

imagine, be exceedingly cold.

This morning I observed Cuthbert

present on parade decently attired in

the uniform of his rank.

MICK.
I HAVE a friend, a perfect lunatic

;

He wipes his feet upon me feet all

thick

With viscid mud to show he loves me
well,

And roars his greetings in a joyful yell,
" How glad you are to see me, aren't

you, dear ?

Eejoice ! Exult! you may I'm really
here!

"

And I rejoice. The fool has points, you
see ;

And chiefest is his blind belief in ME.
He looks upon me as a thing sublime,
A culminating long result of time.

And, though it may be folly on his part

(I say it may be), still it warms the

heart ;

And when he fawns upon me with a

smile
As wide as that of any crocodile,
And wags ecstatically, I so wise !

Would fain be worth the worship of

his eyes.

Marriage & la Mode.
"The bride, who was given away by her

eldest brother, left later for the South Coast."

Morning Post.

Where did the bridegroom go ?

" COLLAPSIBLE child's go-carriage, nickle-

plated, good condition, cost 3; exchange
good Babbits, Dutch preferred."

] : 'iir and Feather.

We gather that the unfortunate infant

has finally collapsed.
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Allotment Holder. "'Ow MANY BEETROOTS DID YOU WANT, MUM? ABOUT THBEEPENSOBTH ?
"

Lady. "YES, THREEPEXXOHTH WILL DO NICELY."

Allotment Holder. "EIGHT, MUM. THISCS is VKIIY DEAR JUST NOW, so THEY'LL BE FOUKPENCE."

THE SYCAMORE-TREE.
From Tenant to Landlord.

DEAH SIB, I beg to direct your
attention to the condition of the old

sycamore-tree at the end of the back-

garden. It sways in the most dan-

gerous manner in the slightest wind
and threatens to fall to the ground.
Out of regard for the safety of my wife

and children I shall be greatly obliged if

you will give instructions to have it cut

down at the earliest possible moment.

From Landlord to Tenant.

DEAR SIR, In reply to your note 1

will send a man to examine the syca-
more-tree and report on its condition,

though I am inclined to think you are

alarming yourself unnecessarily.

From Tenant to Landlord.

DEAR Sirs, Be sycamore -tree. I

am surprised and disappointed that no

steps have as yet been taken in this

matter, about which I wrote to you
a week ago. In consequence of the
critical condition of the sycamore-tree
my wife and children are afraid to avail

themselves of the garden, and, as the

! usual summer holiday has been lost

:
this year, the effect upon their health

is quite serious. Although it is true

that I, personally, ventured out on

j
Sunday last, I was immediately com-

I pelled to return by the alarming creak-

ing of the tree. As Sunday affords my
sole opportunity for obtaining a modi-
cum of fresh air this is extremely an-

noying, and I hope you will attend to

the matter without further delay.

From Landlord to Tenant.

DEAR SIR, Although my man re-

ports, as I anticipated, that the syca-
more-tree is perfectly safe, I am willing
to meet your wishes as to its removal
and will send some workmen for the

purpose at the beginning of next week.

From Tenant to Landlord.

DEAR SIR, Thank you for your kind

favour, which is a great relief to my
mind. On thinking the matter over I

am afraid there may be considerable

difficulty in the removal of the syca-
more-tree after it is cut down, as the

house has no side entrance. It has
occurred to me that the simplest and
least expensive method would be to

instruct your workmen to saw the tree

into moderate-sized blocks and staek

them as neatly as possible against the

garden wall. Although this will be
somewhat unsightly we must be pre-

pared to put up with a little inconveni-

ence for the sake of safety.

From Landlord to Tenant.

DEAR SIR, I had already instructed

the men to saw the trunk and branches
into moderate-sized blocks as you sug-

gest, and also, to saveyou inconvenience,
to remove them from your premises to

my own, where they can be utilized

I for heating the glass-houses during the
! approaching winter.

From Tenant to Landlord.

DEAR SIR, On further consideration

I have come to the conclusion that it

will not be necessary to remove the

old sycamore-tree, so please counteract

the instructions to your workmen. I

am afraid the absence of shade might
prove a serious drawback next summer,
and my wife and children are becoming
more accustomed to the creaking, which
I am now inclined to think may pro-
ceed from our neighbour's pear-tree.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
i,xxvi.

MY nr.Ait OIIAKLKS, For my sins,

which must have been many and griev-

ous, 1 luivo just had to make a tour of

dill-}' among tlio (l(!nn:in colony in this

mom peaceful part of Kuropo. 1 sup-

port the criticism of the old gentleman
who caino with mo and who also was

new to tho sight. As ho notod tho

female clemont with his still youthful

oyo ho said, "If these be typical of

tho women in QerOUUl] I can
(|iiito

understand tho (icrman men trying to

got into France."

Ifc lias always been my e\]iei ienee,

ill tlic judicial affairs of peace-time,
that ono's onse loses much, if noi, mo I

,

of its virtuo and roctitudo whou it

coraos before the trihunal together with

tho other fellow's version. Neutrality,
us represented hy any Bench, has

always appeared to me to ho a sen ie

loss thing, with no true perceptions,
no appreciation of righteousness when
confronted with it, no sympathy with

Eurity

and perfection as explained to it

y myself in tho quality of counsel.

Juries also, supposedly neutral, I have

found impervious to tho burning justice
of my client's cause and too credulous

and attentive to the specious mendacity
of the other side. It was with some

anxiety, therefore, that I first mixed
with tho people of one of tho few neu-

tral Slate.; remaining at this lime.

Apart from the fear of seeing on tho

natives' faces that expression, so famil-

iar with the Common Jury, of indiffer-

ence to tho gross instance of justice

trampled under foot, I was afraid of a

general doubt as to whether our affairs

were progressing so nicely as wo made
out. My experience lias been most con-

soling ;
we have some very good friends

abroad, Charles.

I pass over the indiscretions of porters
and ticket-collectors, who have so far

forgotten tho obligations of neutrality
as to declare to me in public,

" Vive

I'Aiii/lcterrc ! vive la France ! vive

I'Italic! vivcnt les Etats Unisl" and
a similar wish for all other nations,

1

states and powers, which, from tho

largest to tho smallest, have associated
themselves with our cause; I confine

myself to tho local Press, which, with
all respect to their Lordships at homo,
is as well-conducted as any I have ever
read.

There are two papers in particular
which I mean to take in for tho rest
of my life, in gratitude for the comfort
I have derived from their convictions.
The one has all tho reputation for

solemnity of our own leading journal.
Not

infrequently
it takes us to tusk for

our misconceptions and mistakes, and

tolls us off for our faults of constitu-

tion or character ;
this done, it is in

;i
!>-.

it ion rutlior to assume than to

say that of course wo are right and as

such uro going to prevail. Certain

developments of a few months back

on tho Western Front it reviewed ;i ;

regrettable incidents inevitably prnduc

ing tiresome results; addressing itself

to the more intelligent and educated,
refrained from stating tho obvious,

that these tiresome results were natur-

ally about to he rectified
;

it confined

itself to ^numerating a few simple
reasons for accepting any delay there

might bo in the rectification.

The other paper is a bright little

affair which says bo hlowod to tho

I'M, i-li about six times a day, but with
such happy variety of expression and

phrase as to do away with any sense

of iteration. 1 fool that oven tho Jlun

himself, if ho has any bettor sense of

journalism, must road it regularly,

though secretly, and, in npilo of him-
self and his fatherland, enjoy the mere

vitality of it. To this paper there just
were no events on tho Western I'Yont

a few months back worth worrying
about. Facts and figures were duly

quoted in full, but only as leading up
to a thorough relishing of the good

things they wore bringing to the Allies,

unity of command and a completely

developed determination to annihilate!

utterly and for ever all ('(Mitral Powers.
In those dark days our sporting and

irrepressible little friend, setting out

the whole news at, length, washed away
the whole effects of it with some bright
and daring headlines, calculated to eon

vinco anyone that this was all merely
preparing the stage for tho real busi-

ness about to begin next week. It was
at this time that tho humourist who
contributes tho daily column of merri-

ment in italics on the right-hand side

of tho front page reached bis zenith with
a fanciful description of the KAISIOH,

now owner of the civilised world but

offering to exchange tho lot for hulf-a-

loaf of broad.

From tho whole of this Press two per-
sonalities stand out Agonco I lavas and
Commontairo Wolff. Agonco I lavas I

put down as :i cheerful, business-like

follow, thirty-live to forty years old,

only son of an extremely happy mar-

riage. I see him, in an old tweed suit

and cap, with a pipe between his teeth,

always out and about with the lighting
soldiers of the Entente. Politics and
offices are no affair of his; wha!e\er
the directorates may think or say or do,

bo takes his atmosphere from the trench

line, and tho spirit of his records is

accordingly brisk and buoyant.
Commontairo Wolff 1 fancy is well

past bis first and second youth, neither

of which was very happy. Born with
a grievance of some sort, which bo has

always had to suppress, be has made
his way to the top of his tree by ruth-

loss determination and undue influence.

Tho former has put him out of sym-
pathy with tho best of humanity, and
his time has been so much spent at an
olliee desk that he has lost tho frosh-air

habit. The latter lias got him into the

inveterate custom of taking his cue from

above, and he is too used to writing up
what is given him officially to think of

going and having a look for himself.

When tho times gave him something
really to rejoice about, ho wasn't able

really to rejoice. I see him always in

his well-appointed ol'iiee, with no notes
at all save the official communique ;

1

see him writing and re-writing and

ro-ro-writing his report for the JYe ,,

preening himself on tho choice of

epithet., in the final edition, but in-

wardly cursing himself for not being
able to write up a good tiling with half

the cheerfulness which Agenco Havas
manages to extract, from a bad one.

I foresee old Comment.uire Wolff
retired from business in disgust, having
handed over to his amt'inic son, who
can think of no bettor way of dealing
with tho day's news than by dishing

up bis father's past writings and apply-

ing them to the present, without curing
whether they lit the facts or not.

Yours over, I IKNUY.

FERDINAND THE FOX
(The eminent liotanixl, Tsar of Ui'i.-

(iMti.\,innl ifi-fiil i/ ni nilmill of I'liii.irri:

WHAT is faithless FKHUY doing?
What now mischief is he browing?
What sly stratagems pursuing?

Humour, not above suspicion,

Represented his condition

As approaching inanition ;

But reports of his arriving
At Vienna, well and thriving,
Point at least to his reviving.

Is he only botani/ing,
Or intent upon devising
Counter-checks to thwart a rising?

Is he optimist and porky,
Or, when skies are drear and murky,
Does bo curse his friends in Turke\ '.'

Does ho, Tsar of all Bulgaria,
Dread the Bolshevist malaria

Spreading to bis special a:e i '.'

Does ho at tho dead of night
Kver see with deep affright
STA.MIIOIIJAW'S indignant sprite?

Is bis nerve impaired by shocks?
Is bo Roman, Orthodox,

Mussulman, or simply l'\>x?
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Is lie anxious to outshine
The arch -traitor of his line'.'

Will ho "
stick it

"
or resign '.'

NVIuit a fund of introspection
Must lie thul in luiiuo defection.

Weariness ami insurrection!

OH his palace wall the writing

Luminously glows, reciting
Its invincible indicting

Tells him. isolated, shaken,
l'.\ hi- (iorman friends forsaken,

Berbik'a martyrs reawaken.'

ALL, STORIES.
Now that tho dramatic and tumul-

tuous Birmingham episode in the career

of tin- I'KIMI: MIMSTKII has heen repro-
duced for lilm purposes, the cinemato-

graph industi \ claims that there is no
incident in the life of any puhlic char-

actor that mvd halllo its operators.
Tho direct result is that"a luimhcr ol'

enthralling life-stories are on the ifcackg.

Renowned authors and journalists have
been commissioned to prepare the
" books

"
of these romances.

Tliere is lilllodoulit that crouds will

!o soo I Li n>lil ; <>>', On <ut<I <>n,

tho true storv of I lie journalist ie acli\ i

ties of Mr. ll.vuoi.u BKUHIK. It is no
secret to those who believe it to bo
true that Sir OI.UKH l.oix.r. has had
a hand in propaiin<,' this photo-pluy.
The story shows a lar^e number of

interesting interiors of the actual houses
of tho celebrities whom the hero has

interviewed, from that of tho Bishop
j

of LONDON to that of the Costonnonger
King of Cambenvell, each containing
the eminent journalist and his note-

book. Occasionally a pa^o from the

notebook itself will he lU-died upon
the screen, ample time being allowed

for tho spectators to spell out the noble

sentiments there written. It is said

(h\ (lie producers) that few will come

away with dry eyos from witnessing
i hi:; \cry moving picture.
But the " scream

"
of the season will

he the lilm depicting Mr. AUTHUH N.

DAMS', the vivacious American dentist,

extracting tho teeth of the Kusiu.

ricturo-goers must exorcise a little

patience, ho\\e\er, for up to the time

of writing there has been a singular
dilticult.v in persuading any eom{teteut
actor to volunteer for the i <>,'< of tho

Imperial patient. Tho producers arc

s:ini;uiiio enough to hope that, with

the assistance of Marshal Ko< n and

li.uu, the KAIHKH himself may be avail-

able before very long.
Admiro's of Miss M \KU: Coi

should not evade The .S'nvr</-//ir I'fit.

1 or this lilm has been engaged an

natural modesty and iil>ilit\

whose histrionic powers nevertheless

enable her to represent with a woiuler-

ful simulation of truth the main

ring episodes in a pictorial c

Another life-story in preparation is

that of Mr. (!. K. Cm > 1 1 uios. It will

be found that in this lilm one of the

most entertaining set nes will be of the

future httrniteiir on tho pla\ ing-tieliis

of St. Paul's School, por>Utently kick-

ing the football towards the fOM of liis

O\MI side. II is reasons for -o doing -

and they are wonderfully convincing
will be made clour to I lie audience

between the pictures. In an ingenious

adaptation this life-story can be shown
on a sheet of ordinary si/.u.

K.I. h,-l has IMVII liin- 1 *). lv llu

iKnixlii-* Sli|x -iidiiirv fi-r uttfiu|>tiiiK t ' IVIIIOM-

It log of l.llllli flOlU UlC lull! <

I iff.

But for this timely punishment she

might ha\e cherished similar do

upon the Calf of Man.
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First Irrepressible (from the other platform). "WHAT HO, .CHARLEY? GOT A BIT o 1 LEAVE?" Second ditto (from this). "Yus."
First ditto. "WHEN YEB GOING BACK?" Second ditto. "TUESDAY MIDNIGHT IF IT'S FINE!"

THE EXPLANATION.
" I 'M certain there are fairies in this

house," I said, as I sat down at the
breakfast-table.

My hostess looked a little alarmed.

"My dear," she said, "you have
fairies on the brain. Where did you
see them? "

"I didn't see them," I said. "I
heard them."
Joan looked up again from the

elegantly-decorated pages of a Bond
Street catalogue.
She is a person who combines a

rather matter-of-fact temperament with
an attractively wistful manner; she also

has wide blue eyes and an appearance
of youthfulness so convincing that one
finds it quite difficult to associate her
with the multifarious responsibilities
of a large country-house, to say no-

thing of a four-years-old Pamela in the

nursery.
" Tell me what it was like," she said

;

this house is so old
; it is full of

noises."

"What it was like?" I repeated.
"Well, it's not very easy to describe.
It was like starlings in the early morn-
ing, and like fountains playing in the
sun, and like those tiny white clouds
when the sky is very blue."

"Clouds don't tnake a noise," said

Joan
;
"at least, not the tiny ones."

" And like cowbells far away on the

mountain-slopes," I continued, "and
like very, very good French chocolate,
and wild-rose buds."

"
Well, of all the extraordinary mix-

tures," said Joan
;

" I 'd like to know
what next."

" And like snow scrunching under

your shoes," I went on, becoming
more and more fascinated by the possi-
bilities of my subject,

" and like sweet-

peas and "
I hesitated for a mo-

ment, and my host, who had finished

his breakfast some time ago and had

apparently been deeply absorbed in his

paper, suddenly chimed in
" And like water round the prow of a

boat,'-' he said,
" and the smell of a

wood-fire and apples and good leather,
and like little bits of HEKRICK, and old

French dancing tunes, and
"

heglanced
across at his wife" blue ribbons."

I looked at Joan ; she didn't appear
to be wearing any blue ribbons, but she
smiled a little self-consciously.

" I think you 're both very silly," she
said ;

" and Dickie doesn't even know
what you 're talking about."
A dark form crossed the window.
"
Hullo, there 's Jordan," said Dickie.

" You '11 excuse me, won't you ? I want

to tell him about those new rose-

trees."

He walked across to the door, feeling
in his pocket for his tobacco-pouch as

he went, and presently we heard the

slight clatter of the sticks as he drew
one from the hall-stand.

" It 's perfectly ridiculous the way
Dickie fusses over that rose-garden,"
said Joan. "How does he think we
manage when he is in France ?

"

There was a moment's pause.
Then suddenly "There it is again,"

I said. " Didn't you hear it ?
"

Joan listened.

"That," she said, gazing at me
with astonished half-incredulous eyes,

"why, that's Pamela laughing."
E, F.

" OLD-ESTABLISHED country Newsagency
on Sale, with capital horse and oat

; illness

cause for selling." Provincial Paper.

It looks like a case of the last straw.

" An intelligent prisoner of the Gist Regi-
ment said

The weather has somewhat improved, and
his turned distinctly fresh." Scotsman.

We infer that the " surrender-drill
"

to which German soldiers are now
subjected includes the maxim, " When
asked an awkward question talk about
the weather."
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MBS. PARTINGTON OF POTSDAM.
["In the winter of 1824 there set in a great flood . . .; the tide rose to an incredible height; the waves rushed in upon

the houses
;
and everything was threatened with destruction. In the midst of this sublime storm Dame Partington, who lived

upon the beach, w;is seen at the door of her house . . . trundling her mop, squeezing out the sea-water and vigorously pushing

away the Atlantic Ocean . . . The Atlantic was roused; Mrs. Partingtan's spirit was up; but I need not tell you that the con-

test was unequal. The Atlantic beat Mrs. Partington." SroxKr Sumi.]
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THE FAMILY.
IT was pouring hard anil the dining-

room was dark and cold.
"
Only September," remarked the

daughter bitterly, and snapped on the

electric light.

They were mostly late that morning,
but finally collected round the table.

Five persons, the father, the mother,
the uncle, the aunt and the daughter.
The father, opening le'.ters, broke

the hungry silence.
" How much coal

do vou think we're allowed?" he
asked.

The uncle settled comfortably to his

porridge; liis coal allowance wasn't in

yet.
The mother eyed the father, kettle in

hand. " I knew we shouldn't get all

that coal," she said decidedly, "/ knew

they 'd never allow it. If they 'd

sent what you put in that paper
you had, wo 'd have had more
than we'd ever had in cur
lives!

"

The kettle clicked into its

place and the father prepared
his defence. " I never said

how much coal we should have.
Of course if you put state-

ments
"

" My dear," said the mother.
" I never put any statements

anywhere. You wrote it. You
ought to know. Of course it

was ridiculous even to have

supposed."
" I never did," retorted the

father.

Here the daughter remarked
with acerbity,

" A nice family
we shall be when it really is

cold."

The mother placed her heavy guns.
"
Well, suppose you tell us how much

coal we are allowed," she suggested.
The father shot off a tonnage so

minute as to silence effectually any
argument.

It was then that one discovered that
the aunt had been speaking for several

in here, or go in there and all eat
|

Germans here," she said and folded up
together.'' j

her table-napkin; "I shall get a warm
There was a pause. No one thought \ golf jersey."

the daughter worth arguing with. And then the mother and the daughter
Then the aunt murmured to herself, began discussing golf jerseys with the

' Jfow they would hate it !

'
'

aunt in a most amiable manner,
uncle wasThe democrat, but he

couldn't resist saying,
"
Well, I believe

she's right," referring to the daughter,
not because lie thought so, but because

the aunt had said that they would
hate it.

And the father and the uncle, warmed
with porridge, argued joyfully over the
war news.

Meanwhile, in the garden, the rain
had stopped, and suddenly the lawns
were bright. The sun had stepped out

The mother took an edging of butter, and flooded the morning.
" I shall begin economy from to-day,"

" Well if the sun will shine," mar-
she announced. "Elizabeth must do

|

mured the father to himself; and the
with one scuttle instead of three." -She I whole party rose and went into the

glanced scornfully round the table.
'

garden.
" It's well enough for you all to have

your little ideas," she remarked,
" I

shall have the dealing with it.''

"TO ASTTONISH THK WORLD.
Mr.

, spcakingt at the Cairn Line meet-
:

lf you're going to begin economy in K ;tt Newcastle to-day, said the resul of

America's colossal shipbuilding pro-
gramme was likely o astonish the
world." Kccniny Paper.

Mr. CLYNES' attention is hereby
called to the unequal distribu-

tion of " t."

THE STRENUOUS LIFE.

Y '

SEE, MOI, I JIST PUTS ONE OF 'JEM IN SOAK WHILE I GETS
ON WIV THE OTHER."

" Several of the Germans dropped,
but the remainder rushed on until

they were within fifteen years of the
little English force." Daily Paper.

This must have been in the

early days of the War.

"Mr. .J. H. Thomas, M.P., who
headed the ballet for a new parlia-

mentary committee of the Trade
Union Congress . . ."

Daily Express.

Is expected to lead them a

pretty dance.

Madame

was repeating some-minutes. She

thing to herself in a low tone. It

might have been the Catechism. " What
we must do," she murmured, "

is to

light the study fire and put out the
kitchen after lunch. No more gas fires

to dress by ; and we must wear warm
clothes. It doesn't matter if you wear
warm clothes, but we shan't be able to

have all the fires we 've had. I never
have had a fire in my bedroom, except
when I was ill. And then under protest,"
she added and bent over her bread-aud-
marmalade.
The daughter set her cup down de-

cidedly.
" It 's perfectly simple," she re-

marked. " We must bring the servant*

to-day," retorted the father,
"
why not

turn off the electric light ?
" He rose

and did so, and the tablecloth became
a shade paler.

" We must use wood," continued the

mother, "and besides I already have a

Who 's

There once was a

called TUSSAUD
Who loved the grand folk

Who so

That she made them in wax,
Both their fronts and their backs,

And asked no permission to do so.

plan-
But the aunt was again speaking.

" Gas fires," she observed,
" will

impossible, but hay-boxes
The uncle interrupted her. " What

we shall have to do," he observed

kindly but firmly,
"

is to read our gas-
meter every day."
The aunt took a piece of bread.

"Yes, I suppose so," she said, and
added,

"
if you can read a gas-meter. I

never could. I suppose they count the

heating and lighting in one."

The uncle cleared his throat authori-

tatively,
" I wish you would try and get

it into your head, my dear," he ob-

served,
" that they are not counted as

one."

But the aunt was not listening.

"Although Germany is suffering, she will

doubtless suffer a great deal more than many
|

of her enemies suppose before the demon which

"Anyhow it's better than having the
,

stand '.' DA\~I$.'

impelled her to this insane adventure is exer-

cised." Times.

Well, he is getting a good deal of exer-

cise just now walking backwards.

An adventurous youngster of Crediton

Took some pate dc fois gras and spread
it on
A chocolate biscuit,

And said,
"
Yes, I '11 risk it

;

"

On his tomb is the date that ho said

it on.

Telegram from Mr. DAVIS to the ALL-

HIGHEST :

" Hear you are gnashing and

grinding your teeth. Will my work
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Englishman. "Bur, HANO IT ALL

Frenchman. "OH, ZAT EKS ALL BIQHT, YES.

SCENE. Damaged Chdteau in France.

,
HOW D'YOU MANAGE TO PLAY WITH THESE BALLS? ALL THE BAME COLOUB AND so BPOT."

' "'You GET TO KNOW ZEM BY ZB SHAPE."

PHILOSOPHY FOR ADVERTISERS.

i.

'BEAUTY is Truth, Truth Beauty,"siugs
the poet,

" And that is all we need to know."
We know it.

Keep beautiful and lovers true you '11

find ;

Use Toggle's Powder and deceive man-
kind.

it.

" How low, how little are the proud,
How indigent the great,"

Whom chronic lack of cash has bowed
Down from their high estate.

But lot Fitzclarence bring content,

For he can ease their moan

By lending cash at five per cent.

On note of hand alone.

in.

" Ever let the fancy roam ;

Pleasure never is at home."
Do not sit and mope with Alice ;

Come and see our Picture Palace.

IV.

Doubt not, O Man, the hand of Provi-

dence
Because thou art not able to explain

The evils of the world, nor wonder
whence

We draw our sad inheritance of pain.

Consider rather how the gods provide
A natural relief for every ill ;

The nettle and the dock-loaf side by side,

The Christmas dinner and the Pink-

ney Pill.

v.

In opposites attraction lies, 'tis said ;

Since He is dark a blonde He '11 want
to wed ;

Then try Nobell's Peroxide for

hair ;

For ever will He love and Thou be fair.

'Tis not for youthful bloods to quaff
Our <;

very special
"
Port,

A brand that makes the butler laugh
And connoisseurs to snort.

But for your wealthy aunt 'twill make
A drink to suit her age ;

Minds innocent and quiet take

It for a "
Hermitage."

VII.

Achievement 's never equal to

The pleasure of pursuit ;

We long because it 's something new
To taste exotic fruit.

A subtle joy in life and art

From mysteries we gain ;

We worship with a joyful heart

That which we can't explain.

Enough. Where ignorance is bliss

'Tis folly to bo wise ;

So come and try our Sausages,

Explore our Babbit-pies.
"

"Captain and corporal of the same corps

(New Xcalanders) standing together in the

pulpit and sharing the same hymn-book in

the singing, were noticed at Hersham, near

\Valtou-on-Thames." Evcninj Xcict.

Rather a noticeable position.

"Scotland Yard states it is proposed to

apply for order for interment of Litvinoff and
his staff." Liverpool Echo.

But we are glad to learn that this

drastic proposal was not carried out.

It would have been a grave mistake.

An Irish Sinn Fein paper is greatly

annoyed at the recruiting activities of

Captain STEPHEN GWYXX, M.P. Ad-

mitting that he is a grandson of

WILLIAM SMITH O'BiuEN, the Irish

patriot, it finds consolation in the fact

that he is only
" a grandson by

marriage."
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"OH, YES, M.VIElt,. WE HAD A POSH TIME OF IT 1)O\VS IHEKE."

'WHATEVEB DO YOU MEAJJ BY 'POSH,' GEHALD?"
"DON'T YOU KSOW? IT'S SLANG FOB 'SWISH'!"

WHO WEOTE DICKENS?
Meteor," April 1, 2218.

THE large numbei1 of aeroplanes

parked on the roof of the Charles

Chaplin Literary Institute last evening
testified to the widespread popular
interest in the Gladstonian theory. For
more than two hours the audience

listened with unabated attention to

Professor Theophilus Linkhorn, -whose
latest discoveries have shed so much
light on the Dickens-Gladstone con-

troversy.
" For many years," he said,

" students of DICKENS had felt that the

famous novels could not have sprung
from the mind of the humble, unedu-
cated employee of a blacking factory,
but the question was, Who did write
them ? Then came the President of

Bryan University with his theory of

Gladstonian authorship. GLADSTONE,
he was able to show, was a contem-

porary of DICKKNS, who flourished in

the reign of QUEEN VICTOBIA, some

years before the world war which re-

sulted in the obliteration of Germany.
He was a statesman, a scholar and a

writer of serious philosophical works.

His office of Prime Minister imposed
on him the necessity of a consistently

dignified demeanour, with which the

role of a writer of sensational fiction

would scarcely accord. So he devised

the plan of writing the novels and

persuading the rising young reporter,
CHARLES DICKENS, to stand sponsor for

his efforts.
" It was a fascinating theory," con-

tinued Professor Liukhorn,
" but some-

thing more than speculation seemed to

be required. This was supplied most

fortunately by the original research

undertaken recently by the faculty of

the Charles Cliaplin Literary Institute,

founded by the celebrated twentieth-,

century actor and savant who be-

queathed an immense fund for historico-

literary investigation. Thus we have'

the solution of the mysterious Murd-
stone letter

'

written to CHAPMAN AND

j

HALL, the publishers, concerning the

: use of the name for one of the charae-

I

ters in David Copperfield. This letter

!
had been carefully preserved in the

i St. Andrew Carnegie Library. GLAD-

STONE'S first intention, evidently, had
been to call this character '

Mirthstone,'
or glad stone, but his publishers objected
to the device as too transparent, and
so we find him replying in these words :

'

Very well ; then Murdstone let it

be.' But the most ingenious device

of GLADSTONE'S, perhaps, was his use

of his initials in the case of
' the lite-

rary man with a wooden leg,' Silas

Wegr/. Here boldly we have the initials

in full in their regular order, W.E.G.,
with an extra G for good measure.''

The Professor then alluded to the

subject of the Ivy Green cipher, which
he had the honour of discovering in the

Pickwick Papers.
" Scholars had long

been puzzled by the insertion of a

poem of three stanzas in this hook.

The ostensible excuse for its introduc-

tion was its recitation at an evening

party at Manor Farm, Dingley Dell, by
the aged clergyman of the place, name
not given, who posed us its author.

But the poem has no connection with

the story. Why, then, students formerly
wondered, was it interpolated in this

lirst long story of DICKENS ?
"

By way
of anuwer Professor Linkhorn wrote

the first five lines on the blackboard :

'

Oh, a dainty plant is the Ivy green,
That crcepcth o'er ruins old !

Of right choice food are his meal-* I ween,
In his cell so lone and cold.

The wall must be crumbled, the stone

decayed ..."

The Professor then requested his audi-

tors to take their pencils and write

down the first letter of the first line's

last word, the second letter of the

second line's last word, the third letter

of the third line's third word from the

last (a not uncommon variant in ciphers
of this character), and the fourth letter

of the fourth line's last word. These
four letters spell

" Glad." Then he in-

vited his hearers to glance along the

nest line for the word to form the

second syllable of a proper name. The
next to the last word is

" stone."

The noise from the electric applause
machine, operated by thought waves
from the audience, demonstrated virtu-

ally unanimous acceptance of the

Professor's theory, and not a few per-
sons resolved to perform a tardy act of

justice by having their editions of

DICKKNS rebound and the mimo of

GLADSTONE substituted as author in

letters of old.

The Irreducible Minimum.
"The wages payable for employment in

summer of male workmen in agriculture shall

lie not less than wngis at the following

j

minimum rales, that, is to say : For male
workmen, of 14 and under 15 years of age, 1 Is.

f: r 54 years." Cambrian Ncics.

Just over three-pence per annum ;
it

can't be called excessive.
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TKAGEDY IN MILITARY 1.1 IK.

DlSAl'I'KAIlAM I) (IF T\\<> i' \MOU8
SlSTKKS.

"I DON'T like it a bit," lie said,

"iil'li-r all these years." And his great
: round face seemed lo dwindle.

-\Yliy not,'.'

"
I inquired. "Tliero's

no indignily in it. Other nations have
dono it for years our ally France, for

example."
"
No," said my grandfather's clock

for it was ho with \vliom I was talking
"I don't like it. I like the old ways.

novelty. And I tell you there are

others who are furious about it as well."
" Who'.'" I asked.

'The two Kmmas," he replied.

y 're rah'

"The two Emmas!" 1 repeated

thinking naturally first of VIOI.KT LOU-
AIM: of Bingnampfeoa and wondering
who the other could be. Not NHLSON'S

Lady HAMILTON ? Not the Emma who
years ago was told to " whoa "

?

"Who are these ladies?" I asked

again.
"The two Emmas," replied my

grandfather's clock,
" are ' Ack Emina '

(also known as ' Auntie Meridian') and

'Pip Emma,' the slang for which is

'Post Meridian,' who, if this twenty-four
hour system becomes universal, will

simply be done in. Their occupation
will be gone. Like other old soldiers

they '11 fade away. Isn't that a dis-
'

aster? We never like it, you know,
when we're superannuated, shelved,

lidded; and that's what's happening
to those poor girls !

"

"Well," was all I could say, "if

needs be they must. These are change-
able times."

"
Exactly what I complain of," re-

|

torted my grandfather's clock. "Butj
why make innovations gratuitously ? >

For centuries wo have had A.M. and
P.M., twelve o'clock noon and twelve
o'clock midnight. Why suddenly abol-

ish the old sensible rule? It isn't as
if Dora was concerned."

" You never know," I replied,
" where

Dora is concerned. Maybe it 's her !

doing entirely."
"If so," said the clock, "it's sheer

unreasonableness. Pure feminine jeal-

ousy of the two Emmas. No, there's

no sense in it. And look how it will

upset life. Five - o'clock tea what

meaning will that have now ? You.
will have to talk about seventeen-o'clock

tea. Invitations to lunch at half-past
one, old style, will now run,

' Meet me
at the Fritz at double-0-thirty,' like a

telephone number. It's a hard thing
when the time of day resembles tele- I

phone numbers !

"

He was very cross, as I could tell by
his quivering hands.

THE FARMER AND THE NEW FARM-LABOURER.

THIBD WEEK. FOUUTU WEUK.

" And think of the good seasoned

phrases that will go," he pursued.
" ' Like one o" clock

'

vanishes for ever, i

There 'a no one o'clock now ; there 's

only double - - one - or one - three

double-0."
" You take it too seriously," I said.

" You '11 be no worse off personally.
You '11 simply go on ticking away just
as usual. It 's we who will have to

learn the new way."
" And it 's the absolute death of mid-

night," iny grandfather's clock went
on. "Midnight, strictly speaking, under i

this new and absurd rule is O-double-0-0.

But no one is to uae it. They have got
to say either 2359, which is one minute

before, or O-double-0-one, which is one
minute after. Just think of a world

without a midnight the old witching
hour when one day died and another

day was born, and things happened.
What will ghosts do?

"

Again his hands shook.
" And those two poor desolate sisters,"

he resumed " those homeless Eminas
. I can't bear to think of them turned

out into the cold."

I did all I could to cheer him but in

vain.

"I've hoard all you've urged," ho

remarked, "and I come back to what
I said at first : I don't like it. I shall

join the fashion ami go on strike."

And he did. It was six o'clock in the

afternoon, and ho struck eighteen steady

implacable strokes beyond the power
even of Mr. (JOMPKIIS to conciliate.
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BUNNY'S BURDEN.

HARVEST, 1918.

OF all the rude rustic's detestable habits

There is none that I know more deserving of scorn

Than his barbarous custom of chasing us rabbits

Who hide in that last little strip of the corn.

Ah ! many 's the mix-up and many the melee

In which I have played an invidious part,
With farmer and ploughman and sheaf and shillelagh

All adding a beat to the beat of my heart :

Though in those days, I own, with a soupqon of cunning
And a llavour of luck one might often got clear,

For a farmer 's a fool to a rabbit at running,
And a ploughman 's as slow as a barrel of beer.

;

But to-day we must face a more ominous question
In solving the problem of how to get out,

For the whole harvest field is a seething congestion
Of brains academic and tricks of the scout.

All the talent is here all the great and the lesser,

The proud and the humble, the stout and the slim,
The Second Form boy and the aged professor,
Grade Three and the hero in want of a limb.

From all sides they gather, the saint and the sinner,
The child from his cradle, the grandfather grey,

And none but would gladly have rabbit for dinner,
That is, if it happened to fall in his way.

And each new arrival has brought a new terror;
You move, and a constable holds up his hand ;

Those boys out of school, they can run, and no error,
And who has an eye like the girl on the land ?

The art of pursuit is reduced to a science
When coolness and culture combine to pursue ;

Schoolmaster and scout in unholy alliance

Are banded to beat us so what can we do ?

Instead of dull yokels with crossings and wrangles
And ruminant rustics on faltering feet,

We 've mathematicians appraising the angles
And telling where runner and rabbit should meet.

With a staff so adroit and an army so thorough
I fear we are fighting a losing campaign,

Believe me if ever I get to my burrow
There 's nought will induce me to leave it again.===== W. H. O.

" BIRTHS.
Box September 8, at 5, Aubrey Street, the wife of Rifleman W. A.

Box (Nellie Lloyd), of a son (both well).
Cox September 13, at 42, Nicauder Road, to the wife of Edgar G.

Cox (of Sierra Leone, West Africa), a son (Flossie Ackerley)."
Liverpool Post and Mercury.

When a similar concatenation appeared in an Antipodean
paper a few months ago we remarked, "And Box and Cox
are satisfied." But apparently they weren't.

A propos of the engagement of Prince EUPPRECHT OF
BAVAKIA to Princess ANTONIA OF LUXEMBURG :

' But when one reflects that the bride does not number 19 summers
and that her betrothed is about 50, and a widower with a son to
root, one must assume that love itself cannot serve as an' excuse for
this alliance." Daily Mail.

Possibly the bride-elect calculates that as the PRINCE has
a son to boot she may escape kicking.

A COCOA MYSTERY.
" AT five minutes to eleven," said Lisbeth dramatically

" I put Sister's cup of cocoa on that table and went back to
the 'kitchen to get her a couple of biscuits. I returned at
two minutes to the hour to find the cup empty. Who stole
Sister's cocoa ?

"

News of tiie theft spread through our V.A.D. hospital
rapidly, for hitherto Sister's eleven-o'clock cocoa had been
sacred. The staff pleaded not guilty, and Lisbeth, who is a

major or something similarly gigantic in the Girl Guides,
announced her intention of discovering the culprit no
matter what the cost in time, and as Lisbeth has three

badges for Observation, Penetration and Perseverance, we
admitted that she must be our Sherlock Holmes whilst we
acted as her Watsons.

" If the staff is innocent then it is obvious that the thief

is one of the patients," she said, rolling her eyes in order to

impress upon her audience the fact that she was thinking
deeply. "I will make inquiries amongst the men."
Who stole Sister's cocoa ? Lisbeth's slogan echoed

through the hospital until we began to repeat it ourselves

mechanically. As I had to do the detective's hospital work
as well as my own I was anxious for her speedy triumph,
but it was only five minutes before we were due to stop
work for the day that Lisbeth, bubbling over with excite-

ment, whispered to me that the stout little man whose bed
was nearest the door was the thief.

" I 'in sure there 's a cocoa stain on his sleeve," she said;
" I want you to come with me when I denounce him to his
face. He only arrived this morning and we must be firm."
The suspect was sitting alone in the somewhat attenuated

conservatory when Lisbeth and I entered, and he rose to his
feet uneasily when he saw us. Emboldened by his con-
fusion Lisbeth came to the point with embarrassing prompt-
ness and candour.

" I believe you stole Sister's cocoa," she said severely.
Ho looked down at his boots and then up at us.

"Well, wot if I did?" lie asked defiantly. "You
shouldn't have left it where 'd I 'd he sure to see it."

"But you get plenty to eat and drink," said Lisbeth,
" and

" Drink?
"
he said scornfully, "D'ye mean that you think

I 'd drink cocoa ?" His face became purple.
" I hate cocoa

I 've hated it all my life. The sight of it drives me
crazy. It was bad enough afore I joined the army, but
since then

' He pressed his hands to his face and
groaned.

" When I see a cup of cocoa I lose me head. I
want to dance on it with both feet."

"But why?"
"Haven't I got the best of reasons?" he cried, and I

really thought his wounds must have affected his head.
" You don't know what I 've suffered through cocoa. Wot
with chaps tryin' to borrow money and callin' me stingy
when I 'adn't the price of a fag for meself

; wot with
cheap jokes and invitations to temperance meetin's, I tell

ye, Miss, the moment I comes upon that cup of cocoa I

empties it out of the window. I would have sent the cup
and saucer after it but I felt that they hadn't done me no
harm."

" I 'in sorry, but I must report you," said Lisbeth magis-
terially.

" It is a very serious offence to tamper with
Sister's cocoa. What is your name ?

"

The culprit's eyes blazed defiance.
"
Cadbury, Miss," he answered.

An Easy Place.

"HOUSE-PARLOURMAID Wanted. Small house and family. Out
every Sunday and week-day." Bucks Free Press.
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Harold (to Sprtiat. who hat retigned). "SHALL WK HAVE ANY MORE AIR-RAIDS, FATHER?"

l''llt)ier. "MY BOY, NOW I'VE RESIGNED AXYTHIXt: HAY ll.ll'PKS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

MB. JEFFERY FARNOL still treads the broad highway of

popular success. It has now brought him inevitably to the

pleasant domain of costume-comedy, where dwells, amid

every circumstance of the aptly picturesque, that type and

pattern of all such heroines, Our Admirable Betty (SAMPSON
Low). Really, I rather wonder if I need give you any
more of her story than its title. We find the fair dame in

act to rejuvenate by flirtation one Major John D'Arcy, her

neighbour, a retired soldier, who, having renounced the sex

in lavour of literary composition, very naturally finds the

leading lady looking over his garden wall in the second

chapter. Shall I add that, for purposes of broad-comedy
relief, the Major has a soldier servant, so that while the

master is courting in the parlour . . . ? Mr. FARNOL has

even been so complete as to endow his heroine with a

fugitive brother, of striking family resemblance to herself,

who (fulfilling thereby his almost painfully obvious duty)
first embraces' his sister in such clandestine style as to

persuade the eavesdropping hero that he is supplanted,
and then, falling back upon the family likeness but no, I

refuse to imagine that there exists any reader so dull as not

to have anticipated the purpose of that. You will by now
have gathered that the admirability of Betty urges her no-

where beyond the confines of the expected ;
but since this

was (I suppose) her author's intention I have only to

felicitate him upon a heroine whose profoundly trustworthy
character should, and doubtless will, endear her to a

thousand libraries.

Mr. Stanley G. Fulton is an American millionaire.

He is sick and tired of his money and appears to have

exhausted all the usual methods of spending it. Moreover
he is fifty-two years old and a bachelor and does not know
to whom he can leave his riches, having only three rela-

tions (cousins) in the world, and knowing nothing of them

beyond the mere fact of their existence in the township of

Hillerton. The matter presses, for the millionaire's diges-

tion is so far gone that he is reduced to one dietetic biscuit

a day. What is he to do? Happy thought! He will

arrange to convey to each of the cousins one hundred

thousand dollars and will himself go and live at Hillerton

in disguise beard, 'blue spectacles and name of John Smith
in order to watch how the cousins behave when the

golden shower descends upon them. His ostensible reason

for being in Hillerton is the compilation of a history of the

Blaisdell family, to which the millionaire and the cousins

belong. Mr. Fulton himself disappears into the South

American jungle, and in due time the money gets to work.

This is the scheme of Oh, Money I Money I (CONSTABLE),
and in working-it out ELEANOR H. POHTKR shows consider-

able skill in placing her characters and a nice sense of fun.

Indeed she creates quite a DICKENS atmosphere, and in

particular introduces her readers to Poor Maggie, who has

to devote herself to an extraordinarily disagreeable father.

In fact she is an American replica of Little Dorrit. Even-

tually Poor Maygie, though she is no relative of the Blais-

dclls, wins the gros lot, the millionaire himself. I can

truthfully add that this story is thoroughly wholesome and

ingenuous, and in saying this my strong intention is not to

depreciate but to praise.

It would be interesting to know at what date in the

world's history the comedy of mistaken identity first made
its appearance. Probably, I fancy, as soon as there were

sufficient inhabitants to provide two confusably alike. And
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the same old situation has ever since been pursuing its
|
thought remarkable in wearin

triumphant course down the ages, my respect is the greater
for Mr. II. DE VERB STACFOOLE, who has shown how fresh

and entertaining a plot it can furnish even now in artistic

hands. Briefly, 1 hail The Man Who Lost Himself (IIui'CHiN-

SON) as one of the hest resemblance-hooks I have met. I

know exactly what I personally want in a tale of this kind.

A poor hut ingenious hero (Mr. SxArroor/E gives me an

American stranded at the Savoy Hotel with an unpayable

weather at sea. Admiral Sir
;
a black frock-coat in heavy
CYPRIAN BRIDGE is one of

them not that he ever did such things himself and in
the earlier pages of Some Recollections (MURRAY) he has
brought together stories of the Navy sixty years ago that
make one expect at every turn to meet again our immortal
Midshipman Easy. Indeed who else can the unknown
officer have been who at a masked ball tied the devil's tail

to the bannisters with such dire results, or who taught an
bill) mistaken for a twin image of small ability but un- Australian native his only English speech "It's wrong
limited wealth and social prestige (here we get an Earl; to swear

"
full in the face of an irate second mate ? By

good enough, perhaps; though I should have preferred a most modest autobiographical thread Admiral BRIDGE
Iloyalty, if Zenda had not, I suppose, rendered this im- leads to later chapters full of the romance and glamour of

possible). Anyhow, what I most admired about the present the Pacific. He claims to hold a record by reason of the
version was its air of convincing logic, even now and then number of islands on which he has landed, and he has
its dash of serious psychology, which lifted the whole thing seized every chance of now experience, from mountaineering
so high that it became almost credible. Perhaps Mr. with Dr. CHALMERS to dancing or did he only witness?
STACTOOLE'S hero succeeds a shade too easily ; but his a native corroboree. Through the whole book, disconnected

triumphs, in reversing the follies of the man whose place
|

and unequal though it may be, there is a dash of the salt
he has taken, are excellent fun. As you know, however, j perhaps it is the quiet tallncss of some of the yarns that

does it that makes it

sure of a welcome from

every boy, young or

old, who would like to

there are always two

great tests for this par-
'

ticular intrigue what
to do with the heroine, ;

and how to end it.

Without spoiling your
'

enjoyment by any pre-
mature revelation I can
assure you that it is

precisely in his treat-

ment of these two pro-
blems that Mr. STAC-
POOLK has consolidated

a very notable success.

Pro,
AWAY

ofessor (surprised u-liilc bathing lij a aicnlc party, tuddcnJii
I I 'M A DRYAD."

The Remembered Kiss

(HODDER AND STOUGH-

TON), by EUJIY AYHES, i

is the feuilletonic his-

tory of Lorna Peterson,
a sentimental little idiot

(I may have got this

wrong) who meets her
Patrick (a very hand-
some spendthrift Irish

gentleman and something of a Sinn Feiher in the matter of

love) in her aunt's house during a thunderstorm. He came in
the Baffles manner, but less well dressed and more furtively,
to steal her aunt's diamonds. He remained to steal only a
kiss from Lorna. This I think was the remembered kiss.
There were others. For Lorna' s aunt made a will whereby
she was to have half a fortune if she married a certain Mr.
Loughland, and he the other half. Naturally, Mr. Louijhland
turned out to be the amateur burglar, and naturally he
didn't remember bar or the kiss either, being a hasty kisser,
and naturally each assumed the other to be after the money
in a marriage of great convenience. Lorna having un-
wittingly betrayed the secret of her heart under the influ-
ence of a blow on the head from some falling stage scenery,
Patrick falls really in love. And all is well until Lorna
discovers that she has made the unpardonable betrayal and
assumes that Patrick is play-acting, and behaves like a
perfect little cat. Do people in real life and love mind so

very much when they unwittingly betray the secrets of their
hearts? But then this doesn't pretend to be real life.

Some of our sailors still remember, it seems, the good old

days when the Captain of a man-of-war could have all the
ship's boys caned daily on general principles and was not

war.

losing

a sailor.

Mr. W. J. DAWSON, in

The Father of a Soldier

(LANE), lays his heart

upon the table, and to
'

dissect it is not alto-

gether a pleasant opera-
tion. Quite frankly he
teKs us how in 1914 he

fought vigorously to

persuade himself that
the War was no con-

cern of his sons. In

England such a fight
would have ended al-

most as soon as it be-

gan, but the DAWSONS
were living in America,
and in those days
America was far from

Nevertheless Mr. DAWSON knew that his was a

battle, and the value of this book lies largely in

'Go

and from acquiescence
was, in short, a just

the way in which he describes the change in his feelings
from opposition to acquiescence,
to whole-hearted agreement. It

war, and it was the duty of his sons to take part in it." It

is unnecessary to tell those who know Mr. DAWSON'S work
that both in style and psychology this confession (if so I

may.call it) is blameless. Where I feel a little inclined to
fall foul of him is in publishing such an extremely intimate
book. But, at any rate, it is a fine tribute to his sons, and

especially to Mr. CONINGSHY DAWSON.

"Nnw BRITISH OBSERVATION BALLOON.
. . . The observers operate from a car suspended by ropes from Uie

balloon, and communicate with the ground by telephone, flags, or

heliotropes." Canadian Paper.

So now you know how messages are scent.

A Prima-Facie Excuse.

Letter received by a School Attendance Officer :

" DEAR Sm, The Rcasion Rosie dident come to school on fnday
Rosic was very Bad with faceache do not Punish her as It was quite
by axident Rosie was at home with her faee."
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CHARIVARIA.
" IN what particular manner," writes

Colonel llEi'iNuTON,
"

tlio War Cabinet

should meet the vital need of armies

in France is their business and not

mine." Our mistake, of course.

" Aim: Oc( ri'ir.o." A dear old lady,

after reading this headline, writes to

say that in such a sweeping victory
she had expected more ground to be

captured from the Turks.
:[:

Dr. CATTERY, of Now York, is of the

opinion that we should all live much

longer if we ate one meal a day
instead of three. As a young
man of twenty he adopted this

plan and has lived ever since.

The important secret treaty
between the KAISKR and Allah

which was found in General

IJIMAN VON SANDERS' baggage
is now declared to be a forgery.

!

Smart society, writes a cor- 1

respondent, is busy trying to
:

probe the identity of the anony-
mous nobleman who has in-

structed Messrs. CHRISTIE to

sell by auction a superb set of

six perfectly matched Cox's

Oranges. * :

"There is little likelihood,"

says a Dublin paper,
" of the

business of the Irish party being

disposed of in one day." In

some quarters it is thought that

election-day (if, and when, it

comes) will dispose of it nicely.
:|: :;:

While motoring in Constant-

inople ENVEB BEY collided with

an electric tram. Soon after,

by a strange coincidence, something

humped into his friend DJEMIL PASHA.

A Turkish soldier, it is reported, has
j

been sighted on the road to Damascus.
He was disguised as a gazelle.

Wine-drinkers in the Upper Bhine

valley, according to the German Press,

have struck against the high prices

charged for their favourite beverage.

Simultaneously we are informed that

Count EEVENTLOW has abandoned his

daily draught of blood on the ground
of expense. ... ,

;

.

Twcuty - live thousand butterflies

have been destroyed by Dover school-

children. Many more were driven

down out of control.
* *

:|t

Mi-. JOHN McCoRMACK, the famous

tenor, is now a cook in the U.S. Army,
'/Vic- Daily Chronicle. His inter-

pretation of "Dixieland" is said to be

peculiarly pathetic.

An escaped German arrested in the

early hours of the morning at Wands-
worth is said to have given the game
away by saying that ho was a burglar

going off duty.

" A supply of excellent fuel," writes

somebody in The Jhiili/ Mail, "could
be obtained by grubbing up the stumps
of trees which have been cut down."
For full directions see the FUEL CON-

"I TELL SEH, CIIUM, T11BBE AIN'T SEVER BKi:N A WAR
LIKK THIS OXE SOT EVEN IN HISTORY."

THOLLER'S pamphlet, Half-Hours irith

the Trou-el. ... ...

A Dublin woman has been sent to

prison for pouring paraffin oil over hoi-

husband. We are pleased to note that

the authorities take a very serious view

of the matter, especially with parallin

at such a price. '

:?

'

Writing in the Tiirjliclui Eiindschau

a correspondent points out that Ad-

miral SCHEER is personally acquainted
with the Fleet. We have always main-

tained that this is an advantage for

any admiral. # .-.

" Varnished wall-paper," says a home

Journal, "can be cleaned by washing it

with soap-aud-water." This is much
better than peeling it off and sending
it to the laundry.

Mi. (\. K. (.'iu..vii:uTOX, we are told,

is in Ireland studying local conditions.

There is a rumour that Tin: I

.!/';/"( has secured the exclusive

rights to all photographs showing
Mr. CIIKHTEUTON riding in a jaunting-
car.

The Director of the Paris Opera
House announces that ho lias secured

the world's greatest actor. Several of

Uio world's greatest actors now in

London have written to say that they
know nothing of this engagement.

" It is the young men holers, stone-

headers, rippers
who must he

sent back if yon want more

coal," writes "Colliery Mana-

ger." Ho seems to want the

whole army. ., *
3

With reference to the

; ment that the wedding of Mr.

GEORGE GRAVES was a quiet

,

affair, it now appears that Mr.

GRAVES had offered to go quietly.

The authorities are warning
the public against the bogus

coal-inspector, while several rail-

way-strikers are said to be mas-
'

queradingasdecent Englishmen.
***

A bargee in reported to have
: earned over 700 last year. It

works out at nearly 1 \d. a swear.
* *

A chicken with four legs has

just been killed at Aylsham. But

surely it wasn't the chicken's

fault. .
.

A rumour was current in the

City last week to the effect that

a man living at Stoke Newington
had just completed the filling-

iu of his coal-rationing form.

Q,uis Custodiet 1

From an L.C.C. Education Office

circular :

"A stamped addressed envelope to whom
tickets are to bo sent should be attached to

this form.''

;
There was a young man from Porth-

cawl
Who appeared to know nothing at all;

He was weak in his wits,

And was subject to fits

He's a Minister now in Whitehall.

" In answer to a jiidyiiwn, witness said tho

'

dog was in the other sitting-room fastened to

the furniture." Daily Dispatch.

Every punchman who has been askec

denies having lashed Toby to the

I

furniture.

VOL. CLV.
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WILLIAM'S JUNIOR PARTNERS.
THE SULTAN OF TURKEY

(to FEXDII', who is on a visit front Vienna to Jiis own
capital).

I CANNOT say how pleased I am to think

That you will soon be once more in the pink.
Believe me, I was absolutely stunned

By the report that you were moribund.
What will the Holy Compact do, I said,

If one so brave should join the Mighty Dead?
How will Vienna bear the awful drought
If such a fount of joy should peter out ?

But, when I heard that you were out of pain
And taking nourishment, I breathed again.
Allah revives the gaiety of nations,
For which accept, my true felicitations!

FERDIE.

I thank you. I am still among
1 the quick,

But, as regards my soul, am deadly sick.

It is indeed a cruel blow of fate

That lack of strength (I 've lost a lot of weight)
Precludes my being on the spot to curb
The rude ambitions of the rampant Serb ;

That, should the British foe extend the area
Of their intrusion into my Bulgaria,
I must regretfully curtail my visit

Not very pleasant for a monarch, is it?

I curse the chance that will not let 'me wield
The sword of CAESAR on the stricken field,

And through my convalescent nose I neigh,
Like to a wounded war-horse, for the fray.

SULTAN. .

You have my sympathy. I too would fain

Have done a tilt on Armageddon's plain,
And spurred my camel on to cut the cordon
That gives my men the jumps each side the Jordan;
But, as a Sultan, here I have to stick,

Being, by tradition, permanently "sick."
Yet there are consolations for a crock
In seeing ENVER take this nasty knock
ENVER, the loathed, who did the dirty deal
That put my Faithful under WILLIAM'S heel.

FEBDIE.

You shock me. Junior Partners can't afford
'

To speak so loosely of the All-High Lord.
Have you considered what he's like to say
About my troops and yours who run away?

SULTAN.
A fig for WILLIAM! We who run may read
How fast he also lately ran at need

;

May read between the Lines how hard he 's pressed
Siegfried and Wotan, Kriemhild and the rest,
The whole damned catalogue of WAGNER'S Ring,
Waiting the final curtain's fall next Spring.
Don't let the Prussian Eagle scare you, FEUD;
I laugh inside at that decrepit bird;
His tail is docked

; his eye is waxing dim ;

He can't think worse of me than I of him. 0. S.

From an official advertisement :

"WHEREAS the Governor-General in Council is of opinion that
yellow Bar Soap can be utilised in connection with the prosecution
of the present war . . ."Times of India.

We cannot imagine how his Excellency finds time to think-
out these things.

MISTAKES OF THE WAR.
Eapporley had been home but a fortnight before, and it

was with some surprise therefore that, as I moved along the

towpath, I became aware of his khaki-clad figure in its

accustomed place upon a fallen tree. The butt of his rod
rested upon the river-hank at his feet

; his float lay peace-
fully upon the bosom of the stream

; while Eapperley, gazing
contemplatively across the grey waters, pulled at an ancient
and very foul pipe. I sat myself beside him, for the risk of

frightening away a fish was inconsiderable, and awaited his
comments. I had not long to wait.

".There 's been a lot o' big mistakes in this war," he said.

"There have," said I.
"
Big mistakes," he repeated.

" On both sides, mind you ;

not only on our side. The Iluns have made big mistakes
too. The War itself was their biggest one, of course. And,
second to that, this here frightfulness. If they hadn't been

frightful they 'd like as not have won before now." He
shook his head wisely.

" These Pacifist blokes might have
succeeded in kidding the people that the Hun was a perfect
little gentleman, and we 'd have had a peace them to keep
Antwerp in exchange for returning all the German waiters
to us. or something o' that sort. "Stead o' .which," he

laughed quietly, his eye on the float, "you wait, Fritzy,
old man ; you shall have a peace all right, don't you worry.
"But we've made big mistakes, of course," he resumed

after a minute. "Not so big as that, but big. If we
hadn't made one only yesterday I shouldn't be sitting here
at this very minute. You see, Sir, I went sick yesterday
morning with a slight indisposition. Pains in the inside;
sort o' cold. ' M. and D,' says the Doctor medicine and
duty ; pops it down on his sheet, and out I goes. About
an hour afterwards, when my inside was feeling comfort-
abler and I was just wondering how I could get out of the
medicine, I was sent for to the Orderly Eoom.

" ' You 've leave for three weeks, and here 's your pass,'
says the Sergeant-Major.

" I didn't say a word
; just looked at him stupid-like and

came over all of a perspiration. Then he turns round to
look at something and I sees the M.O.'s sheet lying on the
desk. The top name was that of a bloke what was just out
of hospital and was marked for three weeks' leave. Then
came my name, and I sees that my

' M. and D.' looked as
if it had slipped down the paper, and there was a bit of a
flourish which might have been took for a bracket joining
me in with the three weeks' leave.

" ' This is a very peculiar affair,' thinks I
; and then

the Sergeant-Major says,
' The train goes at 11.15,' and 1

was outside and making for my quarters at the double."

Eapperley took up his rod and had re- baited his hook-
before he spoke again.

" As soon as we were in the train I sees clearly that I
must stay out my three weeks' pass. As I says to this

hospital bloke, 'If I go back before my time it '11 show up
the Sergeant-Major or the M.O. and get 'em into trouble.'

"

"Yes," I said. "But if you had pointed it out at
the time. . . ."

A slow smile spread itself over Eapperley's features.
" There 's been some big mistakes made in this war, as

I was saying, Sir," he said
;

" but me pointing it out at the
time ain't one of them."

"Some evil disposed person, recently, illegally entered the dwelling
house of Mr. during his absence and stole from thence One
Hundred Pounds sterling (which he had secreted in his bed-mattress)
and other articles of value. To date, the thief is unknown. 'What a
loss ! Ho has our sympathy." West African Paper.

This condonation of crime distresses us.
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AUTUMN FASHIONS.

THE TURKEY (to the Bulgar Fox, as they enter the Presence). "IT'S ALL RIGHT HE'S NOT

WEARING ONE HIMSELF."
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THE ABSENT-MINDED OFFICER AND THE COWS THAT "EYES LEFTED.'

LETTERS OF A BOY SCOUT.

v.

DEAR UNCLE, I wish you could

come here as I am at present under
a cloud with no pocket money. You
see the pater had seen in the paper
about rolling clay and coal dust into

balls about the size of a baby's head
and saving coal, which is silly because

baby's heads are all sizes. Our garden
is all clay which is good for roses, and
our coal is all dust, which the pater

says is good for the coal merchant.
So he asked if our petrol could come
round and do war work by making clay
and coal dust balls, and if we made
enough he would buy a second-hand

bugel for the petrol.
So Belfitt said we must take it on,

as his motto is
" Get money for the

petrol honestly if you can but by work-

ing if you can't." We made hundreds
of clay balls about the size of a fat

baby's head, and Belfitt was sitting on
the wall and saw an erand boy idoling
in wartime which made him so angry
that he threw three balls at him. And
the erand boy lost his temper and got
more idol boys and they threw stones

and in self-defense we had to use all

I

the clay balls. It was a great fight,
but the pater says it will take my
pocket money for two years to pay for

windows broken at present prices, be-

sides the top hat which belonged to an
old gentleman who saw the fight and
ran up saying

" Is there not enough
blood-shed on the battlefield ?

"
and

misteriously got four clay balls on his

hat and used awful language like a

conshieutious objector.
Belfitt has an idea about moberlising

us all in a hurry. One of us runs to all

our houses, rings the bell three times,
and without waiting for an answer

goes off. And last night Unwin's pater

|

met me in their garden and said that

he had been looking for hell runaways
for weeks, and without listening boxed

my ears which was an insult to Scout
uniform. Belfitt says that out of con-

sideration for Unwin's feelings he will

do nothing at present, but when the

invasion comes Unwin's pater will be
left to be massacreed. Only we don't

tell Uuwin this because of family afec-

tion though he hasn't much for he said

to me " Our old man 's a holy terror."

I went back to school on Monday
but I cannot fix my mind 'on work
because I am trubbled about pocket

money, not being able to give to hos-

pitals for wounded heros like yourself,
or missions. What would you do
under the circs ? Belfitt says that you
ought to register your reply because

so many valuable letters get lost in

the post.
Belfitt says that the horrid shadow

of peace is storking over.the land, but
I have not seen it myself. I hope not

for your sake for if the war goes on
and you got a wound in your other

leg it might shorten both the same
and keep you from getting lame.

Your loving Nephew, JIM.

A Strong Combination.
' ' The sugar shortage and the shortage of

sugar have combined to bring about an in-

creased interest in bee-keeping."
Kirkintilloch Herald.

"I am not thinking now of such gallant,

though costly, operations as were recently
carried out at Zeebrugge and Osteiid. They
were very spectacular, but you remember
that saying of Napoleon's

' C'est magniflque,
mais ce n'est pas la guerre.

1 "

Mr. BoiioMf.JSY in " The Sunday Pictorial."

Followed, as you remember equally

well, by his notorious epigram,
"
Veni,

vidi, vici"
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THE ROMANCE OF PLACE-NAMES.

["Many of the naiiii-s now glTOU I-

in thr batlli: ;irea will survive the \v.o
"

(Itiiihi

/'</yT). 'I'hi-. sli'.ul'l ''- ehaiirc to

I| M . I'n-.inh I', et "f the fill::

Tin: leafy glade.s of " Maida Vale"

Are bright with bursting may,
And daffodils and violets pale
Bedew "The Milky \Y;<\ :

"

There's porfeet peace iu "Regent
Street,"

In " Holborn
"

inral charm,
Butnowhere smells the Spring so swee!,

As down by
"
Stinking Farm."

\d as I rode through
" Dead Cow

Lane,"
Beneath (be (li!iii;<'.jii keep

Of "
Wobbly I louse.

"
I hat tops the plain,

I saw a maiden peep ;

Her glance was like the dappled doe's;

She blushed with shy alarm,

As pinl; as any Rambler-rose

That climbs" at "
Stinking Farm."

maiden, if it be rny faie

To win so great a boon,

At " Hell-lire Corner" I will wait

Beneath the silver moon :

1 '11 swear no maid but thee 1 know
As softly arm-in arm

Along the "
Blarney Road

"
\vc go

That leads to "
Stinking Farm."

Anil we will wander, O my Queen,

By many a mossy nook,

Where limpid waters flow between
The banks of "

Beery Brook ";

In "
Purgatory

" we will roam
Where blow the breezes warm,

If thou wilt come and make thy home,
sweet, at "

Stinking Farm."

IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

SCENE T.

The departure, phi (form of the Universe

Aeriul Omnibus Company, Unlimited.

Porter. Any more for Cairo, Cape of

Good Hope or Australia ?

Fiinsy Gentleman. Here, I say, is

this right for Archangel?
Porter. Archangel, Nova Zombla,

Spitzbergeii No. o platform. .

Fussy Gent, (toll is tt'ife). There now,
didn't 1 tell you'.' [They liurri/ off.

Lady Passcnijm: Where do I book

for Timbuctoo '.'

Porter. Marseilles, Algiers, Timbuc-

too, Sierra Leone, Capo Coast Castle,

No. 7 platform. Start at 5 I-.M.

SCENE II.

Interior <:f
the U.A. Omnibus

HitrriiMHC."

Small Bo</(to Ilia Father). Papa, what

country is that which wo are passing
over?

Papa. Oh, Holluid or Austria or

TdJei-driver (who has rereived lare legal. Jure, to LnAij Xautl, on muiutiotu).

WOT'B THIS? CALLS YEKSELF A GENTLEMAN, DO YKII? '

Bulgaria or one of those places ; don't

bother.

Conductor. Fares, please.

Doubtful Gentleman. I hope this is

right for South America?
Conductcr. Wrong bus, Sir. This is

the Africa and Australia bus.

Doubtful Geiitlrntaii. Dear, dear, and

my wife and family are expecting me
at Eio Janeiro.

Conductor. Sorry, Sir. Better change
at Cairo. Take the first

" Stars and

Stripes" to New York, then change
into a " Brazil Nut "

for Rio Janeiro.

The "Stars and Stripes" start every
four hours from Shepheard's Hotel.

Stout Gentleman. Where do we
lunch ?

Conductor. First lunch served at

Cairo, second at Khartoum.
Lad u. Where do I change for Yoko-

hama?
Conductor. Change at Cairo, Lady.

Take a "
Cyclone

"
to Hong Kong, then

change into a "Typhoon
"

for Japan.

Commercial Gent. How do I get to

Tasmania? I want Hobart.

Conductor. Change at Melbourne into

a " South Pole." Takes an hour or so.

Commercial Gent. What a whole

hour to do three hundred and fifty

miles! I call it shameful. I shall write

to the papers.

Our Great Minds.

Mr. LOWTH, at Unity House :

.iking personally. I riinnnt h*iinl a

it what may occur. It M-CIII-. t" m.

that the only thing that can end the >tnkc is

the return of the men to work."

Krenimj Standard.

"In A South I-oiidon draper's shop oven

bargain day the proprietor advertises his prices

in cash. Shoes that sell (or 4Qs. or 30. have

notes to the amount protruding from the top
of his show window -.)>>,:. Tln'ii shilling

blouses flaunt a 10s. note/'
Zealand Pnjter.

We seem to have heard something like

this Ijefore.
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THE MUD LARKS.
THE Bosch having lately done a re-

treat "strategic retirement,"
" tactical

adjustment," "clastic evasion," or what-

ever LUDKXDORFF is calling it this week
in plain words the Bosch, having

gloriously trotted backwards off a cer-

tain slice of Franco, Albert Edward and

I found ourselves attached to a Corps
H.Q. operating in a wilderness of grass-

grown fields, ruined villages and smok-

ing chateaux.

One evening Albert Edward loitered

up to the hen-house I was occupying at

the time and chatted to ino through the

wires aa I shaved.
" Put up seventeen hares and ten

covey of partridges visiting outpost to-

day take my advice and scrap that

moustache while you 're about it, it

must be a heavy drain on your system
and twenty hares and four covey riding
home. Do you find lathering the ears

improves their growth, or what ?
"

"The country is crawling with game,"
said I, ignoring his personalities,

" and
here we are hanging body and soul to-

gether on bully and dog biscuit."

"Exactly," said Albert Edward, "and
in the meanwhile the festive lapin
breeds and breeds. Has it ever occurred

to you that, if something isn't done

soon, we'll have Australia's sad story
over again here in Picardy ? Give the

rabbits a chance and in no time they '11

have eaten off all the crops in France.

Why, on the Burra I 've seen
" One moment," said I

;

"
if I listen

to your South Australian rabbit story

again you 've got to listen to my South
African locust yarn ; it 's only fair."

"Oh, shut up," Albert Edward
growled ;

" can't you understand this

question is deadly serious ?
"

" Best put the Tanks on to 'em then,"
I suggested ;

"
they 'd enjoy themselves,

and the Waterloo Cup wouldn't be in

it Captain Monkey- Wrench's brindled

whippet,
' Sardine Tin,' 6 to 4 ; Major

Spanner's
'

Pig Iron,' 7 to 2 ; even

money the field."
" Your humour is a trifle strained,"

said Albert Edward; "if you're not
careful you '11 crack a joke at the ex-

pense of a tendon one of these days."
" Look here," said I, wiping the blood

off my safety-razor,
"
you 're evidently

struggling to give expression to some
heavy brain wave ; out with it."

" What about a pack of harriers ?
"

said Albert Edward. " There must be
swarms of sportive tykes about, faithful

Fidos that have stuck to the dear old

homestead through thick and thin, also

refugee animals that follow the sweet-
scented infantry cookers. I 've got my
old hunting-horn ; you 've got your old

crop ; between the two we ought to be

able to mobilize 'em a bit and put the

wind up these darn hares. I 'm going
to try anyway. I may say I look on it

as a duty."
" Looked on in that light it 's a sacred

duty," said I; "and er incidentally
wo might reap a haunch of hare out of it

now and again, mightn't we? "

"Incidentally, yes," said Albert Ed-

ward, "and a trifle of sport into the

bargain incidentally."
So we set about collecting a pack

there and then by offering our servants !

five francs per likely dog and no ques-
tions asked.

No questions were asked, but I have

a strong suspicion that our gentlemen
were up all night and that there were
dark deeds done in the dead of it, for

the very next evening my groom and

countryman presented us with a bill for

forty-five francs.

The dogs, he informed us, were
kennelled " in a little shmall place the

like of an ice-house
"

at the northern

extremity of the chateau grounds, and
that "annyway a blind man himself

couldn't miss them wid the screechin"

an' hollerin' they are afther raisin' be

dint of the confinemint."

I had an appointment with the

Q. Staff (to explain why I had indented

for sixty-four horse rations while only

possessing thirty-two horses, the excuse

that they all enjoyed very healthy ap-

petites apparently not sufficing), so

Albert Edward went forth to inspect
the pack alone.

He came into Mess very late, looking
hot and dishevelled.

"My word, they 've looted a blooming
menagerie," he panted in my ear;
"

still, couldn't expect to pick Pytchley
puppies off every bush, I suppose."

" What have they got, actually ?
"

I

inquired.
"Two couple of Belgian light-draught

dogs you know, the kind they hitch

on to any load too heavy for a horse
an asthmatic beagle, an anaemic

bloodhound, a domesticated wolf, an
unfrocked poodle, and a sort of drop-
sical pug."

" What on earth is the pug for ?
"

I

asked.
"
Luck," said Albert Edward. " Your

henchman says
' them kind of little

dogs do be bringing ye luck," and backs
it up with a very convincing yarn of

an uncle of his in Bally-something who
had a lucky dog 'as like this wan
here as two spits, except maybe for

the least little curliness of the tail
'

which provided complete immunity
from ghosts, witches' evil and ingrow-
ing toe-nails. I thought it cheap at

five francs."
"
But, good Lord, that lot '11 never

hunt hares," I protested.

"Won't they?" said Albert Edward
grimly.

" With the only meal they '11

ever see prancing along in front of

tliem, and you and me prancing along
behind scourging 'em with scorpions,
I rather fancy they will. By the way,
I know you won't mind, but I've had
to shift your bed out under the chest-

nut-tree ; it 's really quite a good tree

as trees go."
" But why can't I stop in my hen-

house?" I objected.
" Because I 've just moved the pack

there," said he.
" But why ?

"
I went on. " What 's

the matter with the, ice-house?
"

"That's just it," he hissed in my
ear ;

"
it isn't an ice-house never was

;

it 's the De Valcourt family vault."

The next day being propitious, we
decided to hold our first meet that

evening, and issued a few invitations.

The Veterinary Bloke and the Field

Cashier promised to show up, likewise

the Padre, once the sacredness of our
cause had been explained to him.
At noon "stables" Albert Edward re-

ported the pack in fine fettle.
"
Kicking

up a fearful din and look desperate

enough to hunt a holy angel," said he.
" At five o'clock, me lad, Hark for-

rard ! Tally-ho! and Oddsboddikins!"
However at 4.45 P.M., just as I was

mounting, he appeared in my lines

wearing slacks and a very downcast

expression.
" Wash-out," he growled ;

"
they 've

been fed and are now lying about,
blown up and dead to the world."

"But who the devil fed them?" I

thundered.
"
They fed themselves," said Albert

Edward. "
They ate the blooming

lucky dog at half-past four."

We therefore postponed the hunt
until the morrow ;

but cannibalism (so
cannibals assure me), once indulged in,

becomes as absorbing as morphia or

jig-saws, and at two-fifteen the next

afternoon my groom reported the beagle
to have gone the way of the pug,
and the pack once more dead to the

world.

There was nothing for it but to post-

pone the show yet again, and tie up
each hound separately as a precaution

against further orgies.
However it seemed to have become

a habit with them, for the moment

they were unleashed on the evening of

the third day they turned as one dog
upon the poodle.

I wiped the bloodhound's nose for

him with a deft swipe of my whip lash,

and Albert Edward's charger anchored
the domesticated wolf by treading

firmly on its tail, all of which served

to give the fugitive a few seconds' start;

and then a wave of mad dog dashed
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S ft'-"

Boy. "HEUE'S MY SCOUT-MASTEB COMING, DAD. I'LL IXTHODUCE YOU. If YOU TAJJI JU1OUT MILITARY SUBJECTS BE CAREFUL, \\(J.^' I

YOU? BECAUSE HE'S AWFULLY CLEVEB."

between our horses' legs and was on
his trail screaming for gore.
The poodle heard the scream and

did not dally, but got him hence with

promptitude and agility. He streaked

across the orchard, leading by five

lengths ;
but the good going across the

park reduced his advantage. He dived

through the fgnce hard pressed and,
with the bloodhound's hot breath

singeing his tail feathers, leaped into

tho back of a large farm-cart which

happened, providentially for him, to be

meandering clown the broad highway.
In the shafts of the cart was a sleepy

fat Percheron mare. On the seat was
a ponderous farmeress, upholstered in

respectable black and crowned with a

bead bonnet. They were probably

making a sentimental excursion to the

ruins of their farm. I know not; but

I do know that the fat mare was sud-

denly shocked out of a pleasant drowse
to find herself the centre of a frenzied

pack of wolves, bloodhounds and other

dog-hooligans, and, not liking the look

of things, promptly bolted.

Albert Edward and I dropped over

the low hedge to see the cart disappear-

ing down the road in a whirl of dust

pursued by our vociferous harriers.

The fat farmeress, her bonnet wob-

bling over one ear, was tugging man-

fully at the reins and howling to Saint

Lazarus of Artois to put on the brakes.

Over the tail-board protruded the head

of the poodle, yelping derision at his

baffled enemies.

People will tell you Porcherons can-

not gallop ; can't they ? Believe mo
that grey mare tlitted like a startled

gazelle. At all events she was too good
for our pack, whom we came upon a

mile distant, lying on their backs in a

ditch, too exhausted to do anything
but put their tongues out at us, while

far away we could see a small cloud of

dust careering on towards the horizon.
" God help the Traffic Controlman

at the next corner," Albert Edward
mused ;

" he '11 never know what struck

him. Well, thafc was pretty cheery
while it lasted, what? To see that

purler the Padre took over the garden-
wall was alone worth the money."
"Oh, well, I suppose we'd best herd

these perishers home to kennels while

they 're still too weak to protest. Come
on."

'"'And in the meanwhile the festive

lapin breeds and breeds," said Albert

Edward. PATLANDER.

THINGS YOU OUGHT TO KNOW.

(.{ftn-
"
Snappy Bits.")

IK all the matches in the world were

placed one on top of the other in Hyde
Park they would be very useful.

Su iped grey trousers will never bag
at the knees till they have been worn.

Cabbages can be kept free from cater-

pillars if the caterpillars are first of all

well soaked in coal-tar.

To remove freckles on tho face when

pressed for time use a safety razor. I :

is much quicker than sandpaper.

A piece of camphor placed in a box
with furs will keep burglars from biting

them.

The annoyance caused by the habit

of blushing can be almost entirely pre-

vented by smearing the face with burnt

cork.

Racing men are now generally agreed
that the vacuum cleaner is practically

useless for picking up winners.

\Ti.rrr.OPLE taking house. Vi-.ir'>.4nnt

will bousokocp and furnish same moderately ;

or widow's daughter teaches." Irith Paper-

It sounds a little like OI^ENDORFF.
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Doctor. "AND CONTINUE THE MILK DIET FOB AH SHALL WE SAY AH YES, EMPHATICALLY FOR ANOTHER FORTNIGHT AT LEAST.

AND AH BY THE WAY, YOU MIGHT LET ME HAVE YOUB AH MEAT COUPONS."

EEJECTED ADDEESSES.
OF all the suggestions which have

been made from time to tiine by people
for the increase of the Revenue at the

expense of other people, not one would
have more far-reaching effects than the

proposed tax upon all houses which are

known by a name/ At first sight this

may appear, especially to those whose
houses have always been 'known by a

number, a defensible, even a justifiable

imposition. .
But on further considera-

tion it will be realised that the scheme
is doomed to failure from the start, for

every owner of a house known by a

name will drop the name and substitute

a number at the first note of warning.
The case where No. 21, Gladstone

Road, has taken to itself the title
" The

Polyanthuses," to which No. 22 has

replied with " The Sanguinarias," is

simple enough ; they will revert to their

original numbers and soon forget their

short-lived glory. But other cases will

be more complex, and we may antici-

pate something like the following :

H.M. the KING held an Investiture

at No. 1, Constitution Hill, this morn-

ing, afterwards proceeding by train to

No. 75A, The Hill, Windsor. We un-

derstand that the terminus from which
the Royal train started will in future

be known as No. 145, Praed Street, the

directors of the G.W.R. having decided

against paying the new tax.

The Post Office authorities state

that the building formerly known as

St. James's Palace will now be No. 66,

Pall Mall, and not 90, St. James's Street,

as originally stated.

The Duke of PORTLAND is expected
to return to-morrow from Scotland to

No. 2, Welbeck Drive, Dukeries. (No. 1

is the lodge).
The Patagonian Ambassador is spend-

ing the week-end with Sir Norman and

Lady Bloodstone at their beautiful

country seat, No. 17, Bottle Lane, Lit-

tlebury, Beds.

Messrs. Giddier and Giddier will

sell by auction, on Monday next, the

handsome Tudor Mansion, No. 184,

The Towpath, Henley-on-Thames, con-

taining 34 bedrooms, 2 billiard-rooms,
3 dining-rooms, 12 bath-rooms (h & c),

etc., etc. ^===^^^=
- <' To Field-Marshal Sir DOUGLAS HAIG, from

General Pershing.
Please extend to all ranks of that splendid

Army the affectionate regards of the young
American Army, and assure them that we
shall hattle on by their side until permanent
peace is assured to the world-ends."

Daily Telegraph.

Certainly any settlement to be final

must include the Poles.

A MATTER OF COURSE.
I HAD a motor-car in Angleterre

Before the War such joyful days of

.. bliss ;

One could drive then (the roads were

perfect there)
In
a

dead

straight
line

like

this.

But when I came out here, down at

the Base,
The English paths and lanes I used

to miss ;

O'er bumpy roads my motor-bike would
race

In

wobbly

like

a

course

this.

Then we went up the line, my bike

and I

(The road in parts like unto some

abyss),
Until a German shell came hurtling by

And mixed ^
a UP
6 like

*
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THE TRAITOR.
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Prosperous Irish Farmer. "Axo WHAT ABOUT THE \\'AH, voun IUVL-RENCE? Do xu THIXK IT WILL IIOULD? '

THE HOME CODE.
I WAS talking with an American on

the subject of initials.

It is, by the way, very easy to talk with
Americana just now. You find your-
self sitting next to them in all kinds of

places, and probably they want to know

something about London, and you in-

form them, or misinform them, as the

case may be, and some kind of com-

panionship springs up.
I met one of these strangers at Stam-

ford Bridge not long ago a tall grave
man in khaki and he told me all

about baseball and its mysteries, looking
at me the while through great round

yellow spectacles with horn or tortoise-

shell rims. But for him I should have
been utterly perplexed ;

but his deep
level tones gradually converted chaos
into order and I came away with some-

thing like admiration for the possi-
bilities of a game which until then I

had been inclined to suspect. Next
summer, when he has won the War,
he is going to Lord's with me, and I am
to embark upon the perilous enterprise
of trying to prove to him the merits of

cricket.

The funny thing about these Ameri-
cans is that they are not funny. They
don't make jokes or want jokes made
to them. They don't talk as they talk

in books. They don't say
" waal

"

or "stranger." They never "guess."

They display no excitement not even
when you praise their amazing and

glorious writer, 0. HENRY. Everything
is taken as matter of course. Whether
all Americans are like this, or only
those who are now with us, intent on

winning the War, I cannot say.
But to return to my other American,

who talked about initials. He began
by asking me what those mysterious
letters outside Claridge's mean : T.F.H.
I told him. Then (oh, you don't know
either ? They mean Taxi, Four-wheeler,

Hansom, and are illuminated according
to requirement) then he wanted to

know what the word " Mice
"

after an

| engineer's name meant, and I told him;
Member of the Institute of Civil En-

gineers ; and " Bam "
after a singer's

Royal Academy of Music
;
and all kinds

of other combinations of initials which
had struck his eye in programmes,
newspapers and so forth, most of which
I could explicate.

And then he offered a poser of his

own, from the other side of the Atlantic.
" What," he asked,

" would you say-

that M.I.K. and F.H.B. stand for?"
I gave it up instantly, or even sooner.

"They're our home code," ho said,
" and 1 '11 give you a little help by say-

ing that they 're used only when \vo

have company folks to dinner and
so on."

But still I couldn't see any light.
"
Well," he continued,

" when there 's

a party going on and the supplies run
a bit short, mother whispers to the

others, or lets them know, so as the

visitors don't hear, the letters F.H.B.
That means '

Family holds back,' and
we behave accordingly. But if a new
disli comes in and, while we 're all

wondering if we dare have a go at it,

she says,
' M.I.K.' we let ourselves

loose, because that means ' More in

kitchen.'
" It 's a great country !

"
I said.

He agreed with me.

"Dead Turks caught in the retreat tell of

the harassing effect of the guns near the

coast.'' Observer.

So dead men do tell tales after all.
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THE CONVERTED EPICURE.
WHEN I recall the ancient clays of quiet,

Of plenty ami of unrestricted diet,

I think with shame of all tho whole-

Bomo food

I blindly and fastidiously eschewed.

Viands that once I squeamishK ab-

horred

Now find a cordial welcome at my board ;

And vegetables, once condemned as

hateful,

Now furnish mo with many a well-

hoaped plateful.

Schooled by adversity in broader views

No more I delicately pick and choose,

But gladly take with a submissive hand

All that is offered, whether fresh or

canned.

Lapped in luxurious sybaritic habits

Of old I used to draw the lino at rabbits;

Against all kinds of pork I once rebelled,

And liver (help !)
in high abhorrence

held.

llabbits ! O scarce but palatable bunny
You have become as sweet as heather

honey ;

And pork, in almost any shape or guise,

Finds favour in my educated eyes.

Without the vestige of a qualm or

quiver
I view the coming of a plate of liver ;

With nerve unflinching on my fork I

spike it,

And what is more, I positively like it.

So in the humbler and the coarser fishes

I find material for salubrious dishes,

No longer out of prejudice refraining
From tho gay mackerel, oily but sus-

taining.

No longer my reluctant palate feels

An ill-advised antipathy to eels,

Since DESBOKOUGH'S electrifying plea
From foolish delicacy set me free.

Again, I doomed it once a sacrilege
To see some homely vulgar sorts of

veg.

Parsnips and turnips, swedes and butter

beans
Served as a substitute for nobler greens.

But this intolerance I have abjured,
Converted, though not absolutely cured;

The parsnip still I cordially detest,

But gladly
"
give it

"
as a stodger

" best."

And anyhow it were a crying sin

To grouse, when we reflect upon Berlin,

Depicted in its grinding hunger-pangs

By him who drew or crowned the

KAISER'S fangs.

American valour altereth not ;
it is

the law of the MEADES and PERSHINGS.

Orderly Officer (to cook). "GOOD LOUD. MAN, YOU MCST KEEP YOUB TOTS AND 1

CLEANER THE FLIES ABE ALL OVEB THEM. DO YOU KNOW THAT OSK FLY COULD KILL A

GENERAL f
"

AT CROSS-PUEPOSES.
Scene : PADDIXC.TON STATION.

Prim Lady (who has been making
purchases at a goat-show, to booking-

office clerk). I 've got two kids with mo.

Do I buy tickets for them here ?

Clerk (surprised at slang proceeding

from such austere lips). Yes; half-price
if they "re under twelve.

Prim Lady. Oh, they 're under twelve

all right. Please give me one ticket

and two halves for Slough.
[Clerk does so.

Prim Lady. How will the kids travel ?

Not with me, I hope.
Clerk (astonished at such a want of

maternal solicitude). That is just as

you wish, so long as there's someone
to look after them.

Prim Lady. I was thinking the guard's
van would be the best place.

Clerk (revising all liis vietcs as to

womanly tenderness,). No children are

allowed in the guard's van.

Prim Lady. Children! I've no

children. I mean kids little goats.
Clerk (after a few moments for silent

prayer, with reflections on the diversity

and scope of (he English language).

Then why didn't you say so?

[Bcfunds money and directs her to

another guichcl, where kids are

exempted from any ambiguity.

"Sir Douglas Haig had long been asking

for those reserves in order that he might train

them at tho font." Daily Paper.

No doubt with a view to their baptism
of fire.
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BEHIND THE SCENES.
WHEN I read in these columns the

other week of the tragic end of Borneo,

the lied Cross Flea, my thoughts went
hack at once to Harold and William-

1 Some bad blood between them ?
"

asked.

"Only the best blood," he replied

absently as lie picked up the moated
castle. "Harold's all right, but the

rank and lile they need very careful

not the 1066 gentlemen, but two mem-
\ handling. Tact '? You want tons of it in

hers of a troupe of educated fleas with

whose proprietor and his good lady 1

had the pleasure of an interview before

the War had become permanently
established. It was after watching
' The Miniature Thespians," a talented

company including
" Harold, the most

highly gifted and perfectly trained flea

in the world
"

(I quote the advertise-

the profession. How ARTHUR COLLINS
and DE CoUKVILLE and these people
keep their reason I don't know."

"
Well," said Mrs. Hopper,

" I knew
when you put 'Arold on the box and
William between the shafts there 'd be

unpleasantness."
'' We could hardly have reversed the

roles," said the Professor. " Harold

ment), that I got into conversation I pulling the coach impossible!'
with Professor and Mrs. Hopper
as they cleared away the stage

properties.
Mrs. Hopper was a thin soul-

ful woman with yellow hair and
a hoarse voice ; the Professor

was stout and volatile ; now on
the heights, now in the depths.
His present air of dejection
for he had dropped his mask of

animation as the audience

drifted away I at first put down

j

to reaction after the show ; hut
the cause lay deeper. Harold,
the star flea, was out of the bill.

A fit of whimsies the Professor i

would have thought little about I

(he was too familiar with the

artistic temperament), but here
was something more serious.

The doctor had hinted at appen-
dicitis.

Lacking Harold the show had
fallen short of the Professor's

ideals, and even when his wife,

phrasing her remark, I thought,
rather happily, assured him that

the whole performance had
"
gone off without a "itch," he

refused to be comforted.
" If anything happens to Har-

old," said the Professor gloomily, "it
will be a calamity to the Stage. It will

Alarmist Neighbour. "Ip I wos YOU, HATE, I'D BUILD A
LITTLE COOP ROUND IT. YOU CAN GUESS WOT 'D 'APPKN IF
THE OLE JAM CONTROLLER CLAPPED EYES ON IT."

be felt wherever dramatic genius is ap-
preciated."

Mrs. Hopper somewhat deprecated
her husband's enthusiasm over Harold,
but admitted the latter's strong hold
over the public. Practically unknown
but a short year ago he had then, it

seems,
"
jumped into fame at a bound,"

his subsequent career proving an almost
unbroken succession of triumphs." He is one in a thousand a million,"
said the Professor. " With Harold's
name in the bill we play to capacity,"
and narrowing his eyes he peered about
for the stage-coach. Suddenly a d:irk

thought-crossed his mind.
"I hope there's been no foul play,"

he muttered. " William 's mortal jealous
of Harold."

" A super
coach."

could have pulled the

" I don't know. It wants strength
and William 's very strong. All muscle
and no brains."

He turned to me with sudden elation.
" You ought to see Harold drive," he
paid ; "he handles the ribbons superbly,
he does indeed. Upon my soul, it

calls to mind the old coaching days."
" You "re lost in 'Arold," said Mrs.

Hopper.
" He 's the draw, my deal', and you

know it," and, polishing his magnifier,
the Professor hunted about for Harold's
astrakhan coat, which the understudy
had been wearing.

I turned to Mrs. Hopper and asked
if she helped with the training; but
her husband said No, adding with par-
donable pride, however, that she painted

all the scenery and designed and made
all the dresses.

"
By the way, 'Enery, I 'ad to make

Violet's frock all over again. She
wouldn't wear it."

The Professor clicked his tongue." What a life !" he said wearily, and
scanned the table for a pair of foils

and a windmill. Then, beginning to

brood over Harold again -" I hope it

won't mean an operation," he said.
" You remember Cecil's case, Miriam ?"
"The victim of his own vaulting

ambition," observed Mrs. Hopper.
"Jumped off the stage ?

"
I queried."

Oh, no," said the Professor. "
No,

it was when appendicitis was so

fashionable. All the best people
were having it, and Cecil he
was playing heavy lead with us
ut the time had it for an ad-
vert. Of course you can ima-

gine the extreme delicacy of the

operation, and just when it had
been performed the magnifier
got mislaid and most distress-

ing ! we, er, saved the appendix
and threw away Cecil."

A young man interrupted
here, and I caught a whispered
reference to some photos for The

Daily Scratch.

"Oh, those! We sent them
back," said the Professor. " Not
the right expression." And he
turned again to myself.

" Pressmen worry the life out
of us, but we mustn't complain,"

j

he said ;

" we get some capital I

notices. The critics, though,
never see Harold at hia best.

First night in a fresh town he

goes all to pieces. The artistic

temperament, you know all

nerves ! Fell off' the gondola in

Manchester and was nearly
drowned in the Grand Canal.

I William looked awfully sulky
when we fished him out."

" Oh, I wouldn't say that," protested
Mrs. Hopper.

" Oh, but he did. You always stick

up for William, but he did. Now
William he 's never nervous. Great

bull-necked, glowering, lethargic
"

"
'Enery !

"

"Well, I see him at rehearsals, my
dear ; you don't know him. Harold
errs on the other side. Too sensitive ;

too highly strung. .And yet, when he

gets the house with him! By Jove!

when he's at the top of his form there's

no one to touch him. No one ! That
back-fall what ? That flying leap to

the heroine's assistance, eh, my dear?
That masterly wrist-stroke in the duel !

And then his bow when he takes a call !

"

The Professor gazed ecstatically into

space.
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Corporal of Saiutunj Section (luvkiny //< departing General Officer). "IT'S A' YEHUA WKI;I, TO SAY WE'VB SI'KNT A 1IKU' </
AN' l.bEB A LOT O' Il.E AN' THAT WE HAVENA EXTAIRMINATED THE MOSQUITOES YET; BUT I'M I1IKNK13' HE'S CUED A HEAP O1 AXMU-
NEKTION HIMSET,' AN' HE'S SO KILT A 1 THE ENEMY YET.'

1

" You 'rc lost in 'Avoid," said Mrs.

Hopper.
" You just talk as if he was

Martin "Arvey."
The Professor put a couple of pro-

perty-cases into his waistcoat-pocket.
"Harold," he said with quiet satisfac-

tion, "can do things that Harvey can't."

I ventured the opinion that Harold's

understudy had acquitted himself well,

and Mrs. Hopper seemed pleased.
" He 's a very quick study," she said.
" I always think he 's more oh, what 's

[

that word? more absorbent than even
'Arold 'imself."

"
Bigger flea," said the Professor.

"
Oh, Claude did very well. He 'd have

done even hetter if Constance had

played up to him properly. I expect her

thoughts were elsewhere, poor thing."
" I was mad over the drama as a

young girl," said Mrs. Hopper. "The
glamour of the footlights 'as turned

many a young "ead."
" It never turned Harold's," said the

Professor. "He knows his worth, of,
course ho a fool if he didn't but

there's no bounce about him. Not in

that way." He sighed.
" I know I

wish lie was back. lie lifts the whole
show along with him. What's that

trial scene without Harold's dominating '

personality ? And his pose on the gon-
dola what? Where's he got that

Venetian touch from ? / 've no Italian

blood in my veins. Remarkable! A
gentleman told me only last week how
vividly the whole scene revived mem-
ories of foreign travel in his mind. And

yet marvellous, isn't it ? just fleas

nothing but fleas !

"

" Do landladies," I asked,
"
object to

your company to your company's
company at all?

"

" Not as a rule
; very orderly tronpe,

ours. Also I may say that here and
there in our globe-trottings we have

picked up one or two rather promising
recruits."

" That 's what I tell my "usband,"
said Mrs. Hopper.

" There 's plenty
more where 'Arold came from."

"
Untrained," said the Professor.

" Harold has the technique of the stage
at his fing at his er And then,

my dear, his presence ! his deportment !

his physique ! I do hope they won't
have to cut any of him away."
He drummed the table despondently,

but cheered up as another aspect of

Harold's genius flashed before his mind.
" Ho 's had some tempting offers for

the films," he said. "I may release

him for a picture or two some day ; he
would be at home on the sheet on
the er what d'you call it? screen."

"Good in comedy?
"

I asked.

"Oh, fine line! Tickles the people
immensely." He looked anxiously at

his watch. " I "m expecting the doctor's

diagnosis any time now," he went on.
" He took Harold away with him. I

didn't go. I should only have worked

myself into a state and possibly upset
the patient."

I was sorry to leave l>efore news of

the distinguished invalid arrived, but,

shaking hands witli Professor and Mrs.

Hopper, I expressed my sincere hope
that the stage would not bo deprived
of such an Ornament. At the door a

breathless messenger hastened past mo
to tho Professor's side. I turned and
watched anxiously tho effect of his re-

i port. The Professor was transfigured
with joy.

" It 's all right ! It 's all right !

"
lie

called after me. " Not appendicitis at

all. Indigestion. Back on the boards

to-morrow."
I went away distinctly cheered by

the news, but I could not help wonder-

ing how William would take it. Good
news is seldom good news foreverybody.
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THE OUTLAW.
WIIKN the first warship wakened to feel the life-blood stir,

The seas, of age-long wisdom, laid this command on her

And on her kind for ever :
" Be whatsoe'er her might,

A ship shall fight with others as she would have them

fight ;

And, guarding thus our honour, when the stern fight is

past
That brings her to the haven which all must make at last,

Wo pledge her way and welcome when she comes her soul

to yield,
And foes shall meet in friendship and all their wounds be

healed." ;

So year by year thereafter, from battle, storm and shoal,

Safe to the promised haven the sea sent in her toll,

Aged and worn with service, gallant in youth and fame,

But all with names untarnished and last a U-boat came.

But the tides that sweep the fairway to speed them or

delay
Demand for each a sponsor to prove her right of way ;

So she waited without in anger and peered through the

golden mists

At the taper masts uprising from the old sea-duellists.

And the message came to the Eeyent that lies by the

CordeliiTc,
" Does any speak for a U-boat to prove that the fight was

fair ?
"

But they spoke of an old-time conflict, from a fight off

Brest they came,
When the battle stayed in wonder as the two went up in

flame ;

And since they fought with honour, as each was a knightly
foe,

So came they home together four hundred years ago.
And the waters paused for answer, listening North and

South,
But no one spoke for the U-boat that lay at the harbour

mouth.

And the call sped up the haven, borne in on the flowing tide,

Till the echo reached the Vcngeur that is moored at the

Brunswick's side,

For so they bad fought together with never an inch

between
" Does any speak for a U-boat to show that her hands are

clean ?
"

But they spoke of a fight from morning hard fought till

afternoon

With tattered flags, but stainless, on a bygone First of June.
And the tide swept on in silence to the creek where the

frigates are,

For no one spoke for the U-boat that lay at the harbour bar.

And the challenge came to the inlet where the Bonhommc
Richard waits

At peace with the old Serapis that she fought for the new-
born States,

When the captains called the boarders and the decks were
red and swept

" Does any speak for a U-boat to say that the Law was
kept ?

"

But they spoke of nought but freedom, and, speaking, told

the tide

The story of their colours that floated side by side,
And the herald tide was answered, slackened and turned

about
To carry word to the U-boat that lay unseen without.

And the ebb stream came to the offing, crying,
" My task is

done ;

There is no way or welcome;" and bare her forth alone

Far and away to seaward, no gleam of hope ahead,
Doomed to sail as an outlaw till the sea gives up her dead ;

To make no light or landfall, with never a sail in sight,
Where the days but dawn to darken as the days she turned

to night,
And never a sound to silence the cry that haunts her there,

"Does any speak for a U-boat to prove that the fight was
fair?" =====

K. W. H. S. D.

I HAD supposed that I was dozing in my favourite arm-
chair in the library at home, but 1 think I must have been
mistaken. At any rate there I was, standing in a square
of houses, eight of them all told, and each of them lit with

a great light. Outside of these houses, but within the

radiance of the light, stood some who appeared to be

priests and priestesses of a cult which was, 1 thought, so

old as to be almost new again. And each one was intoning
words which sounded clear to me as I listened with ears

intent to catch their meaning. "Here," they said, "is

noblo work for all who care to join us. Merchandise we
buy and deal with according to the needs of brave and

gallant men. Our wares are a tribute of gratitude to the

glory that has spent itself on our behalf, and the heroism
that has accomplished its task and now lies stricken and

waiting to be succoured. Good wages too we give in pay-
ment, for they who work here shall take from us a slice of

their own forgotten youth as payment for their help."
" These be strange words," I said to one who stood at

my side,
" and easy in the saying^ Yet how can man or

woman receive back what has perished and gone?
"

"
Ay," he answered me,

"
it does sound strange, but it is

true all the same. Those who spend their time and labour

with us take no payment in coin of the realm, but are made

happier, and so younger, by the tasks they achieve."
" Can I enter in," I asked,

" and see what is going for-

ward within these eight houses ?
"

"Enter in,"he said, "and be right welcome, and you will see

how suffering can be alleviated and wounds made bearable."

And so I entered, or thought I entere.l, for at that mo-
ment a gong gave a brazen sound, and I found myself back

in the armchair in which I started.

* # . # * * * *

Now I don't want my readers to be under any misappre-
hension. This is frankly an appeal on behalf of the

Kensington War Hospital Supply Depot, which is, fortu-

nately, a solid fact, but which suffers, like many another

association, from a desire to enlarge its usefulness, and for

that purpose to increase the funds at its disposal. This

work is so good that merely to state it is, I am sure, to

open purses and to draw pens to cheque-books. In one

or other of its numerous departments it manufactures

surgical appliances of all sorts, such as splints, crutches,

bandages and hundreds of other things of the same nature.

The appeals for help from hospitals in France, Belgium,

Italy, East Africa, Mesopotamia, Eoumania, Greece, and
from homes for the wounded in this country, are constant

and urgent, and in order to comply with even the most

pressing requests money is urgently needed.

Readers of Punch, I am sure, would not willingly suffer

any diminution in these splendid efforts. All are cordially
invited to see the work for themselves, and the Secretary of

the K.W.H.S.D., whose address is at Kensington Square, W.,
will gladly furnish all information to those who may ask

for it. You are invited to give twice by giving quickly. Thus

you too will earn a slice of youth. B. C. L. .
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l Storekeeper.
" PIUECKEKLY I SKK 'IM imivix' 'is MOTOR THDOVGU MV SHOP-WINDER I COULD TELL 'E WAS ONE o' TUESB

'ZBB IOX-BIDBR8."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
/r. Pimch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IF from its title you have supposed that Joan and Peter

(CASSKLL) would restore to you Mr. II. G. WKLLS, the

incomparable tale- teller, rather than the pedagogue of recent

years, you may experience some disappointment to find

him again in cap and gown, with, moreover, a very service-
able cane for use on any occasion that appears to call for it.

In other words, Joan and Peter is one more example of the
romance hortatory which Mr. WELLS has chosen as the
medium for impressing his philosophy upon a world that
must still bo cajoled with some pretence of a story. His
theme this time is education, as illustrated by the diverse
and experimental upbringing of two young people during
the last one-and-twenty years.' At 'first, indeed, I fancied
that the mere human interest of Joan and Peter, as

engagingly real children, and the fun of laughing at their
futile (and in one case farcical) aunts, were going to cause
Mr. WELLS to forget his mission. These were the chapters
of the christening, when Joan, confusing the ceremony
with the fate of certain kittens, loudly proclaimed her
wish to be "kep

1

;

"
and of the abduction. Later however

Mr. WELLS got talking . . . and to this extent tended to

neglect my roused interest in his protagonists. Still he
contrives to give, as it were incidentally, some admirable

pictures of English social life from the Diamond Jubilee to

the Match Famine. And once, towards the end, the story
recovers itself with a love-scene that is as direct and vital

as anything Mr. WKLLS, or indeed anyone else, has written

in this kind. Certainly Joan and Peter, didactic, emotional,
sentimental (below the surface) and occasionally inspired

by too obvious an avoidance of the trammels of good taste,

remains a book that must be read.

The Village Wife's Lament (SECKER), by Mr. MAI-KICK

HEWLETT, is impressive rather for its theme than for any
particular power or beauty in the telling. The plan of it is

simple, a story of country love and happiness ruined by the

world tragedy ; the passionate question with which so

many thousands of bewildered minds have been tormented :

Why should these things be? Mr. HKWLETT seems dis-

turbed by a fear lest he shall be thought to have put ideas

into the mouth of his peasant for which she could never

actually have found expression. In a rather superfluous
note he. defends himself from this suggestion.

" If I know

anything of village people I know that they shape their

lives according to Nature, and are outraged to the root of

their being by the frustration of Nature's laws." The justi-

fication was hardly' needed. No one objects to the heroine

of a poem thinking and talking poetry so long as it is

good. There are passages of dignity and rhythmic charm
in the Lament, but there are also not a few that strike me
as monstrously unworthy.

" Where you see nil," for

example, is a line that surely no poet should have given
either to a village wife or anyone else. I would have rather

found Mr. HEWLETT apologizing for such lapses than for

excess of thought in a work whose manner falls here

considerably below the demands of the matter and of his

own art.
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If you want to get at once at tho heart of certain reminis-

cences of the trenches, entitled Private Peat (HUTCHINSON),
I give yon page 156, line 27 and on :

cities on the Belgians the day before.

' We had seen atro-

We had seen young
girls who were mutilated and horribly maltreated. We had
been gassed. We had seen our comrades die in awful

horror. We had seen our sergeants crucified and we were
outnumbered ten to one. . . . We remained the victors

of Ypres. Canadians Canadians that's all! "'"Yes, I

suppose that is what they were and are Canadians, just
that and nothing more. But that 's good enough. I

remember standing at the time referred to in another

trench, a mile or two to the right of them, observing at

night the curious, even picturesque reflection in the sky,
and trusting that this sort of thing gave pleasure to those

who were in the midst of it. And, indeed, it appears to

have done if Mr. HAROLD E. PEAT is anything to go by.
You might suppose, on reading his modest account of it,

that it was a rare privilege and a barely deserved pleasure
to go through hell and tarry long on the journey for the Old

Country. Mr. PEAT pats
himself and his fellow-

Canadians happily on the

back and as much as

says, "I think, after all,

that we deserved that

honour." But mark you,
he only thinks ; he never
seems quite sure. For my
part I heartily welcomed
the last chapter, written

by the lady who after-

wards became his wife,
which went straight to

the point. I like Mr.
PEAT'S breezy style; I like

his opinions, attitude, ad-
j

vice, descriptions, anec-
dotes ; and I very much
like Mr. PEAT. I see

no need whatever for all

that buck-stick business
on the outside cover, and
I trust that nobody will

allow himself to be put off by it.

cated above, Mr. COBB'S personages find a considerable deal
to say, and say it with a convincing and thoroughly human
effect

; with, in fact, just that pleasant vapidity which in

real life is so characteristic of the conversation of other

people. And this of course is precisely the reason for their

popularity.

What a thing it must be for schoolboys to live in these

spacious days and have such books of adventure to read as

the happily-named Plane Tales from the Skies (CASSELL),

by
" WING ADJUTANT." Was there ever a knight from

ROLAND to BAYARD who had such honour in the lists as

several score of youngsters who as like as not were in the
sixth a couple or so of years ago ?

" WING ADJUTANT "
puts

on no literary airs (so challenges no captious critic) ; ho tells

his plain true tales in length appropriate for the articles

of which this book is a selection, and diddles tho Censor by
givm, no names or dates. I like the yarn of the bored

Squadron Commander who visited a reluctant enemy aero-

drome and dropped a bomb which didn't explode ; because
in fact it was a pair of

infantry boots to which
was attached this poig-
nant message :

" If you
won't come up here and

fight herewith one pair
of boots for work on the

ground. Pilots for the
use of." But the book is

filled with sterner stuff

than that, and guaranteed
to make anyone feel giddy
and very humble and

proud.

ON THE SHORE OF
Hero, "LEANDER DEAR, I wisu y

SIMPLY RUINING MY NEW FROCK."

THE HELLESPONT.
)u HADS'T BROUGHT FIDO. HE is

While Guy was in France (STANLEY PAUL) is another of

those gentle romances ofwhich Mr. THOMAS COBB has already
produced a list that one might call formidable, if the term
were not so out of keeping with this writer's well-mannered
art. I dare say I need hardly explain that while Guy was
in France the other characters stayed in or about London,
took tea with each other and talked enough to fill every
chapter with a sufficiency of easy-to-read dialogue. The
chief talkers were Cynthia (engaged to Guy) and Oliver,
and their theme was for the most part the infant whom
Cynthia's dead brother was supposed to have left un-

provided for. Whereas really both the child and its

unmarried mother were the concerns of Oliver ; upon hear-

ing which Cynthia (not unnaturally) talked more than ever.

By this time GUI/ had been so fortunate as to get out of

The Laiv of the Gun
(CHAPMAN AND HALL) is

concerned with the not

altogetherpleasant subject
of revenge. But when I

tell you that the author
is Mr. BIDGWELL CULLUXI

you will know that among
the many hard cases to

which he introduces us are also one or two white men and
a girl of beauty and courage beyond reproach. That is Mr.
CULLUM'S way, and I have not a word to say against it.

Here in the first chapter we meet a young cattleman, with

just two dollars between him and starvation, who under-

takes, at the instigation of a half-breed and one Ironsides,
" to run a bunch of beeves

"
(stolen) to the slaughter-yards

at Fort Rodney. He is arrested by the Canadian police,
tried and sentenced, and, after spending eight years in a

penitentiary, manages to escape. His sole idea is to get
level with Ironsides, and very cleverly he sets to work to

square accounts. The picture of the mining town of

Sunrise is excellently drawn, and once more Mr. CULLUM
shows that in his own field he has no rivals to fear.

_- . G w t
, g;llut

. ^vilH UJ^ a]

France, with a wound that healed just m time for the happy i horse." rimes.

'Events convinced these tried friends of the Fatherland that tho

game was up, and that they had pinned their colours to the wrong

ending of which I never remember Mr. COBU to have dis-
; Lover of Animals

"
writes to ask whether the cruel

appointed his many admirers. I 'm afraid that I have been practice alluded to prevails in English racing circles,

guilty of telling you the plot, hut if you have, in common i and begs Mr. Punch to throw his powerful influence into
with a very large public, what I may call the COBB habit

j

the scale and so give the quietus to such a method of

you will certainly wish to know not only the bare facts of barbarism. Surely, he says, the colours could equally
what happened while Guy was in France, but the com-
ments of the author and everyone concerned. As I indi-

well be tied to, or indeed painted on, the horse right or

wrong.
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surrender unconditionally appeared in

the papers the week before. A groat

scoop tliis for Bulgaria.

" Great George Street
"

to "
Washing- wiiicli dashed into a draper's shop-

ton Street." On the suggestion that this window the other day it is d<'iiird that

the shopkeeper remarked, "Thank you,No indication that Bulgaria would I might arouse international jealousy the
1 _ 1 !l_ *

_ _ _ 11__ JI * _ *~\ * II . .

Councillors agreed
"
Rohey Avonuo

"

thoroughfare.

to give
to an

the name
adjoining

It is unofficially reported that thei A Newcastle youth \\us sent to
]>

Berlin-Sofia railway was cut by Ser- last week for stealing alcoholic liquor
bian cavalry only six hours south of

FKHOTK.

"The whereabouts of King FKRDI-

NAND," says a morning paper,
"

is still

a great secret." Our information is

that he is in a bit of a hole.

A German paper refers to Bulgaria
as " a pail of iniquity." The trouble is,

of course, that Germany is ',

now outside the pail.
'' :

...
'' :

\\"i! are informed that :

Turkey is about to point
out that if the Allies per-
sist in capturing any more
of her armies it will not

be her fault if there is no
more war loft in the Kast.

The German Metals
Confiscation Department
has removed the brass

boot -

scrapers from the

Reichstag building. Gov-
ernment officials will con-

tinue to wipe their boots

on the Members as here-

tofore. ... ...

"
I have many friends in

the Entente countries,"

said the CROWN PRINCE

recently. As a matter of

fact we seem to be getting
them at the rate of about twenty-
five thousand a week.

The boy that fell from the gallery of

a Scottish theatre to the pit happily
sustained only slight injuries, and there

is no truth in the report that the

manager charged him another shilling.

Red Guards at Moscow have passed
a resolution in favour of an armed re-

volt. They will have only themselves
to blame if this continual bickering
leads to bloodshed.

"Sir EUNEST SHACKLETON lias been

appointed a Major, with special duties.

A sinister rumour is abroad to the

effect that these include a lecture on
" How to sustain life in low tempera-
tures." + *

*

The Cork Corporation has changed
the name of one of its streets from

but we have not yet start '-d
'

Pressure is being brought to boar on
tlio Government to control candle-, .mil

soap. In some quarters it is urged
that once the Irish cheese indi

worth one hundred and sixty-eight well established the situation will right

pounds. His defence was that

thought the bottle was empty.

lie itself automatically.

Priority certificates for feeding-stuffs
for calves have been extended until

Nov. 17. Great satisfaction is ox-

pressed by those West End restaura-

teurs who make a speciality of catering
for this class of customer.

Pulled Income-Tax Offrial. "AND is THE SEPARATION FHOM YOVB HUS-

BAND AN OFFICIAL ONE?"
Munition Kate. "I DUNSO ABOUT ' nrwi.u..' ALL I KNOWS is AS WHBN

'E COMES TO OUB 'OU8B WE CALLS THE POLICE AND THEY CHUCKS 'IM OUT."

It is rumoured that a Conscientious

Objector in Ireland has jn-t 1 n

arrested for illegal drilling.

A Chicago man \\ ho

to have been executed for murder in

1889 has just turned up at bis home.
His friends are sanguine
that his return will

dor the execution null and
void.

Evidence was given in

a police court last week
that a Norwegian told a

London policeman to

mind his own business.

It is only fair to the po-
liceman to say that our
visitor was not on strike at

the time. * ,
:

*

A contemporary reports
that, a Manchester boy was

:

recently taken seriously ill

through eating too much
cake. Smith Minor de-

clares that this is ridicu-

lous. The real reason was
that there was not enough

I boy.

The Actors' Association has protested

against the designation of chorus-girls
as actresses. Technically they should

come under the heading of supper-

All scientists are agreed,

says a contemporary, that there is

something wrong
man. Of course.

his hair.

with a red-headed

It is the colour of

numeraries.
" Should We Hang People ?

"
asks a

Dublin grave-diggers have gone on weekly paper headline. Certainly not

strike for more pay. Pending a settle-

ment the remains of the Nationalist

Party may have to be embalmed.

unless they have committed murder.

A lady's dress caught fire the other

day througli a lighted match thrown

Vulcanised footwear is on exhibition from a tramcar in Blackfriars Road.

at the Holborn Town Hall. A con-
1
is not known where the man obtained

current report alleges that a distin-
j

the match,

guished Berlin professor has designed
a ferro-concrete trouser.

* *
*

No credit is given to the rumour that

the recent firing of a haystack in Surrey
was due to the careless use of an auto-

The theory, ofmatic pipe-lighter,

course, is absurd.

\Yith reference to the fire-engine

Commercial Candour.
" FOB SALE, 50 year-old White Leghorns,

through moult." Lancathire Pott.

"Dr. G. Campbell Morgan has, it is stated,

accepted an invitation to occupy the pulpit
at Highbury Quadrant Church for at least a

year." Overseas Daily Mail.

We fear the strain will be too great.

Nothing is said about an evening off.
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LOYAL FERDIE.
A further communication from the SULTAN.

["Full of tho greatest loyalty towards our Allies, my Governmei
has 110 other aim than to discharge our duty to the country and give

it and our brave troops an opportunity of attaining an honourabL

peace." Extract from speech reported (in a telegram from Sofia) I

hare been read in A'/.vo FKROIXAXD'S name at the opening of ail extra

ordinary session of the Sobranje.~]

FERDIE, how fast events have moved of late

As fast, in fact, as your battalions sprinted !

Almost my last week's lines were out of date

Before the stuff was printed.

And now this farewell poem which I sing
I 've no idea to which of your addresses,

Home or away, I ought to send the thing,
So rash are rumour's guesses.

Sofia sounds unlikely. Tis a spot
Where local sentiment is apt to vary;

For autocrats it sounds a shade too hot
And most unsanitary.

Bather I judge that where your money is,

Safe for the time from imminent Gehenna,
There too Your Nosiness has followed viz.

The purlieus of Vienna.

Unless you 've joined, beneath a neutral sky,
And on some eligible Alp located,

That Home for Exiled Kings which our ally,

TINO, inaugurated.

Well, you have chucked the Holy War, and we,
We must fight on without your kind assistance,

While from your fox's earth right loyally
You cheer us in the distance.

For to that tale no ear of mine I '11 lend
That you, with colours changing like the opal,

For tuppence would attack your poor old friend
And go for Adrianople.

'Tis false. Our FERDIE'S heart is true as steel.

Have you not sworn that/though compelled to sever
Your War-engagements (for your country's weal),

Your word's as good as ever.

Myself I can't keep up a faith so fair
;

These tyrants of Potsdam too much they task us
;

Clearly the limit must be drawn somewhere
;

I draw it at Damascus.

So don't be much surprised if some fine day,
To save my skin and partly too to spite 'em,

I talk of Peace, prepared to give away
One very useful item,

The Dardanelles, with WILLIAM'S Orient route,

Waiving my old monopoly of transit,
And risk the wrath of his All-heaviest boot.

FERDIE, I think I '11 chance it. 0. S.

REPRISALS.
Ellis is a bit of an ass. Chance threw me across his

path, and he kicked me as I lay. You shall hear about it.

He would probably never have had the chance but for a
certain Competent Authority, who decided that we had
ormed fours long enough in the chrysalis stage of our re-

spective O.T.C.'s. In the sunshine of that Competent
Authority's smile we emerged one day together as the

perfect insect and were attached as Second-Lieutenants to

the Officers' Squad at , never mind where.
The Ofiicers' Squad was two strong, Ellis and I. We

had a Sergeant all to ourselves to train us in the mystery
which tho initiated call "detail." Sometimes I was the O.C.

Squad ; sometimes I was just Squad without the O.C.
Ellis didn't play the game. When ho was O.C. Squad

he didn't give a thought to my feelings, but used to make
me mark time for hours on end. I said,

"
Ellis, I will

make you pay for this by-and-by." I didn't say it out loud,
of course, because when you are Squad you can't say things
like that to O.C. anything. But I knew my time would
come.

It did ; the day arrived when we were told to give the
detail for "

forming fours."

Have you ever formed fours? Yes? Then you won't
have to be told that the place to make for when falling
in is an odd number place, because all the complicated parts
of the figure are reserved for the even numbers. To quote
from that monument of English literature, "Infantry Train-

ing, 1914
"

:

" Odd numbers are called Eight Files." That 's

because they stand still and can't go wrong.
I was O.C. squad ; Ellis wasn't. Ellis fell in with the

suspicion of a smile on his ugly face.

I explained in the grand old words of "
Infantry Train-

ing" what is expected of a British soldier when called

upon to form fours. When I had recovered from the

pardonable emotion that my words aroused I thundered
out,

"
Squad ! For-r-m four-rs !

"

Ellis stood like a statue, except that a smile of triumph
lurked at the corners of his cruel mouth.

" 'Alf a mo', Sir," interrupted the Sergeant.
" You

'aven't numbered your squad yet."
I ground my teeth as I gave the required order :

"
Squad !

Number! "

"One," said Ellis.

"For-r-m four-rs!" I shrieked.

Ellis stood still and grinned.
Then the idea struck me.
" Number One," I said kindly,

"
change places with

Number Two. Squad! Form fours! Eight! Left turn!
Form fours! Form two-deep! Form fours! About
turn !

"

You should have seen that ass Ellis' face after a quarter-
of-an-hour's forming fours.

Then we proceeded to " Jerks
"

Physical Training some
people call it. It begins with a selection of tortures known
as "

Livening-up
"

exercises. Our P.T. instructor selected

one at random, just to show us how to do it.

" Class ! 'Tchun ! Livening-up exercise ! Double over
and touch those beeches and fall in here. Go !

"

Off we went and touched the beech -trees in question.
When we got back the Sergeant said,

" Mr. Ellis, Sir.

Fall out in front."

Ellis obeyed. There was murder in his eye. I could
see he was devising some devilish trick. Just then I caught
sight of something red which bobbed slowly along the
road beyond the trees. It was the dear old Brigadier out
or a walk.
Then the awful thing happened. A voice which I knew

;o be Ellis's said,
"
Livening-up exercise. Double over

and touch those breeches and fall in here. Go !

"

I am a conscientious man. The British officer must
earn to obey before he can command. I was longing for

my turn to command. I obeyed.
* -. * ;;: * * *

The Brigadier took it very well considering. Ellis and I

a,re now in a Labour Battalion. I said he was an ass,

lidn't I ?
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Yank (after much thought, to JocTc, whose pals have just given a spirited renilcriny of "Scots icha hae u-i' Wallace bled"). "SAT, BUD,
JUST PUT ME WISE. WHO IS THIS GUY,

' WHA HAY '

1
"

BOOBY-TRAPS.
THE line that the Bosch had held for

many months was reported as evacu-

ated. Like buds upon the trees at the

advent of spring, patrols burst forth

from all along our line, propelled by
a fusillade of paper from behind.
" Touch " must be maintained.
The Hun had gone. Yes, all those

vague and shadowy districts known to

usimerely as targets or map references,
the sight of which had only been vouch-
safed us by the use of telescopes and air

photographs, were ours again to ream
at will.

Corps Headquarters despatched a

platoon of Staff Officers representing
goodness knows how many thousands
of pounds a year. Euthlessly they flung
aside the task of sitting in offices and

correcting one another's mistakes
; this

was the time for action. All means of

conveyance Rolls-Royces, side-cars,

box-cars, bicycles, French carts and, I

was almost going to add, bath-chairs
were impressed to speed them. Every-
body was delighted. Only the Sappers
groaned. To them would fall the task
of searching for Hun booby-traps and

reporting
" O.K." (to bo followed shortly

by a loud explosion and the message.
"Cancel O.K.").
"Come on," said Pongo, the strong

silent man of the Intelligence who only
stops talking when he has a catch in

his breath " come on, G. 3
;

don't

waste your time in the office wiring to

Army Headquarters,
' Ref. G. 506, for

L/Cpl. J. Topham read L/Cpl. J. Pop-
ham.' Come and see the War."

"Joy-riding?
"

"
Joy-riding '? I 'm going to find out

if those really were Bosch ammunition

dumps at G. 36 B. 08 or only flaws on
the photograph. Orderly ! Order-lee !

Go round to my billet and fetcli my
battle-bowler, and get a move on."

" I can't go," I said,
" there "s no-

body left in the whole Corps Head-

quarters ; I 'm Corps Commander at

present without pay or allowances."
" Nonsense. Put the Agricultural

Officer in charge; the Staff should he

interchangeable it is written so in the

Staff Manual."
And what a sight the country was

when we arrived ! Like poppies bloom-

ing in the stricken cornfield, Staffs of

all kinds went bol.bing hither and

thither, stopping high over locse wires
in case these should be attached to

things which go up in a puff of blue
smoke.
We met the Corps Commander in

the square of a famous town, recon-

quered but a few hours before. " Look
at the wreck they 've made of my old

chateau," he said.

The famous square had been laid in

ruins, and everybody from the whole

countryside seemed to have collected

there to tell one another so. Different

branches of the same Staff who had
not met for years foregathered and

pointed out their old billets amongst
the debris. A party of Sappers began
to dig.

" Ah, and what are you doing, Cor-

iporal?" asked the Staff with their

never-ending che?riress.
"
Suspected delay-action mine here,

j

Sir ; one went up down the road not
I long ago."

"
Quite so, quite so." The Staff

! moved on busily, and presently found
themselves taking a cross-country cut
to save time.

" Look !

"
cried Pongo, "do you sec? ?

They were ammunition dumps after

all," and be planted himself trium-

phantly at G. 36 B. 08. " And look at

those flares Boscli flares. I wonder
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Conducting Officer (to visitor, having come successfully through town which is being shelled). "BY JOVE, I Wua'T NOTICE YOfB HAT
WAS GOME. I'M VERY BOBBY. WHY DIDN'T YOU TELL ME? WE'LL TUBS BACK."

Visitor.' "Noi AT ALL. I WOULDN'T THINK OP GIVING YOU THE TBOCBLE. I'VE GOT PLENTY OF HATS MOBE, is TACT, THAN I
CAN DO WITH."

if they 're as good as ours. Better, by
Jove," be went on as lie lit one ;

" no
smoke at all. Here 's another. I won-
der what this is? What the devil's the

matter with it, it won't light
"

bang !

"OO!"
Curiosity was satisfied. Luckily

nobody was hurt, but I borrowed his

matches and forgot to give them back.

Further on we got another reminder
of the Great War. "Quite all right,"
we heard one machine-gunner say to

the officer to whom he was handing
over his three-walled billet,

" not at all

a bad place. Don't touch that old tin

bath, by the way, there seems to be a

bit of wire attached to the bottom ; and,
while I think of it, we don't quite like

the look of that vase on the mantel-

piece."
"Oh, otherwise all right?" asked

the tenant, and took possession without
another word.

" That 's a fine dug-out," said Pongo
as we rounded a corner of a sunken
road

;

" I wonder if that 's been searched
for documents." He tried the door.

It was shut fast. He was about to tug
at it when I yelled out sharply and

pulled hiiir back. There was some-

thing about the place which aroused

my suspicions. I remembered what
had happened to my sergeant when he

had pulled at a door like that during
the Bosch retreat on the Somme. Very
gingerly we peeped through a small

hole in the door and our blood really
did run cold. There was a wire run-

ning from the latch into the dug-out
below. The wire was taut.

For a long time we looked at it so

hard that it 's a wonder it didn't go off.

"What are we going to do about
it ?

"
said Pongo at last. " We can't

leave it like that for some poor unsus-

pecting blighter. Better chalk up a

warning on the door and leave it for

the Sappers."
"Chalk?" We surveyed the chalkless

waste. It was a silly suggestion.
"I wonder how the thing works,"

said Pongo, sniffing at it.
"
By Jove,

it opens inwards. I see, as soon as

the wire is relaxed up goes the whole

caboodle. Better leave it what ?
"

Of course we didn't leave it. It

fascinated us. We threw small stones

at it, then lumps of earth, then larger

lumps, bricks, duds. Eeally we worked
like Trojans, but the door remained
shut fast.

" Idiots \ve are 1

"
cried Pongo.

" Haven't we got revolvers ? Let 's

shoot the lock off !

"

Hoir easy. Why hadn't we thought
of it before? Taking up our stand at

about twenty paces distant, Broncho
Bill and Cowboy Pete blazed away.
We tried shooting with the right hand,
with the left hand, both hands, crooked

arm, straight arm, standing, kneeling
and in the prone position over a sand-

bag rest. Oh, it wasn't that we didn't

hit it ;
wo hit it often the door, I

mean, but the latch part of it was the

difficulty.
As the last round ricochettcd off a

stone we reluctantly gave it up as a

bad job, and after a moment's survey
of our handiwork turned away in

disgust.

Suddenly an old rugged Scotsman,

carrying his kilt over his arm, came
out of the dug-out and saluted us

smartly.
"I hear-r-d a knocking," said he.

" Will ye be wanting somebody, Sir ?
"

We would not. Wo had just called,

in passing, to see if the family was at

home. And we passed. L.

Between the Lights.
A dear and conscientious old lady

who is strictly obeying the following
instructions in the paper :

" Blinds

must be drawn at 6 P.M. Lighting up

|

time, 6.11 P.M.," writes to ask us to

,
advise her as to the best way of epend-

\ ing this brief interval of darkness.
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THE INSTANTANEOUS RANK-ADJUSTER.

THE other day, on my arrival from

Franco, my relatives decided that 1

must have a new tunic and sell the old

one in aid of local charities. Having
realised my remaining securities and
taken Mr. Cox into rny confidence, I

approached my tailor and put myself
in his hands. My tailor isn't the man
he used to be, but only his grandfather ;

the autocrat who designed my outfit in

pre-war days being now a Temporary
Second Lieutenant Acting Colonel of

the 6/7th Tweedshires. To this fact

wo owe, as will be seen, one of the

greatest military inventions of the age.
The old gentleman, now a little de-

crepit, shook his head when he saw my
clothes, while at the same time a glow
of more than usual interest illumined

his ancient eyes. He inclines to be

talkative, but never foolishly.
"
Yes," he said,

"
you 're a little

stouter than when we last had the

pleasure of fitting you, Sir doubtless
the feeding at the Front. You 11 re-

quire one or two more wound-stripes
and chevrons, no doubt ? Medal ribbons ?

We have some very nice V.C. ribbon in

just now, Sir ; but most gentlemen pre-
fer this variegated effect in purple and
white. What about badges of rank ?

You're not' quite sure what to wear?
I expected as much. Now, Sir, you 've

come to us most opportunely. Do you
realise what has done most injury to

the garment you very rightly propose
to discard ? Not mere wear and tear

;

not enemy action
; not even batmen.

Where has it suffered most ? Not at
the elbows ; not in the pockets. No,
Sir the sleeves have gone. Arid why
have the sleeves gone, leaving the bust
and torso comparatively sound? The
trained eye can see ; it is because of

the constant changes of the insignia of

rank. I note here traces of incessant
variation a history of promotions and
reversions as distressing to the sar-
torial eye as it is, I doubt not, dis-

tressing to the straight-forward mili-

tary mind.
" Now, Sir, Mr. George, my grandson,

who, when lie wrote on Monday, was
commanding his Battalion and wearing
the badges of a Lieutenant-Colonel, has
forlong wrestled with the same problems
as yourself, spoiling tunic after tunic in

his efforts always to carry the correct

badges of rank. He has now, however,
during a brief rest, evolved the Instan-
taneous Rank Adjuster. It necessitates,
1 must explain, the wearing of badges
on the shoulders and not the sleeves.

Here is a specimen. Very simple, as

you see, consisting of an endless strap
for both shoulders, each strap bearing,
in correct succession, badges of all com-

missioned ranksfrom Second-Lieutenant
to Field-Marshal. The strap runs round
this inconspicuous aluminium roller

which is inserted in the deltoid hem
where the top of the sleeve joins the
shoulder and round a similar roller

beneath the superior lapel. From
there it is led by a clever arrangement
behind the clavicular panel or, speak-
ing as a layman, the back of the coat
and round a third roller secured diagon-
ally to the dorsal gusset, which you
probably know as the seam running
down the spine, Sir.

" Let us presume that you are once

again a happy innocent laJ, a Second
Lieutenant, proud of the KING'S com-
mission and of the gentlemanly yet
serviceable outfit provided by us at

moderate terms. One morning your
Battalion unfortunately suffers casual-

ties and you find yourself an Acting
Captain. No unpicking; no sowing;
no boring holes in your shoulder-strap
witli a bayonet. You apply this tiny
key (supplied in duplicate with every
Adjuster) to the dorsal roller and re-

volve it until the necessary arrange-
ment of constellations appears on the

exposed portion of the shoulder-strap.
Next day you are wounded and sent
home

; vou recover and return to

RUMINATIONS.

[Be/lections of a soldier on hearing th:i:

certain of our more fanatical politicians advo
cute the abolition of the Army rum ration.]

THE Power that, bringing man to birth

Ordained for each his proper place,
Fixed for each one his weight and girth
His wealth, his rank, his club, liis

race,

Religion, way of thinking,
Confirmed in all men from the first

A frequently recurrent thirst,

With means and will for drinking.

Barley was made for those who brew
that slakes the Briton'-

France. Again no unpicking ; no sew-

ing. A few turns of the key make
you once more a Second Lieutenant,

your tunic none the worse for these
vicissitudes.

"
Again, let us say you are going on

leave such things do happen and for

personal reasons do not desire to be
detailed as O.C. Storm Pans, or for any
other duty. You adjust the key, revolve
the roller until the shoulder-strap dis-

plays whatever badge observation has

taught you ensures immunity from
R.T.O.'s, and go aboard unjostled and
unmolested.

"
Many other occasions will arise in

military life on which the Instantaneous

Adjuster will be invaluable. My grand-
son the Colonel goes so far as to suggest
that busy officers in doubt as to their

standing may avail themselves of its

adjustability to wear the badge of a dif-

ferent rank on each shoulder.
" If the War Office decide to authorise

badges showing whether rank is sub-

stantive, temporary, acting, honorary,
presumptive, executive or passive, and,
if coming under several of these head-

ings, which, and in each case whether
with or without pay, allowances, over-

time, bonuses and free insurance, we
shall put on the market an elaborator
attachment to the Adjuster. In the
meantime may I fit your new tunic
with one of the simpler type?

"

Wouldn't you have said " Yes
"

?

I did.

The beer
meal

;

The apple's rose and russet hue
Was fashioned mainly to conceal

The cider juice within it
;

Beer, cider both will cool the throat,
But if we had to take a vote

We think the beer would win it.

Here's to the luscious wines that.foam
Around the feet of laughing girls,

Falornian loved of ancient Rome,
The crusted ports of belted earls,

Sweet wines of Samarcand,
The sherry steeped in Spanish sun,
The hock that swells the swollen Hun,

Tokay and Emu brand.

There are strange drinks for those who
choose

To suck their liquor through a straw,
Such potions as the Sammies use
And lesser breeds without the law

Peers, Publicans and Sheenies

Dopes that the Colonels at the Ritz
Sock when on leave from strafing

Fritz,

Manhattans and Martinis.

And wo who, keeping nightly watch
In Flanders' living grave abide,

Toast him who deals us out the Scotch,

And, at the fall of eventide,
Look shrewdly for the beaker ;

But most of all we gladly come
To thank the man who makes the

rum,
And never makes it weaker.

And when at last the bugle" blows
In Potsdam for that great parade

When WILHELM sees our ranks reclose
And all his hopes of empire fade,

Himself without a billet,

VON KLUCK will see the water hot,
RUPPRECHT will issue out a tot,

And HINDENBUHG refill it.

There is a lusl in the war news to-day,
which gives an Inranny feeling to the specula-
tive interest with which the next move in the

great drama on the Western Front is being
anticipated." Irish Paper.

A lusl always gives us just that Inranny
feeling.
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THE DEMONSTRATION PLATOON,

I AM in disgrace. Bronker, who
commands No. 11 Platoon, is in <lis-

I urn in despair. Bronker is

not. He is always in trouble of sonic

sort, while I had boon made Assistant

Adjutant and was very much in favour

with the C.O. until yesterday, when
the awful thing happened.

1 was sitting in the orderly-room
when the C.O. came in with a letter in

his hand.

"Brown," he said, after a smiling

acknowledgment of my salute,
" do you

know anything about Demonstration
Platoons?

"

"Not very much, I'm afraid, Sir,''

I replied. (Our C.O. appreciates a ju-

dicious display of ignorance on the part
of his junior officers.)

"Well, you'll have an opportunity
of adding to your knowledge this after-

noon. 1 have a note here from the

Commandant of the Corps School
"
(we

are out at rest a good way hack from

the line), "inviting mo to a demonstra-

tion to be given this afternoon by his

lustration Platoon, which is sup-

posed to be a very good one."
"
Yes, Sir," I said, as he paused there.

"
They are going to give a demon-

stration of march discipline."
"
Yes, Sir," I said.

"And they are going to start by
giving examples of /'/ march dis-

cipline."

"Yes, Sir," I said.
" I am going to take you with me."
"
Yes, Sir, thank you," I said.

Yesterday afternoon, shortly before

the appointed hour of 3 P.M., I was

standing with the C.O. on a -bank at

the cross roads at P. 24 B. 35-67

(Sheet 159u) in accordance with the

directions given. Almost as we looked
round for the first time we saw a body
of men, in numbers apparently about
the strength of a platoon, in appearance
somewhat resembling a party of bean-

feasters walking home after upsetting
their char-a-banc in a ditch. They
were already near enough for the eye
to ascertain that the leading figure
wore the dress of an Oflieer in His

Majesty's Army.
" Look at those men," said the C.O

1 looked. "Look at them straggling
all over the road and the Platoon Com-
mander stalking on without showing
the slightest interest. Look at the

officer's servant walking in the ditch

witli a chicken iu one hand and a tea-

pot in the other. Look at that man
^Yith a blanket bundle slung over his

shoulder; I suppose his equipment's
in that ; he 's certainly not wearing

any. And the step I 'vo never seen so

many steps among so few men. I tell

Lieut. Britmmcll (after his Jirst niylit
" Soweichcrc in France").

" SIIKKTS SOT OVtC-
CLBAN IS MY BED, ORDERLY."

Orderly. "CAN'T UNDERSTAND IT, SIB. THE T-AST MAN THAT SLEPT is THKM WAS A
MAJOB."

you what, Brown, I 've always admired
the British soldier, but I 've never

realised before that he has the makings
of a first-class actor in him. I congra-
tulate you, Colonel," he said, turning
to the Commandant of the School, who
had just come up,

" on the beet show

1,'ve ever seen. Your platoon is won-

derful, and the man who trained it

must be a genius."
" I 'm afraid I don't quite follow

you," said the Commandant; "I was

just going to apologise for keeping you
waiting because there was some mis-

take in sending out the orders, and my
Demonstration Platoon won't be here

before 3.30."

By this time the men we had been

watching were coming very near, and

just as I thought I recognised the

officer I suddenly remembered that

No. 11 Platoon had been ordered to

change their billot that day, and that

their route lay along tho road we were

watching.
" But what on earth

"
the C.O.

started, but, before he could linish, a

veritable.anindubitable.Bronkertnrned
his head and eyes towards tho C.O. and
executed his best and most ponderous
salute.

I did try to keep back that laugh

my lips are still sore where 1 bit them
but laugh I did right under the eyes

of the C.O. Ho is a fine soldier, our

C.O., but a little lacking in the sense

of humour. And now, though my
haversack may be lighter without the

Field-Marshal's baton which, I fear,

will never repose in it again, my heart

is heavy. ^====1
Another OUmpe of the Obvious.

"Mr. (1. II. Roberts, M.P., Minister for

Labour, gaid the happenings of the last

six weeks justified them in the belief that

peace was much nearer than it \vasduringthe
earlier part of the year." Kvening Pi*i

" Brassworkers and Metal Mec huics,

Coventry Branch, held their annual floral

uight on Saturday. Estimating the weight
ol a large bumpkin caused much amusement
nd profit." Midland Paper.

It was sporting of the stout bucolic to

lend himself to the general enjoyment,
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GOODNESS GRACIOUS! WHAT'S THE MATTER? BILLY'S BEEN AND STUNG HIMSELF ON A WASF."

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
xv.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER XC.

George. Pray tell me, Mamma, how
it came about that there was a paper
famine at the same time that the

country was so rich in paper-money ?

Mrs. M. You have set me a difficult

conundrum, but I imagine the true

answer to be that the paper famine
was only relative, and that all the paper
used for banknotes was as nothing to

that required for unnecessary books and

newspapers.
Mary. George always asks such tire-

some questions. Please tell us some-

thing more interesting. What was the

Spanish intluenza ? I suppose it was
a sort of dance.

Mrs. M. You would have done better

to stop short at your question instead

of betraying your ignorance by suggest-

ing the answer. Influenza, as I think
I have told you in our earlier conversa-

tions, first visited these shores in the

year 1836, in the form of a catarrh

accompanied by a tendency to fever.

Towards the end of the century the
Russian variety, with constantly chang-
ing symptoms, became prevalent. Your

grandfather has told me that when he
had it, everything he ate tasted, in his

rude but picturesque phrase, of "
gun-

powder and rotten eggs." Owing to

the passion for abbreviation, to which
I have never succumbed, the complaint
was vulgarly known as "

flu," and
seemed to have died out when it was

re-imported from Spain twenty years
later, though some people attributed

it to the " hidden hand." Mexican,

Mesopotamia!! and Patagonian varieties

followed, but the disease was finally

stamped out by the efforts of a special

Ministry of Influenza whose head-

quarters were at the British Museum,
and which employed a staff of five

thousand officials with a minimum
salary of ten pounds a week. Your

grandfather, who held a high position
in the Ministry on the strength of his

knowledge of Oriental languages, used
to speak of his appointment as the best

remunerated sinecure or, as Richard
would say, the "softest job" he had
ever enjoyed.

Mary. Please, Mamma, are Pancelts

good to eat ?

Mrs. M. Not being a cannibal, my
dear child, I cannot say. The Pancelts
were a group of people who wished to

give a wider scope to the Celtic Revival
of which I told you, and the word Celt
is by some derived from "

kilt," the
ancient and scanty dress of the abori-

ginal inhabitants of Scotland and Ire-

land. Owing to the shortage of cloth

the proposal to make the kilt com-

pulsory was favourably supported for a

while, but ultimately the integuments
of nether man resumed their dual form.

Mary. May I have a kilt for a Christ-

mas present, Mamma '?

Mrs. M. The purpose of these con-

versations, my dear Mary, is not to

discuss revolutionary changes in your
wardrobe, but to increase your know-

ledge of history. To resume, the

leaders of the Celtic Revival were
famous for their literary achievements.

Richard. What did they do in the

Great War ?

Mrs. M. They wrote beautiful poetry,
and went out of doors only in the twi-

light. One of them, who succeeded

in taming a leprechaun or fairy, was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for the

conspicuous services he had rendered

to the cause of humanity.

X-Bays.
"Photographs of the Church and the Vicar

(interior and exterior) may be had of the

Verger." Notice in a Berkshire Church.

"CLEAN SWEEP IN GERMANY."
Headline in "Daily Egress."

A serious coal shortage, evidently.
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THE "GOOD INTENT."
[The ketch Good Intent, built ul Plymouth

of British diik OIK; hundred and I went

yours ago, is probably the oldest British nn-r

rhant VI'SM'| attnat.]

THKY built her in the olden days,

They built her strong, they built her
stout

;

In Fanner GEORGE'S golden days
It must have been or thereabout.

They knew no rush or hustle then,

They drove no rivets racing time;
A sort of pleasant bustle then

Filled up the hours from chime to

chime.

With care and pains they 'd linger on
Each chisel touch and mallet stroke,

And lay a loving finger on
Her curving sides of Devon oak.

And so they worked, and so she grew
From garboard unto gunwale strake,

And if uncommon slow she grew
They built to last and no mistake.

Well, finish her they did at last;

Sparred, rigged and fitted forth she
went,

And out to sea she slid at last

The ketch of Plymouth, Good Intent.

She went and Lord ! she 's going still;

The same old sea's beneath her bow
;

The same old winds are blowing still
;

The same old skies behold her now.

The Channel lights they wink at her

(They 've done it at her cargoes too !
) ;

The friendly stars they blink at her
The way they always used to do.

The coast from North to South she
knows,

Its tiny ports and sleepy piers ;

From Hull to Avonmouth she knows
She 's used 'em for a hundred years.

Old Temeraire she might have seen,
And curtseyed to the Victory ;

And many a ding-dong fight have seen,
For those were lively times at sea.

The packets in their day were new,
And many a bluff East Indiaman

She saw 'em all when they were new,
Since first her sailing days began.

She saw, she waved them on their way,
Trim brig and plunging seventy-four,

And one and all they 'vo gono their way
Like clouds that pass and are no

more.

Frigate and sloop and battleship.
She 's seen 'em come, she 's seen 'em

go-
Red tramp and reeking cattle-ship
And China clipper winged like snow.

But still her old luck nods to her,
And be it peace or be it war

A.P.M. "WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY APPEARING IN PUBLIC IMPROPERLY DBESSED, WITH
NO BELT ON?" Sub. "I'll UNDEIl OPEN AHBEST, Sill."

A.P.M. "WHAT ABE YOU UNDER OPEN ARREST FOR?"
Sub. "APPEARING IN PUBLIC IMPROPEULY DHKSSEU, WITH NO BELT ON, SIR."

It doesn't make much odds to her
She 's lived in rousing times before.

:!- * :|. # ':

They might not count as skilled to-day
In her old hull whoso lesson 's hid :

" God send our shipwrights build to-day
As honest as their grandads did !

"

===== C.F.S.

'All previous records in ship finishing have
been beaten by a marvellous performance on
the part of men of Messrs. Workman, Clark
and Co., Ltd., Belfast, who have completed a

standard ship of 8,000 tons in three and three

quarter days. And we also have victory now
well on the stocks."

Liverpool Evening Express.

At this rate of progress we shall have

victory before Sunday next.

Bon Ton.

["Lady wishes to ACQUIRE from a society
lady a more CULTIVATED ACCENT

; Oxford tone

particularly desired ; weekly lessons."

Morning Paper.]

A lady perceived that her speech
Was not quite what the Varsities teach ;

So she called on a duchess
And asked,

"
May I pucliess

Your Oxford tones tuppence for

each ?
"

"Of 2,918 rates examined bacteriological!) ,

two were found to be infected with plague."
Daily 1'apei:

Wo only examine ours economically,
but we find them a plaguy nuisance
all the same.
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THOSE THIRTY MINUTES.
THERE are many things to teach

children which are not now included

in any curriculum ;
and one of the first

is not to hang about seeing people off

by train.

Then such episodes as this, thousands thing ?

of which are being enacted on railway

platforms every day, would no longer
be possible.

Scene : VICTORIA.

The train for Brighton is in and

already full, although half-an-hour has

yet to go. In a first-class compartment
intended for six are ten persons, among

j

them if you do.

thorn a meek girl squeezed between I M. O. Oh, yes.
Lieutenants who have
lifted the padded arms

dividing the seats. Out-
side at the window is

the meek girl's friend,

an elderly woman, who
has come to see her off.

They have nothing to

say to each other ; but
the friend cannot tear

herself away. The other

passengers hate the

sight of her.

Elderly Woman.
Well, take care of your-
self.

Meek Girl. Yes.

[A minute passes,

during which, as

in all the subse-

quent minutes,
the friend beams

through the ivin-

dow.
E. W. Are

cramped in there ?

M. G. (irho can

hardly breathe for
Lieutenants). Oh, no, not at all.

E. W. You look as if you were.

[The Lieutenants make insincere

efforts to release her a little.

M. G. Oh, no, not at all really.

[A minute passes.
E. W. It 's lucky we were here

early.
31 G. Yes, isn't it ? [Time passes.
E. W. I wonder if you'll stop at

Croydon.
M. G. I wonder.
E. W. Probably not. I expect this

is an express. [More time passes.
E. W. Shall I get you a paper ?

M. (Jr. No, thank you.

[Another interval.

E. W. (after consulting her watch).
The time's going on. You'll start

soon.

.If. Cr. flow soon ?

E. W. In about twenty minutes.

No, nineteen and a-half.

M. G. That 's good. I sha'n'fc

sorry when we 're there.

E. W. Be sure to take caro of your-

self.

M. G. Oh, yes, yes.
E. W. Here comes a paper boy.

You're sure you won't have auy-

M. G. Quite, thank you.

[Another interval.

E. W. I wonder if you '11 sec the

Wilkinsons.

M. G. I wonder.
E. W. I shouldn't be surprised.
M. G. Nor should I.

E. W. Be sure to remember me to

you
Head of the Firm. "SEND THE COMMISSIONAIRE ur TO ME."
Jealous Junior. " HE 'S OUT FOR MlSS SMITH THE NEW INVOICE CLERK, SIR

-HVXTIXG .

' '

E. W. But I flare say you won't see
them.
M. G. No.

[Another Lieutenant ivitli a suit-

case looks in and decides to make
a perch there. He does so at the

far end.

E. W. (humorously). Like sardines
in a tin.

M. G. (with a laugh). Yes.

[More time passes.
E. W. You '11 be glad to be there,

won't you ?

M. G. Yes.
E. W. (brightly). You'll find the sea

at Brighton.
M. G. Yes, I shall.

E. W. Sure you have no message
for me to take back ?

M. G. No. But thank you for see-

ing me off.

E. W. That 's all right. I like see-

ing people off. (She goes away for a

1)6
j

moment, to the intense relief of the other

passengers. Then she comes back). The
train 's frightfully full. Strange how
much travelling there still is!

M. G. Yes.

[The train begins to move.
E. W. Now you 're off. Be sure to

give them my love.

[She walks beside the train.

M. G. Yes.

E. W. Take care of yourself.
M. G. Yes, oh yes.

\After a yard or so the. train stops.
E. W. You weren't going, after all.

M. G. No.
E. W. A false alarm. (Looks at

her watch.) Why, it wants another
five minutes yet.

.. G. Not really ?

E. W. Yes. I '11 tell

them all what a full

train it was.
M. G. Yes, do.

More time passes.
E. W. There are lots

of people who can't get
seats.

M. G. No.
E. W. Lucky we

were here early.
M. G. Yes, wasn't it?

[Another minute

passes.
E. W. 1 wonder what

all these people will do
who can't find room.
M. G. (with an inspi-

ration). Wait for the
next perhaps.
E.W. Yes, very like-

ly. Yes, that's what

they'll do wait for

the next.

M. G. Yes.

[Two more minutes

pass.
E. W. (looking at her tvatch). Now

you really will be off directly. Be sure
to give them my love.

M. G. Yes.
'

E. W. And take care of yourself.
M. G. Oh, yes.
E. W. Don't catch a cold, will you ?

M. G. Not if I can help it.

E.W. That's right. Yes, now you 're

really going.

[She begins to keep pace with the

moving train, waving her hand
and nodding brightly.

E. W. Be sure to give them my love.

M. G. Yes, good-bye.
E. W. Good-bye. Sure you 've got

no messages for me ?

M. G. No, but thank you for coming.
E. W. (breathlessly, almost running).

Oh, that 'sail right. I love to. Good-bye.
M. G. Good-bye.

[She would wave too, but her arms
arc pinioned by Lieut mants.
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IN THE DAYS OF WRITING ON STONE.
Beaicyed Citizen (tofrieml who has got hurt). "I HOPE IT'S NOTHING BEIUOUS?"
Hurt Fritnd. "No, THANKS. I SHALL soon BE ALL BIGHT. IT WAS ONLY A LOIP OF THE pncrACA.NDiST I.ITEUATCM: TH\T THE

JI.NKMY HAS BEES PEPPEKING us WITH THIS LAST DAY on TWO."

OUE OFFICIAL NOVELIST.
As might naturally be expected, the

news of Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT'S ap-
pointment as Director of Propaganda
has excited the liveliest interest.

Locally perhaps the greatest enthusi-
asm lias been shown in Staffordshire,
where tho Mayor of HANLEY is, we
understood, promoting a movement
to confer the Freedom of the Five
Towns on their most famous inhabitant.
On the other hand, gloom reigns in

Paternoster Bow. A leading publisher,
interviewed by our representative,
took a decidedly pessimistic view of

the situation. " Where," he asked,
" will it end, if the State is going to

sterilize our imaginative writers by
harnessing them to politics ? And how
are ire going to live if our ' best sellers'

are all to be mopped up ? JOHN BUCHAN,
ARNOLD BKNNETT why, they '11 be com-

mandeering ETHEL M. DELL, CHARLES
GARVICE and the Baroness ORCZY next.

England without novels, as my prin-

cipal reader wittily put it to me, is like

a slum without hovels." Here bis ! Lastly, Mr. HAKOI.D BEOBIE, while
emotion overcame him, and he rushed cordially admitting Mr. BENNETT'S
off to a vegetarian restaurant.

\ ability, expressed doubts whether he
Sir HALL CAINE said he was prepared \

was sufficiently rich in uplift and unc-
to watch the experiment in a spirit of

,

tion. As a phrenologist he found Mr.
benevolent neutrality. It was not true
that he had been asked to join the

literary side of the Department. Eng-
land and the Isle of Man had other
claims upon him which he might find

it difficult, nay impossible, to forgo.
Mr. LYTTON STBACHEY confessed to

being rather disconcerted by the ap-

pointment. He had already completed
a study of Mr. BENNETT for his forth-

coming volume on eminent Post-Vic-

torians, and this new development,
coupled with Mr. BENNETT'S recent ap-

pearance as an illustrator, would involve

a drastic revision of his manuscript.
Mr. WELLS said that it was a "

great
adventure," and that he had no doubt
Mr. BENNETT would give the public
" what the public wants ;

"
for the rest

BENNETT weak in those cranial develop-
ments which indicated tho possession
of the highest humanitarian qualities.

According to the latest advices, Mr.
BENNETT and his staff will take up
their quarters at the Giand Babylon
Hotel.

An advertisement :

"SPEAK FOB THEMSELVES
'8 ARTIFICIAL TEETH."

A tribute to their perfect articulation.

' Tax bachelors of cither RCI fifty per cent,
of their incomes, with rebates for wife and each
child up to four."

Tunes Kilucatioiial Supplement.

Imagine the emotion with which a poor
bachelor of either sex, saddled with the
incubus of a \\ ifo and four children and

he had himself been doing the work un- crippled with the loss of half his (or

officially and exhaustively for the last her) income, would apply for the kindly
ten years. rebate.
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THE LIFE CERTIFICATE.
THE joke, I believe, was originated

by a private of the E.A.M.C. just over

a year ago. lie approached me in the

darkness, bent over me, then remarked

briefly to his fellow stretcher-bearer,
" This bloke 's dead."

I opened my eyes and assured him

huskily but forcibly that he was in

error, and he at once accepted my
assurances. He did not ask me to fill

up a form and have it signed by an
oiiicer or a magistrate ; the mere fact

that I could speak was sufficient evi-

dence for his quick brain that I was
alive, although he did seem rather hurt
because I had contradicted him.

Possibly ho passed on the news that

I had no right to be alive, or it may
be that all the members
of the E.A.M.C. had ar-

ranged the grim joke be-

forehand. I only know
that in hospital, a few

nights later, an li.A.M.C.

orderly reported that I

was dead, and some of

the staff seemed unflat-

teringly disappointed at

finding me still alive next

morning.
I heard nothing fur-

ther of the joke until

the Army authorities de-

cided they could win the
War without any further

assistance from me, and
I became a civilian again.
Then I discovered that

the grim jest had been
elaborated into an Army

inspector you cannot collect the first

instalment of your pension."
She indicated a section of the last

form I bad signed, and then it was I

discovered that the authorities had

adopted and elaborated the E.A.M.C.
man's grim joke. I found that they
still harboured grave doubts^ apparently,
about my being really alive, and re-

quired a declaration and certificate to

that effect before they were prepared
to pay me any money.

"This is to certify that I have seen

the man described above alive on the

date stated against my name, that he
subscribed the declaration in my pre-

sence, and that his age, height, &c.,

appear to correspond with the par-
ticulars shown on bis Identity Cer-

tificate," I read, together with the

War Critic. " THEN THERE 's THE FREEDOM OP THE
Voice from background. "WELL, WHAT ABART IT?"

Form during my convalescence.
I was invited to. call at the Pensions

Office, where I filled up several forms,
in one of which, if I remember rightly,
I had to give particulars as to the age,
sex and occupation of my grandfather,
details as to the birthplace and maiden
name of my wife, and information con-

cerning the colour of the eyes and hair
of my daughter, together with an inti-

mate and almost indelicate descrip-
tion of myself, and my "

distinguishing
marks."

I trembled lest the charming and
business-like young lady who appeared
to be deputising for the Minister of

Pensions should insist upon verifying
the last - mentioned particulars, and
breathed more freely when she merely
demanded to see my discharge papers.
"Now you must go to the nearest

police-station," she announced calmly
but firmly, and I gasped.

But why?" I stammered. "I
have not transgressed the law."

" Your Life Certificate," she explained.
"Until you get it signed by a police

instructions that the
must be signed by

Life Certificate

"a Minister of

Eeligion, acting and resident, within
the town or district where be attests,
or a Magistrate, or the Pensioners'

Begular Medical Attendant.or an Officer

on the Active or Eetired List of His

Majesty's Civil, Military (including
Special Eeserve, Territorial Force, &c.)
or Naval Service, or by the man's

employer, or -by a member of the
Police Force of, or above, the rank of

Serjeant." In a footnote the authori-
ties added that "The Officer of His

Majesty's Civil Service must be, or
(if

retired) must at the date of his retire-
j

ment have been, a permanent Civil

Servant of the Crown on a salary of

not less than 200 a year, and on a
scale rising to not less than 300 a

year. The Officer of the Military or
Naval Service must be a Commissioned
Officer."

When I recovered from the shock, I

feebly endeavoured to convince the lady
that I was not a camouflaged corpse ;

but she, unlike the stretcher-bearer,

declined to accept my unsupported
statement and insisted that the Life
Certificate must be signed in accord-
ance with regulations.

Whereupon 1 betook myself to a

police-station and explained to an inspec-
tor who, I fear, mistook me at first for

a wandering lunatic that the Govern-
ment were conspiring to presume me
dead, and that I wished him to certify
that I was still alive. He seemed
relieved when I produced the official

form, and he signed the Life Certificate

with the air of a man who disapproves
of levity in connection with serious

subjects.

Feeling that I truly lived again, I

returned to the Pensions Office, and

suggested to an official that the
E.A.M.C. were carrying the joke too

far
; but he defended the

Department warmly, as-

suring me that some of

the forms had been de-

signed by an Insurance
official.

Then it flashed upon
me that perchance I

was doing the E.A.M.C.
an injustice. Insurance

Companies, you know,
never believe anybody is

dead, and refuse *to pay
out any money until they
get a proper death cer-

tificate, and it occurred
to me at once that the

gentleman from the In*

suranco Company must
have hit upon the happy
idea of refusing to believe

. any man was alive, or to

pay him his pension, until he produced
a proper Life Certificate.

However, whether the idea originated
in the E.A.M.C. or in the brain of an
Insurance cflicial, the joke, as far as I

am concerned, is now becoming some-
what frayed at the edges, for the

Pensions Office persists in working it

off on me once every three months. I

now no longer delight in watching the

alarmed expression on the face of a

country police sergeant when I ask him

solemnly to declare and certify that I

am not dead ; even the joy of asking a

pompous old permanent official if his

salary is over two hundred pounds a

year (and adding the polite explanation
that if he receives less than two hun-
dred he is not a fit person to judge
whether or not I am alive), and the

excitement of inquiring of dug-out
Colonels if they are commissioned

officers, begin to pall.
But I am haunted by the fear that

the Great Mind which evolved the idea

of the Life Certificate may persuade the

War Office to apply the scheme to men
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"AND WHAT IS YOUR LITTLE GRANDSON TO BE IS THE CANTATA, EPHRAIM ?
"

"FAIRY PRINCE,' THEY DO BAY, Miss! AN' 'E'VE GOT TO 'AVE DIFFERENT CLOTHES FOB IT I"

still serving. In which case every
soldier will perforce, in order to pro-
tect himself, have to carry the official

form with him and insist upon being

supplied with a member of the Police

Force (of or above the rank of Sergeant),
or an Officer (who is a Commissioned

Officer), or a Civil Servant (whose

salary is not less than two hundred

pounds a year) to sign the certificate in

case of emergency.

Commercial Candour.

From a match-box :

WARBANTED
BEST

ENGLISH MATCHES.

WON T

STRIKE ANYWHERE.

" Gentleman, Theological College (ineligible),
desires Lay Readership." liccord.

A risky appointment.

" COOK WANTED. One competent to do plain

cooking; r.isy position, good home; wages
$5000 per month, including board, lodgings,

\va-ihin^, etc." American Paper.

This just shows how the cost of living
has risen in the States.

MORE "HOME CODE."
I HAPPENED to travel up to town the

other day with an elderly lady who was
American to the very depths of her soul,

which was of the kind and motherly
sort. Enter an American officer, who
was the youngest thing on earth. He
wore a cheerfully cherubic small-boy

expression and an empty sleeve. How
he got into the United States Army I

can't think, hut in it he was, and the

condition of his sleeve showed that he

had kept going with the best. The
two were strangers, but no doubt you
can believe that they did not long re-

main so. In about ten minutes they
had raked up some mutual acquaint-
ances across the pond, and by the time

we got to the terminus they were old

friends.

He was very shy about his battle

experiences, and the lady showed the

wisdom of the grandmother that she

might have been (for all I know) by

refraining from asking him questions
that ahe obviously would have liked to

ask.

When the train stopped he tumbled

out and got her a taxi, and while I

was waiting for my own luggage I saw
her drive off.

'

"Good-bye," she said, and, leaning
out to see the last of him, she added,
"andC.Y.K."

Glancing at the young man I found

him blushing so furiously that all Pad-

dington seemed suffused with a rosy
tint. Dearly would I have liked to ask

him the meaning of those mystic ini-

tials that could produce such a result.

However, the next day I found an-

other American and asked him.

"C.Y.K.?" said ho. "That stands

for ' Consider Yourself Kissed.' What
else could it be?"
What indeed ?

The " Duration " Another Forecast.
" A splendid opportunity for Churchmen to

do their bit in connection with Church Army
Hut Work. Superintendents and helpers
wanted immediately : whole time work

;
not

over 5G years." Miirniny Post.

A New Source of Revenue.
"I am afraid that, for the same reason, I

shall tax your patience."
'Mr. Uox.iit L.in-at tlie Guildhall.

" Thieves broke into a dwelling house at

Hutton, Essex, but all that was stolen was a

put of jam." Evening Nctri.

To miss a put is always mortifying;
but to miss a put of jam in these days
is a tragedy.
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THE SWABIAN SUMMER SCHOOL.

(Suggested by tlic kindred and multifarious activities of tJie

Fabians at their recent annual holiday at tlic seaside.)

YE Muses, gently heeding
Your disciple's urgent pleading,

To my aid serenely speeding from the blest Pierian pool,

Grant me skill that con amore

1 may chant the wondrous story

Of the glamour and the glory of the Swabian Summer School.

Far from war's insensate striving,

Plotting, planning and contriving,

From the tyrannous slave-driving of the Ministerial Ghoul ;

Far from London's futile clatter

And its enervating chatter,

We discussed the Tilings that Matter, at the Swabian. Sum-

mer School.

Viz. the psychics of STRAVINSKY,
Or the uplift of KANDINSKY,

Or the plays of Bobolinsky, or the " curves
"

of Mrs. BOOLE,
Or Peruvian folk-jingles,
BOKBOW'S theory of dingles,

Or the turnip-cure for shingles, at the Swabian Summer
School.

There were present Yugo-Fabians,
Theosophic Astrolabians,

Several blameless Bessarabians and Koreans from Seoul ;

With a brace of Finn historians,

Some Babindranath-Tagorians,
And a group of Montessorians, at the Swabian Summer

School.

We had talks on breeding pigeons,
On polygamous religions,

On the music of the Phrygians and the manners of the mule ;

On the esoteric meaning
Of the Celtic art of "

keening,"
And on vacuum spring-cleaning, at the Swabian Summer

School.

Wormwood Pshaw descanted gaily
On " Mock-Justice at Old Bailey,"

On " The Blasphemy of PALEY," and on " SHAKSPEARE :

Super-Fool ;

"

And produced a huge sensation

By a daily demonstration
Of his prowess in natation, at the Swabian Summer School.

To the smart and modish Vandal
Our attire caused quite a scandal,

For the votaries of the sandal never bow to Fashion's rule ;

But our garb was hygienic,
And our chevelures Hellenic,

Lending lustre' that was scenic to the Swabian Summer
School.

We had dances, too, fantastic,

Yet by no means ogiastic,
But Delsarteari and plastic, when the nights were calm

and cool,

With refreshing drinks, symbolic
t Of a spiritual frolic,

And of course non-alcoholic, at the Swabian Summer School.

All delights must have an ending,
And the student, slowly wending

From the scenes of his unbending, sought his home and
office-stool,

But illumined and enlightened,
With his mental stature heightened

And his astral aura brightened, by the Swabian Summer
School.

THE SURVEYOR.
I HAVK recently been engaged in a controversy with an

official who apparently spends a great part of his time in

seeing that the taxable sheep are properly shorn for the

benefit of Mr. BONAB LAW and his minions in the Ex-

chequer. My official was a very zealous person, and

apparently had the right to call himself a Surveyor of

Taxes. Seeing what taxes are in these days, lie must be

having a busy time of it.

Have you ever seen a Surveyor of Taxes '? No ? Nor had
I until about ten days ago; and when I" say that I saw a

Surveyor of Taxes ten days ago I do not mean that I really
saw him and got so near to him that I might have called

him " old fellow," or slapped him on the back, or employed
any other familiarity with him no, I mean that ten days ago
I became acutely aware of his oflicial existence by receiving
from him an oblong envelope On His Majesty's Service and

containing a letter in which Mr. Benjamin Hallowfield

drew my attention to the fact that I had committed some
error or other in my return of Income Tax, and would I

please send in a cheque for same at the earliest possible
moment? If, however, I decided to appeal, I must give
notice on or before a certain date.

Now I may be a fool, but I deny that I am such a fool

as to put myself in the hands of the Income Tax Com-
missioners by appealing. What chance do you think a

non-official has if he once gets tied up in officials '? So I

decided to admit the error and pay up. Still, I didn't see
j

why I shouldn't have a little joy out of the incident, and I

decided to worry the Surveyor by writing him a rhymed
letter and seeing how he would take it. Here is my letter:

" Dear Sir, I have your very painful letter, and note that

to the State you hold me debtor in thirteen pounds, a

pretty tidy sum, which strikes me blind and deaf and
almost dumb. A word of warning, Sir :' in your assessing

you go too much yes, far too much by guessing. Still,

there you are, and with extensive view "survey
" mankind

from China to Peru. And, lest I get it fairly in the neck,
I mean to take my pen and write a cheque. Therefore

rejoice, for as you go your rounds you 're so much richer

by my gift of pounds."
I posted this letter and waited for Mr. Hallowfield's

reply. None came, so I went at him again with two lines

of verse as follows :

" Dear Sir, my last letter was not all my eye ; you have

read it by now and should send a reply."

Again I waited, but no answer came. So I provoked
Mr. Hallowfield once more as thus :

" Dear Sir, you are really too slack and too slow ; you
ought to have answered me ages ago."

Two more days passed, and then I received the following
letter from the Surveyor of Taxes :

"Dear Sir, your three letters are duly to hand, and

permit me to tell you they've beaten the baud. Did you
think that a mixture of taxes and money with a man who
surveyed was essentially funny ? There '& nothing that

keeps a surveyor from rhyme ; he could do it like you if he

only had time. Here 's a tit for your tat which you little

expected, and a rhyme for your rhyme, well-revised and
corrected. And learn for your good what the manner-books
teach : there are plenty of pebbles still left on the beach."

That settled it. I troubled the Surveyor no moi'e. But
when your Surveyor descends from his official pinnacle and

pays you back in your own coin, what is a man to do '? It

must be very exhilarating to live in an atmosphere com-

pounded of Income Tax returns and light verse.
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The Corporal.
" DON'T YOU MOVE, OB OVER SHE 'tt oo. 1 'u. WALK BACK TO THE VILLAGE AND 'PBOSE FOB THB ' FIBST AID." Sn

OUGHT TO BE HEBE IN A COUPLE OP HOUBS OB SO."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

ITS publishers are certainly justified in claiming a special

interest for The Burgomaster of Stilemonde (METHUEN) as
" a drama of to-day by one whose plays are normally with-

out definite time or place." This vivid and terrible little

episode of the invasion of Belgium shows M. MAURICE
MAETERLINCK in a new aspect, a realist so severe that his

facts are left to work their own emotional appeal, without

apparently the least manipulation. When the Germans

occupy Stilemonde and hold its Burgomaster hostage, one

of their officers is shot by an unknown assailant. Therefore

the Burgomaster must pay the penalty unless he will

permit the sacrifice of an obviously innocent old servant

whom the invaders profess to suspect. That is the whole

matter. It is never known who did in fact fire the shot.

There are only three characters of any importance: the

Burgomaster, his parried daughter, and his German son-in-

law, a very cleverly-drawn character who is made the

mouthpiece of that Teutonic philosophy which was precisely

then revealing itself to a 'bewildered world. These two

figures, indeed, the old man and the young, stand in their

antagonism for the contrast between two creeds, honour

and expediency. The conflict between them is profoundly
sincere and moving. One very minor point however I must

mention. It is surely strange that in the last Act the clock

should strike six on page 98, and after scarcely ten minutes'

worth of dialogue be already sounding seven (the hour of

execution). This is so obvious, I hesitate to say so striking,

a point that I am uncertain whether it may not be inten-

tional as conveying a subjective sense of time in presence
of emotion. In any case however it would be well for

Mr. MARTIN HARVEY, who has acquired the acting rights,

to eliminate what might prove too fine a subtlety for the

average British audience.

Under the intentionally misquoted title, Old Saws and
Modern Instances (CHAPMAN AND HALL), Mr. W. L.

COURTNEY has collected certain critical studies, most of

them relative to the drama. As he himself explains in a brief

preface, his "main desire has been to illustrate modern

questions by ancient examples." One fancies therefore that
" New Saws and Ancient Instances" might have been a more

fitting label ; but that by the way. In the pursuit of this

plan of comparisons the writer has given us two dramatic

analogies, HABDY and JESCHYLUS (with special reference to

The Dynasts) and BRIEUX and EURIPIDES. Interesting as

both these studies are, I fancy the casual reader or semi-

casual; the really casual would probably put the whole

volume down unread beyond page 2 will find most plea-

sure in a lengthy paper on Realistic Drama, which involves

a survey of the London stage during the last half-century,

and in Mr. COURTNEY'S very agreeable and appreciative

open letter to an American friend on the art and personality

of Sir HERBERT TREE. Now and again iho value of the

conclusions has been something impaired by time ; our

views, for example, upon the young Russians are probably
a little modified since the date upon which Mr. COURTNEY
wrote about them. On the whole, however, these papers

(I should not presume to call them fugitive) were well

worth collection, though the circle to which they will

appeal is naturally a limited one. One word of criticism : I

was astonished to find that Mr. COURTNEY, in his very just

tribute to the influence of Sir A. W. PINERO (to whom we
are in danger of becoming ungrateful), should make no

mention of Mid-Channel, -surely one of the best plays of

its period and worthy to be bracketed with Iris at the head

of the ARTHURIAN drama.

Mr. OLIVER ONIONS calls his latest book, The Xcw J/bon

(HODDER AND STOUOHTON), a " Romance of Reconstruction,"

which means that it deals with England in the days when
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the great question,
" How Long ?

"
shall have heen finally

answered. It is thus only in part, a small part, Romance,
and much more an essay on social change, as Mr. ONIONS
thinks it will or could he. The great defect of this method
is that any effort to believe it all true becomes manifestly

impossible ; also that the serious purpose is apt to over-

balance the story. I was the more sorry for this because

Mr. ONIONS' people were continually showing signs that, if

the author had not restricted them to the function of

examples, they could have been quite entertainingly human.
Helinc, the hero, who " had the look of having been very
much older, and yet of having somehow come young again,"
remains, despite this pleasant touch, rather wooden; but

Betti/ and her mother arc both delightful, and Kimber, the

type of amateur oflicial, "pompous about multiplied no-

things," is so shrewdly sketched that I should have wel-

comed more of him. As for the author's "
reconstruction,"

this is always at the least interest-
~

ing; transportation, one gathers,
is the crux of it. Also a generally
accelerated pace that constrains

the hero to propose marriage be-

fore asking the heroine's name.
Otherwise human behaviour (you
will bo relieved to hear) is to re-

main much as before that period
in the world's history, which, ac-

cording to Mr. ONIONS, "men
spoke of as The Bloodletting."
If our fighting men are really

engaged in nothing better than

this, I fear the change in them
will he more radical than Mr.

seems to suspect.

Though The. Xcir TettcJiinr/. a

collection of solemn, which is by
no means to say dull, papers by
distinguished teachers of many sub-

jects under the editorship of Pro-

fessor ADAMS and published by
Messrs. HODDEB AND STOUGHTON,
is a book mainly for experts, serious-

minded laymen will profit by the

reading of it. It will foe one thing
help to scotch the ready sneer

against the pedagogue as the
entrenched conservative. Here L

among the teachers is the ferment

consuming zeal for human values.

a mournful thing for us to have to reflect how much
more intelligently certain things are being done now
than in our young days, pre-eminently in the teaching of

history, of geography, of music, of handicraft, of mathe-
matics to mention no more but this is no bad thing for

those of us who are so soon to graduate as professed praisers
of a departed age. I almost, yet not quite, wish I could

go back and begin again under such guidance as these
writers could unquestionably give. Bnt the book makes
one realise how much better moulded our nephews are likely
to be than we were in our time, and perhaps it may save
some of us from that easy avuncular patronage which must
be even more offensive to them than it was to us.

attention, to hold us as much by its keen character analysis
as by its descriptive power and the ramifications of its sensa-
tional plot. In this I was disappointed. The people who
weave their toils and counter-toils about the unfortunate

young man from Trinidad are unreal. Perhaps this doesn't
matter much if we are expecting no more than a mystery
for our money. The author is adept at surrounding her

subjects with a nimbus of repulsion and gloom and at

keeping us guessing to the end. She paints her scenery
with a fidelity and charm which seem to appeal in vain for

real men and women, instead of the puppets of adventure,
to come and people her stage. With these we feel no sense
of intimacy ; they are simply German villain, Japanese
villain, amateur sleuth, etc., conventional types with no

individuality of their own. By way of compensation the
author can conjure up all the sights and sounds and smells
that have connected themselves unfadingly in our minds

with familiar places. For light en-

tertainment The Man from Trini-
dad can be recommended unre-

servedly, but I shall not abandon
the hope of better things to come.

Mr. PETT RIDGE divides Specictl

Performances (METHUEN) into a
First and Second House, an inno-

cuous conceit. His "Programme"
consists of eighteen turns, as I

suppose they ought to be called,
and all of them are worth hearing.
I say

"
hearing," because Mr. PETT

RIDGE is one of the few modern

\

authors whose work benefits by
1

being read aloud. Nobody can
make better bricks from less straw.

He can be funny, too, without

being facetious; his ridicule of the

foibles of his characters is always
genial and touched with sympathy.

|

In a word he is human, and as an
antidote to the "

superior
"
brand

of novelist I know nobody to equal
him. One of these sketches is

specially to be praised. It is called

"In the Service," and tells the

story of Captain Hards, of the Jane

Maria, who suddenly found that

his steam-trawler was "
part and

of revolution and a I parcel of the Fleet." The way in which the Captain tried

Perhaps it is rather to live up to his exalted position is told with delightful
skill and humour.

Our Village Champion War-Saver. '-I'LL TAKE AN-
OTHER WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATE, MR. TICKLER, AND
TOU MIGHT PUT A FEW 'OBNAILS TS THEM BPUINO-
SIDES. THEY SAY THE LAST QUAUTER-OF-AIT-HOUR 's

A-30IN' TO WIN THIS 'ERE WAR."

It cannot be truthfully said that the promise of The

'THE WAR CFTLOOK. EEVIEWED BY Hn. BOSAB LAW.
The enemy wanted to use up our reserves before the Americans

arrived, but had already failed, because the Americans were not coming
they had came." New Zealand J'aper.

We cannot believe that the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUEK
really said this. He has never shown any tendency to flout

the senior branch of his family the Laws of Grammar.

" ' Summer-time ' ended officially at three o'clock this morning.
Failure to observe the putting back of the clock will mean the loss of

trains, posts and temper." Dnily Mirror.

DEAR MB. PUNCH, I personally found that the result of

forgetting to put back my clock last night was that I had
an hour to spare this morning, which enabled me to write

Pointing Man has been fulfilled in The Man from Trinidad my letters in good time for the post and to catch my train

(HUTCHINSON). Not that the latter is a bad yarn in its way,
|

without the usual rush. This kept me in a good temper
but I confess that I expected the author's next story (she is till luncheon-time. Yours truly, SUBURBAN.
anonymous, but I know her name) to command more serious ! September SQtli, 1918.
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CHARIVARIA.
THE latest recruit to join up in the

United States army is a Baltimore har-

t \vlio weighs eighteen stone. To
save the trouble of measuring him for a

trench he is to ho used in open warfare

only.

KlN<; KI:KI>IXANI>, says a S.>1':.:

patch, will dovoto himself to scientific

pursuits. Jlis only regret is that the
Allies thought of it first.

Allies should delino tlieir peaco con-
ditions. \Ve liad rather gathered that
the urgent necessity \\as that tiiey
should adopt Mr. HI-:MH:U>-

Major-General Sir Fm:i-:i<i< K M\r
KICK is said to have lice:.mo the military
expert of The. l)<nl;i AY/,

An American visitor, writing in a

iiiporary. ,t. Tube attend-
ants are continually yawning. Only

her day, it seems, u s!

look a liftman's mouth

* *

tor the exit.

A well-known vegetal ian a.-^s-rts that
not bo takn as an indication that our hi! never feels that he wants more than
contemporary ever really approved of ' one meal a day. \\o can well be
t lift \V.i i- . ithe War. * *

" American Society women," says a
New York correspondent, "have s;

a movement to wear shabby clothes for

the duration of the War." The fashion-
able milliners are already introducing
expensive lines of imitation remnants.

It appears that a certain Groenlander,
whose name we are not permitted to

The man who was badly bitten by
a 4-7 gun in Trafalgar Square on Friday
last now admits that he tried to feed

it with a copy of one of Mr. RAMSAY
MACIION u.u's speeches.

The Chairman of the Guildhall Tri-

bunal is of the opinion
that shaving is a luxury
trade. On the other

hand, our own war-
barber regards it as a

superior kind of fret-

work.

The National Union
of Clerks has demanded
the abolition of the !

O.B.E. There may be

good clerks, they say,
but they don't want the

thing advertised.
: -.:

" Soak your logs in

brine over-night and
then dry them. They
will burn twice as well,"

says a contemporary.
A better way is to soak

yourself in the brine

until your skin becomes impervious to I mention, did not hear of the War until

One of the "older men" (reminiacently).
" STRANGE! STIIANI;K! MY FORUKR

OFFICE BOY IS NOW A CAPTAIN; MY HF.AU CLF.UK A FULL-BLOWN MAJOR; AND MY
UNDER-GABDENEB HAS JUST WON HIS COMMISSION ON THE FIELD."

Hia Companion.
" BLIMEY! AN' wiv ALL THAT IXH.I-KXCE AT THE BACK OF

YEB, YEB COULDN'T WANGLE A CU8HIER JOB THAN THIS."

atmospheric conditions,

won't need logs.

Then you

" Should married men fly ? It is

purely a matter of temperament," says
" Avis

"
in The Daily Mail. Of com-

patibility of temperament, we presume.

The public, the Press Association

learns, will be able to buy plenty of

candles this winter at Is. 4d. a pound.
Little as we can afford it we shall stick

to the jolly old margarine at Is. &d.
; *

Mr. BONARL.VW made his recent trip
to France by aeroplane. The report
that a number of members of the

Opposition have been invited by the

Admiralty to make a descent in a depth-

charge turns out to be unfounded.
* :'.:

It is becoming a matter of urgent
necessity, Mr. ARTHUR HENDERSON re-

cently told an interviewer, that the

late in 1915.

cuse for this.

There seems to be no ex-

If we remember rightly
The Daily Mail bad called attention to

it long before this time.

The democratisation of Germany
proceeds apace. As a result of the re-

cent turn of events Government stocks

have fallen so low as to place them
within reach of all.

=:

The visit of Sir ERIC GKDDES to the

United States sesins to have been a

very quiet affair. The journalists pre-
sent on his arrival in Washington num-
bered only fifty. We must suppose
that this apparent indifference was due
to America's preoccupation.

* *
*

Following closely upon the presenta-
tion of Stonehenge to the State comes
the news that Ireland is about to be

purchased as a gift to the English
nation.

this.

*V
"After the War," says Mr. I!

"every man should ho ^iveri the
chance of getting what ho quito rightly
deserve-i." The KAISKU is said to he
of the opinion that this is not quite the
riht spirit with which to foster the

League of Nations' proposal.

We understand that M. L;:NIN will

shortly approach Ger-

many with a view to

an armistice to bring
about the cessation of

peace. ... ...

Suicide is alleged to

be so frequent in the

Ukraine that measures
are about to lie taken to

make it a punishable
offence. * $

*

A Scottish contem-

porary, discussing Mr.
\VINSTON CHURCHILL'S
visit to the Clyde, says
that " Mr. Churchill is

the Minister who has
made such a success at

the Ministiy of Muni-
tions." We bad often

heard mention of his

name and wondered who be was.

*
Six boys have been reprimanded by

the Windsor magistrates for burning
down two hayricks. The treatment

might appear a trifle rough, but such

offences are an abomination in these

days when matches are so scarce.

Much amusement was caused in the

City last week when the news went
round that a certain Government De-

partment in search of new premises

actually took over Government pro-

perty in mistake.

Prince Max's Move.

C'est magnifique, mais ce n'est pas
la paix.

" 1 suppose almost 90 per cent, of our men
hnvc IMJCU wounded by the machine-gun dur-

ing the last few weeks." A correspondent in

a MancJiestfr pni-

Wo seem to be doing pretty good work
with the remaining 10 per cent.
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A BREACH IN THE HOHENZOLLERN LINE.

WHEN CONSTANTINO abdicated

All for his country's greater good,
The throne that he evacuated

Remained in situ (where it stood) ;

Though Father's rule had been erratic,

The very moment he had gone
Son ALEXANDER (democratic)

Stepped in and carried on.

When FERDIE dropped the regal status,

Chucking his crown to salve his head,

He left behind no rude hiatus,

But BORIS plugged the gap instead ;

Nor did his absence, now conclusive,

Cause much upheaval in the air,

For FERDIK'S life was unobtrusive

And mostly spent elsewhere.

But you, my WILLIE, make a vital

Error if you embrace the view
That these examples which I cite '11

Serve as a precedent for you ;

That, should the People relegate your
Father to some inferior hole,

You, as his heir, by force of nature

Will lill the vacant role.

" I "11 have no truck," says Mr. WILSON

(And so say all of us Allies),
" With KaiserBILL or Kaiser BILL'S son,

Or any Hohenzollern guys ;

"

We grant the Hun his right of choosing
The Government that fits him best,

But do you fancy him refusing
The sort that we suggest ?

I see him, starved at famine prices
And sick of this pro-Junker strife,

Faced with a choice of sacrifices
" Your LITTLE WILLIE or your life!

"

Not much embarrassed by the option
Of these two courses, he '11 decide

Easily on the swift adoption
Of what will save his hide. O. S.

THE MUD LARKS.
Albert Edward and I -were seated

on a log outside the hen-house which
kennelled our pack when we perceived

Algy, the A.D.C., tripping daintily to-

wards us. Albert Edward blew a kiss.
"
Afternoon, Algy. How chic he looks

in his pink and all ! Tell me, do people
ever mistake you for a cinema atten-

dant and give you pennies ?
"

"Afternoon, Algy," said I. "Been
spending a strenuous morn carrying
the old man's respirator with his

lunch inside?
"

For answer Algy tipped me back-
wards off the log and, sitting down in

my place, contemplated our hounds for

some seconds.
" And are these the notorious Hare-

'em Scare-'ems ?
"
he inquired.

I nodded. "Yessir; absolutely the
one and only pack of harriers opera-
ting in the war zone. Guaranteed gun-

broke, shell -shocked, shrapnel -pitted
and bullet-bitten."

Algy sniffed. " What 's that big brute

over in the corner, he of the crumpled
face and barbed smile? Looks like a

bloodhound."
"Is a bloodhound," said Albert

Edward. "If you don't believe me
step inside and behave like raw rump
steak for a moment."

Algy pointed with his cane. " And
that creature industriously delousing
itself ? That 's a wolf, of course ?

"

"Its wolfery is only skin-deep," said

I.
" A grey gander all but annihilated

it yesterday. In my opinion it 's a sheep
in wolf's clothing."

Algy wagged his cane, indicating the

remaining two couples.
" And these ? What breed would you

call them ?
"

Albert Edward grunted.
" You could

call them any breed you like and be

partly right. We 've named them 'The

Maconochies,' which, being inter-

preted, meaneth a little of everything."
" And how many hares have you

killed ?
"
Algy inquired.

" We haven't exactly killed any as

yet," said I,
" but we 've put the breeze

up 'em ; their moral is very low."
"
Well, my bold Nimrods," said Algy,

" I 'm sorry to say the game is up."
" What do you mean by

'

game
'

?
"

objected Albert Edward. " I 've told

you before that this is a serious attempt
to avert a plague of rodents. Why, in

Australia I 've seen
"

Algy held up his hand.
" I know, I know. But some people

who have not enjoyed your harrowing
Colonial experience are a trifle sceptical.
Listen. Last evening, as I was driving
home with the old man through Vaux-
le-Tour, whom should I see but you
two sportsmen out on the hillside

riding down a hare, followed at some
distance by three mounted bargees

"

"The Padre, the Field Cashier and
O.C. Bugs." Albert Edward explained.
"We're making men of 'em. Goon."

- "followed at a still greater dis-

tance," continued Algy,
"
by a raging

band of mongrels. By the way don't you
get your hunt the wrong way round,
the cart before the horse, so to speak ?

I always thought it customary for the
hounds to go first."

"In some cases the hare wouldn't
know it was being hunted if they did,"
said I.

" This is one of them. Forge
ahead."

"
Well, so far so good ; the old gent

was drowsing in his corner and there
was no harm done."

" So you gave him a dig in the ribs,
I suppose, and bleated,

'

Oh, look at

naughty boys chasing icicle bunny
wabbit !

' "
sneered Albert Edward.

Algy wagged his head. " Not me.
You woke him up yourself, my son, by
tootling on your little tin trumpet. Ha
heard it through his dreams, shot up
with a 'Good Lord, what's that?'

popped his head out of the window
and saw the bravo cavalcade reeling
out along the sky-line like a comic
movie. lie drank in the busy scene,
then turned to me and said

"

Albert Edward interrupted.
" I know

exactly what he said. He said,
'

Algy,
me boy, that 's the spirit. Vivo le sport I

How it reminds us of our young days
in the Peninsular ! Oft-times has our
cousinof Wellington remarked tons how
Waterloo was won on the playing

Algy cut off the flow and continued
with his piece.

" He said to me,
' God

bless my soul, if those young devils

aren't galloping a hare !

'

I said,
'

Sir,

they maintain that they are doing good
work by averting a threatened plague
of rodents, a state of affairs which has

proved very detrimental to the Anti-

podes."
" ' Threatened plague of grand-

mothers !

'

replied the old warrior.

'They're enjoying themselves, that's
what they 're doing having a splendid
time. Mind you, I 've no objection to

you young chaps amusing yourselves
in secret, but this is too damn flagrant

altogether. Just imagine the hullaba-

loo in the House if word of these goings-
on got home. "B.E.F. enjoying them-
selves ! Don't they know there 's a war
on ? Chercliez le general and off with
his head !

"
Trot round and see your

dog :
fancying friends and tell 'em that

if they 're fond of good works I recom-
mend crochet.' Thus the General. I

must be off now, got to take the old

bird up to have a peep at the War.

Good-byee."
Algy tripped daintily off home again,

twirling his cane and whistling cheer-

fully. Sourly we watched him depart.
" I believe that youth positively revels

in spreading gloom," Albert Edward
growled.

"
Oh, well, I suppose we "11

have to get rid of the dogs now.
Orders is orders."

"But do you think they'll go?" I

asked. "We've been feeding 'em oc-

casionally of late."
" We '11 herd 'em down to where they

can get wind of the infantry cookers,"
said Albert Edward

;

" once they sniff

the rare old stew they '11 forget all

about us."

Accordingly an hour later we re-

leased our pack from the hen-house for

the last time. They immediately gave
chase to an errant tabby kitten, which
threw off a noise like many siphons
and shot up a tree, baffling them com-

pletely. We speedily herded them out

of the chateau grounds, Albert Edward
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EX-KING OF GREECE. HULLO, FERDIE! SEEN ANYTHING OF WILLIAM?"
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Sergeant (who has been, "bumped"). "WHERE THE jn-.i.i, YEB COMIN" TO? ANY FOOL CAN IUDE THAT HOUSE!''
Driver (doing his test). "YEii BETTER GET ox 'IM VERSELF THEN. 'K KNOWS I AIN'T A SERGEANT."

ambling in front, wringing mournful
music out of his horn, and I bringing
up the rear, snapping my whip-cracker
under the stsrns of the laggards. We
had no sooner left the park for the open
grass country beyond when up jumped
a buck hare, right from under our feet,

and away went the pack rejoicing, bass
and falsetto.

Albert Edward tugged his excited

mare to a standstill. " Look at those

blighters !

"
he shouted. "

Hunting
noses down in pukka style for the first

time, just because they know we can't

follow them. Oh, this is too much !

"

' I don't see why we shouldn't fol-

low them at a distance," said I.
" We

can pretend there 's no connection
there is no connection really, we didn't

lay 'em on. They 're hunting on their

own. We 're just out for a ride."

Albert Edward winked an eye at me
and gave his mare her head. The pack
by this time was well across the plain,
the wolf leading, noisily supported
by the Maconoehies and the blood-

hound. Thrice the hare turned clear

and squatted, but, thanks to the blood

dog's infallible nose, he was ousted each
time and pushed on, failing visibly. He
made a sharp curve towards the wind-
mill, and Albert Edward and I topped

the miller's fence in time to see the
Maconoehies roll him over among the
weeds. We also saw something on the

highway behind the mill which we had
not previously noticed, namely a grey
Limousine. On a fallen tree by the

wayside sat the General, his face as

highly-coloured as his hat. Towards
us down the garden-path tripped Algy,
twirling his cane and whistling cheerily.
Albert Edward groaned.

"
Something in the demeanour of yon

youth tells me he beareth our death-

warrants. Here, you hold the horses
while I feed the guillotine. This is by
far, far the best thing that I have ever
done."

He slung me his reins and tottered
to his doom. I watched him approach
within five yards of the old man when
a strange thing happened. The General

suddenly uttered a loud cry and, leap-

ing to his feet, commenced to dance

up and down the road, tearing and

belabouring himself and swearing so

outrageously that I had difficulty in

holding the horses. His chauffeur and

Algy rushed to his side, and they and
Albert Edward grouped in a sympa-
thetic circle while he danced and raved
and beat himself in their midst. Pre-

sently the air seemed to be full of Hying

tunics, shirts, camisoles, etc., and a
second later I beheld the extraordi-

nary spectacle of a Lieutenant-Geueral

dancing practically nude (excepting for

his cap and boots) in the middle of a
French highway, while two subalterns
and a private smacked him all over,
and most heartily. For nearly a minute
it continued, and then he seemed to get
himself under control and was led away
by Algy to his car, the chauffeur fol-

lowing, retrieving apparel off trees and
bushes. Albert Edward, one quivering
smirk, wobbled up and took his reins.

"By Jove! saved again. He can't

very well bite the hand that spanked
him, can he?

"

"But what on earth was the mat-
ter?

"
I asked. "A fit, religious mania,

a penance what? "

Albert Edward chuckled. " He sat on
a wasp's nest. They worked through
his clothes and got busy." PATLANDKK.

11 FALL OF CAMBRIA."
Xcii'si'i'iulor's improvised jilacfinl.

Where's your DAVIE LLOYD GICOKUE
now '.'

"Ql'KL'KS FOR JJ1NNKH ]X TIIK
WEST KKIV
"
Erening JYeV Headline.

Ox tail, \ve presume.
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First War Expert. "!T WOULDN'T SURPRISE ME IF 'jut: WAR WASN'T OVKU AFORE LO.SU. '

Second ditto. "'AUK AT OLD MOORE FROPHESYIN'. I SAID THAT FOCH SEAR AGO AN' 'E WOULDN'T BKLIKVK ..MK!

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
XVI.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER XCI.

George. Is it true that in this reign
there were still spoken plays, with live

actors on the stage?
Mrs. M. Yes. Although the cinema

or film play had already come into

vogue, a large number of theatres were
still employed in the representation of

plays in which real men and women
appeared and conversed on the stage,
sometimes indulging in long speeches
or even sermons, as in the plays of

SHAW.
Uichard. How fatiguing it must have

been to listen and look at the same time !

Mrs. M. Yes ; and think of the strain

on these poor actors and actresses, who
had to learn all these long speeches by
heart. Sometimes they forgot their

words and had to invent others, or

were prompted by a man who stood

at the side of tho stage.

George. I wonder the audience could

put up with such absurdities.

Kirs. M. Strange to say there never

was a time in which actors and act-

resses were held in higher honour.

Things indeed went so far that a Bill

was introduced into Parliament pro-

posing that all actors over forty-live
should be knighted and eventually
buried in Westminster Abbey. It was

rejected by a small majority ; but even

after that a famous comic actor was
raised to the peerage. On the other

hand I believe that only two or three

hundred writers of- spoken plays were
made Knights of the British Empire.
Mary. Was not grandfather one of

those knights ?

Mrs. M. No, my dear ;
but he had a

terribly narrow escape when ho was

employed at the Ministry of Influenza,

and had to be very careful for a long
time afterwards.

Richard. Tell us something more
about the abolition of Latin in schools.

Mrs. M. It was the immediate result

of a general strike, but the primary
cause was the chaos produced by the

attempt to introduce tho now pronuncia-
tion. Towards the end of the nine-

teenth century a band of scholars put
forward a plan for pronouncing Latin,

not like English, but partly like Italian,

partly on principles of their own. It

was taken up with enthusiasm by some

headmasters and nominally enforced at

all the public schools. But when, after

forty years, no uniformity was arrived at,

while the universities were half-hearted

and the public indifferent, the apostles
of efficiency, science and modern lan-

guages turned this confusion to tho

best account in their campaign against
the Classics; and, as you know, it is

now a punishable offence to indulge in

a Latin quotation in public.
Richard. All the same I'd ratlin

learn Latin than German any day.
Didn't you tell us that the great <

,'

ELIZABETH used to speak and \viitc

Latin fluently ?

Mrs. M. That is tnio; lint <,>>

ELIZABETH, though a remarkable wo-

man, was not a model to follow in every

way. For example, as I think I told

you, at her death moro than three

thousand different dresses were found

in her wardrobes.

Ma rii. Oil, Mamma, how splendid!

\Vliy, I don't suppose Pupa has moro
than thirty pairs of trou-ers.

Mrs. M. Your supposition is prob-

ably correct, but as he will bo soon

home to tea you will bo able to verify

it by inquiry and possibly inspection.
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Y.A.D. (threaten'*! by tramp). "You NEEDN'T TRY TO^ FRIGHTEN ME. WHY, I'VE WASHED BIGGEB MEN THAN YOU."

FEOM A Q.M.A.A.C. FILE.
i.

To Area Controller, Q.M.A.A.C.
From Assistant Administrator B.Muftit,

Camp 9., B.E.F.

I thought I would like to write and
ask if I could have promotion, please.

I have been in the Q.M.A.A.C. for

four months now, and my sister, who
joined up after me, is nearly at the top
of the " Wrens."

n.
...

To Chief Controller Q.M.A.A.C., G.II.Q.
From Area Controller.

Attached application passed to you,
please, for favour of kind consideration
and any action that may be necessary.
Miss Muffit is much liked by her

workers and almost invariably remem-
bers her ration indents. -

in.

To Area Controller, Q.M.A.A.C.
From Chief Controller, G.II.Q.

It is pointed out for information that

applications for promotion from As-
sistant Administrators cannot be con-
sidered unless very strongly endorsed

by their Area Controllers,

Controllers, when submitting a con-

fidential report on an Administrator,
will bear in mind that an arresting

style of diction may secure a favour-

able answer where stereotyped phrase-
ology might be overlooked.

IV.

To Chief Controller Q.M.A.A.C'., G.II.Q.
From Area Controller. .

I beg to report as follows on Miss
Muffit, A.A.: This official has a most
winsome personality, Her beauty of

character is equalled though not excelled

by the rigour of her military discipline.
Whether darning her Controller's stock-

ings or awarding one week's C.B. to a
worker who has thoughtlessly worn a
forewoman's collar, she is in her ele-

ment. She is alike the idol of officers

and workers.

Inoculation and vaccination, 30/5/18
. Arrival in France .... 5/6/18
Chest measurement ... 30 ins.

Complexion fair, mole on left ear.

Temperament grave to gay.
I can cordially recommend this official

for promotion to the rank of Unit Ad-
ministrator. No Controller requiring a

capable Administrator to run a camp
or advise her in the management of her
area should fail to secure Miss Muffit.

No responsibility too large and no de-
tail too small for this remarkable girl.
As a brilliant conversationalist in a

motor-car or a charming companion at

the tea-table she is unrivalled. Will
entertain Staff Officers and save gramo-
phone records.

A superb watch-dog and keen mouser.

P.S. Was this the kind of tiling

you meant, please, Ma'am ?

THE DYEE AND HIS LOVE.
My darling girl is kind and true

I simply love her eyes of Alizarine

Delphinol ;

By kisses sweet our love is fed

From lips so luscious and so Acid

Magenta ;

She offers to no other fellow

A lock of hair so brightly Citronine B ;

Her dress, the daintiest ever seen,
Is of the palest shade of Gallocyanine

BD Paste ;

Her little hat (velours, I think)
For garniture has ribbons Chrysoidine

YEP.
And so her charms I 've thought it right
Here to set down in Nigrosine G and

White !
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THE BASE HOSPITAL.
I. NIGHT SISTEB.

" NIGHT Sister's sweefc face? By
this and hy that, 'tis meself that knows
ut. Me,

'

Mick,' as she calls nio whin
she 's the time ; otherwise 'tis 'Fohrty-
sivcn ! Ye are the most obstinate case

1 have in the ward. Here am I spindin'
mo temper and intelleck on ye and ye '11

iwt hale;' shtamping her fut. 'And

why not, I pray ye?
' The darlin', and

me here only four months !

"Ouch! Mind me laig! Yis, Sorr !

Didn't she bring me the purtiest posy

cuilyyistcrnight. 'Mick,'says she; 'twas
1 Mick

'

then, 'twas
' No. 47

'

this marnin';

she was tired, the darlin' '

Mick, ye '11

hcv a posy ?
' And she 'd spint ut her-

self, spint ut, mind yez, and her gcttin'
live pound the month forbye and keep-
in' herself clane and shmellin' of the

sweetest.
" And why not to Tim or wan of the

others ?

"Night-time's the best, whin mo
laig'saisy. Move ye some. The clothes

is pressin' in on ut. Night-time she

shneaks to ye wid a drop of sody-wather
or milk or somethiu' she's shtole off

the Nurse, God bless her. Lifts me
laig round, puts her finger to her lip
and shteals away.

" Ye turn and ye toss, she 's back.
'

Oh, Mick, shleep for me, won't yez ?

I 'vo such a bad case down beyont.'
And ye do, why wouldn't ye? The
davlin' !

" And ye shleep and ye drame, and

guns is bhlastin' and ye wake cowld and
sweatin' and it 's

'

Shteady, Mick dear,
'tis a drame only ;

I 'm here.' God bless

the woman !

"

II. MATT.ON.

"She did not shmile at ye/ ? And
who'd be ye that she'd shmile at?
The likes of ye. Tell me that now.
Here ye are, whanderin' round in ye
'

blues.' Save ahlL here, and she she
wid brass-bound orfficer inin waitin' on
her and keepin' her behind wid her
wurrk to answer questions by rules and

by ohrders, KB. & O. !

"I tell ye now the S.M.O. himself
waits her laisure for a wurrd and a
shmile. It's 'Matron dear, d'ye think?'
And ye, ye wan-finned, go out a walk in

the Park an' want her to shmile at ye?
'Tis meself, Number 47, that will be
collictin' that shmile when she's at

laisure.
" 'Twill be ' Mike

'

(she comes from
God's green land) 'Mike, will I write a
letther for ye agin?' Bless the- dear
lamb !

' Ye 've not written one lately
and yer mother will be wantin' one

;

'

and
sits there so purty and docs it hersilf.

"D'ye not know she never shleeps?

D'ye not know she runs this hospital?

D'ye not know she collicts the fares to

the te-atre ? D' ye not know afther

midnight she 's shlidin' round wid a

light lookin' ye over whin ye arc

shleepin"?
"Dear little shtill matron, that I

could put undher mo arm wan time, is

the friend of yez ahll. She 's the Saints'

own mercy to yez.
"She tells the M.O., 'Cahn't be

shifted.' She wheedles him: 'Oh, doc-

thor dear, let him shtop another week.'

She gits ye concerts and lave; she gives

ye aigs an' Git orff av the bed,

blasht ye! ''Tis hersilf, man."

" THE SAND OF PALESTINE.
THE sand one meets in Palestine 's an

all-pervading sediment,
To really cleanly feeding it is always

an impediment,
For stew and tea and bacon have habitu-

ally a grittiness
That tends to turn one's language from

its customary prettiness.

The sand one meets in Palestine at

iirst will make you wonder where
The cause is of the raspiness apparent

in your underwear ;

We've seen a suffering novice after

hasting to inspect his hide

Erroneously indent for half a hogshead
of insecticide.

The sand one meets in Palestine 'twere

folly to be lenient

Deserves no weaker censure than ex-

tremely inconvenient,
But though about its qualities each

single soldier carries on
It has its little merits one unearths

them by comparison.

The sand one meets in Palestine's an
unadhesive article,

It 's not so hard to brush away each
desiccated particle,

But the sticky mud of Flanders can
have nothing to rebel at if

I say it clings as closely as an impe-
cunious relative.

The sand one meets in Palestine (where
JAEL did for SISEBA)

Does not create a mudbank in the

region of your viscera,
But Flanders has the sort of soil that

leaves on each comestible

Alluvial deposits that are vilely indi-

gestible.

Having tried them both I 've formed
and I submit it with all deference

The view that I am right in giving
Palestine the preference,

For I hold its arid vistas a compara-
tively gladdening

Alternative to landscapes that are sod-

dening and saddening.

THE HAUTE ECOLE OF MILI-
TARY COUETESY.

Private (turning back). Sir, 1 beg
your pardon. The insignia of your
rank escaped me until you were nearly
past. Permit me to repair the omission

(salutes),

Officer (sulutintj). Thank you. But
there is no occasion to apologise. I

was equally, or even more, at fault.

I did not notice anyone passing and
therefore would not have returned your
salute had you given it.

Private. Sir, it is good of you to say
that. But it does not excuse me. It

is a private's duty to salute under

every circumstance.

Officer. Certainly. But also an officer's

duty to return the salute. What I meant
was that, neither being guilty in inten-

tion, our cases were equal, except that

please excuse my referring to it mv
highor rank doubtless in this case
a quite fortuitous distinction imposes
on me a greater responsibility.

Private. I cannot admit your con-

clusion, Sir. The private's responsi-
bilities being less, lie should be the

more rigorous in the execution of what
duties ho has.

Officer. But that surely robs rank of

its real meaning ? If those who have
rank cannot carry out the responsi-
bilities which their rank entails, they
should surrender it. The higher obli-

gations imposed upon them should
make them more efficient in ei-erylliimj

they undertake.

Private. Sir, I have never heard the

responsibility of rank more nobly de-

scribed. But I still maintain that in

this case, where the private takes the

initiative a rare privilege of which he
should make the fullest use it is his

duty to bo peculiarly vigilant and so

give his superior a reminder, as it were,
of his part.

Officer. A. liberal and admirable inter-

pretation of your position. But is it

not the officer's duty to be ready to

check or admonish those who fail in

their duty ?

Private (smiling). Sir, you have the

last word, and I confess myself con-

vinced. I sincerely beg your pardon
for my initial mistake in begging your
pardon.

Officer. No; it was your altruistic

action which provoked this so interest-

ing discussion, in which I for one have
leained much.

Private. Sir, and I too. Your talk

has been not only instructive, but stimu-

lating in the best sense.

Officer. We part with mutual esteem.

Private. I am honoured to agree, Sir.

\They salute again and take then-

separate ways.
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ANOTHER CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR.
'AND WHAT WAS YOUit REASON FOB DESERTING YOUR WIFE?" "KELIOIOUS MOTIVES, SIR. SlIB WAS MAKING AN IDOL OF ME."

THE RETROGRESSION OF THE C Q.M.S.

THE Q.M.S. of our company has had
a narrow escape of becoming that un-

fortunate anomaly, a Quartermaster-

Sergeant with a conscience, which is

not the same thing as a conscientious

Quartermaster -Sergeant. In fact the

two are incompatible.
In civil life our C.Q.M.S. occupied a

responsible position in a firm whose
name was a synonym for unimpeach-
able integrity. To this he added the

hallmark of Scottish respectability by
mounting on Sundays an austere guard
over the collection plate. To such a

man the slightest deviation from the

most rigid paths of honesty was as

black a crime as murder. Even his

income-tax returns were correct. But
when in the course of his military
career he put a crown over his three

stripes he turned over a new leaf and

doped his conscience for the duration of

his Quartermaster-Sergeantship, with
the result that the Company lacked for

nothing, which is the finest testimonial

any C.Q.M.S. can receive.

But he had one weakness. Being a

Scotsman, he had all the taste for

theological discussion characteristic of

the race. The other day he met a fel-

low Scot, a Padre. (Mark the advance
of Nemesis.) He indulged his craving
with disastrous consequences, for the

Padre asked what I consider, in view
of the said crown and three stripes,

to be a very tactless question :
" Have

you become a better man since you
joined the Army ?

"

And away in the depths of him the

C.Q.M.S. heard a sigh as of a heavy
sleeper that awakes. His conscience

had stirred at last. Thereafter his life

became a burden to him. The old

scruples about victim and ttiiiin had
reasserted their dominion. No longer
did he march virtuously from the ration

dump with a bag of raisins under his

tin hat and a " buckshee
"
cheese in his

greatcoat pocket. Worst of all, his

nerve failed him, and he that had

successfully removed a side of mutton
without the twinkle of an eyelash was

ignominiously caught annexing a loaf.

For the first time in its existence the

unit lacked fresh meat and had to live

on bully. There was murmuring among
the populace and sorrow in the eye of

the storoman.
Then came the crisis ; there was no

coal for the Officers' Mess. So the C.O.

said to mo,
" Look here, McFarlane,

you 're another of these argumentative
Scotsmen. Go and see what you can

do."

Off to the stores I went. "
Well,

C.Q.M.S., what have you salved to-

day?
" Ho groaned aloud in reply.

And as my eyes wandered around the

stores and alighted in succession on two
tents (complete with poles), one tar-

paulin, three trench covers, one push

cycle, two signalling lamps, one tele-

phone apparatus, two hand-carts, three
wheelbarrows and other unconsidered
trifles too numerous to mention all,

strangely enough, omitted in the Mobil-
ization Store Table, I echoed his groan.

Nevertheless I launched into an

eloquent appeal. I justified his past
"
winnings

"
on the grounds of imme-

morial custom, the reluctance of our
own particular High Panjandrum to

authorise issues, the saving of paper in

dispensing with indent forms, the com-
fort and welfare of the troops.

All to no purpose. His deep-rooted

logical faculty made hay of my fondest

fallacies and reduced my sophistic edi-

fices to a heap of ramshackle premises.
Next morning I met the C.Q.M S.

returning from the dump. From his

eyes there gleamed the ancient preda-

tory instinct. In his right hand he was

bearing flour, that scarce substance
1 e oved cf Army cooks.

" Was it my eloquence?" I asked.

"No, Sir; it was a dream I had last

night. I was tied to a stake in the

middle of the dump. All the other

Quartermaster- Sergeants were taking
what they wanted till at last I was left

with one biscuit and half a tin of bully
for the whole company. I woke up in

a cold sweat. To-day, when I went
down to the dump, there was flour, and

between that and my dream ..."
" What about the Padre?" I asked

maliciously.
The C.Q.M.S. saluted and retired
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Hoy. "WHY ARE APPLES so DEAR, MoTHEu?" Mother. "OH, IT'S THE WAK, ri;i:.i:.

Jioy (after deep thought) . "MoTHEE, WOULD I BE GREEDY IF I PRAYED FOB VICTORY TO-NIGHT?"

smartly. But as he went off I heard
him consign the reverend gentleman to

a most unelerical destination. I excused

him, however; he was busy. There
was a derelict Ford round the corner.

THE ROUT OF SCENERY.
IT has ever been the habit of people

returned from their holidays to tell

other people about them, not excluding
those who are obviously not in the
least interested. This is one of the
oldest of human foibles ; it prevailed, I

am sure, in the Stone Age ; it will still

prevail when everyone keeps his own
aeroplane. But where once it was the
custom to lay emphasis on the natural

beauties or advantages of their chosen

spot there is now a change.
" You have no idea," they used to

say, oven if you assured them you had

yourself been there often "
you 've no

idea of the charm of the place."
And then they would describe the

charm. They would tell you of walks

they had discovered, all tiresomely
familiar to you, and points from which

you get such a magnificent view.
" There 's nothing like it, I swear.

Hundreds of square miles all spread
out at one's feet, don't you know, and

oh, the purple distance !

"

Or it would be a little bay some-
where on the coast, where the bathing
was better than anyone ever dreamed
of. Splendid sands for the children

too. They would tell you about this

until you were sick with weariness :

the blue blue sea, the gulls and cor-

morants, the hauls of fish, the amazing
healthiness and privacy of it all.

" No
bathing machines, you know. You just
undressed behind a rock. And every-
one so jolly just like one family
party."
And then " Don't you love a remote

retired place, without the usual crowd?
"

they would say.
" I don't mind telling

you where it is, but for Heaven's sake
don't let anyone else know about it or

it will be ruined."

That is how they used to talk, the

private cove sojourners, very likely add-

ing something about the ease with,

which they always managed to get on
with the natives. " But then, of course,
I have rather luck in such ways. I

don't know what it is about me, but I

always get on with country people."

That was how it used to be. But
now I know at least a dozen
men who have discovered just such
secluded paradises this year, alone or

with their families, and they have all

adopted a new tone. The bathing was
as perfect as ever ; they were as apt as

ever in fraternising with the humble
folk ; the sea was blue, the ozone,

something terrific, just as usual, but

they have said nothing about it. All

their enthusiasm has been for the

meals. " The great thing
"

they have
all employed these words " the great

thing is we got all we wanted to eat.

No nonsense about shortage at all."

Take, again, the Lakes. A friend

returning from the Lakes five years

ago would be ecstatic about their

solemn grandeur, altsrnating with the

most tender sweetness. Very likely he

would quote WORDSWORTH ; without

the slightest doubt ho would mention
him. And poor HARTLEY COLERIDGE.

Helvellyn would come in for a few ad-

jectives as a matter of course "The
noble old fellow, and oh, the dark depths
of Windermero !

"

I met a man the other day whom I

had not seen since July, and the in-
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evitable occurred. Before 1 had a chance
to tell him where I had been for iny

holidays he was all over me.
" Ah," he said,

"
if you take iny

advice you '11 go to the Lakes. Ever
ht'cii there? They 're wonderful. No
rationing at all. I assure you we
stayed, my wife and I, for six weeks
all about the place, and no one bothered

us for coupons or anything else. Meat
twice a day. I shall never forget the

Lakes, never."

The Trossaehs used in the old days
to tax the superlatives as much if not
more than any holiday district in the

British Isles, not excepting Killaniev,
Miller's Dale or the Lakes themselves.

And the Trossaehs were not neglected
tliis past summer. But the one ac-

quaintance of mine who had been there

could talk only of an hotel where he
had struck up such an intimacy with
the manager that ho had brought away
with him six bottles of pre-war whisky.

" Ah !

"
he said,

" Scotland for ine

every time. It's a grand country. I

had no notion before that the Trossachs
were anything but just scenery and
tourists. I never expected to mid a

friend there. Who says the Scotch are

niggardly, ungenerous ? It 's a lie. I

mean to go to theTrossachs every year."
There is the converse too. I met the

other day a family who had been to

Devonshire for the first time on Dart-
moorand were disappointed with it.

Greatly overrated, they thought it.

" But the wildness of it," I said, "the

largeness! Those miles of heather ! The
height and openness and freedom !

"

No, they didn't care for it. No doubt
there was a certain spaciousness, a
certain ragged beauty ; but well, they
had been disappointed.

" And everything is so pure there,"
I said " the air, the rivulets, the
cream."

Cream ? Their faces gloomed. That
was it. Where was the cream ? They
had always beard that Devonshire
cream was to bo had at every farm-
house ; but no one on Dartmoor would

give them any. Everyone said it was
against the law. So far away from
London too. Absurd !

;

'
TV-'

&,

HINTS TO ALLOTMENT-
HOLDEES.

THE Allotment-Holders' Supply Asso-
ciation begs to announce that it is now
in a position to supply implements
capable of adequately coping with the

monster growths of the war-time allot-

ment. The following items will be of

great interest to all keen allotment
holders :

The (iiant Potato Pulling Crane is

calculated to lift one ton. It is

'

ll

Street Vendor (in neighlourliood o/ statue o/ the Soya' Martyr).
"
'ERE, YODMO I.ADV.

PlCTUHE-POSTCABDS SOUVEUIB OP THE GREAT WAR CMAI.l 8 THE FlIlBT TAKIN' COVEB."

with a steam turbine engine. No matter
how large the potato, when this crane
starts to lift, something has got to give.

Why use old-fashioned furniture vans
for removing your pumpkins when you
can hire one of our Monster Pumpkin
Motor Tractors ? Built to carry an

eight-ton pumpkin with driver.

Allotment-holders troubled with vege-
table marrows which roam about iuto

the neighbour's garden will be pleased
to know that the Allotment-Holders'

Supply Association is prepared to lend

bloodhounds specially trained to track

down these wanderers. A stamped
addressed envelope ensures a specimen
on approval.

Tn r. K \ i SI--.K (On readin<j Mt:

reply la the peace proposal) :

" Pudd'n-

head !

"

LOOPING THE LOOP.
THE green old earth swung overheat I,

A roof of strange design,
Where tiny woods and fields outspread

Mosaics quaint and fine.

Toy villages and hamlets clung
Roof down

;
and hero and there

Minute inverted mortals hung
Above the depths of air.

Beneath us yawned the shoreless sky
Where cloud-reefs shone, and drew

' From deep to deep the daxzled eye
Through the abyss of blue ;

Through the unfathomable, down
Where baffled thought is pain,

And man's conceptions, lest they drown,

Lay hold on earth again.

Motto for HINUUNBURQ : "Hope for

the West, but prepare for the Burst."
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GERMAN EMPEROR and FEBVISASD, ex-Tsar of

Bulgaria.)

Ferdinand. Well, it has not been so bad a time altogether.
The Kaiser. G-r-r-r !

F. It's no good growling at me. I 've had thirty years
of it, and, taking the rough with the smooth, I 've had a

good deal of enjoyment out of it. I was a Coburg Prince

and I made myself a Tsar, which is more than you did.

The K. Oh, do hold your tongue for a moment.
F. I must say your temper 's in a shocking state. Really

it isn't manly of you to give way to your bad humour like

that. You 've had a good time too. You 've worn hundreds

of uniforms
; you 've made thousands of speeches ; you 've

been photographed and painted in every possible attitude

of ferocity, and now, just because you can't get your own

way about the armistice, you 're making yourself impossible

quite impossible. If you don't give up glaring at me 1

shall ring the bell.

The K. Stop babbling ! You can't feel as I do the shame
of being foiled. Your Bulgarians asked for an armistice

and got it immediately. I asked for one and everybody
instantly suspects a trap, and even the infernal Americans
declare that they 're not going to step into my parlour.
Curse the Americans! They might just as well call me a

spider right out.

F. If you ever think of turning into a spider, please let

mo know, so that I may add you to my collection. There
are some moths in that collection that are worth hundreds
of pounds. I 've got them safely away to Vienna

;
and that

reminds me our young ally on the Danube is not very
staunch, is he? He'll be wanting an armistice of his own
next, and poor old Turkey is on the very edge of the preci-

pice. One touch and over he goes.
The K. And yet it all seemed to be going splendidly.

The British and the French were retreating. I had sent

my men into battle with some of my best words ringing in

their ears. And then suddenly everything turned upside
down, and our fellows began to go back steadily. I felt

F. Yes, I know that feeling well. One retreats and one
loses men and guns, and more guns and more men. Nothing
seems to help, and the issuing of communiques becomes
more and more difficult.

The K. Yes, that 's how it feels. And then you try all

the best tricks. You say your prayers and call on God to

help you, but he is inattentive, is our good old German
God, and he piles up disaster on disaster against you; and
to crown all one gets entangled with a thing like this

(pointing to FERDINAND).
F. You appear to be annoyed. But after all you must

admit that you've brought the whole thing entirely on

yourself. You wanted the War and you 've got it. You
wanted it big and you 've got it bigger than you expected.
Now that you 've caused an unparalleled waste of blood and
treasure you begin to whine, and want to have peace on

your own terms. Now that 's silly of you. Do you suppose
you 've only got to wave your hand and everything will be
as it was before ? Take care of yourself, my fine fellow.

You 're much nearer to getting the boot, and if you once

begin to go there '11 be very few who will try to call you
back.

TheK. G-r-r-r!

F. And you haven't even got a collection of moths and
beetles and spiders to console yourself with. You 'd better

begin to learn knitting. I 'm told it 's a great soother.

A RARE DAMASCUS BLADE : General ALLENBY.

FREE ADVERTISEMENT.
L the burglar who broke into No. 10, Rosehill Man-

sions, and mada off with all the silver, please communicate
with the householder? View prosecution.

Middle-aged gentleman would like to meet Vegetarian
lady with ration-book. Object matrimony.

Owing to the shortage of war prophets I am open to take
a few pupils in the art of ending the War by Christmas.
The Only Man who really predicted that the end of the Wai-
was bound to come. Write HORATIO, o.'o Great Britain.

Well-known War- Lord, disengaged at present, is open to

undertake the training of amateur conquerors. Expert
tuition

; Wars declared on the slightest provocation. Coun-
tries waited on daily. Weak-kneed rnonarcbs taken in and
done for. No order too small; no order too large (Focin
and HAIG excepted). Wire terms and bring own army.
WILHELM, Potsdam.

World-famed Sultan is open to sell large country. Ex-
cellent shooting all round. Or would exchange for a pair
of white mice.

'

THE WALER.
THERE goes' a bucker, wherever they bred him,

By the lift of his loin and the white in his eye!
Wide were the paddocks, I '11 wager, that fed him

;

Red were the ridges that ran to the sky.
See how those sensitive ears of his quiver !

See how, high-headed, the crowd lie disdains,
Full of the pride of the Warrego river,

Full of the scorn of the Irrara plains !

Bit of a rogue and a renegade, is he ?

Bad to get on to and hang to and hold ?

Bent like a bow does ho buck till you 're dizzy ?

Thus they behave where his lordship was foaled.

Send for that chap in the tilted sombrero,

Cleaning a chestnut and chewing a string;
No one, it may be, looks less of a hero,
But once in the saddle lie sits like a king.

The day will arrive when the war-front is wider
And swifter the squadrons will gallop and form

;

Then give him his lean-visaged, light-handed rider

And launch him away on the leagues of the storm
;

Give him his head to the stars growing paler
.

* That mark where the Dawn is a symbol and sign,
And first of them all before night shall the Waler
With foam on his muzzle drink deep of the Rhine.

'

W. H. O.

For Royal Navy Prisoners of War.

Mr. Punch begs :
to call attention to a Special Matinee in

aid of the Royal Navy Prisoners of War a cause for which
he recently appealed. The performance is to be given at

the Palace Theatre at 2 P.M. on Tuesday, October 22nd.

The programme includes a new spy play, The Luck of the

Navy ; Sir EDWARD ELQAR will conduct his own setting of

Mr. KIPLING'S songs,
" The Fringes of the Fleet ;

"
and Mr.

GEORGE ROBEY will make merry. Tickets may be obtained
at the box office of the Theatre, from Messrs. Cramer,
139, New Bond Street, and the usual Libraries.

"
Cooustanthiople must become an international city in (lie hands

of the Allies." Manchester Keening Paper.

Soon to be but a relic of the darkie ages.
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Munition Worker. "How MUCH is SALMON?" Fishmonger. "HEAD AND SHOULDERS FOUB SHILLINGS A POUND.'

Munition Worker. "An BAID NOWT ABOUT HEAD AND SHOULDERS. How MUCH is SALMON?"

Fishmonger. "IT'S TEN POUNDS WEIGHT AND FIVE SHILLINGS A POUND."

Munition Worker. " WBVP IT OOP. (Aside to lady-customer) FOURTEEN QUID A WEEK TAKES A BIT O' GETTIS' THROUGH."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

To say that I snatch a fearful joy from the work of Miss

K. M. DELAFIELD is becoming an inadequate phrase. After

reading her second book I rememher writing (or perhaps

only thinking) of the apprehension that must exist in

certain feminine breasts as to the victim of her next

satirical shafts. They have now fallen over a rather wider

area than before, but with execution equally deadly. The

Pelicans (HEINEMANN) is a novel about families ; and the

effect of it is to increase a resemblance, already obvious,

between the methods of Miss DET^AFIELD and JANE AUSTEN.

There are two chief groups in the tale, that of Pensevern,

consisting of Nina Severing, a widow, rich, appealing, a
"
popular

"
composer, and her son Morris ; and that of the

neighbouring house of Porthlew, where dwelt Bertha Tre-

ijaskis with her husband, her companion and the two

orphan girls to whom she had made herself guardian. I

am inclined to consider fiertha the best yet of Miss DELA-

FIELD'S social satires. A type of the energetic and capa-
ble manager, unwearied in benevolent and devastating

activities, beneath whoso "
understanding

"
sympathy the

souls of the sensitive shrivel like scorched leaves, the por-

trait lives aniaxingly. The scenes between her and Nina

are the most exhilarating fun. Altogether on a different

plane are the two girls whom, all unconsciously and kindly,

Bertha victimises Rosamund, with her passion of pro-

tective love for her younger sister, and Frances, torn between

earthly and spiritual claims. The almost terribly poignant

chapters of the letter's final sacrifice gave me an entirely

new view of Miss DELAFIELD'S art, revealing her as an

emotional writer of unexpected power. Perhaps this part

of the tale is something out of key with the satiric comedy
of the rest ;

hut it certainly adds to the interest and expec-

tation with which I shall watch the future of its author.

Apart from the Americans of HENRY JAMES and W. D.

HOWELLS colourless Europeanised creatures, racy not of

the soil but of the lobbies of cosmopolitan pensions
the modern American types best known to the general

English reader are Cyrus K. Porkdollar of Scrougeville.

Pa., and Cactus Pete of Centipede, Arizona. This does not

in itself explain why an atmosphere of unsubstantially

pervades The Hunter (PUTNAM), since the simple country

people of the Northern Middle-West are certainly not less

susceptible of delineation than the cow-puncher and the

multi-millionaire. We tell ourselves that men and women
are much the same the world over and that the rustic

youths and maidens of Wisconsin could never be so simple
and unsophisticated and at the same time so supremely
aware of the things that are noble and beautiful in life as

are Louis Buttress and Silvia Lake. Then we realise that

our mystification is due to the fact that Mr. WATSON DYKE
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has done something rather surprisingly original : instead of ! the loyal prisoners and of the Huns. To read this hook is

describing the physical nature and experiences of his
j

to realise the great efforts which the American Ambassador
characters and leaving us to take their states of mind for

[

made to improve the conditions of life at Euhleben, and in

ranted, he has given us their thoughts alone, leaving us to

clothe them with individuality, to build about them suitable

dwellings of flesh and an appropriate environment. And
the reader familiar only with Porkdollars and Cactus Petes

is quite unable to guess in what appropriate tenements of

clay these spiritual entities should be housed. Yet The
Hunter is a very simple story and concerns only the love-

; Ct'airs of a few simple-minded young people. And if they
m a trifle transcendental wo must bear in mind that while

Kngland
million.

has no uneducated idealists America has fifty

There is a delightful and a pathetic quality about Glen-

mornaii (JENKINS), dedicated by Mr. PATRICK MACGILL to

his "own people." It deals with the return of the young
journalist, Doalty Gallagher, to his native village, with its

charm, its notable cast of lively characters and its quite

appalling snobbishness.

The writer has a sin-

gular skill in setting
his scene and arranging
his puppets, though
these words do him
less than justice. I feel

rather to have been on
a visit to Glenmornan,
in wild Donegal; to

have known and to like

old Oiney Leahy, with
his fiddle and proud
poverty and attractive

bragging; pretty, mis-

chievous Eileen, and
\

the lovely, provocative,
reluctant and, I am
afraid, rather calculat-

ing Sheila; and Drover

Dennys, the wanderer
who wandered to
France in the best of

causes and never re-

turned. There is plenty of fun and

Instructor (to novice trying the new war weapon). "YES, YOU'RE GETTING THE
SWING OF IT, BUT IN ACTUAL COMBAT YOU 'LL FIND IT BEST TO HIT THE OTHER
FELLOW."

humour (a little

tinged with bitterness), hut the dominant motive is the dis-

appointment and essential estrangement of the exile, who
comes to his own home and his own people, full of pride
and love, and in a little while creeps away, having been
" read from the altar

"
by the resident tyrant priest. I am

astonished, on reflection, at the vividness of the impres-
sion left by this clever book.

If Mr. MAHONEY did not occasionally compel a smile by
his peculiar use of words I should have found Interned in

Germany (SAMPSON Low) almost intolerably depressing.
Yet the account which he gives of the sufferings of mind
and body which he and his fellow-prisoners endured in the

camp at Ruhleben he was there for over a year is a tem-
perate one. The story of their heroic struggle against the
cruel conditions imposed on them is the only relief to be
found in a distressing tale. Intermittent sparks of kindness
<lid fly from the officials, but the general impression Mr.
MAHONEY gives is one of petty tyranny. Yet he is not so

angry with his German guards as with certain British-born

prisoners, who had lived so long in Germany that they had
become disloyal to the land of their birth. These men,
properly known as P.G.'s, which is short for something not
much longer, earned, I am glad to say, the contempt both of

!

his unavoidable absence Mr. MAHONEY does useful work in

drawing attention once more to the pitiful needs of those
who are still enduring captivity in this camp.

I question whether Miss PEGGY WEBLING was altogether
well advised to call her new story In Our Street (HUTCHIN-
SON), a title from which I personally expected a study of

topographical peculiarities ; whereas really the things
that happened to the dwellers in Miss WEBLING'S street

might have happened to them anywhere else, given an

atmosphere sufficiently bracing. As it was there must
have been moro'than a touch of melodrama in the climate
of the street, since only thus can I explain the behaviour of

the chief characters the spiritualist fanatic Vakeel; his

martyred wife; the girl Lily, who was to have been his

second victim, and the man who married her to prevent
this. Miss WEBLING presents all these characters as they

appeared to a solitary
woman, who tells the

tale in the first person,
save for certain scenes

which, as she could not

possibly have assisted

at them, have to be

reported indirectly, a
somewhat awkward

change, though benefi-

cial as regards pace,
the very leisurely style
of the first part having
needlessly retarded the

action. Another defect

is the absence of any
adequate motive for

Dumaresqnc's sacrifice

of his own happiness.
After all, even in the

primitive Victorian
ages there must, I

fancy, have been ways
of stopping a spiritual-

istic bully less drastic than that of marrying his medium.
But of course it turned out all right in the end, though
I should like to assure the publishers that their antici-

pation that this end would find me "breathless" was
falsified by the event. In Our Street is a pleasant and

entertaining story, But he who runs may read it without
undue strain on the lungs.

Men's Work for Women.
" We had iiot been sufficiently drastic or courageous in our efforts

for social reform. He hoped the women voters would seriously turn
their attention to the he-housing problem."

From report of Mr. Fa-nun's speech in a Yorkshire Paper.

"HOW AMERICANS DAMMED HUN RETREAT."
Scottish Paper.

We understand that, with a slight literal difference, the

retiring Huns treated the American advance in precisely
the same way.

" Cooked beef sausages may now be sold without coupons by
registered catering establishments supplying them as part of a meal.

All other sausages require, as hitherto, a coupon. No beef sausages,
whether cooked or uncooked, must be sold without a coupon."

Daily Mirror.

Now you know exactly how you stand with regard to beef

sausages.
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'a book on bee- keeping, a looking-glaas
and a powder-puff. The fact that notCHARIVARIA.

OWING to tlio pressure of other Imsi- a single husband was left behind or

ness the KAISEU was unable to carry mislaid speaks well for woman's care

out his daily abdication last Friday, about tritles.

He was very sorry to have to disap-

point the foreign Press. Credit where credit is due. Mr. Jus-

tice COLKIUOGE last week tried a case

The Social Congress at Munich is under the new Juries Act without a

not satisfied with the KAISER'S repeated jury. His Lordship is said to have done
abdications and calls upon him to do it rather well despite this heavy handicap.

again. He is reported to have replied
that such an ungrateful crowd doesn't A gentleman writes to a confrm-
deservo to have a war at all. '. porary to ask, "How is St. Mihiel

A gossip
- writer states that the

j

youngest grandson of the KAISKR takes

pronounced?" The answer is, Wrong.V
A pacifist speaker at Tower Hill the

after the CUOWN PRINCE. It is not ! other day was pelted with eggs. We
known what the grandson has been think it is about time that such public

taking, but there ought not to bo much scandals were stopped, with eggs at

left after LITTLE WILLIE has been at their present price,

work. ... ...

According to the lihe-

nish Westphalian Gaz-
ette ex-criminals are

being drafted into the

German army. The
Allies propose to treat

them without invidious

distinction.
'': '-','

It is reported from

Copenhagen that LENIN
and TROTSKY have quar-
relled. LENIN, it ap-

pears, angered TROTSKY

by telling him he was
no butcher.

intense. But not to the point of

expressing itself in khaki.

Tho announcement by a Sussex

clergyman that the Sunday evening
sermon would lie discontinued to save

gas has aroused strong comment in

ecclesiastical circles. It in possible to

bo modest, they point out, without

l>eing undignified.

There are eighteen thousand Allied
"
Dogs of \Var

"
of various doscri)

in the War zone, and they 'vo all got
their tails up.

A committee has been appointed to

investigate the method by which alco-

hol should In; used as fuel. Experts
look for no improvement on the internal

combustion system.

Prince FRIEDRICH
KARL of Hesse says
that his accession to the

throne of Finland will

not take place for two years. For the

first time we find ourselves in agree-
ment with this monarch-elect.

* :

Well-to-do Berliners, says a corre-

spondent on German affairs, grumble at

having to wear clothes made of veget-
able fibre. We notice that Prince MAX

V

ANIMOSITY'S LIMIT.

Exasperated Neighbour, "Woi's MORE, I WOCLDX'T BECOitMEND THEM
LODGINGS OP YOUBN NOT TO KAISER BILL 'ISSELP."

Three London anglers at Deal have
in eight days caught 1,250 fish. This

is said to be the largest quantity of fish

caught in any newspaper this season.
* *
*

Some annoyance has been caused to

"The Independent Workers of the

World" in Australia. It seems that

of Baden seems uncomfortable in his
j

the Government is going to stop them

East End school-

children were recently
asked to write an essay
on " What Strikes Me
Most at School?" Itlms

not yet been decided

what shall be done witli

the rather bright boy
who wrote the shortest

essay. It ran as fol-

lows : "The Teacher."

V
This reminds us that

a "
Corporal Correction

Society" has been
founded in Sheffield to

revive the "lost art of

spanking." Marshal

FOCH, we understand,

has been invited to

join the list of hono-

rary members.

stinging-nettle trousers.

It is reported from a neutral source

that the KAISKR may be compelled to

undergo an important operation on the

neck. ... ...

At Glasgow the other day a Scotsman
was summoned for throwing a small

bottle of whisky at a neighbour. No
surprise was expressed at the fact that

it was only a small bottle.
* *

:|:

Among the things left behind by the

congregation of a Bermondsey church
was a baby's suit, a pair of spectacles,

from blowing

dynamite.

up large works with

"
Always go to bed with influenza,"

says a Medical Officer of Health. It

is, of course, a mere matter of taste, but

we ourselves always prefer to go to

bed without it.

"*

" We must be stern," declared Lord

READING in a recent speech. HINDEN-

BURG, it will be noted, is all that just
now.

Irish indignation over the Leinster

outrage, says a Nationalist M.P., is

The Berlin Lokalamciger says that

the German reply to Mr. WILSON'S

Note " must protest decidedly against
the accusation that the Germans have

atrocities on their conscience." We
appreciate tho point of this. Of course

you must first have a conscience before

you can have atrocities on it.

More War-time Economy.
" That 'a the house,' said Corkery, in the

same breath that Raymond exclaimed: 'I

say, that 'u a jolly little place I

' "

Premier Magazine.

"Thirty-six swallows flew into a bedroom
; bourne." HVs/minv/cr datette.

Thirty-six swallows do not make one

slumber.

There was a young workman whose

creed

Was wholly untainted by greed ;

More work for more pay
He considered fair play,

But nobody followed his lead.
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FOR THE APOSTLES OF "NO HUMILIATION."

[Certain people have proclaimed their opinion that the German
nation ought not to bo humiliated.]

Pa'MOUHS arrive as thick as swarming bees;

Our evening rags announce with raucous clamour

Tlio latest wire, the semi-final wheeze
Transmitted by the fertile Kotterdummer,

Giving a local version

Of WILLIAM Two's spontaneous dispersion.

They leave me cold. I care not how he pays
The heavy debt his deeds of wanton fury owe-

Whether he puts his orb to bed, or stays
On exhibition like an antique curio ;

The reckoning wo charge
Has to be settled by the Hun at large.

Here and elsewhere his advocates impute
Innocence to the Bosch a gentle creature,

Too prone perhaps to lick the tyrant's boot,

But otherwise without a vicious feature ;

They 'd have our wrath abated ;

Poor child,
" he must not be humiliated."

Why not ? Against his army's bestial crimes

He never lifted one protesting finger ;

The wrongs of Belgium drew his jocund rhymes;
Over the Hymn of Hate he loved to linger,

Pressing the forte pedal,
And wore for luck the Lusitania medal.

He took a holiday for children slain,

And butchered women set his flags a-flutter ;

Our drowning anguish served for light refrain

To beery patriots homing down the gutter;
On prisoners he spat,

The helpless ones, and thanked his Gott for that.

Had he but fought as decent nations fight,

Clean-handed, then we must have spared his honour ;

But now, if Germany goes down in night,
'Tis he, not we, that puts that shame upon her,

Shame not of mere defeat,

But such that never our hands again can meet.

Why should his pride of race be spared a fall?

Let him go humble all his days for sentence.

Why pity him as just a Kaiser's thrall,

This beast at heart though fear may fake repent-
ance?

For me, when all is said,

I save my pity for our murdered dead. O. S.

WITH THE AUXILIARY PATROL.
YVONNE.

Yvonne was given to the Lieutenant by a dear old lady
who said she was sure sailors would be kind to her and
understand her little ways, and besides it would be so nice

for us to have a fresh egg for breakfast sometimes when
out on that dreadful North Sea. She also gave a copy of

CHRISTINA KOSSETTI'S poems to the Skipper, and a pair of

knitted mittens to the gunner and myself. The crew were
rather jealous of the Skipper they said his Eossetti was

just a handy size for folding a jean collar on, and not the

slightest use to anyone in square rig.

Yvonne took to a seafaring life like a tank to a barbed
wire entanglement. She was a little awkward at first and

shy at walking on the deck in a swell if any of us were

looking, but she soon found her sea legs and developed a

rolling gait that would have graced the carriage of an
Admiral of the Meet. The third hand said she w: as a cross

between a silver wyandotfce and a pouter pigeon, but that

was before \vc came to know and love her; beside?, he
makes jokes like that. She lived in a little coop under the

whaleback, secure from those unpleasantnesses of weather
that sometimes make one think of the Dogger Bank as

a good place to send strike loaders to who cannot decide

just how much more they ought to have to compensate for

the hardships of life on the home front. She had the
trimmer for her batman.
The only member of the crew who showed unwillingness

to accept Yvonne as a shipmate was the Silent Menace,
the ship's dog. The Silent Menace is a taciturn unaffable

misogynist, and Yvonne is nothing if not the soul of socia-

bility. I think she got on his nerves a little.

He signified his disapproval as soon as ever she came
aboard by deliberately turning his back on her and eating
a piece of coal. He always eats coal when anything annoys
him he does it to show how scornful he is.

" We '11 have trouble with that Menace," said the Skipper;
"he's just eaten a lump of coal as big as a walnut without

chew'ing it." He went to the bridge looking worried.

I don't think Yvonne felt very fit the first day or two at

sea, but one fine afternoon she ventured out on deck for a

look round and a chat. The Silent Menace was sleeping
in the sun, his head reposing on a coil of rope; perhaps he
was dreaming of his care-free puppyhood, before life had

taught him its bitter lessons, for his expression was almost

benign. Yvonne, pecking at imaginary dainties on the

deck, edged towards him, wishful for a little society. The
Menace slumbered on. At last Yvonne, despairing of

atti acting his attention through the medium of conven-
tional clucks, tip-toed up and audaciously pecked the

extreme tip of his tail as it lay supine on the deck. The
Menace sprang into the air as though he had been electro-

cuted, with a sharp yelp of surprise. For a moment I

believe he thought he had been torpedoed, for he gazed
fiercely at the surrounding sea with bristling spine. Then

suddenly he saw Yvonne, who had stepped away and was

glancing archly at him over her shoulder. The expression
of rage and mortification that convulsed his features was

pathetic to see. He gave Yvonne one glare of his solitary

eye and with a brave effort at dignified indifference walked
aft. If looks could kill, Yvonne would never have laid

another egg.
After that the atmosphere was a trifle strained. The

Menace ate so much coal that the Chief Engineer said

something would have to be done or the bunkers wou d

give out before we could make harbour. The only person
who seemed unconscious of the awkwardness of the situa-

tion was the cause of the whole trouble, Yvonne herself.

.She made friends with everyone, but the Skipper was her

special favourite, and she insisted on laying in his sou'-

wester. She as good as said that if she couldn't have that

for a nest she wouldn't lay at all, so there. She was really
irresistible ; with the exception of the Silent Menace we
were her slaves to a man. The Steward spent half-an-

hour one morning following her about the deck on his

hands and knees, trying to coax her to eat a piese of bacon
rind which he said he'd cooked specially for her breakfast.

But the Menace was unbending ; he treated Yvonne as

though she did not exist. She beset him with her most

guileful charms, but in vain ;
it seemed as though he would

remain a rebel to the end.

But we had yet to learn the limit of Yvonne's powers.
She had failed to beguile him by kindness and amiability ;

even the most alluring of glad eyes had left him unre-

sponsive. There was still one more appeal. One morning
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Yvonne was flirting about with the Mate, who was seated

on deck making a fishing-line. lu a spirit of mischief she
insisted on mistaking the end of his lino for a worm,
pouncing upon it with eager clucks.

Suddenly the Mate made a dash at his tormentor. With
a little laugh of derision Yvonne. hopped nimbly on to the

casing, dodged round the stokehole ventilator and jumped
down on the other side, right on to the back of the Silent

Menace, who was walking moodily in the direction of the

galley.
" Oh," ejaculated Yvonne, or a cluck to that effect.

The Menace stared at her disgustedly, turned his back
and walked off in the opposite direction, the picture of out-

raged dignity. Yvonne recovered herself, grimaced at the

Mate, then, picking up a small piece of coal in her beak, she
took it and laid it at the Menace's feet.

" Eat it," she practically said.

For a brief space there was a conflict -of emotions within

him, and then some dormant long-suppressed sense of

humour gained the mastery ; with an abashed grin he
looked at Yvonne, and, wonder of wonders, gave a short

convulsive wag of his tail. He had capitulated;
That same afternoon the Skipper called me to him.
" Look there," he said ;

." if that don't beat everything !

"

Peeping round the corner of the deckhouse I beheld the
Silent Menace recumbent on an outspread duffel coat, and

by his side, chattering away most intimately, sat Yvonne.
Just then the Menace caught sight of us watching him
and, overcome with confusion, he hid his face between bis

forepaws.
Both the Skipper and I are absolutely convinced that he

blushed to the very tips of his ragged war-worn ears.

From a feuilleton :

"Not by straining his eyes to the utmost could he c.Ueh a round.'

Scottish I

He should have tried the new optophone attachment.

TAXI TOPICS.

A CORKESPON'DENT recently alleged that he distinctly re-

membered seeing a taxi cab pull up in the Strand when
hailed by a pedestrian. The story is not generally believed,

the only credible theory being that the cab must have run

out of petrol.

Taxi-drivers are so much like human beings that it takes

an expert to tell the difference.

Caught young, they are sometimes so tame that they will

take tips out of your hand.

Great care should be exercised in stalking a taxi-cab. It

is a good plan to walk up behind it. If you approach it

from the front you are apt to frighten the timid thing

away.
Some people recommend the big-game hunter's way of

staring the object straight in the eyes. Should he attempt
to jump the eab at you, step aside smartly.

Another method is to wait till the cab is nearly level

witli you and then take a run and hurl yourself through
the window. Seat yourself at once and pretend that you
have been there all the time.

Should the driver charge you largely in excess of his legal

fare, tell him that you have nothing less than a five-pound
note with you. If you have an honest face and speak kindly
he will probably accept this amount.

If upon being offered the legal fare the driver should

show the white of his eyes and set back his ears at a dan-

gerous angle it is well to send for an interpreter to take

down what he says, to be used in evidence at your inquest.

"I remember being in Paris in 1870, and observing the words

'Libcrtie,'
'

F.yualitc
' and ' Fraternito '

placed on the bridges, etc.

But there is uo liberty \vitlvmt laws." Glasyojr Eccaiii'i /',r;.rr.

And apparently no law (of spelling, at any rate) without
liberties.
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Farmer. "Gr.E UP, DOBBIN!" Newly-arrived LandworJcer. "On, DOS'T TALK TO HIM, Sin, PLEASE. HE'S FBIGHTPUI.LY BBisrrivB."

THE CONVERT.
WHAT need to name his honours or

to count Iris scholarship? A first in

Classics, in History, in Economics,
Greek and Latin Prize Odes, Chan-

cellor's Prize Poem, President of the

Union, stroke of his boat, Scholar of

this college, Fellow of that what need

to catalogue all this, for was he not

to the world the Penstimman ;
hut to

us, most emphatically and ecstatically,

our Penstimman ?

That he was not in the Army at the

outbreak of war is to be put at the

door of those who compose medical

categories. But in 1918 by some good
fortune and a deal of lying he appeared
on tho battle - fields of Flanders as

0567834 Lance-Corporal Penstimman.
Soon after Iris arrival at tho Front

came tho establishment of a scheme of

educational training among tho troops.

An energetic Education Officer fished

Penstimman out of the Sergeants' Mess

(whither sheer force of character had

brought him) and set him to work to

lecture to tho Brigade.
You remember Penstimman in tho

old days ?

There was but one inevitable result.

All interest centred in Penstimman.
Hi* lectures were packed to suffoca-

tion, not only with men but also with

officers ; and they would even walk
miles from neighbouring formations to

listen to the one and only Lance-

Corporal Penstimman.
More than this, he became a topic

in the Mess.
Now the Brigadier was of tbe old

school. He didn't believe in educa-

tion ; not he !
" What was this fellow

called Penstimman?" He'd never

heard the name, anyhow ;
he would bo

blanked if he had ! And blanked very

effectually he was, as four-fifths of the

conversation in Mess was about Pen-

stimman and his lectures. But the

more the General hardened his heart

the greater grew the desire within him

to hear the great Penstimman our

Peustitnman, as the Brigade had begun
to call him.

Now by the decree of Fate it hap-

pened that a complete soldier's kit had

been left in the .General's office for

exhibition next day to a visitor from

an Allied Army; tho temptation was

too great and tho Brigadier fell.

That night a soldier in a uniform too

large for him slunk into the shadow at

the end of the hut, and the General

listened to Penstimman delivering a

lecture on "Currency," as enthralling

as any tale from the Arabian Nights.

The Brigadier received the following
note next morning :

DKAR GENKUAL, I shall always bo

delighted to see you at my classes in

whatever rank you choose to come.

But if you come again in the rank of

a private I must insist, in the interest

of discipline, that you wear your ban-

dolier over the left and not the right

shoulder. Yours obediently,
0567834 L/C PENSTIMMAN.

The General is now a disciple of

Penstimman as we all are. For with

all his fierceness the Brigadier is a

white man.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

"Latin has proved n Klira li:xs ' 'or most

aviation terms, such as biplane, monoplane,
aerodrome." Liverpool Pott.

Our Clear Thinker*.
" I ghall not be surprised indeed I shall be

I disappointed if we do not ha.

.!/>. Kcllatray, Financial

tary to the Ministry of Munition*." Star.

" ' The Economic History of Ireland in th-

iKhU'euLh Cvntury
'

deal* with tho history

n<l iu the eighteenth century from the

economic standpoint."
Saturday Wnlmtnsfer.

It is a groat thing to meet with a

milly conscientious review.
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THE MUD LARKS.
A GENEROUS foe, the soul of chivalry,

I run always ready to admit that the

Bosch has many good points. For

instance, he is er er oh, well, I

can't think of any particular good point

just for the moment. On the other

hand it must he admitted that he lias

his had ones also, and one of these is

that he cannot stand success ;
he is the

world's worst winner.

Never does he pull off one of these
" victorious retreats

"
of his hut he

needs must spoil the effect hy leaving
behind all sorts of puerile booby traps,

butter-slides, etc., for the annoyance
of the on-sweeping vanquished, dis-

playing a state of mind which is

usually slippered out of one at a dame
school.

Most of his practical jokes (you al-

ready know something about them, as

another warrior has been writing on

this pleasant theme in Mr. Punch's

pages) are of the fifth of November
order and detonate by means of a neat

arrangement of springs, wire and acid

contained in a small metal cylinder.
You open a door and the attached

house blows away all round it, leaving
the door in your damaged hand. You

step on a duckboard ; something goes

bang ! and the duckboard ups and hits

you for a boundary to leg and so on,

all kinds of diversions.

Of course you don't really open doors

and prance on duckboard s
;

that 's

only what he (Jerry) in his simple
faith imagines you will do. In reality

you revive memories of the days when
as a small boy you tied trip-strings in

dark passages and balanced water-jugs
on door-tops; and all the Bosch's

elementary parlour-tricks immediately
become revealed unto you.
Not long ago the Hun, thirsting for

yet more imperishable laurels, made a

sudden masterly manoeuvre towards
the East. Our amateur Staff instantly
fell into the trap, and when battle

joined again we found we had been
lured twenty miles nearer Germany.
The Hun had not left things very

comfortable for us
;
most of the cover

had been blown up, and there was the

usual generous provision of booby-traps
lying about dumbly pleading to be
touched off. However, we sheltered in

odd holes and corners, scrounged about
for what we could " souvenir

"
and

made ourselves as snug as possible.
It was while riding out alone on

one of these souveniring expeditions
that our William came upon a chaff-

cutter standing in what had once been
the stable yard of what had once been
a chateau. Now to a mounted unit a

chaff-cutter is a thing of incredible

value. It is to us what a mincing-
machine is to the frugal housewife.

Our own cutter was with the baggage,
miles away in the rear, and likely to

remain there.

William slipped off his horse and

approached the thing gingerly. It was
a J3osch engine, evidently quite new
and in excellent trim. This was alto-

gether too good to be true ; there must
be a catch somewhere. William with-

drew twenty yards and hurled a brick

at it two, three, four bricks. Nothing
happened. He approached again and,

tying one end of a wrecked telephone
wire to it, retired behind a heap of

rubble and tugged.
The chaff-cutter rocked to and fro

and finally fell over on its side without

anything untoward occurring. William,

wiping beads from his brow, came out

of cover. There was no catch in it

after all. It was a perfectly genuine
bit of treasure - trove. The Skipper
would pat his curly head, say

" Good

boy," and exalt him above all the other

subalterns. Bon very bon !

But how to get it home ? For you
cannot carry full-grown chaff-cutters

about in your breeches pockets. For
one thing it spoils the set of your pants.
He must get a limber. Yes, hut how ?

The country was quick with other

cavalrymen all in the souvenir busi-

ness. If he left the chaff-cutter in

order to fetch a limber, one of them
would be sure to snap it up. On the

other hand, if he waited for a limber to

come trotting up of its own sweet will

he might conceivably wait for the rest

of the War. Limbers (G.S. Mule) are

not fairy coaches.

Our William was up against it. He
plunged his hands into his tunic-

pockets and commenced to stride up
and down, thinking to the best of his

ability.
In pocketing his right hand he en-

countered some hard object. On
drawing the object forth he discovered

it to be his mother's gift. William's

mother, under the impression that her

son spends most of his time lying
wounded and starving out in No-man's-

land, keeps him liberally supplied with
tabloid meals to sustain him on these

occasions herds of bison corralled into

one lozenge, the juice of myriad kine

concentrated in a single capsule. This

particular gift was of peppermints
(wan-anted to assuage thirst for weeks
on end). But it was not the pepper-
mints that engaged William's young
fancy; it was the container, small,

metal, cylindrical.
His inspiration took fire. He set

the tin under the chaff-cutter, chopped
off a yard of telephone wire, buried one
end in peppermints, twisted the other

about the leg of the cutter, mounted
his horse and rode for dear life.

When he returned with the limber

an hour later, he found three cavalry-
men, two horse-gunners and a trans-

porteer grouped at a respectful radius

round the chaff - cutter, daring each
other to jerk the wire.

When William stepped boldly for-

ward and jerked the wire they all flung
themselves to earth and covered their

heads. When nothing happened and
ho coolly proceeded to load the cutter

on the limber they all sat up again
and took notice.

When ho picked up the tin and
offered them some peppermints they
mounted their horses and rode away.

PATLANDEU.

IN TRUST.
(Australian soldiers are marrying

English women.)
BEFORE the War, long years ago,
She played about the village street,

Twisted a daisy chain or so

In summer, or with flying feet

Traced patterns in the winter snow,

Or maybe through the clang and smoke
Clattered to school for half the day;

The other, punctual to the stroke,
Worked at the mill and paid her way

And earned her keep like other folk.

The years brought war, and through
the great

New turmoil of a world upturned
From far away there came her fate,

Brave, brown and lean. One day
she learned,

Surprised but glad, she 'd found her
mate.

Soon, the War done, from scenes that

were
Her clear-cut all, alone with him

She will have passed where in a blur

Of sea-wide distance, golden dim,
The great adventure beckons her.

Australian ways are not the same
As what she knows ;

in that broad

land,
Threatened with unfamiliar flame

Of drought the scattered homesteads

stand,
And there she goes to prove her name.

By plain and pasture, hills and beach,
Her world will swell in monstrous

girth,

Lonely, immense, beyond the reach

Of common help, till all her earth

Is strange but English heavts and

speech.

Australia, treat her well ; as those

Your sons came here to give their

lives

For love of England, so she goes
To great ordeals. These your wives

Are England. So the Empire grows.
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THK BASH HOSPITAL.
III. RrSTKK.

" Sisther's nnine, is ut ?

" Some call licr
'

Slather," some '

Sis-

thor dear," some 'Sadie' 'tis wliat the

other Sisthers call her. I heard Matron
call her ' Sisthcr Longton.' That poor
blighter over there her own words--
who's badly hit in tlio lung and I mis-

doubt won't see his next pay, calls her

Angel."
" '

Sisthcr, Sisthcr,' says he,
' will I

get through ?
'

"'Me d<M.r man, ye daro suggest ye
won't? Wliat?"

" Next minute she's (litted to the next

bed. I was the other side of ut. '

Laig
aisier, Tim ?

' '

Sure, Sisther." Back
she was lovin" round the poor blighter.
Just watehin', nodded and smiled.

" Down on me like bricks she was ;

'Number 47, why won't ye lie shtill?"

She calls mo that when she 's throubled.
' Will I have to shtraighten ye fohrty-
sivin times a day ?

'
' Mo laig "s kinked

and me bed unaisy by raison of the lump
of shrapnel in ut.'

" Wid that she shtraightens ut, gives
mo a shlap on the jaw, God love her,
and to the poor blighter again.

" She was busy, I could see she was
;

sure a new convoy 'd come in half-past

eight night 'twas. Ahll the V.A.D.'s
was gone and the Volunteer R.A.M.C.'s,

gentle fellas, was deliverin" of twinty
odd new stretcher cases from the Front.

" I caught sight of little shtill

Matron at the dhure. I did not say
nothin", no, Sorr; I might have said,
' God help Sadie,' so I grit me teeth,

me laig painin' me somethin" pasht
bearin". Thim orUierlies, good fellas

too, was waitin" insthructions. They
got 'em quick, and whilst they was
thinldn' about 'em she was back to the

poor blighter, kissed him lovely, and
thin wint off to the new cases and was

shtrippin' "em, coddlin" 'em and blanket-

bathin" 'em, and me shtarviu' for a

look.
" She's just

'

Sisther,' God bless her!
"

IV. THE OPERATION.
" I knew ut I knew ut ! Did not

the little nurse, the wan wid the crinky
hair and sloe eyes, did she not say this

marnin" to the ortherly,
' 'Tis tay cnly

for No. 47." And Tim there taking his

aigs and toastes.
" Did not Sisther shmile at me her

furst round ? Did she not say,
' No

dhressins for Mike," to the V.A.D. ?

Did not the docthor pull his lip yister-

day whin he read me chart and carrd ?

'Tis well I know the signs.
" May the mother of Moses look side-

ways on the Hun that loosed off that

Minnie!

"HOW THE DEUCE DID YOU GET THAI PAIR Of BLACK EYES? YOU MUSTN'l FIGHT
WHEN YOU 'HE IN THE LINK, JOV

"Bui I AIN'T BEES FIOIITIN', SIB. A BIT o 1 SBELL DO!?E IT."

" 'Tis not the first time the throlley 's

shtopped by this bed.
" What 's the proceedure, is ut ?
" Ye are lifted on to the throlley, ye

are sailed down the ward. Aich wan
looks at ye to see are ye white.

Sisther says, 'Mike,' sharp, 'ye will

not swear.' Me doiu" ut unbeknownst
like.

" Into the te-atre 'tis. There's docthor

wid the rubber gloves and his white

coatee an. Things kivered wid a cloth

well I know them. ' Will I feel ut ?
'

ye ask. Will I not ?

"Man dear, 'tis ahful. 'Tis a gas-
mask ye want, the chlorriform takiu"

ye by the t'roat surprisin".
" Ye do not struggle, no ; ye take

deep breaths as ye are tould, and ye

choke. Lasht thing ye hear is Sisther,
' Take ut aisy, Mike dear,' and then the

consciousness of ye goes. Glory be !

\V hat's that? 'Afther.'yesay? Afther

'tis a head ye have, "f is a head like

Tim there tuk to himself whin he found
the rum jar, mistakin' ut for watlier I

do not think. 'Tis a dulled pain. 'Tis

a nurse who tells ye,
'

Mike, ye '11 hale

fine. 'Twas a be-eutiful operation,' her

first wan, maybe. 'Tis ahll of them
tellin' ye 'Are ye aisy?' 'Tis Night
Sisther comin" twinty times to see are

ye shleepin". Tis God's own blessed

mercy for doin' away wid the pain."

The Spread of Education.
" \V \XTED Smart Mnn for aerated waters de-

livery ; good scholar." Bendigo
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WAR'S LITTLE IRONIES.
SECOND-LIEUTENANT JOSES, E.G. A. (in civil life a rising dentist}, is PUT IX CHARGE OF A ROCK-DMI.LIXG PARTY.

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
xvir.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER XC1I.
Richard. Did people'still write poetry

in this reign ?

Mrs. M. What a strange question !

Why, it was calculated that there, were
more poets and novelists to the square
mile than at any other time. And the

inspiration was not confined to one
class. There were postman poots, bath-
chair poets, railway-porter -..poets as
well as poets who were Peers or

Members of the Order of the British.

Empire.
George. Was Field-Marshal HAIG a

poet?
Mrs. M. No, my dear. He was other-

wise and, I think, better engaged. But
I believe Sir IAN HAMILTON published a
volume of poems in his youth, and there
were many splendid soldier poets, and
a good many people who wrote what
they called poetry, though, as it deliber-

ately avoided rhyme and metre, other

people found it hard to distinguish it

from prose. But the quantity was
enormous. And besides the men and
women and children who wrote this

poetry there was a considerable number

of per.:ons engiged in discovering and

encouraging poets, writing prefaces to

their books, founding poetry clubs and

opening poetry hotels and toashops.
One of the most famous retorts of the

Georgian poets was a vegetarian poetry
restaurant. As one of the unsympa-
thetic critics said, poetry had ceased to

be a matter of inspiration ; it was a

great industry, the products of which,
if not too exalted in aim, commanded
a ready sale. Indeed quite a number
of people lived by writing verses, apart
from those who lived by writing about
them.

George. But why did they give up
writing in rhym '?

Mrs. M. Not all of them gave it up ;

only those who found that it interfered

with the rapidity of composition or who
despised it because it had been used

by the Victorians. At the vegetarian
poetry restaurant I have referred to it

was forbidden to mention the name of

TENNYSON, the popular Victorian poet,
because on one occasion a stranger who
had praised TENNYSON was temporarily
blinded by an indignant Georgian who
threw a hot nut-cutlet in his face.

Mary. How messy ! Was he pun-
ished ?

Mrs. M. Yes, my dear. He had to

pay a farthing damages. The case was
trio;! before the famous Judge DAIS-

LING and lasted nineteen days. The
terrible provocation which the prisoner
had received was duly considered, and
the Judge's summing-up is still a fav-

ourite piece in the repertory of comic
elocutionists.

Any Connection ?

niNCii's FI.K.IIT.'-

Siinilni/ 1'ictorlal.
'
A. Berlin news agency telegram published

in the Dutch papers reports that a bag con-

ta'ning Treasury notes, bonds, and other

securities to the value of seventy million
marks has been stolen from the General Post-

office in Berlin." Manclies'.er Guardian.

From the rules of the National Union
of Scientific Workers:
"YIH. The Governing Body of the Union

sh.tll be a Council elected by the branches.
Each branch shall elect t) the Council a
number of members equal to the integer
nearest to n/s, where n is the number of

members of the branch and s is a number to

be fixed from time to time by the Council.
Zero shall not be counted as an integer. If

nfs is of the form p -7- J, where p is an integer,
it shall be taken as equal to p or to p -h 1,

according asp is odd or even."

Well, nothing could be fairer than that.
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SOLDIER AND CIVILIAN.
MARSHAL FOCH (to Messrs. CLEUEXCE.IV, WILSON and LLOYD GEORGE). "IF YOU'RE GOING UP

THAT EOAD, GENTLEMEN, LOOK OUT FOR BOOBY-TRAPS."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Tuesday, October loth. Both Houses

met again to-day
"
according to plan,"

and not because there is any very

urgent need for their labours just now.

The official programme was hardly

exciting enough to account for the large

attendance both on the floor and in the

galleries. As I cannot imagine that

it was an absorbing interest in Tithe

Kent-charge which caused Lord FISIIKK

to pay one of his angelic visits to the

Peei-s' Gallery I infer that he expected
to hear something about the War or

the Peace.

In that he was disappointed. Mr.

BONAU LAW thought it premature to

discuss a military situation changing

every hour and happily always for the

better or even to propose a formal Vote
of Thanks to men who were

daily adding to their harvest

of laurels. As for the Peace-

proposals, the wise gardener
never pulls up a plant to see

how it is growing, particu-

larly if, as in this case, it may
be a "

plant
"
indeed.

The Irish Nationalists were

present in unusual force.

They learned that the Mun-
ster Fusiliers had fought gal-

lantly with GOUGH, and that

in answer to the recent

appeal for recruits less than

ten thousand of their fellow-

countrymen have shown any
inclination to follow their

example. The CHIEF SECRE-
TARY had nothing to say
about conscription and refused to be

drawn even when Mr. KING essayed
a second
silence."

Mr. DILLON and his colleagues put a

great many questions regarding the tor-

pedoing of the Leinster and the lack of

an escort. It was unfortunate that their

tone suggested more indignation with

the alleged laches of the Admiralty than
horror at the German crime. I almost

thought at one time that Dr. MACNA-
MARA would have to get up and say,
"
Perhaps I ought to inform hon. gentle-

men opposite that it was a German
and not a British submarine that did

this tiling." But he contented him-
self with explaining that very fast ships
like the Leinster were considered to be

safer when proceeding independently
than when convoyed by slower war-

ships.
Mr. Oc'iawAiTE's natural curiosity

as to the date of the General Election,
which will inter alia terminate his

representation of Hanley, was not

satisfied. Possibly the PRIME MINISTER

decided whether women are to be

eligible for seats. It would seem about

time for Sir G. O. TREVELYAN to pre-

pare a revised edition of " The Ladies

in Parliament."

While everywhere else men were

discussing President WILSON'S reply to

the GERMAN CHANCELLOR, the House of

Commons devoted the best part of an

hour to the recent change in the pro-

prietorship of The Daily Chronicle,

formerly The Clerkenwell Nfirx, and

now, if wre are to believe all that Mr.

PKINGLE said about it, the Clironiqm
Scandalcuse. But Sir HENRY DALZIEL,
the controlling member of the new pro-

prietary, who ought to know, gave an

entirely different account of the trans-

action ;
and the House, I am sure,

attached at least as much importance
to the one statement as to the other.

the surplus stock, principally by supply-

ing the troops at home with fresh meat
instead of fro/en. So Mr. CLYNES will

be popular in the Messes for a week
or two.

Thursday, October 11lh. The Gov-
ernment's action in regard to meat has
cause;! the resignation of their Pig
Controller. Mr. DEVLIN was naturally
concerned to hear that " the gintleman
who pays the rint

"
had lost his

protector and demanded to know what
was " the pig policy

"
of the Gov-

ernment. But Mr. BOXAR LAW, enter-

ing into his humour, replied that "an
important question of that kind

"
re-

quired notice.

A question referring to "
capitula-

tions" aroused momentary interest,
until it was discovered that they were

i Central

inquiry
"
arising out of that

only the Egyptian and not

European variety.
The Ulstermen have now

delivered up those famous
rifles of which we have heard
so much and seen so little

since 1913. But Mr. DILLON,
still dissatisfied perhaps be-

cause he has lost a valuable

grievance called the CHIEF
SECRETARY'S attention to a

widespread opinion in Ireland

that the surrender was a

fraud. Mr. SHORTT drily re-

marked that there .were a

good many widespread opin-
ions in Ireland.

The Luxury Tax is dead,
at least for the time being
thanks to the diversion pro-
vided by the KAISER. But

Wednesday, October 16th. TheHouse i Mr. BONAR LAW hopes that it will rise

is beginning to suspect that the en-
1 again in next year's Budget,

thusiasm of certain of its Members
|

The SECRETARY OF SCOTLAND too

for increased pensions to soldiers is has reason to be grateful to the Huns,

inspired by a desire to save their own i for while the House has been absorbed

seats at the taxpayers' expense. It is
}

in the exciting news from Flanders he

quite ready to leave the interests of i has slipped the Scottish Education Bill

the soldier and his dependents in the through its remaining stages in double-

generous and capacious hands of Mr. i quick time. It was pleasant to watch

Bullock (to Mr. dynes, who is restricting the sale offat cattle for
food. "BUT I HKAltD THEY WANTED MOBE."

JOHN HODGE, the Grand Pensionary of

the Treasury Bench. When he says a

case is
" under- r my immediate pair-

sonal conseeder-ration
"

it is as good
as done.

As soon as Mr. CLYNES, fearing a

shortage, decides to cut down our meat
rations, he is faced with acrowd of angry
farmers complaining that they cannot

dispose of their prime beasts. Sir JOHN

SPEAR, a standing contradiction of the

adage,
" who drives fafc cattle should

himself be fat," put the farmers' case

very well. Either they ought to be

allowed to sell their beeves or else they
ought to be furnished with feeding-stuffs
to keep them in condition. Major ASTOH,
in a conciliatory reply, promised that

the tactful way in which he persuaded
even the dourest of his fellow country-
men to swallow the MUNEO doctrine.

is waiting until the House shall have every effort would be made to absorb

Encouragement for Haig, Foch and
Pershing.

"The victories of the Allies on all fronts

are much appreciated in this town [Denbigh] ."

North Wales Times.

"REICHSTAG AND THE FRENCH
PROVINCES.

INTER-AUTY Ai IKE KM I'N i ."

Mtuifliester I'liprr.

Not extra-'arty, you will note.

"FOR SALE, new Dark Green Warm Winter
Coat ; 76/- ; pure wood." Irish Paper.

Trimmed with fir, we suppose.
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ol .;IIT NOVKUSTS TO TAINT:1

lll.MAKKAliLi: Di.r.ATK.

AT ;i, recent Hireling of tlio Quill-

drivers' Chili tlio action of Mr. Aitxoi.n

BKNNMTT in c!ial!"nging public 01 il

M nil avlist \v:is dl8CU830<9 nt :i

-tin*,' debate.

Sir KmvAKi) COOK, who opened tlio

-,i()ll, observed tll:t! Ml'. 1 '.r.NNKTT

was only following tho example <>f

\vliicli ho h:id noted in his

/;, reationt, and cited BHOWN-
iMi's linos:

"
Ay. of all tlii' art i-U living, loving.

None but would forgo his propel
Docs he paint:' !!< lain w ml I write a

I

in ;

Docs lie \viilo? lie fain would [aint a

picture."

Mr. LYTTON HriiAciiKY, who followed,

strnngly deprecated the dragging in of

BROWNING, who was merely a Vic-

torian. In spite of his unfortunate

Christian name of ARNOLD, Mr. STH.\-

CIIKY was inclined to place Mr. BENNETT
above RAFAEL nnd DANTE, for he was
a hotter novelist than the former ami a

better landscape-painter than the latter.

Mr. CHAHLKS GAIIYICE frankly re-

gretted Mr. BENNETT'S new departure.
He had already achieved distinction as

journalist, novelist and dramatist. He
was now a Government official. Where
would it end ? The post of Ambassador
to tho United States was still open, and,

if it was not given to Mr. T. P. O'CoN-

NOR, might very likely be offered to

Mr. BENNETT.
Mr. CHESTKKTON, on the contrary,

held that the more a writer spread
himself the more concentrated he be-

came and the greater was his grip on

his public. Personally lie would walk

miles to see Sir HALL CAINE dancing
in tho Eussian ballet at the Coliseum.

Sir HENRY DALZIEL, M.P., asked for

permission to make a brief personal

explanation. There was no foundation

for the report that Mr. BENNETT had

been engaged to contribute political
cartoons to The Daily Chronicle in

support of the present Cabinet.

A representative of tho Black and
White Artists' Trade Union denounced
Mr. BENNETT as a black-leg from the

Black Country, but met with little sup-

port, and the meeting passed a resolu-

tion sanctioning Mr. BENNETT'S action

on the understanding that he abstained

from exhibiting portraits of the PRIME
MINISTER.

Cannon-Fodder.

A recently-joined recruit writes to

protest against the latest development
of official humour. His calling -up
notice bore the postmark

" Feed the

Guns!"

-

OUR HARVEST FESTIVAL.
Humourist (in stage u-hiiper).

" VICAB LOOKS IUTHER WELL is His ALLOTMENT.'

The "Helping Hand" Matinee.

A matinee on behalf of the fund for

the foundation of scholarships for the

daughters of sailors and soldiers fallen

or disabled in the War will be given at

the Adclphi Theatre on Tuesday, Octo-

ber 29th, at 2.15. The programme will

include a Mime play The Surrey Zoo

by Mr. NIGEL PLAYFAIR, and a One-

Act Comedy The Ben/ ComesHome by
Mr. A. A. MILNE. The casts will in-

clude Miss ATHENE SEYLER, Miss MARY
JEBROLD, Mrs. CHRISTOPHER LOWTHER,
Mr. DAWSON MILWARD, Mr. TOM REY-

NOLDS and Mr. OWEN NARES. Mme.
LOPOKOVA and M. MASSINE, of the Rus-

sian Ballet, Miss JULIA JAMES and Miss

VIOLET LORAINF, will also give their

services to this good cause, for which

contributions may be sent to A. CAKSON-

ROBEBTS, Esq., 20, Mallord St., S.W.3.

The Linguists.
"There appeared to be an innumerable

number of Italians speaking perfect English
who had come from America, and I often wag

asked,
' How 's the folks in New York ?

' '

Japan Adrertiter.

Mr. WELLS, of the big cerebellum,

Uses mountains of paper (or vellum);
When his temper gets bad
And we ask,

" Why so mad? "

He replies,
"
They won't do as I tell

'em !

"

From an article on "Henry Ford,

Quantity Manufacturer of War "
:

"You and I don't know how many cylinders
are used in each machine. But eighteen
hundred cylinders per day meant one hundred

and eight 'thousand ci/linders per iceek."

Weekly I'aper.

They seem to work a sixty days' week
in the United States.
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ANOTHER CASE FOR "THE
LANCET."
SCENE I.

An ordinal-;/ English home. Time
about 1 P.M.

Careful and Fond Mother. Now, lake

your medicine, darling. It 's bedtime,

you know.

Dutiful Child. Yes, Mamma, dear.

Intelligent Aunt. Why is
;

she taking medicine?

Careful and Fond Mother.

j

It 's only a liUle tonic the

|
doctor prescribed. (Hands
glass to Dutiful Child, itho

i/rinks contents.} Now run

along to bed quickly, dear.

Good night.
Dutiful Child. Good night,

Mamma and Auntie, dear.

[Exit.

(There is a pause of fifteen

minutes.)

Intelligent Aunt, n'ho has
been working in a War hos-

pital and affects to know

'something of drugs, picks uji

tonic and looks at label. Good

gracious ! It 's got your name
on it.

Careful and Fond Mother

(seizing tlte bottle). Great
heavens! it has. It's my
medicine not hers. And
I 'm almost certain it contains

strychnine.

Intelligent Aunt. And as

you've been taking it for some
time I expect the dose has
been increased.

[Careful and Fond Mother
and Intelligent Aunt

gazeivithgrowing'horror
into each other's eyes.

Intelligent Aunt (talcing
case suddenly in hand). She
must have an emetic at once.

Ipecao. Dose 5 minims. Re-

peat if necessary. Or salt-

and-water. I '11 dash off to

the doctor's and ask him
what's to be done. (Seizes bottle.)
Don't waste a minute in giving her that
emetic.

SCENE II.

Dutiful Child is discovered sitting up
in bed eating her supper wlien Careful
and Fond Mother rushes in.

Dutiful Child. Look, Mamma, dear,
at the beautiful baked custard cook has
made for my supper.

The Mother (snatching away custard}.
Don't eat any more. You must have
an emetic immediately. (Rapidly ex-

plains the situation.) You must be
sick at once.

Dutiful Child (questioning inexorable

Fate). Must I? Can't I finish my cus-

tard first' '.'

The Mother. No. Take this at once.

j
(Dutiful Child drinks. A pause}. How
are you feeling ?

Dutiful Child. Quite well, thank you,
Mamma, dear. May I have my custaixl

now ?

The Mother. No. (Afteranotherpause)
You 'd better have some more drops.

Bosch (suddenly appearing over the top).
" KAMEEAD ! KAMERAD !

"

Briton. "Lou 1

,
MY soy, YOU DID GIVE ME A TURN. I THOUGHT

YOU WAS AN ENEMY."

Dutiful Child. Oh, must I?
The Mother. Yes. Drink this.

Dutiful Child drinks. Can I have

my custard now ?

The Mother. No. It 's very strange
that tho ipecac, has had no effect.

Drink this salfc-and-water now, darling.

Dutiful Child. Oh, must I?
The 'Mother. Yes. Your life depends

on it.

[Dutiful Child drinks. A further
pause.

The Mother (with strained anxiety}.
How do you feel now '.'

Dutiful Child (striving to please).
I 'm feeling a little sick now, Mamma

dear, thank you. But perhaps I could

manage a little of my cus
The Mother. No. Can't you be sick,

child?

Dutiful Child. No, Mamma, I 'm
afraid I can't.

T/in Mother. But why can't you?
It 's dreadful, most unnatural.

Enter Adoring Father on the scene.

Adoring Father. Hullo, what 's this ?

Kid not asleep yet ?

The Mother (after explain-
ing whole situation). What on
earth are we to do now ?

The Father (a very rapid
thinker). Well, there are

other emetics. Mustard and

yes, by Jove, soap- and -

water.

Dutiful Child. Oh, must I?
The Mother. Soap - and -

water ! Yes, that sounds the
worst the best, I mean.
Get it at once.

The Father. Enough to

make a good lather, should

you think ?

Dutiful Child (still ques-

tioning inexorable Fate). Oh,
must I ?

The Mother. Do hurry.
[Adoring Father dashes

off and returns with

glass.
The Mother (in feverish

haste). Drink this, darling.

Dutiful Child. Oh, must
The Mother (unnerved by

the intensity of her emotions).
Don't say that again. Can't

you see how serious it is,

child? You might die any
minute.

[Dutiful Child ha stilt/

takes glass and swal-

lows contents.

The Father (looking at a

few iridescent bubbles at bot-

tom ofglass). Well, that ought
to do it. I made it strong.

[Pause.
The Mother (breaking

strained silence}. How do you feel now,

darling ?

Dutiful Child. Dreadful, thank you,
Mamma, dear.

The Mother. That isn't enough. Can't

you
Dutiful Chill. No, I can't, Mamma.
The Mother (getting hysterical). This

is terrible. Can nothing save her?
The Father. I suppose tho doctor

will bring a stomach-pump.
Dutiful Child. Oh,muslho? (ignored).
The Father, Couldn't you put your

finger down your throat, Kid ? I '11

give you a shilling if you will.

Dutiful Child -(still dutiful, but out-
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:). No, no, I won't (tjro/i'inr/ more

unhappy because tin; soap-and-water has
I'dili ntlij mi't tin' allied forces of ipecac.
mill salt and a fierce battle is

I won't.

The Mother. Do try, darling, and
Mamma will fill up the whole of your
new card with war-saving stamps.

Dutiful Child (at the moment an in-

different, patriot). I don't want

saving stamps any more (the soap has
I'liiiniit'iiced an encircling movement and
the. salt and ipecac, have hurried up
reserves). No, no, I ivon't put my finger
down my throat.

The Motlier. What are we to do ? I

never know her to bo so obstinate. Oh,
why doesn't the doctor come? The
child is beginning to look strange
already.

The Father (firmly). Suppose we
begin all over again. Firstly, the

ipecac.

Dutiful Child. Oh, mus
1-1nter Intelligent Aunt, breathless.

Intelligent Aunt. Ilavo you given her

anything?
The Mother. Ipecac.
The Father. Twice.
Th:' Mather. Salt-and-\va(er
The Father. A cupful.
The Mother. Warm soap-and-water
The Father. One glass.
The Mother (tearfully). And she won't

be sick simply won't.

Dutiful Child (her child's sense of
justice receiving mortal blows). I do
trant to, Auntie, but I can't be

liit/'llii/cnt Aunt (gazing at Dutiful
Child in awe). Wonderful ! Amazing !

I never heard of such a case (meditates
on -whether " The Lancet

"
would be

interested in a letter on the subject).
The Father. But what did the doctor

say ? Is he coming ?

Intelligent Aunt. No.
The Mother (feverishly). Why not ?

Intelligent Aunt. He said it was all

right directly he saw the bottle. But
to make quite sure he 'phoned to the

chemist, who, it appears, put your name
on the bottle instead of the Kid's. lie

was awfully sorry and apologetic.
The Mother. Sorry ! Apologetic !

Why, the man 's a monster. To think
of all I 've suffered through his care-

lessness !

Intelligent Aunt. There's no harm
done, thank goodness.

The, Father, All's well that ends
well.

Dutiful Child (suddenly, glad at last

that she is able to please). I think,

Mamma, that I really can be
The Mother. It doesn't matter now,

dear. You 'd better lie perfectly still

and let it pass oil.

Dutiful Child. Must I?
The Father. Well, it 's time we

Naval Lieutenant (home on leave from submarine). "How WOULD rov I.IKJB A Till?

OS A SUBMARINE, GBANDMA?"
Old Lady. "WELL, YES; BUT IT WOULD ONLY RAVE TO BE FOR A LITTLE WHII.I:,

DEAR, AS I AM SO BHOBT OP BB.EATH."

thought about dinner. Good night,
Kid. (They all move towards the door.)

Dutiful Child. Mamma, dear.

'The Mother. Yes?

Dutiful Child. Please may I have

my custard now?

THK KAISER'S NEW MOTTO:
West home 's best."

East,

" Le Temps quotes the following extract

from a letter which was seized on a distin-

guished German prisoner :
' Life I Why this

is Cavalry that we are enduring.' !'

Provincial Paper.

Well, it might have been Tanks.

THE FUTURE OP PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
A nr. rnospix'T.

(By A Veteran Assistant-Master.)
Times Educational

Wo have the utmost sympathy with

all Assistant-Masters, and earnestly

hope that they do not spend too much
of their spare time in looking back upon
the future.

AN EPITAPH IN ANTICIPATION.
IN memory of poor Prince MAX,
Who, posing as the friend of Pax,
Yet was not noticeably lax

In the true Teuton faith which hacks
Its way along forbidden tracks,

Marks bloody dates on almanacs
And holds all promises as wax ;

Breeding, where once we knew UAXS
SACHS,

A race of monomaniacs . . .

But now illusion's mirror cracks,
The radiant vision fades, the axe

Lies at the root. So farewell, MAX 1

Mixed Agriculture.
" SEEDS Wanted, to Gr.izo with Sheep."

Doncas'.cr Qtuette.

After Pope.

Great FOCH'S law is by this rule

exprest
Prevent the coming, speed the parting

pest.
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THE IRISH EXILE.

OVER here in England I 'm slavin' in the rain ;

Six-un'-six a day we get, an' beds that wanst were clano ;

XVi'iivy on the English work, 'tis killin' me that same

Och, Muckish Mountain, where 1 used to lie an' dhrame!

At night the windows hero are black as Father Murphy's

hat;
Tis iivepince for a pint av beer, an' thin ye can't get that :

Their beef has shtrings like army harp, for dacent ham I

hunt

Ocb, Muckish Mountain, an' my pig's sweet grunt !

Sure there's not a taste av butthermilk that wan can buy
or beg ;

Thin their sweet milk has no crame, an' is as blue as a

duck egg ;

Their whisky is as wake as wather-gruel in a bowl

Och, Muckish Mountain, where ihe poteen warms yer sowl !

'Tis mesilf that longs for Irish air an' gran' ould Donegal,
'Where there's lashins and there's lavins and no scarcity

at all ;

Where no wan cares about the War, but jist to ate an'

play
Och, Muckish Mountain, wid yer feet beside the say!

Sure these Englishmin don't spare thimselves in this

thremenjus fight ;

They say 'tis life or death for thim, an', faith, they may be !

right;
But Father Murphy tells me that it 's no consarn av !

mine

Och, Muckish Mountain, where the white clouds shine!

Over there in Ireland we 're very fond av peace,

Though we break the heads av Orangemin an' batther the

police ;

For we 're all agin the Governmint wheriver we may be

Och, Muckish Mountain, an' the wild wind blowin' free !

If they tuk me out to Flandhers, bedad I 'd have to fight,
An' I 'm tould thim Jarman vagabones won't let ye sleep

at night ;

So I 'm going home to Ireland wid English notes galore
Och, Muckish Mountain, I will niver lave ye more!

AMUSERS LIMITED.
IT happened that the little dark man and I came into

collision, both of us having looked round at the same
moment. lie lost bis hat and I lost my temper; but he
was so small and apologetic and his face was such a net-

work of queer smiles that I forgave him. " It 's almost
like one o' me own shows," ho said.

"One of your own shows?" I said. "What do you
mean by that?"

" If you 'd like to hear about it," he said,
" I '11 tell you ;

and perhaps when you feel in the humour you'll give us
an order on your own account. You see, Sir, it 's like

this," he continued. "You have in me the founder and sole

originator of the flourishing company of ' Amusers Limited.'
We do a great work in entertaining the wounded. We came
to the conclusion that the old methods of amusement were
about played out. People, especially wounded people, don't

really care for motor-drives to Hampstead Heath or even
for high-class concerts. What was required was a return
to Nature in the matter of amusement. That 's where we
come in. All that is necessary is that a wounded man
should apply to us at our office in Grafton Street for eight

hours of amusement and pay a subscription of five shil-

lings. From that moment we take him in hand till the

eight hours are up, and wo supply him with a round of

rollicking laughter. Most of our work is done in the

open air. Do you see that wounded man? Just watch
him and you 11 sec things happen. Here 's a General

Officer coming along. A puff' of wind catches him ; his

cap is blown into the street and he sets off after it I

hope you 're watching, Sir. There now his cap comes to

rest in a puddle o' water, and as he reaches it he himself

falls in the same puddle and emerges covered with mud.
A painful experience, you '11 say ;

but just look at the

wounded man and tell mo what bo's doing."
"The wounded man," I said, "is splitting his sides with

laughter."
" Well then," he said,

" the wounded man is getting his

money's worth out of our company. lie has paid for

laughter and he gets laughter."
"But," I said, "the General what about him?"
"The General," he said, "is one of our best employees.

That little scene you saw is a specimen of his skill. He's
worked it up himself and it never fails to go. We have

plenty in stock of much the same kind. There's one in

which a particularly haughty and pompous man who is

parading up Duke Street, St. James's, steps twice where
there is no step to be stepped on. You 'd laugh till you
cried if you saw the terrific shock that this gives to bis

dignity. It 's quite a refined little piece of comedy and goes

very well, though a good many prefer something rather

rougher. Still, we cater for all tastes. There's one other

show I should like to give you the quarrel with the Italian

waiter at a restaurant which is run by us." .

Being in a hurry I had to refuse. But next week I am
going to subscribe for eight hours of unparalleled amuse-
ment. ________^________

FROM INDIA'S CORAL STRAND.
IT is a far cry from Killarney to Karachi, and yet the

fusion of East and West is completed by the circum-

stance that Karachi boasts a Killarney Hotel. Who
founded this establishment and gave it its name I cannot

say almost certainly an Irishman
;
but he is either there

no longer or has relinquished the task of writing out the

daily menu to an Oriental dependent, whose handling of

the King's English is a constant joy to the guests. What-
ever the meals may be the spelling is a surprise.
On a day in this last August, for example, the luncheon

consisted of Irish stew, beef cutlets, cold beef, curried

vegetables and rice, pancakes and stewed pears. Certain

opportunities are here offered to the whimsical ortho-

grapher ;
but nothing extraordinary. The native " boote-

ler" of the Killarney Hotel, Karachi, whose duty it is to

transcribe the dishes in chalk on a slate, was, however,

equal to some very attractive variations. This was his

effort :

LUXCH.

Iras Estew
Beef Cuttles

Cauld Beef

Vegetebol Curry Bice

Pencuecks Puddim
Perses Stewed

As to how these preparations tasted my correspondent

says nothing; but indifferent cooks might do worse than

see that all their efforts are accompanied by such picturesque

spelling. In the pleasure of deciphering the name of a

plat any want of flavour may pass unnoticed.

Meanwhile here 's to next Shrove Tuesday and Peace
with Pencuecks !
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First Caddy (reading). "'IT is RUMOURED THAT THE KAISER HAS ABDICATKD.' WOT'S THAT, BILL?"

Second ditto.
" IT MEANS 'E 'a so MANY DOWN TO BOGEY 'E 's TORE CP 'is DLOOMIN' CARD."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

A NICE-MINDED credulity on the part of the good characters

in spy fiction is of course essential to its success ; but I

connot help thinking that the heroine of Mrs. BELLOC
LOWNDES' latest thriller, Out of the War (CHAPMAN AND

HALL), reveals herself as almost phenomenally endowed in

this respect. Betty Felbri/jge, the American wife of an

English Naval officer, had gono to recuperate at Pymsand,
on the assurance of her husband that the place was entirely
out of the War, and further that he himself might often be

unsuspectedly in the neighbourhood on active service. This

slight contradiction seems to have escaped her ; anyhow
off she went to the Bungalow Hotel, a pleasant establish-

ment with a sea view and a sinister chambermaid ;
and

before long, walking upon the beach, she met a man a man
dressed as a Naval captain, calling himself Horatio Drake,

speaking careful English, which grew more precise in

moments of stress, alternately polite and cavalier, with a

table manner that lacked refinement, and a taste for pork;
a:ul not even the last peculiarity roused in Betty the faintest

suspicion that her mysterious friend was really well, you
can see what. Indeed I hesitate to say how far this

misplaced confidence carried her lest I rouse in your mind

my own doubt as to whether anyone, even a heroine, could

be such an altogether superhuman simpleton. But if Betty
as a credible character suffers somewhat from the demands
of the plot Mrs. B

%
ELLOC LOWNDES can be sincerely con-

gratulated upon her handling of the soi-disant Drake, a

really clever and (one feels) probable study. The skill

and fairness of the portrait make it among the best of the

many that she has drawn during the past four years.

All Mr. W. TT. HUDSON'S books have been profoundly

autobiographical. No matter with what theme he may
have been principally concerned the birds of London, the

life of a Wiltshire shepherd, the downs of Sussex, the

fauna and dora of La Plata, the romance of Bolivia the

central figure has been himself, the patient reader of

nature's secrets wistfully endeavouring to reconcile man
and the universe. So subjective and introspective are these

beautiful books that of few authors do we seern to know
more. Our information has come, however, hitherto

obliquely and between the lines. Mr. HUDSON now pro-
vides what might be called a primer to himself in a direct

autobiography, consisting of the intimate history of his

eariy years, under the title, Far Away and Lmuj A<jo <DKNT),
where the makings of a naturalist and a mystic are set forth.

It has been said that childhood is the most significant period
of any imaginative writer's career. Mr. HUDSON'S fascin-

ating pages, describing his home in the Pampas, amid

fatalistic gauchos, wild cattlemen, odd horse-breeding neigh-

bours and sub-tropical birds and beasts, help us to under-

stand the peculiar position he occupies in literature. I-' von

more, perhaps, are we enlightened by his portrait of that

other most powerful influence in an imaginative child's life

his mother. Altogether I should venture to place this

among the books whose contemporary popularity will be far

exceeded by the attention paid to them by posterity.

Crucifix Corner (METHUES) is the latest product of the

popular firm of C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON. For no reason

that I can discover the book is in the form of a long letter

or series of letters addressed to a dead clergyman whose

name I have omitted to remember indeed, I think he has

no name, but is always spoken of as " dear Pa 'Ire
"

or

"Padre dear." The writer of the letters is a certain

Miss Mary 0'Mallei/, who falls in love with Jim Beckett, son

of an American millionaire, as he with her. But, though
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matters proceed very quickly no engagement takes place,

and Jim becomes a flying man in the forces of the Entente.

One day he Hies and does not return. What is Miss O'Malley,

fair but impecunious, to do ? She answers that question

by getting hold of Jim's parents and pretending that she

was engaged to their son. It is a mean trick and unworthy
of the correspondent of a deceased clergyman ;

but it suc-

ceeds, and tho innocent American pair adopt her. In the

end Jim turns up safe and sound and all is made right.

A large portion of the book is of a high-class guide-book

order, and gives valuable details of the history and appear-
ance of many places in France. It is perhaps not the very
best of the WILLIAMSON books, but it has its merits and

will serve to pass an hour or two pleasantly enough.

A novel like Tho Threshold (JARKOLDS), that aims at being
a serious essay in industrial reconstruction, yet obeys all

the canons of the saccharine

school of American fiction, is

apt to be irritating. MAIUOKIE
BENTON COOKE sets up a cock-

shy of real rough boulders and
then engages a pair of butter-

flies to bring it down by hurling

rose-petals at it. This success-

fully concluded, she has a magic
wand to refashion the fallen

ruins as an enchanted palace,

when, lo ! it is not some fairy tale

that concludes in happy-ever-
after, but the earth rebuilt on the

lines of a garden city, and rela-

tions between Capital and La-
bour adjusted to eternity. In

plainer English we are told how
the boy-owner of an American
cotton-mill, urged to it by a

girl-friend no, not his sweet-

heart defied the not very
wicked uncle, his guardian, and

through strikes, rioting and
arson wrought in a twinkling
a millennial reformation in the

evilly old-fashioned conduct of

his factory and in the mode of

living of his employts. For the

author's aspirations one has

nothing but sympathy ;
but

41/t

Cook. " MY WORD ! THIS BKINGS THE WAR 'OMK TO YOU
AND NO MISTAKE ! 'Oo EVER 'EARD OP A RESPECTABLE
FAMILY EATING DODO?"

McGcc, insolent outlaw, despair of the cops and sleuths of

half a continent, turns into the sky-pilot's enthusiastic

assistant, John Flint,
" the Butterfly Man

"
(so the children

name him), writer of learned monographs, lecturer on
famous platforms, and above all friend to all in trouble,
from little sweated mill-children to fluttered jenny-wrens
threatened by truculent blue jays. Perhaps the change is

all a little sudden and the penitent's halo of a little too

bright a gold, but the author has the skill to make it seem
not utterly incredible. Possibly you may guess the way
in which the Butterfly Man, long after his conversion, gets
more than even with a blackmailing tyrant of a millionaire.

But, whether you guess or not, here 's a pleasant tale for you.

The average male reader will usually take an immediate
and profound dislike to the hero of a novel who tells the

story in the first person singular. To this rule it would be
difficult to find a more complete
exception than A. M., who
tells the story of Wren's Wife
(COLLINS), which is also his

own story. If Mr. CYRIL Bus-
SELL had devoted pages to a

description of him he could

scarcely have made him more
knowable, and yet the fact that

the story concerns him far more
than anyone else never obtrudes
itself. A. M. sees his first love,

Nancy, carried off to an Irish

home by Wren, a virile but
unreliable Irish genius who de-

velops a merely Celtic churlish-

ness into downright malevolent
meanness by a steady diet of

whiskey. Consumed with jeal-

ousy of his wife and A. M., and
informed by the doctor that he
has only a short while to live,

lie conceives the pleasant idea

of making away with himself

so cleverly that they will never
know whether he is alive or

dead. Fortunately the plan mis-

carries, all but the suicide, and
A. M. and Nancy are free to

marry and live happily ever

after. It is not the story,

frankly one doubts how such flutter-wing tilting can disturb however, but the way of its telling that will enhance Mr.
so tough a windmill, and at times, in spite of the author's EUSSELL'S reputation and cause dogears to grow on the

moments of real strength,, one has to hold on with both library copies of Wren's Wife.
hands to the remembrance that she is an American and
therefore on our side, in order to forgive and forget some

appalling self-complacencies. To these the publishers are

accessory by reason of their reverent quotation, on the

cover, of some of the writer's or her heroine's rather

ordinary sayings ; but all the same, if you burn the wrapper
and go armed with charity, you should find here a good
deal to applaud and even something to enjoy.

To those who like a sentimental tale which yet offends
not the palate by a surfeit of sweetness and is told with
an easy grace, a sense of humour and a discreet eye for

character let me commend The Butterfly Man (HEINEMANN),
by MARIE CONWAY OEMLEK. Tho scene is set in that proud
backwater town, Appleboro, South Carolina. The hero is

a crippled cracksman whom the little French padre and
the charming maid, Mary Virginia, win over to the ways of

orderly citizenship. From the profoundest distrust Slippy

Of the three generations that contribute to the family

history of Perpetual Fires (ALLEN AND UNWIN) Grandfather

Longways, owner of a small estate in Northumberland, was
a novelist and a good bit of a dreamer ; Anthony, of the

second generation, was a doctor, one of the "
get-on-or-get-

out" type; and Oliver, Anthony's son, was a musician, as

vague as even a musical genius can be. There is a quietness
about Mr. ERIC LEADBITTER'S methods that appeals very

strongly to me. His characters are presented without the

smallest symptom of effort or pressure ; they are just

ordinary people who arouse one's interest merely because

they are drawn with uncommon skill. It is a delicate piece
of work that may easily fail to attract attention among
noisier appeals. There is, however, no good reason that 1

can see why the author might not, without risk of sacrificing
the intrinsic probability of his picture, have been a little

more cheerful.
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CHARIVARIA.
" \Viiv not atlinit frankly that wo

have lost tho War '!

"
says Count

TIS/A. Tlio KAISKK, wo aro informed,
has decided to meet him half way in

the matter and admit

Hungary lias lost it.

that Austria-

Lator information goes to show that
the KAISUIS has tried to lose

the War hut that it is follow-

ing him up again.

" Tho way to get rich

quick in Germany to-day,"

says the 1'fifjcblatt,
"

is to

sell your second-hand fur-

niture." Conservative Ger-
mans claim that this is no

improvement on the existing

practice of selling the Bel-

gians' furniture.

" Once across the Sello,"

says a contemporary,
" and

the task of the British and
American troops becomes less

arduous." LUDENDORF, on
the other hand, declares that
as far as HINDENBUUG is con-
cerned the whole West Front
is just one d d Selle after

another

AI.IIKIJT .STANI.KY, "is to bo made
to Parliamentary Candidates desiring
to visit their constituencies." Si-

Pacifist M.l'.'s liavo written iirgiii-.'

that it should ho available for travel
in either direction.

* *

Farmer" in Tin- 1>H>( M>iil. Only hide-
bound officialdom fails to realise how
gladly the patriotic public \vould -tarvu
in their stead.

The German General, VON
FRANCOIS, has resigned. Can the mili-

tary career be getting unpopular in tho
Fatherland ? ... ...

''.-

"I find there is a good deal of

'wishy-washy' sentiment about with

regard to international fraternity,"
writes Sir WILLIAM BULL, M.P. Wishy,
perhaps, but in our experience dis

tinctly unwashy.

War Critic. "'Ow CAN ire TRUST THE 'Uss? THEY CABN'T
TRUST EACH OTHER 'AVE TO 'AVE LIDS ON THEIR PII-K8 AN 1

BEER-MUGS."

Tho latest German note states

that " U "
boat commanders have

been ordered not to torpedo pas-
senger boats. In order to assist in

this merciful arrangement all passen-
ger boats are requested to keep out of

the way of approaching torpedoes.
* *
*

A correspondent writes to say
that the old lady in Lancashire who
recently celebrated her one-hun-
dredth birthday with pheasant,
plum-pudding and champagne was not
interned at the time.

:]:

" I have done the same round for

thirty-seven years," a milkman told

tho Houndsditch Tribunal,
" and know

every brick in the district." Is this

another case of commercial candour?

"An allowance of petrol," says Sir

A eeiuin liini whit-h supplies lifo-

ng Iwlts guaia: !1 keep
Operatives in the potting industry I a man all. mt for fifteen hours. If th< -\

are to receive a total wir bonus of sixty I do not fulfil this n> when put
per cent. An exception, of course, is I to the test at -ea wo understand that

the money will be refunded.
*

Cabbages grown in Wai
thamstow have boon sold at

fifty pounds an acre. Most
people prefer tliesmalle;

bilges averaging about half-

an-acre.

Tho persistent rumour that
the new ten -

shilling note
would havo a picture of Car-
melite House on it has turned
out to be unfounded.

" No doubt in time," says
Tin'. WettmiiutfT (!<t;cti< j

,"\vo
shall get used to women sit-

ting in Parliament." It will

be interesting to see if an\
Member of Parliament will

bo gallant enough to give up
his seat to a lady.V

Tits Lancet descritas the
case of a man who is without

the sense of taste or smell, and seems
to have no feeling or emotion whatever.
Several people are asking, "Can this be
our grocer?" $ .

*

Since the announcement that a bottle

of whisky was found on the doorstep
of a Manchester police-station we

understand that the authorities luivo

been inundated with letters from

people offering to adopt it.

Tho manager of a film-producing
establishment has made an awkward
faiu jxis. He recently wrote to Mr.
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW offering to
film his best play. All Mr. SHAW'S

plays are the best.

A weekly paper offers a prize of

five hundred pounds to the reader
who predicts the date when the War
will end. Isn't this rather rasli ? Wo

know an editor of another weekly paper
who has predicted it several times.

Instances of Bristol Channel boiler-

makers getting fourteen pounds weekly
havo been quoted by a contemporary.
We see nothing remarkable in this.

We have heard of numbers of profes-
sional people who arc getting much
les* than that.

made in the case of those who are

merely potting Germans.
* *

It "s an ill wind that blows nobody
good. It appears that the man who
was knocked down by a motor mail
van in Farringdon Street upon regain-

ing consciousness was heard to remark

FOR THE RED CROSS.
Mi-. Punch begs to offer bis very sincere thanks

to the generous friends who have sent gifts to-

wards his contribution to the funds of " Our
Day." The sum of these gifts already approaches
10,000.
He ventures to repeat his appeal on behalf of the

British Red Cross Society and Order of St. John,
whose services to our sick, wounded and prisoners
of War entail an expenditure of 114,000 a week.

Cheques, which will be gratefully acknowledged,
should be made payable to The Secretary, Punch
Offices, crossed London County & Westminster

Bank, Temple Bar, and addressed to 10, Bouverie

Street, E.G. 4.

faintly,
" That reminds me of tho letter

I had to post for my wife."V
A man has been remanded at the

Chester Assizes for bigamously marry-
ing a woman with twelve children. Yet
there are still people who deny that

thirteen is an unlucky number.
* *

" Must my pigs starve?
"
asks "Small

VOL. CI.V.
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COMRADE HOHENZOLLERN SOLILOQUISES.
I WAS not born to be a common clown

;

I simply loatlie this working blouse ;

This cap of Liberty, in lieu of crown,
Goes ill with my majestic brows,

My eagle eye, my martial nose,
And these Imperial moustacbios.

Ex-arbiter (just now) of War and Peace,
1 greatly miss my clanking sword ;

I shrink from these culottes, without a crease,

Which to my legs no chance afford
;

These sabots, too ! niy pride demurs
At being parted from my warrior spurs.

But MAX is very strong on this disguise ;

The need is heavy, he insists,

For throwing dust in democratic eyes
And heartening British pacifists;

For gaining time in which to talk

While we arrange to start again from baulk.

For, if the War's objective is a world
Made safe for democrats, and here

We let the Flag of Freedom go unfurled,
Here in Potsdam, why, then 'tis clear

The world will also have to be
Made safe for our alleged democracy.

Such talk (says MAX) will split the Entente ranks,
And, once a German peace is made,

I can discard (says MAX) these dismal pranks,
This dull plebeian masquerade,

And for the gear that fits a god
Exchange these rags in which I look so odd.

========= O. S.

NENETTE AND RINTINTIN.
" No single individual can hope to have a corner in

luck," said Randolph.
" There isn't a massot big enough

to insure you against every possible disaster."

"Quite right," said Ethelbert. "When I went to France
I took a crooked ha'penny to protect me from shrapnel
and Spanish flue, a golliwog against gas, gastritis and
German measles, and a lucky threepenny bit, some white
heather, a silver pig and a swastika to cover everything
else. But I found one thing I wasn't protected against,
because I became a casualty with frost-bite caused by
speaking to a Staff Officer without being introduced."
"I know," said Randolph. "You can't start dodging

before you know what 's going to hit you. I onc3 went into
action with a forty horse-power fate-resisting fetish in
its own particular line, but it let me down badly in another
direction."

" You went into action," exclaimed Ethelbert "you, a
confirmed base-wallah !

"

" A figure of speech. As you brutally remind me, for

many moons I pushed the old war along from a sheltered

position in the extreme rear, and during that period was
billeted in a French household. There was a Red Cross
hospital close by, and a fair V.A.D. who deigned to regardme not unkindly. Well, one day I had a holiday, left the
War in other hands and decked myself in my brightest and
best, with the intention of calling upon her. When I
came down to breakfast, Louise, the fat and amiable
bonne, surveyed me critically but appreciatively.

'Vous etes 'ell of a nut co matin, m'sieur,' she said
with admiration.

" '

Louise,' I answered,
'

you have expressed yourself, as

always, with force and lucidity. May I inquire the name
of your English master ?

'

" ' C'est Zshorsh, your batsman,' replied Louise, with the

pride of an apt pupil.
" ' I thought so. I thought I detected George's racy

phraseology. Well, for your information I am calling on
a lady on whom I am desirous of creating an impression.'" ' So? Then you will tek wis you Nonelte and Rintintin
for ze bonheur, n'est-ce-pas '.'

'

" Of course you know Nenette and Rintintin. They are
two yellow woollen figures connected by a red woollen cord,
and their mission in life is to protect the Allies from
Gothas and Berthas."

" I know them," said Ethelbert. "
They are a reinforced

overproof hoodoo. I carried them about with me for two
months and didn't get hit by a bomb once."

"
Well, I don't say they aren't efficient in their own par-

ticular line, but Louise was wrong in setting them on to
a job they weren't used to. I shoved them in my pocket
iind walked to the hospital, where I sent the Matron a

request that I might be allowed to see ' Cousin
'

Sylvia." The Matron said Sylvia was off duty and I could see
her in the nurses' recreation hut. There was only one
other nurse in the room, and by the time I had inquired
aft^r Aunt Priscilla and Sylvia had told me all about Uncle
Theodore

"

" Wonderful how they play up to you, isn't it ?
"

said
Ethelbert.

" the nurse went out. By-and-by I started telling
Sylvia about Nenette and Rintintin, putting them round
her neck to show her how the charm worked. Of course
this brought our heads close together, which seemed a con-
venient position for continuing the conversation. But
suddenly we heard a footstep, and just had time to be

properly
'

drawing-room
'

before the Matron came in."
" It seems to me that Nenette and Rintintin brought you

luck," said Ethelbert. "If it hadn't been for them the
Matron would have pounced on you unawares and caught
you flagrantly kissing."

" That 's where you are wrong. They let me down insidi-

ously and maliciously. I couldn't understand the Matron's
sudden drop in temperature until I discovered that Nenette
had hooked herself on to Sylvia's brooch and Rintintin was
clinging on to my collar badge, and that we were sitting as
innocent as doves with a yard of red wool stringing us

obviously together.
"No, charms may be able to do a definite job all right,

but when you try to spread them out to cover all the
bad luck that 's watching for you, they wear so thin that

they 're bound to crack somewhere."

Controlled Cannibalism.

The following entries appear in the First Schedule to
the Fish (Prices) Order recently issued :

" Per Ib.

s. d.
2GA. Monk or Angler, skinned 05***** *

49. Witches, gutted 19"
We think we should prefer the skinned monk. The gutted
witches would probably be tough.

From the German reply to Mr. WILSON :

"The German Government has caused orders to be despatched
io all submarine commanders precluding the torpedoing of passenger
ships, without, however, for technical reasons, being able to guarantee
;hat these orders will reach every single submarine at sea before its

return." Evening Paper.
The principal

" technical reason
"

is believed to be the
British Navy.
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EVERYTHING IN ITS PROPER ORDER.

HusPnisoNBB. UND YEN COMES DEB PEACE OF VITCH DEY VOS TALK?"

TOMMY. "ONE THING AT A TIME, FEITZ. WE'VE GOT TO FINISH THE WAR PI
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7oc& (OH leave from the front, acting as loader to amateur yortmtan).WHEN YE SEE THE WHITES o' THEIB EYES OPEN FIBE."
Noo 's YEB CHANCE. THEY 'RE COMIX' is MASSKD FOBRMATION.

OLYMPUS.
FOB the two- hundredth time the

great Corps Staff met round the Con-
ference Table, and for the two-hundredth
time they fell to wondering moodily
why the other fellow didn't realise the

difficulties of any other job except his

own. Naturally they were all per-

fectly at home all except the Senior
Mechanical Transport Officer, who,
arriving late, had been obliged to take
the chair without a bottom to it and who
was slowly submerging. Yes, it was a

goodly collection and you couldn't have
stretched your legs under the table

anywhere without kicking a Brigadier,
while departmental Colonels, lorry-

kings and road-officers filled the gaps
nobly.

Amongst these super-heavies sat a
mere pip-squeak junior member of the
Staff.

"
Que diable allait-il faire dans

cette galere ?
"
you ask. Oh, he is only

the G.3, the bazaar- writer, the minute-
maker. The profundity of his relative

ignorance weighs heavily on him, and
he is wont to say a little prayer on the
chateau steps before going in a prayer
to the effect that he may not be called

upon to give voice. True, there has
never yet been an occasion for such a

catastrophe, for there has never been a

question arising out of the complexities
of Corps Administration which one or

other of the mighty men have not been
able to crush at sight ; but then it was
conceivable that something might crop
up, and they might turn on him, and
who is he that he should know things
that have been withheld from Great
Ones ? Besides which they would want
to know afterwards why the devil he

kept the little knowledge he had to

himself.

There was a hush. Then a further

hush. The Conference was going to

begin. Looking the Intelligence Wallah

straight in the eyes, the Corps Com-
mander accomplished the feat of bring-

ing him from fancy to fact and bade
him commence.

" What are the indications of an

enemy attack on our front?" he was
asked.

To listen to his appreciation of the
situation as be unfolded it with his

inimitable aplomb was to have all

doubts as to the enemy's intentions at

once removed. It was as if the Bosch
had simply laid his cards on the table.

Summarized it explained that the enemy
might attack, or he might elect to re-

main on the defensive, or he might do
both, either to-morrow morning at 5.30,
12 noon or at any hour of the day or

night within the next two years. If

there was an attack, it might confi-

dently be expected from the North or

from the South, while there were un-

doubtedly signs of a very good possibi-

lity of a drive from the East (they are

bloodhounds, these fellows nothing
escapes them, and they always manage
to get it right).
The G.3 had just time to note down

something about " Divisions to prepare
schemes to meet all contingencies,"
when an awful moment occurred.

" When does the Umteenth Division
come to us ?

"

For a moment there was a pause.
G.3's heart simply leapt. Perhaps he

would have to speak ! No, the General's

never-failing memory served him. The
moment passed and he breathed freely
once again. Then matters became

lively,
" G." knew something

"
Q."

ought to have known, and "
Q." had

heard something "G." had not been
told about. Soon a lively interchange
of arguments regarding speed of lorries,

roads, gun spurs, trench feet and so

forth left the struggling minute-maker

far, fav behind. Writing furiously in his

little notebook, heedless of the crash of

ornaments swept off the table by the

forcible gestures of one who wished to

make it quite understood that his lorries
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MORE WAR PRICES.

I WANT FIVE SHILLINGS' WOETU OP THBEE-IIALFPENNY STAMPS. THAT WILL BE SEVEN-AHD-BIX, WOK'.

had been fitted up for rapid evacuation

of wounded and could not be used for

transporting E.E. material meantime,
all the poor fellow could get down in

his notes were things like this :

"
Question of light railways Q. rang

up Army and G.H.Q. G. said Q. said

Corps Commander said question of

labour li.E. said question of material

Q. said question of labour gun spurs,

question of wiring reserve linos

question of labour and material no

labour no material Boads Officer

said lorries break up the roads

Mechanical Transport said the roads

break up the lorries Medical Service

wants huts can't have them has got

them ought to have asked did ask

and request granted who by? wasn't

told (golly) Chief Engineer wants

can't have it ask for it has asked

ask again question of material

labour material and labour
'

Silence suddenly. G.3 sighed as he

glanced through his usual mass of use-

less notes. The Conference was over ?

No horror ! ! ! The Corps Commander
was looking at him ! He was going
to be asked a question ! He felt it.

He knew it. Taking cover round the

right-hand side of his note-book he

pretended to write and write, hoping

against hopelessness. Ho had almost

said,
" I don't know, Sir, but I will find

out," before he heard what it was.

Suddenly it came.
"
Well, G.3," said the Corps Com-

mander,
"
you have never spoken in

these Conferences yet. Is there any

question you would like to nut before

the Staff?"
The question produced a vacuum in

the mind of the G.3. This was awful.

He must say something something
sensible, if possible, but something,

anyway.
"
Well, Sir," he stammered at last,

hot and flurried,
" there is one question

I should very much like to put. I am

continually being asked er when the

War is going to be over, and I should

like very much to give an answer which

I could feel would express the opinion

of the Corps."
The super-heavies sat aghast. Such

a question had never occurred to them.
" What does Intelligence say to

that ?
"

asked the Corps Commander.
Never had the star of Intelligence

shone more brightly. Eising to his

1

feet to do greater justice to the immens-

ity of the problem, lie began :

"
Well, Sir," he said,

" while it is

impossible at the present time to arrive

at any conclusion with any degree of

exactitude, I must say that what I will

term the highest common measure of

the general opinions expressed among
those who should speak with authority
seems to indicate that the War may,

I

broadly speaking, be expected to con-

clude with complete victory on tin:

one side or the other. Among the

many factors which are likely to con-

tribute to this eventuality is the ques-
tion of labour and material. . . .

When the House rose the Member
was still speaking. L.

For the War Bond Campaign.

1 I.I D THK IH'NS

WITH WAR BOM US

"Filberts have dropped to an avenge of

lOlb. a Ib. at Hitchin market."
Continental Daily Mail.

The Nuts are certainly making their

weight felt in war-time.
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SHOCK-TACTICS.
THERE is no market for brains nowa-

days. My kind of brains, I mean. My
little flutter with Holdem proved that.

I selected Holdem for the experiment
because he always seems to have the

rest of tho Kings of Commerce badly
beat. " Here," said I,

" is a man who
has done well. He must have done

thousands and made millions. He has

gone far. With my brains he could go
farther."

Once my mind was made up I began
'to act. The revolving door of his marble

offices checked me for a moment, for at

the first time of asking I made a short

circuit and was shot out into the street

again. But it takes more than that to

stop me. At the third try I landed

well up the tessellated aisle, between
the mahogany pews with the brass

railings.
"What's the game?" asked the

Field-Marshal with the brass buttons

and the medals.

"Game!" I said, "game! Why
don't you have a door instead of a man-

trap ? I want to see Holdem."
" See WHO ?

"
he cried in a horrified

voice.
" Holdem," I repeated.

" Holdem.
OldHoldem. THE Holdem. Sir Anthony
Hardbake Holdem, if you like it that

way."
" Have you got an appointment ?

"

he said with the stony stare and the

climbing eyebrow.
" No," I answered. " But I want to

see him."
"But you can't see him," he said

emphatically.
" He never sees anyone

without an appointment."
"Nonsense," said I. "Of course I

can see him if he is here. I must see

him. That 's what I "ve come for. If

he 's in fetch him out."

The poor old fellow could not have
been more upset if I had said " Shoot
him." He shook until his medals
rattled like a bunch of keys. But he
could see that I was not to be trifled

with. Gasping like a goldfish he crept
round to tell the others. They all

stopped work to look at me. Presently
one of the churchwardens in the back

pew came out on tiptoe, carrying what
looked like a hymn-sheet in his hand.
" Do you wish to see Sir Anthony per-

sonally ?
"
he whispered softly, so that

no one else could hear him.
" Of course I do," I said. " And

tell him to jump about. I can't wait
here all day."
The churchwarden fanned himself

for a little while with the hymn-sheet
and then, thrusting it into my hand,
he said,

"
If you will state your business

on this form we will send it up."

I wrote "PiuvATE AND CONFIDEN-
TIAL ! URGENT ! !

"
in a bold hand.

In less than half an hour I was

looking at the great man whom I was

willing to raise to greater greatness.
I could see how rich he was already.
He had the air of a man who never

needs to borrow a fiver, and a carpet
so thick that when his feet slipped off

the desk while he was asleep the clerks

downstairs couldn't hear the bump.
I gave him a sunny smile, but he

ignored it.

" What 's this private business of

yours, young man?" he growled.
" Piemember my time is precious. What
is it you want? "

" I don't want anything," said I

sharply ;

" I have come here to offer T/OM

something. Sell you something. . .

"

He plunged a fat finger towards one
of his fifty-five telephone bells. "My
Assistant Manager will see you," he
said.

But I soon showed him that I was
not the man to take the pass-out check
in the first act.

"No, Sir," I thundered. "What I

have to sell I sell to you. You your-
self ! Otherwise no sale."

" My time ..." he began again.
"So is mine," I said. "But I have

something to sell which you need."

That pulled him up.
" What is it?" he said.
"
Brains," said I.

The doctors described it as apoplexy,
and it was a month before he could see

anyone. But he never saw me again. I

do not make an offer of that kind twice.

TWISTERS.
TILL last night I 'd always reckoned

as Jock McMurtrie and me was the

very best o' pals. Over three months
'im and me 's been in the next beds in

the 'ospital, and we 've always gone
'alves in fags and visitors, but since

what "appened yesterday some'ow I

don't think as 'ow things can ever be
the same again.
What would you think of a pal as

goes an' scares you pretty well out o'

your wits, an' then goes an' makes you
a laughin'-stock for the rest o' the boys ?

I asks you.
But I '11 tell you all about it, and

leave you to judge for yourself between
'im and me.

Yesterday dinnertime, as we was
just finishing our brown stew, 'e says
to me,

" Ma cheerie, are ye for a bit

promenade up by the chongditeer?
"

" What the 'ell 's chongditeer ?
"
says

I.
"
Something to do with taties, ain't

't ?
"

" Taties ?
"
says 'e ;

"
ye mean to say

ye 've been twa year in France and ye

dinna ken the deefference between
'

pongditeer," meaning 'taties,' and
'

chongditeer,' which is ontong cordially
for a rifle-range."

I could see he was just swanking
with 'is French, so I says,

"
Nong,

Professor, no souvenir
; but ain't the

rookies a-firin' there to-day?
"

" I dinna ken, an' I 'in no carin'

though they are," says Jock, on 'is 'igh
'orse again. "Man, d' ye think I'm
feart for yon war-babbies firin' their

groupin' at twa hundert yairds when
it 's ta'en the Bosch three year for tae

gie me THIS ?
"
emphasising 'is remarks

by wagglin' the stump of 'is left arm.
Sure as 'ouses, as we reached the

range the rattle o' musketry began, but
Jock didn't seem to notice, and says,
" Wull we coucher ici for a wee while,
an' ha'e a bit smoke?" squatting down
as he spoke on a bank three or four

'undred yards be'ind the stop-butt,

right in the line o' fire.

As I turned to sit down beside 'im,
"
Ping !

"
whistled an unmistakable

spent bullet past my ear.

Now I ain't a windy sort of a cove,
but I can tell you I was down beside

Jock as quick as if it had got me in the

napper.
'E was just a-lightin' a narsty black

briar, quite unconcerned - like, 'an 'e

grunts at me between the puffs :

" Man,
it's a braw day the day (puff). Decco

yon aeroplane ? (puff, puff.) Juist awa'
in ahint yon muckle great clood."

" 'E can't 'ave 'eard the bullet," thinks

I. "Glad 'e didn't twig me doin' the

disappearin' trick."

Ju5t as I turned away to look at the

aeroplane,
"
Ping ! ping !

"
sang two of

'em this time, and damn close, too.

That was enough for me.
" Come on, Jock," says I ;

" 'an for

Gawd's sake keep your 'ead down.
This 'ere ain't "ealthy."
Bent double, we scrambled 'ell-for-

leather along a ditch, an' only stopped
to straighten our backs when we was
a good two 'undred yards out o' the

line o' fire.

While we was runnin", I coul'd "ear

Jock be'ind me making queer noises in

'is throat, like as if 'e was chokin', an
1

when we stopped I says to 'im,
" W7as

you ever gassed, Jock ? Narsty wheeze

you 've got, that is ;

"
but 'e only

laughed it off an' says,
"
Och, ife 's

naethin' ava."

All the way 'ome, though, 'e kept on
'avin' these spasms of chokin', an' I

thought mebbe as 'e 'd "ad a bad scare.

* * * * *

Last night I was just goin' into the

ward in my felt slippers when I 'ears

a distinct "
Ping

"
from t'other side

the door.

"Blimey," thinks I, "am I goiu'
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Old Gentleman (rather deaf, who has come to >ee a man about a horse). "DID I CXDEHSTASD YOU TO BAY THAT TIIBEE TEARS AGO YOU
GATE FIFTY POUNDS FOB IT, OB THAT YOU GAVE THREE POUNDS FOB IT FIFTY YEARS ACO?"

potty in my old age ?
"

an' stood quite
still to listen.

Then I 'ears Jock's voice, same as it

might be an instructor lecturiu' a squad :

"Squad -pay attention. For this

practice ye need ae match, lucifer.marrk
one. Seize it firrmly wi' the thumb an'

trigger-finger, no' juist at the point o'

balance, but nearer the yin end. (No,
McCosh, it disna matter a dawm which

end.) Then ye fling it a\va' frae ye, at

the same time iinpairtin' tae't a rrotarry
motion wi' a flick o' the finger an' thumb

(Ay, Tamson, yon muckle worrd juist
means '

spinnin' ')
comme sar;" an',

suitin' the action to the wordd, 'e sent

the match inoanin' through the air with
a "

Ping
"
which sent cold shivers down

my spine.
A roar of delight from the audience,

an' then the voice continued,
" Man, I

was like tae biirrst masel" lauchin" at

auld Timmertaes
"
(that 's mo).

" ' For
Gawd's sake keep doon your heid,'

says he, an' was at! like a rabbit."

"The Bishop is arranging to address the

Clergy and their wives throughout the Diocese

during the coming winter and spring in some
18 centres and groups. It is hoped that these

meetings may tend to bring the Clergy and
their wives together." Diocesan Gazette.

It rather looks as if there had been a

clerical error somewhere.

THE OMNIVOROUS READER.
WHEN I am feeling far from well

And quite unfit to run with beagles,
I read the tales of E. M. DELL
And gain the soaring strength of

eagles.

Or if I take a gloomy view
And find the war-clouds looming

darkly,

They soon assume a roseate hue
When I peruse good Mrs. BARCLAY.

Again if nourishment I need
And long for oysters and for porter,

Or tripe and onions, I can feed

More richly upon CLEMENT SHORTER.

But when the grandeur that is DELL'S
Or SHOBTEK'S fails to animate me,

I turn to the tremendous WELLS,
Stern prophet, to invigorate me.

Then when the stimulating sago
Has stirred me with his tierce reveille,

I hie me to the luscious page
Of CAINE (Sir HALL) or Miss GORKI. i.i .

I always read in bed at night,

And, when awakened by the shrill

cocks,
I turn for solace and delight
To KEATS or ELLA WHEELKR
WILCOX.

I learn by heart, too, quite a lot

When I am shaving or at supper,
Ballads by G. R. SIMS and SCOTT,
The works of TENNYSON and TUIMT.H.

It is not mine to flay and slate

I leave it to the tribe of Bludyer
To scarify and flagellate
"A style like MEREDITH'S, but mud-

dier."

For mental pabulum I turn

To many cooks and many kitchens

CONRAD, LE QUEUX, LAFCADIO HEARN,
JOHN OXENHAM and ROBERT HICHI.S-.

Thus like a butterfly I flit

From pimpernel to tiger- lily,

Refreshing my untutored wit

With much that 's wise and more
that's silly.

"DUNDEE'S COAL Sfl'I'l.Y ANX 1 1

APPEAL 10 KEEP COOL."

Dundee Advertiser.

We do not anticipate a very warm

response to this superfluous appeal.

" Hanover has made Uiudcnburg a birthday

present of a house in the neighbourhood of thi>

zoological gardens in that city." Daily Paper.

It is suggested that before this gift is

incorporated in the peace-terms the

words " the neighbourhood of
"
should

be deleted.
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British Casualty. "NAH THEN, LOTGSHANKS, TRIM THE BABBEIi! CAN'T YOU SEE WE 'BE ALL COCK-EYED? JUST YOU BOB DOWN
A BIT AND TELL LITTLE TlCH TO SHIFT 'IS POLE ON TO 'IS "AT."

' CHIRG-
THE remount has a wild suspicious

air, as though the hand of all men were

against him and he were against all

men. This because he has no master
and no place in life ; is merely a num-
ber, one of the herd, a kind of State-

supported vagabond. When brought 'to

that blessed state of military know-

ledge known as "trained" he gains an
owner and a place in a real stable

instead of in a remount "hut" a

locus standi, so to speak. Before that,

groomed by "spare files" and be-

stridden by unfeeling rough-riders,
small wonder he suspects all the world.

In my squadron remount hut there

is, however, a sympathetic soul who
tries to give the new horse a sense of

identity to make him feel that this is

Home. I do not know this man
; have

never seen him to my knowledge, for

he does his good work by stealth, as

it were in the long night-watches
of Horse Guard, or afternoons in the

intervals between "
Stables," when the

remount is loft to his own dreary
reflections.

Thus, soon after a string of these

cynical angular creatures takes abode
in the remount hut, over the stall of

one and another will appear in waver-

ing chalked characters some simple
name a rather pathetic, unpretentious
little tribute, like a child's posy of wild

flowers on a pet dog's grave.
Here, for instance, is

" Jeo
"
(the un-

known benefactor has spellings of his

own), with "
Tomy

"
beside him, and a

stout blear -
eyed mare opposite is

"
Grany," in line with "

Pansie,"
"
Daisey

" and " Jhon Bull."

Some of the names are appropriate,
such as " Litle Wilie," a mean stag-
faced pony that steals his companion's
rations.

A few days ago a strange dark horse

arrived, having a splash of white on
one side of his face which took in the

eye and gave him a rather sinister ex-

pression. That afternoon, above bis

unlovely head appeared the mysterious
Greek-looking inscription,

" Chirkon."
This however seemed not to please the

unknown, for next day it was altered to
" Cherken." Nor did that satisfy him,
for by evening Stables the horse was
"
Chirgin."
There was something wanting even

yet, and it was a " w." Somewhere in

the recesses of our friend's mind lurked
an elusive "

w," which he felt must go
in somewhere, for yesterday the white-

eyed horse stood up proudly as " Chwr-

gen." I think it was the Cymric appear-

ance of this name that then worried

its creator, for during the afternoon
it was changed once more to "Chirk-
wen." The benefactor was getting
warm, getting very close to the name
whose perfect form had so far escaped
him.

But to - day caution prevails ;
he

wishes to make sure of his ground
before he attempts a further flight.

Yesterday's inscriptions have been

sponged out, and above the white-eyed
one, written with some confidence, is

the single syllable
"
Chirg," followed

by a blank.

To-night the benefactor is sure to con-

tinue his fight for orthography and for

that last syllable. I hope he will win.

East and West meet again.

Contiguous advertisements in the

Civil and Military Gazette :

"WANTED. A beautiful Mathur bride for a

highly educated gentleman with over 3 lacs'

property.
' ' WANTED. A second-hand Lancashire

Boiler, about 30 feet by 7 feet."

There was a state puppet called MAX
Who was told to ingeminate Pax ;

But his tentative firmans
Distracted the Germans

And stiffened their enemies' backs.
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THE ACTORS.
MAX ANTONY. "FRIENDS, NEUTRALS, ENEMIES, LEND ME YOUR EARS!

I COME TO BURY. (LESAR, NOT TO PRAISE HIM."

OASAB (/</). "I CALL THIS A ROTTEN PLAY!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
.I/.-. /,'<///, O.:tobn- list. While the

world was waiting to hear the German
Government's reply to President WIL
SON'S interrogatories, Mr. KING thought
it judicious to inquire whether the Brit-

ish Government approved the famous
" fourteen points." Mr. BALPOUB de-

precated discussion at that moment,
and drew from Mr. HOGGE the best

joke of that unconscious humourist's
career. Why, he asked, should this

information bo withheld from " those
of us who have borne the brunt of this

War for four years ?
"

This being Trafalgar

Day, any suggestion for

the welfare of our mer-
chant seamen, who have
been so gallantly aiding
the Navy to uphold the
NELSON tradition, was
certain of a sympathetic
hearing. Yet I wonder if

these unassuming heroes

are altogether grateful to

Mr. PETO for his efforts

to secure them a standard

uniform, with chevrons,

torpedo badges and other

marks of distinction. At

any rate there aeems
some justice in Mr.
HOLT'S complaint that

the badge in question is

to be awarded only to

those who have been tor-

pedoed and not to those

who bave successfully
beaten off attack.

A chorus of praise

greeted a Bill to secure

pensions for superannu-
ated teachers, the princi-

pal complaint against it

being that the pension-
able age, sixty, was much
too high. That, no doubt,
is due to the Govern-
ment's deference to what
Mr. HEHBEBT FISHER called " the som-
bre science of the actuary," and can he
remedied in more prosperous times.

Tuesday, October 22nJ. Coming
events cast their shadows before some-
times a long way before. Several ques-
tions on the subject of demobilisation
were asked in the Commons. But do
not let us be in too much of a hurry.
This is a matter in which it is advisable

que Messieurs les assassins commencent.
After recent experiences Irish Mem-

bers were a little comforted to hear
that a tunnel under St. George's
Channel is within the purview of the
Committee on Internal Transport. Con-

sidering all the possibilities involved

they do not know of " a better "ole."

A new Pensions Bill, designed to

give the Ministry better control over

the local committees, had a mixed re-

ception. Sir HENRY CBAIK considered

that Mr. HODGE was taking too much
power into his own hands ; Sir WATSON
CHEYNE criticized the proposal to with-

hold a pension from a man who re-

fuses medical treatment, and reminded
the House that cures could not be

guaranteed ;
and Sir HENRY HARRIS

defended the feminine members of the

impugned committees, who had done
excellent work, "without even
name "

to reward them. Sir

a pet
A. G.

Mr. Speaker.
" MEMBERS DESIKING TO TAKE THEIH SEATS WILL PLEASE COME

TO THE TABLE."

in which the ci-devant anti-Suffragists
were as prominent as the others.

It may be some time yet, however,
before women take their places on the
floor of the House. Sir NEWTON
MOORE, whose " maiden "

speech was
appropriately devoted to this topic,
reminded us that in Australia, though
women had long been eligible for the
House of Representatives, no woman
had in fact yet secured election. In

practice therefore they may gain more
immediajto benefit from Sir JAMES
CRAIG'S humbler proposal to admit
them to the Strangers' Gallery.

Thursday, October IHk.
If Ireland has made

but a meagre response to

the call for men it is not
the fault of the Army
clothiers. It seems in-

credible that the Irish

should have resisted the
lure of LYNCH'S Brigade,
with its "head-dress of

Colonial type," adorned
with green hand, green-
and-white hackle and
wolfhound badge. I trust

that they were not put off

by the prospect of being
played into action by
"five pipers wearing the
Irish kilt."

Mr. EONALD McNEiLi/s

suggestion of " a close

time for scapegoats
"

touched, I fancy, a sym-
pathetic chord in the
bosom of the HOME
SECRETARY, who is get-

ting a little tired cf bear-

ing the blame for other
\ people's blunders. The

House was not surprised
to hear that he tendered
his resignation after the

police strike, or that the
PRIME MINISTER refused
^Q aCCOpt it W'ltll SO

much electricity in the
BOSCAWEN had hard work to save thej air this is no time to be dispensing with
second reading.

Wednesday, October 23rd. There
could be no better example of the

lightning-conductors.

Operations of Sir Edward Allonby's force

changes wrought in the House of Com- in Syria are continuing, and latest informa-

rnons by the War than the brief and : tion is we have now occupied Horns . . .

businesslike discussion of Mr. HERBERT
i o^ s is on the railwa

-
v witlli " " ^

SAMUEL'S proposal to make women eli-
1 Home is 200 miles north of JerusaL-m."

gihle to Parliament. Five years ago! M.tndicxii'i- l'<ipcr.

such a motion would have furnished
j

We are glad to see that the printer
an orgy of alleged humour, and been I after many attempts got home sit last.

laughed out of the House. Now it
!

was seriously debated on both sides_ !
"For a settler most necessities can bo pro-

save for a brief incursion by the comic
\ JS*S,BE^SST^MEUX, who protested that the House
j
cheaply bought. 1 know cue man who is

was no fit place for a sex whom he adored
'

goir.g to brew his own bear." Times of India.

and was carried, after a couple of
j

But will he be able to bear his own
hours, by an overwhelming majority,

!

Bruin ?
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" ONE DAY I WERE SURROUNDED BY A DOZEN OF 'EM LIKE GIANTS, THEY WAS, AND 8AVAOE AS LIONS. ANY ONE OF 'EH COULD 'A*

BWUNO ME BOUND 'IS 'BAD WITH ONE 'AND."

"AN 1 'OW DID YOU GET AWAY?" "KILLED 'EM I

"

"OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI."
I FOUND myself at Victoria Cross

Station with an hour to spare. Most

people are hopelessly bored while wait-

ing for trains. Yet there are many
simple innocent games one can play
to kill time. For instance, I have whiled

away many a happy hour trying to

borrow a match. To-day I thought of

a now game.
I approached a bookstall.
" Have you," I inquired,

" The London
Charivari ?

"

" The what, Sir ?
"
said the sheepish

youth behind the counter, much mysti-
fied.

" Tlie London Charivari," I repeated,

pronouncing it differently.
He shook his head. " No, Sir. Sorry

we ain't got it."

I could see that he was pitying me.

He turned to a less eccentric customer.
"
Daily Mail ? Here you are, Sir."

I wandered off to the next stall, where
the presiding flapper was deep in a

feuilleton.
" I want TJie London Charivari,

please."

There was no reply. I repeated my
modest demand more loudly, reverting
to the first method of pronunciation.
She laid aside her story with a sigh and

regarded me abstractedly.
" No, we haven't got it. Never heard

of it. What sort of a paper is it ?
"

" It 's a er humorous publication."
" We 've got Answers, John Bull,

London Mail
"

" I particularly want this one."
"
Well, we haven't got it, and what 's

more I don't believe you '11 get it any-
where."
She became immersed agajn in her

romance.

My last effort was with a paper boy.
"London Charivari," I said curtly.

I am always curt with paper boys.
" My mate up the other end 's got the

cigarettes. Won't you have something
to read in the train, guv'nor?"

" Oh, hang it," I said,
"
give me

Punch." =======^^==
Eugenics.

"An Ottawa message says that the bride

across the St.Lawrence has passed a number of

very severe tests, and will be taken over by the

Government shortly." South African Paper.

SECOND THOUGHTS.
[It is stated that Dr. SVEX Items hai

recalled the manuscript of his new book,
Invincible Germany, from the printers, in

order to make certain indispensable correc-

tions.]

THE ways of Dr. SVEN HEDIN
Lend humour to the shifting scene.

At first he glorified the Huns ;

He praised their armies, praised their

guns
And, pulling out his trumpet pedal,
Gained for reward a German medal.

But, not content, with hireling pen
He promptly set to work again.
And wrote a second book, which shows
That WILLIAM'S sure to down his foes.

Unluckily the"Ssvede pro-Bosch
Has found his title will not wash,

And, after sending it lo press,
'

Is now revising his MS.
I
What will he call it now, I wonder,
To rectify his generous blunder?
" Invincible

"
is rather steep

While the Allies still onward sweep;
But since the need of neutral praise
Is growing urgent in these days,
Another medal or a pension

May ease the way for its retention.
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THE GREAT PEACE-BOND
SCHEME.

(From "Tlic Market Bunnion Adver-

tiser" for June 10th, 19.)
THE scandalous events of last Tues-

day are not likely to fade from the

memories of our citizens for a long
time to come. In common with all

other journals that have at heart the

public weal we hoped to lincl that the

late war had blown away some of the

cobwebs that infested for so long our
Government Offices. We hoped to find

efficiency substituted for red tape and
business men for mandarins. But we
were too sanguine. The old loavon is

citizens, were crowded with expectant
folk awaiting the great event. Toward

midday an enormous procession of

motor-lorries drew up in the square,
and the distribution of these objects of

doubt very valuable articles, are likely
to be of small use to Mr. Milton Jones,
whoso delicate verse so often graces our
columns. Five dozen "

Dixies," as we
believe they are called, one dozen iron

'domestic and civilian utility "com- "Knife Rests" (for barbed wire en-

menced forthwith. We have not the tangtamente), and a Sponson Trolly
space to enumerate at length the gifts , (whatever its use, a most unprepossess-
or their recipients ;

but wo mention a ing and unmanageable vehicle, having
few of the more preposterous cases, as no means of propulsion and weighing
they will illuminate better than any about two tons), comprise the assorted

words of our own the colossal inepti-
j

lot delivered at the gates of " Rest-
tude which has marked the whole mead," the charming residence of Mrs.

undertaking.
j

Stickelheirner, our gifted and welcome

Among the most revered of our neigh- 1 Swiss-American visitor. Mr. Paunch,
hours is Mrs. Wotherspoon, whoso ad-

vanced years and eminent parochial

working still. The recent astounding do- ! services should at least have rendered

velopment of the great
Peace - Bond Coupon
scheme is a proof that

officialdom iu its most '

mechanical and perni-
j

cious form still sits en-

throned in Whitehall,
careless alike of public

economy and private
convenience. We hear

from ail sides that? the

experience of Market
Bunnion is the expe- !

rience of every other

town and village in the

country.
Our readers will re-

memberthetermsof the

great coupon scheme
as instituted by the

War Salvage Control-

lei'. Possessors of Peace
Bonds above a certain

value -were presented
with coupons entitling
them to draw (accord-

ing to the value of their

holding) one or more unspecified articles

no longer required by the military au-

thorities. It was assumed that the

element of uncertainty regarding each
individual gift would add to the ac-

ceptability of the scheme. Everyone

STABILIZED.
Sailor. "I'VE NEVER SEEN A LANDSMAN STAND THE LIST LIKE YOU, SIB."

Tripper. "Los" BLESS YOU, LAD, THIS AIN'T NOTHING TO THE SLOPE OP MY
OLD KAILWAY-EMBANKMENT ALLOTMENT."

would get something, but no one knew
what. It was intimated, semi-offieially,

however, that the gifts would be " ob-

jects of domestic or at least civilian

utility." We cannot doubt that this

was the original intention of the Com-
mittee of Management, which included
such eminent personalities as the PRESI-
DENT of the Royal Academy, the DEAN
of St. Paul's, Mr. GEORGE ROBEY and
the late A.P.M. for Monte Carlo.

But what has been the outcome?
The coupons were to be filled in and

despatched by the first day of April ;

and on Tuesday morning last, when
the prizes were due to arrive, the
streets of our town, which numbers so

many patriotic investors among its

her immune from the cynical careless-

ness (to put it mildly) of departmental
underlings. This aged lady she will

forgive us for mentioning that sho is

ninety-eight, quite deaf and confined

permanently to her bed had dumped
in her front garden a complete aero-

plane, known, we believe, as a Bristol

Fighter. Accompanying this were three
dozen boxes of phosphorus bombs ! Mr.
Leftwich, our honoured Vicar, found
that his generous contributions toward
the National Exchequer were rewarded

by the gift of a Foden Steam Waggon
with de-lousing apparatus a hideous

monstrosity for which room can be
found only in the Market Square.
Miss Cheesing, the Headmistress of

our Girls' National School, is now the

proud owner of seventeen miles of

barbed wire, three wire-cutters and a

6-inch Stokes mortal-. A gross of Very
Light pistols, a Nissen hut, and a De-
cauville railway truck, although no

our well-known haberdasher, informs
us that he has no use whatever for six

cases of shrapnel helmets and an aero-

plane hangar.
But perhaps the most

scandalous case of all is

that of Miss Merridew,
whose dancing academy
is patronised by the

youthful elite of our.

little commonwealth.
This lady was seriously
alarmed in the after-

noon by the belated ar-

rival of her prize in the
form of a Tank (Mark
XIX pattern). This was
driven callously into her

garden and there desert-

ed by its crew. In its

progress through Mar-
ket Bunnion it made a

large hole in the wall of
1 No. 3, Market Street,

!
demolished a hen-house
and a perambulator in

the garden of No. 4,

ruined irretrievably a

dog-cart belonging to

_ Mr. Bellows, the but-

cher (who, by the way, has been pre-
sented with twenty gas cylinders for use
with observation balloons), and finally
broke down both gate-posts and part of

the wall of Miss Merridew's own resi-

dence. It now stands immovable on her

bed of delphiniums, in which she took

great pride. She came round to see us
as soon as she had recovered from the

shock, to ask us to use our influence

towards the removal of this nuisance.

Indeed our office has been congested
since Tuesday with justifiably indignant
citizens ; and we now appeal to the

Government to take some steps to re-

lieve what has assumed the dimensions
of a national calamity. As BELISABIUS

remarked, it is worse than a calamity
it is a blunder.

Romance !

" PERSON. Gentleman desires to jncetwitli

a lady in a view ; one who holds with crema-
tion." Folkestone Herald.
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First Contemptible. "D'voo EEMEMBKII HALTING HERE ox TUB BETKEAT, GKOII.

DOWK BT TH* KITKB,

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF MARMADUKE AND MILLICENT.

WOE is me ! 1 mourn for Marmaduke and Millicent, for

they are gone, and the place that knew them for many
happy months now knows them no more and must get on
as best it can without them.

I may as well stop here for a moment in order to explain
that Marmaduke and Millicent were pigs, in the literal

sense of the word. In the metaphorical sense they were
not more piggish than other pigs, though to be sure they
did a great deal of wallowing and were not always suitable
for drawing-rooms. They were, born in Bucks and for
the whole of their lives up to yesterday their cheerful
" Honk ! honk !

"
resounded through a section of that

celebrated county,
They were purchased at a time when it was supposed

that unless everybody reared a private pig or so there
would be a bacon famine in the land, and consequently
everybody who had room for a pig immediately filled that
room with an appropriate tenant, to be converted later on
into bacon and ham and chap and trotters. Now, however,
it appears that throughout the land there are plenty of pigs,
and it became therefore unnecessary any longer to include
a pig in the family circle. Consequently it was resolved
that Marmaduke and Millicent must withdraw and cease,
and a deal was concluded, a cheque was drawn and received
and Marmaduke and Millicent were informed that they
could no longer be looked upon as our brother and our
sister. They showed but little concern when the announce-
ment was made, for nothing was said whilst negotiations
were going on as to the fate that was reserved for these inter-

esting but doomed animals. Later on, when the deal was
over and arrangements were being made to remove them,
I had not the heart to hint at what must be within a day or

two. No one, not even the gardener, had tbe bad taste to
mention the inevitable.

And so it happened that one fine morning yesterday, to
be exact the gardener, who had fed them and was there-
fore on familiar terms with them, appeared with a friend
at the place in which Marmaduke and Millicent were con-
fined and began preparations for removing the pair. Both
of them spent much time in unavailing protests, to which
the gardener and his friend paid no heed. The retirement,
skilfully conducted, was carried out in extended order,
single file, Marmaduke leading, with gyves on his nose,
followed by Millicent at an interval varying from five to
ten paces.
And so

they vanished ; but not the memory of their beauty,

j

their amiability and their readiness to adapt themselves to
:

circumstances and to flourish and grosv fat in the service
of their country.

"Hamlet" without the Ghost.

"MANKUKI.D CHEESE KAMI.

The annual Choose Fair began at Mansfield thia morning. No
cheese was on exhibition, but there were several fine shows of turuii>.-,

mangolds and cabbage." Mansfield Chronicle.

" I am able to state that Foch knows perfectly well what ho IK

about."" WliiMuill "
in " The Sitmlay Chronicle'."

We breathe again.

At a recent meeting of the Three Towns and District
Milk Producers' Association a resolution was unanimously
passed :

" That the insufficiency of feeding stuffs for cattle

now granted hy the Government is absolutely inadequate
to provide a proper supply of milk." It is expected that
more insufficiency will be granted at an early date.
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A COWARD'S COURAGE.
THESE are bad clays for head-waiters.

The War deplenishes or wholly removes

their staffs; but the head-waiters re-

main to struggle with inexperienced

hands, to see the fair fame of the

establishment disappearing, to receive

and, if possible, parry the complaints
of the customers.

The various head-waiters carry them-

selves under these afflictions with a

comportment that differs as they differ.

Some suggest absolute hopelessness ;

some show signs of wear and tear ;

some have cultivated that apathy under

misfortune, that dulled acceptance of

bad luck, which is part of the Briton's

heritage from his climate ;
others de-

precate the situation but smile, and in

smiling disarm criticism.

I am thinking in particular of one

who more than smiles and disarms

criticism he laughs and conquers.
-

I found him in the coffee-room of an

ancient and honourable West Country
hotel. Little tables and big were all

about him, with pink and green wine-

glasses on them and napkins bursting
into symmetrical schemes of foliage
from tumblers. It was a little before

lunch was ready and he was adding

finishing touches of polish to knives

and forks, with an apron protecting his

very spick dress-suit: dinner jacket
with satin roll collar and neat black

tie; such clothes as, but for the time

of day, proclaimed him fellow-guest
rather than servitor. A big man, with

a large white and superficially very
amiable face. But his most notable

feature was his eye. It was the eye
of a child a rather spoilt child, accus-

tomed to get its own way and to be
considered preferentially ;

but it was
confident and dominating too. It called,

in association with the vast benignant
countenance, for a similar mood in its

vis-d-vis insisted on it, had the right
to it ; so that one would do much rather

than be the cause of disappointment.
I was in the coffee-room merely to

arrange about lunch, but the head-

waiter's communicativeness was such
that while doing so I learned many
things. I learned that he was prac-

tically single-handed; that he had
been there for twenty and more years

twenty-three come December
;
that

the War was hitting the place very
hard

; that it was one's duty not to

grumble ;
that all his best boys had

been called up ;
that three of them

had been wounded and one killed ; that

waitresses do their best but are not so

good as waiters, at any rate not from
his point of view ;

that the high wages
at the local munition works made it

difficult to retain waitresses anyway ;

and that spirits really were now hardly
worth drinking.
At lunch there were many people,

but, with very little help, the head-

waiter, now divested of his apron, kept
them fairly contented, even finding
time to talk a little at most of the

tables. From certain broken sentences

that reached my ears I gathere I that

ho was practically single-handed ; that

something was hitting the place very
hard ;

that someone had been some-

where for more than twenty years ;

that grumbling was a mistake
;
and

that spirits nowadays wero hardly
worth drinking. Probably, had not a

guide-book claimed my attention, I

should have heard and learned more.

As the room began to empty and the

strain of attendance was relaxed, he

advanced smilingly upon my table,

with an expression of supreme satis-

faction, bearing before him, in both

hands, a brass-bound box or casket.
" You might like to see," he said,

" a

little souvenir which one of my staff,

back on leave from the Front, brought
me

;

"
and with enormous pride and a

gratification almost paternal or more
than paternal, Creatorial he opened
the lid and revealed a model aeroplane
constructed of metal from shell-cases

and other accessories of warfare.
" I 've always," he said,

" had good
boys and treated them well, and the

first thing this lad did was to come and

bring this souvenir he'd been making
for me. He "s back in France now."

I was properly appreciative, both of

the workmanship of the model and of

the kindly relations subsisting between

superior and inferior, and he bore the

relic away with complacency radiating
from his capacious person, and I saw
him, not without surprise and a slight

twinge of regret, displaying it at an-

other table. Why, I cannot exactly

explain, but it seemed to me wanting
in finer feeling, in the subtlest delicacy,
to show to everyone at the same time

this proof of devotion to himself. There
should be intervals. It wasn't that

I was mortified not to be unique ; but
to make a triumphal progress with the

thing seemed a little blatant.

You may up to now have been look-

ing upon this document as just a char-

acter sketch of a certain head-waiter.

But really it is something else ; it is

the story of my own weakness. For
it was my destiny that day, finding once

again a sense of shame which can be so

sensitive as to be a misery when brought
into conflict with another's total lack of

it, to have to act with a distasteful brav-

ado. At dinner that evening, when the

strain of attendance had begun to relax

and several of the guests had departed,
I was conscious of the head-waiter's

eye lighting up once more with that

gleam of assurance and his features

melting comfortably into the smile of

self -
approval. His hour had again

struck. But a moment later my blood
was frozen and an icy perspiration
broke out all over me as I saw him,
with his gleaming victorious eye full

on me, bearing in my direction the box

containing the aeroplane. Quicker
than lightning the dreadful thought
had entered my brain :

" He has for-

gotten that he showed it me at lunch,"
followed by the agonised question :

"What shall I do? Am I strong
enough to tell him so? Can I bring
myself to do something which must
aba?.h him ?

"

By this time he was on me, all happi-
ness and expectancy.

" You might
like to see," he began,

" a little souvenir
which one of my staff

With a desperate effort 1 pulled my-
self together.

"
Oh, that little model,"

I said. "You showed me that at

lunch ;" and 1 lowered my eyes in the

hope that it might make his discom-
fiture easier.

lie laughed. "So I did," he said,

and. carried it to the next table. " You
might

"
I heard him begin.

When shall we learn, some of us ?

GOATS.
IN these days of U-boats,
When our food-supply floats

At the mercy of Germany's blood-suck-

ing stoats,

The wisest keep goats.

The wisest ? I wonder ! I 've taken
some notes

And I find that in oats,

Bran, bean-meal and groats,
The most of one's profit goes into the

throats

Of the goats.

And then in addition the smell of their

coats !

And the way that they pull ! You
need hands like a LOATES

To hold 'em. And time ! Why, a

fellow devotes
Half the day to his goats.

You will find you can't run 'em by rules

or by rotes,

Or fold 'em with fences or stop 'em
with moats,

And a goat in a garden, ye gods, how
he bloats !

* * * * *

You can have all my goats.
W. H. 0.

Another Sex Problem.
" For Sale.- English bull, female, by Asligill

Prince." Daily Colonist (Victoria).
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Newsvendor. "FxiB OLD MUDDLE THEM 'Uss 'AVE GOT THEMSELVES INTO, AS' NO MISTAKE. DON'T LET 'EM ASK UK TO HELP 'EM
OUT OF IT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN Literary Recreations (MACMILLAN) Sir EDWARD COOK
has chosen a title at once modest and apt. It is a volume
filled with the pleasant reflections of a bookman in his

moments of leisure library talk, one might call it, and
that of the most agreeable. I can do no more than give

you some of the headings :
" The Art of Biography" (about

which, had we been actually talking, I might have re-

minded Sir EDWARD of what Mr. JOHN MASEFJELD has so

poignantly written upon this theme), "Buskin's Style,"

"Indexing," "Literature and Journalism," "A Study in

Superlatives
"
(that old unanswerable question, which is

the Best, and why ?) and " Second Thoughts in Poetry."
Of these the last is at once the longest and the most inter-

esting. Sir EDWABD has got together a .fine variety of

instances to show how often great and familiar passages
have their present form, not, as one is apt to think, by
primary inspiration, but as the reward of reflection and
revision. Among so many examples as you will find here
it is not easy to select one more striking than another ; but
there is certainly a shock in the discovery that "

magic
casements opening on the foam of perilous seas

"
were

once " wide casements
"

and opened on "
Jceelless seas."

It is as though a rich heritage had been bequeathed to us in

a last-minute codicil. A paper that I have not mentioned
deals pleasantly with bound volumes of Cornhill (that
storehouse of literary and artistic treasure) ; and I should
add that Sir EDWARD not only has some winged words on
the subject of Indexes, but, following precept with practice,

furnishes his own volume with an admirable example of

the art that he so justly values.

Mr. W. J. LOCKE'S special gift lies in the elaboration of

fantastic character. So far as I am concerned the real hero
of The Rough Hood (LANE) is not James Marmaduke Trevor

(Doggie), the little decadent, with no ideas beyond purple
silken underwear, his peacock and ivory boudoir, his collec-

tion of china dogs and the alleged weak state of his general
health, but his discreetly drunken tutor, Phineas McPhail.
A year or so after the War came, white feathers and
candid advice having been freely administered, Trevor joins

up, has to resign the King's commission by reason of

abject incompetence, and, setting his teeth, takes the rough
road of the private, sticks to it doggedly with Phineas

(of the same platoon) and the little Cockney, Shendish,
who constitute themselves his bodyguard. It is the
adorable ghost-haunted Jeanne (my second favourite) who
calls these ill-assorted inseparables the Three Musketeers,
and it is not Peggy, the Dean's daughter, Doggie's be-

trothed (she becomes quite unaccountably more snobbish
and shallow as Doggie waxes finer), but little French

Jeanne, her sad ghosts laid by love, who takes her doggie
back to what has every promise of becoming a very happy
and well-lined kennel. If at the beginning be is a little

too bad and at the end a little too good to be true, Phineas

{though 1 don't believe in him) is a notable creation, Shendish
is of the pure Cockney gold, and Jeanne a perfect dear.

Macedonian Musings (ALLEN AND UNWIN), by V. J. SELIO-

MAN, reaches me in a propitious hour, while the triumphs of
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the army with which it deals are yet fresh in our minds,
j

and amusing to those who demand only entertainment
; but

Among my war-letters I have one, kept for an all too com-
j

if it even approximates to real life I must have been
mon reason, in which the sender, writing from Salonica in strangely misinformed.

1917, permits himself a mild grumble at the ignorance of]

England about what the M.E.F. had done in face of un-

guessed obstacles. To some extent even now, when a so

brilliant success has rewarded this patient effort, the same

ignorance still survives. The Macedonian Front has thus far

produced fewer books than any ;
and for this reason alono

the present volume should have its welcome secure. Not
that you must expect any very serious or weighty review of

the campaign from its pages ; they are mostly light-hearted
sketches of places and persons and the conditions of Mace-
donian soldiering, told with a kind of school-boy, take-

what-cornes humour that one likes to consider essentially
British. We have Salonica as a setting for work and play ;

'Among War-products the literature relating to escapes
from German prisons is increasing very rapidly. One of the
most recent books on the subject is entitled My German
Prisons (HODDEE AND STOUGHTON) and gives the adventur-
ous story of the escape of Captain H. G. GILLILAND. He
and three other prisoners jumped for liberty and safety from
a train in which they were being conveyed from the "

hell-hole
of Ingolstadt" the description is Captain GILLILAND'S
to Grefeld. After a series of the most extraordinary and

moving experiences Captain GILLILAND got over the
frontier and was soon after back in Blighty. I beg hereby
to salute him, for he is a very brave and gallant man, and

pen-portraits (including one of M. VENIZELOS), and an aero- he had much to suffer from his German oppressors while

plane raid by the enemy upon a railhead this last a finely I he was subject to their orders. The account of these indig-
vivid piece of descrip-'~'

nltioamiA*mm*ff*Uf*nA

tion. I have used the

epithet "school-boy"
because it seems to

i

express at once the
j

attraction and limita-

tions of this little book,
of which the avowedly
humorous passages are

(to be quite frank) not

greatly removed from
i

the manner of the

school-magazine. But
how far will that lessen

its interest for those

whose hearts have

dwelt, or may even
now be dwelling, vicari-

ously in the scenes of
\

which it tells?

little, I fancy.

Very

The Year Between

(CASSELL) is one of

those stories in which,
with the best will in

the world, I find it alto-

gether impossible to see

anything but an ingeni-
ous exercise in the incredible.

"THAT, SlB, IS A UNIQUE WAE-RELIC PLUCKED OFF A MIXAREI IN MESOPO-
TAMIA BY ONE OF OUR GALLANT AIRMEN."

There are, for one thing, too

many coincidences; and far, oh but infinitely far, too much
illegal matrimony. January Ellice (whose name is none of

my fault) was one of those beautiful children of nature
who are not altogether outside the previous experience of the
hardened novel-reader. She was married or so she thought

to Bob ; but as a fact he had already married Louie Craig
(at least he hadn't really, because Louie herself had been still

more previously married to one Gibbs). However all this
is to forestall Miss DORIS EGEETON JONES with her dcnoue-

portunity that offers of

nities makesone's blood
boil. In the first sen-

tence of his book Capt.
GILLILAND smashes the

English grammar to

smithereens, but, so far

I

as I am concerned, he
] may have all the rules

i

of that grammar and
do what he likes with
them. His narrative is

dramatic, not so much
by reason of any lurid

I

tricks as on account of

i

its cold and deadly per-

sistency, which leaves

unrevealed no item of

Hunnish brutality. A
man who has seen
British wounded as

j

they lay helpless being
'

despatched by Germans
with the bayonet or the

! butt is not likely to

dwell on the ameni-
ties of the German
character. But Captain
GILLILAND is generous
enough to miss no op-

pointing out any spark of

humanity in the treatment by the Germans of their
British prisoners.

If you feel inclined to take an inexpensive holiday and
in an atmosphere very different from that of to-day, let me
recommend you to read Miss MCFADDEN'S His Grace of
Grub Street (LANE). Hero we are back again in the days
of HORACE WALPOLE, when literary hacks catered for

patrons, when men drank hard and plotted with almost
ment, which, as I say, I found altogether too bigamous to ! diabolical ingenuity to win the woman of their choice.
be believable. Not that the affairs of Bob much mattered,

'

since he got himself killed (very generously) in a mining
accident, and thus would have left January free to marry
i i i i -i i j i P _ '

the hero had it not been far too early in the book for this

happy event. I was a little surprised that John (that was
the hero's name) appeared to have no earlier wives

; though
the young woman to whom he had been attached did her
best to supply the deficiency, and incidentally fill out the
book, by burning the lovers' letters and generally following
the accepted traditions of melodramatic jealousy. The Year
Between has, no doubt, its good points ; it is easy to read

j

move without visible effort.

The hero of this energetic romance was a writer with a

conscience, who would rather starve (and he nearly did)
than do dirty work. So he fell foul of the villain of the

piece, a regular U-boat of a man, who would destroy anyone
or anything to get his way. I admit to a preference for

villains who have a few redeeming qualities, but Marsdcn
had none except that he had the good taste to fall heavily
in love with Clarissa. However this is a novel of action
rather than of character, and Miss McFADDEN knows how-
to set things going from the start and keep them on the
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CHARIVARIA.
" NOBODY knows how tho War will

end," says a gossip writer. It appears
however that the KAISEH has a rough
idea but would much rather not discuss

the matter.

Socialists have been chalking tho

Berlin pavements with the words,
" The

Kaiser Must Abdicate." We suppose

they adopted this plan because WIL-
HELM has so far ignored the writing
on the wall. ... ...

Here is the situation as summed up
by a Willesden newsagent's placard :

" 19-STONi: MAX JOINS Ur.

AUSTRIA ABOUT TO CAPITULATE."

A contemporary points out how ex-

tremely difficult is the task

of the Allied War Council

in dealing with the ques-
tion of an armistice. For
ourselves we fail to see

how they can go wrong.

Every newspaper has dis-

tinctly told them what to

do.
:;;

The prisons in Germany
are reported to be full of

criminals, with the result

that many deserving cases

have had to be held over

for a bit.

was recently assassinated in Moscow.
We cannot help feeling that the GRAND
DUKE does not read his newspaper
carefully. v
The question as to who shall govern

Germany threatens to cause trouble in

Berlin, and to meet tho difficulty tho

KAISKR as wo go to press has indi-

cated his willingness to remain Kmpcror
for a while.

The suggestion made in tho House
of Commons that rabies was brought
to this country by aeroplane lias been

denied. The alternative rumour, that

it was imported by a Brixham ho's'un

who was bitten in the leg by a mad
U-boat, is gaining widespread credence.

Mr. DILLON has confessed a fondness

for the British Empire. His quarrel,

anybody gets u puin in his panel now

a-days.

exhibition

made of dc.y

at the Hed
s wool in on
Cross work-

rooms, Burlington House. Hitherto

the only thing of the kind known wu -

the dogs' nose comforter much affected

by bus-drivers.

" Lord NortholiflVs criminality, "says
tho lidnU' \iitiunal dn-ftti', "has been

recognised by men like Gardiner of Thr
Dm hi \firs and Caillaux of France."
If you guess tho paper's politics you
get a cigar. '

*

Stonehenge has been formally hun<l-

ed over to the nation. It appears to

have gone quietly.

f

iiit:iry Inferior (Mr. I'. .1 . Voisey)
has had again to condemn
meat and offal gent to Dart-

mouth. 850 log. of offal were

kept at K.xrtrr until putrid, ami
then sent on to Dartmouth.
The Food Vonnnittec h writ-

ten ttn> Divisional Commis-
sioner, Bristol, on the subject."

I 'mi iii'-inl 1'iiper.

Clearly they were the

right authority to bring
the matter up.

"
I KNOW WHAT I 'M TALKING ABOUT.

AND THE BOKB WAR."
"GARN! THEM WASN'T WAUS THKM WAS FATIGUES.

I FOUGHT IN THE KtlVITJAN V*AH

Rubbing it in.
" A massage from Berlin

states that Frankfurt was
twice utUcked by airmen on

Monday." t>aily Mirror.

"Our enemies," says the Cologne
Gazette,

" must not imagine that the

Fatherland is incapable of still holding
|

Chinesa for " kilowatt."

its own." The error is justifiable how- '

!|: :;:

The Daily Mail asks why .Lord
MILNEB has gone to France. But why
not? He can get the Paris edition of

The Daily Mail.

The Marconi Company has contracted

to supply the Chinese Government with

three wireless stations of a capacity of

twenty-five kilowatts each. Some de-

lay, it appears, was experienced while

the official antiquarians looked up the

ever in view of the Fatherland's ad-

mitted failure to hold anybody else's.

A Chinaman named Wrong Tu was

recently fined five pounds for refusing

to sail from Boston, Lines. The magis
Yet another example of the humility trate was of opinion that Wrong Tu

of true greatness. The CHOWN PRINCE
|

had no Eight Tu.

declares that he has no desire to anni

hilate the Allied armies. A new scheme for the payment of

panel doctors has been adopted, says

According to a Kioff telegram the
'

a medical journal. The change was

ton ;

When his comrades demurre-.l

, ...v 6~ ..- That the act was absurd

Grand Duke NICHOLAS declares that
|

necessitated, an eminent physician Ho explained how d

there is no truth in the rumour that he
\

informs us, by war conditions. Hardly |

to get cheese jus

hand, and reading me the cricket scores with

the other." Weekly Paper.

Night and day, we are

told,theKAisEu is haunted

by the spectre of Bolshe-

vism. The CKOWN PBINCE, on the it appears, is solely with the United .
dream of fast

'

other hand, considers that his own
| Kingdom of Great Britain and CABSON.

| jn "h"'world oour'inK c

attitude on the question of loot should

ensure him at least a Captaincy in the

Red Guards.
:

.

: 8
"*"

It is no secret, declares a contem-

porary, that the Turks contemplate a

change of ruler. Failing that, they
would like it drawn across a less sen-

sitive part of their anatomy.

Another Useful Hand.
" 'No, we haven't,' I grum-

bled sleepily, and turned over to

resume my interrupted five-reel

featuring
'

devilled

little girl

with

" Prince Maximilian is heir to the throne of

the Grand Duchy of Baden. Ho was born

July 10, 1067." Neto York Ereniiuj Mail.

And has thus bridged the gap between

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR and WIM.I VM

the Conquered.

'THE BOTANICAL THKHMOMETKB. A cor-

respondent tells us that at Wookev Hole the

wild strawberry plants are in blooth."

Local Paptr.

Personally wo have never seen any at

this season except in the usual whiteth

or redth.

There was an old sportsman of Leam-

ington
Who hunted some mice with a Reming-

VOL. Cl.V.
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PEACE NOTES.
To THE SULTAN OF TURKEY.

WE have just heard of your absolute

which flows within thirty miles of the

present frontier of Germany the Allies

intend to relievo you of your sentry-
duties. Liter on, this relief will be

We do not affect to be ' extended to all that portion of the left

, ol y ,nj for you, but at the same
' bank which forms the boundary of

time wo would not grudge you your ;

Alsace-Lorraine. This should save you

consolations. Of these (1) the thought
a lot of watching.

surrender,

very sorry

that you have let WILLIAM down badly
must be a source of considerable grati-

fication to you ;
and (2) it will be much

more comfortable for you when the

guns of the Goeben, hitherto trained

on your immediate neighbourhood, get
shifted. You are very welcome to both

these sources of solace.

To THE DUAL -MONARCHY (IF ANY).

A telegram from .Vienna recently
stated that your Count ANDHASSY had
resolved to initiate direct peace nego-
tiations with "

Austro-Hungary's sole

antagonist, Italy." War plays dread-

ful tricks with the memory and that

To A CERTAIN TYPE OF

We can't see what vou

PACIFIST.

have to

grumble at now that the prospects of

Peace arc better than they have been for

several years. It looks as if you couldn't

love Peace so much if it weren't that

you love Germans more. What you
wanted was a German Peace; not the

real bird, but a mock turtle-dove. Well,

you can"'t have it.

To A FOOD PROFITEER.

This collapse of the Huns' allies is

bad news for you. But don't be down-
hearted about the horrors of Peace.

The War may keep on yet for a bit.

must 1)6 the reason why he forgot all Even wlien it
-

g over we s | )an
-

t be
about Serbia. In the mental confusion

caused by so many declarations of war,
the fact that Austria opened the list by
attacking Serbia seems to, have escaped
him. It has not however escaped the

Serbians, who Itave an admirable mem

of food for a long time
;
and England's

difliculties will still be your oppor-

tunity. So cheer up.

To A PARTY POLITICIAN.

You are naturally elated at the pro-

ory for detail and are prepared to furnish spects of Peace. You want to be

you with all the reminders that you j
iinished with the futile distractions of

need. Address, G.H.Q., Serbian Armies, Armageddon which have temporarily

Belgrade. You remember Belgrade ?

Just across the Danube.

To THE EX-TSAR OF BULGARIA.

You were well-advised, my- FERDI-

NAND, to secure early accommodation
at the Hotel des Eois en Exil before the

rush set in. .We are afraid, however,
that the society in that select caravan-

serai threatens to be less exclusive than

you had hoped. There is talk, we hear,
of opening an annexe for fugitives other
than ex-monarchs: the Ludendorffs
and the Tirpitzes for instance, and quite
a long black visitors' list

(if they can

get away) ; possibly even the Lenins
and the Trotskys. It should be a unique
menagerie.

To THE MANAGER OF THE WOLFF
BUREAU.

ruined your occupation and to get back

to the only serious purpose in life. We
fear you must Wait. Peace, for the

first few years, will have its distrac-

tions no less profound than those of

War. Meanwhile this General Elec-

tion, at which from force of association

you neigh like an old charger long out

at grass, is going to be a very dull

thing for you.
dates

"
except

carry on
; nothing in your line.

To THE LAST GERMAN DOG.

No doubt your hair still stands on

There will be no " man-
to the Old Guard to

end when you recall the declaration

made by the KAISER, or one of his gang,
to the effect that the Fatherland would

fight to the last cat and the last dog.
But to-day the outlook seems rather

. rosier for you. Aftsr all you may notNow that the facts are out, you will be called Qf CQU^e jt ^^
naturally have been arranging to close

yet con)e ^ being ft very near thinfj
your lie factory and look out for a fresh

field of usefulness. It may interest vou
therefore to hear that the Allies do not '

f
i i > . . , jUlJt3b(XIIIu\\U

wish your superb organisation to be sense of relief
wasted, but propose to utilise it, after

certain necessary changes, for the
dissemination of Truth among the

elementary schools of the Fatherland.

To THE WATCHERS ON THE RHINE.

Among the suggested terms of the
armistice it is rumoured, as we write,
that along that section of the river

very near

many human Huns
and other dogs still left alive ; but all

for you, with so

can understand your

To THE LAST GERMAN CAT.

See foregoing remarks. 0. S.

Tact.
" Officials of the Bank are bound to Secrecy

in regard to the ransactions of any of its

Customers."
From adrt. of a Bank in a S..1. paper.

CHINA BLUE.
SAPPHIRE hills and a turquoise sky
Looked their bluest when you and I

(The happiest two in China)

Stopped as the pack-mules passed and

laughed
At the big blue tassels fore and aft,

For everything 's blue in China.

Riding together side by side

Wo saw the chameleons sport with

pride
The Cambridge hue in China,

And butterflies of a dingier glint

Flouting before us the rival tint,

For everything 's blue in China.

Down by the river the coolies squat,
Their little blue bowls all piping hot

Witli the tea that they brew in China;
Their trousers are tattered and cut too

high,
But the colour's the colour of cloudless

sky,
For everything's blue in China.

From the tamarind boughs blue orchids
"

swing,
Blooms that a Mandarin might bring
To the maid he 'd woo in China ;

Blue as the silk of her tangled skeins,

Blue as the blood in his throbbing
veins,

For everything 's blue in china.

And oh, little "girl, how we laughed to

find

That nursery. stories of every kind

Are perfectly true in China,
Where Blue Birds shimmar and beans

grow tall

And grim grey buffaloes heed the call

Of a little Boy Blue in China.

And when Aladdin himself you saw
In the tightest trews and a mushroom

straw

Smiling at you in China,
Your face lit up with a glad surprise,
And I knew, when I looked at your

dancing eyes,
That there 's nothing so blue in

China.

Another Impending' Apology.

From a Harvest Festival report:
"The services wore as follows: Evensong

(English) 3 p.m. with sermon by the Rev.

John ,
B.A. ; evensong (Welsh) 7 p.m.

with sermon by the Rev. I). . B.A., both

of whom rrc.iched very appropriated sermons."
Welsh Paper.

" ' What we had won in this war by the

blood and treasure of our noble men, we might
lose by the defects and failures of diplomacy.
I hope,' his lordship continued,

' that we
shall exact our pound of fish.'

" Lord Karris,

as reported in " The Daily Mirror."

This variation of the traditional demand
is believed to be due to his lordship's

having mislaid his ration-book.
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THE MELTING-POT.
AUSTBIAN EAGLE. "I SUPPOSE I'VE GOT TO GO THROUGH WITH IT. LET'S HOPE I

COME OUT ANOTHER AND A BETTER BIRD."
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Visitor (to Tattoo artist}. "THEia NAMES is BOTH BILL, so THAT AND THE 'EAKT AND THE 'TRUE LOVE' WILL BE ALL BIGHT; BUT
WOULD IT COST MUCH TO TURN THIS MAPLE-LEAF INTO A XANGABOO?"

A LITTLE CHILD.
OWING to War's vicissitudes it was

decided that the governess-cart must
be given up ;

and this meant that a

new owner for Polly must he found.

Polly is a roan pony ; very round in

the barrel, and particularly so of late,

when there has been no food but mea-

dow-grass. She had been with us so

long as to become, as ponies peculiarly

can, a member of the family, so that

to part with her savoured of treachery.

War, however, changes all, excuses all,

and the horrid preparations were there-

fore begun. The first was the framing
of the advertisement, which is not the

simple matter that it might appear to

be, because so much depends upon the

right choice of adjective. The word
selected must both allure and (in our

case) keep within the bounds of truth.

What are the qualities most valued

in a pony, we had to ask ourselves.

Celerity ? Polly was fixed in her de-

termination not to exceed the speed
limit, at any rate on outward journeys.

Willingness? Polly could be desper-

ately stubborn. Strength? Yes, she

was strong. Youth ? Well, she came
to us ten years ago and she was no
foal then. After much serious deliber-

ation, compared witli which the Ver-

sailles Conferences are mere exchanges
of persiflage, it was decided to describe

Polly either as "strong useful pony"
or " useful strong pony." Further de-

liberations fixed the phrase as "
Pony,

strong, useful," and the advertisement

was despatched to the local rag, as our

very worthy county chronicle is too

often called.

Next came the question of what

price was to be asked. Here expert

opinion was resorted to, in the shape
of Mr. Edmead, the butcher. No one
knows more about ponies than butchers

do, and Mr. Edmead is exceptionally
wise.

"Taking everything into considera-

tion," he said,
" I think that twenty-

five pounds would be a fair price."
We clung to each other for support.

Twenty - five pounds ! And we had

given only nine pounds all those years

ago. Why had we not made pony-
breeding a hobby ? The War, Mr.
Edmead went on to explain, had made

ponies more valuable. Yes, taking

everything into consideration, twenty-
five pounds was a fair price. We ought
to get that. In fact, if he had been in

need of a pony he would give that him-
self ;

but just then he was well supplied,
and Polly was, he feared, not quite fast

enough for him. Good morning.
Men who want to buy a pony bear a

strong resemblance to each other. They
are mostly clean-shaven and wear hard
round hats, and the collars of their

overcoats are carelessly treated so that

they are half up and half down. They
all carry sticks. Also, although they
wanted a pony, the men who inspected

Polly were alike in not wanting one at

quite such a figure, or indeed quite
such a pony at all. They were agreed
that she was no doubt a useful strong

pony, even a strong useful pony, but

she was not for them. Day after day
Polly was examined. They opened her

mouth and shook their heads, they felt

her knees and her hocks, they looked
at her with narrow eyes from near by
and from far, they rattled their sticks

in their hard hats, they gave her sudden
cuts and prods. But they didn't buy.
We began to get desperate. Much

as we esteemed Polly, now that she
was to be sold we wanted to be rid of

her. Things should be, done quickly.
And then came a market gardener, a

large rubicund genial man named Fox.
And Polly was again led forth and

again subjected to every test known
to pony-buyers. All was going well,

and would have gone well, but for

Vivian. Who, you say, is Vivian ?

Vivian is a small boy who had known
Polly intimately all his life, and who
by some mischance wandered out from
his lessons in the morning-room at the

precise moment when Mr. Fox, who
obviously was attracted by Polly, was

making up his mind to pay the full
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OUR 'PACKS! "

money. Vivian, I should explain, is one
of those ingratiating little boys who
look upon the world as a sphere exist-

ing solely to provide them with friends

and who attach themselves with the

strongest hands to open-air manual
labourers. No sooner did Vivian see

Mr. Fox's benevolent features than ho

added him to his collection.

"Run away, Vivian," I said. "It's

not playtime yet, and we're busy."
"Are you going to buy Polly?"

Vivian asked Mr. Fox by way of a

suitable rejoinder to my command.
" I was thinking about it," said Mr.

Fox, adding to me,
" How old do you

call her, ma'am '.' She looks to me
about twelve."

The figure was so low that I nodded

assent, but Vivian spoilt it by ex-

claiming, "Oli, mother, and Mr. Brooks

says she 's seventeen if she 's a day,
and I 'm sure sh 's a day."

Mr. Fox became thoughtful.
' Mr.

Brooks said that, did hu?' F

he re-

marked.
I felt that I couldn't tell Vivian

again to go in, because it would look

as though I feared his frankness; which,

to be candid, I did. All I could do
was to hope for the best.

" She 's quiet enough ; used to traffic

and all that?
"
Mr. Fox asked.

Then Vivian began to laugh. This
trick of laughter over retrospection-
chewing the cud of old jokes we have

always rather admired in him ; his

chuckles are very engaging ;
but now I

trembled ;
and not without reason.

" Don't you remember, mother," he

began,
" that day when she was

frightened by the traction engine and
ran into the grocer's shop?

"

Mr. Fox, in whoso large hand my
son's minute one was now reposing,
looked grave.

" That 's against her in my business,"
he said.

"
Oh, but," I explained,

" that was
a very long time ago. She's quite

steady now. Don't you remember,
Vivian, it was on your fifth birth-

day '.'

"

"
No," said Vivian,

" that was on iny
seventh birthday something funny
always happens on my birthdays," he

explained to Mr. Fox "
it was on my

fifth birthday that Polly fell down."

" She 's been down, has she ?
"

said

Mr. Fox ominously.
The rest of it is too tragic. I hod no

intention of concealing anything ; Mr.

Eduiead knew the pony's whole history
when lie valued her ; but Vivian's pre-
sence made me nervous, painfully self-

conscious ; I felt my face burning and
knew that I must be crimson.

Mr. Fox, I will admit, played the

game. Ho asked Vivian no questions ;

indeed ho talked of other things than

defective ponies; but I could see his

mind working ; I could see pound after

pound dropping away from the grand
total.

Well, that 's the story. Mr. Fox led

Polly away some ten minutes later,

leaving in her stead a cheque. But it

was not for twenty-five pounds Vivian

saw to that.

The moral? The moral is: when

lyour husband is in Mesopotamia and

the time comes to sell the pony, lock

your cherubic son in the nursery.

A Shock for the Food-Controller.
" Wanted nurse for baby 14 mouths."

Local Paper.
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THE STORY THAT WENT WEST.
" WHY don't you write a war story ?

"

said Celia one day in October.
" Because everybody else does," I

said. "I forget how many bayonets
wo have on the Western Front, but

there must be at least twice as many
fountain-pens."

"It needn't be about the "Western
Front."

"
Unfortunately that 's the only front

I know anything about."
" I thought writers used their ima-

gination sometimes," said Celia to

anybody who might happen to be list-

ening.
" Oh well, if you put it like that," I

said,
" I suppose I must."

So I settled down to a story about

the Salonica Front.

The scene of my story was laid in an

old clay hut amid the wattles.
" What are wattles ?

"
asked Celia

when I told her the good news.
" Local colour," I explained.

"
They

grow in Bulgaria."
" Are you sure?

"

" 1 'm sure that these ones did
;
I

don't know about any others."

Of course more local colour was
wanted than a mere wattle or two.

It was necessary therefore for my
Bulgarians always to go about in

comitadjis. Celia thought that these

were a kind of native trouser laced at

the knee. She may be right. My own
impression is that they are a species of

platoon. Anyhow the Bulgars always
went about in them.

There was a fierce fight which raged
round the old clay hut in the wattles.

The Greeks shoute'd "
TUTTTW, TUTTT-O^H."

The Serbs, for obvious reasons, were
inarticulate with rage. With the French
and British I had, of course, no diffi-

culty, but the Bulgars (again for obvious

reasons) had to contsnt themselves
with hoarse guttural noises. It was a
fierce fight while it lasted, and I was
sorry when it was over, because for the
first time I began to feel at home with

my story. I need not say that many a

Bulgar had licked the wattles before I

had finished.

Unfortunately something else hap-
pened before I had finished.

"What do you think?" cried Celia,

bursting into my room one evening,
just when I was wondering whether my
readers would expect to know more of

the heroine's native costume than that

it was "simple yet becoming."
" Wait a moment," I said.
" It 's too good to wait," said Celia

excitedly.
"
Bulgaria has surrendered."

Celia may be a good patriot, but she
lacks the artistic temperament.
"Oh, has she?" I said bitterly.

"Then she's jolly well spoilt my
story."

" The one about the wattles ?
"

"Yes."

"Tut-tuttle," said Celia frivolously.

Well, I wasn't going to waste my
wattle;-;. With great presence of mind
I deckled to transfer my story to the

Palestine Front.

Under a hard blue sky of intense

brilliance the old clay hut stood among
the wattles. A mttli ran by the side of

it; not a small Turkish dog, as Celia

thought, but well, everybody knows
what a ivadi is. The battle went on

much as before, except that the Turks
were naturally more outspoken than

the Bulgars, calling freely upon Allah

at the beginning of the light and recon-

ciling themselves to the end of it

with " Kismet." I also turned some of

the horses into camels, and (for the

sake of the Indian troops) several pairs
of puttees into chupaties. It was a

good story while it lasted.

However, nobody seems to care about

art nowadays.
" What do you think?" cried Celia,

bursting into my room.
I held up a delaying hand. I had

suddenly thought of the word " adobe."

My story seemed to need it somewhere.
If possible, among the wattles.

" But listen !

" She read out the head-

line: "'Turkey Surrenders at Discre-

tion.'
"

" Discretion !

"
I said indignantly.

" I have never heard of anything so

tactless. And it isn't as though I could

even move on to Mesopotamia."
" Couldn't there be a little local rising

in Persia?
"
suggested Celia.

" I doubt it, I doubt it," I said

thoughtfully.
" You can't do much

with just wattles and a little sherbet

I mean you can't expect the public to be

interested in Persia at such a moment
as this. No, we shall have to go west-

wards. We must see what we can do

with the Italian Front."

But I had very little hope. A curious

foreboding of evil came over me as I

placed those wattles tenderly along the

west bank of the Piave. The old clay
hut still stood proudly amid them

; the

Bersaglieri advanced impetuously with
criesof " En avant !" no, that 's wrong

with cries of well, anyhow they
advanced.

They advanced . . .

And as I shut my eyes I seemed to

see no, not that old clay hut amid
the wattles, nor yet the adobe edifice

on the heights of Asiago, but Celia

coming into the library with another

paper announcing that yet another

country was deaf to the call of art.

* * * sfc *

If anybody wants a really good story

about the Peninsular War and will

drop me a line, I shall be glad to enter

into negotiations with him. The scene
is laid in the neighbourhood of Badajoz,
and the chief interest centres round an
old yes, an old clay hut in the wattles.

A. A. M.

TO A YOUNG POET

DISCHARGED AS UNFIT FOU FURTHER
MILITARY SERVICE.

SILENT you face me in the gloom,
And shadows, like remembered things,

Haunt this familiar friendly room
As with unanswered questionings :

What shape shall life restored assume?

For you have seen dawn flush and fade

Along the devastated ridge,
Known hours when faith was weak to

aid

The lonely stricken soul to bridge
The miry death-ways, unafraid.

And then the shell-burst and deep
night . . f

So much you 've told me, but the rest

Lies hidden safely out of sight
In the sealed chamber of your breast

;

Maybe in darkness there was light.

And those were months of songlessness;
Never a rhyme you turned, you say;

It was enough to meet the stress,

To fill the measure of each day :

Even the Muse seemed pitiless.

But now in England, autumn-crowned,
Soft-misted, splendid as of old,

Will the reviving spirit sound
New notes and soar to skies of gold,

Freed from the reeking battle-ground ?

I wonder as I watch you there,
So changed, yet strangely so the

same ;

I cannot guess what wandering air

Of home may stir your heart to flame
And set you singing unaware.

But now this silence suits you well ;

There is no need of casual speech
Here,where your boyish memories dwell

On dreams not wholly out of reach

Nearer perhaps than speech may tell.

Another Sex Problem.
1 ' A Haparanda telegram reports the arrival

of German ships at Scandinavian ports with

captains only, the men aboard, even the engi-
neers and stokers, being women."
East London Daily Dispatch (Cape Colony).

" BRITISH TAKE OVEB $16,000 PRISONERS
IN FIVE DATS."

Manitoba Free Press.

" The total number of prisoners taken by
the Flanders group of armies between October
14th and 27th amounts to 18,493."

East Anglian Daily Times.

Cash takings, and very much to the

credit of our troops.
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Uncle. "Now, MABEL, WAB RATIONS, YOU KNOW. WHAT'S IT TO BE AN EQQ OB SOME HAM?"
Kieee. "Snow ME HOW MUCH HAM I'D HAVE BEFORE I MAKE MY CHOOSE."

THE SIMPLE AGE.
THE other day I received the sub-

joined account :

October 29th.

To draining off water at the main,

taking to pieces the tap to hot-water

supply in bathroom, providing and

installing a new Wibble's Patent
"Non-Corros" Washer, No. 17522,

re-assembling parts of tap, testing
same, turning on water at main and

testing flow, when all was found
correct 7s. 9d.

This struck me as a decidedly stiff

bill for a new washer, so I wrote to the
bead of the firm as follows :

DEAB SIB, I have received an account
from your firm and can barely recognise
it as a setting-out of your only claim

against me.
You and I remember when this once

peaceful spot was the hauntof flocks and
herds, aud of a simple folk who spoke
and sometimes wrote the simple things

they meant to express in plain and

simple language. In those days the
document in question would, I fancy,
have read somewhat like this :

s. d.

One rubber washer 4 (or possibly 6rf.)

Fixing same . .1 (or may be 1/6)

1 4 (or conceivably 1/G,

1/10 or at most 2/0)

In those golden days we lived and
worked in simple homes and called

our vocations by simple names. I

have a vivid recollection of your father,
one of the dearest friends of my youth.
It was his irreproachable putty, I

think, that first attracted me. The old

gentleman described the firm of which
he was the head as Plumbers and
Glaziers.

As I rose in the world, in more senses
than one, and developed from a simple
journalist and reporter for The Perham
Bois Advertiser into an author and

(vide my publisher) a man of letters, I

still continued my friendly relations

with the old gentleman, whose putty,
no doubt, was as seductive as ever, but

had, alas, lost its charm for me. Many
a yard, many a pound of ironmongery
and kindred wares passed from him to

me at the ruling rates (less 2| percent,
for prompt cash, seldom forthcoming).

Many an hour did my friend's minions

spend in my house soothing angry
cascades in my cellars, curbing re-

factory gas in my drawing-room chan-

delier (how the lustres did jingle to be
sure !) and, later obtaining the electric

current for my use.

But those days are gone. The cow-
bell has given way to the siren (not

Ulysses' semi-scaled temptress, but the

muezzin of daily toil), the Plumbers

and Glaziers have become Gas, Elec-
trical and Sanitary Engineers and High
Class Ironmongers, and to me this Tit-

tle document epitomises the result of

progress in this remote corner of the
world. I should be much interested to

hear your views on it, and remain.
Yours faithfully,

AOOLPUUS TOWEUM.

The head of the firm's views, judging
from the only reply I received, were
that the bill was O.K., and that my
cheque by return would oblige. I

'

sorrowfully concluded that my re-

|
miniscenccs had been wasted on tins

; champion of modern progress.

Star Turn*.
"CELKimiTIEli IN TOWS.

Thi week finds quite a number of inUrent-

ing people in Glasgow. In the political

sphere Mr. Awjuith and several looser lights
are due on Friday. . . . Last, but to the
children not least, Doodleg and his fri. i..U

make their bow at Hengler'g on Saturday."
Glasgow Evening Neict.

" On entering Lille the English soldiers were

literally smothered in the Mowers thrown to

|

them by the inhabitants." Weekly Paper.

I
As we cannot allow our soldiers to be

!

"
literally

"
killed with kindness in this

j way, they will be required in future

|

to carry banners inscribed" No Flowers,

by Request."
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First Lady (discussing newly-married couple).
" I CALI, IT PERFECTLY RIDICULOUS ! WHY, SHE 's OLD ENOUGH TO BE HIS GRANDMOTHER."

Second Lady. "My DEAR, DON'T BE UNKISD. I'M SURE.SHE 's YOUNG ENOUGH TO BE HIS MOTHER."

TWADDLE.
I DO not even know the lady's name.

I should not, of course, divulge it if I

did, but as a fact I do not. She was

having t^a at the Blackburns', and she

had an amber bead necklace and a

carrying voice. That is all I know
about her, except such revelations as

I gathered through the medium of the

carrying voice.
" No, I do not go to the Surgical

Dressing Depot now," I heard her say.
" I used to go, but really I can't stand

the people there. So boring. That
dreadful Mrs. Pulcher, and her friend,

Mrs. Root. They can talk nothing but

twaddle about rations and cooks and the

coal that the kitchen-range uses. And
that woman with a son in the Air Force.

Whenever there 's a pause she begins,
'

My son says ..." I could scream.

As if her son could know anything,

spending all his time in the air like

that. And he isn't even an observer.

He 's a pilot. I couldn't stand it. I

was sorry, too. Such a good work."
I did not hear more. I had a general

impression that her evasions had not
been received too sympathetically, but
as the girl with whom I was supposed
to be in conversation had asked me
for the second time if I could tell her

what exactly a gadget might be I

turned apologetically to her . . .

Wump ! A shower of earth fell on

me from the roof of the dug-out which
was doing duty for a Forward Dressing
Station: . Luckily the orderly, warned

probably, by .former incidents of the

kind, had made a protection for my
wounded leg out of a couple of boards.

" That's a gadget," I had said as he

arranged it.
" You were asking about

a gadget, Lthink-? That 's a very good
example."

" A bit feverish," said the orderly to

the Doctor.
,

Perhaps he was right ; certainly for the

moment I had forgotten where I was.

They cleared the earth off the

stretcher cases.
" I wish they 'd get those dressings

through," said the Doctor. " It 's a

farce to call this a Dressing Station

when there isn't a swab or a bandage
in the place."

I slept uneasily, and a lady with
amber beads dominated my dreams.
Her arms were full of clean, cool-look-

ing dressings.
" You can't have them," she was say-

ing in strident tones. "They've been
contaminated with twaddle. It would
never do. We must burn them all."

I struggled to prevent her doing so,

and in the effort I awoke to find the

Doctor dressing my wound. The new

supply had come through.
The dressing was painful, hut when

it was done the wound was easier.

"Better?" the Doctor asked.
" Eather !

"
I said.

" I don't care if

they were talking the rottenest twaddle
ever heard when thpy were making
those bandages."

"
Still wandering a bit, Sir," said the

orderly.
-

" IMPORTANT MILITARY
CHANGES.

Friday night's London Gazette contained

the following announcements :

Territorial Force Reserve. Capt. Rt. Hon.
Sir F. E. Smith, Rut., Irom the Yeomanry,
to be Capt.

Royal Air Force. Capt. (temp. Maj.)
Sir J. A. Simon, K.C., K.C.V.O., resigns his

commn., and is granted the hon. rank of

Maj." Sunday Times.

And a few days later the surrender of

Turkey was announced.

Notice in a village
" somewhere in

France
"

:

"Refuse to be dumped here in sacks be-

fore 10 A.M."

Personally we should refuse even after
10 A.M., sacks or no sacks.
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DESPERATE REMEDIES.
KAISEK (to German Citizen). "HIST! THE HOUNDS OF JUSTICE ARE UPON MY TRACK.

WE MUST CHANGE CLOTHES!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

INCONVENIENCES OF THE WAK.
SHORTAGE OF FEEDING-STUFFS IN IRELAND. ONLY A HALF-BOTTLE OF WINE FOB HUN OFFICER PHISONEES.

j

Lords, three or four months after its

i
first introduction there. The delay was

Monday, October 23th. The Com-
mons were all agog to see how many
ladies would take advantage of its re-

cent decision to make "
Strangers

"
of

them. The response was quite satis-

factory. A lady was the first visitor

to the Gallery, and she was quickly
followed by a dozen more. The fair visit-

ants' headgear was a trifle efflorescent.

I hope it will not be necessary to add
to the Standing Orders an intimation

that ladies wearing hats more than
two feet in diameter or six inches in

altitude shall he deemed guilty of

obstruction and be forthwith removed
to the Clock Tower.
The SPEAKER was not in his place,

his absence being due not to bashful-

ness, as the flippant affirmed, but to the
influenza. Members were but little

comforted by Mr. HAYES FISHER'S
assertion that had as the epidemic was
here it was worse in Vienna ; but they
were agreeably tickled by Mr. FIELD'S

ingenuous suggestion that its ravages
might be reduced by an increase in the

meat-ration, for Mr. FIELD is a butcher
in private life. I am assured, however,
that the hon. Member who called out

"
Nothing like leather

" had no inten-

tion of reflecting upon the quality of

his wares.

The Irish agriculturist has for so

long been the spoiled darling of the

House that the Nationalist Members
had quite a shock when Major ASTOR,

referring to the shortage of feeding-
stuffs, said that it was "

only fair that

Irish farmers should share some of the

inconveniences of the War." This is,

indeed, a case of poetical justice, since

the shortage is due to the diversion of

ships to bring over American troops,

many thousands of whom could have
been spared if the Irish farmers' sons
had done their duty.

After a most eloquent exordium,

attributing most of the social evils of the

time to the want of decent houses, it

was something of an anti-climax for Mr.
HAYES FISHER to bring in a Bill merely
improving the terms on which County
Councils could borrow money to house
their own employes. It was a pill to

cure an earthquake that was the gist
of many hostile speeches.

Tuesday, October 2,9th. The Mid-
wives Bill reappeared in the House of

due, Lord PEKL explained, to the fact

that in the first draft certain financial

clauses were not printed, as they should
have been, in italic type, a defect which
constituted a technical infringement of

the Commons' privileges. Was it for

this sort of thing that we turned the

Constitution upside down seven years
ago ? Let us hope that when the new
women get into Parliament they will

rid us of the old ones !

In anticipation of the Commons' de-

bate several questions drew attention

to the contrast in the treatment of pris-
oners in Fjngland and in Germany. Sir

GEORGE CAVK declined to admit that

the advantage was all one way. Ger-

man officer prisoners in this country,
for example, were restricted to a half-

bottle of wine per iJii'in.

The debate itself was chiefly notable

i
for the moving speeches of Captain
CEAIG and Captain WILSON, who have

experienced at first hand some of the

conditions of enemy prison-camps. The
Government was freely attacked for its

alleged supineness in coming to their
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rescue. Lord NEWTON in paiticulai
cairo in for unmeasured abuse, liis cliiel

crime, I fancy, being tho possession ol

a satirical tongue, which ho lias some-
times turned upon his critics. ]5ut,

save fur vague talk of repri-als, a game;
at which the (ierniMii-i can play much
more effectively than \ve can, there was
little suggestion of any practical stop
thai Ministers had omitted to take.

Wednesday,OctoberSQth. Mr. 1 JONAH
LAW having literally tlown away to

Paris, Sir QBOBOB GAVB acted as Leader
of tho House, and preserved his usual

judicial calm even when a Nationalist

Member asked him who would repre-
sent Ireland at the Peace Conference.
A more sarcastic Minister would have
met the question by another,

" What
right has Ireland to bo regarded as

a belligerent?" Sir GEORGE merely
pointed out that it was too soon to say
who would bo " the delegates of the
British Empire."
When the Welsh Disestablishment

Act was placed upon the Statute-book
the Welsh County Councils cherished
visions of a rich haul of wealth from
the revenues of the Church in Wales.
But in order to secure it they have
to redeem the tithe rent-charge, and
as the value of tithe has risen, and
still tends upwards, they stand to lose

heavily by tho transaction. An attempt
to amend the Tithe Bill so as to restore

the status quo was successfully resisted

by Mr. PEOTHERO, on the reasonable

ground that the County Councils could
not have it both ways.

Thursday, October 31s/. A new
regulation forbidding members of the

Eoyal Air Force to wear their war-
service chevrons came in for severe

criticism, the general impression being,
I think, that some super-aesthete on the
Staff feared that they would mar by
their crudity the delicate colour-scheme
of the new uniform. The real object,

according to Major BAIBD, is to prevent
heartburning on the part of air-fighters
who had been kept at home to repel

Zepps and Gothas and therefore had
no right to chevrons given for foreign
service. Well, why not give them
chevrons too ?

Apparently there is to be a General

Election, but it will be a dull affair.

The shortage of paper will only permit
candidates to send one small batch of

literature to each elector ; nor will they
be able to make up for it by the vigour
of their personal canvass, for the allow-

ance of petrol will not be more than

eighty gallons, even in the largest con-

stituency. Opinions as to tho desir-

ability of an election vary, of course,
but after to-day's announcement it may
be said with confidence that no one will

approach it with much spirit.

WITH THE CHINESE LABOUR CORPS.
N.C.O. "DON'T YEIt KNOW YEU OWN BI.OOMI.V NUMBKK YET?"
Chinaman (proudly). "ONE SEVEN six."

HIS FAVOURITE HYMN.
["The German nation knows full well that

ts hideous position, in which it has drawn
upon itself tho hate of the whole world, is

the work of its Kaiser."

Arbfiter Zeitung, Vienna.]

WILLIAM, I wonder whether at this

hour
Yon think of your old prottge, LISSAUER,

Who focussed hatred on your "deadli-

est foe
"

And gained a decoration years ago,

When, playing recklessly with two-

edged tools,

You had his "Hymn "(by Order) taught
in schools,

And little children had to learn tho

thing,
And sing it too, in places where they

sing.

Well, you began tho deadly game that

ends you,
For like a boomerang it turns and rends

you.

Upon your head recoils the whole
world's hate ;

Your very valets bid you abdicate.

"If hostilities continue, as ought to be fully

assumed, until they actually stop ..."
Obterver.

Our contemporary is on a sure thing
I this time.
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FROM THE CREAT EASTERN FRONT.

MY DEAR PEHCY, Soon you will be

examined by a ruthless medical board,

who will disguise the verdict of Home
Service with a coating of three weeks'

leave. You will then be sent to a

Battery on the coast to help keep the

crowd back ill ease the Huns try to

land.

You may think that service at home
is easier than in France ;

but don't be

deceived. Before I came I thought
that I was going to laze around in a

halo of chevrons and gold stripes, and

occasionally condescend to tell the

others how we did it
" out there." Do

I ? No. It 's they who swank and

it's I who lap up learning. Years of

fighting have made me for-

get all my soldiering.

They take life awfully

seriously ; one misses the

airy badinage that is so en-

gaging a factor in France
after one has mislaid a

lorry or blown agun to bits.

They 're afraid even to

clean boots unless there 's

an Army order stating how
much blacking is to be

used. Then they indent in

triplicate, please, on the

A.S.C., the Engineers, the

Ordnance, the Stationery
Office, the Barrack War-

den, the Veterinary Corps
and the Paym aster, please ;

but they never get any i

blacking until the men are

all under arrest for having

dirty boots and go to prison,
where they pinch some.
But should one of the supply services

make a mistake and a tin of blacking
turn up, then there is a to-do. All the

officers are recalled from leave, the

Quartermaster's myrmidons arrange a

Masonic ceremony called a board, and
one tine morning a day of public thanks-

giving is ordered ;
the tin is officially

blessed, christened with a bottle of

champagne, entered in the ledger, and
becomes part of the battery stores for

three years or the duration.

The punctiliousdeportmentof the men
reminds me of a waiter I forgot to tip.

They 've all got some form of St. Vitus's

dance that makes it impossible for them
to cease touching their hats. It took

me an hour to shave this morning, be-

cause I was at the window as they went

by to breakfast. I was so busy return-

ing their salutes that all the lather kept
congealing and blunted the razor. Some
day T shall break down on parade and
tickle the Sergeant-Major, and I shall

be led away amid the horrified glances
of the scandalized troops and interned.

The first morning I was here I

arose in the early dawn somewhere
about eight, put on a pair of gum-
boots and a muffler, and floated into

stables. It struck me there was some-

thing wrong, because the men were

more stand-offish than ever. The Ser-

geant cut me dead, and the Corporal

nearly killed me dead with a wheel-

barrow. My horse tried to bite me,
and I could see all the other horses

nudging each other as I went by. At

the corner I met the other Subaltern,
who looked almost as smart as a male

impersonator. Then I understood. His

polished boots made the worms sit up
and shade their eyes ;

he was wearing

yellow gloves and a duck of a cane

you could have lit a cigarette at his

Doctor (fitftpiciotti of impostors, to very slender conscript).
AKE YOU KEALLY AS THIN AS THAT, OH ONLY SHAMMING?"

buttons
;
his hat was as smooth and

hard as & ball-room floor. I went and

camouflaged myself in the refuse-heap
till lunchtime.

You remember how we used to plant
the guns in the ground like little seeds,
and use them for shooting shells at the

Bosch ? I used to think that was the

reason for their existence, but here they
clean them up with plate powder, and as

soon as they 're nice and tidy and have
clean pinafores on they take them out
for walks on the end of a string, with
rows of horses in front, just to show
the assembled populace why they are

buying War Bonds. This is called a

tactical exercise, and it 's a jolly good
game.
Then you have an Instructor who

gives you a scheme, say, that there are a

million Germans in front; two millions

behind have advanced from \Vales
;

there is an impassable mountain on
the left, and the footlights on the right.
All the infantry are dead and buried,
the War Ollico is burnt down, and The

Daily Mail has been captured by the

Sinn Feiners. The curtain then rises.

First thing you do is to disappear
as soon as you can round the corner,
while the Instructor goes to look for his

car, which you have had moved to the
rear of the column with its nose point-

ing the wrong way. If he finds you
again before lunch you lose.

Sometimes we put all the guns in a
row and the wagons by the side of

them, and pretend we're slaughtering
enemies. The wagons should stay by
the guns, of course, but the other day,
on a bit of sloping ground, the horses
couldn't stop and one wagon went

right by. The drivers turned round as

soon as they could, went by on the
other side and came up again. Once

more it slid by, so the

dauntless fellows brought
it round again. For the
third time they were car-

ried past the mark, and the

whole parade breathlessly
watched. The Instructor
was going blue, when the

Sergeant came up and
said,

" Shall I ring the
bell for the last lap, SirV

"

And the Instructor burst
a blood-vessel.

Instructors should have

specially strong blood-

vessels, reinforced with
wire. The previous after-

noon had strained this one.

Some gunners were at-

tempting to pull a heavy
gun across a slippery piece
of ground. They had ropes
fixed to the top of the
wheels so as to get more

DEAR ME !

power, but, when they pulled, the wheels

simply slid round. Enter Instructor, fol-

lowed by alarms and excursions. Said

he,
" Put some straw under those wheels

and they'll bite." A gunner fetched a

huge armful, which he proceeded to

put down. Came a voice from behind :

" 'E 's given up all 'ope. Look, e 's

putting down its bed for the night."
You won't like this job, but you

shouldn't have been so thoughtless as

to get hit. You can't get firewood here
unless you buy it, because none of the
farms have been shelled. There are no
souvenirs, no comfortable dug-outs,
only bare wooden huts ; and no siege
batteries to lend you cars for a ride to

Abbeville. It 's a weighty matter here,
this War. Cheerio, BOB.

A Fishy Character.

From an angler's letter :

" The roach and rudd would suem to be
known in France and Bavaria. Personally,
I consider the roach to be the more profligate

species.
" Provincial Paper.
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" MY BOY '8 BEEN OUT THERE TWELVE MONTHS WITHOUT A SCRATCH." "GOOD IlKAVKNS! WHAT INgKCT-POWDER DOM HE tHW?"

THE CHEAT.
I HAD just debouched from the Picca-

dilly Tube and was hastening along
Kegent Street in the direction of a
favourite restaurant, wherein I hoped
to find something that would dull my
memory of the machinations of Jubilee

Jones, our mess cook, who by his own
confession bad been in his previous
life nothing more than the assistant to

a haberdasher. I was possessed of a

mighty appetite and a new book of

coupons, so I hastened on with great
hopes. Suddenly a bulky form spread
itself before me.

"M'sieu! M'sieu! Would you be
so kind as to direct ine to ze Sharang
Cross Station?

"

M'sieu would. M'sieu But have

you ever tried to direct anyone to

Charing Cross Station from half-way
up Regent Street ? In the end I walked

along with him. It was quicker.
He was a very dear old man and the

skipper of a barquentine from the port
of Havre. Bristol, Plymouth and

Liverpool he knew well, but London
ho had only visited once before. I

piloted him to the bottom of the Hay-
market not quite the nearest way,
perhaps, hut I was able to give him a

straight run in from there. We parted
with great ceremony and I retraced my
steps towards the restaurant.

On the way I met a man whom I

had last seen knee-deep in the old

salient at Ypres. Even he only suc-

ceeded in delaying me for a minute or
so. I strode on toward the ool-au-vent,
the poulet rdti and, who could say, per-

haps roast sirloin. Just as I reached
the door of my restaurant a large form

intercepted me.
"
M'sieu," it said,

" would you he so
kind as to direct me to zo Sharang
Cross Station ?

"

I do not know how he got there.

Neither did he. I felt the crisis of in

life had come.
"
M'sieu," I said impressively,

"
yi .

wish to go to Charing Cross Station,
and I wish to enter this restaurant and
eat. I will toss a coin and you shall say
either heads or tails. If you say right
I will take you to the very door of the

railway station, but if you say wrong
you shall come and dine with me."
For a moment he demurred, and

then I tossed the coin.

"Tails!
"
he cried.

I curved my hand towards the dim

light of a lamp-post. It was a tail.

"M'sieu," I said, "I shall have the

pleasure of your company to dinner.
You were fated to lose."

Among the dinners of my memorv
that one in, I think, the most enjoyable
of all. Afterwards I MW my guest
to the last inch of his journey to

Charing Cross, and parted from him
with, I am conceited enough to think,
reluctance on both sides.

But nevertheless I am painfully
aware of the fact that I am a common
swindler and cannot decide whether I

ought to confess to my commanding
officer or go to my end nnshriven.

An Optimist.
" Black Fox Fur Muff I<*t : may hnvo bocn

Ii'ft iu shop last spring; only just mi-aid it.

Howard." Provincial 1'aper.

"Wanted, Portable Fowl-House, to roaat
12 fowls." Provincial Paper.

The advertiser must have l>een reading
ELIA on the origin of roast pork.

"The regular monthly mcctiiiK "f tho

Hospital Aid will be held at the hmno of

Sirs. -. HusinoHS from 3 till 4. Tc Mrved
from 4 to 6." Canadian Paper.

Some of our " war-workers
"

will b

pleased to see that also in the Dominion

they seem to know the right proportion
between toil and repose.
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TRAFFIC AND DISCOVERY.
FOR two months Private Albert

Whiffen had been having what he

termed "a little bit of an 'oliday
"

in

front of a division which hailed from the

un-Prussian atmosphere of Southern

Germany. It was the most comfortable

sector in the whole line. Nothing ever

happened, and nothing seemed to be

about to happen. For most people
who, like Albert, had been campaigning
over half of Asia and most of Europe,
this state of peace would have sufficed.

But Albert was too volatile ;
he required

an outlet for his exuberance.
" I 'm writin' 'ome for a pair o' new

kid gloves," he confided to a visiting

gunner ;

" we 'ad so many tea-parties in

our platoon last month that mine 's

fair wore aht."

One hot afternoon he unburdened
himself to an old friend, Private Hag-
gerty.

"
Mossy," he said,

" we might jest as

well be in Camberwell drinkin' a couple
o' glasses of six ale instead o' perishin'
of idleness in this blinkin' land of

"olly'ocks."
At the magic name of ale, Private

Haggerty threw off the cobwebs of

his daydream and came smartly to

attention.
" Curious you talkin' abaht beer.

When I was back at the rooined chatoo

[Brigade Headquarters] the other day,
wotyer think I see ?

"

Albert shook his head.
"Beer."

'

Albert shook his head again, sorrow-

fully and incredulously. He expressed
the demeanour of one who has been
the victim of an ill-timed jest.
"I did. '.Undreds o'. bottles, and a

blinkin' barrel with the tap jn and a

corporal's guard watching over its con-
stitooshun .like an 'andful of bees on
the wrong side of the 'oney pot . . .

most pathetic they was."
" Look "ere," said Albert,

" are you
playin' it orf on me?"

Private Haggerty, in one sharp con-
clusive sentence, explained that, in spite
of all precedents, he had spoken the
truth.

The day following this conversation

Albert, labouring under the monotony
of inaction, clambered over the parados
and wandered about behind the lines

looking for souvenirs. He came across
some R.E. units erecting barricades
round several insignificant scars on the
soft earth, and putting up small notice-
boards with "

dangerous
"

or some
other brief warning (according to taste)
written upon them.
For an old campaigner Albert re-

garded these erections with an unusual
amount of interest, and during the

remainder of the day he appeared to be

cogitating deeply.
Two nights later Private Ilaggerty

was awaked from a heavy sleep (so he

stated) by the perfume of beer. Having
made an ineffective search he rousec

the other occupants of the dugout two
with ease and the third with difficulty

" Smell o' beer," he remarked briefly
There were four expert and deter-

mined sniffs.
"
Garn," said Albert,

" that ain't beer

that 's the remains of one o' them gas
shells come to life. You go to sleep

Mossy."
Mossy, strongly supported by the

two other indignant connoisseurs, ex-

plained his exact attitude of mind to

a person who had intimated that he

(Mossy) did not know the smell of beer.

The following night the same tiling,

except that Albert was not so easily

roused, occurred again.
" You 're 'aunted, Mossy," he said

sleepily; "napoohed a lager-beer mer-

chant, that's wot you done."

About this period there were certain

complaints at Brigade Headquarters
concerning a leakage in the stores. They
emanated from the Mess President and
involved a sergeant and several order-

lies, all of whom, having privileges of

their own, swore largely that this

matter must be put right.
One wet evening about ten o'clock,

an intelligent corporal, known as Puggy,
happened to be

'

taking a short cut

through the group:of outhouses which
had.been adapted for the convenience
of the H.Q. mess. He was somewhat
startled and deeply shocked to stumble

upon an apparent stranger engaged in

filling a regulation pack with the Brig-
ade bottled beer. The stranger, seen by
the dim light of a lantern, was wearing
a trench coat and a Staff Officer's cap,
so, the rules of the Service not. being
framed to encourage : the free inter-

change of ideas between corporals and
the Staff, Puggy carried an until he
came to the sentry at the other end of

the buildings.
" 'Oo 's the brass 'at wot 's pinchin'

the Brigadier's .pet noosance ?
"
he said.

"Dunno," replied the sentry, who
was not in any way a super-man.

" 'E

come 'ere a couple o' nights ago abaht
10.30 pip emma must be a pal o' the
ole man's."

"
Well," said Puggy doubtfully,

" I

never 'eard afore of a blinkin' Red Tab
collectin' bottled beer, our beer too, on
his own 'specially at this time o'

night."
The corporal's suspicions were so

strong that he sought out the mess

sergeant, who, with the recent depre-
dations still heavy on his mind, had no
dovibts about the matter.

When they readied the sentry the
Staff Offic3r (also the beer) was a dis-

tant blur upon the shell-pocked road.

It was a long and arduous stalk, and
a good deal of mixed country had been
traversed before the mess sergeant
laid his hand upon the cold unfriendly
talons of a strand of barbed-wire the

only obstacle between himself and the
General's beer.

At this juncture, strictly against regu-
lations, he flashed an electric torch.

It exposed the form of Private Albert

Whiffen, with a Staff cap on the back
of his head, seated at his ease within
the precincts of a small enclosure. He
was holding aloft a bottle of familiar

proportions, and the angle at which lie

held it appeared to give him entire

satisfaction. Fastened firmly to a post
above an inconspicuous hole in the

ground that suggested possibilities as
a beer-cellar was a small notice-board,

upon which was inscribed in large
and unmistakable letters the legend,
"
Unexploded shell."

Private Albert Whiffen is at present
undergoing a term of fatigue which,

though salutary, is both menial and

unpleasant and in every way distaste-

ful to the greatness of his soul.

TURKEY'S NEED.
[The new Turkish Grand Vizier, in a speech

in Parliament last week,.declared that Turkey" had sustained many shocks and now needed

repose."]
" WEARY of pulling up our socks,
Of keeping time to German clocks,
Of German bullies and their "

bocks,"
Their insults and their blows ;

Weary of giving up our stocks

Of food to German fjghting-c- cks,
Who treat us as their punching-blocks,

We Turkmen need repose.
"
Weary of WILLIAM and the Fox

And ENVER the unorthodox,
Who ran us straight upon the rocks

Authors of all our woes ;

Weary of bombs upon our docks,
Of patching up our naval crocks,
Of ALLENBY'S resistless shocks,

We Turkmen need repose."

Thus, longing vainly for the ease
That once was hers on land and seas,
Broken and beaten to her knees

By her indignant foes,

Enwrapped in ever-growing gloom
Turkey awaits the coming doom
Woven by Fate's remorseless loom,

And prattles of repose !

1 The Commonwealth Statistician says that
n the purchasing of food in Sydney 3/- goes

mly as far as 1 did in 1911."

Evening Herald (Dublin).

Che Commonwealth Statistician seems
ather hard to please.
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First Lady Custfimer.
" TWELVE-AND-SIXPESCE FOB A MELON ! I CAN'T AFFOBD THAT."

Second Laily Ciutatuer (War Profiteer tpeciei}. "'EnE! AH'LL 'AVE IT! 'Ow D'VEB COOK 'EM?'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of. Learned Clerks.)

A VOLUME of reminiscences from Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD
has long been among what one mig.lvt call les livres d faire,
and A Writer's Recollections (COLLINS) comes, for various

reasons, at an opportune moment. Early memories of the

ARNOLDS at Fox How, of Oxford during its turbulent period,
of London in the eighties, and of the start and progress of

her own literary career these make the chief matter of

Mrs. WARD'S book
;
one that is always interesting and often

(perhaps rather unexpectedly) entertaining. Pace Mr. MAX
BEEBHOHM, the writer's taste does not always confine her to

the "
wholly serious

;

"
on more than one occasion she proves

that she can even enjoy a joke against herself. To name
half the literary, educational and ecclesiastic great who
figure in Mrs. WARD'S pageant would fill a formidable list

(a list incidentally that should be added to future editions ;

without an index such a volume as this loses much of its

value as a companion for reference); and of eacli she has

some reminiscence, told with a skill that recalls them for a

moment to life. Sometimes the slightest pictures are the

most vivid ;
I shall not soon forget her sketch of SWINBURNE

scorching through a Balliol dinner-party with his back to

an over-generous lire. More tragic is the tale of the ignorant

burning of a first-folio Shakspeare, once the property of

Count GONDOMAR and " covered with notes in a seventeenth-

century hand." The report of this folio, seen casually as

marked for destruction in the weeding-out of a Spanish

library, sent the messenger, who had been only half aware
of its possible value, flying back from England to Spain on

an errand of rescue, only to find a library swept and gar-
nished and a librarian who peevishly refused to abide his

question. This is one of the stories for which no comfort
exists. I should have congratulated Mrs. WARD without,

reserve upon her book if it had not been a little spoilt by
the inclusion of too many

" testimonials
"
to her own work.

Miss MARJORIE BOWEN'S latest historical miniature u a
vivid portrait of the unfortunate JULIE DK LKSIMNASSK.
The queer title. The Burning Glass (COLLINS), is meant to

indicate the consuming fire of such a passion as inspired
and overwhelmed this wayward, generous and sometimes

outrageous lady. Miss BOWEN has a conscience and gives
us the results of eager and intelligent reading, embroidered
with the workings of her own lively fancy. No doubt the

rather too frequent and detailed descriptions of Ji I.IK'S

dresses and furniture, suggesting a little too frankly the

inventory and catalogue, are due to a very human desire

not to waste authentic material laboriously gathered. The

important thing is that the author has succeeded in giving
life and movement (plenty of movement) to her heroine,

surely the most pathetic lover in history, witli her tainted

birth, her disfigured face, her hurricane moods, her opium,
her phthisis.but withal her genius for love and her instinct

for friendship; and in a lesser, degree to her betrothed, DE
MORA the Spaniard, to her brilliant and something callous

lover, DE GUIBERT, and her faithful credulous D'ALBKBBBT.
Miss BOWEN moves cleverly through the maze of this

quadrilateral relationship, but she has not yet mastered the

mystery of the behaviour of the transitive verb and the

objective case.

There is a way of showing the action of a novel through
the eyes of one of its characters which makes you sure

from the beginning that nothing very bad can happen to
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the people on whose side the author intends you to range

yourself. Mr. II. C. BAILEY uses it with the effect of

diminishing a little the interest of The Pillar of Fire

(MflTHUKN), a brisk story of the days when it was PALMER-
STON in England and GARIBALDI in Italy, with fighting
in Italy and politics in both. Lucius Dale, whom it is all

about, was one of PALMERSTON'S secretaries and a Lieu-

tenant of GARIBALDI'S, and I admit that to know just what
I'AI,MI:I;STON paid when Lucius told him that an Austrian

spy had got himself murdered at a party at Cambridge
H<
not

ouse, and just how much the expedition to Sicily was
)t GAKIHALDI'S idea but Lucius's, gave me a nice feeling,

Wings Triumphant (HUTCHINSON) is not a romance of the
E.A.F. Its publishers describe it as a story telling

" how
the war ends the conflict between love and religion in a girl's
heart." This is as may be

;
but since the conflict was that old

one between Catholicism and the re-marriage of the divorced
I should have said that the heroine's problems were more

practically solved by the convenient demise of the previous
wife, which takes place just in time to bring the novel to a
a happy ending. Eeally Miss CECILIA HILL has written a

story in two parts, before and after August, 1914 (and if she
should retort that the story of the entire world is so divided I

shall attempt no denial), the first being concerned, originally
which history books do not always impart, of being allowed

j
enough, with Theodora's trials as an hotel-keeper ; and the

behind the scenes. All Mr. BAILEY'S people are inclined
; second, after she has married Joint in ignorance of the fact

to say clever things and deal each other crushing blows
'

that ho has a divorced wife still living, with her re-

with quotations from the

more accessible poets ;
but

Lucius thinks cleverly too,

and so rudely that, until

you have mastered the fact

that he speaks inside quo-
tation marks and thinks

without any, you will pro-

bably be as astonished as I

was at the soft answers
which he got from people
whom he had apparently
insulted. Th<> Pillar of Fire

is one of those books which
have stilettos and brigands
and revolutions and revenge
and a rivederci in them;
but, in spite of that, in a

quick competent fashion
that allows of no lingering

by the way, it offers very

good entertainment.

UNRECORDED HISTORICAL EMOTIONS.
Nero. "DASH IT! THIS BMOKE 's A NUISANCE. I CAN HARDLY BEE

THE MUSIC."

Mr. J. W. T. LEY is a

Dickensian. That is to say
he is an ardent enthusiast
for DICKENS and for every-

thing and everybody nearly
or remotely connected with
that great man. If anyone
smiles a smile or sneezes a

sneeze in the manner of

DICKENS, Mr. LEY will be
certain sooner or later to

hear of it and put him in

his notebook. His ardour is invigorating and it has now
resulted in a good stout book, The Dickens Circle (CHAPMAN
AND HALL). In order to produce it and to make it as full

and accurate as possible Mr. LEY so his publishers tell us
on the cover has spent several years in studying carefully
the biographies and autobiographies of all the great con-

temporaries of DICKENS. The labour must have been
immense, but Mr. LEY has been equal to it. In this book
he goes steadily through all DICKENS'S friends and acquaint-
ances, compiling little life-histories, in which he writes
of them not so much in their characters as statesmen
novelists or poets as from the point of view of their associa-
tion with CHAULES DICKENS. And in this way, although
the material he uses is not always new, yet he does manage
here and there to throw new light on his hero. May I

point out to Mr. LEY one little inaccuracy in his amiable
and well - informed work ? The lady he mentions on

generation by war-work as

a nurse on active service.

Of these two I found the

hotel portion the more en-

tertaining. Theodora's diffi-

culties, especially her strug-

gles to keep honest and
untarnished in a calling
that (I must take Miss
HILL'S word for it) seems
to place exceptional obsta-

cles in the way of this ideal,

are well and freshly told.

Perhaps it was my own fault

that I found an unfortunate
humour in her reluctance
to tell her lover about the

;
hotel business. He, you

[

see, thought she was a poet

j

which in fact she was,

though not exclusively. But
as she for her part supposed

I
him a bachelor, dishonours

\ (such as they were) might
be said to be even, till the

death of Mrs. John and the

sale of Theodora's on-licence

permitted their trials to end
with the significant line,
" She walked upon a floor

of gold towards him." I

should add that the gold
of this quotation was really
the sand of Northern

'

i France, and has no refer-

ence to the emoluments of hotel-keeping in war-time.

We have it on the authority of Miss F. MILLS YOCNG
(who ought to know) that Beatrice Ashleigh (HoDDER AND

STOUGHTON) accepted homage as her due and conferred her

favours grudgingly. Otherwise I should never have believed

it of so charming a woman. Of her various followers I

always backed Frederick Hurst to win in the end, though
a parson-cousin made the running for some time and at

some pace. There was also a peer (Beatrice scratched

him almost before he had entered his name) and a poli-

tician who never had a dog's chance. I rejoice that she

put the politician in his right place, if there is a right

place for a politician. It is difficult to know how it would

have finished if Hurst, who had a past, had not fought
himself clean. As it, was, the War gave Miss YOUNG a

perfectly legitimate ending. Though her style still requires

w

page 296 was the niece, and not, as he states, the sister of
;

attention she can both construct a story and tell it with
Mrs. WILLS.

j

considerable power and charm.
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CHARIVARIA.
" PEACE," says M. CUCMKM KAU,

"
is

not as near as somo people think." Tin;

CROWN PRINCK, for example, is still

strongly opposed to the principle of

self-exterm i nation.

The lierliiiiT Tayeblalt culls upon the

people to fight on. Several natives

have been reprimanded for putting the

question, "Fight on what?"
'',- '','

"The sale of eggs by weight," says
a correspondent,

" while giving a

measure of justice to the house-

holder, would entail no hardship
to the producers." Before making
the change, however, it would he

no more than fair to allow the pro-
ducers a cluck in the matter.

Simple but ingenious precautions
have been taken to maintain the

secrecy of the soldier's vote, says a

political correspondent. Ingenious
too was the suppression of any tan-

gible reason for a General Election.

Officers attending the LORD
MAYOR'S banquet were required to

wear service dress without swords.

Officers who have been in the habit

of eating with their swords should

familiarise themselves with the use

of the fork. ...
,.

" If you ask me to fix a date when
the aeroplane will supplant the
motorcar as a means of travel,"

says a writer in The Dublin Even-

ing Mail,
" I confess myself at the

limit of my resources." A very
manly admission.

" I will not write a peace poem,"
says Mr. HENRY CHAPPELL,

" until

I see what peace is going to bring."
We cannot help thinking that Mr.
CHAPPELL. is not made of the same

paper asking where invisible ink can
|

" In choosing a wife," sa\ s Mr. NAT
be obtained. " In the; Post Office ink- GOODWIN, mako M;IO tlmt the lady is

a good cook." Personally wo
<lo that.

pots," is the right answer.

According to an official notice a

grocer is not bound to supply customers
with the sort of jam they want. It is Italians.

Dulcigm ,-iipic'd by the

not known who has been spreading the
foolish rumour that a grocer can't do
as he likes.

With reference to the man charged
at Lambeth Police Court with stealing
a fur coat by walking out of a shop

Fearless but uitsophitticated I'u

THE GERMANS SHELLING us?"
TELL ME -ARE

dogged stuff as some of our minor poets.
'' ~'

wearing the article in question, it is

not true that he eluded observation by
making a noise like a moth.

News from Amsterdam indicates that

According to The Brisbane Argus a

young lady who was recently knocked
down by a racing motorist has now
married him. Nervous pedestrians are

'

the KAISER will not after all bequeath
of the opinion that one or two sharp the War to the CROWN PRINCE.

lessons like this should have a very
good effect on motorists.

.

There will be a strong demand for

! the 5d. egg," says a contemporary.
There is talk in London of setting up Our own fear is that the supply will

a Ministry of Armistice. i be every bit as strong as the demand.

"Chimney sickness," says Anniri'i:i, There is no definite announcement
"

is quitea common complaint." We are yet as to whether Mr. HARRY LAV nr.n

not surprised to hear this, for we have will be a Parliamentary Candidate at

seen quite young chimneys smoking. the forthcoming Election, but we gather
that an attempt is being made to find aV

correspondent writes to a weekly
'

pocket borough for LITTLE TICK.

.iY.s///i

n-'i.il DIAZ would

"The premonitory symptoms of

rabies," says u. \\ i

"are printed on all dog lii-nico-. 1:

dog owners would read these the out-

break would soon ho suppressed."

Surely the simplo way w.iiild bo to

pin them up whore the dog can
read them. ^ ^

(iuildford Town Councillors have
decided not to wait until the War
is over, but to provide themselves
at once with cocked hats. It seeing

a pity that the two things should
clash like thin.

. i

)i>;>fx>s it appears that the
KAISKU is prepare! <>se of

the cocked hat into which he
was knocked recently by Austria's

capitulation.

The Bolshevist Minister at Stock-

holm has started in business as a
tailor. Only in this way, it ap-

pears, will he enjoy an opportunity
of occasionally letting out a little

gore. -
Sana Souci.

"The Kaisrr lias ordered that sixty

Imperial castles shall be used as hospital*
or recreation homes for invalids. Among
the ensiles is SuB*x>u<i."

Liverpool l'uj*-i.

The castle doesn't seem to have
been as "careless" as the com-

positor.--
" Since Henry Irving and Poiwart, has

any face in its cynicism and cruelty, tu

the Vices shown the demon of darknew
was, with such brain shining through it?

If this episode were not in a revne, how
much more would havo been written of her
in it !

"
Ereniny News.

What a mercy that the episode it-an in

a revue !-
"1'riuce Yi'Hliito of Uigiuhi-Fughimi was

given a farm welcome on In.- .,in, ,.,! visit to

the Grand Fleet." (tlasjmr Herald.

We presume his Highness was greeted
with the chorus,

" We plough thooceau

blue," from H.M.S. Pinafore.

"Tliii same n.imc -[art was most effectively

played by Miss- , and our only word of

criticism is that it is against the btit traditions

to receive the crowning reward of malignant
at the fall of the curtain with a charm-

ingly brazen smile." Kretting 1'apfr.

Still, it is so unusual for the audience

to kiss the villainess that we think she

may be excused for not knowing the

appropriate tradition.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING.
THE following retrospective journal,

which does not claim a precise accuracy
about the order of events, represents
a rough palimpsest of the impressions
left on the brain of an average reader

by the reports, anticipations and con-

tradictions of the Press during the

course of t'.ie last few weeks.

Monday. The Wolff Bureau reports
that the Allies have sustained the

usual number of sanguinary repulses.

Tuesday. LUDENDOKFF urges the

necessity for an armistice.

Wednesday. Germany becomes a

Democracy.
Thursday. -. LUDENDOKFF protests

against the idea of an armistice.

Friday. LUDENDOKFF resigns. The
KAISER accepts LUDENDOUFF'S resigna-
tion.

Saturday. -The KAISER abdicates.

LUDENDOHFF accepts the KAISER'S ab-

dication. - -

Sunday. The Socialist party in the

Reichstag demands the abdication of

the KAISER. The KAISER says he will

be damned first.

Monday. The Socialist party in the

Reichstag retorts that, whether the
KAISER is damned first or last, he will

be damned anyhow and had better get
it over at once.

Tuesday. The KAISER abdicates.

Wednesday. The German Govern-
ment informs President WILSON that

it is now in a position to negotiate
with him as a full-blown Democracy.
President WILSON doesn't believe it.

Thursday. The KAISER indicates

that he is entirely at the People's
disposal, and will abdicate or not

according as it suits the wishes of the
Fatherland.

Friday. The Socialist party in the

Reichstag replies that it is a matter of

absolute indifference to the German
Democracy whether the KAISER elects

to abdicate or not.

Saturday. The KAISER abdicates.

Sunday. The German Democracy
becomes a Limited Monarchy. Im-

perial Crown offered to the CROWN
PRINCE'S adolescent son. The CROWN
PRINCE is not consulted in the matter.
. Monday. The KAISER announces
that, if it would suit the convenience
of the Reichstag, he will consent to

keep on for a bit at whatever personal
inconvenience.

Tuesday. Kaiser KARL abdicates
after removing the family jewels.

Wednesday. Kaiser WILLIAM re-

marks that it was a dirty trick on the

part of Kaiser KARL to desert a bro-
ther-monarch. He (Kaiser WILLIAM)
would sooner perish at the head of his

conquering army.

Thursday. Tsar BORIS abdicates.

Friday. Kaiser WILLIAM wires to

TINO to sesure for him the second-best

Royal Suite at the Hotel des Rois en

Exil, Switzerland. Kaiser KARL con-
tinues to abdicate.

Saturday. Kaiser WILLIAM makes
alternative arrangements to lease a

chateau in Sweden.

Sunday. The Higher Command de-

clares that the Fatherland will light to

its last Hun. Uninterrupted continua-

tion of Peace pourparlers. -

Monday. The KAISER abdicates.

Tuesday. The Socialist party in the

Reichstag reminds the KAISER that he
has hitherto ignored its invitation to

him to abdicate. The KAISER reminds
the Socialist party in the Reichstag
that he has already abdicated four

times and that there must be a limit

somewhere. Penultimate abdication of

the KAISER.

Wednesday. The KAISER withdraws

by stealth bo Headquarters in tiie dead
of night.

Thursday.' The KAISER arrives

openly at Headquarters in his capacity
of War Lord. The Higher Command
comments favourably on the robust
and cheerful appearance of the ALL-
HIGHEST.

Friday. The KAISER compliments
his Army on its recent triumphs and
orders a white flag.

Saturday. The KAISER abdicates for

the last time.

Sunday. The consensus of opinion
among German financiers, anxious to

cut their losses, is that it is high time
the KAISER abdicated.

Monday. The well-informed Frank-

furter Zeitung states that in the matter
of the KAISER'S rumoured abdication

nothing whatever has occurred beyond
"suggestions by suitable persons with
a view to procuring an expression of

the KAISER'S will."

Tuesday. The KAISER announces
that his will remains the supreme law
and that while ready to do anything in

reason to facilitate the establishment
of a German Democracy he draws the
line firmly at abdication.

Wednesday. Positively final abdica-
tion of the KAISER.

Thursday. Arrival of the German
parlementaires under a white flag in

the French lines. Armistice signed at

London offices of a Press Agency.
Friday. Armistice remains unsigned.
Saturday. The War goes on as usual._ O. S.

"Alluding to Turkey, he [Mr. Asquith] said

that, whatever epitaph was written upon its

tombstone, it certainly would not be the word
'

Resurgum.'
"

Newcastle Daily Journal.

Meaning to imply, no doubt, that

Turkey has lost all its stieking-power.

ATHLETIC PROWESS.
A PEREMPTORY intimation to the

landlord that if he did not give the

dining and drawing-rooms another coat-

ing of paper the walls would collapse
brought Mr. Colver in person to investi-

gate. As a rule he shrank from meeting
his tenants, and in expansive moments
was wont to boast that by avoiding
them and "

necessary repairs
"
he made

enough every year to erect a new
house.

The instant I saw him I knew that
he had come prepared to offer a firm

resistance, for his right hand was play-
ing nervously over his waistcoat.

"Dear me," he murmured in his

most benevolent tone,
" I have forgotten

my .spectacles. I shan't be able to see
without "em."

It was an old dodge and my heart
sank. How often had I heard of Mr.
Colver's inability to detect unhealthy
briekwoek; tla/rnp corners and bulging
window-frames because he had mislaid
his glasses. Inexperienced tenants had

hopefully accepted his. promise to call

the next day and had bitterly regretted
their trust. Knowing all this 1 deter-

mined to insist upon conducting him
round the house myself and explaining
what I wished to be done. <

>
*

.

" Nice lot of cups you 've got there,"
he remarked as we stood in the dining-
room and I was expatiating upon its

demerits.
"
Yes," I said carelessly,

"
they 're

not bad." I preferred to ignore his

amazed surprise. The sideboard cer-

tainly was a blaze of silver.
"
Runnin', racin' and all that ?

"
said

Mr. Colver, staring at me now.
" That big one," I answered depre-

catingly,
" was won by a record walk

from London to Brighton. This is a

trophy of the Kingston Regatta. Most
of the others also commemorate aquatic

triumphs. These two however," I added

modestly,
"
signify that the holder was

the champion of the rifle club during
the years 1912 and 1913. The silver

statuette was a second prize at the

Basher Amateur Boxing Club's last

assault-at-arms."

"Wonderful!" exclaimed my land-

lord. " If I may say so without givin'
offence I suppose you must be quite

forty ?
"

"
Forty-four," I said, anxious to con-

vey the impression that it was only my
age that kept me out of khaki.

Half-dazed by his admiration for his

athletic tenant, Mr. Colver was as clay
in my hands. He agreed to everything,
thanks to the presence of the glittering

cups, and the bathroom and kitchen

were deftly added by me to the list of

repairs. When I told Daphne later
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SURRENDER DE LUXE.
Tommy. "WOT THE DOOCE ABE you?"
Hun. "I VOS THE SEEVAST OP LEUTNANT GHAF VON SPITSBUBG. IS A MOMENT HE ARRIVE. "

she declared that I was a wizard, but
her surprise was nothing to that of Mr.
Colver's other tenants. They positively

gasped when the men came to do the
work.
A year later I saw Mr. Colver again,

but in vastly different circumstances.
He was now sitting as chairman of the
local tribunal, and I, called to the
colours at the age of forty-five, was

eloquently explaining to him and his

fellow-members why I ought not to be
sent into the army. I told how I had
led a sedentary life for a quarter of a

century, added various details of a

distressing nature from my medical

history, and, despite the fact that Mr.
Colver's stare was one of pained sur-

prise, affirmed that I should be an ex-

pensive wastrel if taken from civil life.

My landlord delivered the verdict of

the tribunal.

"You must join up in a mouth," he
said tersely.

I tried to gain time.

"Leave to appeal refused," he re-

torted, and the next case was called.

Eeturning from the station the follow-

ing evening I saw Mr. Colver ambling
ahead of me and I immediately accosted
bim.

"Why were you so emphatic about

my case ?
"
I asked, brushing aside his

apologies.
" I 'm sorry," he answered, gradually

becoming severe ; "I didn't like to men-
tion it openly at the tribunal because
the information had reached me pro-

fessionally as it were and you might
have regarded it as a breach of con-
fidence."

" What do you mean ?
"
I exclaimed.

" You 've evidently forgotten," he said

solemnly,
" that you once showed me a

dozen cups you 'd won at walkin", row-
in' and runnin'. Do you think I was
goin' to keep out o' the army a chap
what had won cups for shootin' a year
or two before the War? Likewise a
statoo for boxin' ? You '11 be a credit

to the country, mister, and I don't

regret bavin' done more for your house
than I intended to. It '11 be easier to

let if you want to get rid of it."

He passed on, leaving me to realise

that it was now too late to explain to

him or to anyone else that the cups had
not been mine at all. I had merely
taken care of them for my opposite
neighbour whilst lie and his family had
been at Bournemouth.

LESSON FOB GERMANY. He " strafes
"

longest who
"
strafes

"
last.

NATUEE NOTES AT THE FKONT.
November 1st. This morning, as I

went through the garden of my billet,

a gossamer thread touched my brow.
It was that of the early-rising spider,
and in the golden glimpse of the

rising sun I could see his kindred busy
in their strong points each faery web
glittering with diamond dew ready for

any incursion by the errant autumnal

midge or other adventurous and belated

insect. Over the mud and wood-frame
wall came the zephyrs of November.
Another month was born ! A yellow
slug gaily traversed the path full of

joie de vivre. A middle-aged cabbage
shone dully green. A leaf fell from a
tall tree with a dull sickening thud.
A small fly squeaked in the toils. I

must tell Carmelite House all about it.

A Cold Comforter.

"LOST, BLACK MAKBLE STOLE, on Old

Edinburgh Road." Scottish Paper.

" If the Government concluded peace on the
terms proposed this election was unnecessary.
If this election was to decide pot-war policy it

was premature." 'Mr. H. S.tJii'Kr, as reported
bij

" The Daily Chronicle."

The very last man we should have

suspected of pot-valiance.
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'Oil, MUM, THIS JS A DELICIOUS BOO. Il MUSI BE PKE-WAB."

MUSICAL GOSSIP.

THE War has broadened the horizon

of the composer is unfortunately in-

capable of correct transliteration, but we
understand that he is a leading professor

of musical art. Not only has the mouth-
1

at the Mandalay Conservatoire, besides

organ come into its own, but Mr. WELLS ! being a director of a Ruby Mine Corn-

in his latest work, mainly designed to ex- Ipany and a prominent Theosopbist.
hibit our educational breakdown, bears

',
For the performance of the concerto

eloquent testimony to the humanizing
j

the Queen's Hall orchestra will be re-

influences of tho pianola. But this is I inforced by a quartet of xylophones
not all. In the past week reference has , made of teak, which formerly belonged
been made in the Press to the appear-
ance in London of two distinguished

foreign musicians a North American

to the Court band of King THEBBAW.
Sir HENRY WOOD will conduct from the

interior of a model of , tho old Moulmein
Indian prima donna and a male per- pagoda, kindly lent for the occasion by
former from Hawaii, who elicits won- Mr. RUDYARD KIPHNG. At the same

derful effects from the ukulele, an instru-

ment resembling the guitar. The bala-

laika, or Russian guitar, has long been

acclimatised in our midst, but there is

evidently a bright future forthe ukulele.

It has apparently all the banjoviality
of tho banjo with an added grace of its

own. It is said moreover to be the

concert solos will be performed on the

nose-flute by a native of Cuzco. The
tone of this remarkable instrument is

said to be extraordinarily penetrating
and to have a most stimulating effect

on the pineal gland and the pituitary

body. We may also add the gratifying

intelligence that the Princess Ranavo

experts as having a pronounced nutty
flavour, combining the low range of

Madame CLARA BUTT with the voce

di testa of Madame TKTRA/XIM. Her

agility is phenomenal ; she 1ms been

called' the champion vocal sprinter of

the universe, and has received decora-

tions from the King of tho fiolomou

Islands, the Bogum of Bhopal and Mr.

KENNEDY JONES.

Kaiser William's "Agony."
"Hoped to be in London, but so far im-

possible. BILL." Daily Paper.

TIM: HI:N :ON
Immi Bosch.

favourite instrument of Sir HORACE
j

lukavalona of Madagascar has been

PLUNKETT. engaged to sing at one of the Royal
^11 __ _ i o i_i. ' , ,.i . rpi, j i_ * i , .^

In this context it is worth noting
that a concerto for the Burmese gong
is to bo produced at one of the Queen's

Choral Society's concerts. This is the

first instance of a princess appearing
in oratorio at the Albert Hall. The

Hall Symphony Concerts. The name ! Malagasy diva's voice is described by

"General Alleuby has been promoted to bo

a night Grand Cross of the Most Honourable
Order of tho Bath." Liverpool Echo.

It is supposed that this unusual honour

has been accorded him in order to mark
" the end of a perfect day."

There is a Green Isle in the West
With abundance of provender blest,

Lnconscripted and pampered,
By rations unhampered.

Yet deeming herself most "distressed."
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A WELL-CONDUCTED FAMILY.
Demetrius is a noble old fellow ;

there is something of dignity in his

bearing, a stateliness of carriage that

seems to belong to the courtly times

that we of these unquiet clays are

leaving so far behind. The presence
of Demetrius would quell the flippancy
of even the gayest and brightest of our

judges. lie commands the respect of

all who know him.
Demetrius is a hedgehog, and lie has

a wife, Boadicea, and an offspring,
Peter. Their home is underneath the

summer - house, and every evening
during the summer they used to. take

the air upon the tennis-lawn, Demetrius

leading, Boadieca a little behind him,
and Peter trotting along a yard or so

in the rear. They are a highly respect-
able family, and very strict with Peter.

Demetrius is a parent of the stern old-

fashioned school ; I am sure Peter

always addresses him as "
Sir."

Peter is a dear little chap, full of fun
and frolic, and though they never show
it his parents are really very proud of

him. They have taught him to roll

up compactly into a bristly ball at the

approach of suspected danger, and he
does it extremely well for a youngster.
They are very particular about his

manners also. Peter, when quite a
small hedge-pigling, was inclined to

eat a trifle noisily I suppose it is no

light achievement to be able to masti-
cate a black-beetle with the decorous
silence becoming a well-bred hedge-
hog and Demetrius was determined
to eradicate this fault. He would lec-

ture Peter austerely ; one could almost
hear the severe terms in which he

pointed out how this habit was not

only a social depravity but also dis-

tinctly unpatriotic, as hinting at a lean-

ing towards the manners and customs
of the Central Empires. If Peter were
recalcitrant hewas made to go and stand
in the corner of th6 lawn with his face
to the garden roller in disgrace ;

but he
quickly mastered his failing. Before

long he could munch a May-bug in the
most exemplary pianissimo.

_

Boadicea is a sweet but rather faded
little woman, entirely devoted to her
liusband and son. She must have been

very pretty as a girl, for even now
;here is a lissom grace about her figure
ihat one does not see in many hedge-
sows of her age. She is a great hun-
;ress and possessed of a considerable
;urn of speed. I have seen her run
down a wire-worm on the level; and
she is very quick at the kill. I don't
remember having seen anything to beat
ler even at a Waterloo Cup meeting.
Every autumn Demetrius leads his

'amily to bed under the summer-house

and we see nothing more of them unti

the following spring. This year Petei

seemed very loth to go ;
I like to think

of him as pleading to be allowed to

sit up
"
just one more week, please

Mother:" But he as well as his par-
ents was beginning to look very sleep}
towards the end of September, anc
soon the tennis-lawn knew them no
more. I expect when they come down
to breakfast next April Peter will be

getting quite a big boy.
And what a surprise for them when

they find the War over.

PRIVATE PEACE PLANS.
IN response to a circular request from

Mr. Punch, asking various persons of

eminence to state what they intended
to do first on the arrival of Peace,
the following replies have been antici-

pated :

LORD NORTIICLIFFE. I find it diffi-

cult at the present moment to answer

your question with exactitude ; but

doubtless, whatever else I may do when
Peace comes, I shall make my presence
felt. A good deal, however, depends
on whether or not Germany accepts
my terms.

THE FUEL CONTROLLER. I shall do

my best to induce the War Office to

get the miners back first of all. But
it sounds too sensible.

PRESIDENT WILSON. I think I shall

be a little disappointed. I wanted the
world made safe for Democrats, not for

Republicans,

BERNHARDI. I shall complete my
book entitled Mistakes of the War of
1914-18, and How they may be avoided
in the Next.

A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR. I shall

go abroad for a change of air.

SIR HENRY DALZIEL. I shall take
another walk down Fleet Street with

my pockets full of money.
MR. ARNOLD BENNETT. I will let

you hear again as soon as I have
made up my mind whether or not to
refuse a title.

MR. ASQUITH. The lessons of his-

iory, and there is, if I may say so, no
setter instructor, inform us that the

nauguration of a lasting and equitable
peace is invariably followed by a revival
of partisan activity. In so far then as

my other avocations permit I shall,
with the valued co-operation of my
political friends, fling myself once more
and with renewed vigour into the clash
of parties at Westminster.

MR. LYTTON STRACHEY. I shall

sharpen my pen, mix a little more acid
with the old blue-black, and get to

work on some eminent Edwardians and
Georgians.

MRS. HUMPHRY WARD. I shall sub-

ject the works of Mr. H. G. WELLS
and Mr. LYTTON STRACHEY to a delight-
ful re-reading.

MR. BERNARD SHAW. I shall at once
take steps to get my name again, and
more sympathetically, before the public.

SIR ALFRED BUTT. I shall concen-
trate on the production of a new revue

dealing with the new era, and having
some such witty and original title as
What ho, Utopia !

CAPTAIN P. F. WARNER. I shall

organise a grand spectacular irrespon-
sible cricket match, with no wicket-

keep and fourteen points.

A PACIFIST. I shall find time hang
very heavy on my bands.

CRAB-APPLE. ,

I DREAMED the Fairies wanted me
To spend my birth-night with them

all ;

And I said,
" Oh, but you 're so wee

And I am so tremendous tall,

What could we do ?
"

"
Crab-apple stem !

"

Said they, and I was just like them.

And then, when we were all the same,
The party and the fun began ;

They said they 'd teach me a new game
Of "

Dew-ponds."
" I don't think I

can

Play that," I said.
"
Crab-apple blue !

"

Said they, and I could play it too.

And then, when we had played and

played,
The Fairies said that we would

dance ;

And I said,
"
Oh, but I 'm afraid

That I 've no shoes." I gave a glance
At my bare toes.

"
Crab-apple sweet !

"

Said they, and shoes were on my feet.

And then we danced away, away,
Until my birth-night all was done;

And I said,
" I '11 go home to-day ;

And thank you for my lovely fun,
[ '11 come again."

"
Crab-apple red !

"

Said they, and I woke up in bed.

Another Impending Apology.
From the report of a Prisoners of

War Committee :

" We are now making a change in the pack-
ng arrangements, and instead of six lOlb.
>arccls per month, we shall send a weekly
.51b. parcel, this by special concession of the

Postmaster-General, who has raised the weight
imit in our favour. He tells me he is in the
mental ward at present, but is quite all right."

Local Paper.
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DELIVERING THE GOODS.

IMPRESSIONS OF A JOY-HIDE WITH THE M.T.
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Newly-arrived Tommy.
" LUMMY! YOU DO SEE SOME SIGHTS ON THIS BOAD. WHAT PRICE THAT ENGINE AFFAIR JUST GONE BY? DID

vou NOTICE IT?"

Old Sand. "NOTICE IT! WHY, IF A RHINOCEROS WAS TO COME ALONG IN A TIN 'AT, I SHOULDN'T PASS NO REMARKS."

GALLIPOLI.
Qui procul hinc ante diem perierunt.

YE unforgotten, that for a great dream died,
Whose failing sense darkened on peaks unwon,

Whose souls went forth upon the wine-dark tide

To seas beyond the sun,
Far off, far off, but ours and England's yet,
Know she has conquered ! Live again, and let

The clamouring trumpets break oblivion !

Not as we dreamed, nor as you strove to do,
The strait is cloven, the crag is made our own ;

The salt grey herbs have withered over you,
The stars of Spring gone down,

And your long loneliness has lain unstirred
(
/
(

By touch of home, unless some migrant bird
Flashed eastward from the white cliffs to the brown.

Hard by the nameless dust of Argive men,
Eemembered and remote, like theirs of Troy,

Your sleep has been, nor can ye wake again
To any cry of joy ;

Summers and snows have melted on the waves,
And past the noble silence of your graves
The merging waters narrow and deploy.

But not in vain, not all in vain, thank God,
All that you were and all you might have been

Was given to the cold effacing sod,
Unstrewn with garlands green ;

The valour and the vision that were yours
Lie not with broken spears and fallen towers,
With glories perishable of all things seen.

Children of one dear land and every sea,

At last fulfilment comes the night is o'er
;

Now, as at Sainothrace, swift Victory
Walks winged oil the shore ;

And England, deathless Mother of the dead,

Gathers, with lifted eyes and unbowed head,
Her silent sons into her arms once more.

For Services Rendered.

This is our Merchant Seamen's " Gift Week." The
Silver Thimble Fund, which has already collected 47,000
for War Charities, is asking for gold and silver and all

other kinds of jewellery to be sent to The Silver Thimble

Depot, 160A, New Bond Street, W., in the hope of raising
10,000 to endow a ward in the Seamen's Hospital, Green-

wich. Mr. Punch can think of no better way of celebrating
a victorious Peace than by a practical proof of our gratitude
to the Service that has done so much to bring it about.

Miss EVA MOOBE has arranged a Matinee, to be given at

the Alhambra on Sunday, November 17th, at 3 P.M., in

aid of the Kensington War Hospital Supply Depdt, to

whose admirable work Mr. Punch has more than once

paid tribute. Among those who have kindly promised
to appear are Mrs. PATRICK CAMPBELL, Lady TREE,
Miss LOTTIE VENNE, Miss VIOLET LORAINE, Miss CISSIE

LOFTUS, Mr. COURTICE POUNDS, Mr. OWEN NARES, Air.

LAUHI DE FHECE, Mr. ARTHUR WONTNER. Tickets, which

range in price from 21s. to Is. 3(7., can be obtained from
Miss EVA MOORE, 13, Kensington Square, W. 8 (Telephone,
Western 1807), or from the National Sunday League,
31, Eed Lion Square, W.C.I. (Telephone, Holborn 1524).
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, November 4th. Both the

SPEAKER and the LEADER OF THE HOUSE
were again in their places, to the satis-

faction of everybody, and particularly
of the lady visitors, some of whom, it

is reported, had threatened to sue the

management if the star -per-
formers continued to absent

themselves.

The FOOD-CONTROLLER has
decided to fix a maximum
price for eggs. Some Mem-
bers greeted this decision

with derisive cries of " No
more eggs !

"
but others con-

sidered it a timely precaution
in view of the imminence of

a General Election.

Another sign of the times

is the offer of a certain Con-
servative Association to pro-
vide its subscribing members
with free insurance against
accidents in public vehicles.

This was vehemently con-

demned as unfair by General PAGE
CKOFT, the leader of the " Nationals

;

"

his objection, I understand, being that

the insurance does not cover Third-

Party risks.

The growing disrespect for estab-

lished institutions is exciting alarm
in Government circles. Lord HENRY
BENTINCK actually had the temerity to

ask this afternoon,
" Is it not possible

to take Lord NORTHCLIFFE a little too

seriously?" and some Members

laughed. Where is this sort of

thing going to end?
The Bill to render women elig-

ible for the House of Commons
passed its second reading without
a division. But more than one
Member expressed fears lest the
charms of public life should prove
more alluring than matrimony to

gifted women. Sir HEDWOBTH
MEUX'S picture of a future Prime
Ministress, distracted between the
rival claims of the Cradle and the

Cabinet, was drawn with strokes

so broad as to bring down upon
him an austere rebuke from both
Front Benches.

Tuesday, November 5th.

Though GUY EAUX be reckoned

among the " has-beens
" we shall

still have reason to "remember,
remember the 5th of November."
For on this day the PRIME MINIS-

TEH, fresh from Versailles, read
to the House the terms, stern but
not vindictive, on which Austria-

Hungary has been allowed to go
out of the War.

It was the worst day in the year
that the Irish Nationalists could

havechosentoputforwardtheiramazing their chastisement more quietly than is

proposition that Britain should not be . their wont. Mr. DILLON indeed seemed
allowed to enter the Peace Conference

until she had granted Home Eule to

Ireland. Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR essayed
the hopeless task of trying to rekindle

in a thin House the dying embers of

Liberal enthusiasm, damped almost to

chiefly annoyed with Sir EDWARD CAR-
SON'S silence, and declared that he
was now "

King CAUSON and lord and
master of Ireland." Whereupon the
monarch uncoiled himself from the seat

whence he had watched the debate and

KEEPING THE HOME BOLE FIRES BURNING
MR. T. P. O'CONNOB.

extinction by Irish

War. But even with some perfunctory
help from Mr. ASQUITH and Mr. SAMUEL
he could not blow it into a flame. In
fact such heat as the debate engendered
was supplied by the CHIEF SECRETARY
and Mr. BONAR LAW, who told the

Irish home-truths about their conduct

during the War in language almost as

vehement and volcanic as their own.
On the whole the Nationalists took

KING CARSON.

(Fancy portrait by Mr. DILLOS.)

quietly observed,
"
May I say

that this is the tenth year of

my reign ?
"

a useful re-

minder that Liberals as well

as Tories had failed to find a
solution for the Ulster part
of the Irish problem.
The Resolution was watered

down in deference to the ob-

jections of some British Home
Rulers, but even in its diluted

form was supported by only
115 Members, including Nat-

ionalists, Pacifists, and a few
Liberal ex-Ministers, and was
defeated by a majority of 81.

Wednesday, November 6th.

Woman's triumphal march
continues. True, Mr. MAC-

apathy about the PHERSON said it was impossible, with-
out legislation, to grant commissions to

lady-doctors employed in military hos-

pitals, and there was no use therefore

in '\camouflaging
"
them his word, not

mine with pips. But as a solatium
the House decided that, though Woman
may not vote until she is thirty, she may
write herself M.P. (if she can find an

obliging constituency) at twenty-one.
What is more, if she happens to be

a Peeress in her own right and
j

her brother-Peers are willing
there is nothing to prevent her

sitting in both Houses, a thing
that no mere man can do.

Thursday, November 7th.

Lord ROBERT CECIL has invented
a neat formula for dealing with
the kind of questions that it is

equally embarrassing to ans\ver

or ignore. "The points raised

will not be forgotten," he tells

his inquisitors, and leaves them

speechless.
The Member who pleaded for

the release of the Irish prisoners,
because many of them "perhaps
all of them "

desired to be Can-
didates at the coming Election,

must, I think, have been misin-

formed. For immediately after-

wards another Member elicited

the fact that in gaol they enjoy
"a full, varied and most satisfying

diet," which is more than they
would get just now in the House
of Commons' dining-room.

I am sure Colonel BUHGOYNE
meant well when he suggested
the amendment of the Parliament

(Qualification of Women) Bill by
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Instructor. "NEVER MIND LOOKING AT YEB WATCH, ME LAD. I'M. TELL YEB WHEN THE WAB'S OVEB."

the inclusion of clergymen within its

scope. But the clergy will hardly thank
him for the implied comparison. They
are rather tired of jokes about " the

clerical sex."

The mysterious relations of Lord
NORTHCLIFFE to the Ministry of In-

formation aroused the curiosity of many
Members. Mr. PRINGLE, while prais-

ing his recent forecast of the peace
terms as " reasonable and moderate,"
could not understand how he was al-

lowed to put it forward as a private
individual. Sir EDWABD CARSON in-

veighed against the impropriety of a
subordinate official of one Ministry
being allowed to attack the head of an-

other, as. Lord NORTHCUFFE had done

through his newspapers in the case of

Lord MILNER
; while Mr. DILLON de-

clared that the Napoleon of journalism
was at his old tricks and using private
information to obtain the reputation of

a prophet.
Mr. BALDWIN'S defence was that

"
Napoleons will be Napoleons." Mr.

DILLON, he said, seemed to desire the

appointment of a "Northcliffe Con-

troller"; but that was impracticable.
All our bravest men are too busy to

take on the job.

THE RUINED PARTY.

(No, not the Irish Party this time.)

His family, to mark the bard's

Blankth birthday, for his sake

Capitalised its sugar cards
And sent him out n. cake

A gift which very welcome comes
To armies marching on their turns.

And so I begged in friendship's name
Some kindred souls to meet

That eventide and wolf the same,
Washed down by coffee (neat) ;

Just now there is apparent here
A painful paucity of beer.

At noon there came life can be

hard
A sergeant to suggest

That I should do a quarter-guard ;

I kindly acquiesced ;

One does with those who wear the

three-

Striped emblem of authority.

The kindred spirits met that night,
But though I was not there

They did not bring otie appetite
This absence could impair ;

My health they cordially ate,

Leaving no heel-taps on the plate.

And when at last I graced the scene,
From sentry-go released,

The clasp-knife (left for me to clean)
With which they 'd carved the feast

Bore on its blade my share (or lot),
One currant and a greasy spot.

Another Impending1

Apology.
" MILK SUPPLY.

It was decided to agree to pay to the Food
Control Committee a portion 'of the cost of

extending the water main to Farm,
Mr. having agreed in that event to

purchase twelve more cows." Ktsex 1'aper.

"Colonel Roosevelt . . . wisely warns all

whom it may concern :
' We should accept not

controlled by Austrophils, nor is unconditional
surrender of Germany and her vassal allies

Austria and Turkey, and which does not free

the subject races of Austria and Turkey from
the yoke of Austrian, Magyar, and Turk.'
This shows how much clearer some things arc

seen at a distance." Evening Paper.

We infer that the writer keeps an

English grammar at his elbow.

"
During the past few days rumours of the

abdication of the Kaiser have been as thick as
' autumnal leaves on the brooks of Ambrosia.' "

Bristol Ki-cning Neirs.

We are unable to trace the quotation,
but we gather that the writer wishes
us to understand that WILLIAM has got
it in the nectar.
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REPRISALS.
THAT ass Ellis has tried several

times to prevent me from serving my
King and country. At the time of

writing he has failed. But I can't

promise to be alive when you see this,

because lie is very persistent.

Why the authorities decided that I

must do an anti-gas course I don't

know. But they did ;
and the first

person that I met at the local II.Q.

(Gas) was Ellis.

H.Q. (Gas) is divided into two parts
the Gas Chamber and the Gas Ante-

Chamber. Add to these the Gas Colour-

Sergeant, the Gas Corporal, several

different kinds of gases, two gas-

masks, and finally, of course, Ellis and

me, and you have the
j

scenery, properties and
east complete. I am
the hero and the Colour-

Sergeant is the villain ;

the clown's part is

naturally reserved for

Ellis.

The first scene is laid

in the Gas Ante-Cham-
ber, and w-hen the cur-

tain rises we see the

Gas Colour -
Sergeant,

ably assisted by the Gas

Corporal, generating
the Ante-Chamber gas
for all he is worth. This
form of frightfulness
need not necessarily

prove fatal if taken in

moderate doses; in fact,

as far as I know, its

worst symptoms are

yawning and an intense

desire to sleep. It in-

cludes a short descrip-
1

1M

tion of the gases affected by Fritz, a

ghastly attempt at the scientific nomen-
clature of their component parts, and a
vast mass of undigested facts concern-

ing their whims and habits. When the

Colour-Sergeant had to stop for more
oxygen the Corporal carried on, until

Ellis floored him with some more than

usually impossible question. On the
whole I think Ellis generated more gas
than either of them ; but I am not sure,
because I succumbed to the very first

whiff, and only woke up at lunch-time.
At lunch, feeling that Ellis had made

a bigger fool of himself than usual, 1

determined to read him a lesson. I

began as follows:
"
Ellis, old man, have you made your

will?
"

"No," said Ellis in a startled voice.

"Why?"
"
Eeally," I answered seriously,

" I 'm

feeling particularly strong I '11 tell you
j

apples ; also several other facts which
what happened at my last course." I have mislaid. Once or twice I caught

Ellis looking at me in that spiteful way
of his, and he seemed to be pretty thick

with the Colour- Sergeant. By the

appened at my
Ellis blanched. " Go on," he mur-

mured between clenched teeth.
"
Well," I continued,

"
you know

how important it is that one's gas-mask
should be a perfect fit ?

"

Ellis only nodded. He was beyond
words.

" So important is it," I went on,
"that they will only test your mask
while you are actually in a strong con-

centration of gas ;
in short, in the Gas

Chamber itself. Masks were served

out and we were thrust at the bayonet's

point into the fatal room. When the

Colour-Sergeant and the Corporal came
in to see how we were getting on, they
found me pale but confident, for luckily

Burglar (disturledin the course oflmsiness). "Now you 'AVE WOKE UP, DOCTOR,
YEB MIGHT 'AVE A LOOK AT MY TONGUE. MY BEGLEB MAN'S DAHN WIV
THE FLU."

my mask fitted me. But when they
came to the other man, '

Corporal,'
said the Colour-Sergeant,

' I 'm afraid

you 've been careless again. This man's
mask doesn't fit properly. There must
be a leak somewhere." '

Sorry, Sir,'

replied the Corporal,
' but 'e 'ad such

a funny 'ead I couldn't do nuflink wiv
it.' Now 1 come to think of it, Ellis,

the slope of his forehead and chin was

just like yours. . . Be was as dead as

mutton," I added sadly.
Ellis swooned.
That afternoon they fitted us with

gas-masks in the open air. Even Ellis

was satisfied with the fit of his. Still,

the lesson had done him good, for he

occasional nods and winks that I inter-

cepted I judged they were enjoying
some futile joke together. Just like Ellis

to demean himself with his inferiors in

rank."

At length the day arrived for the

grand finale the actual test of five

minutes all alone with one's fears and
one's mask in the Gas Chamber. " A
concentration of chlorine," said the

Colour-Sergeant,
" that would kill you

in a minute but for the gas-mask."
Ellis went first. lie had to be half-

pushed through the fatal door that led

from the Gas Ante-

chamber to the lethal

apartment. Personally
I didn't think he took
it at all well

;
but then

what could one expect
from a fellow like Ellis?

Five minutes passed
ten minutes. I was

just wondering whether
I had not better boldly
enter and extract the

'

erring Ellis ere it was
too late, when in came

i

the Gas Colour - Ser-

geant and hustled rne

rudely towards the

door.
" Your turn, Sir," he

said grimly.
Cool though I was,

I hesitated a moment
before I took the plunge.
But only for a moment.

Murmuring the words,
" An officer and a gen

tleman !

"
I took a deep breath through

my respirator
" the last pure air," I

thought,
" that I may ever breathe on

earth." Then I proudly flung open the

portal, entered, and with equal firmness

closed the door behind me.
I was in a small and barely-furnished

room. It was but dimly lit by a sloping

skylight in the roof. A plain deal table

and two wooden chairs stood against
one wall, while opposite, on a steel

platform in shape not unlike an ordinary
kitchen range, stood the gas-cylinder,
a stumpy iron affair, from which the

venomous gas was hissing through a

small hole near the top.
And that was all. But horror! what

afraid you don't grasp the dangers we i that phosgene smells of lilac, mustard
are called upon to face. If you are

| gas of onions and lachrymatory of pine-

seemed very thoughtful and talked far was that dark bundle in the corner that

less than usual. lay so still ? Even before I rolled it

During the nest few days we sniffed over, instinct told me the whole dreadful

at mustard gas, wept at tear-gas and truth. It was Ellis !

sneezed at sneezing gas. We learnt I rushed for the door. It was locked.

I banged on it and yelled. My voice

sounded hollow, being muffled by the
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rubber nozzle in my mouth. I yelled

again, thereby filling the mask with air

and blowing off the nose cap.
And then, faint and subtle, camo the

smell. Gently, irresistibly, it forced its

way through rubber and chemicals and
all. So I was done for cut off in the

prime of my health and beauty. I

sobbed aloud, then grew strangely
culm. I knew now there had been
some hideous mistake. This was no
chlorine. It was the deadly mustard

gas ; for the smell was the smell of

onions.
"
They have lied to me," I murmured.

"The mask will not save me here."

So saying, I sank to the ground and
knew no more.

* :X # * *

A roar of laughter woke me. I

opened my eyes. Ellis was standing
in the middle of the room, braying like

the silly ass he is. The Colour- Sergeant
and the Corporal were sitting by the
table. A white cloth had been spread
and on the centre reposed the gas
cylinder, open now but still emitting
fumes.

Then it burst upon me that this

couldn't be the Gas Chamber after all.

"The Chamber !

"
I gasped.

" Where
is it?"

TheColour-Sergeant pointed his well-

loaded knife towards the door I had
entered by.

" The little room on the other side
of the Ante-Chamber," he said, and

deftly flicked the knife-load into his

mouth.
" I wish they 'd give us tripe and

onions every day," sighed the Corporal.

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
XVIII.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER XCIV.

George. There are two things I don't

quite understand. How is it that Swit-

zerland, which has always been a re-

public, was full of kings and emperors
at this time? And why did they
have such funny names " Tino

"
and

" Ferdie
" and so on ?

Mrs. M. Your perplexity, my dear

George, is quite intelligible. Switzer-
land was invaded by sovereigns, but

they did not reign in Switzerland. They
were attracted by the salubrity of the

climate and other potent considerations,
in which the instinct of self-preserva-
tion predominated. As I remarked to

you on a former occasion there is an

involuntary sympathy which one feels

for the unfortunate, and the sufferings
of exiled families naturally appeal to

the generous instincts of ingenuous
youth. But compassion needs to be

tempered with justice, and few of these

sovereigns were worthy of unstinted

"
1 'LL UKT THE OLD KAISER '8 FAIR MAD WITH OUR JOHNNIE ! THEM GERMANS 'AVB 'AD

FOUR YEARS TO 'IT HIM, AND THEY AIN'T DONE IT YET AND *E COMES HOMK ON LEAVE
TO-MORKER !

"

commiseration. Their very names prove
this, for' kings and eminent persons
who are habitually spoken of by de-

rogatory nicknames or abbreviations

are seldom, if ever, deserving of our re-

spect. CHARLEMAGNE was never called
"
Charlie," nor was our great sovereign,

ALFRED THE GREAT, ever referred to as
" Alf."

Richard. But how about " Bluff King
Hal" and " Good Queen Bess "?

Mrs. M. KINO HENRY VIII., as I

think I impressed upon you in dealing
with his reign, was not in all respects
an estimable character. Indeed in one
of our conversations you yourself, Rich-

ard, alluded to him as "that good-for-

nothing king." The rapidity with which
he contracted, and the unscrupulous-
ness with which he terminated, his

matrimonial alliances must always be

regarded as a blot on his record. And
QUEEN ELIZABETH was a mistress of

dissimulation, arbitrary in her ways,

haughty in her manners and addicted

to sad extravagance in her toilet.

Mary. Please tell us something about

the Court jesters in this reign.
Mrs. M. The office of Court jester

had long been abolished, but public
buffoons still flourished, whose business

it was to rove about and exhibit their

talents at public meetings or to indulge
in intellectual gymnastics in the news-

papers. They no longer wore a special

uniform, but were generally recognis-

able by eccentricities of dress or of ap-

pearance. As one of the writers of the

time, Dr. WELLS, observes,
" None of

them had the dignity and restraint of

the great Victorians, the Corinthian

elegance of RUSKIN, the Teutonic haui-

mer-blows of CARLYLE;" and he goes
on to mention two who " thrust a shame-

less obesity upon the public attention."

j

And this was, of course, all the more

; reprehensible at a time when there was
a considerable shortage of food.
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MY DIARY.
IT is absurd to say that we were unaffected by the War.

I myself, for instance, had become a Volunteer quite early in

the revived career of this particular branch of His Majesty's
service. I had suffered the slings and arrows of an out-

rageous sergeant-major, who dealt with us on the square
at Chelsea Barracks as if we were a pack of small boys
in our first term at school.

" Don't touch your fice !

"
he would roar. " Don't touch

it, I tell you. It 's marked out for the beauty prize, and

you can't improve it, no matter what you do."

This was perhaps one of the mildest pieces of well-studied

sarcasm that Sergeant-Major Batten hurled at his squad
of Volunteer Officers. Those who enjoyed the amenities

of the Chelsea Barrack square were supposed to go back
to the centres from which they came and spread the latest

military knowledge over the rural districts of England.
But it was not to talk of Volunteering that I began this

article. It was in order to draw your attention to my
diary, and to show you how this inanimate thing gradually

wrapped itself up in the War and ceased to take an interest

in anything else. I can only explain what I mean by telling

you that it became infused with a sort of life of its own,
and many a time I caught it nudging me when I wished to

set down any of the ordinary bald statements that are to

be found in every self-respecting diary. It tried, I am sure,

to withdraw itself from my writing-table, or, failing that,

to get itself lost under an accumulation of papers, or to

cross the nibs of my favourite pens, or commit some other

perversity. At the time I tried to explain these actions

on rationalistic theories. Now I know better and am sure

that my diary was absorbed in the War, and was trying
to prevent me from writing about anything else.

So matters went on until the Spring of this year, when
the great German offensive was being pushed with what
then seemed to us overwhelming force. I remember one

particular evening when I was trying to write in the diary
something about ration books. My diary protested. I

tried it with one shortage after another. It refused every
one of them and kept me strictly to military affairs, showing
a particular delight in the expert optimism of " D." of

The Westminster Gazette.

Then one evening arrived the glorious news of Marshal
FOCH'S counter-offensive. My diary showed great agita-
tion and insisted on having the details, meagre enough
at the moment, written into it. The pages simply crackled
with emotion as I obeyed the command. Thenceforth there
was no contest between my diary and me. Wherever it

led, I followed, and so together, under the impulse of the
British and their gallant Allies, we rolled up and swallowed
as it were mile upon mile of the devastated land of France.
From that moment we never looked back* but kept

steadily eastward all the time. Then came Bulgaria's
defection ; then Turkey fell out, and Austria-Hungary was
in convulsions ; and at last the great Panjandrum himself,
with the little round button on top, began to crack and

collapse and talk of an armistice. In my joyful revulsion
of feeling my diary shared to the full. Indeed I noticed
with some apprehension that it was swelling visibly, though
this may have been due to its absorption of some parti-

cularly succulent newspaper articles recording our victories.

Yesterday, when I went to take it from its shelf I could
not find it. I have searched for it high and low and still

it is in the ranks of the missing. I can only attribute its

loss to the fever of delight to which it was stirred by
recent glorious events. The reaction from gloom must have
been too sudden, and I assume that it did away with itself

in a spasm of spiritual ecstasy.

A TRUE TWISTER.
A SHORT time ago I was the happy possessor of three

boxes of wooden matches. They were not like war-time
matches. They were of the best pine long, large, square-
cut and actually capable of being ignited. I was proud of

such possessions and guarded them jealously from the pre-

datory fingers of Jane and her mistress. I hid them in a

little drawer behind three pairs of old gardening gloves.
Sometimes, when my mood was prodigal, I would strike

one to light a cigarette. It gave'me a feeling of reckless

egotism which, some say, comes only to Emperors. I had

my moments of happiness in those days.
It was the forenoon of Wednesday the thirtieth day of

October of this year and I was adjusting the set of the

celery bed when my attention was diverted by a clamour
in the house.

"That's Turkey," I said to myself as I cast down the

spade and prepared to join the carnival. "Of course," I

mused, "it may be Austria or both."

As I entered the dim portion of the hall which leads to

the garden I was aware of many figures gyrating in

front of me. They were flinging their arms about enthu-

siastically.
"Hurrah!" I shouted. "Is it Austria?" My foot grated

on something.
I picked it up. It was a match large, long, square-

cut and of the best pine.
I skated over another one. The hall was covered with

them.
"Hello ! Here 's Uncle Harry," cried my worst nephew,

flapping his unbuckled Sain Browne. " Come along, old

bean, and try a twister."

"A 'twister'?" I said, still fascinated by the sea of

matches.
"
Yes," they exclaimed severally and in chorus. " Haven't

you read to-day's Punch ? How the Scotsman flipped the
matches they went ping like a spent bullet the rotary
movement does it."

I stared at them blankly.
" It 's an excellent leg-pull," remarked the Colonel, cal-

lously striking three successive matches to light his pipe.
" I 've been bowling googlies with 'em and they didn't

even murmur," said my second-worst nephew.
"
But," he

added, producing a cavernous wallet,
"
they 're very useful

little firesticks all the same."
"I said it couldn't be done," exclaimed Margery; "I

said it before we found the matches."
"Found the matches?" I repeated dully, and instantly

knew the worst without going any further into the matter.
I picked up the remnant joylessly.
I hesitate to cast aspersions upon my own kin, nor do I

like my thoughts to dsvell suspiciously upon the Colonel,
who is an old and valued friend, but nevertheless it is a
fact that the matches we gathered up filled indifferently
but one box.

At present I am waiting patiently ; waiting until Mr.
Punch, following his usual custom, publishes the index to

bis volume which is now in the making. I shall then
become acquainted with my enemy and denounce him for

the fraud he is.

I know he is one because I, in privacy, have lost or

mutilated the remaining matches without the faintest

semblance of success.

Our Heroes on the Home Front.
"The Chairman of the Council, passing along Queen Street yester-

day, noticed a man struggling to get an oil barrel on a high waggon.
Without hesitation, he took off his coat and assisted." Local Paper,
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Lady. "BUT YOUR HORSE LOOKS TIRKD. PERHAPS I'D BETTER TAKE THE TUBE?
Cabby. "'E 'B IN THE BEST CF 'EALTH, MUM, BUT ALWAYS WAS A BIT OP A DUEWEB WILL DWELL ON TH TIMB WHEN ' WOK

THE DKRBT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Camilla (HODDF.R AND STOUGHTON) is to my thinking a

singularly difficult story to get hold of. When Camilla, a.

young American recuperating from the fatigues of divorcing
her husband, was plunged into the Nancarrmv family circle,

her confusion of mind was only equalled by my own. Per-

haps this effect was the deliberate intent of Miss ELIZABETH
ROBINS ; if so her success was certainly complete. As for

the Nancarroirs, for whom she seemed to claim admiration,

frankly I found them detestable. The one member who
had any vitality was definitely a bad lot, the others were
inane, and the whole family snobs unmitigated. But while
I understood and shared Camilla's feelings towards this

unattractive household her other difficulties seemed to lack

probability. Such insularities, for example, as "laces" for

shoes, or what one might call the come-and-find-me arrange-
ment of breakfast dishes on a side table, presented problems
for which I should have expected to find her better equipped.
Has American literature no books of travel and exploration
that might have prepared her for these emergencies ? Any-
how, having overcome the shoe and sausage obstacles and

got herself engaged to the least intelligent Nancarrmv,
Camilla felt that she had earned a rest, and went back to

America to enjoy it. But it was too late. Not even the

purer air of her native land, where "strings" are strings
and you can see what they are giving you for breakfast,
could restore a spirit bemused with Nancairoies. In the end,
after an encounter with her former husband, we leave

Camilla disengaged, sinking between two stools into (ap-

parently) a permanently astonished celibacy. Somehow 1

cannot think that so clever a writer as Miss ROBINB can
have found her very inspiring company.

Mr. EDEN PIIILLPOTTS, pursuing his tour among the
industries of England, takes us in The Spinners (I I KI s I:MAN N)
to the district of Bridport. Although ho gives us some
information about spinning, he is more concerned with the

spinners, and especially with one, Sabina Dinnett. The
tale is a tragedy, and in its concluding scenes is very real

and powerful ; but it suffers from Mr. I'IIILLPOTTS" growing
habit of deserting his main theme for matters of relatively
trivial importance. His quaint pictures of the love affairs

of three middle-aged people would be well enough in their

proper place, but here we are concerned with a serious

problem, and he loses grip when lie leaves it. The question
whether a main of education, whose passion is dead, ought
to marry a working-class girl by whom ho has had a child
is not a new one, but Mr. PHII.LPOTTS handles it witli great
skill. Among the minor characters I give the badge of

merit to Mr. Churchouse, a, dear old local author who
admitted on his death-bed that books which he professed
to have received from anonymous admirers had been sent

by himself. And the medal for idiocy ought certainly to

be handed to a Mr. Waldron,n person with no ideas outside

sport, whose conversation, as usual with this type, was

insufferably tiresome.

Many a student at the Bar and many an embryo
policeman must have entered upon his career with the

high criminological ideals which form the thesis of .Miss
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JEANKTTE LEE'S The Green Jacket (SKEFFINGTON), but few

can have been long in the business before they lost her

illusion that the prevention of crime or the reform of the

criminal can he "
all done by kindness." Even after reading

this fascinating story of the disappearance of the Mason
emeralds and the detection of the thief by Millicent

Newberry, the lady sleuth, and after paying due attention

to the deductive arguments of the latter, I still think that

existing systems are quite kind enough to felons and mis-

demeanants and that enough latitude is provided for them by
the Borstal and similar systems. But perhaps in America,
where the events take place, human nature is different and

better. Again, however rude it may seem to criticise coldly
and harshly so polite and warm-hearted a book, there are

two questions I must put to the author : If Oswald Mason
and his wife really loved each other with the concentrated

passion which is suggested, how on earth did they manage
to keep secret from each other those very actions upon
which the whole mystery depends?
love each other, what did the

mystery matter, since the

crime did nobody any harm
and was never meant to ? But
let the reader not trouble him-
self with' these nice points or

question too closely whether
Miss Newberry actually dis-

plays those gifts of deduction
and manipulation which her

advertised title of "a lady
Sherlock Holmes "

would in-

dicate ; let him read the story
for himself, taking up the

challenge of the same adver-

tisement, which proclaims that I

" the impenetrable mystery
will baffle him until the very
sentence in which the secret

is revealed."

And, if they did not

has done a thoroughly good bit under General PERSHINO,
with Marjory hard at work as near him as she could get.

There appears no special reason (other than the general

difficulty of finding a title for anything) why Miss DOROTHY
PEHCIVAL should have given to her story of life in a Canary
Island the name Footsteps (LANE). Because the special foot-

steps, the sound of which made the heroine sit up literally,

you can see her doing it on the illustrated wrapper only
came once, and that to the ultimate regret of the wicked

owner, who got nothing by his intrusion but a blow on the

head from the heroine's candlestick. Daphne was the lady's
name, and she had migrated to the Canaries with a father

whose morals (and footsteps) were both of them unsteadied

by alcohol. To such an extent indeed that when an affluent

but (in two senses) impossible suitor, with the rightly

handicapping name of Gonsalves, petitioned for the lady's
hand, papa professed to see no just impediment to the union.

Not so however Daphne; nor the handsome young English
engineer with the ready fist and

general Ralph Rackstraw man-
ner. But, to save her father,

Daphne temporised, till Gon-
salves lost patience, and be-

haved in the ungentlemanly
fashion and with the humi-

liating result indicated above.
All of which goes to prove
that if you must read in bed it

is as well to do so by the light
of a large-size candle. Also
that life in the Canaries is not

(so to speak) all groundsel.

|

To sum up, Miss PERCIVAL has
written a lively story, with a

touch of real originality about
the relations of the father and

daughter, but otherwise follow-

ing conventional lines, as these

are understood in fiction rather

than every-day life.Monte Covington, as good a
sort as ever did nothing but
amuse his lordly American self

all round the world and all

the year round (how incredible

that sounds to-day !), married

pretty Marjory Stockton at a moment's notice, merely to
'

first book A Chaste Man (HEINEMANN) all sorts of
convenience her in her plans for having a good care-free

'

things that happen to be in his imagination or experience,
+ 1 1 . i II 1-.^*.- XT n i.l!__i.* 'I'l'j- 1 1
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CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR VOLUNTEERS FOR THE ARMY OP
OCCUPATION TO ESCAPE THE PERILS OP PEACE AT HOME.

Mr. Louis WILKINSON has

committed the fault common
to clever young novelists of

_ putting into what reads like a

time likewise. No obligations or responsibilities on either

side, you understand. I betray none of Mr. FREDERICK
OHIN BARTLETT'S secrets in telling you this much, because
the event occurs within the first hundred pages of The
Triflers (METHUEN) ; and really there can be no secrecy
about the further fact that they spent the remaining
chapters of an agreeable story in learning to wish for and
finally attaining precisely that hampering element which
they had so flouted at first namely, love. Frankly, they
were rather a pair of noodles to be so slow about it, and
one felt inclined to give them an occasional shove along
the right way ; but they get there all right long before the
back cover ia reached, the wad of advertisements being
thick. This summary hardly does the book justice, since
both hero and heroine are really desirable people, and the
author ia concerned delicately and cheerfully to show the
seriousness of things that are serious. None the less his
characters and their actions are not honestly in accord, and
one's war-time impatience with insincerity does stir a little
at times. But the .book ends on a note of war as well as
of honeymoon, and I have no doubt that by now Monte

without any particular regard for their pertinence to his

theme. But clever the book undoubtedly is, and interesting

throughout, which, after all, leaves one little to grumble at.

Oliver Lawrence, a journalist publisher, has married a

suburban and grown tired of her. He consoles himself for

his lack of judgment in this supreme matter by philandering
with the virginal Olga. The dangerous game of the chaste

flirtation is made unbearable by the girl's awakening ;

and I should like to testify to the skill and charm of

this portrait of an adorable adolescent. Oliver breaks his

new chain and goes back to make the best of his old

bondage in a sensible disillusioned way. There are other

good cartoons and caricatures, and I will prophesy Mr.
WILKINSON a notable future if he won't put all his rough
sketch-book jottings to date into every picture he tackles.

There are two profound puzzles : where did old Flynn^ Olga's

putative father, get all the whiskey that he and Oliver

drank together; and where did Oliver get the ten half-

sovereigns he paid out to his little contributor ? I haven't

mentioned that there is a murder as part of the pot-pourri.
Quite a nice and appropriate one.
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CHARIVARIA.
MrcH satisfaction is felt that, as a

result of the armistice, tho War will

uot, after all, interfere with the General

Election. * ;
..

*
'

During the Peace celebrations in

London a coslermonger placed his don-

key in tho cart and himself pushed it

through the s' reels, afterwards leaving

it in the road and going home. It is

supposed tluit be was excited.

"Not long ago," says the lierlini'i'

Tniirlilatt,
" the Ka'ser clearly declared

that ho hated war." If this is not

true it is certainly a very clever

invention.

An Amsterdam message slated

that the Ex-Crown Prince of Ger-

many was lying ill at Maastricht

with brain fever. We have the

best reason for doubting this.

Charged with beating bis wife,

a Bermondsey packer alleged that

he was celebrating the end of the

War. Upon his promising not to

do this sort of thing at tbe end of

the next war he was discharged.
*

Several of the experts who had

been busy telling us that the War
would last till next Spring com-

plain that Germany capitulated
on purpose. ... ....

"
Ireland," says a Dublin pa-

per,
" will not he slow to take up

the work of reconstruction." In

tliis connection we are informed

that Sligo's October recruit has

written to know if he can have

the five pounds in cash, instead of

putting the Recruiting Committee
to all that trouble.

"(lei-many,"
IIlNDMMiuitu in

says Field - Marshal
a proclamation,

" baa

up to now used her arms with honour."

Nothing, you will observe, is said about
her li

We understand that, with the view of

giving his attention to more important
matters, Ilerr KISKKT has decided to

accept abdications only on alternate

1'Yidays.

Tbe KAISKR has promised tho Dutch
authorities not to foster counter-revo-

lutionary ideas, and we understand that

the Dutch authorities are of the opinion

Controller will take the first opportunity
of placing \\halotlesh on the market.'
We know a number of distinguished

anglers \\lio would lie happy to
;

private herds of
|

at Mr. C'l.v.Mis' <l:-]>

The Canine l>efe u) has an-
i its intention of providing a

homo for unwanted dogs. Some pre-
mature excitement (! in d.^
circles by a short sighted bull-!'

wlio read "ham "in-t -ad of "home."
* <
*

An unfortunate incident happened in

PR.

Sergeant.
"
'EiiE, SAMSOS, YOU TEOT ALON(i TO TIIK

REGIMENTAL BAUBEB AS 1 LET *1M GIVE YOU TIIK

DELILAH CUT."

grocer's shop la^t \\e,k. It seems
that upon being served with his

jam ration a City gentleman mis-

took it for an ink blot and tried

to erase it with india-rubber.

Tbe American elections, after

all, appear to have been rather

tame. At Denver only twenty-six

people were injured and three

motor-cars smashed.

We are authorised to state that

at their recent meeting Mr. LLOYD
GBORQR and the Liberal Party re-

cognised each other quite easily.

At a recent Bed Cross sale a

Blenheim Orange apple was sold

for twenty - one pounds. It is

, pointed out however that people
1

should not attend Red Cross sales

with the idea of picking up bar-

gains like this.

A contemporary remarks that

tbe sale of eggs by weight is not

the best of methods. Some of

the eggs one meets nowadays
might well have been sold by
sound.

" In one London club," says a gossip
writer,

"
they charged me a shilling for

a spot of whiskey." Some people don't

seam to recognise that there 's a peace on.

"All German vessels," ran a radio

message sent out by tbe German Gov-

ernment, "should make for tbe nearest

port." A number of our own mer-

chantmen, on hearing that the armis-

tice had been signed, did precisely the

same thing and drank the KINO'S health

in it. f *
*

It is expected that some sections of

the Defence of the Realm Regulations
will be modified at once. It is there-

fore possible that our newspapers will

shortly he able to tell us what sort of

weather we had the week before.

that the promise is fully worth the

paper it was written on.

The price of blood sausages has been

fixed at a shilling a pound. We are

still of opinion that the only proper
course was to intern them all.

':

The result of the War was foretold

centuries ago, says The Christian Science

Monitor. A reference, of course, to

the famous mot, "Parturit Mons et

exit ridiculus Pruss."
* ,*

Master plumbers at Ashton-under-

Lyne have decided to charge by the

hour. The old custom, in the profes-

sion generally, was to charge by the

amount of damage done.
* *

" It is to be hoped," writes a corre-

spondent in the Press,
" that the Food-

First Fruits of Peace.

"Lost. Brown Cat, plump, since

dnv." Provincial Paper.

From a report of Mr. BALFOUH'S

speech at the Guildhall :

" Tho Serbian soldiers were assured of hnv-

iug their mead of fame." Sunday Paper.

Whatever their favourite beverage may
be they have certainly earned it.

"
Republics have evidently arisen in Vi.-mui

and Budapest." Ei-enimj 1'aper.

And it looks as if we might have a

shepublic in this country soon.

There was an old lady of Crewe
Who was horribly frightened of flu ;

She spoilt her complexion
Through fear of infection,

Having fixed on a gas-mask with glue.
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COALS OF FIRE.

WHEN Fritz had worked his various spells,

Murder and arson, loot and ravage,
His poisoned gas and poisoned wells

And all the other Teuton hells

That tend to make a Tommy savage ;

When through the smoke of reeking lands,

Of plundered shrine and tortured city,

He saw the bright avenging brands

And, lifting up his dirty hands,
Cried " Kamerad !

" and whined for pity ;

T. Atkins, of the generous soul

(Purple till now with raging passion),
Would bind his wounds and make him whole

And let the blighter share his dole

Of fags and rum and bully ration.

fair ensample, far too high
For all but saints (you'd think) to imitate!

Yet, lest my enemy should die,

1 must curtail the meals that I

Within the FOOD-CONTROLLER'S limit ate.

I too, it seems, must show sublime,
And let my fare by Huns be eaten

Who whooped for WILLIAM all the time

And gloried in his every crime

(Barring the sin of being beaten).

I must accept, to serve their need,

The humour of the whole position ;

Must further stint my frugal feed

And, to revive the Prussian breed,

Endure the pangs of inanition ;

Go short of fat and shy of lean,

Reduce the pot I hoard my jam in,

From lust of lard my spirit wean
And prune my slab of margarine
To save the gentle foe from famine.

Well, if I choose to treat his case

As though he were my heart's own jewel,
And with a sweet and smiling grace

Heap coals of fire upon his face

(Rare in the present dearth of fuel) ;

If thus I let the Bosch go shares

And for his loaf subscribe my leaven,

Though I may give myself no airs

I ana an angel (unawares)
And ought by rights to be in heaven. O. S.

Renaissance.

"New-laid eggs reappeared at Covent Garden this morning after

a rather lengthy absence."- Evening Paper.

" Would Young Man in Blue Car arriving at Cowcaddens Subway
on Monday evening, 21st Oct., 6 p.m., who lit matches to assist

woman to find three-penny piece, or any other person who heard con-
ductress's remarks, would be very much appreciated by referring to

9,799, News Office." Glasgow Evening Xeics.

We like the opening of the story very much, and hope that

9,799 will give us the sequel with the same clarity of style.

"People stood still with the papers in their hands, gazing into

vacancy, soping there is no other word with tho stern and splendid
news." Mancliester Evening Chronicle.

Surely there must be another word, if one could only
think of it.

THE TOUCH OF NATURE.

(Being a leaf from the diary of Professor Septimus Fust,

F.G.S., F.R.G.S., etc.)

November \\th. Armistice signed. An end at last of the

Titanic struggle. I hope the population will comport itself

becomingly over this. Enthusiasm there must be, but I

have always maintained that victory should be celebrated

in a quiet and dignified manner, befitting the prestige of

a great nation. It should be a period of rccueillemcnt, of

retrospect.
I have been rather rudely interrupted just now by the

abrupt entrance of my landlady. She is, or was, a sedate

woman and her behaviour lias somewhat shocked and
offended me. She dashed into my sanctum and nearly

swept off the table some of my Oolitic fossils which I was

rearranging to include a new specimen (Cerithium sub-

scalariformc). A coloured streamer was pinned on her

chest and a small Union Jack was stuck in the coils of

her coiffure. Decidedly grotesque.
"
Oh, Sir," she said,

" have you heard the noos ? Do you
know ?

"
She then billowed up to me (she is a woman of

large proportions), seized my hand and for one dizzy mo-
ment I feared that she would embrace me.
"You refer, of course," I said, releasing myself from her

moist palm as quickly as possible,
" to the cessation of hos-

tilities. We have, indeed, every cause for gratitude that the

unleashed forces of the world are checked
"I suppose you won't be in for lunch an' dinner, Sir?"

she broke in.
" Why not?

"
I inquired coldly.

" Cos I 'm going to be out," she snapped;
" and p'r'aps

I won't be home till morning, neither."

I stared. And then it occurred to me that probably
the poor creature's mind, never calculated to bear much
strain, had become temporarily unhinged. I decided to

humour her.

"Why, of course," I said soothingly. "But do you
think," I added with tact, "that you ought to go out in

your present condition ? Try a little repose, bathing of the

temples and palms of the hands with some restorative

I am sorry to say that she interrupted me again, this

time by bouncing out of the room and slamming the door.

And I have just heard the front-door slam too. Ira furor
brcvis est. But her departure makes it rather awkward
for me, as I must go out and take my meals at a restaurant

a thing I have always disliked. As I have to go out I

might call and see one of my colleagues and show him the

new Oolite fossil. It should interest him.

November 12th. I wish to record here at once that it

was all McQuirk's doing. Had I not come across him
But I had better tabulate the events in the order of their

occurrence.

On leaving home yesterday morning I arrived at my col-

league's house (after much difficulty, owing to the extreme

congestion of the traffic), only to discover that everyone
was out and the place completely deserted. As I retraced

my steps, intending to find some quiet corner for luncheon,

McQuirk came upon me. I have never cultivated his friend-

ship, as I always resented his boisterous manner, and I was
not at all pleased to meet him now. But directly he saw me
he seized me by the arm and shouted out,

"
Hello, Septimus,

what about the Huns, eh ?
"

I looked round, apprehensive that some acquaintance

might see me in company with such a maniac. He was
bedecked from head to foot with the flags of most nations;
in one hand he carried a small bell and in the other a vari-

coloured hooter, upon which he blew loud blasts with un-

remitting fervour. " Come along with me, old chap," he
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HIS OWN AGAIN.
TO THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.
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Reveller. "SAY, MATE, YER HAT'S ON STRAIGHT!

went on, still holding me by the arm,
" and I '11 wake

you up."
I would have explained my views to him on recueillement

and retrospect but for the hooter, which was a bar to any
sustained conversation. He swept me along till we came
to a house where some friends of his resided. Here light
refreshment was being circulated. Though inclined to tem-

perance I was persuaded to celebrate the occasion.
I do not know how long we stayed (continuing to cele-

brate the occasion), but, on someone's suggestion, we all

went out ultimately in a body and secured a conveyance.
I do not remember thinking it singular at the time that
fifteen of us got into one taximeter-cab ; I do recall, how-
ever, that I was very insistent about going on to the top, I

cannot think why, for in that position it is difficult to
retain one's equilibrium. McQuirk was on the top with
me, and someone kept making ear-splitting noises with a
hooter. I discovered later that it was myself.
About the following events I cannot be quite clear. I

have only a general impression of noise and cheering and
laughter; of many times slipping off the top of the convey-
ance and as many times being replaced ; of being the centre
of a group of young officers and singing as loudly as any
of them, " What are we when we 're out of a job ? Bow-
wow 1

"
Also of an exuberant dinner somewhere, and of

McQuirk's accompanying me home at a very late hour,
while I was conscious of assuring him that he had always
been my best, niy very best friend, and shaking hands
with him repeatedly.

All this happened yesterday. Only this morning am I

beginning to realise it with growing horror. I note that

my landlady is less respectful though perhaps more
friendly in her attitude. I fear I may never get her hack
to her former footing. Further, on looking over my Oolite
fossils I suddenly remember* giving the Cerithium sub-

scalarifonne to the cab-driver and imploring him to keep
it for my sake.

My landlady has just been in, and said with what
approximated to a snigger,

" I suppose you won't be going
out again to-day, Sir ?

" The woman has nettled me.

Why shouldn't I go out? I can prepare my lecture on the
Affinities of the Tanioglossa to-morrow. Am 1 to sit here

calmly writing while outside there are celebrations .of the

greatest victory in history, the most colossal Where 's

my hat ? There it is, and ah, yes, the hooter. I think I '11

step round to McQuirk's and see if he has made any plans
to-day for a further celebration of the occasion.

A Study in Irish "Detachment."
"TURF TOPICS.

Phoenix Park, coming at the tail-end of an unutterably dull week,
was a sort of pipe-opener." Sunday Independent (Dublin), Nov. 10th.

"The American Wireless learns that the German authorities in

Belgium have given notice to the coal-mining companies that all men
and animals should be brought out of the pits, that all raw materials
should be delivered to Germans, and that the mines will be destroyed.
This is in fragrant violation of Germany's Note of October 20."

" The offence is rank ; it smells to Heaven." Daily
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CARRYING
SYNDICATE OF POTSDAM PUBLISHEBS CALL ON GENERAL FHIEOBICII von BEBNHAUDI TO COMMISSION HIM TO WRITE A BOOK ENTITLED

" GERMANY AND THE NEXT WAB,"

CROOKED ANSWERS.
A CALAMITY has occurred and I am undone. In the first

place I had been oversvorked all the week
;
on top of that

my old wound began to worry mo, and then I started a bad

day by having a row with my stenographer. She said

nothing at the time.

After some discourtesies on my part I dictated replies to

two letters ;
I was already badly rattled. The letters to be

answered were as follows :

(A) To Deputy-Director of Telepathic Services.

SIB, I am commanded by the Army Council to bring to

your notice the fact that a conference on points arising out
of Schedule K of A.C.I. 057431 (1918),

in reference to

instructional personnel for telepathic schools, will be held

on the 20th inst., at 3.30 P.M., in Room 1197, War Office.

I am to ask if a representative of your branch can attend

this conference at the hour stated above.

I have the honour to be, Sir, Your obedient Servant,
S , Major G.S.,

For Director of Psychical Research.

(B) From Captain X.
DEAR OLD THING, Feed with me on Wednesday night,

7.0, at Luigi's, and we '11 go to a show afterwards.

Yours ever, JACK.

I signed the replies to these letters automatically. On
reading the carbon copies after the letters had gone this is

what 1 found :

(A) Captain X. 2317, Jcrmyn Street.

SIB, I am instructed by the Deputy Director of Tele-

pathic Services to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the

10th inst. 1 am to say that, as representing the D.D.T.S.,

I will attend at the Restaurant Luigi as required at 7.0 P.M.

on the 16th inst. It is regretted that, owing to curtailment

of traffic facilities to the suburbs, I shall be unable to

attend a Psychical Research performance at a later hour.

Yours, Z , Captain,
For Deputy Director of Telepathic Sen-ices.

(B) Director of Psychical Research.

DEAR OLD BEAN, Right-o ! I '11 bo there at your pow-
pow in the War House on the 20th, on behalf of this bally
old branch. Cheerio !

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient Servant, REGGIE.

MR. PUNCH S APPEAL FOR "OUR DAY."

FROM the Hon. Sir ARTHUR STANLEY :

" I should like to express to the Proprietors of Punch the

cordial appreciation and gratitude of the Joint War Com-
mittee of the British Red Cross Society and the Order of

St. John for their very practical interest in our work on

behalf of the sick and wounded.
"The appeal which you have made to your subscribers

has received a very gratifying response and I hope you will

find some means of conveying the thanks of the Joint Wai-

Committee to the contributors whoso names are in the list

you kindly enclosed.
" I note that your list is still open and that we may expect

to receive a further remittance from you before your wonder-

ful effort on our behalf is concluded.
" Yours very faithfully,

" ARTHUR STANLEY, Chairman."

Mr. Punch understands that his list of subscriptions will

appear, if it has not already appeared, in The Times.
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THE MUD LARKS.
I CAN readily believe that war as

performed by Messieurs our ancestors

was quite good fun. You dressed up
in feathers and hardware like some-

thing between an Indian game-cock
and a tank and caracoled about the

country on a cart-horse, kissing your
hand to balconies and making very
liberal expenses out of any fat (and un-

armed) burgesses that happened along.
With the first frost you went into

winter quarters i.e. you turned into

the most convenient castle and wiled

away the dark months roasting chest-

nuts at a log fire, entertaining the

ladies with quips, conundrums and
selections on the harpsichord and vying
with the jester in the composition of

Limericks.

The profession of arms in those spa-
cious days was both pleasant and profit-

able. Nowadays it is neither; it is a

dreary melange of mud, blood, boredom
and blue-funk (I speak for myself).

Yet even it, miserable calamity that

it is (or was), has produced its piquant
situations, its high moments ;

and one

manages to squeeze a sly smile out of

it all, here and there, now and again.
I have heard the skirl of the Argyll

and Sutherland battle-pipes in the Bor-

ghese Gardens and seen a Highlander
dance the sword-dance before applaud-
ing Rome. I have seen the love-locks

of a matinee idol being trimmed with

horse-clippers (weep, O ye flappers of

Suburbia !
)
and a Boyal Academician

set to whitewash a pig-sty. I have
seen American aviators in spurs, Eoyal
Marines a-horse, and a free-born Aus-
tralian eating rabbit. All these things
have I seen.

And of high moments I have experi-
enced plenty of late, for it has been

my happy lot to be in the front of the
hunt that has swept the unspeakable
Bosch back off a broad strip of France
and Belgium, and the memory of the

welcome accorded to us, the first British,

by the liberated inhabitants will remain
with us. until the last "

Lights Out."
The procedure was practically the same
throughout.
There would come a crackle of wild

rifle fire from the front of a village ;

then, as we worked round to the Hank, a

dozen or so blue-cloaked Uhlans would

scamper out of the rear and disappear
at a non-stop gallop for home. In a
second the street would be full of

people, emptying out of houses and

cellars, pressing about us, shaking
hands, kissing us and our horses even,

smothering us with flowers, cheering
"Vivent les Anglais !" "Vive la France !"

clamouring, laughing, crying, mad with

joy-

Grandmcrcs would appear at attic

windows waving calico tricolors (hid-
den for four long years) while others

plastered up tricolor hand -bills
"
Hommage a nos Liberateurs,"

" God's

blessings unto Tommy."
However, touching and delightful

though it all might be, it was not

getting on with the war ;
this embarras

dcs amis was saving the Uhlans' hide.

Furthermore, though I can bring

myself to bear with a certain amount
of embracing from attractive young
things, I do not enjoy the salutations

of unshorn old men ; and when Mayors
and Corporations got busy my native

modesty rebelled, and I would tear my-
self loose and, witli my steed decorated

from ears to croup with flowers, so that

I looked more like a perambulating hot-

house than a poor soldier-man, take up
the pursuit once more.

In due course we came to the con-

siderable town of X. All happened
as before. As we popped in at one
flank the bold Uhlan popped out at the

other, and the townsfolk flooded the

streets. I was dragged out of the sad-

dle, kissed, pump-handled and cheered
while my bewildered charger was led

aside and festooned with pink roses.

Tricolors appeared at every window ;

handbills o' welcome were distributed

broadcast. The Mayor and Corporation
arrived at the double, and we struggled

together for some moments while they
rasped me with their stubbly bearde.

When the first wild ecstasies had some-
what abated I gathered my troop and

prepared to move again.
"Whither away?" the Mayor en-

quired, a fine old veteran he, wearing
two 1870 medals and the ribbon of the

Legion.
" To Z.," said I.
"
Ecoutez, done," he warned. "

They
are waiting for you there in force,

machine-guns and cannon."
I intimated that nevertheless I must

go and have a look-see, at any rate,

and so rode out of town, the vast crowd

accompanying us to the outskirts cheer-

ing, shouting advice, warnings and

blessings. In sight of Z. we shed
our floral tributes and, debouching off

the highway into the open, worked for-

wards on the look-out for trouble.

It came. A dozen pip-squeaks shrilled

overhead to cause considerable casual-

ties amongsomeneighbouringcabbages,
and shortly afterwards rifle-fire opened
from outlying cottages. I swung round
and tried for an opening to the north,
but a couple of machine-guns promptly
gave tongue on that flank. Another
flock of pip-squeaks kicked up the
mould in front of us and some fresh

rifles and machine-guns joined in. Too
hot altogether.

I was just deciding to give it best

and cut for cover when all hostile fire

suddenly switched oft', and a few min-
utes later I beheld light guns on lorries,

machine-guns in motor cars and Uhlans
on horses stampeding out of the village

by all roads east.

The day was mine. Yip, Yip! Bonza!
Skookum ! Hurroosh ! Nevertheless I

was properly bewildered, for it was ab-

surd to suppose that an overwhelming
force of heavily-armed Huns could have
been bluffed out of a strong position by
the merest handful of unsupported cav-

alry. Manifestly absurd 1

I turned about, and in so doing my
eye lit on the poplar-lined highway
from X., and I understood. Along the
road poured the hordes of an advancing
army, advancing in somewhat irregular
column of route, with banners flying.

i The head of the column was not a mile

I

distant. The Infantry must be on m
heels, thought I. Stout marching!
grabbed up my glasses, took a long look
and bellowed with laughter. It was
not the Infantry at all

; it was the lib-

erated population of X., headed by the
i Mayor and Corporation, come out to

i see the fun, the grandmeres and grand-
\):cres, the girls and boys, the dogs and
babies, marching, hobbling, skipping,

toddling down the pave, waving their

calico tricolors and singing the Mar-
seillaise. I thought of the Bosch flee-

ing eastward with the fear of God in

his soul, and rolled about in my saddle

drunk with joy. PATLANDER.

BEMEMBEE, EEMEMBER !

II. C. writes to The Times to sug-

gest that in future November llth, the

day on which the armistice began, shall

be an additional Bank Holiday, to be
called Thanksgiving Day. Mr. Punch
thinks this a very gocd idea; but he

goes farther and proposes that the

llth shall not only be celebrated as

a national holiday, but shall absorb

(without any ecclesiastical bearing) its

neighbour, the 5th- now rapidly be-

coming obsolete and that fireworks

shall be associated with it and, if need

be, guys.
Remember, remember
The eleventh of November !

Let that be the new refrain. No prize
is offered for the best suggestion as to

whose efligy should be burned.

Another Sex-Problem.
" YOUNG GEESE, suitable for breeders:

parents laid over 30 eggs each last season."

Kinffsbrldge Gazette.

"Tuesday. Nov. 11, 1918, will, of course,
live for ever in history/' Daily Ni'irs.

Provided that it can first get into the

calendar.
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THE PERFECT CAMOUFLAGE ARTIST.

-

IEF<

AFTKK.

A NOTE ON MB. D
The pictorial sequence form of adver-

tisement, which is au innovation of our
own day, undoubtedly renders certain

of our periodicals more entertaining.

One, at any rate, of our most illustrious

statesmen, now regrettably emeritus,

rejoices in each variation ou the ac-

tivities of that elderly buck who com-
ments upon the excellence of a certain

accessory of horseless vehicles, and
whom for the moment we may call

Mr. D ; and others less exalted

would probably confess, perplexedly,
to the same attractions. The com-

manding height, the knowing air, the

confident smile, the tilted hat and the

hat of a glossiness too! the swinging

cane, the trousering and the tailoring
all exert their spell. One laughs, but

one looks. This well-groomed dcgage

patriarch is indeed rapidly becoming
one of the best known figures in the

British Isles and bids fair soon to be !

more familiar than either of the

Georges Eex or Lloyd. Every town
now has him in its windows

; some-
times in drawings ; sometimes cut out

in cardboard, viewing with affectionate

regard his own portrait held in the left

hand ; sometimes even in plaster statu-

ettes, coloured to the life.

There is peril perhaps in such univer-

sal publicity. One foresees the danger
of John Bull losing identity. It will not

1)6 Mr. D 'sfuuit if liis own form and

j

lineaments do not come to be t.iken

by foreigners as typically national

if be does not, in fact, oust John Bull.

The normal Briton of course resem-
Uos neither; he ia not so solid and

apoplectic and agricultural as our
ancient symbol, nor so complacent and
rallish and urbane as this new one.

But certain it is lli.it in years to come
one of the tasks of antiquaries will be
to analyse and determine the body of

myth attaching to Mr. D 's person-

ality. =====
According to The Daily Chnniiclr,

" the ex-Crown Prince hud a lot of

luggage witli him. It was all carefully
examined by the Dutch guards, and was
found to consist entirely of personal
effects." Yes, but irlwse /
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ARMISTICE DAY.
Smatt Child (excitedly).

"
OH, MOTHER, WHAT DO YOU THINK ? THEY 'VE GIVEN cs A WHOLE HOLIDAY TO-DAY IN AID OF THE WAR."

EX-KINGS AT PLAY.
AT the general meeting of the ex-

King's Club at Berne last Wednesday
the claims of several new candidates

for election were considered. Wo are

indebted for the following account of

the proceedings to Mr. Paul Pryor, the

celebrated correspondent, who was pre-
sent (on the roof) at the meeting.
The first candidate proposed was the

ex-Kaiser WILHELM. In moving his

election ex-King CONSTANTINE observed
that he was not actuated solely by
family reasons. He preferred to base
the candidate's claim on the broader

grounds of his versatile gifts, his great
conversational powers, his musical at-

tainments and his prowess in the chase,

which, he added, might be of great
value to the commissariat department
if the native chamois could be persuaded
to collaborate.

Ex-Tsar FERDINAND seconded in a

brief speech. The ex-Kaiser, he pointed
out, was interested in everything, in-

cluding botany. In his company stag-
nation was impossible, and his reminis-

cences would be an unfailing source of

stimulation.

The ex-Mpret of ALBANIA said that lie

was sorry to strike a jarring note in this

duet of eulogy, but he felt bound to

oppose the election on the ground that

what they wanted above all was a quiet
life, and to live with the ex-Kaiser Wit/-

HELM would be like living in a railway
station.

The ex-Khedive ABBAS supported the

ex-Mpret. The climate of Switzerland
was bracing enough to supply them
with all necessary stimulus, and, what-
ever might be said of the ex-Kaiser,
he could not be truthfully described as

a nice man for a small tea-party.
As the voting was equal the candi-

date was withdrawn.
Ex-Tsar FERDINAND then proposed

his son, ex-Tsar BORIS. Setting pater-
nal bias aside he was quite sure that

his son would prove a most eligible
member of the club. He had himself

instructed him in natural history and
taken a deep interest in his conversion
to the creed professed by ex-King CON-
STANTINE.

Ex-King COSSTANTINE expressed a

lively regret in having to oppose the
candidature of this estimable young
man, but he thought it a bad precedent.

Ex-Tsar BORIS had only reigned for a

few weeks, or was it days? He was
convinced that it was desirable in the

best interests of the club that a rule

should be passed making it obligatory
for a candidate to have occupied the

throne for a minimum period of two

years.
Ex-Tsar FERDINAND here interposed

to protest against the enforcement of a
rule borrowed from English county
cricket a gross slur on kingship as he

interpreted it.

Ex-King CONSTANTINE retorted that

ex-kings might learn even from their

enemies. BORIS might be an excellent

young man, but his Slavonic name was

suspicious. He might for all they knew
be a crypto-Bolshevist.
Ex-Tsar FERDINAND replied with some

heat that ex-King CONSTANTINE'S own
mother was a Slav.

Whereon ex-King CONSTANTINE re-

joined,
" And you are the great-grand-

son of a regicide."
At this point the meeting broke up

in disorder, the waiters intervening,
and the claims of nineteen other candi-

dates were unavoidably postponed till

the next meeting.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Norcmhfr litli. As the

PIIIMK Mi.MSTKii entered tlio crowded
House of Commons to announce the

belligerents to sue for poaco, is the only
'

country now in the war; and so long!
as she retains in her Government the

personages described hy Mr. MM
as "conscious agents of the Gorman

terms of the armistice Members in military autocracy," she cannot expect

nearly every part of the House rose to t f it.

acclaim hi in. Even"theranks
of Tuscany" on the Front

Opposition Bench joined in

the general cheering. Only
Mr. DILLON and his half-

dozen supporters remained

moody and silent. To them
the great day came as an

anti-climax, for Nationalist

Ireland gave up fighting
months ago.
The rest of the lloiue lis-

tened eagerly wliilo Mr.LLOYD
GKORUK recited the condi-

tions to which the Gorman

plenipotentiaries had put
their unwilling hands at ti vo

o'clock that cold grey morn-

ing. He road so fast that

Members had scarcely time

to endorse with their ap-

plause one outstanding item

in the bill of costs befoie an-

other equally notable claimed

their attention. Alsace Lor-

raineto be freed at once, with-

out waiting for the Peaco

Congress ; the Watch on the Rhine to

be kept in future by the Allies ; can-

uons, machine-guns and locomotives to

be surrendered by the thousand ;
all

U-boats fit for sea to be handed over,

and the rest of the German Navy to

l)e interned or disarmed ; all the gold
stolen from Belgium, llussia and Eou-
mania to be delivered in trust to the

Allies these wore some of the thirty-

five points with which Marshal Focn
and Admiral W Kin ss have penetrated

i

the German cuticle.

Well might Mr. ASQUJTH say that

the terms made it clear that not only
was the War at an end, but that it

could not be resumed.
Then Mr. SI-MAKKI:, in his gold-em-

broidered joy-robes, headed a great

procession to St. Margaret's Church.

The KX-PHKMIKR and his successor

the man who drew the sword of

j

Britain in the War for freedom and
the mau whose good fortune it has

been to replace it in its sheath fell in

: side hy side; and behind them walked

the representatives of every party save

one. Mr. DILLON and his associates

had more urgent business in one of the

side-lobbies to consider, perhaps, why
Lord GHKY of Fallodon in his eve-of-

war speech had referred to Ireland as
" the one bright spot."

Tuesday, November l-2th. By tlio

irony of fate Eussia, the first of the

ENTHUSIASM OF MR. DII.I.ON ON HKAKIM.
MOWS OF VICT011Y.

Demobilization is the order of the

Till.

day; and several Members endeavoured

to assist the Government by suggest-

ing that preference should be given to

various classes of their constituents ;

miners, the owners of one-man busi-

nesses, industrial "key-men," agricul-

turists, and married men being the

most favoured. The House was glad
to find that these points had not es-

UOHA STA15TS CLEANING UP.

capcd the eagle glance of the Miv
OK KECONKTIU < TION, who in a long ami
detailed statement outlined the pro

posals by which tlio Government hoped
to mitigate tlio horror-, of pt

Dr. Aniii-o.;'s icmark that in the
il of \\ar-slores tlie Government

would endeavour "
!;

incur more than
rotiM be iivui* espe-

cially u

with inrniorie- ieaehing haek
to th" South African I

As the stoi. > in
<|it'

are estimated to In- \\oith

a trillo of five hundred mil-

lions they \\ill he a useful

set-oil to the amount of the

war-debt, now standing, ac-

cording to the Cn
OK Tin: Kxc 111:01 i.ii, at a

figure approaching .

thousand mill. ; lie

rightly considers that no
one will grumble at the ex-

penditure since it has enabled

us to put
"
paid

"
to a long-

Hiding Jiii.i..

The disappearance of one
nutocrat will, it is hoped,
soon be followed by the de-

dethronement of another.

"Dora" must soon think

about abdicating. Already
she has consented to give us more

light in our streets. The next thing
wanted is more light in our Press;

but for that, Mr. 1 JONAH L\w says,
wo must wait a while.

Perhaps it was prejudice against
Dora's petticoat Government that

':
caused Lord CHAPLIN to utter so fer-

vent a protest against the Bill for

I enabling women to sit in Parliament.

The ladies found a devoted champion
in Lord HALDAXK, but were neverthe-

less temporarily baulked of their desire,

for before a vote could )>o taken the

House, most ungallantly, counted itself

out.

Witdnudav, November 13</. The
Lords having recovered their good
manners gave way to the ladies and

passed the second reading of their Bill

without further demur. Possibly along
discussion on that trite topic, the dis-

tribution of honours, had taken the

starch out of them. Lord SF.I.HORSE

declared that the size of the lists, now
swollen to a condition of positive

obesity, made it impossible for the

PHI MI; MINISTER to exorcise any proper

supervision and urged the appointment
of a Committee of the Privy Council to

act as a filter for the fountain of honour.

Lord CUAWFORD throw scorn upon the

suggestion and warmly resented the

comments made by persons "of high

standing and full of honours" upon the
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SCENE. Doctor's Waiting-room.

First. Strattger.
" I THINK IT 'B YOVR TORN TO GO IN, SIB."

Secoitd Stranger (sotto vooe). "En AS A MATTER OP PACT I ONLY CAME IN TO GET WAHM." First Stranger.
" SAME HEHE."

" humble people
"
who got the O.B.K,

'

some of whom, I fancy, will not thank
him for the description. Lord LANS-

j

DOWNE, too, objected to the notion of
i

turning the Privy Council into a private ]

inquiry office. The motion was nega-
tived without a division. Lord.SEL-
HORNE may comfort himself with the
reflection that the evil, such as it is,

will cure itself, for " when everyone 'B

somebody then no one's anybody."
In the Commons a lively attack upon

the FOOD - CONTROLLER was made by
Mr. CAUTLEY, the late Director of Pig
Production, who narrated how his
efforts had been nullified by the vacil-

lating behaviour of the Government.
Mr. CLYNEI? protested that it was not
his fault. Members might possibly re-

member that there was formerly a war
on, that at one time it was going rather

badly for us, and that the shipping in-

tended to carry pig-food had brought
gallant American soldiers instead.
The shortage of food is still serious,

for we now have to " feed the Huns "

instead of the guns ; but there are signs
of improvement. It may soon be pos-
sible to mill white flour, and that will

mean more offal for Mr. CAUTLEY'S

proteges ;
and there is a prospect that

a few apples and oranges may be pro-
curable at Christmas-time even by non-
millionaires.

Thursday, November lth. Amid the
crash of falling thrones and exploding
empires Mr. FFRENCH of Wexford keeps
an unfaltering gaze upon the parish
pump. The pump in question ought
to be, but isn't, at Cullenstown in his

constituency, and he sternly called upon
the CHIEF SECRETARY to supply the

deficiency. Mr. SHORTT considered this

to be a case where the local authority
might usefully apply the principles of

Sinn Fein "ourselves alone."

Though
" the mad dog of Europe

"
is

now more or less safely kennelled in

the Netherlands his congeners in Devon
and Cornwall have not

yet
been com-

pletely destroyed. But Mr. PROTHEHO
has good hopes that the pest will not

spread any further, in spite of a short-

age of muzzles. Mr. TREVELYAN'S

suggestion that the muzzles should be
taken off the newspapers and applied
to the dogs was not favourably received.

VENDOR OF ALLIES' FLAGS :

" Here you
are. Penny each. All the winners !

"

THE PEOBLEM.
No more the busy search -lights scrawl

Their diagrams across the stars

Lines, angles, intersections, all

The grim geometry of Mars.

To-day these portents are removed
And the invaded sky is free,

Now that the proposition 's proved,
And we have written,

"
Q.E.D."

NELKON ON His MONUMENT (Night
of November 13th) :

" I was often under
fire, hut it was nothing like so bad as

being over it."

"Anew world will arise, pelican fashion,
out of the ashes of the world which is now
burning." Provincial Paper.

After reading this paragraph the phoenix
retired, broken-hearted, to take the

pelican's place in the wilderness.

" Remember that though its teeth and claws
I

may be cut, the nature of the tiger is thr
same." Spectator.

But for our contemporary's unrivalled

reputation as an authority upon natural
i history we should have ventured to

I

suggest that it is generally found better

to let the tiger cut its own teeth.
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THE RIVAL.
I IUKSK and fuut, l);illoous and
Tanks and guns are we,

St might from doing desperate things :

Jones is A.S.C.

All can tell of toil and light

Freeing glorious Franco,

Kxploits such as most delight
Maidens in romance.

Hut, hehold, when Jones appears
All our yarns are vain

;

Ho usurps I lie pretty ears

\Vc so want to gain.

'c '-< lio lalk of how the JIuu
I'ombs his moon-lit dumps?

How his reckless lorries run

Through the whooping crumps '.'

No, sueh talk of war's alarms

Subtly he ignores,

\\Viiving more effective charms

Chatting of his stores.

As some venturer of old

Hack from Southern seas

Filled his talk with tales of gold,
Ancient treasuries,

Perfumes, dyes of mystic art,

Jewels lliuno-possessed,
Till he roused the listener's heart
To a fierce unrest ;

So this cunning lad dilates

On his piles of jam,
Tons of raisins, sugar, dates,

Pyramids of ham
;

Till the eyes that pass us o'er

Yearning on him dwell;
j Inngry hearts resist no more,

Caught in Jones's spell.

SCARS AND STRIPES.
DKAR MB. PUNCH, I hope you have

not forgotten me. I am the dog who
wrote to you at the beginning of the
War about going to the Front with my
master. I was a VERY SAD DOG then ;

I feel better and more hopeful now.
You will be pleased to hear that my
master has come through it all right,

though he carries the marks of three

nasty bites on his left arm, all in a row.
I thought at first that ho had been

bitten three times in the same place,
and it struck me as very remarkable

;

but another dog, whose master works
in the War Oflice, told me that these
bite-marks are called wound-stripes and
do not indicate the exact situation of

the bite. I think that is a pity, don't

you ? It would be so much more inter-

esting if they did.

My master is at present in hospital
with a fourth bite, and my mistress
tells me she thinks lie will not be asked
to fight any more because of something

"CAN YOU PLAY 111111)1,B TO-NIGHT V
' " S3HRY. GOING TO HEAR SOME WAONEB."

"WHAT! DO YOB LIKB THE STUJF?" "
FUANKI.Y, NO; BUT I'VE HEARD os THE

BEST AUTHORITY THAT HIS MUSIC '8 VERY MUCH BETTER THAN IT SOUNDS."

called an armistice which the Germans
wanted, so as to stop the fight. Of
course I am glad for my master's sake,

but, speaking as a dog of some ex-

perience, I do not understand it at all.

When I fight another dog I don't allow

an armistice or anything else to inter-

fere until I 've made him wish lie had
never been born, and I don't think the

Germans deserve to be treated any
better than a dog ; do you ?

My mistress and I have been to see

my master in the hospital several times
and his bite seems to be healing rapidly.
I am not allowed inside the place ; my
mistress goes in by herself, leaving me
chained up in the hall. But oh, Mr.

Punch, I had such sport the first time

we went. I happened to be wearing
an old collar a size too large for me, so

the moment the hall-porter's back was
turned I was out of that collar and
into the hospital and had managed to

lick my master's face thoroughly before

they could turn me out. The nurses

were very kind and wanted to let me
stop, but there was a disagreeable per-
son called a Commandant who wouldn't

hear of it. She reminded me of our
cat.

Needless to say I have not been able

to play that trick again, but unless my
master comes home soon I 'm going to

get at him somehow.
Yours sincerely,

A VERY DETEBUINED Doo.
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CLARENCE AND THE N.C.O.

Ytiii months Clarence had suffered

a sort of humorous vivisection at the

hands of sergeant-majors, sergeants and

corporals. He had been called in front

of his platoon
" a fanny-looking thing ;

"

he had been told i

(with that air of
'

deliberate gusto
which the British

N.C.O. adopts
when he is palm ing
otf old army jokes
as the product of

his own fertile wit)
that he resembled

a soldier less than
a wet sock or a

broken - down cab-

horse. Sparkling
little impersona-
tions of his more
salient character-

istics had been
given with im-

mense effect by
the Company Ser-

geant - Major, who
dwelt lovingly but
with obvious ex-

aggeration on his

method of present-

ing arms. A lance-

corporal had point-
ed out to him with
sweet -tempered
patience the essen-

tial points wherein
a cravat differs from
a rifle, the explan-
ation appearing to

him necessary in

view of the fact that

Clarence would per-
sist m his efforts to

tie his " D.P." in a
knot round his neck
when sloping arms.
He had been ex-

horted in public

places
" to 'old his

'ead up," as all

available fag-ends
had already been
collected by the
local boy scouts
in whoso ranks he

appeared to con-

sider he had enlisted when passed fit for

service by a doctor who was obviously
intoxicated at the time.

He had be3n advised to try to look
like the " Arch-dook of Canterbury"
instead of like a man who had lost six-

pence and caught a cold in looking for

it. On more than one occasion he had
been brought before his Company Com-
mander for minor offences. His cap

had been snatched from his head.
" Private Fielder, Sir."

" Private Fielder, improperly dressed

on parade," the Company Commander
would say, and then call for evidence.

"
Sir," the evidence would remark,

"one o'clock parade this morning the

"AU REVOIR!"
OEESIAKI. " FAREWELL, MADAME. AND IF '

FEAHCE. " HA ! WE SHALL MEET AGAIN !
"

[Reproduced from TENKIEL'S Cartoon, Scptemler 27th, 1873.

accoosed came on parade without a

cap-badge."
Then the Officer would ask some load-

ing question, such as,
" Where 's your

cap-badge?
" And Clarence would be-

gin a speech, a prepared speech, mind
you, not just a rambling discourse a

speech which began by touching lightly
on essential and undisputed facts con-

cerning the case, as known not only to

himself but to the whole barrack-room
where he slept, a*, for instance, that

there were thieves about, that he had loft

hiscap But it was never any good.
The Sergeant-Major always chipped in,
" Idle cxcooses, Sir. This man is very
careless, Sir. 'E

" And then the
Officer would say,
" All right, So'r-

geant- Major, that

will do," just to

show that he was

independent of ser-

geant-majors, and

proceed to do what
the Sergeant-Major
told him, and give
Clarence throe

i days' C.B. And be-

I fore Clarence could

i begin a second
speech, of restrain-

ed and disciplined

protest this time,
the Sergeant-Major
would say,

" Dis-

miss," in a voice

like a dog-fight, and
Clarence would dis-

miss, and go away
and talk mutin-

o'usly of officers who
were under the
thumbs of their

N.C.O.'sandhacln't

'got the well, the

stomach, let us say,
to act on their own
initiative.

It was very hard.

Clarence knew that

if he had been an
officer himself he
would long ago h ave

put a stop to many
evils, including
strong language to

the men. Bullying,
that 's what it was,
in Clarence's esti-

mation. He would
tell his sergeants
off if he were an
officer. He had
often imagined
himself standing
before his men, their
adored hero, with
his platoon

- ser-

his feet and askingsobbing atgeant
forgiveness. . . .

And now Clarence had an overdraft

at Cox's, a sword he was not allowed to

wear and a revolver he did not know
how to fire. In short he was an officer.

He putonaSam Brownewhich he would
not be allowed to wear at the Front,
cricked his neck in his efforts to see in

the mirror how his Bedford cords looked
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'YOU OUGHT TO HAVE PULLED UP THE POLICEMAN WAVED HI8 HAND." "I NEVER TAKE ANY NOTICE OF THEIR FAMILUHITY."

from behind, buttoned up some twenty-
three pockets all over him which had
contrived to come unbuttoned while he
was not looking, took a deep breath
and went out on to the parade ground.
Having saluted the Eegimental Ser-

geant-Major under the impression that

he was the Adjutant, and apologised
profusely for his mistake, he presently
found himself facing a platoon of re-

cruits which had been given into his

hands by his Company Commander to
"
put through some squad drill or move-

ments of arms." Clarence had decided
on squad-drill.

lie had often laughed inwardly at ner-

vous officers. He understood them a little

better now. Sixty pairs of eyes watched
him. The Platoon-Sergeant came up
and saluted. "Squad-drill, Sir," he said.

Clarence was a little annoyed. This
should have come from him.

"
No," he said

; "movements of arms.
I will take them myself."

"Very good, Sir," said the Sergeant.
"Platoon!" said Clarence.
The platoon looked at him oddly.
"
Platoon, slum !

"
said Clarence.

Somehow it did not sound quite right ;

it had not the authoritative ring he
had imagined for his own voice when
he was in the ranks. It lacked con-

viction. However the platoon came
to attention, and Clarence told it to

slope hipe. It sloped hipe. Clarence's

spirits began to rise. He was control-

ling men. He told the platoon to pre-
sent hipe. It presented hipo, but it did

so very, very badly. Clarence brought
them back to the slope and started over

again. This time they did it worse than
before. As in a dream ho heard the

Sergeant addressing the platoon.
" Come along," the Sergeant was say-

ing,
"
you 're more like wet socks than

soldiers. Number Three in the rear

rank, 'old your 'ead up. There ain't no

fag-ends about there. You ain't in the

boy scouts now. Private Bennett, that

there 's a rifle, not a neck-tie."

Clarence smiled. How excellent was
this man's wit. "

Carry on for a bit,

will you, Sergeant?
"
he said.

The Sergeant carried on. He gave
what was in Clarence's opinion an ex-

cellent imitation of Number Five of the

front rank attempting to present arms.
In ten minutes he had the platoon
doing

" movements of arms
"
with a

sort of frightened dexterity.
" Excellent fellows, these N.C.O.'s,"

reflected Clarence. But he remembered
his exalted part and tried to steel him-
self to a public reprimand which should

put him on good terms with the men.
And presently his opportunity came.
The Sergeant was, in Clarence's estima-

tion, a little too severe on a certain fool

of a recruit. Clarence rebuked him.
There was an awful silence. The Ser-

geant saluted.

"I beg your pardon, Sir," he said

stiffly, "but I should like to refer you
to Para. 437 in K.H."

Clarence felt giddy. He did not

attempt to recall to his mind the con-
tents of " Para. 437 in K.B." because
he knew that he had never read Para.

437. In some guilty and furtive fashion

he managed to get through the morning
parade, and when ho had dismissed the

platoon, with its icily hostile sergeant,
he rushed to his room and seized his
"
King's Regulations." With trembling

fingers he turned the pages. Para. 437
swam before his eyes.

" An officer," said Para. 437,
"

is not
to reprove a N.C.O. in the presence or

hearing of private soldiers. . . ."

He read no further. With a groan
he buried his white face in his shaking
hands. He thought of his useless and

expensive sword, of- his overdraft at

Cox's, of the revolver which he did not

know how to use, and he broke down
and sobbed like a child.
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THE LONG ARM.
"TALKING about coincidences," said

the Sevgeant,
" did I ever tell you about

my brother-in-law ? That was a coin-

cidence if you like. There 's been a

lob of coincidences in this War." .

In the entrance-hall of the hospital

the Sergeant had met a chum with

whom he enlisted in 1914, and he had

come to the ward to toll us about it

and discourse on coincidences.
" What's a coincidence, Serge:int ?

"

asked Ginger.

Ginger is a hardened veteran of

twenty-four, one of the old army, and

he considers that the chief advantage
of being in hospital is that one can

be rude to sergeants without fear of

unpleasant consequences.
The Sergeant, who had been the

victim of one of Ginger's
"
leg-pul-

ling
"

exploits on the previous day,

regarded his questioner with stern sus-

picion.
" It would be a coincidence if there

was two ginger blokes as ugly and as

ignorant as you in the same hospital,"
he answered. " That 'd be a coinci-

dence."
" I see," said Ginger ;

" and if two

ginger blokes both set about you and

gave you two thick ears, that would be

a coincidence."
"
No, that would be a mutiny," snapped

the Sergeant.
" You 'd find yourself in

clink, p.d.q. Now shut up and don't

show your ignorance. I was going to

tell these other chaps about my brother-

in-law, Jimmy Hart. That was the

funniest coincidence I ever knew."
" I don't believe you know what a

coincidence is yerself," remarked the

irrepressible Ginger.
" First you say

it 'a two ginger blokes, then you say
it 'a your brother-in-law. Is he a ginger
bloke ?

"

"
No, he ain't," responded the Ser-

geant angrily.
" A coincidence is some-

thing that happens what you don't

expect."
" Like having a sergeant be polite to

you, or getting two lots o' pay, or straw-

berry jam instead of plum-aud-apple,
or finding that the Quartermaster ain't

watered the rum ration ?
"

queried

Ginger with an expression of guileless
innocence.

We threw things at Ginger, who
subsided, and we then begged the Ser-

geant to tell his story, having first

mollified him with a cigarette.
"
Jimmy Hart 's in the Middlesex,

and he's got the Military Medal," the

Sergeant began.
" Before the War he

was a carman, and.he lived in Islington.
He 's an ignorant sort of bloke nearly
as bad as Ginger and he had a lodger
in his house."

" Was the lodger a coincidence ?
"

inquired Ginger.
" He was," said the Sergeant with a

threatening glance; "and don't- you
keep making noises like a damaged
gramophone. Jimmy's lodger was a

German a waiter lie was in a restaur-

ant and just before August Bank

Holiday in 1914 he did a guy; bolted

without payin' his rent. Went back to

Germany and left a saucy letter saying
he'd be back with the German Army
to square accounts and ended up by
calling Jimmy a pig-dog.

"Jimmy wasn't half wild. He went
to the police about it, and when war
was declared the next week I reckon he

thought it was on account of his lodger

having bilked him of his rent. I never

saw a man madder against the Germans

except a Scotsman once atPoperinghe
that ha:l a smuggled bottle of whisky
smashed in his hand by a sniper's
bullet. Jimmy said he 'd make the

Germans pay, and ho joined up with

me in the first week of the War."
"I see," remarked Ginger, as the

Sergeant paused to light another cigar-
ette.

" The coincidence comes in that

it was your brother-in-law that got this

war started because his German lodger
did him out of his rent ?

"

The Sergeant snorted, turned his

back on Ginger and continued his yarn.
" It was at Beaumont Hamel that

Jimmy Hart won the M.M., and that 's

where the coincidence comes in. His

company was held up by a Bosch

machine-gun and was getting cut to

bits. Jimmy was one of the best shots,

and he borrowed the officer's glasses
to have a look through when he was

trying to pick off the gunners.
' Gimme

a couple o' Mills's,' he says ;

' I '11 get
'im. This is what I 've been waiting
for,' he says.

" Out he goes on his own, crawling

along the ground, and the officer lost

sight of him and thought he was hit.

But Jimmy wasn't hit, nothing to speak
of. Presently the officer sees him jump
up, chuck his bombs, then start chasing
a big Fritz that was running away.
Jimmy had put the machine-gun out

all right, and when the rest of his crush

gets up to him he was kneeling on the
chest of the Fritz he 'd been chasing,

trying to choke him and cursing like

hell.

"The officer thought perhaps the
Bosch was trying to kill Jimmy, and
lie shoves his revolver in his face.
' Don't kill him, Sir,' Jimmy shouts out.

'He's my lodger. Make him pay me
my rent.' And with that he grabs hold
of Fritz's throat again.

'

Pay me wot

you owes or I '11 strangle yer,' he says.
' Who 's a pig-dog now ?

'
' I '11 pay,

I'll pay!' the Bosch cries, and pulls

out some notes, when Jimmy lets him

get up. Then Jimmy explains things to

the officer and his pals; tells 'em that
the Gorman use ter be his lodger and
had bolted without paying his rent ;

and

everybody laughed except the German.
"'I recognised him through your

glasses, Sir,' said Jimmy,
' and that was

why 1 come out on my own. I got

|

him, and now I got my rent I don't

care, how soon the War 's over,' he says.
"
Jimmy might ha' got the V.C., I

reckon, if he had shut up about his

rent," the Sergeant concluded ;

" as it

j

was he got the Military Medal for rush-

ing the machine-gun. But he was more

pleased to get his rent out of that C ler-

man than he was about the medal."
The Sergeant sighed and re-lit the

end of his cigarette.
"That's what I meant by coinci-

dence," he resumed. " My brother-in-
j

law joined the army just because <>:

that German waiter, and he found

I

him."

He glance;! round at Ginger, who
was sitting with a thoughtful look on
his face.

" Nosv you know what a coincidence

is, my lad," he said with a smile.
"
Yes, I know," saxl Ginger.

" A
coincidence is a bloornin' lie about lib

brother-in-law, told by a sergeant."

PEACE IN THE VILLAGE.
THE day that brought our village news

of peace,

Monday, that day of days,
I \Ye duly celebrated our release

In two noteworthy ways.

The church bells clanged and clashed :

that made us feel

That war at last was done
;

But those who pulled the ropes and

rang the peal
Were women all but one.

Then the church clock, long silent in

its tower,
Awoke to tell the time

And cheer us at the quarter and the

hour
With its melodious chime.

Gone are the days when sleep alone

could break
War's grim and tyrannous spells ;

Now it is rest and joy to lie awake
And listen to the bells.

The Great Alternative.

Notice given out in a provincial

chapel on Sunday, November 10th,

1918 :

"If an Armistice is signed to-morrow, there

will be a Thanksgiving Service in this church
at 8 p.m. If not, there will bo a lecture on
'

Hay-box Cookery
'

at the same hour."
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Furniture Auctioneer (officiating in absence of live-stock expert). "How MUCH FOB THIS IXT?'

Racing Man. "
I 'LI. GIVE YOU A PONY FOB HIM."

Auctioneer (diaregardiug bid). "Win ANYONE 8TABT THE BIDDING FOB THIS LOT?"

Racing Man. "I'LL GIVK YOU A PONY."

Auctioneer. "LOOK 'EBE, SIB, I AIN'T 'EBB TO SWAP ANIMALS; I'M 'EBE TO SELL 'EM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

AMONG the numerous persons who, unwittingly, have
earned my fervent gratitude there are not many towards
whom it is more fervent than the good kind people who
have collected and written down and puhlished in attractive

shape the tales which, handed on from generation to

generation, fed the world's fancy before the present era of

printed fiction began. Captain CYRUS MACMILLAN, who
has collected and edited Canadian Wonder Talcs (LANK), is

such an one; and, as Sir WILLIAM PETERSEN says in a

foreword, the stories, seen from different points of view,
will entertain alike the folk-lore student and the devotee of

"once upon a time." Some of the tales were told to

Captain MACMILLAN by Canadian Indians, some by French
habitants. There are giants in them, and strong magics,
and animals who talk, and birds who build boats, and

mermaids, and fairy gifts and at least one tin with sardines

in it. With a thrill of excitement, if you know your GRIMMS,

you may discover Dummling of the magic goose in the

baker who made the tiens-bon Id (but you don't know what
that is any more than the wicked lawyer did who invented

it), and Hiawatha in Glooskap, and the warrior who fought
Bed Plume and won corn for the Indians. When you
read that the editor corrected his proofs on "Vimy Eidge

you will perhaps discover another stronger magic still tying
East and West and Past and Present and War and Peace
in a knot together. MI-.^GEOROE SHERINGHAM has drawn

some delightful pictures in colour for the volume. They
remind me of tapestry ; but I gathered from the attitude of

a competent critic of six years old that they will probably

appeal most to the older reader. Now, please, will some-

body collect the Wonder Tales of Australia and New Zea-

land and all the other Dominions as quickly as possible?

Undeniably there are few literary tasks more difficult

than that of conveying to paper the thrill and fascination

of stage traffic. To pack the emotions of the theatre within

the covers of a book remains as hard as to bring the scent

of hay across the footlights that oft-quoted achievement

than which to a modern audience nothing could be more

disconcerting. This is why I have the warmer welcome

for Buzz ! Buzz I (CoLLiNs),"a volume in which Captain J. E.

AGATE has combined some reprinted druumtic criticism

with a collection of papers bearing generally upon the art

of the theatre; all of them both pleasant to read and

stimulating to reflect upon. I have no room to Dombar
the gods of the writer's dramatic idolatry, among whom

you will find a high place given to Sir FRAN K I JKXSON. They

range from Mme. BERNHARDT to ABTHI-R SISTI.UR (I should

have liked, by the way, more than a passing phrase of

approval for one who was to my mind incomparably the

greatest of recent English comedians, the late JAMES WELSH ;

interesting to see what impression this most delicate of

players made upon a critic so receptive of precisely his

qualities). There is special value in the appreciation, by
one who knew and shared his early environment, of poor
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I would have had to come

STANLEY HOUGHTON, that victim of success too roughly

handled, whose art withered so tragically in an alien soil.

I can do no more than suggest others of Captain AGATE'S

most fertile themes ; some witty and provoking studies of

the Repertory in action ;
a poignant anecdote of the perils

of excessive appreciation ; and, as make-weight, the parable
of Mr. Clcfccr, a grotesquerie, rather in the Chestertonian

mode, of the evolution of the artist. Buzz ! Buzz ! (perhaps
a needlessly baffling title) is a book which I shall keep for

frequent enjoyment ;
not even Manchester, where alone

they seem to preserve the secret of such matters, has

produced anything better.

Colonel JAMES Mourns MORGAN, the gallant author of

Recollections of a Rebel Reefer (CONSTABLE), was born in

1815, in the extreme south of Louisiana. To a lady who
once doubted whether he was a genuine Southerner he

replied,
" Madam, I can assure you that had I be?n born

any farther south than I was,
into this world either as a

,

pompino or a soft-shell crab, ;

for the hard ground stops
where I was born, in the

southern partof Louisiana."

A soft-shell crab I know

properly cooked with an

appropiate sauce it is a

delicious food but as to '

a pompino I must plead i

ignorance. When the great
j

Civil War broke out Colonel ,

MORGAN was barely sixteen
j

years old, but he was soon I

in the thick of some very !

pretty water -
fighting on

the Confederate side, one
combat in particular in the
James River, seven miles

south of Richmond, being
narrated, as it was fought, |

in a very workmanlike wr

ay.
Thenceforward young MOB-
GAN had as much fighting as

he wanted, and there seem
to have been very few scraps ,

that he did not bear a part in.

ling the physically terrible with what is in its essence

spiritual will make a popular appeal to the ordinary British
mind I cannot pretend to guess, but it is safe to say that
both in imaginative intensity and realistic power M.
MALIIEUHE has few, if any, equals among those who have
written on the War. Indeed these sketches, which tell, in

unforgettable language, of tilings seen and felt, and reveal
amidst the horrors of war the soul of a man seeking after

the light, are stamped by the mark of something nearly
related to genius.

Mr. MAURICE HEWLETT is again digging among the sagas
for material. He now reconstructs the story of Gudrid the

Fair (CONSTABLE), whose doom it was to survive three
husbands. This sounds unromantic, but, believe me, isn't.

For in Iceland and Greenland death came swiftly to men
by weather and war, and a noble-hearted beautiful lady
like Gudriil was estesmed a great prize among a chivalrous

people.

Ut,

Ifirst Pessimist. "I'M GLAD IT'S OVER; IT'S BKEN A TEKIUBLK TIMI
BUT THINK WHAT THE NEXT \VAK WILL BE LIKE !

"

Second Pessimist. "YES AND THE NEXT PEACE!"

Blockade-running, corn-

As to the story, a saga is much what the percep-
tive American denned life

itself to be just one dam
thing after another; with
much too many folk in it,

their names mostly begin-

ning with "
Thor," which

is apt to be confusing. It

was Mr. HEWLETT'S job to

enrich the tale with the
colour and circumstance
which modern weakness de-

mands, and he has done it

well. Some great simple
folk pass before you : old

I'lric the Red, Thorston the

poet and sailor, Leif and

Karlsfesne the pioneers.
Most interesting of all is

the fact of the three sail-

ings of the Greenlanders
to Newfoundland and the

mainland of America, in

what I guess to ba (Mr.
HEWLETT oilers no dates)
the eleventh century or so.

I hope you share my ignor-

merce-raiding on the Georgia nothing came amiss to him,
and whatever the fight was he seems to have had great
gusto for it. Eventually, however, the Confederate power
declined, leaving Colonel MOKGAN, not yet, by the way, a

colonel, a scarred and battered veteran of twenty-one.
His next service was in the Egyptian army, and it was in
this that he ro-:e to be a colonel. His knack of attracting
adventures did not cease, and he was probably enjoying a
full-blooded one less than a fortnight ago. Readers who
like more than a dash of excitement with their reading will
find this book very much to their mind.

The Flaming Sword of France (-DENT) is a translation of
M. HENKY MALHEBBE'S'L Flamme au Poing, a book which
has already had a considerable and well-deserved success.
Miss LUCY MKNZIUS has done her work as a translator with
care and skill, and it is not her fault if beautiful words in
the one language sometimes refuse to be expressed beauti-

fully in the other. It was an act of courage as well as of

wisdom to place this book at the disposal of English
readers who don't happen to have the French tongue, for

it contains qualities in which our own war-literature is

rather conspicuously lacking. Whether his way of ming-

ance of, and therefore enhanced interest in, this egregious
fact. ... A keen wind of adventure and primitive human
simplicity blows through this refreshing book.

WIDOWED.
AT last the dawn creeps in with golden fingers

Seeking my eyes, to bid them open wide

Upon a world at peace, where Sweetness lingers,
Where Terror is at rest and Hate has died.

Loud soon shall sound a ptean of thanksgiving
From happy women, welcoming their men,

Life born anew of joy to see them living.
Mother of Pity, what shall I do then?

A Children's Cause.

A special Matinee of The Chinese Puzzle will be given,
in the presence of the QUEEN, at the New Theatre, on

Monday, November 25th, in support of the Jubilee Fund of

the East London Hospital for Children, Shadwell. Some
time ago Mr. Punch appealed for this noble charity and
received a most generous response from his friends. The

present appeal is, he believes, the first that the Hospital
has made in particular to the Other End of London.
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CHARIVARIA.
Regent Street jeweller wore ransacked lieen reported in Scotland. Tliis time

and some three thousand pounds' worth it is said to have boon contracted by a<vt 11 ( r>* /iiiu b i 1 1 VyU VUWUVOTl IU I 'W U 1 1< ^ n U* MJ K * ^ ^ in vt v\J ill* \j wwu vvsn b i idvikv/vi jj
11

MATTRBB have so far settled down in of jewellery taken away, a erowbar, a I hacgia which lias since broken loo-o

Berlin tliat the banks are not now

guarded by soldiers. This is the first

official intimation that the Cuowx
PJIINCI-'. has left the neighbourhood.

says the GKKMAN CHAN-

doprivo the German
" No oiu%

CKLI.OH,
" can

people of their brains." Wo know
but EHKUT need not have rubbed it into

them like Unit.

Gorman papers recently announced

that Admiral TIUPITX had lied into

Switzerland. The report that he was
whiskered across the border in a motor-

car may account for the further rumour

that his face-hair has come off.

A gossip writer is of the

opinion that ox-King FKK-

DINAND need not have abdi-

cated quite so soon. Our
information is that lie start-

ed early to avoid the rush.
;; *

Chicago pork-packers now
admit that their method
of handling pigs has been

wasteful. In Germany, as

we gather from the appeals
for modification of the arm-

istice, even the squeal of the

pig is utilized.
"
*

'

There was a keen compe-
tition among our troops to

be the first to re-enter Mons.

A Canadian corporal won
the race. Several German
soldiers

' : also ran."

file and a lantern were left

behind. This wa^ exrus;il>lv rc-.ciitrd.

Nobody likes to have his promises
littered with burglars' implements.

The veto on winter racing is with-

drawn, hut not, wo understand, in the

case of slate-club secretaries.

An Austrian provision merchant lit

Stepney has been fined for selling cheese

at excess prices and with attempting
to bribe a Food Inspector. The report
that he threatened to set the cheese on
the Inspector is denied.

It is credibly reported that on one

dny last week there was no mention of

and taken to the woods.

;le of camels is announced by the

military authorities in Egypt. The

departure of white troops makes it

impossible to provide tlio animal* with

their customary di.

* *

"The smoking of women," Buys a

Parish Muga/.ine, "is a deplorable

thing." And not half so nice as tobacco.

Commercial Candour.
Mi: (.'AI:I

If you order ' '

\Vbisky you arc sure to

uant another one." Kgyptian Gatettt. I

" In order to save fuel Swansea workhouse
ii. mates may stay in bed 45 minuics later

'

each dny." The I'mpte.

So that after a fortnight

they cm stay in bed all dny
and save all the fuel.

HIS

"PKACE! AND JUST WHEN I HAI> SVCCF.KUKU ix INVENTING A

SUBSTITUTE FOB THE SEEDS USED IS RASPBERRY JAM."

"KAISKK HKAC1I'
DKSTINATION."

Kraring Paper.

But not, it is generally be-

lieved, his final one.

The Commissioner of Police depre-

cates the action of some people in doing

damage during the armistice celebra-

tions. Indeed, if this sort of thing

happens again, wars will have to be

conducted in private.

"
Magistrates," says The Weekly Dis-

patch, "sometimes say funny things."

The use of the word "sometimes" is

said to have caused much annoyance
in certain magisterial quarters.

1,770,000 acres of land are to be

afforested by the Ministry of Eecon-

struction. With the view of securing

the nation's food-supply, experiments
with an arboreal rabbit are well in hand.

A stage journal anticipates a revival

of ragtime songs this winter. A sorry

blow to those who have been looking

forward to a millennium of peace.

*** -

When recently the premises of a

Lord NOKTHCLIFFE in The Daily News.

We understand that this was due to nn

oversight.

In answer to many inquiries wo have

pleasure in stating that the word

"armistice" is derived from the

French armistice, which means "-an

armistice."

A youth charged at Marylelxme with

stealing a motor-car produced
a doctor's

certificate which said,
" This must be

due to the after-effects of influenza."

The doctor, it seems, had carelessly ad-

vised him to take something for it.

*/=*

Pig-keepers, says an official of the

Food Ministry,may regard theirtroubles

as at an end. Not so the pigs, who

point out that practically nothing is

being done to stamp out the bacon-and-

eggs habit.

A case of sleeping sickness has again

I'I.ANS FOB KASISO Tin:

PUOBI.KJI.

Thinning Out tlio Miilioncr*."

JArfrjaol J'aprr.

The process has apparently
been begun.

"It may bo recalled that the

announcement that there would
be General Election in the late

autumn was first made iu Tht
Timet ou July 18 the historic

date, by a curious chance, on
which. Marshal Foch began tho Allied counter.

attack against the Qeruitiu forces on the

Marne." 7';.

But it is only fair to say that there

is no reason to suspect the gallant
Marshal of collusion.

"It is when diflicullis seem gr:aU.-!.t, and
\\hcn the outlook seems blackest, that British

grit and determination have shown that it is

when dimcultiesMTwl mw mw mwmw mw ui

their fixity of mirpoac cannot be overthrown.

So il it-ill be iritli the printers of Britain."

Carton Magazine.

But they must be careful that the grit

does not get into tho linotype machine.

MATRIMONY.
KM. Mail Gentleman, 44, irreproachable

rhiir.iclcr, educated, musical, refined, affec-

tionate, abstainer, good nppearaiK-i-. I 'ntcstant,

good permanent position, also 3,000 CA-II.

, companionship lady of nuMim, view

above." Melbourne Argus.

What ever wore the eligible spiiitiTa

of Old Blighty thinking about to allow

such a prize to emigrate to Australia?

vnr,. cr.v.
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OUTLAWED.
You spoke too soon who asked a generous nation

To staunch the tears that contrite Teutons shed,

To spare a fallen foe's humiliation

And let the past lie buried with its dead ;

To love our former enemies and feed 'em,

Welcome their "
change of heart

"
as true amends,

And save them from the bloodier forms of freedom

They preached in Eussia when it served their ends.

For in the very act of loud appealing
For Christian mercy in a moving strain,

Eight on the top-note of his abject squealing
The beast began his devilish work again.

Tortured and starved, witli spirit and body broken,

He loosed his captives from their long years' hell,

And left them there, for hatred's crowning token,

To die like dogs of hunger where they fell.

This is your Hun. You'd have us still reprieve him?

Though "Peace" be signed on paper with a pen,

Let Pity steel her lips, I say, and leave him

Where he belongs outside the law of men. O. S.

TRAGEDY OF A WAR-TIME EGG.

Violet (fifteenryear-old daughter, wlw does the shopping,
to Mother, wife of business man). What about breakfast

to-morrow ?

Mother. It's been an expensive week. What do you say
to bread-and-margarine ? It satisfies me perfectly.

Violet (heroically). So it does me.
Mother. And I don't think Billy and Betty and Baby

really require anything more.

Violet (with conviction). Certainly not. If it 's enough
for me it 's enough for little kiddies.

Mother. But we can't set your father down to it. lie 's

doing the work of three men. He must have an egg.
Violet. They're eightpence each.

Mother. We mustn't grudge eightpence for your father's

nourishment.
Violet. Bacon works out cheaper.
Mother. He can't bear war-bacon.

Violet. And he hates kippers.
Mother. Sardines make him bilious.

Violet. There 's nothing for it but an egg.
1

[Exit to buy one.

* :;: is :;:* :): ;)< -.;:
>

[Breakfast-table next morning. Mother dispenses coffee.

Billy, Betty and "Bahy
'

contentedly munch bread-and-

margarine. Father does the same while reading aloud

bits from the -newspaper.
Enter Violet with poacJied egg, which she places in front

of Father.

Father. Hullo ! What 'B this ?

Violet. I hope it 's new laid (sits and helps herself to

bread-and-margarine).
Father. "Where 's yours ?

Violet (flushing). I don't cave for eggs.
Father (glancing behind coffee urn). Aren't you having

one, Mother ?

Mother (flushing). Not this morning.
Father. How 's that?
Mother (flushing deeper). I don't seem to want one,

somehow.

Billy (imperiously). Where 's my egg?
Mother. Little boys mustn't ask for eggs in war-time.

Hilly. Why not ?

Violet (severely). Don't ask questions. Eat your break-
fast.

Hilly. Shan't for you ! (makes faces) .

Father. You shall have Daddy's, old son.

Motlicr (sharply). He'll have nothing of the kind. If

Betty and Baby don't have an egg, why should Billy ?

Father. But why don't they?
Mother (with mild exasperation). You can hardly expect

the weekly allowance to cover eggs for the family, dear.

Father (icitli asperity). Then why give me one?
Mother. Because your strength must ho kept up.

You 're doing the work of three men.
Father. Fiddle-de-dee!

Mother (bridling). You said so yourself. That 's all 1 have
to go by.

Father. And you 're always driving it into me that you
do the work of six women. You have the egg.

Motlier (frigidly). No, thank you. 1 shouldn't think

of it.

Father. Then we '11 divide it between the three kids
;
that

settles it.

Violet (Iwtly). I don't see why they should have eggs
when I don't.

Father. But you said you didn't care for eggs.
Violet. Not at eightpence each.

Father (aghast). Eightpence! You mean to say you paid

eightpenco for this egg for me ?

Betty (suddenly). I want an egg.

Baby (hammering table with spoon). Egg ! Egg ! Want egg.
Father (in a voice of thunder). Silence! Nobody in this

house shall eat an eightpenny egg.
Mother. Are you going to put it in the dustbin'.'

Father. Preposterous, disgraceful extravagance.
Mother. Extravagance! When I 've only done my duty

and provided you with a nourishing rneal (breaks down).
Violet (hysterically). When I looked out the brownest and

biggest ! Oh ! it 's not fair (sobs).

Father (flourishing plate in their faces). But look at it.

It 's eating money. Can you justify paying eightpence for

a thing of that size ?

. [Egg slips from plate into Violet's coffee.

Mother (tragically). Now it 's wasted.

Father (brazening it out). Pooh! What's a little coffee

on an egg? (Fishes for egg with fork.)

Billy (excitedly as egg is harpooned for third tiiiu-).

Nearly landed him, Father !

Mother (with set teeth). You '11 break the yolk in a minute.

Father (murderously). 'Suppose I do.

[Breaks it. Egg and coffee mingle in a ghastly fusion.
Mother. There '3 eightpence gone.
Father. WHO CAKES?

For our Blinded Soldiers and Sailors.

A concert, which QUEEN ALEXANDRA has promised to

attend, will he given at the Queen's :IIall on Friday, Nov-
ember 29th, at 3 o'clock, in aid of St. Dunstan's Hostel for

Blinded Soldiers and Sailors. The programme will be

carried out entirely by a party of Blind Musicians, who for

two years have been giving concerts about the country on
behalf of the same splendid cause for which they have

raised nearly 50,000 and are now to make their first

appearance in London. Mr. Punch begs to express the

hope that they may receive a hearty welcome from his

readers.

EPITAPH FOR GERM \NY : I was well ;
I would be better ;

I am bust.
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A FORLORN APPEAL.
-*

ME. ASQUITH. "COALITION, ERE WE PART. GIVE, GIVE ME BACK Mi' EB PARTY I"
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ri-iaaiier.
"
WKI.I., Sus, TIIKUI-: WAS A LOT OP LAKKIN' COIN' ON, CKI.EBBATIS' THE UAKUIBTICE, BUT I DON'T TUIXK AS I BO FAU

FOllUOT MYSELF AS TO KISS 'IM. If I DID, YOUB WASIIU1', I DKSKUVKS SIX MONTHS."

"CEREMONIAL."
THKUK is no greater stimulus to dis-

cipline than a Ceremonial Parade ; a

regular soldier told me this one day as

we chatted amicably after he had ticked

me off for some trifle. It is true ; I

know now. It is there that the diffi-

culties which beset the Staff are made
evident to those who foolishly seem
to imagine that the Staff have nothing
to do but ask awkward questions and
remain imperturbable in motor-cars.
Wo had a Ceremonial last month on

the occasion of a distribution of medals,
and it was really a bon affair ; you
would have enjoyed it. The batta-

lions marched on -to the parade-ground
shepherded by wild -

eyed Company
Commanders, who knew that what

they had done was wrong, but that it

was not nearly so wrong as the things
they were going to do in their endea-
vours to get into a hollow square.
However, the Kegimental Sergeant-
Major was there and all was well.

Every movement of the Junior Staff

in the centre of the square was watched

critically. When the Divisional Com-
mander's flagstaff was erected men
began talking of maypole dances they
had witnessed in the Old Country.
When the flag stuck halfway up those
with relatives in the Navy took a pro-

minent part in the conversation. It

was a most impressive spectacle. All

the officers lined up in front of their

battalions, sixed like the pipes of an

organ, some with gloves, some with

their hands well behind the seams of

their trousers. And the fuu of it was
to get everything arranged so that it

should go without a hitch, for of course

in Ceremonial everything must be ab-

solutely right and absolutely uniform

throughout it is the Adjutant's day
out.

Nothing was left to chance. I don't

know how many times I walked along
the line of officers and made cheery
remarks to encourage them, now say-

ing,
" Eemember, at the General Salute

you will all salute on the third motion
of the 'Present' and cut away the hand
on the first motion of the' Slope Arms.'

"

Or, if I wasn't saying that, I was telling
them " Of course you will salute on the

first motion of the ' Present
'

and cut

away the hand on the second motion
of the '

Slope Arms,'
"
and yet, would

you believe it, after all the trouble I had
taken to make each alteration quite
clear, when the General arrived every-
body saluted on the second motion and
cut away in their own time all except
the Staff Captain, who was so overcome
at the moment of saluting, through just
remembering lie had forgotten some-

i thing, that he stood up there mesmerised

;in the centre of the square, with his

right hand blinding his right eye long
after everybody else had stood at ease.

; As soon as the Brigade Major had
side-kicked the Staff Captain back to

consciousness we got right on with the

business at once. All the recipients of

the medals had been lined up most

carefully beforehand in the order in

which their names were to be read out,

and they stood there looking aghast at

the distance they would have to walk
to the table. It was a fearful ordeal to

have to walk fifty yards or more, fully
conscious of being improperly dressed,

possessing a blue nose and repugnant
appearance generally, certain to trip up
and miss the outstretched hand alto-

gether and likely enough to salute before

the handshake was over and carry the

General's hand to their forehead as

well.

The Staff Captain got busy at once,

happy now in remembering he had for-

gotten what it was he had remembered

having forgotten. Pulling out his lists

!
of recipients and their deeds he read

j

out in a loud voice the name of No. 1,

: and looked expectantly at No. 1 of the

squad of braves. No. 35 stepped out.

The air was torn by a frightful rustling
of papers as the Staff Captain rushed

through his lists to pee what had
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happened. However, No. :)"> got there-

I nervously some five yards from
(lie General, heard with a lilusli what
he had done to deserve this horror

honour. I UK ;in shook hands with the

al, who very kindly advanced to-

wards him
;
turned lo the right ;

re

that was wrong; turned udout ; turned
half left, and wandered olT stiflly for

ever, in his own mind, a fool.

No. 2 (No. 17 popped out) was also

overcome with bashfulncss, ;md the
General again advanced to pin on the

ribbon. By the time No. -1 (No. li'.tj

Dame out the General w:is yards away
from the tahlo and the StutT were

busy running to and fro, handing up
D.S.O/8 instead of M.C.'s and running
back to the table again.

it was then that a brainstorm came
over the Brigade Major, and he picked
up the table and triumphantly carried

the whole tiling up behind the advanc-

ing General. Everybody was so glad
ho bad thought of thi-i, for everybody
had seen the necessity of it long ago
and was just itching to give advice. It

we bad been civilians we should have

applauded the act.

The rest was simple. Whenever the
General advanced out of range the table

came up in close support no fuss, no
bother; it was a wonderfully well-

executed manoeuvre and ought to have
a place in every well-conducted Cere-
monial of this kind.

I don't know what the Staff Captain
felt like after reading from his own
handwriting some fifty-five accounts of

the deeds done, but he looked like

death. He was only just in time too

on one occasion lo nip oil the D.S.O.
from a wrong tunic and replace it with
the M.C., and even then it turned out

that the owner was due to receive both.
And he heard with impassive face the

General say to a brawny Scot who had

just been up for the D.C.M. and had
come back for bis Military Medal,
" I 'm sure I 've seen you before some-
where."
When the distribution was over we

settled down expectantly for the speech.
Peace talk bad loomed large the last

few days and we had it definitely from
a gunner, who knew a man in a water-

column, who bad a friend who was a

friend of someone who knew, that peace
had just been declared. And when the

General began we made sure he was

keeping the best news of all to the last.

It was a jolly fine speech, all about

the British army, our battalions in

particular, and what they had done in

the past. Hut wo were rather sur-

prised to hear bow much remained
to be done and learned with fortitude

that wo ourselves were going to have
t.lie chance to do it and in the near

I SAY, DEAB OLD BEAX, WILL YOU I.KMi SIK YOrll MO1OH HIKK?"

"OF COUR8F. WHY ASK?"

Wlll.L, I COULDN'T FIND Till: lir \sTI.V nil

future too. It was a great speech,
and wo all felt very bucked up and de-

termined to see it through; but, when
we see the gunner again who knows a

man in a water-column who has it

from the friend of a friend of someone
who knows, we are going to say a few

things to him.

"For this relief . . ."

\, none of the pnlilic work.- in l.i-lumi

siixjiended operations on the declaration of

tin 1 surrender of Gcnuuny, the employe.-, were

all given a half-holiday from the

I Mil. 11 'III \NK<(.I\ IM.

Hi
lf,l

We thought better of Lisburn.

"GiLGIT lioons r..i: ('"I i> Ki

Send a pair to your Friend at the Front.

He will appreciate the gift." Indian I'lt/xi'.

Some advertisers hare no tact.

Le Mot Juste.

"Polities! conditions :it ill.- [in -cut moment
depend largely ii|xni food condition-. \ny
Government which can .-ii|'pl> the )>oople with

food will be agnx'iilile to the Yicnm-<>. and

prolMhly could pass any measures it desire*.

The whole position is provisional." Times.

"KXCITKD HOI.I.AXI).

NA-l'Y FK.VTI 'UK-. WOltRYISQ TIIK I"

PKOI'I

Keening Standard.

It is anticipated that the Netherlands

Government will request the ex-Kaiser

to wear a mask.

.iways of Empire
'

docs not, as it- title

perhaps suggc-t-. relate Mich episodes as the

singeing of the King of Spain's Heard at the

Battle of the Nile." Daili/ Xrin.

Nor, we understand, does it refer to

the clipping of VON Tinrirx's whiskers

by JKM.ICOE at the Battle of Trafalgar.
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THE MUD LARKS.
CONCERNING WILFRID WILCOX WILBUR,
MINOR POET, OF THE BRITISH SECRET

SERVICE.

ONCE upon a time, when the world

was wrong and there was still a war

on, I put my head into the Mess and
discovered Albert Edward alone there,

cheating himself at Patience.
" My leave warrant has come and

I'm off to Rome," said I. "If Focn
should ring up tell him he '11 have to

struggle along by himself for a fort-

night. Cheerio !

"

"Cheerio!" said Albert Edward.
"Give my regards to NERO, BOKGIA and
all tho boys."

I shut the door upon him and took

the road to Rome.
Arrived there I attempted to shed a

card on the POPE, but was repulsed by
a halberdier in fancy-dress ; visited the

Catacombs (by the way, in the art of

catacombing we latter-day sinners have

nothing to learn from the early saints.

Why, at Arras in 1917 we oh, well,

never mind now !) ; kept a solemn face

while bands solemnly intoned "Tip-
perary

"
under the impression it was

the British National Anthem ; bought
a bushel of mosaic brooches and several

thousand picture-postcards and acted

the perfect little tripper throughout.
Then one day, while stepping into a

hotel lift, I bumped full into Wilfrid

Wilcox Wilbur stepping forth. You
have all of you read the works of Wilfrid

Wilcox Wilbur (" Passion Flowers,"
"
Purple Patches," etc.). If you haven't

you should, for Wilfrid is the lad to

handle tho heart-throb.
In pre-war days he was to be met

with in London drawing-rooms about

tea-time, wearing his mane rather

longer than is done in the best mena-

geries. And now behold him in mili-

tary disguise parading the Eternal

City!
" What may you be doing here ?

"
I

gasped.

Heput his fingers to his lips. "Pist !

"

Then, pushing me into the lift, he ejected
the attendant, turned a handle and we
shot aloft. Half-way between earth
and heaven he stopped tho conveyance
and, having mado quite suro we were
not being overheard by either men or

angels, leaned up against my ear and

whispered,
" Secret Service ! That 's

why I have to be so careful ; they havo

agents everywhere listening, watching,
taking notes."

I felt for my pocket-case, momentarily
fearful that They (whoever They were)
might have taken it.

" And do you also have agents listen-

ing, noting, taking watches'?" I asked.
Wilbur said he had, and went on to

explain that so perfect was his system
that a cat could hardly kitten anywhere
between Yildiz Kiosk and tho 'Wilbelm-

strasse without his full knowledge and

approval.
I was greatly thrilled, for I had pre-

viously imagined all the cloak-and-dag-

ger spy business to be an invention of

the magazine-writer.
" Look here," I implored,

"
if you

are going to pull off a coup at any time,
do let me come too."

Wilbur demurred. The profession
wasn't keen on amateurs, he explained ;

they were too impetuous, lacked sub-

tlety. Still, if the opportunity occurred,
he might perhaps. I wrung his hand,
then, seeing that bells on every landing
had been in a state of uproar for some
fifteen minutes and that the attendant
was commencing to swarm the cable

after his lift, we dropped back to earth

again, returned it to him and went out

to lunch.
" And now tell me something of your

methods, "said I, as wesatdownto meat.
Wilbur promptly grabbed me by the

collar and dragged me after him under
the table.

"What's the matter now?" I gulped.
" Fool !

"
he hissed. " The waiter is

a Bulgarian spy."
" Let 's arrest him then," said I.

Wilbur groaned. "Oh, you amateurs!
You would stampede everything and
ruin all."

I apologised meakly and we issued
from cover again and resumed our
meal silently, because (according to

Wilbur) tho peroxide blonde doing
snake-charming tricks with spaghetti
at the next table was a Hungarian
agent, and there was a Turk concealed
in the potted palms near by.

I thrilled and thrilled.

Then followed stirring days. Rome
at that time, I gathered, was the centre
of the spy industry and at the height
of the sleuthing season, for they
hemmed us in on every hand, accord-

ing to Wilbur. I was continually being
dragged aside into the shadow of dark
arcades to dodge Austrian admirals

disguised as dustmen, rushed up black

alleys to escape the machinations of

Bolshevik adventuresses parading as

parish priests, and submerged in foun-
tains to avoid tho evil eyes of German
diplomats camouflaged as flower-girls,

according to Wilbur.
I thrilled and thrilled and thrilled.

Also I bought myself a stiletto and a
false nose.

However, after about a week of play-
ing trusty Watson to Wilbur's Sher-
lock without having effected a single
arrest, drugged one courier, stilettoed
a solitary waistcoat or been' allowed to
wear my false nose once, I gave Wilbur

the slip one afternoon and went on the

prowl alone.

About four of the clock my investi-

gations took me to Vermicelli's. At a
small marble table, lapping up ices as a
kitten laps cream, I beheld Temporary
Second-Lieutenant Mervyn Esmond.
You all of you remember Mervyn

Esmond, him of the spats, the eyeglass
and grey top-hat, who used to gambol so

gracefully among the Frivolity Beauty
Chorus singing "Billy of Piccadilly."
You must remember Mervyn Esmond.
But that was tho Esmond of old

days ; for a long time past he has been

doing sterling work in command of an

army pierrot troupe.
I sat down beside him, stole his ice

and finished it for him.
"And now what are you doing here?

"

I asked.
" I 've come down from the line to

get some new dresses for Queenie," he

replied.
" She he, that is is abso-

lutely in rags, bursts his corsets and a

pair of silk stockings every perform-
ance very expensive item."

I had better explain here and now
that Queenie is tho leading lady in

Mervyn's troupe. She be, that is

started her his military career as an

artillery driver, but was discovered to

be the possessor of a very shrill falsetto

voice and dedicated to female imper-
sonations forthwith.

"She he is round at the dress-

maker's now," Mervyn went on,
" wrest-

ling with half-a-dozen hysterical man-
nequins. I 'in getting him up regard-
less. Listen. Dainty ninon georgette
outlined with chenille stitching. Char-
meuse over-tunic embroidered with

musquash and skunk pom-poms. Crfipe
de Chine undies interwoven with blue

baby ribbon ; camis
"

"
Stop !

"
I thundered ;

" I am but a

rough soldier."

Mervyn apologised, wrapped himself
round another ice and asked me how I

was amusing myself in Tibertown.

Having first ascertained that there

wore no enemy agents secreted under
the table, I unburdened my soul to him

concerning Wilbur and the coups that

never came off.

He stared at me for a few moments, |

his eyes twinkling ; then he leaned over I

the table.
" My active brain has evolved a

be-autiful plan," said he. "It's yours
for another ice."

I bought it.

* :;: :;: :]: :,;

I found Wilbur sleuthing the crowd
from behind a tall tumbler iu the
Excelsior lounge, and, dragging him
into the lift, hung it up half-way be-

tween here and hereafter, and whis-

pered my great news.
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" Where when ? "he cried.
" In my hotel at midnight," I replied.

"I hid in a clothes-basket and heard
all. We will frustrate their knavish

tricks, thou and I."

Wilbur did not appear to be as keen
as I had expected; he hummed and
hawed and chatted about my ama-
teurishness and impetuosity ; but I was
obdurate and, taking him firmly by the

arm, led him off to dinner.
I hardly let go of his arm at all for

the next four hours, judging it safer so.

Five minutes before midnight I led

him up the stairs of my hotel and, tip-

toeing into a certain room, clicked on
the light.

" See that door over there," I whis-

pered, pointing,
"

'tis the bathroom.
Hide there. 1 shall be concealed in

the wardrobe." In three minutes the

conspirators will appear. The moment
you hear me shout,

' Hands up, Otto
von Schweinhund, le jen est fait,' or

words to that eft'cct, burst out and collar

the lady."
I pushed Wilbur into the bathroom

(he was trembling slightly excitement,
no doubt) and closed the door.

I had no sooner shut myself into the

wardrobe than a man and a woman
entered the room. They were both in

full evening dress. The man was a

handsome rascal, the woman a tall

languid beauty gorgeously dressed.

She flung herself down in a chair and
lit a cigarette. The man carefully

locked the door and crossed the room
towards her.

"Hansa^" he hissed, "did you get
the plans of the fortress ?

"

She laughed and, taking a packet of

papers from the bosom of her dress,

flung it on the table.
" 'Twas easy, man cher."

He caught it and held it aloft.
" Vic-

tory !

"
he cried. " The Vaterland is

saved."

He passed round the table and stood

before her, his eyes glittering.
" You beautiful devil," he muttered

through clenched teeth, "I knew you
could do it. I knew you would be-

witch the young attache. All men are

puppets in your hands, beautiful, beau-
tiful fiend ! ".

The moment had come. Hastily
donning my false npse I flung open
the wardrobe, shouted the signal and

j

covered the pair with my stiletto. The

I

woman screamed and flung herself into

the arms of her accomplice.
" Ah ha, foiled again ! Curse you !

'

he snarled, and covered me with the

plans of the fortress.

I grappled with him, he grappled
with me, the beautiful devil grappled
with both of us, we all grappled. There

i
was no movement from the bathroom

! door. Wo grappled some more, we

grappled aJl over the table, over tho

wushstand and a brace of chairs. The
villain lost his whiskers, tho villainess

lost her lovely golden wig, the hero

1

(me) lost his false nose. I shouted the

signal once more, the villain shouted
it, the villainess shouted it, we all

shouted it. There was no movement
from the bathroom door. We grappled
some more, we grappled over the chest-

of-drawers, under the carpet and in and
out of the towel-horse.

" Let's go and grapple on the bed,"

panted the villain in my right ear.
" It 's softer."

A muffled report rang out from some-
where about tho " beautiful devil."

" For Heaven's sake, go easy !

"
she

wheezed in my left ear. ' My corsets

have went."

Then, as there was still no move-
ment from the bathroom door and we

none of us had a grapple left in us, we
called "Time! "

Mervyn sat up on tho edge of the

bed sourly regarding the bedraggled
Queenic.

" lu rags once more, twenty pounds'
worth of georgette charmeuse and ninon

uhat's-his-namu torn to shreds!" he

groaned.
" Oh, you torn-boy, you !

"

"Come and dig these damn whale-

bones-out of my ribs," said she.

I staggered across the room and.

opening the bath-room doar, peered
within.

"
Any sign of our friend Sherlock,

the spy-hound V
"
Mervyn iuquii-

"
Yes," said I.

" He's tumbled into

the bath in a dead faint."

r.VTLANDKR.
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Tommy (to pal, wJiose feet have become entangled in ground bait).
GENTLEMAN'S PIIOPAGANDA?"

"LOOK OUT, DIGGER; CAN'T YOU SEE YOU 'BE A-STANDIN' ON THE

VALEDICTORY.

(Being epitaphs on some prominent
M.P.'s wlio are not seeking re-election.}

THE EIGHT HON. JOHN BURNS.

"TiiE soldier's friend" and handy with

your fists,

Oh, here was irony of Fate indeed
That made you join up with Pacificists

In Britain's hour of need.

THE EIGHT HON. AUGUSTINE BIRHELL,
E.G.

In a black hour you swapped the ease
of letters

For politics and Ministerial fetters.

Bristol installed you safely in a seat

And Norfolk furnished you a snug re-

treat,

Till Ireland whelmed you in the Sinn
Fein pit,

Conspicuous by your absence and your
wit.

THE EIGHT HON. EUGENE WASON.

O genial and gigantic Scot,
O man of Brobdingnagian build,

A "stalwart Eadical," yet not

By party acrimony filled
;

Of all the Members who no more,
After the great Election scrap,

Will at St. Stephen's take the floor,

No one will leave a linger gap.

ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET THE HON. SIR

HEDWOHTH MEUX.
A sailor with no axe to grind
You always frankly spoke your mind

;

And so your speeches and confessions

Blazed with delightful indiscretions.

The House will miss your breezy ways,
Your unexpected turns of phrase ;

But, at your passing, WINSTON'S eye
Will be unquestionably dry.

ON THE HOME FEONT.
DEAD MR. PUNCH, Cheerio ! as my

master would say. He is allowed out
of the hospital at last and goes for a
ride every day in what is called a bath-

chair, and of course my mistress and I

go with him. I wanted to drag it at first,

but my teeth are not strong enough,
so I sit in it and keep guard, because
even in armistice time you never know.
There are lots of Germans about over

here, and I don't trust them.
To begin with I sat on my master's

knee with my head sticking out over
the apron and my ears cocked ready for

trouble ; but I soon saw that this form-
ation would not do. Only my head
was free and I could not rise to any
sudden emergency quickly enough ; so
now I lie on his feet outside the apron.
It is colder, but I don't mind that as

long as I feel I am doing my bit.

We meet lots of my master's friends,
and all the ladies persist in petting me
and calling me a nice little dog. I don't

so much mind being petted and called

nice, but I do object to that word
"little." How big do they expect a
fox-terrier to be ?

I notice that my master doesn't talk

about ditches any more, but about
tanks. I am not quite sure what a
tank is, but as far as I can make out it

seems to lie a sort of cross between a

bull-dog and a bloodhound, which can

go anywhere and do anything: I should
like to meet one.

It is perfectly splendid to be with my
master again ; still, do^ou know, Mr.

Punch, I find this nursing work rather

wearing. You see there are several

dogs of my acquaintance with whom I

have always had regular appointments
for purposes of mutual exercise. They
now come and sniff at my bath-chair
in a supercilious way, and yesterday a

cat sat down right in front of it and

yawned in my face.

They know they 're safe because I 'm
on duty ;

but it 's a great strain on my
nervous system and I 'in longing for

the time when my master will be out
of his bath-chair and able to join me in

celebrating the occasion.

Yours sincerely,
A MORE-DETERMINED-THAN-EVER DOG.
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OUR MAN.
WITH MR. PUNCH'S GRATEFUL COMPLIMENTS TO FIELD-MARSHAL SIR DOUGLAS HAIG.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, November l&th. In both

Houses an Address congratulating His

Majesty on the conclusion of the Arm-
istice and the prospect of a victorious

Peace was passed by acclamation. The
note of all the speeches
was the security of the

British Throne and the

popularity of its present

occupant. Dilating upon
the democratic character

of our monarchy Lord
Cuu/.ox actually permitted
himself to speak of the

KINO as " the spokesman
of his fellow -

subjects

throughout the Empire ;

"

and one pardoned the tech-

nical inaccuracy of the

phrase for the sake of its

essential truth.

The approach of the

General Election has pro-
duced thatuncommon phe-
nomeuoii.ananxiousdesire
on the part of Scotsmen to

return to their native land.

Loud complaint was made
of the inadequacy of the

railway accommodation.
Mr. EUGENE WASON was
understood to say that he
had been obliged to travel with a couple ;

of Highlanders on the luggage-rack
a remarkable tribute to the solidity of i

a structure intended " for light articles :

only."
In view of the impending Dissolution

j

Mr. WATT is redoubling his efforts to

win the Interrogation Stakes, though
his chance of catching Mr. KINO on
the post is but slender. His latest in-

quiries covered a wide field, ranging
from the refusal of the Ministry of

Munitions to enable Glasgow to manu-
facture clog-soles to the excessive cost
of the lovely uniform worn by the
officers of the Women's Royal Air
Force and the enormous salaries drawn i

by Scottish sheriffs.

Already there is a crack in the Coali- !

tion. Sir LEO CHIOZZA MONEY lias

withdrawn his powerful support from
j

it. In a "
personal explanation," which

in length and character strongly re- 1

sembled an Election Address, he chal-
1

lenged the PRIME MINISTER'S scheme,
of reform and put forward an alterna-
tive programme of his own, drawn on
the lines of full-blooded Socialism.
Members generally bore up very well
under their impending bereavement,
but Mr. HOUSTON was deeply moved at

,

the prospect of having to forgo his
j

daily duel witli the representative ofj
the Shipping Controller.

Mr. BURNS, having declined to take

the Labour pledge, has bid adieu to

Battersoa. " No Conscription
"

is still

his motto.

Tuesday, Not:ember 1.9th. Seventeen

years ago a Royal Prince, fresh from a

voyage round the world, made a mem-
orable appeal to his fellow-countrymen

MR. HOUSTON'S BKKEAVKMKNT.
Eir LEO CHIO/ZA MONI-.Y reii <.

on the text,
" Wake up, England !

"

This afternoon, in the Royal Gallery of

the House of Lords, the same speaker,
now Sovereign of these islands, de-

livered another address to the .Members
of both Houses and the representatives
of the Dominions, the gist of which
was that England, and not England
only, hut the whole British Empire,
hail waked up to some purpo:c. His

MB. JOHN BURNS REFUSES TO P.K
CONSCRIPT CANDIDATE.

Majesty, in well-chosen words, gave
thanks for the devotion of the Fleet, the

Army, the workers at home and abroad,
the Allies, and not least to our cousins
from America, who have helped to

,

consummate our victory. It was
Britain's Bidding-Prayer, and it was

listened to in reverent
silence. But the cheers
were in our hearts.

After this solemn inter-

lude the two Houses re-

sumed their prosaic busi-

ness. The Lords heard
Lord BUCKMASTEK, in his

xeal for freedom, declare
that oven Bolshevist litera-

ture should be distributed

without let or hindrance.
Lord CAVK (who is still

acting as Home Secretary)
is all for the restoration

of our liberties within rea-

sonable limits, but has
no intention of giving free

rein to Bolshevism.
In the Commons Mr.

BALKOUU modestly de-

clined Sir JOHN JAIUHNE'K

suggestion that he should

i^ivo the House a resume
of all the results, military,

political and economic, of

our Eastern campaigns.
I

That, he indicated, was a task for a

leisurely historian, not for a jaded
Minister.

The House was rather disappointed
to hear that, though our soldiers on
demoralisation would be allowed to re-

tain their uniform, their great-coats and
helmets would not he included. Surely
the"tin hat'' would be the most prized
memento of this unique war, and
should hang in every cottage and tene-
ment from which a soldier went forth.

How many millions they were wo do
not yet know, but we know that three

millions of them have suffered death
or wounds or the imprisonment that
is almost worse than death.

For the first time in its history, 1

suppose, the House received a now
Member in the uniform of a private
soldier. As the son of a former Member,
and the successor of Captain CAWLEY,

.
whose name is on the Parliamentary

j

Roll of Honour, Trooper HorKixsoN
would in any case have received a
warm welcome. But I think that the

special vigour of the cheers that greeted
him was due to the proud garb ha wore.

Wednesday, November 20i/i. The
Lords, turning themselves into a

Salvage Corps, did a lot of cleaning-lip
work necessitated by the sudden cessa-

i
tion of hostilities. Among other things

j

they passed a Bill dealing with that

most indefinable of abstractions, the
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"duration.' It was finally deeided

that tho question \vlicn the \\-.\\- should
hi d'.-emed to ho really over should be

lefttotheGovoriiniont. Only Ministers
who have refrained from makingprivate
hots on tho subject will ho allowed, 1

understand, to take part in tho decision.

The ignorant attacks upon Lord
NKWTON for his alleged inattention to

the welfare of our prisoners werewarmly
resented by several Peers, who testified

to his unwearying efforts in their be-

half. But I think Lord NKWTON could

have done without the assistance of the

noble Lord who, with tho kindliest in-

tention, no doubt, described him as " a

gramophone for other Departments."
This country is no longer to be the

dumping-ground for undesirable aliens

that it has been in the past. As Lord
C\vi: put it, there is no good in re-

patriating the Germans after the War
if they can come back by the next ship.
The FIIIHT COMMISSIONER OK WOUKS

is a good deal in the limelight just
now. The latest items in our Nouvelles

Mondainet are that he did not take

part in the discussion of the Armistice

at Versailles, and that, far from com-

mandeering any more hotels, he has

actually surrendered one to its former
owners. This looks as if Peace really
were in sight.
Now that the invasion of the German

Fleet has actually taken place Beatty
possidente the trenches on which the

London Volunteers expended so much
muscular tissue are to be filled in. Also

devout ladies may use their motors to

attend divine service whenever the spirit
moves them provided that it does not

move them more than thirty miles.

Thnrnduy, November 21s<. I hope
our good friends on the Continent will

not imagine that John Bull is going to

revert to his old habit of thinking too

much about his creature comforts. But
it is a little suspicious that of the eight

Questions on the paper in the House of

Commons this afternoon the first four

should have referred respectively to

bacon, salt, sugar mid wine; while in

tho fifth, put by private notice, the

irrepressible Mr. WATT, who does not

appear to be suffering from malnutri-

tion, complained that London was re-

ceiving all the good Scottish beef and
that Glasgow was being fed on " cows
of the worst description."
And so, with the reading of the

KING'S Speech and its appeal for unity
in peace as well as war, ended tho

longest Parliament since CHARLES II. 's

time. Its declining years have done a

good deal to atone for the excesses of

its youth. Still, as the American show-
man said when his pet lion absorbed

his better-half,
" I kinder think the old

insect has outlived its usefulness."

THE FINAL.
Tummy (ex-foutbaUr.r). -'ViK WAS Ji:8T WU'IN 1 TH KM OFF -JIM: KACK OF THE KAimi

\V11KS FOCH BLOWS HIS WHIMI.i: AND SIIOLTfl

A Gilded Pill.

"Tho text of the Ministry of Health I'iM.

issued to-day, states that the Minist.;>-'-alary
will bo 5,000." Eceniiuj Paper.

"!EiciiT. SKIIT.S < <>M:

. Daily Mail.

"Cnix< LINKS TO RKTI-BX.''

Daily Mirror.

We presume the crinolines will be

worn orer the tight skirts.

" \V.r .lillljjlou.

The loug-suspected belief that Lenin ami

Trotsky were German gents is now conclu-

sively j>ra\-aA."Kyyptian Gati'ttc.

It is supposed that they were over-

j

heard while drinking their soup.

The Bitterness of Defeat.
" When the cniifeiriii'i: was interrupted for

luncheon and dinner, the (lernmns ate aloe in

tho quarters of the Captain of the Fleet."

Daily .Vail.

That '& the stuff to give them.

W> II \.T ,000 was rained for the Itnt.sli

It. .1 ( n>s8 Society by the sala on Manchmtm
K >\.il Kxrhungi' \e<terday afternoon of .1 bale

of cotton. Tlif saiix' halo mi* recently v>ldin

Liverpool for '2,r,70." Daily I'aper.'

Liverpool trill IMJ pleased.

"Elderly people mrl i-iii'oiir.idriiiiMit. A
little gentle tack persuades them to accept ihc

hair, the cosy corner, or the sunny
window-seat." Prorin:-inl Paper.

And then to vacate it with jnvcnilr

sprightliness.
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TO

"WHAT'S THE MATTKK WITH YOUB 'EUBEKT?"
I I TAKIN ANY INIEBEST LIFE NOW F.BK 's NO CHANCE OP AIR-KAIDS. You SEE,

>K USED

THE GENERAL ELECTION.
EXAMINATION PAPER FOB PARLIAMENTARY CANDIDATES.
1. STATE your theory oi perorations. It you get en-

tangled in a peroration do you consider it better to sib down
at once without finishing it, or to struggle on while your
audience begins to shuffle its feet and your Chairman osten-
tatiously looks at his watch.

2. " The Candidate will now be delighted to answer any
questions that may be put to him from the meeting." (State-
ment of any Chairman of any meeting at the end of the Can-
didate's speech.) Examine the truth of this statement in
the light of your own experience and that of your friends.

3.
" Will the Candidate pledge himself to refuse to accept

a peerage or any other honour that may be offered to him ?
"

(Question put from the body of the meeting.) Give three
adequate and straightforward evasions of this question.

4. Do you consider it advisable to lighten your speeches
with humorous stories?

5. In the event of your answer to the above question
being in the affirmative give not more than one illustration
of your idea of a humorous story. The following two
stories are barred : (a) The story of the dogs who ate their
labels ; (b) The story of the puppies who were first Liberal
(or Tory) and afterwards developed into Tory (or Liberal).

6. How do you proceed when you realise, in the middle,
of telling a story, that you have entirely forgotten the point?

'

7. "A tnarcifid Proriduncc fashioned, us holler
(>' /nirpose thct ice might our principles swallcr."

What is the name of the author of these lines? Com-
pose two or more suitable couplets in the same literarv

style.
8. Show how the terms "

camouflage,"
"
na-poo

"
and

"Blighty" may be avoided in an election speech. Give
alternatives in each case.

9. To what extent may the dress and personal appear-
ance of Candidates be expected to be taken into considera-
tion by women exercising the new right of suffrage'.' If
A is young and has curly hair, blue eyes and a pink-and-
white complexion, and B is middle-aged and bears a general
resemblance to a forlorn gorilla, which of these two Candi-
dates would you regard as having the better chance of
election ?

10. Is it in your opinion wise for a bachelor Candidate
to kiss babies indiscriminately during a canvass ? Give
reasons drawn from your knowledge of every-day life.

"In pre-war days seventy per cent, of the meat we consumed came
from abroad.

Already, by control and organisation, we have succeeded in reversingthese figures, so that now three out of ever}- ten animals are the
product of home farms." London Magazine.

Somebody, probably the Meat Trust, has evidently got at
the figures and reversed them again.
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THE UNSUNG SONG.

Vaughan Smyth is his real name,
but in pro-war days his insistence on

Gorman efficiency and Ins brash-like

crest of gri/y.Ied hair prompted sonic

anonymous wit to rename him Von
Schmidt, and tlio nlins stuck. Like

many other nicknames it was unjust;
for Vaughan Smyth is as sound a patriot
as I know ; it was an unkindly (n

nature that made him look rather like

a German professor and inevitably sug-

gested the perversion of a perfectly
blameless patronymic. And his bad

luck lias pursued him right up to the

end of the War. lie has done most
useful unpaid work on various com-

mittees; but, as so often happens, he

prides himself on his slenderest title'

to recognition that of writing verses.

Since August 1914 V. S. has been one

of our most prolific but least pub-
lished War poets. Indeed his failure to

secure a hearing for his lyrics hurt him

deeply. But this autumn he seemed a

changed man ; he radiated optimism
and had ceased to make sarcastic re-

marks about the popularity of Mr. JOHN
OXENHAM. So when I ran into him in

Piccadilly on the afternoon of Novem-
ber llth I shook him warmly by the

hand. " Wonderful news," I observed.
" Oh, yes, wonderful," V. S. replied

without enthusiasm.
" Almost too good to be true," I con-

tinued.
" Yes," he rejoined, "almost too good

to be true; but I have the best reasons

for knowing that it is true." And he

passed on with an air of preoccupied

gloom.
Later on at the club I saw Fether-

ston and demanded an explanation ;

for he was one of the favoured people
to whom V. S. used to read his "

lyrics."

Fetherston, a genial cynic, would pro-
fess admiration for their style and sen-

timent and then wickedly recite choice

excerpts for the delectation of the ribald.

But on this occasion even Fetherston

was sympathetic. It appeared that

this summer V. S. perpetrated an un-

usually fiery ballad, which had been set

to music of an appropriately explosive
character. It had been brought to the

notice of a popular singer, who had

promised, when occasion arose, to in-

troduce it at a music-hall. The usual

delays followed ;
alterations had to be

made in the words and the music to

suit the taste and the compass of the

singer ; but at last everything was fixed

up and the song was to be given for

the first time on the evening of Nov-
ember llth. But, with that inhuman
want of consideration which men of

action invariably show to artists, FOCH
and HAIG intervened, and at the

Countelt. "ABB YOUB TRESCH FEET VEBY PAJSFli.'."'

Tommy. Nor HALF, MA'AM. Yor '1.1. IIAVK HAD HOibtMAio'ii KNKI, I i>i

WELL, II 8 JUST UOl'KEM.MD'S KNliE IN THE FEET."

eleventh hour V. S.'s masterpiece was
withdrawn.

'

'."Bad luck, wasn't it?
"
said Fether-

ston. " It inspired mo with the follow-

ing lyric :

'V. S. poured some terrible tosh out

On our chances of knocking the Bosch out ;

But peace came too soon

For tho words and the tune.

And his song proved a regular wash-out.'

I 'in sorry for him, but he almost do-,

serves it; as you yourself have seen,

tho wounded vanity of the bad poet is

his ruling passion even on a day of

National Thanksgiving."

"Look at the social side of tho programme.
I will take the number of subjects serratum.''

Daily Chronicle.

It seems to rhyme with erratum.

Our Modest Candidate*.

From an Election Address :

" I belong to no political party. Mr. Lloyd
George, with his great social sense and

patriotic instincts, icnectd more nearly my
own views." VroviucM I'aper.

" It is believed that it will be necessary to

keep a million men in Franco for police work
in Germany.

"
Daitii Mail.

.! Surely after our pa&t experience of

them the Germans require closer sur-

veillance than that.

"STOCK EXCHANGE NOT I

Signatures are now being taken for a peti-

tion to the Committee for the rc-cstabluhuicut

of fortnightly settlements, but that no con-

tagion should bo permitted. This appears to

bo a reasonable request." Scottish 1'aper,

Absolutely.
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CIVIL AND MILITARY.
IN the third-class carriage there were

already too many of us when the soldier

came in. He was a tall handsome young
fellow, with the prancing white horse

of the West Kents on his cap, an aqui-
line nose, fair moustache, a scratch on

his cheek and a front tooth missing,
liehind him, making far more disturb-

ance in the packed smoking compart-
ment even than his own extensive per-

son, trailed his kit: rifle, knapsack, odds

and ends of comforts from home the

chief of which, ho told us, was salt to

take hack with him (for although the

War was over he was going back) ;

other implements of warfare, and, above

all, his helmet.

His apologies for overcrowding us

would have constituted an introduction

had one been necessary ; but khaki
and especially so since the armistice

is a great federator, and those travellers

near the door who offered to mSko room
for him were on intimate terms with
him at once. Among these, sitting op-

posite, was a youngish man in civvies

who had had a good deal to say already
on most matters of the day, from his

experiences on the historic eleventh to

the prospects of the General Election,
with a word or two on the surrender
of the German ileet and his mortifica-

tion that he was not there to see it.

As a talker he was without charm, but
he used a powerful eye with such skill

that he compelled attention, all of us

being cravens at heart.

The soldier, however, being at once
lured on to talk by one of his neigh-
bours, this other fount was, for the

moment, dried.

Yes, the West Kent said, he was going
back

; at any rate his leave was up, and
he was to report at Victoria. Didn't
know for how long he might go or

where ho would he sent. Didn't much
care now the killing was over as he

supposed it was. Had had two years
of it out there and that was enough.
Only two " leaves

"
in all that time.

Had he been hit ? Not really. Not
exactly. He laughed. He would show
us. Here he reached for his helmet
and displayed two holes where a bullet
had entered and emerged. About three
weeks ago. Thought he was a goner
then. It half - stunned him for the
moment. When he came to and felt

something wet on his cheeks and dis-

covered it was blood he said to himself,
"That settles it; Jerry's got me at

last." But it was only the tiniest

scratch from a splinter see ? and he

pointed out the mark on his cheek.
"That's funny," said the civilian

talker with the powerful eye.
" A

friend of mine had a bit of iron hit

him during the last air-raid. We were

walking together, going from shelter to

shelter, and the shells were bursting

up above something terrible. I dare-

say
"

this to the soldier "you've
heard them ?

"

The West Kent indicated that he

had.
" Ah, but not iti an air-raid."

No, the West Kent man had never

been in London in an air-raid.
" I thought maybe you hadn't," said

the man with tlie eye.
"
Well, I can

tell you they were a hit thick. You
saw some rum things then, I can tell

you. I remember another of them
let 's see when was it?" Ho went

through some mnemonic system, cor-

rected the result, re-corrected it, made
an amendment or two and decided it

was in September, 1917. "I was in all

of them, you know," he interjected, and
raked the whole carriage with his com-

manding glance.
"
Well, about that

night
"

A momentary pause gave one of the

bolder spirits among us a chance and
lie asked the West Kent what ho was

doing when the armistice was declared.

He was at home on leave, ho said.

He 'd had a spell in the hospital. Not
due to the bullet through the helmet,
but to trench fever. He 'd come over

suddenly all over lumps and, when he
took his puttees off, his legs swelled up
proper, and, oh, the irritation! Made
him weak too, and he fainted. Next

thing he knew he was on a stretcher

with a doctor looking at him. " You '11

l)e all right to-morrow," said the doctor.

Then he went to sleep again, and never
woke up for hours and hours, and when
lie did wake he was well, except for a

little shakiness.

"Shakiness? Ah! "said the young-
ish man with the eye. "That's what
the air-raids used to do for people's
nerves ! Lummy, you should have seen
how it took some of them ! I remem-
ber on one night a big strong fellow

running into the chube where I was
with the tears streaming down his

face. Something to remember, those

air-raids, I can tell you." He paused,
but instantly began again.

" My
home's at Finsbury Park and there

was a house within fifty yards of mine
blown to bits. A falling bomb, you
know."
The soldier grunted out acquies-

cence ; he knew.
" Some people were terrified," the

eye continued; "but others were just

foolhardy. So long as you stayed
'

indoors you were fairly safe, unless,
of course

"
he laughed mirthlessly

j"
your house copped it, like the one at !

Finsbury Park. You see, my opinion
|

is that our own barrage did as much
|

damage as the Huns' bombs. That V.

always been my contention. We shall

never know how many casualties wore
duo to our Oivn barrage." Once moic
he paused a moment too long.

" So when I went before the doctor,"
the soldier was beginning, when the
train reached my station.

As I was closing the door behind me
I realised that the eye had won again.
"Doctors!" he was saying. "You

should have tried to get a doctor in

London the day after an air-raid 1

"

[

Slowly

HOMEWARD-BOUND.
S.vvon: of blown sea-spray
On lips that dry to the wind,

Thoughts of the dockyards, thoughts
of pay,

And of comrades left behind ;

To the measure of bows that drive and

dip,
Shiver and rise from each roaring

crest,

Wr
e count the hours us the gallant ship
Speeds from the twilit West.

Ami it 's lio ! for tiic Longships, the

Lizard and the Eddystonc
Hear the bi<j .-icreu-s thudding out

their miles of milky foam ?

Sec the Old Man on the bridge,

watching for the Manacles,

Edging her nor cast a bit, full-sliced

for home .'

Calmed by the land's embrace
The sea but sobs in sleep:

! Here, with a sombre, spectral grace
Dusk hillsides rlank t he deep ;

our white track dims and fades,
Slower the grey hull shears the tide,

Till like a ghost in a world of shades
To the harbour of home we glide.

Xintj ho ! ire. 're punned tlic LoniixJii/ix,
the Lizard find the Edd-i/stoiie

.SV<" the, darker ski/ mid smoke over

Plymouth Toirn :'

Tell them we've arrived; blow a

blast and rouse them up a bit ;

Hear the 'echoes aiisircr '{ Hear the

cnr/ines slackim/ doirn ?

Now the tide laps and slips
Past our high bows, and soon,

Threading a maze of ships,
We follow the path of the moon ;

Happy each soul on board to-night
As the deep gongs ring their wel-

come call,

And from aloft, by the binnacle-light,
The quiet orders fall.

Noic the tender's spoiled us slidiiuj
in through Can-sand Bay,

Heard us calling, seen our signal,
watclied us creeping past ;

See the Batten eye a-gleamiiuj, end-

ing friend!// winks at us !

Hear the cable running out .' Hume
again at last !
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Parson (delighted to find an allmion tuitable to hit hearer).
" A.ND sow, Joiix, I SUPPOSE THB TIME HAS lOMF. TO BKAT oun SWORD

IMO A PLOL'UIISIIAUE?"

Prosaic Smith. " WELL, I DON'T KXOW, Sin. SPEAKING AS A BLACKSMITH OP FORTY-FIVE YEARS' KCPEBIESCK, I MAY TKLL YOU

CAN'T BE DONE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

David and Jonatlian (HuTCUiNSOx) were two dullish

young men who had the misfortune to be wrecked on a

desert island. Not by any means a had island, as such

places go, furnished witli creeks and swamps and man-

groves, and, in a word, all appropriate fittings. As you

may suppose from their names, David and Jonathan were

great friends; but, as I have told you, dullish. When a

boat drifted inshore containing the inanimate form of a

young woman in a green dress, they put themselves to no

end of trouble to revive the stranger. Whereby Mr. E.

Ti:\iri,B THURBTON got his eternal triangle in a somewhat

now setting. Naturally it was all up with the desert island

as an abode of amity. The young woman saw to that.

She was the kind of girl who put red flower petals to

cosmetic use, and powdered her nose as carefully before

sitting down to the rough meals of the castaway as if she

had been in West Kensington. Perhaps wisely, David,

who tells the story in snatches of diary, makes no reference

to her practical qualifications as a desert islander. Instead

we are told that both the young men fell victims to her

charm. It may have been so. Personally I found her

supremely unattractive; but of course one has to allow for

the absence of competition. Anyhow, the interest (if any)
of the situation lies in the problem of which mate she will

choose; whether the biceps of Jomilluin or the brains of

David will weigh most with her. I shall not give ycu the

order in which they finish. But I may say that nothing

occurred to make me alter my opinion of the folly of both

suitors, or the conviction that their author had before now
told a better tale.

Long ago Mr. HORACE ANNESLEY VACHKLL won distinc-

tion as a keen analyst of type and mass temperament, and

it is this gift rather than any subtlety of dialogue or breadth

of vision that gives his latest novel, The Soul of Susan

Yellam (CASSELT,), a satisfying quality that is absent from

some of the stories of the War told by more assertive

novelists. The book might have been called The War Soul

of Rural England, for that is its theme, and the characters

in it are essentially types rather than individuals. Susan

Yellam, who will not accept the War as an influence in her

life, and thereby intensifies her inevitable ordeal of sacrifice,

is an exception, and for that very reason the least interest-

ing person in the book. For she is Susan Yellam merely,

while the rest are England at war. The cause obscures the

individual, whatever the intentions of the author may be.

Mr. VACHELL has written before for us of Nether Apple-

white, and lie returns to the task of portraying its worthies

and uuworthies with loving faithful care. And because

there are Jane Muehlows and Alfred Yellams and WMiam
Saints and Sir G'coffreys and Parson llamlins in every

parish in Southern England the reader comes back to the

haunts of Fishpingle with something more than mere

interest.

Mrs. HENHY DDDKNKY in Candlelight (II

BLACKETT) camouflage') an impossible situation with some

sprightly chattor, but not successfully enough to conceal

its weakness. The publishers' thoughtful review charoc
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tenses fclie book as " Ibseiiish in conception and treatment
"

and " one of the cleverest psychological studies that has

appeared for some time." . . '. An ambitious politician,

Eatvard Pan-is, is desperately in love with two women
with his affianced bride, Anne Whitebrier, and her brother's

wife, Elith. The Whi'.cbricr offshoot, Bill, is really his son ;

and Edith, one of those mournful people who must tell the

truth at the least convenient moment, informs her husband,

Wilfrid, of this fact on the eve of Anna's wedding. Where-

upon he, a sailor-man of violent impulses, ups and hacks

off Ed /card's hand with hi% pet knife. . . . The scene is

changed. ... In a little Sussex seaside cottage behold

.Inn '

(elaborately described as a massive animal - like

woman, hairy and yellow, very attractive and still unwed);
Edith, still erratic and light, but apparently (and un-

believably) faithful to the memory of Edward ; and little

Bill, a morose youngster who tries to push a charwoman
over the cliff's for ill-treating his cat. The two women
conceal the dreadful secret of their connection with the
Wliitebrier scandal by (among other things) calling them-
selves Bfanciiflower and hanging in their drawing-room a

striking portrait of

the notorious sailor-

surgeon. Then, after

sufficient interval of

travel to allow gloomy
little Hill to grow up
and the author to get
more quickly to the

end. of her tale in a

day of dear paper,
there suddenly appeal-

simultaneously from
all parts of the globe,

Wilfrid (reported
drowned), Parr is with
a false hand, and Bill,

who met him in the

train, liked him im-

mensely, and, learn-

ing the real facts, pro-

poses to push him
over the cliff (Bill,

you notice, is a spe-
cialist and apparently inherited a homicidal tendency from
his putative father). Wilfrid and Edith again come to-

gether. Anne and Edward likewise. Poor old Bill is odd
man out. So much for IBSEN.

Vance (cruel father of heroine) or perish, all my novel-read-

ing experience prepared me for his victory, or, failing
that, for a pathetic decease. But the author had thought
out a result infinitely more subtle. Also when the gentle
mouse-coloured wife is pitted against the enchantress, who
would not cheerfully take odds on the triumph of domestic
charm ? Wrong again. From all which you can observe
that Merchandise., while to my thinking of unequal value,
is iu hulk well worth its cost.

Traveller (icho lias just missed a Irani). "Bui HOW AM I GO1XG TO KILL TIIBEE
HOURS IS THIS DESEBTED HOLE?"

Porter. "WELL, WE'VE (JOT A NICK NKW LOT OF BY-LAWS is, SIK. THEY MAKE
VERY IXTERESTIS' BEADIN 1

."

Mr. Itov BRIDGES has written in Merchandise (UODDEE
AND STOKUHTON) a clever and in places exceedingly powerful
story- of Australia. (I give you the setting at once to save

you from the bewilderment 1 suffered by reason of supposing
the early slum-chapters to be laid in London.) The crux
of the talo is this Edward's mother having left his drunken
and brutal father to live with a rich (but not unsympathetic)
man who adores her, is Edward justified in accepting help
from him '! Or will this simply be to take a price for the
woman who cynically regards herself as merchandise?
The problem is further complicated by Edward's own love-
affair and the fact that a little ready money is desperately
needed for its prosecution. Mr. BRIDGES tells the whole
thing in a viv-id and picturesque style that only now and
then becomes a trifle too impressionist for coherence. As
a plot too the intrigue has the merit of continual surprise ;

every time that I fancied inysalf seeing what was ahead
I turned out to bo wrong. Partly that was because Mr.
BBUXJES is too much a modern to follow any of the

,.
^

"* J W-IV ->-'w*
)
*uiii ituvyv/l uuU U1U11C7Y OlJGLUt 1

n*eatK>B8. ihus when BdtCttKd vows to get i4psides with be regarded as wasted on luxury.

Mr. FRANK SWINNERTON in Shops and Houses (METHUEN)
sots himself a pretty problem in snobbishness. The
Vechanlm't were with good reason considered to be the

people of Beckwith, a small suburban town in which
"
society

" was run on rigid lines and gossip was the chief

dissipation. But even Miss Lampe, a woman with a

peculiarly active and poisonous tongue, was almost bank-

rupt for scandal when the local grocer sold his business
and was succeeded by a man called William Vechantor.
When the Vechantors heard of this "

they groped their way
carefully back through the sparse foliage of the family-

tree," and only two

generations behind
them they found a

shady eld great-uncle.
A sort of cousin the

grocer undoubtedly
was, and just what to

do about him puzzled
his relations very con-

siderably, and also in-

trigued the ladies of

Beckwith. This is the
situation created by
Mr. SWINNERTON, and
he develops it with so
much gracious irony
and literary skill that

it is redeemed from

any suspicion of tri-

viality; He confirms

my own experience of

the Beekwithian type,
which I seem to know

by heart, and the only thing that surprises me about these

people is that they did not rise in a body and extinguish
Miss Lampe, or at least put a shade over her. Altogether
a most attractive book, irreproachable both in style and
construction.

In Aid of Belgian Workers.

On Friday next, November 29th (2 to 5 P.M.), Mr. JOHN
ASTOR is lending his house, 18, Belgrave Square, for a Salo
of Lace-work made in Belgium 'during the War. Notwith-

standing the fact that the Germans "aimed at creating the

unemployment which would furnish them with an excuse for

deportation
"

(to quote Viscount GREY'S words) the Neutral
Commission for Belief in Belgium succeeded in not only
saving but improving the lace industry. Fifty thousand
women have been employed in it, and received decent

wages in place of the old starvation rates of pre-war days.
The profits derived from the sale of this lace-work, which
is copied from beautiful old Flemish designs and is regu-
larly on sale in Piccadilly Arcade, go to the Relief Fund,
and reach the Belgians in the form of food or clothing.

Mr. Punch asks leave to share the Queen's view (Her
Majesty having been a purchaser at a previous sale of

Belgian lace) that money spent in so good a cause cannot
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CHARIVARIA.
\Vi: understand that there is some

talk of tiie KAISKK being elected an

Honorary Dutchman.

" No parrot's food," says a contem-

porary, "is to be obtained in South
London." It is supposed to have been i

all used up for election addresses.

There is, after all, no truth in the

report that Colonel ROOSEVELT was
nearly killed in a motor car accident
the other day. People should know by
now that it is not TEDDY'S custom to

do tilings by halves.

Because a motorist ran over a dog
at Billericay he is being sued for

damages. Frankly motorists are be- I

coming alarmed. The next thing we
shall hear is that they have been sum-
moned for running over pedestrians.

* *

" For the purpose of ration," says a

Food Ministry statement,
" marmalade

is jam." -This will be a shock to those

misguided folk who have been smoking
it in mistake for tobacco.

* '.:

"
During Armistice week the number

of glasses and china articles smashed
in one hotel exceeded 2,500," says Tin-,

tivening Netcs. The management hold
the view that there must have been
some rowdyism going on.

1

.;.

'

A contemporary suggests that a

census of dogs should be taken in the

New Year. This would, we think, be

extremely difficult in these days when
one half of tho Dachshund does not
know where the other half lives.

" A number of daylight robberies
have taken place at Clapham Com-
mon," we read. It seems a pretty
mean sort of theft.

" A plea for the Protection of Irish

Antiquities
"
was recently addressee! to

The Irish Tunes by a number of

eminent archaeologists. A similar ap-

peal is being put forward by the sup-

porters of Mr. DILLON.
*

t

x

Solicitors who desire an early release

from the Army on public grounds are

requested to communicate with tho

Council of tho Law Society. No hope
is held out that the public will be
heard on its own behalf.

* *

The London and Suburban Eailway
Passengers' Association has requested
the Board of Trade that all restrictions

on travelling should be removed. In

particular the proposal tbat payment

Conductress (to puiaenger earnestly studying ration-book). "ABE YOU THB
WITH THE TWO 1S8IDE8?"

for railway tickets should bo optional
is likely to receive wide support.

There are 283,000 fingerprint im-

pressions recorded at Scotland Yard.
This does not include two which were
found on the Bank of England and
which it was decided to leave in situ.

According to the Newcastle Food

Vigilance Committee the so-called in-

fluenza epidemic is due to eating bad
bacon. If the patient is seen breaking
out into a rasher ho is almost certain

to have got it. ,. .

Among other drastic cricket reforms

it is proposed by Lancashire that there

should be eight balls to the over. After

The Local Government Board ha-,

decided that no cinema performance
shall last for more than three consocu
tive hours. Several of our best film-

actors complain that tin's will reduoe t In

tine art of murder to tho level of mere

butchery. .
..,

" Men returning from the Front,"
niid a Labour Member to the Bristol

, City Council,
' will want something

1

better than a domestic dug out." It is

pleasant to observe that thero is al

least one man who isn't pandering to

the women's vote.

INDF.RTAKKHS.
To THE BRITISH PCBUC.

\Yln employ uu I'mlcrlal.er that <Ioe& Ger-

their experience of the trenches, we I mnn work? Peck's i*th*onh-hotse that

doubt whether our brave fellows will
j

Hun patronage." Standard (Bueno* Ayret).

be satisfied with anything less than This seems to be an example of pei-

bowling from both ends at the same
time.

verted patriotism. Why not "inter

them all"?

VOL. cr.v.
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THE HORRORS OF "PEACE."
Protest of a British workman who loves

liis country even better than he loi'cs

the Labour Party.

["Labour lias warned the Coalition that

opposition towards the young democracies of

the Continent will be disastrous. Labour de-

mands the immediate withdrawal of tho Allied

forces from Russia. It stands for the imme-
diate restoration of the Workers' Interna-

tional." Kxlracts from the Labour Party's
Klcclicn Manifesto. Chairman of Excctitirc,

Mr. J. M<:Ci-r.K.\

AT times a backward look I cast

Upon the days that are no more,
The relatively peaceful past
When wo were still engaged in war ;

For then with patriot hearts at one,

Pledged to our land, the common
Mother,

We fought our common foe, the Hun,
And now we 're fighting one another.

People with memories one-month-long,
Who still recall the Golden Age

When Britain's valour, going strong,
Enhanced her freedom's heritage,

Dazed by tho hustings' hideous hum,
View with regret these changed con-

ditions

By which our new-born souls become
The sport of party politicians.

Myself, a simple labouring man,
Working with what I call my brain,

I 'd hoped to figure in the van
Of Reconstruction, sound and sane ;

But, just as I, with that fair aim,
Was putting to the front my best toe,

|

Into my eager hands there came
Labour's Election Manifesto.

In this amazing screed I trace
That we have let our life-blood flow

To make the world a nicer place
For our dear brothers, SOLF and Co.;

That England spent herself for this.
That Labour might delight to babble

! Of love with TROTSKY'S crew, and kiss

The reeking lips of LENIN'S rabble !

days with precious memory fraught,
When still we nursed, with faith

serene,
Peace in our hearts because we fought
To keep our English honour clean

;

And now and that is why I weep
To think those happy days are over

They 'd have us fight like cats to keep
The Bosch and Bolshevist in clover.

Dearly I love my honest toil

(And seldom underrate its worth),
But dearer yet I hold the soil

Where I was planted out at birth
;

So if, in England's cause, I shirk
The claims of other lands that hate

her,

Forgive me, Mr. J. McGuRK,
For proving such a sorry traitor.

O. S.

NOT CRICKET.
MR. PUNCH, SIR, to you, who have

always backed the good cause and dis-

played the best common sense and have
almost never nodded- to you, Sir, I

appeal to bring your elderly relative,

The Times, to its senses.

For The Times, your elderly relative,

wishes, when cricket is again firmly
established as our national summer
game, to exclude the left-handed bats-

man !

That row of dots, Sir, is to give you
breathing space to take in this amazing
proposition, as it is possible that you
missed it. It was made in the issue of

November 25. Yes, Sir, incredible as

it must seem, there, in cold print, was
tho treacherous, the infidel suggestion.

tempora ! O mores ! CLEMENT
HILL and JOE DARLING, F. M. LUCAS
and F. G. J. FOBD, H. T. HEWETT'and
WOOLLEY !

The reason given is that the delay in

the field caused by the umpire crossing
over, and by other changes, when a left-

hander is in, is vexatious; as though
cricket were a revue, or a movie, or

any other frivolous spectacle, and as

though it were played to flatter the

impatient eye of the mere hunter of

excitement.

The article, Sir, in which this out-

rageous suggestion occurred was nomin-

ally the work of "A Correspondent."
1 rejoice to think that The Times
does not harbour on its staff so detri-

mental a contributor. But what kind
of a man can lie be? What kind of

hold can cricket real cricket the game
which gentlemen have followed for a

century and a half, the game which
numbers such names as NYREN and
OHBALDESTONE, FELIX and ALFRED
MYNN, PONSONBY and GRIMSTON, the
LYTTELTONS and the GRACES, the
STUDDS and the STEELS, ALFRED SHAW
and old CLARKE, ULYETT and LOHMANN,
STODDART and WEBBE, FRY and RAN-
JITSINHJI what kind of a hold can
the cricket which these men perfected
have upon him ? So little is he funda-

mentally touched by it that he would
eliminate the left-handers just because

they cause a moment's interruption,

forgetting what compensations they
bring in their beautiful freedom and
often superior ease. It was the pecu-
liar glory of F. G. J. FORD, of Middlesex,
to urge the ball to the ropes at a terrific

speed with a placid fluid stroke in which
no force was apparent. But we want
no more such wizards ; they are a nuis-
ance ; they bring into a game that
should be hectic and breathless an ele-

ment of delay !

Again, to the true amateur of cricket,

what could be more fascinating than
to see H. T. HEWETT and LIONEL
PALAIHET opening a Somersetshire in-

nings ; the one, the left-hander, so mas-
sive in his punishment and so rich in

unconventional forcing strokes ; the

other, the right-hander, such a model
of classic style ? But treats like these
are not for the correspondent of The
Times. No, Sir, they would but cause

ennui, provoke his hostility. For him
cricket must be wholly a rapid manifes-
tation of right-handed time-savers !

No doubt some kind of modifica-
tion could easily be devised that would
attract larger crowds to Lord's ; it

might even be arranged that, no matter
how often he was bowled or caught,
Mr. JESSOP, for example, should be al-

lowed to bat for a full tsn minutes. One
despairs of no ingenuity or enterprise
on the part of the cricket-brighteners,
in whose ranks The Times is now un-

happily enrolled; but some other name
must be found for the result. It will

not he Cricket. It may be called "Rag-
time Cricket" or "British Baseball"
or "

Tip-and-Run," or whatever other

alluring style can be hit upon by the

promoters ; but it will not be Cricket.

Cricket is an intricate, vigilant and

leisurely warfare, and the fact that

every moment of it is equally fraught
with possibilities and openings for glor-
ious uncertainty makes it peculiarly
the delight of intelligent observers, none
of whom finds dulness in the specta-
cle of a batsman, no matter how stub-

born, defending his wicket successfully

against eleven opponents. Nor does it

occur to them to ask him for gallery
effects. First-class cricket calls for

such very special gifts of temperament
and skill that only the fittest survive ;

and all their actions are worth study.
Left-handers are particularly inter-

esting because of the embarrassment

they offer to many bowlers and because
of certain strokes natural to them which
have no exact counterpart among right-
handed men. The left-hander's strategy
is often completely different. Above
all he still is usually able to hit to leg,
which the right-handers too often can-

not do. But to labour the point is ab-

surd ; one has only to recall such left-

handers as I have named to realise how
monstrous is The Times' suggestion. It

is for you, Mr. Punch, Sir, to convince
it of error. ___________

"Mr. Asquith, in a foreword to a pamphlet
issued by the Liberal Publication Depart-
ment, says :

' The successful solution of pro-
blems of social reconstruction will depend
upon . . . our determination to make the new
era to which wo are looking forward one in
which a humane and civilised wife shall bo
within roach of every man."

Edinburgh Emiing News.

Hear, hear !
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Y, WHY DOES DADUY KJiEl' ON KKAU1SO TUK FAl'EK ?
"

" HE WANTS TO SEE THE NEWS, DEAR."
" lilT I THOUGHT THE W-\K WAS OVJOB."

THE WATCH DOGS.
nxxvii.

MY DEAB CHARLES, It is all very
nice about this armistice, and I should
be the last to grudge you all jour inno-

cent rejoicing. But life is a, serious

thing and must he taken seriously.
These great wars arc- not without a
certain importance of their own, but

they must not he allowed to divert

attention from more pressing matters.
There is the question of my pay, for

example.
'When, at the beginning of this year,

it was decided that my work on the
Western Front was complete, iliat

matters there might he left to take their
course and that I must be transferred
to handle matters elsewhere, I took my
old friend, the War Oilice, fully into my
confidence in dealing with the personal
aspect. I pointed out that I was one of

those persons, too few, alas! in these

days, who have no interest in them selves,
but merely wish their very remarkable

capabilities to lie fully utilised for the
nation's good.

There was a subdued outburst of

applause when I stated this, and to be-

quite sure it was thoroughly understood
I repeated it once or twice. The W.O.

responded with a short speech, in which,
with considerable emotion, it recognised
that it owed everything to me person-
ally and regretted that the moment did
not admit of an illuminated address and
a handsome marble timepiece.

I replied that these things meant

nothing to me, and it was full com-

pensation to know that I had done my
duty. Meanwhile, however, since we
were 011 the subject, what about pay for

the future ?

After some little discussion, which
tended to wander from the point, we
got down to the business aspect of the
new and highly important post I was
about to occupy. The suggestion of my
being graded as a General Officer and

drawing a fouv-ngure salary was re-

garded as both brilliant and sound, but
for certain technical reasons imprac-
ticable, and it was eventually arranged
that I should draw the equivalent,
abroad, of the pay and allowances of

ordinary persons enjoying the rank of

major. It was thought well to hide my
light under a bushel, and the foregoing
was considered to be a useful disguise.
In order, however, that we should not
be deceived ourselves, we gave me a

fancy title in my new capacity, some-
thing imposing to roll round one's

tongue, at the end of one's signature;
one of those titles which begin \\ith a

modest "Assistant," but go on with

everything that matters, and give the
idea that there are two people running
this war, and it is the Assistant who
is really doing things, while the other
makes the speeches, takes the peerage,
and is received from time to time by the
KINO at Buckingham Palace.

The W.O. was very proud of me, but it

did not, I am afraid, explain me fully to

its subordinate departments. Notably
it omitted to get straight with its own
Pay People, thau whom there are few
more stupid and less understanding.
Unfortunately that fancy title was one
which carried no particular rate of pay
on its own ; when the Cash Department
studied it from the merely cash point
of view they appear to have regarded it

as one so honourable that the holder of

it would bo insulted by the offer of any
pay at all. Accordingly no offer was
made ; the great public showed no in-

terest in the detail, and the still greater
Mr. Cox, being ever too polite to inter-

fere, sat tight and said nothing.
After having been asecondlieutenant,

a temporary lieutenant, ;ui acting cap-
tain, aud many startling and embarrass-

ing combinations of the three, I found
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it a relief In In- a M:II|>!<! iimjnr. 'J'nic,

one cannot, \\c;ir >pur.s to ac.lviuit.axi; in

mufti, and the outward insignia had

nccessarih to h<:suppMMB& Hni BTQB

for such rol'med and sensitive natures

ay my own tlicre is a certain comfort to

bo derived from the mere remuneration

u comfort to w.hich I made frequent
resort, until Mr. (.'ox, \\illi tlmtco:

hut firmness for which lie is famous,
called attention to shortcomings on bht

credit side. This \\ as in April last, and

it was only then I discovered that the

Pay Department were regarding me as

something greater aod higher than they
dared intrude upon.
The correspondence with the W.O.

began on a quiet and friendly note a

personal letter to an esteemed friend

commenting upon things in general,

progress of war, criticisms of food, in-

quiries as to mutual acquaintances and

oil, by the way, wasn't there some

slight misunderstanding as to my pay? I

Tho answer was us friendly all well

at home, coal not quite up to the mark,
and no need to worry about pay, since

that would come all right, no doubt.

A slight touch of hauteur crept iuto

my next memo. My friends, I inti-

mated, would always be my friends,

and, rather than risk friction, I would let

the whole matter drop. This was, how-

ever, a matter of principle, and 1 was

always firm en principles. The short

reply to my reply to bis reply was
a postcard, stating that the matter

had been passed to the responsible

quarter.
I won't take you through all the

tragic story ;
I will only say that 1 had

eventually to ho extremely stern with

the W.O. I hato to bully, but the time

comes when it is necessary to take a

strong line. I took it, and, as the

months passed by, I went on taking it.

I will not brag, but there can be no

doubt that I got the W.O. thoroughly
under! If, about the beginning of

August, you noticed a subdued and half-

ashamed look about Whitehall (incon-
1

sistent with the good news then arriv-

ing from the front) I may tell you that

I alone did it. The W.O., taken firmly :

in hand, improved in behaviour ; they 1

wrote mo most adequate apologies and \

hinted at some very good times coming,
with the ai rival of more arrears in!

sterling than I or Mr. Cox would prob-

ably know what to do with. But foroiie

reason or another, possibly because the

Pay Department man bad gone on leave

and taken the key of the cash-box with

him, neither the arrears nor the good
times ever arrived.

To he exact, I found myself well into

September and still nothing in Mr. Cox's

cellars for me. Think me weak, Charles,

if you will, but by now my moral was

"'ALF A PINT, Miss, PLKA

"No, YOU'BB TOO LATE. Tire CLOCK 'd

"On, COXK oa re AIN'T VISISHKD 'CUMIN' YKT."

deteriorating. Pay is a sordid thing,

but there is something about it which

makes its absence keenly felt. I will

confess the truth and tell you that it

got to such a pitch with me that simply
to hear a man jingling francs, even

centimes, in his pocket brought tears to

my eyes. It was more than I could bear

to bear other people commiserating each

other upon t lie disadvantages of the rate

of exchange and discussing means of

transmitting funds from England to our.

neutral State, whereby they might get

the better of that rate.

And at last, after six months of

poverty, only relieved by glowing pro-

mises of an overwhelming credit at the

hank in the days to come, there fell the

final blow, which broke mo completely
down and caused mo to put my head on

my arms and hurst into tears at my

office desk. It was a message, a tele-

gram, from the W.O. It was from ths

Pay People, l! was about Pny. It con-

cerned M K. It said :

"
Me.ssngo begins.

You are strictly forbidden to havo your

pay sent out to you in Hank Notes,

Treasury Notes, or coin of the realm.

Message end .

So do I. Yours ever, Hnxur.

More Coast Erosion.

1 -It bus boon arranged tint tin- 'in

-hip' Hyderabad will visit the \\V-'

!,,!,. ih. Bnfloll i .-iwill viiiitr<ou*m

and the l-'.iwt Coast." -Lictryvl I

There was a young soldier called Joe

With a penchant for whisJscy andean;
When they asked him to halve

A bottle of Graves,

He answered,
" 2Vo deuti, ifUfl 7io .'

"
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THE HEART OF THE PEOPLE.
THE last tram is still a genial tram.

If not so alcoholic as in the old days,

people still burst into jocund reminis-

cences of songs they have heard at
" Second houses," and wonder loudly
how the heroine will get out of episode
thirteen at the pictures.

This night an elderly lady with a

very large framed photograph of a

soldier sat opposite to me. A gentle-
man who bore unmistakable signs of

being iu the wholesale whitewash busi-

ness remarked genially, "Mother, I'll

lay a bob 'e got the Victoria Cross."

"Not "ini," said Mother. " 'E was
called tip two months back. I 'ad 'im

enlarged, thinking 'e 'd be going to the

Front and wishing to be on the safe

side. I 'vo chucked away thirteen-and-

a-tauner on 'im. Victoria Cross ! All

'e's got is roomatism."
The wholesale dealer in whitewash,

having satisfied a legitimate curiosity,
turned to me and, placing an amiable
hand on my knee, said,

"
'Kilo, Boss,

this election 's a puzzler, ain't it ? Once
it was jus' reds and blues. Now it's

all colours, not counting females. 'Ow
would you vote ?

"

"Coalition," I said.

"You 're backing a winner this time,"
returned the whitewash - merchant.
"Ole Coalition '11 romp 'ome. The worst
is there 's three 'osses from the stable

runnin' 'ere. They 're all for Coalition.

I don't know which to back."
" Not for me," replied the lady.

" I

always said that if I vote it '11 be for

them as boils the Germans."
The general sentiment of the car

seemed to approve the boiling of the

Germans, but found it unfeasible.
" 'Ow can we boil the Germans,

Mother, if we 've made peace with
'em ?

"
protested the whitewashes

" My 'usband 's a soldier of the KING.
'E ain't a Conscientious Objector, charg-
ing double prices for everything."
"I ain't a Conscientious Objector,"

retorted Whitewash; "I got no con-
scientious objections to nothing."
A gentleman who carried a mangle-

roller on each knee as if they were
children broke in,

" You vote Labour,
Mother. It 's time we got a bit of our
own back out of the toD's."

"I wouldn't give 'arf-a-pound o'

marge for all the Governments that
ever 'as been or ever will be thought
on," said Mother. "I'm going to the

poll, I am, and I 'm going to vote

against all of 'em."
"It ain't allowed," protested the

whitewashes "If everybody voted

against everyone what 'd be the use of

'aving elections ?
"

"Well, what's the use ofaving'em?"

'ardworking

" You 11 'ave to take things more ser-

ious," burst in the mangle proprietor;
"
you 've got a stake in the country

now. 'Ere you are

woman."
" I wish my 'usband could 'ear you

call mo a 'ardworking woman. Ilo'd
set about you. If you 'd stop pinching
mangles and leave respectable ladies

alone in tramcars you 'd be better liked.

I 'm going to vote against all of 'em.

'Ere, young woman, next stop for me.
And none of your ringing on before I

get down with this photograph. It '11

be a county court job if you smash it.

I 'in going to vote against all of 'em,
and down with the .Zepps and boil the
Germans."

" 'Ot stuff," said the whitewasher,

wiping his forehead.
" She don't understand the solidarity

of Labour," returned the mangle-owner ;

" but "er 'usband '11 make 'er vote right."
" Mark my words," declared the

whitewasher solemnly, "she '11. make
'im vote as she wants; but if they all

go voting against everybody what 's to

become of the British Constitution ?
"

" Terminus !

"
called the conductress.

It sounded like the end of the world.

THE MASCOT'S DOWNFALL.
" SPEAKIH' aboot dogs as mascots,"

said the Corporal-drummer,
" wo had

a fair clinker in oor battalion at hamc.
She belongit till the Sairgeant-Major.
A great big brute she wis, mair like a

Shetland pony than a dog, wi' as muckle
ill-natur' and pride tae the square inch
as a Prooshian Junk. But for a' that
she was a bonny beast an' wis a fair

ornament tae the rigiment, especially

parades, which,
attendit wi' the

beiu' a

utmost

on Church
female, she

regularity.
" Noo Maggie that 's the dog had

peculiar tastes in dress. If ye wore
the kilt ye were richt as rain ;" even if

ye wore troosers ye wad pass as long
as ye had on the glengairry. But
Heaven help ye if ye wore a flat kep;
ye were fair fur it.

" At this time we had an auld Briga-
dier, a terrible haun' fur stalkin' roon'
aboot the camp efter lichts oot, seekin'
whit he micht devoor. Oor tent wis

|

awa at the fit o' the lines ; an' the auld
man used tae come past oor way, which
meant us daein' some quick-change |

acts wi' the candle whiles.
" Ao nicht we heard him an' his

Brigade-Major come up an' then stop." ' Whit 's yon ?
'

said the Brigadier." ' A dog,' said the Brigade-Major." He wis richt. Maggie had gotten
afi' her chain an' wis on the randan.

" '

Grr,' says she.
" ' Guid dog," says the Brigadier.

sae

"'Grr,' says Maggie, no likiu
1

their
flat kops nano.

"
Weel, matters had got tao whit the

papers ca' a deoplomatic impasse when
wee Geordio Barr, the drummer, wha
could imitate the Sairgeant-Major tao
the life, whispered,

' See 'em a if, Maggie.'
"Efter that it wis jist like the pic-

turs. Eoond the tents went the twa
o' them.wi' Maggie ahint them, growlin'
tae fair pit the wind up yo ; then across
the parade grun' slap bang intae the
officers' mess.
"Of course whit happened then we

couldna see, but yin o' the Mess waiters
tell't us next day that the Brigadier
and his Brigade-Major had tae stand
on the Mess table wi' the battalion
officers liaudin" on tae Maggie tili the

Sairgeant-Major cam' across tae call

her off.
" Needless tao say Maggie's popu-

larity rose tao unprecedented hichts,
for moonlicht raids by the Stall' wis at
a discoont for some time tao come.
The band a' said that mair than half
the glory belongit tae wee Geordie Barr
for his prompt an' soldier-like action ;

but Geordie himsel' didua seem
anxious tao claim it.

"A fortnicht efter. there wis a Bri-

gade Church parade tae be held in the

open-air. Of course Maggie wis pre-
sent, glaiicin' aroond an' pullin' at the
lead, jist bung fu' o' pride an' vanity.

"Efter we were drawn up the Brig-
adier entered wi' the customary flourish
o' trumpets.

" A' at yince he saw Maggie standin'
in front o the battalion wi' her tongue
oot, lauehin' like.

"The auld man edged roond ahint the
drums an' took up a strateegic poseetion
aside the Padre.

" '

Kindly have that dog removed,'

says he tae oor Colonel in his best

orderly-room manner.
"
Weel, d'ye ken, as sune 's he spoke,

Maggie stopped lauehin' and looked at
him peetiously. Then aft' the parade-
grim' she wis led wi' her heid doon
an' her tail atween her legs as if she
wis ashamed o' a' the folk seem' her
doon fa'.

' A week efter she wis found deid.

Some o' the lads blamet the Doctor for

pisenin' her, him bein' aye in the dan-

ger zone so tae speak, through woarin'
a flat kep. But inaist o' us is sure tae
this day that she perished o' a broken
hert.

"
Ay, an' there 's a moral tae that

story. Niver fecht the hoid yins in
the Airmy yersel' ; get some ither body
tae dao 't instead."

The Long Arm of Coalition.
" Soldiers away on service arc' stabbed in

the buck in Uirir absence." Daily News.
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Officer (to cluli head-waiter, for whom ho has rung).
"
OH, JKXKINS, WILL YOU JUST LISTEN TO THE BEST OJF MB. JOXES'S STOBV FOE ME ?

AVE TO GET BACK TO FBANCE."
-,

I HAVE TO GET BACK TO FBANCE.

PERSONAL.
" I SUPPOSE it does work sometimes

or people wouldn't try it on," I said,

looking up from the advertisement

columns of The 11m in-Wave.
"What do you suppose works?"

asked Ernest.

"This kind of thing: 'To Philan-

thropists and other Patriots. Lady,
well-connected, needs fifty pounds ur-

gently.'
"

"Why? Are you thinking of try-

ing it ?
"

"I am," I said. "I badly need a

car to get about in while I 'm lame.

Why shouldn't somebody lend me one ?"
"You're not well-connected, are

you ; said Ernest.
" One of my aunts married a man

whoso fourth cousin but I 've told

you that before, I think. However, I

needn't say I 'm well-connected ; I can

say,
' not ill-connected.' My advertise-

ment shall be perfectly candid."
"
They don't have portraits on the

outside sheet of The Brain-Wave, do

they ?
"
said Ernest.

"I must be content with saying,
' handsome young officer.'

"

"Wouldn't 'homely' be a better

word?
"

I rose and surveyed myself in the

glass.
" These things are a matter of

opinion," I said. "But I would rather

err on the side of modesty.
'

Homely-
faced,' do you think? Or perhaps 'of

homely appearance.'
"

The advertisement as finally inserted

ran, "Young officer, of homely appear-
ance and not ill-connected, would be

glad of loan of motor-carfor cash to

hire one, during disablement. Box
No. 000, The Brain-Wave. '\

To say that I eagerly awaited the

result would be an exaggeration. In

fact I was so doubtful of extracting any
response from a callous public that' I

bet Ernest five shillings that I wouldn't

get an answer at all.

But I did; I got just one. It was
in a feminine handwriting, and ran: " I

enclose two-and-sixpence towards your
motoring expenses, for I feel that no
sacrifice is too great for our brave sol-

diers. Will you please acknowledge in

the Personal Column of The Brain-
Wave ? SYMPATHISER."
I was awfully bucked at this; it seemed

so romantic. And I inserted in The
Brain-Wave :

" SYMPATHISER. Many
thanks for kind present. OFFICER OP
HOMELY APPEARANCE."

It didn't strike me at the time that,

after paying The- Brain-Wave's fee for

the insertion of this acknowledgment, I

was three-and-sixpence out of pocket
on balance ; but when Ernest asked for

his five shillings for the bet I saw that

my enterprise had been rather expen-
sive. Thinking it over since, 1 have
wondered whether Ernest could pos-

sibly have been in collusion with my
Lady Bountiful. But I prefer to be-

lieve that somewhere "
Sympathiser

"

is dwelling lovingly upon the thought
of me, and that my total deficit of

eight-and-sixpence has been well lost.

The Surrender of the Hun Fleet.

(After Tlic Ancient Mariner.)
As idle as a German ship .

Upon the "German " Ocean.

" The King of Prussia's promise of a demon-
eratic franchise must be fulfilled quickly and

completely." Natal Mercury.

Pandemonium should be a pleasant

change after Pan-Germanism.
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WITH THE AUXILIARY PATROL.
THE SURGEON-PROBATIONER.

THE Surgeon-Probationer was very young indeed, and
our trawler was his first ship ; but if ho lacked the sagacity
of experience he fully made up for it by his great enthu-

siasm. He had an eager look.
" I don't like it," said the Second Engineer.

" I 'd feel

ever so much happier if that case o' knives and forks he
makes such a fuss about was "" ''Qd overboard some

night. I should sleep easier."
~">-^^_

It so chanced that just at this time there was an unpre-
cedented epidemic of good health among the trawler crews
in our area. In the course of a fortnight we had only one
call for medical assistance i

a suspected outbreak of I

measles; but even this they
had succeeded in checking
at its source before wo ar-

rived on the scene. The

ship's dog had been getting
into bad company ashore,
but a timely application of

insecticide prevented any
further spread of infection.

It almost seemed as though
people refrained from going
sick on purpose.

All this was a bitter disap- i

pointment to the Surgeon- i

Probationer. He would scan i

our faces anxiously each
j

morning, but wo couldn't

summon up a symptom be-

tween us. When the third

hand hit his thumb with a

handspike the Lieutenant
and the Skipper had to ex-

ercise considerable tact to

prevent the S.-P. from am-

putating it on the spot ; but
Joe was let off finally with
an antiseptic bandage and a

stiff dose of quinine.
The real trouble began

when old Bill, the Mate, re-

fused a third helping of the

steward's plumduff at Sun-

day dinner-time. I remem-

Mr. WILLIAM HOUESZOLLEXX
' OUB FUTURE IS ON THE ZEE.

"Very interesting," observed the Surgeon-Probationer
critically.
"Put it away at once, Bill," said the Second, "before

someone slips on it and hurts himself."
" You 'old yer row," snapped Bill savagely.
But ho was obviously disquieted. All the afternoon ho

wore a worried look and several times I observed him trv-

ing to feel his pulse. By teatime ho was thoroughly ill and
refused the steward's most tempting delicacies. Tho S.-P.

began to gut quite excited about it.

"I feel mighty queer, Sir," Bill confessed; "I seem as

though something was a-goin' to happen to me."
"Ah," breathed the S.-P., "I feared as much. Where

does it seem to catch you the most ?
"

" Can't say exactly, Sir,"

replied Bill miserably, "but
I feel empty, like as if I 'd

been scuttled a'most. Can
you do anything for me,
Sir?"
Tho Surgeon-Probationer

took his coat off and, after a

quarter of an hour's whirl-
wind fighting, made his

diagnosis. It was either

nervous breakdown or ap-

pendicitis; he leaned rather
to the latter view as offering
the greater scope for sur-

gical skill. Bill, reduced
to a mental and physical
wreck, was tucked up in his

bunk and made to drink

evil-looking concoctions
from the medicine chest.

The Second Engineer said

he wouldn't give ninepence
for the Mate's chance of

seeing another breakfast

served.

But Bill was still with
us when Monday morning
dawned, though he had
weakened palpably during
the night and had given up
all hope of recovery.

" I 'm afraid it '11 mean an
(to Muslcr WU.I.I.IM

ber seeing the look that came over the gunner's face one day
when a German submarine came to the surface within a
hundred yards of us. The S.-P.'s expression reminded me
of it somehow.

" Are you feeling unwell, Bill?
"
he asked sharply.

"Eh, me? Bless you, Sir, I'm champion," replied Bill

hastily.
"
'Ere, steward, pass me over the rest o' that duff,

quick."
Wait," commanded the S.-P. He regarded Bill earnestly

and leaned across the table to press down the under-lid of
his left eyo.

" You 're looking pale ; sure you feel quite yourself no
lassitude or disinclination to work? "

Bill, a stalwart sailorman weighing well over sixteen
sfoncs and bearded like a parti, passed his hand nervously
over his anatomy.

"
No, Sir, I think I 'in all right," he said.

" Let me look at your tongue," ordered the S.-P.
Bill a little shyly exhibited the member in i;equest."
Oh, wot an 'orrible sight !

"
exclaimed the Second.

out of his voice ;

"
it 'a

operation," said the S.-P.,
- trying to keep the eagerness

the knife or nothing your one
chance, Bill."

" Oh, oh !

"
groaned Bill, burying his face in the blankets.

The cabin was rigged as an operating theatre, and the
Mate was lifted tenderly from his bunk and laid on the
table. The crew crowded round to shake his hand and say
good-bye.

"Tell 'em ashore as I went down with flags flying," said

Bill faintly.
"
Good-bye, Second

;
I forgive you all your evil

goin's on and hope you won't be punished for 'em as they
deserves. (Jood-byo, Joe

; don't forget to oil the winch
when I 'm gone West."

"
Any last request, Bill?

"
asked the Skipper.

"
Yes, Skips ; see that there 's no splinters in the plank

when you drop me astern ; an" if the Tns comes out, boys,
g-give 'em "ell."

Then, while the S.-P. was poising his knife for the fatal

strode, I burst into the cabin, waving a signal-pad above

my head. The news of the armistice had just come through
from the base.
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BRITAIN'S FATEFUL HOUR.
'YOU WANT MY VOTE, MlSSY? W'Y, WOT MIGHT TOO KNOW AllOt'T BKKB ASD BACCY?"

In the excitement; consequent on this momentous an-
nouncement poor Bill was completely forgotten. \Ve
crowded up on deck, hoisting every flag wo carried and

watching the ridiculous behaviour of the other trawlers
who had utterly lost their helms and were rolling and leap-

ing about like a lot of motor-launches in the stern wave of

a destroyer. The S.-P. was the first to recollect the urgent
business that awaited him below.

" I must go and get on with the operation," he said.
" Excuse me, Sir," remarked tho Third Iland,

" but Bill

seems to have took a turn for the better by the looks of "m."

Following the direction of his up-raised finger we beheld
the figure of the lately moribund Mate standing, semi-

clothed, on the top of the wheel-house, shouting himself

hoarse and waving tangled lengths of linen bandages
wildly in the breeze.

"
'Ooray/' he was yelling,

"
'oo-bloomin-ray for peace

and no early closin' !

"

" It almost looks as though an immediate operation

might not be necessary after all," observed the Lieutenant

drily.
And the Surgeon-Probationer took his disappointment

like a man.
=^==^^====

'Herr Nail ibs and the old Radicals are tryiug to arrange for mutual
M -,sistancL' at tin- elections for the Constituent Assembly." Times.

\Ye understand that Ilerr Soc and
rather annoyed with Herr Natlibs.

Herr Centrum are

"Prom windows and roofs nursemaids promenaded with little Union
Jacks floating from tho baby carriages." 1'nviticial 1'aper.

Wo hope their little charges enjoyed this literal method of
"
taking the air."

I XREDEEMED LONDON .

IN reading the list of our London streets

There
'

a type of name one frequently meets
Which seems to call for drastic revision

If only to save us from derision.

Thus "" Ferdinand
"
Street (N.VV.l)

Has a foxy hint of the high-placed Hun,
And in Battersea's roads I frankly own
I have no further use for "Cologne."
" Schubert

"
I pass, though it 's hard to get

At the reason that makes him a Putney pet,
Or fathom the motive that has bestowed
" Parsifal

"
on a Hampstead road.

But, anyhow, let us draw the line

At "
Margravine

"
and "

Oberstein,"

And, boycotting all Teutonic tosh,
Start fair with BKATTY and HAIO and FOCII.

"PRIME MINISTER ADOPTED AT CAKNAUVON.
The mover called on tho doctors to support Mi. I.l.iul George ai

candidate without any qualifications whatsoever."- Times.

We always liked Welsh humour.

"Now if there is any man in this country wli has j>layl a noble

part in tho war, it is Gcorgo IV." Local Paper.

Personally, we should give the palm to GKOHGE III.

for him where would President WILSON have been?
But

"The war pensions granted by tho Commonwealth (luvernment
to 25th July represent an annual liability of 3,82G,8C8, the captain
then decided to put into Sydney." Australian I'apcr.

\\V must have missed the early chapters of this story.
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THE WINTER'S TALE.
To save coal many groups of families have

a rrungod to spend alternate evenings
K:ic-h family will take it in turns to play hosts

;

thus many sets of fires will be allowed to <;<>

out." Keening l'itj>cr.\

Letterfrom Mrs. Henderson to her Sister.

Surbiton, 3/11/18.

DKAUKST Di, I suppose you 've read

about tho scheme to save coal this

winter by families sharing eacli other's

tires? We start next week spendin
alternate evenings with the Blakeleys.

I think it is a splendid idea

quite medieval, in fact. Didn't !

lots of people collect in one great !

hall in the olden times - -menials
j

sitting at tho same board but
below the salt and all that sort

of thing, you know '! I 'in sure

1 've read something like that

in SCOTT or was it MAUHICI:
HEWLETT ?

Your loving Yi.

P.S. Of course the above ar-

rangement could only be carried

out with really nice, people and
old tried friends like the Blake-

leys. On ne s'entcnd pns avec

tout le monde.

Letter from Mrs. Blakelty to her

Brother, Lieut. Hanson, in

France.

Surbitoii, 10,11/18.
DEAR PETEH, I think I told

you about our arranging social

evenings with the Hendersons.
You know how patriotic I am,
and I always did try to take my
share in the sufferings of the

War, just the same as you boys
out there ; but I think that when
some people get hold of- an idea

they become almost fanatical.

Would you believe- it, Mrs. Hen-
derson actually had her two ser-

vants in the room the other

evening sharing the fire with us.

the other night actually got up in even-

Ing dress ! Since Mr. Blakeley hooked
that soft Government job Mrs. 13. makes
herself quite foolish with her pretence.

I had Martha and Jane in as well,

so that the kitchen lire could go out,

because when one starts coal-saving
one ought to do the thing properly, for

ifc 's that spirit of thoroughness that

is helping us " to pursue the war to

the bitter end," as LLOYD GEORGE once

said, or was it LANSDOWNE ?

Anyhow Mrs. Blakeley made Martha
and Jane feel thoroughly uncomfort-

using our ink. The worst of it is he
mutters aloud over his tasks, which is

a bar to any intelligent or sustained

conversation. Also, when in the throes
of arithmetic or algebra, he seems in

torment and ssrapes our chairs unmer-

cifully with his feet. I think ho ought
to do Scripture or something light and
less exciting the evenings he comes in

here. Yours affectionately,
MIRANDA.

From Mrs. Henderson to her Sister.

Sitrbiton, 22/11/18.
DEAREST Di, I don't believe

there is any more patriotism in

Mrs. Blakeley than there is heat
in her tires. She just uses the

Government and newspapers to

hide her meanness. Instead of

fuel she has a mixture of clay
and something else equally in-

effective made into balls. She

says she read about this in a

newspaper article entitled "Clay
Halls as a Coal Substitute."

Bob, who looked very cold, asked
rather bitterly if it was in tho

same journal that suggested the

eating of rhubarb leaves. After

(Jiis Mrs. Blakeley seemed rather

distant. We left early.
Yours ever, Vi.

Letter from Mrs. Blakcleij to

Mrs. Henderson.

Surbiton, 29/11/18.
DEAB MKS. HENDERSON, -

Henry and I have decided to

drop
" social evenings

"
and have

the usual evenings by our own
fireside. I fear the stress of pre-
sent times doesn't leave one
much energy to be sociable, after

all. Yours sincerely,.
MIRANDA BLAKELKY.

Tho servants looked thorough- LZ1

Pint Householder. "Bui WHAT'S im: GKNKHAL ELECTION
ABOUT 1 ".

Second Householder..
" WHAT ELSE is THEIIE LEFT FOB 'KM

TO HAKE US FILL IS FORMS FOR?"

ly uncomfortable the whole evening, as
well they might. And with them there,
how on earth could I tell Mrs. Hender-
son that I had discovered my cook

sending parcels of food from my stores

to her brother in France, or that I meant
to give Mary notice next month for im-

pertinence ? Really there was nothing
left for one to talk about. Some people
have no idea of the fitness of things.

Yours affectionately, MIRANDA.

Letterfrom Mrs. Henderson to her Sister.

Surbiton, 10/11/18.
DEAREST Dr, Wo 'vo started our

" social evenings," but I must say that

the behaviour of the Blakeleys is a

able, poor girls. I don't know whether

they sat below the salt, but certainly it

was as far from the fire and Mrs. Blake-

ley as possible. And this morning they
both came to me and said they'd give
notice if they couldn't have " a place to

themselves to sit in at night."

Truly the way of the patriot is hard.

Yours ever, Vi.

From Mrs. Blakeley to Lieut. Hanson.

Surbiton, 20/11/18.

From Mrs. Henderson to

Mrs. Blakeley.

Surbiton, 30/11/18.
DEAU MKS. BLAKELEY, 1

quite agree. In any case we 're all laid

up with colds and won't be out for

days. I fear we got a chill the last

evening we spent at your house.

Do you mind giving me the name of

the man who wrote "
Clay Balls as a

Coal Substitute
"

'? My husband wants
to have a little frank talk with him.

Yours sincerely,
VIOLET HENDERSON.

On Tuesday night there was a display of

DEAR FETED, The Hendersons must
|

fireworks on the Seal and the Kaiser was burnt

be effecting a great saving by spending
half the evenings of the week at out-

house. They are accompanied by their

boy, Edward, aged eleven, who does
little ridiculous. They

"
dropped in

"
j

his home-lessons here by our light and

in The ordinary weck-uight service oil Wodues-

day." Provincial Pa-pert

In the present shortage of fuel lie was

evidently not considered to be worth a

special bonfire.
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TROUBLES OF TOMMY IN THE BALKANS.
HOW TO 1'ERSUADE MACEDONIAN NATIVE LABOLUKJ.S KMFI.OYKI) IN S.\ ! Ml X ATKKJAI. Til VT

SI YTKBIAI. FOR MAKING CAMP FIUEPLACE8.
M

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The Ex-Kaiser <ui<l // <v-( iY)f<i;i Crown Prince.)
E.e-Kiscr (biimtn Imrrii-iHii into the room, throws off his

cloak and flings his whiskers into the fireplace). Ouf, what
a life ! It seems I can't stir ten yards from this castle. Dis-

guises are absolutely useless. I am told I risk my life

Ex-Crown Prince. Your so valuable life.

Ex-K. Yes, my so valuable life, if I show my face out-of-

doors. Then it has come to this that I, whom millions of

devoted subjects surrounded with every mark of respect
and affection, I, the German Kaiser, cannot walk out
without having such words as "

scoundrel,"
"
assassin,"

" Hun," hurled at my head.

/-.'i-C. /'. Yes, it is a dog's life.

Ex-K. (testily}. I wish you wouldn't interrupt ; it is one
of the worst marks of a defective education.

Ex-C. P. Very well, have it all your own way, oiily
remember that that 's what has brought you to your pre-
sent puss.
Ex-K. Now, pray keep silence, as I have to consider a,

very difficult subject. For myself I am not greatly con-

cerned. My personal wants are small three uniforms a day,
four meals and a few millions of marks say twenty. Surely

they wouldn't refuse" me that to carry ou with. No, no,

they won't hurt me. It's Germany I am thinking of.

How Germany is to get along without me I cannot conceive.

How are these Socialists to govern? They have voted

yes, but have never governed. I am expecting a message
of recall at any moment.

F.I' (' . r. But you 've signed an abdication, haven't ym ?

Kx-K. So for the matter of that have you or it was

given out that we did. But anyhow neither of us intended
to- abdicate for ever. Just a week or two of retirement

i
and then back again to onr Imperial destiny.
Kx-C. P. What's the good of talking like that if tin-

German people won't have us bock ?

Ex-K. It is impossible that the German people should
be so lost to all sense of their duty. Surely they are aware

j

that without the Honen/ollerns, my ancestors, no great or

'good thing has happened in Germany.
/.'.'-('. /'. They might answer that this War was givat.

but not good, and that for the future the people must h<-

consulted before such things are undertaken in its name.
Ex-K. Cease that revolutionary twaddle. I, your K

forbid you to talk like that. But to bo sure we do live IP

i terrible times. How has it all come about ? All niglit

long I lie awake retracing events in my mind and in

can I succeed in fixing tin- hlauie on myself for anything
done ox omitted no, I can blame my Chancellors, 1 ran

blame HiNi>KM!|-iu; and even !.i -|>I:NFHMIKI , but m} self ne-

Ex-C. P. " At least we'll die \\iih harness on our I

That 's from Macbeth.
Ex-K. I know it is, and In cjuoting that yon nialce the

disgraceful suggestion that 1 ought to have ^<>ue to the

real Front and died like a common soldier. A 1 lolienxollci n

does not die in that fashion. He knows his coiintn

him, and that thought will not suffer him to die in battle

however much ho may desire to.

Ei--C. P. Ahem, ahem !

A" i ;.-/;/( marcs rc&tL

sionulli/ <jlarini( t his s<>n.
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ENTRENCHMENT AND REFORM.

BKFOKK long most of us will, it seems

likely, relapse into civilian life, and the

question is being asked,
" What shall

we do with our uniforms ?
" A few have

already made up their minds. Some
think they will make useful and appro-

priate gardening kit, while others intend

to maintain them in repair and wear

them on such special occasions as birth-

days or local flower shows. My delight-
ful friend, Major Bouncoby, proposes
to have his fitted upon a wicker frame
modelled on his own measurements,
which will stand permanently at atten-

tion, wearing all the major's accoutre-

ments, wound stripes and chevrons, in

a corner of the drawing-room, as a

constant reminder to Mrs. B. and the

irreverent young B.'s of what papa did

in the great war.
All this is very well, and of course

individuals will please themselves ; but

the veterans of our suburb have decided

upon a concerted plan which wo desire

to suggest to other communities.
We propose to form ourselves into a

so-called " Trench Club," of which the

H.Q. will bo a dug-out, specially con-

structed if a suitable cellar is not avail-

able. It will be designed to admit the

weather ; and rats and other vermin will

be encouraged as sub-tenants. Members
will only bo admitted in marching order,

with battle-bowlers, gas-bags and other

impediments. Ordinary conversation

will be permitted with respirators in

t In; alert position, but for political argu-
ments they will be worn as during a gas
attack.

The motto of the club will describe its

object: "Entrenchment and Reform."
i All of us, while at the Front, have
dreamed in our dug-outs of the comfort
and security of home, and have glowed

j

in the mud with high resolves regarding
j

our future behaviour as domestic crea-

tures. Eealising the peril of imaginative
forgetfulness, we have decided to take

steps against the obliterating processes
of time.

Attendance at the regular meetings
of the Club will be compulsory, and the
club-room or dug-out will be always
available for the convenience of mem-
bers who wish to put in overtime. This

possibility may arise in the case of a

xealous member who finds himself in-

clined to grouse ut home about the

mutton, or realises that he has barked
at his wife. It will be considered a point
of honour for him to get into his uniform
and spend the rest of the evening at the
Club. Bullybeef and biscuits will be
stored on the premises, and newspapers
not less than seven days old will be

provided.
Should a member forget himself as

indicated and neglect to adopt the cor-

rect disciplinary course, it will be in

order (according to the constitution) for

his wife to remind him of his duty with

the phrase, "Wouldn't you' like to pro-
ceed forthwith to the Club, dear?" the

use of the words "proceed" and "forth-

with" bein*; recommended as a valua-

ble stimulus by virtue of their military
associations.

If the" proposals outlined above are

adopted our old and honoured uniforms

will serve a not unworthy purpose.

CROOKED HOUSE TOLL.

THE proud years have passed it and
left it alone ;

No more with red blossoms its gables
are gay ;

From moss-covered thatch and from

mouldering stone

The rose that once wrapped it has
withered away.

No longer the gate to a challenge is

swung,
Nor through it the old-fashioned

chariots roll,

But I can remember the sixpennies

flung
'

As we came at a canter through
Crooked House Toll.

A little old woman all wrinkled and

brown,
Like a russet-red pippin left long on

_ the tree,

Would stand by the gate in her clean

cotton gown
And , bob to our elders and smile

upon me.
'Tis long since the lady relinquished

her trust,

But still I can picture on memory's
scroll : .

The quaint, little figure that stooped in

the dust
To pick up our silver at Crooked
House Toll.

When the moon 's very round and the

night 's very still

And the cottage' is guest-room to

goblin and gnome,
If you stand in the' highway and look

to the hill

You will see the brown horses come
covered with foam ;

You will hear the light tap of each hoof
as it falls

And the chink of the chains to the

swing of the pole,
And see a white figure glide out from

the walls

To open the gate at the Crooked
House Toll. W. H. O.

" WANTED to borrow 20 privately ;
no

lenders." Provincial Paper.

The old difficulty.

LITERARY RECONSTRUCTION.

A GRKAT deal is written nowadays
about rebuilding and reconstruction,
but some of the greatest and most soul-

shaking changes are taking place with-
out exciting notice. In The. Times of

Tuesday, November 26th, a vast scheme
of reconstruction was clearly fore-

shadowed in the heading of the first

leading article, but so far not a word of

comment has been uttered.

Let us explain. The article was
headed

"EiFTS IN THE GKUMAN FLUTE."

Most of those who noted the deviation
in the phrase from the familiar form

probably put it down to a misprint.
But the idea is unthinkable. Misprints
do not occur in the titles of Times lead-

ing articles. The penalty is too terrible.

Besides there is such an instrument
as a German flute (it is mentioned in

Buncle). And, most important of all,

TKXNYSON is an "eminent Victorian
"

and therefore fair game. The per-
version, we have the best authority for

saying, is only the pioneer instalment
of a wholesale and drastic revision of

standard quotations in accordance with
the spirit of the age.

This surmise has been converted into

something like certainty by a curious

discovery. A few days ago, while walk-

ing in the neighbourhood of Printing-
house Square, I picked up a small note-
book. There was no name and address

inside, only a number of adaptations ar-

ranged under subject-headings as thus :

Carmelite House. "Panting Times toils after
us in vain."

Cheese. " Stilton a name to resound for ages."
Coalition

"I could not love thee, LLOYD, so much,
Loved I not BONAR LAW."

Housing Problem. "Tragic basements."
House of Lords. "Peers, idle peers."
Nationalist Members. "More Sinned a<;ain.-t

tban Sinn-Feining.

It may be objected that this is not

altogether a new departure. Did not
Mr. HARRY GUST, when Editor of The
Pall Mall Gazette, prefix the heading,
" The Coisoned Pup," to a leading
article ? True ; but that was a transi-

ent ebullition, not part of a considered
scheme of reconstruction. This is a
more momentous development, for that
it will develop we have no doubt. Mean-
while, to use the' favourite formula of

the hour, we can only bid our readers
watch the middle page of The Times.
Greek has already reappeared in a lead-

ing article, and after that anything is

possible.

How Acre fell a hitherto unreported
incident of the Palestine Campaign :

" Now the famous old city has fallen into
their famous old harbour." Egyptian Qasettc.
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Wage-earner (to parent, who hat been suitably attired for revelry). "You LOOK A FAIR TREAT IN LIL'I FUBS, IfA."

Ma. "YES, LlL'8 FUBS IS ALL KIOHTj BUT IT'S LlL'8 BOOTS THAT'S COIN 1 TO BPOU. MY BVEHIN 1
."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I CHANGED my mind about The New Warden (MURRAY)
while reading it, because the latter half of the tale seemed
to me very much more interesting than the early chapters.
All the same I hardly agree with her publishers in thinking
that Mrs. DAVID G. RITCHIE has drawn any real picture of

what they rightly call "one of the most moving experiences
of to-day," the war-change of our University towns into

camps. That transformation, wonderful and tragic, awaits

yet its chronicler. The Oxford of The New Warden is at

most a vague background of no special topical significance.

Peace, no less than war, hath her brainless ingenues, angling
for well-endowed Heads of Colleges, mislaying compromising
letters, even (though I trust rarely) purloining the small

change of the improvident. This in effect is the plot of the

tale. Will The Neiu Warden be trapped by the blundering
and amateurish intrigues of silly little Gwendolen (aided by
liis own Quixotic sense of obligation), or saved by a sensible

sister for the more suitable mate who is so obviously only

waiting to be asked ? In the contrast between the three

women who wage their warfare over the body of the poor
Warden, Mrs. RITCHIE shows herself to have a more skilful

touch than her somewhat long-drawn exordium prepared
me to find. But to call an Oxford foundation King's was

surely to create needless confusion. Why should that home
of so much fiction, dear old St. Mary's, not shelter one more

romance? There are chapters, not the best, of The New
\\'anlcn which would have found an appropriate setting

within those venerable walls.

Once upon a time, and I am afraid it was a very long

time ago, Miss BEATRICE HARRADEN wrote a book called

Ships that Pass in the Night, and because she did I am all

the more regretful that I cannot say only charming things
of Where your Treasure is (HUTCHINSON). Practised hand
as Miss HARRADEN is she- should have known better than to

mix up fact and fiction in the way that she has here. She

seems to have written two books at once one, a very in-

teresting account of the work of the Americans, the Dutch
and the Society of Friends among the folk of Belgium as

they fled before the German invasion ; the other a somewhat
thin and plotless work of fiction, redeemed by its principal
character. Miss HARRADEN has made Tamar Scott BO real

that when I have forgotten the people in more perfect books

I shall still remember the curio-dealer of Dean Street, and

her avarice, her love of gems, and her hardly-won generosity.
But one character does not make a good novel. The gist

of the matter is that tho powder is excellent powder and

the jam is quite good jam, but each spoils my appreciation
of the other, and if Miss HARRADEN will let me I would

rather take thorn separately next time.

Sussex, the darling county of the gods of England, has

many lovers to praise her woods and downs and bonny
countryfolk, slow to friendship (and other things), but loyal

to friendships formed, shrewd and wise and solid. Miss

SHEILA KAYE-SMITH stands distinguished among these

discreet praisers. She gives us in Little England (NisBBT),

for remembrance of these days of war, a portfolio of por-

traits : of honest Tom Beatup, on whose young shoulders

was thrown the whole responsibility of the farm by that

heavy-drinking yeoman, Mus' Beatup, and who went lata

for a soldier because of this responsibility, but at last went

simply and finely as a Sussex man would; of soft
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Thyrza of the little friendly shop, Tom's liddle darling; of i and just now and then an undue preoccupation with the

mad minister Sumption and his wild gipsy-mothered Jerri/, obvious, I salute Mr. HAMHLIN as a genuine comedian, with
who met the saddest fate of all, death from the rifles of a ! a pleasant and sympathetic understanding for his country
firing party ;

and Tom's two sisters Nell, the delicate and

dainty, who set her cap unsuccessfully at the rather feeble

padre, and Icy (perhaps the best study of the sheaf), honest,

passionate, rough of tongue, golden of heart. There is the

types, and (this especially) an infectious joy in country
sights which makes his occasional passages of description
altogether charming. Do not let me mislead yon into

expecting anything great from The Lay of the Land ; but

slender thread of a story stringing the whole together ; but as an unpretentious trifle the publishers call it a " relaxa-

tho value of Miss KAYE-SIHTH'S book lies in the precision of
\
tion

"
it strikes me as very daintily done,

her observation and the love of Little England which inspires
her. Those who have the misfortune not to be Sussex folk Vermelles is a booklet which describes itself as " Notes
either by birth or adoption may here see something of on the Western Front by a Chaplain." The author being
what they have missed. anonymous, and therefore modest, anything I might say

i

about Vermelles would only make him blush and give him
There is an atmosphere of very cheerful determination

j

pain. This is a pity, for, before I noticed this drawback, I

in Over There (HODDER AND STOUGHTON), and as a record had intended to eulogise his little book for its sanity, for the

of things done and seen it deserves a front place in any i simple directness (never without a sparkle) of its narration,

library of War literature. Captain KNYVETT, Intelligence for its gentle lambent humour and altogether for being, as

Officer, Fifteenth Australian Infantry, was in Egypt, it seems to me, a compendium of how a chaplain's duty
Gallipoli and France, and wherever he happened to be he i should be done and his book wiatten. On its lighter side

was a keen observer of essentials.
" I am," he writes at I I should have drawn attention to the admirable little

the beginning of his book,
" a scout ; nature, inclina-

tion and fate put me into

that branch of Army ser-

vice." And then, for fear

that he may seem to glorify
his own speciality at the

expense of other branches
of the Service, he explains
that he does not know
much about any other job
but his own, " and less

than I ought to about
that." Well, I ask leave

to disagree with him, for

it is clear that he not only
knew his job thoroughly,
but also did it extremely
well. I gather this from
his sturdy way of describ-

ing the incidents in which
the Bosch scored off him,
and from his obvious lack of any desire to " make a song

"

about his own successes. This is the right stuff, and 1

wish the best of fortune both to the book and its author.

FORTY YEARS ON.
THE COUGAR-STUD CONTROLLER AND THE BILLIABD CUILK COSTUOU.KU

THEIIS GLORIOUS FEATS IN THE GBEAT PEACH.
infected by his reticence.

scene of dialogue which

explains how the following
announcement once ap-

peared in brigade orders :

"TlieM.G. (machine-gun)
Sections from each Bat-
talion will rendezvous at

the cross-roads just below
the second ' O '

in Auchel

(Map 1 : 40000, S. 25d. 9.

7)." All this I had in-

tended to say, but as it

would only worry the

Chaplain I must refrain. I

refrain also from making
public his name, which is

known to me
;
but I have

no scruples about exposing
(confidentially) the name
of his publishers, though
they seem to have been

I can't help thinking it a pity that Mr. ROBEUT A.
HAMBLIX went to the trouble of finding such aggressively
facetious names as Short-meal and Bellowqlass for the rival

protagonists of The Lay of the Land (ALLEN), because,

intentionally or not, the effect is to create an atmosphere
of farce about a little story which belongs properly to

comedy. It is slight but, in a modest way, engagingly
told. The plot concerns two families, bound by ancient
ties of friendship, and their respective heads, the

penter and the plumber; and how the latter prospers,
even to the extent of building a fine house and developing
(by a nice gradation) into a Sanitary Engineer with a shop
in the High Street. The consequent enmity between the
two old friends is complicated, first by the sadly unoriginal

They are The Scottish Chronicle Press, Edinburgh.

The text of Miss NETTA SYEETT'S latest book, The Wife
of a Hero (SKEFFINGTON), appears to be "Marry in haste

and re-arrange at leisure." Having said this I have as

good as given you the plot of the tale. Anne was one of

those pleasant, wide-minded modern girls with a nice taste

for BAKST drawings and the latest books, also with an agree-
able suitor hovering, as yet unvocal, in the background.

Unfortunately the outbreak of war and the chance meeting
with a khaki-clad Hermes with crinkly hair and teeth like

an advertisement proved altogether too much for Anne.

Within a fortnight she found herself married ; three weeks
saw Hermes in France and his bride the writhing victim ol

a family of in-laws, who tied up their cushions with pink
satin and knew less than nothing of Russian art. A tragic

situation, out of which Miss SYBETT, with her sympathetic
sense of detail, gets the most. As for the re-arrangement,

behaviour of son Bellowglass and daughter Shartmecd, for
; though foredoomed, it is not conventional. I was touched

whom the woeful tragedy of Verona might as well never
have been written

; secondly, by an ingenious situation con-
nected with the Bellowglass mansion, which (as the clou- of
tho whole matter) it would perhaps be hardly fair to reveal.
I have seldom met a slenderer tale in book form

; some of
the chapters are so short that they are gone in the turning
of a page. But, despite the over-emphasis of his names

to observe with what care Miss SYBETT (in whom, if 1 may
say so, something of the old Eve still survives) had been

careful to counterbalance her one agreeable man by crowd-

ing the corners of the picture with every variety of the

unattractive male. However, as an admirable mixture o!

topical romance and husband-training propaganda, her

book is safe to achieve wide popularity.
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Imbit of taking a bit of dinner with his

six pints of heer.

Nothing fartber ha* been heard from

CHARIVARIA.
11 Wn shall not miss much," says a

Gorman paper, "if they [the HOHKX-

X,OLLER.NS| are recalled." We can only the dear old lady who wrot<

say tliat in the case of HOHBRZOLLBBM Admiralty to know if she might present

fils
it would he most unwise to leave the German minelayer, 0098, with a

anything lying- about. china bomb to keep it from brooding.

"
Berlin," says a Router's dispatch,

"
is in the throes of a money panic." It

is not stated whether the trouble is

how to find money or how to hide it.

One tiling after another. No sooner
have hostilities eeased than M. Ar.l.i.

LEKHANC, of Paris, declares that WIL-
LIAM STANLEY, sixth Karl of I

'

Maidii Vale woman who slapped the
fan- of a tiixi-<lri\i

mi-ndcil for the CAKM:I,II. Mc-.i

Gallantly.

Mr. HAVI.UHK \Vn.so.s bus In.

motor-car stolen from outside his otliec.

The report that it v,

Mr. H \MS v\ M \< no.-. u.i> along \'ietoria

-till unconfirmed.

" Russia Wants I',

News headline. How tlieso papers

According to the Ministry of Food SHAKSPHAKK.

the public may demand that potatoes
sold to them shall be reasonably free

wrote the works usually attributed to manage to ferret out such things is

really marvellous.

Some irritation has been caused ut A pound of .\s Professor

from earth. Tastes differ. The EX-
,
Bow by the fact that a landlord applied SIOONKH, " contains sufficient energy,

KAISER, whether ho wanted potatoes I for a summons against a tenant who if used properly, to lift three hundred
and fifty people to the topor not, always wanted the

earth. ...
'

*

The fourth volume of The

Life of Dftriil Lloyd Geonje,
ivith a Short History of
the Welsh People, has just
been published. The pre-
cise point in Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE'S career at which
the history of the Welsh

people can properly be said

to begin is still imperfectly
established.

'

&
'

Tho dispute between Peru
and Chile is still unsettled,

and it is understood that

several European Powers
have offered to supply them
with an attractive line of

war, complete with several

of the newest features, at

considerably below-cost.

" Admiral TIRPITZ," says
the Cologne Gazette,

"
is '

not to blame for the failure of the Ger-

man Fleet." Indeed, in Germany the

idea is gaining ground that the guilty

party is the British Navy.

The fact that the Admiral has been

referred to familiarly as "
Tirps

"
by

a provincial evening paper is said

to have led several Pan-Germans to

suppose that British sympathies are

veering round. ... *

The rumour that he has had his

whiskers shaved off is denied. It is

said that nothing will persuade him to

come out into the open.

The workman who recently told the

Thames Street Police Magistrate that

he took six pints of beer with his

dinner seems to have inadvertently
caused a misapprehension. It now

appears that he has merely been in the

of the Nelson Monument."
Persons desirous of making
the ascent should bear thi^

in mind.

According to a Polish

paper Herr KHKHT declares

that those responsible for

the War will be executed at

a certain spot in Berlin.

Notices will shortly be ex-

hibited at this place hear-

ing the words,
" Rubbish

may be Shot Here."

The story told in a Lon-
don club last week by a

chronic angler that he had
the previous day caught a

taxi-cab should be treated

with reserve.

The decision of the Kd-
itor of The Kinjlinh l!

I to contest Carnarvon Bor-
. oughs with the PRIMK

had frequently struck him, although
j

MINISTER has revived the old contro-

the provocation came from the land-
\ versy,

" Who really won the War?"
It seems that the fellow had

Crushing.
From a local concert-notice :

" Miss met with a flattening reception."

" Wanted, a Baby to Nurse. Must be re-

spectable." liurnley Ejpreia.

One, for instance, that avoids late hours

and is not addicted to the bottle.

PAPER ECONOMY AND THE ELECTION.

Profiteer Candidate (to Election Agtnn. "Now, is THKKE ANY OB-

JECTION TO ME SENDING OUT MY ELECTION APPEAL PRINTED ON THK
BACKS OF TEN-BOB BBADBURY8?"

lord. It seems
asked for his 'rent.

The restrictions respecting short-dis-

tance pigeon-flying have been removed.

Pigeon-pieing over any distance is still

confined to coupon-holders.
*

'

"
Sweeping reforms," says Mr. WAHU

PRICE,
" are being discussed in Con-

stantinople." A similar report says
that disinfection is rife in Mosul.

* *
*

As it is not possible at present to

connect the telephone fire-alarm to

the house of the Chief Officer of the

Uxbridge Fire Brigade the alarm is to

be given by a hooter. This is much
better than sending him a postcard.

* *
':

It is not yet decided whether the

"Now that D.O.R.A. has r. -luxcd her gog
one may say many tliinj,- that it was difficult

to'keep from saying during th.' dark days of

the war." Cork Cmwlitutum.

Still, for our part, we shall continue to

draw the line at "
gog."

"London and Cliamu-1.- Mist locally ; milk,

then rather cooler." I'all Mall (latttte.

If the Metereological Office is going in

for dairy business we hope it will give
us a little less water.

vor.. CLV.
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TRUTHFUL WILLIE AGAIN.
a brief precis of selections from the CROWN PRINCE'S
interview with the American Associated Press.

I 'VE done it many times before

And once again I 'm glad to indicate

My attitude about the War
And prove myself to your good Syndicate

As blameless as a new-laid lamb

Perhaps you might not think it, but I am.

True, I have led a soldier's life,

But when, without consulting WILLIE,

They iixed the Day for starting strife,

I frankly told 'em,
" This is silly ;

Jt comes too late or else too soon ;

Believe me, it is most inopportune."

But who was I ? I must obey
The clarion call of common duty ;

So to the forefront, there to stay
With never a sight of Home or Beauty,

Save that I took, like other men,
Leave for a little fortnight now and then.

Eight in the line, for years and years
I shared with full participation

My cannon-fodder's hopes and fears,

Their daily tasks, their indignation
When LUDENDOHFF, that futile ass,

Told us to make a frontal move in mass.

Then came the Change; I lumped my pride
And put the question "What about me?"

And, when the High Command replied
That they could do as well without me,

Though- sorely tempted to revile 'em
I tacitly withdrew to this asylum.

Mind you, I 've not renounced a thing,
Like poor Papa, who 's abdicated

;

Yet would I toil, an uncrowned King,
To humble labour consecrated

;

Yes, in some aniline factory I

For love of Fatherland would gladly dye. O.S.

A WAR-CHILD IN PEACE-TIME.
PEACE leaves Anne puzzled. To her it is an untried

condition of life. As far as her memory goes back there
has always been a war.
"What is peace?" she wants to know, and I haltingly

try to explain ; but I know she finds it unconvincing.
With war it was different. She has seen the soldiers

and the endless processions of guns, with the baggage and
ammunition wagons following them; she has watched
aeroplanes buzzing overhead and listened to the sharp rat-
tat-tat of machine-guns practising down in the valley
below ; she has watched the signallers flag-wagging, and
has often been hurried away to a place of safety during
an air-raid; but now there seems to be nothing she can
get hold of, nothing to make it a real and tangible thingnow that the flags are being taken down and the cheering
has died away.

" Is peace over now ?
"

she asked me. " Mr. Brown
has taken down his flag."

I explain that Mr. Brown has only taken down his flag
because it can't stay up always, and that assuredly peace
is not over.

" Will it be peace-time a long time ? Till Christmas ?

and my birthday ?
"

Even fireworks are not a symbol of rejoicing to her;
there have never been any within her recollection and so
she is not used to them ;

in fact they frighten her, only she
is too plucky to admit it.

"They arc rather bangy, aren't they?" she said, and I
felt her little warm fingers tighten on my hand when the
first rockets began to go up.
"But look at the stars; what splendid colours!" I said.
"
Yes;" but there was no enthusiasm in her voice.

'/It's very like, an air-raid, isn't it?" she said doubtfully.
The rockets soared and whizzed, broke into wonderful
colours, then disappeared.
"I think," said Anne suddenly after a minute and

there was a little note of determination in her voice that
I know very well " that me and Teddy will go home now.
You see, if Dolly Dumps wakes up and hears the hangs
she may be nervis." So she and Teddy were taken home.

" I 've frowed away Dolly Dumps' ration-book," she an-
nounced the other

day. Immediately the rationing order
came in her entire family (including the Noah's Ark animals)
were supplied with minute ration-books. Anne is seldom
behind in anything that is going.
"But what will she do about food now?" I asked.

" She can't get things without coupons."
" Wasn't rationing cos of the War? "

demanded Anne.
"
Well, yes ; but then, you see

"

"It 's peace now, so of course we shan't want them any
longer." I weakly left it at that.

"You won't never have to take cover any more," I heard
her telling her Noah's Ark animals, as she was giving them
their morning tub, the day after the armistice was signed,
"cos it's peace-time now. Our soldiers have killed the
Germans. You ought to cheer, you know

; people may
fink you are pro-German if you don't."

"Don't wake Teddy ;
I 've just got him off" Anne held

up a small warning finger as I came into the nursery" he 's been crying dreadful."

"Hurt himself?" I asked.

Anne went on rocking a ribboned-and-laced cradle, par-
ticularly feminine-looking, which sheltered Teddy's bulky
brown fur body.
"No, it's about peace," she said. "You seel always

promised Teddy when he was a big grown-up man he
should be a soldier like you and go and fight the Germans,
and now he won't be able to, cos there isn't a war. He
cried dreadful," she added.
"Poor Ted! Bad luck," I said; "but a boy ought not to

cry, you know."
"No," Anne agreed, "I know he oughtn't to. I told

him 1 was dispointed too, cos I was going to nurse
the poor wounded Tommies when I was a grown-up
lady, and now there won't be any. But Teddy is only a

very little boy, that was why he cried
; he 's very brave,

really."
" The poor dolls needn't be shut up in the dark like

that any longer," I reminded her; "you've still got the
dark bliads up in the dolls'-house

; the lighting restrictions

are off now, you know."
"Yes, I know the 'strictions are off," said Anne thought-

fully,
" but those blinds was such a bother for Nurse to

fix, so I. fink I shall leave them up till it 's war-time
again."

" Heaven forbid !

"
I said fervently. Anne looked

surprised. ^^^__________^_.
"The climate [of Mesopotamia] holds no terror, for them, it

is better than that of India. A minimum temperature of about
400 P. and a maximum of about 1080 F. means a climate more
resembling that of Egypt . . ." Balkan ilerahl.

Or of an even wanner region.
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AYANTED.

WILLIAM THE GALLANT (to Holland). "COURAGE! I WILL NEVER DESERT YOU."
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THE LIMIT.
Uncle. " Now LISTEN, HORACE. I 'VE BEEN ADDRESSED AS ' OLD BOY,'

' OLD THING,'
' OLD BEAN ' AND OTHEU UUUSVEBENT EXPRESSIONS

WITHOUT COMPLAINING; BUT I DO OBJECT TO BEING CALLED 'OLD EGH.'"

THE ROAD TO THE RHINE.
Thomas Atkins, after four long years

of indescribable unpleasantness, has
come into his own at last. You can

imagine his feelings as he fell into the
ranks for the first day of the general
march, no longer with the thoughts of

death and distinction awaiting him up
the line, but as a conqueror. You can

imagine the glow in his heart and the
tire in his eyes as the order came and
he turned his face for the great tri-

umphal march into Germany. But all

I heard him say as he humped the pack
on to his shoulders was,

"
Germany,

eh ? How many ruddy kilos is that ?
"

Personally I had been looking for-

ward to the march. It possesses a

great historic interest for me, and as a

ompany Commander I have a horse.
It is not much of a horse and it is

astigmatic, but it 's a horse and has
some kind of motive-power within it

which seems to propel it satisfactorily
if one keeps it awake. Stumbling Willie
is one of the old Contemptibles. Ex-

actly how he got into that noble band
I don't know, but it seems reasonable
to suppose that it must have been

through influence. Also I may tell

you that if the old boy sees a lump in

the road he will, if not guided carefully,

look at it, say resignedly,
" I 'in going

to fall over that," and over he goes.
|

He will then look you foolishly in the
face and say,

" I don't quite know how
you got there, Sir, but you left my
back some moments ago." For the
rest he has been shot at, shelled, bombed
and bayonetted, yet here he is taking
part in the great march a very im-

portant part too, as you shall hear.
I left my battle-bowler in the com-

pany billet a mile or so away from the
battalion parade-ground. It was a bad

beginning to a two-hundred-mile march.
True, the thing was merely a tin hat,
and these trifles may be acquired
surreptitiously, but it was my very
own original tin hat, served out to me
when tin hats first came into fashion
and people thought it looked "

windy
"

to wear them. With eight minutes in
hand before the move off and a hard

slippery ice-covered road to cover, I

put spur to Stumbling Willie and bolted
off. Of course you can't really bolt

with Stumbling Willie, but you can am-
ble rather faster than usual. Festooned
with the usual articles of equipment, I

.

must have looked like a curiosity-shop
to the amazed inhabitants as we flop-

perty-kicked along the road ; and, mind
you, Stumbling Willie himself has a

good many loose packages, such as

forage bags, spare haversacks, etc., to

run riot under the influence of an extra-

ordinarily uneven action.

But we got on ; the noise may have
been deafening, but we moved some
And every time he fell I was ready, aye
ready. We clashed and clanked over
the midden into the billet well on time,
and the inhabitants rushed from the

cellars, thinking the Uhlans had re-

turned. Madam, bless her heart,
recovered when she heard my " Donnez
1110 i mon chapeau, tres vite, s'il vous

plait," and the return journey began
under the happiest of auspices ; we
did not fall over the missing flagstone
as had been our wont for several days.
What possessed me then I do not

know, unless it was some of that devil-

may-care spirit left over since the Wai-
ceased, which I thought had better be
used up harmlessly. Anyhow, I turned

Stumbling Willie off the road (since the

way led down an ice-covered country
lane) and tried a spirited canter through
country which, it you had a map of

the district, you would know is what
is called " close country

"
orchards,

hedges and other obstacles.

Any ordinary horse would follow
a nice grassy track along the side of

the hedge and love it
;
but Willie isn't

used to it. His idea of life is a gentle-
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Candidate's Supporter.
" THERE'S BIS A LOT o' TALK ABAHT 'oo's WON THE WAR THK ARMY'S WON IT THE NAVY'S wos JT -

THIS AND THAT'S WON IT BUT, LADIES ASD GENTLEMEN, IT'S' rot' WOT '8 WON IT!"

manly pace along good bard roads

none of your fancy cross - country
tricks and wise people let him have
his \vay. Bonding low in the saddle I

maintained my seat and defied the

the way, evidently ; we 'd better try
j

Order about it. Willie refused to move,

another," and off we went without fuss '

Prompt measures were taken, but no-

or flurry. I will say this for the old thing could move him. The C.O. \\ai-

boy, if he does make a mistake he is
|

so angry that he called upon his sub
the first to acknowledge it.

'

alterns to draw their revolvers, not

branches to scrape me off. Willie, li "Cold morning," said the C.O. as I knowing that midday rationsare usually

discovered, bad au awkward habit of
;

sneaked into my place ;
but I can't say carried in the holsters instead.

cantering at an angle of thirty degrees
j

I felt the cold at the time. Finally the dread order cutne. Th<-

from true north. Any horse with five) Then the inarch to Germany began, leading four of my company solemnly
chevrons and a watered ribbon ought ,

Our glorious objective had clearly not I fixed bayonets. Willie looked rounri.

to know that temporary Company ! been appreciated by Willie, for, after It was enough. The sight of cold steel

Commanders like to ride due north ;
J

going some ten miles and only falling
I ho has seen that kind of thing before

they don't expect much of a battalion
|
over now and then, he began to get

'

was suflicient. The rebellion wu-

charger, but they do expect that. I

began to be annoyed with him. My
respirator became hopelessly twisted

round my neck. Of course, if you wish

to do so, you may attempt to guide a

half-blind horse across an orchard with

a tin hat and a few reins in one hand,
while disentangling a respirator with

the other. I say you have my per
mission to try, but

wants practice.

I warn you that it

The reins slipped for a second.

Utterly at a loss, Willie charged

straight into the hedge, pressing it

outwards gently and firmly with his

Our LatinisU.

I *troiiKly object to such peoplr a> tb'--<-

branded with the word -pauper.
1

Ori-

chest. Then he baited to thfi hedge hideous concertina-like movement, n
and took stock of our position. I . was dreadful. I had to get off, for 1

maintained my dignity with an effort.
!

make it a rule never to sit on a sitting

"Hullo," said Willie, "this is not horse; I'm sure there is somo

restive. Hold him in as much as I; over and the triumphal march pro-

could, he would keep sneaking up to the ! ceeded.

rear of the company in front, pushing
his nose into the Second-in-Coinmand's

j

neck and sneezing there. I could see '

at Once that the fellow didn't like it,

and as he
wasn^t

in my company I

could n t tell him to stick it out and that

the march would soon be over now. So

I pulled very hard indeed, and the re-

sult was surprising. Willie sat down.
Do you realise what happens to a

three-mile column on the march when

anything sits down suddenly ? The
whole Brigade behind closed up with a

Letter in a [.ocil 1'njxr.

To makers of cracker-mottoes :

"CHRISTMAS ClIEKI).

FOOL CoNTiiou.i i:

When the Bosches set fire to Louvain

It caused the AiJ.-Mi<;nTii:sT pain :

They say that the heart

\Va^ the sensitive part,
And 1 fear it is bleeding again.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LXXVIII.

MY DEAR CHARLES, Now we have

arrived within sight of peace, the ques
tion inevitably arises, What about it ?

Old Pinchard sees no more difficulty

about coming to peace than there was
in going to war; ho says that every

Department will merely change its title

from something bellicose to something
paciiic, and we shall all go on quietly
as before. With a slight extension of

premises, a rather more liberal allow-

ance of paper and a small increase of

salaries and promotion all round, we
shall have no need to fear the horrors

of peace.

Young Hartley, of the Diplomatic
world, takes the gloomy view and sees

the clouds of the Next War already

gathering on the horizon. He talks

darkly of the Far East, but mostly
because the Near West hasn't played

up to his earlier prognostications. For
four long years he kept on foreseeing
the end of the War within the next
three months ;

for a change he took
the line, last October, that peace was
much further off than ordinary people
were apt to suppose . . .

Sarton, also of the Legation, takes a

view even gloomier. He doesn't believe

there is another war in the offing;
what he is afraid of is that the War
Office and the Foreign Office may now
fraternise . . .

That most military of all militant

militarists. Major Bowdler, of the Com-
mon Law Bar, already tends to revert

to type. Unless I mistake, he feels

the draught on his bald patch and

longs for the genial warmth of his wig.
He becomes daily more argumentative;
tends to preface his learned observa-
tions with the expression, "I am of

opinion
"

; even looks at us over the

top of his spectacles and invites us to

be very careful before we answer his

questions. He seems to have lost his

animus against the House of Hohen-
zollern ; says that a man is presumed
innocent until he is found guilty ;

even
let drop the remark, the other night,
that the accused is entitled to the
benefit of a doubt, provided that the
doubt is a reasonable one. By this he

gives us to understand that he means
such a doubt as could be reasonably
doubted by twelve reasonably doubtful
men. He insists that every man is

entitled to a fair trial, even WILHELM.
Clearly he has his eye on the Brief for

the Defence.

Old Pinchard, who w:as always agin
the Government and everything else,

especially the lawyers, pretends to have
seen the official demobilisation scheme.
Demobilisation is to be by trades,

priority being given according to use-

fulness to the community. The last of

all is Landscape Gardeners ;
last but

one, Barristers. And Sarton foresees

that our methods will be confused to

the very end ; the Landscape Gardeners
and the Barristers will be marched oil'

together and no one will be able to tell

which is which. This will lead to grave
dissatisfaction, possibly a general strike,

the Landscape Gardeners being enraged
at being mistaken for Barristers. The

subject tends to become wearisome
when Bowdler takes it up ; not because
he labours the defence of his own pro-
fession, but because he maintains an

argument against himself as to whether
or no the work of constructing trenches

is a form of landscape gardening.
The faithful soldier who acts as my

clerk out here tends to relax military

discipline in the excitement of the mo
ment and to forget the difference of

rank dividing us. Trading on the fact

that he is old enough to be my father

and rich enough to be my uncle, he so

far forgot himself as to invite me to

dinner with him to celebrate things.
Yes, if you will have it, I so far forgot

myself as to go. He expanded into

views which can only he called Social-

ist, if not Bolshevist ; he ventured the

hope that, when he re-established his

business in the City, his office-boy (a

temporary captain) would be kind to

himself (a most permanent private).
In the matter of the sexes he is

markedly less advanced. No man looks
forward to the resumption of his family
life with a keener appreciation. But
his office, he tells me, will never be

brightened by the merry clatter of tea-

cups and girlish laughter from four P.M.

to six. He asserts that, when on leave

recently in England, he travelled in the
train with an official of some Ministry
or other who was reading some general
instructions on that same subject
of demobilisation of war-labour. He
caught sight of one line of it the head-

ing of a paragraph. This, however,
was enough to be going on with. It

read :

" Women, how to dispose of."

And of course the great question
always remains : when will the War be

really concluded, finished, over, done
with and closed down ? Bowdler thinks
this will be somewhere about the year
of grace 1925 the year which he ex-

pects to spend in correspondence with
the Ordnance and Auditors' Depart-
ment on the subject of a certain pair
of gum-boots which were entrusted to

him in the early months of 1915 and
still, as it happens, remain in his pos-
session and use. We, who at heart
bave a great belief in Bowdler, suggest
that it will be an undignified sight to
see one of the Judges of the High Court

endeavouring to explain, in writing,
how he came to purloin the property
of His Majesty's Government.

Yours ever, HENRY.

THE MOULT.
Further letter from Major, now General,

Sir Fawcelt Gear,' O.D.E., R.A.F.

(late Deputy Director of Mechanical

Transport Brake-linings at the Air

Ministry], to Messrs. Proffitt, Proffitt
and Proffitt, Aeronautical Tailors,
Savile Bow, W. :

DEAR SIRS, I was astonished on

receiving your bill for the kit you sup-
plied to me in September to note the
exorbitant charge you make for the

garments in question. As you know,
through recent events my presage has

proved inaccurate and I am on the

point of retiring from the Army I

mean the Air Force. The kit is there-

fore of no use to me.
This reminds me that I require a

complete outfit of mufti, so perhaps
you would be good enough to send a

representative down to me at your
earliest convenience and give him in-

structions regarding the other matter.
Please note that I have moved from

Golders Green. My address is now :

Per Ardua Lodge, Overseas Never.
Yours faithfully, FAWCETT GEAR.

P.S. Could you send me another

pair of those ponyskin flying-gauntlets ?

Failing these, leopard-skin would do.
I find them essential when driving in

this cold weather.
:;: :;: :;: :

;
:

Letter from the same to Messrs. Marsh
and 'Mallow, De Vere Street, W. :

DEAR SIRS, The accompanying
fancy-dress garments I wish to have
transformed to fit my wife. Lady Gear
will be calling in a few days' time, when
you will doubtless be in a position to

advise her as to the best action to take
in the matter.

Yours faithfully, FAWCETT GEAR.

Journalistic Candour.
"The jokes in ' Tit-Bits

'

are famous all the
world over and have been for over 37 years."

Til-Bits.

" The party left on the liner George Wash-
ington on Wednesday morning, the vessel

flying the President's flat at the main."
Provincial Paper.

Having heard of the lack of housing
accommodation on this side the PRE-
SIDENT was taking no chances.

" ' We shadl be able to travel by aerial taxi-

cab,' said Mr. . 'We shall be able to
start out for Rome to feed the pigeons of St.

Mark's, if we feel in need of a change.'
"

Newcastle Chronicle.

As the pigeons of St. Mark's seem to
have done.
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SOMETHING ATTEMPTED, SOMETHING DONE.
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Profiteer (initiating wife into the mysteries of high life).
"
Now, My DEAR, YOU CAN SAY YOU 'VE 'AD THE BEST DINNER IN LONDON ANDTHE BEST WINES. Is THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU FANCY?"

Wife. "WELL, GEORGE, DO YOU THINK YOU COULD PERSUADE THE YOUNG MAN TO CHANGE THIS CIGUIETTE FOR A NICE STRONG
CUP O' TEA?"

A BALLAD OF THE "BALTIC."
'Tis the voice of the German, I heard him explain :

" Take me back, brother Bull, to your bosom again.
Now that peace is in sight let us kiss and be friends,
Since on mutual amity commerce depends.

''If my business credentials you carefully scan,
You '11 find that I "ve truly become a New Man,
With one 'n' at the end, where there used to be two,
And a ' w '

standing in place of the '

u.'
"

Yet the very same Huns who our custom implore
Until yesterday gloried in submarine war,
And expect the long-suffering Briton to trade
With the savage assassins of wife, child and maid.

The moral of this little story, though clear,
Should be dinned into England's oblivious ear ;

Though he drops double n's and omits double dots,
No leopard of Germany changes his spots.

" Mrs. Traymore killed Elizabeth affectionately, then the baby."
From afeitUleton in a Newfoundland Paper.

We must get the rest of this story.

MOTTO FOB THE BOLSHEVIST: "Bern carmine signo"
(VIRGIL). Translated by Jones, Minor :

" I mark the event
with red."

IN COMMEMOEATION OF ARMISTICE DAY.
Mr. Punch has already pleaded for the little children

who have suffered from air-raid shock and are being cared
for at St. Nicholas' Home, Chailey, and he takes no shame
to plead again. For, though the Hun was scared from our
English skies a long time ago and is not likely to return,
some of these children still need to be gently nursed and
made strong in the kind Sussex air. At Chailey too there
are the Heritage Craft Schools, where crippled children
of our fighting men are tended and trained to earn as good
a livelihood as their straight-limbed brothers and sisters.

Here also in this friendly colony is a Military Surgical
Hospital (sponsored by the Princess LOUISE), where
wounded men are treated and, during convalescence, taught
a trade. And the patron saint of the Guild which under-
takes all these labours of love is St. Martin, soldier and
pattern of chivalry. It is to commemorate his feast-day,
the eleventh of November, the day when an end was made
of the Great War, that a St. Martin's " Armistice Fund "

is

being raised to secure the continuance, free from anxiety,
of the good work of the Chailey Guild. Mr. Punch begs
his kind friends of their charity to send gifts in aid to the
Founder and Hon. Secretary of the Guild, Mrs. C. W.
KIMMINS, Heritage Craft Schools, Chailey, Sussex.

A Reminiscence of Daylight-Saving.
;'The place and time will be The Academy, Dunganuon, at 11 o'clock

noon." Irish Paper.
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BEATEN BUT UNABASHED.
, HANS. "HERE COMES THE BRITISH ARMY OF OCCUPATION. WE OUGHT TO MAKE
SOME MONEY OUT OF THEM TO HELP TOWARDS THE INDEMNITY."

OTTO. "INDEMNITY! SURELY THEY WON'T BE SO INHUMAN AS TO MAKE US PAY!"
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Passenger (iii Pullman car). "How DO YOU MANAGE TO REMEMBER ALL YOUR ORDERS, WAITER?'
Waiter. " PULLMANISM, SIR JUST PULLMANISM."

FIRST IN BERLIN.
[By pigeon post from our Special Corre-

spondent, late Foreign Representative of

The Squeedunkville (Mo.) Investigator.]

DAWN was breaking as I reached the
little border village of Spoofdorf. Not
knowing what the political views of

the frontier guard might be I had taken
the precaution of donning a costume
which with some slight alteration

would enable me to pass, as occasion

might demand, either as a Feldivebel
in the Bavarian Herrenunterwehr or a
Swedish carraway-seed broker. Noth- !

ing untoward, however, occurred. The
;

sentry demanded my passport, but
seemed quite satisfied when I pressed
into his palm a leaden half-crown (which
I had been carrying with me for luck)
and an honorary ticket for the London
Zoological Gardens. The fellow in
fact grew quite communicative and
confided to me that before the war he
had played first bassoon in the Im-
perial Orchester at Potsdam. He asked
me if I thought there would be any \

demand for German street music in

England after the War, and seemed

much relieved when I assured him that
he could rely on a warm reception.

Well pleased with this little jeu
d'esprit with which I had tricked

the simpleton, I pushed on to the rail-

way station. What memories surged
through my mind as I strode once again
the familiar platform ! Here it was
that, on that fatal Friday in August,
1914, I entered Imperial Germany dis-

guised as a Spanish trainer of perform-
ing oysters, witli the idea of being
present three days later (disguised as
a hat rack) at the epoch-making con-
ference between the directors of the
" D "

banks and the Great General
Staff. Had not an ill-natured cab-

driver, to whom quite unintentionally
I had given a brass hat-check instead

of a five-mark piece, denounced me to

the Politest, who knows what sub-

terrannean ramifications of Mittel-

Europa's bas-diplomatique I might not
have dragged to light ?

I had waited only half-an-hour .at

Spoofdorf station when a train came in.

I3y what I can only regard as a piece
of good fortune it was bound for Ber-
lin, and I was able to forgo my hastily

formed plan of boarding the locomotive
at the last minute, braining the engine-
driver and conducting the train in the

direction I wished to go. As it was I

found a seat in a comparatively empty
first-class carriage and composed my-
self for a tedious journey.
The journey however was destined

to be marred by a painful incident.

There were in the carriage besides my-
self twenty-three German soldiers and
an officer, the latter a truculent square-
head of obviously Prussian antecedents.
I could see this fellow suspected me,
but I was quite taken aback when he

suddenly spat out the words "English
pig !

"
at the same time treating me to

a most ferocious scowl. What happened
next, however, was still more astonish-

ing.
" Shall the Prussian upstart the

English milord with sandwiches in his

knapsack so grievously insult '.'

"
roared

a stalwart private in the corner seat,

and immediately there was a chorus of

growls, a crash of glass and the Prussian

oflicer passed out through the window
into the Ewiykcit.

Attention was now centred on me,
and when I explained to the company
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that my knapsack contained, not sand-

wiches, alas! but a wireless telephone

apparatus and a couple of collapsible;

passenger pigeons there were more

growls and significant glances towards
the window. Realising that the situa-

tion required tactful handling I imme-

diately began a series of lifelike imita-

tions (an accomplishment which lias

got me out of many a tight corner) of

eggs and bacon frying, which quickly
distracted their attention from the

sandwich question. Later, when it

showed signs of reviving, I entertained

them by translating into German
selected editorials from The Manchester

Guardian. I am sure it was the first

time they had laughed since they came
out of the trenches.

Berlin at last ! Berlin, where in pre-
war days I had spent many a happy
hour sipping my Sclimerkase and eating

Bilderbogen in the Sieges A116e or listen-

ing to the Wiesbaden Hussars play-

ing "Tannenburg, my Tannenburg !

"

in Unter den Linden ; Berlin, where in

those dark and fateful days of Novem-
ber, 1917, I arrived disguised as a

But no that story is too big to be

told yet. Some day, when the Censor

is abolished, perhaps.

Outwardly at least the old capital of

Kaiserdom is but little changed. A
cab drove me from the station to the

hotel, and except for the conventional

"Nicht essbar !
"
(not edible) painted in

large white letters on the somewhat
emaciated horse and the absence of

springs (commandeered by the military

authorities) it differed in no wise from

the cab of pre-war days. The fare how-
ever 1,200 marks (about Is. l^d. in

English money) has increased con-

siderably. As one drove through the

principal thoroughfares everything
seemed much as of yore. Now and

then a pedestrian would stop for a mo-

ment to kick an officer, but otherwise

things were normal enough.
Before we reached the hotel, how-

ever, an incident occurred which sharply
illustrates the Teutonic mentality

Half-way down the Wilhelmstrasse

our steed began to show signs of dis-

tress and ultimately came to a stop
Instead of flogging it unmercifully, a;

I had expected, the driver descended

from the box and with the utmosi

gentleness led the breathless beast to a

lamp-post, against which it leaned with

a pathetic expression of gratitude on

its intelligent countenance. Mean-
while the driver had disappeared into

a neighbouring Brasserei, from whicl

he presently emerged with a foaminf

flagon of Hofbrau, which he proceedec
to pour down the throat of the ex

charger. Then mounting to the box

he whipped up with a gruff '"For

"DON'T YOU THINK WE OUGHT TO HAXO THE KAISER, MRS. 'ARRIS?"

"Ii AIN'T TUE KAISER I'M WORRYING ABOUT IT'S THE BLOKE WOT INTEBJCICED THIS

WAR-BACON."

wiirts !
"

as though half-ashamed of

being caught performing a kindly act.

For the moment I was deeply
touched ; but this feeling was rapidly
followed by one of intense suspicion.
Was it, after all, I asked myself, a

pretty comedy enacted for my benefit,

under the misapprehension that my
disguise was that of an American

journalist ? Instantly I decided to put
the matter to the test. Arrived at the

hotel I paid the driver, but, instead of

following my baggage into the hotel, I

darted behind a palm-tree and, clap-

ping on a pair of false whiskers and a

clerical hat, stepped forth again dis-

guised as a respectable Lutheran

divine.
" I tell you it is the Herr

HOOVER himself," the cabman was ex-

plaining excitedly to the hall-porter ;

" His Excellency the Police Commis-

sioner told me so."

I did not wait to hear any more,

but followed the head - waiter up to

my suite. It was Number 23. What
a thrill it gave me to enter once

again the very room where, on that

eventful morning of September, 1917,

I sat, disguised as the Hedjaz of

Morocco, listening to but that story

too must wait. The light is failing

and my faithful first-class passenger-

pigeon is eager to be off. To-morrow
I shall go among the people of Berlin

disguised as a Tyrolean vendor of hot

yodels and hear what they think of

their new Government.

[EDITOR'S NOTE. Since the above

was set up in type the pigeon which

brought the message has been identi-

fied as the property of a Hackney
plumber, whose columbarium was un-

lawfully entered early on the morning
of the 22nd ult. Pending investigations,

no further instalment of our Correspon-
dent's interesting experiences will be

published.]
ALGOL.

The Schoolmistress Abroad.

Answer to an advertisement for a

French governess
" au pair

"
:

" I know a little English, and I could givo

easy, at once, lessons in French, for which I

will be nourished, lying down and bleached,

Who, I think, are the conditions 'au pair.'
"

" TURKISH MENTALITY.
A STBASOE SITUATIOH.

The Allied Fleet lies off Peru. . . . The
Turk refuses to acknowledge himself beaten."

Local Paper.

We do not wonder. If we were a Turk

we should not worry about a fleet a

few thousand miles away.
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THE TWO SOLDIERS.
reaching out towards the handle, but

not with any decision and not turning
THE Armistice has not been in exist- it. The other was considering ; his

ence too long for some of us still to re- face showed it, beneath the mask of

member its birth ;
but a good memory I perplexity set upon it by fatigue and

is needed, and if our recollections are
j

peril. Then he shrugged cynically and,

hazy there is reason enough in the dis- giving another longing look at the

tracting suddenness of it and the shock comfort within, turned away.
" Better

of the relief. For a while it was too
,

stand somewhere," he said
; and off' they

unbelievable for the mind to gather ! shambled at a run to force a passage,
distinct impressions.
Someone who was asked what within

his observation was the most striking

change in England during the War

will cease to turn away to find stand-

ing room in a crowded third ? Is any
plank of any of the myriad new plat-
forms to be associated with the removal
of such misgivings, so that a first-class

compartment may be regarded as a fit

place for heroes to sit in ? .

replied that it was the spectacle of the i passengers, who
occupants of the stalls eating. What

|

soldiers and their

would he describe as the oddest mani-
festation of the Peace '? In any discus-

sion on the strange events of Armistice

week, although recalled with difficulty
after such an interval, enough examples

where the occupants were most tolerant.

There is no particular moral to this

tale. One could be ironical, if one chose,
about the flags carried by many of the

but for these two

companions-in-arms
(for, say what you will of statesmen
and generals, it is the fighting men who
win wars) would have had no flags to

carry and no rejoicing in their hearts ;

could be given to fill an interesting oarryin
book. One speaker would
cite the pyramids of shout-

ing and waving men and
women built up on War
Department lorries, jug-

gernauting through the

streets ; another, the taxi-

cabs carrying twenty-five

passengers and fifty flags
hither and thither, with
no purpose but joy ; an-

other, the avenue of Ger-
man guns in the Mall,
with excited London boys
swarming over them ; an-

other, the bonfire in Cock-

spur street, watched by
inactive policemen. But
of all the odd things which
I personally witnessed

during Armistice week

but that is not the point. No one
a flag and rejoicing for victory

Optimist (three hundred yard* from tile nearest human being).
" FORK !

"

the oddest or, at any rate, the most i was against these two poor jaded fellows

provocative of thought was the de-
1 getting into a first-class compartment,

j

meanour of two soldiers.
i
No one would have objected had they

It was while I was waiting at a

junction that I saw them. They were
war-stained and travel-weary, on their

way home from the Front. Their boots
were muddy, their hair was matted, and
all the usual impedimenta, including
trench helmets., depended from their

bent shoulders
; and they were anxi-

done so; least of all, I am convinced,
the ticket-collector. The serious part
of it is, it was the soldiers themselves

who did not dare. Heroes they may
'

have been
;
but beneath that heroism

|

was cast-iron tradition. It is one thing
to fight for England, risk one's life for

England, lose one's health for England,
ously seeking a place in the train endure every hardship for England, even
which had just come in. My train die for England ; it is much less natural

being not yet due I had leisure to to forget tradition. The air is filled

observe the rush for this one, already, to-day, as never before, with rumours
as far as third - class compartments of the new life that is to set in with
were concerned, too full. The soldiers

j

peace the new aspirations and pro-
walked from window to window, peering jects, the new creeds and ideals. An
in and turning away, until at last they army of Candidates is making Eng-
came to a vacant first-class compart-

j

laud noisy with Utopian promises and
ment not far from where I stood. They ! pledges. Splendid. But I wonder how
stopped and looked at it, at each other, i long it will be before two tired British
and along the platform. But they |

soldiers such as those, with all the signs
did not enter; irresolution held jthem.

' of the wear and tear of war-winning
Meanwhile time was passing. . . . upon them, will cease to baulk fearfully" Must get in somewhere," said one, at an empty first-class compartment,

BAGS AND BONES.
DEAK MB. PUNCH, My master has

given up his bath-chair and I have put
matters straight with those dogs I told

you about. It was a great relief to me.
The cold snap made mounting guard
on the outside of a bath-chair very un-
comfortable indeed and a little brisk

exercise was grateful and comforting.

Unfortunately my master could not

join me in the rag, as he has to walk
on two sticks. On the other hand he
could not interfere either, and I am sure

he enjoyed it, though he

pretended to be angry
with me.

My master says we must
all stop biting Germans
now, because of the armis-

tice, and my mistress will

have it that we ought to

give them our bones if

they want them
; but I

think she 's wrong there,

don't you ? I expect
they 've got plenty of

bones, which they 've bur-

ied somewhere and forgot-

}

ten the exact spot. Lots
of dogs do that. You can't

eat all your bones directly

you get them, so you have
to hide some, and it isn't

always easy to find them

again ;
but if the Germans are really

hungry they '11 find their bones fast

enough.
There is one thing my master is

always talking about which puzzles me
extremely. It is about making things
look what they aren't or as if they
weren't there at all, and you do it with

pots of paint laid on in streaks. My
master says that if you put the streaks

in the right places you can make any-

thing look like anything else.

It is no doubt very wonderful, but I

don't think you could deceive a. dog
that way. I should be sorry for the

cat that tried to escape my nose by
painting itself, though, if I were dis-

guised as a cat, I daresay I could take

in other cats, because they can't smell

for nuts. Yours sincerely,
A VERY DETERMINED DOG.

Another Impending Apology.
"Mr.

,
as Blagden, a bounder and

asinine to boot, is to be congratulated on
liis rendering of a part into which he falls

naturally." 1'rochicial
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AND SO YOU GOT SICK LEAVE?" WELL, LADY, I TOOK IT WITHOUT AbKiso ABOUT HALF-WAY ACBOSS THE CHANSKI.."

THE LAST OF THE "INNOCENTS."
GENERAL LUDENDORFF'S VINDICATION.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Conglo-
merated Press has succeeded in in-

ducing General LUDENDOKFF to grant
him an interview in the island off the

coast of Sweden where he is living in

retirement. The General was at first

averse from making any public state-

ment, but, on being shown the inter-

views with the CROWN PRINCE and
Prince KUPPRECHT OF BAVARIA, con-

sented with alacrity. In the course of

the conversation General LUDENDORFF
declared tluit he never desired war,

least of all in 1914, and had strongly
dissuaded the EMPEROR from invading

Belgium, but was overruled by him
and the CROWN PRINCE, who was re-

sponsible for all the atrocities which
had alienated the civilised world. He
was never consulted as to the employ-
ment of poison-gas, gas-shells, etc., or

if he was his protests were greeted
with derision. Still he had continually
acted as a brake on tho extreme War

Party, and his eyesight was perman-

ently affected by the tears he had shed

over Louvain and the Lusitania. Had
it not been for his desire to allevi-

ate the horrors of war he would long

ago have surrendered his command
and retired to his estates to the otia

ruris which had always been his chief

delight.
General LUDENDORFF spoke with

great bitterness of the folly and incom-

petence of Dr. BETHMANN - HOLLWEO,
Herr VON JAQOW, Admiral VON CAPELLE
and Prince HENRY. He had been called

HINDENBUBG'S "
brain," but it was a

perversion of the facts, for it was im-

possible to supply brains to such a

colossal idiot as the old mud Marshal.

BETHMANN - HOLLWEG'S "
scrap cf

paper
"
speech was the most disgrace-

ful utterance in all German history ;

it had caused him (LUDENDORFF) many
sleepless nights. People blamed him
for the costly failure at Verdun, but it

had been carried out against his express
advice to gratify the CROWN PRINCE'S

ambition. General Li DENDORFF went

on to say that he had always been an

admirer of President WILSON, Lord

NOBTHCLIFFE and Mr. HORATIO BOT-

TOMLEY. He thought the terms of the

Armistice were, if anything, too mild,

since they did not include the immediate

surrender of the KAISER, the CROWN
PRINCE and Prince BUPPRECHT. He
was prepared to assist his country in

any civil capacity at the present even

as a railway porter but military ser-

vice was abhorrent to him. His greatest

ambition was to be ordained a pastor

and minister to a country congregation.

General LUDBNDORFF is leading the

j simplest possible life on a vegetarian

I

diet and devotes several hours every day

I

to the study of theology. To express
his condemnation of Admiral TIHPIT/,

he has let his whiskers grow, and now

presents an appearance strongly re-

miniscent of Lord Dundreary, with the

additional capillary attraction of a New
gate fringe. He has already adopted a

semi-monastic attire, or, as he described

;

it in his rigorous if not strictly accur-

I

ate English,
" the garbage of a monk."

His last words to the representative of

;

the Conglomerated Press were,
" Virtue

i
is its own reward. Be good and you
will be happy. 1 am both."

THE EGOTIST.
WHILE swords into ploughshares they

fashion

I glare ac the grocer and damn
The wholly inadequate ration

He gives me of jam.

Though day with its promise of splen-
dour

Is dawning on Belgians and Serbs,

I sit by a comfortless fender

And dine upon herbs.

Though Pax has succeeded Belloua

And ships safely sail on the seas,

,The O;H<S still waits its corona,

For what about cheese ?
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BEOWULF AND OTHERS.
THIS is going to be a true story. For several days past

I have been haunted both in my sleeping and in my waking
hours by one mouth-filling and brain- shattering word. It

came between me and my poached egg at breakfast (we

keep our own eggs, thank you, and are now getting three

every day) ;
it spoiled my enjoyment of shepherd's pie ;

it spilt my tea ; it wrought havoc with our week-end joint

I having to carve owing to Binns' temporary absence, due
to the sequela of Armistice fever. This word of terror was
"BEOWULF!" Why did Beowulf go ramping and rioting

through my head? And what, in fact, was Beowulf?
Was it some very delightful form of new food about to be

rationed by the latest Food-Controller ? Or was it the

short name of the President of the Jugo-Slav Democracy?
Could one throw one's favourite enemy to the Beowulves,
or could one be said to keep the Beowulf from the door?
These thoughts and others were chasing one another

through my head, when my eyes fell on a bulky book which
had just arrived. Almost mechanically I took it up ;

it fell

open amongst the first few pages, and there in front of my
eyes I saw the magic word "Beowulf." I gave a shout of

triumph which had last been used on Peace night, and then

discovered that my haunter was not any of the things I

had imagined, but was an Anglo-Saxon poem, epic in design,
and actually the first specimen of English Literature.

This and many thousand other names of things as well

as names of persons Prose-Writers, Poets, Sonneteers,

Formalists, Eomanticists you will find duly set forth in

their chronological order, almost to the POET LAUEEATE'S
latest lyric in The Times, in The History of English Litera-

ture (JACK), written and compiled by Mr. ARTHUR COMFTON-
EICKETT. The book is a monument of industry and excellent

judgment. I have tested it here and there, and have found
it accurate and pleasant, thoroughly pleasant, to read, and
I congratulate the author warmly on the completion of his

labours. I also thank him on my own behalf for relief from

Beowulf, the meaning of which I have again forgotten. I

venture to point out that he has omitted the name of Sir

FRANCIS HASTINGS DOYLE from his pages. The fact that he
was Professor of Poetry at Oxford should not be allowed to

obscure the author of The Return of the Guards and The
Bed Thread of Honour, two poems which stir the blood like

a trumpet.
At this point I may as well confess that this article was

intended for a review, but, owing to the attractions of the

subject, it got out of hand and has become obviously too

big for Mr. Punch's congested Booking Office. I shall

therefore continue it as an article. Had it remained a re-

view, I should have been tempted to sport with the Venerable
BEDE, who is a good second to the author of Bemvulfin the

English Literature stakes. I will, however, omit him and
others of his kidney in order to make an appeal to Mr.
CoMFTON-EicKETT. My idea is that he should publish a
collection of bad verses, preferably by good poets, so that in

schools and places where they teach there might be ready
to hand a compendium of shocking examples by which a
teacher might be able to warn his pupils. For instance,
he might have got himself involved in excessive admiration
of TENNYSON'S In Memoriam. He would turn to my sug-
gested book to find a remedy, and there he would see the

description, given with great detail, of the wedding in this

very poem :

But where is she, the bridal flower,
That must be made a wife ere noon ?

(We have now got an extension till two o'clock.)
She enters, glowing like the moon.

Of Eden on its bridal bower.

Here we omit a stanza or two and proceed as follows :

But now set out : the noon is near
And I must give away the bride ;

She fears not, or, with thee beside
And me behind her, will not fear.

.... The ring is on,
The "wilt thou" answer'd, and again
The "wilt thou" ask'd, till out of twain

Her sweet " I will
" has made ye one.

The poet now shows that he does not object to a glass of

champagne.
" My drooping memory," he says,

" will not
shun the foaming grape of Eastern France." The scheduled
moment for departure, however, is at hand :

But they must go, tho time draws on,
And those white-favoured horses wait

;

They rise, but linger; it is late
;

Farewell, we kiss, and they are gone.

Mr. CoMi'TON-EicKETT will' now understand what my
proposal is. If he thinks more of it and will write to me I

can give him many other examples.

"BY NUMBEES."
THE Padre droned on. I could have drowsed more com-

fortably but for those incessant "narsty 'acking corfs"
which are peculiar to church-parade services. Mr. Thomas
Atkins does the whole of his week's coughing on Sunday
mornings.

Suddenly, as I learnt afterwards, the Padre must have
been stirred to retaliation by the great volume of opposition
noise, for lie hroko off in his recommendations to a clean
and sober life and fixed his congregation with a stern eye.
The pause was so tragic that all coughing ceased. Then
the Padre spoke again.
"In view," he said, "of the amount of promiscuous in-

terruption that goes on during divine service all coughing
will in future be done by word of command. The following
detail will be observed :

" COUGHING BY NUMBERS.
" On the word ' One' throw the head well back and drop

the lower jaw, depressing the chin until the point nearly
touches the upper part of the chest. At the same time
take a deep breath.

" On the word ' Two '

raise the right hand horizontally in

front of the mouth, back of the hand to the front
;
thumb

pointing upwards towards the right eye, top of the thumb
in line with the eyeball ; fingers together.

" On the word ' Three' cough sharply three times, with a

forward and backward motion of the head.
" On the word ' Four' those who find it advisable to use

handkerchiefs will do so by withdrawing the handkerchief

smartly from the left sleeve between the thumb and fore-

finger of the right hand, with an upward and inward
motion, replacing it after use. Eemainder will stand fast.

" On the word ' Five
'

close the jaws with a click, return
the head to the position of

' attention
'

during divine ser-

vice, and cut the right hand smartly to the side.

"Squad! Coughing by numbers One! . . . Squad
Two !

"
(the movements were very well done for a first

attempt). Squad -Three !

"

On the word " Three
"

there was a terrific clamour of

coughing, in all varieties of keys and tones and times.
" Practise that," roared the Padre, his voice faint and

far-away amidst the tumult . . .

I roused myself in time to hear the Padre's winding-up
sentence: "And now, in conclusion, practise that mode
of life, self-abnegation and self-control, which I have re-

commended, and you will serve your King and country aa
well in times of peace as you have in times of war,"
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Customer. "Youa STORE OP APPLES ta GETTING LOW, MB. KNOB."

Greengrocer. "So IT is, MUM. BUT THEM GERMAN BATTLESHIPS 'LL soos BE SET TO WORK TO BKING BOMB KOBE ALOKO

LEASTWAYS THAT'S HOW I LOOK AT THIS 'EKE AHMISTICE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE wrapper of Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD'S new book, Tlie

War and Elizabeth (COLLINS), calls it "a novel of con-

temporary life," but you will not turn many pages before

discovering that "
contemporary

"
is just what it most

happily and gloriously isn't. For the life of which it treats

is the life of last May, and this is December ; and who can

estimate what worlds of difference lie between ! Primarily
one might call this a romance of obstinacy versus woman's

wit and the County War Agricultural Committees (those

much-abused bodies !).
The obstinacy belonged to Squire

Mannering, who washed his hands of the War and wished

to bar his park-gates against the Committee's tractor, but

was converted by' the capable and patriotic lady whom he

had engaged to catalogue his Greek vases and who consoli-

dated her victory by marrying him. Mrs. WARD tells this

simple tale with a technical skill which, combined with

the obvious sincerity of her own feeling upon the national

issues involved, invests it with unusual dignity. To read

it is to live again the emotions of six wonderful months

ago. Once or twice indeed I seemed to detect some

evidence of hasty composition. Why, for example, when

Elizabeth's first care had been the strict rationing of the

Squire's household, should we be told on page 182 that

food there was more plentiful since her advent 1 Also there

is perplexity about a picture that begins as an unques-

tioned OHFKN but on a second reference is changed with

all the pomp of an errata slip to SARCIKNT. These how-

ever are but slight matters and nothing to spoil the interest

of an admirably drawn picture of life in rural England at

its most critical hour.

AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE have undeniably the courage
of their good intentions. My fear is, however, that in

Minniijlen (MURRAY) a fine purpose may have betrayed
them into, shall I say, overestimating the distance between

the sublime and the other thing. To confront a cynical

impoverished daughter of Society with a mystic Highlander,
who restores her faith and courage and inspires her with

love, was theoretically a quite admirable theme for romance.

But . Anne was the heroine, and her; encounter with

the visionary came about by his rescuing her, lost on a

moor, when she was staying with some vulgar pre-war pro-

fiteers for whose son she was the destined bride. Naturally
the prophet proved too much for the profiteers, and Anne,

having given the heir his dismissal, settled down to wait

for her next meeting with the hero. This came about

quite pleasantly one night at Covent Garden, where she

saw an attendant conducting him with an electric torch to

his stall in the second Act of Parsifal. So they talked (I

don't mean during the opera, but later on) and courted and

finally wed ; and, if we are to believe the authors, during
the whole of this time never a word was exchanged about

their moorland meeting. It was not indeed till the after-

noon of her wedding day that Anne so much as mentioned

the matter, and then well, then it turned out that it wasn't

the original man at all whom she had married, but some-

body like him. Which of course was a very natural shock ;
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though I do think that, in treating the error as a ground his fancies though on the speculative side I must not fail

for instant separation, Anne's husband made too much of to record my admiration of a finely sane chapter on Drink
it. However, the late war (I must really write that again,

j

and the War. I find I have begun bypatronage of Mr. HALES'
the LATE war) restored matters to bettor proportion and

j philosophy, and ended with praise of it ; but if you read the

brought about the happy ending that I had throughout

anticipated. As I began by hinting, a book better in con-

ception than in execution.

I have an impression that some of the readers who have
revelled in Mrs. STRATTON-POHTEH'S other books will be a

little disappointed in her latest, A Daughter of the Land

(MURRAY), because there is in it no more botany and ento-

mology (or "nature study," as they say) than in many novels

book I think you will appreciate my reasons for both.

ALLEN AND UNWIN) is the perhaps not very
plausible tale of a formidable international secret society in

the service of Germany. The leading spirit is a certain

mysterious renegade Englishman, Dormer Swayneford,
always referred to by the sobriquet of " The Sleeper." The
society transacts its awful business in the elaborately
camouflaged wing of an old manor-house. This business

by other people. At the same time there is all that wealth
j
apparently consists in the reading of long lists of the names

of detail that the author has taught us to expect. We are
|

of German waiters out of the inevitable Bed Book a thing
told just what everything cost and what people had to eat which could, it seems to me, have been better done (or
and what they wore, and I must admit that this -somewhat

primitive form of story-telling has considerable charm.

Being an American story it also has a great deal more
about house-work in it than one would find in any English
novel, this being, for

some reason which I

have not yet fathomed,
a distinguishing mark
of American fiction.

The heroine, Kate
Bates, is a fine up-

standing clean - souled

creature, who spent a

lot of her time in strug-

gling against abject

poverty, but she had
her exciting moments ;

and so had I when, for

instance, her first hus-
band blew up the boiler

in the new mill and
himself with it. Most
of Kate's troubles seem
to have arisen from
the fatal facility with

which, in her part of

the world, one can get
oneself married as it

were on the spur of

omitted) and with less fear of detection in a private room
at a public restaurant. At any rate the conspirators were
of a most obvious pattern, and if any single local body had
been possessed of energy and intelligence would have been

promptly laid by the
heels. Miss THICK-
NESSE - WOODINGTON
cherishes the fond illu-

sion that her heroine,
Ena Cardonnel, resi-

dent companion in the
inhabited part of the

manor-house and acci-

dental discoverer of the
secret council-chamber,
has brains. This is not
the case. Even with
the broadest hints from
a friend in our secret

service she misses clues

of which even our old

friend Watson could
scarce have failed to

sec the significance. I

rather think that thisTHE GOOD LITTLE BOY OP ANTIQUITY.
Visitor, "WELL, Qurarus, I SUPPOSE WHEN YOU GROW up YOU WILL BE A

SOLDIER LIKE DADDY AND GO TO FIGHT THE GAULS?''

Soy. "NO, PLEASE, I'D RATHER BE A GLADIATOR, SO THAT I COULD STAY AT
HOME AND LOOK AFTER MOTHER."

young lady is too pre-

occupied with the tragic
fact that after being
"bornachatelaine," she

the moment. Occasionally it acts quite well, however, and has to earn an honest living a sorrow which left me
when her creator finally married her, again in a tremendous cold. By the way, she should have known that by her

hurry, to the nice man she had loved all the while I was I marriage with a baronet she would not have become "Lady
so pleased that I

n

taken by surprise.

did not even resent being completely i Arthur Stavely." It is frightfully important for chatelaines

to know these things.

I hope that popular pen-driver, Mr. A. G. HALES, will be
able to forgive me when I confess that portions of Where
Angels Fear to Tread (HODDER AND STOUGHTON) put me
in mind of nothing so much as the title of one of his own
early books, called The Wanderings of a Simple Child.

Really Mr. HALES is rather wonderful.
'

I suppose few men
have adventured more variously over the globe, yet through
it all he appears to have kept a simplicity, not to say
naivete, of outlook that is at times almost bewildering. I
do not think that he is writing down to his public, but
the fact remains that in the sketches of war-life on the
Italian front that make up the present volume, while the
things seen are transcribed with vivid and lively effect,
the moral deductions too often hardly escape the platitu-
dinous. It is as though Mr. HALES, being gifted with
eternal youth, were still in the stage that OLIVER WENDELL
HOLMES described as "catching up with the world's ideas."
All of which simply means that I liked his facts better than

Sir HENRY NEWBOLT lias made a book which all properly
I constituted boys will fall upon and devour. It is called

Submarine and Anti- Submarine (LONGMANS), and its first

sentence is,
" It is probable that a good deal of the infor-

: mation contained in this book will be new to the public ;
for

it has been collected under favour of exceptional circum-
stances." So far as I, at any rate, am concerned this

i modest claim is sound, and the information given here has
the merit of not only being new, but also true. From
start to finish it is a tale of high adventure, dauntless spirit

; and splendid achievement. It stirs the pulses. Let anyone
who prides himself upon his phlegm read the story of the

exploits of our Q-Boats and our P-Boats and our sub-

marines (some people wonder what our submarines have
been doing), and see how he feels afterwards. I proclaim
this a glorious book, and one that incidentally solves the

harassing question of what to give your sons, godsons,
nephews (and their sisters too) this Christmas.
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CHARIVARIA.
THE preliminary announcement that

nearly nine hundred Candidates must
fail to be elected Members of Parlia-

ment has been received with a good
deul of quiet satisfaction.

The Nobel Committee has decided

not to award the Nobel Peace Prize this

yi'ar. And to think that if Mr.

.i{ \.MSVY M.\rnoNAW) hadn't

made those jingo election

speeches it might have come
our way 1 ... ...

" What is the most piercing
noise known to the human
ear V

"
asks a contemporary.

\Ye don't know for certain,

but it seems to be coming
from Dr. SOLF.

A Scottish Candidate has
had attributed to him the

statement that the KAISER,
if proved guilty, ought to be

made to eat haggis. This

has now been proved to bo

the work of his political
enemies. ... ...

Can it be that the American
Press is losing its dash ?

Only five hundred American

journalists have sailed for the

Peace Conference.

" He [the Crown Prince] ,"

says The Daily Chronicle,
" wears a brown suit with a

breast pocket in which is a

white pocket
- handkerchief,

a bright blue shirt, with a

soft collar and a loud green
tie." We think this line of

hold-all In-east-pocket rather

outre.
'

*

"Spitsbergen," says Sir

MAKTIN CONWAY, "ought to

be a region overflowing with

animal life." It is under-

stood that a system of one-

man walrus farms for dis- -

made, we learn, to introduce Mr. Sxow-
DKN to one of those absorbent gentle-
men from U.S.A.

Though no longer under the ban <>f

the FoOD-CoNTHoi,u:n, says a contem-

porary, the niufl'm is not greatly in

evidence. On the other hand. Smith
minor informs us that only la-i Friday
he encounter^ 1 ,< largo number, and,

Officer (to Chinaman cauglit "scrounging").
" HULLO, CHINK,

WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE? [-Yo atlSICer.] PAIU.KZ-VOI'S

FRANCAIS?" Chinaman. "No."

Officer. "PERHAPS YOU SPEAK KXOLISH, TIIKN ?
"

Chinaman. " Oui.'
1

An authoritative .iiiti'iMiint is ex-

pected to the effect that the man who
designed this new ten-shilling note could

have done it right the first time if ho
had wanted t<>.

A Kindlon youth im

arrested last uoek for In caking :

public-house. Tim magistrate decided
that the proper place for him was the

iB- * *

A wireless telegraph instal-

lation lias been set up in Mr.

Justice Su,i vi's Chancery
Court. T No talk of

having Mr. Justice I '

sparl. :od.

"Parsnips," says a Food
Garden expert,

" are best left

in the ground." We agree.

i four-month-

old baby was left on a door-

step in Aldershot. The police
desire it to bo known that

the owner can have same

upon application to the au-

thorities.

A telegram handed in at

a London oflico at 12.'23 P.M.

was delivered at Hertford,

twenty milesaway,at 7.10r.ii.
The explanation is said to be

that the Post Oflico officials

mistook the contents for a

business communication.
*

Tlic Kvciiintj Ncin makes
a complaint about the dirty
milk being sold in London.
Yet to our knowledge many
dairymen are in the habit of

washing their milk.

One dairyman, indeed, re-

torts that only the best and

purest water is used through-
out his establishment.

Armistice-Day in Cairo.

"The announcement of the groat
m:\\s was marked by 21 guns from

Government's attention.
* *
*

charged soldiers is already engaging the I though not at his best, succeeded in

crashing twelve of them before his

|

throttle jammed.

" I like your town," said one of the

American sailors to a newspaper man

rather not know the British soldier's
!

in London. It is thought that by a

A writer in a weekly paper tells us

that the Hungarian name for jam is

"
Gyumossuru." After this we would

name for "
plum and apple."

"
Everything Americans see in Great

Britain," says Professor J. KHSTKHXK,
of Columbia University, "they judge

by whether or no it can be adopted in

America." An attempt is about to be

little judicious advertising like this

London may get to bS more widely

known.

We hope that Mr. C. B. COCHHAN is

quite well, but it is fully a week since

he took over an additional music-hall.

the Citadel in profound silnnro, immixliately

followed by a lavish display of bunting in tho

flag-lockers." Egyptian Mail.

With silent guns and llags unbroken

one might almost call it
" a case of un-

conscious celebration.
'

The babu hospital-assistant had been

taken to task for not keeping proper
charts of the patients. Next day be

presented the following

8 A.M. The patient's lift- in low degree.

10 A.M. I .it'' in sink.

11 A.M. Flit.

1 P.M. Flut.
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THE UNDEFEATABLES.
WHO are these heroes crowned with bays
Won on the stricken fields of War,

Whose myriad ranks, this day of days,

Tramp through the Brandenborger Thor;
While up the streets, with bouquets strewn,
A glad and grateful City sallies,

Whooping its welcome to the tune

Of Deutscliland uber alles ?

Who are these warriors flushed with pride
That come from ruined lands and waste,

Where by the blood-trail long and wide
Their track of glory may be traced ;

That come to find their homes unbacked,
No hint of horror's deathly pallor,

Beer-halls secure and shops intact,

Thanks to their martial valour?

These are the noble Prussian Guard,

Taking their triumph ; these are they,
Famed on the film and picture-card,
The undefeated all the way ;

These are the Fatherland's elite,

Sworn to the last man to defend her,

Who saved their country from defeat

By absolute surrender.

Nothing' is here of shame or grief,
No jarring note to spoil the sport,

Although their late respected Chief

Is wintering in a Dutch resort
;

Poor WILLIAM, how he loved these shows I

Oh, how he loved to be saluted !

Yet in that concourse not a nose
Sniffles because he scooted.

Nor would you guess by any sign
Their scutcheon bears a single scotch,

Though the Entente has crossed the Rhine
And taken on the local watch

;

Though this brave scene they figure in,

With self-complaisance slightly grists,

Happens to be their own Berlin,
And not the Champs Elysees.

O. S.

OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT IN VIENNA.
FIRST BRITISH JOURNALIST TO ENTER THE AUSTRIAN

CAPITAL.

STIRRING SCENES.

(EXCLUSIVE 10 THE DAILY LYRE.)

Vienna, Thursday.
ACCUSTOMED as I am by this time to demonstrations of

popular enthusiasm during what I may call my triumphal
progress through liberated Europe, the scenes which have
marked my entry into Vienna will remain a marvellous
and unique memory.

Notwithstanding my express desire that my visit should
be regarded as purely private and professional, the public
have insisted upon greeting in your representative the
Herald of a New Era. Having wired the probable date of

my arrival, I found drawn up on the station platform
deputies of almost every government that has been formed
here during the past fortnight. After the ceremonies of
introduction I entered a carriage and was driven towards
the Ballplatz, being greeted en route by the frenzied cheers
of an enormous multitude of spectators. Perhaps they were
saluting the great work of The Daily Lyre in the cause of

Democracy. Perhaps, on the other hand, they mistook me
for somebody else. Who can tell ? Cries of "

Long Live
America !

" " No Secret Diplomacy !

" " Bravo FOCH !

"
and

others that I could not distinguish rose on all sides. Men
and women pressed up to the wheels of the vehicle, many
climbing on to the step in their eagerness to salute me. . . .

As we progressed 1 observed at some distance another
crowd following, doubtless with oaths and execrations, what
I took to be one of the last of the discredited Germans.
The contrast is one upon which I need not dwell. . . . Ehcu
fugaccs! Tempus furjit. Nos et mutamur.

So far as I could judge, the populace, though war-weary,
is still in most casss well dressed. There appears to be no

scarcity of actual money, except (curiously enough) in my
own case, my purse and other valuables having, as I have

just found, unaccountably disappeared during my progress
from the station. . . .

Later. I have enjoyed a cordial interview with Dr. X,
who is at this moment probably the most arresting figure
in the ex-dual-inonarchy. It was for me a strange ex-

perience to be received in that chamber, once sacred to the

whispered mendacities of Imperial intrigue, by an enlight-
ened statesman smoking a short pipe and with his feet on
the table. Herr X, who is by training a Conservative-

Socialist, with a decided bias towards oligarchic republic-
anism, was good enougli to ask my advice about various
matters connected with the future ot Central Europe, advice

which, I need hardly say, I was only too glad to put at his

service.

During the whole of our talk we were constantly in-

terrupted by crowds of enthusiastic women who invaded
the apartment for the purpose of embracing me with every
demonstration of the most touching welcome and delight.
Before I left I calculate that I had thus received no fewer
than seven thousand and forty-six kisses (not counting
those of an elderly and intoxicated workman who secured
admission by error), a truly gratifying result which beats
Brussels last week by more than two hundred, and has
left me still breathless.

Later Still. An influential deputation has just waited

upon me at the Hotel de la Presse, with a request that I

should allow myself to be nominated first President of the
Austrian Republic. As however the financial outlook ap-
peared uncertain, I felt myself obliged to decline, as your
salaried representative, this highly gratifying suggestion.

Still Later. I have this moment learnt with mingled
amazement and indignation that the crowd which I observed
in the distance on my drive from the station was actually
surrounding an individual who claims to represent The

Morning Trumpet, and who has had the impudenpe to as-

sert that it was he, and not I, who was the first Entente

journalist to enter the city, and that his osculatory triumph
is in excess of my own. Kindly wire instructions, also

sufficient funds to defray hotel bill and fare to Buda-Pesth,
where I hope to settle this priority claim once for all.

P.S. What about Berlin ? [Nothing doing. You have
been anticipated in that quarter. EDITOR Dcnly Lyre.]

"It is 110 exaggeration to say that there is hardly a single com-
pound .here in which there is not an influenza patient, generally a
child or an adult." Nigerian Pioneer.

In Europe also, by a singular coincidence, the disease is

almost entirely confined to the same classes.

Charity according to our Bolshevists.

Why make good Republican Germans disburse
While the middle-class Briton has coin in his purse ?

No, let England's indemnity rather be won
By stripping the native and sparing the Hun.
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'\VHAT'S THE DISTURBANCE is THE MAKKET-PLACK ?
"

'IT'S A MASS MEETING OF THE WOMEN WHO'VB CHANCED TIIEIIi .MINDS .SINCE TUB MORNIVt AND WANT TO ALTER THEIR VOTING-PAPERS."

LEAR ON THE GREAT WAR.
MY nephew and niece are never

allowed to see or bear anything with-

out receiving a reasoned explanation of

it. They can tell you where all their

toys were made, and they know that

the Nursery Ehyme is only history in

its first and most valuable form. No
respect for Crown or Cloth has pre-
vented my sister-in-law's teaching them
that "

Georgia Porgie, pudding and

pie
"

refers to an early-nineteenth-cen-

tury monarch of regrettable tendencies,
and that "Little Jack Homer" repre-
sents a divine of a still earlier date
renowned for his self-seeking proclivi-
ties.

It was in the hope of inculcating the

value of nonsense for nonsense's sake
that I recently presented them with
the works of the immortal Mr. LKAK.
I followed up the gift with a call that

same afternoon, and, much to my grati-

fication, found them seated side by side

at the playroom table with the book
between them. They thanked mo
politely and invited me to "come and

help them." Miss Caedmon - Smith,
their governess, sat in the window,
absorbed in a volume of what I took to

be Hibbert's Journal.

LKAU'S book stood open at the opi-

'

sode of the Old Person of Spain who

j

hated all trouble and pain.
"Ah," I said genially, feeling more

at my ease with the children than I

j

had for a long time,
" ah !

' that um-

i
brageoua Old Person

'

worries you, does

|

he?"
" Oh. no," said Clarence,

"
Spain 's

quite easy, thank you ;

' Ho sat ou a chair
With his foot in the air

'

means being a nootral, of course. And
the Old Person of Eheims who was
troubled with horrible dreams is easy
too ; of course they couldn't sleep quietly
even in cellars with the guns

" But I don't link it 's velly kind to

make fun about it, do you, Uncle
Flank ?

"
put in Henrietta self-righte-

ously.
" And the Old Person of Buda whose

conduct grew ruder and ruder is the

Humgaryans, of course
;
but who is the

; Old Man of Madras who rode on a

cream-coloured ass ? I don't see what
that 's got to do with the War. What
\docs it mean, Uncle Frank? "

" It doesn't mean anything ; they
don't any of them mean anything.
They 're just fun. Look here

1 There \\as an old man of the Hague
Whose ideas were excessively vague . . .

' "

"But that's the Dutch people, not

knowing whether to join the Ger-
mans or us," crowed Clarence exult-

antly. "And just look here, Uncle
Frank

; you, know what this means,
don't you The Old Man of Vienna
who lived upon tincture of senna? It's

the Euiprer of Austrer ; even Henrietta
knew that." .

" My poor children," I groaned, "you
are quite mistaken. You think, because
LEAK happens to have used some of the

names you have been hearing lately,
that he was writing about the War.
He wrote long, long before ; and he

only chose the names because he had

thought of a funny rhyme for them.
Listen to this:

' There was a, Young Lady of Russia
Who screamed so that no one could hash

her.'

That's pure nonsense, you see; it

hasn't really anything to do with
Russia

"

"
Jiitt," said Clarence, interrupting,

a thing ho seldom does
; while Henri-

etta, looking at me with intense

reproach, gasped, "Ve Lelovution !

"

Shaken but not yet dompted, I was
about to point to the Old Person whose
habits induced him to feed upon rabbits,
when Clarence hiinsjlf laid his finger
there.

" And that 's us, eating rabbits be-
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"ARE YOU FOB 1I1IUS, YOUNG MAN, SOW THAT HOSTILITIES HAVK CEASED? If SO, WHAT WOULD YOU CJIABOB TO >'LT ME BOOSDTIIK BATTLEFIKLD8 (

cause we couldn't get uuy other meat,"
he said.

"
Eating too much afore we had meat

cards," added Henrietta sagely.

Desperately I turned thopage, moving
always backwards with an undefined

feeling that the nearer to the beginning
the nearer wo must come to the non-
sensical quintessence of the book.
"Look at this," I urged, striving to

keep the anxiety out of my voice ;

" this

couldn't possibly be anything but non-
sense :

' Thero was an Old Muu at Marseilles
Whose daughters wore bottlc-greeii veils

;

They caught several fish,

Which tliev put iu a dish,
And sent to their pa at Marseilles.'

"

"
Ships what catch submalines !

"

declaimed Henrietta in tones of sepul-
chral triumph.

" You haven't thought about it, Uncle
Frank,

'

'said Clarence kindly ;

" we knew
at once that the book was all about the
War d'rekly \ve saw the first page, with

Norway abscrhitely rer&plvcd to be a
nootral whatever happens."

Incredulously I turned to the first

page and read :

" Thero was a Young Lady of Norway
Who casually sat in a dcorwa\ :

When the door squeezed her flat

She exclaimed,
' What of that? '

''hat conra^'ons Young Lady of Norway.'
1

I was sared from any need for com-
ment because at that moment Miss
Caedmon-Smitli closed her volume and
rose, observing,

" Time for silent study."
The children followed her to the

schoolroom, leaving Mr. LEAR to me.
Determined to refute their absurd idea
I turned to the last page and was con-
fronted by

"The Old Man of Berlin,
Whose form was uncommonly thin.

1
'

Shutting the book and opening it at

random, I came across
" The Old Man of Corfu
Who never knew what he should do.''

Internal evidence is all against me.
I see no help for it ; the Book of Non-
sense will go down not to the nurseries

but to the libraries of the future, where
it will stand on the same shelf with
Lillibullero as an interesting broadside
of the Great War.

"For some days Private Theo pushrcl a

1501b. cart through the snows which covered
the vast stretch between London (Ontario)
and Canada." Provincial Paper,

With a view to eclipsing this remark-
able feat we understand that a British

Tommy has undertaken to propel a

300 Ib. wheelbarrow through the mud
which covers the wide expanse between
London (Middlesex) and England.

II ERR IIOHENZOLLBRN.
I
The papers announce that the KAISER

in future to be known simply an a

private gentleman.]

SAYS WILLIAM :

" Time has made of me
A sadder man and wiser

;

Henceforth my object is to be
No more the German Kaiser,

But just a private gentleman."
Ah, WILLIAM, vain endeavour,
Private?

"
As private as you can.

But "
gentleman ?

"
No, never.

HOW SOMK FOKMKR WARS HAYK
.BERN CONCLUDI I-

(BY hl'l i:UI. AliltAXUEMKSr WITH Till:

'DAILY CIIBON1CI.B')."

Liverpool Daily Past.

It seems a pity thai Thr. Chroi

services were not unlisted a little earlier.

'

l-'or more than an hour we dashed hither
lud thither, our stern shearing through the
.-, .I!<T and throwing up great waves vlnc-h

,wpl constantly over our bows."

Daily I'tij* r.

This strange behaviour of the stern re-

minds us of the famous linos in " The

Hunting of the Snark
"

:

The bowsprit got mixed with the rudder
some'

Which the liclliii > (>ened in tropical
din,

When a M to speak
' snarkod.'

"
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RECONSTRUCTION SHOCKS.
Mist X. (formerly a Tube conductress, who lias taken the post of parlourmaid with a Grosvenor House hostess whose first

"
Victory 'At

Some'" is exceptionally well-attended). "PASS FURTHER DOWN THE CAB THERE, PLEASE."

THE PURE POLITICS PARTY.
A HALF-PAGE OF PUNCH THROWN OPEN

TO THE ABOVE.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: In placing a half-

page of our paper at the disposal of the

Pure Politics Party (for one week only)
we arc actuated by no sordid motives.

We have no desire to increase our circu-

lation), and in the interests of the nation

we shall unhesitatingly reveal the fact

if anything of the kind occurs. The
views expressed in this half-page are not

necessarily ours and we reserve the

right of pulverising them on another

page. We have never denied the claim
of an honourable opponent to change
his opinions when he found himself in

disagreement with us, nor, on the other

hand, have we ever aspired to infalli-

bility, except when we were in the right.
The Pure Politics Party is entitled to a

bearing; and the use (for the week after

the elections) of these columns, which
have never been used to stifle honest

opinion, has been accepted in the spirit
in which it was offered.]

TEN REASONS WHY I BELONG TO THE
PURE POLITICS PARTY.

By Sir Thomas Twisterton Titwash,
O.B.E. (Deputy Assistant Director
of Military Porciculture ; author of

Goat-keeping for Profit ; "Vice-Presi-

dent of the P.P. Party) ; the Party's

Candidate for the West Piffleton

Division of Mudchester.
1. Because I believe in LABOUR. Be-

cause I would rather clasp the honest
hand of toil than the effete digits of

entrenched plutocracy.
2. Because I believe in ENGLAND,

whoso stately homes have sent forth

of their best to defend us from the
ruthless yoke of the ferocious Hun.

3. Because I believe in the BROTHER-
HOOD OF MAN, in the unquenchable
spirit of INTERNATIONALISM, in the
FREEDOM OF THE SEAS, the SUPREMACY
OF THE WORKING CLASSES and PRKSI-
DENT WILSON'S FOURTEEN POINTS.

4. Because I believe in the EMPIRE,
knit together in its imperishable glory
by BRITISH SEA SUPREMACY, PREFER-
ENTIAL TARIFFS, an IMPERIAL PARLIA-
MENT and a PEERAGE FOR Mr. HUGHES.

5. Because I believe in FREE TRADE
;

because I am convinced that no vindic-

tive sentiments should prevent the

early resumption of business relations

between West Piffleton and the Father-
land.

6. Because I believe in a STRONG
PEACE, in the EXECUTION OF THE
KAISER, EXPULSION OF THE HUN FROM
OUB SHORES, TON FOR TON, and GER-
MANY TO PAY FOR THE

7. Because I believe that the HOME
EULE BILL should immediately be put
into force.

8. Because I believe in SELF-DETERM-
INATION FOR ULSTER.

9. Because I believe in SHORTER
HOURS AND HIGHER WAGES FOR THE
WORKING MAN, MORE PROFITS AND
LESS TAXATION FOR THE EMPLOYER,
NON-INTEEFERENCE WITH THE LlQUOR
TRADE, STATE CONTROL OF ALL PIVOTAL
INDUSTRIES, PROTECTION FOR OUR
MANUFACTURES, A GENEROUS SUBSIDY
FOR AGBICULTUBE, BETTER EDUCATION,
BETTER HOUSES, BETTER BEER, BET-
TER SALARIES FOR MEMBERS OF PARLIA-

MENT, and ENGLAND A SAFER PLACE
FOR THE MIDDLE CLASSES.

10. Because I am opposed to the
idea of the Representatives of the

People being tied down to any one

policy or principle, at any rate after

election.

These are hut a few of the many
planks of the platform upon which the
Pure Politics Party stands foursquare
to all the winds of adverse criticism.

Any West Pifflotonian who is in doubt
as to our views on any of the burning
questions of the day should apply to

my headquarters, when I shall do my
best to satisfy him that our opinions
are identical with his. ALGOL.

" WANTED. A Jolly Bengali Companion to

keep a nobleman engaged by his wits and can
also read newspapers." Statesman (Calcutta).

We scent a possible subscriber.
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THE RESCUE.
Jackson and Johnston were made

from the stuff of heroes. I do not give

their correct names because they hate

publicity like the plague, but they had

to be called something.
Jackson was a pilot and Johnston

ail observer. They used to fly in an

antiquated seaplane, waste petrol and

destroy wireless sets.

Convoying and anti-submarine pat-

rolling constituted the work upon which

they were alleged to be engaged, and

one line morning they set forth to down
some careless Hun. They should have

known instinctively that fate held no-

thing good in store for them, because

the engine started at the first attempt,
a thing which had never happened
before, and they

" took oft'
"
with the

damage amounting to only a punctured
tail-float and a few broken bracing-
wires.

The engine was running wonderfully
and must have been tiring on no fewer

than six of its nine cylinders, and
this after an hour's flight. The thing
was unheard of.

Then the sixth cylinder went out on

strike (sympathetic) and the seaplane

began to descend. Johnston, acting on

painfully-gained experience, offered up
a prayer and waited for the worst.

Any book dealing with seaplanes will

tell you that the floats are for alighting
on, and there are instructors who do

nothing but show one how it is done.

Jackson, however, had ideas of his own,
and that was no doubt the reason why
he chose to alight on the plane's nose in

preference to its floats.

In this way the machine entered the

water and then turned over on its bad;
and threw observer Johnston out into

the main. Meanwhile Jackson had

managed to extract himself from the

top plane and dived bravely to rescue
his observer.

Then Johnston rose to the surface
and found his pilot missing, and dived
to pluck him from a watery grave.
With his lungs bursting and his head

swimming Jackson gave up the search
and ascended to get a breath of fresh

air; but every moment was of value
in a case like this and he dived again.
A second or two later Johnston's head

emerged for a breath. He was a brave
and determined fellow. Never would
he give up until every ray of hope had
vanished. So he plunged under again,
and this time clutched hold of Jackson,
and Jackson of him.
Johnston was elated ; so was Jack-

son. Each had effected a rescue ; so

each was a hero. Under this common
impression they arrived together at the
surface.

" Don't struggle," gasped Johnston ;

"you're safe."

"Cling to the floats," ordered Jack-

son ;

"
you 're rescued."

" Brain affected," muttered Johnston.
" Must ))c wandering," murmured

Jackson.

Do not mention rescues to Jackson
or to Johnston, if you value either your
personal beauty or your comfort.

CONCERT RECONSTRUCTION.
IT is gratifying to note, from an ac-

count of a recent concert at the Albert

Hall, that an effort is being made to

break down the old barriers of con-

straint between performers and list-

eners, platform and auditorium. But

organisation is needed to establish this

friendly co-operation on a broad basis.

Isolated attempts are not enough ; we
need wholesale concert reconstruction.

And if it be asked what is the goal we
should aim at we can give no better

answer than in an imaginative forecast

of the ideal programme in the form of

a notice modelled, in regard to style,
on the impeccable diction of the musical
critic of The Morning Post :

"The Old Beans Hall was packed
to repletion last night on the occasion

of the annual concert of Mr. Charles

Oldacre, the popular manager, a di-

versified and interesting programme
being presented for the delectation of

his appreciative patrons. Conformably
with the now established rule instruc-

tion went hand-in-hand with recreation,
and the artistic importance of the

various items rendered was enhanced

by the spirit of co-operation manifested

by performers and audience. The en-

tertainment was prefaced by a sparkling
address on the use of stinging-nettles
as a heat-producer in times of coal-

shortage, by Sir Guy Coughdrop, fol-

lowed by a momentous and memor-
able rendition of the Overture to the
'

Flying Dutchman,' under the inspir-

ing baton of Sir Joseph Plank, wear-

ing the uniform of a Commodore of

the R.N.V.E. Madame Blara Tutt,
who was greeted with applause of

exceptional volume and intensity, de-

livered a charming little causerie on
the possibility of a scientific knowledge
of the Unseen, and concluded by draw-

ing a pig with her eyes shut, which
was at once put up to auction and sold

for twenty-five guineas for the benefit

of the Society for Compulsory Deep
Breathing in the Potteries.

"Severalmembersof theaudience con-

tributed to the gaiety of the gathering by
anecdotes, conundrums and imitations
of well-known performers, in particular
the travesty of Signor Marmosetti, the

famous pianist, and his simian eccen-

tricities, evoking demonstrations of un-
restrained merriment. The lights were
several times turned completely down,
which greatly added to the hilarity of

the audience. Jlr. HKHBEKT STUHGKON
supplemented his violin solo BACH'S
meritorious 'Chaconne' with a horn-

pipe which he both danced and played,
a gratifying tour ile force which was

highly relished; and Mr. EGBERT GI.AD-
FOHD enormously enhanced the vocal

verisimilitude of his rendition of ' O
ruddier than the cherry

'

by his tasteful

make-up as ' the giant Polyphonic,' in

which he achieved a literally huge suc-

cess. But perhaps the greatest and
most legitimate success of the concert

was that of Madame Blara Tutt, who,
on being encored in the famous temper-
ance song, 'Band of Hope and Glory,'
insisted on her accompanist singing the

encore verse while she officiated at the

keyboard.
" A delightful interlude was provided

by the exhibition of films showing the

larynxes of various eminent vocalists

during the performance of their favour-

ite songs. The second part of the

programme presented as its salient

items BACH'S second Hindenburg con-

certo, will] strategical comments by Sir

Joseph Plank, and the presentation of

prizes won in the Athletic Sports of

the North Balham Tolstoyan League,
by Miss Astra Carmel, the renowned
esoteric soprano."

"WHAT T1JK LABOUR PARTY DOKS
FOR WOMEN.

]lou IT STRIKES A SOLDIEU'S WJFK."

Evening Xeics (Labour Party Column).

The Labour Party may look out for

reprisals when the soldier's wife's hus-

band comes home.

"There wore anti-dynastic demonstrations
in Berlin when several famous Hohenzollcrn
states iu under linncn \\ere smashed."

Indian Paper.

They woie evidently caught napping.

"On Thursday morning of last week a

public mark of respect was paid to 11 r. ,

of Fallaghcrine, by a large number of young
pigs turning out armed with spades and at

once started digging out Mr. 's large field

of potatoes." '1'yrone Ccur'ui'.

We trust Mr. PUOTHEBO will make a

note of this, in the present shortage of

agricultural labour.

"The Ministry [of Food] are trying to de-

velop new sources of milk supply, and for the

purpose intend to make use of the motor-

lorries the military authorities are about to

release." Manchester Guardian.
" WASTED, youth to milk and wash motor-

car." Local I'ujtri'.

"The cow with the iron tail" latest

models.
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,
I jx GLAD WE'VE LIVED TO SEE PEACK!'

THE NEW REPORTING.

[A suggestion by one who foels that the

conventional "
Applause

" and " Hear, Hear "

an inadequate idea of the variety and

colour of the interjections at an average elec-

tion meeting.]
" GENTLEMEN, we are now, if I may

say so (disturbance in nortli-easfc cor-

ner of the hall, with shouts of " Oo are

you a-shovin' of?
"
and various incon-

sequent repartees) we are now in the

proud and fortunate position of having
overthrown our enemies (" You didn't

do much !

"
followed by a free fight

under the platform) and having estab-

lished, lot us hope (piercing woman's
voice :

" Wot abaht my sou Jack ?
"

)

once and for all (small boy bursts into

vociferous lamentation as his father

explains to him the precise domestic

programme for the evening if he doesn't

sit still) upon a sure and lasting

foundation (here Albert Maclsaacs,

junior, gives his celebrated imitation of

a donkey's
" Hee-haw," which is re-

ceived with prolonged applause and

shouts of " Encore ! ") those principles
of justice and tolerance (jumping
cracker in the gallery) equality and

fair play (

" The old 'un "a drinking

your glass of water, guv'uor!") which

have always been and, I trust, will

always be the glory of the British

Empire (loud cheers from the two

front rows, evidently stationed there for

the purpose) and which it is now our

hope and desire (bass voice from the

back :

" Wot abaht boer '.'

"
and murmurs

of interest and approval) to extend to

the world at largo. (Subdued cheers

from the two front rows, who realise

that their previous demonstration was

premature.) These sentiments, gentle-

men, are not my own ("Never
thought they were") they are the

nation's (" Are you going to hang
BILL KAISER ? ") they are in the air

(shower of flour and popper from the

gallery) they cry aloud in the streets

(sudden commotion as a small dog,

violently kicked from behind, runs

yelping down the passage) they will

not be silenced (concertina solo, with

unauthorised variations as the instru-

ment is swayed to and fro by rival

factions) they are shared by the

humble Slav and the lowly Jugo

(
" Three cheers for the Jugos 1

"
)

as

well as by that illustrious and far-seeing

statesman (great uproar, during which

two Bolsheviks, one unimpeachable

patriot, and one timid man who was

between them are removed to hospital)

Professor MASABYK ; and we may bo

as sure as we are that to-morrow'a sun

will rise (" Wait and seol
"
followed

instantly by shrill cat-calls and a voice,
" Where 's poor old ASQUITH ? ") that

these principles \vill prevail ("Oo
poached the bad egg?" and much

laughter as a local joke runs in whispers
round the hall) and oven in our own
time (diversion by an elector's baby,
who shrieks for nourishment and is con-

soled amid a movement of sympathetic
interest in the vicinity) Truth and

Right will take their place, supreme and

unchallenged, upon the throno of the

universe. (Dead silence, for the front

benches are not going to bo taken in

this time.) == ========
A Tale for the Horse-Marine.

" The pirates wore chased and thrashed in

many a toot fight when English seamen won
their spurs." Times.

" His widow . . . predeceased him."
Canadian I'aper.

Very forward of her.

" At the 1913 dance there was a band, oral

decorations, an elaborate supper, and cham-

pagne." Daily Paper.

We like " oral decorations." Much leas

vulgar than flowers of speech.
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NOT A CASE FOR URG-ZNCY.
Horseman. "WHO is GOING 10 BE EXECUTED ?

: '

lioailmeiuler. "!T'S PKTERKIN, THE SOKCEKEK."

Horseman. "WELL, I SUPPOSE I'D BETTER HASTEN. I HAVE A REPRIEVE FOB HIM FBOM THE KING."

Soadmeiuier. "THERE'S NO HUBBY, MASTER. THE EXECUTIONERS ABE ON STRIKE AND A PI,UUBKII HAS TAKEN ON XUE JOB."

THE FEOCK-COATS.

FURNISHING a flat in the piping times

of peace I mean the kind of peace
that precedes war, not that which
follows it and plunges us into elections

and other costlinesses furnishing even
then was no particular joke ; but with-

in the past few weeks it has been a

test of fortitude equal almost to mar-

tyrdom. Everything is not only dearer

but scarcer ; and the War excuse is put
forward so often that one is a thousand
times a day at the end of all patience.
I am convinced that placards ought to

be prepared by some enterprising firm

of printers, to be suspended from the

necks both of salesmen and customers,

just to make shopping a little less

arduous. For a salesman something
like this :

We are wholly blameless as to the

height of prices and lowness of
stock, to defective quality and
broken promises. This is a

perfectly-mfDMi/edjirm, but the

War has disorganised every-

thing.

and for the customer :

Please don't mention cither the,

War or the Peace. Show me
tvhat you have without refer-
ence to what you have not.

Above all don't say anything
about the cheapness that used

to be, because that breaks my
heart.

In default of these placards I have
had a very painful time among the

Frock-coats in whose hands the retail

furnishing trade reposes ; and I have

"priced" so many articles beyond my
means that it has become a positive

agony to enter any well -
appointed

room. All my old content to be stand-

ing before the fire or installed in an arm-
chair waiting for diunerto be announced
has now turned to gall and onvy.
"Good Heavens!

"
I say to myself as

my eye perceives the hearth-rug,
" how

on earth can he afford that?" Or, I

" That cabinet," I ponder,
" would eer-

1

tainly be two hundred pounds to-day.''
And the same carking jealousy and

curiosity ruins the dinner, however good
it may be. " If only I could have got

a table like this !

"
"Those chairs must

have cost a fortune."

\7

ery special qualifications go to a !

furnishing Frock-coat, lie must com-
bine deference with persuasiveness,

eloquence with the machinery of can-

dour, and he must disguise any dejection
he feels. Some Frock coats merely indi-

cate the way to other Frock-coats, or

call a Frock-coat to come and be useful,

themselves remaining near the door;
some take you in charge themselves and
are equally powerful in all departments.
It is amusing, on entering an establish-

ment, to speculate as to which kind of

Frock-coat it is going to be. Tlwt

is, however, the end of one's amuse-
ment.

My own greatest difficulty was over

a desk something a little exceptional;
not with three drawers eacli side and a

covering of dark green leather
;
not a

bureau, not an escritoire, but an inter-

esting desk, a desk with secret drawers;
and it was in the pursuit of this elusive

article that I made my closest studies

of the Frock-coats, because I explored, I

am certain, thirty establishments and
went for prodigious walks with them
in each. One indeed boasted of eight
acres of furniture floors, and I can
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boliovoit. But in no rod, pole or perch
of them was there tho kind of desk I

wanted
; every other, but not mine.

They ranged between desks to write
love-letters at mid desks to give em-

ployees a month's notice from : but at

none eould any real literary work bo

attempted.
Tho Frock-coats listened just like

angels, profoundly interested and under-

standing, a little leaning my way. They
twisted their moustaches and their

eyes lighted ;
and then they dashed the

hopes that they had raised. In a vast

building in the Tottenham Court Road,
for example, I put the problem to a
Frock-coat of so much more than com-
mon benevolenee and, on tho face of

him, intelligence, that I was at last

confident. "I know exactly what yon
want," ho said. " Not an office desk, but
a desk you could havein a sitting-room."

"
Yes," I said.

" With plenty of drawers," he con-

tinued, "and possibly a cupboard."
" That is it precisely," I said.
" Not conventional," ho pursued.
I agreed .

"
Mahogany," he said.

T agreed again.
" And old," he went on.
"
Absolutely," I said, in a state of

fever.
"
Well," he replied,

" I haven't got
one."

But I think I preferred his methods
to those of the Frock-coats who also

knew exactly what I wanted, but who
had sold the last only yesterday ; and

quite a number of them said that. It

is astonishing what sales can occur in

furniture shops yesterday. That, I have

discovered, is the real day for trade.

ANOTHER BREAKFAST-TABLE TRAGEDY.
" HAVE some anchovy paste on your

toast and marge," said Lois hospitably.
"There's no marmalade, no jam, no

honey, no syrup, no nothing. Anchovy
paste is an institution in this house,
as it drowns tho taste of marge more

effectively than anything else I know.
I always put it on thick."

She demonstrated. It was certainly
thick

; no margarine however aggres-
sive could have hoped to hold its own
against it.

" I 'in not one of those people who
pretend they don't mind marge," went
on Lois. "

Affectation, I call it. I think
I 've missed tho butter more than any-
thing, and when we get as much as

we want again-
"
Meantime," I put in gently,

" don't

I, as an honoured guest, get a small

portion of your ounce per head of

butter?"

They explained with remarkable

unanimity that I did not. I know

Majur.
" WHY DIDN'T YOU CJIALLKXUI: MI:?"

Sentry. "I DIOX'T KNOW WHO YOU WAS, Sin."

them rather well, so that conversation

on such a vital matter as food is always
frunk and open.

" What we do now," Lois told me,
when they had mentioned conclusively
that visitors expecting butter in that

house would jolly well bring their own,
"is to save it all until the week-end
and then have a real blow-out. It's

something to look forward to all the

week. To-day
'

only Wednesday, isn't

it ?
" She sighed deeply.

" What a mercy it is," said my host

genially,
" that you are going on Friday.

Wouldn't it be awful to have to bit and

watch us eat all our butters '.'

"

"Awful! "
agreed Lois.

It was just, at that point that Cecilia^

the handmaid, burst in without the

semblance of a preliminary tap. Her

frightened glance swept the breakfast-

table and fastened dazedly on the mar

garine dish, now all but emptied of its

contents.
" Oh, Ma'am !

"
she gasped.

What on earth's the matter, Ce-

cilia?
"
asked Lois rather stiffly.

"Oh, lor! Now I bin an' gorn an'

done it ! That there was the butter !

"

No one spoke. It was not a moment
for speech. With a low slow sol) Lois

turned her head aside so that slio

should not see her plate, where stood

tho last square inch of her second slice

of toast, the butter of it plastered beyond
recognition will) anchovy paste.
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HOW HE DID HIS BIT.

THIS is to be an account of Dixenharn's patriotic activity

during the War. We all liked him on account of his inno-

cence and his ardent desire to do something which should

enable him to give an answer to the question,
"
Daddy,

what did you do in the Great War?" It was extremely

unlikely that that question would ever be put to him save

in the way of jest, for he was fifty-two years old, and his

family consisted of one married daughter who was at

present living with her father and knew all his doings

intimately. Still, as Dixenham said, you never could tell.

Besides, a man's conscience might render his life un-

bearable.

Acting on these principles, Dixenham joined the Volun-

teers during the first ardour of that admirable movement ;

but his lameness was a terrible handicap to him, and

when he realised that he was only impeding the rest

he felt it his duty to retire and seek some fresh field in

which to develop his energies. When the local Tribunals

were instituted Dixenham was at iirst very angry. It

seemed to him to argue a strange lack of patriotism that

men who were called up to join the colours should seek

safety by appealing to these bodies. But when Molesworth,

his own gardener, got a notice and was passed Al, fit for

general service, and was given a bare month to set bis

affairs in order, why, then matters assumed rather a

different aspect. It was hard, he argued, that Moles-

worth, his only gardener, should be taken while two neigh-

bouring gardeners were spared, and he paid no 'attention

to the fact that both of them were seriously ruptured.

Ruptures did not alter principles.
In complaints like these his vexation spent itself, without

appearing to make any impression on the stony hearts of

the gentlemen of the Tribunal.

Not long afterwards I happened to be taking a walk

past Dixenham's garden, and there I beheld the man
himself in his shirt-sleeves digging for all he was worth,
and bearing all the outward signs which indicate a gardener.
As I passed he hailed me.

"
Surprised, aren't you, to see me at work? Well, it's

quite true that hitherto I haven't been much of a gardener

myself. We left it all to Molesworth. Now he's joined

up, and I had to consider what ought to be done. I put an

advertisement in the local paper, but didn't get an answer.

Then suddenly it occurred to me that if I did it myself I

should kill two birds with one stone. First, I should get
the garden carried on, and, secondly, I should be doing
war-work, for I should be working in substitution for a

man who bad been compelled to join the army."
"War-work?" I said. "What you're doing isn't war-

work." And I endeavoured to explain to him what war-
work really meant, and that, at any rate, it could not and
did not mean such work as he was then doing for himself

alone.

Dixenham is an obstinate man, and it took a long
time to persuade him. Even to the last I am sure he felt a

self-righteous glow when he took off his coat and waist-

coat and complained of the weather.

Shortly before the Armistice was signed lie had arranged
to carry on with his bodily presence and activity the little

business of a sweet shop.
"It 's a one-man business,".he said, "if ever there was

one, for its proprietor is a woman and quite incompetent
at that."

Nothing more muddle-headed ever come out of Hanwell,
but the intention was good and patriotic, and when the

final reckoning is made it may be that the intention counts
for more than anything else.

THE RETURN.
INTO the home-side wood, the long straight aisle of pines,

I turned with a slower step than ever my youth-time knew ;

Dusk was gold in the valley, grey in the deep-cut chines,
And below, like a dream afloat, was the quiet sea's fading

blue.

Oh, it was joy to see the still night folding down
Over the simple fields I loved, saved by the sacred dead,

Playmates and friends of mine, brothers in camp and town,
The loyal hearts that leapt at the word that England said.

I paused by the cross-roads' sign, for a tinkling sound rang
clear,

The small sharp sound of a bell away up the western road ;

And presently out of the mist, with clank and clatter of gear,
Rumbled the carrier's cart with its tilt and its motley

load :

The old grey horse that moved in the misty headlight's gleam,
The carrier crouched on his seat, with the bell-boy perched

astride,

Voices from under the tilt, and laughter was it a dream,
Or was I awake and alive, standing there by the cross-

roads' side ?

So I came to the village street where glinting lights shone

fair,

The little homely lights that make the glad tears start
;

And I knew that one was yearning and waiting to welcome
me there,

She that is mother in blood and steadfast comrade in

heart.

Oh, but my youth swept back like the tide to a thirsty shore,
Or the little wind at dawn that heralds the wash of rain ;

And I ran, I ran, with a song in my heart to the unlatched

door,
I returned to the gentle breast that had nursed me a

boy again ! ________=_^^^
LABOR OMNIA VINCIT.

(From
" The Times

"
of December 18th, 1920.)

THE deadlock in the radium industry, involving three

hundred thousand operatives, has, we are glad to an-

nounce, been satisfactorily terminated by the intervention

of the PRIME MINISTER, when all efforts of the Conciliation

Boards and Industrial Councils had failed.

The men demanded a reduction of the hours of labour

from three to two hours daily and a hundred per cent,

increase in their wages on the special rate guaranteed last

June. As this meant the abandonment of the Three Hours
Act and would render the profitable working of the radium
mines impossible, the task of settlement might well have

discouraged the most adroit industrial diplomatist. Not
so the PRIME MINISTER, who has staved off the impending
strike by the following masterly compromise : Henceforth,

beginning on January 1st, 1921, the hours of labour are

to be reduced to two-and-a-quarter hours daily, while the

wages are to be raised ninety-eight per cent, on the special
rate. The men, though not enthusiastic over the decision,

profess their readiness to give the scheme a trial for three

months, without prejudice to further demands on the basis

of the one-hour day and a minimum wage of 10 weekly.

"The captain of gendarmerie said the Empress [German] was

fairly cheerful, but spoke little. On arriving at Maasbergen she com-

plained of the bitter sold." Daily Sketch.

If looks as if they have " Government ale
"
in Holland too.
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Disillusioned War-wife.
YOU IN YEtt KHAKI."

WELL, JIM, YOU MAY THINK YOU LOOK MOBE DISTANGY, BUT IP YOU WANT MB TO SPEAK THB TRUTH I

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

FEW books dealing with the reflective aspect of the world

tragedy have seemed to me more quietly satisfactory than
the slender volume, At Home in the War (HEINEMANN),
in which Mr. G. S. STREET has recorded the thoughts and
emotions, during the past four years, of one whom circum-
stance has forced into the position of looker-on. It is

long since I first met Mr. STREET as gentle essayist ; he
has never appeared to better advantage than in these

eminently sane and common-sensible musings. At times

frankly personal, you have here the intimate yet con-
sidered talk of a middle-aged observer of life, who from a

position a little withdrawn has been watching the changes
that have come over everything that makes up our world.

His chapters measure this development (so plainly marked
in retrospect), from "The First Emotions" and "The
Great Eesponse," down through all the varied reactions

of the war-years to the call-up of the fathers. Quotation
would bo the only right tribute, and for that I have no space.
One closes this most companionable little book, regretting
that it appeared too soon (almost by a matter of days) to

round off its strange and eventful history by a record of

The Amazing End.

The paper wrapper of Children of (lie dear Cotswolds

(MURRAY), by L. ALLEN HAKKEH, nearly put me off my
stroke on the tee and you know what a mood that

engenders. The picture of a child, for whom drowning in

its bath would have been too lenient a penalty for being
such an object, should be removed by any bookseller who
does not want dead stock on his hands. Inside there is

plenty of good stuff a little over-sentimental perhaps, but

with more than a suspicion of the happy Cranford flavour.

Here are little loosely connected sketches of a Cotswold

village the kind of buok for which there is plenty of room
and which interprets the spirit of one little corner of our

England to another. I couldn't help comparing this work
with a late study by Miss SHEILA KAYE-SMITH of a Sussex

village. Of course Cotswolds, however dear, can hold no
candle to Sussex ; but the two chroniclers have different

methods. Miss KAYE-SMITH is a realist ; she gives you the
" warts and all." No retouching of the negative for her. I

get an impression from Miss HARKER that the Cotswolds
are a little too good to be true. And can it be that the in-

dulgent author really liked the little idiot on the wrapper?

In The Dardanelles Campaign (NISBET) Mr. H. W. NEV-
INSON does not pretend to tell us much that is new about the

glorious and tragic struggle, but rather from a distance of

time sufficient for perspective, yet with the freshness of an

eye-witness, he aims to picture it clearly and as a coherent

whole. Certainly he succeeds more than well, even if we
hesitate to accept .his publishers' claim to what they call
" the substantive account," whatever that may mean. It

seems as if the fighting in the Gallipoli peninsula is to be
more written over than any other equal section of the War,

mainly, one supposes, because it so catches the imagination,
the margin between failure and success having again and

again been so detestably small. It is a virtue in Mr.

NEVINSON'S history that this dramatic quality in his subject,

though he never loses sight of it, is not so overstrained as to

destroy the balance of a straightforward piece of writing.
He is an out-and-out supporter of the campaign, yet even

here advocacy does not run away with him, &nd the

journalist's tendency to sit in judgment is not too evident.

Altogether this is a desirable addition to the Dardanelles
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shelf. Mr. NEVINSON'S maps, one might add, are much
better than his illustrations.

" SAPPEB
"

in The Human Toucli (HODDER AND STOUGH-

TON) disobeys as usual every law ever laid down on
" How to write a Short Story," and as usual triumphs

completely over tho pundits and pedagogues. Here he

pursues his digressive way as generously as ever ; at one

moment ho is as serious as judges used to be, and before you
have had time to fall into line with his mood he breaks out

into the most delightful drolleries. But whatever his mood

may be he retains a very true sense of vision. The present
hour has for him its splendid and its sordid aspects; but,

grand or grimy, its significance lies for him in its power to

make or mar the future of our race. Study
" The Educa-

tion of Bunny Smith" and you will see what I mean; or

read of the devotion of John Hayhcw, sometime lecturer on

Higher Mathematics at Oxford, to Shorty Bill, who thought
that Oxford professors cleaned their black-boards by the

simple, if insanitary, method of spitting upon them. Perhaps
here and there one can

detect a slight note of bit-

terness sounding in these

stories, and I hope that
" SAPPER

"
will be careful

not to indulge it. For his

work as it stands to-day is

both a stimulus to thought
and an incentive to loyalty.

I have the feeling that

there must surely be some
secret behind The Choices

of an Etonian (LANE) which
would explain how it came
to be published. If, for ex-

ample, Mr. HORACE BUCK-
LEY, the author, is still a

schoolboy, or at most a

very young man, one would
suffer his crudities for the

sake of better work to

come. Otherwise I see no
excuse. As a story

Officer.

MAJOR?'

Sergeant-Major.
"
SIR, ON ENTERING HUT FIVE AT TEN A.M. ON TUE

FIFTEENTH INSTANT I FOUND THE ACCUSED IKYING IN BED AT ME !

"

the

duty. This is not to say that BARTIMEUS is a plagiarist
far from it. He has to describe 'such characters and such
events as Mr. KIPLING has taught us to associate with his

name, and naturally enough BAUTIMEUS catches something
of his infectious manner. There they are, then, all tho

good old "
gadgets

"
the oracular tone, the short sentence

flaming with portent and loaded with meaning beyond the

capacity of any ordinary uncurtailed sentence, the cool

unruffled determination with which great deeds are per-
formed. If one may say it of a writer who is so saturated

with sea-water, BARTIMEUS is a daisy for short stories of

sailor-men and their ways of speech and action. All these

are well to the fore in The Navy Eternal (!!ODDER AND

STOUOHTON). I like particularly the story of the commander
of a submarine (English) who had been aimed at by a

seaplane (German) and all but hit. "Maria," said he out

of tho perspective of machinery and motionless figures

awaiting death, "Maria, give the gentleman a bag of nuts."

Miss JESSIE DOUGLAS KEBRUISH has more than a passing

acquaintance with Persia

and the East. Moreover,
the tricks and ruses of the

characters in The Girl from
Kurdistan (HODDEK AND

STOUGHTON) show an in-

genuity in the author which
is truly Oriental in itself.

On the other hand her in-

cidental attempt at the

Scottish manner and diction

is of such indifferent effect

as to suggest that she has
not the gift of sizing up a

people on a superficial study.
I find difficulty in so much
as hinting in this short

notice at tho half-dozen

plots of tho book's three

hundred and fifty closely-

printed pages; further, I

confess to a somewhat
and incoherent uu-

WHAT WAY WAS THIS MAN INSOLENT TO YOU,

vague
derstanding at times as to

thing is both amateur in construction and almost be-
j

what was happening, so rapid were the twists and turns of

wilderingly pointless. It makes false starts that lead
j

the story, so cryptic and elliptic the explanations offered

nowhere. To this hour the meaning (if any) of the title by the Eastern characters. In its broad outlines the book

altogether eludes me. Shall we bother about the plot ?

Maurice Hale had to leave Eton because of the financial

disasters of his parent ; but, the family fortunes being
restored, he (surely not very probably) resumed his posi-
tion there, and the book accordingly became a school

story till the outbreak of war allowed us some trench

chapters for a finish. These were so conspicuously the

most vital part of the tale as to suggest a picture of

Mr. BUCKLEY himself enduring their horrors. In which
case all shall be forgiven. Otherwise I should have winged
words to speak about a style that suggests either that the
last proof-reader had been called up, or that the once
fastidious Bodley Head had unaccountably nodded. When
we read (of the departure of visitors after a school function),
" The arrival of taxis brings the family touch to its curtain

stage
"

well, as the poet says,
" there must surely be some-

thing somewhere
"
to account for it.

I suspect that BARTIMKUS, that prolific and forcible writer,
must be rather tired of being compared with Mr. KIPLING ;

but it has to be done, and no reviewer who omitted to draw
attention to tho likeness would feel that he had fulfilled his

follows the loves of three several couples ;
the delays

they underwent by reason of local "incidents" between
the East and the West, and the climax achieved during a

thorough-going riot in the city of Teheran, wherein there

was much quiet humour and all the protagonists came

perilously near being eliminated in a bunch. Its broad

outlines, however, are not the book's main recommendation;
it is to be read for its thousand-and-one incidents. Unless,

then, you are so impatient a reader as to be put off by
having to discover for yourself who, for example, the tihah-

zadeh Khanoiim may be, or unless you are the sort of person
who will be annoyed to find that it was only Miss Janet all

the time, and you were expected to know it but didn't, my
advice is to give the book a thorough reading.

" Gentleman will sell wedding suit, twice worn." The Bazaar.

We trust this is not a case of bigamy.

"I was talking of that never-lo-be-dreamt-about-enough day when
Jack comes running up tho garden path all the way from Mesopo-
tamia.''.^//^ Notes.

This refers, of course, to tho Garden of Eden.
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CHARIVARIA.
THK Merlin Jluurse (iazctte, tolls us

H inventory of tho ox-Kaiser's

wardrobe shows that ho has 60S suits.

This \voiilcl not of course include his

goiog-away suit.

:;.

'

With reference to tho column set

asidoin Tin- /'///// Mini, for tlie Labour

Party, \vo now learn that tho L bbour

Party wish it to be distinctly
understood that they aov|>'
no responsibility for tho views

expressed in other parts of the

paper.

" From January 1st," says
a Railway Order,

" all parcels
must bear tho address of the

cousignec and the name of the

destination station." The old

system by which you showed
the parcel the name of every
station you came to, and put
it out if it barked, has been

definitely discarded.

In tho Dublin Court a pris-

oner swore at tho judge, as-

saulted counsel and, while be-

ing removed from tho court,

shouted "Good Bye-e-e." This,
we believe, almost amounts to

contempt of court in Ireland.
:

:

A now book, Napoleon as a

Jiiurnalist, has just been pro-
duced by a French publishing
house. A companion volume,
A Journalist as Najioleon, is

already being talked of iu

Printing House Square.
* '.

Two men have been arrested

Tor impersonating Sinn Feiners

during the election. We should

hate to bo mistaken for Sinn

Feiners, but they seem to have
done it on purpose.

The Food Production De-

partment is urging that a week
should bo set apart all over the coun-

try for pigeon shoots. It is reported
that six hundred thousand released

flappers are to be employed in putting
salt on their tails.

"On Wednesday," writes "TuBE
TUAVELLKU" m-Tlu Daily Mail, "I
was unable to get on to three trains in

succession. It sounds rather greedy.
*

,

'.

Mrs. LAMBERT, of Edmonton, who is

in hor bundred-and-fourth year, told

an Exchange representative that she

had never heard of Mr. LLOYD Gi:

Tliis is strange, for wo have not detected

any conspiracy to keep his name out
of tho Press. . ^

* .

Gonural VON KI.UCK has explained to

a Swedish business man how ho came
to lose tho Battle of the Manic. The

accepted theory that tho previous
week's edition of Lmui and \ViiU-r failed

to roach him in time is now exploded.

People in of quiet an. I ;nimse-

elimination of wh.it was known in pie
I ITS a^ the German bogey.

Wil b ret to tho retirement of

Comm.iu'ler S. SI,\III;N, i>f tin; UC.C.
Fire I it i* not, true thul u

farewell tire U to be arranged in his

honour.

Dr.

As tin) icsuh,o( u slight n

postponed till I ! :

i-

One,

1'ailrc (new to Ike job). "Bl'T WHY DO XOC U>OK AT MK Line
THAT?"

Orderly Ifan. "I WAS OKLY TUBNIN' MY 'KAU TO SAUJTK, Sm."

I

" Wild Ihu advent of thf
i lr.ietx.i-, Anglo

journal,
" tlie t-leplian:

in not v> much in demand :: -

hitherto." I Jut they >.till uiake

excellent paper-weight s.

hundred ami nine

. o found Lv t\\>

lahoururs on a *.ip in

linrwash," says a coiitem-

(xirary,
" hut the\ \\eio onl)

small one inidder to

think what they would have

been but for the Liquor Con-
trol Board.

The report that a German

University Professor has ad-

mitted that he approved of the

War ia denied.

According to tho Munich
Press a German Army doctor

has discovered the influenza

bacillus. A suggestion that

HINDKNBOUU should renew

hostilities with the view of

trying it on the Allied armies

has not been well received.

It is announced that no

trams or buses wilt run in

London on Christmas-day after

4 P,M. Children dining out

after that hour \vill have to

sleep where they drop.

" Sinn Fein clubs wore early
about tho polls," said

ment in place of the old air-raid sensa- 1 The Cork Examiner on tho Monday
tion3 will be pleased to know that the i following the Election. Their an

International Astronomical Bureau an-
j

sarios' polls,
it appears,

nounces the discovery of a new com-t.

The Geneva Tribune states .that

TROTSKY has declared his intention of

taking M. CLEMENCEAU'B life. This'

confirms our contention that THOTSKY
is not a trustworthy person.

A suburban golf club has decided to

exclude all Germans, naturalised or

un naturalised, from membership. Tho

game has already been freed to some

extent from Teutonic influence by the

Bscial Development in Africa.

"The Nilotic rc i* remarkable tar the di-

proportioimtely long legs ot tl'ir mm and

ttuiii.iii. They uxU'ii'l on the eastern mdo of

the Nile right down into tho I'ganda Pro-

tectorate." from " The Mat* Man'* PUrim
(he n'ar," by Sir HJ*HY If. JOHSXTOX.

Yrom a feuilleton :

" When Anno knocked timidly at * door

with Uie jelly . . ."

Far better than using yoov knuckles

if you feel nervous.
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THE ROAD TO THE RHINE.
II.

" PEACEFUL PENETRATION."

PEACEFUL penetration, briefly, is the

art of acquiring practically the sole use

of an entire house and its effects in such

a manner that the householder (who
would noi'mally resent the intrusion) is

constrained in the end to acknowledge
a debt of gratitude for the invasion.

To be successful in this art of obtain-

ing the best billets in the most unlikely

places it is essential that at least one
of the compnny should possess the

following qualities :

1. A genuine horror of discomfort.

2. A more comprehensive knowledge
of the French language than is required
to turn out such sentences as "La
plume dc ma mire cst Ms bonne."

3. A gentle, cooing, cradle-rocking
voice.

C Company is fortunate enough to

possess a prince of peaceful penetrators
in the person of one Second-Lieut. Char-
denal (such is not his name, but ho is our
first French scholar). Thus, though we
continue our march daily to the land
of the "Alleyman" with the post,
the newspaper and the all-important
rations keeping a respectful distance

behind us every night sees us comfort-

ably housed in a home from home.
We arrive, for instance, in a village.

The inhabitants waggle flags. The best

billets being occupied already by people
\vho in wartime were usually behind us
we plod victoriously on to that quarter
of the place where the Bosch "requi-
sition

"
has been most rigorous. Of

course the first thing we do is to " look
after the men "

not because we like

it or because we have read Letters of
a General to his Son, but because we
know from bitter experience what kind
of things they are capable of if we leave
them to look 'after themselves. Not
until wo have seen issued ^hat peculiar
molten beverage called "

Army Tea
"
do

our thoughts turn to our own material
comfort. Then in silence we survey the

swept and ungarnished floor set apart
in the Company billet for our use. It

is a good floor as floors go, but we have
in mind other floors, preferably those
with beds growing on them.

"Very well," you say, "nothing
easier than to go and ask for accom-
modation from the inhabitants near

by." My dear good Sir (or Madam),
have you seen us and ours ? Our Com-
pany Mess is represented by five offi-

cers, five valises (considerably over

weight), five batmen and a cook (with
military impedimenta), as well as Mess-
boxes containing crockery, etc.

The mere suggestion that this seeth-

ing mass of men and material might 'be

included in any one house would call

up visions in the mind of the stoutest

householder of a home destroyed by a

brutal soldiery and would indubitably
lead them to lock up the silver and
send for the Maire.

It is on this account that we have
elaborated the following system of

peaceful penetration. Selecting the

most likely house capable of accommo-

dating us all, Second-Lieut. Chardenal
takes the lead. The Company Com-
mander, punctured of all authority,
fades into insignificance when it comes
to importuning inhabitants in their

native tongue. The remainder scatter

about the road in artillery formation,
with the idea of making a crowd look

like a couple of disinterested loafers.

Approaching the door Chardenal gently
insinuates a mas'sive and conciliatory
form. " Has Madame a room to spare
where the English officers could sit

down? Madame has? Madame is too

kind." Wo wait expectantly.
" Pos-

sibly she might allow us the use of the

room as a Mess ; we have nowhere
else to go. It is kind of Madame; a

home from homo would be most wel-
come."
We are in.

Monsieur le Capitaine is introduced
to Madame, and remarks with a tre-

mendous effort that " la guerre estfinie \

c'est bon, n'cst-ce pas ?
"
after which he

very wisely relapses into silence. The
campaign recommences. "If it is no
inconvenience perhaps Madame would

graciously allow our cook to have the
use of the stove in the kitchen. There
is but one? Ah, we could not think
of deranging Madame; after all there

are many worse things than cold food
in a warm room. What! It will bo

quite all right ? That is most kind of

Madame. Madame would like to use
the stove as well ? Naturally ; we give
Madame full permission to use her own
stove."

The ground floor is ours.

Next the cook staggers into the kit-

chen with his Mess-boxes and exchanges
pleasantries with the youngsters. Mon-
sieur is given an English cigarette. But
gracious ! who are all these people in

Madame's kitchen? "Oh, they are

just a servant or two to help the
cook." They greet Madame as their
own mother and the air is full of

"Bong jore," "Mercy," "Bong poor
les troops,"

"
Alleyman parti

" and
" Les sales Alleymans."
The story of the Bosch's misdoings

in the village fills us with horror
; we

tell Madame we are (almost) sorry the
War is over. Monsieur shows us how
and where they succeeded in " cach-

ing
"

everything from the rigours of

the "
requisition

"
until the Company

Commanded begins to fidget. 'It is

getting dark. Ah ! Madame has asked
where we shall sleep.

We sleep? We hadn't thought
of it. Doubtless there is a stone floor

somewhere."
The floor? No, no, Madame has a

bedroom for Monsieur lo Capitaine.
"Madame is really too good."
Here the Company Commander be-

gins to wax authoritative again and

gives short sharp orders to his batman
concerning his valise. " What there
are also two other rooms with two
beds? Oh, no, no, no!" Cries and

protests from overwhelmed subalterns
;

they could not think of it
;

it would

derange Madame. Er, could they see
them ''....
We entertain Monsieur in the kitchen

with unlimited ration tobacco, while
the servants rush our valises up and
take possession formally.

The u'hole house is nou> ours. The
campaign has proceeded according to

plan.
* * * -.;; :;-.

It is eight o'clock. Dinner is served
in our very own Mess, and Madame
graciously apologises for entering her
own room occasionally. The C.O. has
been round and remarked, "

Ah, C Com-
pany has got the best billets as usual"

for which the Company Commander
modestly takes full credit. Madame
has prepared our salad herself, for

which, having seen the hands of the

company cook, we are duly grateful.
From the kitchen comes the hum of

many voices, amongst which can be
heard the constant trill of Madame
relating her troubles, the interjection
from the men of a sympathetic

" Ah
wee, Ah wee" at more or less appro-
priate intervals, the occasional boister-

ous outbreak of "No bon, eh?"
"Alleyman no bon," and the pre-

liminary strains of a mouth-organ.
Looking in at about 9 r.M. wo see

that all the servants (plus an orderly
or two) have got into the kitchen and
are seated roisterously round the table

in their shirt-sleeves. Monsieur and
Madame have the unrestricted use of

one corner of their own kitchen and
are smiling and happy, with a taste of

something like solid food after four

years' abstinence. She has found them

quarters for the night in a nice dry
loft, and knows they will leave it

cleaner and tidier than they found it,

and everybody is satisfied.

I hate to say it, but if the Bosch had

specialised in our form of peaceful

penetration goodness knows what

might have happened. Certainly, wit-

nessing the full-fed, fatuous, self-com-

placent spectacle which the Mess pre-
sents, one would say he'd have had a
better time of it. L.
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BROWN
JONES
ROBINSON

'I CAS'T ACCOl'ST FOIt J'OOH OLD JONES BEING BONK DOWN J.IKE THAT." "1 CAN". IT'S TI1K "TKRTIi'M QUID.'"

"Oil, IS THAT IT? I THOUGHT THERE WAS COHULTTION SOT! RWHEBE."

THE PLAINT OF A TOPICAL
BAED.

WHY do my vagrant fancies turn

To Christmas as a likely theme '.'

It is not that I really yearn
To dream again the DICKENS dream,

To celebrate the flowing glasses,
Or sing a song like WEXCESLAS'S.

No, it is rather that I sigh
For something fairly firm and fixed

Amid a world that 's gone awry
And got inextricably mixed ;

Where'er one looks, from Pole to Tropic,

Everything seems kaleidoscopic.

One king after another goes
And half the map has fallen away,

And of To-morrow all one knows
Is that it won't be as To-day ;

As for the coming week (the middle)
Ask me, I pray, another riddle.

One week the War is on and off

The next
; our darkness turns to

light,
And editors make bold to scoff

At what I wrote but yesternight ;

Hackneyed and out of date they vote

it,

Which seemed prophetic when I wrote
it.

For Dora we don't care a fig

(Whose name was once a thing of

dread) ;

I heap nutrition on the pig
Till yesterday so underfed ;

And we ourselves eat cake and jam in

What was last week a haunt of famine.

Close in the wake of capering Time
I pant and still I pant in vain

;

I cannot catch him in a rhyme
Nor snapshot in a passing strain ;

He speeds on his subversive mission
More like a bus than a tradition.

So, Christmas, let me fix my mind

Upon your blessed certitude ;

You will not vanish like the wind,
Nor cheat nor crumble nor elude ;

You in a world that smacks of Babel

May still be counted firm and stable.

"The Peruvian Government lias accepted
the offer of President Wilson to meditate
between Peru and Chili." Daily Paper.

We should have thought he might have
found a quieter spot.

From a Bank Chairman's speech :

"The rapid growth of our figures during the
last four years has been largely due to war
conditions." Prorincial Paper.'
Stout fellows.

A MATTER OF COUESES.
I AM one of those poor old bachelors

who for lack of a home live in a select

boarding-house. To this forlorn habit,

however, I owe a knowledge, uncom-
mon, I flatter myself, amongst civilians,

of certain departments of military life.

During the past two years the greater
part of the accommodation of my cara-

vanserai has been occupied by a suc-

cession of artillery officers, who reside

there while undergoing a course of in-

struction at the neighbouring School
of Gunnery. As they usually write up
and discuss their notes and propound
their theories in the little smoke-room,
I have gradually acquired a certain be-

wildered familiarity with the techni-

calities of their science, and have come
to realise how terrifying an engine is

a modern piece of ordnance for the

spirited young gentlemen who have to

endure examination upon its manage-
ment and habits.

Eeceutly, recognizing one of the

students as having been quartered in

my boarding-house only a few months
before, I introduced myself by the offer

of a saccharin tabloid for his coffee,

and ventured to inquire how he came
to be repeating the experience.
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" In the natural routine of my duties,'

he replied cheerfully and respect-
fully, helping himself to two tabloids

"Though my present appointment has
no official title, I may describe mysell
as a course specialist. In civil life J

earned a, substantial livelihood as de-

Kignor and architect of iced cakes, and,
in view of the present shortage of sugar,
;un not entitled to claim Immediate de-
mobilization as a pivot man. For the
executive work of the Reserve Brigade
to which I am attached there are three
times too many officers, and to avoid
the crowd in the Mess I have abandoned
myself to every variety of extensive and
intensive military education. I have
attended most of the ordinary courses

once, and those associated with par-
ticularly comfortable billets I patronise
more frequently. Thus, as you may
imagine, I know practically everything
that can be taught on the subject of
war in all its branches. The store of

knowledge I am acquiring will no doubt
be invaluable to me when I have to re-

sume my civil occupation, but I am far
from unwilling to carry on my present
routine till age entitles me to retire on
half-pay.
"The theory is, that if I keep quiet

the War OlVico will overlook my exist-

ence and 1 shall be allowed to continue
this tranquil and innocent career. In
addition to all the courses of which

you can possibly have heard, I have
attended many which I am sure are
unknown to the civil public. Gunnery,
gas, musketry, cooking all the obvious

subjects have received my attention,
while I have also been through a train-

ing in such specialized branches as

co-operation between field-officers and
B.T.O.'s, between pay-sergeants and

pipe majors, between Mr. Cox's ledger-
clerks and second-lieutenants, and be-
tween batmen and the Bankruptcy
ourt. You may not be aware that

such courses are held or that such
co operation exists, but as you doubt-
less rely for military information upon
ihe Press and upon answers in the
House of Commons this is not a
matter for astonishment.

"
Lacking the profound learning, ver-

aal subtlety and dogged perseverance
necessary for the profitable interpreta-
;ion of the various Army Council In-

structions and other relevant docu-

nents, I employ a clever solicitor to

draw up my quarterly statement of

hums in respect of travelling, rations,

detention, inconvenience or ennui while

ittonding courses. Without such ex-

aert assistance I question if I should
hiiii a return upon my expenditure

and exertions sufficient to encourage me
n the further pursuit of my present
vocation.

"DID YOU TELL YOVB MISSUS 'OW WK LABFED AT WHAT MY OLK WOMAN SAID ABAIIT
E 1.AST NIGHT?' 1

'MOT ME! THY IT YEBSKI-F AND si i: 'ow c.u> risiiioMin MIK'M. r/x>K AT YEH,"

" As the best of courses grows mono-
tonous by unlimited repetition, I have

approached the politician who hoped to

have my vote, and he has promised
to move in the matter of organizing
ot hers. I suggested to him such profit-
able training as mountain warfare in

Skye or the Lake District ; rapid mus-

ketry work in a deer forest
; ski-ing

for which St. Moritx in winter would
be an excellent location and so forth.

If these suggestions are taken up I do

not think I shall pester the War Ollice

for release to civil life while at Irast

I
. hare youth and health to allow me

to benefit by the instruction provided.
" I fear I have bored you. May I

venture to ask for another of j our very
excellent saccharin tabloids ?

"

Letter recently received by a business-

house from an ex-employe :

"Dr. Finn,- Am I still with you? Cog if

so, for the love of HtMven Rt t mo <lonn
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A CHANT OF GOOD CHEER.
COME once again, ye puddings all of plum,
And ye puffed pies ystuffed of minced meat

That lie like driven swansdown on the turn

And hid dyspepsia's self arise and eat ;

And all ye almonds white and apples red

Whereof the " U "
not bites or doth no longer,

But now, the plaything of the grisly conger,
Befouls old Ocean's shell-encrusted hed,

Or, pent in ports of our inviolate coast,

Mocks the white-livered Brandenlmrger's boast,

While they who drank the sounding hero-toast

Come all a-crawl, crying,
" Please don't oppress

A nice kind German." Faugh ! But I digress.

Come, ye proud turkeys of the Sister Isle,

Miscalled, indeed, by that unsavoury name,
That gobble in the barnyard full of bile

And strut the meads with wattles all aflame.

And O ye geese ! As succulent still, I ween,
As when ye saved Koine's Capitol from danger,
Whose outstretched necks do hiss the intrusive

stranger
In swift disorder from the village green
Come to our board, with sage and onions

crowned,
Or tbymy-odorous and festooned around
With the plump sausage exquisitely browned;

Come, and till sheer repletion bids us cease
We '11 lift our forks to Victory and Peace.

For we have longed for ye, brave foods, and all

(Save James, an infant, recently arrived)
Have faced long years of strife's abstemious thrall,

Of all rich forms of sustenance deprived,
Nor sought by stealth to augment the rationed

dole,

But eked out portions suitable for sparrows,
With home-grown greens and vegetable marrows,

Nor on the uncouponed pheasant and the sole

Waxed protiteerwise. Thus we did our bit,

Eight patriot Joneses, lean but not unfit
;

And now as round the groaning board we sit

Without one prick of conscience to corrode
We '11 eat and eat and let the expense be blowed.

The basted Bird will enter in his pride ;

The gong will sound and trooping we shall come ;

And James, who simply won't be left outside,
Shall suck real gravy from his mother's thumb

;

And I shall watch the young platoon advance

Against fresh helpings, every one a graveller,
Till, like ripe leeches from the exhausted traveller,

They fall away, too full for utterance
;

And off to bed I pack them all for luck

Jack, George and Michael, Joan and Master
Puck,

Who started last but quickly left the ruck,

Passing the post, so Nurse and Jane declare,
Still well in hand, with two mince-pies to spare.

Then by the fireside with my cafe, noir
And fat Partagas in a sandal box,

I '11 quaff one green Chartreuse to La Victoirc,

Adding,
" Not mine, but that of Messrs. Cox,

To find the wherewithal to pay the bills ;"
And presently, in balmy sleep enfolded,
I '11 dream of turkeys to huge stature moulded,

Gargantuan geese and puddings huge as hills,

While from the dim isles of old wonder tales,

Full of rare fruits and aromatic bales,

Come high-prowed galleons, furling silver sails,

To anchor by the river bank of sleep
Where I, like JAMSHID, glory and drink deep.

. ALGOL.

THE SENTIMENTALISTS.
WE prisoners had been the victims of many false starts

and falser rumours, but at last it seemed that the workmen
and soldiers who happened to be ruling the town that week
were proposing to let us go. I was not leaving with the
first party, and walked a little sadly round the big barrack

taking leave of my friends.

The human is a sentimental animal. I heard men
undertake to meet once a year in London and dine off cold

bully beef and mangel soup, just to remind them of the
bad old days. Some arranged to foregather in January
and travel through Scotland in cattle trucks.

As I passed Eoom 76 the faint sound of applause came
to mo, and, attracted by the unusual noise, I entered. They
had always interested me, those three men in 76, and as

they were leaving early in the morning I did not hesitate
to intrude on what I guessed to be a farewell meal.
"Come in sit down," said Crust. He was standing

and appeared to be delivering the final speech of the even-

ing. I hid myself in a shadowy corner and waited for him
to continue.

" And so for eighteen weary months we have faced each
other across this narrow table. There was no escape, there
was no relief. The same faces, the same habits, the same
mannerisms, changeless as the Pyramids, warping character,

killing individuality. Can you wonder that our feelings for
each other changed from indifference to dislike and from
dislike to detestation and odium ?

"

"
Hear, hear!

"
chorused the other two and tapped upon

the table. "
Very true ; hear, hear !

"

"Therefore I do not hesitate to hope not only that we
may forget one another utterly but that Don't go."" I can't stand it," I said and hurried out.

They left next morning.
* * * * * # :;:

Three days ago I walked into a small restaurant which
has not yet been discovered by the spending classes. In a
corner, seated round a beautifully decorated table, were the
;hree men whom I had last seen drinking weak tea in
West Prussia. 1 produced the single eye-glass which I

generally use solely for the exploration of menu cards, and
studied the trio.

Crust was again speaking, seated this time, and, though
[ could not hear him, the smiles and the rapidly emptying
magnum told their tale. They noticed me on their way out
and, turning aside, came over to my table.

"
Why, it 's the old eavesdropper in his party suit !

"

"It is high time you three young men dispersed to your
several and provincial homos," I remarked sternly.

" Lon-
Jon's much too full."

" Been trying to tear ourselves apart for nearly a week,"
said Crust,

" but it 's no good. Of course we really loathe
one another as much as ever, but we 've been glued together
so long that we can't come unstuck."

"A hundred and twenty-two 'U '-boats had been surrendered up
o Sunday last, and it is thought that forty more, some of which
ire dam aged, will complete the total." Spectator.

We knew some of the boats were fairly ancient, but are

urprised that our respected contemporary should give way
o language like this.
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-WHAT'S A <Miti. I.IKB'EB TO DO NOW ii 's AM, ovKit? Sin: -ASV-I nn: 'KAKT FOR DOMESTIC KKRVICK, NOH IHK M...K FOR PAKTO."

THE BATII-PLUG.
THE plug for the bath on the first

floor of the Mess does not fit. It has
never fitted since the barracks were
built. There is a tradition to the effect

that some other barracks were being
built at the same time, and that our

bath-plug was delivered to them in

error, or else that the wrong barracks
for this bath-plug were erected here.

Nobody likes to probe too deeply into

the affair or suggest public enquiry.
These things are not done in the Army ;

there 's no knowing in what life-long

correspondence you may become in-

volved, and it would be a piteous fate

to be denied release to your civilian

employment because the last word re-

mained to be said between yourself and
some implacable department.
So the plug still fails to function !

sufficiently well to prevent a rapid !

leakage from the bath. Contemplating
ablations you are faced with an altern-

ative. Either you may use the plug as

it is and scram Ijle through the process
of cleansing against time, the comfort-

ing soapy tide ebbing as you wash,
until it leaves you chill and miserable,
stranded on the hard enamel like a ship i

dry-docked ;
or else you must spend

a long time hanging over the edge of
[

the bath, head-downwards, trying to

make the plug watertight with the

help of a scrap of flannel. This flannel
was presumably supplied by the con-
science-stricken contractor immediately
responsible for the mix-up of bath-

plugs and barracks ; but we cannot dis-

cover who has authority to replace or

repair it, though it has long since

grown so attenuated that only with
the greatest patience, technical skill

and manual dexterity can it be made
effective.

A Scottish lawyer who is amongst
us disguised as a Captain holds the
view that this flannel, being associated
with and supplementary to the plug
(itself theoretically a fixture, though the
attachment-chain has been broken so

long that the memory of man holds no
record of any other condition), must
not be regarded as a movable or in any
way tampered with, and that any intro-

missions (Scottish legal term) therewith
will be at the risk of the intromitter.

According to an Ordnance Corps wallah,
who also shares our perplexities and
the use of the bath, nothing is required
but a packing-gland, but he cannot find

any authority on which to indent for a

supply for plumbing purposes. One of

the subalterns remembers having heard,
in the course of some technical lecture

which ho was compelled to attend,
of a likely

- sounding article called a
"
Plug-Adjusting Run-Out ;

"
but the

Adjutant believes this is one of the

fittings of a gun and has nothing to
do with any branch of domestic en-

gineering.
Certain impetuous and perhaps ill-

balanced minds amongst us have, how-
ever, at last decided to move in the

matter, and at present hesitate between
two courses. The R.A. Comforts Fund
might be induced to supply a larger
and efficient plug, which could be used
in practice, while the old plug and

I

flannel would IMS shown on inspection,
i Or a subscription list might be opened
| amongst ourselves and a suitable plug
I purchased by private arrangement. The
plug would then be entrusted to the

custody of an officer detailed for that

responsibility, who would be authorised
to issue it to any duly-identified sub-
scriber desirous of taking a bath.

The younger bloods are in high

spirits, confident that before long steps
will really be taken to render the bath

watertight ; but the few old Regulars
in the Mess look coldly on the agitation
and sigh amongst themselves at this

upstart irreverence for time-honoured
tradition.

Our Cautious Press.
" There is much speculation a to tin

nature of the conversation that ptuaed be-

tween Mr. Wilson and >!. Clemenceau, but it

can bo stated with some degree of certain t\

that it had reference to the coming Peace
Conference." Daily Telegraph.
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RECONSTRUCTION SHOCKS.
Doctor, late D.A.M.C. (by force of habit, after three years in France). "Now SHOW ME YOUR TATTOOS."

WHAT EVERY BOOKSELLER SHOULD KNOW.

UNDER the heading
" Booksellers

Who Must be Taught
"
a writer in an

American paper has been urging the

revival of the practice of the Venetian

Guild, which in 1667 required book-

sellers to pass an- examination before

they could be " matriculated."

The questions included the following :

Name the principal Saints and
Fathers.

Name the principal theologians, con-

troversialists and polemical writers.

Name the ancient writers on philo-

sophy and history ; also the principal

poets, tragic as well as comic, in Greek
and Latin literature.

Name the principal historians, an-

cient and modern, letter-writers, anti-

quai'ians, numismatists, mathemati-

cians, physicians, surgeons, anatomists
and jurists.

This is all very well, but we have
moved a good deal since 1667. The idea

of an examination is excellent, but the

questions should be up to date, living,
"
pivotal," red-corpuscular, as thus:

1. Compare the poems of SAPPHO
with those of ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

2. Show in what respects the narra-

tive style of Lord NORTHCLIFFE as an
historian marks an improvement on

(a) HERODOTUS ; (b) FROISSART ; (c) Lord
MACAULAY.

3. Explain why Mr. THOMAS HARDY,
GEORGE MEREDITH, and ROBERT BROWN-
ING never succeeded in attaining the

ranks of the " best sellers."

4. MILTON is said to have received

five pounds for his Paradise Lost. Esti-

mate what he would be likely to re-

ceive on the half-profits svstem if his

poem were published for the first time

to-day.
5. Distinguish between MARIE and

ARCANGELO CORELLI, BEN TILLETT and
BEN JONSON, SIDNEY WEBB and SIDNEY
COLVIN, BERNARD SHAW, Father BER-
NARD VAUGHAN and General BERN-
HARDI.

When booksellers and their assist-

ants are able to floor such a paper the

prospective purchaser, to borrow the
words of our American contemporary,
" will enter a book-store confident that
he can be intelligently advised, the
number of purchases will be increased
and bookselling will become a real

business."

THE ISLAND.

I KNOW an island in a lake,

Green upon waters grey ;

It has a strange enchanted air,

I hear the fairies singing there

When I go -by that way.

One night, one summer night, I know
Suddenly 1 shall wake

And very .softly hasten down
And out beyond the sleeping town
To find my fairy lake.

I shall not need to seek a boat,
It will be moored, 1 think,

Within a tiny pebbled bay
Where meadow-sweet and mallow sway

Close to the water's brink.

The moon from shadowy shore to shore
Will make a shining trail,

And I shall sing their fairy song
As joyfully I float along

I shall not need a sail.

And, peering through a starlit haze,
I presently shall see,

Where swift the waiting reeds unclose,
The fairies all in rows and rows

Waiting to welcome me. R. F.
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MUTUAL COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON.

JOHN BULL. "WHY, FATHER CHRISTMAS, YOU'RE LOOKING LIKE YOUR OLD SELF AGAIN!"

FATHER CHRISTMAS. "JUST WHAT I WAS GOING TO SAY TO YOU. JOHN!"
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LATER THOUGHTS.
IT is my destiny to buy in the ii<

markets and to soil it I succeed in

selling at all in the cheapest. Usually,
i. having tired of a picture or

article, I have positively to give
it away : almost to make its acceptance
a personal favour to me. But the

other day was marked by an exception

-trikiug that 1 have been

ring if perhaps the luck has no:

\ about 3.30 A.M. I woke widely up
and, according to custom, began to

review my life's errors, which are in

no danger of e\er complaining of lone-

liness. From these 1 reached, by way
of mitigation, my re... ; ssful

piece of chaffering, and put the letter

to the dealer under both examination
and cross-examination. Why ^so my
thoughts ran

1

) give him half? Why
be Quixotic ? This is no world for

her 10 dU'.egard me only a d.t\

after we had ut last got on ienr
There is no fury like a woman scorn,
it \\ould probably bo the end of me.

magnates are >ueeessl';;l probably ',

just it'v don't do these fool'-

impulsive tilings. Impulse is the nega
tio!i of magnatery. If 1 am to make
any kind of tiguro in this now n>lc of

tine art speculator (so my thougi
continued': 1 must control my feelings.
No, live pounds is absunl. A

U
Quixotry. It was my eye that de-

ehangod and 1 am. 'after all. destined to tivte.l the probability of tire dra \\ing. of one pound will meet the I

be that most desirable thing, a sue-
;

not his. He had indeed failed : did not will be nothing to me -. . rate,

..1 dealer. know his own busir.o-s. Why put a nothing serious yet a real gift of quail
premium on ineptitude '.' No. a present and manna from" a clear 'sky to the
of say ten pounds at the most would dealer, without, however, doing him
more than adequately meet the case. any harm. A pound will be ample,

Sleep still refusing to oblisie me, 1 accompanied by a brief note
The

It happened thus. In drifting about
the old curiosity shops ot a cathedral

v- :y 1 came upon a portfolio of water-

colour drawings, among which was one
that to my eye would have
been a possible TVRSKK.
even if an earlierowner had
not shared that opinion or

hope, and set the magic
name with all its initials

(so often placed in the

wrong order) beneath it.

"Howinuchisthi>
asked scornfully.

Well," said the dealer,
"

if it were a genuine TV i;

XKR it would be worth any-
thing. Bat let 's say ten :

shillings. You can ha\e
it for that; but I don't

mind if you don't, because
I '111 going to London next
week and should take
withme to get an opinion."

I pondered.
" Mind you. I don't guar-

antee it," he added.
I gave him the ten

shillings,

By what incredible means I

rH Bog ito riilain\. -THE COSTROLLER'S err OCT THE LJIIELJGHT.
SIB. THK MANAGER wnx BK OBLIGED IF TOV 'i.i. MAKE rp vors FACE
EMERALD GREEK FOR THE MURDER SCI '

note, was to the
otter, thai 1 i-a.l sold tin-

drawing at a profit which
enabled me to make him a

present, because it wns an
old belief of mine that

one should do this kind of

tiling: good luck should be

shared.

1 had the envelope in

pocket containing the
note and the cheque when
I reached the club for

lunch. That afternoon I

played at bridge so dis-

astrously tha: 1 was glad
I had not posted it.

After all (so my thoughts
ran, as 1 destroyed the en-

velope and contents) such

bargains are all part of the
e. Buying and selling
a perfectly straight-

forward matter between
dealer and customer. The

a
t\ -.-. ::.'.<

found
[

took a book of short stories and read dealer asks as much as he thinks 1

drawing at fifty : one. Then I closed my eyes again, and extort, and the customer, having paid
again began to think about the dealer, it, is under no obligation whatever to
\\.

T
V*1T /ft *-i Til i- tlim* .*!-. . -i \ A ._ J I- T,___ '.!-_ } _ . 1 ___ ml_ _ "

_ ^ 1 * 1 1

there is no need to tell, for
the point of this narrative resides not
in bargaining with collectors, but in

bargaining with my own soul. The

\Vhy (so my thoughts ran) send him
ten pounds ? It will only give him a

wrong idea of his customers, none other

the dealer. The incident is t

The Penalties of Peace.
Wo regret to announce that owing to the

a of hostilities, tie War Supplement
which we started a few . and which
has proved so acceptable, has to be withdrawn

T.ocal Pnj>rr.

1

.

;<taiu (Regulari i* flying ex-

perience, flown about _ i ,;:d'over TOO
hours, is desire.:- it home or
abroad." Tints.

* ^ j ' v***^ . vi v . v/ ciio \.n^*iv^iinri c1
, nuiic i.'L nc. i

astonishing fact remains that I achieved i of whom would be so fair, so sporting,a profit of forty-nine pounds ten and
'

as I. He will expect similar letters
was duly elated. I then began to think, every day and be disappointed, and then
The dealer (so my thoughts ran) in

'

he will become embittered and go down
that little street by the eathedral west the vale of tears a miserable creature.
loor, he ought to participate in this. He looked a nice old man too ; a pity,He behaved very well to me and I ! nay a crime, to injure such a nature,
ought to behave well to him. It would

,
No, ten pounds is absurd. Five would

be only fair to give him half. be plenty. Ten would put him al.

Thereupon I sat down and wrote a. himself.* We infer that his earlier experience was
ttle note saying that the potential While I was dressing the next mom- ! confined to nights of imagination.

TVRXKR drawing, which no doubt he ing 1 thought about the dealer again.
recollected, had turned out to be an Why should I (so my thoughts ran),
hentic. and I had great pleasure in directly I had for the'lr

nclosmg him half of the proceeds, as life brought off a financial coup, spoil it

[considered that the only just and. by giving a large part of the profit
: awaY - not that flying in the But we are credibly iuformed'th

Having no stamps and the hour being face <jf the Goddess of Business, who- not this kind of " Freedom of the
late I did not post this and went to bed. ever she may be 1 W.-.* it not asking that Mr. WILSON

-STRATFORD TOWN COrXClI..

wxuxm.
MIXED RATUINi. MV

PI-J
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THE RETURN Of THE BANANA.
LET not the Muse be mute,
O most salubrious fruit.

But welcome your return from the

Canaries,
':.-:'.-:

- \ .-:..
On any kind of cargo

Bare meat and grain from ranches and
from prairies.

In days of peace and waste.
Ere I acquired the taste,

I found you T*"inic^(it of pomatum.
But my untutoted scorn

Long since have I lumimn
\t jnil jjasliimuiiiii il

For your discoloured skin

Holds treasures rare within

Ungaessed by those who fancy gold
must glitter,

Flavours that can allure

The jaded epicure
In Maeedoine, in salad or in fritter.

Though somewhat poor in fat

Ton are, yet what of that?
The fact remains you nourish and you

V<df the Ency. Brit.,

Where analysts admit
Tour wealth in carbo-hydrates is enor-

mous.

From China to Tahiti or

THE EXPANDING DRAMA,
IT is 'HMmiMMiil that a feature of *^f

at the Lyric

Oaarf
ngfat of sfce new Wane
I MM*', D-mr. a* the

invitation to the
in the traffic of

that this

For the final Act of the
SfTft Doon,tt'a
or tlime gfcltilj |

staQ patrons, who
the

will be chosenwho are

theirwins it is hoped that the

may then be left to work itself 0* in a

We gather that a
of this year's Cora*
wfll be the migration of the
.:.-.: ::.r -_:.::.-;.-. '. -.

dors are to be equipped with bnUered-

slides: sausages (coupon-free) wfll he
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.}

IN My Reminiscences (MURRAY), FANNY, Lady BLUNT has

written a most adventurous and amiable book, to which
Admiral Sir BOSSLYN WEMYSS has contributed an intro-

duction. She has passed the greater part of her life in the

more ferocious regions of Turkey. "There is scarcely a

senior officer of the E.N.," so I gather from the cover of

her book,
" who is not one of her '

adopted nephews
'

for

she was ' Aunt Fanny
'

to all the younger officers serving
in the Mediterranean while she was
Senior Service has indeed all the Inck.

at Salonika." The
On the other hand,

she had to meet bandits like the one who asked a member
of her party for tobacco. It was noticed that one of his

fingers was missing, and it turned out that he ought to

have been in prison for the

murder of a Bey in Philip-

popolis.
" The Bey's wife,

in order to try and save her

husband, bit the brigand's

finger so badly that it had
to be cut off." Of such
rencontres the book is full,

and yet Lady BLUNT is still

hale and hearty. I hope
her book may have a full

measure of success.

Sir J. M. BARBIE'S Echoes

of the War (HODDEK AND

STOUGHTON) is pre-emin-
ently a book for fathers.

Fathers (since we buried
the last of the heavy Vic-

torians) are proverbially not
heroes to their authors.
Here are four little plays
in the serious-sentimental-

playful vein which no man
alive handles with such ex-

quisite adroitness. " The
New Word," a little master-

piece which reads as well as
it played, and " A Well-re-
membered Voice," which I

an obnoxious neighbour who tries to flirt with Mrs. Thomas,
and by the circumstance that Thomas himself is not above
an occasional flutter more suited to his days of bachelordom
than to those of fatherhood. However the neighbour gets
knocked down (whence a police-court summons and some
agreeable fooling), and Thomas, after an almost breathlessly
narrow escape, flies the lures of the temptress and all ends
well. Perhaps the author's wit is a shade more pungent
than in the earlier book ; but it remains of admirable
quality throughout, and touched here and there with a
genuine beauty of thought that much increases its appeal.
Comedy is still its aim, rather than farce; even in such
episodes as that of the Vulgar Entertainer and the Party
that Failed (which will wake responsive chords in many
a hospitable heart) the fun goes never beyond a dreadful

reality. In short, Thomas Settles Down consolidates not

only Thomas but Mr. C RES-
WELL.

" COULD I SEE THE GENTLEMAN WHO ATTENDS TO POST-WAR BECON-
should judge would hardly! STUUCTION? I WISH TO SUBMIT A MODEL OF A STANDARDISED MILESTONE

play at all, have both of them i

"> KEEP MOTORISTS WITHIN BOUNDS."

a father and a son, and in both the father has the author's our Navy from writers of his skill and calibre.
and our affection. " The Old Lady Show's her Medals "

is

hero too. I never can forgive that rising of the curtain
on the third unnecessary scene, in which the old lady does

BLACKWOOD have scored again.

KLAXON is a well-known

pseudonym to readers of

lilackivood's Magazine, and
in H.M.S. - -

they will

have the pleasure of meet-

ing many old friends. Both
in his sketches and verses
the author shows an in-

timate knowledge of our

Navy and a considerable

power of imagination. The
items in this book tot up to

forty, and I am not going
to mention the names of

my favourites; but I will

remark that KLAXON has an
excellent faculty for telling
a story with a fine economy
of words, and, as this is a
rare gift from the gods,
he should never forget to

utilize it. Having uttered
this little note of warning
let me add my sincere hope
that he will not allow an
Armistice or even a Peace
to demobilise him from his

literary activities. For we
cannot hear too much about

Messrs.

Punch will

o
as serv-

the draw-
.

, .mining accompaniment of sym-But it does contain the rare admission
| pathetic letterpress is thrown in.

that German subalterns may sometimes have been decent
j

young men at least before the War.

1 am glad to see that Thomas Settles Doicn (NISBET)
wholly confirms the happy auguries that I detected in
Mr. II. B. CHESWELL'S previous record of the same hero.
You recall perhaps the sort of man Thomas was. Being
that sort it was hardly to be expected that his settling-down
would be unaccompanied by certain domestic jars and re-

adjustments. Nor is it. The two chief jars are provided by

Our Modest Politicians.

"Asked what he thought about plumping, Mr. Thomas said lie

would ask them to vote for him and then to use their intelligence and
judgment in recording their second rote." Itcrlij Daily Telegraph.

From Smith Minor's "general paper":
."Salome \vas the lady who danced in beads in front of Harrod's."

We noticed that there was a crowd recently in the

Brompton Eoad.
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THE OLD WAR AND THE NEW.

YKHY benevolent was the aspect of Mr. Punch as he beamed on me over his port this Christmas Eve of

the most gracious of all years of grace. You would not have thought it possible that he could ever bo <

Our talk was of the Hohenzolleru and what was to be done with him. " You remember," said Mr. Punch.

"what happened to the hangman in the drama that ia a caricature of my career how lie suffered in his own

person the penalty which ho had designed for myself? Well, as one who was down on Wilhelm's Black List

undergo '

condign punishment
'

on the day when his conquering armies marched up Bouveno Street, I nal

have my own feelings. By 'condign' punishment I understand something to fit the crime in my case

crime of having said exactly what I thought of him and his Huns. I am content to let it go at that.

content that Wilhelm should get the punishment that fits the crime in his case the crime not so much of

started an inexcusable war most wars have been that and they were always started by souiobody-

havinc ordered, or at least connived at, the breach of all the laws of humanity and chivalry that should gover

war for the mitigation of its horrors. Personally I should not recommend the death penalty at the hands of the

Allies, as that might mean his ultimate canonization. Besides, I don't want to curtail his time for reflecti

"Why not hand him over to the tender mercies of German Kultur?" I suggested.
" I shouldn't do that either," said the Sage.

" You see, the only fault he has couirnitt

is that he lost the War, and I wouldn't have him punished for the wrong offence-for something indeed wh

was our doing as much as his. No, I think I would just put him out of the way of doing further

distant penitentiary like the Devil's Island, and leave him to himself to think it all over; as Cap*,

Guido in The II in a and the Book
Not to die o much as slide out of lite,

Pushed by the general horror and common hate

Low, lower left o' the very edge of
'

"However, my real quarrel is with the German people-the people who wanted this Wur

it so long as things went well for them; the men who revelled in the atrocities committed by the rtrt

women who spat Sn our wounded prisoners; the children who waved flags for the murder ooa
Ijto

ones

"Oh I know the old argument of Germany's friends and apologists, that they were undei

rf
,,
ime that had dragooned then! into a servile submission to authority ; that they had "ever been a lowed to ha ,-

a conscience of their own; that, anyhow, protest was impossible. But it was not impose
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to-day they have revolted against this authority and overthrown it. If they could do it to-day under the spur
of defeat, they could have done it under tho spur of conscience four years ago when Belgium was being hacked

to pieces by order."

"The defence," said I, "would be that they could not have risen while the army remained loyal to the

throne."
"You speak," replied the Sage, "as if the German army were, a thing apart. The German army is the

German people. They mocked at our ' mercenaries
'

; they boasted of being a nation in arms. No, they cannot

have it both ways. They cannot claim to be a nation in arms and at the same time to be irresponsible for the

behaviour of their troops. So the people must pay for its own war, and it must be brought home to them that

they are not simply paying the costs that every loser, even a clean one, pays. When tho terms of Peace are

published it must be made known through every house in the Fatherland that they are required to pay so

many million pounds towards the cost of the War and so many more for the dirty way the;/ fought it.

However, let us turn to happier thoughts, to thoughts of home. A great work lies before us if we are to

make our country worthy of the men who have fought and died for her. Tho War is over; another has yet to

be waged against poverty and sordid environment ; against the disabilities of birth ; against the abuse of wealth
;

against tho mutual suspicions of Capital and Labour
; against sloth, indifference, self-complacency, short memories.

It will call for heavy sacrifices ;
it will demand the scrapping of many prejudices.

" I know of partisans to-day who think the War ill-won if it means that they have to surrender any of their

precious shibboleths. We shall have to fight hard against that temper of mind. It is easy enough to be a patriot in

war-time, when you haven't got to fight. Men are moved by a very human desire to win, by a very human fear

of defeat. Every natural selfish motive urges them to what looks like unselfishness for the sake of their own

country as against the enemy's. That is no longer the contest. A man has now to decide whether he will

serve himself or his country a much harder test of patriotism.
" That the principles of justice and honour will triumph in tho Now Year as they triumphed in the Old

I do not doubt. England was never so great as at 'this hour; and she will be greater yet."
He paused for a moment; then very gravely, "My friend," he said, "to-morrow is the birth of Christ, and

there is Peace once more on earth. Let us drink to the memory of our dead, who gave us- this hour."

After a long silenca he spoke again. "And now," he said, smiling through his tears, "I have a happy
duty to perform. Let us join our lady guest.'!.

A little later he was bowing before the dearest of angels, whose name is Peace. "Madam," he was

saying,
" I have the honour to offer you a book which contains your charming portrait. It is the latest volume

of a long series, and the first for four years and more in which you appear as anything more than a dream.

But I hope that in all this long war-time record you will find no thought pictured, no word said, that was not

loyal to the Cause by whose victory you have won an enduring heritage. With sincere homage and with great

humility I beg to present you with my

anb
tt
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